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REVISION OF THE UNITED NATIONS CHARTER
THURSDAY,

FEBRUARY 2, 1950

UNITED STATES SENATE,
o-SUBcOMMrTPrE ON REVIsION OF THE UNITED NATIONS
CHARTER OF THE CoMMITTEE ON FOREIGN RELATIONS,

Washzngton, D. C.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to call at 10 a.m. in the caucus
room, room 318, Senate Office Building, Senator Elbert D. Thomas
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.
Present: Senators Thomas (chairman), Green, McMahon, Wiley,
and Smith, members of the subcommittee.
Senator THOMAS. The subcommittee will be in order please.
Ever since the charter went into effect in 1946 the people and the
Government of the United States have looked upon the United Nations
as the cornerstone of American foreign policy. Bitter experience in
two great wars taught us that only through collective security could
we expect to win peace for ourselves and the rest of the world.
Due largely to the excessive use of the veto and to the general unwillingness of the Soviet Union to cooperate except on its own terms,
the United Nations has not functioned as satisfactorily as we had hoped
it would. As a result of this fact, a great national debate is now taking place with respect to various' proposals ranging all the way from
strengthening the United Nations to the establishment of world government. The issues involved in this debate are manifested in a number of specific resolutions which have been introduced into the Senate.
The occurrence of this debate represents the working of the great
American democracy in its best traditional form.
AN AUTHORITATIVE REPORT

Thus far, most of this general debate has been in terms of generalities. It is my intention, through the work of this subcommittee, to
prepare an authoritative report showing exactly where we stand with
respect to this matter of international organization and just what is
involved for the American people in the various suggestions that have
been made for the further development of international organization.
At the conclusion of the hearings, such a report will be available for
every interested citizen who might wish to use it as an authoritative
reference volume.
It is my hope that through our analysis here of the issues involved we
may direct the national debate into more concrete and fruitful channels. It is also my hope that we may develop more specific terms of
reference for further study of these important questions. Certainly,
we do not expect that our public hearings and the deliberations of this
subcommittee will produce final answers to these questions.
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THREE PHASES OF HEARINGS

The hearings of the subcommittee will be organized in three separate but related phases: In the first phase the subcommittee will hear
the sponsors of each of six resolutions in the following order: ThomasDouglas resolution (S. Con. Res. 52), Tobey resolution (S. Con. Res.
56), Sparkman resolution (S. Res. 133), Kefauver resolution (S. Con.
Res. 57), Taylor resolution (S. Con. Res. 66), Fulbright-Thomas resolution (S. Con. Res. 12), and the Ferguson-Graham resolution (S. Con.
Res. 72).'
In the second phase, the subcommittee will hear the testimony of the
Department of State in which the Department will develop its positive program in the field of international organization and its position on each of the resolutions. The third phase will be devoted to
hearing the testimony of organizations and of other representative
American citizens, who have asked to be heard. Any of those appearing in the first phase who wish to reappear for rebuttal will be given
an opportunity at this time.
Subsequent to the hearings, the subcommittee will make its arrangements for its analysis of the issues involved, for the preparation of its
report, and for any recommendations it may see fit to make in the light
of the evidence submitted to it.
As chairman of the subcommittee, I thought it well to outline the
purpose of the hearings in detail, so that we may all attempt to get in
harmony with what the hearing is trying to do.
Before we call upon Senator Douglas, I will ask Senator Wiley if
he has anything to say.
Senator WILEY. Not at this time.
Senator THOMAS. Senator Smith?
Senator SMITH. Not now, please.
Senator THOMAS. Then, Senator Douglas, will you please proceed?
SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION

52

(S. Con. Res. 52, the Thomas-Douglas resolution, is as follows:)
[S. Con. Res. 52, S1st Cong., 1st sess.]
CONCURRENT RESOLUTION

Whereas the United States by repeated declarations and actions has clearly
committed itself to the principle that the peace of the world can only be preserved by the use of pooled forces to resist and to deter aggression; and
Whereas in furtherance of this principle the United States has cooperated
wholeheartedly in the formulation and activities of the United Nations, in the
Pact of Rio de Janeiro which was designed to protect the American hemisphere
from attack, and is now negotiating the North Atlantic Security Pact which is
similarly designed to protect from assault states bordering and adjacent to the
Atlantic; and
Whereas all the members of the United Nations are bound to refrain in their
international relations from the threat or use of force against the territorial
integrity or political independence of any state, or in any other manner inconsistent with the purposes of the United Nations, and to give the United Nations
every assistance in any action it takes in accordance with the present Charter to
carry out its purposes; and
Whereas one purpose of the United Nations is to maintain international peace
and security and to that end to take effective collective measures for the pre
IIn order to put all the positive arguments in support of particular resolutions in one
place, some rearrangements in the order of witnesses have been made. S. Con. Res. 72 was
not introduced until February 7, 1950.
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vention and removal of threats to the peace, and for the suppression of acts of
aggression or other breaches of the peace; and
Whereas the Charter permits member states to supplement the provisions of
the Charter by regional or general arrangements for collective self-defense, and
such an arrangement can give the General Assembly powers normally exercised
by the Security Council; and
Whereas the General Assembly of the United Nations is capable of meeting on
short notice and acting promptly and justly to determine the fact of aggression
when the Security Council is prevented from taking action against aggression
because of the voting procedures requiring unanimity of the principal powers
to authorize military action; and
Whereas the Senate Resolution 239 of June 11, 1948, in addition to favoring
the association of the United States with regional arrangements in accordance
with the purposes and principles of the Charter, urged the United States to make
clear its determination to exercise its right of collective self-defense under
Article 51 should any attack occur affecting its national security; to contribute
to the progressive development of regional and other collective arrangements; to
make maximum efforts to obtain agreements to provide the United Nations with
armed forces as provided by the Charter; and to reaffirm the policy of the United
States to achieve international peace and security through the United Nations;
and
Whereas the national security of the United States may be affected by attacks
in areas other than the Atlantic Area: Therefore be it
Resolved by the Senate (the House of Representatives concurring), (i) That
the Congress reaffirm its faith in the United Nations as the cornerstone of the
international policy of the United States and as an institution which can
progressively be made more adequate to assure the security of its members;
(ii) That to this end the Congress pledges its support to a supplementary
agreement under Article 51 of the Charter open to all members of the United
Nations, by which the signatories agree, if the Security Council is prevented
from fulfilling its duties, to come to the aid of the victim of attack if requested
to do so by a two-thirds vote of the General Assembly, including three of the
permanent members of the Security Council;
(iii) That such an agreement should specify the forces that each signatory
agrees to maintain, under the spirit of paragraphs 1 and 2 of Article 43, for
immediate use of the United Nations(a) upon call of the Security Council, or
(b) upon call of the General Assembly by a two-thirds vote, including at
least three of the permanent members of the Security Council, and
(iv) That such an agreement should specify that if a matter pertaining to a
threat to or breach of the peace, or act of aggression, is on the agenda of the
Security Council, and the Security Council is prevented from fulfilling its duties,
the signatories who are members of the Security Council will take such steps as
may be required to remove it from the agenda of the Security Council; and
(v) That such an agreement should come into force when ratified by a majority
of the United Nations including three of the permanent members of the Security
Council.
Szc. 2. Such an agreement shall not in any way impair the inherent right
of the parties to engage in self-defense under Article 51 of the United Nations
Charter, individually or through other collective arrangements consistent with
their obligations under the United Nations Charter, or the North Atlantic
Security Pact, or the Pact of Rio de Janeiro.

STATEMENT OF HON. PAUL H. DOUGLAS, UNITED STATES SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF ILLINOIS
Senator DOUGLAS. Senator Thomas and members of the subcommittee, first, may I express my appreciation to you for the courtesy
which you have shown to me and to the other supporters of Senate
Concurrent Resolution 52 in giving us the opportunity for a hearing.
MAIN FEATURES OF SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 52

The main features of Senate Concurrent Resolution 52 are very
simple. What it does is to pledge the Congress to support a supple-
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mentary convention which the United States may propose to the other
members of the United Nations under which the signatories agree
to use force against any nation which is adjudged to be an aggressor by a two-thirds vote of the General Assembly of the United Nations, including three of the so-called Big Five powers. In other
words, those who sign the sup elementary convention would agee to
come to the aid of the nation which is adjudged to be on the defensive
by two-thirds of the Assembly of the United Nations, plus three of
the Big Five.
In the second place, the signatory powers bind themselves to name
in advance the specific military, naval, and air components which
they will maintain and furnish to an international police force to be
assembled upon call of the Security Council upon action by the Assembly and three of the Big Five in the manner which has been indicated above.
THE VETO

The immediate purposes of this proposal are obvious and simple. In
the first place, it is designed to remedy the great structural defect in
the present Charter of the United Nations which is created by the
veto power given to each and every one of the permanent members of
the Security Council, the so-called Big Five nations. It was originally thought necessary to include the veto power in order to get
Russia to come into the United Nations and possibly also in order to
get the Charter ratified by the United States Senate. But our experience with the veto has, of course, been most unfortunate. Russia
has used the veto on more than 40 specific occasions, and it is quite
obvious that the United Nations will fail to be a body strong enough
to enforce peace in any major dispute between strong powers as long
as the veto power is in existence.
But the difficulty in proposing to eliminate the veto clause is that
any such proposal is itself subject to the veto and can therefore be
defeated. Any one of the Big Five can therefore freeze the present
Charter and prevent it from being altered to provide for a more
effective method of determining aggression. Just as any attempt to
amend the rules to do away with the ability of a minority in the
United States Senate to filibuster can be defeated by the use of the
filibuster, so can any proposal to diminish the veto power of any one
of the Big Five be defeated by the use of the veto power itself.
Russia has stated clearly that she will not permit the Charter itself
to be amended in this manner.
A SUPPLEMENTARY CONVENTION

But what we are proposing is not an amendment to the Charter.
It is rather a supplementary convention alongside the Charter, but
within the spirit of the United Nations, especially article 51 of the
Charter, and which will upon coming into effect utilize the agencies
of the United Nations. Such a supplementary convention would not
be subject to a vote by a single nation, and indeed the proposed supplementary convention is to go into effect when a majority of the existing members of the United Nations have signed it. By this method,
it would be made impossible for one nation by using its veto power
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to balk the will of the vast majority of the members of the United
Nations who would wish to use their pooled force to defend the
victims of aggression. The overwhelming majority of the nations
would instead be free to use force in behalf of the world law and
order, to suppress aggression and to defend the victims of aggression.
Any such action, moreover, would not merely be the action of nations
taken separately on the basis of separate national interests but would
be on behalf of an organized system of peace and law.
It should be recognized that under this resolution, after it is clear
that the Security Council is prevented from fulfilling its duties, a
mere two-thirds vote of the Assembly will not be sufficient in itself
to commit the nations which have signed the supplementary agreement. It is also necessary to have the coincident agreement of three
of the Big Five. In this way the United Nations can be made a more
effective instrument for mobilizing the peace forces of the world and
deterring aggression and yet we, as a big power, will not be forced
to use our resources to suppress aggression upon the mere vote of a
large number of small nations who in the nature of the case would not
and could not contribute much to the enforcement of their own decisions. The assent of the majority of those who would be called
on for the major effort to resist aggression would also be required
before they could be committed.
AN INTERNATIONAL POLICE FORCE

Secondly, it should also be noted that a considerably forward step
is taken toward the creation of an international police force. It is
not only necessary to adjudge a given nation to be an aggressor and
to declare that all the nations have an obligation to come to the aid
of a nation which is attacked, but if such a system is to become effective, it is also necessary to furnish specific aid to the attacked
nation as quickly as possible. This is one of the advantages of the
international police force which is to be built up under this convention. An army is not in itself initially assembled nor is a permanent
body set up, but the nations agree to name and maintain the specific
components which they will furnish to such an international police
force when it is to be called into action.
In other words each nation will name the specific regiments, naval
vessels, or air complement and so forth and agree to have this complement ready to be assembled at a given spot when two-thirds of
the Assembly declare that a given nation is the aggressor and another
nation is the attacked nation and call for such forces. These forces
cn then be quickly brought together and rushed to the aid of the
nation which is attacked. This will save precious days, weeks and
months which otherwise would be lost and make the combined action
of the nations far more effective in resisting aggression. In addition
of course, if the situation is especially serious, they can use their own
national forces in a direct manner.
The fundamental purpose of the proposal is, of course, to deter
aggression by a concerted pooling of force and to make the reserve
force available to check aggression as large as possible. This is not a
regional alliance; it is instead a universal compact open to all countries
which are members of the United Nations, under which all the coun-

X, I
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tries agree that they will use force against a nation adjudged to be an
aggressor. It is believed that this overwhelming 'pooling of force
if it can be made effective will deter a nation which might otherwise
be tempted to take the aggressive because it will know that its efforts
will be unsuccessful. The more universal the convention, the greater
the amount of the force which can be thrown behind the preservation
of peace.
MORAL APPEAL OF SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 52

I submit that the adoption of the policy outlined in the resolution
in question will give two very immediate gains both to the cause of
peace in general and to our national security in particular. In the
first place, it will have a tremendous moral appeal to the tens of millions of decent peace-loving people both in this country and abroad
who, while abhorring both aggression and the policies of the police
state, are nevertheless not contented with a mere system of regional
alliances. These men and women are fearful that a regional alliance
from which certain powers are initially excluded and which they are
not permitted later to join will sharpen the already great cleavages
between the nations on opposite sides of the iron curtain and make an
ultimate armed conflict between the two systems even more inevitable.
These people distrust partial alliances because amongst other reasons
they believe that the decision as to whether an act of aggression is
committed will not be made by a comparatively neutral body, but
instead by fellow allies which are closely bound to the country or
countries in question.
Now, as my own votes last summer indicated, I was and am a hearty
supporter of the North Atlantic Pact and the military-aid program
to support it. I believe that these measures will be a distinct deterrent
to aggression by Russia or by a revived German nationalism. They
were necessary in my judgment and they diminished the area of fear
and of potential aggression.
But they were ofnecessity partial and local while the struggle in
the world is global. Perhaps this struggle is inevitable because of
the conflicting ideologies of the parties. But the people of the democracies and indeed of the world still hope that a global and universal
solution may be found. They will not be fully reassured until they
know that every such attempt has at least been made.
Let me hasten to say that, of course, neither I nor any other advocate
of this resolution wants such a course to be followed as a substitute
for an adequate national defense. In the present state of the world,
we need weapons of the flesh to defend the free life of the spirit. Nor
are we proposing any program of appeasement, nor any sacrifices of
the principle of freedom. We should continue to defend both with
ever greater fervor and effectiveness.
What we are proposing is that we enable the moral sentiment of the
world which wants a universal system of law and order to function in
the cause of peace and the restraint of aggression. Making such systems of law and order truly effective by removing the blighting effect
of the veto power would give fresh courage to tens of millions and
perhaps hundreds of millions of people who now feel frustrated. It
would marshal behind the peace-loving nations of the world a still
larger share of the moral opinion of mankind and hence would have
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great practical value. Let no one underestimate the military power
of the moral sentiment of mankind.
STRENGTHENING

SOUTHEAST ASIA

The second great advantage of this plan is its immediate and practical effect in strengthening resistance to aggression in southeastern
Asia. While we have been successful in checking the tide of Russian
aggression in western Europe, Russia has won a great victor in Asia.
The Chinese Communists have taken over virtually all of China and
now almost stand at the very gates of the Malay Peninsula. While
the Communists largely came to power in China because the governof Chiang Kai-shek failed to command the loyalty and to meet the
needs of the Chinese people, it is also true that they were greatly
helped by the Russians, and are under obligation to them. They
swear allegiance to Marxist doctrines and proclaim Russia as their
friend, protector, and guide and declare themselves to be our bitter
enemy.
China is now largely lost, and still further dangers loom up for the
immediate future. These dangers are not primarily the threatening
of our own defenses in the Pacific. Those are fairly adequately protected by the chain of bases running from the Philippines through
Okinawa to Japan, reinforced secondarily by the bases acquired in
the Japanese mandated islands and still farther back, buttressed by
the Guam, Solomon, Hawaii, and Aleutian line.
The danger, I repeat, does not lie in an effective Russian or Communist movement eastward. It lies, instead, in an almost certain
Russian or Communist imperialistic drive southward into the teeming countries of southeast Asia, into the newly independent countries
in and near the Malay Peninsula: namely, Burma, Ceylon, Indonesia,
Thailand, and Indochina. If the freedom of these countries is not
preserved and if they are taken over directly or indirectly by Russian
imperialism, then not only will the 150,000,000 people in these countries lose their freedom and pass under alien control, but it will be
almost impossible for India and Pakistan with their added 400,000,000
to remain free. They, too, will fall.
If all this were to happen, then a billion members of the Asiatic
nations would be lost to freedom and would go behind the iron curtain.
Democracy would be confined to the new world, and a narrow strip
of land in western Europe. A final bloody struggle would become
almost inevitable in the near future in which the weight of the world's
population would be thrown against us.
A MONROE DOCTRINE FOR SOUTHEAST ASIA?

I submit, therefore, that we must act wisely and with speed in protecting southeastern Asia from the new imperialism which threatens
it. What then should we do? As I see it, there are three possibilities: First, a unilateral pledge on our part that we will protect these
countries from further attack. This would be equivalent to an extension of the Monroe Doctrine to southeastern Asia. Second, a second
possibility would be a regional pact between ourselves, Great Britain,
and the nations of this area similar to the one we formed last year for

8
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the North Atlantic. Third, a universal pact with local application
of the type proposed in Senate Concurrent Resolution 52.
Let me consider each of these in order. Arn exclusive American or a
joint Anglo-American protectorate over these areas would not be supported by a very large body of opinion in this country and would certainly not be accepted by the peoples of southeast Asia. To bear the
sole burden of protecting democracy in southeast Asia from external
aggression would be so heavy a burden that a large proportion of our
people would recoil from this added responsibility when heaped onto
all the others which we are bearing in Europe and elsewhere. Furthermore, the brown peoples of this area who have just shaken off the yoke
of white imperialsm do not want to pass under the protection of any
western power, even of one with so benevolent a record and such
excellent intentions as ours. People of these areas want to be free
and to help protect and defend themselves and to be full-fledged partners in the maintenance of world peace.
But here it is vital to note that virtually all of these nations have
gained their independence in the last 5 years from western European
imperialisms. For decades and in the case of Indonesia for centuries,
they were under the domination of white Europeans. This alien control may have helped the native peoples economically, although the
extent to which this was the case has been exaggerated. But there is
no doubt that the western Europeans degraded the eastern peoples
spiritually. The color line was rigidly drawn. The native people
were treated with contempt and frequently with actual physical, as
well as a constant social, brutality. This properly aroused the resentment of the brown and yellow races of the Orient and inevitably
created a deep hatred of European and white domination. Competent
observers indeed report that the eastern peoples hate the white and
European imperialisms, which they have experienced and from which
they are emerging, more than they at present hate the Soviet imperialism, which, while threatening, has not yet been experienced by them.
Of course were the Asiatic peoples actually to fall under the domination of Russian communism, they would find that the western imperialists were mild by comparison. The westerners may have chastized them with whips, but the Russians would chastise them with
scorpions. But since they have not been plunged into the fire, they do
not know how hot it will be.
A REGIONAL PACT FOR SOUTHEAST ASIA?

What then shall we say about a regional pact for southeast Asia
similar to that for the North Atlantic which would include Great
Britain and the United States as well as the countries immediately
concerned and which would also include Australia, New Zealand, and
the Philippines, but which would specifically exclude Russia and
Communist China? The difficulty with such a plan is that India has
flatly declined to enter it, and the hasty recognition of Communist
China by Burma indicates that they also would be reluctant to join.
Other countries would feel similarly. India does not at present want
to line up with the West in a definite alliance to check Russia as such.
She does not want to give what might be regarded as a provocation
to Russia by joining such a pact. The same reluctance is felt by
others.
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But these fears need not operate in the case of a general pact
which Russia would also be invited to join. Since the invitation
would be general, the countries of southeastern Asia could not properly be accused of joining an alliance aimed at any one set of powers.
They would instead merely be joining a general compact to resist
aggression. I believe therefore that the proposed resolution is the
best means available at this time for preventing the spread of aggres•
sion into southeast Asia.
From what I can learn, I believe it will be fatal if we permit the
people of those countries to believe that the struggle there is merely
as to whether Russia or the United States and the European imperialisms will dominate that area. Under those circumstances they
are likely to say that they do not care which side wins and to say "A
plague on both of your houses." The best hope would be in convincing the people of southeast Asia that the United States does not
want to dominate them and that we will help them to prevent the
Russians or anyone else from taking them over. Under the proposed plan, they would become full-fledged partners in the pact and
would contribute to their own protection. By recognizing them we
will strengthen the newly developed nationalisms of this area to
resist foreign aggression so that they may lead their own lives. In
this way, Russian aggression could be exposed in its real light;
namely, as an imperialist attempt by a foreign power to crush the
nationalism of south and southeast Asia. It would prevent the
Russians from disguising themselves as a native movement to free
the yellow and brown races from white domination. We can help to
throw around these countries the generalized protection proposed in
our resolution, we shall have gone far to enlist the forces of nationalism and the peoples of the East on our side; and this side, I again
repeat, is merely the side of peace and orderly self-development.
SOVIET REACTION

The first question which everyone is likely to ask about such a
proposal is "What will Russia do?" It will be seen that Russia and
its satellites would be invited to join the universal pact along with all
,the other nations and would be equally eligible for membership.
But would she? Here let it be said that if Russia did join, she
would subject herself to a common rule of law. Along with the other
nations she would be willing to be judged by the assembly and if found
guilty by two-thirds of its members, would agree to abide by the decision. If Russia were to agree to such a proposal, it would be a big
step forward toward peace. It would give great reassurance to people everywhere and it would establish the United Nations as a powerful
international agency. By freeing the United Nations from the veto
it would clothe that body with real power and responsibility. I believe Russia and her satellites should be given this chance to cooperate
and we can only pray that she would turn over a new leaf and sign
the convention in good faith.
I may say also that since the convention will go into effect when a
majority of the members of the United Nations sign it, that there is
some pressure put upon the countries which hold out to the last to
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join, because as in the framing of the American Constitution, the

tates of Connecticut and Rhode Island, which held back until toward the end, finally felt that there was going to be a United States
of America and that it would be well for them to be on the inside
looking out, rather than on the outside looking in.
I mention that to my two distinguished friends from Connecticut
and Rhode Island.
We are very grateful they joined.
Senator GREEN. Since you referred to the Senators from Connecticut and Rhode Island, especially from Rhode Island, I wish to say
that was not the reason that Rhode Island remained out. I think it
has been plainly demonstrated in most histories that Rhode Island
held out because the Bill of Rights was not incorporated in the Constitution, and until that was done, she was bound to hold out. She
stood up for her principles and stayed out until the Bill of Rights
was incorporated in the Constitution.
Senator THOMAS. They are very honorable principles. I am glad
Rhode Island applied pressure to get the first 10 amendments adopted
to the Constitution.
Senator WILEY. Do you have the international bill of rights incorporated here?

Senator DOUGLAS. No, sir.
Senator WILEY. What about Rhode Island, then?
Senator DOUGLAS. That was an unfortunate excursion.
Senator GREEN. I think you have rather weakened your argument.
Senator DOUGLAS. Yet, it is possible that Russia would refuse to
consent to the two-thirds rule and hence might not join. Russia
has again and again said that she would not consent to any weakening
of the veto power and it is hard to picture her changing this policy.
A NON-SOVIET AGREEMENT

But what harm would be done if she did refuse to join it? The
non-Communist nations would in all probability join in such a universal pact and we could build mutual protection with them. Moreover, Russia's refusal to join would distinctly weaken her in the propaganda war which she is waging for the loyalties of mankind. It
would be difficult for her to explain away her unwillingness to abide
by a collective decision and in consequence she would still further
lose prestige in Europe, the Americas and the Near and Far East.
Such a proposal, therefore, even if unsuccessful in attracting Russia
would be of great propaganda value to us.
But even if Russia refused to sign the proposed supplementary
convention she would still be a member of the United Nations with all
the rights and privileges which she now possesses. In this case we
would have a league of peace inside the United Nations. The outer
rim of members would still be under the veto provision but the inner
core would be subject to the more effective two-thirds rule. Those
who chose to enter the inner group would really be progressing from
the first to the second degree of international cooperation.
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UNITED STATES INITIATIVE MAINTAINED

Another consideration supporting our plan for the adoption of
Senate Concurrent Resolution 52 at this time is that it will help the
United States and other nations who join it in such a pact to maintain
the initiative in organizing the world more securely for peace.
Instead of waiting fearfully for the next move by those who seek
to organize the world for domination by tyranny, we can move forward together to give greater security to those areas of the world now
coming under new threats.
We are often reminded that th4 monolithic leadership behind the
iron curtain can deploy its political, economic, and military forces,
move first at this point and then at another and derive enormous advantages of initiative and momentum in the drive for its diplomatic
and political objectives. The disagreements, discussion, and delays of
democratic procedure are thought to leave us at a grave disadvantage
in this struggle between the east and the west.
But the free world has learned that it too can secure the benefits of
a positive program for reconstruction, for political and economic cooperation, and for resisting aggression-benefits that loom large in
terms of justice and security and peace. The United Nations itself,
with various agencies, the Vandenberg resolution, the Inter-American
Pact, the Greek and Turkish assistance programs, the Marshall plan,
the Atlantic Pact and our military-aid agreements are some examples
of our ability to move ahead with bipartisan support and with the
cooperation of other nations on a positive program. And precisely
because we seek to maintain democratic and international procedures
in projecting these programs, we feel the prospects for their serving
the ends of justice are greater than the moves of any tyranny with
its satellites.
And, in addition, because we understand the essential need for
mobilizing international power against aggression, at the same time
that we move ahead with programs for economic, social, scientific, and
cultural cooperation, we have hopes, despite all set-backs, for the
ultimate security and peace of the free peoples.
TIMELY STEP AGAINST

AGGRESSION

As President Truman well reminded us in his state of the tnion
message this year, "Under the principles of the United Nations, we
must continue to share in the common defense of free nations against
aggression."
Our resolution seems to us a timely next step in the application of
this policy. In conjunction with the plans to implement the President's new point 4 proposals and to continue our other basic programs,
it should be a fundamental step in the over-all, positive program for
peace. I need hardly add that the awful urgency created by the possibility of development of even more horrible weapons of destruction
like the hydrogen bomb, argues for the fullest possible exploration of
this and all other proposals that may improve our chances for maintaining peace.
The Thomas-Douglas resolution, and both Senator Thomas and I,
I think, hope this resolution will be joined in by other Senators and
not confined to ourselves, seeks to give to our country and to the world
64429-50-2
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the security and cooperation which we thought we were getting when
we helped to create the United Nations. For it should never be forgotten that the Charter of the United Nations declares that the first
purpose of the United Nations is-

to maintain international peace and security and to that end, to take effective

collective measures for the prevention and removal of threats to the peace and

for the suppression of acts of aggression or other breaches of the peace and to
bring about by peaceful means and in conformity with the principles of justice
and international law, adjustment or settlement of international disputes or
situations which might lead to a breach of the peace.

That is what we agreed to when we ratified the Charter. But due
to structural defects in that Charter and to the Russian attitude, we
have failed to realize that purpose.
EFFECT OF SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 52 ON UNITED NATIONS

If the Thomas-Douglas resolution were adopted and carried out
we would be able to carry out these purposes. We would not try to
do this as some propose by scrapping the United Nations in a fit of
petulance or disillusion. Rather, we adopt the more constructive attiLCude of building within the structure of the United Nations an open
association of nations organized to preserve the peace by pooling force
against any country which by a two-thirds vote including three of the
Big Five, has been adjudged to be the aggressor. No nation is excluded
if it wishes to come in. The gates are open. The United Nations
can continue as before, but within it will be created a still firmer core
,of nations pledged to use pooled force against aggression and hence
serving to deter it. A greatly needed step in the way of building up
an international police will, at the same time be taken. Both Senator
Thomas and I hope that these suggestions will be seriously and sympathetically considered by the Senate, the administration, and the
people of this country. We believe they have merit.
Senator THOMAS. Thank you, Senator Douglas.
Senator DOUGLAS. I would like to submit, at a later time, a memorandum comparing this resolution with the Tobey World Federalist
Resolution and the Kefauver Atlantic Union Resolution.
COMMENT ON SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 56, THE TOBEY RESOLUTION

I may say that it seems to me that the resolution Senator Thomas
and I are proposing is a concrete step along the lines of the Tobey
resolution.
The Tobey resolution is generally aiming to build up the United
Nations into an effective force to deter aggression. This is a concrete
method of implementing that general purpose, and it is in no sense
contrary to that resolution, but really is aimed to work out the principles of that resolution in a definite and concrete manner.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Do you mean by that, Senator, this
would be a step toward the ultimate ideal of a world federation?
Senator DOUGLAS. I like to quote, upon occasion, my favorite hymn,
Lead Kindly Light, by Cardinal Newman, Senator Smith, which states
"I do not ask to see the distant sea; one step is enough for me."
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I want to commend you on that suggestion, because I think that may be the direction in which we will
have to move to get results.
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Senator DOUGLAS. I think we must build up a strong world body
but we have to know the specific method in which we can move, an
as I say, I think this is one.
COMMENT ON SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 5 7

Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Do I infer from this, that you
would probably not favor the Atlantic Union approach, that you are
inclined not to approve a regional alliance?
Senator DouGLAs. I have great respect for Mr. Streit and his

group; and, as you know, I voted for the North Atlantic Pact, and
military-aid program, because I thought it was necessary to build a
firm core of resistance to aggression; but, I would say that there are
two difficulties with the Atlantic Union proposal, as I see them.
In the first place, it would plunge us into a discussion over sovereignty with the countries of western Europe. We would be plunged
into a deep constitutional discussion over the powers of any international body, powers of taxation, questions of tariff, problems of representation, problems of the maintenance of a joint military force
which would be merged, and I think that that discussion might tear
apart the alliance rather than promote a firmer basis for the Union.
That would be my first objection.
My second objection to it is that it disregards what I think is the
most dangerous situation in the world; namely, Asia.
Communist expansion has been largely stopped, insofar as western
Europe is concerned; but, as you well know from your trip to the East,
communism is on the march in Asia; and, while we may differ as to
the degree of hope that there is still left in China, certainly I want
to say that I think the danger is tremendous, so far as the so-called
Malay Peninsula is concerned, and the formation of an Atlantic
Union and concentration of our efforts to build a political union with
the North Atlantic powers would mean that we would almost completely turn our backs upon the problem of southeastern Asia, where
the danger lies; whereas a universal appeal-I want to say that I
don't think a regional pact will work for southeastern Asia. They
have already said they wouldn't come in, but a universal pact might
draw them in and a universal pact would be as effective as a regional
pact, because, when Russia started in southeastern Asia, then action
could be taken under the universal pact and the presence of this force
might deter aggression from being started.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I have some more questions. I don't
want to talk out of turn. I think I should desist until it is my turn.
Senator THOMAS. Please, finish your questions, Senator Smith, and
then we will proceed with the others.
AN INTERNATIONAL POLICE FORCE

Senator SMITI of New Jersey. I did want to ask the Senator this
question: Speaking of a police force, and I don't quite visualize what
police force would be, would it be a force in being
international
the
immediately,
or would
it be a force contributed by the various nations
on call?
Senator DOUGLAS. The last. It is a potential force.
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Senator SMITH of New Jersey. You wouldn't have any force in
being?
Senator DOUGLAS. I would. If you can have a force in being, I
would most heartily approve it.
We were perhaps too modest in our proposal. We wanted to go as
moderately as possible. I would have no objection to a compact international force, at a central point, consisting of say three divisions
with supporting well-armed, and a comparable naval reinforcement.
I think that would be a great benefit, and that could probably cut
down small wars. If that could be established, fine. I don't know
that that would be ruled out by our provision, but our provision is
much more modest, and merely says that we would name the units
which, upon call, could be assembled, and that would save time.
Marines are said to boast about the speed with which they can get
into action, but in the past, at least, we have prided ourselves in being
able to put a division on board ship in 2 days.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Senator, we have had some difficulty under the United Nations in getting participating nations to
name components. How are we going todeal with that?
Senator DOUGLAS. I think that has been because of the veto power.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I think you are probaly right. I
am trying to visualize your proposal as it meets that situtaion.
Senator DOUGLAS. I think we get away from the veto power by
creating the inner core bound by a two-thirds vote, and if we do that
a lot of difficulties will disappear.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. What nation makes the proposal; do
we?
Senator DOUGLAS. That is right, sir. If the Congress pledges its
support, and if passed by the Congress, we hope that the State Department would implement it.
WHAT CONSTITUTES AGGRESSION?

Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Now, my next question is this: Russia has discovered a new way of making war. It is not a war of aggression. I look upon the sad, tragic debacle in China as the conquest
of China by the new Russian method of waging war. That would
not be aggression, apparently, under the definition of your program,
or would it? That is a question I want to have answered.
Senator DOUGLAS. That is one of the more perplexing questions, as

you well know.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. That is the $64 question.
Senator DOUGLAS. Only in the last 15 years, really, with the Nazis
and then with the Communists, have we returned to the conditions of
the French Revolution. The French Revolution was dual. It was a
movement by the national armies of France to spread principles of
the French Revolution over Europe; but it was also a movement inside
of various countries.
Now, Russian communism has an even stronger international movement than the adherents of the French Revolution, and I agree with
you that it is very difficult to distinguish between a domestic revolution and foreign action, but you had that same problem in connection
with the North Atlantic Pact. Suppose you had a revolutionary
movement in Italy,, or France? Would that be an act of aggression,

I77-
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or would that be a spontaneous taking up of arms by people dissatisfied with the processes of their government?
I think this much is true: We should not fool ourselves that the various Communist movements in various countries are bound to the
Soviet Russia, both by allegiance and iron discipline, and if it could
be demonstrated that an internal revolution was part of a foreign program of aggression it would fall within this provision.
But, let me hasten to say, I would not be the one that would make
that decision, or the proponents of this resolution would not be the
ones to make this decision. It would be the members of the Assembly
and the Big Five that would make the decision.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Then, you would have to change
your definition of the word "aggression." I don't know whether you
have any definition of it, or, they just decide that there is aggression.
Senator DouGLAs. It says "come to the aid of a victim of an attack."
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Attack?

Senator

DOUGLAS.

Attack.

Senator SMITH of New Jersey. That has usually heretofore been
considered the crossing of a boundary line.
Senator DOUGLAS. That has been the physical manifestation of it,
but I agree with you that in the modern world that is an incomplete
definition.
Senator SIITH of New Jersey. I feel that the question I am asking
may be the heart of the whole thing, because I am definitely opposed
to the present definition, and I think that unless we can recognize that
we will not get to the heart of the difficulty in Asia.
I agree with you that probably now we could not get any alliance in
Asia similar to the Atlantic Pact. I am glad you brought that out.
I agree with you. I think your approach is a good one, but the big
question is this: How are we going to determine that this new form of
Russian warfare is or is not aggression?
Senator DOUGLAS. I hold no brief for the French in Indochina, but I
think it obvious that the Communist movement in Indochina, which
is partly nationalist, is also directed from Moscow. Again, let me
remind you that the definition as to who is the aggressor would be
made by the nations in the General Assembly, not made in advance,
and I think that is why you cannot tie this thing down too closely.
Senator S-nTH of New Jersey. That would mean if we had twothirds of the membership of the Assembly who thought in terms of
western tradition-

Senator

DOUGLAS.

That is right.

Senator SMITH of New Jersey. We would have the thing in hand.
Senator DOUGLAS. That is right, plus three of the Big Five. That
is right. As long as France and Great Britain remain democratic
nations, we would be safe.
Senator SmrrH of New Jersey. That is all I have.

Senator

THOMAS.

Senator Green?

EFFECT OF SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 5 2 ON VETO

Senator GREEN. Senator, I wish you would explain line 6 on page 4
of the Concurrent Resolution 52, which states "and the Security Council is prevented from fulfilling its duties."
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Now, what do you mean by that?
Senator DOUGLAS. Well, I know what I mean by it.
Senator GREEN. What does the resolution mean?
Senator DOUGLAS. I would say, where the Security Council is tied
up by a capricious exercise of the veto by one or two of the Big Five.
Senator GREEN. In other words, then, if the veto is exercised, you
call that preventing the Security Council from fufilling its duties?
Senator DOUGLAS. Yes; I think so.
Senator GREEN. Then, you are upsetting the whole organization of
the United Nations; are you not?
Senator DOUGLAS. I think we are building within the United Nations
a group which does not have its arms and legs shackled by the vet&
power.
Senator GREEN. Well, in other words, you are saying: "We will
still keep the United Nations going, still be members of the United
Nations, but we won't abide by the organization of the United
Nations."
Isn't that right?
Senator DOUGLAS. What we say is: If we want to use force to protect the victims of aggression, we will not allow ourselves to be restricted by the veto of one power; but, if there is an overwhelming
opinion of the nations which are members of the United Nations, we
will use that power.
AMENDMENT OF THE CHARTER

Senator GREEN. In other words, without regard to what the United'
Nations Charter provides, you are going ahead anyway?
Senator DOUGLAS. I have never thought that the Constitution of
the United Nations is something that must be accepted as the final
word. I would hate to have it thought as the final word.
Senator GREEN. That isn't the alternative. We might have to get
the organization changed, the veto power removed, but we can't do it
alone.
Senator DOUGLAS. We not only cannot do it alone; we cannot do
it if one of the Big Five objects.
Senator GREEN. Certainly not. The Constitution of the United Nations we joined in, and, as I understand it, we were one of the principal ones that insisted on the veto power.
Senator DOUGLAS. Because of the fear ofSenator GREEN. There, too, we can't go on with simply our point
of view alone, if we are going to be part of the world.
Senator DOUGLAS. Just because the Colonies signed the Articles of
the Confederation, does that mean that the Articles should have continued and that we had insisted that the Articles of the Confederation
were perfect?
Senator GREEN. Not at all, just as Rhode Island joined after they
amended the Constitution, and they must be amended as provided for
by the agreement of the States.
Senator DOUGLAS. I don't want to get into a long, constitutional discussion, but I think the credentials of the Constitutional Convention
were somewhat dubious. I am not at all certain that they had the
legal power to meet and draw up the document which they did; but,
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I am glad they did meet and did frame such a document, and I am
glad that it replaced the Articles of Confederation.
Senator GREEN. Is it not as though in the United States, in a certain
number of States where they found they could not make a changer
they wished by constitutional methods, they would say, "Well, we
will go ahead and make it anyway."
Senator DOUGLAS. No; I don't think so.
What it simply means is that it is not possible for one nation permanently to negative action. If the Security Council refuses to take
action, then it goes to the Assembly, which is also a United Nations
body, and the Assembly then has the power to act.
SELF-DEFENSE UNDER THE CHARTER

Senator THOMAS. I think, if I may break in here, that probably the
United Nations Charter built bigger than we thought, because this
very situation that is mentioned by Senator Douglas and Senator
Green is covered in article 51 almost perfectly.
I will read it:
Nothing in the present Charter shall impair the inherent right of individual
or collective self-defense if an armed attack occurs against a Member of the
United Nations, until the Security Council has taken the measures necessary to
maintain international peace and security.

*

*

*

There is a provision in the Charter itself which makes it possible
for a nation which is a victim of aggression to do something in its
own behalf, and also for a sympathetic nation, who recognizes the
victim of aggression, to do something in the victim's behalf, also without in any way impairing the Charter of the United Nations.
Senator DOUGLAS. I think that is a very good point, Senator Thomas,
and if I may add a further point: If the nations are given the right of
individual and collective self-defense prior to action by the Security
Council, why should they be estopped from taking this individual and
collective action after the Security Council has considered the matter,
but has failed to act?
Senator GREEN. As I understand it, you, by those words in this concurrent resolution for which you are arguing, "prevented from fulfilling its duties," mean, prevented by the veto power.
Senator DOUGLAS. I would be perfectly willing to consider more
precise phrasing of that, if you wish, Senator.
Senator GREEN. I am just asking if that is what you mean.
Senator DOUGLAS. I would just say this: That if the Security Council meets and fails to determine an aggressor, the Assembly should
not be estopped from passing on the question, to see if two-thirds of
the members of the Assembly can agree that there is an act of aggression; and that any decision which they make would be binding upon
those who have signed the convention, but not binding on those members of the United Nations who have not signed the convention.
Senator GREEN. Isn't that another way of getting around the veto
power ?
Senator DOUGLAS. It is another way of making the United Nations
effective.
Senator GREEN. Or ineffective.
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Senator DOUGLAS. On that question, getting around to veto power,
I have here the so-called Vandenberg resolution of July 1948, which
says that one of the aims shall be the voluntary agreement to remove
the veto from all questions involving the pacific settlement of international disputes and situations. That was passed by the Congress
and this is an attempt to implement it on a collective scale and not
merely a regional basis.
Senator GREEN. That is clarifying your position. I interpreted it
that you do believe they are prevented from fulfilling their duties,
prevented by the veto?
Senator DOUGLAS. There is to be a voluntary agreement to remove
the veto from allSenator GREEN. I want to get a direct answer from you, if possible,
Senator, but if you prefer not to give itREMOVAL OF VETO

Senator DOUGLAS. I started off by saying we cannot remove, the
veto from the formal Charter of the United Nations, because that
can be stopped by the use of the veto, and since there are none of
our southern friends here, I can repeat what I said here: Just as
efforts to check filibusters themselves can be checked by the use of
the filibuster, so our efforts to get rid of the veto can be stopped by
the use of it, so your efforts seem to meet a stone wall there and this is
an effort to circle this stone wall.
Senator GEEEN. If I follow your comparison, just as you cannot
get this thing through because of the veto, so, we will do it notwithstanding those who cannot get it through, because of the filibusterthey would go ahead and get it through anyway.
Senator DOUGLAS. I have yet to discover any method in the United
States Senate to overcome a filibuster. I have searched for a long time.
Senator GREEN. Certainly. I am opposed to it myself, but I am
stuck there. I am talking about the method of obtaining its end.
You say you can't overcome the filibuster, so you go aroundSenator DOUGLAS. If you can furnish me a prescription for overcoming a filibuster-Senator GREEN. That has been demonstrated in various ways, simply
by having the presiding officer pound with his hammer and say a
thing is passed, and is that the attitude that theSenator DOUGLAS. This is not a proposal that any one nation shall
pound the gavel and declare an action taken. You will have to get
two-thirds of all the members of the United Nations.
Senator THOMAS. I think the filibuster is always overcome when
you once get unified action. For example, if you go back in our own
history, they did filibuster President Wilson's suggestion about arming ships, but there was no filibuster when President Roosevelt called
for it after the attack on Pearl Harbor. So a filibuster is always related
to the amount of opposition to a proposal.
Senator DOUGLAS. That is a good point, and within the United
States I believe we are developing a greater unity, but as between
countries, there is no such unity, given a geological cleavage which
exists, and our relative inability, or the relative inability of the democratic nations to speak to the peoples of the police states so that they
are able, by their actions, to prevent the international organization
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from functioning, and we are not able to appeal over their heads to
the people of those countries to let the international organization
function.
Senator GREEN. At the end of your statement, you say:
Rather we adopt the
of the United Nations
peace by pooling force
three of the Big Five,

more constructive attitude of building within the structure
an open association of nations organized to preserve the
against any country which by a two-thirds vote, including
has been adjudged to be the aggressor.

Senator DOUGLAS. That is right.
REASON FOR VETO

Senator GPEEN. Why do the Big Five have the veto power over
all the rest of the nations in the world? That is one of the questions
which fundamentally offered trouble in getting all the smaller nations
to join.
Senator DOUGLAS. Well, it is the same problem that we had in the
formation of this country. The celebrated Connecticut compromise
I need not elaborate on. Here in the Senate we have equal representation of States, and in the House it is different there, but here, fundamentally I think what is involved is that a major contribution of force
will have to be made by the big nations and they will properly demand
some protection against being committed to the use of force by a large
number of small nations which will not assume much responsibility
for enforcing their decrees.
To choose an example, suppose you have Haiti, Santo Domingo,
Guatemala, Honduras, and Iraq, other countries worthy but small,
and two-thirds of the total number vote that force should be used
against an aggressor. Well, the amount of force which they themselves contribute would be very small, but the force would have to be
contributed by the big powers who would stand on the basis of the
equality of states in the Assembly, and be no more than San Salvador
or Haiti or Santo Domingo.
Senator GREEN. I can understand that, as far as the contribution
of force is concerned; but as far as the contribution of reason and
justice is concerned, it isn't strong.
If this had been in effect at the time of the Revolutionary War, to
which you have made some references, I suppose that the world
organization then would have adjudged France an aggressor because
she helped the colonists, isn't that true?
Senator DOUGLAS. Well, any system, the primary purpose of which
is to maintain peace, of necessity impedes attempts to change the face
of the world by the use of force.
Now, sometimes I am very glad, perhaps, that we didn't have a
world order back in 1776 or in 1815. I would not want to have the
world frozen into the condition of Europe at the end of 1815.
All I can say is that destruction is now so terrible that I think it
imperative, one of the imperative needs is for world peace, and then
to trust to democratic processes to effect the changes within the structure of peace and law.
Senator GREEN. Does that mean that the democratic forces should
not try to express themselves and overthrow reactionary or totalitarian
governments; or, that if they did, they should not receive our help in
doing so?
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Senator DOUGLAS. Words are treacherous things, and you can always
label a government as "totalitarian" and justify revolutions against
it, and make the appeal.

Senator

GREEN.

Or communism.

Senator DOUGLAS. I know.
I think the need for the world at the moment is peace, and the danger
in the world is Communist aggression.
If that can be checked, and we do not lose our democratic system in
the process; and, if the democratic system spreads, I think we will
have methods of effecting domestic changes and domestic reform so
that we will not have to clap another holy alliance upon the world.
Communism will try to say that we are doing that, but we will not be.
Senator GREEN. It seems to me that in certain respects the proposal
you make is a proposal of another Congress of Vienna.
Senator DOUGLAS. I have read Harold Nicholson's book and I will
not attempt to rebuild the Congress of Vienna. Remember, the Congress of Vienna was formed by autocracies.
Senator GREEN. Three of the Big Five are going to determine who
is an aggressor?
Senator DOUGLAS. No, sir; they are not. If I may correct you on
that, it can only be done by a two-thirds vote, with the consent of three
of the Big Five.
Senator GREEN. Two of the Big Five have the right to veto three of
the Big Five?
Senator DOUGLAS. No.
Senator GREEN. Three of the Big Five?
Senator DOUGLAS. Yes.
Senator GREEN. Have the right to veto?

Senator DOUGLAS. Yes.

Senator GREEN. All the other nations in the world, if they thought
there was no basis for the accusation, their action could be vetoed by
three of the Big Five?
Senator DOUGLAS. Because it would be the Big Five that would
contribute the force.
I was reading some Aesop's Fables the other daySenator GREEN. I thought the fundamental idea was to do away,
so far as possible, with force ruling the world and substitute reason
and justice.
Senator DOUGLAS. Force on the one hand, and reason and justice
on the other, are not contradictory terms, Senator, if I may say so.
It was the French philosopher Pascal who said that the great problem
was to combine force and justice; that force without justice was
tyranny; justice without force is impotence, and probably as to combining force and justice-to paraphrase, we should make force the
servant of a common will.
Senator GREEN. That same reasoning was used in the Congress of
Vienna.
Senator DOUGLAS. But who made the decisions at the Congress of
Vienna? Autocratic governments.
Senator GREEN. Who is to make the decisions here?
Senator DOUGLAS. Nations of the world which, in spite of all propaganda, are increasingly democratic.
Senator GmN. We judge them so.
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Senator DOUGLAS. Take the new nations of Asia. Certainly, instead
of being under the control of the foreign offices of European countries,
they are to a much greater sense self-directed now.
Senator GREEN. I have been very much impressed in watching those
nations lately. They are good examples of where the people have
come into their own.
Senator DOUGLAS. That is right.
Senator GR N. By internal agitation or revolution, whatever you

want to call it. That same movement is abroad in the world, and the
Soviet Government is clever enough, when this movement gets far
enough along, to identify itself with it. If they can't take charge
of it, they will claim credit for it, although it probably existed and
developed without them.
Senator DOUGLAs. That is right.

Senator GREEN. Now, we, on the other hand, have been jockeying
for position, and have been forced into the position of opposing the
change, in the interest of peace, as you say.
Senator DOUGLAS. Senator, I apparently failed to make myself
clear.
Senator GREEN. And because the X foreign government does interlere and helps the revolutionaries, as France helped the American
revolutionaries, the colonists, it is to be termed an aggressor nation.
The language of this bill, it seems to meSenator DOUGLAS. Senator, I apparently failed to make myself

clear, because I think my strongest practical argument for this resolution was that, to my mind it was the best, most effective way of preserving the independence o/ the newly established countries of southeastern Asia. I am delighted- that Indonesia got its freedom and the
United States played an honorable part in enabling it to get its independence. I am delighted that prior to that time we gave independence to the Philippines.
I may say parenthetically that one of my earliest jobs was picking
gooseberries to contribute to the Anti-Imperialist League, headed by
a Bostonian aristocrat by the name of Moorefield Talley. I am delighted that Pakistan got its freedom. I think everyone of the thinking world was interested in the independence movement in southeast
Asia; but, what I am saying is, unless something is done they will be
gobbled up by another imperialism, and that is, Russia, and that
Russia will ultimately come in not to protect the native people, but
as a vampire which will suck the strength from them, just at it did
to virtually every area it has taken over. The people are not likely
to wake up until too late. They will not come into a regional pact
against Russia, but they might, and in my judgment perhaps would
come into a universal pack to protect themselves against aggression, and then if Russia committed an aggression from outside, what
we would be doing, we will be helping defend their independence,
their newly established nationalism, not as representatives of the
Dutch or the French or the British or ourselves, or what not, but as
their fellow protectors.
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AGGRESSION BY FORCE AND IDEAS

Senator GREEN. It seems to me that your argument is somewhat confused between the aggression of foreign governments and the aggression of ideologies.
Senator DOUGLAS. That is the point Senator Smith raised. I suppose that under international law we cannot act against aggression
of an ideology, that ideas are free, so to speak, to play in the world
and should be free to play in the world, but where military movements
are coordinated and time schedules are set; and where external force
is marshaled and applied coincidental with internal movements,
there I think you cannot acquit the Russians of complicity, and I
tend to agree with what Senator Smith said, that that probably is
aggression by a foreign power.
The line is very hard to draw. Certainly, the Indonesian nationalists were not Communists as was evidenced by the fact that one of
their first acts was to put down the Communists. Certainly, their
rule is not a Communist rule, nor are the leaders of Pakistan, nor
those heading the Government of Burma and Ceylon, or Siam.
I wish Indochina's Government were more truly popular than it
is at present. They are moving toward a popular government.
In other words, I wish the French would give to Indochina the
same independence as the Dutch were finally forced to give to
Indonesia.
Senator GREEN. Before I stop, I would like to emphasize one point,
that I am in agreement with you, as to your aspirations. It is just a
question as to what is meant by the language of the resolution, and
by some of the remarks you made in your advocacy of it.

Senator THOMAS. Senator Wiley.

Senator WILEY. Let Senator McMahon go ahead.
Senator THOMAS. He asked that you go ahead, Senator.
DEFINITION OF "AGGRESSION 5

Senator MOMAHON. Senator, I am glad you didn't go any further
in trying to define now what constitutes an act of aggression.
Senator DOUGLAS. I may have gone too far, Senator.
Senator MCMAHON. The definition of an act of aggression that is
contained in the Rio Pact is, to my mind, about as outmoded as Grover
Cleveland's hat.
The new conditions that exist in the world, the new kind of weapons,
it seems to me must promote among thinking people the thought
"What does constitute an act of aggression?"

Senator DOUGLAS. That is correct.
Senator MCMAHON. The marching of men over our territory, the
business of boarding our ships, the interfering with nationals in foreign ports, all the traditional causes or pretexts that were used in
order to start wars, have now, it seems to me, not only become obsolescent, but obsolete.
I have some ideas on that, but this probably is not the time to express
them. I thoroughly approve, at least, of the fact that you propose
that in the body you set up, it shall have the right to define what
constitutes an act of aggression.
Senator DOUGLAS. That is right.
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Senator MCMAHON. By a two-thirds vote.

Senator DOUGLAS. That is right.
Senator THOMAS. I hope that if the time ever comes when they lay
down a definition, that it will not be a binding definition on what
constitutes an act of aggression. When two-tirds of the nations
decide that a particular thing is an act of aggression, that that does
not constitute an absolute definition.
What they have decided is that the action which the nation is taking
constitutes an aggression against the peace of the world.
Senator DOUGLAS. The common law did not come into being in one
fell swoop, and Minerva is supposed to have been born from the brow
of Jove. It is an accumulation of precedents, and simply the definition of aggression would result as an accumulation of precedents.
Senator THOMAS. The act of aggression has been declared, and I
think the definition ought to rest there. It would be a growing
proposition.
Senator MCMAION. Yes.
Senator THOMAS. Senator McMahon said, and I hope that out of
none of these resolutions will come a binding definition of an act which
constitutes aggression.
RIO PACT DEFINITION OF AGGRESSION

Senator McMAHoN. I agree. I think if you do that you stultify
yourself just like this definition that occurs in the Rio Pact. It says:
Unprovoked armed attack by a State against the territory, the people, or the
land, sea or air forces of another State;
Invasion, by the armed forces of a State, of the territory of an American
State, through the trespassing of boundaries demarcated in accordance with a
treaty, judicial decision, or arbitral award, or, in the absence of frontiers thus
demarcated, invasion affecting a region which is under the effective jurisdiction
of another State.
AGGRESSION BY THREAT

That is only one kind of an aggression, one kind of an invasion.
There is a kind of aggression that I think we can all appreciate in
this day and age, and that is the quality and quantity of the kind of
thing that can be held over the heads of peaceful peoples that may in
any of themselves be deemed to be active aggressions against the peace
of the world, in the absence of a willingness to agree to a morally
objective proposal for those kind of weapons of destruction.
Senator DOUGLAS. Senator, I think I know precisely what you are
referring to, and that is a very important question-whether the failure to submit weapons with great powers of destruction to international control, whether such a failure should not, in itself, be regarded
as a threat to the peace of the world.
Senator MCMAHON. I must say, in answer to that, that I have not
made up my own mind about that. I am still thinking about that, but
I say that is one of the things the world must think about.

Senator

DOUGLAS.

That is quite true.

:Senator MCMAHON. We must translate the scientific power of
weapons into the power of a nation to deprive another nation of its
right-of self-defense.
Senator DOUGLAS. I quite agree.
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Senator MCMAHON. Which, of course, never could be done before int
history, but if, by the possession of the kind of weapons that can.
be used by surprise, without notice, you deprive a nation of its right
of self-defense, then perhaps the refusal to agree to something objectively correct--and I suppose that the correctness and righteousness of
that might well be determined by the fact that it had not been adhered
to universally, the power rejecting it being the exception-then, in,
that event that refusal would, per se, constitute an act of aggression
against the peace of the world because that act would place the rest
of the world in a state of fear that would deprive us and the rest of
the world of the one thing that makes our way of life possible, which
is freedom, and incidentally, freedom to know.
Senator DOUGLAS. I quite agree with you. That issue is so tremendously grave and portentous that I don't think any of us wants to
give a judgment at the moment about it, but it is certainly one that wer
should ponder very deeply.
Senator MCMAHON. That is my attitude at this time-that we have
to think about it.

Senator THOMAS. Senator Wiley?
Senator WILEy. I want to compliment Senator Douglas. I have not
seen this Resolution 52 before. I do not have any questions in particular that I want to ask. I want to go over this resolution, and
the others. I was interested, of course, in the questions that have
been asked the Senator, and, of course, it looks like another step
where we try to solve the conflict that is in the minds of men by
resolutions.
I was interested in your comment on force.
There was one who said that the solution was to turn the other
cheek. That does not seem practical, perhaps, in this day and age of
atomic energy and the hydrogen bomb. I think you quoted a French
philosopher who runs contrary to that other quotation I just gave
you, but you said one thing that I didn't quite see how it worked out,
CONTAINMENT OF COMMUNISM IN FAR EAST

Your thought was that this resolution would operate to contain
the Russians in the Far East, in the Malay Peninsula, particularly in
Asia.
I wish you would amplify that. I cannot see that, as I look over
this list of these nations here that constitute the members of the
Charter of the United Nations. I was wondering how, if Russia
keeps on utilizing what we call penetration through the methods that
Hitler was adept at and which Stalin has proven to be far more adept
at-how, and if two-thirds of the members of the General Council,
and three of the permanent members of the Big Five were to vote that
there was aggression in the Far East, and the method that Russia
now has-how we would operate to contain the Russians.
Senator DOUGLAS. You mean, you couldn't get a two-thirds vote?
Senator WILEY. No. If you succeeded in getting a two-thirds vote?
Senator DOUGLAS. Let's take a hypothetical case. Suppose Communist China has armies on the border of an independent, free state,
on the Malay Peninsula, and commits an act of aggression, that is a
clear act of aggression, however defined.
Senator WILEY You mean, physically?
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Senator DoUGLAS. Either physical, or physical plus a concerted
movement from within. I would not say the kind of aggression that
was committed against Czechoslovakia, even if the troops did not
move across the border. But, suppose you have the two things combined, to make it clear, and the Security Council refuses to act because Russia interposes its veto, but the issue goes to the Assembly
and a two-thirds vote adjudges Communist China and Russia to be
the aggressor? Then, we would be bound to defend the nation
which was adjudged to be on the defensive, and we would initially send
the international police force therV, and back it up with the reserve
strength of the signatory nations.
Now, the question as to whether you can get a two-thirds vote:
I don't know, but I would say that I think the maximum number of
votes that Russia has been able to obtain in the Assembly-I thinkis eight. She certainly does not have one-third of the members of
the Assembly.
Senator WmEy. You answered the question as I expected you to
answer it, that would mean war. That would mean that the conditions that now exist all over Asia, Mao and his force combined with
the influence of the Russians, seek to penetrate, and are penetrating
every country in Asia.
Now, if not physical force, and yet there is evidence of physical
force as we know it, we know that they are infiltrating into the areas,
the isles of the sea, penetrating areas, where they expect they can
precipitate a conflict between Pakistan and India. That would
create a chaotic condition and give further grounds for further
penetration.
Now, I am thinking about the potentialities of this country, in
seeking to handle those situations. It is apparent, I believe, to every
thinking person that first there is the conflict of ideologies. The seeds
of the Marxist concept have been planted and have taken a firm hold,
and that is creating these conditions.
Now then, are we going to seek to solve that by force? By other
methods? Lots of times, you know, people, after they have tried
certain medicines, find out they do not work. It occurs to me that if
lots of people tried certain ideologies, they would find they won't
work. I firmly believe that what we read in the magazines about
Mao, now in Moscow, is more or less to the point. Even the Chinese
can't swallow the whole pill that Stalin is trying to feed them.
There is an old story about a fellow going around the corner in
Ireland and finding a man beating a woman. He asked if it was a
private affair, or a public forum.
You know, a lot of times you can get your fingers burned in meddling
in a lot of these private affairs. Meddling will sometimes unify. In
fact Lincoln was advised, as you know, in the war between the North
and South, that he should get into a foreign war to unite the North
and South.
That is one of the concepts you have to be afraid of, all throughout
the world. One of the big threats you have to Russia, with her 70
nationalities, her 70 tongues, is that of internal trouble. I might say,
parenthetically, I have heard it said that it was Hitler's invasion toward Stalingrad that united those millions of Russians and gave Stalin
a lot of help.
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I have seen so many mere resolutions and attempts to cure economic
and political and social ills. I am wondering if there is not a way that
calls for a solution in the field of the mind.
Senator DOUGLAS. I think the last note you struck was the correct
one. I certainly don't contend that is the exclusive way. I believe in
the four-point program, which would raise the standard of living of
people in the areas, and of course that would be slow in taking effect;
I believe in a propaganda war, but I think this would both contribute
to the propaganda war and contribute to security throughout the
world.
However, if you don't mean to back it up, but just are passing legislation and have no intention of implementing it, then there is no use
in passing it. To my mind, the world has come to the point where it
has to use force to repress aggression, wherever it occurs, just as a
police force, a system of law, uses force to check aggression whenever
it occurs, and the world is now in the stage where we cannot say that
we are merely suppressing wars along the Atlantic Ocean-we must
suppress them wherever they occur, because they are dangerous.
The use of such force would not be called a war by me. A war is
a use of force by two parties, or nations, each of which is a judge of
its own operations. This is a use of force under a central direction,
to protect the peace.
Senator WILEY. It is a beautiful, wonderful idea, if you can get it
to work, and you can get the cooperation of the mentalities of the races
of the world.
If you could get them on the same spiritual level, if you could get
them where they would apply the same ethical and moral laws. I am
still seeking and seeking and seeking, and I haven't found the solution to this.
What one of our Senators said on the floor *of the Senate, when he
was talking about two Senators interpreting the language of a billone saw that it meant black, and the other saw that it meant white,
and he said, "Isn't the human mind an amazing contraption?"
That is where the trouble is, throughout the earth. You have these
races with different political stratum, different economic stratum,
different religious stratum, and when they start to mix it up they
dispute with each other as to the validity of their own concepts, and
that creates, many times, a war, maybe a conflagration that will again
inundate the world, so to speak.
Thank you for a very learned discussion, and an interesting one.
Senator DOUcLAs. Thank you for your courtesy.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Mr. Chairman, may I ask one question?
Senator THOMAS. Very well.
POSSIBILITY OF SOVIET WITHDRAWAL FROM UN

Senator SvIrru of New Jersey. Page 4 of the resolution provides:
That such an agreement should come into force when ratified by a majority
of the United Nations, including three of the permanent members of the
Security Council.

If that happens, what will be the situation if Russia and her
satellites withdrew from the United Nations?
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Senator DOUGLAS. First, let me say that I would see no reason for
her to withdraw. Russia is only in the United Nations, I think, to
the degree which it gives her a forum for appealing to the world
and I do not think they would likely give up that sounding board;
but even if she did, I would say that if such a mild measure as this
caused Russia to get out of the United Nations, we would be better
off with her out. I believe in giving her every chance to cooperate in
the interest of peace. I believe in turning another cheek for only a
limited number of times.
Senator WILEY. How many time%? Let's get this in the record-not
70 times 7?
Senator DOUGLAS. No. I would think you shouldn't turn the other
cheek more than three or four times.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. And then be ready to act?
Senator DOUGLAS. Yes.
Senator WILEY. And keep your shillalah in your pocket.
Senator DOUGLAS. To put it more delicately, there is a limit to
which you can apply the Sermon on the Mount to the relationship
between nations, and there comes a final point beyond which the
injunction of Matthew V cannot be made operative.
Senator SmrrH of New Jersey. I feel with you that even if Russia
did want to withdraw, you may have to face that situation and go
ahead anyway.
Senator DOUGLAS. Other people have been quoting the Book of
Matthew in recent days. I think it is not inappropriate if I quote
the fifth chapter, along with references that have been made to the
twenty-fifth chapter.
Senator WILEY. Remember, it was said that they who do not look
after their own are unfit, and so forth. Remember some words to
that effect?
Senator DOUGLAS. Yes; I believe I do. Thank you very much.

Senator

THOIAS.

Dr. Wright, please.

For the record, please identify yourself, and proceed.
Dr. WRIGHT. Senator Thomas, I am Quincy Wright, professor of
international law, University of Chicago.
STATEMENT OF DR. QUINCY WRIGHT, PROFESSOR OF INTERNATIONAL LAW, UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
Dr. WRIGHT. This resolution is put forth to initiate a treaty supplementary to the United Nations Charter and open to ratification by all
members of the United Nations. It is expected that the treaty proposed will, if it comes into force, provide the answer for several longrun problems of international relations and United States foreign
policy. My memorandum will seek to explain the objects of the resolution, the means it proposes to achieve them, and the way it would
operate. It also discusses the legal position of the proposed treaty,
its expediency for the United States, and the timeliness of the present
state of affairs for launching it.
Now, as to the objects, Senator Douglas explained those and I will
not dwell long on them. I will say the objects of the resolution are
to strengthen the United Nations to increase the security of all states,
and particularly to provide an opportunity for agreement with the
Soviet Union.
64429-50----8
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THE CHARTER AS INTERNATIONAL LAW

Senator Wny. Might I interrupt there, Ar. Chairman?
I am interested in one thing that Senator Green brought out, and
the question very briefly is this:
At present, the Charter of the United Nations is the law of the
land, is it not?

Dr. WRIGHT. Yes.
Senator WILEY. And if members agreed to your supplementary
agreement would that be a violation of the Charter?
Dr. WRIGHT. I think it would not be a violation, and if you will
permit, I will go on to cover the legal aspects and try to deal with
all those problems in this memorandum. If I don't deal with them
satisfactorily, I hope you will ask me questions to supplement what
I am going to say.
Senator WILEY. I am not talking about the power, I want to bring
that out clearly, if possible.
Dr. WRIGHT. All right, that is what I am going to do.
Senator WILEY. All right, proceed.
THE UNITED NATIONS AND REGIONAL PACTS

Dr. WRIGHT. The United Nations has proved only partially capable
of achieving its purpose of maintaing international peace and security. Among the causes of this development are the frequent incapacity of the Security Council to make decisions and its lack of
forces to implement decisions when it can make them. Large sections
of the public have become discouraged and lost confidence in the
effectiveness of the United Nations. The result has been the development of various regional organizations for security. Without further
weakening the United Nations and further dividing the world, and
entirely within the United Nations Charter an additional measure of
security can be obtained. This resolution seeks to provide the means.
The United States is now a party with the Latin-American countries
to the Rio de Janeiro pact, and with Canada and the countries of
western Europe to the North Atlantic pact. These regional arrangements have undoubtedly strengthened the security of the parties, but
they have presented a question to states which have not been invited
to become parties. These states ask, "Has the United States lost
interest in our country?" This could hardly be the case with Greece,
Turkey, and Iran to which the United States is giving military and
economic aid. But other countries in the Middle East and southeast
Asia may feel that their security has been reduced, and the Soviet
Union and its satellites may feel that these regional combinations are
directed against them. The resolution proposes action to fill in these
gaps in security.
Relations between the West and the Soviet Union have deteriorated
as rivalry in armament building and alliance making has progressed,
particularly since the Soyiet acquisition of the atomic bomb. The
resolution offers an opportunity for agreement which, if achieved,
would certainly improve Soviet-American relations.
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A TREATY SUPPLEMENT TO THE CHARTER

Now as to the means proposed: The resolution proposes to accomplish these objectives by initiating a treaty supplementary to the
United Nations charter. This treaty would be open to all members of
the United Nations and would go into force when ratified by a majority
of those members, including three of the principal powers. The parties to the treaty would earmark armed forces for use in the collective
self-defense of any party found to have been the victim of armed
attack, such finding to be by the Sesurity Council, or, if it is unable to
act, by the General Assembly acting by two-thirds vote, including
three of the principal powers.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Let me ask you a question. You
said that it would be open to all members of the United Nations. Do
you contemplate having it open to any who are not members of the
United Nations, or would it necessarily have to be limited to the
members?
Dr. WRIGHT. Limited to the members of the United Nations. That
is the proposal in the measure.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I think probably it would be, but I
wondered if you contemplated otherwise.
Dr. WRIGHT. It is contemplated that it would be open only to members of the United Nations.
DIFFICULTY OF AMENDING THE CHARTER

The proposed treaty would, if generally ratified, have the effect
of implementing the United Nations charter. Amendment of the
charter by the procedure set forth in the charter itself is practically
impossible because it requires the affirmative vote of all the principal
powers. Widespread public appreciation of the possibility of continually strengthening the United Nations by the method of supplementary treaty should itself increase confidence in the United Nations.
The treaty would be open to all members of the United Nations and
it would be hoped that eventually it would be ratified by all. In this
respect it would resemble the Geneva protocol of 1924 which was initially an American proposal and would have practically amended
the League of Nations Covenant if it had been generally ratified.
Many still think that if this proposal had been accepted, the League
of Nations might have been so strengthened that it would have
succeeded.
The supplementary treaty would establish a workable procedure for
making the major political decisions now in the hands of the vetobound Security Council. The effect would be to bind the parties to
the treaty to accept a decision on who is the aggressor and what action to take in case of aggression made by the General Assembly in
case the Security Council is unable to act and in case the two-thirds
majority required in the General Assembly includes at least three of
the five principal powers.
The treaty would also require the parties to earmark military forces
for use in collective self-defense when these decisions had been made.
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The provision in the Charter for agreements by the Security Council
with members of the United Nations making force available to that
Council has not worked because unanimity among the great powers
was required.
It has been argued that the great power veto in the Security Council corresponds to the realities of the world situation because, unless
all of the great powers concur in determining the aggressor and in
authorizing the use of force, action would not have the character of
police but of war. Acceptance of this argument, however, has in fact
prevented the United Nations from developing a sense of security in
the world. The argument seems more cogent that the very existence
of a workable procedure whereby the United Nations could promptly
reach decisions in regard to aggression would have a powerful deterrent effect. If a major power initiated an aggression it would probably mean general war anyway. The opportunity of the United Nations to exert an influence in preventing such an occurrence and in
mobilizing world forces to assure that it shall not succeed if it does
occur, would make for security.
EFFECT OF SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 52

Now, as to operation, how would the resolution work in practice
if adopted? To answer this question requires consideration of the
procedure by which the treaty would be made and the way it would
operate after it is made.
If the resolution is approved by Congress, the United Nations would
propose a draft treaty in the United Nations General Assembly. The
General Assembly would doubtless authorize a committee to examine
the treaty and report on it. If, after suitable negotiations, it were
reported favorably, the General Assembly might recommend it to the
members for ratification. The General Assembly has already drafted,
negotiated, and submitted for ratification a number of treaties including one on the crime of genocide. It is working on a Covenant of
Human Rights. During its existence the League of Nations initiated
a very large number of multilateral treaties, sometimes through action
of the Assembly itself and sometimes through a special conference
called to negotiate the treaty.
The supplementary treaty would go into force when ratified by a
majority of the members of the United Nations including three of the
principal powers. This number might be modified on consideration
but it is believed that it is desirable that the treaty should have this
degree of support before it goes into force.
After the treaty is in force, if an armed attack were alleged, the
matter would first be considered by the Security Council. If, however, the Security Council proved unable to act, the parties to the
supplementary treaty would seek to have the matter removed from
its agenda. This is possible by a simple procedural vote.
When the matter was no longer on the agenda of the Security
Council, the General Assembly would consider it and recommend by a
two-thirds vote what should be done. On several occasions, the General Assembly has made recommendations on political questions including the problems of Palestine, Greece, and Korea. The difference
would be that such recommendations, if approved by two-thirds of
the Assembly including three of the principal powers, would be bind-
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ing upon the parties to the supplementary convention. Experience
has shown that in case of emergency, the General Assembly can meet
and act rapidly.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Do you contemplate any recommendation other than just the decision as to who is the aggressor in
the particular incident?
BINDING EFFECT OF ASSEMBLY ACTION

Dr. WRIGHT. The General Assembly, when it has a matter on the
agenda, once it has been taken off the agenda of the Security Council,
can make any determination it sees fit. It does now.
The point is that those recommendations would be binding only in
respect to who is the aggressor and what should be done, as set forth
in the supplementary treaty.
Senator SMITi of New Jersey. Might I ask that question, because
that issue came up on the partition of Palestine, what was the recommendation, or was--what was the binding decision?
Dr. WRIGHT. It would be explicitly stated in the supplementary
treaty what recommendations become binding upon the parties of the
supplementary treaty.
If the Assembly declared the aggressor and proposed actions by the
necessary vote, the chiefs of staff of the principal powers, parties to
the supplementary convention, would at once meet, decide upon strategic plans, create the necessary command, and authorize the use of
the forces which had been earmarked by terms of the supplementary
treaty. Before authorizing the use of force other methods would undoubtedly be recommended to stop the aggression such as, stop-fight
orders applicable to both parties as suggested in article 40 of the
Charter.
If the General Assembly should fail to act, or if it acted and
three of the principal powers did not concur, states who were convinced that an aggression had occurred, might still act in individual
or collective self-defense as provided in article 11 of the Charter.
LEGALITY OF THE PROPOSAL

Now, as to the legal problem, is the proposal legal under the Charter? It has been suggested that the veto of the great powers is the
essence of the Charter and consequently any procedure modifying
this veto in important matters would be contrary to the basic law of
the Charter. Such a conclusion cannot be supported by the text of
the Charter. On the contrary, examination of the preamble and the
statement of purposes in article 1 suggests that the essence of the
Charter is the maintenance of international peace and security. The
veto provided in articles 27 and 108 is merely one procedure and the
Charter makes it clear that other procedures to achieve this purpose
are permitted.
It should first be noted that supplementary treaties have often
been used by some or all the parties to general treaties to modify their
obligations to one another. The Hague Conventions of 1899, for
example, were superseded by the Hague Convention of 1907 in
respect to the relations of the states which ratified the latter. The
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Statute of the International Court of Justice, which provided no
means for amendment, was actually modified during the period of the
League of Nations by supplementary conventions and the new Statute of the International Court of Justice may be considered a supplementary convention which further modified it. The Geneva Protocol of 1924 was a supplementary convention intended to add to the
obligations which the parties had accepted in the League of Nations
Covenant. It is clear that members of the United Nations retain
their general power to make treaties and that unless this power is
explicity limited by the United Nations Charter they can exercise it
to modify their rights and duties insofar as they do not impair the
rights under international. law or under the Charter itself of other
members. Article 103 of the Charter declares that in the event of a
conflict between the obligations of the members of the international
agreement, their obligations under the present Charter shall prevail.
There is, however, no provision in the proposed supplementary convention that would in any way conflict with the Charter obligations
of the parties to other members of the United Nations.
The proposed supplementary treaty accords with the main purpose
of the United Nations stated in article 1:
to maintain international peace and security, and to that end, to take effective
collective measures for the prevention and removal of threats to the peace, and
for the suppression of acts of aggression or other breaches of the peace.

It may even be said that since the procedure in the Security Council
has made the achievement of this purpose impossible, the supplementary treaty is a necessary and proper means to carry out the purposes of the United Nations.
The supplementary treaty also accords with the principles stated
in article 2 of the Charter. Paragraph 4 of the article states:
All members shall refrain in their international relations from the threat or
use of force against the territorial integrity or political independence of any
State, or in any other manner inconsistent with the purposes of the United
Nations.

It is clear, however, that a state which obliged itself by a supplementary treaty to use force against an aggressor would not act inconsistently with the purposes of the United Nations, particularly if the
aggression had been recognized and the use of force had been recommended by the General Assembly.
While justification for the supplementary treaty can be found in
articles 1 and 2 of the Charter, express permission to make such a
treaty is given by article 51. This provides:
Nothing in the present Charter shall impair the inherent right of individual
or collective self-defense if an armed attack occurs against a member of the
United Nations, until the Security Council has taken the measures necessary
to maintain international peace and security. Measures taken by members
in the exercise of this right of self-defense shall be immediately reported to the
Security Council and shall not in any way affect the authority and responsibility
of the Security Council under the present Charter to take at any time such action
as it deems necessary in order to maintain or restore international peace and
security.

This article provided the basis for regional pacts, including the Rio
de Janeiro Pact, the Brussels Pact, and the North Atlantic Pact and
it has been suggested that the intention of article 51 was to permit
collective defense pacts only if they are regional in character. Undoubtedly article 51 at San Francisco originated in the desire to pre-
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vent any hampering of the Pan-American organization. Nevertheless, it makes no express allusion to regional arrangements and it is
placed in chapter VII instead of chapter VIII which deals with regional arrangements. The terms of article 51 clearly make it possible
for any or all members of the United Nations to arrange for collective
self-defense against an armed attack.
Senator THOMAS. Dr. Wright, you referred to article 51 and the
reason for it. It serves to protect such things as the Pan American
Union. That is one phase of article 51. But when you use article 51
to stop an aggressor, don't you have an entirely different proposition?
Surely the Pan American Union did not come in existence as
merely a guaranty of peace, and an organization designed to stop
aggression on the part of one country against another. What we see
now in the growth and development of United Nations is that the
problem which is facing us today is primarily the problem which has
faced all nations in the past, in regard to stopping war. That is, how
to stop the man or nation who starts the war. So that, I think that
in relation to this resolution we ought to make it definitely clear that
we are not merely trying to preserve regional understandings that
already existed, but we are trying to preserve peace in the world and
that in doing that, a nation could do its part by itself, of necessity.
Dr. WRIGHT. I agree with you entirely, Senator Thomas. I merely
stated the historical fact that article 51, which has no parallel in
Dumbarton Oaks, was introduced I believe, at the suggestion of Senator Vandenberg, with the problem raised by the Pan American organization in mind. As I say, I think the intention to greatly broaden
the scope was manifest in the fact that it made no allusion to regional
arrangements, and it was placed in chapter VII, instead of in chapter
VIII, chapter VII being a chapter which deals generally with the
problem on preventing aggression; and chapter VIII being one that
deals with regional arrangements.
So as it stands in the Charter, there is no doubt that article 51 is
broad enough in scope to deal with any supplementary convention
designed to prevent an armed attack.
Senator WILEY. Is it your position that if Senate Resolution 52
were to become operative and the necessary membership of the United
Nations were to vote for it, that it would or would not modify the
United Nations? Would it be simply a supplementary treaty, separate and distinct; or would it operate to change the United Nations
Charter?
Dr. WRIGHT. It would not, in my judgment, change the United
Nations Charter.
Senator WILEY. It would be just like a subtreaty, is that what you
mean?
Dr. WRIGHT. The members of the supplementary treaty undertake
additional obligations as among themselves, to what they have already undertaken, under the United Nations Charter.
Senator WILEY. Would it be, for instance, in subsection 2, I guess
it is, on page 3, would it be by two-thirds vote of the General Assembly, or would it be by two-thirds vote of the members who constitute
the General Assembly?
I'm trying to find out whether you want to say that it is the United
Nations organization that does it, or the membership of the organi.
zation.
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Dr. WRIGHT. I think you can say that the parties to this supplementary treaty bind themselves to accept a resolution passed by twothirds of the Assembly, including three of the principal powers, as
binding upon them.
I suppose it would be theoretically possible for some foreign state
to pass a law that we will be bound by something or they will be bound
by something that is done in the United States senate.
A group of States can assume an obligation on the happening of
any event, and the parties to the supplementary convention simply
agree among themselves that if the General Assembly, by a twothirds vote, including three of the principle powers, pass a resolution,
that they will regard that resolution as binding upon themselves.
Senator WILEY. That is the point.

Senator THOMAS. Do you want an illustration?
I think that due to our relations with Panama, because of the
Panama Canal, that almost automatically Panama finds itself in the
same position as the United States. There are pacts and understandings that work automatically, and have, throughout history.
Excuse me for interrupting.
COLLECTIVE SELF-DEFENSE

Dr. WRIGHT. It has also been suggested that action is not "collective
self-defense" unless each participant decides in its own judgment that
defensive action is necessary. This however is not the interpretation made in the Rio de Janeiro Pact which provides for decisions
by a two-thirds vote of the American states. Furthermore, it seems
entirely unreasonable that states should be unable to provide a workable procedure for exercising their right of collective self-defense and
such a procedure implies that decisions be made by less than unanimity.
The proposed treaty would provide for full protection of the rights
of the Security Council as set forth in articles 12 and 51. The General
Assembly would act only after the Security Counsel had failed to
take measures necessary to maintain international peace and security
and the matter had been removed from the agenda.
I might comment in that connection to the colloquy between Senator
Douglas and Senator Green, when they were dealing with the statement that the Security Council was prevented from fulfilling its duties.
You may notice that there have been occasions when a veto has
prevented the Security Council from fulfilling its duties, for example,
in the Iran case. In that case, the Security Council, by a procedural
vote, threw the matter off its own agenda, thereby acknowledging
that the Security Council could not deal with the matter. Under
the Charter, as soon as the matter is off the agenda of the Security
Council, it then becomes possible for the General Assembly to take
it up, and pass any resolutions or recommendations it sees fit.
Consequently, I would answer this question that whether the Security Council is prevented from acting would depend upon the decision
of any seven members of the Security Council.
Furthermore, care would be taken to report the measures taken under the supplementary agreement to the Security Council. And, if
subsequently the Security Council should be able to reach decisions
according to its procedure, those decisions would bind the parties to
the supplementary treaty.
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INCREASING AUTHORITY OF THE ASSEMBLY

There is no provision of the Charter which prohibits increase in the
authority of the General Assembly by supplementary treaty. The
peace treaty with Italy explicity gave the General Assembly authority, if the great powers could not agree, to decide upon the disposition
of the former Italian colonies and the Fourth Assembly last fall exercised those powers. In the Mosul case in 1926, the Permanent Court
of International Justice supported the authority given the Council
of the League of Nations by the. Treaty of Lausanne, authority to
finally settle the question of the Mosul area.
On one occasion, the United States made a unilateral declaration
that it would agree in advance to carry out a recommendation of the
General Assembly. On October 20, 1947, the American representative
to the Assembly said:
If it should become necessary to call a special session of the General Assembly
to consider threats to the political independence and territorial integrity of
Greece, the Government of the United States would be prepared to cooperate
with other members of the United Nations in putting into effect whatever measures are recommended by the General Assembly for the protection of Greece.

It is clear that states can by agreement accept in advance as binding
upon themselves recommendations made by the General Assembly.
A study of the articles of the Charter dealing with the powers of the
General Assembly and the Security Council make it clear that the
General Assembly can act on any matter concerning peace and security
provided that the matter is not, at the moment, being dealt with by
the Security Council. Article 24 of the Charter declares that the
Security Council shall have primary responsibility for the maintenance of international peace and security. But this means only that it
shall have the first opportunity to deal with the matter. The texts
of articles 10, 11 (2), 12, and 14 of the Charter and the practice of the
General Assembly makes it clear that the General Assembly can recommend on any dispute or situation, if the matter is taken off the
agenda of the Security Council. This can be done by simple procedural vote.
SUPPLEMENTARY AGREEMENT NOT A CHARTER VIOLATION

The provision of the proposed treaty by which the parties earmark
forces for use in collective self-defense, while different from the procedure set forth in article 43, would not violate the Charter. Article
43 provides that agreements for the provision of armed forces, assistance, and facilities shall be negotiated on the initiative of the Security
Council, and shall be concluded between the Security Council and
members, or between the Security Council and groups of members. It
is clear that this is only one procedure for organizing armed forces
under the United Nations. It was not intended to prevent the use of
other procedures. Armed forces have in fact been made available for
collective self-defense under article 51 by the Brussels Pact. Armed
guards for the protection of United Nations missions have been made
available'through recruitment by the Secretary General under article
101. The latter method was endorsed by the Fourth Assembly after
it had been actually utilized to provide armed guards in Palestine.
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It may, in fact, be argued that, if the type of agreement contemplated
in paragraphs 2'and 3 of article 43 cannot be made, it becomes the duty
of the members of the United Nations to find some other means of
fulfilling their undertaking to make available to the Security Council
on its call armed force, assistance, and facilities in order to contribute
to the maintenance of international peace and security.
The proposed supplementary treaty would provide explicitly that
it shall not impair the inherent right of individual and collective selfdefense. If in any instance the General Assembly as well as the Security Council failed to act, the members would still be free to use their
forces in necessary self-defense or to carry out regional arrangements
for collective self-defense.
EXPEDIENCY OF SUPPLEMENTARY AGREEMENT

Now, as to the expediency: Is it just and expedient for the United
States to enter into such a supplementary convention This is a problem of policy on which public opinion and the Congress will have to
reach a decision. Safety in a shrinking world equipped with atomic
bombs is a relative matter. The proposed treaty is believed to offer the
United States greater relative security than it has today.
ABANDONMENT OF VETO

In ratifying such a supplementary treaty, the United States would
abandon its veto, but only in return for abandonment of their vetoes
by the other great powers that ratified. The United States has proposed the abandonment of the veto on admission of new members to
the United Nations and on recommendations concerning the pacific
settlement of disputes under chapter VI of the Charter. It also, as
already noted, in the Greek case declared in advance that it would
accept recommendations concerning aggression, made by the General
Assembly. The issue on which there would doubtless be the greatest
reluctance to abandon the veto would be in the making of decisions to
initiate enforcement measures and particularly on decisions involving the use of the United States armed forces. On the other hand,
it seems clear collective security cannot work unless decisions on these
matters can be made by a procedure which can be expected to work.
Experience under the United Nations indicates that under present
conditions the great power veto is an unworkable procedure. This
conclusion was suggested by the smaller states at the San Francisco
conference. If, as the President has said, the United Nations presents
the main hope of security, it would seem that the veto must be abandoned and a workable procedure for making United Nations decisions
on problems of aggression accepted.
It is believed that the procedures of a two-thirds Assembly vote including three of the principal powers could be relied upon never to
determine unjustly that a state was an aggressor. While, under that
procedure, no one state has a veto, yet one-third plus one of the General Assembly do have a veto, as do a majority of the principal powers.
The United States might, it is true, find itself in the minority. As a
matter of fact the United States and also the United Kingdom were
in the minority in the vote of the Fouth Assembly for the internationalization of Jerusalem. This resolution was supported by two-
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thirds of those voting in the General Assembly including three of the
principal powers, the Soviet Union, China, and France. While there
has been some question of the justice of that recommendation, the issues involved were much more complicated than would be the issue
of responsibility for an armed attack.
But, even though the decision as to the aggressor might be relied
upon to be just, is it certain that this vote could properly decide
upon the expediency of taking action? Should the United States
commit itself in advance to permit the employment of its forces under
circumstances when it considered tlat action was inexpedient? Specifically, suppose that either Israel or Jordan should violate the internationalization proposal of Jerusalem by armed attack and that the
General Assembly should recommend enforcement action by the same
vote which had passed the internationalization resolution. There is
no doubt that there is a risk in accepting the possibility of such a
situation. The risk might be reduced by providing in the supplementary treaty that earmarked forces could be used only of those
powers that had concurred in the resolution to use them. The risk
of the United States finding itself in the minority would have to be
carefully balanced against the advantage Which would come from a
workable system of collective security.
The greater danger might be that the procedure established by the
treaty requiring two-thirds vote of the General Assembly including
three of the principal powers would fail to function in an emergency
and no decision could be made. The probability of this procedure
functioning would, however, be far greater than in the case of the
Security Council with the great power veto. If however, action were
prevented in both the Security Council and the General Assembly, the
United States could still resort to its inherent right of individual or
collective self-defense, if the situation demanded it.
TIMELINESS OF SENATE

CONCURRENT RESOLUTION

52

Now, as to the timeliness of this proposal. Is the time expedient
for launching such a treaty? This demands a careful study of the
probable reaction of public opinion in the United States.
World public opinion has undoubtedly been disheartened by frequent use of the veto and the frequent incapacity of the United Nations to reach important decisions, particularly on the matter of international control of atomic energy. This dissatisfaction has been
manifested in the proposals for world government some of which
would abandon the United Nations altogether. The launching of a
supplementary convention might well renew general confidence that
the United Nations can be strengthened so as to perform its political
functions. These considerations urge a prompt launching of the project. On the other hand, there is a feeling in many quarters that the
Fourth Assembly was relatively successful, that the General Assembly
has been gradually acquiring authority, that the Soviet possession of
the atomic bomb may open the way for negotiations with the Soviet
Union, and that it may be better for the time being to rely upon gradual
adjustment of relations than to launch a new movement which would
add considerably to the formal authority of the General Assembly.
The reaction of the members of the General Assembly itself should
be studied before the project is launched. It seems probable that the
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smaller states who compose the majority of the Assembly, would welcome such a move because it is quite in line with their urging at San
Francisco and later. The attitude of the other principal powers might
be more doubtful, but on the whole the inclination of Great Britain
and France has not at times been unfavorable to a relaxation of the
veto.
REACTION IN ASIA

It might be anticipated that the reaction in Asia would be particularly favorable. The countries of southeast Asia, south Asia, and of
the Middle East are not parties to any security pact in which great
power participate. Many of them are newly established states, with
many economic problems and considerable vulnerability of Communists propaganda. It might be particularly in this region that the
proposed treaty would have the greatest stabilizing influence as Senator Douglas suggested. The Latin-American countries have generally been unfavorable to the veto. They cannot themselves employ
it in the United Nations, and they have agreed to its abandonment in
the Rio de Janeiro Pact. They can be expected to react favorably
to such a supplementary treaty.
REACTION IN THE SOVIET UNION

The reaction of the Soviet Union and the states in its orbit would
be the most important consideration in choosing the moment to launch
the project. On the one hand it is argued that the Soviet Union has
showed such an uncooperative attitude that if peace and security is
to be organized, the world must move along without regard to its
hampering influence. On the other hand, such action might serve
to widen the gap, perhaps even to induce the Soviet Union to withdraw from the United Nations and to create a situation in which tensions would rise and war would become more imminent. It is argued
by others that the time has come when agreement on certain points
with the Soviet Union is possible if a conciliatory spirit is manifested.
Peace is a process of gradual growth and if opportunities ought not
to be lost by premature launching of a proposal which the Soviet
Union might regard as aimed against itself.
The objective of the proposed supplementary convention is to
strengthen the United Nations, and to increase security. The Soviet
Union and the states within its orbit would be invited to become parties
and it may be that under proper circumstances, they would appreciate the increased security to all which the treaty would give. In
other circumstances, their attitude might be one of opposition and
resentment.
It seeihs desirable, therefore, that the proper time to launch the
project be decided upon only after a careful study of the probable
reactions of the Soviet Union. This, however, does not make it any
less desirable that the project be thoroughly publicized and studied
now. Public opinion should be informed as widely as possible in
order that the basis be laid for action when the general political circumstances of the world make such action timely.
Senator THOMAS. Senator Smith, do you have any questions?
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Just one question, Professor Wright.
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Do I gather from your discussion here that you feel it would be
unwise at this time to consider the World Federation Proposal, and
the Atlantic Union Proposal, both of which are to come before this
subcommittee? Do you think that should be a direct approach to
the United Nations Charter?
Dr. WRIGHT. I don't think it is untimely to consider any of these
proposals before this subcommittee. I think they should be considered in full.
What I said about timeliness was action by the Department of
State in case this proposal were adopted by the Congress-the Department of State would then have to study very carefully the particular
situation in regard to relations between the United States, the Soviet
Union, and other countries, to decide whether the moment was right
for launching it as a treaty proposal.
Senator THMAs. Thank you, Dr. Wright. We appreciate your
coming vtry much.
I will say for the benefit of all concerned that we will try to get
through today, for the convenience of the men that have come in, and
that we have permission to carry on, so we will stay in session until
a breaking point around 1 o'clock, then come back at 2 o'clock this
afternoon to resume our discussion.
Senator DouGLAs. Mr. Chairman, before Mr. Armstrong commences,
may I say for the record what I think is known to us all, that the
germ of this idea developed from an article which Mr. Armstrong
wrote sometime ago, and which appeared in the Journal of Foreign
Affairs, over his signature; and that therefore, in a sense, he is seeing
his child brought out into light.
However, he may wish to disown the child.
Senator THoxAs. Perhaps he might like to wait and see what happens to the resolution.
In the meantime, it will be known as the Thomas-Douglas resolution.
Sentor SMITH of New Jersey. I would like to say, about Mr. Armstrong, that I am happy to welcome him here as a friend whom I
have known for many years, as a counsellor on foreign relations, and
I am very much interested in hearing his statement.
STATEMENT OF HAMILTON FISH ARMSTRONG, EDITOR, FOREIGN
AFFAIRS, NEW YORK COUNCIL ON FOREIGN RELATIONS
Senator THOMAS. For the record, Mr. Armstrong, will you identify
yourself, please?

Mr. AR

STRONG.

Mr. Chairman, I am editor of the magazine For-

eign Affairs.
Professor Wright has dealt with the legal and other special aspects
of the Tesolution sponsored by the distinguished chairman of this
subcommittee, and by Senator Douglas, to whom I am vrry grateful
for his quite unnecessary words of credit.
I should like to add a few words about its policy aspects-those
which affect the interests of the United States and those which affect
the interests of the United Nations. Perhaps I ought to note at the
start that what I say does not engage the editorial policy of the review
which 1 edit or represent any policy of the organization which sponsors
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that review. I have already expressed the same ideas in articles over
my own signature as far back as 1947.
The crux of what I would like to say is fairly simple. Our foreign
policy has taken a number of important steps during the past 3 years
to fortify and guard the immediate interests of the United States.
It seems plain, however, that although they add up to a sizable total
they still do not fulfill the hopes and intentions with which the American people ended the war or safeguard their long-range interests.
As one need or another has pressed upon us, we have been able in
most cases to devise expedients for counteracting the immediate danger.
There are many nuggets of achievement in our foreign policy to which
the Executive and the Congress can point with satisfaction. But the
binding matrix to strengthen and support and give coherence to the
whole series of separate acts of generosity and self-interest still seems
to be lacking.
We intended that the United Nations should be the matrix. One
day it will be, I hope and believe. At present, however, although the
commitments of the Charter may be legally binding on its signatories,
the procedures foreseen in the Charter for giving effect to those commitments are blocked. The matrix is not solid and firm. Our nuggets of piecemeal achievement shine; but they are loose, uncoordinated
and, I am afraid, insufficient.
I favor Resolution 52 because it suggests a way of giving our foreign
policy added unity and principle, pending the time when the machinery of the United Nations can be made more fully effective in its own
right. So long as we rely on ad hoc measures, however, timely and
necessary, our foreign policy will lack this added unity and principle
and the broad interest of the United States will not be fully satisfied.
WOR.D-WIDE INTERESTS OF UNITED STATES

I am starting from the assumption, you will see, that the interests
of a world power like the United States are world-wide. If they are
not world-wide, then the various elements of our policy since 1945
would not, taken as a whole, make sense. The assumption that they
are world-wide evidently underlay the negotiations for the United
Nations Charter and the Senate's ratification of the Charter almost
unanimously. The assumption is not so plain when we look, one by
one, at the other actions taken by our Government-the pacts designed
to guard our interests in the Western Hemisphere and in western
Europe, the Marshall plan to aid many European countries, the provision of economic or military assistance, or both, to countries as farflung as Greece, Turkey, Iran, Korea, and the Philippines. But taken
together, these actions reveal that in practice there is no region of the
world where the United States does not have an interest in the promotion of democracy, economic well-being, and the capacity for selfdefense agaifist foreign aggression.
Not all economic and political interest are equal everywhere at every
moment and no sensible man thinks they are. But our interest in
maintaining the principle that aggressive war is a crime is, I believe,
limitless and, I hope, everlasting.
I venture to put so much stress on our position as a world power
because although I have heartily favored our Government's measures
to strengthen the independence and capacity for self-defense of various
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specific nations and regions, I have never felt that these could be
satisfactory ends in themselves. Piecemeal actions, even in the aggregate, cannot, I think, satisfy wholly the requirements of the United
States for general security and orderly progress.
SCOPE OF ATLANTIC PACT

Take the Atlantic Pact. The terminology of the title itself is
strained when the word "Atlantic" is made to include Italy on the
Mediterranean and the metropolitan area of France in north Africa.
The pact omits a nation in northern Europe in which we have a great
interest-Sweden. It also omits a Mediterranean nation-Greecewhich is next door to the Mediterranean nation which is includedItaly. Sweden stayed out voluntarily, because she felt that the risks
of joining a regional arrangement which might be interpreted as being
directed against one specific power outweighed the benefits of joining.

Although Greece was beyond the limits of the pact, we have had to
continue helping her maintain her independence and a constitutional
regime.
We have acted similarly to strengthen Turkey. Still farther east,
we have shown an active interest in the security and independence
of Iran. Here in the Middle East we almost meet ourselves coming
around the world in the other direction, engaged in the same task of
strengthening the Philippines and encouraging a settlement in Indonesia which may make that area immune to foreign-sponsored revolution.
These piecemeal actions of ours-each good in itself, each necessary-seem to justify the opinion expressed by an eminent geographer
with whom many of you worked, as I did, Mr. Isaiah Bowman-and
I know that you in particular, Senator Thomas, respected his knowledge and judgment. As a geographer, Dr. Bowman might have been
expected to be partial to spheres and boundaries. But he said:
No line can be established anywhere in the world that confines the interest of
the United States, because no line can prevent the remote danger from becoming
the near danger.
YUGOSLAVIA AND UNITED STATES POLICY

We have just had a demonstration of how this can happen most
unexpectedly. One of the Soviet satellite states discovered that the
old accusations of exploitation and colonialism which she used to levy
against the western capitalist powers precisely fitted the practices now
being used by the Soviet Union toward her. She therefore broke
with the international Communist organization, the Cominform, and
set out to follow her own Socialist path, free of Soviet domination.
Fortunately for Marshal Tito, several factors--geography and
others-enabled him to put his brave idea into execution. Fortunately for us, too, for his declaration of independence from Moscow
will be most valuable to us if he can make it stick. It is highly important for us that, in case war should come, the Soviet and Soviet satellite armies will have to fight their way across Yugoslavia in order to
get at Italy, instead of beginning their operations on the YugoslavItalian border in cooperation with the powerful Yugoslav Army.
More important, Tito's blow at Soviet discipline, orthodoxy, and
monolithic power has weakened Stalin's appeal to Communists and
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fellow travelers everywhere. I don't think it too much to call the
appearance of the Tito heresy inside the Communist Church the most
significant political development of the postwar period.
AD HOC POLICY NOT SUFFICIENT FOR UNITED STATES

The case of Yugoslavia illustrates what I mean by the weakness of
an ad hoc policy, and I hope you will bear with me if I dwell on it
a moment longer. At the time the Atlantic Pact was negotiated, nobody would have thought of suggesting that a Communist country
like Yugoslavia be included; and certainly if Yugoslavia had been
invited she would have declined. Now, suddenly, she needs trade
with the West and credits from the West in order to offset the Soviet
boycott which the Kremlin has clamped down to bring her to her
knees. It is to our interest for Tito to continue demonstrating, from
inside the Communist camp, that the men in the Kremlin lie when
they claim that there is no such thing as exploitation, imperialism,
colonialism, and discrimination in an international Communist society. So the international bank gives Yugoslavia a loan, and we
authorize limited credits and relax our export prohibitions in order
to help Tito keep his head above water and continue thumbing his
nose at Stalin.
So far so good. But is it enough? Yugoslavia is threatened with
invasion. We realize that the invasion of Yugoslavia by Soviet Russia or the Soviet satellite states would start a chain of events which
could not be limited and which would probably involve us. Hostilities in Yugoslavia would at once spread to Greece; and we are. committed to help preserve Greek independence. Austria would be involved, because Red armies still occupy the eastern zone of that country; and the American army occupies one of the western zones.
A most thoughtful American commentator, my friend Anne O'Hare
McCormick, was led to exclaim, when this situation was developing,
what a pity it was that there was no way for us and other western
powers to indicate our support for Yugoslavia and so deter the prospective aggressors. Our Government seems to have felt the same
lack, for the President, Secretary Acheson and our new Ambassador
to Yugoslavia, Mr. Allen, all at one time or another have made statements of interest in the security and independence of Yugoslavia.
What they have said has necessarily had to be rather vague. This has
had the disadvantage that the American people do not feel that the
various statements involved any very real commitment, while the
Yugoslav Government and people tend to take them at rather more
than their face value. What the Soviet Government makes of them
is, I am afraid, too much like what Hitler made of similar expressions
of interest in the fate of Austria and Czechoslovakia.
What is overlooked-and understandably enough in the circumstances-is that Yugoslavia is a member of the United Nations. Articles 1 and 2 of the UN Charter set forth the organization's principles and purposes. They commit the signatories to refrain from
acts of aggression and to take collective measures to suppress acts
of aggression. But these facts in this particular case seem irrelevant.
In practice, members who might wish to live up to the principles of
the Charter as they apply to Yugoslavia, and carry out its purposes,
have no way of acting together. They are blocked by the "everlasting
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no" of'the Soviet Union, which would prevent the mechanism of the
United Nations from coming into operation to help Yugoslavia in
case of attack by the army, or armed bands, of a Soviet statellite. So
we forget that Yugoslavia is a member of the United Nations. We
reconcile ourselves to making no use of the central unifying principle
that aggression is a crime against the world, and we do what we can
on our own hook to bolster Yugoslavia up by statements in the press.
BYPASSING THE VETO

There are two exits from this inipasse caused by the road block of
the veto. Members of the United Nations who are determined not to
let the attitude of certain other members block them from carrying
out the purposes of the United Nations can change the Charter even
at the cost of changing the organization's universal character. That
is, those who desire to modify the use of the veto in specific circumstances can insist on calling a general conference to revise the Charter
and form a "world government," driving out in the process members
who will not agree to the changes. This is a counsel of despair and
should certainly be avoided.
The Thomas-Douglas resolution points out another way. It suggests that the road block not be blasted out at great risk, but that it
be bypassed.
Reduced to its simplest terms, the Thomas-Douglas resolution
urges that faithful members of the United Nations be encouraged to
adopt a supplementary undertaking to join voluntarily in resisting
aggression, under specified conditions, even when a veto in the Security Council prevents the Security Council from telling them that
must do so. In place of the unanimous vote of the permanent members of the Security Council, which is subject to the vote of the permanent members of the Security Council, which is subject to the veto
of the very great power which might be engineering the aggression,
they would substitute a new act of judgment, the vote of two-thirds
of the General Assembly, including three of the permanent members
of the Security Council.
I would like to interpolate here with a remark responsive to some of
the questions already asked Senator Douglas, and Prof. Quincy
Wright.
CHARTER FIXES MINIMUM STANDARDS

I would like to point out that the Charter does not fix maximum
but minimum standards of conduct. If the minimum is insufficient for
the purposes of civilized nations, they are free, under the Charter, to
raise their own standards for their own purposes.
The United Nations Charter in case this resolution is put into practice remains intact. So does the United Nations machinery insofar as
it exists and insofar as members permit it to be utilized. But if some
member halts it, he does not thereby annul the whole purpose and
procedure of the United Nations. The nations willing to live up to
their commitments under the Charter will have agreed in advance to
do so by an alternate procedure, specifically authorized at San Francisco, in part due to the foresight of Senator Vandenberg and Senator Connally.
64429-50----4
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The Senate has already approved, in adopting the so-called Vandenberg resolution of June 11, 1948, one important part of the prinIciple involved in the proposed Thomas-Douglas resolution. It approved the "progressive development of regional and other collective
arrangements for individual and collective self-defense," where they
.are in accordance with the principles of the Charter, based on continuous, effective, and mutual self-help and where they affect our national security. I think the Senate was correct, unde rthe Vandenberg
resolution, in not limiting its approval to moves for strengthening regional arrangements only.
I have already mentioned two of the reasons:
First, the commitments of the United States under the Charter
are not regional but general.
Second, regions are like amoebas. They form and divide and merge
(if amoebas do that) with great dexterity and rapidity. We cannot
determine on the basis of a region as it appears at any given moment
what the future requirements will be for what the Vandenberg resolution called continuous and mutual and effective action to safeguard
our national security.
Further is the fact that the article on which Senator Vandenberg
based his resolution is not to be found in chapter VIII, dealing with
regional arrangements, but in the central and vital chapter of the
Charter, chapter VII, entitled "Action With Respect to Threats to
the Peace, Breaches of the Peace, and Acts of Aggression." This is
the chapter which enumerates by which-peaceful means for settling
a dispute having failed-the members of the Organization are to determine the existence of a threat to the peace or an actual act of
aggression; how they are to organize their forces in advance to discourage that threat from manifesting itself; and how they are to use
those forces in case of need. This chapter includes the provisions for
a Military Staff Committee to determine the contingents which different members shall hold in readiness to deal with an emergency, as well
as various associated matters.
STRENGTHENING UN THROUGH ARTICLE 51

At the end of chapter VII-as though to indicate what members of
the United Nations must face as a last resort if the procedure outlined
cannot for any reason be followed-stands article 51.
'Gentlemen, that seems to me the point which the nations have
reached today. The effort to implement the preceding articles of
chapter VII has failed. Neither with regard to the Military Staff
Committee nor the Atomic Energy Committee-both of them subcommittees of the Security Council-has any progress been registered
after long months, now turning into years, of weary negotiation.
The veto always prevents. We have come at last, reluctantly, but out
of real necessity, to the last article of the chapter.
To safeguard our own vital interests and to support the principles
and purposes of the United Nations, we must now use the privilege
which article 51 provides. We must form a coalition for peace. We
must rally other members of the United Nations who want peace as
much as we do, who are as worried as we are by the present impotence
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of the organization, and who, like us, desire to vindicate its original
ideals and provide channels through which these may be translated
into effective action.
By forming a coalition of faithful members of the United Nations
we shall give our foreign policy the unifying force, the consecutiveness, the coherence in relation to universal principle, which, despite
what I consider its remarkable achievements in the past 3 years, have
been lacking since the effort to create an efficient organization to enforce peace faltered and -stopped, under Soviet assault, in 1946.
UNITED STATES LEADERSHIP

It is right that we take the lead. Of all members of the United
Nations, we should be the most anxious to organize the preponderant
power of the world for peace on as nearly universal a basis as possible.
Of all nations, we are the least able to accept any limitations to the
wide range of our vital interests. Of all nations we should be the
most anxious to substitute for the fluctuating standards of geographical convenience or expediency a permanent and universal standard of
conduct.
Senator THOMAS. Any questions, Senator Smith?
DISCHARGING THE SECURITY COUNCIL

Senator SmITH of New Jersey. Mr. Armstrong, Professor Wright
says that action under the proposed convention would depend on seven
votes of the Security Council to remove the matter from the Council's
agenda.
I am a little troubled about that thought, that the only way you can
get it off the Council's agendaMr. ARMSTRONG. According to the United Nations Charter.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. How dependable would that be?
Mr. ARMSTRONG. It is not certain.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. We would have to get this matter
off the Security Council's agenda, to get it into this Assembly, under
this procedure here.
Mr. ARMSTRONG. That is right.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Suppose that the taking of it off
the agenda was vetoed in the Security Council, how would we deal

with it?
Mr. ARMSTRONG. Seven members of the Security Council-it is a
procedural matter and is decided by a procedural vote.
Senator SMrrH of New Jersey. That would be a majority vote?
Mr. ARMSTRONG. That is right.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. It would not be subject to veto?
Mr. ARMSTRONG. No.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I am glad you clarified that, because
you are taking a chance that that might not be successful, of course.
Mr. ARMSTRONG. It is a very much more favorable condition than
one in which the veto applies.
INDIRECT AGGRESSION

Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I would like to go back to another
question that I asked Senator Douglas. Do you think this procedure
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could deal with the kind of aggression we are witnessing now in Russia's actions, in her conquest of these various countries, by not crossing
borders, but by boring from within? Take, for example, China, or
take Indochina or any other area where we are fearing that this
thing may continue to spread.
Mr. ARMSTRONG. Senator Smith, I do not believe that there is any
definition of "aggression" which could be agreed to, which would
cover forms of indirect aggression, including revolution inside a state;
and I don't believe in looking for a formula to cover that.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I agree entirely with you on that.
Mr. ARMSTRONG. I believe that the only possible way of dealing with
that sort of aggression is to rely on the judgment of the responsible
persons, the parties, nations, which would have to act on a decision
that it was an aggression.
The United Kations' test of aggression is that the alleged aggressor
has not used the procedure for peaceful settlement which is laid down
in the Charter. Another test of aggression is that the aggression is
resisted.
Neither of those tests meet the indirect aggression which is created
by the fomentation of a revolution inside a country; and I do not
believe that the United States would be willing to join in underwriting
any formula which tried to decide exactly at what point that kind
of outside influence became aggression.
I think that the only remedy is to leave it, as I said a moment ago,
to the judgment of the nations which are proposing to remedy the
situation, and that is the course which would be taken under the
present proposed resolution-leaving it up to the two-thirds majority
of the General Assembly.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Who would you contemplate would
initiate the specification? Take, for example, Indochina-could we
say we suspect there is aggression going on from within, motivated and
stimulated by outside forces, say Russia, and we would like to have
the Security Council give attention to it? Well, the Security Council
doesn't do it, so it is taken off the agenda and goes, under this procedure, to the Assembly, and we offer the evidence that we have behind
our complaint to the Assembly in order to get that two-thirds vote
which this resolution provides for?
Mr. ARMSTRONG. Probably not the same but a comparable situation
was the first test which the United Nations had to face, which was
Iran.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Yes.
Mr. ARMSTRONG. And the Security Council in that very early stage
of Soviet policy toward the United Nations was able to handle that
situation in a way which prevented war; and we brought about the
cessation of the Soviet activity in Iran which was causing the fear
of war.
If that had not succeeded, and if the Iranian Government had
appealed to the United Nations for support against what it claimed
was the aggression of the Soviet Union, I suppose the Soviet Union
would have found a way of having that proposal vetoed. But, in
that event, if this resolution had set up a supplementary agreement for
members of the United Nations which were willing to act in such a
circumstance, even though the United Nations itself were not able to
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act, the matter could have been dropped from the agenda of the
Security Council and the debate transferred to the Central Assembly;
and if the General Assembly had agreed, by a two-thirds vote, under
the leadership of the Great Powers that wished to take the action,
that action on behalf of Iran was necessary, the action could have been
taken.
I think we have to remember, Senator, that this is a matter always in
the General Assembly, and in the minds of the directors of policy of
the governments represented in the General Assembly, or the series of
acts of judgment, and I think it would be a mistake to try to do more
than improve the chances of their judgment being able to be effective,
if they feel able, in the circumstances, to act effectively.
In other words, I do not favor too much formalization of this sort
of procedure.
Senator SmITH of New Jersey. I will agree with you entirely on
that. I am just trying to explore or to see how to deal with this case.
Let's take the complaint of Nationalist China that Russia is the
aggressor in China. That thing has been bouncing around for some
time and it has now gone to the Little Assembly. If this resolution
were effective today, would it be dealt with as the resolution states, by
a two-thirds decision that there was aggression, and if that occurred,
then the other countries would be committed to go to war on that
matter?

Mr. ARMSTRONG. I say that it could be, not that it would be.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. You wouldn't prejudge the case;
but if the decision was that there actually was aggression, then this
resolution you are proposing, it would seem to me, under this agreement contemplated, would call for taking definite action by force.
Mr. ARMSTRONG. I would not presume to speak for the sponsors of
the resolution, but I would think that the judgment of two-thirds of
the members of the General Assembly, who had signed such a supple.
mentary proposal, or protocol, would be a free judgment which they
would make on the basis of their knowledge of the situation as of the
moment when they had to act.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. But if they did make a decision,
then, according to this, the signatories to this new convention that we
are discussing, within the larger framework of the United Nations,
would be binding to use force upon their determination.

Mr.

ARMSTRONG.

It would be binding on those members; yes.

Senator SMITH of New Jersey. That is what I am trying to get clear.
I think that helps clarify it, because it seems to me if this should be
adopted, we are heading into a good many cases of a similar nature,
where, from some source, the suggestion will come that this subversive infiltration is actually an aggression, and that will be the issue,
to ask to have it termed an aggression. That will come before a forum.
The test will come and that will be--will the nations party to it stand
behind it and put the teeth in it that are called for. I think it is a
very interesting approach and I want to compliment you on your very
interesting discussion of the issue.
I like the Tito suggestion here. I think your use of that case is
very interesting.
That is all I have.
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SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 52 CONSISTENT WITH VANDENBERG
RESOLUTION

Senator THOMAS. Mr. Armstrong, I have just one question, and
then an observation afterward.
Your paper suggests that this resolution is consistent with the
Vandenberg resolution. I wonder if you will expand on that idea just
a little bit for us.
Mr. ARMSTRONG. I simply base what I said on the text of the Vandenberg resolution, and on the fact that the text of the article of the
Charter on which the Vandenberg resolution was based does not limit
its applicability to any one nation, or to any one region.
I think, the phrase in the Vandenberg resolution which I read, you
have heard the article so often, article 51, that I won't read it again,
but the Vandenberg resolution provided forthe progressive development of regional and other collective arrangements for
individual and collective self-defense,

and that refers directly to article 51 which, as I mentioned, is not
in the regional chapter of the Charter, but in the enforcement chapter
of the Charter, and which reads:
If an armed attack occurs against a member of the United Nations, until the
Security Council has taken the measures necessary to maintain international
peace and security, members may act in self-defense, et cetera, et cetera, individually or in groups.

Senator THOMAS. My point is simply this, Mr. Armstrong: When we
set up any constitutional forum for any sort of a government, we do
not ordinarily set up the bounds to bring that government to an end,
we set up limits under which we will work to cause it to meet growing
situations.
Now, we have had two illustrations already today, just in your
paper. There is no doubt in my mind that when the Vandenberg
resolution was considered, we did not in any sense contemplate the
situation which we have in relation to the Thomas-Douglas resolution. But after the Vandenberg resolution became part of the scheme
of things, we find that we have laid a foundation for a growing institution.
Mr. ARMSTRONG. Yes.
Senator THOMAS. Now, to me, and to any student of government,
anywhere, the thing is that we can never lay down a static proposition to control going ideas or going arrangements. The Unlted Nations did not start a static world, it merely started a world that would
grow and go on. The hope of its being successful is always a hope
within the sphere of its great objective, not a hope within some narrow
objective as to how to organize an international peace force, or police
force, or how some particular thing will function.
I think that above all things, that your treatment of the resolution,
and what it might do, is the type of treatment which strengthens,
even beyond our understanding, the possibilities of actually maintaining peace in the world by this growing institution of international
cooperation.
Thank you very much, Mr. Armstrong.
Mr. ARMSTRONG. Thank you, Senator Thomas.
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Senator THOMAS. We stand in recess until 2 o'clock.
(Thereupon, at 12: 50 p. In., the subcommittee stood in recess until
2 p. m. that same day.)
AFTERNOON SESSION

Senator THOMAS. At the close of the session this morning mention
was made of the Vandenberg resolution. I think that one paragraph
in the record is in order that aweat things have come from these
resolutions in the past. dut of the Connally resolution came Dumbarton Oaks, then San Francisco, then the United Nations. Out of
the Vandenberg resolution came the North Atlantic Pact. We know
nothing, of course, about the future, but assuredly out of one of these
resolutions will come at least something. Already there has been a
hearing.
Dr. Holcombe, for the record, will you please identify yourself'
and the way in which you want to appear in the record?
STATEMENT OF DR. ARTHUR N. HOLCOMBE, PROFESSOR OF
GOVERNMENT, HARVARD UNIVERSITY
Dr. HOLCOMBE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

My name is Arthur N. Holcombe. I am a professor of government
at Harvard University.
IN

SUPPORT OF SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 52

I wish to be recorded in favor of Senate Concurrent Resolution No.
52. I wish also to take this opportunity to state briefly some of my
reasons for supporting this resolution. First, however, I would
like to explain my understanding of its purposes and the means by
which these purposes are to be accomplished.
Senate Concurrent Resolution No. 52 begins by reaffirming the
faith of Congress in the United Nations. It declares use of the United
Nations in all proper ways to be the cornerstone of the international
policy of the United States. It further proclaims its belief that the
United Nations is an institution which can be gradually strengthened
and made capable of bringing greater security to its members. At a
time like the present, when there is a growing doubt of the practical
capacity of the United Nations to prevent aggression and widespread
uncertainty concerning its future, the manifestation of such faith is
itself an important contribution to the security and peace of the
world.
The Thomas-Douglas resolution proposes further an agreement
under article 51 of the United Nations Charter, which shall be open
to all members of the United Nations. This agreement pledges those
member nations which become parties to it to support action by the
General Assembly in certain cases. These are cases where the Security
Council fails to take timely and effective action to suppress aggression by a non-peace-loving nation against a member of the United
Nations in violation of the purposes and principles set forth in the
charter.
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VANDENBERG RESOLUTION

The purpose of the agreement is to promote certain objectives of
the foreign policy of the United States, as declared by the Senate in
Resolution No. 239, adopted on June 11, 1948. This resolution, which
the American people appropriately call the Vandenberg resolution,
declares that the maintenance of peace requires international cooperation through more effective use of the United Nations and establishes
six objectives of United States policy to be pursued within the Charter.
Three of these objectives, Nos. 2, 3, and 4 as set forth in the Vandenberg resolution, have already become the subjects of vigorous action
by the Government of the United States. They are the completion of
regional arrangements for collective self-defense under article 51,
the association of the United States with these arrangements, and a
clear declaration of the intention of our Government to act under
article 51 in cases falling within the scope of the arrangements. I do
not need to explain here how the Rio de Janeiro and North Atlantic
security pacts may be expected to achieve these objectives. It is
enough to note that they made a good beginning the development of
the policies established by the Vandenberg resolution.
There are two other objectives, appearing in the resolution as Nos. 1
and 5, that is, the Vandenberg resolution, which also call for prompt
and vigorous action by the United States. In relation to these, unhappily, nothing has yet been accomplished. Objective No. 1 calls
for voluntary agreement to end, or at least diminish, the abuse of the
veto reserved to the permanent members of the United Nations Security Council. Objective No. 5 calls for maximum efforts to obtain agreements for supplying the United Nations with armed forces and to
bring about universal regulation and reduction of armaments. The
purpose of the Thomas-Douglas resolution is to promote these objectives of American foreign policy.
VETO RESTRICTED

To this end, the proposed agreement under article 51 of the Charter
provides that, if the Security Council is unable, under the existing
rules of voting, to take effective measures for suppressing acts of aggression against one or more of the member nations, the General Assembly shall have power, acting by a two-thirds vote, including at
least three of the permanent members of the Security Council, to take
such action as the Security Council might have taken, if not prevented
by the veto of one of its permanent members.
This means, in other words, that three vetoes by permanent members of the Security Council will be needed to prevent the General
Assembly taking action to suppress acts of aggression, when twothirds of its members are convinced that there is a valid cause for such
action. To be sure, the General Assembly's action will bind only the
signatories to the agreement. However, since the signatories must
include a majority of all the members of the United Nations, including
at least three of the permanent members of the Security Council, the
action of the General Assembly in such cases is certain to receive widespread and powerful support.
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The proposed agreement does not entirely remove the veto possessed
by the permanent members of the Security Council, but it insures that
the veto will not be effective unless there is the concurrence of at least
three of the permanent members. This would be a substantial step
toward the achievement of the first of the objectives of the Vandenberg resolution.
INTERNATIONAL POLICE FORCE

The agreement proposed by the Thomas-Douglas resolution provides further that its signatories sJball specify the forces to be put at
its disposal upon call by the General Aseembly. This provision will
supply an international police force in lieu of that which the framers
of the Charter hoped would be supplied by means of agreements under
articles 43 and 45. Provision for such a force would be a substantial
step toward the achievement of the fifth of the objectives of the
Vandenberg resolution. The Thomas-Douglas resolution, in other
words, is a vigorous effort to implement further certain established
policies of the American Government in the field of foreign relations.
The general agreement under article 51, which it proposes, if adopted,
would take its place beside the measures already adopted in furtherance of these policies, particularly the Rio de Janeiro and North
Atlantic Security Pacts.
REASONS FOR ADOPTION OF SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 52

I wish at this time to emphasize three reasons for believing that the
adoption of the Thomas-Douglas resolution would be in the interest
of the United States. The first is, that it will promote in ternatioaal
cooperation for the maintenance of peace and security through more
effective use of the General Assembly of the United Nations. Loss of
faith in the United Nations as an instrument of international cooper ation for the maintenance of peace and security has resulted from the
apparent inability of the Security Council to suppress aggression in
cases where any one of the five major powers is unwilling to cooperate.
An agreement, which will enable the General Assembly to step into the
breach in cases where three permanent members of the Security Council concur, will increase the practical capacity of the United Nations
to protect its members against acts of aggression and will strengthen
the faith of peoples throughout the world in the future usefulness of
the organization. Such a result is certainly in the interest of the
United States.
SUPPLEMENTAL TO REGIONAL ARRANGEMENTS

My second reason for supporting this resolution is, that the proposed
agreement will supplement existing regional agreements by providing
greater security in part of the world to which they do not apply.
Experience has shown that great wars are more likely to start with an
act of aggression against a state not of the first rank than with a direct
attack by one great power upon another. Indeed, great powers may
not desire war, but may be forced into it by the acts of lesser powers
or even of petty states in distant regions. It is not enough for mencan security to provide for the security of members of the United
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Nations in our own neighborhood. It is necessary also to prevent the
outbreak of war in other parts of the world, lest it spread and develop
into a great war in which all will eventually be involved. It is essential, therefore, that the American program of regional-s~curity pacts
be supplemented and completed by a general pact offering security to
parts of the world which are not now protected by regional pacts and
cannot be adequately protected by pacts of such restricted application.
REASSURANCE TO OTHER STATES

My third reason for supporting this resolution is, that its adoption
will demonstrate to all nations the sincerity of the United States in
proposing programs for improving economic conditions abroad,
especially in underdeveloped areas in distant parts of the world.
Since the conversion of the Security Councily from an agency of international peace into an instrument of national propaganda to such a
degree as has occurred, it is important for this country to make clear
to the people of the world its purposes in the area of foreign policy
and the principles by which it will act. The conclusion of regional
security pacts has been misrepresented as the expression of an offensive
policy toward certain nations which have been excluded from them.
It has been further misrepresented as an avowal of indifference to the
interests of peoples in other parts of the world.
It is important to give reassurance to nations outside the existing
regional pacts, especially to those in regions where another world
war could easily start, that the United States is not interested solely
in its own security, or in that of its immediate neighbors, but acts in
the interest of all peoples everywhere, and that it so acts in the conviction that international peace is indivisible and can be enjoyed by ourselves only on condition that it is enjoyed also by all others. The proposal of a more effective general security pact by the United States,
therefore, will be a sound and helpful move in the ideological struggle for the confidence and support of all peace-loving nations.
In conclusion, a universal agreement, such as is proposed in the
Thomas-Douglas resolution, has an important place in American
foreign policy. In the divided world in which we find ourselves, contrary to our earlier hopes, the United States should make itself the
leader, not merely of a limited number of favorably situated nations,
but of all peace-loving nations.
SOVIET REACTION TO SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 5 2

It may be argued that this proposal, instead of uniting the world
in more effective cooperation for the maintenance of peace and security, will divide it more deeply, since the Soviet Union cannot be
expected to subscribe to the agreement. It may be conceded that the
Government of the Soviet Union in its present mood would withhold its
signature. But it cannot do so except at the cost of putting itself in a
false position. The agreement would be open to it upon the same
terms as to others. Unless it harbored secret purposes of aggression,
it would have nothing to lose by signing and might have as much to
gain as any of the major powers.
It is, of course, possible that in the present state of international tension, the proposal of such an agreement as that suggested by the
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Thomas-Douglas resolution, standing by itself alone, would be misconstrued by the Soviet Government, or at least misrepresented to
the rest of the world, as an attempt to organize the whole of the nonCommunist world against the Communist nations. Nevertheless,
whether the proposed agreement were adopted with or without the
signature of the Soviet Union, the Soviets would have the same opportunity as any other major power to take part in the proceedings
of the United Nations General Assembly, which the Thomas-Douglas
resolution is designed to encourage, and could not rightly complain that
the resolution was directed against itself.
The Thomas-Douglas resolution is thoroughly consistent with the
established American policy of steering a sound middle course between offensive bellicosity, on the one hand, and pusillanimous ajppeasement on the other. It is not desirable that the policy of the
United States should seem to be that of stalking the Russian bear,
atomic bomb in hand. Our purpose is rather to discourage the Russian bear from stalking the rest of the world. On the other hand, we
do not need, and should not try, to lure him with honey. We should
be well content to leave him undisturbed in his natural habitat and
to settle our differences with him, when possible, by methods not
involving resort to military force.
It is clear, therefore, that the American Government should continue to pursue the obectives of its foreign policy, as set forth in the
Vandenberg resolution, and particularly that part of objective No.
5, which is not covered by the Thomas-Douglas resolution. This is
the part which commits the United States to efforts to bring about
universal regulation and reduction of armaments. The two policies,
that of strengthening the practical capacity of the United Nations,
acting through the General Assembly, to promote international cooperation for the maintenance of security and peace, which is covered
by the Thomas-Douglas resolution, and that of limiting and reducing armaments, which remains to be implemented, should go hand in
hand. The function of statesmanship is, not merely to know what
measures are sound and in the national interest, but also to determine
their timeliness and the order of procedure in putting them into effect.
The Senate will, I hope, not only adopt the Thomas-Douglas resolution, but also make clear its genuinely pacific character by giving
timely approval to suitable measures for the limitation of armaments.
Having already done so much to achieve the objectives of the Vandenberg resolution, the Government of the United States should not
now relax its efforts. On the contrary, it should proceed steadfastly
and vigorously to carry out the rest of this excellent program of
objectives. In such a program, the Thomas-Douglas resolution has
an important part. We may support it with even greater firmness
of conviction, because we recognize that other measurep are also
necessary in order to give full effect to the established policy of our
country in the field of foreign relations. For the proper timing of
these measures, I have confidence in the practical sagacity of American statesmanship.
Senator THOMAS. Have you any questions, Senator Wiley?
Senator Wm y. I haven't any questions.
Senator THOMAS. Have you any questions, Senator Smith?
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I have just one or two questions,
Professor Holcombe.
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You are familiar, of course, with the so-called World Federation
proposals and the Atlantic Union proposals, are you not?
Dr. HOLCOMBE. Yes, sir.
RELATION OF SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 52 TO OTHER PROPOSALS

Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I am just interested in the way that
you relate either one of those proposals to this plan, or is this a step
in the direction of the larger picture, without necessarily approving
or disapproving those other proposals?
Dr. HOLCOMBE. Senator, this is a step in a certain direction; in my
mind, there is no doubt what that direction is. It is a step in the
direction recommended by the World Federalists. It is not a step
in the direction recommended by the advocates of the Atlantic Union
Pact.
ATLANTIC UNION

Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Does that imply that you feel, as
some other critics have suggested, that the Atlantic Union Pact intends to divide the world into a balance of power set-up?
Dr. HOLCOMBE. Senator, I have no doubt that many persons would
think so. We ought to recognize, however, that the conditions in the
world have greatly changed since Clarence Streit first brought forward his proposals for Union Now, out of which this most recent
proposal has developed. Particularly, the adoption of the North
Atlantic Security Pact greatly alters the conditions. To my mind,
there isn't the same reason today that there was when Clarence Streit,
for whom I personally have great respect, first began to advocate what
used to be called Union Now. The need today is for something quite
different. We have got a regional arrangement, which we believe to
be a good one. In certain ways, it goes beyond what was recommended
by Clarence Streit 10 or a dozen years ago; in certain other ways, it
falls short of it. It is an arrangement based upon a somewhat different principle, though it achieves in some part a similar objective. But,
having accomplished that, the present need is for a universal arrangement, not for another regional arrangement implying in some way a
somewhat similar neighborhood.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I am very glad to get that comment,
because we have the responsibility of considering all these proposals
in these hearings. I want to get the relation of one to the other.
Dr. HOLCOMBE. It is a great responsibility, Senator.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I know it is. It is a great opportunity, too.
RESTRICTION ON VETO

Could I sum this up from one angle in this way. You are providing
here that in the event two-thirds of the Assembly should determine
that there had been a aggression and that this agreement should be
put into effect, it would take three vetoes, instead of the old one veto,
to block it?
Dr. HOLCOMBE. That is correct.
Senator

SMITH

of New Jersey. It is a three-veto proposition instead

of a one-veto proposition which is one of its fundamental principles;
is that right?
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Dr. HOLCoMBE. Yes, sir.

Senator SMTH of New Jersey. I think that is very interesting and
important to emphasize.
I believe that is all I have at the moment, Mr. Chairman.
Senator WILEY. One phrase suggested by Senator Smith occurred
to me. He said it is a great opportunity. That depends upon the
contracting parties, does it notDr. HOLCOMBE. Yes, sir.
Senator WILEY. Where there is the vision in the minds and souls of

these nations.
Have you any thought as to how firm the Atlantic Pact is or how
firm the pact of the Americas is in case we should get into any trouble?
Senator SmrrH of New Jersey. Mr. Chairman, might I make this
suggestion to our distinguished colleague before Dr. Holcombe
answers. I didn't mean to imply the opportunity in the sense he interpreted it. I meant it was an opportunity for this committee to
have all these matters before it. It is an opportunity to make a contribution to this very important subject as to how and in what way
the United Nations shall be strengthened to aid in the peace of the
world.
EFFECTIVENESS OF THESE RESOLUTIONS

Senator WILEY. I wouldn't let you put words in my mouth. Perhaps I interpret it as an opportunity to the Doctor here to testify.
That might mean one opportunity. No, I am sincere about it. I am
for anything that would bring about the objective. I don't think
I lack faith in humanity, but I think that we have been so naive in
many of our foreign dealings, as indicated by much of what has transpired. As one example, we permitted Russia to put a ring around
Berlin. We thought Russia was going to play ball with us. I wondered
if there was any question in your mind about how naive we might be
in relation to entering into arrangements with some of these other
contracting parties, whether they might take us for a ride, as I think
Russia has taken us in several instances.
Dr. HOLcOMBE. Senator, we like to think we are not naive. Of
course, we all recognize that without good good will, nothing constructive can be accomplished. That is indispensable. But the advocates of the Thomas-Douglas resolution, and indeed, I believe the
advocates of all these resolutions which will come before you, start
with the proposition that peace cannot be preserved merely by praising
its virtues. If peace is to endure, it is necessary that it be organized,
and the issue which these various proposals raise is what kind of
organization and what kind of processes are most promising under the
conditions of the present urgent moment.
Senator WILEY. You assume another mechanism, and you have the
faith that will have to move mountains to make it successful, so you
say, let's try it. That is probably your position.
Dr. HOLCOMBE. Faith is indispensable, Senator, but what we are
suggesting is that, given some faith, the procedure we propose will
lead to more accomplishment than other procedures which seem to us
less promising under existing circumstances.
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EFFECT IN SOUTHEAST ASIA

Senator WiLEY. Do you visualize a situation such as Senator Thomas
did, that it would have a containing influence in southeast Asia?
Dr. HOLCOMBE. I share the Senator's belief on that point. We are
dealing, of course, with a highly complex situation. As we well know
when we look back over the experience of past years, it is rash to venture to prophesize. I certainly wouldn't undertake to predict what
would happen, but I share the Senator's belief that this procedure
promises a method by which, working through the United Nations, we
will be better able to cope with that situation than without it.
Senator WiLEY. It is an aid to fermentation in every respect, and
what I am really concerned about is whether in such a period-of
course, you have to evaluate the difference, the flame-whether it is
better to go in and get burnt and try to put it out or let the flame burn
itself out. Now, putting it another way, take the various levels of
humanity in the isles of the sea, the continents of the earth. Many
of them, we think, are on a pretty low level. We have recently read
how in Africa about 2,000 Negroes invaded a village under instigation
by the commies. Well, you have got a condition existing on the
earth-I wonder whether or not it is advisable for us to stick our
nose into all that business or let the fermentation go on in certain
places.
Now, one must ask whether this fermentation is contagious. Will
it catch, will it go beyond the borders?
You have got to do that.
One of the suggestions made is that Russia is camouflaging her imperialism by calling it communism, but it is imperialism again,
stretching out for domination of the earth. Do you see what I am
getting at? I am putting it rather bluntly. To me, it is of great
concern, because I have seen a few portions of this earth I have
seen the various levels that humanity is on, the struggle upwards.
If the United States takes part in this struggle some think it is
dangerous. If steps are taken by this resolution you have evolved
and we, the leader of nations, become a party to it, and we pay the
bill, too. There is no question about that. The rest of the nations
are still pulling at us, at our purse, and to me, that is of great concern.
The objective always appeals. Who was it, some great man, who
said that the people weren't ready for the League of Nations, that it
was ahead of their time? Now, is this ahead of our time or is it
timely? You say it is timely. I want to be convinced of that.
TIMELINESS OF RESOLUTION

Dr. HOLCOMBE. Senator, you have made your question very clear.
Experience indicates an answer to the question. Here we live in a
complex world, filled with people who do not share our interests, and
often do not share our ideas. Uncle Sam's role in world politics
sometimes seems a lonely one. There are few other countries that
altogether agree with our principles, and it is obvious that hardly any
all together share our interests, except the general interest in a more
orderly world, in a wold in which international controversies can be
settled by political rather than by military methods.
Now we have a choice to make between-I wouldn't say shutting our
eyes to what goes on in the world about us and trying to ignore it until
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it smites us and we have to pay attention, but, at any rate, we have a
choice between taking a relatively passive attitude and a more active,
a more passive, a more vigorous and, if I may say so, a more sad view
of the situation. That view of the situation calls upon us to make
active efforts to organize the world better, so that the interests which
we believe to be most important can be maintained more effectively
than heretofore. The procedures which are envisaged by the ThomasDouglas resolution seem to us a realistic, a reasonable, and a promising
method of taking a step from where we are now in the direction in
which we know we must go.
Senator WILEY. You have made your point very clear, sir, as far
as your position is concerned.
How long have you been in Harvard?
Dr. HOLCOMBE. Well, I entered Harvard as a freshman nearly-1
hate to say, Senator, but it was a long time ago.
Senator WILEY. My son graduated from law school there.
Dr. HOLCOMBE. I know your son was there, Senator. He had a good
record, if I may put that into this record, too.
Senator WiLuy. He had a smart mother.
Dr. HOLCOMBE. A smart father to choose the mother.
Senator WinEY. I have no further questions.
Senator THOMAS. Dr. Holcombe, I would like to thank you for

bringing out the great fundamental problems which face us and face
the world in attaining the great objectives laid down in the United
Nations itself. Even the objectives of the United Nations are not as
large as the objectives which are felt in the hearts of men very often.
That is, the United Nations Covenant went as far, and only as far, as
those who drew it up thought was practicable. That is, it was a practical document to meet a practical situation. Now we find ourselves
meeting with situations that are different from those anticipated, and
then sometimes, because of a given situation, we lose sight of the
great, general objectives. When I put my mind in that frame, I see
no discouragement in this world.
As I read your testimony and the testimony of the other witnesses
about America's interest in the world-I recall that when someone a
generation ago uttered the statement that war anywhere was of concern to all everywhere, it was crudely received. We turned away from
the idea, and yet more than one witness has said that our interests are
world-wide and we are aiming to keep the world-wide approach before
us. We haven't lost sight of the great objectives.
I appreciate greatly the fact that you suggest a reduction of armaments goes hand in hand with the growth of collective security.
That is, as the world becomes better organized for peace, then assuredly the need of these great expenditures for arms should be
lessened, and when we don't do that, we may encourage armament.
Those who first met to try to work out some sort of a scheme for a
peace force or a police force of some kind worked on a basis of an
even greater world war than the one we got into.
If I know anything about history, big wars come from little wars.
However, from the time of peace to now, no one has suggested any
machinery that would stop a little war. Even with the world divided
in two, as we think it is divided, we can see that if a war breaks out in
southeastern Asia, since that has been mentioned here, that it is a
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little war that begins it. Such a war could be controlled, providing
there is a willingness on the part of the great nations to control it.
I want to thank you for making that suggestion to us, not losing
sight of the great, general objectives. I think that it is very, very
ungracious of any American to forget that there was a time in the
history of world organizations when the big bad boy was not some
country that we point our finger at but was probably'ourselves. We
had an attitude of noncooperation with the other nations for quite
a while after the First World War.
NEED FOR A WORLD ORGANIZATION

Now, there would be no need of a United Nations organization if
the world were not going to remain a world of trouble and a world of
problems. If all the trouble and all the problems were gone, why,
what is the use of bothering with these things. We would have nothing to overcome. Therefore, a poor optimist like I am doesn't ever
expect to see a world without some sort of trouble, but the trouble can
be lessened by having an organization such as the UN to take care
of those troubles of the world. That is all I can hope for. Your
remarks brought that out of me and, having said that much, I thank
you and remain speechless.

Dr.

HOLCOMBE.

I thank you, Senator.

Senator WILEY. May I just suggest, Mr. Chairman, that I think
every right-thinking person-and there is a scarcity of right-thinking
right now in the world-recognizes that we haven't arrived at the
millenium on the local level where we have to have law and we have
to have order. On the higher level, in the State and Nation, we say
the same thing. Our big proposition, as so well stated by Senator
Thomas, is that we are now about to consider the matter of world
law to give effect to the very objectives which we all recognize. Will
it be effective in this atomic and hydrogen bomb age in relation to the
one nation that apparently is going berserk with relation to expansion, with relation to propagandizing its Marxist or Communist concept? How, if this resolution became effective, would it change the
present world situation in relation to Communist Russia?
Will it bring about a precipitation of that which we hope will not
come about? Will it in any way further contain the spread of those
ideas which are the yeast or the ferment that is now penetrating this
globe? To me, that is the big issue. I will try anything that would
be effective. But when you think of the economic leves the people
are on and you recognize the social upheavals, to me, this is just like
the legislature passing another law. How will this bring about the
desired result that we all pray and hope for? That is the real issue.
If it is a step in the right direction, fine, but how effective will it be t
How will it work in the sense that it will contain the march of ideas
in which the battle of the world is now on in the minds of men. The
right ideas, of course, could offset it and be an antidote to it, and we
would have the millenium.
On the other hand, if these ideas which we think are so detrimental
to the peace of the world keep on marching, what then? How will this
be effective? Will it precipitate us into another, a third world wart
Will it cause us to feel thathither and yon, even in the isles of the sea,
where revolutions are starting, that another world conflagration can
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be avoided? Will it present another opportunity for the hungry
nations? By that, I mean even some of our associates, who hate to
give up the thought that they need colonies and need places to provide
the economic food to keep them sustained as vital partners of the
copartnership?
All those thing entered into my evaluations as I listened to you talk.
I am grateful for all the contribution that has been made, and I
wouldn't want anyone to think otherwise, but I am concerned with
the thought that here again is another sleeping powder; we have had
so many of them. We are having talks right now on the floor of the
Senate. They were debating, when ![ left, the question of the hydrogen
bomb. What is the answer to this-the hydrogen bomb? And when
you talk about delimiting the armed forces, the armed effectiveness,
certainly you wouldn't think of doing a thing like that until you had
assurance that the other nations had in mind a real desire for peace,
would you? Now you carry on.
IDEAS AS WEAPONS

Dr. HOLCOMBE. Well, Senator, I have no desire-in the first place,

let me say that you have stated a very important point of view very
effectively, and I do not wish to seem to belittle the importance of
military preparedness. Of course, it is clear that we must be prepared to take good care of ourselves under All circumstances that can
be reasonably foreseen. However, in the long run, this is clear, that
the most effective weapons against ideas are other and better ideas.
Senator WILEY. That is right.
Dr. HOLCOMBE. We Americans think we have the better ideas and
in the long run, therefore, we should be confident that we have the
better weapons, and our immediate concern is to maintain conditions
in international relations under which there will be the maximum opportunity for our ideas, our best weapons, to operate effectively.
Anything which will make the United Nations, which your body
has formerly declared to be the cornerstone of our foreign policyeven if it doesn't offer a complete answer to the problems which present themselves-anything which promises to make the United Nations function more effectively is a powerful aid in the use of our best
weapons, namely, sound American principles.
Now, we believe that the Thomas-Douglas Resolution does exactly
that. It clears a better way for the use of our best weapons by making
the United Nations function somewhat better than it has as an instrument for international cooperation.
Senator WILEY. To make it concrete now, we have gone through the
machinery outlined. The appropriate body of the United Nations
finds that there has been an aggression in the world and the armed
forces of the United Nations that are created here go into action. Do
you think that will have a containing effect on the almost dynamic
energy of this Communist movement that is spreading?
Dr. HOLCOMBE. That is the basis of the United Nations organiza-

tion, a belief that by the planned use of force in an emergency, time is
gained and the condition is created under which it is postponed to find
a better solution, one in which ideas may be expected to prevail.
Senator WILEy. You use the phrase, "time is gained." You feel
probably that time remedies lots of evils, and, in the course of time,
64429-50
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you might see something happen in that great empire--that is, the
Atlantic-Pacific-something within, if we could stop them from doing
anything without.
Dr. OLcOMBE. Resistance to aggression, Senator, doesn't solve the
problem; but an agreement which gives us time creates a situation in
which one may more hopefully seek a rational solution by political
methods to your problem. Of course, we know as Americans that we
leave many problems unsettled, not being able to find the right solution for them until at a better time we can get the answer to them.
That is one of the virtues of our Federal system.
Senator WIL.Y. No more questions.

Senator THOMAS. Thank you very much, Dr. Holcombe. We appreciate your coming.
Next is Mr. Schwebel.
STATEMENT OF STEPHEN M. SCHWEBEL, NATIONAL CHAIRMAN,
COLLEGIATE COUNCIL FOR THE UNITED NATIONS
Senator THOMAS. Mr. Schwebel, you are a brave man. When I
went to school, I didn't follow the professor at all. I didn't say anything about professors until I got back to the fraternity house, and
here you are coming along right after your professor. Either education is improving or you are a very brave man.
Mr. SCHWEBEL. Well, perhaps Professor Holcombe was a particularly genial professor.
Senator THOMAS. For the record, will you identify yourself, please,
the way in which. you want to have yourself appear in the record?
Mr. SCHWEBEL. Stephen M. Schwebel, national chairman, Collegiate
Council for the United Nations.
The Collegiate Council for the United Nations, the college affiliate
of the American Association for the United Nations, is a national
federation of student associations of 170 American colleges and universities uniting a great part of that segment of the student community
of our Nation which takes peace as seriously as it should be taken.
We believe that the best hope for peace is to be found in the development of a potent system of universal, collective security, and we view
the United Nations as the best available instrument of that development. That is not to say that we are content with he present stage
of the evolution of collective security. On the contrary, concerned as
we are with the UN's success, we are the more sensitive to its failures;
concerned as we are with the realization of collective security, we find
today's insecurity particularly oppressive. So we unreservedly favor
strengthening the existing security structure.
PEACE IS INDIVISBLE

One limitation we. would put on an effort to do so would be that of

consonance with the universal demands of security. We see meaningful security as world-wide, collective security. We see peace as individuals today as it was just yesterday in Manchuria and Ethiopia and
Spain. The tragedies of the 1931-41 period surely carry the lesson
that an armed attack on any peaceful nation is an armed attack on
every peaceful nation. In our view, to lose sight of the global dimensions of security is to lose security altogether.
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We lay particular stress on the principle of the universality of effective collective security for two reasons: First, because the pressure
of international events of a somber and deeply disappointing character not foreseen in Charter days at San Francisco has led our Government to associate itself in regional arrangements which could tend to
weaken the universal security structure. Second, because it is our
conviction that the proposals of Senators Thomas and Douglas for a
universal security pact under article 51 of the Charter have among
their many advantages that of correcting what could otherwise turn
out to be an unbalanced emphasis b3Pthis and other governments upon
a regional approach to security.
When the Collegiate Council for the United Nations last May was
privileged to testify on the then pending North Atlantic Treaty before
the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations, it pointed out the patent
weaknesses of the regional approach to security. We noted, first of
all, that the spirit of the United Nations Charter is dominantly universal, that nowhere in the Charter is there a geographical limitation
on the rights and duties of members. We commented on the fact that
the Atlantic Treaty did not quite fit the pattern of regional arrangements envisaged by the Charter, that indeed the legal basis of the
Treaty was found to rest not upon chapter 8, dealing with regionalism, but upon article 51, which is found in chapter 7, concerned with
actions with respect to the peace, breaches of the peace and acts of
aggression, and that the Atlantic alliance, certainly a regional accord,
was therefore forced to find its roots in nonregional provisions of the
Charter. But of even greater concern to us than this ill-fit that the
Treaty made with the universal spirit and certain detailed provisions
of the Charter was an altogether legitimate fear of a number of practical dangers inherent in the regional approach to security. We cited
these in relation to the Atlantic Treaty. May I note in passing that
these reservations to regionalism would apply with much greater force
to proposals such as those for an Atlantic Union.
REGIONAL PACTS NOT SATISFACTORY

A regional pact or a regional security union, because it pertains to
a restricted geographical area, attempts to provide security reinsurance only for its members. It obviously does not provide this reinsurance for nonsignatories. Thus the danger arises that within the UN,
there could be, or are what could with some justice be, described as
first- and second-class members, those who have the imposing reinsurance of America's specific pledge to regard an attack upon them as
an attack upon herself and those who must content themselves with
the somewhat less explicit obligation of the United States to their
integrity, which is assumed by all members of the United Nations,
America included.
Of the nature of the situation, there seems some danger that those
nations included in a regional scheme may tend to feel their pact sets
the actual, practical limits of their obligations. Correspondingly,
those nations not included, necessarily feeling their secondary degree.
of protection, may tend to drift into the other camp to seek by conciliation what they lack in collective security or, in the very least,.
they may be expected to press to win in a regional accord of their
own the degree of security which the more privileged states enjoy-
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and so we hear recurrent talk of a Pacific alliance, a Mediterranean
pact, and the like. This latter phenomenon might be termed the fractional approach to a problem which is unyieldingly integral.
The limitation of obligation implicit in regionalism may well tend,
however, to rehabilitate the strategically obsolete concept of neutrality.
As Mr. Hamilton Fish Armstrong has so cogently pointed out, a state
contemplating aggression would no doubt welcome a refurbishing of
neutrality, but the United States can have no interest in limiting
geographically the right of all UN members to receive aid against
aggression and the duty of all members to render such aid. On purely
strategic grounds, a resuscitated neutrality is a danger to the United
States. Who can say in case of aggression where and what facilities
we or any other UN member would need in order to defeat an aggressor? How many of our military strategists in 1939 could then
perceive the later importance of New Caledonia or Dakar to American security?
I have gone into such length about the dangers of regionalism
because, in some real measure, they are the dangers of the status quo.
They are the dangers which we believe the proposals of Senators
Thomas and Douglas for a universal security pact under article 51
of the Charter go a long way to meet.
I will not dwell on the terms of these proposals, which have already
been dealt with so ably. May I merely affirm our view, that the
realization of such a universal protocol would reaffirm the determination of the signatories to abide by the principles and purposes of
the Charter veto or no veto, and it would provide the machinery to
implement this determination should the need arise.
BYPASSING THE VETO

May I interject, with a view to Senator Green's questioning this
morning of Senator Douglas about resolution 52's circumnavigating
the veto and thus being in conflict with the Charter, that as one very
much concerned with the Charter's integrity, I see no substantial
conflict. For the veto, written into the Charter, was not meant to
be the captious and destructive device it has turned out to be, but
rather as a recognition of the need for the unity of the great powers
on major substantive decisions of the Security Council. The true
spirit of the veto was meant to be that of restraint and compromise,
and it is not this veto, but rather its pernicious misuse which resolution 52 would combat. So the resolution, I would submit, is not
a violation of the Charter's spirit, but rather a return to that better
spirit of the Charter which was current at San Francisco.
Senator THOMAS. I think right there: Since you are on the veto,
since you are a student, if I were you, I would go back and read the
debates in Congress when Preident Tyler changed the theory of the
veto in the development of the history of the United States. You will
find that we got to just the same sort of place in regard to the veto.
The veto idea was written into the Constitution for a certain purpose,
and all of a sudden, it began to be used for another purpose. I
wouldn't say that to anyone else, but since you are a student, there
is a dandy bit of research right there for you.
Mr. SCHWEBEL. I should look it up, with interest.
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At San Francisco, there was a declaration, as we know, by the great
powers pledging restraint in the use of the veto, and certainly that
declaration has not been fulfilled.
SOVIET REACTION

TO RESOLUTION

Our emphasis upon the value of the universal procotol in correcting present dangers of the regional emphasis is not meant to imply
that we believe all members of the UN would now adhere necessarily.
We, of course, are not certain that the Soviet Union would join at
this time. If the U. S. S. R. were now willing to adopt a policy which,
among other reforms, would involve de facto scrapping of the veto,
as would adherence to the universal pact, there would be less need
for the proposed procotol in the first place. The present machinery
of the United Nations is adequate, assuming Soviet cooperation.
This granted, the procotol still holds great promise as perhaps the
best means of realizing the Charter's potentiality for universal security which may be had in the context of the present unfortunate international situation. Rather than patching the UN fabric with an
Atlantic alliance here, a Rio pact there, perhaps to be followed by
a Mediterranean pact and a Pacific pact, and so forth, the procotol
would integrate and cohere the necessary procedure of strengthening
the machinery of collective security. It would tie together the existing regional pacts and cover the gaps left by them. It would obviate
the danger of the growth of the second class UN member, of which
I spoke earlier. It would erase the stimulus towards the rejuvenation
of neutrality we see in regionalism. One could hope, for example,
that Sweden would join in this coalition open to all states where she
has declined to join the restrictive combination of the Atlantic powers.
And, with regard to the Soviet Union, the procotol would constitute
an open-handed, positive approach to the security need which would
be a standing invitation to her to join with the world in vitalizing
collective security.
For these reasons, and for those put forth by Professor Holcombe
and Professor Wright and Mr. Armstrong, with which we wish to
associate ourselves, the Collegiate Council for the United Nations
supports most vigorously the proposals of Senators Thomas and Douglas. There is one additional reason which we wish to cite before
closing, at the risk of saying less ably what our colleagues representing the American Association for the United Nations have said so
well.
RESOLUTION PRESERVES

THE UN

It seems to us that these proposals, which are striking in their
forward-thinking, at the same time are preeminent, among the many
suggestions put forth for improving the state of international security,
for their tapping of the full values of conservationism and practicality. They are conservative in their preservation and nourishment
of the present machinery and Charter of the United Nations. They
would in no way impair or even alter present UN operations insofar
as such operations are successful. Only when the UN is stalled would
the universal procotol come into redeeming effect. And even then
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the procotol would employ the present organs of the United Nations
in giving force to the Charter's ideals.
We count this preservation of the very considerable assets of the
UN which have so far accrued as crucial. It is no light thing to risk
unnecessarily the well-being and future of an organization which, in
its brief past, has emerged as the forum and arena of an international
effort at mutual conciliation on a vast scale, and a focus of international public opinion; of an organization which has had notable success
in halting wars and promoting peaceful relations among the 500,000,000 people of the Indian Subcontinent, Indonesia, and Palestine; an
organization which provides the smaller states of the world with an
international voice commensurate with their true importance and
which they have not formerly enjoyed; and an organization which,
perhaps basic to the achievement of political stability in the long run,
is promoting an international program of world social end economic
advance extraordinary in its scope, effectiveness and implications.
The Thomas-Douglas proposals have a further virtue which is often
overlooked in suggestions of otherwise commendable means of
strengthening world security. They are within the realm of possibility; they are practical. They demand no impossible amendment
of the Charter. They are here, and, probably if our Government so
wills, now.
College students by tradition are expected to look to the ideal. The
student members of the Collegiate Council for the United Nations
are very much a part of that tradition. We look to what is at present
an ideal of a United Nations fully exploiting the great potentialities
of the Charter. Many of us, indeed, look farther, to the ideal of world
government. But we are careful not to let a decent, normal concern
with ideals induce disregard for the practical steps necessary to the
achievement of those ideals.
We are aware of the fact that the realization of a United Nations
wholly living up to the Charter demands the prior success of the UN
in meeting its everyday challenges, great and small, and that this success, in turn, demands the positive contribution of the United States.
We realize that world government will come not through pronunciamentos and preoccupation with textual perfections of the Charter, but
through the gradual accretion of a body of international law and the
widening of the spirit of international community which can be the
only meaningful base of international law. We have no illusions
about the extreme and grinding difficulties besetting the UN in its
effort to build that spirit of world community. Easier paths do not
seem to us to be real ones, however; and, therefore, we lend our full
support to these proposals of Senators Thomas and Douglas in their
promise of making the UN way a more effective one.
Senator WYn. I want to compliment the young man. He not
only gave us a dynamic statement but he spoke dynamically and
sort of brought back days of when we were kids, dreaming dreams
and seeing visions, and, without you, the world would be a pretty
drab place. I just want to ask one question, because it goes again
to the question of ideals and hopes which I asked the doctor who
just spoke before you.
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EFFECT OF RESOLUTION ON COMMUNISM

I think I can agree fully with everything you said. With a prayer
on my lips, I go forward and ask you this question: How do you, with
your youthful approach, see that this would operate to contain the
spread of that evil, dynamic force that is now impacting the minds
of men, infiltrating countries, infiltrating this land, South America,
Africa, the Far East, and so forth? How do you see this, if it became international law, would operate to contain that movement or
set it back upon its haunches, so that we would have, what you say,
one world in the sense that men think alike and feel alike about this
big hope called peace?
Mr. SCHWEBEL. Well, there are two possibilities of the protocol
vis-h-vis the Soviet Union: the one that she joins and the second that
she doesn't join. The first is more likely; and if that is the case,
then the protocol would have the somewhat negative but nonetheless
very real value of further integrating the rest of the world which
is willingSenator WILEY. Just a moment. Do I understand you to say you
thought there was a possibility of her joining?
Mr. SCHWEBEL. Well, there may be some possibility. I wouldn't
say it is a likelihood, but I think we may say it is a possibility; yes.
Senator WILEy. And you think if she did join, that that would
do the job?
Mr. SCHWEBEL. Well, to revert, then, to the possibility of her joining, if she did join, it would certainly be an immense step forward
in the development of international law and giving life to the Charter. Of course, if she were willing to join and assume the obligations inherent in joining, there would almost in a way be no immediate
need for such a protocol, because the UN would sail along anyway
if Russia weren't using the veto as she is.
Senator WILEY. You have heard the expression used, and proven,
in your lifetime that a treaty is but a scrap of paper; have you not?
Mr. SCHWEBEL. Yes. I think we must, however, operate on the
assumption that nations will respect their treaty obligations. Were
we to assume that the Soviet Union would never follow out her treaty
obligations, almost all sense in negotiating with her would lose meaning. There would be no sense in it.
Senator WILEY. Well, you know very well that she hasn't kept her
obligations-but go ahead with your second conclusion.
Mr. SCHWEBEL. Well, should she join the protocol, she would in
effect be surrendering the veto rights which have partially stultified
the United Nations today, and I don't think any of us would doubt
the virtue of that, and if, on the other hand, as is more likely, she did
not join, the pact, while not so fully furthering the development of
international law, as in the other instance, would be of great value
from a negative point of view of further strengthening that part of
the world which takes its international obligations seriously, and as
long as the Soviet Union does not seem to, the main hope for peace,
unfortunately enough, seems to rest with the non-Soviet world being
stronger than the Soviet Union, and this pact would have that virtue.
Senator WIEY. That is all.
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Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I would just like to add a word of
commendation for the very interesting paper. Do I understand that
your organization extends throughout the colleges pretty widely in
this country?
Mr. SCHWEBEL. Yes, sir.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. And have you been considering not
only this particular resolution but the other approaches to strengthening the world organization, such as the World Federation and the
Atlantic Union, and so forth?
Mr. SCHWEBEL. Yes; we have, sir.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Could you say that the paper which
you have presented to us is the general conclusion of your Nation-wide
organization?
Mr. SCHWEnREL. Well, it is with regard to the topics I have dealt
with. I would not take it upon myself to speak for our general
conclusions as to other aspects of federalism. I certainly do have an
idea, and I would be happy to share that idea with you, but it would
be no authoritative statement of the organization's views, but this is
authoritative. It has been approved.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. The reason I ask, I live in Princeton,
and I understood the students there are very strongly in favor of the
world federation idea, which I assume you are, but you feel that this
is the preliminary step to it, just as the previous witnesses have
suggested. Is that a correct statement of your position?
Mr. SCHWEBEL. Yes; it is. Princeton is a hotbed of federalism, that
is quite true and has a pattern in this school which is more UNish
than others. Our organization does have a considerable spread-170
colleges, as I pointed out-in about 42 States.
Senator SmXTH of New Jersey. You have regular conventions where
you meet and discuss the principles and try to come to conclusions?
Mr. ScHwxlnL. Yes.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I am interested, because I feel it is
your generation that is going to have the burden of carrying this thing
on after some of the rest of us have passed on. You are going to take
the responsibility for public policy in this country with respect to the
United States and with its relations to other countries. So, I am profoundly concerned with the fact that the younger generation in the
colleges are debating this thing and learning something about it. That
is why I commend you on coming here in order to say this and give us
your support.
Mr. SCHWEBEL. Yes; we do have a convention annually for a week,
which is held in Manhattan at the Finch Junior College, and which
takes advantage of the proximity of Lake Success. We take one delegate from each chapter at the conference to Lake Success and hold
conferences with UN officials. Besides these lectures and conferences,
we do have discussions, molding our general policy for the year, with
issues such as this being referred back to the chapters when they are
of major importance. You will no doubt be interested to know that
in June there was a resolution adopted by our convention calling the
attention of the chapters particularly to the pertinence of a discussion
of a resolution put forth in the House by a Member of Congress,
setting up world federation as a goal, and the groups are discussing
that and there is considerable interest in it.
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Senator SMITH of New Jersey. That is all I had, Mr. Chairman.
Senator THOMAS. I will have to take back what I said about being
a brave man and just simply say that Dr. Holcombe is the brave
man. [Laughter.]
Thank you very much for coming.
Next is Mr. Eichelberger.
STATEMENT OF CLARK M. EICHELBERGER, DIRECTOR, AMERICAN
ASSOCIATION FOR THE UNITED NATIONS
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Mr. Eichelberger, I would like to
say for the record it is a great regret to me in that I have a conflicting
committee at the moment which I have to go to. I only wish I could
remain, but I certainly will read your testimony with the greatest
interest.

Mr.

EICHELBERGER.

Thank you, Senator.

Senator THOMAS. For the record, will you please identify yourself
and put in anything you want to have said about yourself.
Mr. EICHELBERGER. Clark M. Eichelberger, director of the American
Association for the United Nations.
I haven't a prepared manuscript, Senator, because, knowing that I
would be last in the array of stars that appeared for the resolution of
yourself and Senator Douglas, I felt that I would simply supplement
a few points that might need a little further supplementation.
I overheard your remark a few minutes ago to one of the witnesses
about the importance of resolutions, such as the Vandenberg resolution, leading to a whole set of developments, such as the Atlantic Pact,
and the Connally resolution to the United Nations. If you will permit
me to say so, I think that the most consistent pattern of resolutions
on collective security from the early thirties to date has been those
of yourself, because I remember the role you played in the first resolutions to revise our neutrality law, which was immoral because it
made no distinction between the good and the bad, to make that distinction square with the Kellogg Pact and the League of Nations obligations. So, it is a great pleasure, indeed, to speak today on behalf
of a resolution of which you are the coauthor, because it is the fulfillment of a pattern.
Senator THOMAS. Isn't there a slight relationship between what you
call the Thomas-Douglas resolution and the resolution of 1937, making
it possible for the President to lift the embargo in favor of a victim
of aggression? Aren't they alike?

Mr.

ECHELBEEGER.

I would say so; yes. I would say that they are

simply adjustments to the circumstances, and the Thomas-Douglas
resolution is an adjustment to the fact that we now have a United
Nations, and so your resolution of 1937 couldn't build on as firm a
foundation because the United States was not a member of of the
League of Nations, but certainly one is the evolution of the thinking
of the first. So, I am delighted to appear and express my support
and the support of our association on behalf of this resolution.
Our association customarily does not support a great deal of legislation, but I am rather proud that shortly after the United Nations was
set up, we communicated with the President, urging that there be a
unilateral declaration on our part that we would consider ourselves
bound by the General Assembly, if other nations so felt, in case the
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Security Council was blocked by the veto. In other words, our association was in step with Hamilton Fish Armstrong and others, and I
think the original proposal for a resolution, which was simply in rudimentary form that was later developed, came from some of the witnesses that appeared this morning.
GROWING IMPORTANCE OF GENERAL ASSEMBLY

I want simply to add a word, if I might, on the growing importance
of the General Assembly, because I think that is where I might make
a bit of contribution in these last few minutes of the hearing today.
We believe there are possibly four ways of strengthening the United
Nations. One way is by revision of the Charter, and with all due
respect to those who want to revise the Charter, we do not think it
can be revised certainly within the next 5 or 6 years.
The United Nations can be strengthened by interpretation by the
loyal fulfillment of the members, so that each time the United Nations
meets a test, it is stronger for the next and then by implementationand you have promised me that I can later on in the hearing express
the views of our association on the evolution of the United Nations by
interpretation of the Charter, so I want to confine myself to implementation by the increased use of the General Assembly.
Now I think that those of us who had any part at San Francisco
could not help but believe that no matter how general were the
functions of the General Assembly in the Charter, it was inevitable
that the General Assembly be the paramount body of the United Nations because, first of all, it is essentially democratic. The General
Assembly could better than any other body of the United Nations
express the conscience of mankind. Now to me, the most interesting
thing about the General Assembly, the thing that gives me the greatest
pleasure when I attend its meetings, is to see General Romulo, for
instance, of the Philippines, who was President of the last Assembly,
and to see the role of the representatives of India and Pakistan and
others in the Pacific, to see how the General Assembly is growing, so
that it is not simply the expression of a small group of nations as,
you might say, the League of Nations Assembly was. It becomes a
more and more universal body, expressing the wishes of many people
who have just secured their independence and are taking their place
in the family of nations.
The use of the General Assembly instead of the Security Council
was inevitable because of the unwise use of the veto, and we could
relate today a number of instances where the General Assembly very
effectively has functioned when the Security Council was stopped by
the veto. I could mention the fact that the General Assembly sent
missions to Greece and Korea, where they performed a very important
service in guarding the peace after the Security Council had vetoed
the sending of those same missions.
GENERAL ASSEMBLY DECISIONS

The General Assembly has been called the town meeting of the
world. I think it is that, but I think it is more than that, because
it has produced both recommendations and decisions. Its recommendations come to have a very great moral force. I believe the last As-
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sembly-I may not be quite accurate in my figures, I wish I had them
with me, but if I remember rightly, the last General Assembly produced 112 resolutions of various kinds, of which 90 need implementation. So if 90 out of 112 resolutions need implementation, those
recommendations have a very important power in the world. They
were not simply pious resolutions.
In the seconT place, the General Assembly has demonstrated its
capacity to make decisions, to act as a legislative body. You will
remember that when the great powers found themselves unable to
dispose of the Italian colonieso, the General Assembly by power agreement functioned as a legislative body to determine their future, and
I think that the procedure of the General Assembly was quite commendable. They had one special session of the General Assembly.
The great powers were more interested, and I will say including the
United States-they seemed at the moment to be putting the powerpolitics arrangement ahead of the wishes of the people-the smaller
states played an important role and the General Assembly adjourned
without a solution of the problem of the Italian colonies. At the
next meeting, it reached a more nearly ideal solution. So the General
Assembly has shown that, as a legislative body, it has wisdom and that
it can make decisions.
There will be always a moot question as to how far the General
Assembly may go in a decision and what is a decision and what is
a recommendation. My belief is that the Assembly will grow
more and more. It will come to have a legislative and an executive authority. So I would simply like to say in conclusion that
I think the General Assembly has demonstrated sufficient wisdom
to be able to determine the facts of aggression by a two-thirds vote,
including three of the great powers to make it possible for the
contingent which the signatories would earmark to be used to restrain
an aggressor. It is true that a majority of the General Assembly, the
vast majority, is made up of small states; that those small states have
been represented there by men like Evart and others, men who have
been to a great extent the conscience of the United Nations, and I say
the proposal put forward is democratic because it is two-thirds of
the General Assembly but, at the same time, is weighted just enough
on the side of the great powers that would bear -the heaviest burden
of policing by the two-thirds majority having to include three of the
great powers. It seems to me that that is a very fair compromise
between sheer democracy and the realistic power of the great states
and it is an excellent arrangement, and it seems to me important for
us to provide along that line-it is not a revision of the Charter, but
it is an implementation of the Charter, to recognize the increasing
power of the General Assembly in security matters when the Security
Council is blocked by the veto.
Senator THOMAS. Are there any questions?

Senator WILEY. That is a very illuminating statement. I want to
compliment you. This gives me a little different picture of the United
Nations. I am glad to have it, sir. I have no questions.
Senator THOMAS. I thank you, Mr. Eichelberger, for the statement,
because the one thing that we as a Nation of people who are keeping
up with things are prone to realize is that everything we do is in
process of growth, and sometimes when the greatest things that are
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done, even in the Congress of the United States, the country doesn't
pay any attention at all. But later we discover that something was
done which was very, very important.
Mr. EICHELBERGER. May I interrupt, Senator, to give an illustration of that very thing in the United Nations? At a meeting of the
World Federation of the United Nations Association-that is simply
an international body of the various associations like ourselves in 43
countries-held in Rome last September, the representative of the
Togoland United Nations Association suggested the flag of the United
Nations be flown side by side with the flag of the trust power in the
trusteeship area as a symbol of United Nations sovereignty. That
resolution of the Federation was taken to the United Nations General
Assembly and, with the aid of the Philippine and the American delegates, passed the General Assembly, to the great annoyance of the
colonial powers. But the fact is that by that very step, there is a
recognition of the flag of the United Nations as an indication of
United Nations sovereignty.
WORLD COURT

Another illustration, if I am not taking too long: You will remember
that the Assembly a year ago requested the Secretary General to ask
the World Court for an advisory opinion as to whether or not the
United Nations could ask for damages of nonmember states with respect to United Nations personnel in the field, because of what happened in Palestine, as an illustration. The World Court has given
an advisory opinion which, I believe, will charter the future development of the United Nations as the case of McCullough versus Maryland chartered the future development of the American Constitution.
So, if I were to be asked by Senator Wiley the same question he asked
Mr. Schwebel, if this would be enough, I would say it wouldn't, but
I would say the Thomas-Douglas resolution, plus this and this and this
can make a whole pattern to strengthen the United Nations within
the framework of the present Charter, and the greater fulfillment of
American leadership, I believe, will be an important factor in preventing another catastrophe.
Senator THOMAS. May I just add this, that the flying of the flag
seems a very, very simple thing, but the key to a United Nations peace
force is represented in that simple incident.
Senator Douglas discussed this morning the development of the
United States and what made it function. The thing that contributed
greatest to the growth of the United States after the setting up of the
onstitution was the fact that here a federation actually had some territory to administer. It was the Northwest Territory that made it
possible for the United States to grow as an entity and as a sovereignty.
If once we have just enough peace force to take care of those interests
which are definitely the United Nations interest, like a city which may
be under the United Nations auspices, like a mandated territory or a
trusteeship, then you have got the nucleus of a force big enough to
have stopped a Mussolini, for example, in his attack on Africa.
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Mr. EICHELBERGER. As you know, Senator, the last Assembly recognized the right of the Secretary General to have his own constabulary, a guard force wearing the uniform marching under the flag.
It starts out with a few hundred men to begin with. In the debate
over it in the Assembly at one time, they referred to is as a peace
force. I think they read something you said on the same subject.
Senator THOMAS. I wrote an article way back in the beginning,
when everybody was talking about, a police force, and I said "Well,
now, we must not use that word 'police' in the United States because
it will get mixed up with the Federal and State jurisdiction and our
law on police power. Let's call it a peace force." So the article did
have the heading, "The United Nations must have a peace force."
If you remember you are the one wonder in the United States. Nearly
everybody else paid no attention to it.
Senator Douglas?
Senator DOUGLAS. I want to thank the members of the committee for

this courtesy in listening to the witnesses, and I would like to ask permission to have included in the record at the appropriate point a series
of letters and statements which I should like to submit in behalf of
this resolution. (See appendix.)
Senator THOMAS. We will be glad to have them, Senator Douglas.
I want to thank especially you, Senator Douglas, for making this day
a great success from the standpoint of the record, at any rate, and I
believe that people can turn to today's testimony and get the answers
which are so essential if we are to understand the resolution which may
be presented to the Senate. I hope that the future days will be just as
constructive as this one has been.
Senator DOUGLAS. Thank you very much.
Senator THOMAS. Thank you.
We will stand in recess until tomorrow morning at 10 o'clock.
(Whereupon, at 3:40 p. m.,the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene
the following day at 10 a. m.)
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UNITED STATES SENATE,
SUBCOMMITrEE ON REVISION OF THE UNITED NATIONS
CHARTER OF TIE COMMITrEE ON FOREIGN RELATIONS,

Washington, D. C.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to adjournment, at 10 a. in., in
the caucus room, room 318, Senate Office Building, Senator Elbert D.
Thomas (chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.
Present: Senators Thomas, Wiley, and Smith of New Jersey.
SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION

56

Senator THOMAS. The hearing will please be in order.
We are considering this morning Senate Concurrent Resolution No.
56, introduced by Senator Tobey.
(S. Con. Res. No. 56 is as follows:)
[S. Con. Res. 56, 81st Cong., 1st sess.]
CONCURRENT RESOLUTION
Resolved by the Senate (the House of Representatives concurring), That it is
the sense of the Congress that it should be a fundamental objective of the
foreign policy of the United States to support and strengthen the United Nations
and to seek its development into a world federation open to all nations with
defined and limited powers adequate to preserve peace and prevent aggression
through the enactment, interpretation, and enforcement of world law.

Senator THOMAS. Senator Tobey, we are glad to have you with us
this morning.
STATEMENT OF HON. CHARLES W. TOBEY, UNITED STATES
SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
Senator TOBEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
We are gathered here together, a group of citizens, to lift up our
voices and speak from our hearts in the interests of world peace.
We have no monopoly in this interest or in the passion for world
peace, but we do feel, as has been well said, that "the final success
of efforts to abolish war can be realized only in an ultimate world
government."
It is a trite thing to say that civilization is at the crossroads. The
fate of the world is at the crossroads, unprecedented in human history
because the mind of man can today produce weapons which stagger
the imagination, and can wipe out large portions of the human race
in a short space of time.
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So I am here to speak for this resolution which seeks a reaffirmation
of faith in the United Nations and at the same time recognizes the
need for strengthening that organization. Twenty-five State legislatures have petitioned Congress for this legislation, 22 Members of
the Senate, and 111 Members of the House are sponsoring this
resolution,
The appearance of the hydrogen bomb in the competitive armaments race, has made the policy proposal embodied in Senate Concurrent Resolution 56, more relevant and urgent than ever before.
We are forced in a lawless world, to produce this dreadful weapon
for self-defense. The decision has been made, but the motivation
for our action must be made undeniably clear.
The gravity of the world situation calls upon us to propose, and
propose now, a policy of an affirmative and courageous nature, that
is capable of changing the tide of world opinion from desperate
despair, to renewed hope and faith. The United States advocacy of
peace through law, would serve that purpose. We must now make
it known that our aim is to give the United Nations the minimum
power of law in the matters concerning world security. This necessarily implies the eventual control of all weapons of mass destruction
by an equitably constituted, and properly strengthened UN. This
organization to bring order out of chaos, will need the power to prevent
acts of aggression, by the enactment, interpretation, and enforcement
of world law.
Senate Concurrent Resolution 56 suggests no more than this. It is a
policy statement-a first step-that we dare not fail to take. This is
a morally sound, righteous cause, that will help greatly to unite the
true peacemakers. Our goal may seem distant and its realization
difficult, but we will never achieve our hope of lasting peace, unless
we at least start to move in the right direction, now.
UNITY GIVES STRENGTH

And I feel justified in this faith, for throughout all the dark ages,
there has been a spark of light, unquenchable, never failing, a source
of inspiration to the world. This is the spirit of unity, of oneness
among thoughtful peoples-the knowledge that in unity is the strength
that could put down, forever, the terrors of wars and evils associated
with wars. Throughout these ages, unthinking men have endeavored
to extinguish the spark of world unity, but always it has glowed again,
each time more brightly. It was in evidence in the great ideal of
Woodrow Wilson for the League of Nations, it -wasin evidence in the
meeting of minds at Dumbarton Oaks, it was in evidence in the International Monetary Conference at Bretton Woods, and it glows more
brightly in the efforts of the nations of the world, in the United
Nations.
Some men, in a lack of understanding, claim that these attempts
at world unity were failures, that they accomplished little if anything
of value. But the very fact of their existence, proves that the yearning for world unity, is inherent in the hearts of thoughtful men and
women.
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In the United Nations the spark blazed up more brightly than ever
before, but the abuse of the veto power has defeated the very purpose
of the organization. The only hope then, of making this great world
organization the power for good that it could be, lies in using the powers under article 109, which provides for a review conference, for
amending the structure and functions of the United Nations; and this
cannot be vetoed, once two-thirds of the nations decide to do it.
STRENGTHENING THE UN

But the United Nations, as presently constituted, is too weak to
cope with an actual crisis, and this very weakness tends to create
crises.
To build a solid foundation for world government then, the United,
Nations must become a strong organization, with powers to build a
potent, and actively functioning world federation. Our duty is t&
keep the spark of unity alive and glowing, that it may become the
torch of freedom and peace for all the world, to the end that men,
everywhere, may live their lives in security and peace.
For that great objective, pregnant with peace and happiness for all
mankind, and for generations yet unborn, we make our earnest appeal
today, this morning, and the objective can be best obtained in our
judgment by careful thorough consideration of Senate Concurrent
Resolution 56.
I thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Senator

THOMAS.

Any questions, Senator Wiley?

Senator Wnxy. Just one or two questions.
I notice that the resolution, Senator Tobey, that you spoke of, readsas follows:
Resolved, That it is the sense of the Congress that it should be a fundamental
objective of the foreign policy of the United States to support and strengthen,
the United Nations, and to seek its development into a world federation, open
to all nations, with defined and limited powers adequate to preserve the peace
and prevent aggression through the enactment and interpretation and enforcement of world law.

This really states a high objective that I am sure everyone can
agree with.
In it, you did not outline any definite or concrete steps, did you?'
RESOLUTION AS A GENERAL IDEAL

Senator TOBEY. What is the question?
Senator WmEY. I say, in this resolution you don't define any procedure.
Senator ToBEY. We purposely do not. The point is this: Im
geometry, as I remember my school days, given a line in geometry,
you can prove matters by saying "Here is a line to prove something
from."
Now, here is the ideal. It is an expression, a general statement of
purpose that we propose in this resolution, and put in the hands of
this distinguished and honored committee for their deliberations and
careful thought. We believe it is properly presented. We urge the.
adoption of this by the Congress.
64429-50-6
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The whole situation has changed since we first started out on this
course a year or so ago. The hydrogen bomb set the whole world
aghast, and the President ordered it manufactured. Our competitors
will manufacture it. How soon, God knows. We have never een in
such a crisis as we are today, and the old order of suggestions and
platitudes go by the board-we are in extremis today.
My Republican Party put part of Lincoln in its platform, but I don't
think they put in enough, and I would like to repeat a part of one
of his quotations, bearing on this question, when he said:
* * * as our case is new, we must think anew and act anew.
citizens, we cannot escape history.

Fellow

That was never more true than today.
Senator WILEY. I don't think that anyone can disagree with that,
either. What I am getting at is this: We will resolve, so we say, and
then, what is your purpose after your resolution has passed?
We had a concurrent resolution yesterday, introduced by Senator
Thomas and the Senator from Illinois, Mr. Douglas, in which they
made concrete sugegstions to effectuate what they thought. I thought
it was a very objective resolution.
Senator TonEY. I think the objectives are the same. They go into
more detail, they set up a modus operandi which we do not, and
purposely do not. We leave that to the wisdom of the minds of
Congress, and the United Nations.
To get started is the main thing, to have an organization and do
away with the underbrush of the world and give new hope to a
troubled world.
Senator WILEY. Now, we are getting down to what I think is possibly the danger, the point that I want to stress is: Every time we
resolve or pass a resolution or enter into something, it has a tendency
to get thoughtful minds and some hopeful minds sabotaged into a
sense of false security. I am sure that is not what you want. You
feel that this resolution is part of an awakening process to create a
challenge that we make the instrumentality we have more adequate
to meet the changing lines we have today. I think that is the object.

Senator TOBEY. If I could put an asterisk there at the bottom of
my statement and resolution, I would call attention to this quotation,
those words so vital today: "Hereof fail not at your peril." Get the
terrible seriousness of our situation today in our souls, and, then get
some action.
Senator WILEY. You don't mean, now-

Senator TOBEY. Just that.

Senator WILEY. That the passing of the resolution would do the

job?
Senator TOBEY. I mean, line on line, precept here and precept there,
let it be our determination that we will not be cast aside, we are going
to see this thing through because world peace is the transcendent
issue.
Senator WILEY. And also the mere passage of the resolution-that
is what I am trying to get across, because so many people get the idea
nowadays that by passing a resolution, you are passing legislation by
which you can effectuate the thing itself. There must be behind it a
well-defined purpose and desire to carry through.
Senator TosEY. That is elemental. Thomas Carlyle had the same
thought as you have in mind when he said, "The American people is
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that people which think they can avert fate and postpone doomsday
by an act of Congress."
Our machinery is such that we have to have resolutions and bills to
get the minds of men working.
Out of the test tubes of the constitution of the mind comes new hope
for the world, through new legislation.
Senator WILEY. As long as it does not provide a sleeping powder so
that we would then beSenator TOBEY. You mean, that it should not be a soporific. It
would not be, in my judgment.
Anything more?
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I am going to waive my questions.
I know Senator Tobey has an important appointment at this time.
Senator TOBEY. I am sorry; I have. I am supposed to be down at
Banking and Currency Committee. In fact, I was supposed to be
there 10 minutes ago.
I want to thank you for your courtesy.
Senator SMrrH of New Jersey. Thank you.

Senator WILEY. I want to compliment you. You haven't lost any
of your virility.
Senator THOMAS. I have just been informed that Senator McMahon,
who wanted to be here for this testimony especially because his name
is on this resolution, is held in a meeting of the Joint Committee on
Atomic Energy, of which he is chairman. He will come just as soon
as he can.
Senator Pepper, will you come forward, please, sir?
STATEMENT OF HON. CLAUDE PEPPER, UNITED STATES SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF FLORIDA
Senator PEPPER. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee,
there was probably never a more appropriate time when this committee, as the agent of this Senate and Congress, should consider
means by which there may be established a world federation of nations which will make possible world law and order and the restraint
of international crime, than now.
I don't know what we are going to do to ourjnerves, which have
already been considerably shattered by the agitation of this modern
world.
Senator WILEy. Yours do not appear to be, sir.
Senator PEPPER. I try to take on some of the assumed placidity
of my friend from Wisconsin.
DANGER TO OUR WORLD

But, in our inner thinking, we have to go to sleep at night never
knowing when the city in which we live, a great part of the country
in which we are citizens, may be destroyed by some sort of a missile
that comes over through the stratosphere, or by planes that have
soared thousands or tens of thousands of feet in the air to drop these
destructive missiles.
I say, when that becomes a possibility, every time we close our eyes
or every minute of our lives, we see under what dreadful sword of
Damocles we live in this modern world.
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Senator WIIuY. You should change that figure of speech. It is not
a sword any more.
Senator PEPPER. No. Hardly anything we know of in our past that
would be dynamic enough to describe it.
It is a fearful situation, and I think we just yet have not come to
grasp the significant and the momentous threat under which the
major peoples of the world live, at least those who congregate themselves in great numbers in relatively small areas, such as cities.
Senator WILEY. Senator, you pose the issue very clearly, and the
danger, the danger as I see it, as I tried to say yesterday, and as I
say now, is that a lot of the people get the notion that by passing a
resolution or creating an additional instrumentality, that it, by itself,
will give you the solution.
Now, I want the solution to it, if you have got it.
Senator PEPPER. Senator, I don't know of anybody yet who has the
solution, but I know from history, solutions have been arrived at by
constant trial, effort and possibly error; and I know that resolutions
have had their very grand part in all the glorious history that we
live. People have gotten together and expressed the common sentiment in the form of some kind of a resolution, it might have been in
a community, it might have been in a state, it might have been in a
group that represented a large number of people out of which came
a nation; but, resolving to do something is the first step in getting
something done.
If you don't make up your mind individually to do something, you
never do it: and if a nation and a people and a world do not first
clarify their objectives and resolve to seek to achieve them, it is
unlikely that very much progress will be made forward.
Senator WILEY. We had the Kellogg Pact.
Senator PEPPR. We said we did.
Senator WILEY. But we didn'tTHE KELLOGG PACT

Senator PEPPER. But when you look at the progress made since the
Kellogg Pact, it is considerable.
Let us take for example, the Kellogg Pact was at a time, as I recall
it, when the League of Nations had not yet collapsed, it was still a
functioning organization of a sort. In the wake of that period came
World War II, with all of its tragedy; but, in the wake of World War
II came the Nuremberg and Japanese war trials, and I myself sat in
Nuremberg in the Palace of Justice, 7 years after 1938, and saw most
of the men whom I had observed arrogantly strutting at a Nazi congress, up and down the streets of Nuremberg, sitting in the prisoners
aock, being tried in a judicial manner, not only by a tribunal but before
the consciences of mankind; and, a little later I read in the papers
that, subject to the judgment of that tribunal, many were hanged by
their necks and others incarcerated in prisons for life.
That occurred only 7 years after I saw that spectacle at the Nuremberg Congress in 1938, when this evil hierarchy proclaimed that they
had set up a system that had mastered civilization for probably a
thousand years, but not only through that tribunal have we been
seeking progress. We have had an international convention which
has been entered into under the aegis of the United Nations, under
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which we propose to codify into international law what was done by
that international tribunal at Nuremberg, and later in Japan.
I call that a great deal of progress toward carrying out what they
strove to achieve in the Kellogg Pact.
They declare that aggressive war is an international crime. They
not only carry it out and implement that concept with this tribunal
-at Nuremberg, but now we propose to get all the major nations of the
world to recognize it as accepted international law.
Also, as you know, since the time of the Kellogg Pact we have set
up a United Nations organization with nearly 60 members which has,
I believe, 11 if not more subordinate agencies and bodies, and the
whole of this organism, as it were, has it reaching to the ends of the
,earth.
It has stopped wars. It has certainly interposed obstructions and
obstacles to others who might have initiated war.
(Additional information as follows was supplied by Senator
Pepper for inclusion in the record at this point.)
ORGANS AND

SPECIALIZED AGENCIES OF THE UN

The General Assembly:
United Nations Special Committee on the Balkans.
United Nations Commission on Korea.
United Nations Conciliation Commission on Palestine.
United Nations Mediator for Palestine.
International Children's Emergency Fund.
International Law Commission.
The Security Council:
Atomic Energy Commission.
Commission for Conventional Armaments.
United Nations Commission on India and Pakistan.
Truce Commission on Palestine.
Good Offices Committee for Indonesia.
Technical Committee on Berlin Currency and Trade.
The Economic and Social Council.
The Trusteeship Council.
International Court of Justice.
Specialized Agencies of the United Nations:
International Labor Organization.
Food and Agricultural Organization.
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development.
International Monetary Fund.
International Trade Organization (not yet in operation).
International Telecommunication Union.
Universal Postal Union.
International Civil Aviation Organization.
Intergovernmental Maritime Consultative Organization (not yet ratified
by United States).
World Meteorological Organization.
United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization.
World Health Organization.
International Refugee Organization.
Commissions of the Economic and Social Council:
Economic Commission for Europe.
Economic Commission for Asia and Far East.
Economic Commission for Middle East.
Economic Commission for Latin America.
Economic and Employment Commission.
Fiscal Commission.
Statistical Commission.
Transport and Communications Commission.
Human Rights Commission.
Status of Women's Commission.
Social Commission.
Population Commission.
Narcotic Drugs Commission.
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Mr. Chairman, there are those people who overlook many of the fine accomplishments of the United Nations. With the scare headlines in newspapers it is
no wonder that there is a tendency to disregard the good work of the greatest
organization in history, established to preserve world peace. We may have forgotten that when Russia went into Iran it was pressure from the Security Council
and the United Nations that resulted in the withdrawal of Russian troops from
that country.
If you recall, when the French were having trouble in Syria and Lebanon,
again the Security Council and the United Nations used moral suasion to compel
the withdrawal of French military forces from these countries and the resulting
peace which was established thereafter.
When the Security Council issued. a cease fire order in Palestine, under authority granted by chapter VII of the United Nations Charter, in 1948, killings
ceased and the guns were silent, and thereafter the way was paved for the
peaceful settlement of the power struggle which was going on there. Not only
have there been accomplishments along this line, but the United Nations made
available $29,500,000 for the relief of Palestine refugees who were rendered
homeless as a result of the struggle and the change in political alinement in the
Holy Land. The General Assembly has now set up the United Nations Relief
and Works Agency to provide employment, food, clothing, and shelter for these
refugees. It has made available $33,770,000 for 1950 and $21,200,000 for 1951.
Again, in Indonesia the Security Council was able to get a cease fire argreement
among the parties concerned, and we know how, as a result of the Hague agreement, that peace has come to Indonesia and that it is now an independent
republic.
The dispute which arose between India and Pakistan over the States of
Jammu and Kashmir is being settled peacefully. Hostilities have ceased as a
result of the intervention of the United Nations and there is now a special commission trying to settle this dispute.
The various commissions and agencies of the United Nations have slowly but
surely been moving forward and making progress in every field--economic,
social, and political. For example, the Economic Commission of Europe has already, through one of its subcommittees, worked out the solution for the inland
transportation system of Europe. The maritime group in 1948 approved a
Safety-at-Sea Convention which, of course, must be ratified in the usual way.
The Economic Commission for Europe, the Middle East, Asia, and the Far East,
and for Latin America are all studying the economic problems of the areas within
their jurisdiction.
TRUSTEESHIP COUNCIL

The Trusteeship Council having jurisdiction over the administration of nonself-governing territories has already, with the consent of the General Assembly, approved the liberation of Libya and that country will become a sovereign
state by January 1, 1952. Until that time, a United Nations Commission will
administer the government of the country under the supervision of the Trusteeship Council. With respect to Eritrea, a Commission of Inquiry has been established by the Council to ascertain the facts and to recommend to the Council and
to the Assembly a solution for the establishment of a democratic government
there. The Council has established a Caribbean and South Pacific Commission
to study economic and social problems in those areas.
The International Court of Justice has rendered its legal decisions in the
Corfu Channel case between Great Britain and Albania. It has also given
several advisory opinions to the General Assembly on the interpretation of the
United Nations Charter which are of world-wide significance.
The International Trade Organization has worked out, through the Havana
Conference, in 1947-48, the International Trade Charter, which establishes a
world for fair conduct in international trade and which places that trade on
a basis which will provide mutual advantages to all countries. That Charter
is now before the Senate Foreign Relations Cammttee.
The International Refugee Organization, which has been dealing with the
problems of providing for the care, maintenance, and settlement of displaced
persons, has done an outstanding job. By September 30, 1948, it had repatriated
750,000 refugees in their native lands and settled 256,000 in countries where they
can regain their health and their strength and live peaceful lives. During the
2% years of existence of the IRO, the total number either repatriated or resettled
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has reached about 756,000, of which 686,000 will have been transported to new
homes overseas and the remainder repatriated to their countries of origin.
The United Nationas International Children's Emergency Fund has done an
outstanding job. Through 1948 it had conducted a $64,000,000 feeding program,
million children and
providing a nourishing daily supplementary meal to 4
nurses and expectant mothers in 12 European countries and in China. Initially
it took care of refugees in the Near East. At the speak of its program in 1949
some 6,000,000 children in Europe, including Arab and Jewish refugees in the
Middle East, received this type of meal. Several million children received one
or more garments for which the fund supplied the raw cotton or raw wool. Several million children were given shoes, for which the fund supplied the leather.
Twenty million children were examined for tuberculosis and eight million of
these have been vaccinated with BCG. Hundreds of thousands have been
treated for congenital syphilis, malaria, and other insect-borne diseases. The
fund has received, in all, since the beginning of its operations to the end of 1949.
$141,000,000, most of which came from 36 governments. The work of the fund
now extends to more than 50 countries and territories in Europe, Africa, the
Middle East, and Latin America.
The International Bank for Reconstruction and Development in 1947 loaned
almost $500,000,000 to western European countries for reconstruction. In 1948
it made only two loans; one for reconstruction and one for development, the
total of which was $28,000,000. In 1949 it loaned more than $200,000,000, most
of which was for development. These were made for power development in
Brazil and Mexico, for agricultural development in India and Colombia, for railway rehabilitation in India and for timber production and woodwork industries
in Finland and Yugoslavia. The Bank has sent representatives to 20 underdeveloped countries and to 4 western European countries. One of the most
significant missions of the Bank was sent to Colombia at the request of that
Government to make a general survey of the development needs, potentialities,
and problems. The Bank, of course, will play a very important role in the point
4 program of the United Nations. The House Foreign Affairs Committee and
the Senate Foreign Relations Committee are now considering the extent to which
the United States will participate in this program, as recommended by the
President.
The International Monetary Fund in 1949 sold $101,480,000 in Australia,
Brazil, Egypt, Ethiopia, India, and Yugoslavia. Belgium, Costa Rico, and
Nicaragua repurchased amounts of their own currency from the fund. The
fund has rendered important and technical assistance in the establishment or
changes in exchange rates, modifications of exchange control systems, means of
dealing with the balance of payments and inflationary problems, new and upto-date banking and monetary legislation and systems. This organization will
also be an important cog in the point 4 program.
The Food and Agricultural Organization has already set up an International
Rice Commission to deal with the problems of improving the production and
use of that food. It has set up a forestry working group in the Far East to attack
that region's problems in forestry. A parallel commission has already been organized for Latin America. It has made outstanding progress in stimulating
forest activities there. The FAO is now cataloging genetic stocks-a catalog of
all varieties of food plants. It has started a seed stock of outstanding varieties
of cereals, grasses, legumes, oil seeds, and vegetables in Washington, D. C.
Samples are distributed for experimental purposes to plant breeders all over the
world. The FAO is now trying to work out a solution to the problem of food
surpluses in some parts of the world, and famines which exist in other parts at
the same time.
Mr. Chairman, I could go on to enumerate for many more pages the excellent
work which is being done by all of the agencies of the United Nations. I just
want to mention a few of the things that the General Assembly itself has worked
on. The first is the Charter of Human Rights; the second is the Genocide Pact;
the third, the Traffic in Persons Convention, which is designed to reduce and
eventually eliminate
white slavery and prostitution. The United Nations has
appropriated ' $288,000 for 60 fellowships to train experts in underdeveloped
countries. It has set up a Technical Assistance Board which will operate with
voluntary contributions made by member nations. It has authorized that the
first $10,000,000 in contributions will be distributed to participating organizations at certain fixed ratios. Of the second $10,000,000 in contributions, 70
percent will be available for distribution and 30 percent retained for subsequent
allocations under the'point 4 program. Expenditures in 1949 for technical as-
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It is expected that about $676,000 will be spent for this

I think, Senator, the above record shows that we have made a great
deal of progress.
A lot of noble men and women have had to pay a fearful price for
it, but I sometimes think of the unfortunate people who had to go
into the concentration camps-Senator WILEY. I call your attention to the fact that you started
-out and said that the world was scared to death.
Senator PEPPER. I did, but I say we are making progress toward
setting up these institutions, and I am just saying, these people that
were, as wretched children, inmates of concentration camps, paid a
fearful price; but in the wake of their suffering has come another
international convention before our committee here, outlawing genocide.
But, we have first to determine our long-range objectives, and then
we have to try to implement them.
In 1942, in February, I delivered the Marfleet lectures at the University of Toronto in Canada; and the second of those lectures-there
were two, which were called the World War and the Postwar Worldand the second was the one in which I tried to envisage what we were
going to do in the wake of World War II and in these paragraphs I
put together a little bit of the history of attempts to set up an intermational organization, if I may refer to just a few of those.
GROWTH OF INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION

In the world of ancient Greece, from the seventh to the fourth
-centuries B. C., amphictyonic leagues and other stable confederations
attempted to bring together several sovereign states, organizing them
for peaceful cooperation. Most significant among them were the
Achaean League of some 12 city-states, based on perfect equality of
the member states, without domination of one over the others; and the
great Delphic Amphictyony, which, supported by the authority of
,common worship, brought together almost the entire Greek race.
Even in ancient Italy, before Rome began its ascent toward world
empire, there existed, in the seventh to fourth centuries B. C., the Latin
League of about 30 city-states, with which Rome, too, was associated,
and which functioned as a true federation.
After centuries of peace imposed by force upon a large part of the
western world by the Roman Empire, that power broke asunder,
and for a long time people lost touch with one another, restricted
within their local units. Gradually, western and central Europe
awoke from stupor. Though divided in innumerable units, the people
of that part of the world were aware of their spiritual unity symbolized by the Roman Catholic Church, and developed a pull after temporal unity as well. Pope and emperor-an emperor usually chosen by
vote of princes representing different countries-assured a kind of
international organization from the eighth till the fifteenth century.
But this vague organization did not suffice to the best minds of
Europe, still nurturing Isaiah's ancient dream, and we find Pierre
Dubois, a French scholar, proposing in 1305 that all Christian powers
ally themselves for the maintenance of peace and institute a permanent court of arbitration.
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Even more interesting was the plan suggested in 1461 by King
Podiobrad of Bohemia-a precursor of the Czechoslovaks, noble ideas
of a Masaryk, and a Benes, in our days-to organize a federal union
composed of all Christian states, with a permanent council in the city
of Basle as the supreme body.
When Reformation disrupted the former unity of the western
world, reducing in consequence the part played by pope and emperor
as centers of a precarious international order, individuals and governments were driven to feel doubly the need for a world union. Individuals-some of them heads of states and responsible statesmenindulged freely in far-reaching projects of a full-fledged federation
of Europe or even of the world.
First in point of time, and most amazing in many respects, was the
plan submitted in 1603 by King Henry of France and his minister,
Sully, to other governments with a view of establishing a European
federation composed of 15 member states of equal strength and equal
status, with a general council to administer the federation's affairs.
There followed, in 1623, the project of Emeric Cruc6, a learned
Frenchman, of a world union of states. With a broadmindedness far
in advance of his time, Cruc6 wanted to include the non-Christian
states into the world union on an equal footing with the states professing various Christian creeds, and proposed the city of Venice as
seat of the general council of the union.
There followed in quick succession the projects of the German
philosopher Leibnitz in 1676, of the Count of Hesse-Rheinfels in
1673; of Charles, Duke of Lorraine, in 1688; of one of America's
earliest and greatest statesmen, William Penn, in 1693; of the English
Quaker, John Bellers, in 1710; of the French Abb6 de Saint-Pierre, in
1712 (with his Abrege published in 1729) ; of Cardinal Alberoni, in
1735; of the Frenchman D'Argenson, in the 1740's; of Jeremy Bentham of England, in 1789; of the German Schlettwein, in 1791; of the
philosopher Kant, in 1795; and of the Frenchman Saint Simon and
Thierry, in 1814. This array of names includes only the most outstanding ones belonging to many nations. It indicates that courageous
and inquisitive minds could not rest while the world remained an arena
of selfish strife. In a way Kant's contribution will interest us more
particularly. This great German, inspired by the French Revolution,
was one of the first who insisted that the world union could not be
securely built unless it was based on democratic principles, representing a union of peoples rather than a union of rulers.
After 1814, the idea of organizing the world made rapid progress.
With pride I may point out the leadership of my countrymen in this
movement. Peace societies were founded in 1815 in Massachusetts,
New York, and Ohio. Similar societies in other States followed, and
in 1828 they consolidated in the American Peace Society, led by that
apostle of world peace, William Ladd. The Advocate of Peace, the
organ of this movement, started appearing in 1834, and still continues
its good work.
A similar movement of peace societies developed in England beginning in 1816. The English economists, Cobden and Richard, were
among its leaders. It spread to other countries, and international
peace congresses were held annually between 1848 and 1853. After a
brief interval, further international peace congresses were held in
Switzerland under the auspices of another international group, the
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League de la Paix et de la Libert6, founded by the Frenchman, Charles
Lemonnier. This peace movement of the nineteenth century, while
mainly pacifist in character, went beyond propaganda for disarmament and arbitration. A volume published in 1840 and edited by William Ladd dealt with the core of the problem-it was a collection of
essays on a Congress of Nations. The League de la Paix et de la
Libert6 raised prominently the issue of a United States of Europe.
Victor Hugo presided over the peace congress of 1849 in Paris; Garibaldi took active part in the peace congress of 1867 in Geneva; and
the English-speaking world was stirred in 1842 by Tennyson's inspired vision, in his Locksley Hall, with which, of course, the committee is thoroughly familiar, but it is always thrilling to hear this
man, speaking in 1842, not only predicting aviation and all of its significance, as he does, but:
With the standards of the peoples plunging thro' the thunder-storm;
Till the war-drum throbb'd no longer, and the battle-flags were furl'd
In the Parliament of man, the Federation of the world.
There the common sense of most shall hold a fretful realm in awe,
And the kindly earth shall slumber, lapt in universal law.

That was a mighty concept for 1842, over a hundred years ago, over a
hundred years prior to this date, and nobly conceived and beautifully
expressed.
In the meantime, preparatory work was being accomplished in many
directions. Pacifists led by Baroness Bertha von Suttner led the
struggle for disarmament. Lawyers, combining in the Institut de
Droit International and the International Law Association, began laying the foundations of a future universl law. Two of Europe's lawyers,
the Scot Lorimer and the Swiss Bluntschli, came out with proposals
of an international federation. Members of legislatures from many
countries formed the Interparliamentary Union and strongly urged
the substitution of arbitration for war. The best and most enlightened
elements of the world's public opinion were getting ready by stages for
the great idea of an international federation. On May 5,1910, Theodore
Roosevelt, former President of the United States, in an address before
the Nobel Committee in Christiania, Norway, bluntly declared as a
goal "the establishment of some sort of international police force or
power, competent and willing to prevent violence as between nations."
The United States Congress added its authoritative voice of approval.
On April 5, 1910, a resolution was introduced into the House of Representatives of the United States by Representative Barholdt, of
Missouri, to authorize the appointment of a commission to draft
articles of international federation, and for other purposes." The
resolution, as modified by a proposal by Representative Bennett, of
Now York, authorizeda commission of five members, * * * to consider the expedience * * * of
constituting the combined navies of the world an international force for the
preservation of universal peace.

The resolution in this form was adopted-unanimously, mark youby the House, June 20, 1910, by the Senate on June 24, 1910, and
became law the next day as Public Resolution No. 47, Sixty-first
Congress. It can be found, a monument to the real sentiments of
America, in volume 36 of the United States Statutes at Large, on
page 885.
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While far-reaching projects were thus being prepared by individuals, groups, and single countries, the governments of the world, too,
were driven to recognize the unsatisfactory state of a divided and disorganized world. Clinging jealously to their cherished independence,
they were afraid to adopt with determination a world federation
scheme aud relied for preservation of peace on the inadequate instrument of defensive alliances and the artificial device of balance of
power. But their methods were plainly insufficient and time after
time the great powers of the world-those with most stakes in the
affairs of the world-had to invest some machinery for organizing
this planet. To do this, they resorted to international congresses and
urgent
questionsmethod
of the
at least
the most This
decided
conferences which
conference
in abeyance.
questions
time, leaving other
had numerous draw-backs. It lacked permanence; it depended on a
sufficient number of great powers being willing to resort to it; it retherefore could always be broken up by any
quired unanimity and
power sufficiently obstinate; it placed the decision on the fate of
handso a goup of great powers which
countries and nations in the
were free to invite other smaller countries to the conference table or
not.
In spite of all these draw-backs, it is most significant that the decisive powers of the world, at critical times in history, after wars and
at important points in times of peace, again and again assembled in
conference to obvia at least temporarily the deplorable lack of the
sorely needed permanent organization of mankind.
INTERNATIONAL CONGRESSES

To name but the most important ones of these international congresses t we have the Congress of Westphalia in 1648, the Congress
of Aix-la-Ohapelle in 1748, the Conin 1713, the Congress
of Utrecht
in which was born the semipermanent organgreoss of Vienna in 1814t
ization of the concert of Europe, including England, France, Prussia,
Russia, Austria-Hungary, with Italy later added-and the smaller
and briefer Holy Alliance. The next important congresses of the
concert of Europe were the Congress of Paris in 1856, and the two
Congresses of Berlin in 1878 and 1885.
The dawn of the future rose in 1899 when an almost universal conference assembled at The Hague to consider disarmament and the substitution of arbitration and conciliation for war. Neither the First
nor the Second Hague Conference, in 1907 succeeded in these tasks,
the Third conference the war of 1914 broke out.
and on thEue erof
But in 1919 the world was determined to continue pulling the long
uphill trail toward world organization. The Paris Peace Conference,
an assembly of many nations, wrote five peace treaties-Versailles, St.
Germain, Trianon, Neuilly, Seives-not particularly good nor particularly bad they were, as peace treaties go, and left a Conference of
Ambassadors, representing the major allies, to supervise the carrying
out of the treaty provisions. But the eyes of the world were glued with
hope on the other child of the Peace Conference-the League of Nations, with its two associated bodies of the World Court and the International Labor Organization.
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And I interject, Mr. Chairman, and Senators, that I was just
reminded on the radio, coming in this morning, that it was on this day,
February the 3d, 1924, that one of the great men of our generation, of
all times, Woodrow Wilson, who, more than any other man of his
time, gave impetus to this idea of international organization, and the
I
world of law and order and peace.
An attempt was made in 1924 to strengthen the League by the
Geneva Protocol. Here, then, are the footprints of our faltering
course up the long trail. What of the path ahead? What sort of order
shall we set up when at last the joyous bells of peace shall ring out?
I wonder if we appreciate just what we are doing now; I mean those of
us who are members of the United Nations in working together.
Now, that brought it up until 1942. Just look what happened, Mr.
Chairman, and Senators, since 1942.
January 1, 1942, the resolution of the many powers associating
themselves together in what might be called the compact of the United
Nations, and a new concept is born that is, a more perfect concept
than had ever existed before, from which emerged the United Nations.
They may have called it the States and-so-on, or the League and-so-on,
but while the term may have been previously used, it had never been
generally employed in the description of an international organization,
or to the United Nations, and it is suggestive to us of our own country,
and I always had a feeling it was President Roosevelt, an American,
who applied that concept of the United Nations, because he was thinking that all the world would eventually come into something akin to
our Federal system here in America.
Now, since January the 1st, 1942, we fight the World War together,
and then we establish at San Francisco, in April 1945, the United Nations Organization; and then, under the leadership and encouragement
of such an aegis as that, we have established elecen of these subordinate
bodies, such as the World Health Organization, the Agriculture and
Food Organization, and UNESCO, and all these other organizations
that have gone up under the United Nations.
All this is a splendid program, as long as it has taken and as painful as it has been, but now it seems to me we are at the stage where
it is necessary to get everybody together and go forward, and we
propose in our resolution here to go forward by improving what
we have got.
I do not favor breaking up the United Nations Organization and
forming some kind of international association of nations. I think
that will break the semblance and partial unity that we have among
the nations and the peoples of the world.
EVOLUTION OF THE UN

I think the right way to approach this thing is by evolving the
United Nations into a stronger organization with more power, and
with a more effective strength; and, that we need to clarify what our
objectives are, and to strive toward the accomplishment of those objectives.
Twenty-one States--Alabama, Arkansas, California, Colorado,
Connecticut, Florida, Louisiana, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts,
Missouri, New Hampshire, New Jersey, North Carolina, Oklahoma,
Oregon, Rhode Island, Tennessee, Utah, Virginia, and Washing-
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ton-have passed resolutions approving a world federation of one
type or another. These States are located in the North and South,
the East and West. This rapidly expanding, popular demand indicates that the American people want to reaffirm their faith in the
United Nations and move forward to build that organization into
a world structure capable of preserving peace and maintaining security.
The Legislature of Florida of last year has passed two resolutions
which look toward world federation; one of them places this question
on the ballot at the next general election in order to secure the views
of the people of my State; the other requests Congress to convene a
constitutional convention for the purpose of proposing an amendment
which would enable the United States to negotiate with other nations
for the strengthening of the United Nations through transformation
into a world federation.
American foreign policy must have a long-range objective. We
must make a sharp distinction between the expediencies adopted in
fighting the cold war and the long-term goals of the United States
in the promotion of world peace. Our policy must have a positive
and affirmative answer to the challenge of communism. Through a
world federation of governments we must give the United Nations
power to guarantee and maintain peace under a system of world
law. Peace must be established by law and order.
The World Federation resolution contemplates an organization
open to all nations. Partial federations will only further divide the
world. This World Federation must not be conceived as a military
alliance or as an instrument of aggression against any country or
group of nations. It must operate through the United Nations. We
must not in any way try to weaken the United Nations. It is a bridgehead which must be defended and expanded. Like any other democratic group, a world federation must permit differences in economic
and political ideas and policies to exist among its members.
The Atlantic Pact, the military-assistance program, and the other
actions which we have taken are certainly necessary measures of preparedness in the silent and cold duel which is taking place today.
We must understand that these are temporary measures and are no
final solution to peace by world law.
We cannot place our hope and faith in a balance of power and
the armaments race on which such a balance always depends. Naturally, a system for .the broad limitation and control of armaments
is a primary objective of peace seekers. In the United Nations we can
still press for a peaceful agreement on such issues as the atomic bomb,
the peaceful use of atomic energy, and the control of armaments. In
the United Nations we already have the machinery for peaceful discussion; that is, the General Assembly and the Security Council.
One of our immediate goals would be the use of this machinery for
the peaceful settlement of disputes. In other words, the United Nations through a world federation of nations must be given powers to,
prevent war, power to enact, interpret, and enforce laws. Such laws
would include the right to regulate the possession and use of weapons
capable of mass destruction.
Laws, unlike treaties, are enforceable against individuals. A law
of this type would include the right to arrest and try responsible
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individuals before they are in a position to involve nations in a
gigantic struggle involving arms.
There are some individuals and organizations who liken a federation of nations to the history and growth of our own country. They
point with pride to the development of the Constitution out of the
Continental Congress and the Articles of Confederation, and justly
so; but the Union of the States was a union of 13 bodies whose peoples
spoke the same language, had a common tradition of law and government and a common experience together in their struggle for liberty
and democracy.
The present world situation is something different. The nations of
the world do not have the same language, the same tradition of law
and government. Through a world federation we must unite nations
with different economic and political philosophies. But here is one
goal common to all people; that goal is peace through democracy.
There are many people who are blind to the great potential of
the United Nations. Those who propose such immediate changes in
the UN as the elimination of the veto power advocate a dangerous
policy.
I will add that it means destruction of the organization that we have
got, and removing from access of disputants a world forum in which
public opinion may be appealed to and where those who are at fault
may be publicly condemned.
Hasty action of this type may destroy the United Nations and bring
us dangerously close to an atomic war which would lay waste to
the world. What I should like to make clear is this: I would have
no objection to the elimination of the veto power as long as such action
does not tear the United Nations asunder. I am sure that there would
be no objection by the members of the UN if the veto power did not
apply to procedural questions. But, if the total abolition of the veto
would break up that great organization, I would strenuously oppose
wiping it off the Charter of the United Nations.
Our position is overpowering. Its force and logic will establish
before the world that the only hope for world peace lies in a strengthened United Nations.
So, Mr. Chairman and Senators, we think that by the Congress of
the United States putting itself on record for this great goal of an
effective international organization, the objective of an international
law that will be interpreted by judicial tribunals of international
character, and enforced by competent authorities, is the concept which,
alone, can assure us that we will have a lawful forum and the whole
world will be heartened, I believe, and stimulated and find fresh encouragement in these objectives, under such a clear-cut declaration
of policy and principles by the Congress of the United States.
Now, the implementation of it is something that would have to be
worked out, but we passed in the Congress the Fulbright resolution,
and the Connally resolution, or Connally-Vandenberg resolution,
about an international organization before we ever set it up.
The Senator will recall the debate we had on that resolution and
probably will remember that a group of us offered an amendment to
the Connally-Vandenberg resolution, in which we were insisting upon
our coming out for an international organization.
We established clearly the concept of what we were shooting at,
and then later on the executive branch of the Government imple-
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mented the Fulbright and the Connally resolutions by our participation in and adherence to the United Nations.
So, we say that it comparably is a first step in the direction of a
world organization, to which we have eventually got to come if we
are to have a world of law and order, and we believe that such a
resolution would give immense impetus to this grand idea.
ELIMINATION OF THE VETO

Senator WmY. Senator Pepper, I am interested in this one statement, on the last page:

Those who propose such immediate changes in the UN as the elimination
of the veto power advocate a dangerous policy.
Senator PEPPER. I interpolated, Mr. Chairman, some additional
words in there to amplify that sentence. We all would like to see
the veto power elimiated, although our own Government, I think
history will say, was not in favor of that policy when the UN was
established, and we have not yet advocated the complete elimination
of the veto in all fields, but we certainly favor the elimination of the
veto in all procedural matters, and in many other matters, all of which
have been made clear in the position that we have taken in the address
of General Marshall before the United Nations Organization.
Senator, I am glad you gave me an opportunity to clarify thatI would not want to insist upon the complete elimination of the veto.
To do so to that extent we would immediately tear asunder the structure we now have. I think time is on the side of the United Nation's
success, and that we ought not to break it up, and we ought not to require any condition to membership that would inevitably have the
effect of breaking it up. I do not mean to say that I don't deplore the
use of the veto, and condemn its abuse, but I don't want to break up
the United Nations that we now have, because I rather think that if
we had tried to solve the issue of slavery in the early United States
within 5 years after the United States Government began to function, I daresay we would have only destroyed the United States, and
we would not have abolished slavery. It took 50 years before the
United States Government was strong enough to face and to decide
that issue, and also to establish unequivocably the sovereignty of the
Nation over any of is component parts.
I am only saying that I hope it will not be necessary to tear asunder
the very commendable structure we have already got. I want to try
to build it into a greater strength and power and force, rather than
to tear it apart.
Now, I do not condemn others, Senator; I am only voicing humbly
my own views about the matter.
Senator WILEY. You are always very humble; we will admit that.

Senator

PEPPER.

I don't intend to be that way.

Senator WIEy. l ut, you are also very versatile and learned.
The point I was trying to make was that we yesterday considered
Senate Concurrent Resolution 52, and two equally fine minds, there
are a number of themSenator PEPPER. For whom I have the most profound respect and
admiration.
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Senator WILEY. Took the position that it was the veto power, inherent in the present structure, so abused by the Russians, that was
creating this unsettled and chaotic condition in the world.
Of course, I personally feel that both sides are urging upon the
public something thet we must be very careful about, and that is the
passage of a resolution, whether it be Senate Concurrent Resolution
52 or your resolution, which would lead the people to believe that the
millennium has arrived. That is the great soporific, or sleeping
powder, that we have got to look out for.
After all, it is a question of a contest for the minds of men. It is
a question of whether you pass this resolution, and if so, how are you
going to implement it? What effect will the implementation have on
the Russians; can you bring them into camp and talk and reason
with them? I dont' think anyone ever made a better argument than
you have made this morning showing how ineffective, through the
years, mere resolutions could be. We have got to make sure to keep our
powder dry this time. We have in the past sold ourselves down river,
and given up our forces, and let the aggressors think we would not
fight. That is the story of two wars, and the result was that we got
into both of them.
Now that we have had the position of great minds on one side, you
say do not eliminate the veto power; and on the other side it is said
that it is best to get rid of the veto. There we have an issue in relation to the mechanism, but neither side faces up to the real issue; how
to talk to the Russian people or the Russian management--that is our
real problem.
Senator PEPPER. It undoubtedly is, Senator, and a most perplexing
and challenging one.
There are two factors, however, that are working in favor of peace,
to seems to me. One is this concept of unity that I spoke about a while
ago, which has been growing. Now, I might have added to my little
summary here a while ago that another thing that has been done
recently, although not connected with the United Nations, is the act
of Chapultepec, and the Treaty of Chapultepec that we have here in
this Western Hemisphere, when we came together in a solemn pact
and pledged a common defense, one to the other and to our hemisphere.
Senator WILEY. May I interrupt and ask one simple question
there?

Senator PEPPER. Yes.
UNITY FORCED BY FEAR

Senator WILEY. Do you think there would be any evidence of unity,
as you call it, in the world today if it wasn't due to overpowering
fear of the Russians?

Senator PEPPER. No.

Senator WILEY. Well, is that a good. way to cause unity? Does it
create essential unity?
Senator PEPPER. I was going to make two points, Senator, and this
was my first one: that there was a growing unity that is a very considerable force. I am going to speak about the unity, and then I am
going to speak about the disumty and other efforts about which I
wanted to remark.
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We have the Treaty of Chapult4ec in the Western Hemisphere
where, to a stronger degree than ever in the past, we have pledged
ourselves to one another's security.
Now, western Europe today is closer together than, in my opinion,
it has ever been in its history, and of its own accord. It is only a
bare suggestion of unity, of course, that they have achieved, but we
do have this western union of a number of European states. We do
have a common military and economic and political functioning
amongst them, sort of an organism that reflects those functions.
Not only that but we, ourselves, are cooperating with that western
union, and in addition to that, 12 nations, 10 in the Old World and 2
in the New World, have solemnly committed themselves to the Atlantic
Pact.
Now then, that is a greater unity, a greater concert of action between the democratic peoples, or among the democratic peoples than I
have ever before known. We have never had such a thing as the
Atlantic Pact before, to which we have been a party.
Now, I say those are encouraging things, as well as the fact that
they are existing are evidence of dangers to which the Senator adverted, which are very discouraging in their character.
That is my personal point of view, that the democratic world, as
we call it, has grown into a greater unity than it has ever previously
possessed.
Now then, the danger to world security is greater than it has ever
been. I think that will operate in two ways, one, to drive the opposing
world closer together; and, two, to bring the leaders of the opposing
groups in our orb of earth to an eventual recognition of the fact that
the end of the course we are following can mean only the destruction
of all of us.
Now, in World War I we both used poison gas. In the later war,
neither one used it because all knew that the beginning of that sort of
warfare would mean immediate and maybe more effective retaliation
from the other side.
These are delicate things to talk about, and one can be so easily
misquoted and done a disservice by it, but each of us must now recognize, as our Senators do, that two great nations are within relatively
the same periods, capable of more or less the same progress in the
perfection of armaments and methods of destruction, so it is not a
monopoly on either side. It is like two strong men engaging in a
battle to the death. If they know that whenever the contest begins,
it means the death not only of the one, but of both. It would seem to
me that those whom we regard as recalcitrants should eventually be
willing to relieve the anxiety and fear of their own people, and the
taxes of what it costs their economy, and they can less afford it than
we. Their standard of living is immeasurably lower than ours, and
every bomb they make decreases the calorie diet of every citizen in
their country.
It impairs the quality of the clothes they wear, the kind of houses
they live in, as it does to a degree, but a far lesser degree here in our
own country.
I cannot deny to the human mind some attributes of rationality, and
it seems to me that sometime or another, unless the people have committed themselves to a course that folly does not suggest the descrip64429-50-7
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tion of, and are eventually bent upon nothing but that test of power
that will mean that tone will survive, and that the other will die, with
a strong risk that neither might survive, which would lead any reasonable man to conclude that that in itself would be folly.
It seems to me that eventually those that we regard as obstacles
to this concept of nations, the American people will be willing to
face differences and difficulties and conflicts of interest to the extent
that they may exist in a reasonable and rational and decent way, and
make possible a closer accord among mankind, but we have got to the
point now where the thing that should challenge the time of all of
us is the solution of this problem.
What does it mean if we go out here and have children, rear them
through the struggles of life, raise our families, build cities and great
enterprises, if they are to be obliterated, and the land where they were,
for a thousand years as this morning's paper quoted someone as saying
that if New York were destroyed by one of these hydrogen bombs,
which would destroy even the largest city, and the bay and harbor,
the area around it all would be uninhabitable for a millennium.
Why, people may not realize that we are living in that kind of a
world, and while we struggle with these lesser things that are the
chores of the day, we had better get down on our knees and pray,
or concert our efforts upon a project of some sort to try to bring this
thing at least into placidity.
So, I am saying that we made a great deal of progress toward unifying the democratic world, and the danger of difficulties today is so
frightening that it would seem to me that if the minds of nations
remain rational, that we would at long last say now, we would recognize each other as powers of great strength and people of great courage and say that now has the time finally come to sit down and either
decide that it is war to the death, with everything we have got thrown
-into it, and the risk of one surviving, or else let us quit the folly of
this continued competition and try to find some basis for an honorable
peace in a world without bombs.

Senator THOMAS. Senator Smith?
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Senator Pepper, I don't find myself
in disagreement with your thesis at all. I think you made a great
contribution in getting for the record here a running sequence of these
dates when there attempts have been made.
Senator PiPPrr. Thank you, Senator.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. But, won't you say that the same
thing that you are trying to bring about by your proposed solution
here was the purpose of Woodrow Wilson's League of Nations? I
share with you the greatest admiration for Woodrow Wilson, and
think his was one of the greatest minds in the world. He was a great
friend of mine. I was at the university when he was a professor there,
so I knew him intimately. I was very enthusiastic about his vision
and I supported the League when it came up.
But, didn't the League of Nations have the same purpose as the
United Nations? It was an approach toward a world organization to
preserve the peace by the supremacy of law, as distinguished from the
supremacy of force. So, we are agreed, I think, 100 percent on that.
Now, we are in a situation where we have to say, What is the next
step?
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This resolution may be desirable. I see no particular objection to the
resolution, but I ask what we accomplish by it? Don't we have to
think in terms of where we go from here?
Senator Tobey, for example, said that he thought we ought to move
under article 109 to amend the Charter. You cannot amend the Charter as long.as it requires the ratification of all the permanent members of the Security Council. The veto prevents amending the Charter
in its present form. There is a point so ably brought out by Senator
Douglas yesterday. That is where, and one reason why I was so
impressed by his presentation of Seilate Congressional Resolution 52,
which moved in a smaller area than might otherwise be possible. It
would make-it possible to recognize and stop an aggressor except when
three of the big powers join together in order to veto such action.
Now, without going into details of the matter, what is the next
specific, practical step-with the hydrogen bomb hanging over our
heads and threatening us-what is the next step to bring about some
move whereby we can stop the next aggression?
Senator PEnL. Senator, I don't kow that the legislative branch
of the Government is expected to pass a resolution which will define
all of the details of such a program. I think that comes more directly
within the realm of the executive branch of the Government.
I suggested the analogy a while ago that we are in the stage we
were when the Fulbright and the Connally-Vandenberg resolutions
were adopted-where we committed ourselves to an international organization, and the gist of which was about what our organization
was contemplated to be-it was not quite so clear in detail, but, it
was to lead to a peaceful world.
THE FULBPIGHT RESOLUTION

Mr. Chairman, with your permission I will red into the record from
page 26 of Senate Document No. 48, the so-called Fulbright resolution, adopted September 21, 1943, as House Concurrent Resolution 25,
Seventy-eighth Congress: ,
Resolved by the House o1 Representatives (the Senate concurring) That the
Congress hereby expresses itself as favoring the creation of appropriate international machinery with power adequate to establish and to maintain a just
and lasting peace, among the nations of the world, and as favoring participation by the United States therein through its constitutional processes.
THE CONNALLY RESOLUTION

Also, the Connally resolution, of November 5, 1943, Senate Resolution 192, Seventy-eighth Congress:
Resolved, That the war against all our enemies be waged until complete
victory is achieved.
That the United States cooperate with its comrades-in-arms in securing a
just and honorable peace.
That the United States, acting through its constitutional processes, Join
with free and sovereign nations in the establishment and maintenance of international authority with power to prevent aggression and to preserve the peace
of the world.
That the Senate recognizes the necessity of there being established at the
earliest practicable date a general international organization, based on the
principle of the sovereign equality of all peace-loving states, and open to membership by all such states, large and small, for the maintenance of international
peace and security.
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That, pursuant to the Constitution of the United States, any treaty made to
effect the purposes of this resolution, on behalf of the Government of the United
States with any other nation or any association of nations, shall be made only
by and with the advice and consent of the Senate of the United 'States, provided
two-thirds of the Senators present concur.

Now, those two resolutions, I feel, gave great impetus to the United
Nations Organization, the organization set up 2 years later.
I feel now that where we say here thatit is the sense of the Congress that it should be the fundamental objective
of the foreign policy of the United States to support and strengthen the United
Nations and to seek-

to seek its support, beg pardonto seek its development into a world federation open to all nations with defined
and limited powers adequate to preserve peace and prevent aggression through
enactment, interpretation and enforcement of world laws.

It is going to be a many-sided battle, Mr. Chairman and Senators,
to achieve that. 'I do not delude myself in the belief that it is going
to come probably within the lifetime of those of us sitting at this
table, but I do feel that we shallSenator SMITH of New Jersey. Let me ask you: How does that
differ from the purpose of the United Nations, and what we are trying
to move toward by amendment of the United Nations-this evolutionary process?
A MORE EFFECTIVE UNITED NATIONS

Senator PEPPER. It is the basic concept of the United Nations, but
what we do now is look at the situation as it exists. We say we should
go further and we dedicate ourselves to going further, toward thisSenator SMITH of New Jersey. Further than what?
Senator PEPPER. Further than we now are.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. That is what I am getting at.
Senator PEPPER. Toward what we say here, into a world federation.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. What does it mean?
Senator PEPPER. With defined and limited power adequate to preserve the peace and prevent aggression through enactment, interpretation, and enforcement of world law.
In other words, an improved, a strengthened, an expanded, more
effective United Nations.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. If I may interposeSenator PEPPER. The Senator asked the question, "Does that mean
that we should amend it?"
Well, undoubtedly that is one way to doit if we couldget an amendment. Maybe that would be fine, but another way to do it would be
to keep on pushing at every weak place that we can find, to try to
strengthen this organization; and it might be that the President might
invite nations to come together in a world conference to consider
whether we might not strengthen the United Nations Organization.
I am just saying that that is one way of doing it.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. All right.
Senator WILEY. Isn't that simply a reiteration of everything said
before?
Senator PEPPER. Pardon?
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. Senator, WILEY. Isn't that simply a reiteration of everything said
before? If it is not, how does it differ? I mean, in all these resolutions that come to us, it is the hope and prayer of Congress and the
people that eventually through some common-sense procedure we
will arrive at peace.
Senator PEPPER. That is right.
Well, Senator, the preacher preaches on Christianity on every Sunday, but just because he has preached on Christianity last Sunday he
doesn't say that "I have already covered that subject, and I don't need
to preach on that any more."
We just keep on preaching on it, as it were, here in the Congress.
We preached it before we got it. I have recited how a long time ago
Congress preached it in 1910, and we got something that was better
than we had ever had in 1919, ever had before in the world.
Unhappily, we did not adhere to it, I think, but we preached again
fi 1943, and we got something better than we hil ever had before.
The United Nations is immeasurably, it seems to me, better than
the League of Nations was, so our preachments have brought footage.
Now we are not satisfied with what we have got; we want to preach
it again. We are still going ahead, and what wO mean to say here, this
is the sentiment of the Congress of the United States, speaking for our
people, and that means that we want our Government to look and
seek, we use the word "seek" hereSenator SMITH of New Jersey. Seek what?
Senator PEPPER. Seek the development of the United Nations into
a world federation open to all nations with limited and defined powers.
Senator SMIH of New Jersey. I would like to know what is meant
by a "world federation" as you have it in there. That is, as distinguished from, if I may continue and ask another question, as distinguished from another group that is trying to show some of us that
the route properly should be through the Atlaatic union.
Senator PEPPER. WellSenator SMrrH of New Jersey. Is that conflict, or does it work
"i6getherSenator PEPPER. I only speak for myself. We can only speak for
ourselves, but I want to express my own view. I warmly commend
and encourage in every way I can those that are working in the same
general direction to go ahead, but at the same time I have not put any
name on other than this one resolution. Other Senators will express
their own views.
Senator WHnxy. Are you what has been called a world federalist?

Senator

PEPPER.

If you want to use that term.

Senator WILEY. Is that embodied in this resolution?
Senator PEPPER. That is the general idea of what we are seeking.
Senator WILEY. I thought that was another resolution coming up.
Senator PEPPER. I think that resolution has been associated withthis resolution has been associated with that term. That may not or
it may be accurate, though, sir.
Senator, SMITH of New Jersey. Does that resolution mean we are
endorsing the so-called world federalist movement? Because there is
'another specific Approach I think should be thoroughly exploredin fact, there are more than the one--and I am striving to see what
we are asked to do.
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Senator PEPPER. I think a great many of those who have been working in support of this resolution have been described as seeking a
world federation. I think "world federalist" is the term that has
been applied to this effort.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. This is opposed to the Atlantic union
idea which you feel to be too regional?
WORLD FEDERATION OR ATLANTIC UNION?

Senator PEPPER. The difference is this, and again I am not binding
my coauthors in speaking but am voicing only my own views. The
basic difference is this: there are some who want to amend the Charter
immediately, and if there was a veto of the amendment I suppose they
would go ahead with those that favor the amendment and therefore
break up the United Nations. I don't know whether that would be
the effect or not. I don't know that they intend that.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. You agree you don't want to break
up the United Nations.
Senator PEPPER. I agree I don't want to break up the United Nations; that is correct.
Senator

SMITH

of New Jersey. I am glad you take that point of

view.

Senator PEPPER. That is basic in any approach I make. I do not
want to discard the greatest institution that has ever been set up in
human history for world conference and for world peace, but I don't
want to leave it static; I want to build it better.
Now, then, I stated on the floor of the Senate when we were debating
the Atlantic Pact that I doubted very seriously whether I would support-I didn't want to commit myself unless I knew what the situation was at the time-a Mediterranean Pact. You will remember along
about that time that there were a great many requests to join the
Atlantic Pact, and some came in. Some wanted a Mediterranean
Pact, and others said, "Let's have a Pacific Pact." Obviously, if you
are going to divide the world up into a number of alliances or a number of pact countries, then you have torn the whole fabric of the
United Nations apart. You would have an entirely different structure than you have got at the present time. I supported, you will
remember, the Atlantic Pact; and I never hesitated on it. I am
strongly for it, but we all recognize, as General Marshall said, it was
sort of an expedient to give security through collective action to our
democratic world, or to a part of it, until the United Nations, as
General Marshall said; could get strong enough to do this itself. It
was a sort of an international vigilante that we are using until we
can set up the courthouse, the judge, and the sheriff for the world,
as it were.
Now, I am not in favor of anything that will run contrary to the
purposes of the United Nations. I want to get the democratic countries associated together, and I am in favor of things like the Interparliamentary Union, where we talk about these things. If it is
necessary that we get together in a pact for our security, physically, I
am willing to do that, but to take what we call the Atlantic world and
set it up as our international organization would inevitably push the
other part of the world into a rival organization of its own. We would
stand off and throw rocks at each other and hurl names at each other,
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and we would never meet together. We wouldn't even pretend to
carry on the amenities with respect to one another. I cannot believe
that that is progress, Senator. I may be wrong.
Senator SrrH of New Jersey. Of course, the Atlantic union people won't admit that at all. They say, as far as we have gone, the most
we can do is to merge together with those countries with the same
traditions. the western traditions. I am not advocating that, but I am
trying to get before our committee what the various issues are and the
difference between the various resolutions.
Senator PmPE. Senator, I have no right to describe or define what
the other advocates propose.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I understand that.
Senator PEPPER. I only gave my own imperfect concept of what
some of the groups advocate. I am not familiar with the resolution
of those two Senators whom, of all others, I have great respect for.
Senator Thomas and Senator Douglas are truly great men. I read it
but didn't get to hear their testimony yesterday and have not had an
opportunity of studying it, so I am not capable of commenting on that.
I want the Atlantic world to work together, obviously. We have
more in common with those people than we do with lots of others, the
same type of language, relatively close origin and culture, and our
whole pasts are intermingled. But at the same time I am willing to
cooperate and I want us to be intimate in our associations one with
another and want us to continue to pursue our common objectives.
I would like to see us continue our friendly association such as under
the Marshall plan, for example, where we are doing a great deal
together; but, if you formalize that into a rival organization or a successor of the United Nations, then you are going afield. However, I
did not come here to speak disparagingly of the efforts of anyone else.
I am just saying that, so far as I am now informed about the subject,
I prefer this approach and it is the only one I have associated myself
with because the thing of interest in it is, it says, "support and
strengthen the United Nations," so it makes it clear in the beginning
that we are going to work through the United Nations and to seek, as
a nation-and its says "seek"--seek diligently to look for its development, the development of the United Nations into a world federation.
Senator

SMITH

of New Jersey.

Perhaps I have not made myself

clear heretofore. I want to know about this world federation, and
apparently you cannot elaborate on it any further. What I would
like to know is, Does it express a specific program . What does it dol
Do we have a world federation and world federalists as something
separate and distinct from each other, and if they are we will have
to know what they are.
Senator PEPPER. I am not advocating anything except what is
specifically written down on this one page, and I don't want to be
regarded as associating myself with anything else. I am committing
myself only to these exact words.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I wanted to get that clear.
Senator PEPPER. I do know one thing. The other day they had a
meeting down in my city and discussed this general subject, and some
people around town applied some pretty severe names to some fine
local citizens and myself who were interesting ourselves in this
resolution, so I certainly would not want to adopt their name nor what
they call us, and I might not want to adopt somebody else's name.
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I am only associating myself with these words. I believe that resolution makes this part clear:
It is the sense of the Congress of the United States now that it should be the
fundamental objective of the foreign policy of the United States to support and
strengthen the United Nations.

That is the gist of the matter.
Now, we have been doing that but we are just preaching it again,
and I know we haven't said those words lately, since the Connally and
Fulbright resolutionsto seek the development, of the United Nations into a world federation open to
all nations with defined and limited powers adequate to preserve peace and
prevent aggression through enactment, interpretation, and enforcement of world

laws.

That is the heart of it.
AMENDMENT

OF CHARTER

Now, undoubtedly one method that should be tried would be to see
if we could not amend the United Nations Charter. It certainly would
not hurt anything to do just what your distinguished colleagues suggest, start right off with a formal effort, but if it failed I wouldn't
quit, I would seek something else, after having appealed to world
opinion, and to member states to favor an amendment that we advocated-if they were to do that, well, I would say, "Can't we strengthen
it this much, or in this respect," or we might get all the members to
come together and discuss it; we might call it another world conference.
I tell you the situation is serious enough today, Senator, so that it
would not be amiss for the President of the United States to call the
heads of all the nations on the face of the earth together and say,
"You ought to know that the human race today stands in jeopardy,
and if we don't arrest this dangerous course that we are all following
we may find ourselves in fear of something else; the end of the trail
is the precipice where the immeasurable abyss is below."
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I will say, Senator, that I have discussed that very principle with persons that have been studying this
matter-for example, some people working in the United Nationsand what they fear is that such a statement by the President of the
United States might give rise to a feeling that the United Nations was
a big failure. They felt it might undermine the United Nations to
suddenly call a meeting like that.
However, the route suggested by the Thomas-Douglas resolution
might be the beginning, starting from inside, before we get the larger
concept of the whole picture.
I think we have before us the same objectives that were set up in
San Francisco, in what you are talking of today.
Senator PEPPER. There isn't any difference.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I don't see how this strengthens it.
SAN FRANCISCO CONFERENCE

Senator PEPPER. I should be a little more accurate. This is certainly identical with the goal of the advocates of the United Nations.
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That is what we hoped to achieve. Now, we had to admit that we
didn't reach all of our ambitions or our goals in the United Nations
Charter, because we knew there was a threatened situation that might
develop and knew that the Charter would have to be based upon the
cooperation of -the great powers. I would say that what we actually
produced at San Francisco was a compromise with our objectives. We
just got all we could of what we hoped to achieve. We didn't get all
that was in the Connally resolution or in the Fulbright resolution.
We got the best we could at the time, and I think now we ought to
try to move forward.
I am perfectly willing to try.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I don't quarrel with that. I think
we should try to move forward.
Now, the question is, What is the next logical step?
Senator PEPPER. The situation is so multisided that I doubt seriously if Congress is going to pass a resolution here that will overcome
all the objections, but I thought we could pass a resolution reaffirming
our goals, if any, day after tomorrow, or at some time ive have any
concrete proposals that we want to gain, let somebody initiate them,
or let our Committee on Foreign Relations here initiate them, or let
the President initiate them.
I don't say that we should adopt this resolution and then quit and
go home, as it were.
I thought it would help if we adopted this resolution and then
maybe day after tomorrow somebody will have a better one, maybe the
others are better, now.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I am a little confused, because some
of the Senators have endorsed both your resolution and the Atlantic
Union resolution, and I am wondering whether they are entirely
reconcilable.
Senator PEPPER. I don't feel that they are altogether reconcilable,
though I imagine that what a Senator might do would be, I suppose,
to reconcile himself by signing several of the resolutions with the idea
that they were all working in the right direction and that he would
want to help any of them, in any way he could.
I feel that way myself, but I just thought it would be better, as this
(S. Con. Res. 56) more nearly reflected my ideas than the others, and
I associated myself with it.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I want to clarify my own thinking,
because I think the subcommittee has a responsibility to try and distinguish between these resolutions and find the good and bad points
of each.
I assume that you as a member of the committee would be in favor
of such a decision.
Senator PEPPER. I will cooperate in every possible way in getting
the best that we can get out of all of the proposals.
You have been more than indulgent, my colleagues, and I thank
you very much.
Senator THOMAS. There will be placed in the record at this point
a statement by Senator Magnuson.
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(The statement of Senator Magnuson is as follows:)
STATEMENT OF HON. WARREN

G. MAGNUSON, UNITED STATES SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF WASHINGTON

In reference to Senate Concurrent Resolution 56, to which the committee is
addressing its attention, I should like to submit this statement in regard to
the proposed legislation for strengthening the United Nations into a structure
capable of carrying forward its profound responsibility for world peace.
Together with Senator Tobey and those others of my colleagues who have
joined in sponsoring this resolution, our motivation has been the humble hope
that in this way we could contribute to forward progress. In international relations it has been our hope that these efforts would inure to the advantage of
all the peoples of the world who are interested in peace and in freedom from
fear.
BURDEN OF COLD WAR

We have pointed out that the "cold war" has placed upon all nations the
onerous burden of an armed race. The extent to which that is true is graphically
illustrated by current developments aimed at furthering the devastation of arms
through scientific application, which is so well known it hardly needs amplification. I am sure that most of the peoples of the world are greatly concerned
by the profound implications involved.
It has occurred to those of us cosponsoring this resolution that the burden will
not be eased until the United Nations in itself can guarantee the security of
all nations, and that without that security we cannot have the peace that will
enable men everywhere to work out their economic problems.
We are entirely appreciative of the delicate nature of the problem which is
being studied by your committee. Hence, I think it is fitting to state again the
objectives of the resolution which we introduced and to which you are devoting
your consideration.
DEPOSIT OF LIMITED SOVEREIGNTY

The World Federation that we advocate does not envision a world government
with the full powers generally associated with the National Government. To the
contrary, it contemplates a very limited deposit of sovereignty in the United
Nations. The objective is to make the United Nations strong enough to guarantee the security of all nations. This means that the internal functions of member nations would remain untouched. In the international sphere, perhaps all
that the nations would surrender would be the dubious privilege of initiating a
world conflict of such proportions that it would threaten the continuation of the
civilization we know.
This resolution assumes a moral responsibility that will offer the world a way
out of the foreboding cloud of world communism. This federation would be
open to the entire world. Any federation, to be a real world federation, must be
open to all nations; not merely a regrouping of nations, to the end of perpetuating either "cold" or "active" war.
, We call upon all men and nations to replace unreason with reason, to substitute cooperation for distrust. This is a small price, a small sacrifice of sovereignty, to exchange for lasting peace; not merely an armed truce.
STATES SUPPORT RESOLUTION

It seems fitting that I should advise of a movement in my State of Washington,
regarding the filing of an initiative measure providing that application be made to
the Congress of the United States to call a constitutional convention for the sole
purpose of proposing an amendment permitting participation of the United States
in a World Federation government. I have recently heard from the Honorable
Smith Troy, attorney general for the State of Washington, who advised the
Secretary of State that he deemed it proper to accept the filing of the initiative
measure. I should like to quote from' a letter dated January 11, 1950, from
Attorney General Troy:
"It is our understanding that 6 States have already enacted legislation
along this line and that some 22 other States have memorialized Congress.
You are no doubt much more familiar with the movement on a national
level.
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"In this State, the organization has enlisted the leadership of many outstanding citizens. On the advisory board appear such names as John King,
of the Washington State Grange; Bruce Blake, former justice of the State
supreme court; Roy Atkinson, of the CIO; Stimson Bullitt, Frank Bayley,

Steve Chadwick, Judge James Hodson, Rev. Elmer Christie, Tom Todd, Rabbi
Levine, Prof. Linden Mander, Paul R. Smith, Roy C. Roberts. * * * We
are now preparing the ballot title, which we are obliged to do on all initiatives
submitted to us by the Secretary of State."
In summation, I should like to reiterate my statement in regard to the initiative measure referred to above:
"I welcome the proposed World Federation initiative. It is appropriate
that so profound a question should be submitted directly to the people. This
initiative, together with legislative action and referenda which have taken
place in 25 other States, will, I am confident, provide convincing evidence
that the American people are in fact ready to move toward world order based
on world law."

Senator THOMAS. Senator Morse, I believe you have a statement
for the committee.
STATEMENT OF HON. WAYNE MORSE, UNITED STATES SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF OREGON
Senator MORSE. It cannot be denied that now and for the future
many problems and conditions can be dealt with effectively only
through an international organization, because these problems are inteinational in scope.
The World Federation resolution (S. Con. Res. 56) is, in my opinion,
a proposal which embodies a practical step we can take now in our
search for lasting peace.
The world is one physically, if not politically and ideologically.
Any solution to our present dilemma must be in terms of all nations
and all peoples.
The World Federation resolution proposes a declaration by the administration to the effect that the objective o the foreign policy of
the United States should be to maintain and support the United Nations and to develop the UN into a World Federation open to all
nations, with those limited and clearly specified powers necessary to
prevent war by the enactment and enforcement of world law.
We can no longer afford to live in a state of international anarchy.
Morally, we are committed to support the United Nations. We must
accept the great challenge of our time and assume world leadership in
an effort to make the UN strong enough to preserve the peace.
PUBLIC SUPPORT OF SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 56

I have received many thoughtful letters from citizens of Oregon
expressing their unqualified support of the World Federation resolution. They clearly indicate that to more and more people it is becoming apparent that the road to world peace lies in a universal federation
of all the nations of the world, a federation with the necessary powers,
clearly specified and limited, to preserve the peace.
. Now, turning to the language of the resolution itself I would like
to make these two or three points setting forth why I think the resolution will'be promotive of a strengthened world peace.
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First. I agree with the comments made by members of the committee that the objectives of the resolution are the same broad objectives of the United Nations Charter that was adopted at San Francisco.
I think it is important, from time to time, and with great frequency,
to reaffirm and reassert the ideals and objectives that we sanctioned
when we adopted the San Francisco Charter.
So, from the standpoint of educating our own people to the importance of continuing to strive for the goals of the San Francisco
Charter, this is a desirable resolution. Likewise, the educational force
it will have around the globe makes it a desirable resolution.
DEVELOPMENT OF WORLD LAW

The second reason I would stress would be to give you my personal
view as to the most important language in the resolution, and you
will find it in lines 7 and 8:
Through the enactment, interpretation, and enforcement of world law.

I submit, gentlemen, that I do not think the American people, I
doubt if the,American Congress, I doubt if the countries of the world
at large haae yet fully accepted the notion that inherent within the
concept of a united nations is the obligation on the part of the
participants thereto to proceed with the enactment, interpretation,
and enforcement of world law.
I have two observations in this regard. To my knowledge the
American delegation to the United Nations has yet to submit to the
Congress, or to the President, or to the people of the United States
any specific proposals for the enactment of world law.
Now, I am inclined to believe that within the existing framework
of the United Nations Charter, such proposals could be made. However, we have made no strides yet, since the adoption of the United
Nations Charter, in recognizing that if we would establish, in this
world, a system of international justice through law, we must
enact some laws. Although we have a body of international law now
existing, it is most inadeqaute to meet the great problems that face the
world, that ought to be solved or that we ought to seek to solve
through the channels of international law by way of a judicial system.
My second obseravtion is this: I find myself very much in support
of what I interpret to be one of the ideals and goals of this resolution,
namely, that it is another step in the direction of informing the
American people, emphasizing to them, that we have to do something
about setting up an international judicial system.
FAILURE TO USE WORLD COURT

We have the World Court with its charter included within the
San Francisco Charter. However, it is a sad commentary that since
the adoption of the San Francisco Charter we have yet to submit the
first important issue to the World Court for adjudication.
What has been the reply, when some of us have suggested that some
of the recent international disputes might be submitted to the World
Court? The reply has been that Russia would not agree to accept the
jurisdiction of the Court. However, we did not find out.
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We did not take those necessary steps as the great power that has
pledged itself to the goal-as Senator Vandenberg said time and time
again in the United States Senate-of seeking to estabilsh a system
of international justice through law; we did not put Russia on the
spot once, in a single one of the issues, to see whether she would be
willing to submit the issue to the World Court for determination.
I happen to be a lawyer who believes that, at the very beginning of
the Berlin incident, if we had willed to, we could have taken the
position that the Berlin incident raised questions as to the interpretati on of the Potsdam agreement, and suggested their determination
by the World Court. That could have been done before the other
issues became involved, within the Berlin issue, which raised the
-question of national honor, whether we were going to seem to bend the,
knee to Russia.
We lost a great opportunity at the beginning of the Berlin incident,
to put into practice that section of the United Nations Charter that
comprises the Charter of the International Court of Justice. Of
course we have to take our chances If we are to proceed through judicial tribunals to obtain interpretations of international understandings and agreements, we must recognize that it is possible we might
have lost the case on Berlin. The Potsdam agreement was a very unfortunately worded agreement, and it would have been difficult for
American international lawyers before an international court of
justice, to have explained to the court some of the omissions from that
document.
UN NEEDS LEGISLATIVE POWER

The point is, however, that we cannot have our cake and eat it too.
In regard to this matter of trying to set up a world order of justice
'through law, one of the weaknesses in our present United Nations
set-up, and I want to see the weakness removed and the Charter
strengthened, is that the UN has no legislative power. We need to.
give to the United Nations organization some legislative power in
actually enacting some international law. International custom is
not enough.
•It will take a long time, and the process is going to be too slow, to&
develop a body of international law just through the growth of international custom.
Now, I am not an overnighter, either. I think one of the troubles
with Americans is that we are overnighters, whereas so many people
in the rest of the world do not find time nearly as valuable as we find
it. They do not react as quickly as we do. One of the great strengths
and weaknesses of' our country is that when we see that something
ou ht to be done, we say, "Why don't we go about doin it?"
We have to associate in this one world these days witl people that
do not respond quite as quickly as we do. Therefore, this resolution
will help with that problem in that it will at least give assurance that
the American people are in favor of the United Nations proceeding in
the direction of seeking to enact international law that will be air
and just and usable in settling international disputes as they arise.
Now, I happen toSenator SMITH of New Jersey. Can I interrupt a second?
Senator MOiSE. Yes.
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Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I understood you to say you thought,
we give the UN legislative authority under the present provisions of
the Charter. I am interested in that point.
Senator MORSE. No, I didn't say that I felt we could do it under the
present sections of the Charter, I do not think it is clear at all.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I don't think it is, either.
Senator MORSE. I don't think it is at all clear that we have the authority to do it under the existing Charter, and that is why I say
this last line of the resolution is so important. The resolution says
we should seek to "enact, interpret, and enforce world law." The thing
that is very much to be desired rests right there. As I was about to say,
if we had an international system of justice perfected to the degree
our goals seek to accomplish, it might have been used in effecting a
settlement in the early stages of some of the Asiatic difficulties.
So, I close, gentlemen, by saying that I support the resolution, because I think it will be a great educational force. It again places
American sanction on the notion and the idea of setting up an international system of justice through law.
Thirdly, it places us in a position of approving the idea of recognizing the need for vesting in the United Nations a power to enact
international law.
Oh, how well I know the issue that that raises, and the misuse that
can be made of that issue, because right away you can hear them
arguing, "You mean, you propose to give an international body some
jurisdiction over the sovereignty of the United States?"
UNITED STATES RESERVATION TO WORLD COURT STATUTE

Mr. Chairman and Senators, you all will recall that we had that
contest when my resolution for recognizing the jurisdiction of the
World Court was before the Senate in 1946. The Connally amendment was attached to it, which said that we, and we alone, would reserve the right to determine what is and what is not a domestic issue,
and hence not subject to the jurisdiction of the World Court. The
politicians, in my opinion, have to be forthright today and say to the
American people, 'We must start thinking about our great-grandchildren, or our great-great-grandchildren, because certainly by the
time they come to walk this earth, if order and law are to exist in the
earth at that time, we must by then have a system whereby an international tribunal of fair-minded men may say, even to the United
States if necessary, 'We find you in violation of such and such an
international law or custom which the society of nations says must be
complied with.'" Only in that manner will we have a system of international justice through law.
Of course, in the decades ahead, there will be some modification of
our concept of sovereignty, but I submit to this committee it will be
a broadened and enriched sovereignty and not a transgression upon
any fundamental rights of Americans. That must come if we are
to survive in a world order of law.
Senator THOMAS. I think at this place in the record, we should read
article 33 of chapter VI of the United Nations Charter, because it
shows exactly what we have already promised, as far as the peaceful
settlement of disputes is concerned. The promise is very, very broad
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indeed despite the fact, as Senator Morse has already stated, we have
not embraced the opportunities there:
The parties to any dispute, the continuance of which Is likely to endanger
the maintenance of international peace and security, shall, first of all, seek a
solution by negotiation, inquiry, mediation, conciliation, arbitration, judicial

settlement, resort to regional agencies or arrangements, or other peaceful means
of their own choice.

The theory is there, despite the lack of practice.
Senator Smith?
Senator SmrrH of New Jersey. I understood that Senator Morse
was suggesting that there should be some legislative power somewhere in the United Nations so that laws could be made which the
Court would enforce.
I recall supporting the able Senator's moves to have the United
States Senate accept the compulsory jurisdiction of the Court sometime ago. I remember that resolution, and I supported it with enthusiasm. I am very much in accord with the position, Senator Morse,
that you are taking today in emphasizing this point.
I would like to ask the further question, though, whether the use of
the words "World Federation" mean that this particular resolution is
calling upon us to endorse the program, the very able program, I say
nothing against it, of the World Federalist movement. That movement is described in Mr. Cord Meyer's book which I have studied and
with which I have been very much impressed. I simply want- the
point clarified, I am not opposing this measure, but simple seeking
clarification.
Senator MORSE. I think it is probably true that the World Federalists would endorse this resolution, but as one of the sponsors of this
resolution I endorse only what is contained in the resolution, and for
the reasons which I have given.
ATLANTIC UNION PROPOSAL

Senator SmIT of New Jersey. Could I ask the Senator a further
question, then, because we are having before our committee these various suggestions for amending the United Nations Charter-does he
feel that this resolution is in line with the Atlantic Union proposal
of Mr. Clarence Streit in his proposal?
Senator MORSE. I don't think it is inconsistent. My judgment is
that it is broader than the Atlantic Union proposal.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Does the Senator wish to express
himself on that proposal of the Atlantic Union group, as a further
step toward enforcement of peace in the world and strengthening our
Nation?
Senator MoRsE. As I indicated in the speech in St. Louis on December 11, I find myself in favor of any step that seeks to accomplish
the goal of setting up a world order of justice through law. The
Atlantic Union proposal is one. I think this resolution involves, if
I may say, to use a figure of speech, a longer step or more than one
step.
If this resolution could not pass, and I were then given only the
choice of the Atlantic Union resolution, I would vote for it as the best
that we could get under the circumstances.
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I happen to believe that this is a broader resolution and, therefore,
I believe more desirable.
ELIMINATION OF VETO

Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Is the Senator familiar with the
resolution we had before us yesterday, Senate Concurrent Resolution
52, by Senators Thomas and Douglas?
Senator MORSE. I have read it.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. That would cause a modification of
the veto provisions in the Charter.
Senator MORSE. As the Senator from New Jersey, I think, probably
knows, the Senator from Oregon raised the question, at the time the
San Francisco Charter was before the Senate, as to the desirability
of the veto in the Charter. I expressed at that time my disappointment in the veto provision, but it was explained on the floor of the
Senate by the distinguished Senator from Michigan, and the Senator
from Texas, as well, that the American delegation also urged the
veto at San Francisco; and further, that the feeling was that there
would have been no hope of getting the cooperation of Russia in connection with the Charter, if the veto were not in there.
I felt then, and I have felt ever since, that the veto provision of
the Charter was a very unfortunate provision to have included in it.
Senator SMrrn of New Jersey. I might suggest, if the Senator is
not familiar with this Resolution No. 52, that this seems to require a
veto by three votes to prevent its going into effect-that is, to prevent
the machinery from going into effect to stop an aggression. I wonder
whether the Senator has given any consideration to that possibility.
Senator MORSE. I have not given thorough consideration to it, but
I would say this, that anything that would improve the present situation I would accept in preference to what we now have.
Senator SMrrH of New Jersey. In other words, a veto by one power
is not in accord with the Senator's views, in bringing about international tranquillity.
Senator MORSE. I would rather have a provision that it require at
least three, rather than give the sole power to one; but I would at the
same time rather do away with the veto power entirely.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Thanks ou, Senator, that is all.
Senator THOMAS. Senator Graham, will you come forward, please?
STATEMENT OF HON. FRANK P. GRAHAM, UNITED STATES SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA
Senator GRAHAM. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee,
the able senior Senator from Connecticut, Mr. McMahon, chairman
of the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, yesterday shared with
us the thoughts which have for some time been forming in his mind.
I have not had time to weigh the full import of his proposals. Whatever be the differences in opinions in this and other nations which will
inevitably result, he is to be congratulated on his faith and his courage
in making proposals for the consideration of the Congress and the
American people, substantially as follows:
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MCMAHON PROPOSAL

First, a stronger Voice of America to get through the iron curtain.
Second, point 4 of the Truman program to build up the selfrecovery and productive powers of backward peoples.
Thir, international control and inspection of atomic power.
Fourth, the transfer of parts of the budgets for war and destruction to budgets for production and peace.
The boldness of his program, whatever may be our differences of
opinion about this part or that part, is a challenge to the conscience
of mankind and will serve to stimulate a Nation-wide and even worldwide discussion of the need of both the international control and inspection of atomic power and a world federation through the United
Nations, not against the United Nations or around the United Nations,
but through the United Nations.
AMENDMENT OF CHARTER

Whatever else comes out of the McMahon proposals, this earthwide discussion of nothing less than the survival of civilization itself
will stir the imagination, lift the hopes, and provoke the minds of
peoples in all lands. We trust that other minds will make other proposals out of whose comparative values and cross fertilization will, we
pray, come the call in due time for an international conference under
article 109 of the Charter of the United Nations and in accordance with
the historic Senate Resolution 239.
This conference of the nations, we hope, would considerDISARMAMENT

The control and inspection of the destructive potentialities of atomic
energy.
The universal use of atomic power for freedom and peace.
AMENDMENTS TO THE CHARTER OF THE UNITED NATIONS

To abolish the veto and make adjustments in national representation
in the United Nations;
To strengthen the World Court;
To widen the responsibility of the Assembly;
To establish an international police force at the call of the United
Nations to prevent aggression and preserve the peace.
UNITED STATES ATOMIC ENERGY PROPOSALS

Senator McMahon's program takes our minds back to the days of
the great hopes of the Baruch-Acheson-Lilienthal report and the
United Nations' plan for the humane mastery of atomic power in the
creatively coperative service of all the peoples of the world.
In recalling the cynical rejection by the Soviet Union of the plan of
the United Nations we must not allow our own disillusionment to
prevent the United States from again taking the leadership in making
proposals to save civilization from its own self-annihilation. This
tragic rejection by the Soviet Union of the plan of the United Nations
64429-50-8
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for the control of atomic power intensified the global struggle between
the forces making for freedom and peace on one side and the forces
making for tyranny and war on the other.
The cold war is a part of this struggle. The Marshall plan, the
Treaty of the Americas, the Atlantic Pact, collective mutual aid of the
democracies, the self-determintaion of the Philippine, Indonesian, and
southern Asiatic peoples are peaceful weapons in the cause of freedom
gallantly led by the President of the United States and champion of
the free peoples of the earth. It was the American President who
drew the line and accepted the challenge of the cold war in the hope
of preventing the third world war and its potential destruction of the
freedom of peoples and the civilization of the ages.
Freedom of the mind of the individual in a world made small by the
discoveries of free minds depends for its highest expressions upon a
society made free from fear of want and fear of war. Individual
freedom of inquiry and international control of the forces of destruction released by scientific inquiry are two inseparable sides of the
oneness of freedom and peace in the modern world. The freedom of
the mind and the federation of the world for peace depend upon the
international control of atomic power.
The movement for federation of the nations bly gradual steps
through the strengthening of the United Nations has back of it the
momentum of three modern economic revolutions which were given
their dynamic impulse by three mechanisms: First, the mariner's
compass, which helped to make world-wide the commercial revolution;
second, the steam engine, which became the pulsing heart of the industrial revolution; and, third, the atomic mechanism which is ushering
in the atomic revolution.
THE COMMERCIAL REVOLUTION

The conception of the little compass needle as always true to the
electromagnetic lines of force running through the great magnet called
the earth became one of the main ideas, the dynamic center of the
commercial revolution, upon which, as a pivot, the medieval turned to
the modern world. The commerical revolution, impelled by the mariner's compass, included the discovery of America, encompassed all
the oceans and all the islands and continents of the earth, and bound
the New World to the Old World with ties of commercial interdependence from which the Americas could never again safely withdraw
in isolation.
THE INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION

The idea of the expansive power of latent heat, conceived in the
mind of Prof. Joseph Black, of the University of Glasgow, and applied by the inventive mind and hands of James Watt, became the
modern steam engine. Instead of mending the defective part of the
old Newcomen engine, James Watt mended the defective ideas of which
the broken engine was made. The rearrangement of the idea of the
steam engine in the free mind of James Watt rearranged the whole
structure of the modern world.
The locomotive steam engines on the land bound the continents
together with rails of steel. The marine steam engines tied together
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the seas and the lands. The industrial power engines produced the
mighty flow of goods which went pulsing through the trade arteries
of the interdependent modern world. Furthermore the turbogenerators have more closely tied the earth together with their transmission
lines of power, high-tensioned power lines across the continents and
undersea cables, continent to continent. The dynamic mechanical
framework flung around this earth gathers up wars and depressions
anywhere and involve human beings everywhere.
THE ATOMIC REVOLUTION

No less far reaching than the commercial revolution and the industrial revolution is the coming atomic revolution, which like them came
from a revolution in ideas. The long-accepted idea that the atom was
the irreducible substance of the universe gave way in the last 50 years
to the idea that the atom itself was a little universe in which there was
a central sun with planets revolving with such a terrific power that
to get inside that atom and break through would be to capture something close to the power of the universe. The atomic revolution received its mighty impulse from inside the atom, and the inside of the
atom received its revolutionary meaning and source of power from
inside the minds of men and women working quietly in university
laboratories with little support or rewards of the world. Atomic
power is loaded with the hopes or the doom of peoples in both hemispheres. The atomic revolution requires for the long run a spiritual
revolution for its creative use and, for the immediate crisis, a stronger
United Nations for prevention of its suicidal use.

Human society

with a uranium bomb in its bosom and a hydrogen bomb in its womb
cannot lag in adjustments to and controls of their potential power.
Hundreds of millions of suffering and bewildered people across the
earth are choosing between the patient ways and frustrations of freedom and democracy on the one hand and the irresponsible utopian
promises of totalitarian communism on the other hand. The United
States of America, as the leader of the free peoples, has the sacred
responsibility of making freedom in a democracy deeper in its meaning, richer in its opportunities, and higher in its challenge to people
of all regions, races, and creeds on both sides of the iron curtain on all
the continents of the earth.
Despite world-wide vilification by Soviet propaganda, our American democracy must yet be revealed to the world for what we know
it to be-one of the great adventures of modern federalism in both
the functional autonomy and the cooperation of the local community,
the State and the Nation for the fulfillment of the freedom of the in-*
dividual and the well-being of the people. Our American democracy
would not seek to develop the freedom of individuals at the expense
of the general welfare. Nor would it have the general welfare mean
the loss of freedom of the individuals. In our dynamic democracy,
the locality, the State, and the Nation increasingly cooperate in making adjustments in the laws and policies of the people as soon as the
spiritual influence of religion and the democratic influence of education make possible their acceptance in the minds and hearts of the
people in all the States. Our Federal democracy seeks to keep in
progressive balance the functions of the locality, the State and the
Nation against the national consolidation of power in a totalitarian
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state. The advancing freedom of the individual and the increasing
well-being of the people, thus balanced, are two sides of the American shield of a Federal democracy which would protect the people
from the false promises of both Fascist and Communist totalitarian
states.
As an example, our Federation of American States is an example in
a more limited way of a federation of nations which would protect the
people from the totalitarian tyranny, whether of the right or of the
left.
For immediate survival and as a prerequisite for this very freedom
to struggle for freedom, the peoples of the world need to get together
through the United Nations for the international control of both irresponsible national absolutism, and of civilization's power for selfdestruction. One of the great needs and hopes against world catastrophe is somehow for the people of the democracies and the people
behind the iron curtain to learn whit is in the minds of all these
people themselves.
UNITED STATES CONTRIBUTIONS TO PEACE

With all our American deficiencies, two large facts should be known
to the peoples of the world: First, the United States with stupendous
war-production plants and the mightiest fighting force, quickly demobilized most of its war plants and armies in the face of totalitarian
armies which remain mobilized, larger than all the other armies of
Europe and America combined; and second, the United States with
its then vantage position of monopoly, supported the plan of the
United Nations for the international control of atomic power.
After the First World War the United States renounced the League
of Nations and failed the hopes of mankind. After the Second World
War the Soviet Union has obstructed the United Nations and has.
failed the humane hopes of the peoples of the world. Yet we welcome
any suggestion of the Soviet Union toward the relaxation of international tension, but with a vigilance made necessary by cruel experience. The Soviet Union has sought to hide its prison walls behind the iron curtain; has hidden information from the Russian
people; has organized a global program for the liquidation of freedom, the infiltration of the democracies and the domination of the
werld. It was mainly these policies which brought on the cold war.
The United States of America, fronting the two great oceans and
situated between the Asiatic and European worlds was a decisive
factor in the winning of two World Wars. With unparalleled agricultural, industrial, and scientific resources, with fresh and vigorous
traditions of freedom with a great heritage from all the regions and'
races of the earth, the people of the United States have a rendezvous.
with a larger destiny of the free peoples of the world. The people,
of America can become simply another people who have come to power
from privilege and domination or a great people who use their power
for freedom and peace.
Together with any consideration of making hydrogen bombs, this
is the time for the United States and the other democracies to take'
the initiative, under article 109 of the Charter of the United Nations,
for calling, in accordance with the historic Senate Resolution 239,.
an international convention to work out an agreement for the, con-
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trol of atomic power and to make the proposed amendments to the
Charter for strengthening the United Nations, as a limited federal
world government to outlaw war and to establish law as the basis of
peace in the world. Through a stronger federation of the nations
for international controls is the hopeful way to prevent a third world
war and save the freedom of all peoples whom God made of one blood
to dwell on the face of the earth. An idea as old as 2,000 years and as
young as the hopes of men, the ideas of the Fatherhood of one God
and the brotherhood of all men, rejected these centuries as impracticable, has become in the atomic age the most practical and necessary
idea of them all.
This is a desperate hour for humane civilization inherited from
all peoples in all ages. May our America, the heir of them all, under
God rise to the responsibility of her heritage and her power and the
opportunity for her greatness in this hour to give fresh hope to the
peoples of the world for freedom and peace.
Senator THOMAS. Senator Smith ?
RELATION OF SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 5 6 TO OTHER PROPOSALS

Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I might ask the Senator whether
he is familiar with the resolution 52, which was considered yesterday?
It is a little different approach than this particular resolution.
Senator GRAHAM. I have not studied carefully these other resolutions, Senator Smith; but, I am in sympathy with them all, because
they will provoke a discussion in cross-fertilization of minds, and,
I hope, result in an educational program across the country and give
momentum to a movement for strengthening the United Nations.
I supported, as you know, with you and Senator Thomas, the Atlantic Pact, and back of that of course was the western union and
back of that was the Benelux union. All of those were steps toward
international security.
My mind moves, always within the framework of the United Nations-from the Benelux union, to the western union, to the Atlantic
Pact, to the North Atlantic Pact, and to the Atlantic union, however
not as against or around or bypassing of the United Nations, but all
as steps toward the fulfilling of the purpose of the United Nations.
And to me, this resolution we propose is inclusive of them all, as
strengthening the United Nations which we hope will continue to include all nations.
I would suggest, Senator Smith, that on so great an issue, if we
must draw the line toward establishing international law and even,
you might say, an international police force, I would risk a veto of
those measures, because I think that is what we have got to strive
toward. I would like to see such a world moral opinion built up that
no nation dare to veto such a program.
AMENDMENT OF CHARTER

Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I think we would all agree with
that. As a practical matter, I gather here you are suggesting that we
possibly seek to amend the Charter under article 109.
Senator GRAHAM. Yes.
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Senator SMrrH of New Jersey. Now, an amendment cannot go
through under that, unless agreed to by the seven members of the
Security Council. If we had a Russian veto, that would stop the
amending process right there.
Senator GRAHAM. In its ratification.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Yes.
Senator GRAHAM. But, if two-thirds of the members of the
Assembly called the conference, they couldn't veto the call.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Not the call.
Senator GRAHAM. They might veto the ratification.

Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Your position is, that we should at
this time call a meeting of the Assembly to consider amendments?
Senator GRAHAM. That is right. I would say, however, that in
advance of the call there should be a preparation and an educational
preparation of the minds of the people 7or such a call so it won't be
just a call as such. It would be a call that had back of it not only
these 2,000 years of teachings of the founders of our religion, not only
the 100 years of these three great economic revolutions, which make
us an independent economic world, but would also have the momentum
back of it of the minds and hearts of the people of all the nations.
The United Nations, to me, is not so much Lake Success as it is in the
minds and hearts of the people all over the earth; and, we should
have, as Senator McMahon suggested, a great crusade for peace whichI trust will eventuate in a conference that would give consideration
to some of these concrete proposals. Maybe they are better proposals,
but I would like to see the Charter amended to abolish the veto with
regard to atomic powers, and to carry out the Morse resolution with
regard to the World Court and give, for example, the Assembly of
the United Nations the right to have on its agenda vital matters. The
Assembly should have the right to make their recommendation even
though that matter is on the agenda of the Security Council.
Now, if the matter is on the agenda of the Security Council, the
Assembly cannot make a recommendation. We should, therefore, in
that regard widen the responsibility of the Assembly.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. That is contemplated in Resolution
52 that was discussed.
Senator GRAHAM. There is a lot of good in 52.

Senator SMITH of New Jersey. You mean an approach to a practical
immediate answer without waiting for the broader amendment to the
entire Charter?
Senator GRAHAM. Yes.

Senator SMniH of New Jersey. We have the responsibility, on this
committee, of course, of considering all these approaches. I think
every member of the committee is sympathetic to anything that can
be done to strengthen the Charter.

Senator GRAHAM. I hope you get the good in all of them and put
them in a composite resolution.
Senator SMIrH of New Jersey. Do what?
Senator GRAHAM. Get the best of each and put them in a composite

resolution, which does not leave out this resolution.
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Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Do you feel that this resolution is a
presentation of the so-called World Federalists over-all plan, or is less
expansive than that? There are a lot of questions about that that I
would like to ask.
Senator GRAHAM. The World Federalists support this resolution,
but this resolution is unconnected with the book on the whole program
of the World Federalists, standing on its own language, and on its
0

own merits.

There are people who are supporting the Culbertson resolution as
well as the proposal supported by Justice Roberts.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. That is the same idea.

Senator GRAHAM. Yes, and Senator Sparkman is in favor of all
these resolutions.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. He would like to have them all
passed? Do you think they are all reconcilable?
Senator GRAHAM. I would like for you to sift the goodness of all
of them and get it in a composite resolution.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. You will rely on the infinite wisdom
of this committee, Senator?
Senator GRAHAM. I have great respect for this committee. I think
you will find something good in at least several of these resolutions,
including this resolution.
Senator SMrrIH of New Jersey. We are certainly going to give very
careful study to all of them, I am sure.
ANALYSIS OF SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 56

Senator THOMAS. Senator Graham, before you leave us, I would like
to analyze your resolution a little bit. It has not been done, by the way,
by the witnesses so far. It reads in part:
That it is the sense of the Congress that it should be a fundamental objective
of the foreign policy of the United States to support and strengthen the United
Nations. * * *

Senator

GRAHAM.

Yes, sir.

Senator THOMAS. You can stop there. That definitely is part of the
foreign policy of the United States, as announced yesterday.

Senator GRAHAM. Yes, sir.
Senator THOMAS. Now, when we move on from there, we move into
an entirely different field. In the first place we start out, "And to
seek its development," that is, the development of the United Nations,
I take it, "into a world federation."
Now, "federation," I suppose has many meanings. I assume that it
means here, to strengthen the United Nations, in the sense that it may
become a federation. You want to move toward world organization
at least to the extent, as Senator Morse said, that there can be a community of states that can be responsible to a world law.

Senator GRAHAM. Yes, sir.

Senator THOMAS. And now, the aim of course remains the same, it
is to bring about peace in the world. You want the kind of organiza-
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tion which will make it possible to throw the preponderate weight of
the nations of the world against an erring state, or wrongdoer. To put
it in the terms of yesterday's hearings-to make the world organization so strong that the preponderant will of the whole world can be
leveled at and stop an aggressor.
That part, so far, so good.
Now, here is where the great changes come in, and where we move
into a sphere that is somewhat contrary to the United Nations Organization, as it is set up, and which would, if the whole resolution
should be given effect in the law of the world, would change the nature
of the United Nations.
Now, I am not talking against it or for it. I am trying to explain
the resolution [reading] :
Open to all nations with defined and limited powers adequate to preserve peace
and prevent aggression through the.enactment, the interpretation, and enforceIment of world law.

First of all, "open to all nations," the United Nations is not a universal agreement. It is an agreement between the nations which called
themselves peace-loving. It was an agreement between independent
states, to use the phrase in the Connally amendment, all equal as far
as international law is concerned. That is as close as it got to a federation. But it is not a federation.
Now, you would have a federation with a power to preserve the
peace. You would have to have at least a power strong enough to
exert a peace force in the world and to put down an aggressor. That
is true; is it not?

Senator GRAHAM. Yes, sir.
Senator THOMAS (reading):
Prevent aggression through the enactment, interpretation, and enforcement of
world law.

So far, the world has not been willing to move into a world organization which would create technically and legally a community of states
which could lay down what might be called world law. We have
world law, to be sure, in more ways than one, because as stated in the
Declaration of Independence, there is such a thing as a decent way for
nations to carry on, there is a decent way for individuals to carry onthat we have. We have the type of world law which is expressed in
the positive law of strong treaties, like the United Nations Charter
itself; and, resort can be had to the World Court, which is called
generally a "world court" instead of by its official name, International
Court of Justice.
But, as far as we have gone, the national entity has been preserved.
Now, under your proposal the national entity ceases to be preserved. Perhaps I had better phrase it this way, the national entity
is less identifiable under a federal system, if we may judge upon the
basis of the federal states we know today.
This resolution would change, if it became effective, the very fundamental theory on which the United Nations rests, because the fundamental theory of the United Nations is that of unity of equal sovereign
states. That is the basic concept of international law as we have it,
as of today.
So that it is not quite right, and I am not disagreeing with anything
anybody has said, to assume that this resolution in and of itself, if we
had no other, would not carry the world to the largest extreme for
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world government that we have ever had, and that the world has ever
had.
Now, I cannot help but say, about Senator Pepper's testimony, that
I hope he will use all that testimony he gave in support of the Fulbright-Thomas resolution (S. Con. Res. 12). That resolution favors
the creation of a European federation. All Senator Pepper's argument was for that, all his suggestions, and citations from history were
for that. He forgot, you know, a big part of the world which has experimented, although the textbooks don't pay any attention to it. He
left out India, he left out China where, in ancient China, you have the
best illustration of an attempt at an international organization, where
55 states absolutely agreed, except one state which held out for that individual absolute sovereign power which we put into the-United Nations Organization when we created the theory of the veto.
Now, I thought that that ought to be said, because the resolution,
itself, has greater possibilities than any of the witnesses have mentioned, and I trust I have not gotten out of harmony with Senator
Graham's great plea that he made at the end of his statement.
INDONESIA IS FEDERATION

Senator GRAHAM. There is another federation that has just been
born in the world, Mr. Chairman, and that is the Republic of the
United States of Indonesia. As you know, there was an issue in the
war between the Republic of Indonesia and the Kingdom of the
Netherlands, as to whether Indonesia should be an over-all, centralized
consolidated single state, or a federation of states. With the example
of the federation of States called the United States of America, and
the British Commonwealth of Nations, the Dutch and Indonesians in
their final settlement decided upon the federation principle, or a Republic of the United States of Indonesia as also a part of the Union
of the Kingdom of the Netherlands. The United States of Indonesia
is a new commonwealth of nations in the world, a union among themselves. It is to be an independent member of the United Nations.
Now, my State of North Carolina, Mr. Chairman, was the first of
the States, as the Senator from New Jersey knows, to pass a resolution
containing most of the substance of this resolution before us today.
Some 20 other States or more have passed that resolution, and others
have it up for consideration. Of course those of us who stand for
this resolution do not think that this can come overnight, Mr. Chairman; but the ideal, the goals, should be kept before us.
Even as we support a federation of European states, or even as we
also supported the federation of Indonesian states, I would like to see
the Asian conference of the remaining free peoples of Asia grouped
into an alliance of free peoples to stop the march of tyranny in the
Asiatic world. So this principle of federalism has been, within limitation, of course, vindicated in history and is something that we
Should strive for, for all the nations of the world. There has tG
be, of course, a great educational program over a period of time before we could really have in the minds and hearts of the people, a
federation of nations.
For my part, I stand in support now and hereafter of the United
Nations which in time, by steps, we hope will become a federation
of nations.
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Senator THOMAS. You feel, then, that the nation that invented the
Federal technique did some good for the world, do you?
Senator GRAHAM. I think little Switzerland did it on a small
scale.
Senator THOMAS. As a federation.
Senator GRAHAM. And, America did it on a continental scale.

The American Revolution not only gave birth to the federation of
States we call the United States of America, but the American Revolution also gave birth to the British Commonwealth of Nations. Britain
learned her lesson, that she could not be one centralized consolidated
power ruling over distant and different peoples. She had to come to
this American principle of federation.
Senator THOMAS. Thank you, Senator Graham.
Senator THOMAS. Since there will be a meeting of the Foreign Relations Committee at 2: 30, I can stay here and hear one witness for
another half an hour. We will have to put the other witnesses off until
3: 30 this afternoon.
May I ask if Mr. Meyer is here.
Mr. MEYER. Yes, sir.
Senator THOMAS. May I ask how long your testimony will take.
Mr. MEYER. I can keep it down to 15 minutes.

Senator THOMAS. Very well, Mr. Meyer.
For the record, will you state your name and address?
STATEMENT OF CORD MEYER, JR., CHAIRMAN, NATIONAL EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE, UNITED WORLD FEDERALISTS
Mr. MEYER. My name is Cord Meyer, Jr. I testify before you, Mr.
Chairman and Senators, as chairman of the national executive committee of the United World Federalists. My address is Cambridge,
Mass.
I appear before you as chairman of the national executive committee
of the United World Federalists to speak in favor of Senate Concurrent Resolution 56.
Two recent developments .have given a new and special urgency
to the problems with which the committee is confronted. The news
4 months ago that the Russians have succeeded in developing and
exploding an atomic bomb 2 or 3 years sooner than expected destroyed
the comfortable illusion of a permanent American monopoly and
signaled an intensification of the arms race. The even more recent
evidence that the scientists believe it possible to construct a hydrogen
bomb of many times the power of the uranimum type suggests the
limitless destruction that international war is likely to cause, if it
is allowed to occur again. These events must compel a reconsideration of the policies upon which the United States is presently relying
to prevent a third world conflict in order to discover whether these
policies are adequate, and, if they are not adequate, to find out whether
there is any reasonable course that has not been explored, and which
offers some hope.
MILITARY SUPERIORITY AND PEACE

A basic assumption behind existing American foreign policy is
the belief that by preserving a wide margin of military superiority
we can also preserve peace. Fear of our capacity to retaliate is ex-
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pected to deter any potential aggressor. To the implementation of
this policy, we are devoting a large share of the national budget both
for the maintenance of our own armed forces and for the strengthening
of our allies in Europe. However, the fact of Russian atomic development will now force us to pay a much higher price for military
superiority than we have in the past. Many drastic measures that
have been delayed in the mistaken belief that our atomic monopoly
would last for a longer time can now only be postponed at the cost
of accepting a position of military inferiority in relation to nations
that do take these steps. I make nq pretense to being a military expert,
but there are certain obvious defensive measures that would now
seem to be unavoidable, so long as we are committed to maintaining
our lead in the arms race.
For example, it should be clear that the comparative advantage to be
gained from having more and bigger atomic bombs than the Russians
will decrease sharply as soon as they have enough to be able to destroy
our larger cities. When that time comes, the ability to protect our
cities, industries, and urban population will become at least as important as the mass production of uranium or hydrogen bombs. The
measures required to offer some protection to our cities include the
construction of a continuous radar warning system on the approaches
to the North American Continent backed up by fighter planes and antiaircraft installations in quantity for the interception of attacking
bombers and the maintenance of continuous antisubmarine patrols to
reduce the danger of rocket attack from submarines on the coastal
cities.
Even the most costly and extensive defensive measures of this kind
could not guarantee that our cities would be immune from atomic
bombardment in the event of war. We must assume that enough
attacking planes and submarines could slip through even the most
efficient defense system to cause very severe, damage and loss of life.
The only way to reduce the vulnerability caused by the high degree
of concentration of American industry and population in urban centers
is to disperse and decentralize as much of our vital industry as is
consistent with the continued functioning of the economy. The public
protests and the public pressures that have been organized to
oppose the attempt of the Army to move certain sections of the
Boeing aircraft plant from Seattle to the Middle West indicate that
the inevitable unemployment and business loss caused by such removals
will make -voluntary dispersal extremely difficult if not impossible.
Extensive compulsory control by a centralized government of the lives
of the American people may prove to be the price of even a minimum
program of industrial decentralization. Moreover, to the economic
and political cost of defense at home must be added the fact that the
potential Russian capacity to subject the cities of western Europe to
atomic bombardment in the event of war must inevitably weaken the
willingness and ability of the- European peoples to resist to such an
extent that the present military aid program must either be looked
upon as a gesture or greatly increased.
I would be the first to admit that a preparedness program on the
scale that may be required to maintain the military superiority on
which American foreign policy is based would pose a direct threat to
American liberties and living standards and to the practice of democracy itself. The taxes, the compulsory regimentation and the secrecy
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necessitated by such a program could force us into the iron mold of
the garrison state, and we might awake to find that we had destroyed our own freedoms in our effort to defend them. There is
real doubt as to whether in time of peace the American people will
be willing to impose such extreme sacrifices upon themselves, and,
even if these sacrifices are accepted, there would remain the probability
that not only the Russian cities but our own would be devastated, if a.
shooting war should begin, so great is the advantage that the offense
now enjoys.
The policy of seeking security through a preponderance of armed
power can only succeed in protecting the American people, if this,
policy can be relied upon to prevent the actual outbreak of war. And
yet the evidence of history is conclusive on the point that armament
races cannot be relied on to preserve peace. Just as our own Government feels compelled to counter Russian atomic developments, by
launching the hydrogen bomb project, so we must expect the Russian
Government to attempt to surpass American power, and the extent
of their effort is indicated by the speed with which they achieved
atomic production. It is conceivable that this mounting rivalry may
continue for many years but it is hardly possible that such a dynamic
competition for every element of armed force, if it is allowed to continue, will not eventually explode into open war. The mutual fears
and suspicions generated by a rivalry for such vastly destructive
weapons will tend to create a condition of such chronic insecurity that
an hysterical act of provocation or some unforeseen incident will serve.
in the end to precipitate the final catastrophe.
CONSEQUENCES OF WAR

There is so widespread a tendency to accept another war as
eventually inevitable that one must conclude that little consideration
has been given to its probable consequences. It is true that American
bombers could probably succeed in reducing the main Russian cities
to radioactive ruins but our own cities are now also open to such attack
and Russian land armies could coordinate a drive into western Europe
with an offensive aimed at all southeast Asia, where the existing defenses are weak. A long-drawn-out campaign on the vast reaches of
Asia and Europe would be necessary to secure eventual victory, in the
course of which European civilization might well be destroyed beyond hope of any foreseeable recovery. With the living standards of
large areas of the world reduced to the starvation level by so much
destruction, it is impossible to imagine that the victorious survivors
could succeed in establishing democratic and stable governments on
the ruins of what remained. Moreover, the fact that in such a war we
would be forced by the indiscriminate nature of atomic bombardment
to kill and maim millions of innocent and defenseless men, women,.
and children is reason enough for continuing to explore every possible
way of avoiding such a moral disaster. With many thousands Of
others, I served in the Pao'fi' campaigns with the Marines and have
seen war on those island beaches carried to extremes of violence and
brutality. But at least we fought armed men who had a chance todefend themselves and there was room for courage and even heroism.
But what honor or glory is there to dropping a hydrogen bomb on
thousands upon thousands of human beings who cannot defend them-
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selves, and who are remote from responsibility? Even the most
fanatical rulers must stand ,appalled at the implications of such an
aot, and we who cling to the Christian concept of the value of individual human life cannot dare to accept as inevitable this mass
slaughter.
These considerations lead obviously to the conclusion that we cannot maintain our liberties, prevent war, or protect our people when
war comes, if we rely primarily upon staying ahead in an arms race
as the means of preserving peace. Both a practical concern for the
freedom and survival of our people and the deepest moral instincts
compel a search for more hopeful methods of preventing the use of
these weapons that we have developed but have no wish to use.
UNILATERAL DISARMAMENT

Certainly there is no answer to our dilemma in unilateral disarmament. However well-intentioned, a decision to throw away our armed
strength while other nations remained armed, would lay us open to
being coerced into unlimited concessions by the threat of force and
might even invite attack. The results of the appeasement of Germany
in the thirties demonstrate the futility and folly of the hope that
unilateral disarmament by one nation can persuade other nations to
disarm. Nor is there anything in the actions of the Soviet Government that would lead us to believe that a one-sided abandonment of
our armed power would succed in inducing them to give up their
present reliance on the threat of force. As the platform of the United
World Federalists states, "In this grave crisis there are those who
propose a policy of appeasement and unilateral disarmament. UWF
rejects this course as futile and dangerous."
So long as we live in a world of many sovereign nations each of
which reserves and exercises the right to prepare continually for war,
just so long do we have no choice but to maintain and strengthen our
own defenses, whatever the final outcome may be.
But to admit that today we must continue to prepare for war does
not mean that we can prevent war by preparing for it, nor does it
imply that our efforts to end the arms race and establish international
security must be abandoned in favor of an exclusive preoccupation
with military preparedness. While we prepare for the worst, we must
devote equal energy and imagination to the task of making sure that
the worst does not occur. And our hope lies in the direction of maintaining, strengthening, and transforming the only international organization that exists, the United Nations, so that it may become in
reality that bulwark of a common international security which it
-was originally hoped that it might be.
ACHIEVEMENTS OF UN

The obvious failure of the United Nations to halt the power struggle
between its two largest members has obscured many of its real achievements. The mediation and conciliation efforts of the United States
proved invaluable in the achievement of a peaceful settlement of the
disputes in Palestine and Indonesia. The specialized agencies of
the United States have done much to improve conditions of health
.and welfare in many areas, and they could do more if they were
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granted more generous financial support. For what the UN has already done and for what it may be, we of the United World Federalists have continued to give our full support to the organization. Specifically, we have mobilized public support for legislation that is now
pending to raise or eliminate the ceilings on the appropriations that
the Congress may make for the work of the specialized agencies, and
we are working with other interested organizations for the adoption
of a program of technical assistance and resource development that
makes maximum use of the facilities of the United States.
WEAKNESSES OF UN

However, it is in no way a reflection on the good work that the
UN has accomplished to point out that in our opinion under the present Charter the organization is incapable of protecting its members
from attack and lacks the power to halt the arms race that now
threatens to destroy it. The UN can help to mobilize the moral force
of world opinion against aggression, but there is a definite limit to
what can be accomplished by public opinion, when it is unsupported
by enforceable law. The basic weaknesses of the UN have in fact
made it necessary for the United States and other nations to depend
on competitive armaments for their security rather than upon the
international organization. These defects have been clearly revealed
by events. Since the recommendations of the General Assembly are
not binding on any nation, they are only too frequently ignored. The
veto power which was originally proposed and urged by the Governments of both the United States and Russia makes it impossible for
the Security Council to take any kind of effective enforcement action
except against a small nation that is without the support of any one of
the Big Five. The UN has no jurisdiction over individuals, with the
result that such coercive measures as it can take must be directed
against the entire population of a country instead of against those
Who are individually and personally responsible for acts of aggression.
There is no international police force, and the fact that the organization has to depend on voluntary contributions from its members
helps to explain the inadequacy of the financial support it is given.
The first step toward a strengthening of the UN is an understanding
and frank admission of these basic structural faults.
The answer to the present weakness of the UN is not to abandon
the organization and accept the inevitability of war. Rather I submit
that our best hope is defined by Senate Concurrent Resolution 56 that
is now before this subcommittee. Senator Tobey was joined by 21
other Senators in introducing this resolution, and 111 Representaives
in the House have sponsored an identical resolution. United World
Federalists is one of the many national organizations that strongly
support the resolution.
SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 56 CALLS FOR STRENGTHENING UN

The Senators who have introduced Senate Concurrent Resolution 56
make clear in the language they have used that they favor the combined
efforts of our Government to support the UN but, recognizing the
need for strengthening the international organization if the arms race
is to be controlled, they ask that a fundamental objective of American
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foreign policy become the development of the UN "into a world
federation open to all nations with defined and limited powers adequate to preserve peace and prevent aggression through the enactment, interpretation, and enforcement of world law." By committing
ourselves to the achievement of this objective, we in the United States
would be declaring our willingness to join with other nations in transferring to the UWconstitutional authority to administer and enforce
law that was binding on national governments and their individual
citizens. Since the many different economic and political systems that
exist among the nations make it both impossible and undesirable to
give to any world organization the power to regulate and change the
domestic institutions of the separate countries, the resolution calls for
the transference to the UN of only such carefully defined and limited
legal authority as would be adequate "to preserve peace and prevent

aggression."
A specific definition of the extent of the lawmaking powers that this
Government would be willing to grant the UN must await a thorough
consideration of the problem by the Congress and the executive
branches, and this is certainly one of the most difficult problems involved in the creation of any Federal structure. Mr. Cranston, the
president of UWF, is prepared later in these hearings to give you our
detailed thinking on this question, and at this point I need only suggest that if the UN is to be given a chance of preserving peace it must
be granted at least the power under law to prohibit the use or the
threat of force by national governments in their international relations, to control atomic energy development in its dangerous aspects
and regulate the size and character of national armed forces, to raise
dependable revenue by a carefully limited taxing power, and to maintain such international inspection and police forces as may be required
to insure the prompt and effective enforcement of this body of law.
(The statement of Mr. Cranston appears at p. 518.)
Senator THOMAS. You are willing to step back and accept, or you
are willing to take the step that the World Federation implies, governmentallyI
Mr. METER. In what sense, sirI
Senator THOMAS. In the sense that you say that the United Nations
hasn't these various powers.
Mr. MEYR.z Yes, sir.
Senator THOMAS. Should you give those powers to your World
Federation, then what happens to the powers of the individual members of that federation, in regard to taxation, and in regard to other
things?
Mr. MEYER. I believe that in certain respects, as Senator Morse
pointed out, actual legislative authority has to be given to the United
Nations. It must have power, as I try to point out later, power to
prohibit and prevent the use of force.
Senator THOMAS. My question is: Are you willing to take that
step?
Mr. MEYER. Yes, sir; that is the step I am advocating.
Senator THOMAS. You are perfectly willing to ask the United States
to submit to a taxing power that is bigger than the United States?
Mr. MEYER. I am perfectly willing to have it submit to giving to
the United Nations a carefully defined and limiting taxing power
under which the United Nations would be capable of raising a dependb'e revenue, nGt only from us but from all countries upon which
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it could rely. And I am inclined to believe that, without such a dependable source of revenue, it cannot continue to function effectively
or grow to protect its members.
Senator THOMAS. Then you are willing to take that step.
Mr. MEYER. ProvidingSenator THOMAS. You have to say either "Yes" or "No."
Mr. MEYER. Yes, provided the step is very carefully defined and
limited. In other words, I would give no large and arbitrary taxing
power to the United Nations but only a very carefully defined and
limited taxing power, perhaps only on goods moving in international
commerce. Enough, however, to enable it to be sure of a dependable
source of revenue, instead of having to depend on occasional generosities of its members.
Senator THOMAS. Then your notion is federalism in an extremely
limited way.
Mr. MEYER. That is right.
Senator THOMAS. Limited to the extent of just simply accomplishing the one purpose, world peace.

Mr. MEYER. That is correct, sir. We wouldSenator SMITH of New Jersey. Do you mean, by that, that you
would be willing to have them enact and enforce laws? .
Mr. MEYER. There is a Ruestion of how much you would put into
that, how you would provide for their power, and how much of a
grant of power you would give them.
One way to prevent an excessive use or abuse of power would be
to write the limitations into the original revised Charter. Write in
your legislation in specific terms, constitutional legislation, instead of
simply a grant of power to make laws at a later date. That would
be a way of reducing the fears that inevitably would go with a shift
of authority.
Senator SMrrH of New Jersey. You would not give specific legislative powerMr. MEYER. You might avoid having to give a large grant of
authority by writing the actual law itself in constitutional form, into
the original agreement, so that everybody would know just exactly
what they were committing themselves to.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Who would do the writing?
Mr. MEYER. A review conference, or a constitutional convention
called under article 109 of the Charter.
UNIVERSALITY OF WORLD FEDERATION

Senator SMrrH of New Jersey. Would every nation of the world be
represented, or just the nations in the Charter?
Mr. MEYER. I should presume just the nations in the Charter, at
the start.
Senator SMrrH of New Jersey. Would you seek, then, to impose
these provisions on all the other nations of the world, because you
speak of a World Federation, open to all nations.
Mr. MEYER. Not impose, it would remain open, but not impose, unless we were willing to wage war as a means of doing it, and that we
do not propose.
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Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Let us suppose, for the sake of the
moment, that Russia says, "We are not interested," and stays out.
Do we still protect ourselves against this terrible atomic bomb?
Mr. MEYER. I think we have to recognize that, short of universal
membership of all large nations, we do not have real security in a
world federation. That is the reason I take considerable objection
to the Atlantic Union committee proposal. It does not provide a
solution to the arms race in any sense.
What we are proposing, however, is an effort by our Government,
working through the United Natiens and preceding a general conference in the United Nations, with careful checks in Russia and
other governments to find out whether there is any chance of agreement.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. You would work this out with specific governments now in existence, or would you contemplate a democratic set-up or convention of peoplesMr. MEYER. You would start with the governments now in existence.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I am afraid you would have to.
Mr. MEYER. Yes, sir.
Senator SMrrIH of New Jersey. Yet, if you did, you might have a
government in today and out tomorrow, because of revolutions or
internal destruction.
Mr. MEYER. There would be that danger.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Yes.
Mr. MEYER. Once in, they would have to stay in. In other words,
I would assume that there might be a clause providing for no right
of cession, to obviate the danger of anyone getting out and thereby
being able to revert back to the arms race.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. That raises a question. If one nation decided to get out, how would you prevent their getting out?
Mr. MEYER. That would raise the problem of civil war, which is
possible in any form of government.
All we are proposing to set up is something to prevent an international war. There would remain the danger of a civil war. With
the United Nations having a monopoly on the effective weapons and
the world police force, however, the ability of nations to wage a civil
war would be considerably limited.
TIMELINESS OF SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 52

Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Do you think your program is as
capable of immediate adoption as some of the other suggestions for
amending the United Nations Charter, such as Resolution 52 which
we had yesterday, which is a step toward checking aggression?
Mr. MEYER. I think Resolution 52 could be put into effect rather
quickly, but I doubt whether a great deal would be achieved. I have
great respect for those who advocate it, and I cannot see any actual
harm in it; but I cannot see any actual good being achieved by it because what you would have would be a continuation of the present arms
race, with each nation heavily armed and continuing to compete with
others, and your block alliances.
64429-50-9
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Senator SMITH of New Jersey. How can you prevent the Russians
from going on with the arms race-how?
Mr. MEYER. One way would be to maintain our military defense,
make it clear that we are not going to engage in appeasement maintain
the prosperity of our economy and to put forward in speciAc terms a
proposal to change the United Nations into a structure capable of controlling both Russia and ourselves through enforcible law.
Now, we have not done that yet. You may say that the Russians
would necessarily turn that -down. I would suggest that the way
to find out is to make the proposal in very specific terms and through
careful negotiations. I think we have an obligation to do that.
CONTROL OF ATOMIC ENERGY

Senator SMrrH of New Jersey. We did propose the Baruch plan
for control of atomic energy, and they turned that down hard. Why
should they agree with this?
Mr. MEYER. True.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. That would call for internal inspection, of course.
Mr. MEYER. I think we would have to have internal inspection, yes;
'but I also believe it quite possible, that the United States Senate if
the Baruch plan were accepted, would have to reject the Baruch plan
itself, for reasons quite clear.
In the main, the Baruch plah proposed control of the bomb, while
the nations would be quite free to manufacture other types of weapons. In case of a violation, each national government would seize
the plant, and go to war.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I did not intend to precipitate an
argument on the merits of the Baruch plan, but it was a plan that
would require internal inspection; and, as a matter of fact, any plan,
to be effective, would require a certain amount of internal inspection,
and the Russians would be sure to turn it down. How can we compel
them to permit inspection?
Mr. MEYER. I think the one thing about the Baruch plan was that
it was not an over-all plan, but it was an attempt to control the atomic
bomb as a single problem, while neglecting the others.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Let us include all types.
Mr. MmYER. That is what we are proposing.
Senator SMrrH of New Jersey. Do you think that Russia would
accept any plan that would let you get behind the iron curtain and see
what they were doing?
Mr. MEYER. The only way to find out is to put the proposal to them,
and to generate behind it the massive force of world opinion, both
in this country and abroad. Until we try the proposal and find out
their reaction, we cannot find our answer. It may be that we will get a
different type of reaction after enough public pressure has been
brought to bear on the Russian Government and on the parties abroad.
I think we really cannot tell what the result might be. If it is one
chance in a million, I think it is a chance that should be explored
because we have everything to gain by making the proposal and
nothing whatsoever to lose by it.
Senator SMITm of New Jersey. You are not taking into account the
time element. Let us assume that we should do it your way. There
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is a time element involved here and some of these other proposals,
it seems to me, are more quickly attainable.
Mr. MEmER. What is achieved quickly by Senate Concurrent Resolution 52? I don't think any harm is done, but by an agreement to
jointly act against an aggressor, under article 51, by two-thirds vote
of the General Assembly, you merely say that when an atomic war
started and when the states have been destroyed, you will then try to
go to war against the aggressor, and you will take a formal vote.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I agree you will have all of those
difficulties. I am trying to get at what possible way there might be
to move to advance or improve our United Nations set-up.
LIMITATIONS ON UNITED STATES SOVEREIGNTY

Mr. MEYER. I can see only one way to do it, and that is for this committee, and the Congress, to make clear that it is willing to support a
limited but effective limitation on American sovereignty in certain
specified fields. The Executive would define in specific terms our proposals and put those proposals in careful negotiation with every member of the United Nations, including Russia, to find out their reactions.
After that, we can say that we have explored the problem. We might
get turned down, but the only way to find out, as I say, is to go
ahead. If we are turned down, I think we may have to proceed with
a partial structure instead of the whole.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. And in the meantime you admit we
would have to maintain our strength?
Mr. MEYER. Absolutely.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. You cannot let that go down.
Mr. MEER. No, sir.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. That raises the question of whether
the Streit proposal will suggest a further union of the western nations,
and whether that is not a way toward immediate protection. Of
course the trouble is you cannot go into this World Federation just at
the moment.
OPPOSITION TO ATLANTIC UNION

Mr. M-uR. I am quite in agreement that we have to maintain our
military strength as long as the other nations are prepared, in order
to protect ourselves, but I am against the Atlantic Union for a number
of reasons.
First, as I understand it, the Atlantic Union committee proposes a
federation of Atlantic democracies, those nations to be excluded from it
that do not qualify as democracies. This, in effect, would exclude
nearly all of Asia, Africa, and South America. I wonder whether this
is a wise thing to do at a time when we are anxious to keep on our side
peoples in those areas, because quite possibly they will object to being
classified as undemocratic.
It might be that, since they are ineligible for entrance into this union,
their reaction will be understandable and will perhaps lead them to a
sympathy with, and perhaps an alliance with the Soviet Union that
they might not otherwise fall into.
I wonder if it would be wise to draw that kind of line, especially
when it turns out to be in part a color line.
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Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I have had the same wonder as you
have had, but I am trying to find where your differences are.
Mr. MEYER. The second is that it would dissolve the Marshall plan
and the dollar gap, and I fail to see that. If it established a common
currency, the effect would be to throw our mass-production equipment
into competition with Europeans, and it would force a great many
European industries out of business. There would be no question about
creating and fostering the growth of communism with unrest and
multiplied unemployment in Europe. Mr. Clayton made it clear
in his testimony before the House Foreign Affliairs Committee that
he believed one primary result to be hoped for from the Atlantic
Union plan was the ending any attempt at socialism in Britain.
Now, whatever we may feel about socialism, I myself am not in
flavor it it. Yet, I think the British have a right to their own form
of government. We should not come forward with a proposal in the
hope of trying to use that proposal as a means of changing their internal economic system. If we did that, it might be that we would
make them reject our other proposals.
REPUBLICAN GOVERNMENTS IN FEDERATION

Senator THOMAS. Right there, the Constitution of the United States,
which I think represents the greatest federal system in the world,
has in it a guaranty to see that each State has a republican form of
government.
Would you put that kind of a guaranty in a world federation
government?
Mr. MEYER. Sir, I wish that we could; but, the fact is that few governments in the world today have a republican functioning government. If we followed that precedent, it would stifle us. So we had
the problem of having to establish in a limited way an adequate world
security system, in a world in which all nations are not democratic.
That is a problem that we have to deal with.
Senator THOMAS. You would not go so far as to put that in the
United Federalist constitution?
Mr. MEYER. I don't see how you could and expect to get more than
a few nations in there.
Senator THOMAS. I have to laugh now because the last time I spoke
on the fact that the Federal Government had authority to enforce a
republican government was at Huey Long's hearing down in New
Orleans. They took my hint, reported a resolution charging that
Huey Lona was destroying the constitutional guaranty, whicl was
that "the Zovernment of the United States would guarantee that
there was a democratic form of government."
They wouldn't even let me use the word "Republic" from the
Constitution.
Mr. MEYER. That is a new application of the word.
Senator THOMAS. That is your problem, and thank goodness no
witness has come here suggesting that there are not problems.
But, a federal system in and of itself, even the Soviet system in its
constitution, assumes that there is a unity, as far as governmental
habits and practices are concerned, within its system.
Mr. MEYER. Senator, I agree that we could all wish and hope
that the world was further advanced toward the achievement of effec-
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tive practicing of the democratic principles of government everywhere,
by the time we face the problem posed by the new weapons, but here
is a problem and here we are faced with it, and it seems that our best
step would be to proceed with the creation of a stronger international
structure, based on careful negotiations and proceed in an effort to
meet others on a common footing, and in an effort to save humanity
and go forward with our fight for survival at least, and that is really
the issue. Whether or not we can make these changes in time is an open
question, but not to make the attempt, it seems to me is really to accept
war as inevitable, and to be responsible in part for the start of it.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. We all want to make the attempt,
but the question is 2What should the attempt be at this stage? That is
the point that is interesting us, and I do not want you to have the
impression that we are against an attempt to find the answer. We are
all for that, I can assure you.
Mr. Ma~nm. I, too, am sure, and I believe that most of these gentlemen who have proposed these other proposals have put a great deal
of thought into them, and in fact they may prove to be more effective
than what we propose. I only represent my own opinion.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. You are doing it very effectively.
We are going to have a meeting of the full committee this afternoon,
and I have an appointment between now and that time that I have
to meet. I would like to suggest, if I might, that possibly you join us
this afternoon at 3: 30.
Mr. Meyer has more to say, I am sure.
Senator THOMAS. I was going to ask him if we could put the rest
of his statement in the record.
Mr. MEYa.

I will be glad to do that.

(The balance of the statement of Cord Meyer, Jr., is as follows:)
CONTINUATION OF THE STATEMENT OF CORD MEYER, JR.

Considerable change in the internal structure of the UN would be required if
the decision were made to transfer these powers to the organization. Elimination of the Big 5 veto power is essential, but such a change is only possible if
the present one-nation, one-vote rule is modified in favor of a system of representation that more accurately reflects the many differences that exist between
nations. For example, M. Spaak, the very able Belgian statesman who was
formerly president of the UN General Assembly, in a major speech 2 weeks ago
declared that the UN "will not survive, in the long run, the absurd rule which
grants the right of absolute veto to the five great powers," and he called for the
adoption of a new system of representation "under which each nation would have
a number of votes in the General Assembly commensurate with Its territorial
and economic importance." A compromise along these lines would permit the
nations to grant genuine legislative authority to the UN General Assembly.
Finally, the reconstruction of the Security Council as an executive agency responsible to the Assembly and the expansion of the International Court into a
system of world courts with compulsory jurisdiction over individuals would
provide the UN with those legislative, executive, and Judicial agencies through
which the world law called for in Senate Concurrent Resolution 56 could be interpreted and administered.
In brief, Senate Concurrent Resolution 56, if passed by the Senate and the
House, would place the Congress clearly on record in support of the development
of the UN world federation with sufficient legal authority and preponderance
of armed force to move quickly and decisively against any attempt to prepare for
or commit aggression. As the responsibility for each nation's security was being
shifted to this revised UN, it would become possible for a system of general and
multilateral disarmament to be put into effect by stages with each government
being protected by thorough international inspection against default and evasion
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by others during the transition period. When the transfer of this authority and
power to the UN had been completed, the organization would stand as a much
more effective guaranty of each nation's security than can be found in the present
desperate competition for national armaments. The financial and material resources that now have to be diverted to the arms race could then be employed
to achieve that general improvement of living standards at home and abroad,
which remains the only effective answer to the authoritarian methods to which
starving men turn in desperation.
BARUCH PLAN
It may be argued that Senate Concurrent Resolution 56 calls for more extensive
changes than are practical or necessary to meet the immediate emergency that
we face, and the official proposal of our Government for the control of atomic
energy is sometimes referred to as a more acceptable approach to the problem.
The attempt to isolate the control of atomic weapons and treat it as a separate
problem capable of a unique solution may well have been justified if we can learn
from its failure. The Baruch plan was an effort to set up a system for the
inspection of and control of one type of weapon while nations were to remain
free to compete for every other kind of armament, and at the first violation of
the control scheme the only recourse would have been the national seizure
of atomic plants and the threat of all-out war. In view of this fact, I doubt
if the United States Senate could have accepted the plan if it had been agreed
to by the Russians. Acceptance would have meant the elimination of atomic
bombs from national arsenals in a situation where the Russians would have been
free to maintain their mass armies and submarine fleet. Nor do I see how
international inspection of atomic energy can either be accepted or prove effective while each nation must continue to prepare secretly for every other type
of war. It is time that we recognized that our problem is not simply the international control of atomic bombs but rather the more fundamental problem of
controlling and preventing national preparation for war in all its forms. In this
sense, Senate Concurrent Resolution 56 is a step beyond the Baruch plan made
necessary by logic and experience.
There are two important respects in which Senate Concurrent Resolution 56
avoids the real dangers involved in some of the other resolutions before you.
Senate Concurrent Resolution 56 is explicit in its whole-hearted statement of
support for the UN and such changes as it proposes are called for as a development and extension of the UN's structure. There is no hint in this resolution
of a willingness to abandon the UN in favor of the creation of an exclusive power
bloc. I believe the drafters of Senate Concurrent Resolution 56 were also wise
in not attempting to impose upon the President and the State Department a
specific time table of action, as is done in the resolution proposed by the Atlantic
Union Committee. Once Senate Concurrent Resolution 56 and its companion
resolution in the House has been passed, the purpose and intent of Congress will
be clear and it will then be the responsibility of the executive branch to formulate
detailed proposals for UN revision and to complete those careful negotiations
with the other member governments that must' precede the convening of a
review conference under article 109 of the Charter.
WIDE SUPPORT FOR SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 56

In acting favorably on this resolution, the Foreign Relations Committee would
be responding to a strong and growing demand in every section of the country.
The fact that 22 Senators and 111 Representatives of both parties have joined
in introducing these concurrent resolutions is not only evidence of the far-sighted
realism of these men but convincing proof of the amount of popular support
they have received from the voters in their home States and districts. Another
indication of the extent of popular support is the strength and wide variety of
professional and voluntary organizations that have gone on record in favor of
this proposed policy in their national conventions and so testified before the
House Foreign Affairs Committee in October. These organizations include such
World War II veterans groups as AmVets and the American Veterans Committee,
such labor unions as the United Automobile Workers, also organizations such
as the General Federation of Women's Clubs, the National Farmers' Union, the
Cooperative League, and political groups like Americans for Democratic Action
and the Young Republicans. Taken together with the rapid growth of United
World Federalists, this is a convincing demonstration that a very large body
of American citizens are prepared to approve a carefully defined limitation of
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national sovereignty in return for the common security of a world-wide legal
order. In the only two States where the issue of world federation has been
placed before the people in official referenda, the majority in favor has been
overwhelming, 9-1 in Massachusetts and 11-1 in Connecticut. State legislatures
have voted to make formal application to the Congress for the convening of a
national constitutional convention to make such amendment to our Constitution
as would be necessary to facilitate the entrance of the United States into a world
federation and 18 State legislatures have passed resolutions memorializing the
Congress in favor of their revision of the UN.
APPEAL TO SUALL

NATIONS

When the Congress approves this resolution and ou Government officially
declares our readiness to cooperate in granting sufficient power to the UN to
keep the peace, an immediate response and a revival of hope can be expected
from the peoples and governments of the smaller nations. They are well aware
that, whoever wins, a third world war would devastate their lands beyond
recognition or recovery and they have seen too many arms races to believe that
this one will lead to peace. The intensity of the demand in the European press
for a new approach to the disarmament question that greeted the President's
decision to proceed with the construction of the hydrogen bomb is an indication
of how eagerly a policy like that proposed in Senate Concurrent Resolution 56
would be welcomed. In Asia, the President of the UN General Assembly, Carlos
Romulo of the Philippines has been an eloquent spokesman of his peoples' desire
for a world federation, and Nehru of India declared during his trip to this
country, "There can be no doubt that a world government must come * * *
for the only alternative is world suicide." Whether these profound and widespread hopes for the substitution of law for force in the relations between states
will be fulfilled depends to an extraordinary degree on the willingness and
ability of the United States to take the initiative. So great is one power and
influence in the world that unless we take the first step little progress can be
made toward the rule of law.
POSITION OF SOVIET UNION

In calling for the development of the UN into a federation "open to all nations,"
the sponsors of Senate Concurrent Resolution 56 have clearly taken their stand
with those who recognize that a sustained effort must be made to obtain at
the start the voluntary agreement (to the revised structure) of all members
of the existing UN. This raises squarely the problem of the Soviet Union. If
the Soviet government was excluded or chose to exclude itself from a joint
effort to build an enforceable legal order on the foundations of the present
Charter, not only could it prevent any amendment of the Charter by use of the
veto, but by remaining outside of any partial federation that might be formed
the Russians would remain free to continue arming and preparing for war.
The federation that was formed without Russia would then be forced to compete
for military supremacy in self-defense and the arms race would continue to
create the mounting danger of war. On the other hand, if the Soviet Union
accepted membership in a revised UN and agreed with us and the other nations
to submit to a binding law backed by a world police and inspection forces to
insure national disarmament, then a peaceful competition between economic and
political systems would become possible, with each compelled to prove itself
in terms of its ability to satisfy human needs and aspirations rather than in
terms of which has the most atomic bombs and can use them first. Certainly,
if we seek a world federal government as a means of preserving peace, then
we must make every effort to insure Russian membership from the start.
There are those who fear that the Russians would only join such a structure
in order to infiltrate and dominate it, but, personally, I have enough confidence
in the essential validity and strength of our democratic faith to believe that in
an open competition of ideas with the threat of force and the burden of arms
removed our concept of individual freedom would meet the challenge of dictatorship.
The advocates of a universal federation must admit that the present attitude
of the Russian Government is one of strong opposition. As recently as January
10, 1950, the Soviet Home Service distributed to Russia newspapers an article
attacking the idea of world government as an attempt "to beautify the boundless
expansion of American imperialism," and as "a means for exerting pressure
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with the aim of ideological disarmament." Propaganda attacks of this kind have
been fairly frequent, but it is easy to overestimate their importance. If the
Russian leaders should decide that the nature of the new weapons was such that
world federation was the price of national survival, they are quite capable of
adapting their propaganda to the realities of the new evaluation of the situation.
What chance there may be of Russian acceptance of world federation depends
to some extent on the conditions that prevail at the time when the offer is made.
We must continue to demonstrate our determination to maintain our military
defenses until such time as agreement is reached on a reliable structure of
international security. If the Russians are waiting for us to accept the easy
but fatal solution of appeasement, they must be disabused of that hope. Secondly, the condition of the American economy may prove decisive in determining Russian reaction. So long as the Russians have reason for believing that
an American depression is a real possibility, they will delay any decision to
enter a really effective international organization, in the expectation that the
world will fall to them by default as the result of economic chaos. Thirdly, our
willingness and ability to carry the Marshall plan through to a successful conclusion is crucial and so also is adequate support for the point-4 program of aid
to undeveloped areas. If the Russians are given cause to believe that the
United States is considering an abandonment of its economic commitments
abroad, they will naturally conclude that the vast majority of the world's peoples
will turn to communism in desperation, and they will tend to postpone serious
negotiation until this process has been completed.
Finally, an offer of world federation by the United States has a better chance
of acceptance if it is linked with a willingness to negotiate a general settlement
of the outstanding issues in the cold war. A settlement of such problems as the
unification of Germany seems impossible when strategic considerations have
just priority and both sides must prepare for the possibility of war. But, in the
context of an agreement to an effective system of international security, satisfactory compromises on such issues might be found.
Of course, it is quite conceivable that the Russians may be so blinded by
doctrinaire fanaticism that they will reject an honest attempt to give real legal
authority and power to the UN. But, if it could be proved that the chance of
acceptance were one in a million, we have everything to gain and nothing to lose
by making the effort. Acceptance would open the way to the peaceful world of
our hopes. If the Russians finally refused, the proposal would still have accomplished much. The American Government would have demonstrated to the world
at large that the American people were willing to accept the necessary limitation
on our own sovereign independence of action for the sake of a common security.
Not long ago Mr. Malik, the Representative of Lebanon in the General Assembly
of the UN, made a speech in -which he gave some friendly advice to Americans.
His words are important because they reflect the thinking of many of our friends
and allies. He condemned "the ideological impotence" of the United States and
warned that Americans cannot expect to lead and be followed if all we have to
offer the rest of the world is "a distant reputation for wealth, prosperity, and
order." He was right. We have failed in many respects to meet the ideological
challenge of communism', and neither dollars nor hydrogen bombs can make up
for that failure to appeal to the hearts and minds of men. But, by committing
ourselves to the achievement of a federation in which all nations are fairly
represented and under which men can at last live in peace together, we can find
a purpose that has a universal validity and which appeals to the best hopes of
men in every nation. If the Soviet leaders choose to reject this goal, it will be
obvious to all that they are left defending the tarnished slogans of an outworn
and suicidal nationalism and their ideology will be drained of its vitality.
If the Soviet Union rejects our offer, we should not be tempted to accept this
refusal as proof that war is inevitable. Probably our best course if the Russians
eventually prove unwilling to join in the reconstruction of the UN is to preserve
the UN as it is as a forum for discussion and mediation, while proceeding to
form within the UN a federation of those nations that are willing to join in the
hope that those who choose to remain outside will accept membership later. But
too much discussion at this stage of what we will do if the Russians refuse can
only impair what chance there is of universality at the start.

Senator THOMAS. I have no objection to Mr. Meyer's coming back
this afternoon. Do you want to come back, Mr. Meyer?
Mr. MEYER. That is your decision, sit.
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Senator THOMAS. We have broken in with various questions, and
you have answered them I think, but we will stand in recess until
3: 30, and we will have the complete statement of Mr. Meyer put in and
we will leave it with him, if he wants to come back.
(Whereupon, at 1 p. in., the hearing stood in. recess until 3: 30
p. m. the same day.)
AFTERNOON SESSION

Senator THOMAS. Mr. Amram will be our next witness.

Will you identify yourself for the record, Mr. Amram, please?
STATEMENT OF PHILIP W. AMRAM, CHAIRMAN, NATIONAL
POLITICAL COMMITTEE, UNITED WORLD FEDERALISTS
Mr. AMEAM. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my
name is Philip W. Amram. I practice law now in Washington, after
having practiced for many years in Philadelphia. During World
War I, I served as an officer in the armed forces. During World War
II, I had several different positions with our Government. My last
work in Washington was handling the Government's litigation against
the Standard Oil Co. of New Jersey growing out of the I. G. Farben
patent matters, with which I believe the members of the committee
are familiar. Afterward, I served for a brief time as a special consultant to the prosecution at the Nuremberg trials. I am actively
associated with the United World Federalists, but this statement is
my own and does not necessarily reflect in all its details the official
policy of that organization.
I appear here primarily as one who, like his father before him, has
spent his entire active life in the practice of the law under our American system. I am here because of my passionate belief in the supremacy of the law and in the need for a legal system as the only effective
basis for a sound and peaceful international order. No truer statement has ever been made than, "There can be no peace without law."
Obviously, the passage of Senate Concurrent Resolution 56 will not
of itself create an international legal order. At best, it is only a first
step, but it is an important first step, and, unless a first step is taken,
the objective can never be reached.
It is also important because of its support of, and reliance upon, the
United Nations, and because it builds upon the United Nations foundation. Of course, there are other ways by which an international
legal order can be achieved, but they involve action on wholly new
planes and entirely outside of the United Nations.
FUTURE OF THE UN

These hearings face us with the important question of our policy
with regard to the United Nations. We can concede that the United
Nations present structure does not meet the definition of a truly legal
order. But what should our United Nations program be?
Should we advocate the transfer of emphasis from the United Nations? Should we support the formation of other and independent
international organizations and base our future on them, letting the
United Nations wither and decay? Should we assume the inevitability of war, and the impossibility of peace without another world war .
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Should we place our entire reliance exclusively on armed strength
hnd hope for our continued success and leadership in the arms race?
Senate Concurrent Resolution 56 states, with simplicity and clarity, a basis for action.
Senator THOMAS. May I interrupt you there.
Shall we let the United Nations wither and decay-that sentence.
Could we do that if we wanted to?
Mr. AMRAM. We might, because, if the United States directly or indictly withdrew its real basic support from the United Nations, I fear
for its future. The United States is the greatest power on earth. The
new structure of the United Nations, which I saw yesterday in New
York, sits on the East River in New York City, in this country.
Senator THOMAS. We were supposed to have let the League of Nations decay and die, but did it?
Mr. AMRAM. There are many who feel that it did, and when the
Ethopian crisis cameSenator THOMAS. I remember that.
Mr. AMRAM. It disintegrated completely.
Senator THOMAS. Was that the League of Nations?
Mr. AMRAM. It was hardly the United States.
Senator THOMAS. Did the International Labor Office ever close up?
Mr. AMAM. No. Many of the specialized agencies remained.
Senator THOMAS. They went on; didn't they?

Mr. AMRAM. Yes.
Senator THOMAS. So that, once you start a great organization of this
kind and get the idea going and the various processes working, it takes
an awful lot of trouble to put it out of existence.
Mr. AMRAM. I hope the Senator doesn't have the idea that I am advocating letting the United Nations wither and decay. Quite the
contrary, I want to build it and strengthen it.
Senator THOMAS. I just wanted to point out that ideas that turn
themselves into institutions don't leave the earth. They don't leave
the thoughts of man. An institution is the hardest thing in the world
to break.
Senator WILEY. He probably means it would be a good thing if we
could pep it up a little bit so that it would be a little more efficient and
effective. Revitalize it, make it dynamic, so it will do the job. That
is what your resolution suggests, too; doesn't it, Senator?
Senator THOMAS. We hope so.
Mr. AMEAM. Senate Concurrent Resolution 56 does not propose
precipitate action, which might weaken or destroy the United Nations
worsen international relations, and perhaps hasten the onset of World
War III.
It does not propose the creation of any new international bodies to
operate parallel with or outside of the United Nations, with limited
membership and standards of eligibility which will exclude one or
more of the major powers from participation.
Senator WILEY. What, really, does it do?
Mr. AvRAM. I will be glad if the Senator will wait. I am coining
just to the point of analysis of the resolution, which is the principal
thing I thought I might add to the testimony, rather than go through
a repetition of what may have previously been put on the record.
Senator WILEY. All right.
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Mr. AmRAx. It does not propose particular changes in the United
Nations Charter which will improve and strengthen the Charter, but
might still leave the United Nations with no greater resemblance to a
true legal system than it bears today.
It does not commit the United States in advance to any specific
changes in the Charter. It does not give any blank check to our Executive or our representatives in the United Nations. Its passage commits neither the Senate nor the House of Representatives nor the people of the United States to membership in any world government
whose charter or principles may be unacceptable to us.
ANALYSIS OF SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 5 6

The resolution means just what it says, and I have made an analysis
of its language, phrase by phrase.
1. A fundamental objective: The resolution does not prescribe direct action. It states the objective of our foreign policy. It constructs a background against which all proposals for day-to-day action
shall be focused. It leaves the determination of direct action to the
future decision of our responsible officials and representatives, and I
may add it says a fundamental objective, not the fundamental objective, because foreign policy is of many sided facets and there can be
no such thing as a single fundamental objective of foreign policy.
2. Support and strengthen the UN: The resolution specifically denies any diluting of our support for the present United Nations, and
our present policy of supporting that organization. However, it
faces squarely the structural inadequacies of the Charter and the need
for a structural change to increase the power of the United Nations.
3. Development: The resolution seeks change through the United
Nations, and by its development, not through the creation of new international bodies or organizations.
4. World Federation: The resolution uses this phrase, as I see it,
to make it clear that the "federal" form will be used. It is not intended that the United Nations is to become a strong central government. Every member nation will retain every particle of its external
and internal sovereignty, except such as is affirmatively deposited in
the United Nations.
5. Open to all nations: Any nation will be admissible to membership if it will comply with the rules, irrespective of its internal political, social, or economic structure. The resolution denies any implication that any nation will be ineligible because of its internal
structure.
6. Defined and limited powers: This further emphasizes the point
I have already made respecting the limitation of the deposit of sovereignty in the United Nations.
7. Adequate to preserve peace and prevent aggression: This sets the
limit of the deposit of sovereignty. It defines the nature of the
United Nations expanded powers. These, as I see it, will be in the
field of control of armaments, atomic, biological and conventional,
and control of aggression and plans for aggression by any nation or
group of individuals, plus the creation of an effective and enforcible
,system of law to settle international disputes and to punish violators
of the laws against armaments and aggression.
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8. Enactment, interpretation, and enforcement of world law: This
fulfills all the requirements of all the previous sections. It envisages
the creation of the international legal system. Within the limits of
the purposes just set out-a legislative organ-a reorganized General
Assembly could enact the laws regulating the conduct of nations and
individuals, and regulating the activities of the enforcement agencies;
a judicial organ, a reorganized World Court, could interpret the laws
and bring to trial offenders of any character; and an executive organ,
a reorganized Security Council, armed with preponderant military
power, the international force, could enforce the laws, enforce the
jud moments of the Court, repel any aggressor, and protect any nation
from attack by another.
It is clear that Senate Concurrent Resolution 56 is based on the
principle that peace is conceivable without world war III; that world
war III is not inevitable; that the United Nations must be supported
and not destroyed; that the United Nations must be reorganized and
developed so that it can carry out the high purposes of its preamble;
that membership in the world organization must be universal; and
that the rule of law in the sense that we know it and practice it at
home must govern in international affairs as well.
CRITICISM 'OF SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 56

Some critics of Senate Concurrent Resolution 56 have complained
that it is too restricted. They feel that the United Nations should be
given wider powers, such as the Atlantic Union Committee proposes
for their Atlantic Union. These powers include, for example, the
fields of trade, commerce, tariffs, currency, immigration, and so forth,
We need not debate this point. It is clear that Senate Concurrent
Resolution 56 does not contemplate any present grant of any such
powers to the United Nations.
Other critics of Senate Concurrent Resolution 56 have complained
that it proposes no immediate definite action, proposes no concrete program for defined amendments to the United Nations Charter, but
merely states a long-range goal and a pious hope of good things to

come in the next generations. Therefore, they say, why bother with
it? The same criticism could have been made of the Connally and
Vandenberg resolutions. These resolutions stated the sense of our
legislature in foreign affairs. They proposed objectives which our
Executive might pursue in the development of international
organizations.
It would not be unfair to say that Senate Concurrent Resolution
56 is the logical next step to follow in the development of the Vandenberg resolution. Paragraph 5 of that resolution reads:
If necessary, after adequate effort toward strengthening the United Nations,
review of the Charter at an appropriate time by a general conference called under
article 109 or by the General Assembly.

Senate Concurrent Resolution 56 now specified the desire of the
Congress that the review of the Charter shall, if possible, develop the
United Nations into an international legal instrument.
The Connally and Vandenberg resolutions were landmarks in our
foreign policy. Senate Concurrent Resolution 56 may well be the
most vital of them all. It could be the great first step toward true
world law.
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But what will happen after Senate Current Resolution 56 is
passed? May I state my personal views on what may likely be the
sequence of events ?
When Senate Concurrent Resolution 56 is passed and becomes the
definitive statement of the United States intention to work for a true
international legal order, the work is not finished; it is just begun.
Any international legal system must be of universal membership,
or at least as to all the great powers. As soon as any great power is
outside the law, and beyond the law there is no rule of law. The umbrella of the law must cover all who have the power to break the peace.
Therefore, the first step will be the opening of negotiations with
both the western nations and the iron-curtain nations to find out the
areas of possible agreement and possible participation. We might
well call this the Dumbarton Oaks phase. A program for revision of
the United Nations, which is known in advance to be unacceptable to
the major powers, could be automatically disruptive of the United
Nations. Careful and patient discussions will be needed. If our
timetable contemplates that the review of the Charter is to be held in
1955 or 1956, when the automatic 10-year period comes up, as the
Charter provides, there is little time to lose.
It is important to state here, in the clearest possible language, that
the passage of Senate Concurrent Resolution 56 and the opening of
these negotiations, implies no immediate change in our policy. It
does not propose any relinquishment of our strength. It does not
propose that we should become pacifists and disarm, while the rest of
It does not propose abandonment or
the world remains armed.
diminution of the Marshall plan, or Point IV, or the military-aid
plan, or of aid to our friends. It proposes no change in our determination to halt aggression wherever it may occur. It proposes no
abandonment or diminution of our preparedness program. It does
not propose any change in our support of the United Nations and its
specialized agencies as they now are.
Of course, those preliminary negotiations may fail. Russian intransigence may create still another road-block to international accord. Agreement may be possible only on terms which our negotiators will refuse to accept and submit to us for ratification.
However, none of us dare have the temerity to assume that the negotiations must fail. Many things may happen to change the climate
of international relations. The negotiations may be surprisingly successful. Preliminary plans for a structure may be proposed, which
will have the full support of the major powers.
But even this will be only a preliminary success. Next, a conference for the drafting of a revised Charter will have to be held.
We might well call this the San Francisco phase. Representatives of
the United States at that conference must be selected. Some persons
support Presidential appointment of our delegates. Others feel that
the importance of the matter might justify their election in Nationwide elections.
If the conference is held, it may fail. No document may be produced. We will not have destroyed ot weakened ourselves. During
this period, as I mentioned before, we will have continued to main,
tain our strength and our world position. But if the conference suc-
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ceeds, and a revised Charter is produced, the tremendous problem of
ratification still remains. Up to this point, neither the Government
of the United States nor its people will be committed to anything
specific. The proposed Charter must be submitted and must be approved. It should, I think, be approved directly by the people. It
should be submitted for popular ratification in a method at least as
representative as that prescribed for the ratification of amendments
to our Constitution.
Only after the revised Charter is thus approved by the people of
the United States will it become binding upon us. And all of us
will, I hope, participate in that debate on ratification. None of us
will by our support of Senate Concurrent Resolution 56, commit
ourselves to any blank-check approval of any Charter that our delegates may bring back for ratification. None of us will be barred
from stumping t&he country demanding its rejection, if we feel that its
terms are unsatisfactory or inadequate or against the best interests of
,our country.
FURTHER CRITICISM OF RESOLUTION

This discussion of a possible timetable is not purely academic. On
January 24, Mr. Lawrence H. Smith, Representative from Wisconsin,
delivered a speech on the floor of the House of Representatives in
opposition to House Concurrent Resolution 64, which is identical in
wording with Senate Concurrent Resolution 56. He urged its defeat
on the grounds (1) that it is a proposition to destroy the United
Nations; (2) that it is a proposition to supersede and extinguish the
Constitution of the United States; and (3) that its passage automatically will commit the Congress and the people of the United
States to approval of a world government with power to tax incomes,
transactions, and property in any country, to conscript military forces,
to coin money and determine its value, to control commerce throughout the world, to confiscate property by eminent domain for its own
purposes, and to authorize unrestricted immigration into any country.
He urged the defeat of the resolution for these reasons, and for a
further extraordinary reason, namely, that its passage would be a
violation of the oath of office of Members of the House and SenateAs to the first points, it is a tragedy that the scope of Senate Concurrent Resolution 56 has been so inadvertently and completely misunderstood. I feel sure that Mr. Smith must have confused House Concurrent Resolution 64 with other resolutions pending in the House.
Let me assure you that if Senate Concurrent Resolution 56, by any
stretch of the imagination, could be interpreted as having the effects
he describes, I would not be here to support it. The resolution would
then be harmful. But I think I have adequately pointed out what
Senate Concurrent Resolution 56 does mean.
As to his last point, if I may be pardoned a personal reference, the
oath of office taken by the Members of the Senate and the House of
Representatives is the same oath that I took as an officer in the Army
of the United States in World War I. It is almost identical with the
oath which, like thousands of other lawyers, I have taken upon admission to State and Federal bars and to the bar of the Supreme
Court of the United States. We are all of us sworn to support, to defend, to sustain our Constitution. None of us would lightly violate
that oath or even approach the verge of a violation. Where is the

-
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violation? It is argued that the passage of Senate Concurrent Resolution 56 will require the Executive to work for the impairment and extinction of the Constitution. But the resolution only states the objective of our foreign policy and contemplates future negotiations
for a revision of the United Nations Charter, to grant the United
Nations certain defined added powers. Any proposed revision will be
wholly ineffective without ratification and approval by the people.
AMENDMENT

OF CONSTITUTION

Mr. Smith's speech in the House ended on a note, however, with
which I am in complete agreement in principle. He urged amendment of our Constitution as an integral part of the program for the
achievement of the international legal order. It pointed out that such
an amendment would confirm the power of the President to conduct
the negotiations which I have mentioned, and that it would provide
the exact method by which a revised Charter, if any, would be ratified.
In my opinion, it did not go far enough. At least two other reasons
can be advanced why an amendment of our Constitution would be
desirable. First, to provide the method by which our delegates to any
revision conference or drafting convention should be selected. Second,
to provide the effect of any ratified Charter, as the supreme law of
the land, upon any inconsistent provisions of our Constitution. On
this whole issue, I should like to add as part of my statement a copy
of an article entitled "Why Amend Our Constitution," which I wrote
for the magazine World Government News, and in which these four
points are briefly considered.
Senator THOMAS. Without objection, the article will be inserted in
the record.
(The article submitted by Mr. Amram is as follows:)
WHY AMEND OUR CONSTITUTION?

(By Philip W. Amram, chairman, political committee, United World Federalists,

U. S. A.)

In January 1949, United World Federalists, Inc., sponsored the California
Plan, which seeks a convention to propose amendments to the Constitution of
the United States, to "expedite and insure the participation of the United States
in a world Federal Government."
The purpose of the plan seems to have been misunderstood. The magazine
Common Cause ran a leading article in June 1949 which argued that, under
our form of democratic sovereignty, the United States could enter a world
federal government without any "necessity" of amending our Constitution, in
the same manner in which the Articles of Confederation were bypassed when
our Constitution was adopted. It was intimated that the plan should be
abandoned.
Others have asked, "Suppose the Constitutional Convention you seek is called.
Exactly what kind of amendments would you want to propose for ratification?
In the very small space available, I will try to indicate reasons why the plan
is sound, mention some topics which the convention might consider, and even
suggest how they might be handled. I hope to stimulate disagreement, debate,
and constructive criticism.
1. TECHNICAL MATTERs

Should we have some form of enabling amendment similar to the clauses in
the Italian, French, or West German Constitutions? This would merely express
general willingness of our people to participate, on acceptable terms, in a world
federal government. Such an amendment is not "necessary," in the sense that,
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without it, action toward world federal government would be impossible or
ineffective. But the amendment certainly seems desirable.
Surely our Executive could initiate world federal government negotiations
tomorrow with representatives of other nations, through the United Nations or
otherwise. He would hardly argue that he was impotent to negotiate without a
prior constitutional amendment. Yet a prior amendment might be of real
practical importance.
First, such an amendment would touch off a tremendous public debate on the
merits of world federal government at every level. A truly grass-roots decision
would be reached. No imputation would remain that we could be taken into a
world federal government without our people's understanding what it meant.
Second, we often suffer in international negotiations because other govern,
ments cannot rely upon continuity in our foreign policy. Even if House Concurrent Resolution 64 were adopted, our policy toward world federal government would not be fixed; it could be repealed, modified, or ignored by a subsequent
Congress. But a constitutional amendment would fix a permanent foreign policy.
Third, a cautious Executive might hesitate to initiate negotiations without a
clear mandate that our people are ready and willing to take the momentous
step into world federal government. If something like House Concurrent Resolution 64 has been adopted, that might suffice; if not, a constitutional amendment
could leave no residue of doubt.
I believe such a amendment would be of enormous practical aid in achieving
our goal.
2. ELECTION OF DELEGATES

When the time for actual drafting of a world charter draws near, we must
select our delegates. Whether they will go to a UN review conference, or to a
people's convention, or to some other kind of conference, there must be a United
States delegation and a method to select it.
Many would prefer that our delegation be elected by the people rather than
appointed. If they are to be 'elected, should there be a Nationwide election or a
series of uncoordinated State elections?
The point has been made that, by the compact in the United States Constitution,
our citizens have agreed with one another that their sovereign powers in the
International field are vested in the United States and withdrawn from the States,
and that in such matters they will act as a national group and not as citizens of
the separate States.
Delegates who will represent the United States should certainly be delegates
of the whole Nation. If delegates are elected in a separate and unrelated State
election, like the recent action in Tennessee, will they not be delegates of that
State only? Will there be any delegates whatever at the Conference who will
represent the United States? Can a delegate be national if the citizens of one
State alone have chosen him?
Assuming we all want a Nationwide election of delegates, there is real doubt
of the existence of any machinery for it. The only approximation to Nation.
wide elections provided for in the Constitution are those for Presidential and
Vice Presidential electors and for Members of Congress. Yet not one of these
is a true Nation-wide election, because each State has a separate slate of
electors, Representatives and Senators. There is no true analogy to the kind
of election needed for such national delegates. Certainly we cannot find specific
authority in the Congress to call a national election for delegates.
Of course, the Congress could ignore its lack of power and proceed to call the
Nation-wide election. Since the delegates would have no power except to negotiate and their efforts would have to come back to the people for ratification, it
could be argued that any infirmity in their election would be cured by the
subsequent adoption of their charter. This position would be sound if the
election were permitted to be held, and if it were not blocked by legal action
brought by opponents of the charter.
Doubts on these points should be eliminated by constitutional amendment to
authorize the Congress to call a Nation-wide election of delegates.
It may be truly necessary to amend our Constitution to specify the method of
our ratification of any proopsed world charter.
Our Constitution gives us no guide for securing popular approval to our entry
into a world federal government. The framers of our Constitution hardly
thought about world government they dealt with the United States as an ultimate political form, and went no farther than to give it treaty-making powers.
How would a world charter come up for ratification? The more likely methods
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,seem to be: (1) after a UN Conference at which amendments to the present
charter are drafted; and (2) after a convention outside the UN at which a
World charter is drafted. The problem of our ratification will be basically the
same in either event.
Would we want the world charter approved by the same delegates who drafted
it, or by the President alone, or by the Senate as a treaty, or even by both
Houses of Congress, without actual popular approval? We are dealing with
something of such vital importance that, unless there is a clear and definite
popular mandate, there might be doubts about vigorous and effective popular
support of the new government.
It is important to note that submitting the charter for ratification as an amendment to our Constitution does not insure real popular approval. Article V of
our Constitution provides two methods of ratification: (1) by the legislatures
of three-fourths of the States; (2) by conventions in such States. Congress is
given the choice of method. If the Congress elects to have legislative ratification
of the world charter, there will be no actual popular expression of approval. I
question whether any step as vital as this should be taken without it. A legislative choice should be not available to the Congress.
The best guaranty of true popular approval is by Nation-wide referendum
with some designated majority required; or, alternatively, ratification by a
designated number of States through State-wide referenda. If this alternative
is desired, then a constitutional amendment is necessary. Under the present
Constitution, the Congress cannot direct a Nation-wide referendum on the ratification of an amendment, nor can it direct the States to arrange for State-wide
referenda.
The Common Cause article intimates that the people might approve the world
charter outside our present Constitution, just as that Constitution was adopted
outside the amendment provisions of the Articles of Confederation. Everyone
concedes that our people are fully sovereign and have the ultimate power over
their own governmental destiny. We are concerned now with methods and
techniques by which that sovereignty may be effectively exercised. Any plan
for action outside the Constitution raises many questions.
How will extraconstitutional ratification be secured? If by a national referendum, who will organize it and by what authority? Could opponents of the
charter successfully attack the legality of this plan? If by State referenda,
could these be held in States whose constitutions do not provide for referenda?
Is uniformity in the referenda essential, and how can it be assured? How can
it be assured that enough States will hold the referenda?
Constitutional amendment action within our national tradition, after more
than 150 years of successful operation under our present Constitution, would
seem a better method of procedure, than extraconstitutional action comparable
to that taken in 1787 by Thirteen States after only a few years of unsuccessful
operation under the Articles of Confederation.
To clarify these problems and to avoid delay in ratification, the exact method
of ratification of a world federal government charter should be definitely fixed
as part of our basic compact.
4. CHARTER RATIFICATION'S LEGAL EFFECT

Our adoption of a world charter will create inconsistencies with our present
Constitution, e. g., the powers of the Congress to raise armies and to declare
war. Should we, simultaneously with the ratification of the world charter,
specifically amend each article of our Constitution in every instance where a
conflict or inconsistency would exist? Or should we simply provide that the
world charter, when ratified, shall become the "supreme law of the land" and
thereby automatically resolve any inconsistencies in favor of the new charter?
The latter alternative is an effective shorthand substitute for the former. It
has the added advantage that it can be passed in advance of the drafting of the
charter to clarify the legal effect of charter ratification.
Including such a clause in the amendments of our Constitution seems highly
desirable.
I have indicated four reasons why the constitutional amendment plan should
be pressed for early adoption. Some of these amendments may not be technically "necessary" but still may be desirable for practical reasons. Other
amendments seem truly necessary, as a means for orderly progress toward
world federal government; I am not inclined to support a plan to achieve it
wholly outside of, and by side-stepping, our Constitution.
5442--50-
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I would regret to see debate and discussion devoted to arguments on how to
achieve world federal government outside our constitutional system. I would
regret to see plans to amend our Constitution discarded because it can be shown,
academically, that world federal government can legally be achieved without
such amendment. On the contrary, the freest and most active debate and discussion should go forward immediately on the four points which I have outlined,
the method by which each of these points should be handled, and what additional
points, if any, should be added.

Mr. AMRAM. If Senate Concurrent Resolution 56, therefore, proposes a program of foreign policy which encompasses amendment of
our Constitution as an integral part, where is there a violation of our
oath to support our Constitution? I know of no limit to the right of any
citizen, any lawyer, any Member of the Congress to propose and support any amendment to our Constitution to be prepared and submitted
for ratification according to law. To the contrary, our courts have
confirmed that there are no limits on the kind of amendment that the
Congress may propose, except the single restriction in article V that
a State cannot, without its consent, be deprived of its equal suffrage in
the Senate.
Perhaps this committee, in acting upon Senate Concurrent Resolution 56, will also consider the advisability of congressional sponsorship
of appropriate amendments of our Constitution, to be submitted for
ratification in due course. This would mean that, simultaneously with
the conduct of negotiations with other nations, all the necessary constitutional foundations can be laid for the achievement of our great
goal, an international order operating under law.
Let me close with two quotations from the President's state of the
Union message of 1950. He said: "Man must create a moral and legal
framework for the world which will insure that his new powers are
used for good and not for evil." Further, he said, "We are working
toward the time when the United Nations will control weapons or mass
destruction and will have the forces to preserve international law and
order."
With these statements of our national aspirations, I am in wholehearted accord. I trust that all Members of the Congress and that
all of our citizens feel as I do. The passage of Senate Concurrent
Resolution 56 can be the first step on the long hard road to their
achievement.
Senator THOMAS. Have you any questions, Senator Wiley?
Senator W.EY. I want to thank you, sir, for, as you said in the beginning, developing a new approach to this concurrent resolution. I
take it that, as we read it, there is, of course, the implied words in
line 5, "to seek in a constitutional manner or way."
Mr. AMRAM. Most certainly.
Senator WinEy. It is implied, of course, not in an unconstitutional
manner or way-Mr. AMRAM. Precisely.
Senator WiLay. Its development, meaning the United Nations. To
me, of course, that is very apparent. What you have definitely told us,
in substance, is that all this does is express again a wish and desire, if it
should become the concurrent resolution of the two Houses, a wish and
desire on the part of the public servants that appropriate constitutional steps be taken to make more effective the United Nations'as an
instrument to achieve peace in the world.
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Mr. AMRAM. Yes. I think if I might amplify that just a bit, it
would express the willingness of my and everyone else's representatives in the Congress to support on proper and approved terms and
pursuant to our constitutional processes, an adequate deposit of sovereignty in the United Nations to enable it to carry out the limited
purposes, which I carefully stated in my analysis of the words of the
resolution, which I feel should not and perhaps legally cannot be
placed in the UN without appropriate amendment of our own Constitution, although that is a point on which constitutional lawyers may
differ widely.
Senator WILEY. Nevertheless, the whole point of your discussion
goes a little further in that it seeks development of the UN into V1
world federation. Isn't the United Nations a world federation in one
sense?
Mr. AmRAM. Senator, if I may have a minute to make a brief
speech, I don't want to get impaled on the thing that always causes
us lawyers so much difficulty, namely, semantics. The trouble is a
pair of words like "world federation" or a pair of words like "world
government" have so much elasticity of meaning that two people can
talk about it in a conversation and mean exactly the opposite. I have
no doubt that our friends in the Soviet Union contemplate the words
"world government" to mean an integrated Soviet-dictated monolithic world structure in which all states are members with some theoretical vestige of independence, but with Moscow sitting on top pulling
all the strings. That they would refer to as a world government.
Senator Wixay. Or a world democracy, they might call it.
Mr. AMRAM. They might even call it a world democracy. On the
other hand, other people use the term "world government" to describe
the kind of structure put forth in the brilliantly imaginative document that the University of Chicago group put out in March 1948, a
committee of which President Hutchins was the chairman, which is a
fairly strong centralized government, Republican or Democrat, as
the case may be, in character.
Senator WILEY. The terms are very much misapplied, then amplified and so forth.
Mr. AMRAM. Precisely, but with very strong powers and a very
large deposit of national sovereignty in the central organization.
Senator WILEY. Do you belong to that class now of World Federalists, the Hutchins' class?
Mr. AmRAM. I don't know. I conceive that their program is idealistic and highly spiritual-and I say that not in any criticism or
critical way, but deeply spiritual in the fact that they truly want a
brotherhood of man, and believe it can be achieved by this kind of
structure. But, at the same time, I consider the program one which
is wholly unrealistic in the present state of the world.
Senator WILEY. That is another word that has been misapplied,
then amplified.
Mr. AMRAM. I am afraid that this whole discussion, almost every
basic word in it, runs into semantic difficulties.
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DISCUSSION OF SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 66

Senator WILEY. Would you do this for me: Would you for the
record differentiate between what we will call for the time being the
Chicago-Hutchins World Federalists and the one that you think is
conceived of in this resolution into a world federation.
(Reference is to the Taylor resolution, S. Con. Res. 66.)

Mr.

AMRAM.

I will be happy to.

As I see it, the first and basic difference is the question of the extent
of the deposit of sovereignty. That is an awkward phrase, but it is
an easy, shorthand phrase for our discussion here.
Senator WILEY. May I interject: Do they differ with you also as to
the method with respect to delimiting the sovereignty of this Nation?
Mr. AMRAM. No. They very briefly state what the sovereignty
limits are. I did not bring a copy of their charter, but I can assure
you that it gives to the Federal Central Government enormously wide
powers over matters which we normally consider not even the province of the Federal Government in the United States of America.
I would do them an injustice if I attempted to quote those powers
from memory, not having a copy in front of me. They even include,
as I recall it, very strong guaranties of individual civil rights within
individual nations.
The Federal Government guarantees defined civil rights to the citizens within each nation. So that you would have, as we see it here,
a vast opportunity for interference with matters which we normally
consider purely internal and, in fact, which we don't even permit our
own Federal Government to exercise in the States. I can recite from
imperfect memory a few of the matters that they cover. They cover
all matters of commerce and international trade and immigration,
tariffs; they cover coinage and universal currency, and they cover
civil rights of individual citizens within each nation. Of course, they
also cover the purely military security functions, that is to say, control by the central government of the basic weapons of mass destruction and forbid to individual nations the ownership or control or
development of those weapons beyond the amount necessary for internal policing.
Now, to make a very crude comparison, I personally-and I speak"
only for myself-disapprove of everything except the last one, and in
my statement, I indicated that in my opinion, the scope of the Senate
resolution was delimited to simply the very last of the several items
that I mentioned, and even then, if I may add another personal note,
I carefully restricted for myself the right even to oppose a _proposal
on that basis if I did not like the document when I saw it and when it
was before us for ratification.
Senator WiLEY. Do the World Federalists, the Hutchins group,
prescribe the method whereby we would surrender all that sovereignty
to the world government?
Mr. AmRAm. No. What they did was this, and I think it would be
unfair to them not to definitely state what they did. They made no
pretense of setting out a statement of foreign policy. They felt that
it would be very desirable after the atomic bomb at Hiroshima, and
after they became convinced of the need of creating a world of legal
order, they thought it would be useful not only for our country but
for the world if somebody would sit down and put on a piece of paper
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a draft of a possible constitution for a democratic world federal
government.
Senator Wniz. That is what Moses did at Sinai, wasn't it?
Mr. AxPpA. Within certain limits. I am not sure that the comparison is quite apt. And when they issued the document, they issued
it with a very careful caveat in which they said they were not proposing this as a document for immediate submission for ratification by
any country by any process, but they were laying out a piece of paper
that people might study. It was to serve as a jumping board for the
discussion of this whole subject, aud they stated, I think deliberately,
what they referred to as a maximum list charter, in other words, the
very maximum amount of powers which might be granted to a centralized federal government, from which, of course, any nation proposing to join might insist on further and further withdrawals.
Senator WIEY. Did it conceive of the situation that we are facing
now, assuming a group might agree and another of the big powers
wouldn't agree, and that other power was apparently inoculated
with the ancient concept of taking over the world, and doing a pretty
good job of doing it. Did they visualize what would be done under
those circumstances?
Mr. AmRAM. No; they did not, because they were not designing a
program for the solution of the problems of the United States present
foreign policy. They were drafting a piece of paper which might
some day become a charter of a new international organization.
Senator Wiay. Well now, the only difference between them and
you is that you would go ahead and perfect the organization, such as
you said, with a considerable delimitation power, then you would enter
into negotiations with Russia and see whether she would join us.
Mr. AMRAM. No, Senator.
Senator Wiimy. I thought that was in your statement.
Mr. AmPRA. No.
SOVIET

EAC TON TO SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 56

Senator WIIY. How would you handle the Russian situation any
different than you do now? What would you do about it?
Mr. AmRx. Let me answer that this way, please. As I see it, the
problem that the United States is faced with today, which all of our
friends are faced with, it consists of two things. First of all, we have
got a day-to-day job as to what to do next Tuesday about the crisis in
Korea or what to do next Wednesday if the Russians set up a complete blockade in Berlin. The second question, and an entirely difYerent one, is the question as to what should be the ultimate focal
aim of the United States policy with respect to the creation of international legal order, that we don't have.
The proposal which is in this resolution, in my opinion, and I speak
again only for myself, is clearly in the latter class and not in the
former. This Resolution 56 doesn't offer this committee or the subcommittee or the Congress or the Executive any guidance as to what to do
about Korea next Tuesday or Berlin next Wednesday, or how and when
you can reach agreement with the Russians. What it says is just what
it says, namely, that it is the sense of this Congress that in everything
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that the United States executives do, they should keep in mind that
our aim is to have the United Nations reorganize at the first available
opportunity to create the kind of an international legal order, where
the Korea and Berlin problem can't happen against their present
background.
Senator WILEY. You think the creation of a legal order will stop an
ornery nation from invading another nation?
Mr. AmRAM. If the ornery nation, Senator, is disarmed and has no
weapons of mass destruction, and no weapons of aggression, and there
is a powerful international police force, sufficiently strong enough to
control that, I do not think that ornery nation will commit an aggression.
Senator WILEY. That is what Roosevelt called an "if" question.
Well, that is the problem back again; it is in our laps. You are suggesting that if we had an international code of law like the Roman
code applicable in its days; if we had one great international law
abolishing war, if the nations agreed to it; if we had what you might
call an international law, but you always have in it the imponderable
factor and that is the ornery nation. If you can disarm all of the
races, why, wonderful, but that brings us right up against the problem
of meeting the one nation that will not disarm; that is causing us to
arm more and more and precipitating this condition that the world
is in now. If you can find the answer as to how to handle the Russian
situation and get them to come in and be good school kids and listen
to our teaching; yes, then the millenium would be around the corner;
we wouldn't need any United Nations or any other thing, because we
would all just he good boys. But that is the problem, isn't it, throughout the earth, where some 3,000,000,000 of us individuals aren't constituted that way? We don't remain good very long.
Mr. AMRAM. It seems to me, Senator, that your statement, with
which I cannot disagree, poses the problem perfectly. What has happened is we find ourselves in this present position because there never
has been in the history of the world any structure for bringing indidividual nations under what I have referred to as the umbrella of
law, with a cop on the corner, if you want to use a crude analogy, as a
means of preventing international disagreements. Nations up until
now have been defended first by geography until recent years, only 50
years-perhaps the finest defense there was; secondly, by alliances and,
thirdly, by military force. They protected themselves by either fighting or by being ready to fight, and the Russians are in exactly that
position at the present time. We are now engaged in an open, frank,
and admitted armament race which has now gotten to the hydrogenlithium bomb stage. The great atomic bomb that was to have been
the absolute weapon 4 years ago is now referred to in this morning's
paper as the old-fashioned atomic bomb in an article discussing the
recent development. Whether the hydrogen-lithium bomb may 5 years
from now be referred to as the old-fashioned hydrogen bomb and the
atomic bomb as the antiquated atomic bomb, I don't know.
Senator WILEY. We may all go tomorrow, you can't tell.
Mr. AMIRAM. But the difficulty we are faced with in the situation
here with the Russians, as I see it, offers no solution, because if we
are engaged now in an armament race with the Russians, from which
neither of us can withdraw, we offer ourselves no way out of the
dilemma. What this resolution does is to suggest that there may be
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a way out of the dilemma because both sides-both sides, not only
ours, but the Russians also-may find it intolerable to continue the
armament race and both sides may be willing to accept a totally new
device as a way of having internal security. That, I think, is the
problem which this resolution squarely poses.
Senator WLEY. I have no further questions.
Senator THoMAs. Have you any questions, Senator Smith?

Senator SMrrIH of New Jersey. I have a few qeustions.
As you present this outline, Mr. Amram, I take it you are presenting
the high spots of the position of the United World Federalists, the
group you represent; is that correct?
Mr. AmRAm. I think that the organization probably would agree
with a great deal of what I said, and might disagree with a great
deal of it also, but I think that on the whole, the organization would
support what I have said.
Senator SrrIH of New Jersey. Do you find your group opposed to
the so-called Chicago group of Dr. Hutchins?
Mr. AxRAx. It isn't a question of opposition, Senator Smith. It is
a question as to whether we feel it politically wise at the present time
to suggest the Chicago scope of international organization is politically realistic, and I for one do not, and the United World Federalists as an organization does not consider that type of structure as
presently politically feasible.
Senator SMrrH of New Jersey. But these various so-called world
federation groups, put them all in one classification, are opposed apparently to the approach of Mr. Clarence Streit and Justice Roberts
and those who favor the Atlantic Union proposal; is that trueI
Mr. AMRAM. Again, I don't like to use the word "oppose." What
we point out is the fact, which I think is unanswerable.
Senator WILEY. Just different ?
Mr. A:RAM. Yes. Well, we differ in a fundamental, Senator, which
I think is clear on the face of the record.
Senator WILEY. That is the difference between us and Russia. We
differ on fundamentals.
Mr. AxMRA.
Yes, sir. The difference is whether membership in the
world organization should be universal or not universal. And it is
our feeling that within the very limited scope of the deposit of
sovereignty, the organization could and should be universal. Justice
Roberts, my very distinguished fellow Philadelphian, believes differently. He believes that Russia should not now be given an opportunity
to join the union. I believe that this position will be clearly expounded by their own representatives. But they set up a standard of
eligibility which, as Justice Roberts and Mr. Clayton clearly stated in
the House hearings on this resolution, would not permit of Russian
membership. So that since I look on this thing purely from the standpoint of the creation of an international legal organization, the creation of a structure from which the world's second greatest power is
excluded, to my mind, it is self-defeating if you are talking about a
legal organization.
SOVIET ATTITUDE

Senator SmITH of New Jersey. Where do you arrive, Mr. Amram,
with your plan if Russia declines to come in? You still would want
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to go ahead with your plan. Wouldn't you find yourself in a similar
position to the Roberts' group?
Mr. AMIAM. I don't know. There are those in the United Federalists organization who are now speculating about a hypothetical refusal of the Russians to accept a hypothetical offer by us on a hypothetical basis at a hypothetical future time against a world background
at the moment, of which we can't speculate. Now some of the people
in our organization feel that they can solve all those hypotheses and
state definitively that that they would then be in favor of joining
an organization such as Mr. Streit's, everybody but the Russians.
My answer is I would not commit myself unless I knew the answers
to all the hypotheses.
Senator THOMAS. I think when you mention that you and Mr.
Justice Roberts were both from Philadelphia and that you are both
lawyers, and when you offer a sentence like you did about all those
hypothetical situations, I think you have proved pretty well that
both of you are Philadelphia lawyers [laughter].
Mr. AmEAM. Senator, I accept that in the complimentary way in
which I am sure it was intended.

Senator

THOMAS.

Yes, sir.

Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Mr. Amram, as I told you during
the luncheon period, I have had quite some correspondence from an
old friend of mine, Mr. Grenville Clark, who is a prominent lawyer
in New York, incidentally, not Philadelphia, and I am wondering in
your testimony today whether you reflect, generally speaking, Mr.
'Clarke's views?
Mr. AMIAM. I think very clearly, if I may say something which
may or may not be proper-I sent Mr. Clark a copy of a draft of my
statement several Jays ago to ask for his comment, and I got a
letter from him this morning stating that he was in agreement with
,everything that I had said in principle. So I think that it is safe,
if I may quote him, to say that this does represent his views, that is,
my written statement does represent his views.
Senator SMrfl of New Jersey. I had hoped that he could testify,
but I understand his health hasn't been very good and he hasn't been
able to. He did, however, say he would like to be permitted to file
a statement here which he is now working on which elaborates further on the position which you presented, which I understand repre
sents his feelings.
Mr. AMIAM. Yes, Sir.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Mr. Chairman, I will ask at a later
time the privilege of having Mr. Clark's statement filed in the committee, but the real reason for these questions, Mr. Amram, is this:
In adopting this resolution, is it your thought that in using the words
."world federation" and the other language you have here, that this

committee will be pretty definitely endorsing the program of the World

Federalists? I want to see where we are getting on this. Are we
endorsing your program by adopting these resolutions? In other
words, are these few words enough to state your whole position?
Mr. AMRAM. Well, what I would say is the other way around, if the
Senator would please, that we would strongly urge the adoption of
this resolution because it would, in principle, start the United States
officially on the road which we would like to see it go. The reason that
I would not want to say the reverse, namely, that the adoption of this
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resolution is an adoption of the United World Federalists' position
is because, as I have pointed out to you, there are things inside the
organization respecting details, even hypothetical alternatives, which.
certainly the adoption of this resolution wouldn't either except or resolve, and it would be wholly unfair to say this committee or the Senate
would be adopting the United World Federalists' program by passing
this Resolution 56, certainly not.
AMENDMENT OF SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 56

Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Senator Wiley properly suggested
this question, whether the words "world federation" might be changed
to the words "world order," with the rest of the language the same.
Would that affect your support of the resolution?
Senator WILEY. You might want the word "legal" in there.
Mr. AMIIx. I was about to make the same suggestion. I don't
think that the semantics are all important. I think it is the concept
that is important, and if it is to create an international legal order
within the meaning of that word to all of us as lawyers, the semantics
are unimportant. It is also provided that the deposit of sovereignty
in the United Nations is to be strictly limited within the limitations
which I designated both in the written statement and in our oral discussion. Frankly, I would not want to see the resolution adopted at the
moment with the suggestion of considerably broadened powers in the
United Nations by reason of the fact that I, could conceive of enormous difficulties both here and abroad in any hope of adopting wide
amendments to the Charter. These will certainly be difficult enough..
Even these may be impossible of adoption. But I should certainly,
like to start with the ultimate minimum, which I think would be effective in the security field and have them just as narrow as possible.
Senator SMrrH of New Jersey. The reason I asked my question,.
Mr. Amram, is this: If we were going to be put in a position of approving the World Federalists' program, which I have given some
study to in Mr. Cord Meyer's very able book, before I put myself in a
position to approving it, it would seem to involve a world parliament,.
it would seem to involve a world police force, I would want to go
into a good many of the details there before I, without much further
study, said I approve that set-up.
Now, Senator Morse this morning very properly suggested we ought
to be in a position of doing some so-called world legislation, that we
ought to be enacting world law. I am very sympathetic with that,
but you have to visualize how you would set up the kind of a body
that would adopt the world law and which would legislate, and that
is one of the big $64 questions. I don't know whether your plan goes
into all that detail or not. I got the impression from reading Mr.
Meyer's book that you approach that, that you are not ducking it.
I have never been convinced of just how it possibly could work. I
have never been convinced how you could set up a world police force
and disarm somebody else. Would there be a danger of some dictator
grabbing that police force? I am indicating some of the difficulties
in endorsing words that might mean the approval of that general
program. Do you see what I mean?
Mr. AMRAM. I think, Senator Smith, you will be interested in the

fact that Mr. Clark, together with Professor Sloan, of Harvard Uni-
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versity Law School, and others, is now working on a very specific
program of proposing an actual series of amendments to the United
Nations Charter to carry out this general program, and it may very
well be that Mr. Clark may have that ready in time to put into the
record of these hearings as part of the statement that you referred to,
and I am sure if it is prepared in acceptable form, he would at least
offer it as a suggestion of his own as to how these various points could
be handled.
POSITIVE LAW

Senator THOMAS. I would like to interject in there and say that the
technique of creating world law has already been worked out and is
functioning. The ILO system is a perfectly valid and democratic
method of proceeding. It is slow. It takes very much more time than
any other method that I know of. It is about as slow as our constitutional amendments were in the United States, where you have to refer
those amendments, or proposed amendments, to 36 of the 48 States.
But world law, the technique of world positive law, has been perfected;
it does work, and while the region of law-I will state it that wayis not as great or as wide as the region for the Congress of the United
States, it still is a technique that has worked. Many of the nations
of the world, major nations of the world, in our own United Nations
are respecting those treaties that have been ratified. So that the
problem of creating such a thing is not as great as it might have been
even a couple generations ago, Senator Smith. No one need be discouraged a out the technique, when once the will to do it is found in
the world.
Now, the trouble with all of us is that we forget the fundamental
notion of what constitutes a state and what constitutes a nation, and so
forth. You can't separate a state from its people, and you may think
that a government is autocratic, but it is simply will that it operates
by, just a simple dictum that we want to. The greatest autocratic
government that I ever studied-Czarist Russia-the absolute; the
Czar has everything, but he had to leave the throne to make arrangements. Take your ruler in ancient times. He was absolute. But you
get hold of a study of the constitution and you find that the ruler,
for instance, has to fan himself in a certain way, which is not very,
very absolute when you come right down to it. He must live within
the lines which were probably prescribed by himself. Oh, don't let
us here ever get to the place where we think that we can work out a
great system on paper and forget what it is that functions in the
world. These simple things known as men, women, and children are
pretty important in all governments.
Mr. AMBAM. Senator, may I add just one further note, if I may,
before I close, and that is that, speaking as an individual and as a
lawyer, I am not one who subscribes to the writing down of words on
paper as a solution for problems. The structure is only a part. There
must also be the willingness to carry out the rules that the structure
creates. At the same time, in the kind of world in which we live,
nationally and internationally, merely the will without the structure
is not adequate.
Senator THOMAS. No. You have got to have a will working in line
with something that is understood by other people besides the
individual.
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Senator SrrH of New Jersey. Of course, the will comes first.
Senator THoxAs. Are there any further questionsI
Senator SrrH of New Jersey. I just want to ask Mr. Amram two
more questions.
CONSISTENCY OF PENDING RESOLUTIONS

One of our witnesses this morning said he favored all of those resolutions and thought they were all moving in the same direction. He
just seemed to imply the thought of -passing them all so they would be
consistent with each other. It is also a fact there have been some
sponsors who appeared in support of the Atlantic Union resolution, as
well as the World Federalist resolution, as though there was no inconsistency. I seem to find from your testimony and Mr. Meyer's and
others that there is not quite an agreement between the World Federalist approach and the Atlantic Union approach. Do you think
the Atlantic Union may be a step in the direction we ought to take!
Mr. AmRAM. Senator, I may answer this way, if I may: I would
decline an appointment as special counsel to this committee for the
purpose of drafting a composite resolution which carried out the spirit
of all of them.
Senator SxrrH of New Jersey. That answers my question. It had
been suggested to me, well, we can just pick these up and make a
grandiose resolution here on something that will show we are all in
favor of world peace.
Senator WILEY. We are all in favor of world peace, but I don't
think all the roads are the same.
Are you familiar with Resolution 52?
Mr. AMP.AM. Yes; I have given some study to that resolution, and
it seems to me that it fits in with what I referred to at the very beginning as a shorter term aspect than Senate 'Concurrent Resolution
57, because it may be that even though that resolution does not comprehend the creation of a legal international order, as Senate
Concurrent Resolution 56 does, it may propose valuable improvements to the present Charter. But the question of how far the
Congress would want to go in adopting and recommending the
negotiations for those specific changes, which don't meet the larger
objective, should, if I may be impertinent enough to suggest, be the
extent to which they will further the achievement of the ultimate goal
and sustain and strengthen the United Nations, rather than the
extent to which they may divert our efforts off in another direction
away from the ultimate goal. It would seem to me that if I were
a member of any committee passing on it and if I was in favor in
principle of Resolution 56, I would look at all of the other resolutions
rom that point of view.
Senator SMIT of New Jersey. Of course, Mr. Amram, this has been
brought to my attention by some of those who have been trying to
affect the UN, that if we move off into these other areas, we can maybe
take the attention of the people off of the UN and take the public
mind off of the fact that, well, the UN is a failure, let's start to
scrap that and start afresh. You wouldn't want to do that, would
you ?
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Mr. AMRAM. Senator, I thought in the written statement which I
had read that I just couldn't have expressed myself more forcibly
in that regard.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I didn't hear the very beginning of
your statement. But there is a feeling among some of the UN advocates that we are apt to take emphasis off the necessity of trying to
perfect the UN if we go into the larger reaches such as you are suggesting now. Your thought is unless we get this big, over-all ultimate decision, we are just dealing with this piecemeal and not having
an adequate program for the long range. Is that your position?
Mr. AMRAM. Precisely.
Senator SMrH of New Jersey. That is what I understood to be
your position.
I wonder if you are going to get into all these details of how we
are going to set up a world charter such as following the suggestion
of our distinguished chairman on the ILO. The ILO arrangement
of course is a matter of certain representatives making recommendations and sending them back to their respective countries, and they
may or may not be adopted. You are not advocating that kind of
machinery, are you?
Mr. AMRAM. I have another comment on that, Senator Smith, if I
may offer it.
It would be, I think, a great mistake for the American Congress to
engage in any discussion of blueprinting any proposed reconstructed
UN, for several reasons. In the first place, to present the rest of the
world with what might be labeled a made-in-America program would,
I think, in the present state of the world be strategically very unwise.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I am glad to hear you say that. I
have been troubled with that, too.
Mr. AmanM. Secondly, I think that it would be a great mistake if
the Congress would now engage in blueprinting, especially since debate
with respect to details of the structure, the basic structure would occur
even before the document would be submitted to the other nations
whose consent is necessary before it can be operative.
Senator THOMAS. That whole thing, of course, would be out of harmony with the hearings and out of harmony with the opening statement made here. We in this room are not going to suggest a modification of the Charter of the United Nations in the way in which you
imply, of course. We know our limitations on all of these resolutions.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. That is all I have.
Senator THOMAS. Senator Humphrey, you are the next witness.
Senator Humphrey, before you begin, Senator Smith hadn't finished
with one of the previous witnesses. The witness has to catch a train.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I didn't feel I necessarily wanted to
ask him any questions. You asked that he file his statement in the
record, and I don't feel it is necessary, unless Mr. Meyer has some
further thought in light of some of the other questions I asked him
this morning.
All right, thank you.
Senator THomAs. Senator Humphrey?
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STATEMENT OF HON. HUBERT H. HUMPHREY, A SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF MINNESOTA
Senator Huxm REY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of
the subcommittee.
I would just like to make one or two observations in reference to the
testimony that has preceded mine. I am a cosponsor of Senate Concurrent Resolution 56 and my remarks, of course, will be directed toward the substance of that resolution. I want at this time to clarify
the relationship or the lack of relationship between the so-called Chicago group, that prepared this rather elaborate World Constitution,
and those of us who are the cosponsors of Senate Concurrent Resolution 56.
RELATIONSHIP OF SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 56
TO OTHER PROPOSALS

The Chicago group has nothing to do whatsoever with our resolution, and I gather that they are not in full support of the resolution in
the sense that it does not go far enough for them. I also would like
to direct my remarks for a moment to the question which was posed
by Senator Smith just a short time ago in reference to the relationship of resolution 56 and the Atlantic Union resolution and resolution 52. I think that question really dug at the heart of some of the
problems that is before the subcommittee.
I am supporting and am a cosponsor of Senate Concurrent Resolution 56, because Ibelieve that at this time, such a fundamental step
ought to be taken. In other words, at this stage of world affairs, it
is imperative that the United States cease taking unilateral action,
which in any way would seem exclusive.
We are literally living in a world filled With the possibilities of
conflagration that could consume all of us. Therefore, I think we
peed to make another very dramatic effort of reconciliation.
Now I am not one of the mind that these efforts of reconciliation are
going to be readily accepted. But this is no time for what I consider
to be half-hearted attacks or piecemeal attacks upon a most difficult
problem. I honestly believe that when our science is creating fantastic instruments of offense and defense of destruction and also of postponing construction, our social consciousness ought to be just as imaginative and as ingenious. That is why I support this resolution,
because I want to see a fundamental objective of the foreign policy of
the United States to be that of supporting and strengthening the
United Nations and to seek its development into a world federation
open to all nations. In other words, I want to see that welcome mat
out,insofar as we, the people of the United States, are concerned, to
allpeoples of the world.
Now repeatedly, our representatives in Government, our President,
our Secretary of State, our delegates to the United Nations have said
that our conflict is not necessarily with the Russian people, that
our conflict is with the Politburo or the Cominform or the masters
of the Kremlin, and I think that is the way we feel. Therefore, I
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believe that it is so important that we be idealistic at this time, extremely idealistic, and make our appeal over and beyond the heads,
if you please, of state to let the world clearly know that we are prepared at any time the rest of the world can come along, to make a very
dramatic and almost revolutionary approach to settling the problems
of war or possible war that exist at this hour and will exist for some
months and years to come. Lkt me say that if this resolution is not
adopted, then I think we would have to go to another approach. In
other words, I look upon the Atlantic Union resolution and the resolution 52 as secondary approaches. I am not saying that they may not
be necessary. I am not saying that we may not ultimately have to
resort to them.
NEED FOR DRAMATIC

APPEAL

I would like to feel at this time, Mr. Chairman, that, despite the
dimensions and proportions of the difficulty which confronts us, we
still ought to have the courage and the zeal and imagination to make
the kind of dramatic appeal which I think the world is quite hungry
to receive. That observation of mine comes from some of the questioning we have had here, and for just a moment or two, I would like to
continue with this extemporaneous, on-the-spot observation of what
I have heard transpire thus far in the hearing.
Senator WILEY. If I might interrupt you there. You talk about
making that dramatic appeal to the world. I can't disagree with you
about that. But if we could, let us make sure that our own people and
others would not be sort of sabotaged into a false security, like you
Democrats sabotaged Dewey at the last election. Why, it would be
0. K., but you said, "It is in the bag, in the bag, in the bag," and it
wasn't in the bag. You give the people the notion that we are producing here a great instrument, a great, big something that is going to get
great results and peace is around the corner. Well, I don't agree that
that is what you are producing at all. What you are producing is a
step forward-an international machinery-with a hope that eventually the Russians will see the light. But you surely don't think it
is going to do away with the crisis that is here now.
Senator HUMPHREY. Permit me to answer your observation in this
sense, Senator Wiley. First of all, the resolution does not lay out
any blueprint, nor does it say that by the acceptance of this resolution
that the millennium is at hand.
Senator WILEY. -That is right.

Senator

HUMPHREY.

It doesn't even tell the American people any-

thing more than they already believe. The American people are a
peace-loving people. Our job is to convince the rest of the world that
we are a peace-loving people, and I submit that, right today, we are not
doing a good job at it. What the people of the world hear about is
the billions of dollars that we appropriate for armaments, and even
some of our own people are getting suspicious; how come $15,000,000,000 every year, they ask?
What the rest of the world hears, Mr. Chairman, is that we are now
going to create the most fantastic instrument of destruction that the
world has ever known. What the rest of the world knows is that we
created the atomic bomb and we used it. They know that. Now we
may know the truth, and I think there is no more peaceful people than
the American people, no people that want less of what other people
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have than we as a people, but the fact is that the Communists, the
Fascists, the Imperialists, whoever they may be, have been able through
distortion, through lies, through propaganda, through the ignorance
of great masses of the people of the world, through their poverty,
through their sickness, through the fact they have been disillusioned
for generation after generation-they have been able to sell many people on the idea that our peace talk is window dressing and what we in
fact are doing is preparing for war. Actually, you see, their argument is somewhat substantiated, even if on a false basis, because the
accomplishments of peace thus far aTe very limited, while the constant
armament race is moving on. We have got the greatest responsibility
of any people in the world, and I think that we would be remiss in our
duties not to take care of our defenses.
I have voted in my short period in the Senate for every defense
appropriation. I voted for the signing of the Atlantic Pact. I believe
in the program of the Marshall plan. I would vote for aid to Korea.
I happen to believe that we have to keep our national defenses secure
and strong. But while I believe in that on the one side, I know
that that is not the answer. I know that all in the world that we are
doing, Mr. Chairman, is buying time, and I know that every day that
we buy that, time is getting just a little bit shorter, and I know that
just as surely as I am testifying before this committee that this Nation
cannot possibly keep this up forever, and I know that if the result of
an armament race is going to be poverty, that communism will win
and we will lose, because democracy and fFee institutions cannot survive over a period of an armament race, as we are inevitably the loser
in the long run, unless we can arrive at soiie kind of a peaceful approach to this settlement of world dispute. Communism grows in
misery, grows in poverty. It grows in distrust, and it grows in hate,
while our philosophy grows in love and affection and prosperity and
security. Just as surely as we are in this room, gentlemen, if we keep
this up for another decade or generation, we are going to be through
as a free people and as a productive, prosperous Nation. That is my
honest, sincere conviction.
STAKE OF THE AMERICAN PEOPLE

I don't think there is any people in the world that has got more at
stake in this than the people of the United States. We have more to
lose; we have more to gain. Therefore, I think it is our job. The
Congress that represents the people has a great responsibility in
foreign policy. The days of leaving foreign policy strictly to the
President and strictly to the Secretary of State are over, because
foreign policy no longer is just a matter of whether or not we are going
to have a customs union or a tariff wall. Foreign policy today is a
matter of life and death, of mass destruction or mass survival.
We are over the days of the mercenary armies. We are through with
the time we could send over a couple of brigades or a unit of the fleet.
The last war was mass warfare and the next one will be supermass, and
the next one will be on our doorstep-not on our doorstep; permit me
to say it will be in the parlor, it will be in the office, in the factory, and
it will be the kind of destruction, if one can be any kind of a prophet,
that is literally inconceivable.
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I believe in a world of law and order. Is it not vital whether we call
the word "world federation," or "world legal order." I have often
said a world order with definite legal powers, with circumscribed,
limited legal powers, with the enforcement power to make those laws
,enforceable, is our goal.
We should start with that. That should be our dream, that should
be our hope. If that dream should explode, if it should fall by the
wayside, at least we can honestly say we tried. At least we can say
in our own hearts that we were making an honest, sincere attempt to
do something to save humanity. Frankly, I don't think we are doing
,enough today.
Senator WmEY. You carry on. I don't think anyone can disagree
with your dynamic statement. The point I was making was that after
listening to a statement like yours, people in this audience, and possibly even this Senator, immediately arrives to conclude that here
you have got the answer.
Senator HuMPHY. No, that isn't.
Senator WILEY. That is the danger. That is what I pointed out, sir.
Senator HUMPHRY. No false security at all. As a matter of fact,
this resolution gives a greater and deeper challenge to finding the
answer than what we are doing at the present time. I think that we
are being led into false security now by a system of alliances and by
military might. I think that we have some kind of an idea that all
we have got to do is appropriate another four or five billion dollars
for somebody and we will be able to buy them off. Frankly, I don't
think that is the answer. I cast my vote for these things on the
premise that if we can lHave a sufficient amount of time for rational
men to work on a fundamental answer to the basic problem, that maybe
we will succeed. But I am not kidding myself for 1 minute that the
production of the hydrogen bomb is going to protect my family;
as a matter of fact, it may destroy it. I am willing to admit for a
period of time that it may give us enough time to see what we can do
with this monstrosity once we got hold of it and where we can ditch
it before it ditches us.
Now, let me just go on with my prepared statement, because what
I have to say in my statement is a bit repetitious of what has gone
on before, and I shall try to keep it within limits. I want to make
note of the fact that the testimony thus far has clearly indicated
that our country is not pledged to any specific, detailed program. I
think it is clear also that we do not want this to be, as was stated,
a made-in-America policy as such; that we are one of the partners
in the United Nations; that we would like to again reconvene the
nations of the world in a preliminary session of negotiations to reconsider some of the mistakes that we have made, and, gentlemen, I want
to remind you that the United States of America was a part of the
veto power group in the Charter of the United Nations. We are at
fault in this, too. There were two nations that wanted to preserve
the veto in the Security Council-the United States and the Soviet
Union. It so happens that the Soviet Union has used the veto power,
but it also so happens that we can't come with clean hands on the
veto power.
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Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Do I understand, Senator, that you
are opposed to the veto and that you want to see it eliminated?
Senator HUMPHREY. I surely do. I think that the veto power should
be eliminated.
Senator SMrr of New Jersey. I agree with your statement there
with regard to armaments and what-not not solving this problem. I
am entirely in accord with you. I am seeking the same kind of an
answer you are.
Senator HUMPHREY. I know you ate, Senator.
Senator SMrrH of New Jersey. But I just raise the question as to
whether in this presentation here you are suggesting what must be
our over-all, long-time reachSenator HUMPHREY. That is correct.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. As the right approach. That is
the thing I am interested in.
Senator HuMPHPEY. That is correct. In other words, it is my considered judgment that unless we are able to arrive at a body of international law which is enforceable, unless we are able to delimit the
kind of law that we arrive at and say that this law is for the purpose of control of instruments of mass destruction, which is for the
purposes of enforcing the peace, we are just not going to have any
peace.
Senator THOMAS. May I interrupt there, Senator Humphrey, because you have said something that is very, very significant of the
growth and development of our time and our thinking. You say that
you don't like the veto, that you would like to have that changed.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Mr. Chairman, I am advised they
are voting on this military bill. I wonder if we can recess for a few
minutes.

Senator

THOMAS.

It is 5 o'clock now.

(Discussion off the record.)
enator HUMPHREY. Mr. Chairman, in order to simplify this whole
business of the testimony, I have a prepared statement. What I
have in the statement I don't think is particularly new or something
that you have not heard. I would appreciate it if the members of the
committee would take the time to read it. It is only three pages
long, and I shall just ask it to be incorporated in the record as if it
were delivered orally.
Senator THoxAs. That will be done.
Senator HUMPHREY. Mr. Chairman, first I want to express to you
and to the other members of the committee my appreciation for the
opportunity to testify this morning on Senate Concurrent Resolution
56. I cosponsored Senate Concurrent Resolution 56, Mr. Chairman,
and I urge it for your favorable consideration because, in very simple
and clear words, it outlines a program of hope for the world-a program of a deep-rooted moral sanctity which can indeed do much to
null the world out of the mire of frantic and hysterical preparation
or a war that all countries must honestly admit would settle nothing
and might well push back the progress of civilization to the Dark Ages.
I believe that at this very moment, 9s we declare to the world the
64429-50----11
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possession of a secret that could mean its destruction and the destruction of all life within it, it is essential to establish clearly America's
determination for world peace. Now, at this moment of history, the
helpless and teaming millions of people, citizens of the world, anxiously look for a long-range declaration of American foreign policy
which will provide them with the hope that war is not inevitable, and
that peace can indeed be a reality for them and their children.
UNITED STATES LEADERSHIP NEEDED

What type of leadership do the people of the world hope for from
the United States? In my opinion, Mr. Chairman, they hope for
two positive programs of action. They expect, first, a clear and
determined stand in behalf of democratic principles and against
communist ideology and aggression. It is for that reason that I
consider the civil rights program in America to be such a clear and
essential part of our foreign policy. It ig for that reason that I
support a forthright program of what would otherwise be legitimately considered a negative program of opposition to totalitarianism,
such as the Atlantic Pact and our military defense efforts.
The people of the world, who now sit uncomfortable between the
fronts of the cold war, look for more than a defensive reply to their
expectations and to their hopes. The people of the world wait for a
cause worth following. Most of them look upon the hollow promises
of communism and fascism with fear and distress. They turn to us,
a democracy, for hope. We cannot dispense our obligation merely
by saying that we oppose communism. We have thus far, Mr. Chairman, not achieved or pursued a consistent, affirmative policy around
which we can muster the hopes and expectations of world humanity.
Mr. Chairman, ours is the obligation and the responsibility and the
duty, if we are to be true to our consciences, to enunciate a program for
a democratic foreign policy. We must spell out what we are for,
what we, as the strongest nation of the world, are willing to do for the
security of the world. We must issue a positive reaffirmation of our
basic principles, and of our determination to abide uncompromisingly
by those principles.
The only international instrument for world peace which exists
today is the United Nations. We must continuously and affirmatively
declare our support for the United Nations. We must attempt to
utilize its services vrherever possible. We must shift our thinking
and emphasize the international approach to the solution of the world's
problems rather than the unilateral or bilateral approach.
The United Nations, as it is presently constituted, can neither enact
nor administer laws, nor has it the necessary enforcement powers.
Senate Concurrent Resolution 56 is phrased in terms of strengthening
the United Nations and enforcing the law and world federation. The
United Nations must be developed as rapidly as possible into a universal federation of the world's peoples.
To bring about a universal world organization will take long,
patient, and intelligent effort. Such a limited world federation witk
powers confined to the control of weapons of mass destruction and the
prevention of war is the kind of national objective which will capture
the imagination and the minds of the people on whose shoulders the
future of the world peace depends.
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Yesterday, the Members of the Senate were privileged to hear one
of the great addresses in the history of the Senate. The recommendations of the Senator from Connecticut appealed to the logic and to
the hearts of men. American foreign policy must direct itself toward
a positive program of constructing for world peace rather than preparing for the destruction of world society.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Mr. Batt, we are glad to see you back
again. Will you state your name, your address, what you represent
and anything else that should be in the record, so that we may identify
you properly?
(The following statement of Mr. William L. Batt was given to the
committee on February15, 1950, but has been transposed to this place
in the record so that it can appear with the testimony of other supporters of S. Con. Res. 56.)
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM L. BATT, PRESIDENT OF SKF INDUSTRIES
Mr. BATr. My name is William L. Batt. I am the president of a
manufacturing company in Philadelphia. I represent no group here
today except that large body of American citizens that I have been
hearing discussed this morning and this afternoon [February 15].
If I may do so, without appearing presumptuous, the reason I think
I have some basis for expressing views in this field is that for about 12
years, I worked very closely with the Government over that period
and before that with the various bodies in this country who are interesting themselves in international questions. I was Chairman of the
Business Advisory Council following Averell Harriman, and I served
with the War Production Board all through the war, handling the
international interests of the War Production Board in the later years.
I was on the mission to Moscow with Mr. Harriman and Lord Beaverbrook, and for 5 years I handled the material interests between this
Government and Soviet Russia. So that I think I have some basis for
expressing a view on these very critical questions as a citizen.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. I was in hopes, Mr. Batt, that you were
going to say you have appeared before the chairman many times durg the war when he was chairman of the Military Affairs Committee.
We met quite often.
Mr. BArr. Thank you, sir.
I would like to read briefly.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. We would be glad to have it.

Mr. BATT. The one yardstick by which Senate Resolution 6 should
be measured, is in terms of whether it supports or diminishes the
hopes of peace. Appraised against such an objective, it is my judgment that this resolution deserves favorable consideration.
Resolutions as such are only a form of words, unless they represent
the studied conclusions of the people who speak them. It would be
false leadership at a time when world leadership is so desperately
needed if America were to approve this or any similar resolution
without the determination consistently to see it through.
AVERAGE AMERICAN IS WORRIED TODAY

We ought to be quite sure, therefore, that our own objectives are
clear and that they represent a program which we resolutely intend
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determinedly to follow. The average man in the street is worried
today, and it matters little whether that street is in America or in
some other part of the world.
The average American is gravely troubled because he has an instinctive feeling that a lot of responsibility for world leadership lies
on his shoulders and he is not entirely sure what that involves or
whether he is willing to accept what it costs. With all due respect to
this distinguished Congress, I would say that it is not unrepresentative
of the thinking of its fellow citizens, and yet there is nobody in the
world-I use that term advisedly-on whom the responsibility for
world leadership rests as it does on this one. What you do, and equally
what you fail to do, in the immediate future may well determine the
fate of the world. In -thiscontest for men's minds, the price of failure
will be shockingly high.
In retrospect, I cannot but conclude that the United Nations could
have been an infinitely more influential world organization had there
been any reasonable certainty that the United States Senate would
have accepted such a body with power adequate to meet today's
problems. In terms of world history, it has only been a few momentsalthough it has been 4 years-since we were very uncertain as to what
kind of a world organization this body would approve. Its limitations
and comparative ineffectiveness may be in substantial part our
responsibility.
But in that time, the changes in attitude of large sections of
American thinking have been nothing short of phenomenal. The job
of educating the American people, however, is far from done. Unfortunately, areas and groups are still doubtful and unconvinced. If
this Congress, with all the background of knowledge at its.command,
fails to express an opinion on such critical issues as are high lighted
by this resolution, the uncertainty of many of our fellow citizens can
be expected to grow.
UNITED STATES IN POSITION OF LEADERSHIP

The center of political, economic, and financial power in the world
has gravitated to the United States, but certainly through no deliberate intent of ours. We have not sought that power or the responsibilities that go with it. We cannot relinquish the one or avoid the
other. But I cannot fail to emphasize what will be obvious to the members of this committee and that is, the whole world, Soviet Russia included, watches every decision we make-every step we take-to see
how consistent we are in adhering to that responsibility of leadership.
When international economic questions come before this Congress,
I regret to say that one has no implied assurance that its final judgment will or will not support a position of international leadership.
Where such issues press on some segment of our economy, we are
likely to back away. One must conclude, I think, that this is because
we are still of a mixed mind as to how far we want to go in assuming
responsibilities of world leadership.
As one who visits Europe frequently and has many European contacts, I think it is desirable to say that we are not quite as good in
the eyes of the rest of the world as we are in our own. Our material
accomplishments they see very well and admire, although radios and
movies and the like do not have quite the important place in the life
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of a foreigner as they do here. The characteristics of venture and
risk and change which are so much a part of our daily life are not so
attractive abroad as they are with us. We sometimes fail to realize
that, being a volatile people, accustomed to changing our position
overnight on critical issues, of going east on Mondays and west on
Tuesdays, we may not appear so attractive to other people. It has been
a part of our domestic strength, but to others it gives the appearance
of indecision.
UNITED STATES LEADERSHIP EVIDENT IN

INTEEN-XIONAL

ORGANIZATIONS

Most of these international organizations have stemmed from our
vision. Certainly that is true of the United Nations, as it was of the
bank and the fund, of reciprocal trade agreements, and the Marshall
plan. The last, I should think, will go down in history as one of the
great pieces of international unselfishness, and yet great numbers of
people in the countries affected have very little concept of the sheer
unselfishness in this program. I frequently hear it evaluated overseas
as a means of dealing with American unemployment, and yet the
extended debate in our Congress each time the reciprocal trade agreements program has come up and the narrow margin by which it has
prevailed, can hardly fail to arouse uncertainty in the minds of
thoughtful people abroad.
Another international economic proposal which is purely ours, the
International Trade Organization-the so-called Habana CharterI can mention because I am chairman of the national committee of
citizens advocating its approval. This proposed subsidiary United
Nations unit, intended to deal with the problem of freer world trade,
was advocated by the United States, carried through three international meetings, the last of which was in Habana late in 1947 and
the first days of 1948. Its world acceptance depends entirely on the
attitude of the United States and yet, 2 years later, neither body of
this Congress has been able to find the time to listen to the various
points of view in this significant issue. Point 4, which is one of the
least controversial issues that I know of, was before this Congress for
a year; at last events, it was still not out of the committee of the lower
House. I mention this only by way of pointing out that the rest of
the world cannot readily decide that the United States is wholeheartedly committed to a program of world cooperation in the solution of the world's problems.
I would like to conclude with the observation that the cause of
world peace cannot be harmed, but must be helped by every possible
reiteration by the American people of their determination to work
for peace and to do so, not as a unilateral act and not through the assertion of our own power alone, but through the understanding cooperation of all of those nations of the world, large and small, who
see the critical issues in the same general perspective as we do. This
statement of intent should be a part of an American foreign policy
which will steadily be pointed toward a positive program for world
peace.
Consistently carried out by the administrative branch of Government as well as by the various decisions which Congress shall make
on involved issues, there is some hope that this will have its effect on
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the thinking of the rest of the world. Unfortunately, the issues of
today have not grown up in a few years and they will not be cured
overnight. It is my devout hope that this session of Congress will
give such positive affirmation of policy as will indicate clearly to the
rest of the world that we have not lost our faith, that peace is within
reach, and of our determination to leave nothing undone to find the
means to that end. As important as domestic issues are and that we
deal with them promptly, it is my judgment that the greatest service
to the people of the United States will be rendered by a Congress
which views these critical international issues in their infinitely more
far-reaching importance. In another world conflict, and that is where
I am apprehensive we are heading, there is likely to be no United
States economy left worth talking about.
Mr. Chairman, I strongly favor the approval of this Resolution 56
by this Congress, and I thank you for the opportunity of talking to
you about it. If I might, I would like permission to place in the
record a letter from the World Affairs Council of Philadelphia, in
which I happen to have an active part, to the President a few days
ago. It deals with its general attitude toward this problem, and I
think, Mr. Chairman, that concludes what I wanted to say to you. I
am grateful to you.
(The letter submitted by Mr. Batt is as follows:)
WORLD AFFAIRS COuwon

OF PHTLADELPHIA,

Philadelphia,Pa., Pebruary 8, 1950.
THE PRESIDENT,

The White House,
Washington, D. C.
DEAR MR. PRESIDENT: The legislative committee of the World Affairs Council
wishes to express to you its deep anxiety concerning the decision to begin the
manufacture of the hydrogen bomb without an accompanying decision to make
a renewed all-out effort to arrive at a peaceful settlement of the world's problems.
We feel strongly that the people of this country should not be forced to assume
the burden of tension and fear that this act has produced without a reassurance
that an equally vigorous effort will be made immediately to reexamine effective
international control of atomic weapons.
The fact that Russia has refused to accept the United Nations standards for
effective international control does not relieve us of the responsibility to meet
this threat to civilization with a new and daring action which would speak to
the conscience of the world.
Therefore we beg your careful consideration of Senator McMahon's proposals
for a fresh and constructive approach to the problem of world security. We urge
you to submit a plan to the United Nations in the name of the American people
as evidence of the sincerity of our efforts to secure peace without domination.
Respectfully yours,
William L. Batt, Sr.; Mrs. Grenville D. Montgomery, Chaii'man;
Frederick Chait, Earl G. Harrison, Gertrude Ely, Hon. L. Stauffer
Oliver, Eleanor B. Davis, Lewis M. Stevens, Elizabeth M. Hallstrom, Hon. Nochem S. Winnet, Elinor K. Wolf.

Senator THOMAS of Utah. Senator Wiley ?
SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 5 6, FIRST STEP

Senator WmEr. Mr. Batt, I have listened attentively to your statement, and I am sure there can be no disagreement between you and
the State Department in relation to your general conclusion, that we
are engaged in a contest for the mind of man; that we are trying to do
that which is all important so that men of different minds can get
together and iron out their differences. The difference between you
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and the Department is that you assume the passage of this resolution
and the calling of this convention would bring about that unity of
mental action. That is a consummation devoutly to be wished for.
Mr. BATr. Senator Wiley, it is just one very small step in the direction. The negative side of it worries me, I think, more than anything
else. I don't see in Resolution No. 56 anything of any great importance happening overnight. We are talking about steps which
would be taken over the next 4 or 5 years and which could have no
positive developments within that time, as far as I can see it. I would
dislike to see the Congress refuse that resolution and I can see nothing
but gain in its acceptance, although that in itself is only a small part
of an answer.
Senator WIIY,. I am glad to get your clarification on that. What
the difference seems to be is that by legislative action of this great
Nation calling for another assembly, if you want to call it, or conference, it would provide a world forum for discussion of what might be
called the possibilities for united action. Your conclusion is that
those discussions would be productive of harmony. I understood the
State Department to feel that those discussions would not under present world conditions be productive of harmony and might weaken the
other instrumentalities, the Atlantic Pact, and the United Nations,
and so forth.
Now, if I have narrowed the issue, I would just like to have you tell
me how world discussion at this time would bring about that element
of peace, which God knows everybody hopes for, or will bring the
peace dove into existence so that eventually the dove will hover over us.
Now, you understand, this is one of five or six resolutions. They all
have the same objective. One is called the Streit plan, that you
advocate. Now you admit that the calling of the convention would
apparently have a psychological effect. That is what you are talking
about.
Mr. BATr. I want it to be quite clear, Senator, that I am speaking
only to Resolution 56, and that is the one which primarily calls on
the United Nations Organization to take a larger look at this problem.
I am not speaking to the Atlantic union resolution. I hope I used the
numbers correctly.
Senator WILEY. Well, it was my mistake-general federation.
Mr. BATT. That is right, sir. Tome,there is a very great distinction between methods of approach, and as I listened to the State Department's views, I should have concluded that they had perhaps less
objection to the 56 approach than to any of the others.
Senator WILEY. I will have to say that I understood from your
talk-it is probably my mistake-that you were speaking in favor of
the Kefauver resolution, and now you are in favor of the one introduced by Mr. Tobey and others.
Mr. BATT. I am.
Senator Wny. Nevertheless, the question I put is applicable in
your case. It is a question of calling all the nations into such a conference, spearheaded by this Government under Resolution 56, to be
passed by the House and the Senate.
Mr. BATT. To me, that is a very essential qualification to accept or
reject. I didn't like the World Federalists' approach at the outset
because it seemed to me that it was thumbing its nose at the only
international agency there was and that was the United Nations.
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They have, I believe, changed their approach, and this resolution pays
every respect, not lip service alone, to the existence of the United
Nations as the mechanism through which a greater world effectiveness could be brought about. I do not like the approach suggested by
my very good friends in the Atlantic Union because the military
thing, the Atlantic Pact, is one approach that for specific reasons
I wasn't too happy about it in its effect on the United Nations. But
I see no purpose in widening that approach by picking out little
groups of nice people and putting tags on them. We like you now;
we are going to propose to you that we join in a nice, tight little club
to run the rest of the world, because to me, it overlooks the tremendous
potential danger, as well as possibility, for the good of the billion-odd
people who are not included in that group but whose good will as
essential to world peace is vitally necessary. Therefore, I constantly
look at this problem as one of a world approach rather than as one
of regional approaches, although I shan't object to those when their
specific purpose is to be served by them, but I wouldn't want them at
any time to appear the result of a lack of interest in the United States
in a stronger United Nations. It is a rather involved sentence, but I
hope I made it clear.
Senator WILEY. Have you any definite sugestions as to what this
conference, once it were held, should seek to do with the United
Nations?
UNITED STATES MOTIVES QUESTIONED ABROAD

Mr. BATr. Senator, I go abroad a great deal. I have been abroad
twice in the last 4 or five months, and I don't find in Europe the same
unqualified acceptance of the purity of our peace motives that I know
we have, and I look on this resolution as merely one of those means
by which the lawmaking body of the United States says to the world,
"We are determined to work for peace and we are disposed to do it
through the mechanism which you and we together have set up.
Senator WIEY. Do you think after their experiment first with the
Hitler technique and then afterward with the Stalin technique that
our passing the resolution would have any particular influence? You
remember what Hitler said about if you lie long enough and hard
enough. Do you think the mere passage of this resolution, calling
together this conference and the representatives of all the nations of
the earth, that that would have in it the inception for further peace?
Mr. BATT. I said in my prepared remarks that it was of no value
whatsoever unless it represented a clear determination on the part of
the American people to go much further than we have gone today.
Senator Wiuy. And how much further?
Mr. BArT. I pointed out that the building up of a stronger economic
position over the world through United States contribution and cooperation was an essential of any political peace, and I ventured to
suggest that much more prompt action on the part of this Congress
would be a great contribution in that direction, but I wouldn't give 2
cents for this resolution if nothing else went with it.
Senator WIrEY, You want to be more specific. Do you mean to
imply that one of the objectives should be world free trade?
Mr. BATr. No, sir. I do, though, want specifically to say that freer
trade is a great objective, and the removal of restrictions put on by
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foreign governments, some by our own, would be in the direction
of greater productivity over the world, a better standard of living
over the world, and a greater prosperity in the United States.
Senator WILEY. The very purpose of the resolution would be to
transfer the United Nations into some other form of governmental
nation of a federation of the world; would it not?
Mr. BATT. Possibly.
Senator Wnm.. Would one of your objectives be a matter of giving
more and more sovereignty to such a group under present conditions
as the world is now ?
Mr. BA'-u. Senator, I don't make so much of a fetish of that question of sovereignty. Obviously, I am not disposed to give away anything that is too essential, but I am willing to yield ground in a great
many areas if I think it will save the world from the consequences
of what I think I see that we are heading toward.
EFFECT ON SOVIET

Senator WILEY. Have you any specific suggestions as to how it
would open up the minds of Joe Stalin and his crowd?
Mr. BATT. No, Senator, but if it tends to open up the mind of the
rest of the world, and particularly the billion in the Far East, it will
have its effect on Mr. Stalin.
Senator WILEY. Do you know the paper today [February 15, 1950],
said Mao and Stalin have made a 30-year defensive alliance? Do you
think the passage of this resolution would have any effect on that?
Mr. BATT. No. I don't think that alliance is worth the paper it
was written on either, Senator; others haven't. I have no illusions
about it. I couldn't have any illusions about the Russians, having
worked with them intimately as long as I have.
Senator WILEy. Just what do you mean by.that?
Mr. BATT. I mean, when I was a part of this Government dealing
with the Russian representatives for 5 years, I couldn't but help form
some conclusions as to how idealistic they were.
Senator WILEY. How what?

Mr.

BATT.

How idealistic they were.

Senator Wu=. How much; you didn't say.
Mr. BAIT. I did not. I think they have none.
Senator WILEY. If we assume that to be the fact, and I am serious
about it, because we are trying to find our way through this maze
of mental and ideological conflict, which we dread may result, as
you say, in some serious consequences, if we passed this resolution,
how would we go about strengthening the United Nations into a federation, a government as a federation, that would correct that condition that you have just mentioned?
Mr. BATT. I haven't any idea how it would develop, Senator. I
will take Senator Kefauver's version and say I wouldn't have any idea
until I tried it.
Senator WmEY. Don't you think that through the instrumentality
of the United Nations, and through our diplomats, and through other
agencies that there would be a far better way of seeking to penetrate
it than simply by getting a hodgepodge of all the nations of the earth
together and seeking to penetrate that condition? I am serious about
it.
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Mr. BATr. This proposed Resolution 56, Senator, as I understand it;
doesn't propose a hodgepodge approach to the problem whatsoever.
Senator Wnzy. When you get all the nations, you certainly get a
hodgepodge.
Mr. BATT. It directs the 54 or 56 nations, whatever it is.
Senator WILmEy. Are you talking just about the nations in the United
Nations?
Mr. BATT. I am talking about the United Nations Organization. I
would hardly consider it practical or necessary to go beyond that.
Senator Wiijy. A development of the World Federation open to
all nations.
WORlD FEDERATION A LONG-TIME OBJECTIVE

Mr. BAT. That obviously might be a step which might come in
time; you and I might live to see it, but I am not thinking in terms
of something that is going to come aboutSenator WILMY. You are a man of.great hope.
Mr. BATT. In 5 year or 10 years. I am looking in the direction of a
world trend which seems to me to be inevitable. The world itself
is going to be much closer together, unless it goes completely to
pieces. What form that takes, I am not wise enough to say. I merely
want to take every opportunity, Senator, to encourage reasonable
steps to getting the world closer together.
Senator WILEY. I have no doubt about that, but it seems to me that
while we are geographically closer, due to the ingenuity of man, there
is no evidence that the world ideology has gotten any closer together,
for the hates, and the fears, and other things that create separability are:
there. The whole Far East is infiltrated, where before we could have
our missionaries. Where are we today? And what about the isles
of the sea and what about our connections in India?
Mr. BATT. Senator, you cover a lot of ground that I am not qualified
on, but I would like to make an observation.
Senator WILEY. And Russia and Siberia.
Mr. BATT. I would like to make an observation bf something I d&
know a little about and that is what the ECA has done in the two.
short years, less than 2 years, it has been in existence. This observation was made to me by one of my old War Production Board associates who is now with ECA in Europe, and this was about his expression: He said, "If you think that the laying of all the cards on
the table in western Europe hasn't got enormously further in the lastyear and a half than we knew it in wartime, you ought to come over
here and see what it happening." Now he said, "You remember very
well"-and I would like to use an expression, Senator, and not have,
it in the record, because it might be misinterpreted.
(Off the record.)
Mr. BATT. In my judgment, the American people-this Congress,
whenever it is affected-should give every possible encouragement
to such integration and to all other integration around the world,.
which fits cohesively into a pattern of better world understanding,
and that line is the only line I can see for peace, and I don't believe.
Senator, we are going to get it as a people just sitting on one seat and
saying, we don't know which way to go. I don't know which way to.
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go either, in my ignorance, but I am willing to try any way which is
not palpably foolish or dangerous.
Senator WndY. Of course, since the cessation of shooting, there has
been what you might call considerable integration in Europe. Thirty
billion dollars would integrate you and me, and on top of that is the
fear of Russia, a great empire. Fear causes people to become friends
and allies.
Mr. BATT. Unfortunately, you are right.
Senator WILEY. There you have got it, but the minute we had given
Joe the $12,000,000000 lease-lend, the basic ideology which splits the
world today again came into evidence, and now you have got a split
world. You have got them taking over territories like China now,
taking over millions and millions, and my only objective, apparently
appearing to you to be negative, is to make sure that whatever is done
here doesn't give the people the idea that we are going to take a rabbit
out of the hat that is going to bring peace or to create something for
someone to believe we have got the solution.
Mr. BATT. I wouldn't want to do that either, Senator.
Senator WILEY. Because that to me is one of the most serious things.
That is what happened to us at Pearl Harbor. That is what can happen to us again, unless we are careful to see to it that we don't create
a soporific condition, which has been too prevalent. We have had
the notion through the years and decades that by legislation we can
change economic laws and moral laws and foreign relations, whereas
basically, as you said in the beginning, it is a question of the conquest
of the-mind, creating kindred minds in people so that they can sit down
as brothers and reason out the problem. That is our problem.
REQUEST FOR COMMITTEE LEADERSHIP

Mr. BATr. It seems to me that a resolution of this kind, saying to
the world that we favor the strengthening of the United Nations in the
cause of a better approach to peace, is a small thing to do. I wish out
of your great wisdom and the experience you have of listening to the
best expert brains in the country that you would develop somethingI say this without fear of being misunderstood-that you would develop something which you could give to us, the people, that would
give us some hope which presently we don't have.
Senator Wim.y. By that very statement of yours, you are again
emphasizing the mistake that has been too prevalent: That we can
by mere legislation change the mentality of man. We can say two
times two equals five a thousand times, and it still will be four. We
can say that Mr. Fuchs shall be a Christian today and shall be a good
American, and we know what he was. It wouldn't change him. We
can pass a law; it wouldn't change him. So we, in our search, can go
up blind alleys and put ourselves asleep if we don't look out and then
we are in danger. That is the thing that gives me more concern than
anything else at the present time, because if a bomb should hit us we
wouldn't know anyway.
Mr. BArr. I will come back to these practical considerations, on
which I presume you will have to take a position. What you do about
ECA, all the world is going to be looking at that. What you do about
point 4, and when you do it, the world is certainly looking at that as
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evidence of the sincerity of the American people in trying to do what
is reasonable in raising the standards of living of the people. What
you do or don't do about the International Trade Organization is
again a specific thing with which this Congress, I assume, ought to
deal. Those are issues that will be on this table, and they are a very
real part of your contribution to this picture.
Senator WILEY. That is a different proposition from what we have
in front of us here, unless you can work some solution that will change
the minds there.
Mr. BArr. Senator, if I contributed anything, all I wanted to contribute was that I would hate to see a resolution as innocuous as this
defeated; but, by itself, it was of no significance, and most of my
remarks were directed toward these more practical things which
fitted into it.
Senator WILEY. In your background, you haven't been used to
supporting innocuous things; now you call it as innocuous as this.
Mr. BArT. Well, I only take your own conclusion that this resolution
by itself isn't going to set the world on fire.

Senator WILEY. All right.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Senator Smith?
Senator SmITH of New Jersey. I just want to say, Mr. Batt, I welcome you here personally because of our previous friendship.
Mr. BATT. Thank you, Senator.
REASON FOR SUPPORT OF SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 5 6

Senator SmIT of New Jersey. I rejoice in the spirit of exploration
which you suggest seeking to find an answer. I am not quite clear
as to just why you support this particular resolution, because we have
had a choice of various resolutions, and the same thing might be said
of all of them: that if we don't endorse them all then we seem to be
rejecting those that we don't endorse. It looks like the State Department is rejecting them. I don't think that is the spirit I would want to
see. I would like to see these things explored. But you have gone on
record here as saying that you favor a specific resolution. I am going
to read it, because it doesn't call for any conference.
Mr. BATT. No; it does not.
Senator Srm of New Jersey. It calls for a definite declaration
of policy.
Mr. BAir. That is right.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. And it goes pretty far. It says
that it is the sense of the Congress that it should be a fundamental
objective of the foreign policy of the United States to support and
strengthen the United Nations. Now we all agree with that. There
is no debate over that. Everybody who has been here agrees to that.
It goes on to say, "and to seek its development into (1) a world federation." Now we use the word "federation" in the sense that we know
federation from our own American experience. We are seeking a
world federation of that same caliber-"open to all nations with defined and limited powers adequate to preserve peace and prevent aggression through the enactment, interpretation, and enforcement of
world law." It is pretty far reaching. It goes into the area of a
world legislature of some sort, with all the problems which are involved in that.
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Mr. BATr. Conceivably, but that is too far ahead for me to think of.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. That is just the point. It is so far
ahead and so controversial that it seems to me we are in a position
where we want to find something more immediate and more practical
in the spirit that you are suggesting. So I come to you and ask you
now this question: Whether the best course wouldn't be to take the
United Nations Charter as it is and where it may have defects, seek
the immediate amendment of that?
Mr. BATT. I would most certainly think that ought to be done.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. And some of the resolutions here
point in the direction of consecutive amendments of the United Nations, without having it appear that we think it is inadequate and
must go to a great, big world picture.
Mr. BATr. Well, Senator, I regret I am not an expert in this field.
The only two resolutions with which I am familiar and on which I
have a position is the one with respect to Atlantic Union, and which
I do not favor for the reasons which I very briefly gave, and this one,
which I do favor for the reasons which I have given. Now there
might be others.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. What we have here, frankly, as far
as I can classify them, is the over-all world picture presented by the
World Federalists, with the greater development in the Hutchins'
plan from Chicago, which goes into a detailed constitution for the
world, constitutional set-up for the whole world. Then there is the
Atlantic Union idea, which is an elaboration of the Atlantic Pact,
carrying that over into the federation idea, and then there is the less
ambitious but most important practical approach, that of taking the
United Nations as it is, realizing what it has accomplished, its positive features, realizing from experience what it lacks in being effective,
and aiming at the strengthening of those areas, on the theory, by
trial and error, through the set-up we have today, we don't need to
explore great, new areas, but go ahead with what we have and give
it all the support we can and all the strength we can by consecutive
amendments.
Mr. BATT. I would certainly go for that, too.

Senator SMrI of New Jersey. I would think you would go for that.
Mr. BATT. I would.
CONTINUED SUPPORT OF UN NECESSARY

Senator SmITH of New Jersey. That is all I wanted to bring out,
so that we will have clear in the record the different approaches that
have been suggested to this committee, and when you say we have this
responsibility, I grant you that I feel it very deeply that we have
a terrific responsibility. It so happens if we don't recommend every
one of these things, it should mean we are rejecting them in the sense
that we say they are no good. All we are saying is this particular
step, whichever we may arrive at, is the next immediate step to take
toward the great hope of setting up some sort of a world peace formula.
Mr. BATr. I would venture the hope, Senator Smith, that this session would not adjourn without this body taking some concrete steps
toward a disposition to strengthen the United Nations first; and,
second, to repeat and repeat to the world that we are interested only
in world peace.
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Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I wouldn't quarrel with you on
that.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Mr. Batt, definitely what you have in
mind is for the American Government always to keep in mind in its
foreign policy the great, general objectives of the United Nations in
its inception, an organization capable of controlling the peace in the
world and capable of being able to speak a language which is universal
in that its determination is to create a law which the community of
nations will respect.
Mr. BATT. I wish I could say it as well, Senator.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. I get that from your testimony, to keep
in mind always that we have started on a course that we want to see
,come
to fruition in the way and in the spirit in which we all started
at San Francisco, when we brought the United Nations into existence.
Mr. BATT. You are quite right. I think we had a big ball in our
hands that some way or other we missed.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. May I just make this further comment:
Tou mentioned the Marshall plan and you mentioned these other
things. They have all been successful, but in the light of the hopes and
aspirations, they have probably not been as successful as we wanted
them to be, because they have tended toward dividing instead of
uniting the world. At the same time, we have experimented with
certain techniques and we are learning more about them all the time.
This refers to the great objectives of the United Nations, and nothing
is lost except the disappointment which comes to anyone who experts
the impossible to happen as a result of some action here. The aim, I
think, if I may analyze your testimony, is that we may never lose sight
of the great objectives, nor be discouraged by this set-back or the
other set-back. I don't think there will ever be a time in the history
of the world where certain groups of men will act wholly from
material objectives, if you want to bring your world into this picture,
and will not be able to unite the world in our kind of idealism. We
haven't been able to unite the Christian people of the world in the
great idealism of the Christian ideals. That is, division seems to
be the way men go instead of the other way.
Mr. BATT. We haven't united ourselves, I may venture to say, in
some critical areas.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. I think there are quite a few.
Mr. BArr. I have taken all of your time and I am grateful to you,
Senator.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Thank you for coming, Mr. Batt, we
appreciate it.
I would like to make a statement here in relation to Mr. Batt's
testimony.
INTEGRATION OF EUROPE

He spoke of the integration of Europe, the fact that we had gotten
to the place where the various nations lay things on the table between
one another, and one of these resolutions which we are discussing, of
course, is the one providing that it is the sense of Congress that the
Federation of Europe be created-the good old European idea. However, we have heard testimony that the steps toward that end have
been taken, although we haven't called it that.
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Now I don't care what you call these things, as long as you get peace
in the world and as long as we get international cooperation for peace,
and as long as you get to that frame of mind on the part of the
representatives of the world that the people's interest is the thing to
be considered and that the best way to get the people's interest is to
keep the people informed and to operate for their good in some way.
Now -that means impractical idealism, after what Mr. Batt has said
about gross materialism, but, at the same time, the grossest kind of
materialism sometimes has the seed of very, very practical idealism
in it. I think that the starting of a world revolution which has
resulted so disastrously was a mere speck back in 1855 and 1856. No
one paid any attention to it because it was the dreams of a man whose
ideas couldn't possibly come true. And yet, look what has happened.
If we had not produced so much distress in the world, if we had not
produced so much war in the world, if we had not produced so much
starvation in the world, if we had not produced so much misery in the
world, probably that speck would be where it was in 1856.
We will stand in recess until 10 o'clock Monday morning, and we
will meet in room 457 in the Senate Office Building.
(Whereupon, at 5 p. m., the subcommittee adjourned, to reconvene
Monday, February 6, 1950, at 10 a. m., in room 457, Senate Office
Building.)
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UNITED STATES SENATE.
COMMITTEE ON FOREIGN RELATIONS,
SUBCOMmITTEE ON REVISION OF THE UNITED NATIONS CHARTER,

Washington, D. C.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to adjournment on February 3,
1950, in room 457, Senate Office Building, Senator Elbert D. Thomas
of Utah (chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.
Present: Senators Thomas of Utah (chairman of the subcommittee),
Green, and Smith of New Jersey.
SENATE RESOLUTION 133

Senator THoxAs of Utah. We are considering this morning Senate

Resolution 133.
(S. Res. 133 is as follows:)
[S. Res. 133, 81st Cong., 1st sess.]
RESOLUTION
Whereas the necessity for firm, prompt, and united defense by nations of the
North Atlantic area justifies the purposes of the North Atlantic Treaty, now
before the Senate; and
Whereas the effectiveness of the North Atlantic Treaty will depend largely on
the manner and methods used to implement it; and
Whereas the best hope for world peace lies in the capacity of the United
Nations to fulfill its primary responsibility for the maintenance of international
peace and security, and a declared purpose of the North Atlantic Treaty is to
strengthen the United Nations: Therefore be it
Resolved, That the President be advised of the sense of the Senate that a
fundamental objective in the implementation of the North Atlantic Treaty, upon
its ratification, should be to seek without delay the revision of the United
Nations Charter so thatA. The paralyzing veto right in defined matters of aggression shall be
removed;
B. The rising threat of the atomic catastrophe be averted and the backbreaking load of the armament race be lifted; and
C. An effective but tyranny-proof international police force be established
under a workable Security Council and World Court.
In the event that a permanent member vetoes these revisions of the United
Nations Charter under its Articles 108 or 109, then, under its Article 51, the
Atlantic Pact should be supplemented by a World Pact for the establishment,
within the United Nations, of a larger organization for mutual defense, dedicated
to the foregoing objectives and open to all nations; to the end that a united world
front of all cooperating nations, in possession of overwhelming atomic and
military power, and based on the principle of enforceable law against aggression or armament for aggression, shall avert, by firm action now, the Third
World War later; and be It further
Resolved, That among the immediate 'objectives in the implementation of the
North Atlantic Treaty should be:
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I. The establishment, in cooperation with other member states, of an emergency
defense force, to be called the Atlantic International Contingent, to operate in
defense against armed attack as auxiliary to the national armed forces of
,participating member states.
The International Contingent-a balanced land, sea, and air force-should be
recruited from volunteers who 'are citizens of smaller sovereign states only,
that is, states not possessing their own large military establishments. It should
be a highly trained, well-paid professional force, owing its allegiance to the
Atlantic Council. It should be stationed in western Germany or, upon mutual
agreement, in special bases provided by the smaller member states. Its use
and operations should not limit the constitutional safeguards or processes of
member states nor commit them to the use of their national armed forces.
A specified part of the moneys, goods, and lend-lease armament when appropriated by the United States Government in accordance with Article 3 of
the North Atlantic Treaty shall be expended to help equip and maintain the
International Contingent.
II. The organization and command of the Atlantic International Contingent
should be vested in the special Defense Committee provided in Article 9 of the
North Atlantic Treay. The Defense Committee should consist of seven delegates,
as follows:
United States, two; British Commonwealth-United Kingdom, one; Canada,
one; Latin Europeans-France, one; Italy, one; other smaller member states, one,
selected to represent them collectively.
The Defense Committee should act upon an affirmative vote of six out of
seven members. The details of representation and voting procedure on the
Defense Committee may be arranged differently, provided the paralysis arising
from a requirement of unanimous consent of all member states is avoided.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Senator Sparkman, will you proceed as

you wish, please?

STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN J. SPARKMAN, UNITED STATES SENATOR
FROM ALABAMA
Senator SPARKMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr, Chairman, I am here in behalf of Senate Resolution 133, which
was introduced in the Senate by 10 Senators and myself last summer.
Simultaneously a similar resolution was introduced in the House by
a sizable group of Members of the House of Representatives. It is
my purpose, Mr. Chairman, to make a very brie introductory statement and then -toturn it over to Congressman Hale, of Maine, who is
one of the sponsors of the House resolution.
Mr. Chairman, let me say that while I do appear for this specific
resolution, I want to make it very clear that I do not oppose any of the
similar resolutions that your subcommittee is and has been considering. As a matter of fact, I am on three of the different resolutions.
I am on this resolution because I believe very definitely that something ought to be done to stimulate activity looking toward the
establishment of a peace that we can consider as certain and enduring.
I am for any activity that holds out that hope, and in that connection,
I should like to recommend to the subcommittee, or at least to say
that so far as I am concerned, and I assume that this would apply to
every other sponsor of every one of the various resolutions, that I have
no pride of authorship in this particular resolution, nor in the particular strength of one of the resolutions as against the other.
PUBLIC INTEREST IN RESOLUTIONS

I saw a chart some time ago that had been prepared showing that
some 43 different Senators were supporting one or the other of these
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-various resolutions, several of them on more than one. Someone has
told me-I have not checked it recently-that that number now has
been stepped up to 48, and that if all of the resolutions seeking to
strengthen the United Nations could be worked out so as to have one
resolution seeking to carry out that objective, there would be at least
48 Senators actively supporting and sponsoring such a resolution.
It seems to me that that fact ought to offer a challenge to this subeommittee and to the Foreign Relations Committee, and indeed 'to
Congress, to do something toward strengthening the United Nations.
Personally, I believe in the United Nations. I think it has done
a great deal more 'than sometimes we are prone to credit it with having
done. But I believe that it would be a good and wholesome thing if
-Congress might look at the Charter again, might look at the United
Nations and just what it is doing. We should reaffirm our faith and
our confidence in the United Nations, and search ourselves and search
the various provisions of the Charter and the facts relating to the
performance of the United Nations, to make certain that we have not
left alone undone anything that we might do toward strengthening
the United Nations and toward bringing to the world an assurance of
lasting peace.
There are provisions in the Charter for setting up different kinds
of peace machinery. I think we-ought to make certain that we have
not failed to look into the feasibility of setting up any of that machinery that may be provided for in the Charter. I believe that every one
of these resolutions seeks to do something that the Charter of the
United Nations would authorize. I believe that everyone is seeking
a condition that would hold out hope of lasting peace, and if I may be
so bold I should like to suggest on my part, that this subcommittee, in
studying these resolutions, perhaps discard them all or unite them
all, or do something-write its own bill, its own resolution-that
would seek to utilize the powers given under the Charter of the United
Nations toward strengthening the UN and toward bringing about this
condition that we all so greatly want.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Thank you, Senator Sparkman. I think
that your remarks call for just a sentence.
In the first place, I agree with the chairman of our Foreign Relations Committee, that it is very wise to put all these resolutions in the
hands of just one committee for study. There is no doubt in my mind
but what there is a striving from one end of the country to the other
to support the efforts to bring about world organization and bringing
about a substitute for war. But how to do it is the question. There
are many ways, but once you get to the top you generally see the same
old moon, you know, to be a little bit poetical.
But better even still than that, when our country first got started
and we were thinking of the right place for the press in our country,
and when we were laying down the policy of freedom for the press,
that freedom was granted primarily because the press was considered
part of the educational scheme in a democracy. Democracy could
survive only because of a well-informed citizenry. One of the great
papers in the beginning of our country carried under its banner a
statement that without a well-informed public no legislation could
be durable. That is your Jeffersonian approach to the freedom of the
press, and that is what the fathers wanted and that is why Congress
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has persisted in allowing freedom of discussion, assuming that ultimately a well-informed citizenry will prevail.
And, of course, as a subcommittee that is all we can do-to give a
chance to people who are trying to think this problem through to be
heard, in the hope that what they say will be studied. Thank you
for what you have said, Mr. Senator.
THREAT OF ATOMIC DESTRUCTION

Senator SPARKMAN. Senator Thomas, I wanted to add just another
thought or two before relinquishing my place to my friend, Congressman Hale.
Of course I think developments in recent days have done much to
sharpen the thinking of peace-loving peoples everywhere as to the
necessity of working out something. I think certainly in this country,
and I presume in most of the countries of the world, the back-breaking
load that we are now carrying in a tremendous armaments race, coupled
with the announcement that we are going ahead and build the hydrogen bomb, coupled with the news that has come out as to the giving of
secrets of our atomic weapons and perhaps even of the hydrogen bomb
itself to other nations, may well cause us to recognize the fact that
we are in an armaments race and that we may not be so secure after all
in the possession of all of the weapons capable of dealing mass destruction, and certainly in the keeping of those secrets.
It seems to me that all of those things must serve to sharpen our
conscience and our desire for something to be done. I think they must
point up the necessity of something being done.
The matter of the atomic threat will affect the entire humanity for
generations to come. It must therefore be solved on a global basis
through the instrumentality of the revised United Nations and not by
unilateral action of diplomats operating obscurely behind closed doors
in conference rooms. We must call upon the whole world, and especially upon Soviet Russia, to join us in a crusade to stop now before
it is too late the onrushing catastrophe of the hydrogen and uranium
weapons. We must, with open heart, propose to Russia a simple and
concrete plan so designed that Soviet Russia will be protected against
aggression by the western democracies, and our world against aggression by Soviet Russia.
This proposal is outlined in the plan contained in our resolution.
I do want, not to read the whole resolution but I would like to read
just the first part of it, if I may read it into the record at this point:
Resolved, That the President be advised of the sense of the Senate that a
fundamental objective in the implementation of the North Atlantic Treaty, upon
its ratification, should be to seek without delay the revision of the United
Nations Charter so that (a) the paralyzing veto right in defined matters of
aggression shall be removed; (b), the rising threat of the atomic catastrophe be
averted and the back-breaking load of the armament race be lifted; and (c)
an effective but tyranny proof international police force be established under a
workable Security Council and World Court. In the event that a permanent
member vetoes these revisions of the United Nations Charter under its articles
108 and 109, then under its article 51 the Atlantic Pact should be supplemented
by a World Pact for the establishment within the United Nations of a larger
organization for mutual defense dedicated to the foregoing objectives and open
to all nations, to the end that a united world front of all cooperating nations in
possession of overwhelming atomic and military power and based on the principle
of enforceable law against armament for aggression shall avert by firm action now
the Third World War later.
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That resolution was introduced, as may be seen from the reading
of it, while the Atlantic Pact was still pending in the Senate of the
United States.
In April of 1948 several of us joined in introducing another resolution, Senate Joint Resolution 50, in the Eightieth Congress. I do not
advocate so much looking back, but I am of the opinion that had
this resolution been adopted we would have had today, instead of
confused and divided western democracies facing the monolith unity
of the Moscow Communist state a world collective front of all peaceful nations under a world judge and backed by world policemen of
such strength and unity that Soviet Russia would have no choice but
to renounce her policy of intimidation and aggression.
I think, Mr. Chairman, that as time goes along the armaments race
becomes even greater, more back breaking, and perhaps the opportunity is lessening for something being done. I certainly believe that
right here at the time of the announcement of the most terrible weapon
that has yet been devised by man, and perhaps not the most deadly
that will be devised by man even yet, that it is timely that some action
be taken to strengthen the United Nations and to develop some plan
whereby the peoples of the world may feel secure in their homes and
in their daily activities.
I thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, and I should like now to
ask that Congressman Hale be heard.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Thank you, Senator Sparkman. Congressman Hale?
STATEMENT OF HON. ROBERT HALE, MEMBER OF CONGRESS FROM
THE STATE OF MAINE
Mr. HALE. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, I feel very grateful for
the opportunity accorded me to appear before your honorable body.
I have belonged for some years to a group in the House of Representatives that has sought consistently and persistently to create an
agency powerful enough to assure world peace. We began back in
1943 when we procured the adoption in the House of the so-called
Fulbright resolution. We worked making speeches in the summer of
1943 to assure the organization of some body which should be charged
with these functions, and of course the conference at Dumbarton
Oaks in 1944 and the subsequent conference in San Francisco which
drew the Charter of the United Nations were all steps along the road.
FAILURE OF THE LEAGUE

As it happens, I had a very minor part in the work which was done
in Paris in 1919. I was on the staff of the American mission to negotiate peace. I saw the birth of the League of Nations; in common, I
think, with millions of other American citizens I hoped that very
great good would be accomplished by that organization. My hopes
were considerably dashed when the Senate of the United States refused to ratify the Treaty of Versailles and the United States refused
to become a member of the League of Nations, and the League, although it did very many useful and laudable things, must certainly be
written down as a failure. By the early thirties it was quite powerless
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to stop Japanese aggression in China; in 1935 it was powerless even?
to stop the invasion of Ethiopia by Italy, although it would be difficult
for me to imagine a more conspicuous and unwarranted piece of'
aggression. And I need scarcely remind the committee than when
Germany entered Austria in 1938 and when it seized Czechoslovakia,
the League of Nations was helpless. The League of Nations was helpless at the time of the conference in Munich and it never has figured
since that time, although for all I know the organization is not yet
technically noneixstent.
It is finished; its epitaph has been written. Its epitaph is that it died
because it lacked power or, as we used to say in the old-days, it did not
have teeth.
In 1933 a President of the United Staes said in his inaugural address
that the only thing we had to fear was fear itself.. I would paraphrase
that today by saying that the thing we have most to fear is that we
shall not be fearful enough of the dangers that now infest our society,
any organized society in the world, unless we have an organization
over all and above all reaching down to all which can prevent aggression.
STRENGTHEN THE UNITED NATIONS

There are only two ways by which you can possibly do that. One
is to cast the United Nations overboard, liquidate it as you liquidated
the League of Nations, and start again with something brand newwork from the ground up. I definitely do not believe in that. I think
that is foolish. The United Nations we have. It is pretty good. It
isn't good enough. And I think the way to establish an international
society is to give it, as we used to say, the teeth.
This resolution indicates what the teeth are. It is to eliminate the
veto in matters of aggression and threatened aggression; it is the regulation of superdeadly weapons, and the inspection which is necessary
for the regulation, and it is in the constitution of an international
police force.
I think when you get to the control of deadly weapons then we see
that the United Nations organization must work not on the component
nations but must work on the individuals themselves, and say There
is John Doe. He is illicitly making fissionable material," pust as a
man might be making moonshine whisky in the mountains of Tennessee. We are making moonshine in Oak Ridge, and it is a pretty
dangerous kind of moonshine.
We have heard a lot lately about the hydrogen bomb. Six months
ago I never heard of that. Six months from now I will probably hear
oF some weapon which is as much more powerful than the hydrogen
bomb as the hydrogen bomb is more powerful than the atomic bomb.
As the ingenuity of man increases, there is no limt to what can happen
if he devotes his facilities, his capacities, to destruction instead of
devoting them to construction and to salvation.
Certainly hydrogen is an element of air and of water, and just where
a hydrogen explosion would ever end I don't know, and I sometimes
wonder whether our scientists, gifted as they are, will ever know really
how to stop the forces that they set in motion.
So I think some step has got to be taken in the world, and it is a
step that must begin, in my opinion, here in Washington. I would
like to see it begin in our branch of the Congress but I would also
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like to see it begin in this branch of the Congress so that we can both
work together for our salvation and for the world's salvation. If we
don't do that, the future looks truly horrible to me.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Is that all, Mr. Congressman?
Mr. HALE. Yes.
PUBLIC INTEREST IN

STRENGTHENING THE UNITED NATIONS

Senator GREEN. I noticed that you said that you had fear there
isn't fear enough. That is the direct opposite of what the late President Roosevelt said, that the only thing we had to fear was fear itself.
Mr. HALE. That's right. I think we are in an opposite situation,.
and when the President made those remarks we were in a panic. The
situation today is that people are, on the whole, too complacent. They
don't comprehend the dangers which threaten us, and it is only by an
intelligent, certainly not an hysterical, fear, that we can work out the
means for our protection.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Do you not get any mail?
Mr. HALE. Do I get any mail?

Senator THOMAS of Utah. Mine is just full of jitters and fears. I
don't find anybody who isn't worked up.
Mr. HALE. I get a good deal of mail from people who are disturbed,
certainly, but many people I think are rather resigned and fatalistic.
They think there is nothing to do, nothing you can do. I think something can be done.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. I have been so concerned over the type of
mail I have had for 3 or 4 years. The letters stress the hopelessnes
of the situation, that we are all doomed and nothing can be stopped
and so on and so forth. I have tried to start a little crusade in the
other direction, not that we have a sweet and lovely world but that
we can do something about it.
I think we are both talking about the same thing, but I wish that
the people were a little bit more complacent instead of so worked up.
Maybe I ought to get some mail from Maine instead of Utah.
Mr. HALE. I think the Senator and I have exactly the same thought,
but I suspect that probably his constituents and mine are probably
not very different. I have in my district an active United World
Federalist group which is very much concerned with this whole situation. I have other people who, although they do not belong to any
organization, want something done. So I think many people are
completely at a loss. They want something to be done but they don't
know what can be done.
I repeat that it seems to me the realization of the catastrophes that
might occur are a necessary prerequisite to taking the precautions that
I think have got to be taken.
Senator GREEN. My point that I believe is, you say that what is
necessary is intelligent fear, but I do not think an increase in unreasonable fear helps that.
Mr. HALE. Certainly not unreasonable fear, but the fear of these
atomic and other deadly weapons is not an unreasonable fear. It
is a very reasonable fear.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Thank you very much,, Congressman
Hale.
I do not see Senator Flanders or Senator Mundt.
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Senator Thomas, I have not heard from Senator

Flanders this morning. Senator Mundt is attending a Republican
policy committee meeting, and it may very well be that Senator Flanders is at the same place. I do not know. But I was told that in the
case of Senator Mundt he would come around as soon as he could get
away from that meeting.
(There are inserted in the record at this point the statements of
Senator Flanders and Senator Mundt who appeared before the committee on Thursday, February 9, 1950. Their testimony has been
transposed to this place so that it can appear with the testimony of
-other supporters of S. Res. 133.)
Senator Flanders, will you come forward, please, sir?
STATEMENT OF HON. RALPH E. FLANDERS, UNITED STATES
SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF VERMONT
Senator FLANDERS. Senator Thomas, I appreciate very much the
rieilege
of being here. I am going to express my appreciation by
eing very, very brief.
I have only two thoughts in connection with the proposal which I
am favoring as compared with some of the more far-reaching proposals
that have been made. I am speaking in favor of the so-called ABC
plan which might also be called the Culbertson plan, to identify it in
a popular way.
SENATE

RESOLUTION

133 BUILDS ON THE UNITED

NATIONS

It has the advantage, it seems to me, of building on what we have.
It proposes to change the use of the veto power so that it does not
apply against questions of aggression or preparation for aggression.
It proposes to strengthen, and this is a point in which I am particularly
interested, the original plan. It proposes to carry out the original
plan of the United Nations, by providing that the police force, with-out which, in my opinion, the operations of the United Nations are
little more than words. It proposes to supply those police forces in a
way which disassociates them completely from national forces and
national armies.
I think you have had descriptions of it before you, so I do not need
to go into the description of the plan. What I do want to emphasize
is, first, my feeling that it is best to build on what we have, rather
than to start out anew.
Now, that same idea applies to one of the other proposals, and
applies to that one of the other proposals with which I find myself
in most sympathy. That is, the Atlantic Union idea which does build
on something that we already have.
ATLANTIC UNION NOT ENOUGH

The second point I wish to make, however, is that I am fearful that
at this time, building on the Atlantic Union, we would find ourselves
doing little more than strengthening an arms agreement, rather than
making world progress toward international cooperation in the
governmental area.
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So, for that reason, I feel that we should at this time work toward

the strengthening of the United Nations, carrying out its original
ideas, and original plans, rather than working toward a new concept
not originally involved in the United Nations idea.
When we think of all the constitutions that have been written in
the last 150 or 200 years, some of them only lasted a few hours, others
lasted days and weeks and months, but the mortality rate is incredibly
high. I do not get enthusiastic, myself, about feeling that when one
has written a constitution for a new world government, that anything
has been accomplished whatsoever. *If we start with an existing body
of sentiment, or institutions, we have to build on them and hope and
expect that world sentiment will grow and support it. So, my first.
choice is very strongly the ABC proposal.
I feel that the only other one which merits any attention is the
Atlantic Union, and as I say, I am dubious about that because I feel
that under present conditions that becomes a little more than the
strengthening of the military alliance.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Thank you very much, Senator Flanders..
Senator Mundt, will you please come forward?
Senator MUNDT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
STATEMENT OF HON. KARL E. MUNDT, UNITED STATES SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF SOUTH DAKOTA
Senator MUNDT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the
committee.
I come here this morning to testify in support of Senate Resolution
133, which was introduced in the Senate on July 8, 1949, by Senator
Sparkman of Alabama, Senator Aiken of Vermont, Senator Capehart of Indiana, Senator Cain of Washington, Senator Flanders of
Vermont, Senator Hendrickson of New Jersey, Senator Hill of Alabama, Senator Hoey of North Carolina, Senator Johnson of Colorado,
Senator Stennis of Mississippi, and myself.
You have had, I assume, some other speakers testifying for this
resolution which proposes to meet the challenges which we now are
oonfronted with, through an approach made by the United States, and
an effort to bring together the countries of the world into an international conference for meeting the problems of the atomic bomb,
the problems of the hydrogen bomb, the problems of the bacteriological bomb and, if our active scientists discover a way to concentrate
and direct the bolts of lightning from the sky, or to control the powers
of the tornado or other mass destruction, to deal with those problems.
Senator WILEY. Did I understand that the conference was for the
purpose of meeting the threat of the Communist bomb?
Senator MUNDT. Precisely, which probably is as dangerous as any
others.
Senator WILY. That is sort of a new idea, that the Communist
bomb is made up of what you might call mental dynamite affecting
the minds of men.

Senator

MUNDT.

Right.

Senator WILEY. How would this conference go about meeting that?
Senator MUNDT. I think that one of the situations which disturbs
us most seriously is the fact that in this great cleavage which exists
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in the world between the forces of evil and the forces of rectitude
between communism and those who would be free, that only the Communists today have any cohesive action; only the Communists have
a concerted front; only the Communists have a mechanism for action
which enables them to throw the full force of their power to achieve
an objective at a given time; and on the side of the free, on the side
of those who oppose communism, even though they do not share
the degree of freedom we have, today we have no mechanism whatsoever Which can function. The only mechanism available to us is the
United Nations, which the Communists have demonstrated more than
two dozen times they are able to block completely by the veto any
time the United Nations endeavors to do anything significant or
constructive to preserve the peace.
So, I think that you have got to find some new technique and new
approach and new device for giving the free side of this conflict a
type of concerted effort which the Communists now have, and it is
to that that I expect to devote my remarks.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. The main purpose of your proposal
is to eliminate the veto?
Senator MUNDT. That is one of the purposes.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Entirely?
Senator MUNDT. Yes.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Not any limited veto?
Senator MUNDT. No; I will explain that as I go along, if I may.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Might I ask this: Is this the so-called
Culbertson plan?
Senator MUNDT. The so-called Culbertson plan-? I would say this
is a page out of the so-called Culbertson plan. I think the Culbertson plan is known as the ABC plan which involves some rather technical arrangements, from the standpoint of the mathematics by which
an international police force is arrived at. Our resolution does not
go into those details. It is based along the same general line as the
'Culbertson plan.
TRUMAN DOCTRINE

I think that we now have another opportunity in which to bring
the countries of the world together and into an international conference to discuss the perils which mutually confront us all. I think we
'had another opportunity prior to the time when the Truman doctrine
was arrived atSenator WImx. What was that last?
Senator MUNDr. I think we might have had that opportunity prior
to the time the Truman doctrine was drawn up, to bing the countries
together. It was a turning point in history. We didn't do it then.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. You are referring specifically to
the Greece-Turkey policy?
Senator MUNDr. The Greece-Turkey policy; that is right.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. And that is known as the Truman
policy or Truman doctrine?
Senator MUNDT. Yes.
I think another time in the international arrangements came with
the inception of the Marshall plan. We might have preceded that
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with a preliminary implementation, with an effort to bring the countries of the world together by such a program as I am going to discuss.
We didn't do it then.
I think we certainly had a third great opportunity before launching
the Atlantic Pact. Probably that was the most conspicuous and obvious opportunity we had to bring within the framework of one organization all of the countries of the world, rather than associate
ourselves with 11 countries of the world into a rather small pact, thus
establishing a new effort at a balance of power which, whenever it has
been tried throughout the history ofthe world, has always failed, and
which carries with it a great element of danger. When you form a
balance of power and associate yourself with the smaller part of the
power balance, there is always danger.
Senator SMrI of New Jersey. Am I to imply from that that you
are opposed to the Atlantic Union proposal that we had yesterday and
that was discussed by Justice Roberts and associates?
Senator MUNDT. I wasn't here, Senator, so I am not sure what was
said in behalf of that. I am here to advocate a step, a program, rather
than to oppose anything particularlySenator SMIT of New Jersey. I am trying to get for the record
the difference between the proposals.
Senator MUNDT. I will come to that.

Senator Sxr-n of New Jersey. I asked Justice Roberts yesterday
whether he was not proposing a balance-of-power principle. He said,
definitely, that he was proposing a preponderance-of-power principle.
He and his associates took that word out of my mouth. He said he
didn't want to speak of a balance of power when we needed a preponderance of power and that when we got there, we could begin on
some concrete program.
Senator MUNDT. I certainly would think, if we are trying to achieve

world peace by the power method, we should associate ourselves with
the preponderance of power rather than an Atlantic Pact, which
makes it a balance of power, of which we are a smaller balance portion of the balance, populationwise, areawise, and natural-resourceswise. and time runs against us with that kind of a balance of power.
Now, we have a new opportunity brought about by the hydrogen
bomb, by the fact that the President recently and rightly in my
mind decided to devote the resources of this country toward building
the hydrogen bomb. The decision was inevitable, certainly in view
of the fact that through the laxity of security arrangements in this
country, we have permitted the secrets of the hydrogen bomb to be
delivered to the drawing boards of the Kremlin in Moscow, through
Mr. Fuchs, the Britisher, and through others who have participated in
espionage, and otherwise played fast and loose with American security
for too long a time.
NEED FOR INTERNATIONAL CONFER

NCE

Therefore, I think an approach such as we make in this resolution
has much to commend it. In brief, this is what it proposes: That the
President of the United States use his great position of moral and
spiritual leadership, the present tremendous predominance of power
in the field of atomic warfare, the fact that we hope it has advanced
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further here than any other country in the field of the hydrogenbomb building, the fact that certainly in industrial know-how and
processes, we lead the world-I think we should use this present
advantage which we have and which is slipping from us every minute
that the clock ticks off, to call together the nations of the world at
a conference to be held outside of the framework of the United
Nations, but to include all of the members of the United Nations,
and to include also countries which do not belong to the United
Nations, in a genuine world-wide conference for the purpose of
revamping the Charter of the United Nations primarily to make it an
effective organization.
SHORTCOMINGS OF THE UNITED NATIONS

Surely, only the most sanguine today can say that the United
Nations is contributing materially to permanent peace. A pretty
good case can be built to show that it provides an opportunity for the
Russians, through their veto, to destroy much of the permanent peace,
instead of building toward a universal peace arrangement. Something
must be done to the United Nations, if it is to achieve the hopes we
had for it when we voted for it. I am not quarreling with those who
felt that the veto might be an essential aspect of the United Nations
at the time of the San Francisco Conference, in order to assure
membership by countries .generally. Nobody could then envisage for
sure that Russia was going to use that veto more than two dozen
times in a few short years to destroy effectively moves toward peace,
but in any event now we know what the formula has been. Weknow
now how Russia is using the United Nations, not only as a process
through which, by te veto, they have been enabled to block most
important moves toward peace, but also using it in part as an opportunity to people a large part of the international Secretariat with
Communists whose loyalty to Russia and not to ourselves, is positive.
In my opinion, there is a more devious defect than the UN Charter,
in the veto, and that is one which permits the Secretary General of the
United Nations, and his deputy, to appoint nationals from any country
of the world to serve on the international Secretariat without clearing
those nationals with the foreign office or department of state of the
country which they represent.
So, we find ourselves in the highly incongruous position of where
they can put an American citizen in the international Secretariat
of the United Nations whose loyalty is to Russia instead of to the
United States, who are Communists, or Communist fellow-travelers,
although citizens of the United States. Certainly, in a revamped
United Nations I would like to see this simple formula put into
operation which, as I understand, we have now been able to apply to
the UNESCO organization. That formula is that the United Nations
Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization, simply says that
when any national of any country is to be employed by the international organization, before being employed or being given a position of trust, that national must be cleared with the department of
state or the foreign office of the country of which he is a citizen.
We accept that the Russian citizens in this country employed at
Lake Success are going to be Communists. I accept that. I think
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that is perfectly proper, if we are in an international arrangement
with the Russians, they have a right to have Communists as their
representatives, and we have an equal right to expect that those Americans employed in the international Secretariat are good Americans
who believe in our American concept of freedom, who are neither
Communists, Communist sympathizers, or dupes.
We have not one single safeguard today which prevents the employment of American citizens in the international set-up whose loyalty
is to Russia.
ELIMINATION OF VETO

I am talking primarily now about this international conferenceit should be called for the purpose of meeting the major threats to
peace, one of which is the veto.
Answering your question, Senator Smith, I would have the veto
altered so it would not be operative in the Security Council on matters
of aggression, and on matters applying to the revision and restriction
and control of weapons of mass destruction. Neither would I have it
operative from the standpoint of the admission of new weapons.
INTERNATIONAL POLICE FORCE

The second feature I think that should be applied in this new revamped UN Charter, is to establish the policemen we need to enforce
the laws that we write, some kind of international police force with
representation from all of the countries who belong to the United
Nations, or at least the major ones, equipped with mobility to move
through the air, with the power to strike when ordered to do so by
the United Nations, against aggressors; and, empowered above all
else to inspect all fabricating and processing plants capable either of
producing the raw materials or making a weapon of mass destruction.
Senator WIiEy. Do you think Russia would agree to that?
Senator MUNDT. I am coming to that.
I think also in this revamped United Nations we should specifically
outlaw the atomic bomb as a military weapon, the building of the
atomic bomb, use of the atomic bomb and of the hydrogen bomb and
bacteriologoical and any other weapons of mass destruction.
Senator WILEY. Will you tell me how you will make that effective.
Senator MUNDT. I am talking about an American proposal to this
world conference.
Change the veto power in the United Nations; the change in the
United Nations which would permit each country to be sure that its
representatives there were loyal to the country which they were selected to represent; the outlawing of the veto insofar as it applies to
new members; to acts of aggression; and, to the use of mass-destruction weapons; the creation of an international police force capable of
striking to stop aggressors when they move, and containing elements
equipped to inspect atomic and hydrogen and bacteriological fabricating places all over the world, though you had to be sure that with
the outlawry of those mass-destruction weapons, such a force would
have to be implemented by a proper authority. I think it would be
worse than futile to outlaw weapons like this without having proper
means for enforcing such an action.
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I think Mr. Bernard Baruch is entirely correct when he says we
must have internal inspection, or we will be caught like rats in a trap
by false security, in assuming that everything will be all right.
SOVIET REACTION

The question then becomes, What are the Russians going to do with
our proposal? I think that most of the nations outside of the 19
Communist nations, most of the countries in the world would be happy
to join in that kind of an arrangement under American leadership, to
remove the specter of this terrific new kind of mass-destruction warfare.
Your guess is as good as mine as to what the Russians would do.
They might say, "the chips are down, we either have to decide to go
along with this kind of program, or we have to decide to withdraw
from the United Nations, because if the rest of the countries are
going to go along, and we are forced out, it will make us a group of 13
nations or people operating here in a little cominform, 13 countries
operating in their cominform by themselves."
There is no use in discussing what is going to happen if they
agree, because then we have solved the problem that we have met here
to discuss, so we want to limit our discussion to what is going to happen
if they say "Nyet-Nyet."
Senator WILEY. What?

Senator MUNDT. "Nyet Nyet," which is "no," which they say
frequently. I guess I should have said "No," in the first place.
Senator WILEY. You had better stick to "No," and we will understand.
Senator MUNDT. All right.
If the Russians say "No," where do we go from there?
I propose, then, that we continue with the program. I propose,
thenSenator WILEY. I am interested in if they say "Yes."
Senator MUNDT. Fine.
Senator WILEY. You are not going to be so naive as to believe they
mean it?
Senator MUNDT. No, but if they say "Yes," they have lost the veto.
If the say "Yes," they have then established an international police
force which has the power to strike against small movements of
aggression. If they say "Yes," they have subjected themselves to a
complete international inspection which will explore their country
as well as ours to determine that the promises made in this agreement
are kept. And, may I say, it will be this kind of an inspection: The
kind that the banks of Wisconsin had, and the banks of South Dakota
had, and the post offices had. Now, when a bank examiner comes to
a banker in Madison, Wis., and says, "We would like to look at your
books," the president cannot say, "This is Monday; come back on
Friday. I have a little fixing up that I would like to finish first."
The bank examiner comes in now, and goes where he wants to o
and looks at what he wants to see, and explores the things that he
thinks need exploring. It has to be that kind of an international
inspection, or none at all; and, if the Russians agree to that, we have
to carry through with it. If they don't, then we will have to examine
what happens if they pull out. If they say "Yes," we rely on no-
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body's promise. We don't ask the Russians to rely on our promises,
and certainly we will not rely on theirs. If we insist on vigorous
compliance and comprehensive inspections, then we would give the
world a security which comes only from a knowledge of a fact accomplished.
Senator WIEY. Not only say "Yes," but there can be no mental
reservations whatever, according to your theory?
Senator MUNDT. Correct.
Senator WILEY. That may simplify verbal accord; you would not
just accept verbal accord.
Senator MUNDT. Not at all.
Senator WILEY. I think history has shown that a number of nations
have said that treaties are just scraps of paper.
Senator MUNDT. We cannot afford to rest our security on the words
of anybody. It has to be implemented by action, so if they say "Yes,"
and that kind of "yes," I say the problem is solved.
The question is what if they say "No."
Senator WILEY. For how long would it be solved?
INTERNATIONAL INSPECTION NECESSARY

Senator MUNDT. As long as they were willing, and other countries,
.of the world were willing to underwrite that affirmative answer by a
willingness to carry out the provisions which go with it, of inspection.
Senator WIEY. As long as there are not any termites that would
disintegrate the international organization, and as long as they have
an effective police force and the other things that would tie us together, it would last that long.
Senator MUNDT. I think it might last a long time, it might last
permanently because the dangerous period would be the first 2 or 3
years, while the countries are becoming accustomed to this kind of
international inspection. It would be something like the way we
brought law and order to the West, say, to Deadwood, S. Dak., where
less than 50 years ago, everybody enforced his own laws, carried his
own guns, and the sheriff was a very unwelcome man when he first
made his appearance. In fact, in Deadwood, he didn't live long, or
he moved out fast; but eventually, too many people got to carrying too
many guns, and too many persons were shot, and finally there developed a public opinion, insisting on this police power, that it had
the right and a reason to satisfy the proposals or propositions in the
law. The dangerous time out in Deadwood was the first 10 years
when they brought law and order. It is no longer dangerous out
there, no more so dangerous than it is in Madison, Wis.
I feel that the first part of the time will be the dangerous period,
to see whether they were trying to do a little cheating. They have to
have an inspection power which is strong, and as our experience in
this type of police work brings about a cessation of manufacturing
of the atom and hydrogen bombs, and as we increasingly build the
strength of the international army, and as the world gets accustomed
to working together, as we move steadily toward decreasing the
strength of other weapons, once having controlled the weapons of
mass destruction, then it would follow naturally that other weapons
could be controlled multilaterally, horizontally, a around the world.
I think the thing will last permanently, if it is built on a successful
beginning.
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Senator WILEY. Well, if Russia says "No," so what?
Senator MUND. Then, what do we do? As I say, your guess is as
good as mine. Russia has never been presented with that kind of a
proposition, clear and straight and across the board, with a "or else"
at the end of it. If they say "No," I think we should proceed with
the countries in the world who are willing to join, which I sincerely
believe is going to be all countries save Russia and her 13, and perhaps
poor, unhappy Sweden and Finland who are so close to the danger
that they don't dare to come along.
Senator WILEY. Aren't you optimistic?
Senator MUNDT. I don't think that any other countries would be
likely to withhold. Do you?

Senator
Senator

WILEY.
MUNDT.

Yes.
Which?

Senator WILEY. I won't mention them. There are plenty in Europe
today.
Senator MUNDT. I would doubt that. Of course, if it is true, if you
are correct, this program would fail. Any program will fail if
we cannot bring into it the predominance of strength that you say
Justice Roberts referred to in his speech.
Assuming, 'however, that my optimism is somewhat justified by the
reaction, and by the realities of the situation, in which little countries
are fearfully trying to avoid war and find themselves hopelessly.
bound to the position of pawns in this great international ideological
battle-if they don't come in, then we would have 13 or 14 or 15 or
16 countries under the domination of communism, refusing to go
with us, and the rest of the countries willing to join in that kind of a
United Nations and, I think we should then revamp the United Nations and, operating with that group of countries, leave the door open
to Russia and her satellites to come in if they are willing.
I would approach the United Nations problem by saying that
these are the minimum things we need to have, a collective security
that will work, and on this basis we invite the world to join now,
or to come in When the countries are willing to join. Now, if we
have an organization reduced to the minimum essentials so that everybody can join, and therefore it becomes a universal club or organization, so weak that it cannot operate effectively, I think that as between
those two, we had better have an effective organization and one that
is joined in by most, rather than to have an organization which is
virtually joined by all but which lacks the power and authority and
mechanical divisions for achieving the objectives of peace.
Senator WILEY. May I get straight on that?
I understand first that if Russia should not agree to modify the
provisions in relation to the veto, that you claim then that under the
present set-up of the United Nations Charter, there could be no
modification.

Senator

MUNDT.

Correct.

Senator WILEY. Therefore, secondly, you would then step aside and
form a new organization for all democratic peoples of the earth who
would agree
Senator MUNDT. No, I would go further than that. I would say all
:non-Communist countries of the world.
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Senator WILEy. That is what I mean, you would step aside and
form a new organization which would be virtually a new United
Nations, with theSenator MuNOr. It could be an expanded Atlantic Pact proposition
operating within the framework of the old order, but it would be a
new organization.
Senator WnLy. With the veto taken out?
Senator MuN-DT. Yes.
Senator WLE.Y. That is what you mean?
Senator MuwDT. Yes, plus many other parts.
Senator WiLmy. Yes?
Senator MUNDT. Plus the rest of the program.
EFFECT ON UN

Senator Winxy. Then, what becomes of the United Nations?
Senator MUNDT. Depending then on the progress which comes under
this new movement, you could operate it for awhile, as we are operating the Atlantic Pact, within the framework of the United Nations,
or if you preferred, you could take it entirely outside; but, I see no
advantage to be obtained or gained by taking it outside. We simply
associate ourselves in a new organization, still as members of the
United Nations. If it serves as a debating society or something, we
could continue with it, we could be members of the Kiwanis Club,
Rotary Club, not only members of the Atlantic Pact, but members of
this new phalange for freedom which has a certain definite program
in mind which I think then should be, if the Russians say "No,"
resolved to join together in developing some kind of an international
military contingent which has the power that we would like the
United Nations to have.
An international police force for example 'which at least among
ourselves could make it sure that the Russians are not going to be able
to destroy civilization by dropping atomic and hydrogen bombs on
the rest of the world. We would then have an organization which
would be able to bring organized power and cohesive action into
play in the same form in which they in turn have been engaged against
us so long. This would involve stepping up tremendously peacetime
propaganda, involving the dropping of leaflets and educational programs carried out against the Communists in an effort to take away
from that phalange of theirs everything possible. We would develop
as much strength and as much power as we can. We could move
against them in terms of economic sanctions, in terms of ideological
war in which the side of the free would also have an organization with
cohesive power to work together, such as the Communists have demonstrated so clearly that they have. We could concentrate our efforts
in an attempt to change them, or in attempts to prevent any forward
movement of their prongs into the freedom area of Europe.
Senator Wmry. Senator, I personally want to compliment you. I
think you have brought into this discussion some very virile ideas.
I wanted to ask you particularly about this last thought that you have
jist injected. You and I know that the Russians, as we call them,
as a people, are made up of approximately 70 or 80 different blood
strains or languages. We know that under their political set-up, about
64429-50-13
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5,000,000 people are supposed to constitute the so-called ruling class.
That ruling class is ruled by a very small ruling group, again.
Now, I wonder, with your large experience brought about by study,
and by travel and by contact throughout the globe, whether you have
any hope in relation to this conglomerate mass of humanity known as'
the Russians, 200,000,000 strong, whether there is a human instrumentality or instrumentalities to bring about some kind of a-well,
let's say a peace on earth, whether there isn't some other force not
only the force of the ideological warfare, but within the Nation itself,
a fermentation going on that arises everywhere. Humanity itself is
being born, and dies and is born again, so to speak. Do you see some
possibility that there may be an antidote to a lot of the so-called evil
that they seem to be spearheading at this time.
I would like to get your reaction to that, because as I understand it,
after you came out of college, you were a professor and a student.
You have been in the House, you have been in Europe, you have been
around the world a lot in your years.
I would like to get your reaction.
Senator MUNDT. I think, Senator, you have put your finger on
something very important.
As you know, in 1945 I traveled in Russia rather extensively with
what was the only committee of the Congress ever to visit Russia
in its own plane, so we had a latitude not enjoyed by Members of
Congress before or since in Russia.
During that trip our complete group talked with a great many
people in Russia, both with officials in the Kremlin, and ordinary.,
people in towns like Minsk and Stalingrad and Moscow.
Senator WILEY. You did not get familiar with Joe?
Senator MuNDT. No, at least I didn't adopt his philosophy.
But, we came to believe that there are a great many people in Russia
who are not hopelessly bad at all, who are kindly people.
I remember that General Eisenhower told us when he saw our committee off at Templehof Airport in Berlin, when we were making
this unprecedented trip into Russia, he said:
I believe you are going to find the average Russian more like the average
American than anybody else you will see in Europe.

I could certainly agree with him in general. The fellows on the
farms, the so-called Russian Muzhiks, they are our kind of people,
they are big, vigorous, active people, simple and full of humor and
offhanded and natural-born extroverts, as most Americans are. But,
the 5,000,000 at 'the top that rule them don't give them any opportunity
to read or learn or anything about the rest of the world.
DISSENSION IN SOVIET

There has been a lot of dissension and shooting in the Ukraine,
people that don't like communism and the sort of thing it carries
with it. But as long as we operate under the thought that we are all
brothers in the lodge together, in the United Nations, so' to speak,
we face this incongruous situation-the Russians, by their outside
propaganda, and continuous efforts to propagandize our people in the
direction of communism, we are in a position where we are utterly unable to propagandize back. So we are playing their game. It is
like trying to win a ball game in which we never come up to bat. We
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stand there all the time letting them bat the balls out into the field.
If we had a decision on this thing and decided that we are going
to have some kind of cohesive action on our side, and the Russians said
no, which means, mind you, when they say "no," that they intend to
build bombs enough some day to destroy civilization, that is what their
"no" means-when you have this kind of a conference and when they
have said no, then in the interest of survival, we move with those countries which are willing to move with us in the direction of providing a
cohesive movement, which are capable of and have the determination
to send over the kind of propaganda required to break away from
this Russian clutch. Many of the people of Poland certainly still want
to worship God. according to the dictates of their own conscience.
Perhaps you could break a Tito away from the communistic clutch
of that country if the Tito has somebody else to side with him. Tito
today has no place to go but where he is. He is caught in the grips of
an ideological propaganda warfare in following the spread of democracy on one side, and an ideological group which believes that
all sources of authority should flow from Moscow on the other. If we
made help available to those who want to resist this kind of infiltration, then they wouldn't have to play on their own. What we shall
have to do is to use propaganda-by using in Russia the tactics that
the Russian is using, for example, over here. We must use propaganda
to try to create differences, to try to discover information, to urge
economic sanctions, and say to them frankly that we are all through
for the time being. We must be through with spending billions of
dollars as one step of the game in an effort to strengthen the economy
of the free, while at the same time permitting, if not even encouraging
the strengthening of the economy of communism by this kind of international trade whereby some of the actual products that we permit
to go over, under ECA, eventually are fabricated and traded off for
some other kinds of materials to Russia. If we face up to the fact
that is ideological war is a war, and if we don't want it to become a
hot war, we have to win the cold war and we can't expect to win the
cold war if we permit the Russians to be inside our headquarters helping plan strategy and vetoing any of our important moves.
So I say that at least by this plan we would have a vehicle for doing
something with an opportunity to win. By leaving the door open and
saying to the Russians and Communists, "Now, if you want to join us,
all right, if you don't want to join the first time, maybe you would
like to join later. However, at any time when you do join, now or
later, you have to join under the rules. You can come in but you
can't come in and modify the rules for us."
I would like to have this committee come in and apply two rules
or criteria to the programs to which you are listening. I would like
to have you ask yourselves, as you listen to each proposition, "What is
going to happen if the proposition works out well ?"
I think you can vote for all of them on that basis, if anyone did the
thing it hopes to do, it would achieve the object we all have in mind.
So I presume that all of them, if they work out well, according to the
plans of the designers and promoters, would be something which we
could subscribe to. I think you should also ask this question of each
set of advocates of each plan:
"What is going to happen if the plan fails?"
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If we start on the program and fail, what happens? My reason for
supporting this proposal is this: If we start on the program and fail,
we are not one iota worse off, not one iota weaker. We haven't
weakened our standards of living. We haven't destroyed our power
for independent action. We haven't yielded ourselves. We are still
strictly where we are now, except everybody knows where we are then.
Now, we think we are some place where we are not. We think we
are living in a happy world with security which we don't have. Lots
of people think the United Nations is getting the job done, which it
is not. So, if this plan starts and fails, nothing has changed except
around the world people have been alerted to the fact that the danger
is real and the danger is now.
Senator SMiT- of New Jersey. I wanted to raise one point. It
seems that your plan contemplates a disarmament movement.
Senator MUNDT. Not one single bit of unilateral disarmament, not
one single bit of disarmament on our part. There is no contemplated
disarmament until the Communists agree to disarm. We see to it,
and until, as I explained before, the Russians say "Yes," and that is
carried out, then it does contemplate disarmament.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. You say here, under B on page 2:
B. The rising threat of the atomic catastrophe be averted and the backbreaking load of the armament race be lifted.

Senator MUNDT. Precisely.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. If that failed, you would be in a
tough spot.
Senator MUNDT. We don't do that unless the program first succeeds and Russia joined. We don't disarm anybody until the plan
has succeeded. I consider it a failure until the matter has been settled
definitely, and we take no chances at all.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Thank you very much, Senator Mundt.
Senator MUNDT. Let me express my appreciation for your courtesy,
Senator.
(The testimony of Senators Flanders and Mundt who appeared
on February 9, 1950, ends at this point and the testimony which follows was given on February 6, 1950.)
Senator SPARMAN. We have Mr. Ely Culbertson. Do you want
to proceed at this time, Mr. Chairman? If it is all right, we would
like to hear from Mr. Culbertson at this time.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Mr. Culbertson, for the record, will you
identify yourself and state what you represent, if you please?
STATEMENT OF ELY CULBERTSON, CHAIRMAN, CITIZENS
COMMITTEE FOR UNITED NATIONS REFORM
Mr. CULBERTSON. My name is Ely Culbertson; address, Brattleboro,
Vt. I represent the Citizens Committee for United Nations Reform,
a nonprofit membership corporation of which I am the chairman.
We are here in support of this Resolution 133, and also in general
support of any resolution that signifies a definitive step forward to
the basic revision of the United Nations.
Mr. Chairman, before I begin my own testimony, I would like to
concur most heartily with your statement about the jitters in the
United States. There is great fear rising in this Nation. This fear
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was already approaching its height, I must say, in connection with
the statement by President Truman that Russia has the atomic bomb,
or some means of obtaining the bomb. This fear is now tremendously
intensified by the hydrogen bomb.
I concur with you, too, that we need not be fatalistic, and that the
United States today is in the position to solve this terrifying menace,
and that the worst thing we could possibly do is to resign like cattle
to the onrushing atomic catastrophe. I honestly believe that it can
be solved, provided that we mix a little bit of brain with hydrogen.
Brain mixed with hydrogen produces the most explosive substance
in the history of the worla, and we have a great deal of brain in this
country and throughout the world.
But I must disagree with you respectfully when you say that perhaps there is too much jitters. I am sorry; I think I am the only
seventh-generation American who speaks Russian without an accent
and English with an accent. But I do agree here with Congressman
Hale that there is not enough fear yet. Certainly there is not enough
fear in places where it counts, and that is in Washington, and especially
in the State Department. There we need far more fear of both the
atomic and the hydrogen bombs.
THREAT OF ATOMIC BOMB

It is now a matter of history that after the Hiroshima explosion, and
after the terrifying implications of the atomic bomb were presented
by unanimous opinion of the scientists, efforts were made right in the
State Department, in their propaganda, to play down the atomic bomb,
and in effect the atomic bomb has been succesfully buried. It had
been buried in the conference rooms of the United Nations Atomic
Commission. They have had 240 meetings, in whispers, and everybody was trying to say there is nothing -to get excited about, that this
is "just another weapon."
Military authorities have been quoted to the effect that the atomic
bomb does not change anything, so from this standpoint I must concur
with Congressman Hale. We must have fear. We must have a great
fear. We must not play down the hydrogen bomb as we have played
down the atomic bomb, because unless we have that fear we will
continue drifting planlessly and permitting Soviet Russia to build
up enough of this atomic stock pile, enough of the atomic bombs and
enough of the hydrogen bombs, to threaten the destruction of 20 or
30 million Americans alone.
And now, with your permission, I will proceed to my own testimony.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Thank you for your statement, Mr.
Culbertson.
Mr. CULBERTSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Some time ago I was asked this question: What, in my opinion,
were the 7 most important years in the history of the world?
Of course, to me the answer was obvious. Any year in the life of
Christ is the most important year in the life of humanity. But,
except for the appearance of Christ, I believe that the 7 most important years in the history of the world are the 7 years from 1945 to
the end of 1952.
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During the year 1945 we witnessed the birth of the atomic revolution
that promises unparalleled mass happiness if we can at the same
time solve the problem of the atomic threat, or destruction, virtual
destruction of the best we live for, including democracy, if we fail
to solve it. During the same year 1945 we witnessed the collapse
of two gigantic empires based on the double evil of tyranny and war,
a collapse brought about largely through the power of the United
States. And again in that year 1945 we observed the second attempt
to establish a world central authority of all peaceful nations against
armament for aggression and against aggressors everywhere, the
establishment of the United Nations, an attempt which so far has
tracrically failed.
Inmd again, in that year 1945, we witnessed with growing anxiety
the rise of a giant Communist totalitarian empire, situated in the very
heart of Eurasia, at the doors of Paris and now perhaps Calcutta, an
empire the like of which has never been seen in history, far greater
in territory already than the empire of Genghis Khan, and unified
under one iron dictatorship.
Again in that year we witnessed a fifth event, the evolution of a
small, remote republic into the mightiest, most peaceful and most
democratic nation of all time, the United States.
Now, Mr. Chairman, I submit that any one of these five events would
be considered by historians as an event of a century, and yet all five
of them have taken place together, or almost together, before our
very eyes, and we witnessed these events not as mere spectators but
as citizens of the greatest democracy, and you as legislators took each
a part in the shaping of these events, a part however humble, events
which would reverberate throughout the centuries.
DEFECTS OF THE UNITED NATIONS

Now, a sixth event should have taken place, an event which in my
opinion is more important than all the five events put together, but
that event has not taken place, and that is the winning of the peace
of the world. Far from winning the peace of the world, we find
ourselves only a few years after the year 1945 in the very shadow of
a third world war, which this time is going to be, if it takes place, an
atomic war. And we are losing the peace of the world to the
Communist Moscow state.
I think there is little doubt in the minds of most thinking Americans
that since 1945 we have been defeated again and again on the peace
front, and that Russia has been winning victory after victory throughout the world, territorially, politically, ideologically, and atomically.
Territorially, we have permitted the expansion of Soviet Russia to
include the gigantic sphere of influence in eastern Germany and in the
Balkans and to include today China. Soviet Russia accomplished
in a few short years, postwar years, still as our technical ally, far
greater conquests than the dreams of generations of Czars. Politically
we have made the second attempt to establish an effective, honest
international organization against aggressors. That was the dream,
and still is the dream, of the American people. And to this dream
corresponded the yearning of the entire humanity, including the
Russian people, too, and here in this tremendous undertaking we have
received a colossal political defeat, for instead of an effective central
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authority against aggressors we have an impotent, veto-ridden United
Nations, a miserable copy of the League of Nations, worse than a copy
of the League of Nations because here, unlike the case of the League
of Nations, an aggressor may sit at the table with the judges and say
"I forbid! I veto !"
There is a clause that forces him to abstain if he is a direct aggressor,
but if any one of his stooges, any one of his satellites, incited by the
great power aggressor, should so wish, Soviet Russia can paralyze the
actions of the United Nations.
And we have suffered defeat eevn.in the General Assembly concept.
You yourself, Mr. Chairman, made a splendid proposal in your resolution, together with Senator Douglas, to escape from this great
strait-jacket of veto into the concept of a general assembly by a legal
procedure. I favor this proposal. I favor this proposal although I
maintain that it is not enough. But in itself this very proposal is
proof of your conviction that, so long as there is this paralyzing veto,
with its stranglehold on the Security Council, just that long the democratic nations cannot defend themselves against aggression.
I will not go into the detail of other defects of the United Nations.
I will only say that the American people and the peoples of the world
did believe and do believe now that the hope of the world lies in the
United Nations, but not this impotent, veto-ridden United Nations, a
United Nations liberated from its shackles, a United Nations that can
be the instrument of peace of all nations.
As the United Nations stands today, it is a tragic farce. The General Assembly of Nations, grandiloquently called so, is an assembly of
mice presided over by a few cats, and the cats are fighting like blazes.
Thus we suffered the greatest defeat of our history. We suffered even
a greater defeat than Wilson suffered with his noble principles, politically.
And ideologically, too, we are being pushed all over the world. It
is not that the Communists have the truth for them; it is that they
have behind them the violence. They did not go into Czechoslovakia
by persuasion. When the Russian troops were in Czechoslovakia they
immediately established the terrifying NVD,the Gestapo of Soviet
Russia, and proceeded to the liquidation of thousands and thousands
of the best people in Czechoslovakia, the intellectuals, the small-business men, anyone who was likely to fight for freedom.
And similarly, in Bulgaria and Poland, and now in eastern Germany and wherever Soviet Russia is directly or indirectly, there is
nothing but violence, lies, deceit, and immorality.
So, ideologically, they are winning on the basis of violence. We
permit them to use violence against our friends, against our former
Allies, against the very people that we agreed to defend, as in the
case of China, the Government we agreed to defend.
THE ATOMIC THREAT

And finally, more terifying than our defeats territorially, politically,
and ideologically, there is the colossal defeat atomically, an with your
permission I want to read, briefly, a statement I made before the House
oreign Affairs Committee over a year and a half ago. That was on
May 13, 1948, when they were considering the concurrent resolution
that contains the detailed outline of the present resolution, which is an
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abbreviated form, and that was introduced originally by 16 Senators-among them was Senator Sparkman-and a number of Congressmen,
and among them Congressman Hale.
This is what I said over a year and a half ago: "The most important
issue of today, the most important issue in this committee, in the Congress, in the Nation, in the world, the most important issue in history,
is the issue of how to stop 14 godless fanatics in control of the enslaved Russian giant from building enough atomic bombs. At this
very moment, while I am speaking to you, these Moscow rulers are
feverishly engaged in the depths of Russia in building atomic plants
out of which will soon come, if they have not already come, the atomic
bombs. The question is, how soon?
"Soviet Russia will probably have some atomic bombs this year or
next. That means the year 1948 or 1949."
Then I went on to say that these 3 years of tragic futility for the
American and Western World were of immense value to the 14 men of
the Politburo. The Russian military strategists, unlike some of our
military experts, realized thoroughly that the primary obstacle which
stands between their hundred of divisions and the conquest of Europe
and Asia is -theatomic bomb.
I may comment here that a year later Mr. Churchill confirmed this
statement, and while they relentlessly seek to remedy this deficiency,
our State Department, with equal fervor, seeks peace in our time.
Then I went in this testimony, and that is in connection with Senator McMahon's proposal, which I would like to discuss briefly, to say
that soon, in a year or two 15,000,000 Americans living in our largest
cities will discover that they can no longer go to bed at night with the
assurance that they and their dear ones will not be annihilated by
atomic blasts. Then the people of America will turn to their leaders,
their local leaders and national leaders, and they will ask of them
in Congress and outside this fateful question: What did you do to
avert this terrible atomic threat during these all-precious years from
1945 on, when the United States held the destiny of the world in the
palm of her hand? Why didn't you warn us?
Now, since this year 1945, since this August 6 or 5, if you were in
Japan, we have done what to avert this colossal trend in our terror,
this threat?
Everybody in high position plays this threat down.
Russia played it down for very good reason. She wanted to gain as
much time as she possibly could in order to get these atomic bombs
with impunity, because without the atomic energy she cannot possibly
fulfill her dream, first of the conquest of Eurasia and then of the conquest of the world.
INABILITY TO AGREE WlI-

RUSSIA

Well, I will tell you, Mr. Chairman, what we have done. We have
held 240 conferences of the United Nations Commission. Two hundred and forty times the United States asked Soviet Russia, "Let us
get together and let us remove this terrifying threat." And 240 times
Soviet Russia has said "No." She said no with double talk. She said
no with obvious lies. She said no with obvious propaganda, and she
said no with the help of the Communists of this Nation and the unwitting help of the innocents of this Nation, and she is still saying no.
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And here in this connection the proposal of Senator McMahon,
whom I admire profoundly, is simply a two hundred and forty-first
proposal, and again she will say no to the hydrogen bomb and she will
keep on saying no so long as we sit here, seized by childish hopes that
with these 12 ideological fanatics you can deal the way you deal with
your neighbor, that you can talk and try to persuade them, that you
may change the heart of Stalin or the heart of Voroshilov or the heart
of Vishinsky.
We have done exactly nothing. All we have done is to build more
atomic bombs, and that I approve. But how is it possible that this,
the mightiest Nation of all time--and there is no question that during
these last 4 years and now, and during the next 2 or 3 years, our power
is supreme and unlimited, virtually, compared to the power of Soviet
Russia-has suffered the greatest defeat in the history of the world?
Not only have we jeopardized the homes of Americans, not only have
we put in jeopardy all our generation of youngsters, but we have the
responsibility for the hopes of all these people throughout the world
who look upon us or toward us for leadership.
That question, Mr. Chairman, must be answered. It must be answered here and it must be answered now. It cannot be answered
after Soviet Russia builds enough hydrogen bombs. It must be answered in a manner that is satisfying to the Christian spirit of the
American people; it must be answered in a manner that is not appeasement nor a preventive war which is repugnant to the spirit of America
but in a manner that would guarantee us against any possibility oi
any ideological fanatics in any country building these devasting weapons and destroying our Nation.
I submit, Mr. Chairman, that we as Americans have no choice, as
Senator Sparkman said in his speech of July 8, 1949, which I beg
permission to incorporate in the record. He said there we must
either conquer the world or we must conquer war. We must either
have an American policeman in the world or we must have a world
policeman.
(Senator Sparkman's speech is as follows:)
SpEECH OF HON. JOHN J.

SPARKMAN OF ALABAMA IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED
STATES, FRIDAY, JULY 8, 1949

Mr. SPARKMAN: Mr. President, I have submitted today a Senate resolution
which I consider to be of great importance. I have submitted this resolution
for myself and the following Senators: The Senator from Vermont [Mr. Aiken],
the Senator from Washington [Mr. Cain], the Senator from Indiana [Mr.
Capehart], the Senator from Vermont [Mr. Flanders], the Senator from New
Jersey [Mr. Hendrickson], the Senator from Alabama [Mr. Hill], the Senator
from North Carolina [Mr. Hoey], the Senator from Colorado [Mr. Johnson],
the Senator from South Dakota [Mr. Mundt], and the Senator from Mississippi
[Mr. Stennis].
The purpose of the resolution is not to thwart or oppose the ratification of
the North Atlantic Treaty. We accept the fact that the North Atlantic Treaty will
be ratified without reservations, and I personally favor such outright ratification
of the pact. The purpose of the resolution is to point the way toward a more
effective implementation of the Atlantic Pact than that which has been suggested
in the military aid program.
We believe that the Atlantic Pact does not go far enough nor deep enough to
preserve peace. Inasmuch as the success of the Atlantic Pact will largely
depend on the manner in which it is implemented, we intend to use this opportunity
to enlarge the frontiers of the Atlantic Pact and use it as a springboard for something far better and more effective. We expect that a substantially larger num-
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ber of Senators, as well as Representatives, will join this movement for a better
implementation of the Atlantic Pact when the military aid bill comes before
Congress.
The resolution seeks to achieve a double goal-the ultimate goal of revision of
the United Nations and the immediate goal of setting up a nuclear international
police force within the Atlantic community.
I have said that this resolution is important. It is of supreme importance to
many of us because it outlines what, in our opinion, should be the fundamental
objective of our foreign policy, together with practical methods to carry out this
objective.
The fundamental objective of American foreign policy must be to fulfill the
historic mission of the American Nation, twice attempted. That mission is to
use the power of the American Nation and the good will of four-fifths of the
world to establish now, before it is too late, the kind of international organization
in which no aggressor may veto the peace.
The world lives today in the shadow of atomic catastrophe. The world is
divided into two military camps, feverishly rearming for possibly mutual annihilation. The world lives in terrifying turmoil, with violent outbreaks of
ideological hatreds, destruction of the dignity of the individuals, and sporadic
wars breaking out in different parts of the world with increasing tempo and
intensity.
There are many causes for our era of turmoil-not enough religion, not enough
education, economic injustices, and the diseases of our machine age, where gigantic fighting machines are ruling amok.
But there is one fundamental cause, of the First World War, and the Second
World War-a basic cause which, unless removed now, may bring the third
world war. That cause is the simple fact that in the community of nations
there is no higher law, there is no world judge, and no world policeman to
protect the many peaceful nations against the violence of the few. The need
for such a world authority has penetrated more profoundly than anything else
the consciousness of the American people. The meeting of this need should constitute the fundamental objective of American foreign policy.
The American Nation has twice attempted to fulfill this historic mission,
once with the League of Nations and the second time with the United Nations.
There are those who say that the American people, disillusioned at the repeated
failures of the United Nations, are abandoning hope in the United Nations. We
say, Mr. President, that the American people today believe fervently that the
hope of the world lies in the United Nations.
They realize only too well that there are certain defects of structure in the
United Nations, notably the vicious veto; and they will support any measures
designed to remove those defects and to make the United Nations work for peace,
They have not given up, and we cannot give up, the belief that peace can come
only through an effective international organization against aggression.
And they are right.
We Americans have no choice. Our atomic, economic, and military superiority
is only temporary. The Soviet Union is approaching the completion of atomic
plants. History has imposed a fateful timetable upon our Nation. We must
therefore either conquer the world or conquer war. We must have either a]
American policeman in every country of the world, or we must have a world
policeman. The American Nation has emphatically chosen the way of a world
organization against war. It is the only solution of every problem that now
plagues the world.
So long as we continue living under the ever-recurring and ever-disastrous
rule -of power politics, of military alliances, of behind-the-scenes diplomatic
maneuvers, and in the vicious circle of the armament race, just that long can
there be no settlement of the atomic problem, of the German question, or of
the Chinese question. Just that long will there be only a precarious armistice
in every land of the world, from India to Argentina.
So long as the United Nations stands paralyzed and impotent to prevent aggression anywhere, just that long will all our other costly sacrifices for peacethe Truman doctrine, the Marshall plan, and now the Atlantic Pact-be but
temporary stopgap measures.
Moreover, we cannot continue forever these costly programs. Presently we are
spending approximately fifteen or sixteen billion dollars annually on our own
military establishments. We propose to spend between five aud eight billion more
dollars on foreign-aid programs. We simply cannot continue indefinitely this
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enormous burden, if we are to avoid national bankruptcy. We all know that
about 76 percent of every Federal-budget dollar goes toward paying for past
wars or preparation against future wars, the bulk of it to the latter purpose. The
outlook for the future is even heavier expenditures.
If by the adoption of the proposed resolution we can create now, with Russia
if possible, without Russia if necessary, an overwhelming world collective front
open to all nations under a law just to all, we shall lift the back-breaking load
of the armament race. We shall solve the problems that arise out of aggression
and fear of aggression, and, by firm action now, avert a third world war.
Then Soviet Russia, if still defiant, will face not the United States or its
allies in a game of power politics and bluff, but a lawful world authority, backed
by the organized might of peaceful nations; and the Moscow rulers will find
themselves all dressed up with no place to go. They too will soon discover the
advantages of joining peacefully what they cannot fight with any chance of
success.
This and no other must be the basic plan of our foreign policy. No other plan
could for long avert the catastrophic war. The world today is like a very sick
man assailed by various diseases. He has TB, gallstones, an ulcer, a bad kidney,
and a toothache. But he also has a hemorrhage. Any Boy Scout can tell us
what to do. We must stop that huge social hemorrhage of war and preparation
for war, or bleed to death militarily and economically. We can stop this bleeding
if we concentrate our efforts on this supreme task.
The distinguished Senator from Michigan [Mr. Vandenberg] in his eloquent
speech last Wednesday called for a "peace crusade" following the adoption of
the Atlantic Pact, with urgent search for some means of universal arms limitation. I am in full accord with the distinguished Senator when he says that
"this is no time to let this peace momentum lag or lapse." It is to add impetus to
his thought that we are submitting our resolution.
There are those who say that it is idle and even Utopian to seek the establishment of a strong international organization to control wars of aggression. "War
of aggression," they say, "is part of human nature; it is inherent in human society. War has always existed and always will exist."
No greater error could be made than to accept this moral defeatism as truth.
In every one of millions of communities throughout the earth there exists indeed
a very effective method, consisting of a judge and a policeman, to keep the peace.
It is true that as recently as the last generation an international organization
against aggressive wars could not be successfully established. There were two
main reasons for it. First, the weapons were largely small arms, easily produced
by almost any blacksmith shop, and therefore impossible to inspect, control,
or eliminate. Second, there were four or five countries of about equal power,
each seeking expansion at the expense of the others and each arming for its
periodic wars.
Today virtually all decisive weapons are large and complex machines, requiring gigantic plants for their production. They are easily inspectable and therefore controllable on a world level. Instead of four or five states, there is only
one state of overwhelming power, covenanted to use this power as part of an
international organization.
All that is needed today to achieve such an effective international organization for the conquest of war are specific and yet comprehensive methods. These
methods are outlined in the resolution to which I have referred.
Mr. President, at this point I ask unanimous consent to have printed in the
Record a copy of the resolution as it was submitted earlier in the day.
(There being no objection, the resolution (S. Res. 133) was ordered to be
printed in the Record.)
Mr. President, it is clear from a reading of the resolution that we do not seek
a "parliament of man, the federation of the world." It is not yet a federal union
of nations, held by ties of democracy. It is certainly not a utopian world state.
It is simply a practical attempt to accomplish now, on a world level, what was
accomplished thousands of years ago in millions of villages, and that is peace,
lawfully enforced.
A year ago, with several other Senators, I sponsored a concurrent resolution
in which we proposed the same ABC plan for revision of the United Nations Charter that is being proposed in part I of the present resolution. Anticipating a
probable veto by the Soviet Union of these just and indispensable revisions of
the United Nations Charter, we provided for the establishment, under article 51
and within the United Nations, of a world organization for mutual defense with
its own veto-free council and court, backed by its own international police force.
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We urged the administration to adopt the ABC plan. The State Department then
strenuously objected that such an attempt would not only cause the collapse of
the United Nations but might be interpreted by Soviet Russia as an unfriendly act.
Today the State Department has gone much further. It is vigorously supporting the Atlantic Pact, which has been interpreted by Soviet Russia as a most
unfriendly act-an exclusive military alliance obviously directed against her.
It follows that the objections of a year ago are no longer valid today. Moreover, our resolution leaves the door wide open to a peaceful Soviet Russia and
offers to her immediate and guaranteed protection against aggression, together
with the elimination of the atomic threat and armament race, on exactly the same
conditions as for the United States. We offer to Russia the choice of a revised
United Nations under article 108 or 109 with her as a partner; or, should she
decline this choice, compelling the rest of us to form a defense organization within
the present UN under article 51, we are still prepared to have her join us later
on the same conditions.
Mr. President, if article 51 is good enough for a military alliance of 12 Atlantic
nations, how much more noble and practical it would be to use the same article
51 for a world pact under a lawful authority open to all.
This is the deeper sense of part I of our resolution, which seeks to extend the
Atlantic Pact into a world pact. It is a decisive answer to Soviet Russia, a
guaranteed peace if the Moscow rulers want it; or if they have other designs, a
mutual defense pact of the rest of the world in the name of a higher law with
an impartial world judge and an unchallengeable world policeman.
The second part of our resolution deals with the specific and immediate problem of the military organization and aid for mutual defense of the Atlantic community. The contingencies in helping to equip and organize effectively the armed
forces of a dozen sovereign states, some of which are subject to violent internal
fluctuations and Communist infiltration are uncertain. They are particularly
uncertain in the face of a monolith Moscow state and its satellites under one iron
dictatorship. Unless we take steps to meet these contingencies, we risk losing
much of the security benefits of the Atlantic Pact.
The concept of the Atlantic contingent in the resolution is designed both to
meet these contingencies and to serve as the nucleus of an effective and workable
international police force. The Atlantic contingent, together with the defense
committee provided in article 9 of the pact, would go far to create, "on a regional
basis, a community of states," as the distinguished Senator from Utah [Mr.
Thomas] suggested day before yesterday in his very excellent address.
The Atlantic contingent is not only a sound economic investment, but a sound
military concept, as demonstrated by the past experience of similar professional
military forces. Here are some of its obvious advantages:
Practicability: The international contingent would be a superbly equipped
professional body, hand-picked from volunteers of the smaller nations all over
the world. It could be quickly organized from the already available trained
manpower in Europe-in smaller member-states, Poles, DP's, and so forth. Yet
the constitutional limitations of member-states would be preserved, while the
collective strength of their armed forces would be greatly increased.
Public opinion: First, the Atlantic international contingent in case of war will
save many American lives, by tapping on a voluntary basis the vast manpower resources of smaller natons-resources hitherto poorly utilized. It will save British, French, and Italian lives. It will also reduce the shock of initial attacks
on the troops of occupation of the United States and its allies.
Second, to smaller nations, the international contingent will represent for the
first time a dependable, powerful, organized force for their own collective defense.
The smaller nations, which individually are impotent, can thus be integrated into
a collectively great power.
Third, the Atlantic international contingent will appeal to peace groups everywhere as a trained nucleus that could easily be extended into a powerful and
tyranny-proof world police force.
United States defense: Since it will be largely equipped by American lendlease, and since the structure of the defense committee would preclude its use
without the affirmative vote of the United States, the international contingent
would in effect become a dependable, additional force of the United States armed
forces.
Since members of the International contingent are independent of national
governments, it will reduce the possibility of any European states blocking effective operation of the North Atlantic Treaty for reasons of internal politics or
Communist infiltration.
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Economy: The money and lend-lease expended by the United States for the
international contingent will be controlled, not by other governments, but by
the defense committee in which the United States has a substantial voice. In this
manner, effective military return on American investment will be guaranteed In
large part.
Furthermore, much of the military equipment for the international contingent
and for the armed forces of European members could be produced under the defense committee at greatly reduced cost, by utilizing the industrial resources of
revived Germany-and without risk ,since the international contingent could,
alone or jointly with national troops of occupation, to be an effective army of
occupation as long as necessary.
European defense: The demands by Vrance and other European nations for
large peace time American forces in Europe will be satisfied through the Atlantic
international
* The Germancontingent.
problem: The fear by France and other nations of a revived
Nazi militarist Germany will be removed, because even through the international
contingent may eventually contain a number of German volunteer divisions,
these would be dispersed and under the operative control and command, not of
any German government, but of the defense committee under the Atlantic Pact.
And as for Soviet Russia, nothing could contribute. more to putting her in
a conciliatory mood than the presence of a strong force in being, prepared for any
emergency.
Whatever objections may be raised against this force in being, there is so much
at stake that it would certainly seem advisable to organize in this manner even
a small task force, as a test. We believe that the outcome of such a test would
be the beginning of the development of a true international police force-without which no effective international organization is possible or conceivable.
In conclusion, Mr. President, I point out that our resolution is extremely
simple, although, if adopted, its effects might well result in the greatest revolution in history-the establishment of secure conditions for lasting peace.
Humanity has twice in the twentieth century attempted to establish an effective
international authority to restrain aggressors. We must not repeat in the implementation of the Atlantic Pact the same tragic errors that wrecked the
League of Nations and now paralyze the Security Council of the United Nations.
For the third and perhaps last time there exists a historic opportunity for the
United States to help create, through the Atlantic Treaty now, and subsequently
thrQugh a revised United Nations, an international organization of irresistible
spirtual, legal, and miltary authority. This organization must be so designed
that no peaceful nation, whatever its form of government, may be excluded or
threatened; and that no government may be permitted to rearm for aggression
with impunity or attack a divided world with any chance of success.
In the words of a distinguished American: "The American Nation can do what
no other nation has ever done before. In the past, rulers of nations used to declare war upon each other. But the American Nation can declare peace on the
world."
Only it must be done now, Mr. President, and it must be done here.
Mr. CULBERTSON. The American Nation renounced the conquest of

the world. It is repugnant to the spirit of the American Nation to
conquer one inch of territory. They seek neither the territorial nor
the political nor the ideological nor the economical conquest; they are
heirs to the greatest Continent in history here, and they are very
happy here at home. Therefore the American Nation has only the
other choice, and that is to conquer war, and to conquer war in time.
TIME IS SHORT

That leaves the question of how much time have we got? Well,
Providence has given a faithful timetable to the United States. Our
time that we have left in which to remove this threat of the atomic
bombs, in which to remove also the back-breaking load of the armament race and stop aggressors anywhere, our time, is dictated by the
time which Soviet Russia requires to build more atomic bombs and
hydrogen bombs, and that means at the very maximum 2 or 3 years.
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Are we going now to permit Soviet Russia to complete the building
of atomic-bomb plants? Are we going to watch, like cattle, helplessly,
and stand by while they, having stolen all our secrets, having copied
every one of our blueprints including the hydrogen bomb blueprints
(that they have done long ago, acocrding to information from London), produce the very instruments that mean the destruction of
American homes?
That is why I concur with Congressman Hale. Apparently we were
not frightened enough. Apparently we followed the policy of playing
everything down. And now we find ourselves before the rising fear
of the American people.
I am confident that the atomic question will play a decisive role
from now on. It will never be played down any more. It cannot be
put aside. It cannot be covered up by all sorts of fallacious arguments. It is here. It will change the political future of every statesman, of every Congressman, of everyone, locally or nationally, participating in the affairs of this state. It will profoundly revolutionize
every concept, because the fear has come to stay in the hearts of the
American people. This hydrogen bomb was the last thing. That was
the finish. And unless our leadership succeeds now at least in making
firm efforts to avert this threat, and it could be done; unless we move
in a decisive direction; unless we consider this question of the atomic
threat the most personal business of every American, we will drift,
as we have drifted in the last few years, to that fateful hour 2 or 3
years hence when it will be impossible for the United States to oppose
Soviet Russia in any undertaking of Soviet Russia without putting at
stake 30 American cities and without threatening the destruction of
scores of other cities in Europe.
Let us see what would the consequences be. What would be the
situation in the year 1952, after November, should we do nothing but
what we have done in the last 4 years ?
In the first place, Soviet Russia will undoubtedly have, if not hundreds, certainly scores of atomic bombs. That is, they will have 200,
maybe 300, maybe 150: But they will have enough atomic bombs to
terrorize Europe, western Europe, into abject neutrality.
ARMED STRENGTH OF WESTERN EUROPE

We have voted many billions of dollars for the Marshall plan.
What is going to happen as the result of the Marshall plan once Soviet
Russia will prove to England, to France, to every nation in Europe,
that they have enough atomic bombs to wipe out London and Paris
and German cities, and Rome, if necessary?
France today has been bled white. England too. The destruction
of some cities in the United States is not the destruction of the
United States. The destruction of some cities in Soviet Russia, 20 or
30 of them, while paralyzing Russia for a decade or a generation, is
not the destruction of Soviet Russia. The United States and Russia
are gigantic continents. We will survive the destruction of 20 of our
cities into rubble. But England will not. She is scraping the bottom
of the barrel. She cannot possibly survive the destruction of London,
Manchester, and Liverpool alone. Therefore, since the instinct of
preservation is far stronger than any alliances or even pacts, England,
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Once Soviet Russia has enough atomic bombs to prove that she can
destroy those cities, will have to become a neutral.
And France? There is no question that France cannot fight any
longer. Our Atlantic Pact will be nullified. It will be just another
piece of paper. And what could those nations do? Could you blame
Jfrance, that has been bled white?
I just came from France last March. The thing that struck me
:tragically is the fact that there are no young people. There are no
children in the French villages. You look and-you are surprised, after
being in America and seeing this. Niagara of wonderful children.
You are just saddened. There are no children. They are not going
to fight.
And Germany? She is not going to fight or, if she does, we could
not rearm Germany now. We are already caught in the coils of contradiction due to the fact that we haven't got a world central authority
able to operate without hindrance of the veto. Here is Soviet Russia
arming feverishly eastern Germany. They will have a professional,
tough army of probably a million men within the next year or so,
with all the tanks and heavy artillery and everything you need. And
we are here in western Germany and we haven't got even a regiment
of Germans. We cannot rearm Germany because the French are
terrified, and the French politicians have to abide by the will of the
6 eople. They will never be elected if they, for the third time, rearm
ermany as a threat to France.
Also, we cannot rearm Germany because there is a strong feeling in
Britain, and even in America. We are terrified with the revival of
nazism. Yet if we do not rearm Germany, Germany is a vacuum.
She is at the mercy of this million Germans, Communist trained,
Communist disciplined, ready to march in the name of the unity of
Germany into Germany.
These are a few consequences of the fact of what Russia will get if
you consider only atomic bombs, not counting the hydrogen bombs.
DANGER OF SOVIET AGGRESSION

Now, of course, one would say that Russia will never attack us,
that against the 200 Russian bombs we are going to have 1,000 AmeriIan bombs-5 to 1. That is a profound fallacy. In the question of
atomic weapons you do not use the usual yardsticks as with warships.
It is true that if we have 10 battleships and Russia has 5 or even 7
battleships, mathematically the odds are for complete domination by
us over that part of the sea controlled by battleships. But whether
you have 1,000 atomic bombs or 5,000 atomic bombs or 10,000 atomic
ombs, so long as the Russians have, say, 500 atomic bombs, that is
enough, because after the first 50 cities are destroyed in this Nation
you have wiped out the whole urban population of this Nation, practically, or reduced them to impotency.
Secondly-and this is another fallacy-people argue against Russian aggression by saying Russia will never attack us. Certainly they
will not attack us. They won't attack us any more than Hitler would
have attacked us. Why should they attack us? What they will do
when they get enough atomic bombs is to move into France, move into
,Spain, move into western Europe, spread out, occupy Asia, control
Asia, control north Africa, and once they do that we are forced to
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go in, and since we could not fight against the four or five hundred
tank divisions and other mechanized divisions of Russia, since we
could not possibly fight against that gigantic land power that moves
on land with masses of armies, we will be forced to utilize our
superiority of atomic weapons for our own salvation.
That is why I am opposed to the proposal made only yesterdayat least it was in yesterday's paper-of the 12 scientists who want us
to commit ourselves morally not to drop or use the hydrogen bombs
unless we are attacked. So here we are, in a position of telling the
Politburo we won't use the hydrogen bombs, and they promise us
nothing. It may be necessary for us, rather than to be enslaved, to
use hydrogen bombs.
I think that what the distinguished Senator McMahon should have
done is to have said, "Let us establish an effective international authority and, having established this authority, then let us take the
pledge never to use the bombs under any circumstances unless we are
attacked."
So therein lies the solution. Herein lies the answer to all the contradictions.
RESPONSIBILITY FOR UNITED STATES FOREIGN POLICY

Before I outline briefly the solution I want to ask your permission
to answer one more question of vital importance in the discussion of
this resolution. In order for us to consider intelligently how we are
to meet the threat of the atomic catastrophe, to avert it, we must ask
this question: Who is to blame for the tact that we frittered away
these previous years of the absolute monopoly of the United States
in atomic weapons? Whose fault is it?
And here, of course, the natural answer by my friends the Republicans would be that it is the fault of the Democratic Party; that grevious
blunders have been committed in high places and are being committed
now. And here I niust say that I don't agree. I do not stand in defense
of the Democratic Party nor of the Republican Party, because if we
are to solve this problem we cannot solve it on the basis of mutual recrimination. We must only solve it on the basis of soul-searching.
Whatever faults were made in the past, we must forget them, except
in seeing what bearing they have on our actions now. We must forget everything. We must concentrate, as Americans, all of us, not to
have the world peace of the Democratic Party or the world peace of
the Republican Party, but the American peace, such as it was expressed repeatedly in all our declarations, which also happens to be
the peace of humanity. So I am not here to criticize or to find out or
to make proofs, and I have plenty of proofs, of how these grievous
blunders were committed in high places and how they are still being
committed. I am here simply to analyze another important fact, and
that is that the fault does not lie so much in this or that party. After
all, we have a bipartisan policy.
The fault lies simply in the fact that today this Nation is a house
a thousand times divided against itself on the most important question of all, which is the question of averting the atomic threat. The
fault lies in the disunion of American public opinion. It does not lie
with the statesmen, with the Congressmen or the Senators.. After
all, in our democracy the best of Senators or Congressmen are help-
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less without the support of public opinion. They, in order to lead,
must follow. But because our public opinion is disunited, is fragmentated, is broken up into all sorts of contradictory fragments, each
having its own solution, each having its own little plan, we are drifting
planlessly, and just as an illustration of this fundamental fact, because the corollary of it is, of course, the necessity of a plan to unite
public opinion, which we haven't got now, let me briefly state the
malady, the disease from which we are suffering now. That is the
disease of disunity in this Nation.
First you have millions of Amepicans, good patriotic Americans,
and I include among them Henry Wallace-he may be mistaken, but
there is no question of the sincerity of his conviction, but we have
millions of other Americans who do not even approve of Wallacewho advocate a policy, a foreign policy, for the solution of our problem with Russia based on friendly understanding with Russia. They
seek the solution of this threat and this problem in the friendship of
Russia, and they say that the reason Soviet Russia behaves as she
behaves is because the Russian people are terrified by the growing
possibility of the coalition of reactionary elements in the western
world, a coalition that may, once begun, seek the partition of Russia,
that may once again under the guise of movement against communism
seek the destruction of that Russia which to every Russian worker and
peasant is still a holy Russia, for the Russian people are not fighting
ever for the Karl Marx manifesto or anything like that. They are just
plain patriotic Russians the way we are plain patriotic Americans.
And they say that what we must do is to prove to Russia, by deeds,
that we have nothing up our sleeves: "Let's come out and meet them
halfway and let's stretch out to Russia the hand of friendship; let's
throw away our atomic bombs and other guns; let's stop all this cold
war and all this exhortation and modernization of military forces, and
once we demonstrate to Soviet Russia that *e have nothing up our
sleeves and that we seek only peace, they will meet us half way, and
in 24 hours everything will be settled, for Russia and the United
States together, in profound agreement, are invincible against any
aggression."
That is the thesis of millions of Americans. True, it is also the
thesis of the Communist Party, but they are only a small, insignificant
element. That is the feeling of millions of Americans who admire
Russia.
That is one thesis. Out of it comes either appeasement in its extreme forms or a policy of hesitation or a policy of half measures.
And let us consider this argument. I happen to be, as I said, a seventhgeneration American who was brought up in Russia. My mother was
Russian, and I love Russia. Next to my Nation Russia is my most
beloved country. In fact, it is very tragic for people such as I to be
split in their loyalties between these two marvelous nations, who have
absolutely nothing against each other, who have been historically
friends, who have the same great destiny, who are heirs to the same
gigantic continents, who have the same great dream of the future.
THE SOVIET PUBLIC

But the fundamental error that is being committed in this argument, and it is very important as a background for this resolution, is
64429-50------14
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that no distinction is being made between the Russian people and
-their Moscow rulers.
The Russian people are wonderful people. If it were only a ques
tion of the Russian people and the American people, we would not
be here at this meeting. There wouldn't be any question of the hydrogen or atomic threats of war. The Russian people hate war. They
ate war even more, if possible, than the American people, because
they have suffered far more than any other nation in the world except'
the Jewish Nation in proportion to their population.
But the Russian people politically do not exist. They don't count.
Nor can they ever count unless they are liberated from the yoke. The
IRussian people, in effect, are a conquered people. They have been
conquered as effectively as though there were a foreign invasion and
the foreign invader sits in the world and makes decisions as to
whether there should be war or peace, and the only thing the Russian
people can do, with very poor information, drowned in all these lies
and this climate of propaganda, is to go once again and defend holy
Russia if it is attacked.
The only people who count, Mr. Chairman, in my opinion, in Soviet Russia are the 12 ideological fanatics, members of the Politburo,
which is the highest organization in the Communist Party and which
is the invisible government of all the Communists throughout the
world. And these 12 ideological fanatics look upon the present
United States as public enemy No. I of history, because it is we who
stand between them and the realization of their dream of the Eurasian,
and later the world, Communist state.
We must deal with these people, and the only way in which we can
deal with these people is not by noble and generous appeals such as
Senator McMahon has made. Nor can you deal with them by offering
them a few billion dollars. Of what use is twenty or fifty million or
billion dollars to them when they know they have a chance of winning
the dominion of the world?
That reminds me of a project in England just before the Second
World War, where Chamberlain dispatched I think it was an Assistant Financial Secretary, Wilson, to Hitler with an offer of a loan at
a small interest of 21/2 percent, a loan of 1,000,000,000 pounds sterling,
and the return of some of the colonies in Africa.
Well, of course, that offer was just simply not proportionate to
reality, because he was playing for a thousand billion pounds sterling
and more. So our problem, therefore, is how to deal not with the
Russian people but with 'these 12 men in the Politburo who look upon
us as an actual or potential enemy, who in peace or in war are always
in a state of emergency, who have demonstrated time and time again
that the only language they understand is the language of force and
the only force they respect is the superior force.
So tls is the thesis and the answer to the thesis of millions of
Americans who insist that the only solution to the problem of world settlement with Soviet Russia is solution through friendship, understanding, agreement, and treaties. And it is true that that is the solution
that Stalin seeks now. He wants it very much, because he still needs a
few more years in which to complete the building of atomic expansion;
because he 'had to keep Germany disarmed; because he wants to consolidate his conquest in China and in eastern Europe, being secure that
,a few years later they can always change their minds.
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PREVENTIVE WAR

But let us now take in this analysis as a background to this resolution, which is my own analysis, by the way. The distinguished Senators who introduced the resolution probably will not agree with much
of what I say. I speak here just as an individual. So let me take the
opposite side, the millions of other Americans, more millions, even,
than in this friendship-with-Russia party, the millions of Americans
who today desire and pray for in their heart of hearts for a prevenThat happens to be even
tive aggressive war against Soviet .ussia.
a larger party today than the party of friendship with Russia. They
want war now, and they call this a preventive war because they
say it is far better to destroy the Moscow state now, while we are still
supreme, while we still have hundreds and hundreds of atomic bombs,
while we are still practically invincible, than to wait the day a few
years later when Russia will acquire the capacity to destroy our cities
as well.
Now, let us consider this thesis of the war against the Russian party
now. Mr. Chairman, that party today is a very strong party. It
includes not only the warmongers, it includes millions of Americans,
many ministers, teachers, liberals, men of good will, who have reluctantly come to the conclusion that the very enormity of this atomic
threat and the colossal evil of the Communist state, their lies, their
cruelties, their tortures, their concentration camps, their living beyond
good and evil-is such that before it be too late we must, they say,
destroy the Moscow state. They say we are fools if we count upon
any possibility of any friendly understanding with these fanatics.
They say what we must do is to move now, give them an ultimatum
and, if they do not comply, if they do not withdraw behind the Curzon
line, renounce the zone in Europe which by itself will give Russia enormous power 10 years later when it is organized, compel them to submit to international controls, to inspection of atomic energy and
other .weapons, compel them to stay behind the Curzon line and adopt
disarmament-and if they refuse, bomb their cities. And they say,
this party, that it is sufficient to destroy 20 or 25 Russian key centers
to paralyze Russia for a generation. It is sufficient, they say, to destroy Magnitogorsk and Kharkov and Gorki and their atomic centers
in the Caucasus and in the southeast, in Siberia, Asia, some of their
refineries, some of their railroad centers, 20 to 50, and Russia is paralyzed.
And they say again that this talk about Russia overrunning Europe
has no basis in fact, that the Russians will be too busy digging themselves out of the rubble of cities, they will be completely demoralized,
their transport disorganized, their supplies, their means of waging
war, gasoline and supplies of ammunition and everything destroyed.
They say that is what we must do, and that is a hidden party. Very
few people talk aloud about this preventive war, but there are millions hoping for it and praying for it, and hoping for some incident
and working for it.
Now let us consider this part of it, too. As in the case with the
appeasement party or the friendship-with-Russia party, there is a
lot of truth in this, but only half truth. It is true that we are still
supreme; it is true that we can win this war and, in fact, if we suffi-
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ciently threaten Soviet Russia effectively, they are not going to wage
any war that they are certain to lose, mainly because of our overwhelming superiority in atomic weapons.
It is also true that they are not going to overrun Europe as easily
as expected. It is one thing for our military experts, whom I highly
respect, to overstate the situation when they want to get some appropriations, and another thing to state the realities of what they really
think.
But there is one thing: Such a preventive war, and that is why I
am opposed to it, would be a crime against humanity. The killing
of a single Russian child in such a war would be a crime against
America so long as there is another way out, a sure way, a better way,
a more noble way, but a way which is just as tough as necessary. It
would be a crime in that another way out exists. It has existed ever
since the foundation of the United Nations, a way out which is not
the way of appeasement nor the way of half measures, of compromise, nor the way of preventive war, and that is a lawful way,
through establishment of an effective judicial authority in the world,
through submission to that authority by aggressors or by us, and support by us against any aggressor.
But there is another reason, a more important reason, to people who
are not dominated by ethical consideration, and that reason lies in
the nature of the American people. The American people will not
sanction a preventive war. They will strongly oppose such a war
through their Congress. ,The American people do not understand
the logic of power politics; they understand only the logic of Christianity plus the elemental fact that the mothers and fathers don't
want their children to go to war, and any political party, in my
opinion, any statesman, Congressman or Senator, who as much as
is suspected of being a warmonger, has no chance to be reelected,
or at least has very little. I mean he will have a tremendous opposition.
Thus the question of preventive war, the solution by preventive
war, is just as ineffective as the solution by appeasement. It is true
that if all the leaders of the Nation, the main leaders of this Nation,
got together and if they called upon the Nation, warned the Nation,
and stated the situation, they would succeed in moving this Nation even
for a preventive war, but that would take many years and it would not
be possible to get the great majority of the leadership of America
on this issue, because of our ethical and Christian concepts.
UNITED STATES IN PSYCHOLOGICAL TRAP

Thus, Mr. Chairman, I submit that this Nation finds herself in the
greatest psychological trap in history, and this psychological trap
in which we find ourselves now is this: On one side we cannot get
a satisfactory settlement with Soviet Russia on the issue of the atomic
and other armament race, or aggression, unless we are ready to use
the effective threat of force. So long as Soviet Russia is convinced
that the one weapon that we may use which is an effective threat of
force will not be used, just that long would they be foolish indeed to.
come into any settlement with us when, without settlement, they
can move ahead throughout Europe. So on the one hand we cannot
settle anything with them and that applies, of course, to international
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control of atomic energy, without being ready to shoot unless they
settle. On the other hand we cannot use force, nor even threaten
force, because of the very structure of our democracy.
And that is what I submit is the greatest psychological trap in history. The issue between Soviet Russia and the United States is not
an issue of who is stronger. There is no question that at this very
moment we still have, and I hopc will have during the next 2 or 3 years,
nough power, and especially atomic power, to paralyze Russia. The
issue is not ideological. The issue is not industrial, because we are
-still the greatest nation in the wofld, producing 5 times more than
Soviet Russia, basing that estimate, of course, on the steel production
of Russia as compared to ours, statistics of which are not quite
reliable.
The issue is psychological. Here we are in a trap. We, like always
in a democracy, are not able to resort to the power politics of war when
we are threatened by an unscrupulous, powerful totalitarian aggressor, and Britain was in the same position against Mussolini and the
French Government was in the same position against Hitler when
in 1933 or '34 or '35 a few French divisions were enough to move in
and disarm Hitler, for he would have just surrendered. And because
of that psychological trap we are compelled to resort to all sorts of
policies which are but half measures and which are the only thing we
can do, Mr. Chairman. That is why I say we cannot blame the Democratic Party or the Republican Party or this or that person. We are
in this psychological trap. There is nothing we can do. Since we
canot use the threat of force and without such threat we cannot arrive
at a satisfactory settlement with Russia except on her terms, there is
nothing we can do.
And so I consider, for instance, the Marshall plan, which is an admirable undertaking as a half measure. The Atlantic Pact was
another half measure. All our policies, all our attempts everywhere,
are but half measures because we cannot bring about a practical solution. In one sense we frighten Soviet Russia by our military actions
and our threats. We frighten them into a more aggressive policy,
and on the other side we encourage their own aggressive power by
being unable to use, to mobilize effectively, our force.
Now, the most important question in history before you and before
the American nation is this: How are we going to get out from the
psychological trap? How could we mobilize the will of the American
nation, unify this nation now so much now so much divided, unify our
allied nations among ourselves, and how could we move, not against
Russia but in a manner that would be effective? And the answer to
that lies in this resolution No. 133, which has been introduced by Senator Sparkman and by 10 other Senators.
This resolution is basically but an abbreviation of the previous resolution, Resolution ABC, introduced by 16 Senators and a number of
Congressmen, as I said before, in April 1948, and which I ask your
permission to incorporate in the records.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Without objection it will be incorporated.
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ABC RESOLUTION
IS. Con. Res. 50, 80th Cong., 2d sess.]
CONCURRENT RESOLUTION

Whereas civilization itself is threatened by the atomic cloud now hanging
over the world, and by the back-breaking load of an armament race leading to a
terrifying third world war; and
Whereas the maintenance of international peace and security demand affirmative action now by all the nations of the world seeking peace, so that the mutual
suspicion and fear now driving the world into opposite military camps may be
replaced by mutual confidence in a United Nations strong enough to guarantee
any member nation, however large or small, and whatever its form of government, against armed violence by any other nation; and
Whereas the Congress favors the revision of the United Nations Charter so
that its existing defects, demonstrated by experience, shall be removed, and the
United Nations Organization shall be able to fulfill its stated mission as the
principal and most effective instrument for world peace; and
Whereas the revision of the United Nations Charter should be undertaken or
supported by the United States Government without delay and in a manner that
shall most effectively parallel and integrate the measures for world economic
recovery already undertaken or yet to be undertaken by the Congress of the
United States: Therefore be it
Resolved by the Senate (the House of Representatives concurring), That the
President is authorized and requested to initiate such measures as will carry
out without delay the policies hereinabove enunciated, being guided by such principles as he may deem advisable, including the following:
(1) The revision of the United Nations Charter shall preserve the full sovereignty of member states except for acts of aggression and armament for aggression to be speccifically defined in the Charter.
(2) The revision of the United Nations Charter shall be carried out with the
approval of all member states if possible; but in the event that any permanent
member states should veto the proposals for revision, the United States shall
join with other like-minded states in accordance with applicable provisions of
the United Nations Charter or in any other manner acceptable to the majority of
member states, in establishing, on the basis of a revised United Nations Charter,
a more effective international organization for mutual defense without the participation of the abstaining state or states.
(3) As proof of America's unbending will to peace, membership in the revised
international organization shall remain open to any abstaining state or states
not engaged at the time in a war of aggression against a member state, and on
the same conditions which prevail for member states.
(4) The revision of the United Nations Charter shall contain the following
specific provisions which are deemed the minimum necessary to insure the effective operation of the reorganized United Nations:
(A) Elimination of the veto right by a permanent member in the Security
Council, but only in matters of aggression, armament for aggression, and admission to membership in the United Nations.
Aggression shall be prohibited and defined in the Charter, as an attack with
weapons of violence by a state (or its citizens) against the recognized territory
of a member state; or illegal occupation by a state or territory outside the
recognized and established borders of said state and its possessions. Armament
for aggression shall be prohibited and defined in the Charter, as the production
of atomic or other weapons of mass destruction in violation of agreements or the
production of heavy armament beyond agreed quotas; or refusal to submit to
inspection.
To conform to the changes in the veto right, representation in the Security
Council shall be revised so as to include: Two members each from the United
States, the British Commonwealth, and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics;
one each from' France and China; and two selected collectively by the remaining
member states. Decisions on vetoless matters shall be made by a majority of
six out of ten.
To interpret the revised United Nations Charter, the International Court of
Justice shall be similarly reorganized, or a new World Court established, with
power to judge both governments and individuals in specific matters dealing
with aggression.
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(B) Prevention of armament for aggression.
In the matter of atomic
weapons, this shall be accomplished by adoption of the official United Statea
proposal for an Atomic Development Authority; in the matter of heavy armament (such as warships, warplanes, and heavy guns) by a world-wide quota
limitation of its production, in the following manner:
The Security Council shall establish yearly the maximum of heavy armament to be production in the world. Of this total, each of the five permanent
member states shall have an individual production quota which it may not
exceed; and the remaining member states shall have a collective quota to be
produced in their territories by an Armament Authority under the management
of the Security Council. Armament production quotas should be: The United
States, the British Commonwealth, and thle Union of Soviet Socialist Republics,
20 per centum each of the fixed world total; France and China, 10 per centum
each; 20 per centum to be the collective quota of the remaining member states.
The Security Council shall have full and enforceable rights of inspection.
(C) Establishment of an effective World Police Force, to consist of one international contingent as the active force and five national contingents operating
as reserves when needed.
The international contingent, under direct control of the Security Council,
shall consist of volunteers recruited exclusively from the citizens of the smaller
member states, and shall be equipped with the small nations' collective quota
of heavy armament. It shall be stationed, by agreement, in internationalized
bases in the smaller states of Europe and Asia, and as policing troops in Germany or other territories when placed under United Nations supervision.
The armed forces of the five major powers shall be the five national contingents. They shall remain under full sovereignty of their respective governments, except that in time of peace their effective strength shall be automatically
limited by their agreed quotas of heavy armament production, to be fixed in
the United Nations Charter: and except that the governments of the permanent
member states shall, subject to their constitutional limitations or procedures,
be pledged to make their national contingents available as reserves to the international contingent upon majority decision of the revised Security Council
and World Court in specific matters of aggression and armament for aggression.
This tyranny proof and yet overwhelming retaliatory power of the world police
force shall also serve as a decisive deterrent against aggressors with bacteriological or chemical weapons or other weapons of mass destruction not easily
inspectable.
In the event that a major shall refuse to participate in the foregoing provisions for the elimination of the world armament race and the establishment
of a world police force, then the revised Security Council shall proceed at once
to the establishment of the international contingent; furthermore, it shall establish an emergency quota of heavy armament production, to be distributed by
agreement among the member states in proportion to their resources, so designed as to make certain that any outside state shall be unable to compete with
the overwhelming armament production of the rest of the world, nor engage in
acts of aggression against member states.
(5) Until such time as the foregoing provisions for the revised United Nations
((A), (B), (C) plan), or similar provisions, shall be put into effect, the armed
forces of the United States and its weapons of every kind shall be maintained
at wholly adequate levels.
BASIC DEFECTS OF THE UNITED NATIONS CHARTER

Mr. CULBERTSON. I am not going to read that previous resolution,
because it will be in the record. But what we all are aiming at, these
Senators, the Congressmen, the private citizens outside who are cooperating, what we are aiming at in this resolution is to revise the
United Nations Charter so as to eliminate some of the basic defects.
VETO

The basic defects of the United Nations Charter are three. There
are many more, but the very essential defects are three. First, the
veto. We must eliminate the veto in the Security Council. That is
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why it is called "ABC," because "A" is the elimination of the veto in
the Security Council.
DISARMAMENT CANNOT BE PIECEMEAL

The second basic defect is the absence of concrete and detailed formula or method for international world control of heavy armament.
We have adopted as our basic method the international control of
atomic energy as proposed officially by our 'Government, I think it
was on June 14, 1946. But in adopting the Baruch proposal we favor
some such proposal, some such lines-I mean along those lines. Of
the Senators who sponsored either one of these two resolutions, many
of them have been careful to point out that the Baruch proposal by
itself might be a very dangerous thing for us, because it is not enough
to control the atomic weapons and leave the nations free to carry
on their collossal armament race in tanks and rockets and other mass
destruction weapons, and also because our main. advantage so far,
and it may be our salvation later, lies precisely in the atomic bombs,
in our superiority to a certain limited extent, anyway, of production
of those weapons.
Suppose Soviet Russia-and they might well do that in a couple
of years-accept the Baruch proposal, and suppose you control internationally atomic energy. Where are we' then? Committed and
pledged not to use atomic energy, which is our best and strongest
-weapon. We would find ourselves facing the gigantic mass armies
of Soviet Russia, situated in the heart land of Eurasia, moving over,
and we thousands of miles away moving over the sea and therefore
spending 25 percent of our strength .for logistic problems alone.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. May I break in there and say, isn't that
exactly what we did do when we agreed to not use gas?
Mr. CULBERTSON.

Yes.

Senator THOMAS of Utah. And as a practical matter, the promise
not to use gas resulted in gas not being used in the war. The promise
was lived up to except in isolated cases. But it did not remove our
fear of the use of gas on the part of others, and therefore we put
much of our energy, and I suppose other countries did, in being ready
to use gas in case our enemies went back on the promise. Now isn't
that the case?
Mr. CULBERTSON. I submit, Mr. Chairman, that although it is a
natural conclusion, there are two important differences. In the first
place gas as a weapon of mass destruction and atomic bombs are not
comparable.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. I am not making any comparison excepting as to our technique and your technique of disarmament. When
once you lose the purpose for which you are trying to bring about disarmament, then all of the techniques of disarmament will come in
exactly the same way-putting a curb on the size of battleships, putting a curb on the size of your guns, deciding to have only so many
divisions, only so many tanks. That is, you have either got to accept
the theory of disarmament or reject the theory of disarmament. If
you do not accept the theory of disarmament and you try to stop piecemeal, you haven't got anywhere at all, and the world's condition shows
that.
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After Hughes' attempt in 1922, a magnificent, wonderful, and remarkable disarmament conference, I never saw one disarmament
conference where the parties to the conference were willing to stand
for the philosophy of disarmament.
Mr. CULBERTSON. You are quite right, within your framework. But,
Mr. Chairman, I submit that in the same way that there is absolutely
no analogy between gas and atomic energy there is absolutely no analogy between the pitiful attempt at partial embryonic and superficial
disarmament attempted in the past and the establishment of an effective international authority under a proper judicial power with the
right to move, without veto, backed up by specific methods for scheduled disarmament and world-wide inspection, and all of that backed
up by an international police force, in turn backed up by the armed
forces of the member states.
For instance, you could have well brought in a very good example
of the 5-5-3 disarmament; that is, reduction of cruisers and battleships to the 5-5-3 ratio. It seems strange, as though it happened
thousands of years ago, because at that time the British were very
reluctant to give us equality, you see. Well, that was simply more
or less a device of politicians to appeal to the masses. There was no
substance in it. This was no disarmament. It was merely a treaty, an
agreement, a meaningless piece of paper.
Here what we are seeking to do is to establish an effective authority,
an international authority of elected people, of delegates to a revised
United Nations. Here w at we are trying to do is the same thing we
did when we moved from the Articles of Confederation into our Federal Union. I am going to bring it out a little later. I use that comparison with hesitancy.
In other words, in disarmament, if it is partial, if it is not subject
to inspection, if it is not universal, scheduled, measured, and if it is not
backed up by judcial decisions, by majority vote of a Security Council, and if there is no effective international police force, disarmament
is an empty word.
And so it has been in the past. And our purpose, of course, is to
move away from this partial embryonic disarmament which is just
a meaningless phrase into an effective organization of the problem of
disarmament.
Now then, in connection with this problem of disarmament
you have put your fingers on the whole key issue of the struggle
against aggression. The key problem of stopping aggression is the
problem of effective world disarmament. Now, in the case of the
atomic energy, as I said before, we accept the official proposal of the
Baruch proposal, and we accept it with the reservation that the
control of atomic energy alone would never succeed and might prove
to be disastrous to the United States, and I understand from Mr.
Baruch, whom I know well and with whom I discussed this question,
that this was not his intention. For practical political reasons he
limited himself, and his committee, to consideration only of atomic
energy. But there are provisions such as elimination of veto, punishment of the violator, which will of course bring in automatically the
concept of an effective world force against any violator, and we also
insist that in addition to international control of atomic energy there
must be a method worked out for effective control and eventual elimination of the armaments race in heavy armament, so unfortunately called
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"conventional" armament, and by that I mean the tanks and armored
planes and the warships and heavy guns, rockets, et cetera.
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN WORLD FEDERALIST AND ABC PLAN

Here you have a terrific problem of sovereignty. The solution that
is proposed by some, first by Mr. Cord Meyer, former President of
the United World Federalists is delightfully simple. He says we
will forbid every nation from producing any heavy armament or any
decisive war-winning weapons, and we will concentrate the production
of these and it is the world government that will have these weapons
only. And as a corollary to that he says, and that brings a second
problem which is of fundamental importance, without solution of
which you cannot have international organization, and that is the
problem of the international police force. Or as a corollary to that he
brings in the problem or concept of a world federal army, and that
world federal army will be simply recruited by the world government,
equipped with these war-winning weapons, while the United States, so
far as armament is concerned, is reduced to guns and to rifles and
machine guns and such things, and the armed forces are reduced to
the stature of a militia.
These two parallel thoughts, that is, the proposal for an outright
disarmament of every nation and the establishment of a federal army
by reducing American armed forces to the status of militia, are the
two basic points where we differ, we revisionists, from World Federalists. We are World Federalists; we believe, as most thinking
Americans, in world federalism. We think that the only hope of the
world is in extending the present United Nations into a better, more
secure, more compact federated international organization. But in
so saying I must sharply differentiate myself from those World Federalists, and that is many in the United World Federalists, such as
Mr. Cord Meyer, whom I personally admire, who expect to solve the
problem of world disarmament and an international police force by
simply forbidding any nation from producing heavy armament and
reducing our armed strength to militia status.
My opposition is on two grounds, and that is a very important point,
because your committee is considering these different resolutions.
First of all, on the grounds of political acceptability. Any world government, however it may be constituted, in essence means a government of foreign representatives in which the United States is always
in the minority. So here we have a situation where we will form that
world government, with power to make world war, to legislate, and we
will transfer to that world government all the war-winning weapons,
the monopoly of tanks and everything else. We will disarm ourselves
to the bone and in addition to that we will have in that world government a world federal army.
Any world federal army, so constituted, is by definition an army
where the overwhelming majority of soldiers will be foreigners, not
Americans. Thus we are being pressed in a situation where we will
have to join a world government in which the United States is in a
perpetual minority and in which the United States is completely disarmed, is at the mercy of that world government, made up in great
majority of foreign representatives, and in which this disarmed United
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States must face a powerful federal army that can occupy us at any
time.
I submit, Mr. Chairman, that a proposal such as this is nothing but
a children's crusade; that to expect this Nation to disarm, to expect
the biggest "have" nation in the world to disarm completely and
entrust its destiny to the mercy of a world government made up of
foreign nations, many of whom are citizens of the biggest "have not"
nations in the world when this is the biggest "have" nation, and also
to expect that we shall disarm ourselves completely and entrust our
destiny to some kind of future commanders, foreign commanders of
this world federal army, or to a majority of that world government
or world court made up of foreigners, is in my opinion childish. It
will never be accepted in America short of a revolution. It cannot be
accepted in America for the simple reason that what they advocate is
that we should turn over, without question, our superiority, hoping
that somehow, through the eloquence of some World Federalist or Mr.
Meyer, we can convince all of the poor broken-down representatives of
hungry and famished nations to treat us nicely.
Thus, as you see, the fundamental problem of disarmament and of
international police force has not been solved, because that solution
I emphatically reject.
I may also say for the record that while the great majority of the
World Federalists means very well and are dear friends of mine and I
admire them, there is another lunatic fringe in the World Federalists
from which I wish to disassociate myself as completely as possible.
In fact, there are three lunatic fringes. There are more, but I just take
the most important.
"HUTCHINS PLAN"

Take, for instance, the proposal of the Hutchins committee of Chicago University, a committee to frame a world constitution. That
committee labored for more than 2 years, and they finally produced
their marvelous model of this world government, such as they see it.
Here again I want to ask your permission to insert for the record an
article which I wrote for the Indiana Journal, analyzing the report
of this committee.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Without objection it will be inserted.
Mr. CULBERTSON.

Thank you.

(The article referred to is as follows:)
THE PRELIMINARY DRAFT OF A WORLD CONSTITUTION
(By the Committee to Frame a World Constitution, Chicago)
Backed up by the prestige of the University of Chicago, a Committee of Eleven
to Frame a World Constitution labored for 2 years to produce the Preliminary
Draft of a World Constitution.
The committee consists of six professors from the University of Chicago
(Chancellor Robert M. Hutchins, Dean of the Law School Wilber G. Katz, G. A.
Borgese, Mortimer J. Adler, Robert Redfield, and Rexford G. Tugwell) ; four
professors come from other American universities (Stringfellow, Barr, former
president of St. John's College, Albert L. Gudrard, Stanford University; Erich
Kahler, Cornell University; and Charles H. McIlwain, Harvard University).
Prof. Harold Innis, from the University of Toronto, adds an international flavor
to the committee.
Judging by the 11-page-long index of committee documents, little effort was
made to bring into the work of the committee any outside authorities or their
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contributions to the problem of world constitution, the members of the committee contenting themselves largely with writing billets doux. This type of
mental isolation is one of the reasons for the dismal failure of the committee's
proposal for a world federal republic (world state).
The constitution is designed for what its architects call, grandiloquently
enough, the federal republic of the world. This republic shall be, they proclaim,
"indivisible and one." The bizarre and extraordinary naive structure of this
federal world republic, as it emerges from the mist of noble generalities and
quasi-poetic allusions, is neither divisible by any common sense denominator nor
at one with reality. I have read, in the course of my life, many scores of proposed constitutions of the world. I confess I have never read anything so childish
and at the same time ferocious; so grimly utopian and yet so ominous as this
federal constitution for the world state.
The eerie unreality of this world constitution begins with its preamble, written
in the style of a poem in prose. It is the first time in history that a preamble
to a basic legal document has been written in poetry, and I fervently hope, the
last time. It contains neither good poetry nor good international law. It is
interesting to examine the preamble, for it reveals a special state of mind of its
makers.
that therefore the age of nations must end
and the era of humanity begin;
the governments of the nations have decided
to order their separate sovereignties
in one government of justice,
to which they surrender their arms;
The authors emphasize, as one of their basic postulates, that "nation-state
is by definition and nature the enemy and antagonist of the world state." Few
of these nation-states, they add, are "really national, most of them corporations
of vested interests." It follows, inexorably, that the higher duty of the framers
of this constitution for a world state is to facilitate the wrecking of the American
nation-state.
Behind this absurdity there lies a collective misconception by the committee
of what constitutes the real social forces in the world today and tomorrow. A
dominant fact of modern history is the rise of national states. This highly
creative development is far from complete. It is still a dominant force and
it will continue to be dominant for generations, if not for centuries. The
national state has become an all-prevading reality of the political structure in
the world. And the framers of the Chicago constitution are engaged in a children's crusade when they attempt to build their world state by waving a magic
wand and abolishing the national states or drastically reducing their sovereignty. Members of an infinitely stronger committee than theirs, the Politiburo,
under Stalin, tried to do this. They saved their necks from Hitler's noose only
through the timely assistance of a national state, the American.
To try and abolish nationalism is like abolishing love: to abolish love, one
must abolish women; and to abolish nationalism, one must abolish nations. A
national state is not, as the framers of the constitution flippantly remark, an
aggregate of "corporations of vested interests, and products of chance or bargain.'
It is infinitely more than that. It is an all-compelling, living force-historical,
economical, psychosocial, and military. In modern times, the concepts of nationalism and sovereignty are virtually merged. The right to be sovereign has
become the right to be free-in India or Israel.
A practical world authority for lasting peace is entirely possible today. But
this cannot be accomplished by Lilliputian attempts to level the national states.
It cannot be done by creating a world state in the economic, political or ideological
image of professorial utopists. It can only be done by limiting the efforts of
those who believe in world government to the task already realized in every
community, and that is the establishment within the community of nations, of
an effective world court, under a higher law. There must be a world policeman.
operating not as a totalitarian world state, but as a strictly limited sovereignty
for the sole purpose of preventing the violence of the few nations over the peace
of the many. The thing to do is not to abolish nation states but to distill from
the poisons of nationalism an antidote to war.
Much of the third hatred for national states on the part of the framers of the
constitution comes from their inability to distinguish scientifically between a
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healthy body, which is creative nationalism, and its pathology, as manifested by
the cancerous growths such as Hitlerism and, to a large extent Stalinism. The
diseases of internationalism, such as the Communist internationalism, can be
as monstrous as the diseases of nationalism. An effective and acceptable world
organization can be established only on the basis of a higher synthesis between the
nation states and the international organization, and this synthesis can be
achieved by .delegating to world authority the powers necessary to eliminate the
veto by the aggressor, to check the armament race, and to establish the international police force.
After their poetic preamble, the Chicago framers proceed, in nostalgic imitation of the American Declaration of Independence, to a semipoetic declaration of
duties and rights. They proclaim that' "this constitution is founded on the
rights of man." In the older, confidential edition of the preliminary draft,
among the rights of man was the right of man to serve and receive "From each
according to his ability, to each according to his need." This "right"-an old
propaganda chestnut that reached the University of Chicago committee from
Louis Blanc, via Proudhon, via Marx and Lenin-was to be incorporated in
the lawmaking powers of the proposed world state. In the new preliminary
draft, one-half of this old propaganda device, "to each according to his need,"
was dropped, which is at least 50 percent improvement.
The founding fathers of the world state squarely base their declaration of
duties and rights on "The unwritten law which philosophies and religions alike
called the law of nature and which the republic of the world shall strive to see
universally written and enforced by positive law." What is this unwritten law
of nature? A smart University of Chicago undergraduate will correctly point
out that it is an echo, two centuries across, coming from Jean Jacques Rousseau.
But his teachers on the Committee of Eleven are certain to give him a bad
mark, for their concept of the law of nature has been streamlined to fit the
needs of "what is living in the Marxist religion."
On the same page of the world constitution that refers to Marxist religion, it is
stated:
"If the west comes out with a proclamation incorporating all vital human
religions, the Socialist religion included, and with a binding plan or constitution pledging unmistakably respect to and observance of the just interests of
all nations * * * then the Russian people * * * will grow restive
under any propaganda indoctrinating them with the notion of a capitalist
conspiracy * * *. In that case * * * the rulers of the Russian
people would change their minds. And why write off the miracles, not so
rare, of persuasion? of conversion ?2"
At first glance, this fervent prayer to the Politburo for a miracle of conversion
to the University of Chicago world.state appears in contradiction with the flat
statement in the foreword that "this committee is not a guild of miracle-makers."
But no, the world economic revolution, in the opinion of its authors, is not a
miracle. It is an absolute necessity for the world state if we are to have world
peace.
Justice "is the prerequisite of peace, and peace and justice stand or fall together." What kind of justice? It is basically the economic "justice," as contained in the Socialist religion. Accordingly, the declaration of duties and
rights specifies the kind that will be enforced by the government of the republic
of the world and incorporated as positive law:
"release from the bondage of poverty and from the servitude and exploitation of labor, with rewards and security according to merit and needs;
"and any such other freedoms and franchises as are inherent in man's
inalienable claims to life, liberty, and the dignity of the human person, and
as the legislators and judges of the world republic shall express and specify."
Even these sweeping powers for the world government are not enough. The
University of Chicago experts conclude their declaration of duties and rights by
a grandiloquent stereotype:
"The four elements of life--earth, water, air, energy-are the common
property of the human race. The management and use of such portions
thereof * * * shall be subordinated in each and all cases to the interest
of the common good."
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But it was left to the founding fathers of the world state to transmute these
four physical elements of the ancient Greek philosophers into the four elements
of their peculiar ideology.
To make sure that earth, water, air, and energy will become a public utility
for "the common good," the founders describe a grant of powers to the world
government of the federal world republic of such sweeping nature as to dwarf
the considerable grant of powers in the American Constitution. Among the
powers of the world government, there are:
"The maintenance of peace; and to that end the enactment and promulgation of laws which shall be binding upon communities and upon individuals
as well."
Armed with this blank check, the world government or the world dictator, witft
the world government's stooges, could most peacefully operate in any direction
Hitler made wars in the name of peace and by "promulgation of laws."
Other dangerous grants of power:
"the supervision of and final decision on any alterations of boundaries
between states or unions thereof.
"the supervision of and final decision on the forming of new states or
unions thereof."
One can well imagine the marvelous time that Professors Adler, Tugwell, and
Borgese will have in this new map game.
"the administration of such territories as may still be immature for selfgovernment * * *
"the supervision and approval of laws concerning emigration and immigration and the movements of peoples."
Presumably, this last clause is to elminate any danger of population wars by
the simple expedient of moving, in the name of justice, the hundreds of millions
of monstrously overpopulated Asiatics into the "underpopulated" United States.,
The ideal for the world republic would be, of course, to pass a law compelling
the emigration of all the American capitalists into Siberian concentration camps.
"the organization and disposal of the federal armed forces ;
"the limitation and control of weapons and of the domestic militias in
the several units of the world republic."
The United States, the biggest have-nation in the world, will thus be completely
disarmed by a world government in which the biggest have-not-nations, such
as China or India, are predominant, since the voice of America in the world
government shall be permanently restricted to one-ninth of the total voices.
Having thus shorn, like so many sheep, the nation-states of their rights, the
founding fathers of the world state had an afterthought. With a subtle, ironical
touch they conclude their magnificent grant of powers by a curtsy to the United
States Constitution.
"The powers not delegated to the world government by this constitution,
and not prohibited by it to the several members of the federal world republic,
shall be reserved to the several states or nations or unions thereof."
And now we arrive at the structure and organs of the federal republic of the
world. To start with, there will be the federal convention.
"[It] shall consist of delegates elected directly by the people of all states
and nations, one delegate for each million of population * * * "
The 150 American politicians (delegates) will have their job cut out for them
in the face of 2,250 politicians (delegates) from the rest of the world. They
had better be good.
The federal convention will subdivide into nine regions, or "Societies of
kindred nations and cultures," as follows: The continent of Europe; the United
States of America; Latin America (Columbia) ; Soviet Russia, "with such.
East-Baltic or Slavic or South-Danubian nations as associate with Russia"; the
Middle East, India, China with Korea and Japan; and finally Indonesia with
Indochina. Each region will have three votes. On the basis of this total of
27 votes, the 9 regions elect a president and the world council.
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The president, elected for 6 years, will appoint a chancellor, responsible to.
both the president and the council. The president will also be the chief justice
and will appoint 60 justices of the grand tribunal with the approval of the
world council. And out of the grand tribunal will come the supreme court
of seven members. There will also be an elected tribune of the people, "as a
spokesman for the minorities," and people's defender. But the tribune will have
no power except vehement oratory.
The legal absurdity of a president of the world republic also being a chief
justice is but a twisted echo of the Roman Caesar's also being the chief priest;
while the tribune is another example of the fallacy of trying to transplant the
tribune of ancient Rome, where the principle travel was by oxcarts, into a
federal world republic of the twentieth century.
The extensive executive powers ot the president are matched with the legislative powers of the world council, which will consist of 9 representatives from
each of the '9 regions and 18 representatives at large, making 99 in all. A
glance is enough to see that what the founding fathers of the University of
Chicago world state wrought is what amounts to a virtually permanent rule
by the Asiatic regions under an Asiatic president with powers enough to make
him inevitably a dictator. The four Asiatic regions, with the African regions,
will possess, through their world councilmen, a permanent majority of five
out of nine. This, not counting Eurasian Soviet Russia' In a totally disarmed
world, an Asiatic president, in full control of the world federal arm and all the
weapons of mass destruction, supported by a permanent majority of the desperately hungry Asiatic politicians, elected by predominantly yellow, brown, or
black races, will seek to establish a world rule of justice and peace for the
Americans and the white race.
How is it possible that men of intellectual integrity and learning, led by Chancellor Hutchins, whom I know and admire as one of the most brilliant leaders
in this country-how could they evolve such a nightmarish hodge-podge of halftruths, stereotyped echoes, and noble intentions as this constitution for a federal
world republic? To answer this question would require another and a longer
review. Here, I will only mention that one of the reasons for this academic
debacle lies in the addition of the committee members to what I call "a rabbit
system." It is true that the life and dignity of any human is a sacred trust of
society. It is not true that China with its 400,000,000 is 10 times more valuable
and important than France with its 40,000,000. It is not true that 150,000,000
Americans who have created the greatest democracy of all times should sit
humbly in the back rows of the world arena and surrender their sovereignties
to a billion proliferating Asiatics. If the population concept of humanity were
true, then the only just solution would be the one proposed by the University
of Chicago committee. This is a solution of a world ant-hill state, whose sole
function is regimented breeding, repeated with cosmical boredom untold millions
of times through millions of years.
The truth lies in the preservation of free sovereign states, large and smalltheir multiplication, not abolition. The world federation will come. But it can
come only from the association of sovereign states who will delegate to their
federal government specific and strictly limited powers dealing with aggression
and armament for aggression with specific and strictly limited armed forces to
enforce these powers. Only in this manner can we lay the foundation now,
before the Politiburo completes its atomic plants, for an effective and acceptable
international organization, organized through the revised United Nations, with
Russia if possible, without Russia if necessary (under art. 51). These are
the foundations for a world federation which will come, but only as a result of
gradual evolution and elevation of the nations of the world.
How much more noble and how much more practical, for instance, is a preliminary draft for another type of world constitution, outlined in the resolution
of the Ohio State Bar Association last year. It seeks three basic changes in the
structure of the United Nations Charter:
"(a) Elimination of the veto right in the specifically defined matters of
aggression and armament for aggression;
"(b) Elimination of the atomic and heavy armament race. In the case of
atomic threat, by adopting the official American proposal for the international control of atomic energy; in the case of heavy armament, by adopting
the quota-force method for scheduled world-wide elimination of the armsment race;
"(c) The establishment of an international police force to consist of an
international contingent, recruited exclusively from volunteer citizens of the
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smaller sovereign states and supported by the national armed forces of the
major nations."
Since the heavy-armament equipment will be drastically reduced and automatically limited throughout the world, this international force will be more

than adequate to move against any aggressor, actual or potential.1
Chancellor Hutchins has rendered a tremendous service in warning the nations
against the rapidly growing atomic threat. But the way to remove it is not by
advocating a fantastically utopian, unintelligent, and naive world state which
could not and will not be adopted in generations, except through conquest by a
world dictator.
The ideal of world federation is the oldest in the universe. The best way to
destroy this ideal in the American conscience is by proposing fantastic or totalitarian plans for world federation. In its foreword, the committee somewhat
rashly proclaims that their constitution "is meant, no less humbly than confidently, as a proposal to history." As a proposal to history, their constitution
has a certain value. It is the value of pointing to a blind alley (24 Indiana Law
Journal, p. 472).
ELY CULBERTSON.!

Mr. CULBERTSON. All I say is that the active participants in this
committee were Mr. Rex Tugwell, whom I personally admire but who,
in my opinion, is just an innocent when it comes to world organization; a Mr. Borgese, and Mr. Mortimer Adler. What they produced
was a gigantic totalitarian world state under a perpetual dictator,
a kind of work that does profound harm to the noble prinicple of
federalism. From that we must disassociate ourselves completely.
Then, of course, there is another fringe, and that is the members
or supporters of the Wallace-ite Progressive Party. Theirs is a noble
resolution. It talks about world government; it talks about world
war; it talks about limited but adequate power to stop aggression.
It defines nothing. It is just a principle, but it is so vague it is turned
in such general terms, in such noble generalities, that it suits just as
well to be, and it has been incorporated along the same lines, in the
program of the Communist-Wallace-ite Party, called the Progressive
Party. What is needed here if the principle of world federation
is to be realized in practice is a machinery to carry out this great
and noble principle of world federation.
After all, world federation is the greatest dream of humanity. It
fact, it is the oldest institution in nature. The principle of world
federation is billions of years old. Take the movement of heavenly
bodies; take our solar system. There you have a sun. There gravitate
planets, each on its own sovereign axis, about that sun, turning independently yet all together. It is the solution of a profound philosophical problem of how to conciliate parts with freedom, an autonomy with the necessity of the whole. Anyway, as I said, we
must disassociate ourselves even from such monstrous productions
as Chicago University's proposal for the constitution of a world
government or with such Utopian proposals as advocated by Mr. Cord
Meyer.
As a matter of fact, the problem of world disarmament and the
problem of the international police force in its relation to sovereignty
have not been solved except in the resolution which we propose; that
1 That same simple and yet revolutionary ABC plan is being supported In the Senate on a
nonpartisan basis by 17 Senators and scores of Congressmen; by the American Legion ; by
many organizations, both conservative and liberal, with a membership totaling 7,000,000;
and, from opposite camps, by such men as Louis Ruthenburg, president of Servel, Inc.. and
Norman Thomas.
2 Chairman, Citizens Committee for United Nations Reform.
Author of the hooks on
the plan for a World Federation, Total Peace (1943), and Must We Fight Russia? (1946).
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,is, the original resolution, (S. Con. Res. 50, 80th Cong.), the ABC
resolution. Here is the solution of this problem, and this is of tremendous importance, because if we do not solve this problem of world
disarmament and international police force, we might as well stop
-having any hopes for international organization.
EXPLANATION OF SENATE RESOLUTION 133

In B we have a proposal for a special method which is called the
quota force method for international control of heavy armaments,
because we accept the Baruch proposal. This is how this quota force
method will operate: The Security Council, which is revised, and
where the veto will be eliminated, will have the right to determine,
on a yearly basis if they so wish, the maximum limit of world production of heavy armament of specified categories. In other words,
it is the Security Council that from year to year will decree how
much of the heavy armaments there shall be produced throughout
the world.
Let us, as an illustration, say that for the year 1953 the revised,
Security Council decides that throughout the whole world there shall
be produced not more than 10,000 pieces of specified categories of
heavy armament-so many guns, so many rockets, planes, tanks, et
cetera. Having thus established the world figure of heavy armament
production, each of the Big Five nations-United States, Britain,
Russia, France, and Italy, or China-would have a specified previously agreed quota of production of that world figure. The quota
of the United States, Britain, and Russia will be 20 percent each of
the world production, so that if the world limit of production of heavy
armament is determined by the Security Council for the year 1953 to
be 10,000 pieces, then America will have the legal right to produce
2,000 pieces of specified categories, Soviet Russia 2,000, Britain 2,000
for the British Commonwealth, France 1,000, and China or Italy
1,000. That takes care of 80 percent of the world production and, incidentally, it takes care of our sovereignty. It does not disarm us.
It does not reduce our production of armament to zero. The remaining 20 percent will be produced by the Security Council itself, but for
the benefit of the smaller sovereign states, members of the United Nations, and this- 20 percent, which is one-fifth of the world production
will be produced in the territories of the smaller sovereign states.
That is the suggestion, specifically and cietailed, of the problem of
world disarmament, because with it goes the right of inspection, because here you have the power of the Security Council to increase or
decrease the annual quota of production. But within this annual
quota of production the United States, Britain, and Russia retain their
relative equality in the production of the armament .base, so that
eventually, let's say in 1960, the Security Council shall decree that
there shall not be produced more than 1,000 of each specified category
of heavy armament. That means that we could still produce 200 and
Russia 200 and Britain 200 and France and Italy 100 each, and 20
percent, or 200, for the small nations.
In this manner you solve the problem of sovereignty and the problem of world disarmament. You effectively disarm the world or reduce the armament to a reasonable minimum by changing the absolute
values established by the Security Council, and yet the capacity of the
64429-50----15
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United States or Russia or any other nation to defend itself is not
jeopardized.
The second solution, of an even more important problem, which is
the problem of the international police force, is a problem which, as
you know, Mr. Chairman, from your studies, and I know, has troubled
you a great deal, as it has troubled every political scientist. At first
glance this problem seems insoluble, because you must have an adequate
international police force against any aggressor big nation, so in order
to have an adequate international police force you must have a disarmament of the member states. But complete and total disarmament
of member states is opposed on the grounds of sovereignty and nationalism. We could not disarm and entrust our destiny to that
world police force. On the one hand you could not have disarmament, and on the other you could not have the international police
force.
WORLD POLICE FORCE

Their problem has also been solved by political scientists, among
them Bertrand Russell, in Resolution 50 and Resolution 133 of the
United States Senate, and this is the solution: This world police
force will consist of one international contingent and five national
contingents. The international contingent will be the active force.
The national contingents, the armed forces of big member states, wilt
operate as the reserves if needed. The international contingent is
under sole and exclusive control of the Security Council and World
Court, operating by majority vote. The national contingents, the
armed forces of the larger member states, are under the sole and exclusive control of their respective governments. In a sense, this is
the structure that we had originally with our Federal Army, which was
the international armed force, the armed force of our Thirteen States,
and the militia, which were the national contingents of the respective
States.
This international contingent will be equipped with the heavy armament as produced by the smaller states, and so long as the quota production, the collective quota, of the smaller nations is 20 percent of the
world production of heavy armament, that means that the international contingent will have one-fifth of the world's effective strength in
heavy armament. Furthermore, and this is the revolutionary point,
this international contingent will be recruited exclusively from citizens, volunteers of smaller sovereign states, so that in the international
contingent itself there will be not a single regiment of Americans,
Russians, French, Italians, 'r Chinese. And supporting this international contingent, which is a professional armed force, will be the
national contingents, the armed forces of the Big Five nations, the
United States, Britain, Russia, and in this case France and China with
10 percent each. Our armed forces, therefore, remain the same. Our
problem of sovereignty is not touched in the slightest, our sovereign
rights. The right of Congress to declare war remains. And yet, the
effective strength of our armed forces, or Russian or British or Italian
or French or any other nation's, is automatically limited by the quota
of production of heavy armament, and, therefore, inasmuch as the
quota of production of heavy armament for the United States is 20
percent, as for all of the Big Three, that means that the effective
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strength in time of peace for our armed forces is 20 percent of the
world's strength. That does not prevent, of course, unlimited armament in case of aggression in time of war.
SOVIET REACTION TO ABC PROPOSAL

That, Mr. Chairman, is the key solution of the most important problem in the whole science of the international organization, which is
the problem of the international police force. It is so within the
framework of sovereignty. Furthermore, if we make these three proposals to Soviet Russia, the matter of elimination of the veto in specifically defined matters of aggression and armament for aggression-the
definition is in the record already-the elimination of the atomic threat
concomitant with the elimination of the armament race and heavy
armament on the basis of this quota-force plan; thereafter, the establishment of the mission of professional soldiers, controlled by the
Security Council, supported by the armed forces of member states
against any aggressor-if we make these three proposals to Soviet
-Russia, they will have to examine them with a great deal of care,
because no longer could Vishinsky come out, as he did in Paris in the
Assembly, and offer reduction of armament by one-third, which was
nothing but a stunt. It was just simply a propaganda talk.
Here we are coming to Russia and sayig to her, "We will guarantee
you against any armament race by us. Here is a specific, detailed
plan. We will guarantee you against our superiority in atomic and
other bombs. We will guarantee you against aggression by creation
of an international contingent of professional soldiers where you are
participants, which will move against any aggressor"; and, if they
accept, that is wonderful. But, if they do not accept, they will thereby
demonstrate to the satisfaction of the great majority of the American
people that really they do not want peace, because one of the reasons
that the Communist propaganda is so successful is precisely the general statements that are being made by us. We are well meaning, but
When we say we want peace, we
everything we say is twisted.
know it in such a general way, and say it in such general language as
to permit them to twist every statement and turn that into an opposite
meaning.
For instance, this Nation made the most generous proposal in history, the Baruch proposal. Here was a Nation in control of an
absolute weapon, for it was an abosolute weapon for us. It is always
an absolute weapon so long as nobody else has it. Here we had a
chance to conquer the world if we so chose. Instead of that we proposed to conquer war. We made the offer to Soviet Russia and they
refused. I can assure you that so far as my opinion goes, if the
situation were reversed and if they had the atomic bomb and we had
none, there would never have been a Baruch scheme proposed.
So, as I said, with this ABC plan, this specific detailed plan, we turn
to Russia and we offer it to them. If they don't like this or that particular feature, of course we offer it through the action of the President
to all the members of the United Nations. If they want to improve
.it, make it tighter against aggressors, we will be willing to do that,
of course. If they want to reduce further the world cost of heavy
armament, we will meet them that way.
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And should they refuse, then two things will happen. First, according to this Resolution 133 they have a perfect legal right to
refuse. We are not going to violate the Charter. We then avail
ourselves of article 51. Under this article 51 we have already created
a purely military instrument of power politics, a military alliance.
Under the same article 51 we can proceed and extend the Atlantic Pact
into a world pact, only, instead of having some impotent committtees,
each of whose representatives are completely dominated by their own
local governments, we will have within this world pact a new Security
Council without Russia but open to Russia, and we will have a World
Court and we will start building our international contingent, but
we will not proceed, of course, to world disarmament. We will keep
on offering to Russia to come and join us. And once we have started
that extension and we establish even embryonically a world authority
where the Security Council has no veto in matters of aggression, we
achieve the purpose you want to achieve in your and Senaotor Douglas' resolution. In addition to that, we bring into being the modernization of the armed forces of smaller states who number more than
400,000,000 people, whose resources have not been tapped, who will
be the active force that would be stationed in Germany or Japan if
need be, and who do not involve the constitutional prerogatives of
other member states such as the United States.
The second thing that will happen is that the will of the American
people will be affirmed. It will prove to them beyond any doubt that
what Soviet Russia really had back of it is aggression. The public
opinion that today is divided by some plans and solutions will be unified on the basis of a noble appeal, of a crusade to fulfill the mission
twice attempted by the United States, by the American people, and
that is, the establishment of an effective, practical world organization
open to all nations, where we still beg Russia to come in.
What would be the situation with Russia? She could make war.
She could abstain. Or she could join. The chances of Russia making
war during the next 2 or 3 years are infinitesimally small, I submit,
Mr. Chairman, because we still have the overwhelming superiority in
armament, because we have the good will of four-fifths of the world.
If Soviet Russia did not make war when we built the Atlantic Pact,
which is obviously a pact directed against her, certainly she is not
going to make war when we try to unify four-fifths of the world organization open to her at any time she desires to join.
Strategically and militarily, any chance of Russia making war now
is in my opinion absolute nonsense. As a matter of fact, had Russia
wanted to make war she would have made it in 1946, when we were
completely demobilized, when we had nothing at all in Europe and
when we had very few atomic bombs. She could have made it in
1947; she could have made it in 1948, in 1949. Russia will make war
only when she will achieve a sufficient number of atomic plants to
threaten us with retaliation in case we use atomic energy. She can
either abstain, if she does not make war, or join. If Russia abstains
and if she keeps on building atomic bombs in 'defiance of the world,
wouldn't we anyway be in a far better position than we are now?
Today the very reason why Russia, which is still relatively impotent
as compared with the power of the United States, is so victorious is
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because it is a monolith union of Soviet Russia and her satellites.
Soviet Russia has a maximum and a minimum goal in her foreign
policy. She knows exactly where she is going, why, and how. We
Americans, together with nearly four-fifths of the world, are infinitely more powerful than Soviet Russia, yet we suffer one defeat
after another. Why? Because as a nation we are divided within
ourselves between various opposite and conflicting solutions and because the nations who are together with us are divided among themselves. Whatever we want to do in Germany, France does not want to
do, for very good reasons of her owm. We do not agree with Britain
in some ways, and there are many other contradictions. Once we are
unified under one authority of higher law with a world judge, with a
world policeman; once we are organized without Russia but not
against her, we hold that organization open to her but are firmly
determined to stop any actual or potential aggressors, Soviet Russia
will find herself, Mr. Chairman, outside. She will be all dressed up
but there will be no place to go. She would be facing in a position of
defiance against the organized might of the world, a might organized
not by the obscure diplomats in the State Department or in the French
Foreign Office or in the British Foreign Office, but obviously, honestly,
under higher law, with that world judge, with that world policeman.
I submit she would be forced to join. She would have no choice but
to join.
In other words, whatever arguments one may use, we will always
come to the same conclusion, and that is the absolute necessity of revising the United Nations now, revising it with Russia if possible,
without Russia is necessary, temporarily at least, revising it either
through direct revision of the United Nations Charter, or through
article 51 by extension of the Atlantic Pact.
PUBLIC SUPPORT OF ABC PLAN

That is the whole sense of this movement. The movement itself
is one of the three largest movements in the Nation. We have 7,000,000 members of organizations which have adopted practically the
identical resolution, resolution 50, which is more complete, introduced
by 16 Senators, and which supports this resolution 133. The American Legion supports resolution 50. It is their official policy. Norman Thomas supports us. It is his official policy. And I submit,
Mr. Chairman, that any time you can get the American Legion and
Norman Thomas in the same political bed, you have really a political
miracle. Only I must add my great admiration for Norman Thomas
as one of the most beautiful social souls in America, and what he
thinks is ethically right is often right.
I think if you consider very seriously all these implications and the
background which I took so much time, with your kindness, to describe, you, I believe, will come to the conclusion that, for instance,
this does not conflict with your resolution, it does not conflict with
the United World Federalist resolution, which seems a maximum goal,
it does not conflict with the Atlantic Union resolution, because in the
case of the Atlantic Union the one obvious objection is that if we are
to have world peace it must be a peace on a world basis. You cannot
have a peace of a few nations, democratically inclined, and all the rest
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left outside. You cannot have two classes of nations citizens, one
class A nations, which are part of the inside class, and the other class
B, C, and D, nations, which are outside.
I believe in the possibilities in the Union of Democracies, but I do
not believe in the Union of Democracies at the price of excluding the
larger measures for world organization of the United Nations.
Tn other words, if the Atlantic Union is to have any chance of
progress, it must operate within the framework of a revised United
Nations, and revised more or less along' the lines I have outlined,
otherwise if this Atlantic Union is to become nothing but a Federal
Union of a few nations-France, Britain, the United States, and a few
smaller nations--then it is nothing in effect but a disguised AngloAmerican club, and in this Anglo-American club we as usual will
pay the biggest price, for in addition to having our own problems
internally we would have to accept them as equals. I do not mean
that they are not equals; in some ways they are superiors. But we
must accept into that new Federal Union 45,000,000 Britishers who
are already more or less on the dole; we must accept the colossal responsibility of taking care of these 45,000,000 Britishers. We do
that to a certain extent now, and I believe we should do it more, but
it is one thing to extend a few billions and and it is another thing to
take in this whole island of 45,000,000 population and accept them
on exactly the same economic conditions as we have Tennessee or
Alabama or any other State. We are committed to that.
Furthermore, if we accept the Atlantic Union now, without revision of the United Nations, we are introducing into our new larger
Federal Union representatives from 110,000,000 to 120,000,000 people.
They will sit in the senate from states. They will sit in the house
of representatives. In some vital matters their decision will be influenced by their local conditions. In the case of France, her congressmen will be dominated by the vote of France. In the case of
Britain, no matter what the Union advocates say, the local issues will
be dominant. So the congressmen of Britain will be dominated by
the necessities or requirements of the British conditions.
Suppose a situation arises where we, for our own salvation, are
forced to move against Soviet Russia at some future time. It may
very well happen that these votes of Communist-dominated France or
Communist-influenced France, that the frightened votes of the British people may pull the weight of the decision of the new Federal
Congress right on the side of appeasement.
Senator TIiOMAS of Utah. Mr. Culbertson, we will have to break
in there. The scheme of our hearings has been to get the affirmations
for each plan first, and not to go too much into beginning the criticism
of the others. Our time is gone, anyway. We thank you for coming,
and we thank you for your testimony.
Mr. Max Eastman was to have been here, but he asks the privilege of
sending in his testimony, and that will be granted and it will be put
in the record.
We will return to the caucus room on Wednesday morning, February 8, and then we will hear the proponents of Senate Concurrent Resolution 57. We stand in recess until Wednesday morning.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Mr. Chairman, might I just say
that I regret that a meeting this morning prevented my being here.
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I told Mr. Culbertson I would hear as much of his testimony as I
could.
Mr. CULBERTSON. May I ask permission to incorporate in the record an outline of the problems of world governments and Federalists
which I have here?
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Does that logically come here?
Mr. CULBERTSON. That logically came when you so kindly interrupted me. I am glad you interrupted me, too.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. That will be agreeable.
Mr. CULBERTSON. May I thank you very much for your courtesy and,
above all, for your patience.
(The statement is as follows:)
THE ABC PLAN

AND

WORLD

GOVERNMENT

"Where does the Citizens Committee for United Nations Reform stand in regard
to the various world government organizations and proposals?" Our policy
is summarized as follows:
CCUNR believes that the ultimate solution of the problem of peace lies in a
world federation. We, therefore, approve and are glad to cooperate with all
groups which have the ideal of world federation as their ultimate goal. We are
in no sense a "competing" organization, since our specific minimum goal, the immediate reform of the UN through the ABC (quota force) plan, is designed
to make possible the attainment of the maximum goal of world federation.
History has developed only two types of international organization-the league
type and the federal type. In the league type (such as the present UN Charter)
the effectiveness of the central authority is sacrificed for the sake of the
sovereignty of member states. In the federal type (such as the United States
Constitution) the sovereignty, of member states is largely sacrificed for the
sake of the effectiveness of the central authority.
What is federalism? Federalism may be defined as a system of international
organization possessing (a) a central (federal) government which is separate
from the governments of member states; (b) limited but specific sovereign
powers; and (c) a federal armed force adequate to enforce these powers.
The distinguishing characteristic of the federal type is the third-party principle.
The difference between the league and federal types is thus the difference between
a substantial bet between two men without a stakeholder (league) and the
same bet with a stakeholder (federal).
A "confederation" is not a third type of international organization. In a
confederation, the central authority either has sovereign powers and the means
to carry them out, or it doesn't. If it does not (as in the case of our Articles of
Confederation) then it is a league. If it has sovereign powers (as in the case
of the Swiss Confederation), it is a federal type. The central authority of the
Swiss Confederation had very limited powers: It had a common foreign policy
and armed forces. Its component cantons (sovereign states) had different
forms of government, spoke different languages, practiced different religions;
there were even tariff barriers between them. Yet the Swiss Confederation
endured for over five centuries, after which it adopted another variant of the

federal type-modeled after the United States Constitution.
In order to judge the best kind of international organization for today's
conditions, we must apply a double yardstick: The organization must be effective
in its stated goal of insuring peace; and it must be acceptable to an adequate
number of nations in time to prevent the third world war. We already have
a league-the United Nations; it is acceptable but it is not and cannot be
effective. On the other hand, the United States Constitution variant of the
federal type, though perhaps effective, is not and cannot be acceptable on a
world-wide scale for decades if not for generations.
But we do not have decades before the next war. We have only 3 years more
during which we can be sure that our cities are safe from atomic devastation.
After 1950, it may be too late to disperse the gathering war clouds. Whatever
we do, we must do it now.
Does this mean that for the sake of acceptability we must abandon the federal
type of organization? Not at all, for it is obvious that only a federal structure
will be strong enough to prevent war. Nor does it mean that for the sake of
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effectiveness we must bash our heads against the present-day walls of nationalism
in an effort to apply the United States Constitution to the globe. There is a
third way-the ABC plan. By means of three simple amendments, the ABC plan
will transform the United Nations into a federal structure. It will give the
UN, now, the basic ingredients from which a true world federation can develop.
The objections of some federalists to the ABC plan arise from certain misconceptions regarding federalism. The most important of them are:
1. That a world government must have a congress elected by the peoples of
the world: This is not the essence of the federal principle. If the world government has sovereign powers and the means to carry them out, it is separate
from the governments of member states and is therefore a federal government.
2. That a world government must have powers over all matters of international
concern, such as commerce, immigration, etc.: This is not necessary to prevent
war, and it is unacceptable. The world government, to prevent war, must have
sovereign powers only in matters directly concerning aggression and preparation
for aggression (armament). The nations of the UN have already given up, in
principle, the right to wage aggressive war; they have approved the elimination
of atomic weapons and the limitation of other armament. It remains only to
transform these principles into enforceable world laws.
3. That world laws must be enforced only on individuals, for to enforce them
on governments of states would mean war; an excellent principle, but in practice the governments of member-states may have to be coerced in order even to
arrest and bring to trial guilty individuals. Individuals don't produce atomic
bombs or commit aggression unless backed by the power of the state. It follows
that world laws must be enforced both on individuals and governments.
4. That to enforce its powers the world government must have a complete
monopoly of military force; that all states must totally disarm (except for
militia) and an all-powerful federal armed force be established: This is totally
unacceptable; it is fantastically dangerous; and it is not necessary to prevent
war. No major state today-least of all the United States-is going to disarm
completely and place itself at the mercy of an irresistible world armed force.
To do so might mean disaster. Once all nations were disarmed, there would
be nothing to prevent a clique of idealogical fanatics or a few generals in command of the world army from using it to conquer the world. Enslaved peoples
have been liberated from outside; but in the day of modern police states an
enslaved world would have no hope of liberation-unless it be from Mars. The
international police force proposed in the ABC plan offers the only means so far
devised to establish a federal world structure which is adequate to prevent war
and yet which cannot become a world tyranny.
The time for generalities is past. We must achieve concrete results within
3 years if the world is to be saved. But we can do so only on the basis of a
concrete and practical program, such as the ABC plan. The CCUNR therefore
appeals to all those who share our common goal: Join with us now in a united
effort to reform the United Nations now, so that a true world federation can
develop in the future, and lasting peace can be assured.
CITIZENS COMMITTEE FOR UNITED NATIONS REFORM, INC.,
ELY CULBERTSON, Chairman.
LUCINDA HAZEN, Executive Director.

Senator THOMAS of Utah. We stand in recess until Wednesday
morning.
(Whereupon, at 1 p. in., a recess was taken until 10 a. m. Wednesday,
February 8, 1950, in the caucus room, Senate Office Building.)
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UNITED STATES SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON FOREIGN RELATIONS,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON REVISION OF THE UNITED NATIONS CHARTER,

Washington,D. C.
on February 6,
adjournment
to
The subcommittee met, pursuant
1950, in the caucus room, Senate Office Building, Senator Elbert D.
Thomas, of Utah (chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.
Present: Senators Thomas of Utah, McMahon, Wiley, and Smith of
New Jersey.
Also present: Senators Fulbright and Kefauver.
SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 57

Senator THOMAS of Utah. We are considering this morning Senate
Concurrent Resolution 57.

Senator Kefauver, please.

(S. Con. Res. 57 is as follows:)
[S. Con. Res. 57, 81st Cong., 1st sess.]
CONCURRENT RESOLUTION
Whereas the parties to the North Atlantic Treaty have declared themselves
"determined to safeguard the freedom, common heritage, and civilization of
their peoples, founded on the principles of democracy, individual liberty, and
the rule of law," and "resolved to unite their efforts for collective defense and
for the preservation of peace and security"; and
Whereas they have agreed in article 2 of that treaty to "contribute toward
the further development of peaceful and friendly international relations by
strengthening their free institutions, by bringing about a better understanding
of the principles upon which these institutions are founded, and by promoting
conditions of stability and well-being" and to "seek to eliminate conflict in
their international economic policies" and to "encourage economic collaboration
between any or all of them" ; and
Whereas the principles on which our American freedom is founded are those
of federal union, which were applied for the first time in history in the United
States Constitution; and
Whereas our Federal Convention of 1787 worked out these principles of union
as a means of safeguarding the individual liberty and common heritage of the
people of thirteen sovereign States, strengthening their free institutions, uniting
their defensive efforts, encouraging their economic collaboration, and severally
attaining the aims that the democracies of the North Atlantic have set for themselves in the aforesaid treaty; and
Whereas these federal union principles have succeeded impressively in advancing such aims in the United States, Canada, Switzerland, and wherever
other free peoples have applied them; and
Whereas the United States, together with the other signatories to the treaty,
has promised to bring about a better understanding of these federal principles
and has, as their most extensive practitioner and greatest beneficiary, a unique
moral obligation to make this contribution to peace; and
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Whereas the United States and the other six democracies which sponsored
the treaty have, by their success in drafting it and extending it to others, established a precedent for united action toward the attainment of these aims, and
the creation of a free and lasting union: Now, therefore, be it
Resolved by the Senate (the House of Representatives concurring), That the
President is requested to invite the democracies which sponsored the North
Atlantic Treaty to name delegates, representing their principal political parties,
to meet this year with delegates of the United States in a federal convention to
explore how far their peoples and the peoples of such other democracies as the
convention may invite to send delegates, can apply among them, within the
framework of the United Nations, the principles of free federal union.

STATEMENT OF HON. ESTES KEFAUVER, UNITED STATES SENATOR
FROM TENNESSEE
Senator KEFAUVER. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee,
I wish to speak briefly in behalf of Senate Concurrent Resolution 57,
in behalf of the 24 or 25 other members of the United States Senate
who have joined in the sponsorship of this resolution. My statement
will be very brief and more by way of introduction of the distinguished witnesses that we have here today who will discuss the resolution in more detail.
Mr. Chairman, this resolution seeks to explore the possibility of
applying federal union principles to unite the democracies of the New
and the Old Worlds in a union of the free, to explore whether we may
not thus find, and lead humanity along the way to that better, happier,
freer world which mankind has been vainly seeking by other routes,
and for which the lives of so many men have been sacrificed in two
World Wars.
This proposal does not prevent us from continuing the present
efforts to solve by other methods the problems confronting us. It
would not, for example, interfere with the work of the United Nations,
the ECA, the implementation of the North Atlantic Treaty or the
rearmament of western Europe. But why should these efforts prevent
us from exploring the federal union solution?
We Americans face in the North Atlantic area, with the other six
sponsors of the pact-Canada, Britain, France, the Netherlands Belgium, and Luxemburg-not one problem but a complex of problems:
economic, political, military, atomic, monetary and, I may add, moral
and spiritual. We have been trying to solve these problems separately,
piecemeal, by the European recovery program on the economic side
and, when that proved insufficient, by the North Atlantic Treaty on
the political side, and the military assistance program on the military
side.
NEED FOR OVER-ALL PEACE PLAN

Nearly half a decade following the end of actual hostilities, we find
ourselves without a comprehensive, over-all plan for peace. Not only
are we still relying on the piece-meal technique which Secretary
Marshall justly condemned in his celebrated Boston speech, but we
are confining our efforts to the diplomatic, or government-to-government approach. We sought to solve this complex of problems first on
a universal government-to-government basis, through Bretton Woods,
the International Bank and Fund, the United Nations, the International Trade Organization, the Baruch plan. When that approach
didn't work, we got down to the heart of the problem in the North
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Atlantic area, but still, we tackled each side of it separately on this
government-to-government diplomatic basis in the Marshall plan, the
North Atlantic Treaty, the rearmament program.
The Atlantic Union resolution would not prevent continued efforts
along these lines, or any of the variations of them that have been
proposed
in other resolutions. But it would permit us to try to solve
this complex of problems by also tackling them (1) as a whole; (2)
in company with the Canadian, British, French and Benelux democracies with whom we share most closely these economic, military, monethe of
North
wo sponsored
atomic
problems,
tary andPact;
Atlantic
and(3)
on theand
man-to-man
federalwith
unionusbasis
our
own United States Constitution.
The Atlantic Union exploration would not deter efforts for disarmament or a great moral effort for peace as suggested by Senators Tydings and McMahon. It would, encourage these efforts, because its

purpose is peaceful, not aggressive. It would not further widen the
gap between Russia and the democracies because the door would always be open for the people of any nation when they have freedom
and when they want peace by law.
The supporters of this resolution will endeavor to present testimony
as comprehensive as the time allotted them permits. Former
United States Justice Owen J. Roberts will deal primarily with the
political and jurisdictional aspects of the proposal; Hon. Will L.
Clayton will concern himself especially with the economic aspects;
Hon. Robert P. Patterson will testify with regard to the military
and defense aspects; and Dr. Harold Urey will deal primarily with
the atomic and scientific aspects. Each of them willbring out the
urgency of passage of the resolution, the practical problems of creating an Atlantic Union within the fields they cover, and the implications both of creating the union and of continuing the current disunion in those fields.
In addition the Honorable James A. Wadsworth will testify on
specific issues relating to alliances generally and to the North Atlantic Treaty in particular; Mr. J. Parker Van Zandt, president of
Aviation Research Institute, will deal with specific problems in air
geography and the strategic importance of western Europe in an air
age; and Mr. Clarence Streit, the author of Union Now, who has done
so much work on the subject of federal union during the last 15 years,
will deal with the importance of this resolution to freedom and discuss other issues which may not have been fully covered by other
witnesses.
Too often already, our hopes have failed us.

Too often since Pearl
Harbor we have been forced into precipitate action by the failure of
our hopes. We, too, could be forced to offer union overnight, as the
British were at Dnkir btht
is not the way our forefathers built
this great Union of ours. It is easy to speed from makeshift to makeshift, but to build an enduring union takes time.
Whatever we may think of the North Atlantic Treaty, it does gain
'
who supus time. The question is : How shall we use this time! We.
port this Atlantic Union resolution, :propose that we should d use this

time to begin without delay to explore the possibilities of oceanic
federation now, while we can explore with careful prudence. It is
not too much to say that it wouldbe impudent and even reckless to
delay this urgent action. There are many recent developments which
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threaten to make piecemeal policies end in failure and disaster, as
did our policy in China, and to bring crashing down the security and
the economic structure which we have erected at such vast expense
in the postwar years.
These developments are familiar to us all. By 1952, it must be
expected that Russia will have enough atomic bombs to destroy many
of the great cities of western Europe. If she has by then added the
hydrogen bomb to her arsenal, the prospect for Europeans and us
will be yet more awesome. It is only wise statesmanship to weigh
the possibility that this development may undermine the defense value
of the North Atlantic Treaty.
In 1952, the Marshall plan is scheduled to end; a fact which creates uncertainty about the future economic condition of western
Europe. Meanwhile, the cold war continues and gives every indication of not terminating in the early future. Already our budget has
been thrown out of balance by defense requirements in a period of
full employment. If a depression, such as has always followed war,
should engulf us under these conditions, the consequences defy
prediction.
In this situation, it is but common sense to begin to examine a more
comprehensive solution of our security and economic problems which
will serve us in the event our present policies should fail. I believe
that those of us Who are responsible for the welfare of the American
people can do no less.
The only question this resolution raises, really, is this: Is it wise,
or unwise, to call a federal convention to bring us answers to all
these other questions? Shall we now finally begin to consider the
one way out of our troubles that we have not yet even explored?
Or shall we continue to neglect this way which all our history teaches
us to trust? Shall we begin this exploration now, while we have
time to do it carefully? Or shall we take a chance, wait until events
force us to move?
As we work in our role of leadership for peace, we must have an
idea and a larger plan. The American people are becoming dissatisfied that we merely hold our own in Europe while we are losing so
much in Asia. The people are apt to tire of our cold-war efforts unless
we present an idea and a definite plan which arouses the imagination of the people of our own country, as well as that of the free peoples
all over the world.
Senate Concurrent Resolution 57 presents such an idea and such
a plan.
Mr. Chairman, I know you are anxious to hear these distinguished
witnesses who are here, and it is my great honor and privilege to
introduce the president of the Atlantic Union Committee, former
United States Justice Owen J. Roberts.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Does the Senator want to yield to
any questions at this point?
Senator KEFAUVER. I would be very happy to, but I don't want to
infringe too much on the time of the witnesses.
IS ATLANTIC UNION EXCLUSIVE?

Senator SMITH of New Jersey. It may be the questions I have in

mind at the moment will be covered by the other witnesses, but I would
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like to suggest this to the distinguished Senator, that the question
has been raised by people who have commented on these various plans
we have been getting as to whether this Atlantic Union intends to
bring the so-called cultured nations of the world together into one
union as against the masses in Asia, for example, that are outside of
the pale and wouldn't be invited to come in. That seems to be a
trouble spot with the World Federalists, for example, and I hope
that will be thoroughly explored in this hearing.
Senator KEFAUVER. Senator Smith, it will be thoroughly discussed
by other witnesses. I may say briefly that the eventual hope of those
of us in the Atlantic Union group is that some time in the future all
the nations of the world may appreciate personal freedom and democracy, peace by law, the advantages of a life that guarantees some rights
to its citizens, and we would envision that while we start out with
people who have practiced democracy for a long time, not for an
aggressive purpose but for a peaceful purpose, that the door should
be open for other peoples of other nations to come into this undertaking when they are prepared to do so, but that point will be fully
discussed.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Is this proposal presently limited
to the Atlantic Treaty group of nations to come in to consider federation ?
Senator KEFAUVER. The resolution asks that the President call a
convention or a meeting of the seven original sponsors of the North
Atlantic Pact. When they meet they undoubtedly would call in representatives or invite representatives of other nations to join with them
in the discussion. But we felt that since these were tried democracies
that had some experience, and we have worked with them for a long
time, that this would be the group to start with.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. This proposal wouldn't be in the
nature of amendments to the UN Charter at all; it wouldn't have
anything to do with that, would it?
Senator KEFAUVER. No, sir.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Totally independent of that?
Senator KEFAUVER. Totally independent.
EFFECT IN

FAR EAST

Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Does this contemplate looking toward the crisis in the Far East at the present time or would it iave
nothing to do with that? I am very much concerned with that. As
you know, I have just been there.
Senator KEFAUVER. It is totally independent of the UN. We will
show in our testimony that this is not contradictory to the purpose
of the United Nations. On the other hand, it would strengthen the
UN, and all of us want to build up and do everything we possibly
can to help the United Nations. It doesn't immediately concern itself with the situation in the Far East, but it does indirectly and
eventually would. The geographical problems will be discussed by
some of the witnesses who will follow me, and I know they will discuss the picture in the Far East.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I will postpone any further questions, then.
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Senator KEFAUVER. Then, at the end of the hearing, I may say, it

there are any questions the Senator feels have not been discussed, why,
to the extent that I am able to give any light on them, or at least the
attitude of the sponsors of this resolution, I will be delighted again to
take the stand.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I ask these preliminary questions,
recognizing the Senator's great ability and his fine spirit in backing
this whole proposal. That is the reason I asked the questions.
Senator KEFAUVER. I appreciate the observation of the distinguished Senator very much.
Senator WnLEr. all your next witness, please.
Senator KEFAUVER. Mr. Justice Roberts.
STATEMENT OF HON. OWEN J. ROBERTS, FORMER JUSTICE OF THE
SUPREME COURT; PRESIDENT OF THE ATLANTIC UNION COMMITTEE ON THE ATLANTIC UNION RESOLUTION
Senator WILEY. Mr. Roberts, we are glad to see you here with your
usual smile, which has sort of pervaded every meeting that you attend.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I would like to add a word of welcome to Mr. Roberts, who has been a friend of mine for many years.
Justice ROBERTS. Thank you, Senator Smith.
I have prepared this statement more or less as a lawyer would prepare a brief. I do not want to take the committee's time with irrelevancies and I hope that what I say will be close to the point.
Senator WILEY. You are sure that it is not a judicial decision instead
of a lawyer's brief?
PEACE IS PRECARIOUS

Justice ROBERTS. No, sir. It is an advocate's presentation. My first
heading is "Why peace makes Senate Concurrent Resolution 57
urgent": Peace remains precarious; indeed our so-called peace seems
little better than an armed truce. Why is this?

Because a nation

that despies our ideas and our institutions, and proposes, if possible, to

destroy them, grows ever more powerful.
First, Soviet Russia today controls one-third of the surface of the
earth. Her foreign policy is a mixture of old-fashioned imperialism
and modern fifth-column tactics. These tactics have enabled the

Soviet to annex or take over the governments of Estonia, Latvia, Poland, Lithuania Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Rumania, Bulgaria, Albania, eastern German , and now, China. Meanwhile, democratic
nations have, through the UN, made to the Soviet offer after offer of

cooperation. Offer after offer has been rejected by Russia, which, in
5 years, has exercised the veto power 41 times to block every move
toward world peace and world cooperation.
Today the Kremlin dictatorship threatens Asia from Iran all the
way to Japan. It threatens Europe from Turkey and Greece to Scandinavia. It is turning Germany into a powder keg capable of exploding into World War III.

The Soviet is in possession of the atomic bomb. Soviet production
and economy are controlled by the state for the strict benefit of the
clique that rules the state, and without regard for the consumer needs
with which the democracies concern themselves. Soviet-regimented
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production for war can rapidly bring the Kremlin to the point where
it will feel prepared to transform the cold war into an atomic war.
In the meanwhile, the democracies are divided amongst themselves.
They are divided on policy toward China and Germany. They are
divided on questions of international trade which involve tariffs and
convertibility of currencies.
Such division further encourages the Kremlin and paralyzes the
UN. While the United States hesitates to be represented on the board
of the clearing agency set up by ECA to help Marshall-plan countries
achieve currency convertibility, lussia has, according to a report
issued by the Committee for the Study of European Questions, stabilized and backed with gold the rate of exchange among her satellite
nations in Europe, and between these nations and the Soviet. Russia
is on the way to establishing a stabilized and unified ruble area far
larger than the present dollar and sterling areas.
ONLY UNITED WORLD IS COMMUNIST WORLD

There is one world today, although not the world of which Wendell
Willkie dreamed. The only united world is the Communist world.
Amongst the democracies, each nation behaves as though it were a
world unto itself, and the old American motto "United we standdivided we fall," is still good. Democratic unity prior to 1914 could
have prevented World Wars I and II. Democratic unity now can
prevent world war III.
Secondly, bear in mind that the Kremlin may plan to win the world
in either of two ways: (1) by a crash of the democratic economy
induced by unbearable defense costs; (2) by military means, if necessary. We must take measures to forestall either eventuality. If we
-are to prevent Russian military action, we must be able to deliver a
counterblow so devastating as to preclude any attack upon us. We

must solve the dilemma of securing much more impressive power at
little extra-cost in men, money, and material.
In a report made by Secretary of Defense Johnson in the present
year, he says: "It is obvious, however, that we cannot continue indefinitely on the current scale our expenditures for atomic bombs, ships,
planes, guns, and tanks, and for the forces to man them, without depressing our standards of living by thus diverting funds we should
necessarily spend for food, clothing, shelter, health, welfare, and
education."
That was written before an expenditure of unascertained billions
for a hydrogen bomb was suggested- Through our defense commitments under the Atlantic Pact, through our economic commitments under the Marshall plan, and through our own defense commitments, nearly half of our Federal taxes are consumed. The economic burden is greater than the American people can continue to
bear. And all this applies with greater force to England, to France,
to Benelux.
If we lay down the burden, Stalin will take over Europe. If we
carry it until our resources are drained to the point of economic crash,
Stalin will have won the global cold war. Other witnesses will
elaborate these matters.
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ATLANTIC UNION IS PARTNERSHIP

Third, there is a way out. That is the way of partnership and
unity, the way of sharing responsibility for the defense of freedom,
the way of Atlantic Union. A federal union of Atlantic democracies,
with a common foreign policy, a common currency, a common defense
force, with free movement of goods and services, is the surest, cheapest, strongest way to stop war, to stop communism, to create prosperity,
to extend freedom. Such a federation would be colossally powerful
in arms, in industry, in raw materials, in financial and moral power.
Such a union, by uniting the defense forces of its members, would
create a stronger defense at less cost. Combining the armed forces of
all would permit some disarmament by each. At the same time, the
defense of the democracies would be so strong that no aggressor would
dare attack. Such a union would be a positive factor. It would embody the psychological power and drive that free men need. Freedom's gain by it would put in shadow communism's gain in China. It
is our best defense and preventive of war.
I realize that, desirable as I believe it, Atlantic Union cannot be
achieved overnight. We thank God that democracy does not move
with the speed of dictatorship. But Atlantic Union can be exploredthis year. It has never been officially explored. The time is overdue.
Despite all disasters since 1914, we haven't yet, as a people, begun
even to explore this solution. Senate Concurrent Resolution 57 will
permit such exploration now. The decisions of the convention will
have to be referred for ratification to the peoples the delegates represent. This will require still more time. And we do not know how
much time we have. Unless we begin now to make exploration possible, the economy of western Europe may have collapsed or the
hydrogen bomb may have wiped out time.
HOW THE AIMS OF SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 5 7 M1IGHT BE ACHIEVED

A. How the proposed convention might be set up: First a word as
to the nature of the convention. As Senator Kefauver has stated, it
is not intended to be a diplomatic conference, nor a purely private
meeting, but is rather to be likened to our own Constitutional Convention of 1787. This means that the delegates are to be officially
chosen, but not to be instructed by their governments. Each delegate
would vote as an individual, according to his own conscience, with
each country's vote counted according to the vote of a majority of
its delegates.
Second, the resolution leaves it to the Executive to arrange the details of the convention, presumably in consultation with the invitees,
except that it requires delegations to be composed of persons of all
principal political parties, and empowers the body to invite other
democracies to participate. The reasons for these provisions are that
the Congress shall concentrate on the basic issue, that of calling the
convention. But, of course, the Congress may add further requirements as to how that convention shall be set up.
The Atlantic Union Committee has adopted no policy in respect of
the detailed organization of the convention, for we should not presume
to attempt to settle such matters. Realizing, however, that questions
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will occur to you in this regard, we give you the tentative views of some
of us, in an effort to show that reasonable answers may be found.
(a) Representation: The convention could be organized, roughly, on
a population basis-say, 2 votes for a country of 1,000,000 people or
less; 8 votes for a country of more than 1,000,000, but less than 25,000,000; 6 additional votes for each additional 25,000,000. This would
ive the following representation: United States, 38; United Kingom, 14; France, 14; Canada, 8; Netherlands, 8; Belgium, 8; Luxemburg, 2. On this basis, the total votes of North America and Europe
would be equal, each having 46. *
(b) Method of voting: A majority of states voting might be required for adoption of any resolution; Luxemburg's delegates to vote
as part of the Belgian delegation, this to avoid giving undue weight
to so small a state. Thus, the total votes by states would be six, with
four necessary to a majority. There can be no danger to any nation in
such arrangement, for if a majority of any nation's.delegates refuse
to sign the convention's report or its draft, ratification by that nation
is unlikely.
(c) The United States delegation: The United States delegation
should be composed of citizens in their capacity as such, in contradistinction to officials as such. They presumably will be named by the
President, on behalf of our people, and not as official representatives
of our Government. Such a delegation might be composed of 4 from
the executive departments, 6 from the Senate, 6 from the House of
Representatives, 4 governors or ex-governors, and 18 private citizens
from various walks of life. All would act in their capacity as citizens,
as did Governor Randolph of Virginia in our own convention of
1787.
The advantages of such an approach are that the convention's action
does not involve the prestige of our Government; it cannot commit this
or any other government or nation; it brings to the fore the citizen,
who is the true basic sovereign in a federal union; it encourages the
obliteration of national and party lines in voting; it begins the education of Europeans in the true principles of federation; it spreads the
educational benefits of the convention among many delegates; and
it minimizes the risk of failure. .
CONVENTION TO CONSTITUTE UNION

B. How the convention might constitute the proposed union: Again,
-the Atlantic Union Committee feels it would be inappropriate for it
to take any firm stand as to the details of the structure of the proposed
union. But it should seem that if the convention were to apply the
basic principles of existing federal unions, the constitution should
include:
(a) A bill of rights: This would guarantee the citizens all the
rights they enjoy in each and all member nations today. No one
would lose any such rights.
(b) A frame of government: This would be such as to secure the
citizens' rights against aggression, dictatorship, and anarchy. It
should embrace a legislature, probably of two houses, elected by the
people, an executive capable of enforcing union law upon the citizens,
and a judiciary empowered to adjudicate disputes between citizens and
between member states.
64429-50-16
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(c) Division of powers: A threefold division of powers seems
needful. These should be defined. First, the powers reserved to the
people by the bill of rights; secondly, the powers retained by the
member states; and thirdly, the specific powers delegated to the union,
such as to provide: (1) A union defense force and foreign policy;
(2) a union free market; (3) a union currency; (4) a union postal
system; (5) a union citizenship, in addition to national citizenshipand (6) a union power of taxation to render the union capable oi
implementing and exercising its delegated powers.
How far the constitution should go in this allocation of powers
between the union and its members would be for the convention to
determine, having in view the best interests of all the citizens of the
union.
(d) Ratification, new members, amendment: There should be, it
seems, provision for ratification of the constitution by the peoples of
the participating nations, for admission of additional nations, and
for amendment.
(e) Special problems: The convention would face certain special
problems. Among these are: (1) The language problem that has
been solved by Switzerland and Canada; (2) whether to adopt our
system or a so-called parliamentary system, or some compromise between them; (3) the free enterprise-socialist problem.
None of these, or others that might be mentioned, seem insoluble if
approached in the light of the enormous benefits of union and the
alternative probabilities of continued disunion.
(f) Transition measures: The convention doubtless would have to
provide for the circumstances of transition by the nations to federation. Immigration and tariffs will doubtless require special
provisions.
POLITICAL AND MORAL IMPLICATIONS OF SENATE CONCURRENT
RESOLUTION 57

A. As respects the convention: 1. The convention, as we have seen,
implies no commitment, but its calling will show that we take seriously
our Atlantic Pact obligations. Thg preamble so states.
2. Adoption of the resolution will give added moral support to the
pact. It is inconceivable that, while the convention is in session, the
constituent nations would not vote to repel aggression against any
of them.
3. Passage of the resolution would quiet European fears of our
return to isolationism, by proving we are ready to explore the possibility of going beyond the pact and ECA.
4. Its passage will demonstrate we are no longer merely preaching
federation to Europe, but arepreparing to participate in it with them.
5. Its passage would afford an example of a great nation offering
to explore union openly and freely on the basis of the equality of our
citizens and the citizens of small nations, the keystone of our own
federation of large and small states.
6. By combining prudence and generosity with boldness, the resolution implies maturity, wisdom, and strength; it must, therefore,
make a far stronger appeal everywhere than mere separatist and nationalistic action, however prudent or generous or bold.
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7. Passage of the resolution will attest the continuance of bipartisan
foreign policy in the United States. As you know, the resolution is
sponsored in the Congress and supported throughout the country by
persons of all parties and all shades of political opinion.
8. Finally, and of major importance, the calling of a convention
implies no division of the world into two antagonistic camps, as does
the policy that ostensibly makes an offer to all nations, such as world
federation or world alliance, which all Communist nations are certain to refuse. That sort of offer tends to harden the present Communist-non-Communist division of the world. It forces every nation
to choose sides formally or to formally declare its neutrality. Senate
Concurrent Resolution 57 faces only 6 of 60 nations with the need of
choosing-and they need choose only to explore or not to explore
federation. It leaves the great bulk of the nations where they are
now-in between the Communist bloc and the Atlantic Pact group,
but none of them forced to formally take sides or positions.
CONSTrTUTIONAL AMENDMENT REQUIRED

B. As respects the eventual union: 1. Ratification of a union constitution involves amendment of out own Constitution, so that our
Government may become a member of the union.
2. Adherence to the union involves the transfer from the United
States of such powers as are given to the union government. But it
involves no loss by the United States or the 48 States of their other
existing powers under their respective constitutions. Moreover, the
citizen, whose sovereignty is basic in our form of government, loses
none of his sovereignty. He exercises it. He remains at the hub
of the wheel; he merely creates a new spoke; he redelegates power to a
new agent. Thereby, he gains greater power and freedom, more
security, less taxes, and a vaster free market:
3. Great economies are bound to result from union. A simple
example will illustrate. The proposed union would eliminate all diplomatic expense within the union. But more, it would permit the
merger of seven different and now rival diplomatic services to each of
some 50 nations. Perhaps this is not a relatively large item in national budgets, but the possible savings, through merger, in defense
spending and in taxes are of a different order. Other witnesses will
speak of them.
4. The union would have its own budget. But, save for minor administrative expenses, each item in that budget would betoken the
reduction or elimination of a corresponding item in each national
budget.
RELATIONSHIP TO REGIONAL PACTS

C. As respects UN, Inter-American Pact, Atlantic Pact: (1) The
calling of the proposed convention requires no action by the UN,
nor would it be contrary to any provision of the Charter. Hence, unlike other proposals, especially those that involve Charter amendment,
this avoids bitter debate and delay in the UN. And, be it noted, the
Kremlin cannot veto it. Atlantic Union, with one foreign policy for
members, would immeasurably strengthen the United Nations by
uniting those members most devoted to UN aims of world peace,
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world freedom, and world justice. But more, the union would
strengthen the UN morally through the example of sovereign peoples
uniting voluntarily. Once formed, the union would be a member of the
UN, and could retain the voting power now enjoyed by its several
members. In view of the Soviet precedent, this would require no
amendment of the Charter.
2. The proposed union would inherit the position of the United
States in the inter-American organization; and as Latin-American
nations entered the union, it would gradually replace that organization.
3. Such projects as ECA, the Atlantic Pact, and arms for Europe
would not be affected by the convention, but would have no further
reason for existence once the union is formed. In fact, the union
would supersede all those poisonous rich-uncle-poor-nephew stopgaps by a healthier citizen-to-citizen relationship.
D. As respects outside nations: Fears are expressed that nations
not invited to the convention will think themselves excluded and
treated as second-class with resulting serious rifts in international
friendship. These fears are groundless. The Atlantic Pact engendered no such resentment. Friendly nations, large and small, democracies as well as others, were omitted from the invitation to form
that alliance. And note, the convention itself, not we, the United
States, will have the responsibility of further invitations to participate in its deliberations. Moreover, the union, when formed, will keep
the door open to any nation which guarantees individual liberty and
popular representative government.
In this connection, consider the importance of the union. It will
establish a free market for 400,000,000 people. It would, in turn,
afford the only important market for all other nations. It would be
their best buyer of raw materials and their sole source of supply for
many manufactured goods. They could not sell their products to
Soviet Russia, nor buy what they need from her, nor transport much
to or from her. The union would have to blunder badly to lose any
of these nations to the Kremlin.
IMPLICATIONS OF DELAY OR DEFEAT OF SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 57

Delay or defeat of the resolution has, for me, dreadful implications.
1. The dangers to peace I cited at the outset grow more ominous by
the hour. The chance that some incident, unimportant in itself, may
inflame national passions is always to be reckoned with. The unstable
economic condition of the world may, at any time, despite our aid and
our efforts, bring on economic collapse everywhere. In any event, it
is a serious question how long we as a nation can carry the load of the
world's needs.
2. I submit we must be bold and positive, not negative and timid
in our defense of human freedom. I fear our course has savored of
"too little and too late." I can cite an example from my own
experience.
In the spring of 1947, an industrialist and a patriot whose company
had supplied materials to the Manhattan project came to me and told
me that by 1950, Russia would be making atom bombs. I asked him
what basis he had for such a prophecy. He replied it was business
horse sense. He said: "Everybody knows the scientific principles
involved. We are counting on Russia's lack of engineering skill and
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industrial know-how. We are in error. I know what the Russians
can do with technical aid from Germans and Czechs. I say to you,
if the United States will supply me with the requisite materials, Ill
undertake with an American team to complete a bomb plant from
scratch in about 2 years, with no outside aid and no inside knowledge."
I was so impressed that I took him to a Cabinet officer to whom he
repeated his story. That officer, after inquiry in officials circles, told
us we need not be alarmed; that the Russians could not make a bomb
for from 7 to 10 years.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Mr. Justice, right there, I think we ought
to put in just exactly how long it took us to make the first bomb.
Justice ROBERTS. The point was that once you had shown by engineering competence that you could make it, the fellow who started
to do it a second time had the encouragement to do it faster, and
could do it faster.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Yes, of course, he would do it faster.
So that if we know the date when, so far as Congress is concerned,
Secretary Stimson came up and talked to some of us and the date of
the first bomb at Hiroshima, we would logically have the oustide limit
as to how long it would take to build the bomb.
Justice ROBERTS. What was our limit, about 3 years, wasn't it?
Senator THOMAS of Utah. I don't think so. It wasn't that long.
It went off in '45; 3 years before that would be '42.
Justice ROBERTS. I think they started on it in '42.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. I do remember the date, because something very, very important in my life happened, so that I remember
the date exactly. It was in April or March, '42.
Justice ROBERTS. That is what I thought. So, it took us 3 years.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Yes.
Justice ROBERTS. And we were calculating it would take the Rus-

sians from 7 to 10 years.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. And we had other things to do at that
time.
Justice ROBERTS. Why must we keep underestimating? 1952 looks
to me to be a good dead line for our reckoning. Then ECA will expire
and mayhap the hydrogen bomb will be born. There is urgent need
for action. We believe that Senate Concurrent Resolution 57 is the
life line. If we are wrong, let's investigate and find that out. All
the Atlantic Union Committee asks is that the United States-and by
the United States, I mean its citizens and not its diplomats-take
leadership in providing opportunity for exploration now.
THE MORAL AND SPIRITUAL SIGNIFICANCE OF THE ISSUE

I believe that material force and economic arrangements, in them-

selves, are valueless in this crisis. If mankind is to save his freedoms,
a value much higher must lead him. This is the spiritual, the moral,
not the material.
The concept of federal union of peoples of various nations rests on
the ideal of the dignity of the individual, on the ideal of a free life in
a community formed to promote the common weal, the ideal of liberty
under the people's law. I refuse to believe that men, if free agents,
will not strive for that form of government which safeguards and
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promotes this way of life. I refuse to believe that mere mechanical
difficulties and obstacles can thwart man's attainment of this goal.
-Federal union is morally and spiritually right; it is ideally right.
Then, I say it is attainable by men of good will.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Senator Wiley?
Senator WiLEY. Justice Roberts, I want to thank you for a very
clear exposition of the resolution.
RESOLUTION CALLS FOR EXPLORATION

First, as I understand it, the over-all objective of the resolution is
that you want the Congress to take official action to the end that it
will recommend the calling of a convention to explore the potentialities
of your suggestion.
Justice ROBERTS. The resolution requests the President to appoint
citizen delegates to such a convention and to invite the other six
nations who joined with us in sponsoring the Atlantic Pact to send
similar delegates. In other words, it is on the old pattern of the
Convention of 1787, where the States sent their citizens to discuss
the thing and report back.
Senator WILEY. I think that is a clear statement.
Justice ROBERTS. I spoke to a leading Republican in the House sometime ago about whose position I had been in doubt. When we had
discussed it a little bit, he said, "Well, all you want to do is explore
isn't it?" I said, "I want to find out if there is anything possible, ii
we can go further." "Well," he said, "in the present crisis of things,
I am for exploring any avenue to better our international position."
He said, "You will get no opposition from me on your resolution."
Senator WILEY. I think you made that very clear. You don't
expect that by virtue of the mere exploration process that you will
get the answer to the international situation between Stalin and his
gang and the rest of the world, do you?
Justice ROBERTS. No, I don't. But I do think it will be a great object
lesson to Stalin if the democracies are sitting down and discussing,
man-to-man, as citizens, a closer union. As I say, I think it will be
one of the most salutary things in the world, and will give hope to
Europe. If they realize that this great Nation is willing to sit down
on a citizen-to-citizen basis and discuss some closer form of union,
think of the lift it will give to the people in Europe. They are wondering now when the Marshall plan runs out what is going to happen
to them. They are wondering whether we are going to be too little
and too late with military aid to them; in fact, I don't see how military
aid to western Europe will prevent Russian overflow of that whole
area, but, be that as it may, they are none too happy, and I think this
sort of a great gesture would give moral courage all over the world.
RELATIONSHIP ATLANTIC TREATY TO ATLANTIC UNION

Senator WILEY. Would you mind -iery briefly showing the contrast
between what you envision here, Union Now, and what we have
under the North Atlantic Treaty ?
Justice ROBERTS. Yes. I would compare it this way: Suppose that
the Thirteen Original Colonies, being bound by the Articles of Confederation, were faced with a military difficulty, the Continental Con-
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gress could have called for troops from each of the States. They
would have sent them or not. They were all bound by their pledge to
send them, but we all know, Senator, that when exigencies that are
national in character arise, you can't count on a treaty.
Now, I would like to go back to the French devaluation of the franc,
about a year ago; I think it was about a year ago. You remember
that under the International Monetary Fund, they had agreed not
to devalue without the consent of the other members of the fund.
Then a national crisis arose in France and, without the consent of
the other members of the International Monetary Fund, they devalued.
I have never blamed the French for doing it. But a national exigency
required them to repudiate an international agreement.
Now we have got the Atlantic Pact. We had the League of Nations. When Mussolini broke over, Senator, did France and England
go in with the rest of the League of Nations to punish him? They
had national selfish reasons why they didn't want to, and he went,
really, unpunished, didn't he, for his aggression? When Japan broke
over, we patted them on the wrist, but Britain's relations with Japan
were such that France and Britain didn't want to go into a disciplinary
action under the League of Nations against Japan.
Now that is the trouble with these alliances. Your national honor
is pledged, but the doctrine has always been that when a national
exigency arises, you may repudiate it or denounce, as they call it, and
walk out. Now, under the pact, Senator, look how awkward the
arrangement is. You have got to finagle between 12 nations all the
time to settle every little question of integration and of agreement,
and so forth. It is a very awkward arrangement when each of the
nations has to specify the quota it will send in case of-all that sort
of thing. How different it is in a federation like our own, where the
defense mechanism represents all 48 States and acts for all of them.
Our War Department doesn't have to get the consent of California
to send California troops for a purpose, because they are all citizens
of the Union and all equally bound to the great Union, the United
States of America. Do I make myself clear?
Senator WILEy. You make yourself very clear. However, while
your argument is very persuasive in that regard, we had to fight, of
course, the Civil War to determine whether we were a Union or not.
South Carolina and the other States made up their mind that they
had a right to step out and do otherwise than what we asked them to
do. Now you run into a situation which is very apparent in Europe
today, and I think it goes to the matter of the will and the desire
and what you might call the faith of these people, who have been
pounded through the centuries. I was just reading yesterday a
synopsis of the report of a number of commentators who have just
returned to the United States, Report on World Conditions, and it
was very illuminating to have some of them bring out the thought
that if another war happened, a lot of these very people you are talking
about as copartners in this arrangement will probably try to side-step
the issue, because war is so terrible.
LIKE-MINDED NATIONS IN ATLANTIC UNION

Justice ROBERTS. That is one thing that has always impressed me

about the World Federalists' approach, that if Russia doesn't come in,
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as I think she wouldn't come into any federation, assuming you could
federate an autocracy and a democracy, which I don't think you can,
but assuming you could, on a very low level, the theory is that if Russia
didn't come in, everybody else would join up. You would have a new
United Nations with Russia left out. I have talked to two or three of
the best informed diplomats in this country. They all tell me that if
Russia refused to go along, stepped out of it now or refused to go into
any other form of federation, about half the other nations in the world
would climb a tree at once, would get on a limb and say, "Now, look,
the big boys are at it, the United States and Russia. We will go up
in the tree and be neutral." They said you wouldn't get them into
your union. They would think it wasn't safe. They would rather
sit out and watch and see what the results were. Now that is the
reason why we think that the only safe thing to do is to take the
advanced nations who understand individual liberty, where a man
has some kind of a defense against his government's aggression against
him, where he is represented in a legislative body. It isn't true democracy. It is a republican form of government as these nations
practice it now. Those nations could sit down and talk the same
language a great deal better than if you called in the representatives
of a lot of backward nations or autocracies at the formation of this
union, and this answers your question, Senator Smith. Otherwise you
have got to run the risk of inviting into a convention, and making it a
babel of tongues, backward nations, like China, for example, as it
stands today. Now the ordinary Chinese, I suppose, you know better
hlian I do, wouldn't know what representation in government meant.
Most of the Chinese population wouldn't know what a vote meant.
Now you would have to have the representatives of that kind of a
backward government in and you would have to have dictatorships,
like Peron's dictatorship, in. Imagine the babel of tongues when you
try to set up with such people a federation built on the individual
citizens as ours isand as Switzerland's is, as Australia's is and as
Canada's is. They wouldn't go along with it. The very essence of
dictatorship is: You can't come across my border without my consent.
That is just the antithesis of federation. The United States knows
no State borders. Its laws are applicable to its citizens throughout
the country. Well, now, we think that is an invention the like of which
there has never been in political history, and it doesn't work perfectly
here, but it has worked well enough so that we have been the happiest
and the most prosperous Nation in the world, and I have no question
but that the system is at the bottom of our success. Just figure, if you
will, what this Nation would have been if every State had been permitted to have tariffs against every other State. Just figure, if you
will, the result if every State could have discriminated against the
commerce of every other State. Just figure, if you will, if every State
had the right to answer the call to arms or not, as a State, when the
Nation was in danger. It just wouldn't have been a nation.
Senator WILEY. The very basis of your argument, as I see it, which
has appealed to me, is that you feel that first your nucleus must be of
kindred minds, at least politically.
Justice ROBERTS. That is right.
Senator WILEY. Otherwise you immediately create an international
basis for some more friction..
Justice ROBERTS. An international crazy quilt.
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SOVIET AS ONE WORLD

Senator WILEY. That is right. Now, then, just two more questions
you spoke about which I think need a little bit of elaboration. You
spoke about that there was one united world and that was Russia.

Justice ROBERTS. Yes, sir.
Senator WILEY. Of course, I couldn't agree with that, because, as
I understand it, in Russia there is not this kindred of thought. You
have got some 70 different tongues.

Justice

ROBERTS.

Languages; I know you have.

Senator WILEY. And you have got certainly disintegrating forces
everywhere Russia has laid her palsied hand, and perhaps that unity
is certainly not something that would grow stronger unless it were
done entirely through the application of physical force and the people
made serfs.
Justice ROBERTS. That is what I mean by it as one world. It is in
the fist of the Kremlin. That little group does all the thinking, does
all the planning, does all the engineering, does everything. I don't
mean that they. are concrete unified people-far from it. If they were
let alone, Senator, I think we could do a great deal with many of
them. I would attempt to go to Georgia tomorrow. There would be
an independent, free lot of citizens were they not under the yoke.
I could go to Georgia tomorrow if it were free and take a chance on
bringing it into a federation and I could go to some of the other
sections of Russia. But they are tightly bound, ts you pointed out.
COST OF NATIONAL DEFENSE

Senator WILEY. Does the recent development in the hydrogen bomb
change the picture any?
Justice ROBERTS. I think it only makes union more urgent, Senator.
How in the name of sense are we gding to spend-I don't know what
we have spent on the atom bomb-you gentlemen are probably well
informed and probably know, but it runs into many billions of dollars.
It must be 17 or 18 billion dollars. Your current and original appropriations, I suppose, put another 17 or 18 billion dollars into that
for the hydrogen bomb development. How long is our economy going
to stand this ? What will we do? I. think we will have to become a
Fascist state, with a fuehrer. We will have to be regimented, and we
will have to stop eating well. We will have to be rationed. In other
words, the Russian system is the perfect system for keeping your
feet under you for military purposes, because you can starve the proletariat. They are expendable-trump up charges against them and
send them to a factory and make them work for nothing, but, my God,
we don't want to go toward that thing in order to build these terrible
defenses.
See what Secretary Johnson says. There isn't any man who ought
to know better than he. He says the economy wouldn't stand it indefinitely. What do we do? Do we stay apart? Do we begin to
pull back from the nations in Europe, and when we begin to pull back,
what is their prospect? What will men say over there: "Well, it
was a pleasant gesture but it has ended. We can't hope for anything
from the United States. We had better make our peace with Joe."
Now it isn't a pretty prospect breaking. our economy here to keep
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our friendship there or trying to tinker up our own economy here so
that we can live as a democracy and abandon our friends abroad. That
is what you have got to do if you are going to run this thing on a
nationalistic watertight-compartment arrangement.
Senator WILEY. That is all.

Senator

THOMAS

of Utah. Senator Smith?

Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Mr. Justice, I want to compliment
you on your clear presentation, and your arguments are very persuasive. You have suggested that you want to explore. I agree with
you 100 percent in that, and that is what this committee is doing.

Justice

ROBERTS.

That is right.

Senator SMITH of New Jersey. We have been exploring since these
hearings opened, and we have had different suggestions.
Now, in order to clarify my own thinking, and possibly to clarify
the record, do I understand that you feel that the proposal for world
federation is too broad because of the very problems you suggest?
You feel the great masses of people don't understand democracy and
we will have to unite the so-called democratic nations first? Is that
your main thesis?

Justice ROBERTS. That is my main thesis.

Senator SMITH of New Jersey. You are not opposing the idea of
world government 100 percent?
Justice ROBERTS. No, sir. I would like to see world government
some day. A kind that preserves freedom.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I want to understand your position.
Justice ROBERTS. I am for that kind of world government.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I 'have been troubled by the place
backward people would occunpy in a world federation. But we
should say in justice to the proponents of world federation that at this
time they are simply trying to get us to state as a policy that we are
looking forward ultimately to something of that sort. That is what
this resolution calls for.
Justice ROBERTS. That is what I criticize, because that resolution
merely states what is the policy of the United States, and with all
due deference, I question the propriety of Congress stating what is the
foreign policy of the United States. I am a constitutionalist, and I
think under the Constitution the President initiates foreign policy and
the Senate confirms it, but we hdve avoided that because it is a mere
request of the President to do something. It isn't a question of setting
the foreign policy.
Senator WILEY. You mean sometimes the Senate confirms it. Sometimes they have nothing to say about it.
Justice ROBERTS. I am talking about constitutional theory.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I may say that some of us feel that
the Congress should have some participation in developing these
policies, but we needn't go into that now.
SOVIET UNION IN w6RLD FEDERATION

Justice ROBERTS. Let me say something about that. The World
Federalists say that you must invite Russia, in the first-instance, into
your federation. Now imagine a federation in which the present
Soviet Government was hooked to our Government in a supergovern-
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ment. I want to say, gentlemen, I would vote against going into
such a federation, and I would fight against it. I don't want to be
federated, check by jowel, with another nation that practices human
slavery. I don't want to be federated wtih a nation that has from 4
to 8 million people in slave camps. The idea is so utterly ridiculous
and antithetical to my own mind. I am willing to have a federation
with the Socialists in Britain, because British socialism is ordained
by the vote of its people and can be revoked by its people tomorrow.
I don't care what its government is.
Senator WILEY. Are you an optilnist? Do you think you can unscramble an egg like that by a vote?
Justice RoBPRTs. I don't think you can unscramble it, but I think
you can prevent the process, if the people want to. The French Gov-_
ernment operates on a different system from ours. I don't think it is
as effective as ours. But, on the whole, it is a government which recognizes that it stems from the people and that they have the control
of it. I would be willing to federate with any people like that, but
I cannot see federating with a dictator.
Senator SxrrT of New Jersey. Another point that was made, Mr.
Justice, in connection with the World Federalists' idea is that we
want to have a government of law, international legislation, world
court, and so forth. I assume you approve of that as a whole?
Justice ROBERTS. I approve of it as a theory, but the difficulty about
getting world law and preserving the sovereignty of the nations who
are participating is, to me, antithetical. I can understand how the
United States law binds you, just as the law of New Jersey binds you
and the ordinances of the city of Princeton bind you. You are a
citizen of all three. That law operates directly on you. Now suppose, however, that the only law that was effective was by a treaty
between Pennsylvania and New Jersey and Pennsylvania was demanding that the law be enforced and New Jersey says you can't enforce it. In such a case we don't have enforcement. You are not
talking about federation, in my judgment, when you talk about that,
Senator. You are talking about a treaty. You are talking about a
case where two sovereigns agree and either of them can back out
if it wants to.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I want to make it clear, I am not
disagreeing with you. I am glad to get your expert judgment on
that phase of the proposal for international law and the enforcement
of it.
There was another proposal which came to us, which was in the
form of an immediate amendment to the United Nations Charter. I
take it you are not arguing against that, but it has nothing to do with
your present proposal.
Justice ROBERTS. I am not arguing against it, but I am pointing
out that if you jettison our proposal and don't start to explore here,
that I think you will run a weary course of 8 or 10 years trying to
amend the United Nations Charter. What a boon for Russia that
one would be. What a line of Vishinsky talk you would get, how
the Assembly would adjourn from year to year while everybody
talked.
Senator SMrrH of New Jersey. I appreciate that, but the so-called
Thomas-Douglas amendment, which has to do with the limitation
veto, doesn't require the action of Russia at all.
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Justice ROBERTS. I am all for it, but I don't think it goes far enough.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. It is within the wheel already that
is revolving.
Justice ROBERTS. Certainly.
PLACE OF UN IN ATLANTIC UNION PROPOSAL

Senator SMITH of New Jersey. The criticism is made, of course,
that in discussing these other programs, such as your own, the World
Federalists', and so forth, we more or less take the position that the
UN movement has been a complete flop, a complete failure. You
wouldn't take that position, would you?
Justice ROBERTS. I wouldn't take that position. I would keep the
UN for all it is worth and I wouldn't let Russia get out, if I could
help it. I would keep her in there and stay there with her.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. We all feel that way.

Justice

ROBERTS.

Of course, Russia is in the UN as a hydraheaded

thing. She has got three representatives because, she says, she is a
federation and has three great countries in her federation. So I think
this federation could retain its memberships in the UN.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. She has got some satellite states,
too, that help that position.
Justice ROBERTS. I know.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Now there was a third presentation,
the so-called Culbertson proposals. Are you familiar with those?
Justice ROBERTS. Yes, I am.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. What relation have those got to
your Atlantic Union?
COMMENT ON ABC PLAN

Justice ROBERTS. I think they are impractical. I don't think you
can work them out and I don't think they will stick if you do work
them out.
It may be that what will happen with this proposed convention of
ours will be just what happened in Annapolis. You remember, they
got together to see if they couldn't straighten out the economic relations of the States at Annapolis and they failed, but they called another convention. This time, they said, "We have got to straighten
out the economic difficulties by political machinery," and this time
they succeeded.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Can we carry that analogy a little
further and say that our proposal is looking in exactly that direction?

Justice ROBERTS. Exactly.

Senator SMITH of New Jersey. We recognize economic difficulties
as well as the defensive requirements, but your group feels that you
can't straighten those out without some political alliance?
Justice ROBERTS. Absolutely. I don't think you can work out a
common defense policy without some kind of a political mechanism.
I don't think you can work out our economic difficulties--our dollars
against the sterling bloc-our great difficulties in convertibility of
currency over the world without some kind of political machinery.
I don't think you can do it by treaties.
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Senator SMITH of New Jersey. As I read your statement here and
I read the material of this group, I gather that your main objective
is defense against the danger of aggression.
Justice ROBERTS. Of course. Our main objective is to get an adequate defense for far less money.
PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECT OF ATLANTIC UNION

Senator SMITH of New Jersey. We all agree that that is an objective
we are all after. We want to see how-to save the taxpayers some money
in this devastating business. But, aside from the purely military
defense question, have you given thought in your program to the
so-called cold war, the war for men's minds, that area which seems,
to me at least, to have been neglected? We haven't gone after this
ideological approach. What is your thought on that?
Justice ROBERTS. I agree. I think that the psychological effect of
these nations sitting down together and trying to see if they can
form some kind of a union, would be the best propaganda on earth
for our way of life. Secondly, if they were able to form such a union
and get it going, I think the backward nations all over the world would
be looking longingly to come in. I would look forward to a lot of
nations coming into this, either as a result of the convention's invitation to come in on the convention itself or to come into the union after
it was formed. I would like to see the Philippines invited very soon.
They have a constitution under which they are attempting to practice
the kind of representative democracy we have.
-I would try to show there was no color line in this thing, no race line
in it. There are one or two governments in Africa that, I think, could
be invited insoon. They are not large. They wouldn't wag the dog
very much if they weren't as perfect democracies as some of the rest
of us think we are. I think we could very soon demonstrate that
this was no longer confined to an area. There is a reason to start with
these seven. We though our interests would run together in the pact,
so we invited other people involved in that to come and talk. We
think that, having got together that far, we seven are the logical
people to start the talk about going further and then ask others to
come along too if they feel like it.
This discrimination argument doesn't appeal to me at all; if it did,
if it meant anything, I would say I would a good deal rather preserve
freedom in the world and I would a good deal rather try to bail myself
out of this situation, even if I did hurt somebody's feelings. I think
the time to think about whether you are hurting peoples' feelings is
going rapidly by. It will be more than our feelings that will be
hurt if we keep on in our present course.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I don't think any of us will be too
much concerned about that except the effect it might have on the
results we are after, but, further pursuing this ideological thought, it
is your position apparently that you would like to see the western
tradition, which has been developed by experience through the ages,
pooled in a joint attack on the battle for men's minds in the world.
Justice ROBERTS. That is right.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Do you think that is a part of this
thing?
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Justice ROBERTS. Absolutely. I think the spiritual side of it is immeasurable, literally immeasurable.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I am glad to have you emphasize
that, because I feel there is a great, big area we can explore there.
Justice ROBERTS. So do I.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. While I didn't agree entirely with
all the suggestions made by Senator McMahon the other day, I thought
he struck a true note when he said there ought to be a willingness to
sacrifice some of the money we are putting in pure defensive armaments if we can move toward the other objective.
Justice

ROBERTS.

You can't get me to disagree with that.

Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I am glad we are emphasizing that.
I think it is very important.
ATLANTIC UNION CALLS FOR PREPONDERANCE OF POWER

Now another suggestion made to me, Mr. Justice, has been this:
Aren't we inviting a balance of power line-up by this start we are
making with the so-called western democracies?
Justice ROBERTS. I am trying to persuade you to explore whether
we shan't unbalance power. In other words, I want to explore whether
we can't cement the tremendous resources of these democracies so that
we will overshadown anything the Kremlin can do. Today, the balance of power theory of security is gone. The only safety in this
world is a tremendous preponderance of power, and if we keep on
fiddling around here as separate democracies and letting our economies go to hell, there will be a preponderance of power, and I don't
think there will be any third world war. It wouldn't be worth while
for us to make a defense. We might as well tell them to send on a
gauleiter.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Then as you see this great power of
the Kremlin advancing by this cold war, you will agree, from your
statement here, that what has happened in China is not a civil war,
but it is a conquest, of course, by the Kremlin.
Justice ROBERTS. Of course.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I am glad you make that statement, because I feel that very strongly, and I thought that ought to
have a large hand in our policy in China; but you do want to see the
preponderance of power which does exist latently in these western
nations combined in order to preserve the western traditions against
the creeping paralysis of communism.
Justice ROBERTS. You have said it better than I could.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Thank you.
ATLANTIC UNION WOULD ELIMINATE UNITED STATES. VETO

Senator THOMAS of Utah. I only have one question, Mr. Justice;
it embraces all the others. Assume that the resolution passes. Assume
that you and I are appointed delegates to the conference. Assume
we have drawn up a constitution, or whatever you want to call it, and
we have come back to report to our country. Will you dare come
back with me, if I go on the floor of the Senate, and say that we
have made arrangements whereby I have got to admit now that the
flag is removed from the Capitol.
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Justice ROBERTS. I don't see why you should say that.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. I will explain more, because it is the most
important point of everything; it hinges around the veto. The fact
that the veto was put in the United Nations was made very, very
emphatic by a speech in Congress that the flag remains on the dome
of the Capitol. How does it remain? It remains because we have
the power to veto any action suggested. Now, are you and I brave
enough to come back without that veto power? [Laughter.]
JUSTICE ROBERTS. I am. Come on. [Laughter.]
Senator, if we are in the trenches'on thatSenator THOMAS of Utah. That is your whole point.
Justice ROBERTS. All right, if we are in the trenches on that, then
you will need help in finding the funds to support our national economy. Go to it, if you can. I don't think it can be done. If to keep
that flag means, "You can't tell us what to do, ever !" then we have
got to plow a lone hand in the world and we can't do it.
I come from a little country county called Chester County, Pa., and
we have a slogan out in Chester County, and it is this: The United
States against the world. Pennsylvania against the Union. Chester
County against the Commonwealth. We are still flying the flag of
Chester County there. It isn't down off the courthouse. It isn't down
off the courthouse but we like the United States flag pretty well, too.
We frequently hang them both out the same window.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. That is the point I want to make, Mr.
Justice, that these ideas about a flag and about the loss of sovereignty,
about the inability to say "No" to something are purely fictional.
Justice ROBERTS. Absolutely.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. And they have been fictional ever since
the concept of sovereignty came into existence, but, at the same time,
they have occupied the minds of men to such an extent that we have
been unable to go forward.
Justice ROBERT. Absolutely. Take another fictional thing. Suppose you and I come back from this convention and present a plan,
a framework. Think of the debate that will go on in this countryall the way down to the cracker barrel in the country store: "My Senator is for it," "Mine is against it," "Mine is for it for this reason,"
"Mine is against it for that reason." We will have the greatest
political debate since the debate.in the States when the Constitution
of the United States was ratified, and we will have some real education
and people will forget what you are talking about that this flag is allimportant and nobody must ever tell us where to get off. It is fictional
and they have got to learn and they don't know.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. I am exceedingly glad to have brought out
the point.

Justice

ROBERTS.

Yes; I am glad you did.

'Senator THOMAS of Utah. The objectives of any union, whether it
is under the auspices of this resolution or any other resolution, are
objectives to prevent war. The techniques which we will use are
not of the greatest importance. As a practical matter we must survey
the world to find out whether men are willing to give that much of
their own to bring about a better world.

Justice ROBERTS. That is right.
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Senator THOMAS of Utah. I think, therefore, that you and I will
not have a hard time defending that proposition, but we can't do it
unless those discussions on democracy and on political science and
with respect to our relations to the world are carried on in every corner
store, in every labor union and in every church and all the rest of it.

Justice

ROBERTS.

You are right.

Senator THOMAS Of Utah. And, once we have started this notion
of the people running things, we have pretty nearly got to have the
people train themselves, so that they will see the difference between
fact and fiction in regard to their political and legal theories.
PLAN WOULD REQUIRE RATIFICATION

Justice ROBERTS. Right. I think, as I say, if the delegates come
back with some sort of platform, some sort of plan, it is a great safeguard that you gentlemen look at it first. If you don't like it, you
don't refer it to the people for ratification-out she goes. If you do
think it is worthy of consideration, you refer it to the States for ratification. Then the political debate that would inform people of what
they are doing here would arise, and I would like it to be a bitter one.
I would like it, as I say, to go to the very roots of free government.
Let these people understand what they are doing. I think the common man did understand what he was doing when our Constitution
was ratified.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. I am sure he did, and above all other
things in the Constitution is the guaranty in the Constitution of the
United States that the Federal power shall be used to preserve the
republican form of government to each of the States.
Now that means that they shall be governments of a type where
the people or the representatives of the people can talk to each other
on a level that each understands. So that once again we point out
something which must be done in order that the welfare of the people
may be lasting, and that is they must have an understanding in what
they are trying to do.

Justice

ROBERTS.

Right.

AUTHORITY DELEGATED TO ATLANTIC

UNION

Senator Smim of New Jersey. I should like to ask a question, Mr.
Chairman. I gather from your statement here, where you suggest
the kind of areas that the Federation would act in, that you are sticking hard to the principle that the only powers given to this over-all
federated group are those specifically delegated, and all other powers
are preserved to the individual states.
Justice ROBERTS. Absolutely. In other words, I would let the individual nations run their own shops as they like, giving as little power
as you dare to this over-all federal body.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Just for the record, I want to read
these suggestions which you have made here, which would seem to
me to be the area.
Justice ROBERTS. They are pretty near the minimum, I think.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. A union defense force and foreign
policy; that is one. Two, a union free market.
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Justice ROBERTS. That means that, after you make your adjustments,

you wouldn't have discriminatory tariffs, just as we don't in this
country, because we are one country; we are one nation.
'Senator SrrH of New Jersey. Third, a union currency-so there
will be no currency problems between this group. Four, a union postal
system, which in a way we have now.
Justice ROBERTS. We have a pretty good one.
Senator SMTH of New Jersey. Five, a union citizenship, in addition to national citizenship; and six, a union power of taxation to
render the union capable of implementing and exercising its delegated
powers. That tax power would be limited to the specific powers you
are giving to the over-all federal group.
Justice ROBERTS. Right. I would not allow this union, as we have
unfortunately allowed our own union, to tax for the general welfare of
appropriate to the general welfare.
-UNION TAXATION

Senator SMIrrH of New Jersey. You wouldn't give this union the
opportunity to tax incomes of the various peoples in the world, would
you?
Justice ROBERTS. I think we can get along without an income tax.

I

have thought a lot about the taxation problem. I don't want to go
into it now, because I want to make a speech to the Senator when he
is a delegate to the convention [laughter].
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I may say, Mr. Justice, there is one
problem you will have, of course, in getting the people convinced of
the wisdom of this and that is that Uncle Sam still might be paying the
bill for the group instead of for himself.
1:Justice ROBERTS. I think that is a questionable position. That is
like the position of some of my friends in New York, who say they
are paying all the taxes for Arizofia and Nevada and the rest of them
aren't paying any taxes. Then I ask those fellows what securities
they have and I find they have stocks in silver mines in Utah, stocks
in gold mines in Montana, and oil stocks in Texas, and I say, "Without this big Union, how would you fellows manage to get income from
this kind of thing?"
. Senator THOMAS of Utah. But those men wouldn't let the Senator
from Utah represent them [laughter].
Justice ROBERTS. No; they wouldn't [laughter]. But, you see, after
all, what the Federation taxes for is the privilege of citizenship in that
Federation. If you in Utah could keep the New Yorker from investing in Utah, he wouldn't have the privileges a citizen of the United
States has today, and he wouldn't have the money to pay the taxes,
which he ought to pay for the protection he gets.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. One more question, Mr. Roberts. This is
an educational question: Since the setting up of the United States of
America, in which in theory the Federal Government curbed the absolute independence of the individual State, which one of our 48 States
has lost any of its independence?
Justice ROBERTS. I haven't seen any of them lose it, of course not.
-. Senator THoMAs of Utah. In your experience on the bench, was
*mre ever a time when a State in the Union did not come with full
authority an 4 , with a right to speak for itself against the Federal
64429-50-----17
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Government or against another State as far as the rights were concerned?
Justice ROBERTS. Senator, my experience was that the Court leaned
over backward to maintain the dignity and the independence of the
State against the Federal Government-leaned over backward. We
always were pushed into a position by the commerce clause or something where we just couldn't see any way out of the Federal power.
But it had to be made letter-clear if you were taking the slightest
prerogative from the State; you know that.
Senator THOMAS Of Utah. Thank you very much.
Senator WILEY. I just want to ask one question along the line that
Senator Smith brought out, because I was very much interested in
this flag incident. To me, instead of taking down the flag, if you
bring about peace and security, you are raising the only flag in the
world that stands for that.
Justice ROBERTS. Right.
Senator WILEY. Now, then, I assume when you and Senator Thomas
come back from that international powwow with the other folks, that
you will come back with rather restricted notions as to how you
amend our Constitution.

Justice

ROBERTS.

Certainly.

Senator WxuEy. Thus, in this matter of the veto power, the United
States would only be partially delimited in relation to it.
Justice ROBERTS. Yes. It may be that you could work out a Federation here which would deal with defense and foreign policy only.
I don't think so. But you may have to make that compromise at the
start.
Senator WILEY. You would have to start with it.

Justice

ROBERTS.

Yes; you may have to.

Senator WILEY. So, on the matter of the veto, each government
would only surrenderJustice ROBERTS. The very specific and small powers that are necessary to a common living; that is all.
Senator WILEY. That is what you had in mind; isn't it?

Justice ROBERTS. That is all I had in mind.
Senator Winay. Nothing else?

Justice

ROBERTS.

Nothing more.

Senator WiLEY. Because I rather think the impression might go
out that you would sell America down the river to these copartners
of ours.
Justice ROBERTS. Not a chance.
Senator WmEy. Not if you are on the team, you mean.
Justice ROBERTS. Not if any American is on the team. There will be
plenty of them.
Senator WnLY. After being brought up in Chester, Pa., you can
still shout for the United States; can't you?

Justice

ROBERTS.

Right.

Senator WILEY. That is all.
Senator MCMAHON. Mr. Justice, I want to apologize for not having been here this morning.
Justice ROBERTS. You needn't do that. I understand.
Senator McMAHON. Senator Johnson, the chairman of the Interstate Commerce Committee, sits on my Atomic Energy Committei
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and he especially requested me to be there for a vote this morning, so
I had to go. But I am going to read your statement.
Justice ROBERTS. I have put it all in writing, Senator, and you and
I know each other well enough to know that if you have any question,
I will be available.
USE OF ATLANTIC PACT FOR CONSULTATION

Senator MCMABON. Let me ask you this question, Mr. Justice:
Do you believe that, under the present Atlantic Pact, it might not be
possible for a more frequent use of the mechanics of consultation that
is provided under the pact to bring about many of the advantages that
you cite in your proposal?
Justice RoBnFRTs. Yes; I think it would be possible, Senator, but I
think it would be improbable.
Senator MCMAHON. Why should it be, Mr. Justice?
Justice ROBERTS. I don't know what strange poison there is in this
nationalism, but even in military things you know how difficult it is
to get the defense forces to agree on command and on policy and on
materiel. The British have one idea; we have another; the French
have another, and they fight and they battle about it-in the meantime, Rome burns, and when you get to economic things, it is even
worse. What is there in nationalislii that so poisons the ability to be
broad and to see the other fellow's points of view?
Senator MCMAHON. Mr. Justice, if you would have sat with me on
the hearings on the Genocide Pact for 4 days, I am afraid that you
might think that the difficulties in the way of bringing this proposal
into being were superhuman in character; that is, that you need superhuman strength to overcome it.
Justice RoBERTs. I would like for you and me to find that out if it is
so. If it is so, then I don't know where I want to go and I don't know
where you want to go. If we can't do a thing like this, on as low a
level as this, and with as small a start as this, if this first step toward
unification of the free is impossible, let us find it out now by sitting
down with our neighbors and having them tell us that it wouldn't
work or by having our constituents tell us they wouldn't do it. Then
I don't know where we would go-do you? What in the world are
we going to do if we have got to support all the free world indefinitely?
I don't think we can do it.
Senator MOMAHON. It is a difficult situation, of course, but let us go
back to the Atlantic Pact mechanics that are in existence. It has occurred to me the British Commonwealth of Nations have no form of
federalism, they have no constitution between themselves, and yet
there is constant consultation between the foreign ministers of the
British Commonwealth and, by and large, they follow a common
policy and a common line-certainly in matters of defense they do.
Justice ROBERTS. Senator, I must disagree with you.
Senator MCMAHON. Each one has the power to declare war; you can
quote me-South AfricaJustice ROBERTS. No; I will quote you the whole bunch of them.
Why is England bankrupt today? Because England had to undertake on behalf of that community of nations the whole defense cost
and they wouldn't put up but a trifle of it. What about Australian
troops in Egypt? The reason Britain is bankrupt today is because they
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have let her lead in foreign policy but the price that she pays is the
entire bill for the whole family. Now, of course, they have had to come
to her aid since. Canada has loaned her a lot of money since and some
of the other nations in the Commonwealth have loaned her money to
help her out. That is where she got into her trouble. If she had had
a federation, where a common taxing power as well as a common
defense policy had existed, Britain's position today would have been
better than it is, in my judgment.
Senator MCMAHON. You do agree, though, that in the present alliance that we have created, there are the mechanics for immediate and
more comprehensive deliberations on our common problems?
Justice ROBERTS. Yes, and I hope they go well, but I am very skeptical about the thing working well.
Senator McMAHoN. The trouble is, it isn't being given a chance to
work well. The foreign ministers haven't discussed our common
problems, but the mechanics are there.
Justice ROBERTS. That is it. How long can we wait? There is
liable to be a blow-up at any time and we may not be ready.
I thank you for looking at my statement, Senator; I know you
will.
Senator MCMAHoN. I am going to read it and talk to you about it,
Mr. Justice, because I have great respect for you and what comes from
your pen.

Justice ROBERTS. It is mutual, sir.

Senator McMA HoN. Thank you, sir.

Senator KEAUVER. Mr. Chairman, may I ask one question?
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Yes.
Senator KEFAUVER. I wish the Justice would clarify a little further
any reasons he has why consultations under section 4 of the North
Atlantic Pact will not bring about the results that we hope would
come out of a union conference.
JUSTICE ROBERTS.

My experience, Senator, is that only under the

stress of fear, only under actual threats, do all eyes get together and
submerge their more or less petty-and I am sorry to use such a
phrase-differences. As I said to Senator Thomas, the chairman, I
do not know what the poison is that is in nationalism or in the national spirit, but it seems when you get two businessmen to sit down
and discuss a problem, there is a compromise. They settle and go
about their business, but nations stand on the smallest'differences and
block agreements on large matters over and over dnd over again. I
know of no alliance that has worked out in practice as was intended
when it was written. I would be glad to hear any Senator suggest
any alliance that has worked satisfactorily for any length of time.
They all fall apart.
Senator KEFAUVER. Isn't it also true that the primary idea of the
Atlantic Pact-and I know, Mr. Justice, that you were one of the chief
witnesses in favor of itJustice ROBERTS. I was for it.
Senator KEFAUVER. As a step in the right direction was military?
Justice ROBERTS. Yes.

Senator

KEFAUVER.

-Furthermore,it is so considered by the members

and by the world generally.
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Justice ROBERTS. Yes; I think the thought was that any economic
adjustment between the member nations would not be under the
Atlantic Pact. It is a military measure.
Senator KEFAuvn. And we have seen, even in the matter of the
recognition of the Communist Chinese Government, that there might
have been an opportunity of working some foreign policy out under
section 4, but no effort has been made even in that instance.
Justice ROBERTS. No.
Senator KEFAUVER. And that, furthermore, the same right or the
same possibility which has always been used by nations to back away
from alliances would be present, even if they did try to agree upon
something economically or diplomatically under section 4.
Justice ROBERTS. Yes; I am afraid so.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Thank you, Mr. Justice.
Senator KEFAUVER. Mr. Chairman, I believe Dr. Urey is the next
witness.
Before he proceeds, may I say, Mr. Chairman, Senator Gillette
who is not on the committee, but one of the sponsors is present. Senator George is expected to comment, and I have quite a number of
letters and statements of other cosponsors of this resolution which I
would like to put into the record at some time.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Without objection, that will be done.
(See appendix.)
Doctor, will you identify yourself for the record, please, and then
proceed?
STATEMENT OF DR. HAROLD C. UREY, ATOMIC SCIENTIST, MEMBER
OF THE BOARD OF THE ATLANTIC UNION COMMITTEE ON THE
ATLANTIC UNION RESOLUTION
Dr. UREY. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my name
is Harold C. Urey. I am professor of chemistry at the University of
Chicago in the Institute for Nuclear Studies.
I should like to read a prepared statement, a rather brief one.
In this century, the weapons of war, due to the great improvement in
firearms, the invention of radio and the airplane, and finally of
atomic weapons, have made war far more devastating than ever before
in history on the technical side. Technical advances have made our
civilization much more vulnerable to attack by these weapons. The
two world wars left Europe with a vastly decreased intellectual,
moral, economic, and military strength, and there is every reason to
expect that a third world war would only spread this disease much
farther in the world. There seems to be no sign of a leveling off of
this technical development.
LAWLESSNESS REQUIRES EXTENSION OF GOVERNMENT

The answer to this situation is the extension of the powers of government. This has always been the only cure for lawlessness on any
scale. As new weapons develop having longer range, it is necessary
that the governmental units must be larger in scope. It is not possible
to maintain truly independent governments and states when the range
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of weapons becomes large as compared with the geographical dimensions of those countries. We have small countries in the world, but
they are not truly independent, since their existence depends upon
the whims of their neighbors. Since weapons today have a range of
the approximate dimensions of planet earth, world-wide government
is required. The truly catastrophic character of modern weapons
requires that this ultimate objective be sought more diligently and
intelligently. We value something, however, more than peace, and
more than our lives. We value our freedoms and we do not wish to
lose them.
Having stated this problem briefly, we may ask what is there that
lies within our power to do? The universal government of the world
could be secured if the United States would agree to become a Soviet
Socialist Republic, or if it were possible to get the totalitarian governments of the world to agree to a type of government that would be acc'ptable to us, and I should like to suppose that that would be a free
democratic government. I see no prospect of either one of these things
happening voluntarily in the future, and the fundamental principles
that divide these two groups are profound. I submit that the only
thing in this direction that lies within our own power to decide is to
accept a totalitarian government, and I, and I think most of my
fellow citizens will agree, reject this.
REGIONAL GOVERNMENT FEASIBLE

Therefore, we must see if some more limited objective for the immediate future may not see us through the troubled times immediately
ahead. From our contacts with foreign governments, I believe it
might be possible to convince the democratic countries of the west
to take a chance with us in a regional government of limited powers.
We can try to pursue this objective, and we may succeed. It is the
contention of myself and those associated with me that this more
limited approach is very much worth while indeed.
It is difficult to discuss the conditions under which peace has been
and can be secured. History only records when wars occurred, and
not very definitely the times when wars were avoided. But it seems
to me that there are two conditions which have led to relatively peaceful situations over limited areas of the earth and over limited periods
of time. The first of these is the establishment of government over
the possible warring groups. England and Scotland fought wars
for many years until they came under the same crown, after which
all of the difficulties seem to have disappeared. Other examples are
numerous: The Pax Romana is known to all of us.
In the second place, wars seem to have been avoided when large
unbalance of power has existed. Thus, the Dutch and the English
fought wars for many years until approximately that time when it
became evident as to which was the overwhelmingly stronger power
of the two, after which wars did not occur. Presumably all the causes
were exactly the same as before. Suppose Brazil has developed a
power comparable to that of the United States. Does it not seem
probable that it would have been more difficult to keep the peace in
the Western Hemisphere than it has been?
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POWER PREPONDERANCE REQUMED

It seems to be necessary that we should try for one of two objectives.
One is the universal government, which I believe is impossible, and the
second is an enormous unbalance of political, ideological, economic
and military power between the east and the west. This, I think, is
possible. What we should seek to do is to establish a situation where
all parties know what the outcome of any conflict will be, and the
weaker do not start wars because they dare not and the stronger do
not start them because they do nof need to. If this could be established in the world, an uneasy peace may exist for some time, enabling
changes to take place which will make the more desirable solution
possible. I believe war this year is not probable as between east
and west. It will remain improbable if the possible aggressor always
feels that she would lose. But such overwhelming strength requires
federal union of the Atlantic democracies, for onIy in this way will
all of us understand clearly what our responsibilities are.
No agreement of any kind is worth more than the will of the peoples
involved to live up to their responsibilities. The actions taken by the
United States with the approval of our citizens since the war show
a growing realization on our part of the necessity of the world view.
To this extent, other peoples can be heartened. The peoples of western Europe are in an exceedingly dangerous position, for they value
their liberties as we do ours, and they are much more nearly on the
firing line. We should expect, if we are intelligently selfish, to support them in any possible way we can, and every indication of our
resolve to support them will encourage them in their resistance to
tyranny. The holding of a federal convention immediately would be
an indication to all peoples of the world who value their freedoms
of the intention of the United States to sta4d squarely with them.
The establishment of a government would give them still more assurance of this resolve. Moreover, this would make clear to all of us
what the real situations in the world are today, and make us all understand our responsibilities.
On the other hand, failure to call a convention may result in intense
discouragement to the countries of western Europe. The threat of
atomic bombs, infiltration from within, sabotage, and a feeling of utter
hopelessness are our enemies in Europe. I have high respect for
these people who are our intellectual and blood relatives, but we should
remember that there is sometimes a limit to what people can endure.
If this endurance point should be reached due to inadequate support
by us, and Europe were lost to the free family of nations, this might
start the avalanche that would leave us isolated. Would not Africa
and Asia inevitably fall to the totalitarian group if Europe is lost?
And what about South America?
SPEED ESSENTIAL

We need to move rapidly and we must act with honesty of purpose.
Our own interest lies in the interests of others. No small financial
interests can possibly compensate for the material costs of a World
War III. The method proposed in this resolution has the best chance
of success at the present time, and, I wish to add, visualizing what
can happen to our country and the American people, as well, as the
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people of Europe during the 1950's, I believe that to block exploration
of this way to peace and security would be to incur an exceedingly
grave responsibility. Thank you.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Thank you, Doctor.
Senator Wiley?
Senator WILEY. No; I have no questions.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Senator McMahon?
Senator MCMAHON. Doctor, you have a most expert background
from which to speak on what you base your talk about the weapon
situation. You make the statement here on page 3, and I quote:
It seems to be necessary that we should try for one of two objectives. One is the
universal government, which I believe is impossible, and the second is an enormous
unbalance of political, ideological, economic and military power between the east
and the west.

Now I am going to confine myself to the military power situation.
You have emphasized the place that the new explosives may have in
the picture both here today and in your previous public utterances
within the last few weeks. Assuming that those kind of weapons are
used by surprise, do you not think that they would negate the preponderance that you see in the joinder of the European countries and
ourselves? In other words, assuming an attack was made upon the
United States completely all-out with these kind of weapons, would
the fact that together we had great power before that attack mean
very much, in view of the fact that the United States would be
incapacitated?
Dr. UREY. Of course, this problem of these modern weapons is a
very complex one, indeed. Some maintain that the defenses that can
be erected are adequate. I would doubt whether they are completely
adequate. But I see no other way to avoid such a possible destruction
by a sudden attack except by trying to maintain all means of avoiding
the effectiveness of that attack by any way possible.
Senator MCMAHON. My point is this: With respect to the joinder
of western Europe and the United States in each of the fields, economic, political, and military, if the United States, as the keystone,
certainly the military strength, of the union with the west, can be
taken out, then your argument that by putting all of these together
you deter aggression seems to me to fall to the ground, because certainly with the United States down, anything that western Europe
would have in the immediate future would not, I submit, suffice to
stand with the kind of force that could be marshaled from the east.
Dr. UREY. It is very difficult to answer your question, Senator
McMahon, but I have reasoned this way in regard to it: I believe that
the rulers of the Soviet Union are wise in a certain way and they do
not intend to jeopardize their revolution and their way of life by any
foolish moves. That being the case, they are not likely to undertake
anything which would eventually result in their destruction. Now
then, what you say with respect to the military support, that it must
come to a considerable degree from the United States, I think, is
correct. But their value to us is easily seen by considering the alternative. If they do not stay with us, then we become completely isolated,
for the world will be lost to us if we lose Europe.
Senator MCMAHON. That might happen; it conceivably could happen, but I do think it is important to realize that by joining Europe
and the United States, and by putting figures on paper as to how many
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divisions, how many guns, how many airplanes, and how many
A-bombs exist for the use of the Europeans and the people of the
United States, that would be creating an illusion of strength, would
it not, in the sense that the people of the United States would still be
vulnerable to surprise attack which would destroy the union, because,
once you get the United States down, you have got western Europe
down, and the suggestion was made, Doctor, back in 1945-I was lookitg ver the hearings again before the first Senate committee was appointed on the atomic situation, and we had testimony-that the coming i to being of atomic bombs changed the power situation very definitely in the world and enabled, theoretically, a small power that
could get atomic weapons which they would use aggressively and by
surprise overwhelm a stronger power which wouldn't have the time to
do the kind of mobilization that was done by the United States in two
wars. You remember that testimony.
Dr. URFY. I remember it very well.
Senator MCMAHON. It would seem to me, therefore, that we must
not delude ourselves with the idea that, militarily at least, your plan
would bring any greater security to our people, because it would not
deter another nation. The fact that we got together wouldn't deter
another nation if they knew that, by striking the main pillar, they
would achieve the result of being world conquerors. Assume we were
30 or 40 percent down. They would still have 60 percent of us left,
and they would take the rest of the world just like they would reach
out and grab a peach.
Dr. URnzr. Senator McMahon, I am just as concerned as you are
about this difficulty, and I know of the great validity with respect to
what you say in regard to this, but I can only say that this proposal
doesn't make the problems which you raise worse--it makes them
better. It is the only way by which at least for the immediate future
we can hope to keep Europe with us.
EFFECT OF PROPOSAL ON UNITED STATES MILITARY STRENGTH

Senator McMAHoN. Doctor, you admit that militarily-I am not

talking now economically, which, of course, would be a fine thing, but
you will admit with me that militarily, purely from a military standpoint, this proposal does not increase our strength, would you not?
Dr. UPREY. Oh, yes; it does.
Senator McMAHow. You think it does?
Dr. UrEY. Oh, yes.
Senator MCMAHON. In what way?

Dr. URFY. There is enormous manpower and enormous industrial
and scientific strength in Europe.
Senator McMAHoN. Yes, Doctor; but if they should get us first
by surpriseDr. UREY. Suppose the Russians get them first.
Senator MCMAHON. That is why I have been backing ECA; that is

why I have been backing the Atlantic Pact; that is why I have done
all the rest of the things that I have done.
Dr. UREY. That is why I back this.
Senator McMAHoN. Doctor, don't think these are questions directed
in an antagonistic spirit. What I am trying to do is to examine the
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proposal so that we do not deceive ourselves as to what it would bring
if it were adopted, and I say, from a purely military standpoint, I
don't see how we can improve our situation very much.
Dr. URYr. Let me point out in this regard what I feel may be one
of the immediate difficulties in Europe within this year. Atomic bombs
exist in Russia. There will be some of them by the end of this year,
probably enough, to be a great threat. Is it going to be hinted to the
people of Copenhagen that the city is mined within the next year?
It can be mined, just as we could have mined any seaport of the world
in the last years if we had wanted to. It is only necessary to tie up
a ship in the harbor and the job is done. If this sort of thing happens
in Europe, it is going to be increasingly difficult to keep these people
in the Atlantic Pact and there will be perhaps a serious move to alienate
the members of the Atlantic Pact before this year is out.
Now it strikes me that, in order to keep them with us, we must
give them the maximum guaranty that we possibly can, and we must
also assure the other power that has atomic bombs that it would be
unwise to be reckless, at least you must make up your mind that you
are going to have a world conflict, and not a hope to pick off countries
one by one. If that assurance could be given, it would add considerably to the security of Europe. It is this sort of thing which this
proposal gives us, and it isn't everything that is needed by any means.
Senator MCMAHION. We have given that assurance under the
Atlantic Pact. We have pledged our word, it seems to me, that, if
these nations are attacked, we shall consider it an attack upon ourselves. We have already done that. I have made my point, Doctor.
Dr. UREY. May I just make a remarks with regard to what you
said, that we have pledged that we will go to their aid?
Recently, an English scientist visited this country; he is a fellow.
of the Royal Society, and I said, "Why do you want to make atomic
bombs in England?" "Well," he said, "wasn't it 2 years before you
came into the last war? What are you going to do in the next one?"
After all the pacts, after all the aid to Europe, an intelligent Englishman still wonders whether we will live up to our pledges.
Senator MCMAHON. He just wanted to make the bombs.
Dr. UPnY. No; I don't think so. They are not very anxious about
it. And if this is the feeling on the part of people in Europe, in spite
of our pledges under the Atlantic Pact, you can easily see why further
assurance adds a great deal. But the important people to understand what the situation is are not in England at all. They are in the
Kremlin. If only they are sure that we will live up to our responsibilities, it may never start, and the more assurance we give those
people of our determination to do so, as a government and as a people,
the more secure we are, the more likelihood is there that the war will
not happen next year.
Senator MCMAHON. Why do you say next year?
Dr. UEY. Well, maybe after the next year. I am cautious. I am
only worrying about the next year.
Senator McMAHON. I am worrying about a little more time than
that. Those are all the questions I have.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Senator Smith?
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SHARING AToC KNOWLEDGE

Senator SMrrH of New Jersey. Just one question, Dr. Urey. Does
your plan contemplate that we will share our atomic knowledge with
these other countries that come into this, or could we still keep the
secrecy around it and simply furnish the products of our production
to the group?
Dr. UuREY. I would say that if we succeed in establishing a federal
union beyond the intent of this resolution, if we have the convention,
if we succeed with it, if we get a4 government, and if the ,people of
the Unted States accept it, then it would be necessary that the manufacture of atomic weapons be placed under the union government and
not under that of any single country. It is absolutely necessary if this
is worked out that the preponderant power shall be in the union and
not in any one of the states, just exactly the same as though you would
not expect in the United States as a whole the State of New Mexico to
independently make the atomic bomb. That is an impossible situation.
I should like to add that I am shocked to find how atomic secrets
go where they shouldn't, but this is inevitable. It is not possible to
keep atomic secrets. It is relatively unimportant. It is exceedingly
important that we get a lot of work done.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. You are not so much concerned, then,
about the secrets getting out and being shared as you are with the
over-all objective that you have in building up this federation.
Dr. UREY. That is right. The secrets, if they are known to a large
number of people, will always leak eventually. Our industrial people
who have technical secrets know this. They can't keep the processes,
their technical processes, to themselves-only for a few years, but, by
that time, they hope to have a better process out. That is their protection. And it is the same way on this problem. I thought through
indiscretion would be more likely to be the way the secrets were lost;
that it comes about through disloyalty shocks me a great deal, but that
secrets will eventually be lost is a certainly. You can't possibly keep
them.
Senator SmTH of New Jersey. That is all I had.

Senator

FULBRIGHT.

Mr. Chairman, may I make one observation

with regard to Senator McMahon's question?
Do you think it is realistic at all to try to judge a matter of this
kind purely from a military standpoint, because I don't see how you
can disassociate the two? Our ability to support our own Military
Establishment is largely dependent upon maintaining reasonable economic and political freedom in this area. So that to just say that this
you can view as a purely military matter does not seem to me to be a
practical or realistic point of view.
Senator McMAHON. Senator, can I interrupt you? From a standpoint of Soviet Russia, however, they might be-I hope not--interested in a military conquest.

Senator

FULBRIGHT.

Over a long period-and we assume we are not

expecting a war today or tomorrow-the ability of this country to
support even its present Military Establishment is dependent very
greatly upon the economic relationships that exist now and, I hope,
their continued existence. The strength that would come out of this
arrangement in an economic way is vital and necessary to support a
military defense; is that not correct?
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Dr. UEy. I would say, Senator Fulbright, that I am not at all an
expert on economic things, but perhaps all of us that are not experts,
though, could supply something to the discussion, and I would say in
answer to your question that I believe that the economic benefits that
would flow from this union are something that none of us can imagine.
They would be so great that none of us could imagine how great they
would be. I submit to you that if you can manage the abolition of the
United States and turning each 1 of the 48 States loose, or even if
you divide them up into regional groups, the decrease in economic
strength would be something enormous. That is what I believe is true
with regard to this union.
Senator FULBRIGHT. I agree with that, and I don't think that particular point was under question by Senator McMahon. My only
point is that you cannot view this in compartments, that here is the
military, here is the economic, and here is the political. They are all
of one pattern and must be considered that way.
Dr. UxmY. That is right.
Senator FULBROHT. And if we are to remain strong economically to
support the military, we need these relationships that this contemplates.
Dr. Uhi. I think so.
Senator MCMAH6N. Of course, the way the Senator from Arkansas
stated that he knew I was aware of the interdependence of the economic, militarySenator WILEY. You agree with that?
Senator McMAiHoN. Oh,.yes. I am not unaware of that at all. But
I would simply like to point this out, Senator and Dr. Urey, that if
we improve the political situation, if we improve the ideological'situation in a way that we have really taught men what freedom means
and what it would mean to lose it-Senator WILEY. Russia, too?
Senator MCMAHON. No. I am talking about the area now where
there is much misunderstanding of our purposes and where there
is not a proper estimate of what freedom does mean, and we build
up above all the economic power of the proposed union and get it
built up in a period of 5 years to undreamed-of success, then what
I was trying to point out was that, if this armament race continues,
with the kind of weapons that we have, the kind of weapons that
are foreseen, that, notwithstanding that high level of success, the
sudden, surprise attack, with all of the strength, by a determined
power, those kind of weapons could bring that edifice down, because
it would strike down the keystone of that edifice, namely, the United
States of America.
Dr. URuY. You raise an exceedingly important question which I
haven't tried to completely answer for myself. I raised the question
2 weeks ago, when I pointed out that suppose we have the hydrogen
bomb first. What do we do? Suppose we have two countries in the
world, each with hydrogen bombs. Then what do we do? I haven't
tried to answer the question, and it is a serious question. No scheme
that any of us can think of can be adopted or can be made to operate
in order to avoid a catastrophe in the future. However, this proposal that we have here looks to me like the most effective, constructive proposal, and for that reason, I support it, even though I often
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have very serious difficulties with regard to these very questions that
you raise. I see no other hopeful line of action than this.
Senator MOMAHON. Can I say one more word before Dr. Urey
goes? I think it would be well to state for the record that he is a Nobel
prize winner; that he was one of the four leaders of the four research
and development teams under the Manhattan District. He was certainly one of the key figures in that tremendous operation, and since
leaving it and going back into the teaching profession in Chicago,
he has tried to be very helpful b4th to me and to the committee of
which I am chairman and the problems with which we have had
to deal. I am just stating my personal feelings, Doctor. I am happy
to see you here today.
Dr. UREY. Thank you very much.
Senator WILEY. May I ask a question, Mr. Chairman?
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Yes.
HYDROGEN BOMB

Senator WnEY.I want to ask whether you have given up all hope
as to whether or not there is any answer with respect to a defense
mechanism to the hydrogen bomb?
Dr. URaY. Well, some people say it is exceedingly large to get any
place. I hope that it is so large that it cannot be taken, cannot be
delivered by any mechanism that anyone can devise. As long as the
hydrogen bomb has not been exploded, there are still hopes that it
wouldn't work, and that would make me as happy as I can imagine
if that were the case. We have to be very careful in watching anything that can be brought into our harbors. That is something which
perhaps should be looked after very shortly, because it is possible
always that tramp steamers carry these weapons, and tying them to
a wharf mines the city. There is, of course, the possible development
of radar, on which I am not an expert at all. All such possible
defense measures should be looked into, and when people say that
they believe the defense measures can outstrip the possibility of
delivery, I hope that they are right. I don't quite believe them, but
I hope just the same, and I think we should try.
Senator WILEY. This is an interesting comment. We have heard
so much about the hydrogen bomb that we thought it was an actuality.
It isn't an actuality yet.
Dr. UREY. Nothing is an actuality until the thing is completed,
and I still hope that it wouldn't work.
Senator MCMAHON. Doctor, I think it is somewhat important,
however, to point out that, even assuming these things do not come
into existence as any decent man would hope they don't-it could
be proven probably pretty conclusively that it shouldn't be done, I am
sure--that doesn't leave you or myself with any complacency concerning the stock pile or a stock pile of atomic weapons which have,
shall we say, a normal growth that we know about.
Dr. UmuY. That is right.
Senator MCMAHON. I think there is some danger to us in advancing
the theory that all is right with the world if all we have got is a bom
stock pile. Do you agree with me?
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Dr. UREY. Yes, sir. I have always maintained that it is necessary
to maintain the armed strength of the United States in all its branches,
including the bombs, but also this is not a way to secure peace. Peace
is not secured by armies. Armies are designed to win the war if it
comes, and it is worth while winning the war. None of us may gain
very much from the war, but we can lose lots more by losing it. -But
the only'constructive solution to the problem of peace is establishing
further government and law in the world. This is the only thing
that can protect us against the ultimate destruction by these atomic
weapons. If I look at the history of weapons, I get exceedingly
discouraged. We have always apparently developed them to their
maximum efficiency and we have always used them. If the hydrogen
bomb should be developed that way, there would be no place to hide
at all, and I hate to state how dreadful the situation would be. But
government is the only possible, positive method by which we can
control these things.
Senator WILEY But government wouldn't do the job either unless
the people get better, will it?
Dr. UREY. We need to have people understand this problem and we
need to have our statesmen understand it. One learns something
about it and our people learn something about it, and then we make
a move like a convention. It tries to accomplish something, and we
learn more. It proposes a constitution, and we learn more from this.
We try to get it adopted; we learn more from it. That is, we learn
by the process of trying to carry out the thing rather than by sitting
back and thinking we can get completely ready for the change and
then adopt it completely at one moment. That is the reason why a
convention is so important. It is the reason why all the world government movements in the United States have been doing a good job.
They educate us all to the necessity of the problem. This is important.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Thank you, Dr. Urey, we appreciate your
coming very much.
Dr. UREY. Thank you.

Senator FULBRIGHT. Mr. Chairman, would it be appropriate to
offer for the record a very short resolution purely as an indication of
the interest of the people?
Senator THOMAS of Utah. We will be glad to put it in the record.
(The resolution submitted by Senator Fulbright is as follows:)
Whereas a resolution is now pending in Congress, requesting President Truman
to invite the democracies which sponsored the North Atlantic Treaty to name
delegates to meet with delegates of the United States in a federal convention to
explore the possibilities of a federated union of the democracies with limited
powers as a step toward enduring peace,
Now, therefore, the Engineers Club of Fort Smith, Ark., having considered
and discussed the advantages and the difficulties of such a course, approves the
proposal to convene such a conference and urges that Congress approve the
Atlantic Union resolution now pending.
Approved in regular meeting January 23, 1950.
HENRY WALKER,
President, Port Smith Engineers club.

(There is inserted in the record at this point the testimony of Hon.
Will L. Clayton who appeared on Monday, February 13, 196, in
support of S. Con. Res. 57.)
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Mr. Clayton, please.
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STATEMENT OF HON. WILL L. CLAYTON, VICE PRESIDENT OF THE
ATLANTIC UNION COMMITTEE
Mr. CLAYTON. Mr. Chairman, my name is William L. Clayton. I
am chairman of the board of Anderson-Clayton Co., cotton merchants,
and I live in Houston, Tex.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. You may proceed as you wish, Mr.
Clayton.
'Mr. CLAYTON. I am also vice president of the Atlantic Union committee, and I appear here today' in support of Senate Concurrent
Resolution 57. I have a very short, prepared statement, Mr. Chairman, which, with your permission, I would like to read.
Senator TnoAs of Utah. We will be glad to have it.
Mr. CLAYTON. Secretary of Defense Johnson recently said that although the United States is vulnerable to air attack, the danger of
war is lessening.
With active preparations in the world for mutual destruction, with
the virile, unified Soviet Empire aggressively pressing for world domination against a disunited free world, any assumption that we can
escape a third world war without a radical and immediate change
in our present policy is hardly justified. But the problem immediately facing us is the cold war which Stalin is successfully waging
against the democratic world. His technique is to bore from within,
until the integrity and independence of his victims are destroyed.
SOVIET WINNING COLD WAR

This technique succeeds as anyone can see by looking at a map
of the world, shaded to indicate Communist progress in the past 5
years. Stalin is winning the cold war. The Communists are closing
in on us east and west. Even if we should be so fortunate as to escape
another shooting war, there will hardly be any occasion for great
rejoicing if we find ourselves whipped by this new technique, isolated politically and economically, our friends picked off one by one
and added to Russia's satellites.
If Soviet Russia can achieve her objectives in this way, as she is
now doing, why should she fire a single shot? We surely know that
we would be unable long to continue as an island of democracy and
freedom if surrounded by a sea of communism. The economic readjustments alone which such a situation would demand would be so
revolutionary that only a dictator could enforce their adoption.
As Justice Roberts has so well said, we Americans could easily lose
our freedom without having an opportunity to fire a single gun in
its defense. The march of communism to the English Channel was
undoubtedly halted by the adoption of the Marshall plan and other
means of aid extended by the United States to western Europe. But
the Marshall plan runs out in 1952. At that time, western Europe
will still be far from a position of financial independence. What will
we then do? The United States cannot continue indefinitely subsidizing the rest of the world; the burden of doing so is too heavy and
could result in grave injury to our own economy. Moreover, a continuation of subsidies is not the way to meet the threat of commuvsm and: a third world war. Subsidies are palliatives designed to
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ease pain rather than attack the disease at its source. Let us examine
the cause of the malady.
Two destructive world wars within one generation not only caused
enormous material damage to western Europe but, of perhaps even
greater consequence, wrought grave injury to the spirit of the people
themselves. Millions of people of western Europe are no longer willing to fight to retain their precarious freedom. They are tired and
discouraged. They expect a third world war, the fear of which acts
as a serious brake on their enterprise and saps their courage and their
will to live the kind of life they see ahead. It will take a dynamic,
positive step forward under the leadership of the United States to
restore the morale, the spirit and the hope of these people. These
qualities must be restored if western Europe is to serve as a bulwark
against the onslaughts of communism seeking to destroy the freedom
and civilization of the west. And make no mistake about it, if western Europe cannot or will not serve as such a bulwark, the future of
our free world is dark indeed.
UNITED STATES LEADERSHIP NEEDED

As leader of the free world, it is the responsibility of American
statesmen to find a way quickly to restore economic health to western
Europe and to re-create in the hearts and minds of those great people
the undying .will to preserve their freedom. The Atlantic Union
Committee believes there is such a way. But first, we must understand
Europe's malady.
The Marshall plan has been extremely useful in affording a breathing spell. But it has not and cannot restore economic independence to
western Europe. The loss of that independence is to be found in
causes deeper than anything the Marshall plan can reach. Under the
industrial revolution, western Europe early became the workshop for
the world. Her population and wealth increased rapidly. She became more and more dependent upon foreign sources for her food and
raw materials, for which she paid three-fourths in manufactured goods
and one-fourth in earnings on capital invested abroad. Two world
wars ate up the foreign capital and increased enormously the competition for markets for manufactured goods. Even before World War I,
much of the rest of the world became ambitious to be its own workshop.
Industries commenced to spring up behind high tariff walls in countries formerly producing only raw materials. World War I and the
period between World Wars I and II gave impetus to this movement.
World War II made of it a national fetish in every underdeveloped
country.
Meantime, during and following World War II, the United States
increased enormously its productive capacity, aided by a genius for
combining the work of men and machines in mass production, and the
development of new techniques. Unfortunately for western Europe,
the war left her with obsolete and worn-out machines, with commercial ties severed, organizations scattered and disrupted, private capital
in many cases destroyed by inflation. Furthermore, the iron curtain
now cuts the European Continent in half, leaving western Europe more
dependent than ever on overseas food and raw materials, and this at a
time when Europe has lost much of Asia, formerly a very important
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dollar producer. But the most serious handicap to the European
economy lies in the fact that it continues to operate in small economic
compartments, which keep Europe's tools of production inefficient
and greatly impair her ability to compete in the markets of the
world.
In desperation and in economic weakness, Europe tries to defend
herself against these handicaps by resort to cartels, to barter and to
every known device of restrictionism and control, all of which makes
matters worse.
ATLANTIC UNION AND ECONOMIC UNION

The Atlantic Union Committee advocates the creation of one union
of the free peoples of the world. This would give the union one single
competitive economy instead of as many different economies as there
are democracies, as at present. Every producer in the union would
have a free market of 350 to 400 million consumers, just as we now
have a free market in our 48 States of 150,000,000 consumers. Competition within this vast, rich, free market area would create within a few
years the most efficient system of production and distribution that the
world has ever known. The standard of living would rise. Free enterprise would be strengthened. Communism would disappear, or
almost disappear.
This union would possess such an overwhelming weight of the
world's economic, industrial, and spiritual power that no nation on
earth would dare attack. It would thus dispel the fear of war and
greatly reduce the present unbearable military burden of the democracies. It would solve the dollar problem. It would release and vitalize the labor, the genius, and capital of men everywhere. It would
restore and strengthen free enterprise. It would give a great new
hope to the world that at last we are on the road to permanent world
peace.
If this union could have been organized prior to August, 1914, there
would have been no World War I or II. I would like to repeat
that, Mr. Chairman. If this union could have been organized prior
to August 1914, there would have been no World War I or II. If
organized now, we believe there will be no World War III.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. That very strong sentence of yours, Mr.
Clayton, implies, therefore, that you accept the thesis that it was an
economic cause that brought about World War I and an economic
cause that brought about World War II.
Mr. CLAYTON. I accept it with respect to World War II, but I
can't accept it completely, Mr. Chairman, with respect to World
War I.
From my limited point of view about such matters, the origins of
World War I are rather obscure and it is difficult to say positively
that it lay in economic causes, although I think, if you search carefully enough, you will find that nearly every war in the world has its
origin one way or anther in economic causes. But, Mr. Chairman,
there is much more involved here than merely the economic aspects
of union, as important and as compelling as they are. There is involved the spiritual aspect; there is involved the military aspect, and
I think we probably would all agree that if this union of the democra64429-50-18
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cies, western Europe, the United States, Canada, perhaps Australia,
New Zealand, Union of South Africa, had existed prior to August,
1914, that Germany would never have attacked France and Belgium.
I think that we probably would all agree that that was the case. Most
historians on the subject, I believe, take the point of view that if
Germany had known positively that England would fight if France
were attacked, that perhaps the war wouldn't have occurred, that is,
World War I. But I think it may be accepted, and perhaps everyone
would agree, that if this union had existed, that had there been one
union of the democracies of the world, that Germany would never
have attacked.
COMMUNIST UNITY REQUIRES DEMOCRATIC UN1TY

The Communist world is unified covering an area of 15,000,000
square miles, with 750,000,000 people. Why should the free peoples
of the world erect all kinds of walls and barriers between them to
break down and divide their strength? We cannot win the fight
against communism that way. We must unify the democracies of the
world, with one foreign policy, one defense policy, one currency, and
no customs houses between its members, in order to give the free
world the strength and mobility to resist the onslaught of the Communist world.
Such a union would be so powerful and prosperous that the pull
on all non-Communist countries on the Russian satellite countries
themselves would be so much greater from the west than from the
east that such countries would in time gravitate to the west, and
Russia would be compelled to return to her prewar boundaries. Then
and only then will there be peace in the world.
Mr. Chairman, that is the end of my prepared statement. I would
like at this point to make some comment on a recent statement by the
Secretary of State, Mr. Acheson. He said, I believe, that agreements
with Russia which did not record or register a state of facts, a condition, were of little use. I agree fully with that statement.
I have had some experience in negotiating with. the Russians when
I was in Government service. Mr. Acheson added that what we axe
trying to do is to strengthen the democratic world, strengthen particularly those areas of weakness in the democratic world, in order
to create a firm foundation for agreements with Russia which would
prevail. I think that is a very good statement of our foreign policy
and what it should be. I think the Secretary of State might have
added, with credit and profit to himself, and to the country, and to the
world, that the area of greatest weakness-the area of greatest weakness-among the democracies is their disunity, the fact that they are
not united, that they are not unified, as is the Communist world, and
that the most constructive thing by far, which the democracies could
do, the most constructive step they could take, more constructive than
perhaps any other and every other step they could take, would be
to create among themselves that unity, which would bring about one
foreign policy, one defense policy, one currency and no customs houses
between the members of the democratic world, so that they would have
the strength and 1he mobility to withstand the onslaughts of the
Communist world.
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In my poor judgment, the democracies will never-that is a long
time--be in a position to adequately defend themselves so long as
they continue disunited. More than that, to make democracy work
throughout the free world, make it work for everybody throughout
the free %orld, and in that way withstand the onslaughts of communism, they must be united.
We have got to take a bold, constructive policy here, in my opinion.
and make democracy work so that we have an affirmative situation instead of always a defensive position. Today we are always on the
defensive. Stalin keeps the initittive-moves fast, moves with unity,
with strength, and he is succeeding.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Senator Smith?
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Yes, Mr. Chairman, I would like
to ask my good friend, Mr. Clayton, a few questions.
I want to say first, how happy I am to have you here before this
committee, Mr. Clayton.
Mr. CLAYTON. Thank you, Senator Smith.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I feel you have made a great contribution to this discussion.
EFFECT OF ATLANTIC UNION IN ASIA

One of the questions, Mr. Clayton, that is presented to me in considering your plan is this: Would this appear to be dividing the
world? Would it appear to be a getting together of the so-called
free nations or democracies which are the most advanced in civilization, I think, of the world in some sort of a line-up against the weaker
peoples, especially those of the Far East, and are we in danger of having the Far East line up with Russia specifically if we take this course,
or do you think it will help the Far Eastern situation?
Mr. CLAYTON. Senator Smith, I think it will help it. I think we
have to recognize that a large part of Asia, the mainland of Asia, is
already lost to the Communists and to Russia. We must recognize
that fact. And we must recognize the fact that they are going to
do everything in their power to bring the remainder of it in their
fold, if they can.
I think that if this union of democratic countries, of the free peoples
of the world were formed, that it would present to the non-Communist world, the whole non-Communist world, whether you call them
democratic or not-there may be some question there as to whether
they are democratic-but it would present to the whole non-Communist world an aggregation of military, and economic, and spiritual
strength that would be so great there would be a great attraction to
it. It would be just like a magnet to those people. They would
gravitate toward strength and toward power, as weaker nations have
always done. They would recognize the strength in this union.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Would you invite them in in the
beginning if they want to come in?
Mr. CLAYTON. Well, Senator Smith, the resolution, as you know
directs the President to call an international conference of those countries which sponsored the North Atlantic Treaty; there are seven of
them, as-you know. It qojfains a provision that those seven countries
could thefi invite any other of the free peoples, the democracies, of
the world that they might decide to invite, to come into this conference.
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Now what they would do as to who they invite, I don't know, but
that is the way which our committee thought that we should start.
We would take these seven countries that first thought of and initiated this enterprise, the North Atlantic Treaty, and use them as a
nucleus and let them decide which other countries, as indeed they did in
the North Atlantic Treaty, they would bring into this movement. As
a matter of fact, in the North Atlantic Treaty, we have a military
union today with the democracies of western Europe, and it is so
strong that, in effect, we say that any country that sets an unfriendly
foot on one member of this union is at war with the United States.
It isn't going much further to form the union that we are discussing
here now.
MILITARY STRENGTH REQUIRED

Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Of course, the North Atlantic Pact
is a military defensive union. I am raising the question as to whether
or not we need to go further in this movement. I am inclined to think
that there are other things besides military might, and that is what
we are moving toward, the economic integration of all these countries.
As you are aware, we are trying to do that in our ECA operations.
We are trying to get those countries that are in the ECA, receiving
aid, to work together better than they have been working together.
Some people that I talked to feel that that might be the next step,
to get them thoroughly integrated, and then if there is a United States
of Europe, we could deal with them by a combination, if we are able
to move the whole way that you are asking for now. But I want to
get that cleared in my mind and cleared for the record.
The reason I am asking these questions is my friends who are interested in the so-called world federation idea keep saying to me: Now,
don't do anything that doesn't invite everybody in, that we have at
least got to make the gesture. Even though the Russians turn us
down, we have got to invite the world to come in. We have got to be
thinking in terms of the world and not in terms of any segment of the
world, such as this Atlantic Union group is. I am just putting that
out as one of the arguments made to me giving me warning against
the Atlantic Union plan, which will give the impression, whether true
or not, of a balance of power in the world between the so-called democratic nations and the others.
I asked Justice Roberts that when he was here last week, and he
said not a balance of power, but a preponderance of power so strong
that everybody will want to join it. That was his approach. I gather
from what you say that you feel very much the same way.
Mr. CLAYToN. I do, Senator Smith. I think what we have to deal
with today is the cold war. I am a great believer in the United
Nations. I think it has done a fine job and should be helped, not
hindered. But the United Nations was not set up. to deal with the
cold war and, in my opinion, it cannot deal with the cold war, and no
modification of the United Nations can deal with the cold war. We
can lose western Europe to Russia without the North Atlantic Treaty
ever being brought into effect. It could easily happen.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I agree. That is the way we lost
China. We lost China without overt military aggression. China was
conquered by Russia's new method of warfare; I grant you that.
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Mr. CLAYTON. Senator Smith, we lost China, we lost Czechoslovakia,
we lost Poland, all that vast area in between western Europe and Russia in that same way, and we could lose western Europe in that same
way, and it could happen almost overnight. When the Marshall plan
ends, what are we going to do? We ought to be looking forward now
and making up our minds as to what we will do then. It is only 2
years away, and everybody that is informed on the subject, I think,
agrees that western Europe will still be out of balance with the rest of
the world. They will be compelled to greatly reduce their standard
of living if they don't continue to get help. And we in the United
States can't go on subsidizing the rest of the world-we are not strong
enough for it. If we wanted to tighten our belts ever so much tighter
and live a kind of Spartan life here, we could go on for a long time.
But our people wouldn't do it, and they shouldn't be asked to do it.
Subsidies are not the right way anyway. They have given us a breathing spell, as I have said here, but they will not serve as a permanent
cure for this situation. I think we would all agree on that.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I think we are all agreed on that, but
I am trying to see whether what you are advocating is that after the
Marshall plan is through, that you are simply saying from here on out,
we are going to merge all our interests together, that we are going to
be part of one composite whole with these so-called western democracies; we are going to put them all on the same common currency, no
trade barriers. It wouldn't be international. It will be one part of
the world that believes in the western democratic traditions.
Mr. CLAYTON. That is right.
EFFECT ON UN

Senator SMrrn of New Jersey. I want to get that clear. It is very
appealing, but I don't want to get us in a position where we are bypassing the United Nations, on the one hand, or where we are going
to be accused of simply trying to line up the civilized nations of the
world against the weaker areas who are likely to slip into the communistic orbit. There might be that danger.
Mr. CLAYTON. I don't see, Senator, how we could very well be accused with any reason of lining up militarily against the rest of the
world. We see a unified Russia now, with 750,000,000 people. There
are many reasons, many reasons, which argue for the creation of the
union that we are talking about here other than military reasons.
The principal underlying reasons are spiritual and economic, and they
are the reasons which should be compelling. Incidentally, it would
give us a great unified military power at ever so much less cost than
it is costing the democracies today. It would make us strong in the
world. I don't know of any reason in the world why we shouldn't
be made strong under these circumstances, when we are faced with
the possibility of destruction by a great, militant, ambitious power.
I don't know of any reason why we shouldn't take steps to make our
part of the world as strong as it can be to resist that onslaught.
The danger is that people may say-and many of them. do say"Well, let's keep communism out of the United States. Keep free
enterprise going in the United States. Keep strong in the United
States economically and militarily, and so forth"; let'the rest of the
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world take care of itself and we will take care of ourselves. That
isn't realistic at all, Senator Smith. I am sure you wouldn't agree
with it and Senator Thomas wouldn't agree with it. If we lose western
Europe to the Communists, the United States will lose its freedom.
There is no doubt about that. We cannot stand here as a country,
as a democratic country, a country of freedom, of free enterprise very
long if all of Asia and all of Europe are Communist-it is just
impossible.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I agree with that, of course. I don't
have any trouble in agreeing with you. I am trying to see what is the
wise thing to do at this stage of the game. You wouldn't deal with
this thing in the way of an amendment to the United Nations at all.
You would just forget the United Nations and go ahead and set up
this program, within the United Nations without regard to it. We
still remain members of the United Nations as various units-or would
we be one united unit in the United Nations, with one vote, one voice?
Mr. CLAYTON. How that would eventuate, Senator Smith, I don't
know, but certainly we would continue to remain in the United Nations.
As to whether the democracies would have one vote or many, I don't
know. In the case of Russia, I believe she has three. Incidentally,
I know of no reason why she should have three. I think if Byelorussia and the Ukraine have a vote, Texas ought to have a vote. I
would be all for that [Laughter.] I just don't see any reason for it
except a reason of compromise and trying to get along with the Russians, which we have been doing for 4 or 5 years now since the end of
the war.
There is another aspect of the matter I would like to speak of and
that is I think it is very difficult for us here in the United States
to realize just how the people of Europe are thinking about this
matter. It is difficult for us to realize that there are millions of
people in Europe today who would be unwilling to fight another
world war to retain the kind of freedom, the precarious freedom, which
they have today. This feeling on their part that we are going to have
another world war, is having a very undesirable effect on the investment of capital funds in Europe-private money. It throws on governments a disproportionate part of the burden of recovery and rehabilitation and modernization in Europe.
ATLANTIC UNION WOULD GIVE US CONFIDENCE

Private people in so many cases in Europe are hiding their capital
away. They don't want to invest or venture with it. They are afraid
They think of another world war, and they want to keep their money
somewhere where they can get it and go to the United States or somewhere else with their families. It is difficult for us in this country
to realize how prevalent that situation is in western Europe.
If we had a union of this kind, that situation would be almost
completely changed, because people would have confidence and faith
again. They would say, "Well now, we have really got something
that can stand up to these Russians." "We have got an industrial
power here, a financial power, a military power and a spiritual power
that can really stand up to them and lick them." "Therefore, we are
willing to go ahead."
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Anybody that knows anything about the Russians knows that they
are realists. They will not start a war, Senator Smith, a shooting war,
unless they are certain that they can win. For that reason, the probabilities of a shooting war.any time soon are very small, because in the
meantime they are building up their air force; they are building up
their stocks of atomic bombs, and who knows but what tomorrow the
hydrogen bomb. They are building up their fleet of submarines,
getting ready, and I think the military people all say, at least Secretary Johnson has said. the danger pf war is lessening for the moment.
That is, we will probably not have a shooting war any time soon, but
the Russians are getting ready, and when you have a situation where
there is a kind of competition between two great powers in the world
as to which can be the best or better prepared for war, war is almost
sure to come in time.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Do you think you would prevent
that race for armaments if you set up this union?
Mr. CLAYTON. I do, indeed.
POSSIBILITY OF AGREEMENT WITH SOVIET

Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I would think that Russia would
appraise the situation, and if she thought she could still have the
greatest number of bombs, she would go ahead and try to get them.
Would you go as far as the Secretary of State went the other day
when he implied at least there is no use negotiating with Russia any
further, or should we continue to try to negotiate with Russia to get
somewhere in order to prevent this terrible disaster coming on the
world?
Mr. CLAYTo N. Senator Smith, as I said awhile ago, I agree fully
with the statement of the Secretary of State that there is no need
negotiating agreements with the Russians except that such agreements
would record or register a state of facts, a condition. And, without
having created a new state of facts, there isn't so much reason to negotiate. Even if such negotiation should result in agreement, which
is extremely doubtful, it would be most unfortunate to the democracies to have such an agreement, because the democracies would want
to keep it. We could never be sure that the other party would want
to keep it if and when he found that he could break it to his advantage.
Therefore, such an agreement might lull us to sleep. Suppose we
could make an agreement with the Russians tomorrow for disarmament; for peace. I think it would be a most unfortunate agreement
for the democracies of the world.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Well, we are all skeptical of that, of
course, but I am wondering whether you are going to just shut the
door at this point and not even explore the possibilities. Mr. Stalin
may not live forever. He is getting along in years. There may be
conceivably something inherent in the Russian people themselves that
we can think of in terms of human beings. They can't be too enthusiastic about this present tense situation. I don't suppose they know
much about it; they are not allowed to know. But I rather hesitate to
go along and say the door is slammed, there is no possibility of getting
together with other people in the world to prevent a terrible disaster,
such as Mr. Einstein described yesterday, of possible extermination
of the human race with these frightful things that are being developed.
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I am groping for something. Senator McMahon made his suggestion
which sounded fantastic in a way, yet what he was driving at was, if
you put substantial funds into the whole area of trying to bring the
world together, instead of putting so much in just armaments alone,
something might be gained by it. I think you would agree that things
other than mere military might are terribly important in this situation.
Mr. CLAYTON. Extremely so.
Senator SMrrIH of New Jersey. I am groping for a formula there
that we can still use and tell to millions of the Russion people who,
we feel if they would be given the facts, wouldn't back up this situation that they have. I don't despair of reaching them. I don't want
to despair of reaching them. That doesn't negate your thesis. Maybe the best way to do it is to get this preponderance of strength together, which is one of the facts Secretary Acheson was talking about,
and talk in terms of realistic facts to the Russians in getting them to
do something. They might do it if they were scared to death by this
preponderance of strength.
Mr. CLAYTON. Senator Smith, I sympathize very deeply with all
your sentiments and I would be the last to counsel against going almost any lengths to make an agreement that I felt would be observed
and that might lead to world peace. I think, though, Secretary Acheson was exactly right. He made, I think, a very profound statement
about the matter. I would go further and say that the area of greatest
weakness among the democracies is the fact that they are not united.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I agree with that, too. It is a question of how best to unite them. I agree with you. We are not nearly
as united as we should be, and I regret the European countries, taking
the benefit of our ECA aid, haven t gone further in their integration,
especially the economic integration.
Mr. CLAYTON. Senator Smith, if we would form this union-suppose we could all wake up tomorrow morning and find this union im
being. Within 6 months we could make an agreement with Russia
that would really stick, but you can't do it any other way.
Senator SmIm of New Jersey. You have got to do something further, in your judgment, in the way of a preponderance of strength
that will be impressive to the Russians so that they will see they are
on the wrong trail if they don't play ball with that world set-up.
Mr. CLAYTON.

Right.

Senator SMrrH of New Jersey. That is very impressive.
ATLANTIC UNION WOULD MAKE AGREEMENT POSSIBLE

Mr. CLAYTON. I think, with this union, you would have no difficulty
in making an agreement with Russia, and doing it quickly. And I
go back to this idea of the United World Federalists about the amendment to the Charter of the United Nations. It is difficult for me to
conceive, and I should think it would be difficult for any of us to conceive, how we could get a world government that would be sufficiently
close knit that it could operate as one competitive economy. I just
can't conceive of such a thing happening in this generation.
Now, to get the strength that we need, the economic and spiritual
strength that we need in this situation, we have got to bring these
democratic countries together in a real union, the kind of union that
we formed in 1789 in this country. It has to be a real union. I can't
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conceive of such a union of all the countries of the world today. We
may get it. I hope we will get it one day. But it will be a long, long
time away, centuries perhaps.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. You would call it the divine far-off
event.
Mr. CLAYTON. Yes; that is right.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I think we may be moving toward
a world organization, but the question is now whether we should make
the gesture to invite them, even though they turn us down, and then
move in to your proposal, as one uggestion which has been made to
me by my Federalist friends.
Mr. CLAYTON. Senator Smith, there isn't time. This is a race
against time and inertia. The Russians will always negotiate with
you. They are great negotiators. They will negotiate, and they will
string it out. They will take just as long as they possibly can.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. You mean the Russian leaders.
Mr. CLAYTON. Yes.

Senator SMITH of New Jersey. The ones who have these poor people
in their grip. I look upon Russia in slavery as much as any nation
in the world.
Mr. CLAYTON. I mean the Soviet Government. They will negotiate with you and, as I say, string it out just as long as they can. They
negotiated 4 years on atomic control, refusing any agreement all
that time. We haven't that kind of time. We haven't time to take
any steps that we know in advance will fail. We should have had
too much experience. You can't get the Russians into an effective
union. And you can't modify the United Nations in a way that will
make it an effective instrument of the restoration of the economy of
western Europe, for example. It can't be done-not in time. Long
before you could get it completed and in. working order, western
Europe would have gone Communist, and that is the thing that we
have to keep in our minds all the time. We haven't time to take
steps that we know are going to be unsuccessful.
ECONOMIC EFFECTS OF ATLANTIC UNION

Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Well, you are going to have another question. Assuring we take your position and this committee
reported out the proposal which you have made and took it up to the
floor of the Senate. There would be those, of course, who would feel
and would rightly raise the question: "Does this mean the United
States will hold the bag for all the western democracies?" "Will the
United States do all the financing?" "Will the United States assets
be put into the hopper?" "Will the United States markets be thrown
into the hopper?"
That is the thing I want to visualize, because if I am convinced you
are right, I have got to sell that idea. How are you going to deal
with that? You said this will solve the dollar problem. H ow will
this solve the dollar problem, unless the United States stands behind
it and makes it solve the dollar problem by practically equalizing our
standard of living with every other standard of living in the world.
Maybe that is desirable in the end. Maybe that is desirable. I am
not deprecating that, but there is a resistance to our throwing in what
has developed on this continent in the last 150 years to the common
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pot with all those older countries which have been the cause of these
discords and what not that we are anxious to get away from. Can we
take back to them the union we found, the liberty we found and bring
them into the tent as children who have been enlightened and telling
them, "Here is a way to come for your salvation"? Is that the conception we have got of this? It is a noble conception, I am enthused
about it, if we could do it, but I am just wondering how you visualize
that.
Mr. CLAYTON. To begin with, Senator Smith, those thoughts and
the people who have them and discuss them and urge them as reasons
why we should not proceed are often formed against a background of
the status quo: what we have in the United States today. We can't
keep what we have in the United States today if we continue on our
present course. That is not a correct background against which to
make arguments of that kind, because we cannot keep what we have
today if we go on like we are.
Now, if I did say that this would solve the dollar problem. This
union, Senator Smith, would have one currency. I don't know what
you would call it-"units," maybe, or whatever you might call it. It
would be one currency.
Senator SmiTH of New Jersey. They might call them "Claytons."
Mr. CLAYTON. No; thank you. That, of course, would have to be
worked out, and that is a difficult thing to work out. I have no
illusions about the difficulties that surround this proposed enterprise.
It is full of difficulties. But our world is full of difficulties and dangers. However, that could be worked out. It could be done just as
we did it when we formed a Union of our Thirteen Colonies. They
all had their currencies. They all had their individual debts. In
fact, they were nearly all bankrupt. They nearly all had banks of
issue that issued their currencies, and it was a very badly mixed-up
situation. But Union and Alexander Hamilton straightened it out.
We can form this union and have one currency. If you have got
one currency and it is exchangeable throughout the union, you certainly have solved the dollar problem. Now there will be for a while
unquestionably, difficulties in certain, areas of this union. They may
not have enough money to buy and bring in the things that they need
to buy and bring in. It might be that, in the beginning, the United
States would have to put up some small part of what it is putting up
today in the Marshall plan in order to lay the foundation for this
currency and get it started. But it would be a very small part of
what we are putting up today, and a small part of what we are going
to have to continue to put up if we don't change our course.
Once you get one currency, once you activate the economy in every
area of this union, as you would by having a union, capital from the
United States would flow to western Europe, because it would then
be a part of the same country. It would be all one country, under
one flag, and the peoples' confidence would be restored. Free enterprise would get to work again through these areas in Europe. It
would dehabilitate and modernize their industries and put them on a
competitive basis. The opportunity would be seen to greatly enlarge
the productive capacity of particular industries, to build new industries. Any producer would have a potential market of 350 to 400 million consumers. Every indistry in the union would have that prospect
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before it. So you would have, I think, a great resurgence, a great
economic resurgence and recovery in Europe, which would certainly
solve the dollar problem. If you can build up their industries and
modernize them and make them big and competitive so that they can
send their goods out into the world again, they would have the buying
power with which to import the things that were needed, that were
necessary.
Of course, we have, as we all know, in the United States a vast
country, and every now and then we have some difficulties in some
particular part of the country, due'perhaps to a disaster of some kind
or a crop failure or something. We may have very serious economic
mean to say that we wouldn't conI don't
in some
difficulties
tinue to have
those area.
difficulties
here, even in a union. Certainly you
would, but being one great single economy, the union would, as a
whole, move forward. 1n time, every part of the area would be able
to take care of itself and produce and sell within the union and in the
world enough products to pay for the things that they had to import.
PLACE OF UN IN PLAN

Senator SMinH of New Jersey. Thank you very much Mr. Clayton.
That brings out the answers. I want to give you an opportunity to
meet some of these question that are being raised with all of us, and
I think it is very helpful to have you explain your principle.
The one thing that still bothers me, frankly, is the bypassing of
the United Nations, because I don't want the feeling to get out that
we look upon the United Nations as having been a failure and, therefore, we are going to do something else. I think that will be bad.
I think we should continue with the United Nations and, if it is possible, to amend it or strengthen it in ways which might be desirable.
That is what bothers me a little bit with your plan, because it looks
as though you figure there was nothing more to be done with the
United Nations. You wouldn't abolish it; you would let it ride, but the
big center of gravity of the world would be in the Atlantic Union. Is
that true.
Mr. CLAYTON. Senator Smith, I am very sorry if I gave the impression that I don't think much of the United Nations. I think very
highly of the United Nations. I think it should be continued. I think
in the early days of the postwar period it did a great deal, as for
instance in Iran. It later did a great job in the new State of Israel,
and it has done good jobs in other ways; and, aside from doing good
jobs in specific situations, it is a great forum where all these problems
can be brought out and put on the table and let the whole world read
about them.
What we have in mind here certainly is not bypassing the United
Nations. Really, it will strengthen the United Nations, by decreasing
the likelihood of war. What we have in mind doing here is to start
an enterprise that is within the framework of the United Nations
Charter. Perhaps I didn't make very clear some of my economic
ideas regarding the weakness of western Europe today and the
strength that this union would give it, and I think I can do it by a
simple illustration. If I were thinking of starting an industry to ay
in Holland, let us say, I would go over there and look the situation
over. If I found the situation in Holland favorable for the building
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of an industry such as I had in mind, I would commence to look at my
market to see what kind of market I would have for my products.
I would say, "Well, in Holland there are 8 or 9 million people; so, I
have got that market." But that might call for the building of a
very small industry that wouldn't be very efficient. And I would look
around and say, "Well, here in Europe there are 350,000,000 people.
Why not build a great, big industry for them?" But, if I looked into
the situation very carefully, I would see these tariff walls around
Holland. I would see the enormous difficulties of getting these goods
out of Holland and over those walls into the other countries of Europe
and into the other countries of the world, difficulties that are more
enormous today, that are more impassable than they ever have been
before in the history of our modern world. I would see the tariffs
that other countries have erected in order to build these industries in
their own little economic compartments. I would see the import restrictions, the requirement of import permits, in many cases embargoes, in many cases quota systems which limit the amount of goods
that can be brought into a country, and last, but not least, I would
see the enormous paper work that is required with reference to the
foreign exchange, and all that sort of thing, whenever you try to get
goods out of one country in Europe to another country or, indeed, in
any part of the world where you try to get goods out of one country
to another country, and I would wind up by saying, "Well, there is no
use building an industry here for any more than 8 or 9 million people
in Holland," and that is the kind of industry I would build, if I built
any at all.
Now you can't build an industry for 8 or 9 million consumers that
will be efficient and stand up against an industry that has been built
somewhere else in the world for 150 million consumers. I think that
illustrates the point I am trying to make, that Europe's weakness today and her inability to compete, her inability to sell her goods in
the world and earn the dollars that she needs with which to pay for
her necessary imports of food and raw materials arises largely from
the fact that she continues to operate in these tiny economic compartments, which in the modern world will not work. They make her
industries small and inefficient, unable to compete with the large industries, for example, in the United States.
Just to give you a further example, 25 or 30 years ago, Brazil earned
dollars in the United States, by the sale of coffee. She bought machinery, tools and equipment, and capital goods, from Germany and
England and she paid for it with these dollars she had earned from
the sale of coffee. Germany and England received, then, those dollars
for the sale of their capital goods, largely manufactured goods and
capital goods. They used those dollars to buy goods in the United
States which they had to have. So that by that triangular course of
trade, every country involved sold what it wanted to sell, bought what
it wanted to buy and had the money with which to pay for it and were
happy.
Today, Brazil earns more dollars in the United States by the sale
of coffee and other things than they ever dreamed of earning. You
have got the consumption of coffee in the United States almost double
prewar and you have got the price three or four or five times what it
was prewar. But she wants to spend every dollar of that money in
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the United States. Why? For three good reasons: No. 1 is she can
usually buy cheaper here. She can usually buy better here, and she
can usually get quicker delivery-three excel ent reasons why she
wants to do that. Therefore, tle countries in Europe that she formerly bought from and who used the dollars that they earned thereby
to buy from the United States or some other part of the world, don't
get that outlet for their goods today that they formerly got. That is
just a simple illustration to show what the situation is.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Of course, couldn't that be cured
without the kind of a compact union you are discussing?
Mr. CLAYTO-. I don't think it can, Senator Smith. I don't think
it can, because the only way you can cure this situation whereby
Europe's industries remain inefficient is to take the shackles off of
them, give them a market, give them a market like we have in the
United States. If you had a union of 350- to 400-million people, you
would find these industries in those countries being enormously increased, made more efficient, so that they can put their goods out
throughout the world.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Do you think the British would give
up their sterling area under those conditions? Of course, they would
have to under this.
Mr. CLAYTON. Senator Smith, they would have to.
Now I don't know what position any particular country in Europe
might take with reference to this proposal. I only say this, that in
if the United States really, seriously proposes a union
my
judgment,
of this
kind, proposes a convention
to study and explore the matter-

the people of Europe, as distinguished from their leaders-the people
will force athose
countries to cooperate, because they will
of
see Europe
in that movement
great, new hope for peace, and in my opinion,
that is going to restore and recreate
movement
it
the only
in istheir
mindskind
andofhearts
the spirit and the will to go forward in
freedom and democracy.
Senator S rrn of New Jersey. Thank you.
SenatorWe
THOMAS of Utah. Thank you very much, Mr. Clayton, for
coming.
appreciate your testimony.
Mr.
CLArTON.
Thank
sir.
(There
is inserted
in you,
the record
at this point a statement by the
Honorable Robert P. Patterson, who was unable to appear personally
before the Committee.)
STATEMENT

OF HON.

ROBERT P. PATTERSON, VIcE PRESIDENT OF THE ATLANTIC
UNION COMMITTEE

No free country, including the United States, has any desire to start a war.
If war comes, It will be started by the dictatorship in the Kremlin. But, if war
comes, it will be the fault of the free countries. Those countries have the power
(and Idestructive
am not referring to the temporary advantage of being able to create
more
weapons) to stop war before it starts. If the free countries

will band together to protect their freedom, no dictator can take it from them.
They
become
so of
strong
that no resources
aggressor will dare to attack.
Thecan
greater
part
the natural
needed for a high standard of living,
as well as the greatest spiritual and moraorces in the world, are to be found
among the countries where the people govern. The democracies possess 80
percent of the armed might of the world. As long as they remain separate, it is
necessary for each one to remain-at tremendous cost-armed to the teeth. But,
if we were to combine our armed forces, each nation could afford to decrease its
armaments. Funds now allocated to ships and planes and bombs, and to the
manpower to operate these, could be used instead to produce consumer goods-
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to improve living conditions--and to build a new Atlantic -community in which
peace and progress would go hand in hand.
The Atlantic Union resolution provides the means to found such a community
in our time. And our time may be the end of time unless we, who are still free,
unite to protect our freedom.
However, the Atlantic Union resolution does not commit the United States to
joining a union of the Atlantic democracies. All it does is give the United States
opportunity to show the leadership expected of us in the struggle to safeguard
freedom. Certainly it represents the least this Nation can do.
Too often, of late, this Nation has showed an alarming tendency to neglect its
responsibility for world leadership. We seem to be developing a pattern of telling
Europe to practice what we preach. We say: "You lower tariffs. You stop double
pricing." The beam in our own eye looms large in contrast to these motes in the
eyes of Europeans. Right now we are even hesitating to be represented on the
ECA planning board which is attempting to help Europe develop a sound economy
and hence be able to lower tariff barriers and stabilize price policies.
Americans should realize, before it is too late, that our own economy, our own
safety is tied to the economy and safety- of western Europe. Our best hope for
peace, I submit, is through a working partnership with the western democracies.
The Atlantic Union resolution would permit the President of the United States
to call together the nations that sponsored the Atlantic Pact to see if we and they
can work out terms for such partnership.
This is an exploratory move only. This year there is still time for exploration.
Beyond this year, we will be taking grave risks in counting on time,
That is why I submit that the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations report
the Atlantic Union resolution favorably to the Senate in this session of Congress.
Democratic unity is the single most important factor in stopping war now.
We should not delay in exploring the means to achieve such unity.

Senator KEFAUVER. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Van Zandt will be here this
afternoon. I, unfortunately, told him that I thought it would be this
afternoon before we would reach him. Mr. Streit is here and we can
begin now and, of course, go as long as the committee will go.
enator THOMAS of Utah. We have made arrangements so that we
can continue until 1 o'clock so I think we had better hear Mr. Streit.
Senator KEFAUVER. All right.
Mr. Chairman, I am very happy to introduce to the committee Mr.
Clarence Streit.
I may say that I think Mr. Streit's book, Union Now, is one of the
great studies on this problem the committee is considering.
Mr. Streit, throughout the years, beginning with his work in the
League of Nations, has been one of the few who has continued to work
at this problem doggedly and with determination, in spite of a great
many obstacles, and he is a. deep student on this subject, and I know
that his statement to the committee will be very helpful.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. For the record, Mr. Streit, will you
identify yourself?
STATEMENT OF CLARENCE K. STREIT, MEMBER OF THE NATIONAL
BOARD OF THE ATLANTIC UNION COMMITTEE
Mr. STplrr. My name is Clarence K. Streit, of Missoula, Mont.
I testify as the author of Union Now, and as a member of the national
board of the Atlantic Union Committee. I served in the American
Expeditionary Force to France in World War I, first in the engineers
andthen in the Intelligence Service, where I was attached to President
Wilson's delegation to the peace conference.
Thereafter I was a foreign correspondent in western Europe, covering the rise of Mussolini, the Turko-Greek, and Moroccan wars, the
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Balkans, and so forth. From 1929 to 1939 I covered for the New
York Times the League of Nations and the World Bank, the Manchurian and Ethiopian conflicts, Briand's efforts for European union,
and the major world conferences on disarmament, economics, monetary, and labor problems. This experience led me to write Union Now.
Thereafter, in 1939, I left the Times and have given all my time
to an effort to awaken the public to the need of federating the free.
In that campaign I have crossed this continent more than 20 times
and spoken in nearly every State to more than 1,000 audiences of all
kinds.
SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 57 BASED ON FREEDOM

I am for the Atlantic Union resolution, Senate Concurrent Resolution 57, because it builds our hopes of peace on something far more
powerful than any chunk of the sun, to use Senator McMahon's vivid
description of the hydrogen bomb. This resolution builds peace on
something whose power is creative as well as destructive, and so
marvelous that it can destroy only evil and create only good. This
something is the secret of all our other power. It is so secret that many
of us seem unaware of it ourselves. We need no FBI to keep this
secret from dictators. They could not possibly use it against us.
This mysterious source of all our power is light itself, in the highest
sense of the word, the sense the dictionary gives as "that which illumines or makes clear to the mind," "mental or spiritual illumination
or enlightenment, or its source." It is the power that brings out the
truth, the truth that creates only the true, destroys only the false.
Let us seek light on the source of this great power itself, that we
may build our peace upon it.
Where has the Almighty placed its source on earth? Does it not
lie in the freedom of the individual combined with union of the free?
Does not some bit of it lie scattered invisibly among all the individuals
of our species, a spark of it called conscience? Are not other sparks of
it scattered throughout mankind so unforeseeably that we believe it to
be the interest of all, that each individual should have an equal chance
to let his little light shine out? Do we not trust for truth in some
mysterious power in each individual?
For all these little individual beams to give great light and penetrate
far in space and time, must there not be effective union of them? Union
without freedom gives no light, it brings the night of tyranny. And
freedom without union produces only fog, or anarchy's dark ages.
Do we trust in the truth of any man, unless it stands the light
within us, and within other men and women, including those unborn?
Can this test of truth be made secure in practice without individual
freedom combined with union of the free? Shall we put our billions
and our faith in the fusion of invisible hydrogen atoms-mere matter
for builders-and overlook the fusion of freemen by federal union
because the spark that makes them men instead of matter, builders
instead of tools, is not visible to the eye, because the divine spark in
each of them is so atomic we cannot see it?
You know how I would answer all these questions, but the major
point is this: In asking theip, am I not making the test of any truth in
me your own free confirmatilon of it?
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In the grave problem of securing now peace for years to come, we
must calculate, amid many unknown factors, the risk of this policy or
that. We can reach no answer without basing it to a high degree on
faith in something or other, and the policy we adopt will show what,
in last analysis, we have faith in most.
If we do not put our faith in individual freedom combined with
union of the free, we must put our faith in union without freedom, or
in freedom without union of the free. But the former, we have seen,
is tyranny or dictatorship, and the latter is anarchy, disunion. And
so, if we arrive at a policy that is not built on faith in freedom and
union of the free, it must be a policy that trusts to dictatorship or to
anarchy for peace.
OTHER PROPOSALS QUESTIONED

Because their supporters have not thought their proposals through,
some of the policies now before the Republic would have us put our
faith in dictatorship, others in anarchy, or in both.
Some would trust peace now, and 10 and 20 and 50 years from now,
to the word of a dictator. They would make an offer to him. Whether the offer is one of mutual abolition of the UN veto, general reduction
of atomic or of all armaments with strict inspection through the UN,
or changing the UN into a federation of all the world, what is the point
of devoting precious time to such an offer if one does not see hope of
the dictator accepting it, and does not also trust in his good faith
thereafter?
What is the good of ending an arms race only to enter a race where
victory is to the better conspirator, the country that can thwart inspecIion best and develop the strongest fifth column ready to seize power?
Policies that make dictatorship an equal partner of the free in the
reduction or the governing of armed power make peace-and freedom itself-depend on faith that the dictatorship will change its
spots, and do more; that this leopard of the international jungle
will cast out its very nature, the nature that leads it to slink, lie
camouflaged in wait, and spring with abrupt fury on any trusting
prey that is not too strong for it to kill. Who, on second thought,
would put his faith in this.
Others would put no trust in dictatorhsip changing its spots and
its spirit, yet still they would make it and all the world an equal
offer for moral purposes, and trust the dictator neither to accept
it nor to pretend acceptance in order to prolong negotiations on
details until he has his bombs and has lulled liberty into lethargy.
These policies trust for peace in the dictator quickly saying no, and
in our then organizing in one loose way or other all the remaining
nations, or all of them we can coax in with us.
The backers of these policies put so little faith in freedom that they
make it a point of honor not to leave out any people because it has
shown little or no ability to practice individual freedom even within
its national boundaries.
Just as in the thirties there were those who sought peace by
deliberately refusing to distinguish between aggressors and their
victims, and by expressly applying to both alike the same policy of
neutrality or cash-and-carry, there are those now who ask us to trust
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peace to the belief that safety lies in deliberately treating the free,
the unfree, and the inexperienced in freedom, all alike, as if freedom
made no difference in this matter.
However one does it, or whatever one calls it, to organize the few
free peoples of Athe world together with the many who are free on
paper only, is not to organize a union of the free. This method cannot organize even a union, in the sense of an effective fusion. The
result can be only a loose league at best, not an effective free government, but only some feeble disguise of anarchy. Who, on second
thought, would put his faith in this?
A UNION OF THE FREE

Alone among the policies before you, the Atlantic Union resolution asks you-and asks you unequivocally-to trust for peace in individual freedom and federal union of the free as the keystone of the
temple. Alone, this resolution is rooted in and inspired by the deeply
religious faith, a faith too deep for it to matter whether the Almighty
be called God or Allah or something else, the faith that there is in
every man a spark of the divine, and that the more these sparks
are free of every shutter and fused together federally, the more
the false must flee, the truth prevail, and the more mankind shall
enjoy not bnly peace but light on everything.
May I tell you briefly why we believe that now as in Webster's day
we can put our faith most reasonably and most securely in liberty
and union, one and inseparable?
First, why this combination forms the key to peace, on both the
political and the economic sides.
Second, why we urgently need to unite the freest peoples in the
strongest way, if we are to keep this key to peace.
Third, why federal union is the strongest way to unite them.
Fourth, why Atlantic Union now would end the arms race, if anything can.
To begin with the first point: Individual freedom, combined with
union of the free, is the best safeguard of peace, rather than peace
the safeguard of freedom.
Because the great danger we face lies in surprise atomic attack,
many assume that the danger is in the arms themselves. But even
hydrogen bombs do not go off by themselves. There must be a will to
pull the trigger. How is that will, the national will, formed? For
all practical purposes, the armed power of the world is now divided
by two systems of forming the national will. In one group the national will is formed by individual freedom, in the other by communist dictatorship.
Individual freedom serves both by its philosophy and by its institutions to keep a nation from using its atomic or other armed power
to attack others by surprise in peacetime. Its philosophy puts the
highest value on the dignity, happiness, life, and liberty of each person
equally, and institutes government to serve these ends.
The institutions of individual freedom divide the national will
into a myriad equal independent individual wills of the severeign
citizens, and require it to be formed only by majority agreement.
This insures. sharp division, slow decision, the utmost publicity
64429--50-1I9
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through free press, free speech, free elections, opposition parties, and
so on, not to forget public hearings such as this where every policy
is aired. But the more slowly and the more publicly the national will
is formed, the less possible it becomes for that nation to attack by
surprise. The safeguard is not perfect, but the more individual
liberty there is, the stronger this safeguard becomes.
The opposite of all this is true of dictatorship. The philosophy
behind it is not that light lies scattered among all men, but that light
is concentrated in one man alone, that he alone knows the truth and
needs not test it by the light in other men, but is justified in imposing
it on others by fraud or force and sacrificing millions so that his
"truth" shall rule future generations. This is the philosophy of
dictatorship at its best, and it is only worsened when lust of power
corrupts it, as it always does.
Where the institutions of liberty serve to inculcate in the government obedience to the will of the people, those of dictatorship serve
to make the people blindly obedient to the government. They concentrate the national will in the will of one man, and you cannot form
the national will more swiftly or more secretly than by leaving it to
one man's will. Dictatorship maintains even in peacetime a censorship more complete than liberty permits even in war.
Even in the fields where circumstances now force secrecy on the free,
their institutions inevitably cause them to give much more light than
dictatorship on importants facts. One of the most important facts
from a military standpoint is the location of atomic plants, to give
but one example. Even when the British arrested Dr. Fuchs on the
charge of being a Communist spy, the court proceedings brought out
the fact that he worked at the atomic research laboratory at Harwell,
and our press supplied the additional information that Harwell is
"55 miles southwest of London." This-and similar information
about Oak Ridge, Hanford, Los Alamos-has long been known, but
has Soviet Russia yet published any clue as to where its own atomic
work is being done?
Dictatorship facilities to the nth degree surprise attack in peacetime, and the Communist variety worsens in several ways the usual
dangers in dictatorship. Communism is rooted in a vast country
whose people have never known individual liberty. They have been
habituated to blind obedience to their government, to censorship and
secrecy, much too long for these habits to be changed soon, least of all
by a treaty-given promise of the dictator who profits most from this.
The Communist dictatorship, moreover, has succeeded in inculcating blind obedience to it even among some Americans, Englishmen,
Frenchmen, Canadians, who are in no danger of its concentration
camps. It has gained its power by a technique of conspiracy, spying,
boring from within, which it has developed to the highest degree.
This dictatorship is not only designed for surprise attack with all
the arms it has, but for secret violation of any agreement to reduce,
control, and inspect armaments which it signs. For the free to make
such an agreement with it is merely to change an arms race, which
they can win by their greater productive and moral power and by
uniting now their strength, into a race in fraud which the free are
bound to lose, a race in thwarting inspection, hiding hydrogen bombs,
conspiring to convert peaceful atomic plants to purposes of war.
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ECONOMIC THREAT TO SECURITY

,Turn from the political to the economic side. Here the threat is no
less dangerous, but more insidious. It lies partly in the burden of paying for past war and preparing for future war causing monetary depreciation, and thus wiping out the middle class, which Marxism aims
to destroy, and increasing the misery of the poor. Inflation paved the
way for communism's spread through China. And while it was
spreading there, successive devaluations in France, Britain, western
Europe have been wiping out the value of the war bonds, the insurance
policies, the savings of the middle class, converting more and more
of it into the proletariat, despite Marshall aid.
The economic threat lies also in the danger of our suffering the economic collapse that has followed every one of our major wars, and
that we have not yet suffered since the last one.
It lies, too, in a fall in living standards causing nations, in a
vain effort to raise them, to deliver themselves to the political systemdictatorship-that most facilitates aggression. Communism is designed to profit most from this economic peril. Indeed, the Communists count on it to deliver the world to them without war. To
escape this danger, the crying need is more production at less cost;
and freedom, combined with union of the free, is the key to production.
Experience proves this.
It is significant that the peoples that have contributed the least to
invention and discovery are those that have suffered autocracy the
longest, and that most of the world-changing discoveries and inventions have developed where individuals were freest, where men respected most the spark of light in every man. Let us not forget that
the Communist dictatorship produced an atomic explosion sooner
than was expected, it was not so much by scientific or technological
know-how as by conspiratorial know-how.
It is no less significant that the peoples with the lowest productive
rates per man and the lowest standards of living are those that have
longest endured dictatorship; and that those where the individual
produces most and lives best are those that have longest practiced
individual freedom. This is true whether they are rich in natural
resources as the United States, or are without any, as Switzerland.
From Switzerland and Sweden to America and Australia, individual
freedom began with mountains and fjords, wilderness, and deserts.
Yet everywhere, invariably, it has given the highest production and
the highest living standards to the people who put freedom first, above
peace and even life itself.
The Communists' sloganeer, "You can't eat freedom." What has the
world been eating, what has stood between millions and starvation
since the war, what but the products of freedom in the United States,
Canada, Switzerland, a few other unions of the free that the war left
intact?- The fact is that freedom combined with union of the free
is not only the best safeguard against aggressive use of armed power,
but the best breadwinner the human race has ever found, the surest
safeguard against dictatorship rising from within.
UNITY OF FREE URGENTLY NEEDED

Let me turn to my second point, and give four quick reasons why
we urgently need to unite the free in the strongest way.
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For one thing, the free are so few. Many talk as if it sufficed to
want to be free, as if it were easy to create and maintain a free government. Their proposals to change the United Nations as a body into
a world government imply that this is even less difficult, that it is so
easy that nations who have never succeeded in constituting or long
maintaining a free government within their national boundaries can
succeed in doing this on a world scale.
The fact is, it is so difficult for any people to govern themselves
with equal individual freedom, to constitute and continue what I
mean by a union of the free, that I find only about one-seventh of mankind has succeeded in doing this even fairly well on a national scale
for so short a time as 50 years. About half of this one-seventh is
supplied by the United States, and you know how far short we fall of
our ideals of equal liberty. The other half, no less imperfect, is
weakly divided in a dozen or so sovereign nations: Canada, the United
Kingdom, the Netherlands, Belgium, Luxemburg, France Switzerland, the Scandinavians, Ireland, Australia, New Zealand, and the
Union of South Africa.
This is no hard and fast list. Perhaps you find that some of these
hardly qualify; perhaps you would add a few other nations. Still
the conclusion remains that free government is very young, -that
freedom is very hard to practice, that the free are very few, in a small
minority in a world accustomed to dictatorship since the year one.
Must not one conclude, too, that modern techniques in mass destruction
have immensely increased the danger to this small minority, make it
imperative that it gain without deray the strength that lies in union?
If you agreed before that freedom is the best safeguard against depression and aggression, must you not conclude, further, that the
danger to the free is a danger to all humanity, that the safety of mankind lies in union of the free?
My second reason is that the aggressiveness of dictatorship by its
very nature respects only the fact of decisively superior force. The
Kremlin has proved more than once its proneness to appease such
power. It has also proved its reluctance to let even the certainty of
winning the opening battle induce it to begin a war where it might
lose the final battle.
My third reason why it is urgent to unite the free in the strongest
way is that the threat today is not only atomic, but economic. The
Kaiser, Hitler, the Japanese war lords, none of these could hope to
win the world by the burden of preparation for war causing economic
collapse, but the Communists could win this way, and seem to count
on it.
My fourth reason is that the free institutions that make great power
relatively safe in the hands of the free require them now to have a
vastly greater margin of superior power in every field than before.
The basic cause of this is that today mountains, channels and oceans
are not the cards they once were, but the free still have to win while
playing with their cards face up.
There is simply no way on earth whereby all us American citizens
can know what our Government is planning or doing without all the
rest of the world-the Kremlin included-knowing as much as we
know. We can tell what some other peoples, the Canadians, British,
French, Dutch, Belgians, and a few other democracies are doing, be-
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cause they have the same institutions for keeping control of their government that we have. But practically speaking, we have little more
means of knowing what a dictatorship is planning or doing than its
own slaves have.
And so, as I see it, we are engaged in a game where Uncle Sam sits
-here with his cards face up, and John Bull there with his cards face
up, and Marianne of France over here with cards face up-the searchlight of the press playing on all of them, and up their sleeves and
under their part of the table to see if anything phony is going onand striving vainly to reach the otlier end of the table where sits the
master of the Kremlin with his cards carefully hidden.
How are we going to win in a game where we must play with cards
face up, and the other player doesn't? We cannot turn ours down
without going the way of dictatorship ourselves, abandoning individual liberty without a blow, putting out the light which makes our
power safe and productive, sacrificing the source of all our power.
How can we keep our cards face up, and still win?
J know only one answer to that question. It is to have so strong
a hand that no one can hope to beat it. flow can we give such a hand
to freedom? Again I know only one answer: By ceasing to leave freedom's aces divided, by ceasing to let them be played against each other,
by combining them in one hand played by common federal government, by union of the free.
FEDERAL UNION STRONGEST WAY TO UNITE

I come to my third point. Why is federal union the strongest way
to unite the free? What are the alternatives? The UN? Like the
other policies before you, it strives to unite the unfree, the inexperienced and the free all together. It serves a useful purpose, but it is
no answer to the question, How to unite the free in the strongest way?
If it were, there would have been no need for the Atlantic Pact.
Is this alliance the answer? Clearly not. Another witness for
Atlantic Union will bring out the inadequacy of alliance. Let me
touch only on the basic reason why a union is far more reliable than
the strongest alliance: In an alliance the supreme loyalty is not to the
alliance but to each nation in it, because of the principle of national
sovereignty on which alliances are built. This encourages each government in an alliance to sacrifice an ally's interest when dire emergency makes this seem to them the best way to save their own nation.
When the people of different states or nations foim a federal union,
they divide their loyalty as citizens between their state and their union,
but their supreme loyalty is to the union. Or rather it is to the principle of individual liberty, the principal that man is not made for the
sovereignty of the state, but the state is made for the sovereignty of
the citizen, and is to be remade or extended when this will clearly
serve better the freedom of the individual.
The fact that the citizen would be the sovereign if the principles of
free -ederation were fully applied in an Atlantic Union makes some
Americans fear that the United States would then be flooded with
immigrants. The facts do not bear out this fear. The other six democracies which Senate Concurrent Resolution 57 would invite to
explore union with us-Canada, Britain, France, the Netherlands,
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Belgium, and Luxemburg-did not fill their quotas in the thirties before the war, nor does this group fill them now. The total quota of
this group is now 73,364, and the total number of immigrants the
United States received from them in 1947 was 26,195; in 1948, 35,738;
in 1949, 30,895. If we add the Scandinavian and Swiss democracies to
this group, the total quota rises to 82,043, and the total 1949 immigration to only 38,260.
One need only consider how much more insecure the citizen would
be in every 1 of our 48 States if they were united in an alliance of
sovereign States, as the Atlantic Pact countries are, instead of in a
federal union of sovereign citizens, to understand that an Atlantic
Union would put much greater power behind our freedom than could
any alliance.
It would be so much stronger that it could end the present arms race,
if anything could, which brings me to my fourth point. Such is the
amazing productive power of individual freedom that the peoples who
have practiced freedom longest, though only one-seventh of the world's
population, control the great bulk of the world's power. Power can
be divided into the four suits of a deck of cards, and we need only
unite the existing strength of these few democracies effectively by
federal union to give freedom's hand all four aces and the joker, too.
It would hold the ace of clubs, or armed power; the ace of spades,
industrial power; the ace of diamonds, raw material power; and the
strongest act, the ace of hearts, moral power. I said the joker, too,
and that would be the union's power-and, I trust, its policy-of extending its federal tie as rapidly as this proved practicable to other
nations that desired admission to the union. Its creation, like the
creation of the United States, would greatly encourage other nations to
practice individual freedom. With every new state admitted to the
union, its huge superiority in armed, industrial, raw material, and
moral power would increase still more.
The far west of this union-in the sense of a vast area awaiting
development, from which new member states would surely comewould lie to the south and cover two continents, South America and
Africa.
But it is important to note that, to end the dangers in the present
arms race, if anything can do this, we need only federate effectively
with the few experienced democracies with whom we can now form
a full federal union. For we would thereby increase the power of
freedom, cut the cost of defense, and stimulate production, all so much
as to remove both the economic and the military threats we face today.
The Kremlin would not dare attack, and it could no longer hope to win
by run-away inflation and economic collapse.
Justice Roberts has already shown how groundless are the fears
that other non-Communist nations would fall in the arms of the
Kremlin if they were not invited to the proposed conference. I would
add that, in my judgment, the union from the start could count on
the friendlinest relations with practically all the non-Communist
nations of the world. It would be the natural leader and chief bulwark of a group totaling, with itself, 62 percent of the world's pop~ulation. It would inherit the specially close relationship of the United
States with the Philippines and Latin America, no longer vexed
by the present rivalry with Britain in Argentine and other republics
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there. It would also inherit the special relationship of Britain with
India, Pakistan, Burma, and Ceylon, and the rest of the sterling area;
and of the Netherlands with the United States of Indonesia. It
would be a threat to no nation, and every non-Communist one would
look to it as its chief protection from the Cominform.
In my experience in international affairs, and my study of their
history, good relations 'between nations are based on self-interest,
not on invitations to a conference. In addition to the factors noted
above, all the other nations would have this major reason to be friendly
to the union. It would form not only, as Justice Roberts pointed out,
the best market for their produce, and their only source of many supplies, but the only place where they could hope to get the funds they
need four their own development.
To a degree that would prove very trying to the Kremlin; this would
also be true for China, and even more for the European satellites who
would need this union market far more than it would need their
produce. It would even be true to a substantial degree for Soviet
Russia itself. The materials useful to its arming, which it now gets
from the western Europeans, and which the United States has vainly
sought to have its allies stop selling, might be cut off by an Atlantic
Union if the Kremlin did not become more friendly.
DEFENSE COSTS LOWER

What is more, by securing greater defensive power at less cost,
and by stimulating production-by giving it not only greater security
but the advantages of economic and monetary union-the Atlantic
Union could lower the price of many maufactured goods. This
would greatly benefit every nation seeking to improve the condition
of its people, and help with their support.
Consider the alternative. What good i.s it to India, if, for its sake,
we refuse to explore Atlantic Union, and are driven by the dangers
of continued disunion to a policy, not of cannons before butter, but
of bombs instead of tea? What will it profit Brazil if we let the high
cost of disunion of the free drive us to a policy of cutting down our
coffee so as to buy more planes?
The real danger we run of losing more of the world to communism
from within lies in continuing to pay the high cost of disunion, in
delaying to put behind freedom the vast advantages of federal union.
But we can make still nore sure of the continued friendship of all
the non-Communist nations, at least, by an amendment to the Atlantic
Union resolution, which I would like to suggest.
RELATION OF ATLANTIC UNION TO WORLD FEDERATION

As the author of a book whose readers have become divided, I find
myself in a peculiar position. Many of the readers of Union Now
favor the Atlantic Union resolution. Others of its readers favor
the world federation resolution. Still others favor both.
I myself support the Atlantic Union resolution, but I have always
worked for Atlantic Union as a step toward an eventual free world
government. And so, speaking for myself-for the Atlantic Union
Committee Board has not yet taken position on this-I would suggest
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that a second paragraph be added to the resolving clause of the
Atlantic Union resolution, to read as follows:
2. That this Atlantic Federal Convention be called as the next step in strengthening the United Nations and in attaining a more distant goal which, in the
sense of Congress, should be a fundamental objective of the foreign policy of
the United States; namely, the development of a free world federation which
would be open to all nations willing and able to maintain its principles of free,
representative government, and which would be capable of effectively safeguarding individual liberty, preventing aggression and preserving peace by its
defined and limited powers to enact, interpret, amend, and enforce world law.

This amendment would incorporate in the Atlantic Union resolution much of the language and all the major provisions of the world
federation resolution (S. Con. Res. 56), while adding certain necessary safeguards, particularly as regards freedom and the United
Nations.
As resolution 56 now stands, it makes no provision that the world
government it seeks shall preserve individual liberty. This omission
is no doubt due to oversight on the part of its sponsors.
As it now stands, the world federation resolution is quite compatible with dictatorship, slavery, and terror. It fits the kind of
world government we would suffer if the present Soviet Communist
Federation achieved its dream of bringing all the world under its
law.
I know that this kind of world government and law is far from
the one the backers of the world federation resolution have in mind,
and so I trust they will welcome its being made clear that they aim
at a free world government, or a free world legal order.
Experience proves that it can be practicable and wise for free governments to cooperate to some degree with dictatorial governments
not only in alliances but in league such as the United Nations. Such
associations by their nature must be formed without individual liberty
being effectively safeguarded in the treaty establishing them.
To constitute a federation, a government, is-it cannot be emphasized too much-quite a different thing from forming an alliance,
league, or other association of governments.
Since Americans began constituting government they have always
been careful to make sure that the government was not only of the
people, but by and for the people, for their individual freedom. Surely no American would, on second thought, seek as a fundamental objective of United States policy the formation of a world government
that gave no safeguard for human liberty.
The only other important changes that my amendment makes in
the world federation resolution may be thus clarified:
As that resolution now stands, it permits its objective to be achieved
only through the development of the UN. My amendment, while calling for the strengthening of the UN and permitting us to make the
most of every opportunity to develop it into a world government, does
not restrict us to achieving a free world federation only by UN action.
It leaves all possibilities open.
My amendment, moreover, makes clear that world federation is "a
more distant goal." It thus guards against the resolution, once
adopted, being interpreted as authorizing immediate or premature
attempts by the United States to change the UN into a world federation. Such attempts could only result, in my judgment, in wrecking
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the sole world political organization mankind now possesses, and
leaving the nations not only sharply divided into two camps but lacking even the common meeting place that Lake Success now provides.
Some argue that the United States should nonetheless make immediately an attempt either to make UN a world government or at
least to abolish the veto, both of which are certain to be vetoed by the
Kremlin. They contend this would improve our moral position and
fix-the responsibility for failure on Soviet Russia. They assume the
UN would continue thereafter as before, and believe it would then be
safe for the United States to form within the UN a federation or alliance of all the nations that had proved willing to make one when
the offer was made to Moscow.
My 10 years of experience covering the League of Nations for the
New York Times helps convince me that all this, though it seems quite
plausible, is very unsound speculation.
Unless one is aiming to go to war, and ready for war, it is wiser not
to try to pin down certain responsibilities, or to attempt to maneuver
humiliating a hole. A careful jockeyinto too isopenly
powerposition
a great
for
eig moral
too often
the immediate prelude to war. It is
very likely to be, if one of the disputants is more concerned with
fixing blame on the other than with facing him with power too effective
and overwhelming to be challenged.
A federation formed by the above process-that is,of combining
those nations, excluding Russia, which do accept the otter-would not
only tauten present tension to the breaking point but it would invite
attack. Those who assume it would be stronger than the proposed
Atlantic Union repeat a time-honored error, the one that brought
the Persians to grief at Marathon and Salamis. They confuse mere
numbers with power. They reckon the loosely organized horde to
be stronger than the smaller but closely knit phalanx.
Above all, they overlook the basic fact that the great bulk of nonCommunist armed, industrial and developed raw material power in
the world today is in the hands of the few North Atlantic democracies with which the Atlantic Union resolution would begin the
formation of a world federal union.
To try to federate all the non-Communist world does not change
the -facts of power; it can result only in shifting away from the
experienced Atlantic democracies more or less of the control they
now possess over their power. If they should consent to enough shift
of control to make the federtaion a real federation, which is highly
unlikely, they would merely be placing their power in less experienced
hands. What could encourage the Kremlin more? If they refused
thus to shift control of their power, the result would be another loose
league instead of a federation, a smaller UN.
By taking either course we would not only sacrifice the overwhelmingly powerful federal union we could make with the other Atlantic
democracies, but we would sacrifice precious time. The Kremlin could
string out the discussion as it did the vain proposal for a world atomic
authority. While the negotiations for the latter went on, the Kremlin
succeeded in learning how to make an atomic explosion. Shall we
gve it time now to develop the H bomb, by putting our trust in policies
that require us to begin by asking the Kremlin's consent?
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The Atlantic Union resolution avoids these perils. Such union
requires no action by the UN. Stalin cannot veto it. We thus avoid
waste of precious time. We also avoid the kind of debate that would
ruin the UN.
We preserve it, too, by not attempting to federate all its non-Comi-imnist members, but only a few Atlantic democracies at the start.
We do not split it into two clear-cut camps; we leave the greatest
number of its members where they are today, in between us and the
Kremlin, but with us in an emergency.
By the Atlantic Union resolution we preserve, too, the Charter's
bridge to the Russian people, and also all the possibilities the Charter
gives of lining up a coalition of all the non-Communist world behind
the union in the improbable event the Kremlin should threaten it.
Even though the UMNis not strong enough to insure peace, and even
though it cannot be seriously strengthened by Charter amendment,
it still can perform so many valuable services to peace that we should
seek to preserve it.
The Atlantic Union resolution, in short, would avoid the dangers
other policies involve, would preserve the UN and strengthen it
in substance, and, by my amendment, would commit us to the goal of
ultimate free world federation. And yet it would let us begin at once
to explore whether we can now form the nucleus of such a free federal union with the other sponsors of the North Atlantic Pact. By
joining with them in a federal union of the free, we can confront
the Kremlin in good time with far more power than we can otherwise put behind freedom and peace, and at far less cost. -We can
thus block its scheme to win the world through economic disaster
and further monetary depreciation in the Atlantic area. We can
confront the Kremlin with such immense armed, industrial, financial,
raw material and moral power that Soviet Russia dare not challenge
it.
Thus we can stabilize the world situation long enough for the slow
evolution, without world war, of our ultimate objective, a free federation of all the world. By this policy we wed the practical to the
ideal. We put freedom on the march by creating this ever growing
union of the free.
The more we identify our policy with freedom, the better will be our
chance to federate firmly, and the more prestige freedom will have.
We cannot hope to reduce armaments by example, but we can hope by
example to increase freedom's control over arms.
Nothing succeeds, we know, like success. Think how the success
of our Thirteen little States in forming the first federal union encouraged the Latin American colonies to revolt and model their
governments on ours. Cosider how many nations sought to copy
Britain's parliament when parliament made Britain the strongest
of powers.
We must put our faith, I said, in something, and the more clearly we
put it in freedom for the light in every man, then the more clearly the
results will show that freedom does lead to prosperity and peace. The
clearer we make this, the more rapidly other nations will seek to be
freer themselves, and to join in our union. The more clearly we
demonstrate that freedom works when coupled with federal union,
then the more nations we shall find imitating our institutions. These
actions of America will speak more tellingly than any "Voice."
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Identify freedom clearly with power for peace and production,
prove it by the fruits of union, promise to admit to the union those
who best practice freedom, and you irresistibly stimulate the human
imitative instinct. Carry out this premise once the union is made,
and even the Kremlin itself cannot forever resist this peaceful, mounting pressure toward freedom and union. If this will not bring its
dictatorship down without war, nothing else can.
It will take time to work out this Atlantic Union. But it will also
take time to work out other solutions. They can be tried simultaneously, too, but what will we have for the time that we spend?
There is only one way we can immediately affect the whole situation.
It is by the effect of our action on the spirits of men, by the awe we
arouse in the Kremlin, the respect we inspire all through the world,
the faith we inspire where people are free. And nothing could so
electrify men, make dictators feel week in the knees, and turn the
world tide overnight, than for the United States Senate to vote to call
this Atlantic Union convention this year.
I say this year, for if we try like mice to nibble and gnaw our way
to this move, if we wait for events to force it upon us, we shall have
nibbled and gnawed away nearly all its effect on the spirits of men.
This is a time to remember that the American emblem is no mouse, but
an eagle.
Sooner or later, some of us will have to be bolder than we have been
of late years. If we drift into war by being even more prudent than
is this call for a convention to explore Atlantic Union, then the
young will have to make up in daring for our reckless caution. If we
are to see dictatorship, for once in our lifetime, undone without war,
the bolder action now needed for this will have to come from us
older men. I trust the Senate will set the example, will give the light
that can save the world.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Mr. Streit, could you come back this
afternoon for any questions the Senators may have?
Mr. STR.
With great pleasure.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. We will stand in recess until 2: 30 this
afternoon.
(Whereupon, at 1 p. in., the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene
at 2: 30 p. m.)
AFTER RECESS

(The hearing was resumed at 2: 30 p. in., upon the expiration of the
recess, Senator Elbert D. Thomas of Utah (chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.,
Senator KEFAUVER. Mr. Chairman, I am very happy to introduce
Mr. J. Parker Van Zandt.
In the presentation of the testimony we have tried to have particular
witnesses discuss particular aspects of the problem, and Mr. Van
Zandt is president of the Aviation Research Institute and he will
deal with specific problems in air geography and the strategic importance of western Europe in the air age.
May I say that Mr. Van Zandt is the author of a number of books
dealing with air geography. He was a captain in the Air Force; I
believe he holds license No. 17. He was a member of' the Brookings
Institution research staff for 5 years, and is well qualified to discuss the
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particular problems of strategic importance to western Europe and
the Atlantic Union resolution from that viewpoint.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. For the record, will you identify yourself, Mr. Van Zandt, please?
STATEMENT OF J. PARKER VAN ZANDT, PRESIDENT,
AVIATION RESEARCH INSTITUTE
Mr. VAN ZANDT. My name is J. Parker Van Zandt. I am president
of the Aviation Research Institute, which is a nonprofit organization
engaging in educational and scientific research, primarily in the transportation field.
I have a very brief statement, Mr. Chairman, to read, if you will
permit me to do so.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Please.
AIR FORCE REQUIRES REORIENTATION

Mr. VAN ZANDT. The Air Age requires a reappraisal of our conventional ideas of geography. Our ideas of the world are largely
based on a map devised for mariners in wooden sailing ships 380 years
ago. The Mercator map was a wonderful chart in its day and still is
unsurpassed as a regional navigation chart at sea; but used as a pictorial likeness of the world we live on, its grotesque distortions have
done immense harm.
Mercator wall maps have hung before us so long in classrooms, lecture halls, and offices that their untruths are in our very blood. They
have colored our international thinking, fostered isolationism, and
warped our outlook for generations. In Mercator-type maps errors
in size, direction, and distance can be serious enough, but the mis.
representation of continental relationships is the falsehood that has
done the most harm.
The truth is that, geographically, most of us have a mental picture
of a world that isn't so. Los Angeles, Calif., for example, actually is
nearer Moscow than it is to Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. Chicago is closer.
to the Dardanelles than it is to the capital of Argentina.
Of course, any flat map of the entire world, no matter what the projection, involves great distortion. A globe has three dimensions, a
flat map two. When you squeeze out the third dimension you are
bound to introduce distrotions. No continuous flat map can present a
satisfactory likeness of the surface of an entire sphere. As much as
half a world, however, or a hemisphere, can be pictured reasonably
well by several different projections. If it were possible to compress
all the world that matters into a single hemisphere, we could project
on a sheet of paper a likeness of such a half-world that would be
reasonably free from misleading distortions.
No such hemisphere exists, of course, but astonishingly enough,
there is one that very closely approximates it, as I discovered some
years ago when serving on the research staff of the Brookings Institution, and described in a book, published by Brookings called the
Geography of World Air Transport.
Obviously, the globe can be divided into any number of different
pairs of half-spheres, depending on where you happen to choose your
pole, or center. Suppose you choose the center in western France,
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about 170 miles south of the Normandy beaches-just southeast of
Nantes, off the Bay of Biscay-with that as the pole, cut the globe in
half and you get the hemisphere shown in the first chart.
Mr. VAN ZAN]rr. Within this hemisphere is almost nine-tenths of
all the ice-free land area of the world.
Ninety-four percent of all the people on earth are concentrated in
this half.
Ninety-eight percent of the world's industry is carried on here.
This is the half sphere in which the major portions of the world's
natural resources, technical skill, and financial strength are found.
It is incomparably the most important part of the globe to mankind.
I have called it the principal hemisphere.
Now look at the other half of the world:
Mr. VAN ZANDT. Except for Australia, Indonesia, and the tip of
South America, it is almost all a watery or icy waste that contributes
little to the vast majority of people on earth. It contains about 10
percent of the land area of the world, 6 percent of the world's population, 2 percent of the world's industry. Most of the principal markets and airways of the world are in the opposite half.
Returning now to the principal hemisphere, the first chart, note that
the United States, Europe, Africa, and Asia are all included. They
are all part of the same single hemisphere. The old so-called Western
Hemisphere on which most of us were brought up is an antiquated
nineteen century political concept that has outlived its original usefulness.
It is the Atlantic Ocean, rather than the Arctic Ocean, which is
the new Mediterranean of our air-age world. Commercial air routes
of the future are not likely to be laid out across the North polar
regions; few, indeed, will go as far north as the Arctic Circle. Neither
the pole nor the Pacific Ocean figures importantly in the principal
hemisphere. Alaska does, however. The best air route to Asia
is overland, via Alaska; Shanghai, for example, is more than 2,000
miles closer to San Francisco by the overland route than across the
Pacific.
The world's most important international airway lies across the
North Atlantic, linking the United States with Great Britain and
Europe. These two areas together produce almost three-fourths of
the factory output of the world, close to two-thirds of the total annual
income of the human race, and well over half the inter-regional world
trade. While representing only one-quarter of the world's population,
over one-third of the cultivated land is in these two areas combined
and over one-half of the urban population represented by cities of
100,000 or more.
By geographical accident and the advent of air transportation,
Europe holds the central position in the principal hemisphere.
Europe lies close to the hub. The United States is farther out toward
the periphery. Ninety-four percent of the world market is closer, on
the average, to Europe than to any other region on earth-well within
a quarter of the earth's circumference.
Fortunately for the United States, there are two compensating
factors of major importance which tend to offset the disadvantage of
our peripheral location in the principal hemisphere. One is our
gigantic industrial development; we represent a large segment of the
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world market ourselves. The other is our favorable maritime position.
As long as the great bulk of world commodities continues to move by
sea our position facing two oceans, and our bountiful harbors, will
constitute factors of tremendous importance in our national economy.
Nevertheless it is a basic fact, with respect to the air age, that the
favored position, other things being equal, is at the hub of the principal hemisphere. As the air age develops, this advantage will become
more and more evident.
Perhaps a useful analogy can be drawn between the situation which
the United States faced in the early nineteenth century and that which
it faces today, on the threshold of the air age: then, some of our leaders
sought to isolate the United States in the eastern half of the American
Continent. They referred to the midwestern plains as "a desert barrier planned by Providence to keep the American people from thin
diffusion and ruin." Others with vision and courage, however, seized
the first opportunity to bring the Louisiana Territory into the Union
and to make the now fertile midwestern plains the central portion of
our great country.
In the union of the democratic peoples of the Atlantic community
there may exist today a similar opportunity to create an unshakeable
bulwark for our free institutions in the air age.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Your charts have arrived.
Mr. VAN ZANDT. May I amplify the statement slightly?
This [chart] shows the principal hemisphere, with the center chosen
150 miles south of the Normandy beaches.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Why do you choose that spot as the
center? It is not the actual center of your sphere, is it?
Mr. VAN ZANDT. Actually it is the center of the sphere. This circle
is shown as the center of lines radiating from the center of Europe.
It is only a schematic demonstration of Europe and the lines coming
from it. The actual physical center is close to Nantes here, on the west
side of France.
This is the North Pole of the globe. The center of this particular
hemisphere is chosen so that the greatest amount of land area, industrial activity, and population is included in that half of the world.
As you see, this one hemisphere includes the United States, Europe,
Asia, Africa, and the major portion of South America.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. You mentioned that Alaska is in this
hemisphere.
Mr. VAN ZANDT. Alaska is in this hemisphere and is the overland
route to Asia, this being Japan and Korea.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Will you demonstrate what your statement said with regard to the map is true? Will you show us how it
is 2,000 miles closer to Shanghai from San Francisco, for example?
Mr. VAN ZANDT. San Francisco would be on the coast, where this
circle is shown, and the shortest line between any two points on the
earth's surface is a great circle. Any great circle within the hemisphere cannot go outside the hemisphere without being outside the
great-circle area, so that from San Francisco to Shanghai the shortest
route would be the great-circle route. To cross by the Pacific Ocean
one has to go to the other half of the world and would come across this
area over to Shanghai, and it would be,2,000 miles farther, going over
to the other half of the world and coming back in again on th~q side.
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The contrast with what is in the other half of the world is startling
when you see that only the tip of South America, Australia, New
Zealand, and some of the islands of Indinesia are included, along with
the ice cap. Most of it is watery and icy waste. Here over ninetenths of the area, over 94 percent of the population, and over 98 percent of the industry of the world is concentrated, and we could, for
most practical purposes, consider this as the part of the world that
matters, eliminate the other entirely, and you have the vast concentration of elements of importance to thg human race.
The importance of the center of the principal hemisphere is that
Europe thus lies closer, on the average, to all the markets than any
point lying on the periphery, and thus, by geographical accident and
the advent of air transport, Europe acquires a new importance in the
air age which it might not have had prior to the development of
aviation.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Then Europe continues to be the center
of what we Europeans call civilization, even when we get into the air,
does it?
Mr. VAN ZANDT. It is the geographical center of the half of the
world most important to the human race.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Can you make a map made up of a combination of these two spheres or semispheres on a flat basis to help
those of us who were brought up on the old map to see the world as it
is all at one glance?
Mr. VAN ZANDT. Unfortunately, Mr. Chairman, it is impossible to
make a map of the whole world, a continuous flat map, which does
not introduce very grave distortions. There is an old statement which
says that any flat map, any map that lies flat, lies. It includes distortions, and even these have certain distortions in them, but the distortion is limited in order to represent a curved surface on a flat sheet.
The distortions here are limited to spreading the scale at the periphery, but the directions and distances from the central point are all
true.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Senator Smith?
WESTERN EUROPE AS HUB OF MODERN WORLD

Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Just to get the relation of this to
the pending resolution, I gather you are trying to demonstrate that
the European group we are discussing union with is the hub of the
whole important world, as you express it. Is that the point of the
presentation?
Mr. VAN ZANDT. Yes, sir. I have suggested that importance to the
United States of union or close alliance with Europe may bear some
analogy to the historical relation of our relationship to the Middle
West and far West a century ago.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Of course, you include in that important hemisphere, as you call it, the countries that are outside of
the proposed union as well as the ones inside. The only thing left out,
apparently, is Australia.

Mr. VAN ZANDT. That is very true. That is geography, and I

present only the facts of geography, and perhaps the important thing
is that the United States, contrary to our feeling, is not the point
whpre the center of the world sticks vividly out. We are actually on
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the periphery of the most important half of the world, and it will be
to our advantage to recognize that peripheral location and to ally ourselves with the advantageous central proposition.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. You would not be brave enough to go so
far as to change the words "United States" to "Boston," would you, in
that statement?
Mr. VAN ZANDT. I do not want to make any invidious comparisons.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. You are suggesting possibly we
ought to be a little more humble than we have been in the past, that
we are not the hub of the universe that perhaps many of us felt we were.
Mr. VAN ZANDT. Yes, sir.

Senator

THOMAS

of Utah. Is that all?

Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I have no further questions.
Senator KFFAUVER. Do you have copies of that chart that can be
put in the record? Would that be of any assistance?
Senator THOMAS of Utah. It would be of great assistance. That is
why I have asked these schoolboy questions. I suppose they can be
put it in black and white.
Mr. VAN ZANDT. We have got photographs from which these were
blown up, which might be useful to put in the record.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. We will appreciate having them, and
we will see if they cannot go in the record.
Mr. VAN ZANDT. They are black and white, and might serve your
purpose.
Sep ator THOMAS of Utah. Thank you very much.
Mr Streit, Senator Smith wanted to ask you some questions.
STATEMENT OF CLARENCE K. STREIT-Resumed
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Mr. Streit, I was very much interested in your testimony this morning, as I have been in your writings
on this very important subject, and in order to get the facts clear in
my own mind I recall that in your first book you advocated the union
of the Anglo-Saxon people, did you not?
Mr. STEIT. No, Senator. I advocated in Union Now a union of
all the experienced democratic countries. There were 15 listed there,
and that was not a hard-and-fast number. It included the United
States, Canada, Britain, Eire, France, Switzerland, Holland, Belgium,
Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Australia, New Zealand, and South
Africa. That was in Union Now.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I misunderstood that.
Mr. ST=ET. Thereafter, disunion delivered the European democracies either to Hitler or they were surrounded as Switzerland and
Sweden were, and only the British democracies were left. In those
circumstances I proposed in a second book a provisional union with
the British and Canadians and the other Commonwealth members,
pending the liberation of the democracies on the Continent. When
they were liberated I returned to my first thesis of Union Now.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. So that is where we are now, except
you are limiting in this resolution those who will participate in this
Federal council or convention, or whatever you call it, to the ones who
were the sponsors of the North Atlantic Pact; is that right?
Mr. STm1IT. Yes, sir. I try to be practical in these matters. I think
it is practical to explain in principle, in theory, the basic lines, but not
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to expect that one can apply them in practice with all the beauty of
logic. One has to take advantage of situations and circumstances.
We have had this Atlantic Pact formed. It was formed by this nucleus
of seven of those Atlantic democracies. It has produced results, and
these seven include the great bulk of democratic strength; with the
exception of Switzerland and the Scandinavians they include all the
old experienced democracies. So it seemed to me that rather than
wait until we could get all of them together, it was wiser to accept the
solution that'the resolution proposes, to begin with the seven sponsors
of the pact and to authorize them to bring in others just as the seven
brought in others to sign the Atlantic Alliance in the first place.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Well, the Atlantic Pact, as I recall
it, would require the unanimous vote of all the people in the Atlantic
Pact to get any other people in.
Mr. STRErr. I believe that is true. We are now in the stage of trying to constitute something, and in the early stages of that alliance
it began with seven countries. They drafted it, and as I understand
it, they then invited Norway, Denmark, Iceland, and Italy to sign
with them, and thereafter it required unanimous consent, I believe,
to bring other partners in.
ADMISSION OF STATES TO ATLANTIC UNION

Senator SMITH of New Jersey. What I am trying to lead up to is
this: The criticism I have heard most frequently of your plan is that
it is a sort of a self set-up of people who feel they have something
special and they are setting themselves apart, and they are going
to determine who else in the world is worthy to join this group. Is
that the theory? How are we going to define, when you say "a union
of the free," the free, and who is going to do the defining? Can somebody come knocking on the door and say, "Now we are free"?
Let me give you a specific example. Indonesia is supposed to have
its democratic or republican set-up. If they knock on the door, shall
we say "No, you are not mature enough" or will we let them come in?
Mr. STREIT. I tried to make clear in my statement this morning
that I would make the nucleus on the basis of experience and individual liberty at the start. In this particular case, thanks to the
Atlantic Pact, we are not faced with any problem of distinguishing
here and there, drawing any fine lines. All we need to do is to take
a nucleus that is already constituted. It was formed by the facts of
life and history, and we give the democracies in that nucleus the responsibility of deciding the fine points of what other countries they
think it is wise to invite into the convention to aid in making a constitution.
As I said this morning, I believe it is true that the purpose of making any constitution is to maintain human liberty. I am not interested
in making government for any other purpose. I think that one of the
most difficult things on earth is to constitute such a government and
to maintain it. The great problem to me is to get that government
established between some nations, and it would seem to me, therefore,
that it would be wise for us in so difficult an undertaking to begin
with those who are most experienced in that undertaking. We do that
in all other walks of life, and I don't for the life of me see why, if we
64429-50-20
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make use of the nucleus that the Atlantic Pact presents to us, and
carry out the obligations that we have incurred in that pact as regards
liberty, we cannot proceed to apply the straightforward principles
of liberty in the preamble and the articles of that pact. All we need
to do'here is to apply them in the same practical method by which
the pact was made and which caused, so far as I know, no serious
offense to any people on earth. I do not for the life of me see why
continuing on that line should offend anyone any more than the pact
itself did.
POSITION OF ASIA IN UNION PLAN

Senator SMITH of New Jersey. For the moment you are thinking
in terms of this hub of Europe that Mr. Van Zandt just called to our

attention as the area of most importance in the world. I am wondering what your feeling today is with regard to this problem in Asia,
which is giving me so much concern, and some others, and whether
in setting up this program which you are proposing you are saying,
"Well, we will just postpone Asia for the present and deal with that
when we come to it."
Mr. STREIT. It seems to me that in winning a war we have to have

priorities, top priorities and other priorities. I think we have to do
it here, and it does behoove us to judge what is at a given time a more
important area with which to deal. We did that with the Marshall
plan. We put the accent on aid to western Europe. Although many
Latin-American states desired and asked aid at that time, General
Marshall informed them that we could not carry the whole load. We
had to determine which was the area that needed our attention most
at that time, and I think that is a very sound rule all along the line.
This does not mean, to my mind, throwing Asia overboard at all.
It seems to me that what practically results, and has resulted, in the
loss of Asia to us, has been the disunion among the democracies. I
saw that begin in the Manchurian conflict which I covered in Geneva
for the New York Times.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I think you are right about that.
I am not debating that. But I do have a sense of postponement of
the far eastern issue. It may be correct to do it. That is inherent,
to my mind, in your proposal.
Mr. STREIT. I would think that our Government and the British
Government and the other democratic governments and the United
Nations are aoing to continue their diplomatic and their other relationships with Asiatic nations. The calling of this convention is not
going to stop all or any of the action that is now under way, or that
may be put under way by the United States Government. It does
not interfere in the slightest with that, so far as I can see. In that
sense there is no postponement of it at all. But we do cease to postpone one thing. By calling this convention we cease to postpone
giving some attention to free federal principles and to the huh of
the principal hemisphere, to the countries with whom we have the
closest economic, financial, historic, and other ties, and the countries
that are on the freest basis.
So far we have made-except in the Atlantic Pact-none of our
policies on the basis of our primary principle of individual liberty,
and we still have not made any of them on the primary principle of
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federal union. That is the one big thing we have been postponing
so far.
PREPONDERANCE OF POWER

Senator SMITH of New Jersey. You are not going so far as suggesting a superstate, but you are going so far as to suggest a fe eral
union modeled on the United States, which delegates to the Central
Government certain extensive powers. You are leaving out of that
area important other areas of tle world that may very well raise
their eyebrows and say, "What's going on here? Is this a balance
of power being set up?" And will they naturally gravitate into the
Russian orbit, or can we prevent that. I am troubled by that one
phase of it.
Mr. STREIT. First of all, it is not a balance of power. As Dr. Urey
said this morning, it is an unbalance of power, a terrific unbalance
'1-04
' -... "4.
of power.
Secondly there is, so far as I can see, no possibility of any of these
other powers gravitating to the Kremlin. For one thing, they have
nothing to gain and everything to fear from the Kremlin on the
political side. On the economic side they cannot possibly sell their
goods to Soviet Russia, or its satellites, or the major part of them.
hey cannot possibly get from Soviet Russia and its satellites the
manufacturing material and the other goods they need to develop
themselves. Even if Soviet Russia could produce them, how on earth
can it deliver them? Take India, Pakistan. Can Soviet Russia
deliver these goods across the Himalayas? How would they deliver
them to Latin America? The rest of the world has to trade with this
Atlantic group if it wants to do business at all.
There is another factor: Where else are other nations going to get
the money they need to develop their country? They can float their
loans only in this North Atlantic territory. Even Soviet Russia can
only hope to gain many of the things it needs from this area.
I read in the paper a few days ago that the United States Government was endeavoring to prevent certain of our western European
allies using some of the Marshall plan aid they get to ship these goods
to eastern Europe, to satellite states and presumably to Soviet Russia.
The United States Government feared that some of these things could
be used for arming Soviet Russia. It could not get our western allies
to cut that off because they needed this eastern European trade so
much.
This shows, to my mind, that east Europe and Soviet Russia need
products from us. When, thanks to union, western Europe is no longer
under the present dollar shortage, that kind of east-west trade, if we
think it dangerous, can be cut off by the union.
I have made a study of the figures of east-west trade in Europe, and
believe me, Senator, the eastern part of Europe needs western Europe
far more than western Europe needs it as a market.
Senator SmiTa of New Jersey. I think you are right about that.
I agree with that.
Mr. STREIT. So even the satellites will have to gravitate to a degree
toward the Atlantic Union. I am talking now lust on a hard dollaraild-cents basis, leaving aside more important things such as the moral
factors involved in it. Even the satellites would have to do business
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with this union, and the more this union cut down on the cost of defense and the more it stimulated production by the principles that
have built up our own prosperity and our own mass production and
lower prices, the more Yugoslavia, Indonesia, and India could get
their goods at a lesser price and develop themselves. That is what
they want to do. That is what they need to do. And we must either
choose a policy, it seems to me, that will lead to that good result for
them, or we follow policies that may seem at first glance more polite,
or whatever term you wish, but if the net result of the policy is to
raise the cost of defense, to retard production, to keep prices up, to
build up inflation, they will suffer the most. And I would fear that
we would lose India, as we lost China that way.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. You rather visualize, then, that
with this preponderance of power built up by this group, if you get
them together it will be a magnet to attract other countries. Countries
will by degrees see that their system isn't as successful, that they need
to trade with this area, and they had better join with the free nations
rather than stay under the other domination. They will be chipped
off by degrees until Russia hereself, in self-defense, self-survival,
would have to come and join the group.
Mr. STnxrr. I have always looked on this union to follow another
standard American practice. We began with 13 States. Then we
expanded, bringing other States into the Union. I would expect this
union to do the very same thing. I think it would be very wise for
it to do that, and very unwise not to do it. That is why I brought in
my suggested amendment to Resolution 57; I wanted to make clear
that possibility.
We put a premium on democracy by thus offering membership to
these other countries, and induce them by the success of our Union, its
rising standards of union and even by the convention's discussion of
free federal principles to go in our direction. This discussion during,
the convention will be an object lesson to all the nations of the worl 3
in what are the basic principles of free government? It will go in to
not only every cracker barrel discussion here, but in western Europe,
and I think it will percolate to the satellite countries to a greater
degree than many imagine; its effects will be felt in Latin America,
Asia, and everywhere. This convention will be a ferment for freedom
that will be far more potent than anything we can possibly get
through the Voice of America. The acts of America in this sense are
bound to have, it seems to me, much more telling power for freedom
throughout the world than any words we have used.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I think that is a very impressive
argument. That does not mean, though that you are deprecating the
importance of continuing the Voice of America and that type of ideological approach and exchange of scholarship, and so forth, that has
been carried on?
Mr. STREIT. No, no, no. I am all in favor of keeping up all the efforts we have. I tried to say this morning, all of us can be certain
as we can of any truth we may have, but experience teaches us we
may still be wrong, and so I would be in favor of these other methods being followed at the same time.
What we are pleading for, Senator, is that the United States cease
to ignore, forget, postpone, the one system of solving this problem-
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the system of freedom and union-that has brought the greatest good
to the greatest number over the Iongest period of time. I think it
will be incomprehensible to our children in even 20 years that we
waited so long that it took two world wars and a depression in between before we even began to explore whether our own Federal principles could not be applied among us and other democratic countries.
And if the convention should find that there is any grave danger of
countries flocking to Soviet Russia-and as I say I do not foresee
that in the slightest-the way is open in this resolution for the delegates to invite whatever countries they desire to it. But it is much
easier, in my experience-and as a foreign correspondent I have covered a great number of diplomatic conferences in Geneva and elsewhere over a long period of time-to bring more States into a conference if you find that you haven't enough, than it is to get any of them
out once you have started. If you have too many divergent elements
in your conference, you can do nothing about it. You can't expel
anybody from a conference. And when they walk out you have a
worse situation than you had before.
UNITED STATES ECONOMIC OBLIGATIONS UNDER ATLANTIC UNION

Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Do you think that your plan would
contemplate the sharing-the-wealth idea with all these countries?
Would the United States be called upon to give to a larger extent than
we have, for example under ECA, to try and help these countries
recover? If you merge them all together, we will be vitally concerned with the economic progress of the whole works, because you
will put economic issues in there as well as military defense.
You talk about a common currency. It is hard for me to visualize
at the moment a common currency that would not be backed by the
resources of the United States to make it stable. It might be backed
by Belgium and Switzerland, but those are the only going currencies
that would really be supporting us. We would be picking up lots
of this paper stuff that something would have to be done about.
Have you thought through those implications or are you thinking
in terms of tackling those as part of the whole convention?
Mr. STREIT. I have thought into them. In the first place, it seems
to me that in more than one way these European democratic nations
do occupy the hub of the principal hemisphere. France is there at
the hub, England close by, the Lowlands close by, Switzerland close
by. They do have the basic economic and military strategic position
in,the area. We cannot get away from that.
The next thing is, they are the countries with the most freedom
and the most free enterprise. Now, if we want to maintain the
free enterprise system, are we to let these countries go by the board?
If we do, they go Marxist or to some other form of dictatorship. We
are not saving our free system that way.
It then boils down to what is the best way of building them up again.
We are trying the Marshall plan. We are keeping these countries on a
dole from year to year. They can't tell from- 1 year to another how
much they are going to submit.
, Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I have not conceived the Marshall
plan as a dole at all. I have conceived of the Marshall plan as an aid
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to getting them on their feet so they are self-sustaining and they can
be weaned from the bottle by 1952. That is the way we conceived the
Marshall plan aid, not as a dole and not as relief. Otherwise I would
not feel we could have gone ahead with it.
Mr. STREIT. I did not mean it in the sense of pure relief. I meant
it in the sense that it was on a year-to-year basis that could be changed,
could be reduced, could be increased if you wanted to, but it was on a
year-to-year basis. Your best analysis of that is made by Mr. Will
Clayton, former Under Secretary of State for Economic Affairs, who
will testify on February 13. I have heard him say that there is no
hope of the Marshall plan countries being on a self-supporting basis
at the end of the period, in 19,62.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I will agree with you in this: I think
in 1952 we will face problems there, after we see what has happened
with the Marshall plan. I agree with you it won't be a closed book
with curtain down and with those nations able to sustain themselves.
But we are going to end the particular approach to this problem that
has been followed in this 4-year attempt at economic aid. What we
will do then I don't know. Some of the countries may be all right
and some may have to go on a different kind of treatment.
But what I am troubled by, what I feel I will have to explain if I am
supporting this resolution, will be to answer those who say, "Here, the
United States is a self-contained unit. Our prosperity is due to the
fact that we have removed the barriers, et cetera, between our various
States."
You have pointed out how our prosperity has been due to the overall homogeneous population we have, and the way we approached these
questions and the way we have solved them. But are we taking too
large a meal to digest if we apply the same principles to these other
countries who have many of the same traditions as ours, although
fundamentally they believe in freedom? Where are we going? Are
we taking off more than we can digest?
Mr. STREIT. That is a difficult problem.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. That is the thing that is going to be
put right up to us.
Mr. STREIT. It is a difficult problem. We have tried to cut the
difficulties down, and although I said in Union Now I favored starting
with 15 democracies, I am willing to start here with 7. But if you get
below that there are various objections that would come up, and one
would be the question you raised at the very start. Then we would
have to be picky and choosey. Here in the Atlantic Union resolution,
we have a natural nucleus. We know that that nucleus has not
caused any harm. We have tried that and we know it won't cause any
harm. But try to get below that, and I see trouble.
On the economic and monetary.question you raise, my thought is we
will have to support those countries, and we should do it in the way
which will be the most effective and cheapest way to do it right now.
The policies we are now following, I say, are ones that do not promote
that end in the best degree because they keep up a major degree of
uncertainty on the part of the European peoples. They don't know
what they can plan on, really, for more than 1952 at the most, and
even now they don't know what they will get from us from year to
year.
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On 'our side we don't know another thing. We have only the Atlantic Alliance to guarantee us that they would be on our side if we were
involved in war in the Far East. If war should come in Europe,
which heaven forbid, our troops are there and we are bound to be
involved. But if we were involved on the other side of the world we
can't tell what our European allies would do. So we are uncertain
there. So that keeps up the cost of defense. The whole set-up is one
that tends to magnify the cost to all concerned, and to give a minimum
of certainty on both sides -the ocean. Well, the less certainty there
is the more it encourages communism on the economic and political
sides to hope that it can win.
Now, to turn to the question of a union currency, the technical problems is not inseparably difficult. It is increased by the fact that
there is a Socialist government in Britain and ours is a free-enterprise
system. The Belgians have a free-enterprise system. The differences
in that regard cause great difficulties. But I do believe, and I have
talked with a number of men who are experts in this field, who think
that even that problem is not insoluble. If the committee should
want to hear some expert opinion on the currency problem, I would
suggest they call Mr. Winfield Riefler, administrative assistant to the
chairman of the Federal Reserve bank, or Prof. Raymond Whittlesy
of the Wharton School of Finance. I think they are recognized as
distinguished authorities in that field.
Senator SMITH Of New Jersey. Do those gentlemen both favor this
approach?
Mr. STREIT. I would leave that for them to say.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Naturally I am troubled because I
represent New Jersey, which is an industrial State. I have supported
the reciprocal trade-agreements program, for example, because I felt
that was the approach we had to make in the new chapter opening after
the war in order to try and get international trade going again, which
I feel is one of the best roads to peace, but under this proposal of yours
you would have as free trade an area as we have in the United States
between our States.
Mr. STRErr. I would certainly aim at that. I think here is a system
that has worked. Union would cause some inconvenience at the start,
but look at the results over a period of time.
PROPOSAL INVOLVES ONLY EXPLORATIONS

This proposition, the resolution itself, however, does not commit us
to such a union free market. It commits us only to exploring with
the British and French and Canadians and others how far we can go
toward applying the principles that have worked so well with us.
I would anticipate considerable difficulty from the British Socialist
Government from that particular point, even more than you would
have in New Jersey. No one can foretell how far they are going to
go in monetary union, defense union, economic union, the various parts
of a federal union.
Senator SmTH of New Jersey. They could not run off and devalue
the pound all on their own. They would have to go in cahoots with
i
all of their partners.
Mr. Snmrr. Not if they made a union such as we have.
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I am glad you brought up the currency question. You spoke of the
danger, as I understood it, that the United States would pour out its
wealth to hold up this currency. It seems to me that would not cost
us very much at all. Having the same currency we would then have
eliminated, insofar as we can, this danger, which I consider a very
grave one, of devaluations and depreciations here and there.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Quotas and embargoes and everything else; currency devaluation.
Mr. STREIT. All that. Such devaluation upsets trade and it cuts
down the savings of the middle class, turns them into a proletariat.
If we are going to maintain the free enterprise system we must keep
some private capital in the rest of the world, I would say, and the
present policy is not doing it.
Well now, if we have one currency we have eliminated this monetary
danger insofar as we can humanly do it, and the danger of Marxism
spreading from that particular source, and I would think that was well
worth some cost. I hardly, however, see why any cost should result
from establishing that currency.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. You would probably have to have
some fundamental readjustments with your entire American industrial system, because if Germany comes in-would you include west
Germany !
Mr. STREIT. Not at the start, but I think we ought to aim at such a
solution, eventually.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. If we are going to save west Germany, I think we have to think in terms of that. If German toys came
piling in here at a lower cost of production than our own, we would
have that problem even though we had federation, wouldn't we?
Mr. STREIT. That is true. We would have to have transitions made
on several counts, on the defense side, on the economic side, on the
currency side. None of us anticipates a union that overnight will
change us from the state of bliss we are in at the present time to the
state of misery that the union is going to produce, according to some
people. We anticipate transition measures that would have to be
worked out in the convention or in the first sessions of the union government.
As I said earlier, in all these problems it comes down to what you
put your faith in. Either we put our faith in theory, either we put
it in nationalism and national sovereignty and alliances and things
that Americans have never put their faith in before, or we put it in
these free federal principles that have worked, and try to get over to
that basis, see if we can't get over on that basis.
senator SMITH of New Jersey. I think that is a very potent
argument.
Mr. Chairman, I could ask a lot more questions. I am thoroughly
interested in this subject, but I do not want to take too much time.
Mr. STREIT. Might I add just one word, Senator Thomas?
When they come to the question of industry in any particular State
here, I think one will find that certain American industries, and the
major industries as a matter, of fact.through the country, the great
breadwinners of the country, will be advantageously affected by this
union. I would leave that for Mr. Clayton to discuss, but whether
they will be advantageously or disadvantageously affected,, we will
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have to face all the realities of life in this convention. Right now we
are trying to deal with trade questions piecemeal. In my State, in
Montana, there is wool growing. If you talk on the wool tariff it is a
very delicate subject. The only thing that comes in is the price of
wool.
In the proposed set-up, where we have to consider defense and economics together, in such a Federal convention, in the end we will also
have to consider how much we value the lives of our sons, as well as
the price of wool. If we save the one and lose a little on the other, it
seems to me it is more than a little of a bargain.
I covered for the New York Times for years at Geneva and Basle,
attempts to deal with the economic questions over here and the financial
questions over there, and the armaments question over in another
conference, as if they were in watertight compartments, when they
are closely interrelated in reality. It has proved a fraud. It has
resulted in nothing but depression and in wars, devaluations, and all
that sort of thing.
Now, here is a chance to tackle this thing for once as a whole, and to
tackle it, again for once, on the basis of citizen sovereignty instead
of national sovereignty, the purpose being the welfare, the liberty,
and the security of the individual citizen, his freedom rather than
that of the state, primarily.
EFFECT OF UNION ON STANDARD OF LIVING

Senator SMrrH of New Jersey. Do you think the plan would tend
to normalize the standard of living and make it the same all over the
different areas?
Mr. STRT. I think it would tend to raise it in all the areas, just as
it did in every federal union I know of. All the members benefited
from it, in Switzerland, in Canada, in the United States, in South
Africa.
Senator SxrrH of New Jersey. I think I would agree with you on
that. I wonder if it would tend to find a certain level that they would
all attain to. Would the United States standard of living, as we have
it today, probably higher than anywhere else in the world, higher
certainly than France or England or Italy today, be such that that
difference would still maintain, or would we look to the time when the
standard would be about the same, with people in the same general
situation?
Mr. STREIT. I believe that our standards of living would increase at
the outset more probably than those of any other democracy; and more
rapidly. We would gain more in that regard, in my judgment, than
the others, for this simple reason. I have noticed that when any big
opportunity, any new area, is opened, the people who have the money
are the ones that make the most of it. They can put their money in
and invest. When we were opening land out West, when I was a boy,
that seemed to be what happened. The people who had the money
could g6o in and finance the mines and other things.
I don't see why that wouldn't be true here. We have the plant,
we have the finance, and all that. What we are going to be lacking
more and more is a market for some of our products. I saw only the
other day that in the automobile business the foreign market is
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going down and down. We need this European market, and we are
in position to take advantage of it, but we can't take advantage of it
unless we have a system that is buildingup the standards of living
in the other countries too, and this union would build up theirs and
build up ours both.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Of course, you will have some people
who will be fearful that we will be opening our own great market here
to anything that may be produced abroad. There will be a fear that
there will be a rush here to grab the wonderful market that the United
States presents.
Mr. STREIT. I would say, let us see whether there is any sense in these
fears by making a thorough exploration, as only this convention can,
by having the thing fully argued out, and every one of these thoughts
being given a thorough airing (a) in the convention and then in
the period of ratification of any constitution it puts before us. Every
industry that feels it is going to be hurt, you know how they will yell
about it and bring it to everybody's attention. So I think that there
isn't much danger of us escaping, or overlooking, any 'troubles in
this thing.
But there is danger, however, of our overlooking what the facts are,
what industries are going to be hurt, and which are going to be helped.
Right now our magazine, Freedom & Union, is making a study of that
very problem: Which are the industries that would actually be hurt
by such a union in this country, and which would be aided by it?
From the expert opinion I have so far had, the belief is that the great
majority of the breadwinner industries of the country, the ones with
the big ray rolls, are going to be helped by it. There will be some
that willbe hurt. I would think that we could have some transition
measures for them, something to tide them through to some other
kind of industry, or to tide over any industry in England or France
or Holland or Belgium that is going to be hurt. That would be much
less costly than to maintain this system of separate armed forces, of
separate curencies, for with all their devaluation dangers which you
mentioned, the cost of those measures would be infinitely more than the
cost of union.
PERSISTENCE OF VETO

Senator THOMAS of Utah. One question: I am always back on the
same question, because there is really and truly only one basic question to federation, and that is getting rid of the individual entity
and sinking a little bit of his individuality into the group notion.
I want to point out how the veto idea persists, and while we call
it by a different name, it is there. The last big international pact we
entered was the North Atlantic Pact. How does anyone else join
the North Atlantic Pact, any other country that is not in it?
Mr. SmET. You are asking me?
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Ues. I want to make this point, because
that is our big problem.
Mr. SmEIT. In that pact, I am not an authority on it, but I understand you have to have the acceptance of'all the others.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Yes. So that, not to be too extreme,
Iceland could veto the entrance of Spain.
Mr. STREIT. In theory, sir.
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THOMAS of Utah. In theory, yes.
In going over the whole world's history with regard to trying to
bring countries together there is only one way of doing it. The
theory of the big fish eating the little fish is one good way to unite
countries. That is in reality the Soviet theory today. Their theory
is a political theory quite as much as it is an economic theory, quite
as much as it is a governmental theory. They have the three things
combined, and the reason they can grow in the way in which they
do grow is because they have a political concept connected with what
they are accomplishing. They have a single will, to begin with, that
there shall be only one judgment in a state, and then, wherever they
go, that judgment must be accepted. That is a political idea and it
takes in both peoples and lands, so that you have in theory, at any
rate, almost a virtual annexation wherever you go.
Still they have a federal system. That is, the Soviets are more
or less independent and they can all meet together and they can
hold their discussions in which they enjoy themselves in their discussions.
Each time that the world has got to the place where it has attempted-for instance to have 50 nations together. The thing that
breaks it is this idea of, you call it the veto now, but it is the idea
of sovereignty, the idea of being frightened, of being compelled to
do something that you do not want to do.
You talk about the standard of living, and therefore you must
have a veto to protect your standard of living. Our standard of
living is based upon a monetary national average. It is perfectly
possible to find some people in the poorest state in the world living
better than our best people do, where the standard of living is high.
That is, if the living standard depends upon how many eggs for
breakfast and lamb chops for lunch and how much roast beef for
supper. If that represents the high standard, we find that standard
very high in some places where the standard of living is not so high.
There are very few people in America who can afford to sleep on silk
sheets, but there are lots of poor people in the world who use the
equivalent of silk sheets-if they use sheets.
There are all of these factors, and with each one of them comes a
fear. We say we have solved the problem in America of free trade
between the States. I think it has been two generations since a ton
of Utah hay ever got into California. You see, it is the same old
question. No Arizona grapefruit can get into California now. It
isn't because it isn't grapefruit, but they have some other reason.
And if you can, in this educational process you are going through,
get rid of some of the notions that we have in regard to our individual
sovereignty, we may step forward.
I can give you one idea of our being able to go and get rid of those
ideas. Look at the opposition to the World Court. In the beginning
it was one kind of opposition. The second time it was still about the
same kind of opposition. Then we accepted the compulsory clause
but we added to it two amendments, which showed that old veto idea
is still there in regard to certain things.
Now, even in your scheme, you see, you say that when it comes to
currency there must be certain limitations; when it comes to armament there must be certain limitations; when it comes to various
factors there have to be certain limitations.

Senator
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I meant there would be certain transition measures.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Do not let us be entirely discouraged
because we are changing in so many ways. It is unbelievable how fast
we change, and it is also unbelievable how quickly economic factors in
relation to our lives and to other countries cause us to change.
I think that health provisions-foot-and-mouth disease; the way
we changed our minds on that, for example-are a very, very helpful
sign that probably we may be able to understand this thing, which I
call national sovereignty, more when it is in practice, and solve that.
The rest of it will be easy.
Mr. STREIT.

LOCATION OF SOVEREIGNTY

Mr. STREIT. You have put your finger on the heart of it, I think,
Senator Thomas. The basic thing to my mind is where the sovereignty lies, and we have wandered so far away from the basic American principles on that question that we have unconsciously adopted
the Old World theories of it, that the principle thing is the sovereignty of the state. Well, I was brought up in Missouri in the notion
that the state was made for the people in it, and I didn't realize how
much I had absorbed that until I got to the League of Nations and
saw it operating on the other basis, that we must always sacrifice
the people, their lives, their liberty, their prosperity, for the sake of
the sovereignty of the state.
I thought that we citizens picked and chose where to delegate our
own sovereignty. We made and changed grovernment according to
whether the people would be more powerful and freer. But that is not
the way we have been going. We have unconsciously absorbed the
idea that because the sovereignty of the United States has been. beneficial to freedom in some respects, at some time, it must therefore be
that in all respects forever. We had to go through the same problem before in each of the thirteen States, the same issue of sovereignty, and we established, by the grace of God-really, it was a miracle; the more I look back into that period the more of a miracle it seems
to me that they established this Constitution of ours, which has no veto
except the veto of the Senate over the House and the veto of the House
over the Senate. That is the only absolute veto in our form of government, that legislation has to be adopted by both Houses of Congress,
but it is the majority in each that can veto that legislation, the President's veto being only temporary if Congress chooses to override it.
That, as you say, was a bloodless revolution but a tremendous revolution nevertheless, and the net result of it was to increase the sovereignty of the individual, his freedom, to an extraordinary degree. It
gave him far more security for his life; it gave him a far greater
market in which to get his goods in the cheapest place and to sell them
in the dearest place all over the country. It gave him one currency
that he could use wherever he went through this country. It gave
him-you spoke of sinking individuality. Well, in a sense yes, but
I find that individuality is enormously expanded by our system. At
least I feel that I am very lucky to have been born in this country,
an American citizen with all the country, so to speak, as my oyster,
if you understand what I mean. It is all before us. Instead of being
in some cramped little country with a language that nobody can understand, we have this huge area for any person to expand in, no mat-
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ter where his ideas may lead him, whether they are in engineering,
science, or what you will. It is a great free advantage and a great
free possibility of developing the individual that our American Federal Union gives each of us.
You spoke this morning about the flag, and people often bring that
up, the symbol of the flag. This Atlantic Convention won't be taking down the United States flag. Our flag is the only flag I know of
which stands for a body of principles. It is not just colors up there.
The design is there to represent what? Federal union-federal union
of the free.
Well, how on earth are we taking down that flag when we apply
those principles between nations, when our generation does what
every previous generation of Americans before our time has done?
That was to extend this area of free Federal Union to more and more
States, to more and more people, until we reached the Pacific, the
Rio Grande, the Great Lakes. And then we stopped. We stopped
in the Air Age extending the advantage union gave. Union brought
us the airplane; brought us mass production; brought us all these
things, and it was at that time we stopped this expansion of a great
free market, of a common currency, of a strong free government, and
we have seen the trouble that follows.
Well, to go on with that union-that is what this resolution would
have us do. We haven't got the time, it seems to me, to go creeping
along as we have before; we must begin now to apply these principles
that the United States flag so beautifully embodies, see whether we
can apply them around the Atlantic Ocean to begin with and then,
following the practice that led us across this continent, carry the
principles of our flag all around the world.
PUBLIC SUPPORT OF ATLANTIC UNION

Senator KEFAUvER. Mr. Chairman, may I ask a question?
Mr. Streit, I know you and I would be somewhat biased witnesses
on this question, but I have had the impression that perhaps we here
in Congress may be a little bit behind the American people generally
on the idea that they want us to get on at least with an exploration
of what further we can do to apply principles of federation with the
people that we have been doing business with. I know in my own case,
having been in a good many sections of the country and particularly
with students in universities and schools, I find that there is not only
a great deal of interest but a strong feeling that we have reached a
point where we must not only hold the imagination of our own
people and rouse the imagination of people in other democracies, but
that we must commence an investigation to see what further we can
do along the lines of federal union, or limited federation.
You have had the opportunity, I believe, of appearing before audiences and meeting with people all over the United States. What is
your opinion about the rate of increase of interest and acceptability
on the part of the people to a program of this kind?
Mr. STREIT. Thank you very much for that question, Senator Kefauver. I think it is a very important one.

I do have some basis to answer on. I have addressed I do not
know how many audiences in all parts of our country in the last 10
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years.i There has been a steady increase in the responsiveness, and
from the start I have felt this, and also checked it by polls of audiences-I would ask audiences a series of questions before I even
began to speak as to how far they were prepared to go, and all the
audiences were ready to go far 'beyond what people thought they
would do. And these were not audiences, I would hive you understand, that were hand-picked. I have spoken to Rotary, Kiwanis,
Lions Clubs, Optimist Clubs, others where it doesn't matter to them
what speaker is there, they have to come anyway. Almost invariably
the result is the same. There is a very deep interest in union of the
free.
You gentlemen are all much better speakers than I. I am just
a writer. But you can tell when you are talking to an audience
whether you have their interest, whether the thought is really catching hold. There is a sort of an electricity that sets up between
speaker and audience, and I have felt that all over our country.
Well now, if that can happen to a man like me, with no particular
standing, what would happen if men of your caliber and other
men in the Government here would speak in these terms to the American people?
I think we are all playing the American people short. They have
done everything that has been asked of them in the past 10 years, in
the war, in the building of ships, in the building of planes, atomic
bombs. In everything we have tried to do, the American people have
responded. To explore Atlantic union, this is the one thing we have
not asked them to do, and my experience all over the country is such
that there isn't a doubt in my mind, if the men of top caliber in our
country will take this issue to heart and study it and get down to these
basic principles of freedom and union and get out and talk about
them, they can carry the country. There is no doubt about it, and
they can carry Europe along, too.
I have had experience over there, too. I lived for many years as a
correspondent traveling and living in various countries in western
Europe. I haven't the faintest doubt that such an offer as this would
electrify Europe as nothing else we can do.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Thank you very much, Mr. Streit.
The hearing will stand in recess.
Senator KEFAUVER. Mr. Chairman, I do not want to tire the committee's patience any further. There is a fine young man here, Mr.
Read Dunn, Jr., representing the National Cotton Council, and I
would like to file a statement representing the viewpoint of the.
National Cotton Council which, in a statement of principles of December 22, 1949, endorsed this exploration. I would like to ask leave
for Mr. Dunn to file his statement and, if you would, let him say a
word or two in explanation.
(The statement of principles and statement of Read P. Dunn, Jr.,
are as follows:)
ECONOMIC UNION

Actually, the level of the United States purchases of goods and services will
depend largely on the ability of the foreign countries to produce and to meet
competition.
Now, western Europe, which is the most important producing area of the
world, outside the United States, is experiencing real difficulty balancing its
trade with increased exports. Production has increased in most of these coun-
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tries, but not enough. Now, western Europe is starving many of its natural
markets such as its colonies, in an effort to dispose of larger volumes in the
United States to earn needed dollars.
Competition is difficult because costs are high. The primary reasons for the
high costs are the small scale of the production and the small scale of the
market. The scale does not permit mass production, optimum efficiency and
lowest unit cost.
Costs are also high because taxes are high to maintain the many duplicate
services required of small countries in central governments, foreign representation, etc.; also because of the tremendous costs of maintaining large armies
and navies for defense which they cannot afford; and also because of too heavy
costs of the welfare programs which have resulted when industry because of
its limitations has not been able to provide the standard of living demanded
by the people.
To increase the scale and efficiency of their production and to lower their
specific and general costs to the point which will enable their industries to
sustain the population at a respectable standard of living, the size of the market
and the scale of production will doubtless have to be expanded. American capital
and American management and American technology may also be required.
Certainly a reduction of the present cost of the armament program must be made.
Peace will be requisite.
STATEMENT BY

READ P. DUNN,

FOREIGNNTRADE, NATIONAL
JR., DIRECTOR,
COUNCIL OF AMERICA

COTTON

My name is Read P. Dunn, Jr. I am foreign trade director for the National
Cotton Council of America which is an organiaztion comprising the six primary
interest groups: The producers, the merchants, the Ginners, the warehousemen,
the compressors, and the spinners in the 18 cotton-producing States.
We appreciate the opportunity to appear before the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee to present some of our views regarding public policy to govern our
international relations.
I would like to say at the outset that our people highly respect the leadership
of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee and regard it as an effective body for
developing public opinion on foreign affairs. They greatly appreciate the signal
contribution this committee has made in shaping policy to improve our international relations and further the peace and security of this troubled world.
Our people heartily approved the Marshall plan which this committee has
such a prominent part in developing because we felt this plan would be a
temporary expedient to aid the economic rehabilitation of Europe and to enable
those countries to maintain their political institutions. We think the Marshall
plan has made notable contribution toward the accomplishment of these objectives and believe the commitment should be carried out but we are becoming
increasingly concerned that the Marshall plan alone and in itself will not and
canont provide the ultimate solution to the problem at hand.
After detailed studies at first hand of the economic trends in more than 50 of
the principal countries of the world in connection with our market analyses to
determine the supply and demand for United States cotton, we are of the definite
opinion that the dollar purchasing power of our foreign customers must be
expanded appreciably to enable us to maintain our exports of cotton and other
agricultural commodities as well as industrial products.
EFFECT OF UNION ON FARM PROGRAM

In view of the dependence of cotton and many of our other agricultural
exports on foreign markets and recognizing that failure to maintain these outlets
may jeopardize the success of the entire farm program and cause serious economic repercussion at home and abroad, we feel that United States policy must
be directed toward improving our international trade position. We think public
and private efforts should be directed toward building foreign purchasing power
through increasing our purchases of foreign goods and services and through
foreign investments, on a multilateral basis, using normal private trade channels.
Our resolution reommends: "That the United States seek to expand world trade
generally through greater economic cooperation, the establishment of fair trade
practices, the elimination of interferences, and the reduction of barriers on an
international basis."
As a result of our investigations, we believe the United States has the capacity
to increase its purchases of foreign goods and services, foreign securities, etc., to
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the extent necessary to close the so-called foreign-trade gap and thus enable
us to maintain our exports. There are problems in this field and many of them
are policy problems with which this committee will have to deal.
What concerns us even more, however, is the question of whether the rest
of the world, and particularly Europe, will be able to sell enough goods, and
services in this country to buy the things they need from us. We are afraid
that unless some basic changes are made in the production and distribution
system these countries will not be able to sell enough to earn the dollars they
need. We are afraid that unless some basic improvements are made in this
system these countries will not be able to supply their part of the world's goods.
For instance, at the present time European production and trade are increasingbut not enough. These countries are concentrating on their dollar market and
in many cases are starving their dependencies in their own natural markets to
do it. There are many markets in the sterling area which are receiving less
than half of the textiles which they got before the war. As much as we would
like to we cannot hope to supply the world. Europe must be able to supply a
large share of these markets and at prices the people can afford to pay.
There are many reasons for the present lag in production and trade.
One of the main reasons is the comparative inefficiency of many of the foreign
industries. In most of Europe, for instances, the scale of the industries is
usually small because the scale of the available market is small. The many
barriers between countries tend to keep these markets small. . On this scale these
industries cannot possibly achieve optimum efficiency or lowest unit cost. Where
labor is scarce, as in the textile industry of England, low labor productivity is in
itself a bottleneck.
With high cost and low efficiency, industry has not been able out of the
proceeds of its production to pay the wages and provide the standard of living
that people demand. In a desperate effort to increase their security and provide
a standard of living which industry under its restrictions could not provide, the
people of these countries have turned to state socialism with its welfare programs.
But these programs tend only to redistribute the wealth and to stifle free enterprise in the process. The cost of the welfare programs when added to the
products puts them at a further competitive disadvantage.
In most of these countries the tax loads borne by the products of industry are
also extremely heavy. Other taxes are also very high to maintain the many
duplicate services required of small countries not only for their central governments but also for foreign representation. Taxes are high because of the
tremendous cost of maintaining large armies and navies for defense.
If socialism and communism are to be stopped in these countries, the scale
and efficiency of industrial production must be increased. General and specific
costs must be decreased to enable these industries to sustain the population at
a decent standard of living.
A better coordination of the economies of these countries is necessary to
expand the market and the scale of production for these objectives.
American capital, American technology and American management will likely
be needed in the industries of Europe. Yet present restrictions on exchange,
on the employment of foreign capital and the economic and political uncertainty
makes the climate extremely unfavorable for American capital.
Reduction in the high costs of the armament programs now threatening to
break the financial backs of many of these countries can be achieved only by
improving the national security to the point where such gigantic expenditures
will not be needed. In a world which apparently recognizes the right of might,
the security would certainly be improved by a further measure of political
cooperation under which the signators of the Atlantic Pact could marshal the
natural resources and the industrial capacities which they control for their
common defense. Since this group of nations with their dependencies control
the major share of the world's natural resources and industrial capacity, their
With the odds
combined might would make them practically impregnale.
so clearly in their favor another nation or group of nations would surely hesitate
to wage war against them.
From the standpoint of improving international security, from the standpoint
of stimulating production and trade and furthering the system of free enterprise
under which socialism or communism cannot live, it appears that further economic
and political cooperation among the peace-loving countries of the world is vital.
The type of cooperation ultimately envisioned in this rejpj]ution is a union of
the North Atlantic countries which would mean complete integration 6f the
economies, elimination of all currency restrictions by establishing a common
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currency and an improvement in international security by marshaling the major
part of the world's raw materials and industrial resources.
We are not prepared at this time to say how far toward this ultimate objective
the United States should try to go. We do not have enough information to know
whether the idea of a federation is practical or not. There are too many unknown factors. There is too much we do not understand.
We do believe that people everywhere should rededicate themselves to the
task of improving the present .situation. We believe that the possibilities for
further economic and political cooperation should be thoroughly discussed and
fully explored and all available facts should be brought together. To this end
we think it is altogether fitting and proper that the United States call a conference of representatives of the countries signing the Atlantic Pact to explore
how these objectives may be furthered.
It seems logical to approach the question of further cooperation to this end
first through discussions with the North Atlantic countries since these countries
are already parties with the United States to the Atlantic Pact and since most
of these countries are also associated with the United States in a common effort
to effect the economic rehabilitation of this area of the world through the Marshall plan. Furthermore, the interests, cultures, and backgrounds of these
countries should facilitate an initial discussion of these possibilities.
We endorse Senate Resolution No. 57 which, according to our interpretation,
simply authorizes the United States to call a conference of the North Atlantic
countries for the purpose of exploring these possibilities.

Senator THOMAS of Utah. I cannot let him speak, because we have
turned down everyone who has asked to speak who has not been on
the list. There will be a chance later, Mr. Dunn.
Senator KEFAUVER. Then can he speak later on?
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Yes; if he makes arrangements with the
staff. We are trying very hard to follow a system, and all of you
know how hard it is. I would just love to have anyone speak, but I
have turned down so many that if I permitted Mr. Dunn to speak now
I would show such favoritism that I would ruin myself as a chairman.
Senator KEFAUVER. Then, Mr. Chairman, Mr. Dunn will have a few
minutes during the time of public witnesses?
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Yes; if he gets-in touch with the committee staff.
May I have leave to file a few letters from MemSenator KEFAuvFI.
bers of the Senate in support of this resolution, as part of the record?
Senator THOMAS of Utah. They will be made a part of the record.
kSee appendix.)
enator KEPAUVER. We certainly thank you for your patience and
understanding.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. We stand in recess until tomorrow morning at 10 o'clock. We will meet in this room.
(Whereupon, at 3: 45 p. m., the hearing was recessed, to reconvene
at 10 a. m. Thursday, February 9, 1950.)
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UNITED STATES SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON REVISION OF THE UNITED NATIONS
CHARTER OF THE COMMITTEE ON FOREIGN RELATIONS,

WVashington, D. C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to adjournment, at 10 a. In., in the
caucus room, room 318, Senate Office Building, Senator Elbert D.
Thomas (chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.
Present: Senators Thomas of Utah, Wiley, and Smith of New
Jersey.
SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 66

Senator THOMAS. The committee will come to order.
The subcommittee will take up first consideration of Senate Concurrent Resolution No. 66.
I will instruct the reporter to place a copy of this resolution in the
record at the proper place.
(S. Con. Res. 66 is as follows:)
[S. Con. Res. 66, 81st Cong., 1st sess.]
CONCURRENT RESOLUTION
Whereas, in order to achieve universal peace and justice, the present Charter
of the United Nations should be changed to provide a true world government
constitution; and
Whereas article 109 of the present Charter of the United Nations provides
for a general conference to make alterations in said Charter; and
Whereas similar amendatory powers in the Articles of Confederation were
used by the people of the United States in 1787 to adopt a new Constitution to
insure a unified, peaceful nation; and
Whereas the combined effort of many able and intelligent citizens has resulted
In the preparation of a proposed world constitution based upon the principles
of peace through justice with both social rights and civil rights for all peoples:
Now, therefore, be it
Resolved by the Senate (the House of Representatives concurring), That it is
the sense of Congress that the President of the United States should immediately
take the initiative in requesting a general conference of the United Nations
pursuant to article 109 for the purpose of establishing a true world government through adoption of such a constitution; and if such a general conference
is not called within one year after the adoption of this resolution, the President
of the United States should then call a world constitutional convention of delegates elected directly by the people for the purpose of adopting a world government constitution.

Senator THOMAS of Utah. Senator Glen Taylor is our first witness
this&morning.
Will you come forward, please, Senator Taylor?
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STATEMENT OF HON. GLEN TAYLOR, UNITED STATES SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF IDAHO
Senator TAYLOR. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee,
I am appear here in behalf of Senate Concurrent Resolution 66..
Here are some copies of a proposed constitution for a world federal
government. I thought possibly you gentlemen might be interested
in it. The document was prepared by Chancellor Robert M. Hutchins, G. A. Borgese, Mortimer J. Adler, Stringfellow Barr, Albert
Guerard, Harold A. Innis, Erich Kahler, Wilbur G. Katz, Charles
H. McIlwain, Robert Redfield and Rexford G. Tugwell. It is a very
interesting document. I am particularly impressed by the regional
arrangements for representations which it encompasses to prevent
large blocs of population on the face of the earth from getting control
of any proposed world federation that might be set up.
Senator WILEY. This Senate Concurrent Resolution 66, as I understand, meshes into this draft of a world constitution-in other words,
this would be the preliminary step to bring about a world constitution,
is that it?
Senator TAYLOR. Yes, Senator Wiley. Dr. Borgese is here to testify, and I think he does suggest an amendment or two to the resolution.
Senator WILEy. Your resolution suggests, the same as the one that
we had yesterday, the calling of a general conference of all the nations,
instead of a conference for seven nations.
Senator TAYLOR. Yes. I cannot go along with the idea that we
ought to set up any kind of an organization that is exclusive, or that
does not leave the door open for all nations to come in, because I
think that is further dividing the world, and I think what we need
is unity, rather than further division or a drawing of lines.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Senator Taylor, the germ of your Resolution 66 goes back to previous resolutions introduced at the time
of the formation of the United Nations. The idea, or the germ of
this idea has now seen fruit in the Hutchins study?

Senator

TAYLOR.

Yes, sir.

Senator THOMAS of Utah. But, your resolution of several years
ago called for that to happen which actually has happened, as far as
the study stages is concerned, isn't that true?
Senator TAYLOR. Yes, I would say that.
PAST RESOLUTIONS FOR WORLD REPUBLIC

Four and one-half years ago I introduced my first resolution in the
United States Senate. Each year since, I have presented similar
resolutions all calling for creation of a world republic.
I might say that each resolution was modified as further study and
circumstances would seem to indicate. It has taken over 4 years
and some earth-shaking events to crystallize sufficient support among
the people and in the Congress to convene these hearings and afford me
the privilege of testifying on behalf of this resolution. Naturally,
I am happy that this has come to pass and I deeply appreciate the
privilege of appearing before this distinguished committee.
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Ohl that momentous day in my life in October 1945 I said:
I believe the people of America are ready-not only ready, but anxious and
definitely craving-to have something done to preserve peace in the world and
to prevent the beginning of another armament race which, in view of the development of far greater instruments of destruction, can result only in leading to
the absolute erasing from the face of the earth of our civilization and of a large
percentage of the actual inhabitants of the earth.

During the intervening years I have reiterated time and again my
belief in the crying need for world disarmament, the outlawing of
all instruments of war and the importance of instituting a program
for peace. Slowly, but surely, I felt that we were embarking on a
world armament race that must inevitably, inexorably, lead to destruction.
In March of 1948 I proposed an amendment to the ECA act which
provided that the United States institute a program of reconstruction
and economic development for all of Europe with an initial contribution of at least $5,000,000,000 a year for 5 years. This was to be done
through the UN, with smaller contributions from other nations. Universal disarmament was to be our ultimate goal also.
Last week we heard a great address by the Chairman of the Cominittee on Atomic Energy on the need for stopping the atomic-bomb
race and finding a path to peace. This week we were privileged to
listen to the statesmanlike utterances of the distinguished chairman of
the Armed Services Committee, and who is also a member of this
committee, who made an eloquent plea for world disarmament.
The events of the past 6 months have had world-shaking repercussions. Many of us who have appeared to be divergently opposed
on vital subjects in the past now find ourselves echoing sentiments that
are similar in word and equal in purpose. In 1945 1 said to the Senate:
It has been my observation that always when great armies are built up they
are not disbanded until they have been used for purposes of making war upon
some other nation.

The senior Senator from Connecticut said last Friday:
Arrayed against the choice of such a policy, meaning an armament-race policy
or balance-of-power policy, is 5,000 years of recorded history, which teaches again,
and again, and again that armament races lead to war-under today's conditions, hydrogen war.

I wish to congratulate both of my colleagues on the eloquence and
wisdom of their remarks. I hope and pray that the resolution, or
at least the idea for which I speak today will have the support of these
influential and honored gentlemen and all others who sincerely seek
ways and means of establishing permanent peace on earth.
However, 1 have not come before you for the purpose of claiming
credit as a pioneer in this or any other field. It is rather with a feeling
of humility and Christian spirit that I speak today. The hour of selfanalysis and communion with our Creator is at hand. We must face
the realities of life as they exist at this moment. Yesterday it was the
atom bomb. Today it is the hydrogen bomb. Tomorrow it may be a
bomb that will destroy all civilization. And even then, there are the
revolting and inhuman instruments of bacteriological warfare to haunt
men's souls. I am told on good authority that bacteria is available that
can wreak even worse havoc than atom bomb and hydrogen bombs.
Whole cities and States can fall prey to germ-carrying bombs that can
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bring suffering, privation, unimaginable misery, and lingering death
to millions of people.
DESIRE TO STRENGTHEN UNITED NATIONS

I have always been a firm believer in using the United Nations and
doing everything possible to strengthen this existing instrument into
an adequate world organization. All of my votes in the Senate on
foreign policy issues have been based upon the firm belief that the
United Nations should be strengthened and used in every possible way.
Consequently, my resolution attempts to strengthen this existing world
organization and give it the power necessary to enact, interpret, and
enforce world law. Historical precedent in the writing of our own
Constitution can be followed in adopting an entirely new constitution
for the United Nations, preferably one such as that drafted by the
Committee to Draft a World Constitution. The United Nations
Charter provides for calling a convention to amend or make alterations in the existing charter and this entirely new constitution can be
adopted in the same manner that the Constitution Convention adopted
our Constitution to replace the Articles of Confederation. If this
machinery is not used and the United Nations continues to have inadequate power, I have provided an alternate method for the people
of the world through their own constitutional convention to create
a true world government with the firm foundation of a constitution
such as that drafted by the Committee to Draft a World Constitution,
thus providing the basis of world law based upon justice.
Five years ago $25,000,000,000 for world rehabilitation, as I suggested at that time, was an astronomical figure. Universal disarmament was scarcely an acceptable subject in parlor conversations. A
voice raised on behalf of world government was heard with a skeptical ear and the speaker watched with a suspicious eye. Today, thank
God, we applaud utterances on behalf of disarmament and economic
rehabilitation for all peoples. Tomorrow we may be willing to raise
our thoughts on peaceful expenditures to $100,000,000,000, $200,000,000,000; certainly no monetary figure can be too high for the actual
accomplishment of peace and brotherhood.
WORLD GOVERNMENT NEEDED

Let us be consistent in our outlook, in our approach, and in our
thinking. We are sincere in our desire for peace even though it may
have taken a hydrogen bomb to awaken us to reality. Let us follow
that course to its logical conclusion-it can and must be world government. Anything else is a mere stopgap, a compromise in the face of
the cold hard facts. Only a true world government can achieve everlasting peace.
The Charter of the United Nations could and should be changed
to provide a true world government constitution. Such a change could
be made by calling of a general conference as provided for in article
109. If that cannot be done under present conditions, then let us call
a world constitutional convention of delegates for the purpose of
adopting a world government constitution. True, this may involve
sacrifices of sovereignty that are alien to our way of thinking. But,
surely, the terrifying prospect of extermination by fire should provide
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sufficient incentive for us to embrace new concepts of thinking. It
is imperative that we do so both from the point of view of self-preservation and Christian doctrine.
The time for final fateful decision is upon us. Either we will make
the supreme effort for peace now, or we will be doomed to extinction.
Getting tough is not the answer-armaments races can only lead to disaster. Balance of power arrangements are a discredited device recorded in past history. Even disarmament will not suffice. Half
measures are not enough. The idealism of yesterday is the realism of
today. Let us obey the convictions that arise from the innermost
recesses of our hearts and go forward in a consistent and practical approach to achieve world peace through world government. Let us
hope and pray that the sacred fervor of the flame of peace, now kindled,
remain alive within us, and that some day soon, the peoples of the
earth may be relieved of the unbearable burden of fear and uncertainty
which hangs over mankind like the sword of Damocles. We must
either press forward now and make a supreme effort to actually and
literally establish the brotherhood of man or resign ourselves to a way
of life more regimental and degrading than anything the world has
ever known.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Senator Wiley?
Senator WILEY. Well, Senator, you express, I think, in the words
of one noble writer, "A consummation devoutly to be wished for."
MECHANISM OF WORLD GOVERNMENT NOT ENOUGH

The point is, and I think that is what everyone has testified to with
some force, as to the various ideas, as to how to bring about this consummation, and the point is-how, through any mechanism can you
find the answer to the situation in the world today, with Russia at
one end, and apparently the free world at the other?
If you called this conference, is that mechanism going to just automatically, of itself, change the mental approach that one or the other
of these two great ideologies reflect in the minds of men?
I would like to get your reaction to that question.
I might say, parenthetically, it was admitted the other day, in relation to the other resolution, where they had in mind the getting together of the nations of Europe, and the Atlantic Pact nations, and
ourselves, they admitted that there really was a conflict in ideology
that was so basic that the only thing that would be recognized by the
Russians was superior force, that otherwise they would proceed in
their course of world domination and that is the argument for the
creating of this group of nations into a confederation with the surrender of each nation of certain of its inherent sovereignty, in order
to create an arm that would be an effective rebuff against this oncoming of the Russians.
Now, I understand your proposition is either change the United
Nations, or change or create, by a separate convention, a world order.
Now, I am asking, assume you get them all together, you see how
they are getting together at times in the United nations, how ineffective at times they are. The question involved is how the mere instituting of a mechanism that will bring about one or the other, how that
will have a result, either as a modification of the United Nations so
that one side will be the democracies and on the other side will be the
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Russians and their satellites, which is pretty much of the worldhow that is going to bring the answer that we all want, this consummation devoutly to be wished for, with peace in the minds of men.
That is our real problem. We are all seeking the answer, and I am
sure that we want to make no mistake. I cannot understand how a
mere mechanism, no matter whether it is the Ten Commandments or
anything else, could do the job unless that mechanism became a thing
of the spirit in the hearts and minds of men. Then what are we going
to do to meet this tremendous challenge that comes to this generation,
to maintain peace ?
You said that armament leads to war. Armament is just a result
of the internal warfare in the minds of men, the result of fear, the
result of the inability to get together, the inability to apply the Golden
Rule. Armament, you might say, is just the excreta that comes from
men's hates, distrust, and inability to love and serve one another.
That is what an armament is. The armament by itself does not lead
to war, it is just a result of the war within nations, and within the
minds of men; and so, we have to think deep. If there is any hope that
the race can find the answer, let's find it.
Pardon me for suggesting these things, but I am a seeker after the
truth that will make us free.
Senator TAYLOR. I am convinced of your sincerity, Senator Wiley;
and, I must say that you have very eloquently expressed your fears
and doubts and your estimate of the existing situation, and I am forced
to agree that the condition in the world is most distressing and terrifying. There is no use crying over spilled milk.
PAST OPPORTUNITIES LOST

I think we were in a much better position to make an approach to
a problem of this kind, and a solution of this kind 5 years ago almost,
when I introduced my first resolution. Then, there was no argument.
We were the strongest nation on earth. We could have led through
strength. At the present time, the balance of power is shifting, and[I
am almost inclined to agree with my reactionary columnist friend,
Constantine Brown, who said that these gestures toward this armament and plans for world peace now might be construed by people of
other nations as an indication of weakness at this moment. That is
deplorable, but it is a fact that we let the time go by when we were on
top of the crest of the wave, so to speak, and the situation is not nearly
so propitious at this time, I will agree, but it is more desperate.
The hydrogen bomb promises literally the extinction of mankind.
While I am not an atomic scientist, it does seem to me that if they can
set off an explosion like this hydrogen bomb, it won't be long until
somebody will find a key to making one explosion out of the earth,
and certainly we should seek some means to prevent that.
I imagine it would be rather painful for all of us to be blown u
at once, in one big explosion, but I just cannot reconcile myself with
the idea of no continuation of this world and a life on it.
SOVIET REACTION

There is no guaranty that you could even get to the Russians, or
their satellites, to participate in this proposal of mine, at this time.
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I am not that optimistic, but I do think that when we do set up an organization, if we do, I pray we will go ahead with the idea, that we
will leave the door open and try to behave in a Christian Ispirit to
demonstrate that we do want peace. I certainly am not an advocate
of unilateral disarmament. I want to see the world disarmed, but
I would never advocate or agree to our disarming alone, or ahead of
others. I am afraid that we were a little autocratic at the time of
otir greatest strength.
I, in reading over the Baruch proposals for atomic control, felt
that it was more in the nature o a take-it-or-leave-it proposition.
If we had considered the pride and aspirations of other people, if we
had acted upon something like the McMahon proposal shortly after
the war, I think it would have had excellent chances of being accepted
and succeeding; but in my estimation, instead of doing that, we proceeded unilaterally and most generally outside of the United Nations.
Of course, I say there is no use in hashing over what has gone
before. The thing to do is try to make the best of circumstances as
they are today.
So, I think that we should go ahead and try to set this up, certainly
not with the idea of simply formalizing a military alliance which is
already in existence between us and certain other nations, but invite
all peoples, everywhere, to join this idea.
As I said before, I am not offering this proposed constitution as the
ultimate, neither are its authors. It is simply an idea, something to
think about. But there are provisions in there for groupings of
nations and peoples to prevent any one very populous section of the
earth from getting control of this world government. I think it is a
very able world document, and I do hope that you gentlemen will see
fit to report out my resolution, or the so-called World Federalist resolution. It has a great deal of merit. I do not believe it has as much
as mine, naturally, or I would not have introduced mine, but I am
hopeful that some action can be taken.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Senator Smith?
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Just one or two questions, Senator.
DISTINCTION BETWEEN WORLD GOVERNMENT AND WORLD FEDERATION

In the first place, let me get your thought as to the distinction
between the World Federalist resolution and yours. What is the distinction between the two? They referred to Dr. Hutchins' study as
being too complicated at this stage of the game. You don't share that
point of view?
Senator TAYLOR. I think the main difference between their resolution and mine, is the provision in my resolution that if the United
Nations fails to act, then the President takes the initiative in inviting
nations directly to elect representatives to a world constitutional
convention.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. And you would like to see us take
the position that we want a world constitution, a world state, and just
put in a call to have the delegates meet? You are not in the attitude
of exploring what Justice Roberts referred to yesterday, exploring
the different possibilities?
Senator TAYLOR. I presume that what you gentlemen are holding
these hearings for is to explore the different possibilities, and after
you explore them, action is required, I believe.
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Senator SMITH of New Jersey. My question is whether you are today
advocating the actual calling of a convention to set up a world stateperiod. Is that what you want to do?
Senator TAYLOR. First, it calls upon the President to ask for the
convention, or the convening of such a convention through the mechanism of the United Nations.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I understand that.
Senator TAYLOR. And, after that, if that fails and they take no
action, then to appeal directly to the people of the world.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. But you are asking us to take the
all-out position that we are for a world state and act accordingly?
Senator TAYLOR. Yes.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I wanted to get that clear for the
record.

Senator

TAYLOR.

Yes.

EFFECT OF WORLD GOVERNMENT IN FAR EAST

Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I have not studied this program or
the other suggestions with regard to setting up the state, but I am
interested in knowing how you would deal with those areas of the
world that have the nermous populations like India and China, and so
forth, on the basis of a world state. How do you approach that
problem today, under your plan?
Senator TAYLOR. It would be difficult to explain offhand. It is
encompassed, however, in the proposed draft of a world constitution.
It makes provision for representation from various regions of the
earth, to do away with the balance of population in certain places, and
gives each region a certain representation.
I hope you will find time, Senator Smith, to read that document.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I plan to. I am reading everything
I can get because I think we are all searching for the answer, and
especially this subcommittee. We are searching to see if we can get
a proposal which will be a step ahead.
Senator TAYLOR. It is quite evident that there has been a tremendous amount of effort put into this proposal.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I understand there has been plenty
of work, but the question is, "What can we do as a practical reality
now?
SURRENDER OF SOVEREIGNTY

Now, two more questions: Do I gather, from your proposal, that
you would eliminate the separate identity of the United States, as such,
in your plan? Do we just go into a new world scheme that forgets
the fact that there is a United States of America that is part of the
world?
Senator TAYLOR. We would doubtless be known as the United States
of America, just as the section of the United States which I represent
is known as Idaho. We did not lose our identity as Idaho by going
into the Union; we are simply a part of the Union; we are still Idaho.
However, we would have to sacrifice considerable sovereignty to the
world organization to enable them to levy taxes in their own right to
support themselves, so that they will not be dependent on hand-outs,
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as is the United Nations at the present time. We would have to give
them power to raise sufficient armed forces to keep the peace in the
world, just as we keep peace at home in the United States.
Senator SMiTH of New Jersey. You suggested that if we had started
when you introduced your first resolution then we might have, because
of our strength, brought about something along these lines.
LEAGUE OF NATIONS

Do you think that Woodrow Wilson was thinking too far ahead
of his time with his suggestion of the League of Nations back after
World War I when he had in mind some program such as you are
talking about, some way by which the world could be organized to prevent recurring wars? I refer to the League of Nations proposal and
prior to that we had the suggestion of a League to Enforce Peace. I
remember studying that carefully, and talking to President Taft.
That originally was his idea, the League to -Enforce Peace-and
that was the first step. Woodrow Wilson picked that up, I felt, and
while it was not perfect and would eventually come to grief because of
its limitations, it was a step in the right direction. I don't see what
we could have expected at the San Francisco Conference any more
than what we actually got, considering the thinking in the different
parts of the world.
Apparently you have come to the conclusion that the San Francisco
Charter was a complete flop.
Senator TAYLOR. It was adequate at the time. At that time, we
had not introduced the atomic bomb. I introduced my first resolution after the atomic bomb had fallen. I felt that we had to hurry
this along if we were to come out ahead of extinction.
Now, you asked if I thought Woodrow Wilson was ahead of his
time, or if his thinking was ahead of his time.. I guess any man who
has an idea that doesn't come to fruition could be said to have been
thinking ahead of his time or else his thinking was wrong, one or
the other.
The only way to prove an idea is right is to put it into operation,
or have it work successfully.
Senator SxiTH of New Jersey. What I had in mind was whether
you thought Woodrow Wilson's conception was inadequate, in the
light of your broader conception.
I have always felt that Woodrow Wilson did a great service to
the world in the position he took.
Senator TAYLOiR. I agree that he was the first man to get any concrete action along these lines of closer integration of the nations.
Senator SMITu of New Jersey. I wouldn't say that. I wouldn't go
quite as far as that. Senator Pepper pointed out, in one of our previous sessions, a succession of movements going away back, tending
to approach a concept of a world organized to prevent war. That
was a very interesting compilation of the various times. Woodrow
Wilson picked up at his stage of the proceedings with a very constructive suggestion, but which found abuse ultimately and came to
grief. However, it certainly was a milestone in the road toward
world peace, just as I think the United Nations is a milestone.
Now you are asking us to go the whole way and organize the
world, without feeling the need, apparently, of any further mile-
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stones or any further lesser amendments to the United Nations
Charter.
Senator TAYLOR. I probably would not be here before you testifying
today, and would not have introduced my first World Government
Resolution, if it had not been for the atomic bomb. I just feel that
the time is short and very short and getting shorter with the hydrogen
bomb and all and, if we are going to do anything, we must start to do
it now. If we fail, then certainly we are no worse off than we are now;
we are still being blown up in a disorganized condition.
SOVIET REACTION

Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Let me ask a practical question:
Suppose we call such a convention, and suppose Russia came in and
discussed the whole business and said: "Sorry, we can't go along."
What would you do then, go ahead and organize anyway, without
Russia, proceeding on the line of the Atlantic Union group?- If
Russia won't come in, let her go her own way?
Senator TAYLOR. There is a difference. You organize without
them, but without excluding them in the first place, which, to my
mind, would be quite a different matter, and without calling down
upon our heads all the curses you can think of, should they refuse to go
along.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. You will bear in mind that when
Secretary Marshall presented the so-called Marshall plan at Harvard
University, on the 5th of June 1947, I think it was, he included all of
Russia, and included all of Europe, nobody was left out, all were
invited, all the satellites. It is the action of Russia which has
made it so difficult to go ahead. But we went ahead anyway, and
we set up ECA and as a matter of fact you know Poland and Czechoslovakia had said they were coming in, until Russia said nothing
doing, and they went out and pulled them back.
So do you want to offer Russia another chance? I have no objection.

Senator

TAYLOR.

Certainly.

Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I have no objection. I am trying
to see your point of view.
Senator TAYLOR. It doesn't make any difference how many times
people refuse. I have heard of men proposing, and being turned
down numbers and numbers of times and finally the lady says, "Yes."
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Suppose they turn you down? Are
you going ahead with your so-called world state, leaving Russia out?
Would that be the end of the road on that particular chapter?
Senator TAYLOR. Suppose I say we go ahead, not leaving Russia
out but getting in what we can. Put it that way
senator SMITH of New Jersey. I don't know what you mean by
that.
Senator TAYLOR. That is a more friendly way to put it, that is all.
Let us not say that we are going to leave them out, let us say that
we are going to go ahead and organize on the best basis we possibly
can. It is open to anybody that wants to come in.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. You think that would be better
than the present United Nations set-up where Russia is in the thing
and can vise it as a sounding board to express their views? We hkve
the open forum there to discuss these things and bring out different
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things. I think it is healthy to have a UN, and let Rusisa shoot off
her ideas, call names and all that, much better than it is to have them
repressed and self-contained.
Senator TAYLOR. I would rather have her in it, in the UN than out
of the UN. I would prefer to have her in the world state. I am
not dogmatic.
I don't know. I heard sofie place that they were not in there
right now, really, sort of on the sidelines, but then I do think we
should press ahead on this larger concept of a sacrifice of sovereignty.
There is no sacrifice of sovereignty in the United Nations now, as it
stands, and they have no real power. They cannot enforce peace
or maintain peace.
INTERNATIONAL POLICE

Senator SxITn of New Jersey. Well, do you visualize in that state
set-up an international police to preserve the peace of the world where
we would be safe in disarming entirely and letting that international
police set-up take care of the dangers of aggression?
Senator TAYLOR. If the Russians didn't come in to this proposed
world government, then naturally a police force would have to be just
about as big, probably, or maybe even bigger, than the present armed
forces of the western nations. Besides, the size of the police force
would depend upon the threat, and, if at any time the Russians came
in, then of course we could disarm right down to the last gun.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. If I understand it correctly, Senator, I think the Atlantic Union group feel that Russia will not come
in now and that in any event, we have a much better chance of getting
Russia into some kind of a set-up if we get a preponderance of power
and have Russia realize the power there. Then we could invite them
and let them come in, if they want, and if they will meet the conditions. But, the Atlantic Union group thinks that there is no hope
of getting the thing solved by what you suggested. That is simply
their thought. They feel that the alternative approach of getting the
Atlantic powers together, and giving it larger power than the semimilitary defense which the present pact includes, would indicate that
we are going to be integrated to meet the threat, and if at a later
date Russia and her satellites see the advantage of it, they won't
be able to afford not to come in.
That is the line of argument I get from talking to proponents of
the Atlantic Union.
You are opposed to that?
Senator TAYLOR. If it should be decided to go ahead with the Atlantic Union idea, I hope their line of reasoning is correct. I doubt it.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. You doubt it?
Senator TAYLOR. Yes.

Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I think I have got the picture of
your position, because I think, as I said-you have made yourself
clear. I am glad you mentioned the bacteriological warfare. I
haven't' heard that mentioned enough in these hearings. I feel, as
you suggest, that there may be more danger in that than these other
bombs.
Senator TAYLOR. Certainly I had much rather an atomic bomb cremate me cleanly and neatly, than to have them drop disease germs
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on the place where I happened to be residing, and see my family die;
and, while I am not afraid to die, as I say, I would much rather die
quickly than in agony.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. You would certainly agree that any
move toward disarmament, or agreement about the atomic bomb, and
those things, would not be complete if you left out your bacteriological
warfare?
Senator TAYLOR. I think that the bacteriological element ought to
be first.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I think that is an important thing
that you have brought up in this discussion, because we have to cover
the whole field, and that includes chemical warfare, too, I suppose,
gas, and so forth-all those things?
Senator TAYLOR. Past experience has shown that they are very
reticent to use chemicals, they have been hard to use in the past, but
perhaps they have perfected them to where they can use them. They
may not have been able to control them in the past, and that is why they
have not used them.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Also, the fear that the other side
may have something even more terrible than the ones they have.
Senator TAYLOR. I hope that applies to these new weapons.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Do you think we could control bacteriological warfare if we used it ourselves?
Senator TAYLOR. I am not an expert, but I don't see how. We have
never been able to stop influenza from spreading from one continent
to another continent.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Thank you, sir.
Senator TAYLOR. You have made provision to hear Mr. Borgese and
Mr. Carney this morning, sir?

Senator

Senator

Senator

THOMAS of Utah. Yes.
WILEY. I have one question.
TAYLOR. Yes, Senator Wiley.

Senator WILEY. I have listened to this discussion between you and
Senator Smith, and you haven't told me yet how you are going to
get the Russians to agree, once they come in and say, "We will join
up with you"; whether you feel that is going to do the job or not,
and I think you said that in the last few years our naivet6 has been
so demonstrated, so often, we have been so naive in our dealings with
the Russians, that now we have gotten to the point where as Mr.
Acheson said yesterday, "Use the big stick of force."
In one sense you haven't told me yet how any of these are going to
bring about a change of mind in this great virile, dynamic, evil force
called communism, filled with the ideas of Marx. You haven't told us
how your mere organism is going to do anything. You cannot get
them together now. They are penetrating all the countries of the
earth, including our own, according to Mr. Hoover the other day.
And now, you are just going to bring back, I think, a very dangerous
situation if we are not careful, and that is, getting the people to
believe that by the mere institution of another mechanism, call it what
we may, call it the United Nations as we did before, and now we might
call it the North Atlantic Pact-or call it the World Organization,
we can have peace. We must be careful not to give our people a
sleeping powder. You have not indicated to me how it will finally go
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into effect. What gets me is when men like Mr. Roberts come out and
say that you have to meet force with force, you have to have the
%strongest force and that is the only language the Communists understand, then you have something I understand and see the need forunity of action among the peoples of like thinking. I can comprehend
that. But what I do not comprehend is all these other thoughts that
you can, by simply setting up the organization-find the correct
answer.
Senator TAYLOR. It is most simple to think of this problem in the
light of armament and just fighting it out.
Senator WILEY. I don't think that is the solution either, but I think
it analyzes it properly.
Senator TAYLOR. I am convinced that another war, as I say, will
mean probably the extinction of mankind, and most certainly the end
of civilization. It will set back the progress of mankind possibly to
the caveman era again, and I think that the only way you would ever
get anything is to start doing something about it.
Senator WILEY. I agree with that.
Senator TAYLOR. When I decided to run for office, it was pointed out
to me that I wanted to run for office because I felt that the problems
confronting us were settled here in Washington. I'm not so sure, since
I have come here, that that is the answer, that you get them settledSenator WILEY. You mean you are unsettled, too?
Senator TAYLOR. It was pointed out to me, when I decided to run
for the United States Senate, that I didn't even know a precinct committeeman, which I did not. I had never taken any part in politics.
Therefore, if you follow that line of reasoning, it doesn't look like I
should be in the Senate today, I should not have started to run for
office. I had no money, no political organization, no political experience. I got into politics and I soon learned about it, and after
several times, I did get to the United States Senate, so I think we ought
to jump in here and start this idea of a world federation and begin
learning from experience. Certainly, I don't see where it can hurt anything, and I don't believe it would lull the people into any false sense
of security. I do believe it would fire the people of the world with an
ideal of comparable magnetism to the Communist philosophy, give us
an ideal that they desperately need to rally around at this moment.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Thank you, Senator Taylor.
(The statement of the Honorable Ralph E. Flanders, which was
made at this point in the record, has been transferred to p. 178, where
his testimony in support of S. Res. 133 appears with other witnesses
who support that resolution.)
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Mr. Borgese, please.
Will you come forward and identify yourself?
STATEMENT OF PROF. G. A. BORGESE, SECRETARY GENERAL OF
COMMITTEE TO FRAME A WORLD CONSTITUTION
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Please identify yourself for the record.
Mr. Bo GEsE. My name is G. A. Borgese. I left my native country,
Italy, in 1931, a fugitive from fascism. I have been an American citizen since April 1938. I have been a professor at the University of
California, at Smith College, and at the University of Chicago. I am
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the secretary general of the Committee to Frame a World Constitution whose president is Chancellor Hutchins, and the director of it,
monthly journal, Common Cause.
ORIGIN OF COMMITTEE TO FRAME A WORLD CONSTITUTION

The Committee to Frame a World Constitution was formed in the
earliest phase of the atomic age, September 1945. It was the common feeling of its members since its very beginning that *plans 6f
international atomic control would not be feasible. It should be. to
our credit that we did not wait until September 23, 1949,.or January
Baruch plan are inaequate
31, 1950, to realize that plans such as thetheii
birth.
to reality. In our view they were so since
Some among the proponents and supporters of atomic control used
to define it, with an intention of praise, as "world government in the
atomic field." This, in our view, was the error. We thought and
think that no atomic control isconceivable and feasible except in the
frame of a world federal government with power extended to all fields
of universal relevance for the maintenance of peace and for the promotion of justice, without which no peace can endure.
Several world federalist resolutions are now before Congress. As a
matter of fact some of them are half world federal resolutions. Their
purpose is to institutionalize within the forms of constitutional government a military alliance which is already extant. I submit that
such a federal union is at the same time superfluous and inconclusive.
It increases the burdens and statutory commitments of component
parts which are already pledged to mutual help, without achieving
or trying to achieve a bridge across the East-West gap or chasm.
Quite to the contrary a coalescence of this kind could hardly be
interpreted in any other way than as an armed coalition whose effect
as a deterrent would be countered by the increasing armaments and
challenge of the adversary.
House Concurrent Resolution 64-Senate Concurrent Resolution
66-usually singled out as the World Federation resolution, deserves
wholehearted support as an efficient instrument for the diffusion and
advancement of the world federal idea among lawgivers and citizens.
Its wording, however, is generic. The procedure for the establishment of world government as well as the intent and limits of its lOAvers, when it is established, are not sufficiently specified; and many
well-meaning people might be led to believing that they are affirmatively and positively supporting a world government, while all they
want is,negatively, something against war or, as the word goes,
"against sin."
SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 66 BACKED BY SPECIFIC PROPOSAL

Senate Concurrent Resolution 66 does not shrink from designing
exact courses of procedure and from indicating, at least in their main
directives, the intent and powers of the world government to be. This
is the main merit and asset of this resolution. This is, on the other
hand, its main liability in what regards the possibility of gathering
immediately sufficient support in legislative bodies aid public opinon.
Senator Taylor introduced this resolution last September 13, 10
days before the announcement of the Russian uranium explosion.
This resolution is being discussed in these hearings immediately after
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January 31, 1950, the day on which we heard the preannouncement
of American or Russian or Russian and American hydrogen explosions.
We of the Committee to Frame a World Constitution and of its
journal, Common Cause, had carefully examined and partly approved,
partly criticized the previous world government resolutions which
Senator Taylor had introduced in Congress. His record in this field
is the longest. His earliest resolution dates as far back as 1945, at
the very beginning of the atomic age. He found no cosponsor.
Senator Taylor's second resolution was introduced in July 1947.
This time there were 12 sponsors, 10 in the House and 2 in the Senate.
This second resolution, advocating a United Nations reform through
a General Assembly meeting to be called under article 109 of the
United Nations Charter, was for all practical purposes the same as
House Concurrent Resolution 64 of 1949. There is, of course, a world
of difference between the 12 sponsors of 1947 and the 125 and more
who have supported House Concurrent Resolution 64 in 1949 and
1950.
It is our hope that the same multiplication and a larger one materialize in the next brief seasons, while there is still time, in favor of
Senate Concurrent Resolution 66.
We of the committee and Common Cause did not favor the world
federal resolution, his third one, which Senator Taylor introduced in
1948. The UN approach was omitted. A sovereign World Constituent
Convention was substituted for it. A preliminary approach to the
convention was made obligatory in a meeting-and mutual agreement-between the President of the United States and the Russian
dictator. We opposed this stipulation, for we feared that no definite
between the two except, perhaps, by carvbe two
reached
could
agreement
into
countervailing and accomplice empires at the
ing the world
price of the freedom and self-determination of all other nations.
These defects have been eliminated froni the present resolution,
The legitimate
theUN
fourth.
rewhich is in the proponent's recordthe
to be and
is reestablished,
conservative passageway through
placed by a sovereign convention of popular origin only if that passageway fails. No bipartite and exclusive Russo-American agreement
is propounded as a prerequisite for further action.
DEFECTS IN SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 66

I submit that what can be objected to in the present text is only two
defects, comparatively minor, in its wording. They are both in lines
8 and 9 of page 2. I quote:
* * * if such a general (UN) conference is not called within 1 year after
the adoption of this resolution, the President of the United States-

et cetera. The alternative is overlooked that a UN general conference
might well be called and lead nowhere, drag indefinitely like any
atomic control commission or disband in confusion. The text is solid
only if a second "if" is inserted, such as:
or if it (the UN conference) fails to reach conclusive results within 1 year from
its convocation.

Then the text goes on:
the President of the United States should then call a world constitutional convention of delegates-64429-50-22

-
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et cetera. I submit that the President of the United States has not
officially that power. But he has the power, as stated in the same
resolution, for the convocation of a UN conference, to "take the initiative in requesting" or "proposing," with what then follows.
Both the third and the current resolution introduced by Senator
Taylor adopt, as a tentative shape of the world union to be, the Preliminary Draft of a World Constitution as published by the Committee
To Frame a World Constitution in 1948, and reprinted also in the
Congressional Record. It should go without saying that the adoption
is merely tentative. So is the preliminary draft, therefore emphatically called preliminary, by itself. No one of its authors ever dreamed
of taking the world constitution from a Mount Sinai of the law. All
we had in mind was nothing more, though nothing less, than a
"proposal to history," in a spirit of humility and realism. Our service
was intended to project a positive pattern of organization and law
against which one-worlders and skeptics might be invited to test both
the feasibilities and difficulties of a world federal union, thus hauling
down anyhow the concept of world union from the sphere of slogans
and pious wishes to the ground of concrete examination.
SOVIET REACTION TO WORLD

CONSTITUTION

One usual objection against any world federal speculation or action
is the denial of any possibility that Russia may be persuaded to join.
Admitted that the joining of Russia in the present phase of her history
is highly unlikely, it must be stated, nevertheless, that there is presumably error in considering all other elements of history in the
making as variables, whereas Russia and Russia alone is considered
a constant. Russia too may change, as everything under the sun;
and to a certain extent her change or changelessness depends on our
own will and purpose.
Concurrently it must be stated that the essential point in political
action is not whether Russian tyranny must be hated and Russian
expansion halted, as we western democracies firmly, and rightly so,
feel and want. The essential point, politically speaking, is whether
the point has been met which Russia has persistently made, namely,
that Russia does not choose to surrender any organ and function of
her national sovereignty to allegedly supernational organizations,
atomic or other, whose management she thinks is constitutionally in
the hands of an automatic anti-Russian majority. This point has
not been met; and our default in meeting it has given aid and comfort
to Russian tyranny and has helped to pave the ways to Russian
expansion.
Our preliminary draft tries, tentatively, to meet that point with the
apparently feasible shape of a world federal union so structuralized, or
checked and balanced as to make, under any foreseeable circumstances,
the building of any automatic majority impossible. We also tried to
shape the feasibility of that world union in such a way that universal
peace could rest on bases of universal cooperation and'justice, without
which peace is, as one may prefer, a cold war or hot truce.
ECONOMIC EFFECT OF WORLD CONSTITUTION

Another standing objection against world government of any kind
is the price we should have to pay in wealth and sovereignty, footing
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the bills of uncounted destitute millions and surrendering our selfdetermination to the overwhelming mass of "lower breeds.' No one,
however, so far has given any plausible demonstration that our share
of the economic burden in a cooperative world society would be
heavier than the cumulative cost of our economic help to associate or
dependent nations, and of atomic, subatomic, and superatomic armaments in the cold war, let alone the unimaginable cost of a hot one.
As for the dreaded surrender of sovereignty, this is not the place
nor should my patient listeners have here the time to see how the
plan we have in mind preserve all that is creative and relevant in
the autonomy and self-determination of the extent nation-states. It
may be allowed, nevertheless, to doubt whether that fear is the expression of a rational inquiry and is not rather the result of an emotional
complex, and to doubt whether any conceivable coordination of the
national sovereignties within one universal purpose and interest could
be half as oppressive and painful as is in the present situation the
alleged absolute sovereignty of the great nations when in fact no
spontaneous decision or self-determined motion is permissible to either
America or Russia. For America, day in, day out, during the cold war
is under the pressure of Russia, as Russia's every move is under our
thumb.
CONSEQUENCES OF SOVIET REJECTION OF PROPOSAL

No other alternative at any rate has been proposed which reason
and reasonable foresight can countenance. World government, which
the schemers of unfeasibilities, atomic control, or such like, have
derided as a daydream, is instead the only realistic path toward
security and peace. It is that path, of course, only if world government is meant not as a label to stick to whatever bottle each one
might eventually please, but as a concrete and positive proposition,
meaningful and binding for each and all. The world government
we should have in mind must be such as possibly to win the consent
of Russia. In any case, it must be such that, if Russia refuses, her
refusal must be unequivocally wrong, so as to aline the vast majority
of mankind with The world-government builders until the Russian
people join.

Immediately after the announcement of the hydrogen bomb authoritative spokesmen of public opinion described the "cruel, circular
dilemma" in which we are caught.
On the one hand it is intolerable to let the Russians build hydrogen bombs
while we shrink back. * * * On the other hand it is equally intolerable for
such a weapon to be competitively manufactured by two hostile world systems.

And it is because they offer no way out of this dilemma that the
old assumptions about world politics and strategy are now obsolescent.
What are the new ways, however, those spokesmen fail to say.
It is possible that even the one new assumption we are advocating
will fail us if the gods are thirsty. But it is the one hope, the only
feasible course. The rest is cataclysm. And there may well be, at the
wind up of the cold war, a Russo-American pact--a double suicide
pact.
In the light of the preceding considerations I have appraised House
Concurrent Resolution 64 as an excellent avenue for the diffusion and
advancement of the world federal idea. In the light of the same
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considerations of fear of God and faith in America as man's last
best hope, I have taken the liberty of speaking wholeheartedly in
support of Smnate Concurrent Resolution 66, in which are most convincingly outlined the method and purpose of a world federal action.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Thank you very much.
Do you have any questions, Senator Smith?
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. No questions.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Thank you for coming. We appreciate
your testimony.
Senator TAYLOR. Mr. Chairman, might I ask leave to have this
excerpt from Common Cause, written by Professor Borgese, incorporated in the record at this point, and made a part of this hearings 2
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Yes; that may be done.
(The article referred to is as follows:)
[A Journal of One World, February 1950]
COMMON CAUSE
FOUR RESOLUTIONS

(AND MORE)

As you are supposed not to go look into the mouth of a gift horse, so you are
requested not to be too meticulous in appraising all the things that were said
at the congressional hearings on the world federalist resolutions last fall.
The mere fact that those hearings were held, those things were said, is what
counts. Russia and America, as pointed out last spring by Governor Bowles of
Connecticut, are the two obstacles on the road to world federal union. Nothing
in the present frame of events can be expected from Moscow. That, at the other
end, the world federal idea could climb to Washington's Capitol Hill, that something, somehow, can be expected from America, this is the big news and gift
horse.
We print ini the following pages the leading resolutions, in a sequence from

the most restrictive to those of ampler scope, and after them a comprehensive
cross-section of the hearings. The first resolution is supported by AUC (Atlantic
Union Committee), originating in Clarence Streit's Union Now and outstandingly
sponsored by Justice Roberts; the second outlines the program, often called the
ABC plan, of Mr. Culbertson and his CCUNR (Citizens Committee for UN
Reform) ; the third, House Concurrent Resolution 64, usually singled out as the
world federation resolution, was introduced by Representative Brooks Hays and
promoted by the United World Federalists (UWF) and their former and present
presidents, Messrs. Meyer and Cranston. This resolution built officially the
background against which the first two were discussed. The fourth, and chronologically most recent, Senate Concurrent Resolution 66, is the personal initiative
of Senator Taylor.
This having been said and a tribute having been paid to whosoever, of whatever persuasion, has helped to bring the world federal idea into political focus, it
will be in order to take, however tentatively, our bearings: in other terms, to
specify if possible the something and somehow which is implied in each of the
four resolutions in question.
The AUC testifies to the faith and firmness of Mr. Streit and his friends.
Their faith is democracy; their firmness is in the tenet, apparently mandatory,

that no federal union is conceivable except among nations sharing in the same
political principles and way of life.
No one, however, has succeeded so far (we have tried hard)1 in obtaining from
the AUC people a definition of political democracy apt to determine rationally
the membership of the union they seek.
If by democracy is meant what western man usually means, democracies today
are the English-speaking communities (minus South Africa, a Nazi state), plus
France, Italy, Switzerland, and the six small states on the rim of Europe: a grand
total of ca. 300,000,000 people, one-eighth of the race, less than one-half of the
Soviet (Russo-Chinese) mass.
See, v. g., "Nuclear Union," CC, October 1948.
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If the purpose of the Atlantic Union is military, a federation is not only super.fluous, since practically all its prospective members have joined already in a
military alliance. It is also damaging in that undemocratic allies, below the Rio
Grand or the Pyrenees, whose help is pledged or wanted, would be hurt and
estranged by their assignment to a lower rank.
If the purpose is to shape, in political and social order and not in armaments
alone, a "nuclear" world union open to accession by any other nation if and
when that nation makes the grade, the scheme, by the same token, is more selfdefeating than would have been in 1787 the exclusion of the Southern States from
the American union in the making. For the people of the world have grown, right
or wrong as they may be, more unamenable than they ever were to any caste or
class discrimination in the roll call of the nations.
The Streit idea, a politico-military merger of the free world embattled against
nazism, was--or ought to have been-a vital idea in 1939 and 1940, a time of
seemingly exact polarizations, when Stalin had not yet inserted democommunism
in the democratic alliance and the other crossbreed, demofascism, had not yet
been born, to a career so prolific, of the affair with Darlan. The name of the
Streit idea was then Union Now. It should be now Union Then.
A decisive test for a world federal plan is the reaction to it that should be
expected from Russian people if Russian people could be informed through other
channels than Pravda and Tass.
Even if they could avail themselves of hbnest information, the Russians-and
the Asians and Africans and Argentineans as well-could not fail to construe
the ABC plan as a plan for American world domination, nearly undisguised.
This point has been made too many times and too clearly for further explanation
2
to be needed now.
The trouble with propositions of this kind is not in the query whether America
would be or would not be strong enough to seize and rule the world. The crux of
the matter is that America is not interested in seizing and ruling the world. She
is after peace and prosperity, not world empire; no rival and self-appointed heir
is she of Persia or Rome. The season of "manifest destiny" was brief.
It is cheap, and meaningless, to belittle Mr. Culbertson's political thinking as
the hobby of an expert at bridge (now also at canasta). The talents of the
statesman and strategist are the same, everybody knows, as operate symbolically
in the game of chess. This applies to bridge and canasta, too.
Mr. Culbertson, e. g., talks sense when rejecting, angrily as usual, the innocent
yearning for a world law enforceable on individual transgressors alone, not on
states. What, he asks, if a whole state stands behind the individual transgressor? No less sensibly does he talk In other particular instances.
In general, however, the champion at chess or cards has a professional inclination to speculate on the forces of real human history as if they were dead quantifies, expressed in pawns and trumps, not things of blood and life. This prevents
him in general from being a lightning in strategy, a luminary in statesmanship.
Take, e. g., the international police force as contrived in the ABC plan: this
force to be made up of well-paid volunteers recruited from small states only and
to be located preferably in western Germany-whether the western (and eastern) Germans like it or not. One wonders how a man of Mr. Culbertson's brains
can miss the inescapable quality of his military brain child: an aggregate of mercenaries and specialized adventurers, with a high percentage of ruffians and a
variable quota of former and future Nazis; at best a IAgion Etrang&e, at worst
(and likeliest) a pretorian horde drilling for plunder and tyranny.
That House Concurrent Resolution 64 shuns the pitfalls both of AUC and
ABC, is one reason for its success. Another reason is the perservance of UWF
and their main exponents, their highly trained ability in persuading and lobbying, the richness of their resources in smoothing angles, in paving ways. That
between 127 Representatives and Senators, roughly one-quarter of Congress,
could be enlisted in support of House Concurrent Resolution 64, is an accomplishment indeed. If in the near future, as seems conceivable, the resolution is
passed, UWF may claim credit for the longest stride yet from world government
as the apostolate of an idea to world government as a positive political issue.
I Uncertainties, of course, arise when one weighs the price that Is being paid
for the success. Perhaps too many angles have been smoothed; some of the
ways that have been paved move perhaps in circle, lead back where they began.
2

See, e. g., CC, ABC, August 1948.
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Steadfast friends have insistently suggested that UWF omit the modifier
"limited" which they insistently append to their "world government." The moditier, whose overtones are unmistakably apologetic and shy, is superfluous, for any
government, global or national, democratic or even authoritarian, is limited, by
the very nature of things. On the other hand the modifier is harmful, for it lends
some circumstantial evidence to the opinion, or slander, not beyond the curtain
only, that world government as advocated in America is an American trick,
meant for American security, particularly atomic, with no consideration given to
social and international justice.
In the admission of justice as a prerequisite for peace-whatever justice may
mean; call it, if you, so prefer, social reform and repeal of racism and colonialism-the UWF have made considerable progress. They should go faster. This is
an angle that needs sharpening, not smoothing.
Praises to House Concurrent Resolution 64 like Senator Magnuson's--which
UWF have none the less publicized-are worse than blames. The resolution,
says Senator Magnuson, contemplates "a very limited deposit of sovereignty."
"Perhaps all that nations will surrender will be the dubious privilege of perpetrating a world atomic conflict to settle an international dispute." This is
atomic control of the Lilienthal-Baruch species; now extinct.
The most notable section in the Congressional Record we are summing up and
printing in the following pages is the Vorys-Baruch correspondence of 1946-47.
It shows, as should have been assumdd even without documentation, that Bernard Baruch was bright enough to know since the beginning that efforts toward
security alone, specifically American and exclusively atomic, were bound to be
futile.
As for the schedule of official action toward world government, UWF have
stepped rather back than forth. Still last September 3 they seemed to favor "immediate initiative" for calling-true, after "thorough and extended negotiations
between member governments"-a UN meeting, under article 109, to revise and
strengthen the present charter "into a federal world government." The immediacy is now soft-pedaled. Prudence-with an earnest worry lest hurry result in a secession of Rusisa from UN, in widening, not bridging, the west-east
gulf-opposes the dangers of prompt challenges to their odds of success. Alan
Cranston, the UWF president, is not adverse to a delay stretching even as far
as 1956.
Maybe we will be still in time. Toynbee-whose authority, however, is greater
in retelling the past than in foretelling the future-has estimated that the cold
war will last until A. D. 2000.
Even so, there is danger of diminishing, then vanishing, returns if excessive
prudence gathers a consent as impressive in numbers as evasive in concept and
purpose, with everybody in favor of world government but not knowing, or knowing as Senator Magnuson does, what kind of world and government he is In
favor of. Moreover, long-drawn-out projects may lose momentum; or they may
move in circle, landing back in the slogans which they had promised to outgrow
in the fullness of action.
One lone precursor, Senator Taylor, introduced the first world government
resolution in 1945, at the very beginning of the atomic age. He found no cosponsor.
A second resolution was introduced in July 1947. This time there were 12
sponsors, 10 in the House and 2 in the Senate.
The second Senate resolution, advocating a UN reform through a meeting to
be called under article 109, was practically the same as the House resolution
(House Concurrent Resolution 64) of 1949. But there is a difference, a world
of difference, between 12 sponsors and 125.
The multiplication by 10 measures at once the general advance of the idea in
the 2 years 1947-49 and the particular efficiency of the federalist association
which promoted House Concurrent Resolution 64.
Already at the time of the second Senate resolution it was obvious to remark,
as we did then ' and do now in regard to the UWF plan, that nothing more than
moral pressure coula be exerted by a General Assembly under article 109 If
unanimity of the Big Five is required, as the same article 109 in the same breath
requires, for any alteration in the UN Charter which the General Assembly may
8 See the Andrews-Meyer Report, to the Stockholm Congress, on United Nations Reform,
CC. December 1948.
' Comments on the Senate Resolutions of 1917 and 1948 in CC, August 1947, July 1948,
and passim.
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"recommend" to become valid. In this respect both the second Senate resolution
and House Concurrent Resolution 64 would be headed for dead ends.
Came 1948 and Taylor's vice presidential candidacy in the Progressive Party.
He introduced a third resolution. The UN passage way was omitted. A sovereign world constituent convention was substituted for it. A preliminary approach to the convention was made obligatory in a United States PresidentStalin meeting (and agreement).
This resolution marked in one sense a progress, even overbold; in another
sense, the advocacy of an exclusive Russo-American pact, it marked a deviation.
Came 1949 and Russian explosion day, September 23. Ten days before that
date the pertinacious precursor introduced one more resolution, Senate Concurrent Resolution 66, which our reader willfind after the three that were debated
in the October hearings.
Senate Concurrent Resolution 66 reestablishes the passage way through UN,
prescribe immediacy in the initiative for calling the UN conference under article
109, openly demands a world constitution not intended for security alone or first
but "based upon the principles of peace through justice with both social rights
and civil rights for all peoples," opposes to possible failure in the convocation
of the UN conference within 1 year the alternative, immediately following, of a
world constituent convention of direct popular origin.
Apart from a couple of imperfections, easily reparable, Taylor's No. 4 is on all
counts the most consistent and purposive of all world resolutions that have been
introduced in the American Congress so far.
This does not mean that the proponent will gather now a substantial group of
sponsors and that Senate Concurrent Resolution 66 is going to be a direct political
factor in the Eighty-first Congress. It may remain long the stuff of which precursions are made.
But let us suppore that a year hence, when there still should be time, a
powerful and whole-hearted association like UWF does with Senate Concurrent
Resolution 66 what House Concurrent Resolution 64 did last year with the Senate
precursion of 2 years earlier. Let us suppose that, helped by their grown
prestige and by the growth of hope and fear in the Nation, they gain for their
new resolution 100 sponsors, and more, majority on both floors, assent in the
White House.
This is the weapon and the move.
Or else.
Ceterum censeo, "for the rest I think," was the refrain of Cato the Elder at the
end of each of his speeches.
"For the rest we think," and do not tire to repeat, that the dilemma is not between world government aye and world government nay. World government in
any case will be, and sooner than you think. The dilemma is between world
government without world conflagration and world government on the ashes
thereof; it is between world government in a world of the free and world government in the fist of one conqueror; a Caesar or a Genghis Khan, the stars have not
yet told.
G. A. B.
1.

HOUSE CONCURRENT

RESOLUTION

107-11

Whereas the parties to the North Atlantic Treaty have declared themselves
"determined to safeguard the freedom, common heritage, and civilization of their
peoples, founded on the principles of democracy, individual liberty, and the rule
of law," and "resolved to unite their efforts for collective defense and for the
preservation of peace and security"; and
Whereas they have agreed in article 2 of that treaty to "contribute toward the
further development of peaceful and friendly international relations by strengthening their free institutions, by bringing about a better understanding of the
principles upon which these institutions are founded, and by promoting conditions of stability and well-being" and to "seek to eliminate conflict in their international economic policies" and to "encourage economic collaboration between
any or all of them"; and
Whereas the principles on which our American freedom is founded are those
of the Federal union, which were applied for the first time in history in the
United States Constitution; and
Whereas our Federal Convention of 1787 worked out these principles of union
as a means of safeguarding the individual liberty and common heritage of the
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people of 13 sovereign States, strengthening their free institutions, uniting their
defensive efforts, encouraging their economic collaboration, and severally attaining the aims that the democracies of the North Atlantic have set for themselves in the aforesaid treaty; and
Whereas these federal union principles have succeeded impressively in advancing such aims in the United States, Canada, Switzerland, and wherever other
free peoples have applied them; and
Whereas the United States, together with the other signatories to the treaty
has promised to bring about a better understanding of these federal principles
and has, as their most extensive practitioner and greatest beneficiary, a unique
moral obligation to make this contribution to peace; and
Whereas the United States and the other six democracies which sponsored the
treaty have, by their success in drafting it and extending it to others, established
a precedent for united action toward the attainment of these aims, and the
creation of a free and lasting union: Now, therefore, be it
Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senate coneurr ng), That
the President is requested to invite the democracies which sponsored the North
Atlantic Treaty to name delegates, representing their principal political parties,
to meet this year with delegates of the United States in a federal convention to
explore how far their peoples, and the peoples of such other democracies as the
convention may invite to send delegates, can apply among them, within the
framework of the United Nations, the principles of free federal union.
2. SENATE RESOLUTION 133

Whereas the necessity for firm, prompt, and united defense by nations of the
North Atlantic area justifies the purposes of the North Atlantic Treaty, now
before the Senate; and
Whereas the effectiveness of the North Atlantic Treaty will depend largely on
the manner and methods used to implement it; and
Whereas the best hope for world peace lies in the capacity of the United
Nations to fulfill its primary responsibility for the maintenance of international
peace and security, and a declared purpose of the North Atlantic Treaty is to
strengthen the United Nations: Therefore be it
Resolved, That the President be advised of the sense of the Senate that a fundamental objective in the implementation of the North Atlantic Treaty, upon
its ratification, should be to seek without delay the revision of the United
Nations Charter so thatA. The paralyzing veto right in defined matters of aggression shall be removed;
B. The rising threat of the atomic catastrophe be averted and the back-breaking load of the armament race be lifted; and
C. An effective but tyranny-proof international police force be established
under a workable Security Council and World Court.
In the event that a permanent member vetoes these revisions of the United
Nations Charter under its articles 108 or 109, then, under its article 51, the
Atlantic Pact should be supplemented by a -world pact for the establishment,
within the United Nations, of a larger organization for mutual defense, dedicated to the foregoing objectives and open to all nations; to the end that a
united world front of all cooperating nations, in possession of overwhelming
atomic and military power, and based on the principle of enforceable law against
aggression or armament for aggression, shall avert, by firm action now, the third
world war later: and be it further
Resolved, That among the immediate objectives in the implementation of the
North Atlantic Treaty should be:
I. The establishment, in cooperation with other member states., of an emergency defense force, to be called the Atlantic international contingent, to operate
in defense against armed attack as auxiliary to the national armed forces of
participating member states.
The international contingent-a balanced land, sea, and air force-should be
recruited from volunteers who are citizens of smaller sovereign states only, that
is, states not possessing their own large military establishments. It should be a
highly trained, well-paid professional force, owing its allegiance to the Atlantic
Council. It should be stationed in western Germany, or, upon mutual agreement, in special bases provided by the smaller member states. Its use and
operations should not limit the constitutional safeguards or processes of member states nor commit them to the use of their national armed forces.
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A specified part of the moneys, goods, and lend-lease armament when ap.propriated by the United States Government in accordance with article 3 of
the North Atlantic Treaty shall be expended to help equip and maintain the
international contingent.
II. The organization and command of the Atlantic international contingent
should be vested in the special Defense Committee provided in article 9 of the
North Atlantic Treaty. The Defense Committee should consist of seven delegates,
as follows:
United States, two; British Commonwealth-United Kingdom, one; Canada,
one; Latin Europeans-France, one; Italy, one; other smaller member states,
one selected to represent them collectively.
The Defense Committee should act upon an affirmative vote of six out of
seven members. The details of representation and voting procedure on the
Defense Committee may be arranged differently, provided the paralysis arising
from a requirement of unanimous consent of all member states is avoided.
3.

HOUSE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 64

Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senate concurring), That it is
the sense of the Congress that it should be a fundamental objective of the
foreign policy of the United States to support and strengthen the United Nations
and to seek its development into a world federation, open to all nations, with
defined and limited powers adequate to preserve peace and prevent aggression
through the enactment, interpretation, and enforcement of world law.
4.

SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION

66

Whereas in order to achieve universal peace and justice, the present Charter
of the United Nations should be changed to provide a true world government
constitution; and
Whereas article 109 of the present Charter of the United Nations provides for
a general conference to make alterations in said Charter; and
Whereas similar amendatory powers in the Articles of Confederation were
used by the people of the United States in 1787 to adopt a new Constitution
to insure a unified, peaceful nation; and
Whereas the combined effort of many able and intelligent citizens has resulted in the preparation of a proposed world constitution based upon the
principles of peace through justice with both social rights and civil rights for
all peoples: Now, therefore, be it
Resolved by the Senate (the House of Representatives concurring), That it is
the sense of Congress that the President of the United States should immediately
take the initiative in requesting a general conference of the United Nations
pursuant to article 109 for the purpose of establishing a true world government
through adoption of such a constitution; and if such a general conference is not
called within 1 year after the adoption of this resolution, the President of the
United States should then call a world constitutional convention of delegates
elected directly by the people for the purpose of adopting a world government
constitution.

Senator THONEAS of Utah. Mr. Carney, will you come forward.
For the record, please identify yourself and proceed.
STATEMENT OF FREDERICK S. CARNEY, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
THE WORLD REPUBLIC
Mr. CARNEY. I am Frederick Carney, executive director of World
Republic, an organization devoted since its inception 4 years ago to
education for world government. It is on behalf of this organization that I have the honor of appearing before you today. I am also
a member of the executive council of the World Movement for World
Federal Government.
Not many years ago a truly great man said: "To some generations
much is given. From other generations much is expected. Ours is a
,generation from which much is expected."
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Our generation-we who are living today-have been confronted in
rapid succession with three great challenges to our security and welfare. We first faced a major economic depression. We then were
caught in the most bloody and destructive war yet waged by mankind.
Finally, we are now confronted with the almost superhuman task of
securing a just peace with the realization that, for the first time in
history, failure may mean annihilation. We have more or less suc'cessfully met the first two challenges to our security and welfare.
The third-that of securing peace-is still left largely undone. Efforts
in this direction since the epnd of World War II have at best only given
us additional time. They have not in themselves provided a solution.
These hearings and the various resolutions you are considering are
encouraging to the people of America in that they indicate that our
Senate is desperately attempting to find an adequate solution.
My organization believes that Senate Concurrent Resolution 56 and,
to an even greater degree, Senate Concurrent Resolution 66 most adequately point to the direction in which we will find the solution. We
believe that peace in any community is dependent upon justice which
in turn is dependent upon law enforceable by government. In the
world community-unlike the national communities which compose
it-there is no common government. Without such a common government for the world, national governments can no longer adequately
protect the lives, liberty, and prosperity of their people.
SOVEREIGN INDEPENDENCE BAR TO WORLD GOVERNMENT

If a world government had been created after the First World War,
we most likely could have prevented the Second World War. Thirty
years ago H. G. Wells, in an address delivered oddly enough before
the German Reichstag, said:
Something very fundamental is being shirked and avoided in this peace discussion. The difficulty is the sovereign independence of states. That is the
cardinal difficulty before us; and until we tackle it instead of walking round
and round it, we shall not make further progress toward world peace. Peace
and national independence are incompatible, and our world is refusing to face it.

What Wells said then is still true today. Every emergency in our
foreign relations, every new revelation of military power in the hands
of potential enemies, every failure to obtain unanimous agreement
among the nations, points to the inescapable fact that, until we have
some form of world government, we shall not have world peace. We
somehow must delegate certain functions of government to a democratic world authority. We should do this for the same reason that
we delegate police functions to our city governments and highway
functions to our State governments-namely, to protect our lives and
promote our welfare. Functions not so delegated should remain with
the national governments.
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN

SENATE

CONCURRENT

RESOLUTIONS

56 AND

66

Both Senate Concurrent Resolutions 56 and 66 indicate the necessity for such a government. Both call for steps which can be taken
by the Senate in furtherance of this objective. There are, however,
significant differences between these resolutions. I should like to tell
you why we believe that Senate Concurrent Resolution 66 is superior.
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* This resolution proposes that the President immediately take the
initiative in requesting a general conference of the United Nations
for the purpose of establishing a true world government. In the
event that such a general conference is not called within 1 year after
the adoption of this resolution, it urges the President to call a world
constitutional convention of delegates elected directly by the people
for the purpose of adopting a world government constitution.
The first commendable feature of this resolution is that it recognizes the urgency of the present world situation. Instead of calling
for a statement of intention, it proposes specific action. Time is rur'ning out. The opportunity to take constructive action may pass us
by unless we act soon.
Further, it does not affirm only one course of action. It appropriately urges first of all a review conference of the United Nations.
If such a conference is called, all possible support should be given it to
insure its success. On the other hand, if such a conference is not
called, or if it is called and should not succeed in finding agreement
on the necessary amendments to the United Nations Charter, then
-this resolution provides for an alternative course of action: A world
constitutional convention.
The provision for a direct election of delegates to a world constitutional convention is likewise commendable. If adopted, it would
give the people of the United States an opportunity to participate in
making the very vital decisions on the nature of the world government under which they would live. They would be enabled to elect
those delegates whom they felt most qualified to produce, in cooperation with the delegates of other countries, the kind of a world constitution they prefer. Thus the possibility that our delegates might
-return with a world constitution which would not be acceptable to
the American people, as might well be the case if our delegates were
appointed rather than elected, would be greatly lessened. The delegates who attend the world constitutional convention would, by means
of an election, have a direct mandate from our people, and thus could
proceed with their task with greater assurance of the acceptability
of their labors.
The educational value of such a procedure should also be considered.
If a world government is to be created, its success and effectiveness
will depend to a very large degree upon the support it is given by the
people. The opportunity to participate in the writing of the world
constitution will tend to develop a sense of responsibility for and
attachment to the world government which it will require. S4ch a
procedure will help the people to appreciate at a very early stage the
problems which will confront it and insure the support of the people
during any crisis which may develop.
PRECEDENTS FOR DIRECT ELECTION OF DELEGATES

This provision for the direct election of delegates to a world consti'tutional convention is not novel. It was used by the people of Australia in 1898 when that country established its first government. It
-hasbeen used many times by the States of the United States in revising and rewriting their constitutions. It has become a rather common practice in democratic countries for the people to elect their
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delegates to the convention which drafts the constitution under which
they live.
Neither is the application of this provision to the task of obtaining world government novel. In Britain over 100 Members of Parliament have proposed such a procedure in parliamentary resolutions.
In other European parliaments similar resolutions have been introduced.
There are at least two ways by which this provision in Senate Concurrent Resolution 66 could be implemented in America. First, the
President could request the States to hold elections of delegates to a
world constitutional convention. Even without such a request, the
Legislature of Tennessee passed a bill in January of last year authorizing the State election of delegates to a world constitutional convention. This bill was promptly signed by the Governor of that State.
I understand that similar bills are now pending in at least two other
State legislatures. On the bther hand, if it should seem desirable, a
constitutional amendment might be secured to enable a national election to be called directly by the President. Such an amendment
would have the added advantage of preparing the necessary machinery for direct national elections to a world legislature when such a
body is established.
Another advantage of Senate Concurrent Resolution 66 is that it
does not limit the function of world government to the preservation
of peace and the prevention of war. Rather, it recognizes that the
basic principle of any government, if it is to survive, is justice, and
that the demands of justice cannot be limited to the prevention of
war.
The connotation that is generally given to this limitation is that
the world government should have only those powers concerned primarily with the military and taxation-that economic and social matters should not be within the competence of the world government.
In other words, a world government so conceived would be permitted
to make, interpret, and enforce law pertaining to such matters as aggression, preparation for aggression, and the raising of its required
revenue. It would not be permitted to make, interpret and enforce
law pertaining to such matters as world trade and world immigration.
WILL WORLI) GOVERNMENT WORK?

Is such a government likely to work? Let's take an example. Many
world-wide conflicts arise out of economic maladjustments. If a
conflict arises between two nations or groups of nations from an
economic cause, a world government so conceived might do one of
two things. It might send its police force to prevent or restrain
aggression. If it should do this, and have no authority to make,
interpret, and enforce law in the matter which gave rise to the conflict, it can only hold the lid on an explosion. It cannot determine
by law a, just solution to the basic cause of the conflict. Repeated efforts to impose peace without establishing channels by which basic
causes of the conflict can be removed will quickly make the world government an instrument of oppression in the eyes of people whose support it needs to be successful. On the other hand, if such a world
government should not step into the conflict because of a lack of juris-
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diction, then it could not prevent war, its almost exclusive purpose for
existence.
A much more reasonable concept of world government is one which
understands that, while most of the functions of government should
rightly remain with national governments, there are certain functions,
not merely military or financial, which can no longer be adequately
handled by the national governments alone. The world authority
should be given some jurisdiction in the handling of these functions.
If the world authority- is given jurisdiction over those matters from
which conflict is most likely to Ase, proper planning can make unnecessary the use of force or the threat to use force.
I am not suggesting precisely what functions the world government
should exercise. That is a matter which deserves continuing study
and research. It till be subject to negotiation at a United Nations
review conference or at a world constitutional convention and to ratification by the American people and the people of other countries. I
do believe, however, that we must be prepared to extend our vision
in this matter. It would not be advisable to place such limitations
upon ourselves as that implied in Senate Concurrent Resolution 56.
Senate Concurrent Resolution 66 rightly leaves this question open.
In conclusion, we are greatly encouraged by the increase in support
for world government from a very small handful of Congressman 4
years ago to well over 125 today, as indicated by the sponsorship of
Senate Concurrent Resolution 56 and House Resolution 64. We prefer,
however, Senate Concurrent Resolution 66 because it proposes specific
and immediate action and recognizes that justice should be the foundation of world government. We urge its adoption, with whatever
changes may be necessary. By so doing this subcommittee will give
great ehceuragement to the American people and indicate to the world
that America is not defaulting in its historic position of leadership in
the quest for a just world peace.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Senator Smith?

Senator Sxrrn of New Jersey. I would like to ask Mr. Carney one
question.
The representatives of the World Federalists have been to see me a
number of times, and I gather that there is some difference between
your position, and the World Federalists'.
Will jou give us that difference in a word or two, so that we will
know what it is?
Mr. CARNEY. I will be happy to.

I think there are two major differences between the World Federalists, and my organization, World Republic.
Senator S=r of New Jersey. What is your organization called?
Mr. CARNEY. World Republic.
Senator SMrrH of New Jersey. Areyou organized in different universities and colleges, such as the World Federalists?
Mr. CARNEY. Not in all the same, we are organized on somewhat the
same basic lines.
First of all, we are extremely interested, if it is at all possible, to,
secure the direct election of delegates to a world convention to draft
a world constitution. We believe, for the reasons I have stated, that
there are tremendous advantages which will accrue to the people in
America, if we can effect such direction elections.
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The second difference is that we believe world government must be
broader in purpose than the mere prevention of war. A government
intent upon the prevention of war alone would be very unlikely to get
the support of large sections of the world; and certainly, would not,
for the reasons I have stated, be very likely to work, to operate,
effectively.
We believe that the world government should as a guiding principle,
justice, and that it cannot be limited to the prevention of war.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Thank you very much.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Thank you, Mr. Carney, We appreciate
your statement very much.
(The statement of the Hon. Karl E. Mundt, United States Senator
from South Dakota, which was made at this point in the hearings has
been transferred to p. 179 where it appears with other testimony in
support of S. Res. 133.)
SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION

12

Senator THOMAS of Utah. I will ask the reporter to print the Fulbright-Thomas resolution, which makes it the sense of the Congress of
the United States that a European Federation should be created.
(S. Con. Res. 12, above referred to, is as follows:)
[S. Con. Res. 12, 81st Cong., 1st sess.]
CONCURRENT RESOLUTION

In order to encourage a peaceful and prosperous order in Europe, but with no.
intention of imposing any particular form of political or economic association
upon its people, it is hereby
Resolved by the Senate (the House of Representatives concurring), That the
Congress favors the political federation of Europe.

Senator THOMAS of Utah. There will be no witnesses for this resolution. In a sense, the purposes of the resolution have expanded. The
idea of a European Federation is, of course, very old, and Senator
Fulbright and I have been sponsors of these resolutions for a long
time.
I was associated back in my early days with Mr. Briand, the former
Foreign Minister of France, with his movement to attempt to create
the Federation of Europe fight after the First World War. There
has been some progress in a sentimental way since the end of the Second World War. However, conditions often prove to people what our
last witness mentioned, that we are' unable to get rid of the notion of
national sovereignty.
We brought this resolution forth when the Marshall plan was firsf
under consideration. We were trying to figure some way of aiding
Europe to become more stabilized and better established. It seemed
to us that it was necessary for European countries to move along
political lines in connection with any movement along economic lines
or social lines, in bringing about that unity.
We have succeeded, of course, in every one of the bills which Con-'
gress has passed, which are now laws, of bringing some pressure for
the political integration of Europe. Our purpose was to assist the
Marshall plan in working effectively to eliminate to some extent the
intense nationalisms that must not work against one another in the
accomplishment of a restored Europe.
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The idea, of course, will never die. It will never succeed, however,
as every witness who has appeared before us has pointed out, until
the everlasting conflict-which exists among independent sovereign
nations, until the barriers which are set up in support of the various
nationalisms are things of the past-have died. They have made peace
and cooperation almost impossible. This holds, whether it is an
economic movement that is attempted, whether it is a social movement
or whether it is a political movement.
It would not be right to not say a word about this resolution, as
we are covering all of the other resolutions that are before the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee.
Any comment, Senator Smith?
Senator SMiTH of New Jersey. No, thank you.
Senator THOMAS Of Utah. Before we conclude, I want to make this
announcement. We must arrange for some sort of end for these
hearings. Therefore, I will announce that applications of persons or
organizations that want to be heard must be sent to the staff of the
Foreign Relations Committee, not later than next Monday in order
that we may be able to plan to properly round out the hearings.
That does not mean that the hearings will stop next Monday. It
means that those who want to be heard must get in their applications
to be heard by next Monday.
We will stand in recess until Monday at 10 o'clock, in this room
when the Honorable Will C. Clayton, former Assistant Secretary o#
State, and Senator Ferguson, and others will appear.
(Whereupon, at 12: 25 p. in., the subcommittee stood in recess until
Monday, February 13, 1950, at 10 a. in.)
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UNITED STATES SENATE,
SUBCOMMITrEE ON REVISION OF THE UNITED NATIONS
CHARTER OF THE CoxIrrEE ON FOREIGN RELATIONS,

.Washington, D. C.
The committee met, pursuant to adjournment, on Thursday, February 10, 1950, at 10 a' m., in room 318 Senate Office Building, Senator
Elbert D. Thomas of Utah (chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.
Present: Senators Thomas of Utah (chairman of the subcommittee)
and Smith of New Jersey.
(The statement of the Honorable Will L Clayton which was made
at this point in the hearings has been transferre to p. 265 where testimony m support of S. Con. Res. 57 appears with other witnesses
supporting that resolution.)
SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 72

Senator THOMAS of Utah. We are considering this morning S. Con.
Res. 72.

(S. Con. Res. 72 is as follows:)
ES. Con. Res. 72, 81st Cong., 2d sess.]
CONCURRENT RESOLUTION
Whereas the United Nations is the world's best hope for the maintenance of
international peace, security, and justice; and
Whereas in the four years of its experience the United Nation has both
demonstrated strength and revealed weaknesses; and
Whereas in the light of this experience the United Nations can be made
stronger by development of its powers, its procedures, its facilities, and policies
of its members: Therefore be it
Resolved by the Senate (the House of Representatives concurring), 1. That
the Congress reaffirms its faith in the United Nations as the cornerstone of the
international policy of the United States, and that the President be advised that
it is the sense of the Congress that the United States should cooperate with other
governments for the strengthening of the United Nations, by interpretation of the
Charter, by action takbn or usages developed under the Charter, by supplementary agreements among nations who desire thus to further the purposes of the
Charter, or ultimately, if necessary, by amendment of the Charter.
2. That it is the sense of the Congress that the United States should cooperate with other governments in steps for the strengthening of the United
Nations, in particular(a) "voluntary agreement to remove the veto from all questions involving
pacific settlements of international disputes and situations, and from the
admission of new members", S. Res. 239, June 11, 1948;
(b) effort to achieve immediate membership of all states qualified for
membership under article 4 of the Charter, to the end of making the
United Nations universal;
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(c) elimination of the reservations made by the United States to its
acceptance of the optional clause of the Statute of the International Court
of Justice; and acceptance by all states of the optional clause without
reservations, so as to give the Court compulsory jurisdiction in legal disputes as defined in article 36 of the statute;
(d) further development of the armed guard force and field service under
the Secretary-General in order to assure adequate protection and assistance
to missions of the United Nations in the normal course of their operations;
(e) renewed efforts, at a political level, to secure agreements for the
contribution of forces and assistance under the provisions of article 43 of
the Charter;
(f) utilization by all members of the United Nations of suitable measures
for collective self-defense under article 51 of the Charter as necessary
to maintain peace and security;
(g) direct administration by the United Nations of certain disputed
areas where such direct administration would contribute to the peace of
the world;
(h) passage of appropriate legislation to facilitate the provision of independent sources of revenue for the United Nations in addition to the
revenue provided by contributions made by members;
(i) support the principles of the United Nations Charter respecting
fundamental freedoms;
(j) preparation by the International Law Commission of the United Nations of an international criminal code and of a statute.for an international
criminal court;
(k) carry out as far as possible, through the-United Nations, the program
of technical assistance to underdeveloped countries.

Senator THOMAS of Utah. At this point in the record, we will have
printed the statement of Senator Homer Ferguson, of Michigan in
support of his Senate Concurrent Resolution 72.
(The statement of Senator Ferguson, submitted by Senator Thomas
of Utah, is as follows:)
STATEMENT

OF THE HONORABLE HOMER FERGUSON,
SENATOR FROM MICHIGAN

UNITED

STATES

The fact that there are before this committee several resolutions for strengthening the United Nations is abundant evidence of the grave concern in the minds
of a great many Americans over the question of peace and the future of the United
Nations as an agency for promoting and preserving peace.
The facts of international life in our time have compelled the American people
to assume an increasingly more responsible position in foreign affairs.
In 1945 the United States Senate ratified the Charter of the United Nations by
an overwhelming vote. The overwhelming nature of that vote reflected the acceptance by the American people of the principles and hopes which the new
organization represented.
SOME

EXPECTATIONS OF UN

NOT REALIZED

We have learned a great deal in the 5 years that have intervened.
Many of our fond illusions regarding the United Nations have been shattered.
While we have played an active and vigorous role in the major organs of the
United Nations and its specialized agencies we have learned from cruel experience that it is an instrumentality whose greater effectiveness may be largely
thwarted by the obstructionist tactics of those who would withhold cooperation
in their own selfish purposes.
The shock of that experience has had its mark upon the American people and
the people of the world. It can be clearly demonstrated, I believe, that in the
confusion that has followed much that we have done in the field of, foreign
affairs has been a resort to the stopgap, the expedient, and the purely temporary.
None of that has contributed to a feeling of well-being among the people of the
United States or the world.
I believe we have come to an awareness that the complex problems of our
world today are long-range. They are tremendous problems, and they are very
real problems. But hysterical emphasis upon their complexity or magnitude
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offers no solution. They are problems which require careful consideration,
vigorous debate and the working-out and ultimate acceptance of long-range
proposals.
We are at this moment half-way toward the time when all members of the
United Nation must come to the General Assembly prepared to consider the
question of amending the Charter.
It is at this moment that we must draw upon our experiences of the past
5 years and look forward to specific and concrete measures which in the next
half decade will give the United Nations its greatest meaning so that it may
ultimately become the truly effective instrumentality for peace which our people
envisioned in 1945.
While we have become aware that thgre is in the world and in the United
Nations a compact minority whose motives are completely suspect, we have
also learned that a great majority of the member nations are like ourselves
basically men and women of good will who seek peace, security, and economic
and social advancement for all mankind.
It is imperative that the majority be closely integrated and work closely
together in the interest of exposing the devices and purposes of the minority
and against the day when the minority may seek to disrupt the organization
entirely.
UNITED STATES LEADERSHIP NEEDED
I think it follows that the United States, because of its economic, military,
and political strength, should give leadership to that majority.
I believe the peace-loving nations of the world, whose faith and hopes have
been shaken by the events of the past 5 years, await and would welcome such
an assertion of leadership.
I feel that the American people are prepared to assume their responsibilities
in such leadership, if the way is made clear to them.
It is consistent with the American tradition that the Congress should give
careful consideration to our problems and to the means for their solution so that
the situation may be clarified in such a way that the President, the Secretary
of State and our representatives at the United Nations will be aware of the
course the American people are willing to pursue and the obligations they are
willing to accept.
I believe that at this time there are certain definite and concrete steps that
we can take which will demonstrate and renew our belief that the United Nations
is undeniably the cornerstone of this Nation's foreign policy, in which we repose our faith for future peace and cooperation among men.
MEANS OF STRENGTHENING UN

These steps are spelled out in Senate Concurrent Resolution 72, and I would
like to speak to the specific points of the resolution.
(a) On June 11, 1948, the Senate passed the Vandenberg resolution. Certain
portions of that resolution have been fulfilled, but the provision limiting the
use of the veto. involving all questions of pacific settlements and the admission
of new members has not. I therefore recommend that the United States Mission
to the United Nations again seek this agreement.
(b) In line with our attempt to limit the use of the veto, we should seek as
rapidly as possible to admit all applicants to the United Nations so that we can
achieve universality of membership. There are now 14 nations seeking admission.
(c) We all recognize that if we are to have a world of peace and order there
must be a greater acceptance of common standards of international law. The
development of international law is a long and difficult process. There is one
step, however, that we could take at the present time which would greatly
strengthen the prestige of the International Court of Justice. If all states
would accept the "optional clause" of the statute of the International Court of
Justice, we would have compulsory jurisdiction. I propose, therefore, that the
United States take the lead by withdrawing the reservations which were attached
to our acceptance of the "optional clause," thereby setting an example of our
willingness to submit all our international legal disputes to adjudication by the
courts. I
'(d) One of the great needs of the United Nations today is for it to develop
in the public mind throughout the world an identity of its own. I have personally observed that the United Nations enjoys the greatest prestige and trust in
those areas of the world where it has asserted such an identity, as in Pakistan
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One simple way to promote this identity on a universal basis, and at the same
time fill a definite practical need in the operations of the United Nations, would
be the development of a guard force and field service under the Secretary General.
The practical need arises from the fact that as United Nations conciliation groups
go into the field they often require physical protection. The tragic death of
Count Bernadotte only too vividly illustrates the need.
(e) The increasing burden of armaments is a plague upon the peoples of the
world and history proves that preparations for war lead ultimately to war. It is
foolhardy to propose that our people should disarm in the present atmosphere of
world tension and instability. At the same time it is foolhardy not to attempt
some alternative to lessen the national burdens of armament at their threat to the
peace. It is believed that this may be done and international security promoted
through continued efforts which seek agreements within the United Nations for
the contributions of forces and assistance under article 43 of the Charter.
(f) Under item (f) of this resolution is mentioned suitable measures for collective self-defense under article 51. As long as we are unable to achieve worldwide military security, I believe it imperative that the majority move together
in collective self-defense. The United States has already taken the lead in the
formation of two such regional pacts, the Rio agreement and the North Atlantic
Pact. I know that there is before this committee a proposal introduced by
Senators Thomas and Douglas which explores the possibilities of more extensive military security. It is such an exploration that is contemplated by this
paragraph of the resolution.
(g and h) Items (g) and (h) of this resolution again concern a point which
I made earlier, that where the United Nations itself functions, it gains an identity of its own and it can also fill a practical need. There are areas of the world
which are of strategic importance from a military standpoint and many of them
should be internationalized. Also, we should seriously consider the various prdposals for permitting the United Nations to have its own sources of revenues.
(i) From the beginning of the United Nations, the United States has played a
commendable role in the defense of the fundamental freedoms of the individual.
This is in accord with American traditions and institutions. The fundamental
freedoms of the individual have distinguished the political and economic system
of the United States and their protection and preservation is essential to any
world order of peace and progress.
(j) Consistent with the foregoing, we should take the lead in the International
Law Commission for the development of an international criminal code and of
the acceptance of a statute providing for the punishment of those who violate
the fundamental freedoms.
(k) It is self-evident that a large number of the political problems of our times
have their basis in widespread economic and social miseries. Unsolved, these
problems leave open a fertile field for subversive activities, totalitarian exploitation, and the defeat of democratic leadership. The record of certain specialized
agencies of the United Nations has demonstrated that in a very limited way they
have been able to approach and even solve many of these problems. The
potentialities of United Nations facilities should be emphasized in attacking
these problems.

Senator THOMAS of Utah. Mr. Clark Eichelberger, please.
You may identify yourself again for the record, Mr. Eichelberger,
and proceed as you wish, please.
STATEMENT OF CLARK EICHELBERGER, NATIONAL DIRECTOR,
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE UNITED NATIONS

Mr. EICHELBERGER. My name is Clark Eichelberger. I am national
director of the American Association for the United Nations.
I should like to begin by saying that the Ferguson-Graham resolution, Senate Concurrent Resolution No. 72, to which I address myself,
is the most comprehensive resolution that has been presented to this
subcommittee. And let me say, it is tough and not easy, because it
points to a series of practical steps, none of them mutually exclusive,
but all of them together of great import. They are steps which can
be taken without a revision of the text of the Charter.
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I would like to say in the second place, Mr. Chairman, that there is
xo inconsistency in my appearing for this resolution and the resolution of yourself and Senator Paul Douglas, (S. Con. Res. 52), which
was before this committee on February 2. Your resolution looked to
the use of article 51 of the Charter as a means of strengthening the
powers of the General Assembly in finding legal authority for collective action beyond the Security Council when that body is paralyzed, presumably by the veto. I would call your attention to the
fact that the sixth point of this resolution embraces the ThomasDouglas resolution, Senate Concurrent Resolution 52. I am increasingly impressed with the soundness of approach of your resolution,
and I believe it has the support of a large public opinion. Again. I
want to reaffirm my support of it.
NEED FOR RULE OF LAW

Much has been made of the need of a rule of law through which
the anarchy of the international community is banished by an international law against war which all are bound to respect and are
punished if they disobey. The Charter is that rule of law. Let me
quote paragraph 4 and 5 of article 2 of the Charter:
All members shall refrain in their international relations from the threat or
use of force against the territorial integrity or political independence of any
state, or in any other manner inconsistent with the purposes of the Unfted
Nations.
All members shall give the United Nations every assistance in any action it
takes in accordance with the present Charter, and shall refrain from giving
assistance to any state against which the United Nations is taking preventive or
enforcement action.

Indeed, the law is binding upon nonmembers, as paragraph 6 of
I
article 2 provides: •
The Organization shall insure that states which are not members of the United
Nations act in accordance with these principles so far as may be necessary for
the maintenance of international peace and security.
UN AS LEGAL PERSONALITY

The International Court of Justice, in an advisory opinion on April
11, 1949, established the fact that the United Nations constituted a
legal personality and could command respect for its decisions and its
personnel in carrying out those decisions. In an advisory opinion,
which has been compared to McCullougA v. Maryland in the history
of the American Constitution, the Court found that the United Nations
could claim damages from states members, or nonmembers of the
United Nations personnel, in performance of their duties. I quote:
The Charter has not been content to make the Organization created by it
merely a center "for harmonizing the actions of nations in the attainment of
these common ends. It has equipped that center with organs and has given it
special tasks. It has defined the position of the members in relation to the
Organization by requiring them to give it every assistance in any action undertaken by it, and to accept and carry out the decisions of the Security Council;
by authorizing the General Assembly to make recommendations to the members;
by giving the Organization legal capacity and privileges and immunities in the
territory of each of its members; and by providing for the conclusion of agreements between the Organization and its members. Practice-in particular, the

conclusion of conventions to which the Organization is a party-has confirmed
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this character of the Organization, which occupies a position in certain respects
in detachment from its members, and which is under. a duty to remind them, if
need be, of certain obligations. It must be added that the Organization is a
political body, charged with political tasks of an important character, and covering a wide field, namely, the maintenance of international peace and security,
the development of friendly relations among nations, and the achievement of
international cooperation in the solution of problems of an economic, social, cultural, or humanitarian character, and in dealing with its members it employs
political means.
In the opinion of the Court, the Organization was intended to exercise and
enjoy-and is, in fact, exercising and enjoying-functions and rights which can
only be explained on the basis of the possession of a large measure of international personality and the capacity to operate upon an international plane. It
is at present the supreme type of international organization, and it could not
carry out the intentions of its founders if it was devoid of international personality. It must be acknowledged that its members, '1-y entrusting certain functions
to it, with the attendant duties and responsibilities, have clothed it with the
competence required to enable those functions to be effectively discharged.

The fact that we are opposed to an effort to change the Charter of
the United Nations at this time does not mean that we are defenders
of the status quo. We are anxious that the United Nations evolve-that it evolve as rapidly as possible-into that degree of world government necessary to achieve political security, economic advancement,
and a greater enjoyment of human rights.
WAYS

TO STRENGTHEN

UN

There are at least four ways in which the United Nations may be
strengthened. The first is by a liberal interpretation of the Charter.
In the early history of this country, there were the liberal construc-'
tionists and the strict constructionists. There were those who believed:
that the Federal Government could undertake whatever tasks Were
necessary to maintain and preserve the Union, providing they were
not specifically denied in the Constitution. There were also those
who said that the Federal Government could not undertake any tasks
that were not specifically provided for in the Constitution. The first
school has prevailed, making it possible for the Nation to develop
those means of regulation which economic development required.
The same is true of the Untied Nations.
BY INTERPRETATION

There are others who say that the United Nations can undertake
whatever tasks not specifically denied in the Charter, providing they
are necessary to carry out the purposes and principles of the United
Nations. There are those who say that the United Nations can undertake no task not specifically provided for in the Charter. Fortunately,
the Charter is flexible enough to be capable of wide interpretation,
and such interpretations have frequently been made.
May I give one illustration: Chapter II of the Charter obligates
members that administer non-self-governing peoples to recognize the
principle that the interests of the inhabitants of these territories are
paramount, and to insure their development toward self-government
and economic advancement.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Mr. Eichelberger, may I ask you where
the United Nations got that idea?
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-Mr. EICHELBERGER. -You mean the idea that it was the general re.sponsibility of the community?
Senator THOMAS Of Utah. That backward areas, as they are called,
.should be administered for the benefit of the people that live there,
not for the benefit of someone else. Isn't that one of the most re,markable accomplishments in the light of history that has happened
in the last number of years?
Mr. EICHELBERGER. I think it is.
Senator'THOMAS of Utah. Wasn't the whole theory of colonization,
.imperialism, and all that type of thing based upon the exploitation
.of people for the benefit of the home folks and not for the benefit of
-those people themselves?
Mr. EICHELBERGER. Right.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Now it took a long time to get that idea
over, I am sure, and yet it is incorporated in basic law, without the
,people of the world realizing that it is there.
Mr. EiCHELBERGER. That is right. The beginning of international
recognition was through the League of Nations mandate system. But
you would agree with me that the trusteeship system of the Charter is
much stronger. I remember several addresses you made where you
,pointed out at San Francisco that that was one of the obligations that
must be increased in the Charter. Then the steering committee of
the Commission to Study the Organziation of Peace, which is an affiliate of our association, of which Dr. Eagleton is chairman, made
some further studies on trusteeship, which Harold Stassen told me
he read when he was in the Pacific, and incorporated some of those
thoughts in the trusteeship plans of the Charter. It has a long history. What I think the United Nations has done in the field of not
only the trusteeship areas, but of all colonial areas, is one of its greatest achievements.
Most people feel the United Nations has only dealt with these
-trusteeship areas, but what I am pointing to here is that under chapter
IT, all nations are obligated to make a report to the United Nations on
conditions of their dependencies, but there is very little machinery
-here. No procedure was provided to carry out the wishes of this
chapter in the way the procedures were outlined to carry out the
trusteeship provisions. The last Assembly extended for 3 years the
life of the Assembly Committee which examined these reports, and has
assumed the authority to call the attention of the colonial powers to
conditions that violate the spirit of the Charter. That made several of
the colonial powers angry-I believe it was the French representative
that said that had his country known that the Charter was going to be
so interpreted, France would never have joined the United Nations.
Of course, that really isn't so. But the fact is, and I might be challenged in various quarters on this, that is some instances, as we were
saying the other day, the General Assembly moves from recommendations to decisions. I think thit it has a very definite legislative
authority in the Charter as far as the colonial areas are concerned.
BY MULTILATERAL TREATIES

A second way to strengthen the United Nations is by implementation through multilateral treaties or the creation of new bodies. A
commission for the control of atomic energy would be a new body

W a
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created by authority of the Assembly to carry out the purposes and
principles of the Charter. A multilaterial treaty based on article 51,
which is the purpose of the Thomas-Douglas resolution, which I
enthusiastically support, is another illustration of implementation.
The Universal Declaration of Human Rights and a Covenant on
Human Rights may be the most important implementations of the
BY PRACTICE

In the third place, the United Nations grows stronger by practice.
The solution of one problem may be loGP and difficult. However,
each solution adds confidence, new techniques and the trained personnel to meet succeeding problems. What Ralph Bunche did in
Palestine was a precedent for what Ralph Bunche might do somewhere else in the service of the United Nations. The international
constabulary or guard force, about which Dr. Eagleton will speak,
grew out of the loss of United Nations personnel in the field. This
is also an implementation of the Charter.
Some of you may have noticed in the foyer of the old State Department a plaque giving the names of those Foreign Service officers who
have lost their lives in service to this country abroad. Similarly,
in the reception room of the United Nations Secretariat building at
Lake Success, there is a plaque in honor of those who have lost their
lives in the service of the United Nations, and the list will grow.
BY REVISION

And finally, the United Nations will some day be strengthened by
revision of the Charter. The Charter provides, under article 109,
that the question of a conference for reviews shall be placed upon the
agenda of the Tenth General Assembly. When such a conference is
held, the Americar Association for the United Nations will have farreaching suggestions for revisions. Such revision is unthinkable at
the moment, and consequently we shall concentrate on strengthening
the United Nations through the first three methods mentioned: interpretation, implementation and practice.
There is another point that I hope will be covered in your report.
Is the United Nations an instrument of policy to be used at times
and at other times rejected for some other instrument that seems more
convenient at the moment? Or is the United Nations the foundation
of American policy?
Paragraph 1 of the Ferguson-Graham resolution states "that the
Congress reaffirm its faith in the United Nations as the cornerstone
of the international policy of the United States. And yet, I have
the feeling that not all of the American people, and not necessarily all
Members of Congress or all departments of the Government have
faced up to this question. It is our belief that in joining an organized
community of nations bound by law, each nation was obligated to a
fundamental orientation of its foreign policy. When this is the overwhelming conclusion of the American people and their Government
and they act accordingly, they will give an even greater degree of
leadership to the United Nations. And that leadership would be
decisive for peace in this crisis.
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UNIVERSALITY OF MEMBERSHIP IN UN

Professor Eagleton, who follows me, will discuss item by item the
points of the Ferguson-Graham resolution. I shall content myself
with discussing one, point (b), because I have had a particular interest in the question of universality of membership since the Charter
was first thought about in the Department of State.
I wish very much that I could have sitting with me, Mr. Chairman,
or in fact testifying in my place, members of a small committee of
private citizens which Sumner Welles summoned to Washington in
the summer of 1942 and which labored for a year to prepare the
first draft of the Charter. Indeed, I wish that this committee could
have the testimony of Sumner Welles, for I think that the fact is not
yet recognized that he, above all others under President Roosevelt,
began and carried forward the practical preparation which led to
Dumbarton Oaks and San Francisco. The members of that committee were, besides Mr. Welles, Prof. James T. Shotwell, the late Isaiah
Bowman, Benjamin Cohen, Hamilton Fish Armstrong, and myself.
It was Mr. Welles' suggestion that a provisional council of the United
Nations prepare the peace treaties before the war ended. Time has
shown how wise this would have been.
It was my contention on Mr. Welles' committee that membership in
the United Nations must be synonymous with membership in the
family of nations, that there should -be no such thing as admission or

the right of withdrawal. Each state was a member of the family of
nations and, therefore, a member of the United Nations.
The exact wording regarding membership in the first American
draft of the Charter produced by the Welles committee contained
language of which I am proud. It read as follows:
The membership of the International Organization shall reflect the universal
character of the international community.
All qualified states and dominions shall be members of the International Organization. The Council shall decide as to the nature of the qualifications.

I am terribly sorry that this provision was dropped, and I think
that eventually the nations will return to it. To my thinking, automatic membership is the most important principle that must be
adopted if the United Nations is to advance on the road to world
government.
Now, there are 14 states which have applied for admission to the
United Nations and whose admission has so far been blocked. Part
of them have been blocked by Soviet veto; the other part have been
voted down by what the Soviet delegates, with unconscious humor,
call a manipulated majority.
The International Court of Justice has handed down an advisory
opinion to the effect that states applying for membership should be
admitted on their merits, and that the only qualifications of membership are those stipulated in the Charter. By inference, the Court was
advising against a bar-gain which would admit all the applicants.
The Court is now being asked an advisory opinion on the question,
Can the General Assembly admit members without a favorable recommendation of the Security Council?
However, the fact remains that there are 14 States that wish to be
members and should be, if the United Nations is to move toward universality. There is a growing sentiment among the members of the
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United Nations to let all of them in. And the argument is made that
it is better to have governments that we do not like in the community
of nations and bound by its law, than outside.
Now, without changing the text of the Charter, the General Assembly
and the Security Council could agree by resolution to comply with the
spirit of the original American article on membership, and permit all
qualified states automatically to be members, thus achieving the universality which we hope can be written into the Charter when an opportunity for revision arises.
A comparison might be made between this resolution that we are
discussing this morning and some of the others that have been presented which aim at limitation rather than universality. I exclude in
this criticism the resolution of yourself and Senator Douglas, which
seeks to implement the Charter on the most universal basis possible.
ACHIEVEMENTS OF UN

I am impressed with the fact that a large number of the speakers
that have appeared before you in the past 10 days have stressed the
weakness of the United Nations without a comparable reference to its
tremendous achievements.
May I quote from the policy statement which the American Association for the United Nations adopted on January 30:
In the 41/_,
years of its existence, the United Nations has charted the course for
security, prosperity, and human rights to a greater degree than was expected at

San Francisco. It has committed itself to a program of technical assistance
to underdeveloped areas. Its Assembly has adopted a declaration of human rights
and will shortly adopt a covenant on human rights. It has fundamentally
changed the attitude of the independent nations to colonial peoples and given them.
the promise of self-government or independence. It has, as the last report of the
Secretary-General pointed out, been engaged in preventing or stopping wars
involving 500,000,000 people. Indeed, had it not been for the unifying force of its,
obligations and its machinery holding the nations of the earth together in some
degree of cooperation, the world would at this time have disintegrated beyond
reconstruction.

I would caution the American people against escapism. It is not
difficult to write resolutions couched in general terms that would
transform the United Nations into some form of world government or
world federation. Unfortunately, many idealists in this country are
finding a way of escape from the atomic bomb, displaced persons,
Palestine, Kashmir, Greece, and Korea, and the underprivileged threefourths of mankind, by contemplating a new order of international
society in which these problems would not arise. But life does not
permit us to escape.
There are times when the major problem confronting mankind is
a constitutional one. That was the task of our forefathers in 1787.
It was the task of the statesmen at San Francisco in 1945. There are
other times when the major problem facing mankind is a functional
one. We are in that period today. No amount of constitutional
legerdemain will exorcise the basic problems that divide mankind.
They must be met. And the only machinery we have to meet them with
is that of the United Nations. We cannot wait to change the Charter
now. Our task is to use the United Nations to meet present problems.
If we fail, we shall never have a chance at world federation. The
hydrogen bomb would not permit enough to remain to carry on life
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as we now know it. And if we succeed in meeting present problems
through the United Nations, we shall be moving, step by step, to a
stronger order of international society. And so I repeat that today
the task is one of the mind and of the spirit. We need a bold initiative
for settlement of problems through the United Nations. I refer to
the bold initiative of Senator Brien McMahon, who in his address
before Congress Thursday,- February 2, succeeded in shaking many
of us out of a pessimistic lethargy to enlist in a moral crusade for
peace, with a new approach to the control of weapons of mass destruction, the peaceful use of atomic energy and a program of world
economic rehabilitation.
I say, Senator Smith, I, for one, feel we must never close the door,
and whenever the moment seems the most difficult, then there should
be the boldest initiative. Democracies can always afford to be seeking
new solutions within the fundamental principles they stand for.
And so, Mr. Chairman, I commend the Ferguson-Graham resolution
to this committee. It includes the resolution of yourself and Senator
Douglas, together with additional steps that could be taken by our
Government to strengthen the United Nations without the impossible
task of textual revision of the Charter at this time.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Senator Smith?
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Just one or two questions, Mr.
Eichelberger.
Your plan doesn't contemplate any amendment except possibly the
Thomas-Douglas resolution, does it ?
Mr. EICHELBERGR. That is right. We consider that an implementation rather than an amendment.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I gather from your approach and
from your strong support of the United Nations, which, of course, I
am very much interested in, that you wouldn't approve of the Atlantic
Union proposal that was discussed by Mr. 'Clayton earlier today,
would you? I don't want to put you on the spot,'if you are embarrassed
by the question, but I am just trying to get the thing oriented in my
own mind as to who stands where in approaching it.
ATLANTIC UNION LACKS UNIVERSALITY

I am delighted to comment, if you will permit
Mr. EIcHELBF.ii.
some qualifications. I want to say that Clarence Streit, who originated
the idea of Union Now, is a person for whom I have tremendous
admiration, as well as Will Clayton and others who have testified.
I have the feeling that an economic integration of all of Europe, beginning with western Europe, is of the greatest importance. I myself
do not believe that the United States is going to join a federation of
the Atlantic community. I can see a federation of western Europe
developing, with the United States giving very strong support to it,
as it is through the Marshall plan and through the Atlantic community. But let me wave that aside for the moment and say that I
am interested in the universal approach. Granted that Mr. Clayton's
point of view this morning was quite correct as to the need of the
organization of the Atlantic community. To me, that does not answer
the fundamental problem of Asia, where I think our great struggle is
at the moment. It does not answer the fundamental problem of
building a world in which we can have peace.
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Yes; the Atlantic community would be a very comfortable club of
like-minded people, but it would not contain those from the other
side of the tracks, with whom we must reach an agreement, unless
we are to have a generation of such tension, as Senator McMahon
said in his great speech the other day, that our whole lives, our
liberties, our economies would be mobilized on a war basis, or unless
we expect to have a war that will simply destroy mankind.
Let us grant for a moment that all Mr. Clayton advocated this
morning is valuable for the Western World. It still does not meet
the fundamental problem of India, of China, and over half the population of the world, with which we must have an agreement and peace
if we are to have the kind of a world that you and I want to live in.
HOW CAN UN MET INDIRECT AGGRESSION?

Senator SMrrH of New Jersey. I am not quite clear as to how your
approach would meet the thing that is giving me so much trouble in
my thinking about it. It isn't the overt conquest of these countries by
Russia by the old, traditional method of armies. It is the conquest
by subversion. It is penetration from within. It is the creeping
paralysis of communism that I think is the big thing, the cold war
Mr. Clayton referred to. He feels the uniting of the powerful western democracies together would be a big advance in that whole cold
war proposition and would show the other countries of the world
that they had better play ball with a strong, advanced democratic
group than to go along with this Russian bait that is being held out.
Mr. EICHELBERGER. Of course, there is another way of looking at it.
An organization of the western nations would seem to be an organization of all of the colonial powers, and I am wondering whether India
and the nations of Asia, that rightly or wrongly have been condemning
the colonialism of which they have been a victim for so long-whether
they themselves would see an organization of those powers with the
colonies, with the resources and the modern techniques in the same
light that we would want them to see it.
I do not believe, Mr. Chairman, that any revision of the Charter
will fundamentally meet the problem that you have just raised, which
is essentially a functional problem. Our task today is to meet problems, and I don't think that any constitutional revision of the Charter
will help meet those problems. I think probably the boldest suggestion that has been made is the point 4 program. It was adopted by
the United Nations unanimously at the last Assembly because it had
such tremendous propaganda value that no nation, even those that
opposed the Marshall plan, dared vote against a program of technical
assistance for underdeveloped areas.
May I recommend an article that Raymond Fosdick had in the magazine section of the New York Times yesterday, pointing out the great
economic and social revolution that has been going on in Asia for
a long time, with a resultant vacuum there which is either going t6
be filled by Russia's false promises or by the real hope and promises
that we can make and fulfill, and I don't believe the problem of Asia
can be met by guns. I don't think it can be met by holding Formosa.
I don't think the problem of Asia is fundamentally a military problem.
I think it is a problem of the economic hope that we can offer and the
dynamics of our democracy being greater than the false illusions that
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Russia has to offer. I would be very frank to say, Mr. Chairman,
that that is a job of the greatest leadership on the part of our Government through the United Nations, and that really it hasn't anything
to do with changing the Charter at all.
If I may continue, Mr. Chairman, for one minute more-I am prob,ably stretching my answer to Senator Smith's question at length. I
think the American policy should be a 100-percent United Nations
policy and I think we should aim to make the United Nations as strong
as possible, with one of two results: Make the United Nations so strong
that no nation will refuse to negotiate a settlement of its difficulties
in the United Nations. Make the United Nations so strong that if
any nation refuses its cooperation, the United Nations is so strong
that it will go on anyway.
Senator SirrH of New Jersey. Assuming that is true, I don't quite
see how that approach, as you state it there, would have met the situation in China, where China has definitely been conquered by this Russian method of warfare. You couldn't have saved China by that.
How are you going to meet that great difficulty? You are as concerned as I am over the Far East. I am terribly concerned over it.
We are losing it. How can we save it through the United Nations?
Mr. Clayton says the only way we can do it is to get this preponderance
of force; Mr. Roberts said the same thing. Then those areas will see
that the other approach is stronger than this Russian approach. I
am concerned with that. I don't like to think in terms of balance of
power. I agree with you, it is a mental proposition. It is a battle
for men's minds we are dealing with. But how can we do it through
the United Nations machinery we have today?
Mr. EICHELBERGER. It is a battle for men's minds and also for men's
stomachs, I may add.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. It is both spiritual and material and
economic. All right, how are we going to do it practically?
Mr. EICHrIon. Let me say this, that if communism has been
taking Asia by internal revolution and not by force, then, no matter
how strong the Western World becomes, that doesn't necessarily
counter the new technique which you have just referred to.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. It depends on whether we say it is
a civil war and a revolution within or whether it is force from without. I think it is force from without, dictated by Moscow, planned by
-Moscow, and succeeding wonderfully. That is my point of view.
Apparently you don't share that view. You think it is a civil war
wit hi. If it is a civil war within, that is a different thing.
Mr. EICHEILBERGE. Senator, I agree without a good deal of the
way. Obviously the Chinese leaders were Co unist inspired. I
feel, however, that a vacuum existed there, because Chiang Kai-shek
did not appeal to the elements of the people. There was a vacuum
there that we and the rest of the democratic countries may have been
partly responsible for. That made a few Communist leaders appear
,that they, rather than Chiang Kai-shek, were carrying out Sun Yatsen's ideas for China. I am not sure it hasn't been the result of a
vacuum which we helped, which we permitted to exist, and I myself
say that I do not feel that support of Chiang Kai-shek in any way
meets the problem.
Senator SxrrH of New Jersey. I don't think that meets the problem,
but I think we are getting off the track. I am trying to see how we
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are going to meet a situation like that, which is gaining momentum.
We are going to be facing it in Indochina presently, and Thailand,
and the Malaya Peninsula. How will the United Nations set-up meet
that creeping paralysis that is going on there with anything except
a show of force and the facts of life, which Secretary Acheson spoke of
the other day? Don't we have to strengthen ourselves to make them
realize that so far and no farther?
Mr. EICHELBERGER. Then I would add that strength to the United
Nations.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I want to do it if I can. I am a great
backer ol the United Nations, you know. I want to do it through the
United Nations, but I am trying to get a person like you are, possibly
a spokesman for strengthening the United Nations, to give us the
answers to these things.
Mr. EICHELBERGER. My answer, Senator, would be this: Let the
United States play the strongest role of leadership in the United Na-tions possible, with the idea that the United Nations will be so strong
that what you deplore could not occur, but that if a nation was the
aggressor, then the preponderant strength of the world is through
the United Nations and not represented by the United States alone.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I grant you, I would like to see it
done through the United group and not just done by us alone. I don't
like to contemplate that we have to preserve the peace of the world
single-handedly. It has got to be done through the organization, I
grant you.
Mr. EICHELBERGER. Also, we run risks. If we build a little situation
of strength and force here and another one there, they can be picked
off one at a time.
I think the way to strengthen the United Nations is, first of all, by
giving the great moral strength of a very dynamic leadership on our
part to galvanize all the members of the United Nations that usually
vote with us when the moral imponderables are on our side and to
show through the United Nations such economic, moral, and physical
force that there is the deterrent that you and Mr. Clayton and I both
want. But, at the same time, through the United Nations, we must
make every possible effort at agreement and negotiation, without
appeasement, so that you can get an agreement. In other words, play
a role in the United Nations of a dual nature, opening every possible
door to an agreement; make the United Nations so strong that the
preponderant .strength is on the side of the community if anything
happens. But what I fear is that you have got a situation unparal"leled in modern history, where your power situation is In the hands of
two nations, and if some 50 other nations get the idea that here are
two power forces, and they are power and power alone, then you will
have a new kind of debilitant neutrality, and then if the issue comes,
they will not stand with us. But if the moral imponderables are on
our side and, through the United Nations, we give moral leadership to
the rest of the nations, then if a crisis comes, we find that we have a
world community on our side rather than just ourselves. That is why
I have been disturbed and why I said that our Government apparently
had not fully made up its mind as to whether the United Nations was
the foundation of our foreign policy. I would like to see a much
more dynamic, all-out United Nations policy on the part of the President, the Congress, and the people.
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Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I agree with you. I think we should
be positive and move in and accept the responsibility.

Mr.

EICHELBERGER.

Would you permit me to say one thing more,

Senator, and that is that a dictatorship cannot afford to take chances.
A democracy can make mistakes. A democracy can put forward suggestions and not have them accepted. A democracy can be flexible
without losing face. Therefore, I feel that we should never give the
impression that we have closed any doors. I think we should give
the impression that at all times we are ready to negotiate and we
should be very fertile in finding new approaches. That is why I
think what Senator McMahon did was so valuable the other daynot that anyone is going to take every point in his program without
considerable elaboration, implementation. What he did was to say
that there must be some new, bold way, there must be many bold ways,
that we can approach this problem, and I think he has had tremendous
support from this country, which doesn't want the doors closed.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. That is all.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Thank you, Mr. Eichelberger. We appreciate your coming again.

Mr. EICHELBERGER. Thank you for the opportunity.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Dr. Eagleton, please.
Dr. Eagleton, will you identify yourself for the record, and then
proceed as you wish, please.
STATEMENT OF DR. CLYDE EAGLETON, PROFESSOR OF INTERNATIONAL LAW, NEW YORK UNIVERSITY, CHAIRMAN OF THE
STEERING COMMITTEE OF THE COMMISSION TO STUDY THE
ORGANIZATION OF PEACE

Dr.

EBALETON.

My name is Clyde Eagleton, professor of interna-

tional law at New York University. I am also chairman of the steering committee of the Commission to Study the Organization of Peace.
I would like to start with the belief that everyone who is interested in strengthening the United Nations believes in world government. I can say that for myself. I could accept the resolution of
the United World Federalists, though I might disagree with some
of the details which would have to be worked out. I feel pretty sure,
too, that they could accept some or all of the definite proposals made
in the -resolution of Senators Ferguson and Graham, though they
might wish to go much further, and more rapidly, than is intended
in the latter resolution. I think we are all moving in the same direction, and our differences arise as to the speed with which we are to
move.
PRACTICAL DIFFICULTIES FACE WORLD GOVERNMENT

It is my impression that the world government groups have not yet
made an adequate study of the legal and practical difficulties involved in working out their respective plans. I have, indeed, been so
impressed with this lack that I set up a graduate course at New York
University to make such a study, and I may interject that it was the
most dilfkcult course I have ever tried to give and probably the least
successful.
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There are many people who say that they are for world government,
who see only the distant goal, and not the road by which it is to be
reached. When you break the problem down and present to them
the actual steps which they must take, many of them will lose their
enthusiasm. I have tried it on audiences in various parts of the
United States, and have been rather shocked at the result. I will
give you one or two illustrations of what I mean.
Most of the plans for world government call for an international
police force; I have myself believed it to be needed. But when I ask
whether a person is willing to be called upon to serve in such a police
force, there is rarely an affirmative answer. Again, one of the key
points in most world government plans is the ability of such a government to reach down to individuals within states. Taking as an
example the proposed control over atomic weapons, I ask whether
the audience would approve of an international policeman arresting
an American citizen in the United States for working on atomic
weapons. There may be hesitation over the reply, but there is no
hesitation in rejecting the proposition of the world government policeman seizing an American in the United States for violation of a
human rights, convenant against racial discrimination. These are
perhaps extreme examples, but the response is equally as negative
when you ask about international control over our tariffs or immigration, or even when you ask if one is willing to be taxed by the
world government for its own support.
TENDENCY TO BYPASS UN

This is rather discouraging. It is also discouraging that our people
do not seem eager even to strengthen the United Nations. We have
not been willing to accept even an obligation to submit our legal
disputes to judicial settlement. The Truman doctrine, the Marshall
plan, the North Atlantic Pact, even current discussions as to techiiical assistance to underdeveloped countries, all tend to bypass the
United Nations. During the recent debates over the North Atlantic
Pact, I was shocked to find an unwillingness to pledge use of our
armed forces against an aggressor, though we were already committed in principle to do so under the Charter of the United Nations.
if we are unwilling to carry out our United Nations obligations, or
to use or strengthen the United Nations, how can it be hoped that
we would accept the much greater step required to set up a world
government?
Politics has been defined as the art of the possible; one must know
just how far it is possible to go. If we ask too much, we may produce reaction in the opposite direction. We have not moved very far
away from isolationism, and it would be easy to frighten people back
into it. Public opinion is slow to change. It is one thing for unofficial organizations to seek to shape public opinion, it is another thing
for Congress, by resolution, to commit the American people to obligations which they are not yet prepared to accept.
What I have said above, Mr. Chairman, serves to explain why I
prefer the Ferguson-Graham resolution to some of the others before
you. I am convinced that advance toward world government must
be sought through the United Nations. If we abandon the United
Nations, I am sure that it would be a long time before wt could replace
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it. We must, as the resolution says, make the United Nations the
cornerstone of our policy. I favor this resolution also because it
proposes definite, possible, and practical steps to be taken. It seems
to me that the steps suggested in the resolution move a surprisingly
'long way toward world government, and yet they can be taken without
need for revision of the Charter of the United Nations, which, at the
present moment, seems almost impossible. This practical approach
to the problem is important. Much emphasis should be placed upon
the words in pargaraph 1 of the resolution: "by interpretation of the
Charter, by action taken or usages developed under the Charter;
by supplementary agreements among nations who desire thus to further
the purposes of the Charter." Amendment is not excluded, but its
difficulty is recognized, and other ways of achieving desired ends are
suggested.
SPECIFIC PROPOSALS IN FERGUSON RESOLUTION

I should like now, with this background in mind, to address myself
to the various proposals made in this resolution.
The first of these is simply the'Vandenberg resolution as it relates
to the veto. No more can be done, I think, than to continue efforts
to secure agreement among the five powers as to how the veto should
be used by them.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Do you mean by that that instead of modifying the Oharter with regard to the veto at all, that you lay down
some rule that the veto can only be used in certain realms or for certain
subjects or at certain times?
Dr. EAGLETON. The rules are to be stated by the five powers by agreement among themselves. You could not get it, I am sure, by amendment of the Charter. It could only be done by their agreement.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. It would be impossible to be done by
amendment of the Charter without almost complete universal agreement, but you do feel that usage, practice, and probably some decision
to restrain,' is possible in overcoming or developing the veto in the
°
channel it ought to take?
Dr. EAGLETON. Some steps have already been made in that direction.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Name one, for instance.
Dr. EAGLETON. They have adopted the practice of not counting abstentions, so that, when a member is absent, that is not a veto in practice, whatever the charter may say. They have by customary practice
made it a procedural vote to drop a matter from the agenda of the
Security Council so that it could go to the General Assembly.
These are small examples of what can be done by usage or agreement, In a way, the abstention rule bypasses the veto. If you can get
agreement to go that far, why, perhaps you can get agreement to go
further. At any rate, I see nothing else that can be done.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Would you favor the ThomasDouglas amendment which, I understand, is embodied in this?

Dr. EAGLEToN. Under article 51?
Senator SMirH of New Jersey. Yes.
Dr. EAGLETON. Yes; I think so. I think I could support that in
principle.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. That requires three vetoes, as I understand it, in the case of aggression.
64429-50-24
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Dr. EAGLETON. Three votes, that is.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Yes. It means, firstly, there would
have to be three different states; isn't that the net effect of it? It
limits the veto.
Dr. EAGLETON. That would set a limit upon the use of the veto in
that particular connection, yes; if you could get that agreement, yes.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Thank you, Dr. Eagleton.
LIMITATION ON EXERCISE OF VETO

Dr. EAGLETON. I should not want to abolish the veto entirely, not
until some substitute could be found which would protect us. But
it certainly should not be employed in any proceedings under chapter
VI of the Charter relating to specific settlement of disputes, nor
should it be used to prevent the admission of a new member of the
United Nations if two-thirds of the members desire it to be admitted.
Amendment of the Charter is hardly possible here. All that can be
hoped for is acceptance of certain usages of voting. That is what
I was speaking of a moment ago.
This is a matter of bargaining with the Soviet Union, and bargaining implies some concessions on our part. Politics is the art of compromise, and there can be no compromise if we insist upon having
everything our way.
The same principle applies to the admission of new members. We
may properly object to the admission of certain political entities as
members of the United Nations on the ground that they are not qualified, but again it may be necessary to compromise. Strong pressures
are now being brought to bear upon this matter; there may be a court
decision which would help. But again, it is not a matter of amending the Charter, but of reaching agreement on how the veto is to be
used, and this means bargaining with the Soviet Union.
DROPPING RESERVATIONS TO STATUTE OF COURT

The third proposal, lettered (c) in the resolution, seems to me to be
a very far-reaching step, and at the same time one which can be taken.
Neither the Charter of the United Nations nor the statute of the
Court compels a state to appear without its consent before the Court
in a legal case. There is, however, in article 36 of the statute of the
Court the so-called optional clause, which permits any state, by accepting this clause, to submit to the compulsory jurisdiction of the
Court, in four categories of legal disputes.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Ma? I stop you there, Doctor, before we
go any further. Looking at (c), the elimination of the reservation as
clause of the statute
made by the United States under the optional
of the International
CourtNations
of Justice.
fow coulda we
proceed constitutionally
in the United
to eliminate
reservation
which
we attach to our treaty or to our protocol?
Dr. EAGLETON. It is not so much an international problem, I think,
as it is a problem of senatorial procedure. You would know more
about that.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. In other words, the quickest way to do
that would be to revise the action taken by the Congress of the United
States.
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Dr. EAGLETON. And report it to the United Nations, in the same
way as we reported the reservation itself-report that now the reservation is withdrawn.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Say a case came up in complete conflict
with one of those reservations and the United States Government
wanted to submit the case or wanted to be allowed to go on without
question. Do you think our Government could ignore the reservation?

Dr. EAGLET01. As it now stands?

Senator THOMAS of Utah. Yes.
Dr. EAGLETON. Could we ignore a reservation with regard to the
,domestic questions clause, for example?
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Take either the Vandenberg or the Connally reservation. Some question comes up under it and'we want to
-stand by the spirit of the optional clause and everybody is in agreement with the rest of it. Do you think we could legally find ourselves
in court without amending that reservation or withdrawing it?
Dr. EAGLrON. Yes; if we did not raise the exception ourselves.
We could adopt the usage ourselves of not calling upon the reservations and, in practice, submitting to the Court; yes. But I don't
think that that would set the example which I want to set, nor establish the legal system that I want to establish.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Who would be the "we"? You
-say we could not raise the point. Would the Executive, acting for us,
be empowered to just waive the reservation that had been put into
the agreement by the Congress?
Dr. EAGLETON. You are asking me a senatorial question, which I
think you can answer better than I.
Senator SrrH of New Jersey. I just don't know. When you say
"we," are you referring to the Executive who may be dealing with
the matter? I doubt if the Executive could ignore the reservation
put in by the legislative body.
Dr. EAGLETON. No. I think in practice, the Executive interprets
these treaties, but presumably he would respect the reservation made;
if he didn't, I suppose the Senate knows how to protect itself.
Senator SMrrH of New Jersey. Of course, the wise thing to do, if
you want to accomplish your objective here, would be for us to re-consider and remove our reservations.
Dr. EAGLETON. That is what I was going on to.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. That would be the wise approach.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. I hope I haven't interfered with your
next paragraph.
Dr. EAGLETON. The United States has now accepted the optional
-clause, but with several reservations, under which we can refuse, if
we wish, to submit practically any dispute to the Court. That is what
I don't like about it-that it is possible to except almost any dispute
from the jurisdiction of the Court..
What is proposed in the resolution is that these reservations be
withdrawn, and that without any qualification we submit to the
-compulsory jurisdiction of the Court, as stated in article 36 of the
statute. I have no doubt that most of the states of the world would
accept this lead; indeed, most of them are already far ahead of us.
Even if the Soviet Union, or others, did not accede, we should have
made a long step forward toward a legal order.
-
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In any plan of world government, one of the foundation stones
is compulsory jurisdiction for the Court in legal disputes between
.tates. We could accomplish this through the procedure suggested,
at any rate to a large degree, without amendment or revision of the
Charter. The one essential factor is the leadership of the United
States. It is a simple and easy step to take, and I feel sure the American people would approve it.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Right there-this is a question of opinion
and probably I shouldn't ask this, but do you think we did wrong
in adhering to the optional clause, with the two reservations, or would
you have been willing to have let them remain out and done nothing
until we could accept the optional clause without reservation?
Dr. EAGLETON. If it was necessary to have the reservation attached
in order to secure the acceptance of the United States, then I would
rather have it done as it was done. I have always wondered if it was
necessary. I feel pretty sure now that with the status of public
opinion in this country, it would not be regarded as necessary and
that it could be dropped.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. The question is almost a personal one
and the answer is a personal one. That was the problem that faced
the chairman of this committee in handling that resolution. It was
a matter of getting Senators to support the resolution. I am sure that
we did the right thing, and it was a necessary thing to have done as of
that particular date.
Dr. EAGLETON. If it was necessary, I am very glad you did it.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. There isn't a single nose that wasn't
counted and not a single opinion that wasn't studied. I imagine every
legislative compromise always has angles of that kind, but you and I
probably know better than anyone else in this room about the attempts
to have the United States become part of the World Court. When
the question came as to whether we would fail again or not, the reservations seemed sweet medicine indeed.
I would like to remind Senator Smith that Dr. Eagleton and I
listened to the debates over in Geneva on the reservations in an attempt
to get us into the World Court. We have been pretty much through
all the experiences together on the points with regard to adherence
to the World Court.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. We can thank you both for your
contribution to having moved as far as we have in this area. I was
very happy to support the resolution when it came up, even with the
reservations.
Dr. EAGLETON. I think I would have gone further and left them out,
although I was not sure, until I restudied them, just what the significance was.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Thank you, Doctor.
ARMED FORCES FOR TE UN

Dr. EAGLETON. Going on now, paragraphs (d), (e), and (f) -relate
to the problem of supplying the United Nations with sufficient armed
forces to restrain aggression and disorder. With regard to (d), the
United Nations has already taken the first step, though I regret to
say, somewhat reduced from the original proposal. The armed
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guards or field services, as they call them, now a small number and
with limited purposes, could be expanded to serve important functions.
As now constituted, they are in no sense an international police force,
but they could be developed in that direction. They might be authorized to maintain order in an area of disturbance, such as Palestine or
Kashmir. For such a purpose, their numbers would have to be
increased. I mean they would not merely be there to protect the
United Nations officials, but for the purpose of maintaining order, if
so authorized. The presence of even a small number would be a deterrent against violence. If further'strengthened, they could serve as a
vanguard against an aggressor until help could arrive. World wars
begin with small aggressions, and even a small force might hold down
a small aggression. Here again, no amendment of the Charter is
required. All that is needed is the appropriation of sufficient money
by the General Assembly, and there is no veto in the General Assembly.
Of course, much more in the way of armed force would be needed
by the United Nations against a strong aggressor. Let me note first,
at this point, that members of the United Nations are in principle obligated to supply these forces. According to article 43 of the Charter,
agreements are to be made fixing the amount of the contribution of
each member, but, so far, these agreements have not been achieved.
The Military Staff Committee has been completely blocked in its
effort to work out such agreements.
I think some progress could be made in this direction if it were
taken out of the hands of the military men, who become absorbed in
professional and technical problems, and were turned over to the
delegates themselves. If no acceptable measure of comparison of
the armed forces of the different states can be found, let each state
volunteer whatever amount of armed force it may wish to make available for use by the Security Council. Not even the agreements under
article 43 would be needed to do this. For 'that matter, a completely
independent international police force could be created simply by
resolution of the General Assembly with no violation of the Charter.
This police force is, of course, another foundation stone in any world
government plan, and the point I am making is that we can get it
under the Charter of the United Nations. No amendment is necessary; no revision of the United Nations into a world government.
Pending such arrangements for armed forces, through which the
United Nations itself could maintain order, it seems to me that Senate
Resolution No. 52 is a desirable step. It has already been discussed by
this committee, and I will not take more time for it, except to say
that I have always felt that the North Atlantic Pact should not have
been made as a closed alliance, but should have been opened to the
signature of all members of the United Nations. The DouglasThomas resolution seeks to do this and to tie it into the General Assembly and into the United Nations and Council. I can see nothing
contrary to the Charter in such a supplementary treaty. If certain, or
all, members are willing to take on obligations greater than those
called for by the Charter, they are free to do so.
AUTHORITY TO ADMINISTER TROUBLED AREAS

Another proposal which calls for no amendment of the Charter is
that in subparagraph (g), to authorize administration by the United
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Nations of certain troubled or disputed areas. This would usually
be a temporary task, such as preserving order in Palestine or Indonesia until a settlement was agreed upon; it might be a longer task,
such as administration of Trieste or Jerusalem or the Italian colonies.
It could also be used to forestall future disputes, such as over Antarctic territories. A precedent was established for this in the case
of Trieste.
UN

NEEDS REVENUE

The United Nations could be made stronger if it had more money,
and especially if it were not dependent entirely upon contributions
from its members. A study is now being made by the United Nations
as to the possibilities of revenue from postal service and various other
possibilities can be thought up. For example, a small percentage of
every passport fee or of international transportation costs could be
diverted to the United Nations. If the production of atomic energy
should be put under United Nations control or supervision, a possibly
large revenue could be obtained. The United Nations can hardly be
expected to accomplish what we want it to do on its present small
budget, and a serious effort should be made to provide additional
revenue. No Charter problem is involved here; supplementary
treaties would do the job.
DEVELOPMENT OF INTERNATIONAL LAW

Subparagraphs (i) and (j) represent an effort to develop international law, on the one hand, for the protection and welfare of the
individual human being, and on the other hand to expand international law to cover certain crimes. The United Nations has made
a remarkable advance for mankind in its Declaration of Human
Rights, one of the important documents of history. The effort is
now being made to state these human rights in terms of enforceable
law-a much more difficult task. We could aid in its accomplishment
not only by working for it in the United Nations, but also by passing
legislation in advance which would enable us to meet the standards and
obligations which may ultimately be agreed upon. An example of
action is an assurance to others that we are sincere and earnest.
Internationl law has not in the past been a criminal law, though
piracy and perhaps slave-trading and counterfeiting could be regarded as international crimes. Today, we need to regard other things
as crimes under international law. The Nuremburg trials and the
Genocide Convention have introduced new precedents in this field.
The International Law Commission of the United Nations already
has these matters under consideration, and the United States should
support the study of these problems. Anything which aids in the
development of a law to be used to maintain order among states
deserves our support.
The last proposal made in this resolution is of great importance.
All efforts to improve the standard of living throughout the world
are of the highest value in assuring international peace and order;
they are worth more than a police force, for they seek to remove the
causes of war. But the emphasis in this last subparagraph is upon
If we really wish to
the words "through the United Nations."
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strengthen the United Nations, we cannot afford to bypass it, as we
have been doing, and to act upon a nationalistic basis. We would be
charged, and probably with some justice, with economic imperialism,
and we would certainly weaken the United Nations. Our own reputation would be helped, a more impartial administration and more
systematic plan of work would be provided, and the prestige of the
United Nations would be increased, if we allowed direction of technical assistance to be given by the United Nations.
Mr. Chairman, it is surprising how much can be done, how far we
can move toward world government itself, by simple steps like these.
CHARTER PROVIDES ROOM FOR DEVELOPMENT

No revision of the charter is required, no dramatic people's constitutional convention of the world. The Charter of the United
Nations is a broad and flexible instrument under which far-reaching
steps can be taken if members are willing to take them. If we are
not willing to take such steps as these, then I can see no hope for
more radical and grandiose schemes of world government. If the
proposals in this resolution, the Ferguson-Graham resolution, were
carried out, they would constitute an enormous advance in the direction in which we all wish to move. If we cannot get all of them
accepted, we can doubtless get some of them. They do not constitute
a system which you must accept or reject as a whole. We cannot, of
course, be sure that all states will accept them, but every acceptance
means that progress will have been made.
I am, however, not so much concerned with what other states wilt
do. The initiative and the responsibility rest with the United States.
Unless we start these efforts, they cannot be started. If our leadership is not followed, we could at least say that we tried. The evidence
today shows that we would have a large following. The United States
must take a lead. It must do something to build up world order and
security. But the steps which we take should be practical ones, which
will not go too far beyond popular support, and which will not
encounter constitutional difficulties under the Charter of the United
Nations. This resolution No. 72 meets these conditions, and that is
why I am willing to testify in its behalf.
I Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Dr. Eagleton, one or two questions.
You are probably familiar with what has been going on before the
United Nations and the responsibility for initiative assumed by our
representatives there. Isn't it a fact that practically all these proposals here have been put forward by our representatives in the United
Nations? Do you think we need, in other words, a resolution by the
Congress to put these ideas into the heads of people there who could
have acted without any further amendment to the Charter?
Dr. EAGLETON. We need to urge upon the delegates that they take
that action and to put behind them the support of public opinion,
which presumably a resolution of the Congress will represent. I
would not say that these proposals have all been advanced by the
United States.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Of course, an agreement has not
been made to deal with the requirement for armed forces provided in
the Charter. We seemed to be blocked in that.
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Dr. EAGLETON. We have worked through the Military Staff Committee; yes. Now I would like to see us work through our political
representatives. The military men have failed. Let us try to reach
agreement with our regular delegates or political representatives.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. You' think our delegates haven't
done that? I am just asking for information, because I am not.
familiar with how far we have pushed that.
Dr. EAGLETON. They have not done it officially. They have left it
to the Military Staff Committee.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I think probably the most significant thing here is the very beginning of this resolution, which is in
line with what Mr. Eichelberger was urging, that the Congress reaffirm
its faith in the United Nations as a cornerstone to the international
policy of the United States, and so forth. In other words, you share
the view Mr. Eichelberger presented-that we ought to build our
foreign policy on strengthening the United Nations

Dr.

EAGLETON.

Yes.

Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Rather than taking any of the other
recommendations that have been suggested to this committee to deal
with the World Federation or Atlantic Union or anything else of that
sort.
Dr. EAGLETON. Yes. I think we must work through the United
Nations and also that we can work through the United Nations.
That is really the point of what I was trying to say. It is not necessary to set up a whole lot of other, different kinds of systems. We
do 'have the means within the United Nations Charter as it stands
today to accomplish a great many of the things that are desired by
people moving toward international peace and security, and I would
like to work through the charter to make that advance. I am afraid
if we abandon the carter, we will never get back into it as much as we
have gotten out.
Senator SMrrH of New Jersey. You don't think psychologically, in
light of the H-bomb and other things that have stirred us all up, that
we need a more dramatic approach than this suggests? This practically says now we have the machinery; all we have to do is to move
into these areas and make the machinery work in these areas.

Dr.

EAGLETON.

That is right.

Senator SMIT of New Jersey. It doesn't suggest any action on our
part such as these other resolutions call for.
Dr. EAGLETOW. We have had the atomic bomb for several years, and
for 2 or 3 weeks, the American people got excited about it, but not
even the atomic bomb stirred them up, to the point of even asking
that certain strengthening of the United Nations be made. It stirred
up a certain number of responsible people to demand world government. But I have no evidence to show that the American people as a
whole would take so radical a change as is proposed by world government. I haven't evidence to show that they would support many of
the steps which I would like to see taken just to strengthen the United
Nations.
All of these proposals that are made in this resolution, it seems to
me, are possible, practical in the sense that the people might
accept them, even though they have not yet asked that it be done. If
this lead were taken by a resolution of Congress and these points were
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put before the American people as suggestions of the Government,
of the Congress, then they might pay more attention to it, I think they
might respond, but I doubt very much if they would substitute some'thin wholly different and new for the United Nations. At any rate,
I wi go personally almost as far as anybody about world government,
but I am afraid, very much afraid, to take the risk of throwing out
the United Nations and trying to get something else in its place. That
is why I take this slow process.
Senator SxrTH of New Jersey.. I share that view of yours right
along. I want to be careful that we don't move backward by damaging the United Nations in an attempt to get something that may look
tobe better on paper but may not be possible of accomplishment.
Among the various things presented to us, we have got the so-called
ABC plan that Mr. Culbertson presented to us, which does call for a
revision of the charter. He points to the abolishing of the veto and
the armament race by having agreements about reducing armaments
and creating a world police force. He made certain suggestions with
respect to that. You wouldn't think it necessary in all those things to
make any changes in the charter. You think we can do it without
that. I am a little troubled by your discussion of the veto. I don't
see how we are going to make any progress with Russia on the veto
at all. She has used it so effectively and so devastatingly. It seems to
me that probably the least we can do would be the Thomas-Douglas
resolution, which would seem to deal with that in the case of an
aggression, a decided aggression.
Dr. EAGLETON. It is sort of an emergency measure to take care of
the situation until we can work out a permanent system. Yes, I
would favor it in the same way.
Senator SMrrH of New Jersey. But you don't think we need to
go as far as Mr. Culbertson suggests in his ABC plan, to start a big
disarmament movement, such as Senator McMahon suggested the
other day. Senator McMahon, with his feeling of responsibility because of his Chairmanship of the Atomic Energy Cdmmission, called
on us to offer at least to spend less money on armaments and put more
money into the reconstruction of the world as a step toward world
peace. Do you think that would be a dramatic move?
Dr. EAULETON. Those are different things. I don't know the Culbertson plan well enough, but I don't believe it can be done under the
Charter.
Senator .SxITH of New Jersey. He said there would have to be a
revision of the Charter, but he thinks we ought to move right in and
try and get it.
Dr. EAGLETON. That I am afraid of, because it is so difficult. It
would be so difficult to make any revision. I would rather try to make
these advances by developing the usages, and so forth, as I have suggested, but Mr. McMahon's proposal, if you are referring to aiding
te economy development throughout the world, that is something
that would fall into the Charter. It would fit right in with my beliefs
and desires; yes.
Senator Srr
of New Jersey. Nothing you have said would negative exploring that possible approach.
Dr. EAGLETON. No. On the one hand, I think we have got to develop a firm policy with sufficient force behind it to restrain expan-
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sionism on the part of any state, particularly one state. On the other
hand, I think we have got to try to remove the cause of war as far
as we can. and get as much agreement as we can, even with the Soviet
Union. I think certain concessions or compromises can be made
there, so long as we do not compromise on the essential things of maintaining an armed force sufficient to stand up as best it can against
Russian expansion. Aside from that, I would like to have as much
cooperation as possible with the Soviet Union, with everybody else.
I would like to raise the standard of living everywhere as much as
possible. Mr. McMahon's proposal appeals to me very much. The
whole program of technical assistance fits in there. I would be for
it all.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Of course, we have to sell the idea
to our colleagues of having the United States practically finance and
run all these world efforts, but it is a choice of where you spend your
money.
Dr. EAGLETON. The last world war cost 300 billions. I don't remember the latest figures.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I agree with you, we have got to
face that because of the terrific burden of armament costs. Now if
that can be relieved by these other approaches, certainly it would be
'all to the good. It would be for positive rather than just preparing
destructive weapons; I agree with that.
Well, thank you very much, Doctor. We appreciate your testimony.
It is very valuable to us.
Dr. EAGLETON. Thank you, sir.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I think we have one more witness
this morning, Mrs. Mitchell, of the League of Women Voters.
Mrs. Mitchell, this statement at the top of your testimony is the
identification of yourself and your authority to act here? Let me see:
"Member of National Board of Directors, League of Women Voters
,of the United States."
STATEMENT OF MRS. ALLAN C. G. MITCHELL, MEMBER OF NATIONAL BOARD OF DIRECTORS, LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS OF
THE UNITED STATES
Mrs. MITCHELL. I might add, Senator, that our league is composed
of 720 local organizations, and I am a resident of Bloomington, Ind.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. You are a member of the National
Board?
Mrs. MITCHELL. Of the League of Women Voters of the United
States.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Have you been designated by the
League of Women Voters to present this statement?
Mrs. MITCHELL. That is right.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Thank you. All right, go ahead in
your own way, then, Mrs. Mitchell.
Mrs. MITCHELL. The League of Women Voters is here to support
Senate Concurrent Resolution 72. This resolution, in our judgment,
outlines the most constructive approach toward reaching the goal that
we seek, and that most of the witnesses testifying before this sub-
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Committee appear to share-a strengthened United Nations capable of
keeping the peace.
Senate Concurrent Resolution 72 reaffirms that the United Nations
is the cornerstone of United Natibns foreign policy. The basic assumption on which the United Nations was founded remains just as
true today as it was in 1945; that only through the cooperation of all
nations, in a universal world organization, can the peace be kept. The
fact that there are serious disagreements among United Nations members is all the more reason for keeping them together in the United
Nations, with the continuing possibility that they may work out their
,differences. We reject any proposal that might destroy the universal
character of the United Nations and close off this avenue of approach
to peaceful solutions.
UN AS BEST COMMON DENOMINATOR

The league believes that the United Nations provides the best common denominator that can be reached by all of its members today.
We think that under the present charter, adequate machinery can be
developed for carrying out the tasks which nations are now ready to
delegate to the United Nations. We look toward eventual amendment
of the charter to strengthen the organization at some future time, but
consider it misplaced effort to concentrate now on making structural
changes.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Might I ask a question right there,
Mrs. Mitchell? Does that mean that the League of Women Voters
is not supporting the World Federalist movement, or the Atlantic
Union movement, either one of those?
Mrs. MITCHELL. The Atlantic Union movement, as I understand
it, would not require structural changes in the charter, but the Culbertson plan would eventually; I think that the World Government
plan obviously would.
Senator SMIrH of New Jersey. Well, I think that is true. I think
the World Federalist plan would require structural changes, possibly
a new approach even. But I think, as you said, the Atlantic Union
plan could be operated without any reference to the United Nations
at all.
Mrs. MITCHELL. Without structural changes.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. It might take the limelight off the
United Nations, you will have to bear that in mind, but it wouldn't
require a change in the United Nations itself, apparently.
Mrs. MITCHELL. That is right. The program which was adopted
at our last national convention took a very strong stand in favor of
using the existing machinery.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. And that represented the League of
Women Voters all over the United States?
Mrs. MITCHELL. The national convention.
Senator SMITH of Ne'wJersey. Did you have the question submitted
to the different States? For example, could I assume that the League
of Women voters, which is very strong in my State of New Jersey, is
in accord with the views expressed here?
Mrs. MITcHELL. That is right. It is a consensus of opinion expressed nationally.
Senator SmITH of New Jersey. Thank you. Go ahead.
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UN FAILURES NOT ATTRIBUTABLE TO CHARTER

Mrs.

MITCHELL.

Progress of the United Nations has been seriously

Mrs.

MITCHELL.

The North Atlantic Union; yes, except it would

hampered by failure to fulfill its security functions, control of atomic
energy, regulation of armaments, and provision of armed forces. The
record shows, however, that this failure has not been caused by lack
of adequate machinery; rather, it has :been caused by the fact that
the nations concerned could not reach agreement. No machinery
can force nations to agree; it can only help them to do so when the
will is there. The successes and failures of the United Nations, its
ups and downs, are an index of the willingness of nations to cooperate. Only when that index registers much higher than it does today
will the time be right to amend the Charter. To attempt it before
would, in our judgment, be both futile and unwise.
Meanwhile, many steps can be taken within the framework of the
present Charter to strengthen the United Nations and build sound
foundations for peace. The League would like to see our Government
a leader in taking these steps, which will pave the way for later delegating greater sovereignty to the United Nations.
A number of possibilities are suggested in Senate Concurrent Resolution 72. For example, the United States should help to develop new
procedures for settling disputes by peaceful means, to extend international law, to increase the authority and use of World Court. The
United States should press for voluntary modification of the veto
and for increasing United Nations membership.
Pending establishment of a universal security system within the
United Nations. the United States can join in collective defense arrangements to help keep the peace, such as the North Atlantic Pact
and the Rio Pact. Meanwhile, our Government should work persistently toward breaking the deadlock with the Soviet Union so that
agreement may eventually be reached in fulfilling the security provisions of the Charter.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Under that chapter, I think you
could go along with the Atlantic Union idea. It would be similar in
its effect to the North Atlantic Pact and the Rio Treaty.
go much further.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Much further, yes; but I mean it
would be consistent with this statement here.
Mrs. MITCHELL. We would be authorized to do it under the program

that has been adopted, granting there was a consensus of opinion
among our members, but our members have not reached agreement in
backing any particular plan. They have them under consideration.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Thank you.
NEED FOR UN REVENUE

Mrs.

MITCHELL.

The United States must play a major part in seeing

that the United Nations has adequate revenue. Our Government
weakens the United Nations when it stalls or fails to provide sufficient
funds. We note that there is still pending in the House of Representatives, after several months, a bill to authorize increased United States
contributions to three of the specialized agencies: The International
Labor Organization, the Food and Agricultural Organization, and the
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World Health Organistion. Nor has action yet been initiated in the
Senate. The League recommends prompt passage of these measures.
World economic stability is necessary to a strong United Nations.
In this field, there are many issues on which United States action is
essential. Congressional approval of United States membership in
the International Trade Organization is an immediate need. The
United Nations has already been weakened by more than a year's
delay in establishing the International Trade Organization. We urge
the most prompt congressional action on this important link in the
United Nations economic system. a
Channeling the point 4 program to the greatest extent possible
through the United Nations is another important way for Congress
to strengthen the United Nations and at the same time avoid charges
of American economic imperialism.
A continuing test of American support for the United Nations is
our willingness to make national action consistent with our international commitments. The United States should adopt policies as a
creditor nation that will enable our debtors to earn their own way and
pay their debts. During the coming years, it will be especially
important for Congress to make sure that our domestic policies on such
matters as tariffs, imports, and, investments are consistent with our
position as the world's leading creditor nation and with our pledges
of economic cooperation in the United Nations Charter.
In supporting Senate Concurrent Resolution 72, we do not wish
to imply that the league is ready to act on each of the specifics enumerated. The League chooses a limited program of action, and during
these postwar years our members have decided that they could best
help to stren ghen the United Nations by concentrating on a few key
economic anT security problems. The specific points outlined in the
resolution, however, are consistent with the 30-year League record
of action to build a collective-security system by extending the area of
internaitonal authority in the security, economic, social, and legal
fields.
This 30 years of experience has taught us that a system of world
security can only be built with'the tools we have, rather than with those
we wish for, and from where we are rather than from where we would
like to be. The League supports Senate Concurrent Resolution 72
because it concentrates effort on immediate, possible, and practical
steps that must be taken if the United Nations is to survive and grow.
In aiming for a big jump toward a stronger United Nations, let us not
fail to take the steps that are necessary now if we are to reach that goal.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Senator Smith?
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. No questions.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Do you find by canvassing your membership that there is pretty nearly universal opinion in support of what
you have testified to here, Mrs. Mitchell ?
Mrs. MITCHELL. Yes, Senator Thomas. We have tried to be very
accurate in interpreting what we believe to be the consensus of opinion
arrived at by our membership. We judge that opinion by the program
that was adopted at the national convention and by various other
methods. We have frequent field trips and conferences.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. How widespread is your organization
now? Does it cover the whole 48 States?
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Mrs. MITCHELL. Thirty-five, and we also have organizations in the
Territories.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. You have 35 State organizations?
Mrs. MITCHELL. Thirty-five organized States.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. You find pretty generally, then, a sentiment in favor of the big plan of attempting to bring about some sort
of strengthening of the world in its international organization, do
you?
Mrs. MITCHELL. Yes; there is a very strong sentiment for that, and
particularly trying to get a balance between building the ramparts of
peace, you might say, in both the economic and the security fields and
funneling it to be as great an extent possible through the United
Nations.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Thank you. Is that all?
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. That is all.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Thank you very much.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Thank you very much.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. We will stand in recess until Wednesday,
February 15, when the Deputy Under Secretary of State, Dean Rusk,
will commence testimony for the State Department. We will also
have Assistant Secretary of State John Hickerson and Assistant Secretary Perkins. We will meet here in the caucus room.
(Whereupon, the committee adjourned at 12: 30 p. m. until Wednesday, February 15, 1950.)
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UNITED STATES SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON FOREIGN RELATIONS,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON REVISION OF THE UNITED NATIONS CtARTER,

Washington, D. C.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to adjournment, on Monday, February 13, 1950, at 10 a. In., in room 318, Senate Office Building, Senator Elbert D. Thomas (chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.
Present: Senators Thomas of Utah (chairman of the subcommittee), Green, Wiley, and Smith of New Jersey.
Also present: Senator Douglas.
STATE DEPARTMENT POSITION ON PENDING RESOLUTIONS

Senator THOMAS of Utah. Mr. Secretary, will you identify yourself
for the record, please?
STATEMENT OF HON. DEAN RUSK, DEPUTY UNDER SECRETARY OF
STATE
Mr. RUSK. Mr. Chairman, I am Dean Rusk, Deputy Under Secretary of State, and I am here to appear for the Department of State
at this stage of the hearings on international organizations.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. What is your position in the State Department, Mr. Rusk, besides being Deputy Under Secretary of State?
Mr. RUSK. Under the Under Secretary there are two Deputies, one
to consider policy matters and the other to consider administrative
matters. I am the Deputy Under Secretary for policy matters. My
principal job is to help the Secretary and the Under Secretary free
their time as much as possible for the tasks which only they can do,
and to give them maximum opportunity to concentrate on the big
issues of our foreign policy, among which are the issues which are
before your subcommittee.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. What has been your position with regard
to the United Nations in the past?
BUREAU OF UN AFFAIRS IN

STATE DEPARTMENT

Mr. RUSK. At the beginning of 1947 1 became Director of the Office
of United Nations Affairs. In January of 1949 I was appointed Assistant Secretary of State for United Nations Affairs, and I have also
participated in a number of sessions of the General Assembly and haveserved as an adviser to the Security Council delegation.
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Senator THOMAS of Utah. Have they abolished the Office of United
Nations Affairs in the State Department?
Mr. RUsK. No, sir; the Bureau of United Nations Affairs is now
headed by Assistant Secretary of State John Hickerson, and Mr.
Hickerson's responsibility is to draw together all parts of the State
Department who are concerned with United Nations business.. -That,
in fact, includes almost all parts of the State Department as well as
almost every other agency. of Government. Mr. Hickerson is with me
here today.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Does the State Department pay as much
attention to United Nations affairs as it does to the affairs of any other
nation?
Mr. RUSK. I think, sir, in terms of the bulk of our work, there is
much more mass handled in our Bureau of United Nations Affairs than
in the bureau dealing with any particular country or even group of
countries. Each session of the General Assembly, for example, would
have up to 100 items on its agenda, and those items cut right across our
entire foreign policy, from such questions as Greece or Korea or Yugoslavia all the way around to the administrative and technical work
of the United Nations.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Does the State Department keep in close
touch with the representatives of our Government in the United
Nations and all other international organizations?
Mr. RUsK. Yes, sir. Senator Austin and Ambassador Gross have a
mission to the United Nations in New York with which we are in daily
and often hourly contact. Those two representatives of ours up there
are themselves In continual consultation with the representatives of
other nations to the United Nations. There are some 50 permanent
representatives to the United Nations located in New York, representing the various members, and our delegation is very active in keeping
in close touch with them.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. If, for instance, we have a representative
at an international conference or an international organization at
any time, and that representative speaks as a representative of the
United States, does he generally speak with the sanction of the State
Department?
Mr. RUSK. Yes, sir. He is instructed-our delegations are instructed-by the President, in the usual case through the Secretary of
State; and in bodies where other departments of the Government are
involved the Secretary of State provides machinery for coming to a
common understanding with those other departments on the instructions which will be issued to our delegations. The Secretary of State
is the traffic center through which directions and instructions go to
our representatives in the United Nations.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Thank you, Mr. Rusk. Will you continue
and take up your statement as you wish, please?
Mr. RUsK. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I
appreciate very much the opportunity to appear for the Department
of State at this particular stage in these hearings.
Two impressive facts have emerged from the testimony thus far.
One is that the proponents of the resolutions before you share a sense
of the inadequacy of mankind's present political arrangements and
a sense of urgency with respect to more effective action in building a
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World security system. The other is that the only serious criticism
of existing international machinery comes from those who wish to
have us participate more rather than less. It may be significant that
there is no resolution before the committee calling for us to withdraw
from our international responsibilities, nor is there any significant
organized opinion in the country which takes that view. We take
that to mean that the people of this country have reached a basic
understanding that the fate of this Nation is interwoven with events
beyond our borders and that our safety, liberty, and well-being require
us to act as a part of the world about-us.
SIGNIFICANCE OF HEARINGS

If it does not appear presumptuous, Mr. Chairman, I should like
to underline the importance and significance of these hearings from
the point of view of the Department of State. You have already
pointed out that we are in the midst of a great national debate on the
issues presented by these resolutions, a debate which goes to the heart
of the world security problem and fundamental economic problems.
Many of these issues are more fundamental than any which have
confronted the American people since 1776 or 1789. So deeply and
vitally do these questions affect the lives of all Americans that it is
essential that public debate be given every possible assistance in
understanding the implications of the many proposals which have
come forward. This subcommittee is rendering a notable public
service by its careful and thorough examination of these questions.
With your permission, I should like to discuss some of the broad
issues of foreign policy involved in the group of resolutions before you
and then to ask my colleague, Mr. John Hickerson, Assistant Secretary of State for United Nations Affairs, to speak briefly to specific
resolutions. As we see it, my statement and his would make two parts
of a single statement in order to be most useful and most relevant to
the matters before this committee.
INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS MUST GROW

Only a fool could close his mind to the possibility that we may need
to take further steps in the field of international organization. We are
not here to enter a blind defense of a status quo. The postwar world
is neither secure nor stable, nor are its peoples free and adequately
fed. Sovereign states have been reluctant to yield enough of their
freedom of action to insure the safety of us all. The scars of the
devastation of World War II have not been healed. Shifting power
alinements and struggles for power advantage continue to cast a
shadow over the more constructive efforts to work together across
national frontiers. In great areas of the world, population is pressing
hard against the ceilings of available foodstuffs. We who can produce so much find it difficult to work out a rational basis upon which
we can exchange our wealth for the wealth of others, to our mutual
advantage. The great national, political and social revolutions
touched off in the Western World in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries continue to force fundamental change in many other parts of the
world. The counter-revolution and reaction of internal communism
has not only become an effective tool for the extension of the power of
64429-50-
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the Russian state but in certain areas it is rebuilding the institutions of
tyranny and suppression against which men have been struggling for
centuries. A world which is being forcibly united by technical development is divided by stubborn traditions, racial animosities and
barriers of language, religions, and custom. The breath-taking pace
at which the boundaries of human knowledge and technical capacity
are being smashed is not matched by our ability to organize man to
deal with the problems of his own creation. As it has been well put by
others, our central problem is whether man, who knows so much, is
wise enough to survive.
GAINS IN ORGANIZATION MUST BE PRESERVED

If it is foolish to close our minds to change, it would be equally foolish for us not to hold tenaciously to the gains which we have already
made, and not to take account of the lessons of our recent experience.
I shall show in a few moments that we have come a very long way in the
work of the United Nations. That structure has been powerfully reinforced by such regional arrangements as the Rio Pact and the North
Atlantic Pact. It would be disastrous, if by turning in any irresponsible or whimsical fashion to new forms of organization or glittering
formulae for perfection, we were to set ourselves back. Almost all of
the proponents of the resolutions before us have stated their strong
support for the United Nations and have disclaimed any intention or
desire to weaken it in any way, and we accept those statements. But as
the people of the country consider what our attitude shall be toward
these proposals, we must bear in mind that, by ill-considered action, we
can inflict unintentional damage and destroy what we think we are
trying to save. The power and influence of the United States imposes
upon us a very great responsibility; our action or our inaction can
profoundly affect the course of events in the rest of the world. We
should do irreparable harm if we should come forward with bold
proposals for radically new international organization without satisfactory answers to some very fundamental questions.
Exactly what is it we are proposing that we and others do? What
is it we want? What do we have iii mind? Do we ourselves understand the full implications of the course we are proposing? Are we
acting from sober reflection or from hysteria, fear or lack of understanding of our new situation? Are we prepared to persevere in the
new course? Are we willing to pay the costs? Have we considered the
matter carefully from the point of view of other nations, and with
other nations? Which of our existing problems would be solved or
brought substantially nearer solution if the new course were adopted,
or which of the threats now hanging over the world would be magnified
and made more difficult to handle? What procedures, both within
our own constitutional system and in the international field, must we
follow if we are to go forward? These are important questions whatever our proposals, but they are vital if we are to consider whether we
shall place in the hands of others the power to dispose of the manpower
and the resources of the United States.
STATEMENT OF UNITED STATES FOREIGN POLICY

What do we Americans want in this twentieth century in our relations with the rest of the world? What is our foreign policy? In
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one sense, it cannot be stated. This great Nation, rich, sprawling, and
diverse, will not allow its foreign policy to be compressed into a few
words by a handful of people in Washington. In another sense, our
foreign policy is known and understood by our citizens throughout
the land. A well-considered and convenient statement of our basic
policy is found in the preamble and articles 1 and 2 of the Charter
of the United Nations. I shall not read these portions because they
are readily available to all. But a reading would remind us
that the purposes and principles written into the Charter while
we were still facing trial by fire in the recent war do in fact reflect the
basic principles and the loftiest aspirations of the American people.
They reflect our desire for conditions in the world in which our great
American experiment in freedom can survive and flourish, and our
desire for peace, liberty and economic well-being for ourselves and
others.
CHARTER PROVISIONS

Senator THOMAS of Utah. Mr. Rusk, right there, may I suggest that
we include in the record at this place these parts of the United Nations
Charter: The preamble, articles 1 and 2 of the Charter of the United
Nations. The reason is that we hope somebody will study this
statement.
Mr. RusK. Thank you, sir.
(The portions of the Charter of the United Nations referred to are
as follows:
PREAMBLE

We the peoples of the United Nations determined to save succeeding generations from the scourge of war, which twice in our lifetime has brought untold
sorrow to mankind; and
to reaffirm faith in fundamental human rights, in the dignity and worth of the

human person, in the equal rights of men and women and of nations large and
small; and
to establish conditions under which Justice and respect for the obligations
arising from treaties and other sources of international law can be maintained; and
to promote social progress and better standards of life in larger freedom;
and for these ends
to practice tolerance and live together in peace with one another as good
neighbors; and
to unite our strength to maintain international peace and security; and
to ensure, by the acceptance of principles and the institution of methods, that
armed force shall not be used, save in the common interest; and
to employ international machinery for the promotion of the economic and
social advancement of all peoples,
have resolved to combine our efforts to accomplish these aims.
Accordingly, our respective Governments, through representatives assembled

In the city of San Francisco, who have exhibited their full powers found to be
in good and due form, have agreed to the present Charter of the United Nations
and do hereby establish an international organization to be known as the United
Nations.
CHAPR

I. PURPOSES AND PRINCIPLES
ARTICLE 1

The Purposes of the United Nations are:
1. To maintain international peace and security, and to that end: to take
effective collective measures for the prevention and removal of threats to the
peace, and for the suppression of acts of aggression or other breaches of the
peace, and to bring about by peaceful means, and in conformity with the prin-
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ciples of justice and international law, adjustment or settlement of international disputes or situations which might lead to a breach of the peace;
2. To develop friendly relations among nations based on respect for the
principle of equal rights and self-determination of peoples, and to take other
appropriate measures to strengthen universal peace;
3. To achieve international cooperation in solving international problems of an
economic, social, cultural or humanitarian character, and in promoting and encouraging respect for human rights and for fundamental freedoms for all without distinction as to race, sex, language, or religion; and
4. To be a center for harmonizing the actions of nations in the attainment
of these common ends.
ARTICLE 2

The Organization and its Members, in pursuit of the Purposes stated in Article
1, shall act in accordance with the following Principles:
1. The Organization is based on the principle of the sovereign equality of all.
its Members.
2. All Members, in order to ensure to all of them the rights and benefits resulting from membership, shall fulfill in good faith the obligations assumed by
them in accordance with the present Charter.
3. All Members shall settle their international disputes by peaceful means
in such a manner that international peace and security, and justice, are not
endangered.
4. All Members shall refrain in their international relations from the threat
or use of force against the territorial integrity or political independence of any
state, or in any other manner inconsistent with the purposes of the United
Nations.
5. All Members shall give the United Nations every assistance in any action it
takes in accordance with the present Charter, and shall refrain from giving assistance to any state against which the United Nations is taking preventive or enforcement action.
6. The Organization shall ensure that states which are not Members of the
United Nations act in accordance with these Principles so far as may be necessary for the maintenance of international peace and security.
7. Nothing contained in the present Charter shall authorize the United Nations
to intervene in matters which are essentially within the domestic jurisdiction
of any state or shall require the Members to submit such matters to settlement
under the present Charter; but this principle shall not prejudice the application of enforcement measures under Chapter VII.

Mr. RusK. The emphasis in these hearings has not been upon a restatement of our broad purposes but upon how we can translate them
into accomplished fact. We shall never completely realize all our purposes. It is a part of our nature to aspire to goals beyond our immediate reach and not to be satisfied so long as important jobs remain
to be done. As we solve some problems, others will arise to take their
place. Some we shall not readily solve and may have to endure for a
considerable period.
PAST ACHIEVEMENTS OF UNITED NATIONS

Again, it is characteristic for us to continue to point toward the
future, to apply our energy and intelligence toward the problems
ahead of us, rather than to spend our time in contemplation of past
successes or matters behind us. This tendency to turn to the next task
ahead is entirely wholesome, provided it does not make pessimists
of us all. If we are to assess our situation accurately and are to summon the hope and faith we need for the job ahead, perhaps we should
pause on rare occasions and borrow encouragement from the record of
the past. Time does not permit a complete analysis of the recent record, but it is not unimportant that the blockade of Berlin a year ago
was removed, that the fighting in Indonesia gave way to a statesman-
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like agreement, that the troublesome issues of Palestine are in process

of peaceful settlement with no real likelihood of a resumption of fighting, that guerrilla operations in Greece have been overcome and that
Greek effort can be increasingly devoted to the long-needed reconstruction of the country, that the North Atlantic community is organizing itself strongly for its mutual defense, that the western European
economy is daily becoming stronger and more vigorous, and that significant steps are being taken to integrate western Germany and Japan
into the family of nations on a peaceful and cooperative basis. I cite
these not to give a complete picture'nor to stimulate a false optimism
but to point out that much constructive work is going on continuously
all about us.
PROBLEMS FACING UNITE

STATES

As we turn to matters ahead of us, we see an agenda of formidable
problems. We do not have international control of atomic energy
and are confronted with competition in atomic weapons. We have not
resolved the formidable gap between our exports and our imports.
We have not reachead a satisfactory peace settlement for Germany,
Japan, or even Austria and a reintegration of those peoples back into
the community of nations. The peoples of Asia have not yet achieved
stability in their effort to build free societies of their own and are
being directly threatened by the counterrevolutionary and reactionary forces of international communism with subjection to the interests
of the Russian state. The world has not yet found a satisfactory
basis on which relations with the Soviet Union can be conducted, nor
a means for insuring that the Soviet Union will respect the conduct
required of all states if there is to be peace.
There are many other questions before us, but those which have
just been named are of major importance and bear directly upon the
issues which are being discussed in these hearings. It becomes not
only pertinent but necessary to consider how we are to get at these
problems, even though we may not have complete solutions. It has
been evident from the hearings thus far that the subcommittee is not
so much concerned with theoretical problems of forms and organization as with practical problems imposed upon us by urgent issues
of foreign policy.
It will be seen at a glance that the important problems before us are
not likely to submit to a single method or to a single organizational
device. The effort of the United States in the postwar world has been
applied on a broad front, in a bold and creative manner, advancing
where it is possible to advance and searching out alternative means
where obstacles bar the way. We have emphasized and strongly supported the United Nations as the organization of the world community and have worked in it to resolve problems of general interest
and concern. We have dealt with other questions of a regional character in regional organizations, particularly in the inter-American
system and in the North Atlantic community. The great mass of the
daily conduct of our foreign relations continues to be on a bilateral
.basis, direct between government and government. This combination of general, regional and bilateral effort is not the result of theoretical analysis but is required for the orderly conduct of our business.
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A brief examination of some of our experience in using general, regional, and bilateral procedures might be useful in considering some
of the issues developed in these hearings.
ROLE OF UNITED NATIONS IN UNITED STATES FOREIGN POLICY

When we turn to the United Nations and its Charter we are conscious of the dominant role which support for the United Nations has
played in our foreign policy. As a treaty approved for ratification by
a vote of 89 to 2 in the Senate, it is a part of the supreme law of our
land. A more effective use of the United Nations was the theme of
the Vandenberg resolution passed by the Senate on June 11, 1948, by
a vote of 64 to 4. President Truman, in his inaugural address, outlined our program for peace and freedom and stated in his first point
thatWe will continue to give unfaltering support to the United Nations and related
agencies, and we will continue to search for ways to strengthen their authority
and increase their effectiveness.

I have already indicated that the purposes and principles written
into the Charter of the United Nations are, in essence, a summary of
the foreign policy of the American people. We should not underestimate the importance of the fact that these principles, so congenial
to us, have been subscribed to by 58 other governments. Apart from
the Soviet bloc for the moment, it is fair to say that the membership
of the United Nations is making a persistent and honest effort, in
hundreds of matters which come before that organization each year,
to carry out the purposes of the Charter. No single nation, including
our own, has fully measured up to the high standards of the Charter,
but that has not been expected. What has been accepted as a general
obligation is to try by practical steps, within available means, each
in his own way, to contribute to the objectives established. In United
Nations debate and in accompanying negotiations, governments habit.
ually accept the standards of the Charter as a measuring stick for their
own attitudes and policies. There is no doubt but that this measuring
stick is being regularly applied in foreign offices where policy decisions
are being made. It can be positively said that the United States would
consider it a very serious matter, indeed, to find itself in violation
of the Charter or to find its conduct rebuked by the organized community of nations. It is also of interest to notice that the Soviet
Union attempts to present its own case in terms of loyalty and respect
for the Charter. However cynical we may believe that effort becomes
on many issues, it is noteworthy that even the Soviet Union acknowledges in this somewhat left-handed fashion the moral and political
authority of the Charter among the peoples of the world.
This world-wide acceptance of principles which are central to our
own foreign policy is a tremendous asset which the United States must
carefully nourish. It provides the basis for a solidarity of the world
community which could not readily be brought about through propaganda, diplomatic negotiation, or other available means. This solidarity derives not from an American diplomatic victory in the drafting of the Charter but from the fact that this great Nation, itself
a melting pot of many lands and peoples, has set for itself purposes
which are broadly humanistic in character and are genuinely shared
by peoples throughout the world because they are, in fact, their own.
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UNITED NATIONS IS BASIC STRUCTURE FOR WORLD COMMUNITY

The Charter has been drafted; it has been signed and placed in
effect; it provides a basic structure for the constructive consolidation
of the world community. It is a fair question to ask whether, if we
now embark upon an effort to redistribute governmental power in a
fundamental way, we would not now unleash divisive and disruptive
forces of diverse interests and cultures at the very moment when solidarity is of the greatest possible urgency.
The above question becomes the more relevant as we recognize that
we have by no means exhausted the possibilities of the existing Charter.
There are large and comparatively unexplored regions of the Charter
which are available to its members for further cooperation and joint
action. The United Nations has demonstrated a flexibility, a response
to practical situations by the development of custom and practice, and
the power to adjust its procedures.
The United Nations is not merely a Charter or a secretariat. The
United Nations is its members. There is a tendency to point to the
United Nations as something separate and apart from its membership and to hold it responsible for the failure of its members to achieve
a desired result. We, the members, are the United Nations. It would
be difficult to find instances in which the Charter prevented the
members from taking the action necessary to maintain international
peace and security or to carry out the other tasks of the organization.
In any event, there is no question but that the Charter can carry much
more traffic if its members desire to have it do so.
It should also be noted that the Charter is our basic over-all agreement with the Soviet Union. It was negotiated in detail with great
care at a time when we and they were fighting a common enemy. It
contained provisions which, if loyally carried out, would insure the
peace. The most simple and elementary of these are found in article 2:
All members shall settle their international disputes by peaceful means in such
a manner that international peace and security, and justice, are not endangered.

And again:
All members shall refrain in their international relations from the threat or
use of force against the territorial integrity or political independence of any
state, or in any other manner inconsistent with the purposes of the United
Nations.

We do not need another over-all agreement; we need performance
on the ones we already have. If we could get compliance with the
two simple paragraphs cited above, we should be well on the way
toward a tolerable relation with the Soviet Union.
When one attempts to assess the work of the United Nations system
up to this point one discovers that the story is difficult to tell. The
United Nations as long since outgrown the possibilities of a short and
simple account. I am convinced that at least some of the discouragement and some of the cynicism which has found expression results
from a lack of understanding or even of information about its

activities.

It is not my purpose, Mr. Chairman, to take your time

with an account of the record of the United Nations thus far. This
material is available in the publications of the United Nations as well

as in materials supplied by the Department of State and by many
of our leading private organizations who are performing a splendid
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service in their publications. The Department of State will be issuing
shortly two or three publications which should be of material help
to those who are seeking information in this field.
If I appear to offer conclusions without detailed documentation,
it is in the interest of brevity and we should be glad to furnish the
subcommittee whatever documentation it considers desirable on specific points.
EFFECTIVENESS OF UN IN SECURITY MATTERS

The principal issues raised in discussing the resolutions now before
the subcommittee concern political and security matters. If we are
considering any major changes in existing arrangements, we should
at least understand how far we have come thus far in this field. The
United Nations 'has done much more than mobilize world opinion in
support of the Charter and against aggression. It has provided in a
series of important cases effective machinery for settling disputes
which had in them the possibilities of major war. In a number of
cases the United Nations has taken hold of actual fighting and has
brought the parties to a peaceful conclusion. In a number of these
cases the great powers themselves were directly involved. Out of
the experience with Iran, Syria and Lebanon, Indonesia, Berlin,
Greece, Palestine, Kashmir, and Korea, the United Nations has solved
many of the technical problems involved in peaceful settlement and
has developed great flexibility in its procedures in order to get on with
its task. Thus far, fighting has been prevented or isolated and
stopped. The Secretary General of the United Nations has estimated
that in this way the United Nations has helped in stopping hostilities
which would have directly affected 500,000,000 people.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Mr. Rusk, have you in an expanded form
in any of your State Department publications anything in print now
that will explain it in a little bit more detail what was accomplished
in Syria, what was accomplished in Lebanon?
Mr. RUSK. Yes, sir. We will be glad to furnish that, sir.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. I think that if you can do that briefly
and put it in the record at this place, it will add greatly to your testimony and also to the information of a person who is reading your
testimony. That is one of the desires, of course, of the subcommittee.
Mr. RUsK. We will be glad to do that, sir.
(The information supplied by the Department of State is as
follows:)
UNITED NATIONS ACTION IN THE IRANIAN CASE

In August 1941 the Soviet Union and the United Kingdom found it necessary
to send military forces to Iran to prevent possible German domination of that
country. In January 1942 the United Kingdom, the U. S. S. R., and Iran signed
a treaty of alliance, one of the provisions of which was that all Allied troops
would be withdrawn from Iran within 6 months after the suspension of hostilities between the Allied Powers and their enemies.
With the conclusion of the war against Germany, the Iranian Government re,
quested the withdrawal of troops from Iran as agreed upon in the treaty of
alliance. The United States withdrew all of its forces by January 1, 1946, and
the United Kingdom took similar action shortly thereafter. However, Soviet
troops continued to occupy the Azerbaijan area. In November 1945 a revolt
broke out in Azerbaijan against the central government in Tehran which attempted to send forces to restore order but was prevented from doing so by
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the Soviet troops. The revolt was successful and an autonomous government
was set up in Tabriz, capital of Azerbaijan, which was Communist-dominated.
Shortly after the initial organization of the Security Council in January
1946, Iran brought to the attention of the Security Council the alleged interference by the Soviet Union in its internal affairs, requesting that the Security
Council investigate the matter and recommend a settlement. This was the first
controversy among nations which was brought before the Security Council.
The Security Council agreed with the United States suggestion that it should
take no action at that time other than to encourage the continuance of the negotiations in progress between the U. S. S. R and Iran for the removal of Soviet
troops, and that the Security Council should evidence its continued interest in
the case by retaining the matter on its agenda.
In March 1946 the Iranian Government again brought to the Council's attention the question of Soviet interference in its internal affairs and further alleged that the Soviet Government was maintaining troops in Iran beyond the
period stipulated in the treaty of alliance of 1942. Upon the rejection of a
Soviet proposal that the Security Council postpone its consideration of the
case, the representative of the Soviet Union stated that he was unable to participate at that time in the Council's discussion of the Iranian question and
walked out of the meeting. He did not attend the next three meetings of the
Council, resuming participation in the Council's discussions on April 15.
After the Council had received information from the Soviet Government that
the withdrawal of its troops was in process, it adopted -a suggestion of the Secretary of State of the United States, Mr. Byrnes, that the Secretary-General of
the United Nations should obtain from both the Soviet and Iranian Governments
reports as to the status of negotiations between them and as to whether the
withdrawal of troops was conditioned upon the conclusion of other agreements
between the two Governments. After receiving the replies from the two Governments which contained Soviet assurances that withdrawal of troops had
already commenced and would proceed as rapidly as possible, the Council deferred further proceedings. Subsequently the Government of Iran reported to
the Council the completion of Soviet evacuation of northern Iran on May 6, 1946.
Because of the importance of this controversy, the Security Council determined
that even though Soviet troops had been withdrawn, it should remain seized
of the matter so that it would be in a position to deal expeditiously with any
further developments.
On December 5, 1946, the Iranian Government advised the Security Council
of its intention to send military forces to all provinces to assure that the procedures for the election of the Majlis (the Iranian parliament) would be duly
followed. In furtherance of that decision the forces of the Shah entered Azerbaijan, the most important officials of autonomous regime fled, and with only
minor difficulty the central government reasserted its authority in Azerbaijan.
The Council has taken no further action in the Iranian matter and remains
seized of the case. The Security Council in this matter constituted the framework through which a peaceful solution was reached.

UNITED NATIONS ACTION IN THE SYRIA-LEBANON CASE

Shortly after General de Gaulle declared Syria and Lebanon independent in
1941, British and French troops entered the area to drive out the Vichy forces
and to prevent any efforts of the Germans to control the area. Despite the
cessation of hostilities, these troops were still in the area in May 1945. At that
time, the French sent a note to the Governments of Syria and Lebanon stating
that French interests in this area required certain special economic, strategic,
and cultural arrangements, after the settlement of which the French would withdraw their troops. The Syrians and Lebanese, however, refused to negotiate
while foreign troops were on their soil. A dispute thus arose between the French
and the natives that threatened to reach grave proportions.
In the latter part of 1945, the British at the request of Syria and Lebanon
sent additional troops into the area to settle the dispute. In December 1945
the British and French negotiated an agreement among themselves concerning
the evacuation of the troops at such time as the United Nations would decide on
collective security in that area. The Syrian and Lebanese Governments were
notified of this agreement on December 13, 1945, and invited to make arrangements
to implement and apply its decisions.

.
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By letter dated February 4, 1946, the Lebanese and Syrian delegations to the
General Assembly complained in the Security Council that the continued presence
of British and French forces in their countries after the close of hostilities
endangered international peace and was contrary to the Charter of the United
Nations. The matter was discussed in the Security Council where the United
States representatives stated that it was the general policy of this Government to
encourage the rapid withdrawal of foreign troops from the territory of any
member of the United Nations occupied during the war, if the government of
that member state desired their departure. In accordance with this position,
the United States representative proposed a resolution expressing confidence that
the troops would be withdrawn as soon as practicable, and negotiations to that
end undertaken without delay.
On February 16, 1946, this resolution, although supported by seven members
of the Security Council, failed of adoption because of the negative vote of the
Soviet Union. This was the first Soviet veto in the Security Council. Despite
the veto, however, both France and the United Kingdom declared that they would
carry out the sense of the resolution. At a later date, Syria, Lebanon, France,
and the United Kingdom all reported to the Security Council the satisfactory
conclusion of -their negotiations and the withdrawal of French and British troops.
Thus, under the auspices of the Security Council, an amicable settlement was
achieved of a bitter international controversy.

UNITED NATIONS ACTION IN THE INDONESIAN CASE

The United Nations positive role in aiding the settlement of international
disputes has been significantly demonstrated by the record of the Indonesian
case which reached a stage approaching final settlement at the end of 1949. The
situation in Indonesia has been of grave concern to the international community
for several years and at the close of 1948 it appeared that a solution might be
reached only after long and bitter fighting. The Security Council and its United
Nations Commission for Indonesia continued, however, to act vigorously and constructively in the early weeks of 1949. These efforts aided the Netherlands and
the Republic of Indonesia in coming together to work out terms for a cessation
of hostilities and the transfer of sovereignty to a new and independent Indonesian
nation. At the turn of the year these objectives had been attained, being
dramatically symbolized by ceremonies at Amsterdam and Batavia on December
27, 1949, at which the Netherlands formally transferred sovereignty over Indonesia to the Republic of the United States of Indonesia (Republiek Indonesia
Serikat).
BACKGROUND OF THE CASE, 1947-49

The dispute between the Netherlands and the Republic of Indonesia had been
brought to the attention of the Security Council by Australia and India in July
1947 following military action taken by the Netherlands forces against the
Republic of Indonesia. The Security Council adopted several resolutions and
created a Committee of Good Offices in an effort to bring about a cessation of
hostilities and agreement between the parties upon terms for a final settlement.
Protracted negotiations between the parties under the auspices of the Good Offices
Committee resulted in the signing by the parties on January 17, 1948, of the
Renville agreement, which embodied both a truce plan and an enumeration of 18
principles designed to provide a basis for final political settlement. The Renville
principles, in delineating basic objectives for the establishment of the United
States of Indonesia, the holding of elections, and the formation of a NetherlandsIndonesian Union, provided underlying standards for subsequent efforts and the
final framework of political agreement.
After it had become apparent that there was serious disagreement between
the Netherlands and the Republic over implementation of the Renville principles,
the Good Offices Committee made efforts in the summer and autumn of 1948 to
break the impasse. Separate plans delineating provisions for an over-all political
settlement were submitted first by the United States and Australia, and subsequently in September 1948 by the United States representative on the committee.
Negotiations came to a standstill, however, toward the end of 1948. During this
critical period the Good Offices Committee exerted every effort to bring the parties
to an agreement upon a basis for resumption of negotiations. Yet these efforts
were thwarted when on December 18 the Netherlands Government instituted
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military action, occupying within a few days thereafter the major cities in
Republican territory and imprisoning the President, the Prime minister, and
other high officials of the Republican government.
At Paris on December 19, 1948, the United States representative to the Security
Council requested an emergency session of the Council to deal with this critical
situation. The Security Council successively passed two resolutions on December
24 and 28 calling upon both parties to cease hostilities and upon the Netherlands
to release political prisoners.
The Netherlands Government advised the Security Council that hostilities in
lava would cease by December 31 and, because of special circumstances, within
a few days thereafter in Sumatra. The Republican representative reported that
in view of the imprisonment of his Government he could not advise the Council
of his Governmexts response to the resolutions.
The year ended with hostilities undiminished.
CONCERTEn UNITED NATIONS

ACTION

Upon reconvening at Lake Success in January 1949 the Council considered
the reports of the Committee of Good Offices, which asserted that compliance
with the December resolutions had not been satisfactory. The discussions in
the Council indicated a considerable area of agreement among the members
on the basic principles affecting the dispute. A joint draft resolution submitted
by the representatives of China, Cuba, Norway, and the United States, was
adopted by the Council on January 28. This resolution called upon the parties
to cease all military operations and guerrilla warfare; called upon the Government of the Netherlands to release immediately and unconditionally political
prisoners arrested by them since the military action; called for the restoration
of the Republic at Jogjakarta; and recommended that the parties immediately
enter negotiations looking toward the establishment of a Federal, independent,
and sovereign United States of Indonesia at the earliest possible date.
The resolution also changed the name of the Good Offices Committee to the
United Nations Commission for Indonesia, specifying that this Commission
should reach its decisions by a two-thirds majority vote. The Commission's
membership, consisting of Belgium, Australia, and the United States, was unchanged. The new Commission was instructed to assist the parties in the implementation of the terms of the resolution and to recommend the extent to
which areas should be progressively returned to the Republic. The Commission
was empowered to recommend economic measures for proper administrative
functioning and for the benefit of the peoples in those areas.
On March I the Commission reported that the situation required that the
first step in compliance with the January 28 resolution be taken by the Netherlands. It stated that only after Republican political leaders had been released
and returned to Jogjakarta could the Republic be called upon to discharge its
responsibilities. The Commission found that the Netherlands had not yet complied with these prerequisites and that there had therefore been no negotiations
under the resolution. As an alternative the Netherlands Government had offered
to call a round-table conference at The Hague to discuss a program for the
immediate transfer of sovereignty. The Council, in considering the report of
the Commission, expressed the view that the Commission should assist the
parties in seeking agreement on the manner of restoration of the Republic. It
further considered that negotiations at a round-table conference were consistent with the objective of the January 28 resolution. The President of the
Council cabled and Commission to this effect on March 23.
On March 30 and 31 the Australian delegate placed the Indonesian question
on the agenda of the second half of the third session of the General Assembly,
alleging that the Netherlands Government had not fulfilled its obligations in
the case.
On May 7 the Netherlands and the Republic of Indonesia, with the assistance
of the United Nations Commission, reached a preliminary agreement in Batavia.
The agreement called for the restoration of the Republic at the residency of
Jogjakarta, the participation by the Republicans in The Hague Conference, and
the issuance of a cease-fire order. As a result of this agreement, and in the
hope that it might lead to further implementation of the Security Council resolutions and the attainment of the political settlement, the representatives of
Australia and India in the General Assembly offered draft resolutions proposing
postponement of further consideration of the problem until the fourth session.
After a brief but acrimonious debate Indicating the opposition of the Soviet
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bloc to this proposed resolution, the General Assembly on May 11 adopted
the Australian draft by a vote of 43 in favor to 6 opposed, with 3 abstentions.
Subsequently the Netherlands Government returned the Republican Government to the residency of Jogjakarta and withdrew its troops from that residency.
During the summer of 1949 the parties, meeting under the auspices of the United
Nations Commission, agreed upon a cease-fire order, a military manual, and the
terms for holding the Round Table Conference at The Hague. At the same
time conferences between officials of the Republic and of the Federal Consultative Assembly, representing other local governments in Indonesia, were held
in Batavia and Jogjakarta. These discussions indicated that a substantial
agreement existed among all Indonesian representatives regarding the nature
of the contemplated Republic of the United States of Indonesia.
THE HAGUE ROUND TABLE CONFERENCE

The Conference opened on August 23. The Kingdom of the Netherlands,
the Republic of Indonesia, the Federal Consultative Assembly, and the United.
Nations Commission participated in the work of the Conference during the
months of August, September, and October. The Commission succeeded in bringing the parties together on several critical issues. The Conference concluded
successfully on November 2, making provision for ratification within 6 weeks of
the agreements reached at the Conference and for the transfer of sovereignty
before December 30, 1949.
The results achieved by the parties in their deliberations at the Conference
are highly significant. Not only was unanimity achieved upon the basic terms
of the establishment of the new Indonesian nation, but agreements were drafted
covering matters of vast scope and great complexity. The following documents
were signed for presentation to the respective governments for ratification:
(1) The charter of transfer of sovereignty;
(2) The statute of the Netherlands-Indonesian Union, including appendices
and special agreements on the principal subjects of future cooperation;
(3) An agreement on the transition period, including special agreement on
the settlement of certain subjects requiring special treatment as the result of
the transfer of sovereignty.
In addition, the delegations of the Republic of Indonesia and the Federal
Consultative Assembly drafted a provisional Constitution for the new Republic
of the United States of Indonesia.
ACTION IN

THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY

AND THE SECURITY COUNCIL

The agreements reached at The Hague and developments in Indonesia were
considered by the General Assembly and the Security Council in December 1949.
Discussions in both the Ad Hoe Political Committee and the plenary meeting
of the General Assembly revealed that the great majority of members of the
United Nations wished to congratulate the Netherlands and Indonesia for reaching agreement and welcomed the forthcoming establishment of the Republic
of the United States of Indonesia. After all delegations which made statements,
except those of the Soviet group, expressed gratification over the fact that terms
of settlement had been agreed upon, the committee, by a vote of 43 in favor to 5
opposed, with 4 abstentions, recommended. the adoption of a resolution which
welcomed the announcement of The Hague agreements and the establishment
of the Republic of the United States of Indonesia, and commended the parties
and the United Nations Commission for Indonesia for their contributions to
the settlement.
In the plenary meeting on December 7, the General Assembly approved the
14-nation resolution by a vote of 44 in favor to 5 opposed, with 2 abstentions,
thus placing on record the all but unanimous support of the General Assembly
for the action taken by the parties at The Hague. Moreover, both the Ad Hoc
Poltical Committee and the Assembly refused to vote on a Ukrainian resolution which took no account of the favorable developments since December 1948.
The Security Council considered the Indonesian case on December 12 and 13.
Except for the U. S. S. R. and the Ukrainian S. S. R. representatives, all members of the Council and the other states participating in the discussion (Australia,
Belgium, Burma, India, Pakistan, and the Philippines) indicated their approval
of the agreements reached at The Hague, and of the contributions the parties
and the Commission had made toward final settlement of the question. This
sentiment was reflected in a resolution presented by the representatives of
Canada which congratulated the parties, welcomed the forthcoming establish-,
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ment of the Republic of the United States of Indonesia, commended the Commission, and requested the Commission to continue to discharge the responsibilities assigned to it by the Security Council and in particular to observe and
assist in the implementation of The Hague agreements.
A resolution identical with that submitted by the Ukrainian S. S. R. in the
General Assembly was submitted by the representative of the same nation in
the Security Council. This draft resolution sought to dissolve the United Nations Commission for Indonesia and to establish a new Commission, and took
no cognizance of the commendable action taken by the parties during 1949. The
Security Council rejected this resolution by a vote of two in favor (U. S. S. R.
and Ukrainian S. S. R.) to nine opposed.
The Canadian resolution was voted on in two parts. The first portion, noting
with satisfaction the Commission's report on The Hague Conference, congratulating the parties and the Commission and welcoming the establishment of the
new Indonesian nation, received nine votes in favor to two opposed (U. S. S. R.,
Ukrainian S. S.'R.). The second portion of the resolution, relating to work of
the United Nations Commission, received eight votes in favor to two opposed
(U. S. S. R., Ukrainian S. S. R.), with one abstention (Argentina). The president of the Council ruled that both elements of the resolution were substantive
and therefore subject to the voting procedure of article 27 (3) of the Charter, so
that the resolution failed to pass because of two Soviet vetoes. The chairman
ruled, however, that the Commission had ample authority to continue to discharge duties laid down by the Council's January 28 resolution, which is. still
in effect. This interpretation had been substantiated by statements of the
United Kingdom and United States representatives in the Council. The chairman further advised the Council that he would have the records of the meetings of the Council forwarded to the Commission so that the Commission might
be guided henceforth by these views.
On December 27 the transfer of sovereignty was accomplished, and on the
following day this Government recognized the new Republic of the United
States of Indonesia. In the months ahead the Netherlands and Indonesia will
be engaged in carrying out other provisions of The Hague agreements. Specific
matters remaining include completing withdrawal of troops, holding of elections,
and, as agreed at The Hague, settling the question of New Guinea within a year.
The United Nations Commission for Indonesia possesses specific responsibilities
under the Security Council's January 28 resolution to aid in arrangements for
withdrawal of troops and for the holding of elections in certain areas in Indonesia. The parties have requested the Commission to observe and aid in general
implementation of the agreements, and the Commission has expressed its
intention to continue to assist the parties on these matters in 1950.

UNITED NATIONS ACTION IN THE BERLIN CASE

Early in 1948 the Soviet authorities in Germany imposed a series of restrictions
on transportation and communications between Berlin and the western zones of
occupation in Germany which amounted practically to a blockade of Berlin.
Over a period of several months the Western Powers made fruitless efforts to
secure the removal of the blockade through direct negotiations in Moscow and
Berlin. They maintained resolutely their position and rights in Berlin, and kept
pp the supply lines to Berlin by means of an air lift of unprecedented size in
peacetime. On September 29,1948, all negotiations having led to nothing, the three
powers referred to the Security Council the situation resulting from the Berlin
blockade. They declared that the blockade was contrary to the obligations of
the U. S. S. R. under the Charter of the United Nations and created a threat to
peace within the meaning of chapter 7. The Soviet representative, Mr. Vyshinsky,
argued that the case lay outside the Council's competence. When the Council
voted to place the question on its agenda, he refused to participate in the discussions but remained to cast his veto. The six members of the Council not
involved in the dispute met outside the Council and after consultations with
the parties developed a draft resolution designed to solve the difficulty. The
resolution was accepted by the Western Powers but was vetoed by the U. S. S. R.
The three Western Powers, having presented their case with great effect in the
Council, nevertheless indicated their willingness to seek a solution of the situation through adiy possible means. They refused, however, to negotiate further
with the Soviet Union under the duress of the blockade.
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A special committee on Berlin currency and trade appointed by the President
of the Council, attempted during the winter months to reach a solution of the
economic and currency problem by discussions with the interested parties. On
February 11, 1949, the Committee reported to the President of the Council its
inability to secure an agreed solution of this problem.
The Department of State noted that in an interview with a journalist on
January 20, 1949, Premier Stalin made no mention of the currency question
in Berlin although that question had been the announced reason for the Soviet
blockade. Accordingly, on February 15, 1949, in the course of a conversation in
the lounge at Lake Success, Ambassador Jessup, then Deputy United States
Representative on the Security Council, inquired of Mr. Malik, the Soviet Representative on the Security Council, whether Premier Stalin's omission had particular significance. One month later, on March 15, Mr. Malik informed Dr.
Jessup that Stalin's omission of any reference to the currency problem was "not
accidental" and that the Soviet Government felt that the currency question
could be discussed at a meeting of the Foreign Ministers if such a meeting could
arranged to review the whole German problem. In response to further questions, Mr. Malik informed Ambassador Jessup on March 21 that if a definite
date could be set for the meeting of the Council of Foreign Ministers, the restrictions on trade and transportation in Berlin could be removed reciprocally and
the blockade lifted before the meeting. France and the United Kingdom were
kept informed of these informal conversations, and further clarification of the
position of the Soviet Union led to the conclusion of an agreement among the
Four Powers on May 4, 1949, as follows:
"1. All the restrictions imposed since March 1, 1948, by the Government of the
U. S. S. R. on communications, transportation, and trade between Russian and
the western zones of Germany and between the eastern zone and the western
zones will be removed on May 12, 1949.
"2. All the restrictions imposed since March 1, 1949, by the Governments of
France, the United Kingdom, and the United States, or any one of them, on
communications, transportation, and trade between Berlin and the eastern zone
and between the western and eastern zones of Germany will also be removed on
May 12, 1949.
"3. Eleven days subsequent to the removal of the restrictions referred to in
paragraphs 1 and 2, namely, on May 23, 1949, a meeting of the Council of Foreign
Ministers will be convened in Paris to consider questions relating to Germany and
problems arising out of the situation in Berlin including also the question of
currency in Berlin."
The sixth session of the Council of Foreign Ministers took place from May
23 to June 20, 1949. The Foreign Ministers agreed that the New York agreement of May 4, 1949, should "be maintained" and that the occupation authorities
should consult together in Berlin in order to mitigate the effects of the administrative split-up of the city.
Thus, although the quadripartite consultations in Berlin led to no result
and had to be terminated due to continued Soviet obstruction, a serious threat
to the peace was-temporarily at least-removed and the situation tangibly
improved. In this the United Nations had been a factor in two ways; first,
it had provided a most significant forum in which the Western Powers had
presented their case effectively and which thus focused public opinion throughout
the world on the arbitrary and menacing Soviet measures. Later, it provided
the occasion and contact for the talks which lead to the agreement.
It would be unrealistic to conclude that the threat to Berlin has been permanently removed. In fact, within recent weeks the Soviet Union has imposed new
and varied restrictions on transportation to and from Berlin. Although these
restrictions have been much less serious than those constituting the Berlin
blockade, they pose a continuing question concerning the intention of the Soviet
Union to respect the agreement not to reimpose the blockade. The Security
Council continues to be seized of the Berlin question.

UNITED NATIoNs

AcTIoN

IN

THE

GREEK

CASE

Since the end of 1946 the United Nations has been actively concerned with
the threats to the independence and territorial integrity of Greece arising out
of aid and assistance rendered to the Greek Communist guerrillas by Albania,
Bulgaria, and Yugoslavia. The basic facts of this situation were first established
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by the findings of a Security Council Commission of Investigation which studied
the problem at first hand in the Balkans during the first half of 1947. Owing
to the obstructive tactics of the U. S. S. R. in the Security Council when the Investigating Commission's report was considered, the problem was referred to the
General Assembly at the initiative of the United States in the fall of 1947. The
General Assembly thereupon established the Special Committee on the Balkans
(UNSCOB) and instructed it to keep the entire situation under continuous observation and to make its services available to the four Balkan states in the
Interest of achieving peaceful settlement of their differences. Greece's northern
neighbors were called upon by the Assembly not to furnish any aid or assistance to the Greek guerrillas in their fight against the legitimate government of
Greece. All four states were called upon to cooperate among themselves and with
the new Balkan Committee in order to achieve normal and good neighborly
relations, regularization of frontier relations, and a peaceful solution of the
problem of refugees and minorities.
For more than 2 years the Special Committee on the Balkans has faithfully
pursued its dual role as the watchdog of the United Nations in the troubled area
and as the authorized agency of the General Assembly for conciliation purposes.
While the observation activities of the Balkan Committee have been more effective than its efforts in the conciliation field, the General Assembly has continued
to vest both of these functions in the committee, and strengthened and clarified
its terms of reference in successive resolutions adopted at the third and fourth
sessions of the Assembly in 1948 and 1949. In its reports to the most recent
session of the Assembly the Balkan Committee showed that illegal aid to the
Greek guerrillas had continued, largely from Albania and Bulgaria, while aid
from Yugoslavia has practically ceased. By overwhelming majority the General Assembly defined the behavior of Albania and Bulgaria as contrary to the
principles and purposes of the Charter and cautioned them against the increasing gravity of the threat to peace in the Balkans which would result from any
renewal of aid in the launching of further armed actions from their territory
against Greece.
Nine states are actively represented on the Balkan Committee: Australia,
Brazil, China, France, Mexico, Netherlands, Pakistan, United Kingdom, and the
United States. The Soviet Union and Poland have steadily refused to fill their
appointed places on the Balkan Committee, and the Balkan neighbors of Greece
have also refused either to recognize or to cooperate with UNSCOB. This has
made progress in the conciliation field extremely difficult. In the 1948 and 1949
sessions of the Assembly special conciliation committees were created for the
purpose of bringing together representatives of the four Balkan states in an
effort to promote a peaceful settlement. Each time this special conciliation machinery fell short of success when it became apparent that Albania and Bulgaria
would not accept any agreement on frontier relations without a final renunciation by Greece of its claims to the northern Epirus area in southern Albania,,
claims which Greece has never sought to press by other than peaceful means.
Encouraged by the moral support of the United Nations in their struggle to
maintain their freedom, and strengthened by the program of direct American
aid, the Greek people have substantially eliminated organized guerrilla resistance
within their country, remnants of the guerrilla bands having fled into the territories of the northern states. The very presence of the committee on the spot
and the vigilance of its observation groups in the northern frontier area have
acted as a deterrent to what might otherwise have been more overt forms of
aggression against Greece by the northern countries. What has been a very
grave threat to peace in the Balkans and to the world generally has thus been
appreciably reduced, although -the situation remains such that continued watchfulness and public exposure of the facts by a United Nations body on the spot
remain essential. It may well be said that without the active concern and the
moral and political intervention in this case by the United Nations the situation
along Greece's northern frontiers might at any time during the past 3 years
have degenerated into open conflict of perhaps ungovernable proportions.

UNITED NATIONS ACTION IN

THE PALESTINE CASE

HOSTILITIES, TRUCE, AND ARMISTICE AGREEMENTS

The question of Palestine was brought to the attention of the United Nations
in April 1947 by the United Kingdom, which requested that a special session of
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the General Assembly be called to consider the problem. The special session was
held and established the United Nations Special Committee on Palestine which
submitted majority and minority proposals to the second regular session. By
resolution of November 29, 1947, the General Assembly adopted a plan for partition with economic union along the lines of the majority proposals of the special
committee. It also appointed a new United Nations Palestine Commission to
perform specified functions in carrying out the resolution.
Arab-Jewish dissension over the future of Palestine thereafter took on the
proportions of hostilities, preventing the carrying out of the partition resolution.
A second special session of the General Assembly, called to consider the problem in the spring of 1948, established the office of the United Nations Mediator in
Palestine and discharged the Palestine Commission. The mediator was to
promote a peaceful adjustment of the future situation in Palestine and to
carry out instructions of the General Assembly and the Security Council.
The Security Council, on April 23, 1948, established a Truce Commission, consisting of the consular officers in Jerusalem of the United States, France, and
Belgium. The Truce Commission was concerned mainly with the situation in
Jerusalem and was gradually superseded, in effect, by the mediator.
Severe fighting in Palestine was brought to a temporary halt through a 4-week
truce put into force pursuant to a Security Council resolution of May 29, 1948,
ordering a cessation of hostilities for such period and forbidding the introduction
of fighting personnel or war material into Palestine or the Arab States. The
mediator, in concert with the Truce Commission, was instructed to supervise
the observance of these provisions, aided by a sufficient number of military
observers.
Hostilities were resumed upon expiration of the truce. Thereafter a new and
permanent truce was brought into force pursuant to a Security Council resolution of July 15, 1948, which determined that the situation constituted a threat
to the peace within the meaning of article 39 of the Charter and ordered a cessation of hostilities. This order was complied with. The mediator was instructed
to supervise the observance of the truce.
A further outbreak of hostilities occurred between Egypt and Israel in October
of 1948. As a result of further Security Council resolutions, reaffirming the
Council's earlier resolutions, and with the assistance of the acting mediator, the
hostilities phase of the Palestine conflict was brought to a conclusion by means
of a cease fire agreement between Egypt and Israel in the early days of 1949.
Egypt and Israel also agreed at this time to comply with a Security Council
resolution of November 16, 1948, calling upon the parties directly concerned in
the Palestine conflict to seek agreement with a view to establishing an armistice.
In conformity with the Israeli-Egyptian agreement, armistice negotiations between the two states were begun on January 13, on the island of Rhodes under
the chairmanship of the United Nations acting mediator, Dr. Ralph J. Bunche.
An armistice agreement was concluded on February 24, 1949.
Following the Israeli-Egyptian armistice, separate negotiations were conducted
by the acting mediator between Israel and other parties to the conflict, resulting
in armistice agreements between Israel and Jordan (April 3, 1949), Israel and
Lebanon (March 23, 1949), and Israel and Syria (July 20, 1949). The Jordan
and Egyptian agreements, respectively, included the Iraqi and Saudi Arabian
participation in the war.
Thus by mid-1949 the phase of hostilities had been superseded by effective
armistice agreements brought about through the intermediary of the United
Nations.
By resolution of August 11, 1949, the Security Council determined that the
armistice agreements superseded the truce established pursuant to its resolutions
of May 29, and July 15, 1948. The functions assigned to the office of the mediator were thereby held to have been fulfilled and the acting mediator was relieved
of further responsibility under Security Council resolutions.
In the resolution of August 11, 1949, the Security Council reaffirmed the unconditional cease fire contained in Its resolution of July 15, 1948. The SecretaryGeneral was requested to arrange for the continued service of such personnel of
the existing Truce Supervision Organization as might be required in observing
and maintaining the cease fire and in the performance of functions assigned to
such personnel by the several armistice agreements. The chief of staff of this
organization was requested to report to the Security Council on the observance
of the cease fire and armistices and to keep the Conciliation Commission informed
of matters affecting its work.
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Pursuant to this resolution the Truce Supervision Organization has continued
to observe the maintenance of the cease fire and the chief of the organization
has, together with his deputies, served as chairman of the various armistice
commissions. This has involved extensive activity, including visits of observation to the various fronts, to the headquarters of the armistice commissions, and
to the capitals of the countries involved in the conflict. The present stability of
the armistice situation can be attributed in considerable measure to the continuing activities of the United Nations Truce Supervision Organization.
EFFORTS TO ACHIEVE PERMANENT PEACE

In the meantime, the General Assembly by its resolution of December 11, 1948,
had created the United Nations Conciliation Commission for Palestine and transferred to it the functions previously entrusted by the General Assembly to the
mediator. The continuing functions of the acting mediator after that date were
those entrusted to him by the Security Council.
The main functions of the Conciliation Commission were to endeavor to
assist the parties in achieving a permanent peace, and to present to the fourth
session of the General Assembly proposals for an international regime for the
Jerusalem area. The specification of the functions of the Commission included
measures to facilitate the repatriation, resettlement, and rehabilitation of the
refugees and to seek arrangements to facilitate the economic development of the
area.
The Commission has energetically sought to explore all possible avenues that
might serve to bring the parties together in a permanent settlement, but fundamental differences have not yet yielded to these efforts. The principal issues
have been the problems of the Palestine refugees, territorial boundaries, and
Jerusalem.
The refugee problem is posed by the existence of approximately 750,000 Arab
refugees who left Israeli-held territory because of the hostilities, and who have
been saved from starvation by voluntary contributions to a United Nations relief
program. The Arab States insist upon the right of the refugees to return to
their homes as provided in the General Assembly resolution of December 11,
1948. Israel, confronted by the problem of large-scale Jewish immigration,
and concerned for her security, has offered to repatriate 100,000 refugees as part
of a general settlement of the refugee problem and a general peace settlement.
This was unacceptable to the Arab States.
The Conciliation Commission appointed an Economic Survey Mission in an
effort to deal with the problems of economic instability, to which the refugee
problem contributed, which not only hampered the conclusion of peace in Palestine
but affected the political stability of the Middle East area. The General Assembly
adopted a resolution based on the recommendation of the Survey Mission for a
combined relief and works program under which direct relief would be gradually
replaced by useful works projects furnishing employment to the refugees. Contributions totaling $54,900,000 were asked of the member states for a program
extending from January 1, 1950, to June 30, 1951. The program would be carried
out under a United Nations Director, with an Advisory Board consisting of
representatives of the United States, the United Kingdom, France, and Turkey.
Legislation to permit the participation of the United States is now before Congress.
The Arab States and Israel are far apart on the question of the territorial
boundaries of Israel. Israel claims the territory now held under occupation,
which is in excess of the partition boundaries of the 1947 General Assembly
resolution. The Arab States base their position on the partition boundaries, but
have actually claimed territory in addition to that allotted to the Arab States
under the 1947 plan.
JERUSALEM

As to Jerusalem, the 1947 General Assembly resolution, which called for the
establishment of the Jerusalem asea as an international corpus separatum under
United Nations control, was never carried out because of the outbreak of hostilities. The city has since been divided, the new city being held by Israel and
the old city by Jordan.
In 1949 the -Conciliation Commission carried out it$ mandate of presenting
to the fourth regular session of the General Assembly detailed proposals for an
international regime for the Jerusalem area which would provide maximum
local autonomy for local groups consistent with the international status of the
area. However, the General Assembly, in its fourth regular session, adopted a
64429-50---26
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resolution directing the Trusteeship Council to complete the draft statute which
it had prepared pursuant to the partition resolution of 1947 and which called
for the establishment of the area as a corpus separatum under UN control. The
Trusteeship Council was directed, after completing the statute, to proceed to its
implementation.
The Trusteeship Council is now engaged in the first stages of the task
assigned to it by the General Assembly. In the meantime, the states in occupation of the city, Israel and the Hashemite Jordan Kingdom, have indicated
their opposition to the internationalization of the city.

UNITED NATIONS ACTION IN THE KASHMIR

CASE

Soon after India and Pakistan became separate independent entities in
August 1947 the State of Jammu and Kashmir, which is contiguous to both
these states and the population of which contains both Hindu and Moslem
elements, became hn object of contention. Hostilities commenced in the area,
and on January 1, 1948, the Government of India brought the dispute before
the Security Council. The Council established the United Nations Commission
for India and Pakistan, which visited the subcontinent. As a result of thCommission's observations and its consultations with both Governments th
Council adopted two resolutions, one dated August 13, 1948, covering a cease-fir
and the principles of demilitarization which should govern a truce, and anothe
dated January 5, 1949, setting forth principles to govern a plebiscite in whic
the inhabitants of the state would decide whether to accede to India or t
Pakistan.
As the year 1949 opened, agreement by the two parties to stop hostilities wa
attained. Later in the year, under the auspices of the Commission, the militar
representatives of the two countries reached agreement on the demarcation c
a cease-fire line, many sections of which had been the subject of contention
and this line was then demarcated on the ground by United N4ations militar
observers. The United Nations observers, including American members, hay
been and continue to be instrumental in preventing cease-fire violations.
During 1949 the principal effort of the United Nations Commission, which hosi
ever proved unsuccessful, was to facilitate the detailed implementation of plan
for demilitarization of the area as a necessary preliminary to a plebiscite. A]
though Fleet Admiral Chester W. Nimitz was nominated in March 1949 to be th
United States administrator of the projected plebiscite, he has nevertheless beei
unable to proceed to the subcontinent to assume his duties because of lack o
agreement on plans for demilitarization.
Important among the Commission's efforts to reach agreement on a plan fo
demilitarization, mentioned above, was the drafting of proposals for the de
militarization of the area, which, however, were not acceptable to either govern
ment. Renewing its efforts to achieve agreement, the Commission next suggested
to the two Governments the conducting of joint high level political talks to tha
end. As the replies received led the Commission to conclude that such talks wer%
not likely to prove fruitful, this approach was not pursued further. The Commission then proposed to the two Governments that they submit to arbitration
the differences existing between them concerning all questions relating to the
truce; that Fleet Admiral Nimitz be the arbitrator; that his decisions be made
according to equity; and that his decisions be binding on both parties. Both
the President of the United States and the Prime Minister of the United Kingdom, in messages to the Prime Ministers of India and Pakistan, urged upon
the two Governments acceptance of this proposal.
Pakistan accepted the proposal but India informed the Commission that since
in its view the issues to be arbitrated were not clearly defined it could not
accept the proposal as submitted, although it was not opposed to the principle
of arbitration.
In December the Commission, considering that it could do nothing further
to bring about agreement on the truce as a prerequisite to accomplishment of
its major objective, the holding of a plebiscite, reported back to the Security
Council that there existed basic divergence on three issues: the right of Indian
forces to station garrisons at strategic points in the northern areas of the
State; the question of the disarmament and disbandment of the "Azad forces";
and synchronization of withdrawal by the two Governments of their armed
forces.
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Since receiving the Commission's report the Council has been endeavoring to
facilitate consultations with both parties In a renewed attempt to reach agree,ment. In the meantime relations between India and Pakistan continued to
deteriorate during the latter part of 1949, with the Introduction of economic
warfare and the failure of the two Governments to agree on several other outstanding issues.
Thus the United Nations, which has been successful in facilitating a cessation
of hostilities in Kashmir, is at present engaged in seeking a final settlement of
the problem.
UNITED NATIONS AaYrIoj

IN THE KoEAN

CASE

From September 1945, when the Japanese in Korea surrendered to United
States and Soviet forces, until September 1947 the United States strove to reach
agreeemnt with the Soviet Union, within the framework of the Moscow agreement of December 1945, regarding the manner in which the urgent and rightful
claims of the Korean people to independence should be met. The United States
then became convinced of the futility of further direct negotiations; it held,
nevertheless, that the inability of the two powers to reach agreement should not
further delay the early establishment of a free and united Korea. In September 1947 this Government accordingly laid the whole question before the second
regular session of the General Assembly of the United Nations, in the hope that
the international organization might make satisfactory provision for the establishment of Korean independence.
The General Assembly decided that elected representatives of the Korean
people should be invited to take part in the consideration of the question. In
order to facilitate and expedite such participation and to observe that the Korean
representatives were in fact duly elected by the Korean people, and not mere
appointees of military authorities in Korea, a Temporary Commission on Korea
was established by the General Assembly with the right to travel, observe, and
consult throughout Korea. The elected representatives were to constitute a
National Assembly, and might establish a National Government of Korea,
notifying the Temporary Commission of its formation. Thereupon that Government, in consultation with the Temporary Commission, was to take over all
functions of government from the military commands and civilian authorities
of North and South Korea, and to arrange with the occupying powers for the
complete withdrawal of their armed forces from Korea as soon as practicable.
The Soviet Union contended that the Korean question, like other problems connected with the conclusion of the peace treaties, did not fall within the jurisdiction of the United Nations. It refused to cooperate with the General Assembly
and with its Temporary Commission in the endeavor to create a united Korea, and
the Commission was denied access to that part of Korea north of the thirtyeighth parallel, where Soviet forces were in occupation.
The Commission observed elections, and the establishment of a governmentthe Government of the Republic of Korea-south of the parallel. The Soviet
Union established in the north a puppet regime, the Democratic People's Republic
of Korea.
In 1948 the General Assembly decided that the Government of the Republic of
Korea was a lawful government having effective control and jurisdiction over a
part of the country in which the great majority of the people of Korea reside;
that it was based on elections which were a valid expression of the free will
of the electorate of that part of Korea; and that it was the only such government in Korea. It created a United Nations Commission on Korea and directed
it to foster in that country the principal objectives of the United Nations concern,
namely, the unification of the country, the removal of barriers between regions
there, and the withdrawal of occupation forces.
This new Commission in 1949 made repeated efforts to obtain access to northern
Korea but these were fruitless in every case. As a result it was unable to make
progress either toward the unification of Korea or toward the reduction of
barriers between the Republic of Korea and the northern regime. It observed
the withdrawal of the United States forces, but although it had signified its
readiness to verify the fact of withdrawal of the Soviet occupation forces in
North Korea-which the Government of the U. S. S. R. had announced as
scheduled for completion by the end of 1948-it received no response to its
offer and could take no action.
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The Commission found that the border at the thirty-eighth parallel was becoming a scene of increasingly frequent exchanges of fire and armed raids, and
that this border was a serious barrier to friendly intercourse among the people
of Korea.
The Commission observed that the Republic of Korea, which has made considerable progress in developing democratic institutions, looks to the United
Nations for the solution of many of its problems, and that the Republic considers
the presence of the Commission to have been a stabilizing factor in the situation. The Commission found that the northern regime was, in contrast, the
creature of a military occupant, which ruled by right of a mere transfer of
power from that government. That regime's activities reached deep into the
territory of the Republic and interfered in an utterly irresponsible manner with
the normal processes of political development. The U. S. S. R. lent countenance
to northern leaders in bellicose utterances and in refusals to consider ways of
adjusting relations on any plane between North and South. So long as the
opposition of the U. S. S. R. to the efforts of the Commission continued there
was little prospect of achieving unification, and the situation in Korea was no
better than when the Commission had started its work.
The General Assembly in 1949 manifested its concern lest the situation reported by the Commission menace the safety and well-being of the Republic and
the people of Korea and lead to open military conflict there. It continued the
Commission in being and conferred upon it a new and additional task, that of
observing and reporting any developments that might lead to or otherwise involve military conflict in Korea. To this end the Commission was given authority
in its discretion to appoint observers. It may consult with the Interim Commit,
tee, and it is under instructions to report to the next regular session of the General Assembly and to any prior special session which might be called to consider the problem of Korea.
The Commission has now again proceeded to Korea and has commenced its
work. No striking substantive developments in the situation have occurred since
the passage by the General Assembly of its most recent resolution on October 21,
1949.
The contribution of the General Assembly to the safety and well-being of the
people of Korea has lain in the fact that it has given expression to the concern
felt by the overwhelming majority of its membership with regard to the maintenance of peace there; that is has expressly sanctioned the manner in which
the Republic of Korea came into being, and proclaimed the lawful character
of its Government; that it has maintained in Korea its successive Commissions, to
keep it informed regarding the situation and to serve as its visible representative
before the people of Korea. Through all of these acts the General Assembly
has indubitably given pause to potential aggression from north of the thirtyeighth parallel and prevented hostile actions from taking place on a wider scale
than has been the case.
Mr. RUSK. It has been said that in many of these disputes "credit"

cannot be given to the United Nations because other factors played a
major role. That is true, but the principal role of the United Nations
is to maintain the peace. It must act on the one hand to overcome
factors making for war and on the other hand it must take full advantage of all factors contributing to the settlement, including the
determination of many of its members to act in support of peace.
If a settlement is reached and peace is maintained, the credit and
prestige of the United Nations will take care of itself.
INTERNATIONAL POLICE NOT ESSENTIAL TO PEACEFUL SETTLEMfENTS

Some have stated that the United Nations is helpless in. maintaining the peace because it has no police force and that the result is
excessive and fruitless debate. That conclusion is tempting but a
little naive. A realistic assessment of the proper role of force and
negotiation in the settlement of disputes will show that a readily
available police force is not necessarily a magical panacea. Disputes
come about in situations where emotions are high, where public opin-
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ion is inflamed, where national prestige has been engaged, and where
the parties have made commitments from which it is difficult for them
to extricate themselves. The role of negotiation and debate is to
reduce the fever, to find common points of agreement, to introduce
the calming effect of impartial opinion, to mobilize world opinion
against the overreaching and excessive view, to bring the contestants
into direct touch with each other, to allow public opinion in the disputing countries to subside and to place upon the United Nations
as a group political responsibility for results for which the parties
could not readily accept political responsibility.
These are the processes which are familiar to civilized peoples
in both their foreign and domestic affairs and are the badge of sophistication. The onlooker may become bored with tedious debate or a
succession of procedural resolutions, or may become scornful of commissions and subcommissions and mediators and observers, but these
processes are planned intruments for preventing war and settling disputes. It is important that those who live in compliance with the
Charter be strong enough to discourage or resist aggression. But
it does not follow that a succession of disputes, even some which involve outbreaks of fighting, could be readily settled by the employment of military means. If Hindu and Moslem or Jew and Arab
are to live together in peace, they must learn to do so through the difficult processes of adjustment and mutual understanding and not
through military occupation.
It might be said that we are talking about the little troubles and
not the big ones, our relations with the Soviet Union. Nevertheless,
it makes a great difference to the peace and stability of the world that
such issues as Indonesia, Kashmir, Palestine, Greece, Korea, and others
yield, even if slowly, to the processes of peaceful settlement. The
parliamentary veto of the Soviet Union in the Security Council has
not been able to block effective action in many situations. The United
Nations has *developed alternative machinery by which it can proceed
with the settlement of disputes despite a veto, except where the Soviet
Union holds in fact a veto on the ground, as in the case of Korea, for
example. Where the active participation and assistance of the Soviet
Union has not been required, the United Nations has been able to get
on with its job. Where the direct participation and cooperation of
the Soviet Union is essential to a satisfactory result, its work has been
frustrated and disappointing.
RELATIONS BETWEEN UNITED STATES AND SOVIET UNION

Let us turn now to one of our central problems, the nature of our
relationship with the Soviet Union. There would be no special problem here if the Soviet Union should comply with agreements already
made and accept standards generally adopted by the'world community. The problem lies in the conduct of the Soviet Union. We can
speculate whether this conduct derives from theory or doctrine, or
from the tendency of totalitarian regimes to unleash forces which
even they, cannot control, or from fears or ambitions arising from
information grossly distorted by the machinery through which it
passes on the way to the Kremlin, or from historical ambitions of a
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Russian national state, or from other factors. The tangible, concrete
problem is the conduct itself, and that conduct is not consistent with
the Charter of the United Nations nor with the requirements of a
just and durable peace among a system of national states. In our
efforts to deal with this situation, there are a number of fundamental
factors which we must keep in mind.
In the first place, we should not use their conduct as a standard for
our own, nor should our effort be merely one of reaction to the latest
moves of the Kremlin. The great mass of our foreign policy is directed toward the constructive job of building, in cooperation with
others, the kind of world in which we should like to live. If effort
must be diverted to deal with a special threat created by the Soviet
Union, it should be recognized as an essential diversion, but nevertheless a diversion. No one could really suppose that we committed
over $100,000,000 to an air lift in Berlin merely because we had no
other use for that money. The cold war was forced upon us, but it
cannot be adequately met by direct counteraction alone. The real
answer to the cold war is the successful pursuit of the constructive
tasks which are basic to our policy. In the long run, our strength will
depend upon our loyalty to our basic principles and to joint action
with others who share them.
Next, we are prepared to discuss outstanding issues with the Soviet
Union and to leave all possible doors open for an exchange of views.
We are not prepared, as has been stated many times, to sit down in a
corner with another great power and dispose of the basic interests
of other governments or peoples behind their backs, We have insisted
upon the proper forum for discussion because we believe that we
cannot build for the future unless those who have genuine interests
in a matter can be heard and can take part in the final decision. The
record of the past 8 years will show the unusual effort which has been
made by the United States and the Western World in taking the
initiative to find possible points of understanding with the Soviet
Union. The initiative from the West has been continuous and persistent. An arithmetical figure is probably not quite relevant to this
matter, but the ratio of initiative in terms of approaches for consultation is somewhere in the neighborhood of 40 or 50 to 1 in this period.
There have been remarkably few instances of an initiative on the part
of the Soviet Union to find common points of contact with the rest.
The door to negotiation is always open on our side. It has been said
that the United Nations itself is a house of a thousand doors, and they
are always there. And there remain the ordinary channels of diplomacy, which are open at all times.
When the record of agreement is analyzed, it will be seen, as stated
b the Secretary of State, "That agreements reached with the Soviet
Government are useful when those agreements register facts or a situation which exists and that they are not useful when they are merely
agreements which do not register the existing facts." While we seek
agreements in appropriate forums, we must continue to work to create
conditions in which Soviet self-interest will bring them to conduct
which is acceptable to the rest of the world. That effort is exerted
across a wide range of problems and a diversity of techniques.
The foregoing considerations apply primarily to the political and
security activity of the United Nations structure. It is basic to the
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Charter that its members seek to establish the conditions of peace
which come from economic well-being, social betterment, the enlargement of the field of human liberty, and the application of the concept
of a trusteeship to certain non-self-governing peoples. Time does not
permit a detailed examination of these activities but supplementary
statements or materials could be made available if the subcommittee
considers it desirable.
REGIONAL ARRANGEMENTS UNDER CHARTER

If we have strongly supported the United Nations system, we have
also participated vigorously and actively in the development of
another instrument to bring us nearer our goals of peace, freedom and
economic well-being in regional association. The Charter itself envisaged such regional developments. The Vandenberg resolution
pointed out specifically to the desirability of progressive utilization of
the regional concept. The basic necessities of our situation both in the
American Hemisphere and in the North Atlantic made it essential that
we and other peoples who want the same things take additional steps
to make ourselves strong enough to resist forces of aggression. No
nation is strong enough to do this alone. The strength of free men
does not lie in military force alone but in a combination of moral and
material strength derived from basic principles, free democratic institutions, free exercise of the right to differ, and a free economic and
social system. To realize that strength it is essential to develop
unity of purpose and action, particularly when freedom is threatened
by totalitarian unity. The development of moral and material force
and effective unity requires action at every level; local, national, and
regional, as well as universal.
Until comparatively recently we were accustomed to dealing with
our problems in terms of the authority and power of the national
state. It is becoming increasingly clear that a world of unregulated
national sovereignties is unable to deal with present conditions. The
trend of events is impelling us toward closer international association. In the Soviet orbit the process is imposed by dictatorship, in
the free world it is developing more slowly, but more surely, by the
agreement of free men. This trend naturally develops fastest among
nations having the greatest community of interest and principles. It
has long been evident in the Americas and more recently in western
Europe and in the North Atlantic community and is beginning to find
expression in other parts of the world.
In the Americas the United States has realized for 125 years that
any attempt by an outside power to impose its way of life on any
American nation would be in effect an attack upon our way of life.
In 1947 all the American Republics recorded in the Rio Treaty their
realization of the fact that an attack on an one would be an attack
upon each one. In 1949 the United States, Canada, and 10 free European nations recognized in the North Atlantic Treaty that an attack
upon any one of them would be in fact an attack upon them all. The
Senate ratified both treaties by overwhelming majorities. The Congress went further, in the Mutual Defense Assistance Act of 1949, by
requiring that American military assistance "be used to promote an
integrated defense of the North Atlantic area."
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MONROE DOCTRINE

Senator THOMAS of Utah. May I ask a historical question? Why
does an official statement like this refer to 125 years ago? I imagine
you are referring to the pronouncement by Monroe, are you not?
Mr. RUSK. Mr. Chairman, the reference here was not to the specific
text or declaration of the Monroe Doctrine as much as to the basic
political realization that went along with it. This was an attempt to
refer to an understanding, a feeling on our part that an attempt by an
outside power to come to this hemisphere would be an attempt on us.
It is true the Monroe Doctrine gave tangible expression to that, but
the feeling behind it was broader than the declaration itself.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. We have a congressional resolution earlier
than that, do we not? Why is it that all historians and all representatives of bureaucratic governments always hate to give Congress
credit for anything, yet you mention the Vandenberg resolution and a
few other things? The Connally resolution had some influence upon
bringing the United Nations into existence, did it not?
Mr. RusK. Yes, sir.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Why, in our foreign policy, do we leave
out probably the most precious of all congressional actions?
Mr. RusE. It was not left out through selection, Mr. Chairman;
more by inadvertence, I should think.
Senator THoMAs of Utah. Probably because you read certain books.
The State Department has gotten out publications on the Monroe
Doctrine, but it leaves out what to my mind is the most important
thing in the development of the idea. Can't we go back a little bit
further and get some resolutions? You see, this very theory that
you are talking about had its origin right in the beginning of our
Government. When Congress made a pronouncement I think that
President Monroe would have been a very, very brave man if he had
done anything else but what he did. That is where he got his sentiment, not from something else. And that occurred quite a while
before. That occurred back in Madison's administration.
I do not want to take exception to your statement, but when you
say 125 years ago and you take 125 years from 1950 you get 1825,
which is pretty close to the Monroe Doctrine. Let's add a few years
to that and get at the truth.
Mr. RUSK. Mr. Chairman, I think your point is well taken, and
with your permission I should like to amend my statement.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. You do not need to amend your statement. I think the discussion has done everything that is necessary.
Mr. RUSK. In Europe the three nations of Belgium, Netherlands,
and Luxemburg have agreed to form and are laboriously perfecting
an economic union. These three governments, with France and the
United Kingdom, have entered into the Brussels Treaty which, like
the Rio and North Atlantic Treaties, recognizes that an attack on
one is an attack on all. In the Council of Europe a dozen European
countries are seeking new means of dealing with problems which
are more of European than of national concern. In the Organization for European Economic Cooperation progress, more limited than
we would like to see but still progress, is being made in dealing withthe complex practical problems which must be solved in breaking down"
barriers to the movement of goods and money.
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These are not the only special groupings which arise out of genuine
identity of interest. We have long been familiar with the voluntary
association of the British Commonwealth of Nations. We ourselves
have a special relationship with the Philippines. Trends toward the
recognition of a community of interest are evident in the Middle East,
in southern and southeast Asia and in the Pacific. We have expressed
'on a number of occasions our sympathy for the development of
regional groupings which are consistent with the purposes and principles of the Charter and whose members are prepared to act in support
of peace.
I cite these steps, far-reaching as they would have appeared a very
few years ago, not as final answers in themselves but as steps oh a very
clear path. We need many further steps, and some of them may be
vary far-reaching. The important thing is that they be right. All
of us are confronted day by day with pressing practical problems of
which the solutions cannot wait for the development of dramatic new
institutions. It is easy to overemphasize the importance of institutional change. The basic problems, economic, political, and military,
must be solved in any event, and they must be solved by whatever
means are available. If new institutions are required to meet our
situation, we should use them, but it does not follow that me meet our
situation by proposing institutional change.
MEMBERSHIP IN INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

One of the most difficult problems in any new international arrangement is the question of membership. The smaller and more
closely related the group the easier it is to make progress but the greater the problem of those who are excluded. We can and do work out
the answers to many problems with our neighbor, Canada, with comparative ease. Between the Canadians and ourselves the community
of interest and of approach is clear. But all of our relations with
Canada are colored by the relations each of us has with other countries. The tighter and more far-reaching the arrangement, the more
serious the problem of membership becomes. The use of different
arrangements, with different membership, to deal with different problems is valuable in preventing sharp distinction between the "ins" and
the "outs."
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Do you not think it would be a good idea
to add- this sentence right there, that Canada has not yet taken her
seat in the Pan American Union ?
Mr. RUSK. That is correct.

Senator THOMAS of Utah. I think that there is an outstanding
illustration between two ultra friendly states of the pull and the tug
of the regional idea, an illustration which can be made in all truthfulness and in all sincerity ind which shows that there are things
sometimes bigger than the idea of cooperating with their best friend's,
and I believe that those things which I have called bigger are the imponderables which you have to deal with in matters of this kind.
Mr. RusK. While common interest offers the best basis for sound
and practical progress toward closer international association, all
steps in this direction must be consistent with and serve to faciltiate
achievement of the purposes and principles of the United Nations.
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ALL METHODS MUST BE USED

In addition to our activities in the United Nations and in important
regional groupings, we continue to conduct a great mass of our business through bilateral relations with more than 70 governments.
These involve questions of trade and travel, private investment and
governmental assistance, and countless matters of daily business which
affect us all.
Mr. Chairman, we cannot select a bilateral, a regional, or a universal
pattern for exclusive use. The conduct of our foreign relations involves such mass and complexity that all methods and all approaches
must bd fully utilized. We can understand that one group of citizens
might wish to emphasize one, approach and others may wish to urge
ap-,',er. But government, which is responsible for acting across
the board in the national interest, must use them all. They are closely
interrelated and mutually dependent. The economic problems of
western Europe involve dollar and sterling problems far beyond the
confines of the North Atlantic. They involve relations between manufacturing nations and primary producers, between competitive and
complementary economies. The United Nations system itself is powerfully strengthened and reinforced by the development of the interAmerican system and the North Atlantic community. The successful
performance of the United Nations in turn depends upon constant
consultation and collaboration between many governments on a bilateral basis. Our bilateral relations with a number of nations have
become more intimate and mutually beneficial through daily association in common efforts in the United Nations. At times we may
be able to move more rapidly in one sphere than in another. The
sum total of these efforts is required to move us ahead, each consistent
with and supporting the other and all directed toward the same goals.
It should be noted in passing that governmental action is not the
sum total of our foreign relations. Millions of our private citizens
are in direct contact with men and women beyond our borders, in
business, in schools, in professions, in missions, in personal friendships and family associations, and in the infinite ways in which the
peoples of the world break through national frontiers. This direct
action by our people has much to do with the shaping of our foreign
policy and the opinion of others as to our purposes and our aims.
METHODS OF STRENGTHENING INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

The great diversity of our effort is well illustrated by a brief reference to the legislative problems in the field of foreign affairs now
before the Congress. The effort to strengthen the United Nations
and its related agencies is represented by the Charter of the International Trade Organization, by the Point Four program, by Palestine
refugee legislation, by proposals to lift certain ceilings on United
States contributions to international organizations, by the Convention
on Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations, by the proposed
Genocide Convention, and others. Current legislative measures designed to strengthen the free world include renewal of the mutual
defense assistance program, continuation of the Economic Cooperation Act, the Charter of the Organization of the American States, and
legislation to provide privileges and immunities for members of the
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Council of the Organization of American States. There are a considerable number of items before the Congress which affect our bilateral relations with other countries, such as tuna conventions with
Mexico and Costa Rica, legislation to provide aid to destitute Americans abroad, Ecuadorean earthquake relief, a number of agreements
between ourselves and Mexico and Canada arising from our status
as neighbors, and on through a long list of others, many of a routine
and undramatic character, but all filling an important place in the
total impact of our foreign policy.
In conclusion, Mr. Chairman,'we in the State Department shall
follow with great attention what is said both in these hearings and in
the larger debate throughout the country. We shall take an active
public part in bringing out the issues and identifying the major
questions. As a part of our regular work in the Department we shall
continually reassess the situation with respect to international organizations and shall consult continuously with Members of the Congress,
other parts of the executive branch, and private persons and organizations. The proposals before you represent a considerable maturing of thought over similar proposals of a year or two ago, and we
have no doubt but that this process of refinement and development will
continue. It may be that some of the proposals which now appear to
diverge in important respects may be joined in the course of further
discussion.
The President and the Congress will be giving the most serious
and careful consideration to our attitude on amendments to the Charter
of the United Nations in connection with the review called for in the
Charter itself. We need to recall the careful preparations which were
required in drafting the original Charter and in bringing the United
Nations into existence. That preparation required several years of
intensive study, careful consideration by many departments and
agencies of the executive branch, full participation by leaders of the
Congress, and preliminary conversations with a large number of other
governments. The issues which will be before us require no less care
and attention; in fact, many of them are even more fundamental in
character than those which we confronted at the time of the drafting
of the present Charter. Although it may now appear that the date
originally indicated in the Charter-1955-56--is a long way off, the
intervening time could be fully and profitably used. Nor can we be
certain that the question of Charter amendment might not be seriously
raised before that date.
We earnestly hope that those who are presently supporting important changes in our present structure of one kind or another will
agree that foreign policy action cannot await a final determination on
forms of organization. We shall never be in a final or frozen position
with respect to formal organization.
STRONG SUPPORT OF U

NECESSARY

Our present task stems from the heavy responsibilities which we as a
nation have had thrust upon us: responsibilities to which we are unaccustomed, which we have not particularly sought, for which we have
not been fully prepared. We must strongly support the United
Nations as an indispensable organization of the entire world community and attempt to build there the world solidarity which will
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cause each member to recognize that loyalty to the Charter is an expression of realistic self-interest. We must, in our great regional associations, continue to work for the security, stability, and well-being
of free peoples. In our direct contacts with other nations and peoples
we must place our relations on a friendly basis, use our energy and
our encouragement to strengthen the forces of democracy and to support American interests in every practicable way.
Our idealism and our practical interests require the same policy and
action on our part. The Executive, the Congress, and the public have
important roles to play. We shall need unity and perseverance,
imagination, and steady nerves as never before. Surely we shall find
a way to act together as a nation even as we debate among ourselves
what our further steps should be. This unity of our own can be
translated into the unity of a free world, where we must look for our
safety, our liberty, and our well-being.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Senator Green, have you any questions?
Senator GREEN. No.

Senator

THOMAS

of Utah. Senator Wiley?

Senator WILEY. I am very sorry I missed the first part of your statement. I have listened with profit and, I trust, with considerable instruction to a very illuminating statement here.
I have been looking for your position in relation to any one of these
resolutions that is before this subcommittee. As I understand it, your
conclusion, which I did hear, was in substance preference for none,
but "Go ahead, boys, and see what you can make out of it."
Mr. RusK. At the beginning of my talk I indicated Assistant Secretary Hickerson will speak for the State Department on each of the
resolutions before the committee, and I was giving an introduction
to his statement.

Senator

WILEY.

Was this the introduction?

Mr. RusK. His statement on the specific proposals will be briefer
than the introduction.
Senator WILEY. You do not say anything in here about Senator
McMahon's suggestion, do you?
Mr. RusK. No, sir. It is not discussed specifically as a proposal.
The issues which are raised in his proposal are indicated here, sir.
The nature of the problem, the basic nature of the problem, remains
the same: our relations with the Soviet Union, the basis of common
action with the Soviet Union if possible, the action which we have
to take in order to obtain conduct on their part with which we can
live.
POSSIBILITY OF AGREEMENT WITH SOVIET

Senator WILEY. Personally, do you see in any of the suggested plans
that are before this committee, or in the United Nations, any possibility of our joining with Stalin and his gang in an attempt to maintain the peace of the world?
Mr. RusK. We believe, sir, that in the long run it may be possible
to bring about conditions in the world which will force the Seviet
Union to acknowledge the self-interest of conduct with which the
rest of us can live. To bring about those conditions we will need to
act on every front. We believe that it is a very important thing that
in this-last session of the General Assembly 53 nations voted or an
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"Essentials of peace" resolution which outlined what 53 other governments thought were the essential requirements for peace.
We believe that it is an important thing that our conduct and the
conduct of the Soviet Union be examined by the world in the light of
the various points in that resolution, and that as the opinion of these
members of the United Nations freezes behind the Charter and
strength gathers behind the Charter, and as majorities build behind
the Charter, that will create not only a political but an economic
and military situation over a period of time which the Soviet Union
will have to take into account. We do not believe that they could
discount the fact that 53 nations, through no mechanical majority in
the pockets of the United States, should have expressed themselves
in such a formidable and forceful manner.
Senator WLEr. Your answer simply means this, that if the spirit
and desire for peace in these 53 nations grows and expands, the impact
of that expanded desire will have its influence upon the thinking of
Mr. Stalin and his crowd, with the result that they will awaken to the
imperative need of trying to get to some peaceful basis.
Mr. RusK. If that solidarity of policy and opinion is backed by
increasing strength, not only in the military but in the economic field,
then we believe that it will have a very important impact upon the
thinking of the people in the Kremlin.
Senator WaiY. Now then, I get back to the original question: Do
any of these resolutions pending before the subcommittee add any
strength to the creation of that desire, that intent, that will of the 53
nations?
Mr. RUSK. Mr. Hickerson will go into the details of each resolution. There are elements in each one of them which have a great deal
to offer there, Senator. We do not want to do battle with the proponents of resolutions who have an important idea and are trying to
get on with a particular part of the job in a particular field. Therefore,
when we say that we may not support a particular resolution, that
resolution may still have in it a very important part of the picture.
In one of these resolutions, for example, there is a great deal of
emphasis upon strengthening the United Nations within the present
Charter. In another there is emphasis upon the uses of article 43.
In another there is a development of the universal approach in an
organization which will include the Soviet Union. We think it is very
important that we should have a universal organization which does
include the Soviet Union. And another is directed toward the strengthening of the free world.
We cannot select among those at this point, so far as we see it. But
there are elements of strength there which should be drawn together
and used in many ways.
Senator WmEy. Well, I don't want to pin you down to any specific
recommendation, but it would help some if we got what you thought
was the better or the worst of the resolutions. But I guess it is pretty
plain that we agree on this that the mere mechanism, whatever it is,
will not do the Job. There Las to be back of the mechanism the intent
and will of the parties to utilize it.
Mr. RUSK. Yes, sir.
Senator WmEy. So the mere passage of any amendment or any
resolution ipso facto does not result in chan
the mental attitude
of any one of the contracting parties, do you t in?
t
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Mr. RUSK. That is right.
RESOLUTIONS MUST NOT INDUCE COMPLACENCY

Senator WILEY. So what we are really getting at is that we must not,
as I think Mr. Clayton suggested in relation to the McMahon amendment, permit ourselves to be given a sleeping powder or get in a
mood of thinking that by passing any particular resolution or pursuing any particular course it is going to bring about the millenium
that we all desire, the day of peace among men and peace on earth.
If we do, we are liable to find ourselves in another domestic or foreign
Pearl Harbor. -That is the one thing we have got to beware of, that
we do not, by our proceedings here, give the impression to the general
public that we are about to bring about a magic something that will
bring us peace. God knows we all want it.
Do you see any danger in any of these resolutions?
Mr. RUSK. The principal danger in the way in which some of the
resolutions have been discussed in the country is just the point you
have mentioned, Senator, that whereas the job ahead of us is one full
of toil and hard work and effort and steady nerves, some may be led
to believe that by adopting a new form of organization somehow
you deal with these bitter and fundamental problems with which we
are faced.
I believe myself, sir, that public debate has become somewhat more
realistic over the period of the last year on this, and that the prh.
ponents of the resolutions out in the country, who have been debating
this matter, see more clearly than perhaps a year or two ago the direct
connection between what they are after and the daily task of our
foreign policy, with which you and we are all involved.
RELINQUISHMENT OF SOVEREIGNTY

Senator WILEY. With relation to the question of seeing any danger,
supposing that one of the resolutions, without mentioning it, were
adopted and we got into an international organization where there
was a question of surrender of sovereignty on quite a tremendous basis,
as some plans envision. Do you seen any danger in that?
Mr. RUSK. Senator, there would be very great danger in our raising
with other governments major questions of American sovereignty unless we knew exactly what it is we wanted, and unless we were completely convinced that that was what we did want and were willing to
follow through with it and really mean it and pay the costs.
Senator WILEY. Who our bedfellows would be and how they would
treat us in the future?
Mr. RUSK. And also to know in advance that any such meeting, as
dramatic as it would be, would be a success; that agreement would have
been reached ahead of time. In other words, to start down that trail
and then fail would set us far behind where we are now.
Senator WuIY. I think that is a very clear statement, and I appreciate getting it from you because I think that in this debate that is
going on there is a lot of feeling on one side or the other. If you
disagree with one you are damned by the other. The result is that
there is not a clarity of atmosphere, or that common sense in this field
of thinking that there should be.
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This matter of national sovereignty is a very significant thing in
history and in the life of a nation, and if it is dissipated it may mean
loss of liberty, as you readily understand. I am very happy to get
your judgment on that.
UNITED STATES-SOVIET RELATIONS

You are connected with the Department. One other question and
then, Mr. Chairman, I shall cease. I am just back from the Middle
West this morning. Out there we.are concerned about this foreign
situation. Do you see any morning star on the horizon in relation to
getting together with our friends the Russians?
Mr. RusK. Senator Wiley, we do not see any immediate and magical answer to that question, either. We believe that there are good
reasons of self-interest which should prompt the Soviet Union to try
to live at some sort of peace with the rest of us, but we do not believe
their present conduct indicates they are aware of those elements or
are being guided by them. There are many specific points which could
be resolved if there were a fundamental readiness to resolve them.
Senator WnY. If there was a willingness to resolve them?
Mr. RUSK. A willingness to resolve them.
Senator WnY. Can we get together with them to talk on these
differences?
Mr. RUSK. There is no problem of getting together. We are normally in touch with them at Lake Success right through the year.
You recall that the Jessup-Malik conversations led to the lifting of
the Berlin blockade. But the problem is not the physical problem of
contact or the diplomatic problem of finding a way. The problem
is that of finding a basis on which you can talk successfully and arrive
at a conclusion.
Senator WLEY. Then the situation is just as critical in Korea,
China, Tito-land, and Berlin? In other words, you have not seen
any improvement?
Mr. RUSK. There is no noticeable over-all improvement in these recent months, but as I pointed out in my statement, that does not mean
that we do not get over one problem after another as we go through
the year. A year ago there was a lively blockade, an armed blockade,
around Berlin, which incidentally was seriously threatening the relations among four powers. There is no blockade there. There are
anxieties there, and there is harassment there, but there is no military
action imposing a blockade. That is a small straw. The basic situation is about what it was a year ago so far as the Soviet Union is
concerned.
Senator WILEY. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Senator Smith?
UN AS CORNERSTONE OF UNITED STATES FOREIGN POLICY

Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Mr. Rusk, I am very much interested
in your approach. Am I correct in my conclusions from your statement that you feel that everything we do must be built around the
United Nations Charter and our United Nations activities? In other
words, are you rejecting at the moment any departure from the fundamentals of that document?
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Mr. RUSK. Yes, sir. We believe that whatever we do should be
entirely consistent with and in support of the efforts of the United
Nations. For us to take an action which would split or destroy or
interfere with that work would imperil very great American interests.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. This would probably be in line with
your thinking, then, that one of the resolutions reads thus as its opening, "That the Cohigress reaffirms its faith in the United Nations as a
cornerstone of international policy of the United. States," and so on.
Mr. RUSK. Yes, sir.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. We take that position now. I,
wanted to get that clearly.
I notice on page 5 of your statement these words at about the middle
of the page: "It is a fair question to ask whether, if we now embark
upon an effort to redistribute governmental power in a fundamental
way, we would not now unleash divisive and disruptive forces of diverse interests and cultures at the very moment when solidarity is of
the greatest possible urgency."
That would seem to me to suggest that to roam in the fields of an
over-all world government at this time may be premature, for it might
unleash these forces which we do not need to deal with at the moment,
but we can move along in the pattern the United Nations has set. Is
that a fair conclusion from that statement ?
Mr. RUSK. Yes, sir. Even if we do sit down with those members of
the United Nations, some 52 of them, who by their conduct appear to
be devoted to the purposes of the Charter, to talk about major shifts
in political power and in the constitutional structure of the United
Nations, very deep problems would be raised arising out of the different circumstances of that many members and the great national
interests of the members. Those cannot be gotten over easily, and
in that process there might develop differences and controversies and
clashes of interest which are now being set aside in order to build the
unity envisaged by the Charter.
Well now, I indicated that we are not closing our minds. So far
as we are concerned, it is not our privilege in the Department of
State to close our minds on the great issues that the country is getting
before it, but we do want to point out that this is not the time to run
the risk of dividing up the free world on issues of that sort, so long as
we can get on with the main job as set forth in the Charter and as
demonstrated in the action of the members.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. You are aware, of course, that
there are people who feel that we ought courageously to dive right
in and face this so-called question of sovereignty. That is the thing
that is being pressed on me a great deal by various groups who feel

we are "ducking" the main issue and until we are willing to face that
and surrender a certain amount of our independence of action, we are

not quite meeting the issue that is facing the world.
Mr. RusK. My impression, sir, from the views of other peoples and
other governments, would be that even if we had come to that conclusion here in this country, if we dive right in, as you expressed it,
we might find that we had dived into a pool that had no water in it.
Senator WILEY. A hornet's nest!
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I am trying to bring out your
position as strongly as I can, because these are the kinds of issues
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that are presented to those of us that are being approached on this
question.
In another place on page 5 you use this expression, which is part of
the same thought: "In any event, there is no question but that the
Charter can carry much more traffic if its members desire to have it
do so."
I think that is along the same line.
Mr. RUSK. Yes, sir.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. We do not need to go far afield.
We have the Charter, which can carry the load if we want to do it.
AMENDMENT

OF CHARTER

That leads me to this question. Are you thinking today in terms
of amendments to the Charter, assuming the Charter is our basic
document? Are you thinking in terms of amendment, or do you
think it is unwise to move into the area of the types of amendments
that have been presented to this committee in these hearings?
Mr. RUSK. Senator, we are studying very carefully proposals for
amendments to the Charter. They come in different categories. You
recall, sir, that after consultation with Members of the Senate we
took the view in the United Nations that we ourselves would propose
that the veto be removed from the processes of pacific settlement in the
Charter.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I was going to ask you about the
veto.
Mr. Russ. So far as we are concerned, we are ready to amend the
Charter in that regard. Some of the other permanent members are
not ready to amend it in that regard.
Then, in preparation for review of the Charter, which will come in
1955-56, we must, we feel, make a thorough review of the Charter to
see where it might need improvement and where additional steps might
be taken, but that is a very long and complicated process, and we
would be in intimate touch with the Senate on questions of that sort.
And, of course, as groups in the country make proposals to us for
amending the Charter, we are in our staff work giving those very
serious and sober study. We are not excluding any study at this
point of serious proposals for amendments to tie Charter, but we
would not publicly state our position on this point without full consultation, as we did in the case of the veto proposal.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I think that is a very wise attitude
to take, of course.
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS NOT TO REST SOLELY ON MILITARY UNITY

I notice on page 7 you make this statement: "If Hindu and Moslem
or Jew and Arab are to live together in peace, they must learn to do
so through the difficult processes of adjustment and mutual understanding and not through military occupation." I think that is a
very important and a very sound statement, and I am glad to see the
State Department stressing that, but I am wondering whether we have
done as much as we should have done up to date in other measures of
bringing people -together than by just military strength and military
force. The limelight today seems to be on the Atlantic Pact, with
64429-50-27
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the great strength that is involved there. We have had before this
subcommittee the suggestion of an Atlantic Union which goes further than the pact, a preponderance of power, some of the witnesses
have suggested. I am sympathetic with that. I think we may have
to have it -in our minds in order to deal with Russia on a basis she
understands. But I am very much disturbed that we set our minds
entirely on the miltary approach and not on these other avenues that
seem to me so important, and I take it from your statement and other
statements made here that you are thinking in other terms than that.
You propose to strengthen our technique in the Voice of America
program and to develop those things that tend to interpret the western
world on questions of civilization and modern living together. Is
that a fair statement?
Mr. RUSK. Yes, sir. Even in the case of the military assistance
program, which you mentioned, Senator, we have insisted that that
take priority second to the economic recovery program.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I recall that, and I think that was
very wise, too.
Mr. RUSK. We do not believe our basic problem is military might.

When Secretary Marshall spoke on the subject of European recovery,
he said our real enemy is economic distress, poverty, and disorder.
We believe that is the case. Secretary Marshall also said it is unfortunate to discuss many of these problems in military terms because by doing so we tendto make them military problems. That is
why in my statement I indicated that the constructive job of building
toward the things we want to build is also the way in which we might.
meet this thing we call the cold war.
I agree with your observations, Senator.
ECONOMIC APPROACH IMPORTANT

Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Then you would probably say that
we are going to put more emphasis, or just as much as we have in
the past, on the spirit of the ECA approach. The ECA theoretically
comes to an end in 1952. We know that after that we will have to
have further moves in that direction, but the spirit of the ECA program, to help them help themselves, help them overcome economic difficulties, help them overcome poverty, is a most effective means to
rmeet this economic menace which faces us. In addition the so-called
point 4 approach of helping backward areas to help themselves economically and to reach out for that freedom they are seeking is imp ortant. Those things are an essential part of our approach in our
foreign policy to meet this terrible crisis.
REGIONAL PACTS

Let me ask you a further question. You speak with favor here, as
we all do, I think, of the American hemisphere arrangement and of
the North Atlantic Pact as regional arrangements. Does that imply
that the direction in which the so-called Atlantic Union is looking
meets with your approval, or would you rather not comment on that
at this stage of the game?
Mr. RUSK. I am very happy to comment on it, sir. It does meet
with my enthusiastic support.
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Senator SxrrH of New Jersey. You mean the existing pacts?
Mr. RUSS. Yes, sir.
Senator SmiTH of New Jersey. Now I am asking you whether the
next step, suggested by Mr. Streit and Mr. Justice Roberts, is the next
step toward which you go in the direction of regional get-together.
Mr. Rusx. I am sorry; I misunderstood your question. Mr. Hickerson will indicate in more detail some of the points.
Senator SMrrH of New Jersey. I will postpone that if Mr. Hickerson is going to touch on it.
Mr. Russ. We do not believe that this is the time to move along on
that approach.
Senator SMrrH of New Jersey. As I classify these proposals, we
have on the one hand the over-all world approach, which is represented primarily by the World Federalists, and by the Hutchins plan
presented in Chicago. On the other hand we have the Atlantic Union,
which has the theory of preponderance of power in order to deal with
Russia in terms which she understands. The third approach is what
I think is your approach, which keeps the United Nations in the
center of the entire picture, and permits reasonable amendments from
time to time to that in the slower, but possibly more secure, evolutionary process of trial and error is followed.
EVOLUTIONARY APPROACH TO INTERNATIONAL

ORGANIZATION

Mr. RusK. Senator, perhaps there might be some misunderstanding
if I did not, in agreeing with your conclusion as to my attitude, also
underline the necessity of strengthening the North Atlantic community as the hard core of the free world, which can give powerful support to the United Nations, and whose policies are directed toward
the objectives of our own foreign policy, anl who can help us carry
some of this enormous load that has been placed upon us in this
postwar period. We do not exclude additional machinery in the North
tlantic community; so that when we say we strengthen the United
Nations and support it to the fullest, we must also at the same time
strengthen the North Atlantic community and support it in the
fullest.
. On the particular question of how and at what time, we do not
believe that the Atlantic Union meeting should be called at this time,
as indicated by that resolution.
Senator SminH of New Jersey. Thank you very much.
That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Mr. Rusk, before you leave , your testimony and your answers to the questions all imply a faith in a gradual
approach toward better international understanding, and faith in
a theory that we have established a way in which the world can grow
into international good will. Some day we may grow into, to use
your terms, an organization which does represent the community of
nations.
Now, in answering questions about amendments to the Charter and
things of that kind, you would rather leave that to growth, gradually,
again, rather than to take action that might get these 59 nations some
conflict. Our witnesses pretty generally have felt that the world
is in a desperate condition and that it can't wait for this kind of
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gradualism, that the threat of the bomb makes it necessary to act
now. What do you say to that?
Mr. RUSK. Mr. Chairman, the problem is not solved by putting up
a new form of organization. If we could set up the elements of a solution we could solve problems which are urgent under existing machin.ery. It may be that some important changes in the Charter of the
United Nations will be required or will be desirable, but I think we
would reverse the connection if we considered that you change the
form of organization and that that change then solves the problem.
We won't be able to get basic changes in the organization unless there
are basic changes in the situation with which the organization is
dealing. Our big problem in the United Nations is the attitude of the
Soviet Union. Well now, it already is unwilling to accept the Charter
as written. The Charter is already too much for the Soviet Union.
Therefore, any increased powers given to the United Nations would.
have to exclude the Soviet Union.
Then, if we exclude the Soviet Union, we open up some very, very
serious questions indeed about the nature of our contacts, the problem
of procedure, the open doors, the attitudes of other nations in other
parts of the world. By trying in an ill-considered way to push the
Charter faster than the governments can carry it, we may offend a
great many nations in other parts of the world, force them to decisions
of policy which they hope to avoid, decisions which may not be made
in our way at all; and finally we have less solidarity and less strength
than we were looking for.
There are some nations who are in quite a different position with
the Soviet Union than the United States, and some of the issues which
are being raised here about forms of organization put them in a very,
very difficult position. So we ourselves must act with great care if
we are to lead this international community toward increasing
solidarity.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Thank you, Mr. Rusk.
Mr. Hickerson, please.
Mr. Hickerson, for the record will you identify yourself, please.
STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN D. HICKERSON, ASSISTANT SECRETARY
OF STATE
Mr. HIcKERsoN. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my
name is John D. Hickerson. I am Assistant Secretary of State for
United Nations Affairs. I have, sir, brief detailed comments on each
of the resolutions which are before the subcommittee.
UN CORNERSTONE OF FOREIGN POLICY

Before commenting on the various resolutions, Mr. Chairman, I
should like to point out that you will observe that through these comments on the various resolutions runs a sort of philosophy which has
been outlined in Mr. Rusk's statement. Reduced to its simplest terms,
that philosophy says that we believe, in the Department of State, that
the United Nations is and should remain the cornerstone of our foreign
policy. We believe that we should proceed very cautiously in this
which has been referred to as great national debate brought about by
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the institutions of the world, lest action be taken which might weaken
or jeopardize a going concern in the illusory hope of getting something better.
STATE DEPARTMENT COMMENT ON SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 52

The first resolution with which your committee dealt was Senate
Concurrent Resolution No. 52. In commenting on that, sir, may I take
the occasion to say that all of us in the Department of State who
deal with these matters have a large consciousness of your interest,
your own contributions in this field over a long period of years. We
recognize fully the deep interest that you have in international organization and the great contributions which you have made. We recognize and appreciate the motives which impelled you to be one of the
cosponsors of this resolution.
There has been extensive and impressive testimony presented to this
committee in behalf of Senate Concurrent Resolution No. 52. I do not,
therefore, need to discuss all the considerations involved. I shall, instead, point out certain foreign-policy considerations which must be
taken into account.
EXISTING AUTHORITY OF GENERAL ASSEMBLY

I think we should remind ourselves of what we have been doing in
the United Nations. As it stands, the General Assembly under article
11 of the Charter can make recommendations in regard to any question
relating to the maintenance of international peace and security unless,
of course the Security Council is dealing with this particular question.
In 1947 the United States went so far in one particular case as to
state thatrIf it should become necessary to call a special session of the General Assembly
to consider threats to the political independence and territorial integrity of
Greece, the Government of the United States would be prepared to cooperate
with other members of the United Nations in putting into effect whatever measures are recommended by the General Assembly for the protection of Greece.

During the last session the General Assembly recommended to all
members of the United Nations and to all other states that they refrain
from assistance to any armed group fighting in Greece and that they
refrain from providing arms or other weapons of war to Albania and
Bulgaria.
I cite these facts to point out that under the Charter as it is now in
operation we have a framework through which any situation may be
dealt with through the recommendatory authority of the General
Assembly. In cooperaion with others we are in a position to make the
most of our capabilities through joint action when the members of
the United Nations wish to take such action. There are wide potentialities in the Charter which have not yet been explored, for the
.Charter is an evolving constitutional document. PACT PROPOSED WOULD LIMIT UNITED STATES FRF-DO3

Conclusion of the pact proposed in the resolution, however, void
formalize and freeze the operation of this machinery ina rigid pattern.
Such a pact looks Soward maximum solidarity in,uplor.t4of the pur-
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poses and principles of the United Nations and against aggression.
We certainly 'support this objective. But here we must distinguish
clearly between the obligations to support the purposes and principles
of the Charter by assisting the victim of an armed attack, and an ironbound agreement to do so in every case with our armed forces.
There are limitations to our military capabilities. We cannot now
guarantee to assist every corner of the globe at once with our armed
forces. We must be careful not to confuse and perhaps mislead the
world by promising military assistance beyond our ability.
This resolution not only calls upon members to support majority
decisions, but it also may place practical limitations on the freedom of
action of members in supporting a victim of attack in the absence of
necessary General Assembly action. We may find it necessary to take
action immediately under Article 51, and such action is, of course,
authorized.
Complete solidarity of United Nations members against aggression
must be our goal. I believe that the American people and the Congress
support our working toward the establishment of an international
community both through strengthening the United Nations and
through progressively closer association within the free world.
DOUBTFUL IF OTHER STATES WOULD ACCEPT PROPOSAL

In my opinion, however, it is highly doubtful if any of the great
powers or a large number of the smaller and middle powers in the
United Nations would be prepared at this time to accept the obligations involved in this resolution. We must recall the difficulties that
Senator Austin had in his efforts to obtain the assent of the other permanent members of the Security Council to the elimination of the veto
in matters affecting the pacific settlement of disputes. I know of no
evidence that these countries are prepared to give up their veto on
matters within the area covered by this resolution. Furthermore, there
are still many nations outside the Soviet orbit which have probably not
yet reached a point in their thinking which would permit them to
participate in the proposed pact.
NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY

The question of the impact of Senate Concurrent Resolution No. 52
on the present North Atlantic Treaty arrangements should also be
considered. The North Atlantic Treaty was put into effect on August
24, 1949. Its life has thus been but 6 months. The Defense Committee and Council have only approved a general strategic plan. Detailed
planning is in its preliminary stages. Many problems remain to be
worked out. The danger is that before there has been a real firming
up of the North Atlantic Treaty structure, before it can become a
strongly knit source of strength to the United Nations and support
for world security, it will be diluted and its organization confused by
such a broad extension of the commitments of its members as to
threaten its present usefulness.
We have already told the world that the purpose of the North Atlantic pact is not simply the protection of its members. The North
Atlantic Treaty does not lessen our obligations under the Charter, but
is in fact a means by which the parties effectively support its purposes
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and principles. The intention of the treaty is to provide for the secur"ityof its members and, by reducing the likelihood of war, to contribute
to the security of the world. But to serve in this way the North Atlantic machinery must be given a chance to establish itself within its
present framework.
We are continually studying ways and means of increasing world
solidarity, and the solidarity of the free nations. We are constantly
in search of new means to reflect any increasing solidarity that exists.
But premature efforts to reflect a greater degree of solidarity than is
now apparent could have unfortuAate repercussions throughout the
world. I am sure none of the advocates of this resolution would wish
to see this project.put forward without real assurance of success.
'STATE DEPARTMENT CANNOT SUPPORT SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 52

In view of the above facts, we must state that we cannot support
passage of this resolution.
I assume that one of the principal purposes of the proponents of
'this resolution is to develop an intelligent public understanding of
what is involved in placing in the hands of an international body the
authority to make binding decisions in matters with respect to which
the United States has heretofore insisted upon a veto. It is very
-important for us to know the extent to which the American people are
prepared to do this. Discussion of the resolution should be helpful
in clarifying public understanding of what is involved in thus increasing the powers of the United Nations.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. I think, gentlemen of the committee, that
we will have to change our method, since these resolutions are being
'treated one at a time, and ask our questions now of Mr. Hickerson,
so that we will talk always upon the resolution that is before us..
Senator Wiley?
Senator WI=aY. I have no questions.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Senator Smith?
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I have one.
Mr. Hickerson, I understand this Senate Concurrent Resolution 52
is designed to get around the embarrassment of the veto in case of an
emergency situation. Do you think we have present machinery that

can do that?
Mr. HIcKRnsoN. If the members of the United Nations, Senator

Smith, really want to, I believe we have the machinery.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. In other words, you do not think
the procedures in Senate Concurrent Resolution 52 are necessary, and
apparently from your statement here you think it would freeze the
situation further than we are prepared to do at the present time?
Mr. ICKERSON. I believe that is correct, sir.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. And that the results that are aimed
to be accomplished by this can be accomplished under the present

machinery ?
Mr. HICKERSON. If there is the will on the part of the members of
the United Nations to take action, they can take that action, sir, under
article 51 without this formal procedure.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Mr. Chairman, Senator Douglas is
here, and I would suggest that I would be very much interested if
Senator Douglas felt inclined to ask any questions of the witness.
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Senator THOMAS of Utah. I have asked Senator Douglas before; I
am going to ask him now, since he is one of the sponsors of the resolution before us, if he would not like to take a seat with us and join in
our deliberations.
LIMITING EFFECT OF SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 02

Senator DOUGLAS. Mr. Hickerson, I notice on page 2 of your statement that there is an apparent implication that Senate Concurrent
Resolution 52 would limit the power of this Government, or regional
groups, to support a victim of attack if there were not prior General
Assembly action. In other words, that this limits 5?.
May I ask you to turn to section 2 of the Senate Concurrent Resolution 52. Do you have it before you? It iS on the last page, Mr.
Hickerson. May I read section 21
Such an agreement shall not in any way impair the inherent right of the parties
to engage in self-defense under article 51 of the United Nations Charter inflividually, or through other collective arrangements consistent with their obligations under the United Nations Charter or the North Atlantic Security Pact,
or the pact of Rio de Janeiro.

Mr. HICKERSON. Yes, sir.
Senator DOUGLAS. In other words, article 51 is to be as operative
if this supplementary convention were signed as if it were not signed,
and I wondered, therefore, if there is not some confusion in this paragraph of yours at the bottom of page 2.
Mr. HicKERSON. May I explain, sir, what we had in mind in that
paragraph. I was aware 'of section 2 of the resolution, sir, and I
quite agree with you that the resolution would not impair in any way
the right of action under article 51 of the Charter. We recognize,
of course, that that was not the intention nor the legal effect. Nor
would it be the legal effect of this resolution.
What we had -in mind in that paragraph, sir, was what might
be a practical effect rather than a legal limitation. In other words,
if you establish this rigid procedure, it would provide in effect that
there would be a special session of the General Assembly in the event
of an armed attack on one of the parties to the supplementary arrangement. If two-thirds of the members voted in favor of taking action,
including the vote of three of the permanent members, action would
thus, be taken.
Now, what we had in mind in that paragraph was that, in view of
that formal arrangement, there might be a tendency, depending of
course upon the circumstances in the case, on the part of governments
which might otherwise take immediate action, to await the special
session of the General Assembly and the passage of the necessary
resolution before they would do something that they had the right
to do anyway.
Senator DOUGLAS. Does not that same possibility exist now ? They
can say "We will not act until the Security Council has given justification for it."

Mr. HICKERSON. The same possibility exists.
Senator DOUGLAS. How does this add to any practical limitations
which exist under article 51 at present? If these limitations exist
in connection with the Security Council, this would merely substitute
a limitation in connection with the action of the Assembly.
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Mr. HICKERSON. It would be an additional limitation that does not
now exist. The Security Council limitation would exist in any event.
But this might well turn out to be an additional delaying factor.
Senator DOUGLAS. I would assume that the Assembly would meet
virtually simultaneously with the Security Council, that communication now by air is so rapid that special sessions of the Assembly
would be called and rather quickly convene, and as a practical matter
any nation, if it had a surprise attack made upon it, such as was made
at Pearl Harbor or such as might be made in the event of an atomic
war, would have to defend itself, And I assume that the system of
regional alliances which we have built up and which I support would
come automatically into play.
Mr. HIcnamsoN. That is correct, sir.
Senator DOUGLAS. Well, I would like to have the State Department

reconsider as to just how serious an added practical limitation this is
upon the application of article 51.
Mr. HICKRFSON. Yes, sir.
Senator DOUGLAS. There is just one other question, but not con-

nected with article 51.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Go ahead, please, Senator Douglas.
Senator DOUGLAS. I would much prefer to follow you.
SIMILARITY BETWEEN NEUTRALITY RESOLUTIONS AND SENATE CONCURRENT
RESOLUTION 52

Senator THOMAS of Utah. I was just going to ask this question of
the representative of the State Department at this place: I wanted to
know whether the State Departnent took into consideration the historical aspect of what had taken place with regard to this resolution,
and what took place before the opening of the war in regard to another resolution which in a sense provided' for the lifting of the
embargo 6f arms in favor of the victims of aggression.
Mr.

XICRKESON.

Yes, sir. We did take that into account.

Senator THOMAS 'of Utah. If you took that into consideration, did
9 ou not find yourself leaning to a place where we found ourselves
fore, under the ties which were imposed upon us by a mandatory
neutrality situation 9
Mr. HIcKERSON. I agree with you, sir, on that.

Senator THOMAS of Utah. Is it not a fact that the State Department
and the Government pretty generally paid no attention to the sugg .'
tions about getting us free from the mandatory Neutrality Act until
July 1939? And then the President indirectly suggested that he be
given power which was already in a resolution before the Senate for
some long time before that time.
Mr. HICKERSON. I think you will recall, Senator Thomas, that Secretary Hull did not favor the Neutrality Act, that he did what he could
in opposing the passage of it, and he predicted some of the things that
subsequently happened. You gave support to that view, I very well
recall. 'And I think that you Will also recall that Secretary Hull and.
the President throughout the time after the passage of the act constantly warned that in their view the act wag a mistake, and *ould have
ultimately
be repealed.
Senator to
THOMAS of Utah. Odnstant warning, but no action. Did'
we get State Department support for the resolution in 1937?
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Mr. HIcKERsoN. I cannot answer that, sir.

Senator THOMAS of Utah. And finally, when the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee refused to consider an amendment to the Neutrality Act on, to get the date exact because it is very important, July
11, 1939, within 3 weeks after that refusal Hitler was in Poland, was
he not?
Mr. HICERSON. A very brief time. It was the 1st of September
that they started marching, I believe, sir.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. And it has been stated many times that
the action of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee was a green
light that we would not take sides in any controversy.
Mr. HIcXEgsON. I have seen such statements made, sir.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Yes, such statements have been made.
Now we have changed our whole policy with regard to that, have
we not?
Mr. HIcKFRsoN. Yes, sir, we have.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. By the North Atlantic Pack. Do you not
think that in the light of the fact that we have declared an attack on
one of a great group of nations is an attack on all, which is the theory
for the Rio Pact as well as the North Atlantic Pact, has so changed
our policy that instead of there being any danger in this resolution,
there is support of what we have already declared to be the policy
to the world.
Mr. HIcKERSON. But, Senator, this might well, and almost certainly
would, include a rather considerable number of countries presently
outside the terms of the North Atlantic Pact and the treaty of Rio de
Janeiro. It is because we seriously question the wisdom of extending
rigid commitments of this sort in such a way that we question whether
or not the resolution would be a good idea.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Have we not always involved small and
far-distant states in both our military and our foreign policy in case
of war? Aren't some states which are small and which could not
defend themselves found automatically in war if we go to war?
Mr. HICKEISON. I am not sure that I can cite the case of any state,
sir, that is automatically at war when we go to war.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. We should not name the states here, but
what is the situation in regard to Panama if we find ourselves in war?
They may not make a declaration.
Mr. HiCKERSO. I think Panama as a sovereign state does make a
declaration.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. What is her situation? What is the situation in some of the states which are trustee states at the present time?,
I am merely asking these questions. We know that Iceland signed
the North Atlantic Pact with a reservation, a reservation which I
know they will respect and that all nations will respect. We do not
want Iceland to come to our rescue. But are not geographical factors
important-of prime importance? Do not propinquity and big words
like that have an influence upon our foreign policy and upon our
national policy and especially upon our war policy if we find ourselves
in war?
Mr. HIKERSON. Yes, sir.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Then why should we be frightened when
we know of the facts as they exist? Why should we be frightened to
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extend and to make certain in the minds of all the nations that ara
members of the United Nations that the mere fact that they are members will make it necessary for them to act in a special way, sometimes,
in preservation of an international ideal?
Mr. HICKERSON. Well Senator, we have our obligations under the
Charter of the United R~ations. The protection of the organization
extends to every member. We can assist them and other like-minded
countries can assist them without the conclusion of a supplementary
arrangement of this sort.
Our basic difficulty with this resolution, sir-we appreciate the
motives back of it-is that it would freeze a pattern along lines which
may in a developing situation in the future turn out to be unwise.
In the second place we have seen little evidence, sir, that any of the
major powers, or that any large number of small powers, would themselves be prepared to accept any commitments of this sort at this time,
tnd we think that if such a project were launched and it failed we
vould be worse off than if we had not sponsored it in the first place, sir.
Senator THOMAS Of Utah. If your logic is correct, and I won't say
Nhether.it is or not; I ask this question so that we may get informa,ion. Have we not, by the adoption of the North Atlantic Pact,
,aid to the world that so far as an attack upon these few nations is
concerned, we will see that it won't happen, but so far as the attack
xn any nation anywhere else in the world, we don't have any obliration at all? What does that do to the United Nations organiza;ion? I hope that I will not be quoted as supporting a position of
)pposition to the North Atlantic Pact which is put forth in some
:arts of the world, but I do want to find out exactly the thinking of
,he State Department in regard to our obligations to the United Naions, the North Atlantic Pact, the Rio Pact, and the situation of peace
n the world. That is the reason for the question.
SPECIAL UNITED STATES INTERESTS IN NORTH ATLANTIC AREA

Mr. HxcKERsoN. Senator Thomas, the North Atlantic Pact dealt
vith an area of the world with which we have a very special interest.
)ur very security is at stake there. Attacks can come from that
direction. Countries closely related to us by tradition, heritage, live
n that area. Great sources of strength lie in that area. Their security is as vital to us as to them. The North Atlantic Pact merely
phrased into written form a recognition of what I have been saying,
sir. It did not say that this is the only area of the world in which
weewould act if there were aggression. Far from that, sir. You
may recall that at the time the Pact was signed the President and
the Secretary of State made statements stating bluntly that that was
not the case. They said, "Let nobody think for one minute that this
is the only area of the world in which we are interested."
That is not true. There are special ties and there is a community
of interest here that in our opinion makes this particular pact necessary for the security of our friends, necessary for our own security,
and a valuable contribution to world peace.
We mention in particular certain areas in the Middle East. But
in those statements the Secretary and the President reaffirmed our
determination to carry out our obligations under the Charter.
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At the time the Vandenberg resolution was passed, sir, I am sure
that in the minds of the Senate was the recognition of just what I
have been saying here that there are certain areas of the world so
vital to our security that we may make special commitments under
the Charter. But that does not lessen our commitments to other parts
of the world under the Charter, nor indeed our determination to
carry out our obligations as a member of the United Nations.
(Mr. Hickerson has requested that the following additional statement be placed in the record at this point:)
A soundly based regional defense grouping such as the North Atlantic Treaty
group may seem superficially to emphasize the lack of similar commitments
in other parts of the world, but in reality it constitutes an additional element
of security for those other areas. Any move, such as this, which strengthens
the major free nations of the world automatically improves the security of
all the free nations. It acts as a powerful deterrent to any country which might
be tempted, by the apparent weakness of free countries, to embark on aggressive
adventures.
The North Atlantic Treaty is designed to strengthen the ability of UN members to support the purposes and principles of the UN Charter and hence to
increase over-all world security. The US Government has made clear that
its entry into the North Atlantic group has not in any way diminished its
intention to live up to the obligations assumed under the Charter or its interest
in the independence and integrity of nations outside the North Atlanic area.

Senator THOMAS of Utah. If I can represent a very, very small
nation in this question and say this, that if war should break out as a
result of an attack on one of these nations in the North Atlantic
Pact, it would affect us wherever we are. That is, war anywhere affects
all everywhere, of course, and a nation far removed from the center
of attack can utterly be ruined, so that it has an interest in the North
Atlantic Pact.
Mr. HIcKERsoN. That is correct, sir.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Are we going to say that our interests are
vital to a few states and not vital to others, in the light of that?
Mr. HCKERSoN. No, sir. We have not said that. We have said that
we will carry out our obligations under the Charter, but there is this
area in which our security is so much at stake that we make special
commitments. We have never said that we are unconcerned about the
security of other, countries, and that is not our position, sir.
Senator DotuGnAs. Mr. Hickerson, I think we are getting down to the
nub of the issue here which you refer to in your statement.
UNITED STATES INTERESTS IN ASIA
What is the new area, geographical area of added responsibility,
which we take on? As I see it, it is Asia, under Senate Resolution 52.
As you and Senator Thomas have developed, we have an obligation
under the North Atlantic Pact to treat an act of aggression upon any
one nation as an act of aggression upon us. Under the Monroe
Doctrine as originally suggested by Congress we have a unilateral
obligation to protect the Latin American states from attack by a
European power, and that has been since made a mutual obligation
under the Pact of Rio. So that we have North America South
America, 'and the North Atlantic covered: Then by the Truman Doctrine we protect Greece and Turkey from 'aggression. So that, as a
matter of fact, about'all that we have left that is not covered by uni-
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lateral action or multilateral action are the additional nations of the
'Near East and Asia.
I have not been a critic of our China policy because I have not
,really known enough to know what should have been done in China,
and I am not making any reproaches on the State Department concerning the policy in China. But I would suggest what I am sure is on
your minds as well as our minds, the tremendous importance of Asia.
'China has probably gone, with 400,000,000 people. We have left 150,.000000 people in so-called Malaya the so-called Malayan Peninsula,
.and another 400,000,000 in India. "Ishall not make any reproaches of
-the State Department for the failure to prevent China from going, but
I think it would be a great blow to the security of the United States
if the nations on the Malayan Peninsula and if India were to go into
Communist hands, because then we would have a further 550,000,000
peoples added to Communist control, or a total of close to a billion and
a half, or about two-thirds of the world population. Under those
conditions the free nations, from a population standpoint at least,
would be in a very small minority.
Therefore, is it not imperative to the security of the United States
that we should prevent the Malayan Peninsula and India from being
gobbled up, when at present that is an area which is not covered in the
slightest except under such loose and ineffective provisions for security as are contained in the United Nations Charter? Is it not necessary that we shore these areas up with some added protection of the
type which we have used in the North Atlantic?
That is rather a long question, but I think it really goes to the fundamental geographical area where in my judgment we should turn our
ttention also.
Mr. HKKRsow. Senator Douglas, of course we are interested in this
area. Of course, we want to do what. we can to contribute to the wellbeing and the security of those peoples. I would remind you, sir, of
statements recently made by Secretary Acheson in a public address
before the National Press Club, in which he tried to point out that many
of the most crucial problems in that area are not military problems but
are problems of fighting poverty and disease and developing a way of
life that, in the final analysis, can be the only real answer to commuhism. At the present time that is a bigger problem than danger from
aggression.
Senator DouGLAs. I happen to be a supporter of point 4, and I think
there is a very large area of application that can be made in both
India and the Malayan Peninsula. But with the fall of China the
Chinese Communist armies must be virtually on the border of Indochina. With an insurrection from within which is, it is true, Nationalist, and, therefore, one branch of it is probably very sincere, but
which also has Communist elements in it, the situation could deterio.rate very fast.

I am not a military strategist, but it would seem to me that if Indochina were to fall into Communist hands, the rest of the Malay Peninsula would crumble very rapidly, and if the Malay Peninsula were
to fall, with the pressure on India from Tibet on the north, and
from the east, that it would be very difficult for India and Pakistan
to hold out. So isn't it necessary to get added action quickly? And
while point 4 is highly desirable, its effects are long-range. Point 4
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will take a long time to put into effect, and it will take a long time for
the program of point 4 to raise the standards of living of these
150,000,000 people. This cannot be done overnight. In the meantime the Chinese Red armies will march, and if they start to march,
what is to be done? Are we to have a policy of a vacuum in that area ?
I hope not. A policy of doing nothing means Communist conquest,
and if you reject the policy of doing nothing, what is left?
As I see it, there are three possibilities. One would be a unilateral
declaration on our part that we would regard an attack upon this peninsula as an attack upon ourselves, and if we could get the British
to join us in that, that would be fine. But that assumes pretty heavy
obligations for the United States.
Another possibility would a regional pact from which Russia and
China would be excluded.' But India has already stated that she will
not come into such a pact as that. She has made it very clear that she
will not join a regional pact, and I think the people in these areas
would reject unilateral or bilateral protection on our part or the
part of Great Britain and ourselves in their areas.
But if you could give them a universal pact in which they would join
with others in protecting their security along with the security of the
world, you might have a basis for getting their support. That, as a
matter of fact, is the situation to which Senator Thomas and I have
addressed our resolution. We believed that it was an effective way of
shoring up the United Nations' protection for an area of the world
which has not been covered by special pacts.
Mr. HICKERSON. Senator Douglas, I appreciate, of course, the motives which inspired you and Senator Thomas in this resolution.
Senator DOUGLAS. I appreciate the motives of the State Department,
too. We are dealing with a very important problem.
Mr. HICKERSON. I would say, sir, in response to the statement which
you have just made, that the United States and other countries who
wished to take action could, in the event of aggression in a particular
situation, take, without this special pact, any action that they could
take with it.
I would like to say, sir, too, that I myself have seen no evidence that
the countries in this area to which you referred themselves actively
wish to see a pact of this sort negotiated. I do not know what you have
seen, sir.
Senator DOUGLAS. When we come to that, I have noticed, if you
forgive me for saying this, that when the State Department announces
that it wishes to propose such a policy, it has previously taken those
steps necessary to make it a success, so that when they announce that
they are going to adopt a policy the policy has already been adopted.
And, as a matter of fact, that is the prudent thing to do. I am not
censuring the Department for that. That is the prudent thing to do.
I would like to know if there has been any attempt, if it is not betraying a confidence to feel out these other nations as to how they
would respend to such a proposal or to other proposals.
Mr. HICKERSoN. There has not, sir.
Senator DOUGLAS. I would suggest that the State Department make
that effort. How can you tell that there is no disposition on their part
unless you start informal conversations? You do not expect them to
sing solos to you across the Pacific, do you, or duets, or to have
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antiphonal singing? These things normally result from conversations. Forgive my semihumorous approach. That was not meant
satirically at all. You must feel out the parties on these matters.
You cannot expect them spontaneously to burst one. They do not
even know there is such a resolution as this before the United States
Senate.
PUBLIC ATTITUDE

Mr. HICKFRSON. Senator Douglas, I would say, sir, that it would
be most unwise for us to sound out countries on a thing of this sort
unless we have clear evidence that the people of this country are prepared to undertake the commitments and that the Congress is prepared
to back them up. I would say, moreover, sir, that foreign governments usually are not particularly modest in letting us know about
things of major interest to them in which they are interested. They
do not stand on ceremony. They usually find ways and means of
bringing to our attention things that they want us to do in their behalf.
Senator DOUGLAS. May I say that this last point that you make,
that the State Department cannot move out in advance of public
opinion, is completely correct. I think you are on very sound ground,
and I hope that this whole discussion on these various plans will
crystallize public opinion in that respect. But I do want to say that
I do not believe that Asia can be ignored in this matter, and while I
.have not always agreed-in fact have seldom agreed-with the criticisms of our China and Formosa policy that have been advanced by
many of my good friends on the other side of the aisle, I would say
that if we allow any other countries to go into Communist hands, if
the process of disintegration goes further, that there will be a good
many of us who will feel that somewhere along the line United States
foreign policy has missed the boat, and I hope it does not do that. I
hope we try to deal with the danger which I think is imminent on the
Malayan Peninsula.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask
Senator Douglas one question in connection with this Resolution 52.
Senator DOUGLAS. We are getting into a witness' delight, when Sena tors ask each other questions.
DEFINITION OF 4CAGGRESSION"

Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I cannot see in Senate Concurrent
Resolution 52 anything that would protect us against the kind of
warfare being carried on in the Far East, namely subversive influences
from within rather than overt aggression. You mean in this an
external overt attack. If the Chinese Communists moved into Indochina, this would apply, but if the Chinese Communists stayed where
they were and the movement was within Indochina, you do not deal
with that situation by this resolution. Perhaps you cannot by any
resolution.
Senator DOUGLAS. I would say that we do not define aggression. We
allow aggression to be defined by the General Assembly, and, in my
judgment, as I think came out in the questioning when we testified on
this, aggression in the modern world is more than a movement of
armies across national boundaries, and it may well be that an inter-
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national body would have to consider whether a revolution from
within was spontaneous or whether it was in accordance with a master international plan, and if it were the latter, that it might become
an act of aggression. But we do not commit ourselves to that.
Senator S'MITH of New Jersby. Then your answer would be that this
probably would cover the kind of a situation that we have in China,
where the movement apparently was entirely from within, but many
of us felt it was motivated from without.
Senator DOUGLAS. That it might have covered China. It might
cover Indochina. Most certainly it would give more protection than
the policy of doing nothing.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Do I gather, Mr. Hickerson, from
your reply to Senator Douglas, that it is the feeling of the State Department that they do not want to step into that area of responsibility
that Senator Douglas is suggesting?
Mr. HICKERSON. Senator Smith, after very careful study and
soul searching, I may say, because we know that Senator Thomas and
Senator Douglas want to help make the United Nations effective, we
do not think the passage of this resolution would be a good idea.
I fully share what you said, Senator Douglas, about the advantages
of discussion and public understanding. While we do not support the
resolution, I feel very strongly, Mr. Chairman, that these issues raised
in this resolution should be discussed throughout the length and
breadth of this country. There should be the widest discussion and
real understanding of this. We need help in this situation, and the
hearings of your subcommittee, sir, in my opinion will make a powerful contribution toward an understanding of the issues with which
we as an American people, and the Congress and the Government,
have to deal.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. We believe that to such an extent that I
can say that if the State Department wants to have a press representative up at this hearing, he will be welcomed, and I can furnish
him, too, the names of all the members on the committee in case he
needs that.
The Department of State has been following very closely these
hearings. The Department had from one to five representatives present at all times. The Department has also made a careful study of
the transcript of the hearings.
Mr. HiCKRsoN. Thank you, sir.
Senator DOUGLAS. Before we proceed to consideration of the next
resolution, may I ask consent to have inserted in the record telegrams
and communications which I have received from leading citizens in
support of Senate Concurrent Resolution 52?
Senator THOMAS of Utah. They will be included in the record.
(See appendix.)
Senator DOUGLAS. We have telegrams of endorsement and support
from Mr. Bernard Baruch, from President William Green of the
American Federation of Labor, from Mr. A. J. Hayes, president of
the International Association of Machinists, from Mr. A. W. Dulles,
of New York City, and Mr. Robert Millikan, former Nobel prize winner, and others. Mr. Baruch has just sent me this morning a memorandum sharpening up this issue of aggression. He requested me to
call attention to a definition that no less a person than Mr. Litvinov
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proposed in 1933 at the Disarmament Conference and again at the
London Economic Conference, and I should like, with the permission
of the chairman, to read passages from this.
I raise the question as to whether the Soviet Union would be prepared to accept today the same definition of aggression they proposed
in 1933.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. I would like you to read them.
Senator DOUGLAS. The definition which Mr. Litvinov proposed was-An aggressor is that state which first commits the following:
Declaration of war upon another state.
Invasion by its armed forces with or without a declaration of war of the territory of another state.
Attack by its land, naval, or air force with or without a declaration of war
on the territory, vessels, or aircraft of another state.
Naval blockade of the coasts or ports of another state.

And I think special attention should be called to the following. This
is the Russian proposal of 1933:
Provision of support to armed bands formed on its territory which have invaded
the territory of another state, or refusal notwithstanding the request of the
invaded state to take on its own territory all the measures in its power to deprive
those bands of all assistance or protection.

Senator THOMAS of Utah. Thank you, Senator Douglas.

Can we go on, then, with the next ?
Mr. HICKERSON. Mr. Chairman, the next resolution I believe is
Senate Concurrent Resolution 56.
STATE DEPARTMENT COMMENT ON SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION

56

This resolution proposes that the Congress go on record as favoring
the strengthening of the United Nations and seeking its development
into a world federation as a fundamental objective of United States
foreign policy. This federation would be open to all nations and
would have defined and limited powers adequate to preserve peace
through the enactment, interpretation, and enforcement of world law.
These are matters which the State Department or the Government
cannot alone decide. They must be decided by the people, by the
country as a whole, and when any decisions are made we have got to
mean them. They are as fundamental as any constitutional questions
with which we have had to deal since 1789. Since the considerations
are of basic importance to the daily lives of every American citizen
they must be understood before adopting the objectives sought in this
resolution.
I do not wish to imply in raising these questions that it is not fruitful to work toward the establishment of a more closely integrated
world community of the kind we all seek. But I must state frankly
that we in the State Department are not convinced that the world
federation which might be developed from this very general resolution would necessarily prove to be the way to achieve this. It would
be unfortunate if, by placing emphasis on this particular organizational pattern, we should fail to make use of every conceivable tool
that may be devised to meet the problems with which we may be
confronted from time to time.
In our efforts to define the objectives toward which the people of
the world should rally, let us not make the mistake of too narrow a
definition. The general direction of United States foreign policy
64429-50-
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should be toward the establishment of a world community in which
there are effective standards of conduct applicable to all, within which
nations may live at peace despite the diversities of their political, economic, and social institutions, and which will permit those who share

common objectives to work toward them in a manner consistent with
the peace and well-being of all.
Any proposal, Mr. Chairman, for world federation must deal with
certain stubborn and inescapable facts.
Among the predominant characteristics of the world today are still
hunger and ignorance. Two-thirds of the world's people live on less
than adequate diet, one-half are illiterate, and only a minority live
under truly democratic governments. How would a world federation
based on democratic principles prosper in such a setting? We should
recall from our own history that it takes more than a constitution,
more than a framework, to construct a federation.. We must also keep
in mind that there exist profound traditional differences among nations based on history, differing political institutions, economies, and
geographical conditions.
If we proposed to go into a world federation, some compromise, at
least some adjustment, would be necessary. Just how far are we willing to go in compromising our way of life and our institutions? It
would be most dangerous to assume that other nations will agree that
the American way of life is the best, and that for them to go into a
world federation would mean to join our concept of a federal union
COMMON

GROUND

NECESSARY

FOR WORLD

FEDERATION

There must be obviously some common basis between the majority
and minority to make a workable concern of any international organization, and in particular so close an organization as a federation.,
There must be some agreement on fundamental laws and institutions.
We have known from our own national experience that law is effective
only when it does represent common ground among the people. There
must be some assurance that the majority will not take advantage of
the minority and that the minority will not suspect the majority of
injustice. A police force in order not to be a menace to its community
must have an accepted body of law to enforce. It must be an arm
of the government which has the respect and confidence of the people.
What law and what institutions would govern the world federation?
The agencies of the proposed world federation would presumably
enact, interpret, and enforce world law. This means a federal legislature in which the United States would be only one of the areas represented. Are the American people willing to abide by laws enacted
not necessarily with their concurrence? It also assumes a federation
judiciary to interpret those laws. Are the American people willing
to subject themselves to the decision of the courts of the world federation? It further assumes a federation enforcement arm. This conceivably could be an enforcement arm against the will of the American
people. Then there is a question of financing the federation. Are the
American people prepared to agree to be taxed in support of the federation? Since we are wealthier than any other country our share
would be proportionately higher.
As Senator Thomas has so wisely suggested, let us take advantage
of these hearings in an effort to find terms of reference for our further
study and debate.
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Discussion of international organization can be most, fruitful when

it concerns itself specifically with objectives to be sought, practical
steps toward these objectives, including organizational forms, and possible effects of such steps on the United Nations. As a first step perhaps we should reexamine what the United States undertook to accomplish through the creation of the United Nations.
There was broad support for the UN concept as indicated by the
Connally resolution of the Senate of November 5, 1943. This resolution declared that the Senate recognizes the necessity of there being
established at the earliest practicatle date a general international organization, based on the principle of the sovereign equality of all peaceloving states, and open to membership by all such states, large and
small, for the maintenance of international peace and security.
WORLD GOVERNMENT

PROPOSALS

MAY

JEOPARDIZE UN

These
objectives are embodied in the United Nations, which is a
going
international
concern on a world basis. We cannot afford to
risk jeopardizing or losing what we have without some real assurance
that we are getting something better in its place. Proposals for world
government must-be considered in that light. Their proponents have
a burden to show specifically that what they propose offers a better
chance of attaining our objectives and has a real chance of a general
acceptance. Perfection of constitutional form does not necessarily
increase our chances of grappling successfully with the security problems confronting us.
This does not mean, however, that organizational forms should not
play an important role in the development of national thought. Organizational form is often the most exact manner in which to define
objectives. It might be helpful to the American people if within the
framework of the resolutions introduced by Senators Tobey, Sparkman, and Kefauver there were developed in some detail answers to
such questions as the following and a public awareness of their implications:
REQUEST FOR DETAILS OF PROPOSALS

/ a) What form of parliament is contemplated?
kb What voting arrangements? What basis for representation?
Would the United States be a minority?
(c) How could there be assurance against tyranny? What guaranties for rights of minorities?
(d) How much will the American people have to say about the
level of their taxes? About the utilization of their resources?
(e) Exactly what legal authority would the world federation have
over United States citizens?
(f) Would the officers of the federation be representative of states
or elected as individuals?
(g) What safeguards are involved in insuring disarmament? Would
it be necessary to place international observers in key industries?
Would international control of key industries be necessary?
(h) Is it technically feasible to have an international armed force
in a disarmed world? What problems would be involved? How,
for instance, would it be equipped? With what weapons? Would you
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need internationally controlled industries? Where would the force
be located?
(i) What changes in the United States Constitution are involved?
(j) What changes in the constitutional authority of the Congress
are involved?
We recognize, Mr. Chairman, that the growth of a world community
requires the existence of an impressive beacon which reflects the aspirations of the world's peoples. We recognize the importance of working
through the standards which have been set forth in the Charter of the
United Nations. We recognize the concern of the American people
and their desire to review under present world conditions what we
undertook to accomplish in creating the United Nations. We also
recognize that organizational form can contribute to clarifying public
understanding of what they do and do not want to accomplish through
international organization.
STATE DEPARTMENT CANNOT SUPPORT SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 56

But for the reasons given we cannot support this resolution.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Senator Smith?
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. There was one question brought up in
the discussion of this resolution which impressed, I think, all of us
a great deal, and that had to do with the substitution of the rule of law
for the rule of force in determining international difficulties. Now,
the advocates of this approach argue that unless you look forward, at
least, to some sort of a world organization and the development of some
kind of world law, you will never get to the place where the rule of
law will govern the affairs of men. You will still have the rule of
contest and force. That is the main line that struck me as the most
impressive argument advanced for this particular proposal.
Do you take the position today that we must postpone the immediate
goal, at least, of world law in the place of force? Do you think it is
so out of reach, that we ought not even think in terms of it in the
future?
Mr. HICKERsoN. By no means do I think that, Senator. I think
we should debate these measures, we should promote the widest public
understanding of these measures, and I think that of course we should
work toward some kind of world law. We must feel our way very
cautiously, Senator, in this thing. We must recognize that since the
beginning 'of organized society the best thought in every community
has tended to be in terms of some collective system of security and
some system of world law. But we must recognize the difficulties in
the way.
I feel very strongly that we should continue to study, to endeavor
to understand the issues involved and to explore ways and means
under the Charter of the United Nations of working toward that
objective.
I do feel very strong that setting our sights on and setting forth the
objective of world federation is not the way to achieve that.
WORLD FEDERATION OR ORDER

Senator SMIITH of New Jersey. The suggestion was made by someone, I forget who it was, in the discussion of this resolution,. that if
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the expression in this resolution were changed from "world federation" to "world order," it might be more acceptable as an expression of
an over-all ultimate goal. What is your opinion?
Mr. HICKERSON. I personally think, sir, that it would.

I would

still have misgivings about the advisability of passing a resolution
of this sort at this time. I repeat, I think that the issues raised by this
should be debated. I think that there should be the widest understanding of them and discussion of them. But I have doubts as to
the advisability of passing even the amended resolution which you
suggested, sir, even though that to me is an improvement.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I wanted to make it clear that I did
not suggest that. It was suggested by someone at the hearing, and I
am just trying to be sure we explore all of the suggestions that have
come to us.
NEED FOR CONTROL OF ATOMIC ENERGY

Of course, the thing that has precipitated this has been the terrible
)prehension of people because of, first, the atomic bomb, and now
Le so-called H-bomb. They wonder whether we are going to have
me to wait for anything. I realize that the world federation idea
ould be a long-drawn-out affair and it would not meet that immeate issue, but the people that are advocating this and all these other
Plans are concerned. 1 think Senator Thomas said a little earlier
,day they are concerned that something be done in the light of this
itical situation.
How do you feel we can deal with the H-bomb proposition? Do
)u think we should go on pressing for the Baruch plan, for example,
r the control of atomic energy, and now H-bomb energy, or how
-e we going to deal with that-just go on pressing that particular
)pr.oach or trying something different?
Mr. ThcKERsow. Senator Smith, I can understand, of course, that

)prehension. All of us share it. We would like to do something.
ut we must bear in mind that if this subcommittee reported that par,ular resolution, or any particular resolution, let's say this one, and
e Senate unanimously approved it and every country in the world
,reed to join this world federation, and if by some magic it could
done in the next 3 weeks, we still would not have the solution to
e bomb.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I agree with that.
Mr. HICKERSON.

It would not solve that.

Senator SmrrH of New Jersey. I agree with that. As I said, this
world federation idea is too far ahead of us to deal with the immediate
crisis. I was leaving that and trying to see how you are thinking in
terms of the immediate crisis and what you can do.
Mr. HICKERSON. As to your question on the control of atomic energy,
I can say to you, sir, that all of us who have done any work on the

subject have reached the conclusion that the so-called Baruch planit should be called, I think, in fairness to the other countries who made
their contribution, the United Nations plan of control-would work.

Mr. Baruch made proposals of a United States plan. They, you will
recall, were discussed for a period of 2 years in the United Nations
Atomic Energy Commission. Numerous changes were made in those
proposals. To the extent that they represented improvements, the
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representatives of the United States were happy to concur in the
changes. And what came out of the United Nations Atomic Energy
Commission was indeed a United Nations plan of control. That plan
was debated at the General Assembly meeting in Paris in 1948, and
by a vote of 40 to 6 was approved. The Soviet Union and those
countries voting with the Soviet Union alone opposed it.
It is a good plan, Senator. I repeat, all of us who worked on the
subject of atomic energy are convinced that it would work.
In the discussions since Paris, the Russians have declined to accept
it, and not only have done that but have themselves advanced no
alternative proposals of their own. In the discussions during the
General Assembly last year in New York, the General Assembly by
a vote of 49 to 5, this time Yugoslavia deserting the Soviet Union
and abstaining from voting, voted to reaffirm the principles of this.
United Nations plan of control. They called upon the six permanent
members of the Atomic Energy Commission, the five permanent members of the Security Council plus Canada, to continue the consultations
which had been in process since last August in an effort to find a basis
for agreement. They called upon the six permanent members of the
Atomic Energy Commission to examine all concrete proposals that
had been advanced during the General Assembly and elsewhere, to
explore all avenues in an honest, sincere effort to find a basis for
agreement.
Immediately after the ending of the General Assembly session the
six permanent members of the Atomic Energy Commission resumed
their consultations. On January 19, 1950, the Soviet representatives
in those consultations, at the beginning of the meeting, stated that he
could not sit in these consultations with the representative of the
Nationalist Government of China. He thereupon walked out, and no
meetings heve been held since that time.
We think that in that action over a wholly extraneous and irrelevant
issue that had nothing to do with atomic energy the Soviet Union
showed scant respect for the will of the General Assembly, who called
upon us to try to reach a solution of this problem. We have been discussing ways and means of bridging this gap and breaking this impasse. Our position, sir, as stated by the President and the Secretary
of State, is that we think the United Nations plan of control of atomic
energy and prohibition of atomic weapons would work. We support it
and we will continue to support it unless and until a better or equally
effective plan is achieved. We do not think that human ingenuity was
necessarily exhausted in that plan, and we are prepared to consider any
proposals designed or calculated to produce a better or equally effective
plan.
The Russians say they won't take it. They have made no new proposals, and there we are, sir. In those circumstances, what do we do!
We simply, so far as we are concerned, are prepared to coninue in these
consultations of the six permanent members of the Atomic Energy
Commission, earnestly to continue, our efforts to find a basis for solution. We think it would betray ourselves and world security if we
adopted proposals just for the sake of an agreement which our judgment tells us would be ineffective. And that is a description of the
Soviet proposals to date. They fall far short of providing the
necessary safeguards.
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Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I am glad to get that in the record
just as you have stated it and as you have analyzed it. I gather that
the net result of your discussion is that so far as this atomic crisis is
concerned, with the H-bomb and everything else concerned with it,
these terrible weapons of destruction, there is nothing in any of the
proposals that have come before this committee that would come as
close to meeting it as the particular proposals you are considering in
the UN, a so-called UN plan built on the original Baruch proposal.
Mr. HICKERSON. That is correct. The only place that agreement can
be achieved on this problem is among the interested states. The interested states are sitting, or were sitting until the Soviets walked out
on us, in those consultations. It is the Soviet Union, and the Soviet
Union alone, which is blocking the acceptance of an agreement on
atomic energy.
During the last session of the General Assembly, the British representative, in the debate in the plenary session, I believe, made the stateaent: What a tragedy it was; had the Soviet Union been willing,
,fter reasonable debate in the Atomic Energy Commission, to accept
he plan acceptable to everybody else, the plan probably by now would
)e in force and there would not be an atomic weapon in existence.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. That is assuming, of course-I do
iot want to get into debate about it-that we could be sure to have a
nethod of inspection that would be watertight.
Mr. HicxEnsoN. That is correct, sir.

Senator SMITH of New Jersey. That is the $64 issue, as I see it, be:ause even assuming Russia agreed to inspection, as a matter of fact
,he has violated some of her other agreements, and unless we had a
prettyy strong method of inspection we would not be sure that in some
)f those vast wastes of Siberia there might not be violations.
Mr. HICKERSON. That is a tough proposition.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Before you leave, Mr. Hickerson, in de!ense of the authors of Senate Concurrent Ressolution 56 and also in
lefense of the State Department's statement, I think we ought to
,tress, and question, one sentence. I am sure the sponsors of the resoution did not assume that the mere fact that they want to move into
Lworld federation means that they are moving into a vacuum without
aw and without some semblance of order. But in your statement you
;eem to imply that that is the State Department's interpretation of
he way in which the authors are thinking. "What law and what intitutions would govern the world federation?" You could ask that
-uestion, of course, as to any type of government that has come into
existence. When our own Government came into existence or the
United Nations or the League of Nations came into existence, the
structure of the Constitution itself could not in any way give respect
to the law which was necessary for setting up such structures.
WORM LAW

Now, I think there is definitely world-community law, whether we
recognize it or not. There is definitely an understanding between all
of the peoples of the world and all lawmakers of the world that the
middle of the ocean is a place without certain jurisdictions. Land
area is a place with certain jurisdictions. I think that we can make
a case for a great amount of world communuity law that is existing.
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I think the Connally resolution, which you have quoted, states one
thing, and that is the fact that the world recognizes independent sovereign states. They have not made any declaration of that recognition, have they? Here you haven't any positive law on it, have you?
But it is the basis of all international law. You seem to assume that
first we have to get the nations of the world together and create a
positive law before we can move into a discussion about a confederation. But your big point here, and I think you have not stressed it
enough, is that immediately you move into a world federation status,
you turn your back definitely upon the independent sovereign state
idea, which is the law of the world as it exists today. You can go
so far as to have an imperium and an imperio, if we may get that highbrow here, because we ourselves think that we have done that. When
we had Mr. Justice Roberts before us he said that while he was on
the highest Court of the land, the Court's greatest concern was to
preserve the entity of the States, and we can see that we haven't
destroyed independent states in moving into the United Nations. But
when once you move into a federation you limit independent actions
in the sphere where you delegate authority to the representative government of that federation to act. That is fundamental political
science. These things which you said we haven't got, are here and we
have got them.
Consciously, if we decide to have a world federation, consciously if
we decide that we will change to a degree-it may be just the degree
of half an inch, or if may be a degree of a whole mile, the fundamental
law of the world, the notion of independence, of absolute sovereignty
of the states of the world, is encroached upon.
Now, as a representative of the State Department, and we as representatives of the United States Government in the Senate, and all of
us as representatives of our Government in some way or other, our
first allegiance is and must be to the Government of the United States
always, or else we destroy what definitely is-it has not been stated,
but what definitely is-the law of the community of nations and the
world today. If that were understood by all of us we would not call
so many of us the bad names that we do, because I myself realize
that when we accept the obligation of being an officer or a representative, or one who takes an oath to defend the Constitution of the United
States, he enters into a rather serious obligation which must be given
consideration at all times.
When I say that, I do not imply that a suggestion made by anyone
sponsoring these resolutions is a suggestion which is looking to the
destruction of something. It is looking to the building up of something, but at the same time that does not remove the problem.
Mr. HICKERSON. Senator Thomas, I completely agree with what you
have said, sir, and I want to assure you that it was far from our intention to criticize the motives of anybody in connection with this or any
other of the resolutions. As to the particular question that you singled
out, all we are trying to do there is to say we want further information
about the law and institutions-some of these things are spelled outso that we can agree, so the American people can agree, that this is the
goal to which we can aspire.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask
Mr. Hickerson just one more question. There is a Senate Concurrent
Resolution No. 66 which was introduced by Senator Taylor, and which
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is the resolution supporting the so-called Chicago Hutchins plan for a
draft of a world constitution. Do I understand that your opposition
to Resolution 56, which you have just been discussing, would- apply to
66 also, which is just a further extension and elaboration of the world
federation idea?
Mr. HICKERSON. That is correct, sir. I have a separate statement
on that.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I did not know that. I did not find
it here among the papers I had.
Mr. HicnsoN. It was not mimeographed. I did not know whether
that resolution would be discussed today.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. We want a statement on all of them
before you get through.
I will be happy to give it to you.
Mr. ThcKERso.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. May we stand in recess until 2: 30, and
may I see the representatives of the State Department just before they
go, for 1 minute?
:(Wlereupon, at 12: 50 p. In., a recess was taken until 2: 30 p. m. of
the same day.)
AFTERNOON SESSION

(The session reconvene at 2:30 p. m., upon thq expiration of the
recess, Senator Elbert D. Thomas of Utah (chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.)
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Mr. Hickerson, if you will proceed,
please, with Senate Concurrent Resolution 57.
STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN D. HICKERSON, ASSISTANT SECRETARY
OF STATE--Resumed
STATE DEPARTMENT COMMENT ON SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 57

Mr. ICERSON. Mr. Chairman, in addressing myself to Senate
-Concurrent Resolution 57, calling for United States initiative in con-

vening the participants to the North Atlantic Treaty with a view to the
establishment of a free Atlantic Federal Union, I should like to point
out that application of "the principles of free federal union" as between the United States and any other country or countries would
involve not only basic economic and social changes but also changes in
the structure of the United States Government. While all of us in
the department are acutely aware of the urgency for continued study
leading to sound, practicable action in progressing toward closer
-association of the free world, it is the fundamental issues which this
resolution raises in terms of both the United States and other countries
which I should like first to discuss.

Senator WLEY.It seems to me the basis of the resolution is simply
to explore, is it not?
Mr. HICKERSON. Yes, sir. I shall deal with that in the course of
my comments, Senator Wiley.
Senator WILEY. All right.
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PUBLIC REACTION TO ATLANTIC UNION

Mr. HICKERSON. What would be the reactions of our fellow Americans to the implications of such an Atlantic Federal Union?
Clearly, United States participation in such a union would involve
the ceding of power by the United States Government to some new
authority in many fields, such as the conduct of relations with other
governments, control of our armed forces, taxation, imports, currency,
exploitation of our national resources, and immigration. Are the
American people prepared to do so? To what extent? To what
kind of authority? By what process?
Most of the powers which would be transferred would affect every
American, but some powers would affect some groups more than
others. What would be the effect on labor standards? Business!
Agriculture?
CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT

Presumably, amendment of the United States Constitution would
be involved. What mandate from the people or the Congress would
United States representatives need to negotiate with other governments on matters which would involve such changes?
Other countries proposed for membership have different forms of
government than ours and different political systems. How far would
the American people be prepared to go in altering our form of government? Are they prepared to have the representatives of the
American people a minority in the parliament of such a union?
EFFECT ABROAD

Now let us consider the effect of this proposal on other nations of
the free world. It would be difficult to establish a federal Atlantic
Union without profound economic repercussions upon agriculture,
industry, and labor of all participating countries. Just as in our own
case, which peoples would be prepared to relinquish part of their
sovereignty in such fields as imports and exports, currency, taxation,
immigration, and defense?
What would be the effect of the establishment of the proposed Atlantic Union upon free countries not included in the Union upon their
sense of security and upon their attitude toward the United States?
Furthermore, one of the most difficult problems in any new international arrangement is the question of membership. What other countries would be invited to participate in this Union and on what basis
would they be selected? The composition of such a Union or Convention would greatly affect its character. The more homogenous
the group, the easier it is to make progress, but the greater the number
excluded. For the present, the approach of separate arrangements
for dealing with different problems, and with different membership, is
valuable in preventing any sharp distinction between the "ins" and the
"couts."1
CLOSER ASSOCIATION NECESSARY

It is true that the acceleration of scientific development and of the
impact of events in an increasingly crowded world lends urgency
to the need for further developments in the field of political relation-
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ships. We believe that progressively closer association, by limited
and practicable steps on the basis of common interests, and in support
of the purposes and principles of the United Nations within as much
as practicable of the free world, is both necessary and desirable. The
TUited States as a world power must accordingly participate in the
process of association in such ways and to such an extent as may be
necessary most effectively to promote its common interests with other
free nations.
In the development of such closer association, care must be exercised not to set in motion forces which will render more difficult the
maintenance of the solidarity of the free world in support of the
principles and purposes of the United Nations.
In a number of countries in the Atlantic community, progress in
both the national and international fields has resulted from the willingness of certain groups to accept sacrifices primarily on the basis of
national interest. It will take a very long time before similar strong
loyalty to a new political unit emerges. We believe that under the
present North Atlantic Treaty arrangements, we are utilizing this
force in the most constructive way at this stage of development in
international relations. The establishment at this time of such a federation, far from providing additional strength, could be a source of
weakness and heater internal divisions. Furthermore, the effective
operation of democracy in some of the suggested participants is
severely hampered by the system of splinter parties which might be
carried over and even intensified in such a federation.
We are dealing with new problems, new at least in form, magnitude,
and intensity. We need new answers. We must draw on available
patterns and historical experience as far as we can, but this field
involves far-reaching pioneering. New patterns, new methods, and
will all be necessary, and they cannot be found, much
new institutionsovernight.
less developed,
It is easy to overemphasize the importance of institutional changes.
The basic functional problems, economic and other-such as the dollar
-gap, for instance-must be solved in any event. New institutional
forms will undoubtedly be necessary, and work on the functional problems will help to indicate their nature more clearly. The establishment of new institutions can facilitate solution of these problems, and
where that is true they should certainly be established. Their establishment, however, will not in itself solve them.
We are convinced that the Congress and the people support our
working toward world conditions adequate to assure the individual
the inalienable rights of life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness
through both the method of seeking by all practicable means to
strengthen the United Nations and the method of progressively closer
association within the free world, utilizing practicable associations
based on common interest.
We should continue to support such presently practicable measures
as the Economic Cooperation Administration, mutual defense assistance program, operation of the North Atlantic Treaty and the interAmerican system, cooperation with the Organization for European
Economic Cooperation, ratification of the International Trade Oranization, and encouragement of such European developments as
Benelux and the Council of Europe. The people, the Congress, and
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the Executive can each play a valuable role in formulating the baAis
for further decisions as to what is practicable and in the United States
interest, and each has a great responsibility to discharge in considering such decisions and implementing them when taken.
CONVENTION WOULD RAISE FALSE HOPES

The proposed resolution directs its attention primarily to calling
a convention to explore the possibilities of Atlantic Union. We believe
that if the Government should sponsor such a convention at this time,
it would raise false hopes. If the convention did not succeed, it would
lead to reactions unfavorable to the cause of collective security.
Under present circumstances, such a convention appears more likely
to bring to light and emphasize the divisions among the propos
members of the Atlantic Union than to lead to substantial progr(
in the desired direction. In view of these facts, the projected co
vention would seem likely to weaken rather than to strengthen bo
the Atlantic community and the United Nations. We, therefore, f(
that the convention should be called only if it is clearly evident tb
(1) it will advance American interests; (2) that both the conventi
and program have the support of the American people and other pE
ples concerned, with a full understanding of the implications of eac
(3) that there is a reasonable chance o agreement; and (4) that
would strengthen rather than weaken both the North Atlantic coi
munity and support for the purposes and principles of the Unit
Nations Charter.
STATE DEPARTMENT CANNOT SUPPORT SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION

For the reasons which I have given, the Department cannot suppc
this particular resolution. Yet I believe that the finding of answe
to the problems which have just been raised constitutes a great chE
lenge to both official and private thought, and we at the State Deppi
ment are devoting our best efforts toward making our contributic

Senator THOMAS of Utah. Senator Wiley?

Senator WILEY. You have answered my previous question, sir, ve
clearly, and the gist of it was if we were to attempt to call that co
vention with the idea of exploring the utilization of other means ol
side the United Nations that, in your judgment, it would fail, I take
Mr. HICKERsON. It is difficult, Senator, to give a yes or no answ
to that. I don't think we have sufficient promise of success to warra
our undertaking it.
Senator WILEY. But you think the danger involved, such as. you
have stated, is that, if it did fail, it would be a wet blanket upon the
high hopes of people in relation to other activities outside the United
Nations.
Mr. IJICKERSON. I think we would be worse off than if we hadn't
attempted the initiative if it failed;yes, sir.
SUPPORT FOR FERGUSON RESOLUTION

Senator WILEY. My understandings that of all the five or six resolutions there is one here that you do approve; is that right?
Mr. HICKERSON. The resolution to strengthen the United Nations;
yes, we do approve of that, sir.
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Senator WILEY. That is known as the Ferguson resolution.
Mr. HICKERSON. I believe it is, sir.
Senator WnLEy. Well, that doesn't involve any real change in the
mechanism. It means utilizing the United Nations machinery as it is.
Mr. HICKERsoN. That is correct, sir; and strengthening it.
Senator Wny. It doesn't involve any change in relation to giving
away sovereignty or delegating sovereignty or anything of that kind.
Mr. HICKERSON. No, sir.
Senator WrLEY. It simply means hope that the present instrumentality can be made effective, and thht depending upon whether or not
the human race can be made more effective so that it can use the instrument that it has got.
Mr. HIcKmisoN. That is correct, sir. In all of our thinking, Senator
Wiley, we feel that we must not jeopardize or possibly lose or weaken
roing concern, the United Nations, in the illusory hope of getting
mething better.
Senator WILEY. Your statement is to the effect that you felt the
jectives of the so-called Kefauver resolution involved such a change
at the nations which would meet if the convention were held would
it under present conditions agree to those objectives.
Mr. HICKERSON. I think that is correct, sir. We feel that there must
more time to study what is involved in this. We feel that it would
a serious mistake to have any sort of move like a convention until
ere is. further understanding throughout this country and throughit the other countries involved of what is involved-exactly what
3 surrender and what we get in return for that. We feel that it is
ne for study, soul searching, and thought and not time to embark
'ecipitately on an undertaking of this sort.
Senator Wmy. I assume that you assume that one of the purposes
Concurrent Resolution 57 was to explore the feasibility of nations
rrendering their sovereignty and creating i new political unit.
Mr. IcnERsoN. Yes, sir.
Senator Wmny. And that, you felt, under present conditions was
,possible in view of the economic, political, and other factors in
e international picture, not only for this country to agree, but for
her nations to agree to such a procedure.
Mr. HICKFysoN. We feel that these issues can be studied. We are
nscious of the fact that, as Senator Thomas, the chairman of the
bcommittee, has stated on several occasions in these hearings, one
the purposes of these hearings is to educate the public, to bring
t the issues for public discussion and public debate, in order that
ere can be enlightenment and understanding. We feel that this
should be done with regard to all of these things, here and abroad,
before formal international action of such a nature as a conference
should be undertaken, to discover whether or not there is any prospect
of success.
Senator WmEY. By that, you mean whether or not the thing, under
present conditions in the world, would be feasible.
Mr. HicnnRsoN. That is right, sir.
Senator WILEY. You mean also, assuming that there was an agreement to create such a new, great international organization, you have
your doubts whether or not faith would be kept, whether or not you
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wouldn't be endangering the very things you are trying to preserve;
is that right?

Mr. HICKERSON. That is correct, sir.
Senator WILEY. That is all.

Senator

THOMAS

of Utah. Senator Smith?
CONVENTION OR CONSULTATION

Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Mr. Hickerson, there is just one
question I would like to ask you. I think I understand your position
on this. This resolution contemplates the President inviting the
democracies, the sponsors of the North Atlantic Treaty, to name
delegates, and so forth, to a Federal convention analogous to our
Federal Convention in 1787. I can see a reason for your taking the
position that the very fact of calling such a convention might imply
that the United States believed in it and was just asking the countries to get together to set it up. The word "explored" might give
promise that we were more or less committed to go the whole way.
Assuming that that doesn't meet with your approval, would you
approve a recommendation by the Congress to the President to explore with authorities in these various democracies, the sponsors of
the North Atlantic Treaty, the whole field of a possible closer integration than the Atlantic Pact itself gives?
I rather feel unhappy about the fact that our only connection with
these countries officially now is through a military alliance just to
ward off aggression. I have a feeling that there is a great area to
be explored of economic collaboration, and things of that sort, which
wouldn't necessarily go all the way into an actual federation with
political implications, but would bring about and encourage a progressively fuller cooperation between all those countries.
Why wouldn't it be doing a constructive thing in recommending to
the President that possibly the representatives of these countries be
brought together informally to discuss the further reaches of what is
implied in the North Atlantic group?
Senator WILEY. You have got that right now in the United Nations,
haven't you?
Mr. HiCKERSON. You have it, sir, in the United Nations and you
have it in the North Atlantic Pact machinery itself. We have a council
set up under the North Atlantic Pact in which they consider anything
that anybody wants to raise at any time there, Sir.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. That is what I want to bring out
by the question, whether you feel that in the North Atlantic Pact as
it is set up we are not simply putting the limelight on the military
alliance to prevent aggression, but we are thinking in terms of collaboration, to go into other areas of cooperation with those countries.
Mr. HICKERSON. Article 2 of the North Atlantic Pact deals with
economic and other forms of collaboration and lays down a broad
objective of closer economic relations and cultural relations between
any of the members, all the members or some of the members and
provides a good framework for investigation of the sort that you
mention, sir. It is not strictly a military pact.
Article 2 has sometimes been overlooked. Now the only difficulty
that I see, sir, in the resolution that you talk about is this: Would it
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not to some extent assume in advance that this is the direction in which
we wish to go, that is, a surrender of our sovereignty in common with
certain of very friendly countries in this area ? Do we know as yet
that that is the direction in which we want to go?
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Isn't that one of the very questions
it is suggested should be explored? I am not necessarily advocating
it; I am just exploring whether the calling of the convention would
imply that we are prepared to go the wholelength in getting others to
go the same way, whether this would explore the picture with respect
to areas in which we would collaborate more fully than we do today
and whether that is desirable.
Mr. HIcKERsoN. I believe, Senator, that under the North Atlantic
Pact itself and in the United Nations, there are adequate forums in
vhich this exchange can take place. There is also, of course, always
)pen the regular diplomatic channels between the countries.
The thing that troubles me is it seems to me that the thinking needs
,obe done in this country among our people themselves-studying the
ssues as to what they want to do, the direction in which they wish to
roceed-and in the other countries concerned.
In the United Nations and heretofore in international organiza;ions, we have proceeded on the basis of cooperation between inde3endent sovereign powers. Involved in this resolution is a surrender
f sovereignty. It seems to me that in a question so fundamental,
ir, affecting the rights and interests of every man, woman, and child
in the United States and in all these countries concerned, our first step
is to understand the issues and decide for ourselves as individuals the
direction in which we wish to go.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I see that and, of course, I have
;he same feelings about it as you have. In the meantime, we have
fhe atom bomb, as we said before, and we have the H-bomb, and
lie initiative ought to come from somewhere in thinking more aggressively than just waiting for something to evolve from these existng documents that we have got.
What I had in mind was simply the possibility of the Congress
ioing on record by saying to the President, "We think you should
:ake the initiative in a more aggressive approach to this thing than
we have now instead of just waiting for something to happen. That
is all I have in mind. I am just throwing out that suggestion.
Mr. HicKFsoN. Senator, we are constantly studying all of these
'hings in the State Department. We think every avenue should be
xplored, every line of thought developed, and we hope that throughout this country, in consequence of these hearings, Senator Thomas,
interest will be stimulated, that these issues will be debated and that
there will be an expression of what the people of this country themselves think.
PUBLIC DEMANDS

FOR ACTION

Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Of course, from our standpoint as
Members of both Houses of the Congress, we perhaps are the channels
through which the people of the country are saying they want something done.

Mr. HICKERSON. Yes, sir.
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Senator SMITH of New Jersey. And they are pretty insistent that'
they want something done in the light of this terrible thing that is
about us. They don t have the consciousness that it is being explored
scientifically as you do in the State Department. There is no publicity given to this. There is no report of proceedings. Either something comes out or it doesn't, and the feeling I get from my constituents is that very little is being done. That is the reason I am asking
whether there is any way in which we can move ahead, instead of
just finding a negative answer to every one of these suggestions?
These resolutions reflect a strong feeling in this country that the
people want some action taken. We don't want to take any wrong
action. I am the most conservative person in the world from that
angle, but I do feel a pressure on me to investigate and urge some
positive action.
Mr. HicKERsON. Mr. Rusk would like to say something on that.
Mr. RUsK. Mr. Chairman, may I add to what Secretary Hickerson
already said. Senator Smith, that kind of insistence is directly in line
with what we hope will develop here.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Good. I am glad you feel that way.
STATE DEPARTMENT

LOOKING FOR FURTHER INTEGRATION

Mr. RUSK. We are not restricting our discussions of the integration
of the free world, of the North Atlantic community, to the military
framework of the North Atlantic Pact, for example. Of course,
we are discussing military and security factors there, but we are also
discussing vital and fundamental economic issues in connection with
the work of the OEEC and the European recovery program.
As you know, we have been having talks with the United Kingdom
and Canada on the subject of atomic energy. We will be involved
more and more in equally fundamental discussions relating to the
problems of the dollar gap. There will be basic questions involving
Germany, which we are continually discussing with the other members of the western European community.
Now, in sum total, these specific discussions add up to a very broad
and very important political program looking toward the further
integration of the free western world. So that I should like to have
the record indicate that we are not in any sense approaching this
within the military confines of the North Atlantic Treaty at all.
On the atomic-bomb question, Senator, we have not emphasized
that question thus far in the testimony because, to a considerable extent, the atomic bomb is not the fundamental question. It intensifies
the problem but does not basically change the nature of the problem.
Mr. Hickerson has already stated today what steps we have tried to
take to get international control; and we should like to have international control, but we may not get it. If we don't get it, it is important that we know that we aren't getting it; and it is very important
that we not pretend that we have international control if, in fact, we
don't. Now, if we don't have international control, we are likely
to have competition in atomic weapons, or the possibility of atomic
weapons, the possibility of competition. That in itself does not necessarily mean war. It is not a situation which we would like to see
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come about. But, nevertheless, that itself does not automatically mean
disaster.
ATOMIC WEAPONS REQUIRE ELIMINATION OF WAR

If we have competitive atomic weapons, the only sensible and sane
objective that we can work toward is the elimination of war. Reasonable people can't accept an arms race in atomic weapons leading to
war as a solution, as the alternative to international control.
Well, now, the problem of preventing war, which is the real problem of dealing with the A-bomb, hi the absence of international control, affects every element of our foreign policy. It means that problem
requires us to go behind the weapon itself and get at the people who
would use the weapon. And, therefore, when we are trying to build a
strong western European community, a strong United Nations, to
strengthen the people in the Far East and other areas who take the
attitude that we take toward life, we are in fact trying to get at the
atomic-bomb problem. And in the absence of international control, we
are not likely to find any sort of gadgetary solution to the atomicbomb problem in itself and by itself. It becomes a major problem of
our entire foreign policy. So I think we can assure you, sir, that not
only will we press ahead on those general efforts which you spoke about
this morning, but we shall also press ahead on a great many different
subjects-on these fundamental questions which have to do with the
strength of the western community.
DEPARTMENTAL OBJECTIONS TO ALL PROPOSALS

Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Thank you very much. I am glad
to have you bring that out. I think it is very important. A great
many people say to me, "Well, you talk about just increased armaments
and increased strength." I think we must bring out that we are thinking way beyond that in these other realms. The first impression one
gets when it seems the State Department says no to every one of these
resolutions is that it feels that these are very worthy ideas and it is nice
to have them, but, after all, the Department knows all the answers, and
in due course of time will give the answers. I want to warn you
against putting yourselves in that position. It is very dangerous.
That is why we in the Congress have tried to protect you. I am not
trying to fight with you. I am trying to protect you.
Mr. HICKERSON. May I add, Senator Smith, if there is any suggestion or statement that I have just made which indicates that we do
know the answers, I wish to correct it. We make these statements with
a deep sense of humility. We are searching for the answers; and I
would utterly mislead you if I pretended to say we have the answers.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I didn't mean to imply that I just
felt that you have an objection to everything that has been suggested
by these various people all over the United States that are trying to
find some solution, that you are rejecting them all. The implication
is that, well, you must have something better. I don't want to leave
the impression with the public that you are doing that.
Mr. HICKEESON. Yes.air.
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Senator WILEY. Mr. Chairman, may I suggest that I think anyone
reading the testimony would probably be a little bit confused. I
want to ask several questions to clarify this thing so there wouldn't be
any doubt, at least so far as I am concerned, as to the issue.
II
I think it was stated very well by those who testified here for
Atlantic Union. They said that the attitude of the Russian Government and their possession of the bomb has created a situated that
requires that we have superior force. In other words, I think their
theory was that under present conditions as we view them there seems
to be no possibility of getting together with Stalin and his group, and
that, therefore, it was necessary that whenever an emergency arose
that we might need to meet with force, if force were used, we should
have superior force.
Now my second question-I think it was covered possibly this
morning in a way-is this: Is there any morning star in that picture,
can you see any light on the horizon, or is that the situation at present-and you people in the State Department at least are supposed to
know that answer? Is there a possibility of arriving somewhere, of
getting an agreement that would effectively cause this fear that exists
to disappear? The danger of the bomb, to me, is the gist of the whole
thing. If it wasn't for that, I suppose there would not be this seeking
and this searching. But that creates this dramatic condition in the
world that is terrific in its implications.
Now, is there any hope, from your viewpoint-and you boys know,
we don't; you have contact throughout the world-is there any chance
at all of our getting together? I am speaking with respect to the
present time. I am not talking about hope-hope springs eternal.
Is there any chance or possibility of getting what we think should
be a world inspection of atomic energy? Do you see what I am driving at? All these plans amount to nothing, of course, if there were
no agreement. You would have the same situation if you passed this
plan tomorrow that you would have today if there isn't the possibility
of getting some cooperation or collaboration between the two great
forces. In other words, that calls for collaboration betwen the two
ideologies-cooperation-or are they perpetually in conflict?
ATLANTIC UNION

Mr. RUSK. Senator, you have asked some very searching questions
there. On the first one, as to whether we must not have superior force
in dealing with the other side, it is important to know who we are. We
could easily, we, the United States, become isolated if we are not careful in dealing with these problems in front of us. Many of us have
been firmly of the view that the "we" must be to the maximum extent
possible the rest of the world, supported by a hard core of strength in
the North Atlantic community which can support the rest of the world.
But there are countries now in the rest of the world who cannot now
or would not now specifically decide to side with us if we tried to get
them to identify themselves with us as among. this "we." Yet-by
working in the United Nations on the present basis of the distribution
of political authority, little by little and year after year, they become
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a part of this world community, the solid world community, which
then becomes the "we."
Now with the matter of the force, yes, we do believe, sir, that we
should iave superior force, but that is not simply a factor of a military
strength. It, of course, includes the military strength. But the primary threat, as we see it now, is not a military threat. Our present
estimate is not that the Soviet Union is mobilizing to commit specific
acts of armed aggression by organized forces across frontiers. The
techniques of aggression which are available to it and which have
been so well used by it are of a different sort-penetration, intimidation, infiltration, subversion.
Now our military strength can affect but cannot conclusively meetthat kind of threat, and unless we keep our effort in balance, we might
deprive ourselves of doing the very things which are required to end.
the threat.
Senator Wnxr. Haven't you made a good argument for the AtIantic Union?
Mr. RUSK. When you come to the Atlantic Union, you make a good
argument for strengthening the Atlantic community, but when you
pick a limited number of nations out of even those who have signed
the Atlantic Pact and say these are the democracies and these are those
who are going to organize and mobilize to meet the Soviet Union,
then there are two or three things which have to be looked at.
In the first place, there are many other peoples in the world who
don't agree that we have the right to cling to the pure patterns of
democracy. I think we need to pause occasionally and remind ourselves that the minority problems that we-have in this country loom
much larger in the conduct of our foreign relations in the overseas
world than they do to our Anglo-Saxon majority. Consequently, we
might tend to drive wedges even among those whose cooperation we
most clearly seek.
Senator WILEY. Do you see this cooperation now that you feel is
necessary to get in order to competently meet the challenge? Do you
see that evolving in the pattern of the United Nations?
Mr. RusK. Both in the pattern of the United Nations and in the
western European situation.
Senator WiLEY. You think there is a spirit that is coming into unity
and being in case of a great world emergency?
Mr. RUSK. Strength is returning, actual, recognizable strength, in
terms of not only military strength, but economic, psychological
strength that can be seen, registered, felt. We have much testimony
to that insofar as western Europe is concerned, Senator.
You asked about whether there is a morning star on the horizon.
We cannot, of course, promise that everything is going to work out
all right; we certainly could not do that. But we do believe that the
'Russians are capable of basic realism, and they are capable of recognizing fact; and we believe that it is up to us to create fact and a circumstance which will bring that realism into play and require them
to adopt a conduct which the rest of us can accept.
Now that is not impossible; and I think in the long run we are inclined to say that there is a good chance that that can work out. Thealternatives to that are not very attractive and are not likely either to.
promise any morning star.
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Senator WILEY. You understand, the very objective you just stated
is the objective of every resolution here. Everyone has that very
objective in mind. The point is, and I must ,compliment both you
gentlemen on what I heard this afternoon, that you are making a
strong case in favor of utilizing the present mechanism, the United
Nations and the Atlantic Pact. You demonstrate that if you interject
a third mechanism into that, that you may disintegrate their influence
and strength. That is really your point, as I understand it. That is
about all I have, Mr. Chairman.

Senator

THOMAS

of Utah.

Senator Kefauver?

Senator KEFAUVER. Mr. Chairman, I want to just make an observation. In the first place, as one who has always supported the policy
of the State Department and who believes, as I think most of the
Members of the Senate and Congress, that we have to really take our
place in working for peace and world security, I want to say that as
far as I am concerned, I have to admit very reluctantly that I am
terrifically disappointed with the attitude and the lack of imagination
of the State Department, if their statements here express the Department's attitude.
I think the State Department is assuming the prerogative of speaking for the American people and for the Congress. I think if this
same attitude had been present before 1787, we would never have had
-our great Federal Union here, because nobody can ever be certain
vhat is going to come out of a genuine effort to improve relations. If
our founding fathers had had the attitude of you gentlemen of the
State Department, they would still have been struggling with the
Articles of Confederation.
STATE DEPARTMENT LEADERSHIP LACKING

I think the State Department, Mr. Chairman, also doesn't apparently realize that the people are getting awfully tired of paying the
expense of a cold war when they don't see any great something that we
are seeking or trying to arrive at, and unless the State Department
does move on and try to find something which will go further than
these piecemeal efforts that we have been making, I am very fearful
that the American people are going to cease backing our efforts to
stay in the front ranks of leadership.
You may have scientifically a whole lot back of what you say, but
we are going to have to realize and take into consideration the attitude
of our people in wanting some great exploration, some star to hitch
our wagon to, and also the attitude of people in the other parts of the
world.
Now, specifically, this statement that Mr. Hickerson has read-it
would appear that Mr. Hickerson had not heard the testimony that
had been given to the committee. Did you hear the testimony, Mr.
Hickerson?
Mr. HICKERSON. I didn't hear the testimony, Senator Kefauver, but
I think I read every word of it.

Senator

KEFAUVER.

Did you read the testimony of the former mem-

ber of the Supreme Court, Mr. Justice Roberts?
Mr. HICKERSON. I did.
Senator KEFAUVER. Did you read the testimony of former Under
Secretary of State Mr. Clayton?
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Mr. HicxiaRsoN. I did.
Senator KEFAUVER. Then your statement must have been prepared
before you read their testimony, because they endeavored to give a lot
of the answers to the questions that you ask, and I would like to take
up some of the things in more specific detail, Mr. Hickerson.
You first say in your statement that this involves not only basic economic and social changes, but also changes in the structure of the
United States Government. That is conceded to be true, but perhaps
the Atlantic Pact in a way changed at least some of the obligations, if
not thestructure, of the United States Government, and how can the
State Department say that the people are not ready to explore whether
they are willing to change some of the structure or not?
Mr. HicKERsoN. Senator, if there is anything in the statement I
made to you which suggests a disposition to try to speak for the
American people, I wish to correct that. We raise questions in which
7e think every man, woman, and child in the United States has a
ital interest and is entitled to be heard on.
Senator KEFAUVER. Mr. Hickerson, you raise the questions, but
he disappointing thing about the State Department and your attitude
rith respect to the questions for peace and stability is that it is the
uty of the State Department to do more than just raise the questions.
.ou ought to be seeking a policy that we can follow which is going to
et us off of this plateau that we now find ourselves on.
You state in the second paragraph of your statement: "What would
e the reactions of our fellow Americans to the implications of such
n Atlantic Federal Union ?"
Mr. Hickerson, it is not for you to answer that question for the
anerican people or for the American Congress, is it?
Mr. HIcKERSON. I didn't try to do that, sir.
PUBLIC ATTITUDE TOWARD WORLD ORGANIZATION
Senator KEFAUVER. Then you recommended against even exploraon of what we could do. Do you know, Mr. Hickerson, that in
very campaign in the United States where the question of surrenring -I won't say surrendering, it is transferring a little of our
)vereignty in the interest of at least a limited federal union with
,her nations-where that has been the issue, the proponents of those
sues have won their campaigns? Do you know that 50 Members
the United States Senate are not satisfied with sitting here where
e are, that we want to go on to something else?
I am afraid, sir, that you misjudge the temper of the United States
ongress and also the American people. Do you know it is very sigficant that in the last campaign in New York, sir, both Senator
ohman and Senator Dulles endorsed substantially the federal union
-oposal, which is quite an indication that they thought it had some
portt among the people of New York. Did you know that?
Mr. HICKERSON. Senator, I didn't know that either of them had
iecifically endorsed this particular proposal. As regards the State
Department study in trying to fine a way to meet our problems, I
can assure you, sir, that every hour of 365 days a year we are earnestly
engaged on that task. We recommend against this convention. We
do not, sir, recommend against study and exploration of the idea.
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What we are afraid of, sir, is the calling of a convention before there
has been this soul searching, this debate throughout the country, with
raised hopes prematurely.
Senator KEFAUVER. Let's get on with this soul searching. We will

get on to that. You say this would involve the ceding of power by
the United States Government to some new authority in many fields,
as if that were something that wasn't eventually going to have to be
done. Doesn't the Atlantic Pact involve the ceding of certain authority ? Don't we have a moral obligation to come to the rescue of our
friends if they are attacked under the Atlantic Pact?
Mr. HICKRSON. The obligation in the North Atlantic Pa6t, Sen-

ator Kefauver, is clearly defined. We didn't call a convention to
discuss the North Atlantic Pact, sir, until after there had been much
discussion of all of the issues involved in the United States and after
a resolution had been passed by the Senate by an overwhelming vote
endorsing the idea of such a pact. The obligations are clearly defined
in the pact. We know what we are doing in that.'
Senator KEFAUVER. You wouldn't know what the obligations would
be in a constitution until you had a convention to exlore it, would
you?
Mr. HicKERsoN. Our feeling, sir, is that the convention is prema-

ture, that there must be this study and understanding and a meeting
of minds.
Senator KFFAUVER. Who is the State Department to say that

think it is premature?
Mr. HIcKERsoN. You asked our views here.
Senator KFAUVER. Yes; we ask your views, but don't you think

American people are able to decide for themselves whether they w
to go into a federal union with other Atlantic democracies, whet
they want to accept the recommendations of a convention?
Mr. HICKERSON. I frankly, sir, don't think there has been suffic
expression on the part of the people of the United States that they
ready to embark on such an undertaking, nor do I think, sir, t
there has been a sufficient expression in the other countries concern
Senator KEFAUVER. Of course, we would disagree about that.

don't know who you have been talking to, but I think the general i
is people there as well as here know that military alliances never w
over a long period of time. Military alliances such as the Atla
Pact have never worked, and federations have never failed. So I
maybe it depends on who we talk to. Here you say: "Are the Ameri
people prepared to do so? To what extent? To what kind of aut]
ity? By what process?" The only 'way in the world that I k
we can find out whether the American people are prepared to do so is
to have a convention to do nothing but to explore the possibilities.
Do you want to make the answer as to whether we are going to explore

or not, or do you want to give the American people a chance to do that?
Mr. HICKnisoN. I think the American people, sir, should, of course,

have the decision in that.
Senator KEFAUVER. Then you say here: "What would be the effect
on business, agriculture," and what not. Of course, you can't know
what the effect is going to be until you see what the convention after
exploring it comes out with, can you?
Mr. HICKERSqoN. That is correct, sir.
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Senator KEFAUVER. Then you want all these questions answered
before they even have a chance to explore it.
. Mr. HicxxRsor. No, sir; I don't think you can do that. I do think,
sir, you can have a study of the implications of this from the testimony made before this committee of what would be involved. Certain of the issues were stated. Certain of the things that would be
involved were set forth.
Senator KEFAUVEE. As set forth as the views of Mr. Justice
RobertsMr. HcKESOX. And Mr. Clayton and others.

Senator

KEFAUER.

And Mr. Streit and Mr. Clayton.

Mr. HIcKRsoN. Yes; I do think the people of the country should
study those issues and there should be some greater expression.
.,Senator KEFAUVEE. Well, sir, aren't you aware the people have been
discussing them in the press and debating societies and in high
schools throughout the United States, that there are world federation
clubs and leagues, Atlantic Union organizations by the hundreds and
thousands, that every women's organization has been discussing and
talking aboat these matters? Don t you know, sir, that there is much
more discussion about this now than there was about the Atlantic
Pact when you got behind that?
Mr. HIcKERSON. We had had 18 months of intensified discussion;
Senator Kefauver, of the issues involved in the North Atlantic Pact
before we embarked seriously on it.
Senator KEFAUVEE. We have had many, many years of discussion
about this proposal.
You say: "flow far would the American people be prepared to go
in altering our form of government?"
Well, you don't know what the exploration is going to bring out,
do you ?
Mr. HICKERSON. We don't know-what the Axploration will bring out,
nor do we know the answer to the question of how far our people are
prepared to go, Senator.
Senator KEFAUvER. Don't you think a vote by two:thirds of the
Senate and the House, if it is ratified by three-fourths of the States
would be a very good answer to your question?
Mr. HICKERSON. It would be an excellent answer.
Senator KEFAUVER. That is the answer to that question.
"Are a we
prepared to have the representatives of the Americai
people
minority
in the parliament of such a union?"
How do you know they are going to be a minorityI
Mr. HIcKERso. That is one of the questions on which we think the
people are entitled to some enlightenment.
Senator KEFAUVER. You can't tell whether they are going to be a
minority or a majority until you see what they come up with, can You?
Mr. HicunsoN. We couldn't know that until we know the numbers of countries that would participate.
Senator KEFAUrEE. How did you know the American people were
willing to accept a small percentage of the control of the Atlantic
Pact? The only way was to get it up and discuss the matter and have
Congress decide upon it, wasn't it?
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Mr. HICKERSON. There was widespread discussion over a long
period of time, culminating in the passage of a resolution by a vote
of 64 to 4.
Senator KEFAUVER. Are you talking about the Vandenberg resolution?
Mr. HICKERSoN. Yes.
Senator KEFAUVER. The Vandenberg resolution didn't say anything
specifically about the Atlantic military alliance, did it? It just talked
about the whole thing in general terms.
Mr. HICKERSON. Regional self-defense association.
Senator KEFAUVER. That could be just as much a mandate for an
Atlantic Union as it could be an alliance for the North Atlantic
countries, couldn't ii?
Mr. HiuKEmSON. I don't think it could, sir.
Senator KEFAUVER. Get it out and read it and see if it can't.
Mr. HICKERSON. I have read it very well, sir.
Senator KFAUVER. It says mutual self-aid, and so forth.
Mr. HICKERSON. Self-help and mutual aid.
Senator KEFAUVER. That is right. Well, isn't this mutual aid if you
have a federation for limited purposes doing altogether what we
are doing piecemeal and haphazardly?
Mr. HICKERSON. Don't you think, sir, this would go far beyond
what Senator Vandenberg and the sponsors of that resolution had in
mind?
Senator KEFAUVER. I don't know. That is the purpose of an exploration. That is the reason we want the people to meet and talk
about it. I don't think you can answer what they are going to do.
These will be sovereign people. I mean people representing nations,
meeting together in a convention to explore. Let's get the Vandenberg
resolution and see if you don't think that is just as much justification
for this as it is for the Atlantic Pact. Here it is:
Resolved, That the Senate reaffirm the policy of the United States to achieve
international peace and security through the United Nations so that armed
force shall not be used except in the common interest, and that the President be
advised of the sense of the Senate that this Government, by constitutional process,
should particularly pursue the following objectives within the United Nations
Charter: (1) Voluntary agreement to remove the veto from all questions involving pacific settlements of international disputes and situations, and from
the admission of new members.

The Atlantic Pact doesn't have anything to do with section 1.
(2) ProgressiVe development of regional and other collective arrangements
for individual and collective self-defense in accordance with the purposes, principles and provisions of the Charter.
(3) Association of the United States, by constitutional process, with such
rigional and other collective arrangements as are based on continuous and
effective self-help and mutual aid, and as affect its national security.

That applies as much to an Atlantic union as it does to an Atlantic
military alliance, doesn't it, sir?
Mr. HICKERSON. I dont' think it does, sir. It seems to me that
paragraph 3, which you have just read, must be read in close association with paragraph 2, which says, "Progressive development of regional and other collective arrangements for individual and collective
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self-defense in accordance with the purposes, principles, and provisions
of the Charter."
Senator KEFAUVER. Mr. Rusk has just been explaining how the
Atlantic Pact military alliauce was some kind of an economic something where they were discussing other matters than military.
Mr. HIcKERSON. I think, sir, I was guilty of that. I said article 2
provides a framework for close economic and cultural ties between the
parties.
Seator KEFAUVER. Article 9 provides for a council, doesn't it?
Mr. HIcKERSON. Yes.
Senator KEFAUVER. Mr. Rusk was talking about how we could do
so many economic things by discussion and meeting in the Council.
Mr. RusK. I beg your pardon, sir. I didn't intend to make that
reference.

Senator KEFAUVER (reading):
(4) Contributing to the maintenance of peace by making clear its determination to exercise the right of individual or collective self-defense under article
51 should any armed attack occur affecting its national security.
(5) Maximum efforts to obtain agreements to provide the United Nations
with armed forces as provided by the Charter, and to obtain agreement among
member nations upon universal regulation and reduction of armaments under
adequate and dependable guaranty against violation.

Well, anyway, it is just a matter of your opinion against somebody
else's as to whether this matter has been very fully discussed, isn't
it, Mr. Hickerson?
Mr. HIcKERSON. That is correct, sir.
Senator KEFAUVER. All right, let us move on, then.
"It would be difficult to establish a federal Atlantic Union," you say
in your statement, "without profound economic reprecussions upon
agriculture, industry and labor of all participating countries." Well,
that is right, but doesn't the Marshall plan have profound reprecussions about all of these things, too?
Mr. HICKERSON. But very beneficial ones, sir.
Senator KEFAUVER. Do you mean to say this would not?
Mr. HICIKERSON. Without any limitation on their sovereignty, sir.
Senator KEFAUVER. But we have been trying to get them into an
economic union of their own, haven't we?
Mr. HICKERSON. By methods and techniques of their choice, sir,
that is correct.
Senator KEFAUVER. Well, this would be of their choice, wouldn't it,
if they came into an Atlantic Union? Doesn't this provide that they
would have to accept the provisions themselves?

Mr. HICKERSON. That is correct.
Senator KEFAUVER. So there is no dissimilarity on that basis, is
there?
Mr. HICKESON. There is a difference in the degree, sir, of the commitment and the extent of the surrender of sovereignty.
Senator KEFAUVER. You don't know what the commitment would
be-this is just going to explore it-do you?
Mr.

HICKERSON.

No, sir.

Senator KEFAUVER. Why do you say there would be a difference in
the commitment?
Mr. HICKERSoN. Because of the testimony, sir, of the proponents of
the resolution, who said this means a great area in which there would
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be no tariffs; there would be a common currency; there would be
various things, which could only meanSenator KEFAUVER. Well, sir, if you will read the testimony, you
will see that they were expressing their opinion about what might
happen, their individual opinion, but each one of them said you would
probably have to go at it in a lesser way before you could reach the
full objective they had in mind, but, of course, it would be the members of the convention and not the witnesses before this committee
who would determine what would be done, wouldn't it?
Mr. IHIcEERSON. If such a convention were called, that would, of
course, be true, sir.
Senator KEFAUVER. Now you and Mr. Rusk made a great point about
what would be the effect of just having these seven nations meet'and
that everybody else would get mad and would cause a division between
them. Didn't you make that point, Mr. Rusk?
Mr. RUSK. Yes, I did, sir.
Senator KEFAUVER. Didn't you have the same thing in the Atlantic
Pact?
Mr. RUSK. Yes, we did.
Senator KEFAUVER. You got by with that, didn't you?
Mr. RUSK. We had to work with that one.

Senator

KEFAUVER.

Can't you work with this one?

Mr. RUSK. Yes, sir.

Senator KEFAUVER. In other words, what fundamentally is the difference, Mr. Rusk, between calling it a convention of seven people of
seven nations, then inviting others in for the purpose of a military
union and calling a convention to do all of these things together, instead of on a piecemeal basis? Did the other nations of the world get
mad at us because we selected certain ones for the Marshall plan? Did
everybody else get mad at us because we picked out Greece and Turkey
for aid? Our whole foreign policy consists of doing business and
calling meetings of particular nations for particular purposes, doesn't
it?
Mr. Rusm. There has been one very important difference, if I may
speak to that point, and that is we go into international meetings with
a policy and a program which is clearly defined in advance, because
these important matters have already been discussed with the Executive and the Congress and we understand what our position is as a
Nation.
Now there is a very serious element of seduction in this idea that
we are just studying things, it now being proposed that we get a group
together and study it. If we want to study it, we can study it in many
other ways.
Senator KtFAUVER. But, Mr. Rusk, according to your statement
here, the State Department is in no frame of mind to study it. You
have just reached a place and are at a standstill.
OBJECTIONS TO GOVEREWNT-SPONSORFD CONFERENCE

Mr. RUSK. We have been studying this for at least 2 years. But
what we are objecting to is the idea that you send a governmental invitation out to study this thing on an international basis, with the idea
that that is all you are doing, is just studying. We have suggested to
those who have been supporting this resolution that they study it on an
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international basis, that they call a convention of people from all the
member states that might be involved in this thing and see what their
leading citizens have to say about it. But they are not interested in
study. They are interested in a political commitment on the part of
this Government to move in the direction of the North Atlantic Union
rather than something else.
Senator KEFAUVER. I beg your pardon, sir. You entirely mistake
the purpose of the sponsors of this resolution; I certainly should know,
because I have been working with the group for a long time. We are
interested in having citizens of th4 United States meet with citizens of
other countries to see if any Federal union, limited in scope--of course,
we can't do substantially on a Federal basis all of these things we have
been doing piecemeal, with no lasting effects, I am afraid.
Mr. RusK. Why not do that on a private basis and not through a
governmental basis? You can do that on a private basis; you can
study it, if that is the purpose, but if we are going to study it, why
not call a similar convention to study world government, a similar
one to study strengthening of the United Nations, a similar one to
study some more regional pacts and have a whole dozen or more of
these conventions studying these various proposals. I think we are
going far beyond study when we, as a government, call a meeting or
invite others to a meeting to discuss whether we should not move in
the direction of a particular kind of federation. That starts a chain
of events which is not neutral and for which we should have the initial
opening position carefully prepared in great detail. If we went in
there to study it, we couldn't go in there and sit there and look at
each other. Someone would make the first speech and they would
wonder what the subject is going to be.
Senator KEFAUvER. That is right. You didn't do that when you
had the original study about the North Atlantic Alliance.
Mr. RusK. That is correct, sir.
Senator KEFAUVER. I think you will admit, Mr. Rusk, that all of
these things that we have been talking about, we have been doing on
a piecemeal kind of basis, haven't we? Why couldn't we get representatives together to study and see if we couldn't have something that
the people are going to have an interest in and tie them all up in
one package? What is the harm in it?
Mr. RusK. The North Atlantic Union proposals are themselves
piecemeal in the sense that this problem of close integration of the
western world is only a part of the world-wide problem in working
any way we can through the universal system, through regional association, through bilateral effort to strengthen the things we are all
after. Now a particular effort such as western European economic
recovery or an assurance to the Philippines that we will not permit
an attack against them, isolated, may look piecemeal, but the whole
thing fits together in a world-wide program that is directed across
the board through every means available to us.
Senator KEFAUvER. You raise quite a question about who else would
be invited in. Of course, seven met in the beginning and invited others
in. You notice here that this gives the delegates the same power in
the North Atlantic Union resolution, don't you, Mr. Rusk?
Mr. RusK. Yes, sir. I was trying to distinguish here between the
idea that we were going to study this thing and the idea that we were
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going to make a political commitment, and the thought was that because of the political commitment, that we should have to have our
minds made up as a Nation ahead of time. Now, obviously, that is
not the State Department's role.
No POLITICAL COMMITMENT IN SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 57

Senator KEFAUVER. Mr. Rusk, you, of course, know that every witness has testified, and if there is any doubt about it, we want to make it
clear now that there is no political commitment to accept what comes
out of the exploration until the people themselves make the commitment, is there? Every witness has testified to that.
Mr. RUSK. There is no political commitment on the part of the
United States to accept the result of the study, but there is a political
event brought about by summoning such a group for a study of this
subject which is not just neutral.
Senator KEFAUVER. I want to say if the State Department is afraid
in the conduct of its foreign policy to explore along the lines that
saved this Nation and made us the strongest union, well, then, I am
afraid we are being very weak in our efforts, Mr. Rusk.
Well, let us go on here. Mr. Hickerson states:
In the development of such closer association, care must be exercised not to
-et in motion forces which will render more difficult the maintenance of the
solidarity of the free world ii support of the principles and purposes of the
United Nations.

Well, of course, you read that the purpose of this is to work together
in the interest of peace and not for aggression. That is stated in the
resolution, isn't it, Mr. Rusk?
Mr. RUSK. That is correct, sir.

Senator

KEAFAUVER.

Do you think the formation of Benelux and

the breaking down of customs barriers between those three nations
was in violation of the principles and purposes of the United Nations?
Mr. RUSK. No, sir, I don't.
Senator KEFAUVER. Do you think the effort that is going on ,at
Strasburg, to try to have a Western European Union, is in violation
of the purposes of the United Nations?
Mr. RUSK. No, sir.

Senator

KEFAUVER.

Then you must not think that any peaceful

effort to try to bring democratic countries together so that they can
trade with one another better and to do in one effort all of the things
that we are trying to do in various efforts could be in violation of the
purposes of the United Nations, do you?
Mr. RUSK. That doesn't follow, sir. If we try to get together
with the nations of western Europe to make a fundamental redilstribution of political power, we will create very deep chasms between
themselves and ourselves and raise issues which we could do without
at a time when we need maximum unity.

Senator

KEFAUVER.

Chasms with whom, Mr. RuskI

Mr. RUSK. With the other members of the association whom you
would call together to work these things out with. In other words,
when you get into such questions as responsibility for money, responsibility for trade, responsibility for protection, for arms, you
raise a great many conflicting interests which, if not worked out in
great detail ahead of time, would divide rather than unify.
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Senator KEFAuvEx. Let me say in that connection that we have
gone along this far without raising any questions with those people we
are doinglusiness with on the ground we are afraid of hurting their
feelings.
Mr. RUSK. It is not a question of hurting feelings, Senator.
Senator KEFAUVEE. Don't you think the best way to divide the
responsibility about who is going to do what and to unify in a common
effort is to get together and get the thing out on the table and see what.
you have and where you are going to go? Isn't that the way you have
to do business?
Mr. RUSK. That is correct, sir, and if the Congress and the people
and the President have come to the conclusion that this is the way in
which we move, then we can do that, but in that process, we are going
to have to take a look at some very serious questions of our own to
determine whether we really mean what we say on this thing. For
example, if we are going to try to deal with the dollar-gap problem,
we are going to have to accept a great many goods into this country,
which we are not now willing to accept. For us to pretend that we
wish to talk seriously to other people about a thoroughgoing federation without having met that kind of an issue among ourselves would
be deluding people.
Senator KEFAUVER. You don't know whether we are ready to meet
the issue or not, but you are trying to give the answer for the American
people in saying we are not ready to meet the issue. It may be that
the American people are ready to meet the issue. Mr. Hoffman is
asking us to take more European goods, and I think the American
people are willing to do so. On your argument, we would still have
our 13 little States and some little factory up in one State might
be hurt by one in another. We never would have gotten together.
But I think the American people are willing to meet any issue that
is going to get us out of this terrible tax load for defense and recurring wars and the danger of sitting on top of the atomic bomb. I
think you underestimate what the American people are willing to do,
in my humble opinion.
You say in your statement, "We need new answers." I certainly
agree that the State Department does need new answers, and all
kinds, but, Mr. Rusk and Mr. Hickerson, you don't even give the people
,who are affected a chance to get together to get the new answers.
Can you think of a better way than getting the representatives as
citizens, in the role of citizens, not as representatives of the State
Department, together to discuss the matter?
Mr. HIcKERSON. Yes, sir; I can.

Senator KFAUER. I mean authorized by Congress. What do you
think is a better way ?Mr. HICKERSON. I think precisely what we are suggesting, sir, that
there be studies throughout the length and breadth of this land and
every other country. We hope that the hearings of this committee
will promote such studies.
Senator KEFAUVER. Who is going to do the studying, the State
Department?
Mr. HICKERSON. As Mr. Rusk and I have stated, the Department of
State has been studying this for over 2 years. It isn't the State Department that can decide these questions. It is every man, woman,
and child in this country.
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Senator KEFAUVER. That is what we are talking about. Don't you
know that if you had a convention, sir, that it would be the greatest
public debate and the most wholesome thing that ever happened to
the United States and to the other democracies? It would be discussed in every store, around every stove. It would be the most
enlightened effort for peace that has ever taken place, if we just had
-the aggressiveness and the boldness to move on where the people are
demanding that we move on.
Now you say in your statement that we must draw on available
patterns and historical experience. What better historical experience can you draw on than the fact that our own Federal Constitutional Convention worked where military alliances and pacts had
failed? Isn't that a historical experience?
Mr. HICKERSON. It is a historical experience which, of course,
should be drawn on. On the other hand, there are grave differences
in the situations which confronted the Thirteen Colonies and the
countries which comprise this North Atlantic area.
Senator KEFAUVER. Yes; but you can always find differences in any
way. It is a matter of whether you have the willingness or not and
the courage or not to go on and try to move on, in spite of those
differences.
You talk about language differences. The Canadians and the Swiss
have worked out a federation in spite of language differences.
Then you come down and say that we should continue to support
such presently practical measures as the ECA, military assistance,
everything practically that a federation or federal union would try to
do, and yet you don't want the people to get together and talk about
putting it all in one pact. Is that the attitude?
Mr. H-ICKERSON. We don't want, sir, an official convention until
there is evident a greater understanding of what is involved in this
and how far the people of these respective countries are prepared to
go. We don't want to see a convention a failure. We think that
would make us far worse off than now.
Senator KEFAUVER. How do you know it is going to be a failure?
How do you think the people that called the Constitutional Convention knew it was going to be a success? You have to take a chance,
don't you?
Mr. HICKERSON. We think you can minimize that chance, Senator,
by this study in the individual countries, the exploration through
private channels, without official sponsorship.
Senator KEFAUVER. How did you l.ow the Congress was going
to ratify the North Atlantic military alliance.? Didn't you have to
take a chance and start out some way or other? How did you know
the ECA was going to be successful in advance? You couldn't tell
because you didn't know how the Members of Congress would vote;
did you?
Mr. HICKERS N. Of course, we couldn't tell how they would vote,
but thee had been enough discussion, sir, to give a pretty good indication as regards both pieces of legislation. "
Senator KEFAUVER. My complaint, Mr. Chairman, is these gentlemen don't know how much discussion there has been, or they have
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been so busy on other matters that I am afraid they haven't found
out about it.
Mr. Hickerson, you stated:
Under present circumstances, such a convention appears more likely to bring
to light and emphasize the divisions among the proposed members of the Atlantic
Union than to lead to substantial progress.

You didn't have that with the Marshall plan, did you, particularly
with the North Atlantic Pact?
* Mr. HlcKERSON. There was a vast amount of preparatory work before-Senator KEFAUVER. Why can't you do this preparatory work now if
you set your head to do it?
Mr. HicKF soN. Senator, that is precisely what we are suggesting

be done.
Senator KEFAUVER. Well, then, why didn't you do it, instead of
saying here we are against anything, and although you know the
Congress and the people want something, that you are just going to
sit on the perch and that you are against every resolution that is presented and you think more study ought to be made? Why don't you
say, instead of being against them, that we want to study this thing,
we would like for Congress to debate it? I don't know of any better
place to generate study than to have a full-dress debate on the floor
of the Senate, do you?
Mr. lIcKERSON. No, sir. I think that is an excellent place.
Senator K.FAUVER. Don't you think that would be a good idea?
Mr. HICKERSON. I think it would be an excellent idea.
Senator KEFAUVER. That is all I wanted, Mr. Chairman.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Off the record.

(Discussion off the record.)
(The statement of Mr. William L. Batt which was received by the
committee at this point in the hearings has been transferred to p.
157 where it appears with the testimony of other. witnesses who supported S. Con. Res. 56.)
All right, Mr. Hickerson.
Mr. HICIKERSON. I wonder, Mr. Chairman, if I may say one word
about an answer that I made to Senator Kefauver just as I left the
chair on Senate Concurrent Resolution 57.
He asked me whether I did not think that the floor of the United
States Senate would be a good place to debate these issues, and I
replied that, of course, I did think so. Now, naturally, I meant the
issue, and what I said was not to be interpreted as supporting the passage and approval by this subcommittee of the Foreign Relations Committee of Senate Concurrent Resolution No. 57, which in my statement
I said we could not support.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. All right.
STATE DEPARTMENT COMMENT ON SENATE RESOLUTION 133

Mr. HICKERSON. Now, I will take up Senate Resolution 133.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Is this the so-called Culbertson
plan?
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Mr. HICKEIRSON. I believe it is, sir.
I am in complete agreement with the statement in this resolution
that the best hope for world peace lies in the capacity of the United
Nations to fulfill its primary responsibility for the maintenance of
international peace and security. However, the question arises as to
what is the most desirable and feasible approach-the best approachto strengthening the peace structure of the world.
Three courses of action are proposed in this resolution. By its
terms, the President would be advised of the sense of the Senate that:
1. A fundamental objective in the implementation of the North
Atlantic Treaty should be to seek without delay the revision of the
United Nations Charter to (a) remove the right of veto in defined
matters of aggression, (b) avoid the threat of atomic catastrophe and
lift the load of the armament race, and (c) establish an effective but
"tyranny-proof" international police force under a "workable" Security Council and World Court.
2. If a permanent member of the Security Council vetoes these
revisions to the Charter, the Atlantic Pact should be supplemented
by a world pact, under article 51, open to all nations, to the end that aunited world front of all cooperating nations in possession of overwhelming
atomic and military power, and based on the principle of enforceable law against
aggression or armament for aggression, shall avert, by firm action now, the
third world war later.

3. The resolution further urges that among the immediate objectives
in the implementation of the North Atlantic Treaty should be the
establishment of an emergency defense force to be called the Atlantic
International Contingent.
IMPLICATIONS OF SENATE RESOLUTION 13

The proposals in Senate Resolution 133 have grave and far-reaching
implications. I should like to consider some of these implications
with you.
First, as regards Charter amendment. While this resolution is
silent on the nature of the amendments to the Charter to attain the
objectives of abolition of the veto, arms control and a tyranny-proof
international police force, it would appear that what is involved is a
transformation of the United Nations into some form of world government. The revised organization at the least would contain a
number of the basic elements which are considered by politcal scientists to be essential to world government.
What I have said concerning Senate Concurrent Resolution 56 is,
therefore, directly applicable to this aspect of Resolution No. 133. Perhaps, as I have suggested in connection with the former resolution, it
would be helpful if there could be developed within the framework of
this resolution a detailed blueprint of exactly what is contemplated.
Only then can the American people really understand what they would
be committing themselves to by supporting these proposals.
As regards the world pact-that is, the article 51 pact-the comments I made with respect to Senate Concurrent Resolution 52 would
apply with equal force to the second. procedure-the negotiation of a
world pact-set forth in Senate Resolution 133. Moreover, this portion of Senate Resolution 133 embodies proposals which go far beyond
a simple commitment to act in collective self-defense under article 51.
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The details of these proposals are not clear, but the resolution suggests
that if any permanent member of the Security Council should veto
the suggestedCharter revisions, another organization possessing "overwhelming atomic and military power" should be established. The resolution further suggests that this organization might avert "by firm
action now" the third world war. It is possible that negotiations to
implement such a suggestion might result in seriously aggravating
present world differences and lead to conflict. It would seem to me
that before any steps to formulate a proposal of this character were
made, a thorough study of all implications should be undertaken.
INTERNATIONAL CONTINGENT

As regards the Atlantic international contingent: The resolution
irther urges that among the immediate objectives in implementing
Le North Atlantic Treaty should be the establishment of an emer3ncy defense force to be called the Atlantic international contingent.
he sponsors suggest that this contingent should operate in defense
ainst armed attack as an auxiliary to the armed forces of particiating member states. If the subcommittee decides to give detailed
)nsideration to this element of the proposal, you will desire probably
call upon representatives of the Department of Defense for expert
,stimony on the military aspects of the proposal.
I may say, however, that the international contingent proposal is
ot included in and at the present time would conflict with the over[1 defense plan which has been worked out by the Defense ComLittee of the North Atlantic Treaty \organization. A governmental
iggestion that such a contingent be established now might both comlicate and hinder current efforts to develop an integrated defense
)r the North Atlantic community. Confusion and doubts would be
ised among the peoples and governments of western European
ations as to what Congress and the United States are working
)ward.
Congress has just approved and taken vital steps toward implementkg the North Atlantic Treaty's basis defensive concept. It would
?pear wise for all of us to be especially cautious in considering any
roposal that would call for a different strategic concept and for a
edification of responsibilities under the North Atlantic Treaty and
ider mutual defense assistance legislation and subordinate bilateral
reement. I am confident that the Senate will be careful not to give
direct endorsement to any proposal which may be at odds with
Congress's previously declared plans and policies, which are now being
carried out with a real measure of success.
STATE DEPARTMENT OPPOSES SENATE RESOLUTION 133

For these reasons, we must oppose passage of this resolution.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Senator Smith?
Senator SMrrIH of New Jersey. I would assume, Mr. Hickerson,
that if this proposal were adopted, it would mean a reconsideration
of the whole Atlantic Pact picture. I think you make a good suggestion that there is a danger of running into conflict.
Mr. HICKEESON. I think that is correct, sir.
64429-50----80
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Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I imagine this thinking originated
before the Atlantic Pact worked out last year. I think the people who
support this have been working on it for some time; is that true?

Mr. HICKERSON. I am not informed on that.
Senator SMrra of New Jersey. That was my understanding.
Senator THOMAS Of Utah. Well, the original Culbertson plan was a
larger plan than this. The ABC provisions of this resolution, I think,
have been worked out since the Atlantic Pact's time. I do not know
whether that is true or not, but that is as I interpreted Mr. Culbertson's testimony.
The next one, please, Mr. Hickerson.
Mr. HICKERSON. Mr. Chairman, there are three remaining resolutions on which we wish to comment, two of them are very short.
STATE DEPARTMENT COMMENT ON SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION

66

The next one is Resolution 66, if it is agreeable with you, sir.
This resolution resolvesThat it is the sense of Congress that the President of the United States should
immediately take the initiative in requesting a general conference of the United
Nations pursuant to article 109 for the purpose of establishing a true world
government through adoption of such a constitution; and if such a general conference is not called within one year after the adoption of this resolution, the
President of the United States should then call a world constitutional convention
of delegates elected directly by the people for the purpose of adopting a world
government constitution.
DEPARTMENT CANNOT SUPPORT S. CON. RES. 66

The Department cannot support world federation as an-objective of
United States foreign policy.
Whereas Senate Concurrent Resolution 56 deals only with world
federation as an objective of United States foreign policy, Senate
Concurrent Resolution 66 calls also for specific action by the President toward the attainment of the objective of world government.
The President is to call a general conference of the United Nations
under article 109 to establish a world government through adoption
of "such a constitution." This presumably refers to the preceding
paragraph which reads, "Whereas the combined effort of many able
and intelligent citizens has resulted in the preparation of a proposed
world constitution based upon the principles of peace through justice
with both social rights and civil rights for all peoples * * *" 1
understand this refers to the world constitution plan developed at
the University of Chicago.
It is difficult to see how a general conference to establish a world
government could serve a useful purpose unless (a) the United States
Government were prepared to propose a plan with the conviction
that the American people would support it, and (b) there already
existed a substantial agreement among the great powers. A general
international conference usually confirms such great power agreement rather than constituting the initial diplomatic move.
The resolution also provides that, if the general conference is not
called within 1 year, the President should call a world constitutional
convention of delegates elected directly by the people. It is doubtful
that governments which failed to agree to the general conference
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-would be willing to arrange for the elections contemplated. Further'more, in a large number of countries, free elections do not exist.
The Department must oppose passage of this resolution.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Senator Smith?
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I have no questions.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. I have just one idea in regard to any
kind of a move for world government. You have two conflicting
techniques for control of the world in the world today. The United
Nations may represent one, which is a union in a sense of free, inde'pendent entities. The other is a technique of world domination-the
'technique which Hitler dreamed of or the technique which Napoleon
-dreamed of or the technique in which world revolution implies, and
which the Communists in a political sonse are trying to carry out
-everywhere.
Now I am not going to appear as an advocate for Resolution 66, but
do think we ought to at least say for these gentlemen who worked
o long at the University of Chicago that they have put forth a type
if scheme which can be worked out in a democratic way to stand in
he way of a Hitler or the world revolution as it is practiced on the
ommunistic scale today.
The basis of the political aspects of the present communistic movenent is that it hopes to hold the world confined to a single-will idea.
rhe University of Chicago's scheme, if it could come into fruition,
vould at least give us world government which is based upon the theory
)f many wills operating in the way in which many wills operate in
)ur own Government or in democracies anywhere. If the great world
)roblem is the problem of the atomic bomb plus a single will this
esults, of course, in the destruction of everything that we as a democ,acy hold dear, freedom of speech, freedom to think, freedom to
Lspire. All of those things go; the four great freedoms go, of course,
.s soon as you have a single will.
We ought not to dismiss this resolution with just so many words. I
think you ought to say about this resolution wlat you said about the
thers, that it should be studied, that its weaknesses should be learned,
hat the shortcomings of our own Government with relation to the
fundamental thesis should be definitely understood.
Mr. HIcKERSO. I fully agree with you, Senator. Much of what I
aid about Senate Concurrent Resolution 56, of course, applies to this
University of Chicago plan. I understand and appreciate the public
pirited motives that were back of that study, and what I said about
further development and study, of course, applies with equal force to

this particular study.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. You may proceed with your next one.
STATE DEPARTMENT COMMENT ON SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 12

Mr. HICKERSON. The next one is Senate Concurrent Resolution 12,
sir. That is the Thomas-Fulbright resolution, sir.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Is that world federation?
Mr. HICKERSON. Federation of Europe.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Do you realize why that was brought out
at this time?
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Mr. HIcKERsoN. Yes, sir. I understand that no witnesses were to,
be called to discuss that resolution, and that you wished to include
it for the completion of the record.
Senator THO1JAS Of Utah. That is right.
Mr. HICKERSON. We did not prepare a detailed official statement
dealing with that proposal. If you wish, sir, IEcan give you a brief,
two-paragraph comment.
I may say that with Congress, the Department has for some time
viewed favorably the measures which have been undertaken in Europe
to develop and strengthen the unity of the nations of that area. In the
preamble of the Economic Cooperation Act, Congress encouraged the
unification of Europe. The Department of State shares gratification
felt by many Members of Congress over the movement toward integration of the free nations of western Europe. We have observed, moreover, that current developments in international affairs have contributed to the rapidity with which the European nations have on their
own initiative undertaken various progressive steps toward stronger
economic and political inter-relationships. This is an example of the
trend toward the closer association under the United Nations of all
free nations in the world.
In view of the fact that such a positive statement favoring this movement was included in the preamble of the Economic Cooperation Act,
I would think that no further expression of Congress' favorable sentiment would be necessary. In fact, it might be preferable for Congress
not to adopt any particular resolution on this subject at the present
time.
POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC UNION

Senator THOMAS of Utah. In view of what has already been said, and
the fact we are making progress, I want to say something more about
the resolution, and say it most seriously. No one realized the need for
economic cooperation any more than I did or the chairman did. He
introduced the resoIion long before the United Nations came into
being, and long before we considered that when we moved into international economic organization as well as political organization.
Now the mistake that has been made-it was definitely a mistakewas in assuming that you can bring nations together in an economic
union without some kind of political action. That was the mistake
that was made by the orators in defense of the Marshall plan, who
wanted it strictly understood that this was just going to be an economic
union. Well, it just can't be done, because you have to work through
the channels of political organization in order to accomplish any of
these unions and any of these understandings. For us to have assumed
that we were going to unite Europe economically without paying some
attention to political techniques and the things which go into those
unions, was one of the greatest mistakes the supporters of the plan
made; and I think that since the State Department has been chided a
little bit so far today, we ought to chide it again and say never let it
happen that we get into that frame of mind of thinking that we can
bring nations together which represent political entities to discuss any
kind of a subject without in some way affecting the political structure
if they are to come to some understanding.

_________1__
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Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Mr. Chairman, do I understand from
your statement that you think we should reiterate this resolution?
Senator THOMAS of Utah. I don't think you have to. I think the
whole success of your dream is going to be in political terms, but why
we were afraid of the resolution is more than I can understand.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I am prepared to say at this point that
I still think that Senator Thomas might be justified in suggesting
a reemphasis on this principle, and it may be necessary when we consider the ECA. We might urge again the political integration of
Europe as one of the approaches toward straightening out some of
these difficult economic situations.
Mr. HIcKERsoN. The final resolution, sir, is Senate Concurrent Resolution 72.
.STATE DEPARTMENT COMMENT ON SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 72

In this resolution the Congress reaffirms its faith in the United
Nations as the cornerstone of the international policy of the United
States. It provides that the President be advised that it is the sense
,of the Congress that the United States should cooperate with other
.governments for the strengthening of the United Nations, by interpretation of the Charter, by action taken or usages developed under
the Charter, by supplementary agreements among nations who desire
thus to further the purposes of the Charter, or ultimately, if necessary,
'by amendment of the Charter.
This is in accord with Senate Resolution 239, passed by the Senate
-on June 11, 1948, by a vote of 64 to 4. It is in accord with the President's inaugural address. It is in accord with the policy the Department has been pursuing in its efforts to develop international security
,on the broadest possible basis.
SPECIFIC STEPS TO STRENGTHEN UNITED NATIONS

Some of the steps specified in the resolution could be put into effect
right now. Others would require a great deal of sustained effort and
negotiations within the United Nations. Most of them, in my view,
are useful steps whose true importance become clear if we recall in
our minds our fundamental objective of working together for a better
international community, and if we keep in mind the assumption that
the United Nations is in an evolutionary stage, a necessary prerequisite for a better organized community. These steps do not offer a
panacea and certainly do not immediately solve our security problems.
But no one step today can give us complete security and ensure us
:against war.
To begin with, we should remember that in one important respect
the organization of the United Nations has not yet been completed.
The Charter contemplated that member nations would place armed
contingents at the disposal of the Security Council. The efforts to
negotiate the necessary special agreements have been thus far unsuccessful-have, in fact, bogged down completely. It might be
worth while to try again at the political level. We have no reason
whatsoever to think that the Soviet Union would be willing to agree
to this step which would put some force behind the United Nations
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authority. Even assuming that we should reach an agreement, wer
should not expect that this will very fundamentally affect our peaceor war problem, since under the present structure of the United Nations any one of the five Great Powers could block the use of this
force.
We must continue our efforts to improve the peace-making techniques of the United Nations. We have made constant progress in
this direction, most recently with the establishment of the field service,
which should add to the efficiency of the United Nations missions in
the field. We are in agreement with the desirability for the further
development of the service and the observer panel. We need only be
reminded of the tragic murder of Count Bernadotte to illustrate
the need for adequate protection of United Nations missions.
We should continue to press for the restriction of the great power
veto in the Security Council. We have made some progress in developing the potentialities of the General Assembly in the field of peace and
security in which the Secretary Council work has been impaired. The
important thing, of course, is that when the General Assembly adopts
a recommendation, all nations carry out these recommendations so
that these recommendations will gradually acquire the status of an
authoritative international act.
INTERNATIONAL

COURT

The International Court of Justice now has a number of problems
on its docket.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. May I ask if you have put any cases
through yourself?
Mr. HiCKERSON. Yes, sir. We took the initiative, sir, in bringing
up the human rights in the satellite countries in the United Nations,
in getting that referred to the International Court. We have participated in reference to the South African question, that is, the
obligations which South Africa has in respect of Southwest Africa
to the international community. We supported sending that to the,
Court.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Did you put any disputes over money
to the Court?
Mr. HICKERSON. I believe not, sir. We have consistently advocated increasing resort to this International Court for legal adjudication. It seems to me that the time has come for the Senate totake another look at the reservations made by the United States to.
our acceptance of the optional clause of the statute of the International
Court of Justice, as is suggested in Senate Concurrent Resolution 72.
The Department of State attaches considerable importance to this
matter. It is not only that we consider the reservations damaging
to the position of leadership which we would like to take in promoting
international law and the international judiciary. In addition, the,
conduct of our foreign policy is likely to be hampered in cases where
we would like to resort to the Court to get a ruling as to whether a
state has violated its legal obligations, treaty or otherwise.
There is also the possibility of direct administration by the United
Nations of certain disputed areas of the world where such administration would contribute to world peace. The Charter of the United
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Nations provides in article 81 that the United Nations may become
an administering authority of a trust territory. In certain cases in
the United Nations the United States has supported the principle
of direct United Nations administration of an area. The long-range
value of this principle for the growth of the United Nations is evident.
Its application in a particular case, of course, would depend upon the
particular conditions surrounding the case.
With respect to the resolution's paragraph on membership, the
United States favors membership in the United Nations of all states
found to be qualified under article 4 of the Charter.
The provision of the resolution on fundamental freedoms is entirely
in accord with United States policy.
Paragraph (j) calls for an international criminal court and for
the preparation of an international criminal code. Presumably this
paragraph refers to the International Law Commission's current
studies dealing with a draft code of offenses against the peace and
secdrity of mankind and the desirability of establishing an international criminal court. The International Law Commission has been
requested to undertake this study by a resolution of the General
Assembly, and the Department of State supports continued efforts by
the International Law Commission to complete its studies in this
field.
There is also a provision in Senate Concurrent Resolution 72 calling for utilization by all United Nations members of suitable measures for the exercise of the rights of collective self-defense under
article 51 of the Charter "as necessary to maintain peace and security." We understand this clause to indicate the general desirability
of implementing the concept of article 51 to strengthen collective security under the United Nations. This method of strengthening the
United Nations peace structure has been supported by the United
States through its participation in the Rio afid North Atlantic treaties.
I have already given more specific views in connection with article
51 agreements in my discussion of Senate Concurrent Resolution 52,
which, of course, apply to this.
Paragraph 2 (k) of Senate Concurrent Resolution 72 deals with
the relation of technical assistance programs to the United Nations.
We heartily support the general idea expressed in this paragraph. We
feel that the nations concerned should utilize the experience and capabilities of the United Nations and the appropriate specialized agencies
by carrying out, as far as practicable through these bodies, the program of technical assistance to underdeveloped countries. The United
Nations and specialized agencies can make substantial contributions
to the point 4 program, and concomitantly the United Nations system
will be strengthened by operating the technical assistance program
through the specialized agencies as far as practicable.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Do you know what date this resolution
was introduced in the Senate?
Senator SMIT of New Jersey. February 7.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. The resolution was introduced after the
beginning of these hearings.
Mr. HIJCKERSON. That is correct, sir.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Mr. Ferguson for himself, Mr. Graham,
and Mr. Kefauver offered the resolution. Do you know who cooperated with these men in this resolution?
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Mr. HIcKERsoN. I am not informed on that, sir.

Senator

THOMAS

of Utah. Senator Smith?

Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I gather from your comments, Mr.
Hickerson, that you do approve of this resolution.
Mr. HICKERSON. Yes, sir.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. But you don't go along with the suggestion that was made, I think, in an earlier discussion of it, that it
might call for the passage of Resolution 52.
Mr. HIcK ERSON. No, sir.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. You don't think it is necessary?

Mr. HIcKERsoN. No, sir.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. That is the only place where you
differ with the proponents of the resolution. I don't know whether
it is in his testimony or not, but I think Senator Ferguson told me that
he favored 52 as a part of this resolution. I think I am correct in
stating that.
Mr. HICKERSoN. We do not interpret it as encompassing Senate
Concurrent Resolution 52.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I am not clear what your approach
would be to the provisions of the Vandenberg resolution -whichreads:
voluntary agreement to remove the veto from all questions involving pacific
settlements of international disputes and situations, and from the admission of
new members.

I don't quite understand how you deal with that.
Mr. HICKERSON. We favor that, sir.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. You favor it?

Mr.

HICKERSON.

Yes, sir.

Senator SMITH of New Jersey. What would be your procedure to
get at it?
Mr. HICKERSON. Just what it says, sir-negotiations among the
five permanent members to see whether or not they can reach agreement among themselves not to exercise the veto on all questions involving specific settlement of international disputes and situations
and on the admission of new members.
Senator SMrrH of New Jersey. This means, then, a continuing effort
to bring about that voluntary agreement.

Mr. HICKEIRSON. That is correct, sir.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. There is nothing else here with regard to the veto itself.
Mr. HIcKERsON. No, sir.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. How long did you have this resolution for
consideration, Mr. Hickerson?
Mr. HICKEESONv. There was an earlier draft of that, I believe, Senator Thomas, that we have had for some time. This recent draft, of
course, we had only when it was introduced in the Senate.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. You mean there was a draft that the
State Department worked with before it was introduced?
Mr. HICKERSo . An earlier draft was introduced some time ago,
I believe, or a draft was prepared and was informally shown to us.
It was not introduced, I correct that, sir. It was proposed some time
ago and its sponsors very kindly made it available to us for study.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Did the State Department 'cooperate
in the study of this resolution?
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Mr. HIcF sOm. We commented on it informally, I believe. I am
not sure whether Senator Ferguson approached us or not. The American Association for the United Nations prepared a draft on this
subject, sir, and they got in touch with us and asked us to comment
informally on it, and we did give them our informal comments on
their draft. It differs in some particulars but not important particulars from the draft incorporated in Senate Concurrent Resolution 72.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Dr. Clyde Eagleton's testimony is the
one on which you would build your understanding of what Senate
Concurrent Resolution 72 means?.
Mr. HiCFSON. Yes, sir. We.did consider his testimony-but our
position is based upon the Department's interpretation of the
language of the resolution.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Are there any further questions?
Senator SMrH of New Jersey. I have no further questions.
Senator THomAs of Utah. Thank you, gentlemen.
The hearing will stand in recess until Friday morning at 10 o'clcok.
(Whereupon, at 5: 15 p. in., the committee adjourned, to reconvene
10 a. m. Friday, February 17, 1950.)
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REVISION OF THE UNITED NATIONS CHARTER
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 17, 1950
UNITED STATES SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON FOREIGN RELATIONS,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON THE REVISION OF THE
UNITED NATIONS CHARTER,

Washington,D. C.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, in the Caucus Room, room
318, Senate Office Building, at 10 a. In., Senator Elbert D. Thomas
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.
Present: Senators Thomas of Utah (chairman), Wiley, and Smith
of New Jersey.
Senator Winy. The Sgbcommittee will be in order.
Our first witness this morning is Lawrence H. Smith, Congressman

from Wisconsin.
We are glad to see you, sir.
For the record, will you identify yourself.
Mr. Sm-rm. I will be glad to, sir.
STATEMENT OF HON. LAWRENCE H. SMITH, A REPRESENTATIVE
IN CONGRESS FROM THE FIRST CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF WISCONSIN
Mr. SMITH. I am Lawrence H. Smith, representing the First Congressional District of Wisconsin in the House of Representatives.
I am here this morning to appear in opposition to the resolutions
Which you now have before you, on the subject of world government or
world federation. I would like to say, Mr. Chairman, that I am going
to stick pretty close to the remarks I made in the House on this very
subject on the 24th of January.
FALLACIES OF WORLD GOVERNMENT

As I see it, Mr. Chairman, the implications of the proposal are so
vast, however, as to merit the attention of every Member of this House.
It is my purpose to discuss these implications as I see them.
The proposition contained in these resolutions sounds very persua:sire as long as it considered on the level of abstractions. No one can
take issue with the idea of adequate safeguards for peace. No one
'can object to the ideal of justice under law throughout the world. No
one can grapple with purely imaginary concepts such as a world
sovereign or a world federation.
It is only when one gets down to cases and attempts to see the proposition in concrete application that one comes to question whether the
proposition is a sound one.
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This Congress should not put forth this proposition if it is an unsound one. After careful consideration, I 'have come to the conclusion
that the proposition is not sound but fallacious.
Even if the proposition were sound, a concurrent resolution would
be an entirely inappropriate way of proclaiming it to the world. It
would not be effective. It would not be convincing. It would be
legally questionable. The only proper course would be that of a
constitutional amendment.
I shall discuss, therefore, the fundamental fallacies of the proposition for a world state, the inappropriateness of a concurrent resolution as a means of registering the national will on the proposed world
state and the idea of a constitional amendment as the only proper
procedure.
Let us see precisely what is proposed before we develop the fallacies.
SCOPE OF WORLD FEDERALIST PROPOSALS

The resolutions state that it is the sense of the Congress that it shall
be the policy of the United States to strengthen the United Nations to
the end that it shall become a world government having the attributes
of making, interpreting, and enforcing law on a world scale.
On a proposition of such importance it behooves the Congress to
withhold an expression of approval unless and until the support of
the American people has been amply demonstrated. It would be a
reckless imposture for the Congress to announce an intention of such
world-wide and historic significance if the American people had not
first resolved their will to support and carry through a design for
world government. Such an expression by the Congress would be
a gesture of misrepresentation. It would be the very negation of
the Congress' function and duty of representing the people of the
United States.
PUBLIC SUPPORT

No evidence at hand indicates that the American people support
this proposition. Proponents of the resolution have cited the results
of public-opinion polls, expressions of view by several of the State
legislatures, and the like to support the assertion of public approval.
Such generalized expressions of sentiment and moo are inadequate
as evidence of a considered judgment and a sustained will to submit
to a world state. It is not enough to assert that such judgment will
exist. It would be necessary to prove their existence before the Congress would be entitled to announce to the world a statement of policy
premised upon their existence.
The lack of proof of public support for this proposition is easy to
demonstrate.
WOULD DESTROY UN

First of all, this is a proposition to destroy the United Nations.
That is not what the resolutions say in so many words. They use
the word "strengthen" rather than the word "destroy." An analysis
will show very readily, however, that it is not the strengthening of
the United Nations which these resolutions propose. The United
Nations-the organization that now exists--does not have the at-
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tributes that this proposed world government would have. The attributes of the United Nations are those set forth in its Charter. The
Charter is in principle entirely different from the charter that the
international state proposed in these resolutions. The attributes being different, then the things themselves would be different. Only
the names might be the same. Let us not be deceived by names. To
be accurate, to avoid deception, these resolutions should not talk of
strengthening the United Nations. They should talk of discarding
the United Nations and setting up something entirely different in its
place. The mere rhetorical use bf the same name should not be permitted to obscure the fact that this is a proposal to jettison the United
Nations as it now exists.
Nothing adduced in the hearings before the Committee on Foreign
Affairs or elsewhere indicates that the American people wish to discard the United Nations. Nothing has been shown to indicate that
they now wish to turn their backs on that experiment, after some 4
years of trial, and take off on a fanciful flight into the hypotheses of
world government.
WOULD SUPERSEDE CONSTITUTION

Second, this is a proposition to supersede and extinguish the Constitution of the United States.
Again, the resolutions do not say so in precise words. The conclusion is inevitable, however, if one looks analytically at what they do
say.
World government-a world federal state going by the name of
the United Nations or any other name-would necessarily have the
attributes of government. The resolutions do not conceal this. They
speak of a world government capable of making, interpreting, and
enforcing world law.
Before examining all the implications of this, it is well to allude to
the argument, as put forth by the proponents, that the world government would necessarily be limited. This formula for limited unlimited government, for a state which is universal in particulars, is
somewhat vague. It is difficult to find substantial meaning in the
assurances, as given in testimony, that the world government will
be primarily to prevent violence and enforce peace in the world and
to run a world police force capable of enforcing the world will on any
member-just that and nothing more.
All of us should have realized by now that war has become totalitarian not only in its impact but in its roots. Any social stress, any
friction or sag in the economy, or any frustration of a people's aims
is potentially a factor in disrupting the peace of the world. A world
government with power to take jurisdiction over all matters that
bear on war and peace would be capable of taking jurisdiction over
everything.
We are reminded by the proponents, however, of the experience of
our own Government. The Thirteen Original States were not completely supplanted by the Federal Government. The American experience, the proponents assert, demonstrates that a government cn
be both central and universal on the one hand- and limited on the
other.
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The rejoinder is that the American experience does not lend an
appropriate comparison. The men of the Thirteen Original States
had not only language in common, they were versed in Blackstone,
Coke, and John Locke. They had a common concept of public law.
The concept of limitation of power and of constitutional right was
inherent in their thought and action. Upon the basis of this community of precept and understanding they were able to form a
National Govei 1mnent of limited powers and constitutional principles.
The world with which we are now invited to amalgamate, in whose
great central sovereign we are now invited to submerge our rights,
presents no such general concept of limited government. We might
as well admit that, with all our enshrinement of democratic princiolea,
absolutism and capricious use of power now characterize government
over the larger part of the world's peoples. Nothing could be more
misleading than the expectation that a world government would necessarily emerge in the pattern of the American Constitution-that
somehow the principles of the American experience would be engrafted
upon a world state formed largely of peoples who are unfamiliar with,
and perhaps even inherently hostile toward, the sort of principles that
we live by in the United States.
This line of argument, however, is not a determining one. Let us
assume for argument that a world government would emerge in line
with the principles upon which our own Government rests. Let us
evaluate the case on that premise.
POWERS VESTED IN WORLD FEDERATION

Such a government would be clothed with sovereign powers similar
to those of the United States. It would have the power to tax and to
appropriate. It would have power to raise and support its own
armed forces, and would have authority to use them wherever in its
sovereign wisdom it might choose. It would have the power to coin
money and determine the value thereof. It would control commerce
throughout the world. It would be empowered to take over and use
property for its own purposes. It would have a universal claim upon
allegiance and in return would have the obligation to give protection
universally throughout its domain. It would have the power to enforce
its own laws throughout its entire area.
Let us look at the question of vesting the proposed world state with
power to tax and appropriate.
POWER TO TAX

Are the American people ready to yield up to a hypothetical world
legislature the power to levy world taxes against their property,
transactions, andincomes? Are they ready to permit the world legislature to determine where and how the wealth exacted from them by
world taxation shall be spent? It may be that they are. Perhaps it is
their sentiment that such power over American wealth and American
destiny should be surrendered to a sovereign body in which America
would have a small voice, a very small voice indeed. Nothing in the
hearings shows this, however, and in the absence of clear proof it would
ill become the Congress to proclaim a proposition premised on the
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supposition that the American people are ready and willing for such
an undertaking.
Now, let us look next at the implications of the military powers of
the envisaged world. government.
POWER TO DECLARE WAR

Is this Congress really willing to give up its constitutional prerogative in matters of declaring war and exercising control over the armed
forces? Do the American peopleewish such a course? Nothing adduced in the hearings that I listened to supports an affirmative answer.
It is easy and beguiling to imagine, as the proponents of world federation do, a world government in which all the military resources of
all the peoples would be pooled in something called an international
police force. Some rather like to imagine a dedicated army of idealistic youths marshaled by some mythical Eisenhower and working
under the peace plans of some enlightened world general staff. Somehow the idea seems to escape them that the world army might be a
ruthless army, that its commanders might be men of overweening
ambition, and that its world general staff might have in its hands
power vastly in excess of its sense of responsibility.
How many world army divisions of Communist troops would we
want to have garrisoned in the United States? How much control
over American resources in men and armament would we want to
yield to a world government and its general staff, on which American
representation would constitute only a small minority? We had
better ask the questions now. After the world federal constitution
should 'have taken effect it would be too late. The power to determine
the answers would have passed from America's hands; the world
government would be making the decisions.
POWER TO RAISE ARMED FORCES

One should not overlook that such a world government would necessarily have power to levy forces. That would entail the power to
conscript. That would mean the conscription of Americans for military service in such number, in accordance with such standards, and
for service in such parts of the world as the world authority might
decide. Americans have adopted conscription as a basis for raising
their own armed forces only in times of great emergency and with
great reluctance. That they are now willing to yield such power
over American lives to a world authority in which this country would
have a minority voice is, to say the least, open to very serious question.
POWER TO COIN MONEY

Let us look next at the implications of yielding to a world government power to coin money and regulate the value thereof.
Do the American people wish to do away with the dollar-to have
it absorbed in, and supplanted by, some new world currency?
Let us assume that the unit of the new world currency will be called
the global. How many globals will a dollar be worth when the great
transition is made? How many francs will be counted equivalent to
a global? How many pesetas? How many rubles? The world leg-
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islature can decide all that. The great world-wide share-the-wealth
plan can be put through as one of the first acts Of the new world
legislature.
Maybe the American people are ready for that. But if so, there is
nothing in the hearings to show it.
CONTROL OF COMMERCE

Let us consider next the control of commerce.
This is an inherent power of government. A world government
would necessarily control commerce, and all that bears on commerce,
among the component parts and, for that matter, within them as well.
The plea for world government is a plea that the American people
should divest their own Government of control of commerce with
other nations and place that control in a superior state. Along with
it, just as surely, would go control of commerce within the Nation.
Perhaps that is what the American people want. One must emphasize the necessity of making completely sure of it first lest we deceive
ourselves and the world by a false declaration of intention.
EMINENT DOMAIN

Let us consider next another inherent power of government, the
power to take over property and control it for its own use.
The world government would be able to exercise eminent domain
anywhere in the United States. It would do so in accordance with its
own procedures and for such purposes as it might deem proper. Its
power to do so would be beyond challenge by any local unit of government. Have the proponents of this measure adequately considered
the implications of this? Have they revealed those implications to the
American people? Do the American people concur? No evidence at
hand indicates an affirmative answer to any of these questions.
Let us consider the matter of universal allegiance and universal
protection. The reciprocal relations between them is basic to all
political organization.
The new world state would impinge directly upon every inhabitant's
life in its claim of allegiance. It would be universal throughout its
domain. On the other hand, the world citizen would have the right to
claim the world government's protection wherever he might go. In our
own constitutional history it was early developed that the right to
move freely about in the area of the sovereign was inherent in the
individual's claim of protection in return for the obligation of allegiance. The protection which the Federal Government extended to a
New Yorker was not confined to the limits of New York. The man of
Wisconsin did not cease to have a claim for protection at the moment
of passing into Illinois. The right to move about within the area
covered by the sovereign's protection was inherent in the reciprocal
obligation of allegiance and protection.
CONTROL OF IMMIGRATION

What does that mean when applied to the proposed world state!
It means, surely, for one thing, the end of immigration restrictions in
the United States. If it does not mean that, then there is no good to be
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served in talking about the world state, for a state in which the
olbligaon to protection was compartmentalized would be a state
without a universal claim upon allegiance, and therefore no state at all.
Now it may be that the American people are ready to knock down
the immigration bars and invite the whole world in. It may be that
they are ready to yield control over such things to a working majority
of h mythical world legislature. Nothing in the hearings before the
Committee on Foreign Affairs indicates this, however, and in the
absence of clear proof, it would be presumptuous of the Congress to
issue a declaration indicating anV such willingness.
Let us look now also at the implications of the universality of impact
of a world government.
The world government would govern in every section of every land,
including this land, make no mistake about that. Its writ would be
effective in every neighborhood. Its marshals, its agents of investigation and enforcement, of whatever national origins, would be empowered to proceed on their business independently of local restrictions.
Its power could reach down and touch every individual. Its courts
could take cognizance of offenses against the world law wherever
committed. The citizens of every American town would be subject
to trial before the world judges in whatever venue might be appropriate under the procedure of the world courts.
Is that what the American people and their Congress want? If
they do, they should say so more clearly. If they do not, they should
not say anything to mislead anyone into thinking they do.
Some exponents of world government contend, of course, that the
desire for peace is so great that such considerations as the ones
expressed above are of secondary importance. Their plea stems from
the sincere belief that the urgency for security among the American
people and other peoples is so compelling that, given the opportunity,
they would all willingly merge their national prerogatives in one central governing power to the degree necessary to insure tranquility
throughout the world. One cannot question the desire for peace or
the need of it. One may, however, question the historical validity of
the hope that peace is necessarily to be achieved through widening the
area of sovereignty.
This hope is only a postulate. It rests on no historic experience. It
is asserted, like the dogmatic panacea of the classless society, as a simple refuge from the complexities of reality. People who find the
burdens and anxieties of the world about them intolerable have ever
been wont to recreate the world in the image of their wishes. It is
seductively easy to alleviate the threat of war, first, by identifying it
with the circumstances that the world is divided into many states and,
second, by imagining a world consisting of only one state.
The fallacy is exposed by a glance at history.
Peace can break down within a sovereign's domain as well as upon
the periphery. There are civil wars as well as international wars.
History gives examples without number. Only one needs to be cited,
however. The great constitutional experiment of 1787 in our own
country did not resolve the fundamental issues for the American
people. Those issues remained to be resolved on the battlefield in the
1860's.
The memory of this is strong in the American consciousness. The
American people will want and are entitled to ask, and to have
64429-0-------31
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answered, one very fundamental question before the Congress undertakes to pledge them in the cause of a world state. That question is
this: Is the world state essentially a formula for abolishing international wars, or is it essentially a pattern for widening the scope, and
therefore the tragedy, of civil wars?
Until that question has been explored and unless the American people are satisfied that world government would indeed be an avenue to
the hopes which its proponents assert, this Congress would be ill
advised to pledge them in support of the proposition.
CONSTITUTIONAL

OBSTACLES

I turn now to a discussion of the inappropriateness of a concurrent
resolution as a means of registering the national will on this matter of
such vast importance, and of the necessity of cleaning up the constitutional obstacles before taking action leading toward establishment
of a world state.
One thing in the American experience germane to the issue is the
fact that the constitutional fathers realized that no agent of govern,
ment could properly be called upon to destroy that which he had been
sworn to uphold. They realized that the Federal Constitution, as a
successor to the Articles of Confederation, would destroy the articles.
They realized that the Federal Constitution, in impinging upon the
States, would destroy in a measure powers which the States had under
their constitutions. They realized, therefore, that the Federal Constitution had to be brought into effect by a process independent of
existing agencies of government. Accordingly they went directly to
the people.
We must apply the same principles in this instance.
A world federation enacting, interpreting, and enforcing world
law would supersede and extinguish the Constitution of the United
States.
The Congress cannot properly call upon the members of the executive establishment to work for the impairment and extinction of the
Constitution-the very instrument that members of the executive establishment are sworn to uphold and defend.
No member of the executive establishment could properly work
toward the establishment of a world state even with the passage of
one of these resolutions, which would merely be an expression of the
sense of the Congress.
We cannot realistically expect such a resolution to have any effect on
the ends of American foreign policy. It would be nothing but an
expression indicating a pattern of piety in our wishes. It could not
possibly prevail as against the power of the oath taken by members of
the executive establishment to uphold and defend the Constitution.
One may doubt that the Congress could properly pass such a resolution even if it had binding effect. This doubt is based upon consciousness of the oath taken by all Members to uphold and defend
the Constitution of the United States. It binds them just as definitely
as it binds the members of the executive establishment.
Some proponents of the resolutions in question have cited as prectdents House Concurrent Resolution 25 and Senate Resolution 192,
Seventy-eighth Congress. The former known generally as the Fulbright resolution, passed the House of Representatives on September
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21;' 1943. The latte; known generally as the Connally resolution,
passed the Senate on November 5, 1943; 'A careful examination of
their langauge shows that neither is a proper precedent for the
present resolutions.
THE FULBRIGHT RESOLUTION

The Fulbright resolution was an expression favoringthe creation of appropriate international machinery adequate to establish and
to maintain a just and lasting peace, among the nations of the world, and
* * * participation by the United States therein through its constitutional

processes.

THE CONNALLY RESOLUTION

The Connally resolution favored United States participationwith free and sovereign nations in the establishment and maintenance of international authority with power to prevent aggression and to preserve the peace
of the world. It recognized the necessity of there being established a general
international organization, based on the principle of the sovereign equality
of all peace-loving states.

Neither of the above resolutions attempted to predetermine the
attributes of the organization envisaged. Neither aimed at the creation of a world superstate. Neither aimed at the creation of a new
political authority which would supersede the authority of the Constitution of the United States. Neither of them attemped in any
measure to extinguish powers vested under the Constitution. Both
of them were entirely appropriate as expressions of the will of the
Congress or one of its bodies completely in keeping with their constitutional responsibilities. Neither of them sought to impose upon
the Executive a line of policy which the Executive's constitutional
obligations could not tolerate.
To undertake the course envisaged in the present resolution-or
to attempt to lead the world into thinking we are undertaking such
a course-without thoroughgoing debate into all the particulars would
be dangerous in the extreme. The propositions in these resolutions
should be rejected. It is an invitation for a sentimental journey
into a blind alley.
The implications of the resolutions are so vast as they concern
our constitutional system that the course proposed should not be
undertaken except through a solemn constitutional process. The
Constitution provides an appropriate procedure in the amendment
process.
AMENDMENT

OF CONSTITUTION REQUIRED

An appropriate amendment would be one to authorize the President to enter into negotiations looking toward -a world government
under which characteristics of the American Constitution would be
submerged and destroyed to the extent necessary to make such a
world government possible. It might also authorize the Congress,
specifically the Senate, to take action on such an instrument of government once it had been formulated.
With such an amendment before the American people the public
would be able to see steadily and wholly what the implications of world
governmentt are. After such debate, and after a solemn referendum,
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we should then know what we mean and what we are doing. The
world, furthermore, would be assured that our intentions are deliberate 'and firm and not the mere expreoitn f a passiig-.aspiration
arrived at after negligible consideration.
There could be no doubt that the executive department would be
empowered to proceed along the path of negotiations toward world
government if a constitutional amendment were put into effect authorizing him to do so. There could be no doubt of the power of
the Congress, or of the Senate in particular in regard to its share
in the treaty-making procedure, to participate in the process if the
Constitution were so amended as to open up the avenue to a supersession of the Constitution. The Constitution would not impose an
impediment in the path to world government if the Constitution
were so amended as to clear the way.
The impulse for such an amendment should come from the States.
The States, by affirmative action of the legslatures of a two-thirds
majority of them, can bring about a national convention to originate
amendments to the Constitution. Such amendments become fully
valid when affirmed by the legislatures or by conventions in threefourths of the States, whichever course may be determined upon in
the proposal. The reason for the suggestion that any movement to
supersede the Constitution should be under the process indicated is
that it would ill become any agents of this Government, having direct
constitutional responsibilities, whether in the executive branch or the
legislative branch, to originate a formal effort to supersede the Constitution.
If the sentiment, Mr. Chairman, for world government is as great
as the proponents of these resolutions assert it is, then there could be
no doubt that the great referendum on this issue would provide an
affirmative result. If it is not sufficiently great to produce this resultand one may surely doubt that it is-then this Congress and this
Nation should withhold any action that might mislead the world about
our intentions.
Senator WILEY. Thank you, Congressman.
I just have one question, and that is: I assume from this very fine
statement of yours, in which you have gone into the various phases of
the argument against practically all the resolutions that are here, I
assume that you are in favor of the State Department's attitude, and
that is in substance, that the United Nations should be strengthened,
and that if any instrumentality would be effective, that it would be the
United Nations.
Mr. SmITH. I agree with that, absolutely, Mr. Chairman.
Senator WILEY. Thank you very much.
CONSTrrUTIONAL AMENDMNT PROPOSED

Mr. SMITH. May I say, in conclusion, Mr. Chairman; in order to
bring this matter to focus on the national level-I am going to propose
a constitutional amendment to this effect:
The President of the United States shall negotiate with other nations, looking
toward the establishment of world government, consistent, if possible, with the
Constitution of the United States, but where necessary all matters of national
sovereignty may be waived in order to make such world government possible,
.subject, however, to final approval by the Congress.
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That would present the issue, Mr. Chairman, clearly to the people of
this country, if Congress takes the appropriate action.
Now, may I say, this: Just 3 days after I had made my statement in
the House, I had a telephone call, and the man on the other end asked
for my identity and I told him that I was the Congressman who had
made this speech.
"Well," he said, "this is Mr. Cordell Hull; and, Mr. Congressman,
I want you to know that your statement on these resolutions pending
on world government are exactly as I feel about the matter, and I further feel that if this matter succeeds,. it will mean the end of the
United Nations."
I feel Mr. Chairman, that I am in very distinguished company, in
view of Mr. Cordell Hull's remarks.
Thank you for this-opportu nit.
Senator Wm y. I thank you, Congressman.
We have a long list of witnesses and, of course, we will not impose
the rule of limitation upon our associates in the other House, but if
we can see to it th* the testimony be limited, as far as possible, to about
10 minutes, that will be fine, and if there is any additional testimony,
we will be glad to put it in the record in the shape of a statement.
Of course, Congressman Hoffman, you are the*exception, if you
will take the stand.
Please identify yourself for the record.
STATEMENT OF HON. CLARE E. HOFFMAN, A REPRESENTATIVE
IN CONGRESS OF THE FOURTH CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF MICHIGAN
Mr. HOFFmAN. I am Clare E. Hoffman, Representative of theFourth Congressional District of Michigan.
Mr. Chairman, if we become a part of a world federation, we will
lose our individual liberty, our prosperity, our national security.
We will lose our individual liberty because it is proposed that the

international organization will enact legislation of world-wide application, imposing its civil liberties program upon the citizens of all
member nations.
We will lose our prosperity because the world organization will levy
upon our taxpayers the assessments which it deems necessary for its
activities-a burden which our people cannot carry.
We will lose our national security because, by the contributions
exacted, we will be impoverished; rendered unable to provide means of
adequate defense. The right to declare or refrain from declaring
war will be taken from us-that authority vested in the international
organization. Repeated wars will destroy the most powerful of
nations.
On Thanksgiving Day, November 23, 1944, Winston Churchill, addressing a London audience in which were hundreds of American

servicemen, said that Americans never had more justification for
thanksgiving than on that day, and I quote:
When we see that in 3 or 4 years the United States has, in sober fact, become

the greatest military, naval, and air power in the world.
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Well might he have added that we were, in addition, the greatest
productive Nation in the world; the Nation where the individuaI
citizen enjoyed the greatest degree of individual liberty, of prosperity,
and of happiness.
That was undoubtedly our world position at that time, and, except
as that position has been weakened by exorbitant aid given. to other
nations, by legislation and Executive order curtailing our individual
freedom, it so remains.
OBJECTIVES OF WORLD ORGANIZATION

Objectives of world organization: To end war, to establish peace,, to
give to individuals throughout the world the same opportunity,. the
same degree of freedom, which our citizens enjoy-all desirable objectives-it is now proposed that the United States of America forsake
its established form of government, surrender at least a part of its
sovereignty and join some world-wide organization, sometimes, called
a United States of the World, sometimes referred to as Atlantic Union,
as a United Nations of the World, sometimes designated as Union
1 . ,
N ow.
However desirable the objectives of tha proposed organization, however. sincere and patriotic in thought and purpose be the intent of
those who advocate our participation in such an organization---Tand
their patriotism and sincerity is not questioned-the result, in my
opinion, and that is all anyone can express, however dogmatic may be
his assertions-the result would be similar to the purpose of the
Communists, who advocate the overthrow of our Government by
force-the end of our existence as a nati6r'of free people. '
It is matter of common knwledge that the Constitution has given
to the individual citizen of theiUnited States the greatest degree of
individual liberty, of freedom of, action, of equality of opportunity,
of material prosperity, enjoyed by anyone anywhere.
Proof? One need but to compare the lot of our average citizen
with the status of the average citizen in any other part of the world.
If further evidence is needed,. it is found in the desire of so many
people of so many other nations to come to our land, subject theml
selves to our laws, obtain the benefits of our form of government.
Until recently, except as the curtailment of the liberty of the indi-.
vidual citizen has been made necessary in order to protect all members
of our society, men here may go his way free to act as he ivill.
It is quite true that, in perhaps the last 10 or 15 years, the liberty
and the freedom of action guaranteed by the Constitution have been
materially impaired by restrictive laws, sustained by the Supreme
Court.
Some of those laws, like the Wagner Act, curtailed the liberty of
members of one group while giving special privileges and consideration to members of another group. Members of one group have had
their incomes increased at the expense of members of another group
whose property has been' taken from them without just compensation.
Nevertheless, on the whole, it is still true that, here in the United
States of America, the average citizen enjoys a greater degree of personal freedom than elsewhere.
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Likewise, it is yet true that the average individual here enjoys a
greater degree of prosperity than does the citizen of any other land.
If the statement of Mr. Churchill made in 1944, that we were then
the greatest military, naval, and air power in the world-and concededly we-than.were, and concededly we were then also the most
productive nation in all the world-even though we have since fallen
behind in military might-we still have-our people have-the ability,.
the resourcefulness, the courage and the endurance, if they be not betrayed from within, to successfully defend our national integrity, protect our future from aggression rom whatever source it may come.
To doubt that is to doubt we still possess the characteristics of our
people which have made us great,. to admit that, instead of having advanced our people have retrograded; that we of today have less of
courage,
of ability and,determination, than had our forefathers.
. No truer
words were ever spoken than those uttered by Abraham
Lincoln when speaking at Springfield, Ill., of the danger to our Republic, said, and I quote:
' At what point then is the danger to be expected? I answer, if it ever reaches
us, it must spring up among us. It cannot come from abroad. 'If destruction
be our lot, we must ourselves be its author and finisher. As a nation of freemen, we must live through all time or die by suicide.

ESSENTIAL ELEMENT OF PROPOSALS

The proposal: Stripped of deceptive and confusing language, the
present proposals, naked, stand forth as a clear attempt to induce us
to scrap our Constitution, surrender our sovereignty, our right to
plot our course in world affairs-surrender our national independence,
become a part-but only a minor part-of a world organization.
Strange and unfortunate is it that there are those among us who
have so little faith in the principles enumiated in the Constitution,
in the capabilities of our people in our resourcefulness, in our idealism,
that they would surrender our sovereignty, haul down the Stars and
Stripes, and cravenly seek protection under the banner of a federation
of nations which deny equality, liberty of action, freedom of expresSion, to their own people; which
have all too often, as shown by history,
seeking.
been quarrelsome and war
It matters not what be the name of the proposed world organization.
The intent and purpose of those who advocate our becoming a member of such an organization is that we join with other nations in forming a new world-wide supergovernment.
Of necessity it follows that that world government be supreme; that
to it we and our people, in common with other nations and peoples,
must owe allegiance to, yield obedience to its rules, regulations, and
laws.
In this proposed organization hereinafter referred to as the United
Nations of the World, we would be but one of several members. The
other nations, if history be accurate, are intensely nationalistic, jealous
of their rights, resentful of any invasion of their territory, antagonistic to any disagreement with the religious views of their people
and frequently engage in war.
The issues for which, in the past, they have fought, are those with
which we have but little concern unless it be conceded that the United
States of America intends to extend its power throughout the world.
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Had the proposals to form a world government advanced in 1941
and 1942 by Mr. Davis, by Mr. Streit, by Mr. Justice Roberts and
others been carried out, we would today be a satellite of Russia.
Keeping in mind the recent spread of communism,
acquisifind
her spies
with whichRussia's
tion of territory and people, the ease
sanctuary in our State Department, in our economic life, and the gullibility, if not worse, of some of our public officials, the present danger
to our Republic comes not from the threat of armed invasion but, as
Mr. Lincoln said-from within-from a lack of vigilance in guarding
our liberty. Our Nation can, as he suggested, commit "suicide."
Many of us recognize the present proposal that we join some form
of a world organization, whatever may be the objective, the good intentions of those who advocate it, as an attempt to overthrow, or, perhaps
more accurately, destroy our form of government.
I do not know the exact terms of the proposed world federation of
nations. I do not know what flag its armies, its police force is to
carry.
I do have a flag purchased in New York in 1941 which it was then
proposed should be the flag of the world government of which we
should become a subject.
The proposal then was, and the proposal now is, that we haul down
the Stars and Stripes, masthead in its place an international flag.
It is evident that inasmuch as we are to be but one member of the
world federation of nations, if we join our freedom of action will be
destroyed.
The World Court, or the world military staff, or the world council,
or whatever the governing body of the federated nations may be
called, will determine the amount of our contribution to the world
organization to the furtherance of its purposes. Associated as we
have been with, aiding as we have, other nations which had, or claimed
to have, less than we have, with the idea thoroughly established
throughout the world that we are a rich people; that we have an obligation to contribute to the welfare of the rest of the world, it is evidence
that an overwhelming portion of the burden of maintaining the world
government, of carrying out whatever purpose or program might be
by it labeled "humanitarian," would fall upon taxpayers of this
Nation. That burden is beyond our ability to carry.
UNITED STATES AID CONTRIBUTIONS WOULD BE INCREASED

We have already voluntarily impoverished ourselves by our contributions of billions of dollars for foreign aid. Impaired our national defense program.
If we establish this world supergovernment, we no longer would be
ermitted to confine our contributions to those we wished to make,
ut being one of the family would be obligated not only to rehabilitate
but to support all other members of our world family.
Not only would the representatives of other nations tell our taxpayers how much they should contribute in dollars and material to
the welfare of the world, but they would tell us when and where to
fight.
No longer would the Congress have the sole authority to declare
war.
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The international organization would determine that issue. No
longer would our Congress decide whether or when the youth of the
land was to be drafted-the international organization would determine when and how many of our young men and women should be
,called. Those young men and women-and the women are now in the
armed services-would be under the command of officers named by
the international military staff. Yes, and if the proposals of the
extremists be adopted, the international organization would write the
laws, make the rules under which our people should live here in America. The proposal to form a super-world organization, a statement
of its objectives, that is, the provision for the peace of the world, the
good of all mankind, is most alluring.
A consideration of what must inevitably happen to our freedom
as individuals, our independence as a Nation, our national security,
under such an organization is appalling.
The proposal is suicidal.
May I make the further request that with my testimony may be
printed a summary of two talks I made on the floor of the House in
January of 1942.
Senator WI=EY. Do you have such a summary prepared?
Mr. HOFFMAN. I have.
Senator WiLEY. May I see it?
Mr. HOFFMAN. I do not have it with me. It is in the Congressional
Record. I will send over a copy.
Senator WEY. I wanted to know about how long it is. Is it as
long as this statement?
Mr. HOFFMAN. It is perhaps two pages, I think.
Senator WILEY. It is so ordered.
(The summary referred to is as follows:)
[From the Congressional Record]
DON'T HAUL DOWN THE STARS AND STRIPES
REMARKS OF CLARE E. HOFFMAN, OF MICHIGAN, IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,

JANUARY 27 AND 30,

1942

January27, 1942
Mr. HOFFMAN. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to revise, to delete
from, to extend, and to combine, for the purpose of reprinting and distribution,
the remarks I made on the floor of the House on January 27 and on January
30, 1942, so that the two, as rewritten, may be printed and distributed together.
The SPEAKER. Without objection, it is so ordered.
There was no objection.
A

JUDAS

Mr. HOFFMAN. Mr. Chairman, on the assumption that, following the Declaration of Independence, guided by the principles enunciated in the Constitution,
our people have established here a nation where the average man enjoys
a greater degree of material prosperity, intellectual advancement, and religious
freedom than in any other part of the world, the people of these United
States of America are fighting a war, so it is said, to carry those blessings
to all other people.
That war, the cost of which no man can estimate and which, if carried
on according to present plans, will take the lives of millions of American men,
the President and his supporters tell us is being fought to bring other peoples the
same right of independence and self-government which we have enjoyed.
The hypocrisy of those who claim that to be the purpose of our present
involvement in this war is clearly demonstrated when we receive from them
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a petition to repudiate our own independence, surrender our existence as an
independent Nation, and become a part of a United States of the World.
It is quite true that, under our Constitution, men have the right of a free
press and free speech; that, under the provisions of that Constitution and
the security granted by it, they may advocate its repudiation. Therefore,
the man Streit and all those who join with him in asking us to surrender our
independence and become a part of a world nation are within their legal rights.
However, Hitler, Mussolini, Hirohito are, it is said, also seeking to destroy
our independence and make us a part of a world group. Streit and his associates
seek to accomplish the same end-the destruction of our independence-by a
more subtle and a peaceful method, and they say for a different purpose.
Our Constitution was adopted in order that there might be formed a more
perfect union of the States. Streit and his adherents would destroy that union.
This Nation of ours is a union of 48 States. The Civil War was fought to preserve that union. Most of us many times have said:
"I pledge allegiance to the flag of the United States and to the Republic for
which it stands, one Nation indivisible, with liberty and justice for all."
THEY WOULD BETRAY US

Streit and his associates now repudiate that pledge of allegiance to the Republic,
"one nation indivisible," and would make it a part-and only a part-of a world
nation.
Misapplied ambition is a ruinous thing. Unchecked, it destroys everything
it touches, tearing down the good with the evil it seeks to end.
"To reign is worth ambition, although in hell. Better reign in hell than serve
in heaven."
This country of ours, for more than 150 years. has not only been the haven
but the heaven' of those who in other lands were oppressed, enslaved, and denied opportunity. Yet Streit and Ickes and their associates, however distinguished they may be, would rather form and reign in a hell made up of all the
nations of the world, of all the people of the world, than serve under the Constitution to which they have pledged allegiance, in a land where all have equal
opportunity.
Ever since the President had his conference with Churchill on the high seas,
we have been hearing from editorial writers, radio commentators, and New
Deal spokesmen of the United Nations. Now comes a member of the President's
Cabinet, Ickes; a member of the United States Supreme Court, Roberts; both
of whom have sworn to uphold and defend the Constitution, and add their
endorsement to the Judaslike betrayal of our people into and as one of a
United States of the World.
While Germany, Italy, and Japan seek by force of arms to overthrow us as a
nation, to make us subservient to a group of world powers headed by themselves,
Streit and his associates seek, through propaganda, to accomplish the same thing
and make us a part of a United States of the World, dominated by England,
Russsia, China, and whatever other nations may seek to participate in a world
redistribution of the wealth of the United States and its people.
Alexander the Great wept because there were no other worlds to conquer. Is
not Franklin Delano Roosevelt satisfied with being a third-time President of the
United States, an honor which the patriotism of Washington forbade him ,to
accept? Is he not satisfied with his opportunity of conquering the whole world,
far greater than in Alexander's day? Are his spokesmen behind this move to
surrender our independence, our national existence; become a part of a United
States of the World, and make Franklin Delano Roosevelt the president of that
world nation?
Yes; ambition is a cancerous growth and often in the past, as history discloses, has destroyed the one who harbored it.
Alexander was ambitious.
Caesar was ambitious. Napoleon was ambitious. Hitler is ambitious. But the
people who were the playthings of their ambition suffered and died. So, too,
if this move to make us a part of a world nation-and a subservient part at
that-goes through, will our people suffer, our Independence, our Nation die.
It is said that we are the richest Nation in the world. It is undenied that the
average citizen of these United States of America enjoys more of everything that
goes to make man contented and happy than the people of any other land or
nation. And yet these men, like Judas, who betrayed his Master, would, before
we are fairly in this war, betray our people; surrender our independence; connive to destroy our liberty and our freedom. They would surrender that for
which the war is being fought-our national existence-before the war is fairly
begun.
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Let them be stripped of their hypocrisy. Let us expose them for what they
are-enemies of the Republic, boring from within. They seek to take advantage
of our involvement in this war and while the attention of the people is directed
to the winning of the war. They would do what the armies of the Confederacy
could not accomplish-destroy us as a nation, one and indivisible; make us a
part of a United States of the World, where the communistic Russian, who denies the existence of God, where the Chinese, the Hottentot, and the people of
India would have equal voice in curtailing the liberties, spending the tax money
of American workers, farmers, and businessmen-a United States of the World
where all the peoples of the world would be glorified participants in a WPA, a
PWA, a Federal housing program, the triple A-a program to rebuild after the
war all the cities, towns, and villages which may be destroyed in that war-and
all at the expense of the American taxpayer.
-Oh, that Streit and all his associates who are dissatisfied with our Declaration
of Independence, with the working of our Constitution, with our country, would
only go and take up permanently their residence in some one of the many countries whose system of government they evidently so greatly admire.
Let Streit go and live with the Chinese. Let Ickes go to Russia and live with
the Communists, who tell us that religion as a fraud. Let Justice Roberts
sojourn a while in India with Gandhi, who is demanding that Britain grant
freedom to millions of the oppressed in his native land.
If the administration wants to win this war, let it put aside the ambition of
the President's advisers to make him or one of themselves a president of the
world. Let this administration get rid of the more than a thousand Communists
on the Federal pay roll-bloodsuckers seeking to destroy our national existence.
Let the ambitious politicians remember that the first thing, the important thing,
is the winning of the war, and that the American people will only devote themselves enthusiastically and wholeheartedly to that purpose as they believe in our
own Government, the maintenance of our own freedom and independence.
January 80, 1942
A BIRTHDAY GIFT

Mr. HOFFMAN. Mr. Speaker,, inasmuch as it is the President's birthday, it may
not be out of place to call attention to the fact that a birthday gift has been
requested of Congress for the Chief Executive.
The 4th day of July 1776 -was the day when our Declaration of Independence
was adopted. Here is an organization which undoubtedly has expended considerable sums, which now roposes to celebrate the President's birthday by
having Congress adopt-;a resolution doing away with the Declaration of Independence. I do not know; I have not been able to learn, whether any Member
of the House has introduced such a resolution.
I have introduced a resolution-it was introduced yesterday-House Resolu
tion 425-asking for the appointment of a, committee to investigate the purpose
and ascertain who are the members of these two or three organizations which
advocate the surrender of our independence and the sources from which they
derive the funds which they are spending.
This movement to surrender our independence and become a part of a world
supergovernment has the support of Cabinet Member Ickes, Justice Roberts of
the Supreme Court, Federal Union, Inc., Red Christian Fronters, and Communists.
While we are celebrating today the President's birthday we should have this
other movement in mind. There are many of us who in the past have bitterly
opposed some of the President's political policies. There are some of us who
will continue to oppose those domestic policies while giving him support in the
effort to win the war. There is none, however, who should in my judgment at
least not be able and willing to join in the hope that God will grant him niany
happier returns of the day. We can all join in the request that God give him
wisdom, and strength, and courage to frown upon such efforts as the one which
is here suggested.
THE DAY FIXED FOR OUR BETRAYAL

The people will now back this administration in this war effort, they will give
wholehearted support to the Army, the Navy, and the Air Force; but how about
the future when the people learn that there is in administration circles, or at
least entertained by one member of the Cabinet, the purpose to destroy our
independence?
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The answer to that question depends upon whether they consider the war a
just war; a worth-while war; a war to'preserve our independence; a war t.
perpetuate our Nation; a war to protect our freedom and our liberty.
At the present time, our people believe that this war must be won. They are
willing, even though it cost billions of dollars, millions of lives; even though
it means the lowering of the standard of living for many generations to come in
order to meet the tax bills which will follow this war, to make whatever sacrifices
may be necessary to win.
But let our people once discover or arrive at the conclusion, sound or unsound,
that they are being betrayed; that their sacrifices are in vain; that at the end
of the war they will have lost their independence, our constitutional form of
government, our existence as a free and independent Nation destroyed, and no
longer will this administration have their support.
Of our more than 130,000,000 people, those who think believe in some vague
way that we today, as our forefathers in the Revolutionary War, as in the days
of the Civil War, are not only fighting for the preservation of our Nation, but
that, when we win, the freedom of the individual, the independence of the Nation,
will be rendered more secure and its permanency insured.
We know that Hitler, Mussolini, and Hirohito, at the heads of their respective
nations, are our enemies. They would destroy our national existence. They,
accc.difig to this administration, would enslave us, destroy what has been described as the American way of life. There are other enemies who would accomplish the same purpose. These others are a greater menace than are Hitler,
Mussolini, and Hirohito, for they carry on their battleto qestroy us, not diectly,
not openly, with announced purposes, but in an underhand, treacherous, traitorous way, pretending they would make secure the freedoms and liberties, the
national existence, which they seek to destroy.
Using the false plea that we can win the war and after it is over establish
permanent peace throughout the world-a desirable objectite-Federal Union;
Inc., headed by Clarence K. Streit, by the expenditure of thbusands of dollars,
is carrying on a campaign of propaganda, the purpose of which is, while our
attention is distracted by the war, to cause us to surrender our independence and
our national existence and become the economic slaves of other world powers.
That organization would inveigle our citizens into a united states of the
world where their property, their incomes, would be at the mercy of Old World
politicians.
Federal Union, Inc., and World Fellowship, Inc., which has a similar objectives
would make the American taxpayer the Santa Claus of the world; the peoples of
Europe, Asia, and Africa glorified members of a world WPA. We Americans-workers, farmers, merchants, industrialists, professional men and women, all of
us-would furnish the money for the boondoggling and the warring of princes,
dukes, kings, and dictators.
We would, in addition, furnish the cannon fodder for the war games which
they might play when they grew tired of boondoggling.
Is the foregoing but a creature of the imagination-? In full-page ads in newspapers of the East the campaign to do the things just mentioned is being car,
tied on.
Yesterday, January 29, to me, as a Congressman, and no doubt to every other
Congressman and to every Senator, from World Fellowship, Inc., came propaganda asking that, as a Member of the House of Representatives, I support a
joint resolution which this organization asks be passed on the President's birthday, January 30, 1942, as, I quote, "a present to him, to us, to the world." The
word "him" is capitalized. A proposal for a birthday gift which the President
should lose no time in condemning.
That resolution proposes, as step 1, among other things:
"That the Congress of the United States of America does hereby solemnly
declare that all peoples of the earth should now be united in a commonwealth
of nations to be known as the United Nations of the World, and to that end it
hereby gives to the President of the United States of America all the needed
authority and powers of every kind and description without limitations of any
kind that are necessary in his sole and absolute discretion to set up and create
the Federation of the World, a world peace government under the title of the
United Nations of the World, including its constitution and personnel and all
other matters needed or appertaining thereto to the end that all nations of the
world may by voluntary action become a part thereof under the same terms and
conditions."
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If you are an American citizen, willing to make the needed sacrifices to win
this war, if you believe in the independence of our Nation, what do you think of
this proposed grant of authority to the President of the United States to set up
a United Nations of the World? Why should Congress grant to the President
of the United States power to create a new world government, United Nations of
the World, of which we would be a part?
By what stretch of the imagination can it be assumed that we, the people of the
United States, have the right, or, for that matter, the power to set up a world
government entitled "United Nations of the World," and to write and prescribe
a constitution and to pick the officers of such a government?
If the President of the United States is not satisfied with the office which he,
holds, if he and his advisers and supporters or any of the rest of us are not
content to live under the Constitution which we have sworn to maintain and
uphold, then why does not he, his wife Eleanor, Ickes, Perkins, and the horde of
Reds which surround him, and those of us who are not satisfied, emigrate to.
Russia, or to Germany for that matter-for Hitler has the same idea of uniting
all the peoples of" the world under his rule-and there establish the worli
government?
This proposed joint resolution contains this further provision:
"There is hereby authorized to be appropriated out of any money, in the
Treasury not otherwise appropriated the sum of $100,000,000 or so much thereof
as may be necessary to be expended by the President in his sole and absolute
discretion to effectuate the purposes of this joint resolution."
Consider this language. This organization asks, in this time of war, when
every dollar is needed to support the Army, the Napy, and the Air Force, for an
appropriation of $100,000,000 to be expended by the President of the United
States, without accounting to anyone in any manner, for the Purpose of establishing a United Nations of the World.
The resolution contains this further language, immediately following the.
foregoing:
"And in addition the sum of $1,000,000,000 for the immediate use of the United.'
Nations of thg World undgr its constitution as set up and created by the President
of the United States of America as provided in' thiS joint resolution."
While MarArthur is fighting in the Philippines: while American soldiers and!
sailors are dying there and in many. many places throughout the world in the.
belief that they are fighting for the preservation of our Government; for thesafety and the independence of the folks at home; for their parents, their brothers.
and sisters, here at home, in America. through the mails of the United States
Government comes this propaganda, which would destroy all that these boys,
have fought and died to save.
The Treasdry of the United States is not only empty of funds, but in it are
stored obligations which call upon future generations for the payment of billions of dollars in taxes. Yet this organization, these men and women who.
sponsor it.whose purpose is the surrender of our independence, the destruction
of our constitutional form of government, destroy the morale of our fighting men,
They sap the courage of our citizens. They create the feeling that this administration, by permitting their efforts to go unrebuked, may be charged with not
carrying on a war to preserve the American way of life, to protect our people,
to render our Government secure and permanent, but, driven by ambition, seeks
to make us a part of a word power.
Let this administration-let the President of the United States-without delay,
assure the American people that he wants no part in the creation of a United
States of the World-in the formation of a United Nations of the World.
Let him assure us that when this war is won-that when this war is overour independence as a nation will be sacredly preserved and that we will not
become a part of any world political union.
I append hereto, as exhibit A. excerpts from the full-page ad of Federal Union,
Inc.: also appended, as exhibit B. are excerpts from World Fellowship. Inc.
Yesterday I introduced a resolution-House Resolution 425, calling for an
investigation of this movement. I ask that a copy of that resolution be printed
herewith as exhibit C.
Here we are-a nation billions of dollars in debt, needing every resource of
our command, not only to carry on a war, as the President said. on every continent and in every sea. but to prepare for our own national defense here at home';
formand yet come these men and ask that we appropriate $100,000,000 to aid in,
ing a United Nations of the World, and an added $1,000,000,000 to be expended.b
that organization when formed.
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They ask that we surrender our independence, appropriate $1,100,000,000, and
,offer it to the President of the United States, Franklin Delano Roosevelt, as hi%
birthday gift on January 30, 1942.
Yes; I wish the President many returns on this birthday of his. I hope that
each of those days will bring less for him to worry about; that the morning sun
-of each of those days will rise upon a world at peace-upon a United States
of America still independent-indivisible.
God grant that each of those birthdays of our President and the dawn of
many succeeding centuries will see us as a people free, independent, our liberties
secure; our National Government. the United States of America. a republic still
the refuge, still the hope, of the oppressed throughout the world.
Oh, I ask you, I appeal to the leaders of the House, to the dean of the House
as he sits here, because he said he believes in the independence of our country,
our institutions, and our form of Government, are we going to let pass unchaLlenged such appeals as these, which have been sent to every Member of the
House, undoubtedly, and to every Senator? This same proposition is being
advocated by full-page advertising in the great daily newspapers. I ask you,
Mr. SABATH, chairman of the Committee on Rules, to give us a rule in support
4of the resolution which I have introduced, and let us learn who is back of this
movenient and who is paying for it.
EXHIBIT A

[From the Washington Evening Star of January 5, 1942]
'IN UNION Now LIES POWER To WIN THE WAR AND THE PEACE-A PETITION

"That the President of the United States submit to Congress a program for
forming a powerful union of free peoples to win the war, the peace, the future;
"That this program unite our people, on the broad lines of our Constitution,
with the people of Canada, the United Kingdom, Eire, Australia, New Zealand,
and the Union of South Africa, together with such other free peoples, both in the
Old World and the New, as may be found ready and able to unite on this federal
basis;
"We welcome President Roosevelt's conferences with Prime Minister Churchill
and the 'declaration of united nations.'"
(Churchill is the man who said, "Give us the tools, and we will finish the job,"
and who, since these remarks were made on the floor of the House and after the
fall of Singapore, said, referring to the entry of the United States into the war:
("That is what I have dreamed of, aimed at, and worked for, and now it has
come to pass.")
Referring to this proposed supergovernment, the advertisement continues:
"Now the responsibility is ours either to create or defer too long that 'common
community or state' whose importance Mr. Churchill stressed in the Senate
December 26.
"Organizing the democracies effectively in a union need take no longer than
organizing them in an ineffective alliance or supreme war council, and will safeguard their national rights far more securely and equally. There already exist
carefully studied concrete plans for just the kind of emergency union that we
need. These plans provide for representation responsible to the people and in
proportion to self-governing population. They work out the details and assure
the American people a majority in the union congress at the start.
"THE SOVIET STATES HAVE

A COMMON GOVERNMENT"

(Note those who would pull down our flag and run up in its place the symbol
of Union Now graciously tell us that, at the beginning, we are to have a majority vote in this new supergovernment. They fail to tell us that, shortly,
outvoted by the more numerous peoples of Russia, the British Empire, and others,
we would become but a vassal state.)
"We gain from the fact that all the Soviet republics are already united in one
government, as are also all the Chinese-speaking people, once so divided. Surely
we and they must agree that union now of the democracies wherever possible is
equally to the general advantage."
(Yes, Union Now advocates suggest-in fact, they insist-that we now accept,
as full partners and as participants, not only in the carrying on of the war but
in our domestic affairs, in our daily lives, Communists of Russia and the people
-of China.)
"Let us begin now a world United States.
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FAVOR UNION

"Thirty million American adults, according to the December Fortune Survey,
already believe the United States 'after the war' should 'join a union of democracies in all parts of the world to keep order.'
"The surest way to shorten and to win this war is also the surest way to guarantee to ourselves, and our friends and foes, that this war will end in a union
of the free. The surest way to do all this is for us to start that union now."
(In other words, surrender our independence; burn the Declaration of Independehce and substitute in its place a declaration of interdependence. Pull down
the Stars and Stripes and run up the flag of Union Now. That is the plea these
men are making.)
The advertisement continues:
"As citizens to our fellow citizens, we recommend this proposal to your serious
consideration.
"Robert Woods Bliss, Grenville Clark, Gardner Cowles, Jr., Russell W.
Davenport, Harold L. Ickes, Owen J. Roberts, Daniel Calhoun
Roper, William Jay Schieffelin, John roster Dulles.
"Inviting you to help create now a living, growing World United States.
"FEDERAL UNION, INC.,

10 East FortiethStreet, New York, N. Y.
"(A nonprofit membership association.)
"Please put me, an American citizen, on record as favoring your petition for
union-now, as explained in your advertisement in the Evening Star, Washington,
D. C., January 5, 1942.
1942.
------------------------"Name
City
"Street ---------------------------, reprints of this adver, literature
Check here for an enrollment card
tisement
"We need funds to carry on this campaign quickly. If everyone who believes
in a World United States will give now what he can to help create it, we shall
the amount of any gift you
have it soon. Please insert here ---------------enclose.
"Federal Union, Inc.: A. J. G. Priest, chairman; Clarence K. Streit, president;
E. W. Balduf, director; P. F. Brundage, secretary; John Howard Ford, treasurer;
Patrick Welch, acting director.
"Philadelphia, Architects Building. Washington, D. C., 726 Jackson Place,
Republic 2425. Chicago, 135 La Salle Street. St. Louis, Arcade Building. San
Francisco, Russ Building. Los Angeles, 1717 North Vine Street, Hollywood.
"National Headquarters, 10 East Fortieth Street, New York City."
ExIrrBIT B
IN TIME OF WAR PREPARE FOR PncE--WoRLD FELLowsHIP, INC.
(Started in 1918-the armistice year)
To Members of the Senate and the House of Representatives of the United States
of America:
We ask the Members of the Senate and House to take the three steps presented
here for your consideration.
We hope these two joint resolutions will be introduced and passed by Congress
on the President's birthday, January 30, 1942. A present to him, to us, to the
world.
STEP 1

To be enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States
of America in Congress assembled.
Joint resolution authorizing the President of the United States of America to
set up and create a Federation of the World, a World Peace Government, under
the title of the "United Nations of the World"
Now, therefore, be it
Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled, That the Congress of the United States of
America does hereby solemnly declare that all peoples of the earth should now
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be united in a commonwealth of nations to be known as the United Nations of
the World, and to that end it hereby gives to the President of the United States
of America all the needed authority and powers of every kind and description,
without limitations of any kind that are necessary in his sole and absolute discretion to set up and create the Federation of the World, a world peace government under the title of the "United Nations of the World," including its constitution and personnel and all other matters needed or appertaining thereto to the end
that all nations of the world may by voluntary action become a part thereof
under the same terms and conditions.
There is hereby authorized to be appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the sum of $100,000,000, or so much thereof
as may be necessary, to be expended by the President, in his sole and absolute
discretion, to effectuate the purposes of this joint resolution, and in addition the
sum of $1,000,000,000 for the immediate use of the United Nations of the World
under its constitution as set up and created by the President of the United States
of America as provided in this joint resolution.
The President may appoint such committees and summon such advisers, from
any part of the world, as he may deem necessary to effectuate the foregoing
purposes with all convenient speed.
EXHIBIT C

[H. Res. 425, 77th Cong., 2d sess.]
Whereas, through full-page advertisements published in many great dailies,
Federal Union, Inc., Clarence K. Streit, president, is now advocating the surrender of our national independence and our entrance into a United States of the
world; and
Whereas World Fellowship, Inc., is now propagandizing Congress to appropriate $1,100,000,000 for the purpose of forming a United Nations of the World,
which would involve the surrendering of our national independence; and
Whereas such activities tend to undermine the morale of our people and to
raise in their minds a suspicion that there is on foot a powerful movement which,
notwithstanding the winning of the war, would, if successful, result in the surrendering of our national independence, the destruction of the liberty of the
citizen: Now, therefore, be it
Resolved, That the Speaker of the House of Representatives be, and he Is
hereby authorized to appoint a special committee to be composed of five members
for the purpose of conducting an investigation to ascertain(1) The extent, character, and objectives of Federal Union, Inc.; of World
Fellowship, Inc.; and of any and all similar organizations, and the members of
such organizations in the United States;
(2) The sources from which such organizations and individuals receive the
funds which enable them to carry on their activities; the amount and the date
of contributions made for that purpose; and the names, places of residence, and
occupation of the persons contributing; and
(3) All other questions in relation thereto that would aid Congress in any
advisable remedial legislation.
That said special committee, or any subcommittee thereof, is hereby authorized to sit and act during the present Congress at such times and places within
the United States, whether or not the House is sitting, has recessed, or has adjourned, to hold such hearings, to require the attendance of such witnesses
and the production of such books, papers, and documents, by subpena or otherwise, and to take such testimony, as it deems necessary. Subpenas shall be
issued under the signature of the chairman and shall be served by any person
designated by him. The chairman of the committee or any member thereof
may administer oaths to witnesses. Every person who, having been summoned
as a witness by authority of said committee, or any subcommittee thereof, willfully makes default, or who, having appeared, refuses to answer any question
pertinent to the investigation heretofore authorized, shall be held to the penalties provided by section 102 of the Revised Statutes of the United States
(U. S. C., title 2, sec. 192).
SEc. 2. The committee shall file its report to the House on October 31, 1942, or
may file same earlier in the event the House is not in session, with the Speaker
of the House for printing as a public document.
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Mr. HOFFMAN. May I be permitted to subscribe to the views expressed by the gentleman from Wisconsin, Congressman Smith, except
for the submission of the question to the people.
NO PUBLIC DEMAND FOR CHANGE

I have been unable to discover any demand on the part of the people.
for an opportunity to vote upon such an issue. Perhaps I have not
traveled enough. I have not been abroad, but inasmuch as those
peoples there would not vote upou it anyway, I can see no reason forsubmitting such a question, such an issue to our folks here at home.
when they have not asked for it. They ask for enough, so we don't
need to suggest other issues to them.
As to this question which is here, whatever may be said by me except
as it is borne out by natural laws, by facts or by logic, would be only
an expression of an opinion, and I most respectfully submit that the.
statements of others, no matter what their station in life may be
are under the same circumstances only expressions of opinion.
Senator WILm. If I may interject there and ask, you said that you,
in substance agreed with Congressman Smith. Have you seen the,
concurrent resolution introduced by Senator Ferguson?
Mr. HOFFMAN. No; I have not.
Senator WILEY. I might state for the record that that is the only
resolution that the members of the State Department conceded would
be appropriate to pass as it, in substance, would carry out the extension,
of some additional power in the United Nations.
I presume that in that respect you are not speaking against that
4
resolution? I can show it to you if you want to see it.
Mr. HOFFMAN. I would like to have a copy to take with me, but I
have had extreme difficulty in understanding just what the State,
Department, over the last few years, means when it makes a statement;
and so, I would not want to subscribe to any statement the State Department might make until I knew what interpretation they will put
upon it, and how they will carry it out, if it went through.
Senator WmEY. All right.
PROPONENTS' PATRIOTISM NOT QUESTIONED

Mr. HOFFMAN. No one questions, at least I do not, the sincerity

or the patriotism of any of those who appear in support of or who
advocate the adoption of any of these resolutions. The proposal, as
I understand it, or them, and they all boil down to one, is that we,
should join an international organization and that when we join that,
organization, we become a minority group in it; that we surrenderto that organization at least a part of our sovereignty; that under the,
proposal, the members of that organization, outvoting us, would have,
authority, as was suggested by Mr. Smith, to tell us how much we
should contribute in money and in material toward the accomplishment of the purposes of that organization. It would have the authority to tell us when we should go to war, for what purpose, and when
and where and how long our men should fight.
Senator WILEY. Well, do you agree, Congressman, that the apparent purpose of all these resolutions is that in them they see some,
possibility for disposing of the differences between Russia and our64429--50-32
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selves, and I would like to get your opinion as to whether you believe
any international confederation would have any particular effect in
changing the minds of Joe Stalin and his group.
Mr. HOFFMAN. The only thing I know about Joe Stalin is from
what I read from the President's statement some time ago, that old
Joe was a good fellow," that was it in substance; but, from the way
he acts, I don't believe that. I don't believe old Joe is a good fellow,
in the sense of looking after our good. I think he is a good man maybe
for Russia, if the sole purpose is to extend her power, but not for-the
rest of the world.
It occurs to me that it is impossible to attain the objectives of these
proposals if Christ, and Christianity over 2,000 years has not been
able to bring peace on earth and good will toward men, surrendering
our independence is not going to accomplish that purpose; that weakening our resources to the extent that we are weakening them now,
will not do any good toward the establishment of peace, but it will
place us in a position where we may not be able to defend ourselves.
I recall that in 1942, and late in 1941, some gentlemen who held high
positions in this country advocated similar schemes, or made a similar
proposal, and at that time they proposed to surrender our independence. They went so far as to have designed and made a flag, that is
the One World organization, the "Union Now" I think they called it
then, that is what we were to exist under. That flag I assume would
have been the international flag.
I had, and have a flag of that kind, a world organization flag.
It seems logical to believe that anyone who advocates scrapping our
Constitution-and that is what this proposal, in my humble judgment
does-Who advocates the hauling down of the Stars and Stripes and
putting up in its place a flag which would be carried by our Armies
and our Navies and our Air Corps, an international flag, lacks faith
not only in our form of government, in the principles enunciated in
the Constitution, but lacks faith in the courage and endurance and
determination of our people.
In my statement I have called atention to the statement made by
Mr. Churchill to the effect that, we were the greatest nation from a
military standpoint in all the world.
If that was true, and I think it was, I might add that I think we
are also the greatest productive Nation in all the world, and just why
we should have so little faith in our own form of government, which
brought us to that position, so little faith in our courage and the
fighting ability and initiative and endurance of those who in every
war have won the battle, is difficult for me to understand.
I agree with that statement of Mr. Lincoln, made years ago. I think
when he was a very young man, at Springfield, when he said that if
we were ever destroyed, the danger would come from within, and that
we might commit national suicide.
In my humble judgment, and with all due respect for the opinions
of those who advocate these proposals, I think that is just what we are
trying to do.
One more thought. We have spent billions upon billions of dollars
to fight communism throughout the world. In some parts of the
world. It is my understanding that we have not done very much to
fight communism in China and in the east. As a matter of fact, we
have half-heartedly encouraged the 'Communists to slip in there.
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'Senator WLEY.We didn't spend very much at home, either, did we?
Mr. HOFFMAN. Well, in view of the Senator's statement that we
have not spent very much at homeSenator WILEY. To fight communism.
COMMUNISTS CODDLED

Mr. HOFFMAN. To fight communism-as a matter of fact, and the
record bears me out, we have coddled and encouraged the Communists
here in America, especially in Washington. One needs but to look
at the record of the House committee, when it was known as the Dies
•Committee, later the House Committee on Un-American Activities, to
recall, and I say this with regret, perhaps I wouldn't have said it had
the statement not just been made by the chairman-the Communists
were, when they came before the committee, accompanied by-by
officials and individuals in high positions, and the attempts of the
House committee, under Mr. Dies and under Mr. Starnes of Alabama,
when he was acting chairman in the absence of Mr. Dies, to expose
those Communists were hindered and thwarted on occasions by the
support by the President, support of people who came up from the
other end of the Avenue.
The record 'shows that, and from that day to this, individual members of the House who fought communism, who fought individual
Communists, were discouraged and they wereSenator WILEY. Ridiculed?
Mr. HOFFMAN. Ridiculed and lied about.
I recall very distinctly, if you will pardon a personal allusion to a
time when I objected to our Nation coming under the One World flag,
being called four times down before a grand jury here, at the request
of those in authority, not because of what I said, but because of the
individuals to whom my remarks which I have incorporated in part
in this statement were distributed. Other members of the House had to
undergo the same sort of treatment. Why? Because we spoke for
America, were against and were fighting Communists. If this Nation
ever falls, or if it does now cease to exist it will be because we have spent
so much abroad and have coddled and encouraged Communists here
in America and-they are still here protected by the administration and
failed to provide for an adequate national defense.
Just this, in conclusion: The Communists advocate the overthrow
of our Government by force, Mr. Chairman. Whatever may be the
interest of those who advocate the adoption of these resolutions, and
I question not their intention, the result will be the same, the overthrow of bur Government.
. They are both groups working, one knowingly, the other unconsciously, toward the same end.
I thank you.
Senator WILEY. Thank you, Mr. Hoffman, and I just want to say
for the record that while you were talking and while you were quoting
Lincoln, a piece of Scripture came to my mind, and that was "The
blind shall lead the blind, and they both will fall in the ditch."
We had one Pearl Harbor when our minds were closed, and I am
sure that we would have had another internal Pearl Harbor if it
had not been for the courage'of those who dared to constantly bring
before the public the insidious influence and termiting influence of
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the Communist way of life in this very land, what they were doing,
what they were thinking, and yet, as you say, folks in high places
closed their eyes to the realities.
But, at long last, we have our friends now, a majority joining us
in "Me too-ism."
Mr. HOFFMAN. I want to avoid any expression about "Me too-ism,"
no matter what it refers to. I am not knowingly a follower of the
blind.
I might add this, yesterday's press carried the statement that the
CIO organization had expelled I think either'-four or six unions
because those unions were dominated by Communists. That is a fine
step forward, even though it cames at this late date. Just a year or
so ago when the House committee had before it the question of the
communism of Mr. Flaxer, who was named in last night's press as
the head of one of those expelled unions, an attempt was made to learn
whether, at the White House conference which occurred in February
of that year, the President had not supported the officers, Mr. Flaxer
and Mr. Bernstein, Communists, in their efforts to force local employers to deal with them, notwithstanding the fact that under the
Taft-Hartley Act they did not need to deal, and in answer to the House
subcommittee's subpena, Mr. Steelman wrote, and I have the letter, that
on the order of the President, he refused to appear. The President
still refuses to give either Senate or House the files on Communists.
Senator WILEY. Thank you, Mr. Hoffman.

Mr. HOFFMAN. Thank youl Mr. Chairman.

Senator WILEY. Mr. James P. Warburg'
It is good to see you, Mr. Warburg. Will you identify yourself for
the record.
STATEMENT OF JAMES P. WARBURG, GREENWICH, CONN.
Mr. WARaiURG. I am James P. Warburg, of Greenwich, Conn., and
am appearing as an individual.
I am aware, Mr. Chairman, of the exigencies of your crowded schedule and of the need to be brief, so as not to transgress upon your
courtesy in granting me a hearing.
The past 15 years of my life have been devoted almost exclusively
to studying the problem of world peace and, especially, the relation
of the United States to those problems. These studies Wed me, 10 years
ago, to the conclusion that the great question of our time is not whether
or not one world can be achieved, but whether or not one world can be
achieved by peaceful means.
We shall have world government, whether or not we like it. The
question is only whether world government will be achieved by consent
or by conquest.
Today we are faced with a divided world-its two halves glowering
at each other across the iron curtain. The world's two superpowersRussia and the United States-are entangled in the vicious circle of
an arms race, which more and more preempts energies and resources
sorely needed to lay the foundations of enduring peace. We are
now on the road to eventual war-a war in which the conqueror will
emerge well-nigh indistinguishable from the vanquished.
The United States does not want this war, and most authorities agree
that Russia does not want it. Indeed, why should Russia prefer the
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unpredictable hazards of war to a continuation of her presentprofitable fishing in the trouble waters of an uneasy armistice I Yet both
the United States and Russia are drifting-and, with them, the entire
world-toward the abyss of atomic conflict.
SUPPORT OF SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 56

Mr. Chairman, I am here to testify in favor of Senate Resolution 56,
which, if concurrently enacted with the House, would make the peaceful transformation of the United Nations into a world federation the
avowed aim of United States policy. The passage of this resolution
seems to me the first prerequisite toward the development of an affirmative American policy which would lead us out of the valley of death
and despair.
I am fully aware that the mere passage of this resolution will not
solve the complex problems with which we are confronted. Our
recognition of the inadequacy of the present United Nations structure,
and our declared determination to strengthen that structure by Charter amendment, will not alone overcome the Russian obstacle. But
it will, at longlast, chart our own-goal and enable us to steer a straight
course toward a clearly seen objective. Moreover, it will unite us in
purpose with the vast majority of the peoples of the non-Soviet world.
Until we have established this goal, we shall continue to befog and
befuddle our own vision by clinging to the illusion that the present
structure of the United Nations would work, if only the Russians
would let it work. That has been our position to date.
. Until we establish this goal, we shall continue to ask other peoples
to unite with us only in the negative purpose of stopping Russia.
Fear-inspired negative action makes poor cement for unity.
Once we shall have declared a positive purpose-once we shall have
-cemented the united will of the free peoples in a common aspiration-we shall be in a far stronger position to deal with the obstacles presented to the realization of that purpose.
Mr. Chairman, I prefer Senate Resolution 56 *,o other resolutions
now before you for two major reasons:
UNIVERSAL FEDERATION REQUIRED

First: Senate Resolution 56 goes to the root of the evil in the
present state of international anarchy. It recognizes that there is
no cure for this evil short of making the United Nations into a universal organization capable of enacting, interpreting, and enforcing
world law to the degree necessary to outlaw force, or the threat of
force, as an instrument of foreign policy. It states the objective in
unequivocal terms.
Second: Senate Resolution 56 does not commit the United States to
any specific next steps to be taken toward the attainment of that
objective. In the present-state of world affairs, it would seem to me
unwise to commit ourselves to any fixed plan of action, without first
exploring all the possibilities.
In contrast to Senate Resolution 56, other proposals before you seem
to me either to set a goal short of what is needed to ensure peace, or to
foreclose the ultimate attainment of a. universal organization by an
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over-eager acceptance of half measures, on the theory that half a loaf
is better than none.
Limitations of time prevent my going into detail, but I should like
to state specifically the conviction that any exclusive partial federation, such as the Atlantic Union, would not only serve to harden the
existing cleavages in a divided world, but would create new and
dangerous cleavages within our half of the divided world.
I should like to make it clear, Mr. Chairman, that I do not minimize
the many and complicated problems which will remain to be solved,
once Senate Resolution 56 is enacted. Mr. Hickerson of the Department of State listed them most carefully. In due course we shall
have to define more closely what we mean by world government and
by what steps we propose to get there. I have given considerable
study to these problems. I believe them to be soluble-but not by.
the adoption of any hastily conceived formulas, and, above all, not.
without exploring patiently and carefully what is in the minds of other
peoples, who, while friendly to us, do not share our historical background nor our particular political or economic prejudices and
predilections.
If we seek peace under law by common consent, we cannot expect
to impose our imprint upon the world. We must be prepared to acespb
some sort of a composite pattern, in which we maypreserve for ourselves the things we cherish, but in which others may be equally free to
do the same. We may or may not be able to find a common pattern with
the present rulers of Russia. We most certainly can, and must, find a
common pattern not only with the peoples of western Europe but
with the peoples of Asia, Africa, the Middle East, and Latin America.
Perhaps a shorthand device for stating the point would be to say that
we must find a common pattern with Nehru, before we can even think
of trying to find a common pattern with Stalin.
AFFIRMATIVE POLICY REQUIRED

The virtue of Senate Concurrent Resolution 56 is precisely that it
does not commit us to the narrow pattern which the State Department.
dreads. It is a broad declaration of purpose and nothing more.
Secretary Acheson said the other day that the only agreements which&
can usefully be made with the Kremlin are those which rest upon
established fact. I think this is true, and not only with respect to
Russia. But, as to Russia, the trouble has been that we have been
letting the Kremlin create the existing facts.
One of your colleagues made a speech the other day, which seemed
to me to leap straight for the jugular vein in our present foreign policy.
Senator McMahon proposed that we create some facts of our own.
One of these facts, which your colleague specifically proposed to
create, would, in my judgment, be far more powerful than our recent
decisions to develop and manufacture hydrogen bombs. Senator
McMahon proposed that we present the Kremlin with the fact of our
determination to dedicate our strength to a world-wide, cooperative
crusade, waged through the United Nations, against hunger, poverty,
disease, and ignorance. This is the sort of bold affirmative action in
the economic field which could, if pursued, create the climate for the
attainment of our political objective-namely, the establishment of a
world community living at peace under law.
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Without detracting from the imaginative courage of Senator
McMahon's proposal, I regret that, in his first presentation, he has
attached it to a self-negating proviso. His plan, so right in itself,
would become operative only if a disarmament agreement were first
reached with the Kremlin under which the United States could save
$10,000,000,000 a year out of its military budget. This is extremely
unlikely.
Moreover, even if the Russians were to accept a modified Baruch
plan, this would not suffice, because, at best, such a plan would outlaw
only one type of weapon and one'method of waging war. It would,
in effect, establish world government in the limited field of atomic
energy, but it would leave the use of all other types of weapons to the
discretion of nation-states dwelling in a state of international anarchy.
At a conference in New York last week, I ventured to put forward
an alternative, in which Senator McMahon's world-wide Marshall plan
would not be conditioned upon anything the Kremlin might or might
not be willing to do. Under this alternative, we should not wait for
Russia. The benefits of the McMahon plan would become immediately available to those countries which made known their will to
acccept supranational authority-not only in the field of atomic
energy, but in the whole field of international relations-to the extent
necessary in order to establish peace under law.
Obviously, the proposed alternative condition-agreement to outlaw
all weapons and war-itself-is one which we cannot impose until we
ourselves have accepted it. But, once we have accepted it, by adopting
the concurrent resolution now before you, we shall be in a position
to proceed with Senator McMahon's cooperative plan, hand in hand
with the majority of the world's peoples.
Thus we should present the Kremlin with two vital new facts not of
its own making:
First. The united determination of the majority of the world's
peoples to establish a rule of law and thus eventually to free themselves
from the burden of armaments and from the overhanging fear of
annihilation; and
Second. The steady progress of the massed forces of humanity
embattled in a common crusade against hunger, poverty, disease, and
ignorance.
The first of these new facts would, for a time, be static. The avowed
aim could not be realized without Russian cooperation.
The second of these new facts would be dynamic. It would demonstrate how peoples devoting their energies and resources to cooperative
effort outstrip those peoples whose governments subsist on force and
pursue only the goal of widening the orbit of their own arbitrary
power.
Taken together, these two facts would exert a mounting pressure
toward cooperation upon the Kremlin. It is true that a regime, which
maintains itself by force at home, cannot readily renounce force as
an instrument of foreign policy. Yet even such a regime can, in the
long run, be brought to accept new facts which alter the conception
of its own self-interest and self-preservation.
The creation of one such new fact has been boldly proposed by a
member of your committee. The creation of the other lies in your
hands today.
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In order not to trespass upon your time, Mr. Chairman, I have left
a number of gaps in the presentation of the suggested modification of
the McMahon proposal. To fill in these gaps, I ask leave to have
included in the record of my testimony, the paper already referred
to, which was delivered last week at a conference of the Postwar World
Council in New York.
Senator THOMAS. Without objection, it will be included.
(The paper referred to is as follows:)
[The Current Affairs Press, New York 17, N. Y.]
SENATOR MCMAHON'S PEACE BOMB-WORKABLE

PLAN OR DESPERATE HOPE?

(By James P. Warburg)
I. IS IT A PLAN OR JUST A HOPE?

The speech delivered in the United States Senate on February 2, 1950,
by the Honorable Brien McMahon, may well go down in history as the turning point in postwar United States policy. On the other hand, it is also
'quite possible that its echoes will die away within a few weeks or months,
if the flame of hope which it kindled is allowed to flicker and die out.
For the first time since the cold war began, one of the major architects of
United States foreign policy stood uj and denounced the sterility of the present
negative approach to peace-denounced as hopelessly outworn the ancient motto:
"He who wants peace had better prepare for war." This was the beginning of
hope.
But Senator McMahon did more than merely repudiate the idea that security
-can be attained through maintaining the greatest arsenal of destructive weapons.
He put forward a constructive proposal for an affirmative approach to peace.
Was this proposal a workable plan for peace? Or was it merely the expression
of a desperate anxiety that a workable plan for peace should be developed?
Briefly stated, Senator McMahon proposed that, if the Soviet Union would
;accept effective international control of atomic energy, the United States
should declare itself willing to cut its military expenditures from 15 to 5 billion
dollars a year, and to contribute the $100,000,000,000 so saved to a world-wide
economic recovery program, channeled through the United Nations. The Senator envisaged a cooperative program, to which other nations would likewise
'contribute-a program lasting perhaps 5 years and calling for a total contribution of $50,000,000,000 from the United States. The present European recovery
program, the point 4 program, atomic energy development and, presumably, all
-other programs of economic rehabilitation and development would be combined
in this single over-all plan. Under it, all nations, including the Soviet Union,
would be eligible for assistance.
This proposal falls into two parts: the proposal itself, and the conditions
upon which it was put forward. Let us conaWer each separately.
II. THE) CONCRETE PROPOSAL

The plan itself recognizes and squarely meets several major defects in our present foreign-aid politicies.
By implication, it recognizes the futility of all military aid as opposed to economic assistance. Explicitly, as to economic assistance itself, Senator McMahon's proposal corrects three major errors in our present procedures:
1. We have so far been attempting to deal with isolated parts of the world
economy without an over-all concept or plan. For example, we are trying desperately to "integrate" western Europe by one major effort, while making
another wholly separate effort to raise the living standards of the so-called
underdeveloped areas of Asia, Africa, and the Middle East. We have so far
-overlooked the fact that parts of western Europe are actually much more closely
"'integrated" with parts of Asia, Africa, and the Middle East than they are with
each other.
Senator McMahons' plan recognizes the need for a single, coordinated, worldwide effort, applied at whatever may be the points of maximum leverage on the
world's economy.
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2. We enabrked, An 1947,. upon- a whelly negative concept of extending economic and military aid wherever needed to contain Soviet-communism. We
then tried to switch to a positive approach, when Secretary Marshall, in launching his well-known project, declared: "Our policy is not directed against any
country or doctrine, but against hunger, poverty, desperation, and chaos." Our
attempt to make this switch was frustrated by Molotov's famous walk-out,
which doomed the Marshall plan to become primarily an instrument in the
negative cold war. (It is beside the point of this discussion to speculate upon
which would have happened, if Russia had accepted Secretary Marshall's invitation.) In January, 1949, President Truman made a second start toward an
affirmative policy, when he enunciated the point 4 principle. This declaration of
principle remains as yet unimplemented and the legislation now before Congress would, if enacted, constitute only a very small first step in its execution.
Senator McMahon's proposal carries the affirmative emphasis over into the
whole of our foreign economic assistance effort. It restores the original Marshall plan concept.
operating, in our foreign-aid programs, almost wholly out3. We have been
'
idW thejinited Nrttois.s The Dasic tdn~t' ur6sr, policy has been to strengthen
the United Nations; nevertheless, we have acted unilaterally in western Europe,
in Greece and Turkey, and in China. President Truman's point 4 program will
apparently attempt to channel at least some of the proposed technical aid through
the United Nations, but most, if not all, of the needed capital investments are
expected to flow unilaterally from the United States to the participating countries, in accordance with bilateral bargains made outside of the United Nations.
Senator McMahon's proposal recognizes the need for channeling the whole program through the United Nations.
These are three major contributions to the making of an American policy
that might lead to enduring peace. There is a fourth contribution implicit in
the Senator's proposal.
Because we have committed so large a part of our resources to military preparations and to European aid, we have arrived at the crisis in Asia,. feeling impoverished. Our budget is heavily out of balance. Taxes are already burdensome. Therefore, whatever we do in Asia must, we tbink, be done without spending any substantial funds from our Treasury. This led President Truman to
speak of "our vast imponderable resources" and to think in terms of technical
advice rather than financial assistance. Since then, however, it has become
clear that technical advice without substantial help in carrying it ino effect would
on the hypothesis
be ofwo great usefulness, and so we have built a poist 4 ,trbgram
that private investors can be induced to provide the necessary capital. To a very
great extent, I believe this hypothesis to be an illusion, especially in the initial
stages of the program.
Senator McMahon's proposal would make aid to the underdeveloped areas an
integral part of an over-all program financed largely by Government contributions channeled through the United Nations. This would in no way preclude
private investment. It would, on the contrary, create the only conditions in which
private capital might be willing and able to make an important contribution.
We see, then, that the McMahon proposal might, if reduced to a practicable
plan, cure precisely those defects from which our past efforts have suffered and
from which the point 4 program will suffer, if we pursue our present course.
III. THE SELF-NEGATING PROVISO

Let us now consider the conditions upon which this extremely interesting
proposal has been put forward.
The whole plan rests upon the assumption that the United States can save
$10,000,000,000 a year (two-thirds of its present military budget). This assumption, in turn, rests upon Russian acceptance of a modified Baruch plan for the
international control of atomic energy.
Various commentators have pointed out that this point of departure negates
the whole proposal and makes it merely. a clever propaganda maneuver. They
have pointed,.out that, if Russia would not accept the Baruch plan when we
had an atomic monopoly, she would certainly not accept it now; in other words,
that the Baruch plan is out of date.
This criticism seems to me wide of the mark. It is true that the Baruch
plan is out of date. But I can find no conclusive evidence in the Senator's speech
to suggest that he would object to modifying it, so long as it remained an en-
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forceable plan fortified by the right of inspection. The real difficulty lies elsewhere.
The Acheson-Lilienthal report, from which the Baruch plan derived, was a
revolutionary document. It said, in so many words, that there was no way to
prevent the construction and probable use of atomic weapons, short of establishing a world authority capable of enacting, administering, and enforcing law.
The Baruch plan was, in effect, a plan for the establishment of world government
in the field of atomic energy.
Now the amazing thing was this: We, the United States, were willing to put
forward this far-seeing proposal and to abide by it, but without recognizing the
revolutionary nature of our own proposition. It never occurred to us that the
principle, which we recognized as valid with respect to atomic weapons, was
equally valid with regard to all weapons. We talked about government under
law with respect to A-bombs, but went on talking about international anarchy
with respect to TNT-bombs. This is something like a community which decides
to outlaw murder by the use of firearms, enacts a law to that effect, and hires a
policeman to enforce it, but leaves murder by knives, hatchets, and poison to the
discretion of individuals. For what, pray, is any attempt to control so-called
conventional armaments by treaty between sovereign nation states, other than
leaving the use of such armaments to the discretion of the individual governments?
The trouble with the Baruch plan-even if brought up to date-is that it deals
only with one type of weapon. It outlaws one method of waging war. What
we need to do is to outlaw all weapons of aggression. What we need to do is to
outlaw war itself.
The puzzling thing about Senator McMahon's proposal is that he did not make
this the condition-if there was to be a condition-for the adoption by the United
States of an affirmative policy toward peace. It would be less puzzling if Senator
McMahon had not himself sponsored a resolution, now before both Houses of
Congress, which would make the development of the United Nations into a
world federation the avowed aim of American policy. In signing his name to
this resolution, Senator McMahon recognized that there can be no peace without
a world organization capable of enacting, administering, and enforcing world
law, in such a way as to prevent aggression by any nation against another with
any weapons of force-from hatchets to H-bombs.
Why not, then, combine two bravely taken positions of wise statesmanship
into one? It seems to me that, were he to do this, Senator McMahon would have
a theoretically impeccable plan.
It is true that the proposals thus modified would still not be a practicable
plan, because the Russians would hardly accept world government with regard
to all weapons any more readily than they would accept the enforcement of law
with regard to one type of weapon. This brings me to the final observation
I should like to make concerning the Senator's proposal.
IV.THE PLAN MADE REALISTIC
If the policy suggested by Senator McMahon is a wise policy for the United
States to pursue, why must it be made conditional upon any Russian action?
The obvious answer is that we cannot afford to cut our military expenditures
by $10,000,000,000 a year unless there is an effective agreement to disarm; and
that, unless we can save the $10,000,000,000 out of our military budget, we cannot
afford to spend them on economic reconstruction.
The first half of this answer must be accepted as correct. Disarmament by
example will get us nowhere.
The second half of the answer seems to me open to question. Suppose we take
for granted that no effective disarmament agreement is possible at the present
time, and that we cannot, therefore, count on any substantial saving in our military budget. Is it so certain that we cannot afford to go ahead nevertheless with
tho constructive program put forward by Senator McMahon?
To begin with, we should not be talking about a 'net increase of $10,000,000,000, a
year in our expenditure. The money we are now spending in western Europe
and in other parts of the world for purely economic aid--excluding military
assistance-comes to at least $4,000,000,000 a year. If these existing programs
were integrated, as proposed, in the new over-all plan, we should be adding only
six billions to our annual expenditure. Thus, the 5-year program would cost us
30-not, 50 billions. Furthermore, it seems reasonably certain that, with or
without the over-all McMahon plan, we shall have to spend considerable sums
in Asia and the Middle East during the next 5 years if we intend to hold our own
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-in a continuing cold war. It is, therefore, fair to say that the adoption of the
McMahon plan without any conditions whatever would probably not add more
than four or five billion dollars a year to our expenditures.
Can we afford such an increase?
I should like to put the question to you In reverse: Can we afford not to undertake such a plan? The last war cost us over $1,000,000,000,000. It cost us very
early as much per week as this program would cost us per year. No one knows
what the next war would cost.
. Clearly we can afford it, if the program can reasonably be expected to get us
-off the greased slide that leads to atomic war and on to the long and arduous road
that leads to peace.
-.
, I, for one, believe that Senator McMahon has outlined a plan that can reason-ably be expected to lessen the existing tensions, to strengthen the United Nations,
to put the United States into an unassailable moral position and to improve the lot
-of mankind. I believe that the United States should embark upon such a plan
without making its decision subject to whatever the Kremlin may or may not be
-willing to do at the present time.
Secretary of State Acheson has said that the only agreements that can be
,made with the Kremlin are agreements which rest upon existing facts. Let us,
then, present, the Kremlin with a fact far more powerful than our decision to
-develop and manufacture ever more horrible weapons of destruction. Let us
present the Kremlin With the fact that the United States is determined, in spite
-of its military burdens, to-commit an act of faith-to dedicate its great strength
to constructive cooperation with all the world's peoples in a world-wide crusade
.against hunger, poverty disease, and ignorance. Let us *present the Kremlin
with the fact of a challenge' not only to its military power but to its purposes,
-which are the ultimate roots of its power.
V. SHOULD WE LET RUSSIA PARTICIPATE IN THE NEW OVER-ALL PLAN ?

The condition I would attach to Senator McMahon's proposal is one that we
.shall not be able to impose until .we, ourselves, have accepted it. That condition
is that only those nations shall be eligible to participate in the plan whose peoples
have made known their will to accept the rule *oflaw-not merely in the field of
atomic weapons but in the whole field of international relations--to the degree
,necessary in order to outlaw force, or the threat of force, as a method of settling
isputes.
Once we declare our own willingness to transform the Unit-d Nations into an
-organization capable of enforcing peace under law, we shall find ourselves in
company with the entire non-Soviet world. We shall then be in a position to
proceed with our over-all cooperative plan hand in hand with the majority of the
world's peoples.
. When the rulers of the Russian people decide that they, too, wish to partici.
pate on these terms, then, at long last, the arms race can come to an end, and
all the world's peoples can be released from the burden which lies so heavily
upon them, and -from the overhanging threat of annihilation which beclouds their
lives with fear.
It would, I think, be foolish to think that this can happen in the immediate
future as the result of any sort of negotiations. A regime which maintains
itself at home by the use of force cannot readily renounce force as an instrument
.offoreign policy. In the long run, however, even such a regime can be brought
to realize-by "demonstration of fact"-that those peoples, who devote their
energies to peaceful cooperation, will outstrip the peoples whose governments
pursue only the sterile aim of widening the orbit of their own arbitrary power.
The alternatives with which we are faced today are not whether we should
or should not "talk to the Russians." The alternatives we face are whether
,ornot to do--in spite of the Russians-what needs to be done and what. in our
hearts, we know we should do.
- Freed from its self-defeating proviso, Senator McMahon's proposal can become
a mighty weapon for peace.
Freed from its own myopic, penny-pinching fears, our Government can use this
proposal to end the long nightmare in which we have been living.

Senator

THOMAS.

Senator Smith?

Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Mr. Warburg, I am interested in
your program here. I gather from your statement that you are not
prepared to go as far as the so-called Hutchins plan, which is a pro-
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ar? set-up for a world federation-you-are-not prepared to go that
Mr. WARBURG. No, sir.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I also gather that you are not in
accord with the proposals of the Atlantic Union group which contemplates a preponderance of power at this time in order to give us
a strong bargaining position with Russia?
Mr. WARBURG. No, sir; I am not in favor of that, as I stated in
my testimony.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. And you think the proposals we
have had to move step by step are not adequate ?
Mr. WARBURG. That is right.
WORLD "FEDERATIQII-.OR "ORDER"?

Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Now there is one difficulty that has
been raised in these hearings, in regard to a particular resolution,
and that is to the use of the word 'federation," and that is on the
theory that it prejudges the kind of world set-up to exist. In other
words, it is sort of copying after our own state or Swiss state. Some
think that it goes too far and some think that unless we can see the
thing through and blueprint it as to what it means, we should not
use it. I have been asked as to those things, and as to the substitution of the word "order" for the word "federation" so that you won't
have the implication of some kind of federated. states, if that might
not be better in this resolution, if adopted.
Mr. WARBURo. I would hesitate to express an unconsidered opinion
as to this, Senator. It seems to me that "federation" is as broad as
"order," and a little more specific in the sense that it is more limited
if you like, because it means that you delegate power to a federal
government, whereas "order" mght be unitary government, and if
I were afraid of having this too broad, I would prefer the word
"federation" because it does imply a limited delegation of power.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. You feel it presupposes that we
might commit ourselves to something like the Swiss Federation, or
our own federation, or any other existing federation at the approach.
I am wondering whether you are prepared to go that far, where you
say in your statement that you are not trying to outline the details,
you mean you are not prepared to say yet what kind of over-all federal legislature should be set up to enact the kind of laws you contemplate?
Mr. WARBURG. No; because I don't think we alone are capable of
thinking that out. I think that is a cooperative matter that calls
for cooperative effort.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I just wondered whether you wanted
the United States to commit itself to that approach, and to the implication of the word "federation" at this time.
Mr. WARBURG. I think the essential thing we should undertake is
that we declare our willingness to participate in some sort of world
organization capable of enacting, administering, interpreting, and, enforcing world law, whether you call it a federation, a government, or
world order, I don't think that matters. I don't share in Mr. Hickerson's anxiety that this limits us to a narrow approach. I think this is
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a broad approach, and I like it for that reason; whereas some of the
other proposals are not, and I -thiak they would be a misstep at the
present
time.
Senator Sxrrm of New Jersey. Would you be willing, irrespective
of whether this is passed or not, to support the Thomas-Douglas proposal, or the so-called Ferguson Resolution, if you know what they
are?
Mr. WARBURG. I don't know the Ferguson Resolution.

Senator SMITH of New Jersey. The Ferguson Resolution is simply
an approach through the Uiited Nations, recognizing the United
Nations, and presupposes that it has in it a possibility of expansion
and proposes that that area of expansion should be explored under
the United Nations as it is today, a trial-and-error approach, rather
than contemplating a blueprint for the future.
Mr. WARBURG. I couldn't support that because it doesn't seem to go
to the root of the matter, which is simply that the United Nations in
its present form is a league of sovereign states, and the root of the evil
is that it is not a league of sovereign people. Unless you cure that,
I don't think you can attack the root of the evil. I don't think our
present resolutions go far enough, I may be incorrect, but in my understanding, the resolution won't go far enough to change the United
Nations from a league of nations to a league of people.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. It would not change the structure of the
United Nations at all.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. That is all I had in mind, Mr. Chairman. I wanted to bring out, if I could, Mr. Warburg's position on
these things, and the relation to other proposals. We are dealing with
lots of proposals and we will have to meet in executive session when
the hearings are over, and think through the positions taken by the
different witnesses.
I feel grateful to you for your splendid presentation, Mr. Warburg.
Your point of view is very valuable.
up, I think Senate Resolution 56
Mr. WARBURo. If I might sum -it
does the minimum required to undertake the job we have to undertake
without going any further than is necessary, to accomplish that minimum, at the present time.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. You don't claim Senate Resolution
56 would meet any of the immediate present crises before us?
Mr. WAmuRG. No, but I think it would get us on a course with a

charted goal toward which we could steer, which would enable us to
meet the crises, and without such a goal, I don't see how we can, because we will go on zigzagging.
DISARM

AMENT PROPOSAL

Senator SMrTH of New Jersey. Would you care to comment on Sen-

ator Tydings' suggestion that the President call a disarmament conference to deal with that as the immediate problem before us, before
we get to Senator McMahon's proposal?
Mr. WARBURG. With all due respect to Senator Tydings, I have never
seen any hope in disarmament or limitation of armaments by agreement between sovereign nations or states, because all of the treaties
between the sovereign nations or states are such that anyone can break
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them at their convenience, and the result is that you give a head start
to the aggressor.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I ought to say, in behalf of Senator
Tydings' proposal that he wouldn't think of going into it unless there
were some practical plan for international inspection.
Mr.

WARBURG.

I would find it difficult to imagine any practical plan

which did not involve some form of world government.
Senator SMTIH of New Jersey. That is one of the difficulties we have.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
IMPLEMENTATION OF SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 56

Senator WILEY. Mr. Chairman, Senate Resolution 56 merely expresses the sense of the Congress. Do you think, Mr. Warburg,' that
it should be a fundamental objective of the foreign policy of the United
States to support and strengthen the United Nations and seek its development into a world federation open to all nations with defined
and limited power?
Where do you go from there?
Mr. WARU-Ro. I don't think one needs to answer that question at the
present time, sir. I can tell you where I think, or where I would try
to go. As far as I can see today, the next thing I would do would be
to explore with the other nations, and as I said in my statement, particularly with a nation like India, what the common ground is op
which we could reasonably hope to build a pattern on which they could
live and we could live, each keeping the things we cherish. If we
could do that, find the common ptattern or the common meeting ground
for the non-Soviet world, and I believe it can be done, then one begins
this trial-and-error business, finding out how the details would work
out in terms of a constitution, and so forth.
Senator WnLEY. I want to thank you for that explanation, because I

agree fully with you that all the resolution does is to express the sense
of the Congress the hope and wish that through man's ingenuity and
vision he can evolve something that may do this job.
Mr. WARBURG. I should say, if I might, sir, it is more than a wish.
I think it is a determination. I think if the Congress enacts this concurrent resolution, it is requesting the President to declare this as an
avowed aim of the American policy, and aims of American policy have
a habit of being more than wishes.
Senator WILEY. I won't quibble with you about the meaning of
words. What I have in mind is that it is not a mandate because under
the Constitution this is a question of foreign policy. It virtually say
to the President, "Now, get busy and see if you can do something about
this terrible situation that we are in."
The Stae Department says that they have'been busy. They have
been trying in every way, through the United Nations, through their
ambassadors, to try to reach some workable arrangement with Joe
Stalin. The only reason I am interjecting this angle is because, as you
have heard today, two Congressmen have intimated that the passage
of one of these resolutions would be unconstitutional. When those
very suggestions get to the public, and they connect them with the
daily news, a bad psychological condition is created. I think it is well
to have it clear that all we are doing here is exploring these suggestions. If any resolution is passed, all it does is to suggest to the
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President who, under the Constitution, has responsibility for our foreign relations, that we want him to keep on exploring to see if we can
do something to antidote the Russian influence.
EFFECT OF RESOLUTION ON PEOPLE OF THE WORLD

Now, I want to ask anothq question: Assume now that pursuant to
this resolution the President is requested to head in a certain direction
in foreign relations to take steps to support and strengthen the United
Nations in such a way that there will be developed a world federation
open to other nations.
Assume that we are successful in getting this resolution through.
Suppose we get India and Pakistan and their 500,000,000 people to
enter our organization. We could make a lot of other assumptions.
All right, how are we going to, by having this mechanism, change
the ideological approach of these people? I am interested, vitally
interested, because I think that is the crux of the thing-how are we
going to win the battles of the mind?
Mr. WAPtBTRG. What I attempted to suggest, and let me restate it
because I think it is the nub of the problem. I don't think that by our
avowed intention to transform the United Nations into a world federation, that we change an existing crisis with Russia, and the whole
Communist orbit.
Senator WILEY. That should be set outMr. WARBURG. It may,hitch together, because that is only half of
what I want to say.
I don't think we can meet that crisis in any other way except by
embarking on this road, and then doing some other things as well.
I don't think then, even if you attained world government, you would
necessarily have a guaranty of peace-I don't think you can have
peace without world government, I think we need to proceed on two
parallel lines, one political, and one economic. I think the political
line is that we must declare our intention to do the one thing that
can preserve the peace in the world, and oddly enough, the United
States and the Soviet Union are the only two great powers that are
on record as opposing the transformation of the United Nations,
That is the only th~ng we agree with Uncle Joe on. Most of the other
nations in the world are about ready to do something about it. That
is the political approach.
But, parallel, to that, that is why I brought in Senator McMahon's
proposal, I think we can do a great deal to create the limits within
which the world community can grow and become possible, and I
think the Senator hit the nail on the head with his proposal, except
as I say he hitched it to another proviso.
I think we should go ahead and do precisely what he says, and not
wait for Russia. We should get together with the other nations,
whioh are willing to share our purpose to create the rule of law in the
world.
Senator WiLEY. Have you ever heard of the statement that a treaty
is but a scrap of paper?
Mr. WARBURG.

Yes.

Senator WILEY. Have you seen any indication in the last 30 years
that the nations have changed their approach on that?
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Mr. WARBURG. If your question means, do I believe that we can make
a treaty with the Russians, I will say precisely the opposite. I am
saying we should proceed, irrespective' of a treaty witb the Russians.
Senator WiLEwY. I am talking about whether or not the question of
the validity of a treaty is just as strong as the intent of the parties to
maintain it and keep it.
Mr. WARBURG. That is correct.
Senator WILmEY. And, when you talk about creating a world government, you mean, I presume, that not simply the mechanism, but that
the parties to that will live and die with the instrument; that they
are ready to live and ready to sacrifice and ready to carry it through.
But we have seen how in the economic front, the doctrine of the
British, that a contract is a valid thing between two parties, has
fared, and you have seen in the nations of the earth, the old British
doctrine go out the window and the idea is now, "Get as much as you
can, and forget the contract."
Mr. WARBURG. Senator, I think you have put your finger on the
primary reason why this resolution is necessary. As long as you have
a world organization which is in effect nothing more than a multilateral agreement between sovereign states, you have precisely the
situation you describe. The minute you have government and law,
and law enforcement, there is no longer a question of whether you
are willing to stick to a contract, you have to, or the policeman will
come and take you in to jail.
Senator WmEY. You are assuming law ai4l law enforcement. That
means that Uncle Sam would become the world policeman.
Mr. WARBURG. No, no. I am not assuming that we will run the
world government. I am not assuming that this world federation
is a device for extending our own power.
Senator WILEY. You are not assuming that all the other folks on
the earth are going to run us, are you ?
Mr. WABURG. I am assuming that a government will be run as
our own Government is run, by the development of a fair process of
representation which has to take in all the factors that apply to that,
not only population, but productivity and education and all those
things.
Senator WrLEY. That is a consummation devoutly to be wished for,
but are you not really assuming that we have won the battle of ideas
in the minds of men, so that-we all see alike? Until you do that, you
will have your internal conflict.
Mr. WARBURG. I don't think we have won the battle for the minds
of men, I think we are in the process of losing it, sir.
Senator WILEY. I think we have lost it. I want to win it back, if
there is a way to do it. If yours is the way to do it, you will have to
demonstrate it, and you will have to demonstrate that if we join up
with all the groups of the earth, that we won't be taken for a ride.
We have been so naive in our world dealings, as you know, with the
Soviet Union particularly and with others, and my whole thought
in questioning you is to see or make sure that the thing we want, in
other words, people sitting down, nations sitting down together,
keeping faith with one another, things that we want to be--that our
wishes do not lead us up other blind alleys that we would regret.
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Mr. WARBURG. I subscribe to that, but I do very strongly feel that
what we are doing today is following a policy which is made largely
in Moscow, a fear-dictated negative policy designed to stop the
Russians from whatever they want to do. I think the only way we
will ever stop the Russians is to. develop a positive policy of our own,
and I think the two parts of a pattern go together. You can't have
law without government, and you can't have peace without law, that
is part A; and, part B, the fact that you have to conduct a really
serious world-wide war on hunger, disease, ignorance, and poverty
if you want to have the people of the world on our side. I don't mean
to be Santa Claus. I mean, there should be a cooperative endeavor,
such as Senator McMahon was talking about, in which everybody
chips in.
Senator WILEY. We have to have that recognition. If we have it,

can we get all the other folks to have that recognition, and then keep
faith ?
Mr. WARBURG. I think the first problem we should meet is in ourselves. One of the things I think we have been doing too much, is
that we have stoped ourselves from getting started in the right direction because we then say, conveniently, "Oh, well, the other fellow
won't do it anyway, so what's the use."
If we said, "This is something we have to do," and did it, we would
find an awful lot of other people coming along who, once something
was started, might be persuaded to join us.
Senator WILEY. You understand, of course, that we have a great
deal of disagreement here between great minds in relation to the
appropriateness of the mechanism. You are in favor of this, others
are in favor of the North Atlantic Union, so, great minds differ on the
mechanism, but they all seem to think that their mechanism will
do the job.
Now, the thing I am trying to bring out in my questions is, that no
mechanism will do the job unless there is a willingness and intent on
the part of the peoples to carry it through.
Mr, WARBURG. Including our own.
Senator WILEY. Yes, that is the thing, and there is always the
danger that because men of high standing, like yourself, get up here
and talk about a mechanism, that some people believe it is going to
give us the thing right off the bat, ipso facto, so to speak-it is going
to be self-operating. That is a very dangerous condition for us to
get into. We must make sure that whatever we do, it does not go out
to the public that at long last we have found the magic something
that is going to bring peace on earth. Peace is a question of conflict
within the minds of men, and between nations. Conflict in the minds
of men has been generated through centuries of hate and competition
between people for material wealth and political domination. That
basic conflict is not eliminated by merely passing a resolution or creating a mechanism. It has to be something finer, a rebirth within the
minds of men. Do you agree with that.
Mr. WARBURG. Yes, but nothing I ever said, or that I have ever
written indicated that I think that by passing a resolution we will have
the millenium, nor are we talking about a mechanism. I think we are
talking about an aim to find a mechanism; something different. We
are not saying this is the mechanism by which you do it, we are saying
64429-50-33
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you have to find it. We have to find the mechanism which will enable
us to substitute the rule of law for the rule of anarchy in the world.
Senator WILEY. You have no mechanism, you are searching for one.
Others say they have the mechanism.
Mr. WAEBuRG. I think that is all this resolution commits us to,
to starch for a mechanism to create th rule of law.

Senator WILEY. Thank you.
Senator THOMAS. Thank you, Mr. Warburg.
Mr. WARBURG. Thank you, sir.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Mr. Whitney, please, Byrl A. Whitney.
Please identify yourself for the record, and then proceed.
Mr. WHITNEY. Yes, sir.
My name is Byrl A. Whitney. As I understand, in order to conserve time and come within your limits, I will skip some of my statement, but the whole statement will be in the record.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. We're trying to hold you to 10 minutes,
Mr. Whitney. If you will do that, we will be very grateful.
STATEMENT OF BYRL A. WHITNEY, DIRECTOR OF THE EDUCATIONAL AND RESEARCH BUREAU, BROTHERHOOD OF RAILROAD
TRAINMEN
Mr. WHITNEY. My name is Byrl A. Whitney. I am director of the
educational and reserach bureau of the Brotherhood of Railroad
Trainmen, with offices at 1528 Standard Building, Cleveland 13, Ohio.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Mr. Whitney, if you want to insert your
statement in the record, I will give you that privilege, and then you
may talk to us during your 10 minutes, informally, instead of reading
to us, and the record will look better, I am sure.
Mr. WHITNEY. I believe I can read and insert and save time.

Senator

THOMAS of
Mr. WHITNEY. The

Utah. All right.

Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen has members in the United States and Canada, and represents conductors,
brakemen, baggagemen, flagmen, yard conductors, yard brakemen,
switchtenders, car retarder operators, yardmasters, dining car stewards, and intercity bus operators. I have been asked by Mr. W. P.
Kennedy, president of the Brotherhood, to appear before you and present this testimony in support of Senate Concurrent Resolution 56.
At the outset, let me state that the subject we are dealing with today
is not a passing fancy or fad, nor is it a new proposition. Four hundred years before Christ, Socrates was thinking interms of world government when he said "When you are asked your country, never reply,
'I am an Athenian,' or 'I am a Corinthian'-but 6I am a citizen of the
world.'" I should also point out that a system of government and
law in the relationships between men is the earliest form of stable,
social organization. The civilized world has existed to this day without government at the international level, but on the testimony of the
world's most eminent scientists, mankind is now confronted with a
serious threat to continued existence on this planet. For almost 30
years I have firmly believed that world federal government is the only
feasible and realistic solution to the problem of maintaining world
peace and stability.
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WORLD GOVERNMENT ACTS ON INDIVIDUALS

I want to emphasize that when I speak of world government, I mean
a government of laws which reach down to the individual and commands him to obey what the collective wisdom of organized society,
expressed through its tribunals of legislative, executive, and judicial
departments, have found to be necessary to the common good. In fact,
these are the basic essentials of government. Let me also emphasize
that we are not talking about a government that would regulate the
price of eggs on Main Street, America, but rather a world federal
government with limited powers, but with power adequate to maintain peace.
May I state orally here, Mr. Chairman, that I heard the testimony of
the two congressmen this morning and I certainly want to say that I
do not believe in -the kind of world government they envisage, and I
want to emphasize the point I just made, that so far as I know, no one
is talking about the kind of world government they envisage.
I don't think what they said has anything to do, remotely to do
with Senate Resolution 56.
Senator WnLEy. I think they go on the theory that if you get the
camel's nose under the tent, pretty soon you get the hindquarters.
Mr. WHITNEY. That of course is not very good logic, particularly.
Senator WILEY. Did you ever see a camel do that?
Mr. WHrrNEY. No.

Senator WiLEY. I think it is very logical.
WHITNEY. That same argument could have been made against
our own form of government, we should never do anything right,
because maybe if we do, a lot of wrong will get in with the right.
I don't follow that philosophy of government or personal conduct.
Senator WILmEY. I am not particularly standing by the conclusion.
I am simply stating what I believe to be their philosophy, which I
think has a lot to it, that once you. open the door, and you can put your
foot in, soon your whole anatomy is in.
Mr. WHITNEY. We opened it up with our forefathers, true we have
amended the Constitution 22 times. I don't think that is a crime.
I don't think it hurt anybody. I think it helped the American people.
If you had a world government, maybe in the course of human events
it would be desirable to amend it for a specific human need. I wouldn't
see anything to be fearful, on that score.
Senator THOmAS of Utah. Those amendments to the Constitutionwere they adopted primarily because there was something the matter
with the Constitution, or were they adopted primarily because men
under the Constitution had done something that the people didn't
like?
Mr. WHITNEY. Of course the first 10 amendments, the Bill of Rights,
were adopted, I think because there was specifically something wrong
with the Constitution, it was inadequate.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Does that hold for the tenth!
Mr. WHITNEY. The first 10?
Senator THOMAS of Utah. The tenth of the first 10.
Mr.

Mr. WHrrNEY. Which one is that?
Senator THOMAS of Utah. That is the tenth.
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Mr. WHITNEY. I think our Constitution evolved as our country
evolved, we had needs that had to be served which our forefathers,
the drafters of the Constitution, could not anticipate.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. You consider the first 10 amendments
literally as part of the Constitution?
Mr. WHITNEY. Yes, I understand some of the Original States would
not go for the Constitution without the Bill of Rights.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. So, they grew out of the fear of the
people?
Mr. WHITNEY. Yes, sir; that is right.
Senator WILEY. Perhaps they grew out of a fear of a supergovernment. They retained the powers back in the people, and the State,
no question about that.
Mr. WHITNEY. The same fears that we heard expressed in the room
this morning, those fears will be corrected, I take it, by the kind of
world government and world constitution we want.
In considering any proposition, it is always wise to consider the
alternatives, those which have been tried and succeeded or failed, and
those which have never been tried. Frankly, I know of no practical
alternatives to world government which have not been tried, but I
know of many which have been tried and failed. I wish to address
you on the latter. In general there are three types, (1) efforts to
maintain peace by alliances, treaties, or covenants between the high
contracting parties, (2) leagues of sovereign states, and (3) force.
The civilized history of mankind gives us many examples of the failure
of all three of these methods. In fact these methods have been so
notorious in their failure that war rather than peace has been the
normal order of human existence. In 4,000 years of recorded history
there have been only 268 years of total peace.
TREATIES AND COVENANTS HAVE FAILED

In a United Press dispatch dated at Tokyo, January 25, 1950, Gen.
Douglas MacArthur is represented as being of the firm belief that war
must be outlawed, so great is the threat to mankind of a third world
war. One wonders where the General was in 1928, when war was
outlawed by treaty, the Kellogg-Briand Pact. That pact, signed by
the major powers of the world, solemnly declared that war as an instrument of national policy should be forever outlawed. Not being
supported by anything more than the agreement of the contracting
parties, it failed, as have all such treaties. Even those treaties which
are calculated to "humanize" war, and I suggest that such a project
is self-contradictory, have been successful only because of the fear
that if the prohibited practices of war were indulged in by one side the
other side might do likewise. I should loath to live in a community
where the only protection to my person and property was the feeling,
in myself and among my neighbors, that the only restraint to assault
upon me or my property is the fear that I might make an equal or
worse assault on someone else or his property.
ALL DANCES HAVE FAILED

Unequivocal as the text of a pact or an alliance between nations may
be, the fact remains that each signatory retains its sovereign power to
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interpret the terms of the pact in accordance with its own interests.
This is inherent in the nature of such pacts. Let me point out
with emphasis that it evidences the great distinction between such
methods of keeping the peace and a federated union under a written
constitution.
Your colleague the Honorable Estes Kefauver, of Tennessee, well
stated the basic shortcomings of alliances when he said:
It encourages the adversary to hope that he can contrive to split the allies
apart, and it makes each ally continually fear that he will be left in the lurch
by the others just when he is most in need' of aid.

In 1789, Alexander Hamilton, in No. 15 of the Federalist, pointed
out the basic weakness and futility of alliances as a means of eeping
the peace. He stated:
* * * triple and quadruple alliances were formed; but they were scarcely
formed before they were broken, giving an instructive but afflicting lesson to
mankind how little dependence is to be placed on treaties which have no
other sanction than the obligations of good faith.

I need not further elaborate the point that peace and world stability
by treaty covenant or alliance have failed during the thousands of
years of recorded history.
LEAGUES OF SOVEREIGN STATES HAVE FAILED

We come now to the concept of leagues of sovereign states. The
most recent example is the United Nations and preceding it was the
League of Nations. Certainly, in view of World War II no one will
claim that the League of Nations prevented war. As to the United
Nations, it has accomplished as much good as any league of sovereign
states can accomplish. Let me say here and now that, in my support
of world government I do not conceive that I am in any respect
opposing the United Nations. On the contrary, I strongly support
it, to the extent that I hope it may be strengthened and given the
powers of government and law which will enable it more effectively to
achieve its high purposes.
FORCE HAS FAILED

The third general device that has been used in the past is force,
supported by gigantic military expenditures. Force seeks to utilize
the dynamics of fear to keep the peace. One need not be a psychologist to know that a man living in fear does not have peace in his
heart. Rather he has a feeling of desperation and never will he
achieve peaceful existence until he eliminates that which he fears, to
which elimination he dedicates his life and his energies. The force
concept of maintaining peace has as one of its most ugly phases what
is now called the "cold war." Cold wars can never be a long-run
successful device for obtaining or maintaining stable, peaceful, and
constructive human relations ips. Cold wars produce cold sweats
and hot tempers that are generated when large groups of human
beings are motivated by fear and feel insecure. These uncontrollable
passions sooner or later consume those who have them. Need I give
a more impressive example than Adolf Hitler, who created the most
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fearsome and the most gigantic military machine that, up to his time,
was ever known? But it brought him neither peace nor stability.
Napoleon has persuasively testified to the failure of force as a means
of keeping the peace and providing a stable and constructive order
of human relationships. After drenching with blood the soil on which
the Almighty intended that men should live in peace, Napoleon sorrowfully lamented.
Alexander, Caesar, Charlemagne, and myself founded empires. But on what
did we rest our creations of our genius? * * * Upon force. Christ alone
founded His empire upon love; and, at this hour, millions of men would die for
Him.

If history has proven anything, it has proven that treaties, covenants, military alliances, leagues of nation states, and force have continually failed to keep the peace. In view of the lessons of history
one wonders if we shall continue in the spirit of the truth expressed by
Disraeli, when he said:
A practical man is a man who practices the errors of his forefathers.
GOVERNMENT AND LAW HAVE PROVED SUCCESSFUL

We do have examples, on a smaller scale, in history to support the
general proposition of world government. It really should not be
necessary to argue with civilized people that government under law
that reaches down to the individual and commands him to obey is
necessary and desirable. The entire history of organized society testifies to the success of government and law that reach down to the individual. It seems strange that that which has succeeded on the national
level has not been earlier tried on the world level.
Blackstone taught us that the end of all laws is to make it easier
for people to be good and more difficult for them to be evil. But in
order for laws to accomplish such purposes, they must be made effective against individuals and not against nation-states. A law which is
enforceable only against a nation-state can be enforced only by war.
This fact encourages international gangsters, such as Hitler and Mussolini, to carry on their depredations by force of the state which they
head, with a feeling of complete irresponsibility because there is no
law to which they, as chiefs of state, are answerable. It is true that
the Nuremberg trials represented an effort to establish an ex post facto
judicial procedure by which the accountability of individuals was
sought and, in a measure, was achieved. It is difficult for me to understand how anyone could support the principle of the Nuremberg trials
and not accept and support the principle of world government. Certainly there is justification for criticism of ex post facto procedure,
and we who believe in world government would establish the legislative, executive, and judicial tribunals now and not wait until international gangsters again break loose and then resort to ex post facto
procedure to obtain belated and inadequate justice after the carnage
of war.
OUR FEDERAL UNION AN EXAMPLE

A study of the history of our own great Federal Union is an inspiration to anyone seeking a peaceful, stable, progressive way of life.
We should never forget that the basic principles by which we were
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made a strong Federal Union, were many times in great peril in our
Constitutional Convention because of the fears of the colonists, which
are quite like the fears of those today who criticize world federal government. The principle of keeping the federated government weak
and ineffective by giving it no power to enforce its own laws, by requiring every Federal enforcement to be accomplished cnly by State
action against the citizens of the respective individual States, almost
became a part of our Federal Constitution. I need not argue the proposition that had our Federal Government been left to the mercy of the
several States for the enforcement of its laws and decrees, we would
not be the great and powerful Nation we are today with close to two
centuries of existence with but one civil war in the entire history of
our Union.
If one makes a study of the conditions prevailing at the time our
Constitution was formed, the impression is obtained that antagonisms,
animosities, and suspicions were at least as prevalent among the
several Colonies as they are today on the world level. Some States
were free and others permitted slavery, a diversion of views that
probably stirred deeper emotions than thfe prevailing controversy
between free enterprise and Socialist economies. Each of the 13
States had its own currency, its own treasury, and most of the States
then were bankrupt, their currencies worthless, and their trade reduced to barter. Depression was rife.
The Dean of Gloucester, Josiah Tucker, reflected gloomily on the
outlook of 1786 when he wrote in England that it was "one of the
idlest and most visionary notions that ever was conceived even by
writers of romance," to assume that America could rise "under one
head, whether republican or monarchical." He declared that "the
mutual antipathies and clashing interests of the Americans, their differences of governments" proved that they had "no common interest."
He concluded that America was doomed to be "a disunited people, till
the end of time, suspicious and distrustful of each other; they will be
divided and subdivided into little commonwealths or principalities,
according to natural boundaries, by great bays of the sea, and by vast
rivers, lakes, and ridges of mountains."
The Dean of Gloucester clearly described what America would have
been had it not been for the courage of our forefathers in establishing
a positive federated union with delegated powers to the Federal Government and reserved powers to the people, implemented in a written
Constitution to which almost two centuries of peaceful existence attest
to its excellence as a means of governing the interrelationships of man.
Had the Articles of Confederation, a mere alliance, continued, no doubt
today each State would continue to have its own army, currency, and
tariff barriers, and citizens of one State might have open season turned
upon them if they entered into another States, as was the case in the
pre-Federal days of the separate nation-States of our Union.
I recall reading only a year or so ago where, I believe it was the
Governor of Connecticut, wired the Governor of Rhode Island, and
told him that Connecticut had just repealed a law of colonial times,
which provided that any resident of Rhode Island found in Connecticut would be shot on sight. The Governor of Connecticut
told the Governor of Rhode Island, now that this colonial law had
been repealed, it would be safe for him and the citizens of his State to
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come into Connecticut. We can laugh at these things now, but if our
forefathers had not had the courage to give us a Federal form of
Government, we would not be the laughing, light-hearted, and free
people we are today.
With Carl Van Doren we might well realize that:
History is now choosing the founding fathers of the world federation. The
man who could be one of that group and does not seek to be, has lost the noblest
opportunity of his lifetime.

WITHOUT GOVERNMENT ATOMIC ENERGY THREATENS DISASTER
The atomic bomb is a most fearsome weapon, but it appears now that
it may be succeeded by the hydrogen bomb. The testimony of all the
eminent scientists of the world have solemnly warned us that science
has now developed the means to destroy all animal and vegetable
life on this planet. With such fearsome testimony before us, we must
not, as Disraeli said, continue to practice the errors of the past.
Fearsome as atomic bombs are, they are manufactured in but a few
of the 48 States of our Union. Those States in which the atomic
bomb is not manufactured are not concerned because atomic bomb
plants are located in their sister States in our Federal Union. Why!
Certainly the answer is obvious. We are protected by a federated
system of government, with laws that reach down to the individual.
We are safe although we live in States where there is no atomic bomb
manufacturing. However, when it was learned that these bombs were
being manufactured in a State not a part of our federated Union, we
then became justifiedly gravely concerned. I submit that were it not
for our federated Union, the people of my State of Ohio would probably be as fearful of the State of Tennessee, location of an atomicbomb plant, as it is of Russia with its atomic-bomb plant. That is in
the nature of things. When social groups of equal sovereignty come
into contact, in the absence of law and government that reaches over
those groups and down among the people in the groups, conflict is
always potential and periodically inevitable. These basic truths,
gentlemen of this committee, are the things that are involved in the
subject we are here considering.
HATRED AND

SUSPICION OF FOREIGNERS CONDEMNED

Someone has said that the only trouble with the world today is
that it has too many foreigners in it. If for no other reason than selfishness, I have never liked to encourage the concept of suspicion and
hatred of foreigners, for I know that with respect to all the world,
except as one of a mere 150,000,000 out of over 2,000,000,000 people
in the world, I, as an American, am a foreigner and I do not like to
encourage hatred toward myself. I believe that Socrates, in urging
people to think of themselves as citizens of the world, may have haa
this thought in mind.
ALL PEOPLE HATE WAR, LOVE FREEDOM

It is easy for us to feel, particularly we Americans who have so
long enjoyed a heritage of freedom, that we, more than any other
people, want peace and freedom. I believe that the masses of the
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people the world over love peace and yearn for freedom. You may ask
why I, as a representative of labor, appear before you. Let -me emphasize that it has been well said that revolution has never been caused
by men in overalls. Working people of all nations take pride in the
products of their toil. They loathe war which destroys not only
human lives but also those things which the workers produce and
which make for more comfortable human existence.
If it were left to the workers of the various nations of the world to
decide the issues of peace and war there would be no war. It has
always been discouraging to me that good people on the community
level can become deeply concerned with a slum-clearance project or the
building of a public library or school, or hospital, but they are too
often inclined to feel that it is not of their concern to take an interest
in deciding the principles and policies that might determine whether
the works of their hands and brains be wiped out in one fleeting
moment.
DEMOCRACY NEEDED IN FOREIGN AFFAIRS

One of the finest things that could come from a world federal government would be the taking of the destiny of man.kind from the
hands and control of the diplomats, admirals, and generals, and
placing it in the hands and control of the people. We have had many
wars in history because the people have never had an effective voice
in the foreign relation polices that determine the issues of war and
peace. Democratic as our great country is, there is too little democracy in the formulation of our foreign policies. There are those who
even question why labor should be interested in foreign policies. Diplomats, admirals, and generals who have so much influence in the formulation of foreign policies are not elected by the people. They work
largely in an atmosphere of secrecy, and so costly have been the
living standards of diplomats that only very wealthy men have been
able to accept such appointments. Too often even the hearings on
foreign policy in our country"are secret, and when the truth does come
out, if at all, it is only after a devastating war has been fought. Because of'the explosive character of international relationships, the
totalitarian concept of no criticism is encouraged in the field of
foreign policy.
These undemocratic conditions prevail not because the people will
it but because of the inherent psychology of fear that prevails where
no law and no government controls the interrelationships of men at
the international level. To me, the very essence of democracy is
majority rule, with the right of the minority ever to be free by persuasion to become the majority. A federated world government will
promote that ideal and it will make the business of peace and war
the business of the people, something that has never existed and can
never exist in the absence of government and law at the international
level in the affairs of mankind.
SOULS,

NOT SOVEREIGNTIES,

HAVE PRESERVED DEATHLESS PRINCIPLES

Franklin D. Roosevelt once sa id
Magna Carta, the Declaration of Independence, the Constitution of the United
States, the Emancipation Proclamation, and every other milestone in human
progress, all were ideals which seemed impossible of attainment-yet they were
attained.
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Yes, they were attained. But down through history the principles
of these great documents of human freedom have lived in the souls of
men, not in the sovereignty of nations which have frequently
threatened to destroy them by wars. We can no more attain these
ideals on a permanent world basis by gentlemen's agreements between
sovereignties or by leagues of sovereignties which never reach down
to individual persons, than we could hope to regulate interstate commerec in the United States by State enactments or by treaties or gentlemen's agreements between the States of our Federal Union. We
must cease confusing the equality of States with the equality of men.
We must understand the simple truth that laws can be enforced only
upon individual persons; when they are enforced upon governments,
as Alexander Hamilton said, it is an act of war.
You will recall that World War I so weakened France that she
never recovered until she was engulfed in World War II, and was
conquered by the enemy although she had the world's largest standing
army and the Maginot Line. Great Britain has suffered moral wounds
from World War II. No right-thinking man can believe that our
great country, however victorious it might be in a World War III,
will escape the final destruction of our free economy if not the final
destruction of mankind itself, a threat that has been expresed by every
important atomic scientist in the world.
The issues involved are too grave for right-thinking men to be
persuaded by those who will always contend that something that has
never been tried can never work, and who will always point out to
you every conceivable weakness of such a proposition as world government while remaining blind to the awful alternatives that await
the failure to establish government and law on the world level.
We must cease refusing to look at the new moon out of respect for
the old one. We must cease drinking poison to quench our thirst.
As we listen to the counsels of doubt and fear, the assurances that
world government cannot succeed because it has never been tried or
that it will take a thousand years to bring it about, let us realize
that beaten paths are for beaten men and that mankind cannot advance
without entering upon new paths.
Now,-Mr. Chairman, I have skipped over quite a bit of my prepared statement, in an effort to be brief, and I hope that it will be
helpful.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Thank you, Mr. Whitney.
Senator Smith, do you have any questions?
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. No questions.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Senator Wiley, any questions?
Senator WILEY. No questions.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Thank you, Mr. Whitney.
Mr. WHITNEY. Thank you, sir.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Doctor Nearing, will you come forward,
please?
Will you identify yourself for the record?
STATEMENT OF SCOTT NEARING, EDITOR OF WORLD EVENTS
Mr. NEARING. My name is Scott Nearing. I am the editor of a
review of world economics and politics known as World Events.
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SUPPORT OF SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 5 6

Mr. Chairman, I am speaking in favor of Senate Concurrent Resolution 56 which calls upon the United States to take the lead in a movement to convert the United Nations into an effective world government.
I have dug my way out of a New England blizzard and come down
here, first, because many of us up in the Green Mountains are deeply
concerned about the present international situation; second, because
I have spent the last half century as a student, teacher, and writer
on economics and sociology and so feel called upon to make what contribution I can toward an understanding of the current crisis in world
affairs.
One of the axioms of social engineering is that the area of administrative authority should correspond with the area of the problem or
problems to be administered.
We live in a world united by technology, communication, trade, commerce, and travel, but divided by national sovereignties.
Order is the first essential for the smooth functioning of this planetwide community. The alternative, disorder, involving the use of
mass-destruction techniques, results in widespread material and
human losses and may mean the annihilation of our culture.
Hence the primary task facing mankind is the establishment and
maintenance of world order.
World order can be established and maintained only by delegating
to a global authority legislative, executive, and judicial powers sufficient to enable that authority to deal with economic, political, and
social questions which are international in their scope.
WAYS TO ESTABLISH WORLD AUTHORITY

There are three ways in which a competent world authority may
be established. First, by strengthening the United Nations. Second,
by substituting for the United Nations a federal world government.
And, third, by permitting or assisting one nation to conquer and
dominate the planet.
The first of these three methods is preferable because it involves
the least cost in time, in social disruption, and in human life. Therefore, the immediate task of those concerned with foreign affairs is the
extension of United Nations' authority.
The United States should take the initiative in an effort to enlarge
United Nations' authority for the following reasons:
First, because the experience of the United States in replacing interstate conflict by Federal order, under the present Constitution, is a
convincing demonstration of the axiom that an area of administrative
authority should correspond with the area of the social functions to
be administered.
Second, because the present-day wealth and power of the United
States make it easy for the country to be magnanimous in dealing with
less wealthy and less powerful nations.
Third, because, as the most heavily armed among the nations, the
United States is a threat to the peace and security of its neighbors.
While this threat continues, international anxiety and tension will
continue as a matter of course. The most heavily armed nation is
the one which can most effectively launch a movement to transfer
heavy military equipment to a world authority.
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Fourth, in this atomic age, national security is a myth. Security
will be world-wide or else it will be nonexistent. If the Government
and people of the United States want security and peace, they can
have them, not by developing more destructive weapons, but by taking
the steps necessary to establish world authority and world order.
In pursuance of this purpose, the United States Government should
inaugurate and lead a crusade for world order, disarmament, and
peace.
First, by withdrawing its support from the shabby remnants of
European and Asiatic feudalism, capitalism, and imperialism, and
turning its foreign policy toward a constructive program for worldwide cooperation and mutual aid under the auspices of a competent
world authority.
Second, by aandoning unilateral action in international affairs and
channeling multinational problems through the United Nations.
Third, by terminating the present armament race forthwith.
Fourth, by announcing an end to the cold war.
Fifth, by devoting the enthusiasm, energy, and material means
now being used for the negative purpose of containing and combating communism, to a positive program of unceasing, determined
effort to broaden United Nations authority and delegate to it the
powers necessary for the maintenance of world order.
Finally, by using all available channels of communication to educate public opinion in the United States and elsewhere concerning
the alternatives before us:
First, world government, order, and peace, or
Second, the present world chaos, the competitive struggle for national prestige and power, cold war today, shooting war tomorrow,
destruction, devastation, and possibly annihilation.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Do you have any questions, Senator
Smith ?
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I have no questions, thank you.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Thank you, Dr. Nearing. We appreciate your coming here today, sir.
Mr. NEARING. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
STATEMENT OF ALAN CRANSTON, PRESIDENT ,UNITED WORLD
FEDERALISTS, INC.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Mr. Cranston, please.
Mr. Cranston, I notice your record is too long for the time limit.
If you wish, we can insert it as it is in the record, and you can talk
to us informally for your time.
Mr. CRANSTON. I would appreciate it very much if you would, sir.
I have some informal remarks that I would like to make concerning
testimony delivered before this committee in the past few days.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Then, the testimony will appear in the
record.
(The prepared statement by Alan Cranston is as follows:)
STATEMENT BY ALAN CRANSTON, PRESIDENT, UNITED WORLD FEDERALISTS,

INC.

General MacArthur was recently asked what world war III will be like-if
we let it come. The general replied by telling a story of two quarreling members of the French Army who wanted permission to have a duel. Their com-
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manding officer said he would authorize the duel provided he could prescribe
the weapons and state the distance at which they would be used. Agreed.
"Fine," said the C. 0. "The weapons will be pistols. You will stand at arm's
length, each holding your pistol upon the other's heart. You will fire when I
give the signal."
There Was no duel.
General MacArthur suggests that we have no world war III.
Any nation choosing to unloose the most terrible weapons upon its foes
will, of course, justify its course henceforth by citing the precedent established
by the United States at Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Certainly, the war plans of
the United States and presumably those of the U. S. S. R., are based upon offensive and defensive calculations involving the plutonium and hydrogen bombs.
There is also reason to believe that nations are now prepared to unleash a
bacteriological weapon capable of destroying all warm-blooded life in a chosen
area, and, yet, of leaving the area safe to occupy after the 12 hours it takes to
disappear-with no lingering danger of contagion, no lethal radioactivity, no
destruction of property.
Even short of the actual outbreak of war, the results of the present course, if
long pursued, will be catastrophic.
COST OF WORLD WAR I

Secretary of the Army Gray estimates that the final cost of World War II to
the United States alone will be $1,404,000,000,000.
Total tax collections now exceed the wartime peak-approximately, $55,000,000,000 this year as against only $52,500,000,000 in 1945. Seventy-five percent
of our present Federal tax dollar is earmarked to pay for past wars and prepare
for future ones. We are adding some $5,500,000,000 to the deficit in the current
fiscal year and President Truman proposes that we add another $5,133,000,000 tothe deficit in the coming fiscal year.
This is only the beginning. We are engaged on a capacity arms race, seeking
to maintain power superior to that of the Soviet Union. In the effort to stay
ahead, we may well find ourselves compelled to devote a great many billion more
to military purposes in the fateful years ahead.
Lenin once said: "We shall force the United States to spend itself into destruction."
Will the greatest arms race in the history of the world culminate in the fulfillment of the prediction of the Soviet leader?
The cost of the present course need not be measured by the dollar sign alone.
As we move toward total preparedness, our traditional liberties shrink and
shrivel in the stifling atmosphere of a frightened world. The right of the individual to know the facts and to participate in determining appropriate action
diminishes. More and more swift and secret decisions are made by fewer and
fewer men.
The Committee for Economic Development, in a recent report entitled "National Security and Our Individual Freedom," representing the considered thinking of many of the Nation's top businessmen, declared:
"Though adequate security is essential to protect our freedoms, the program
aimed at security raises new threats to our freedoms and to our way of life.
Under it there has been a great increase in the role of the military in our government, a great increase in bureaucracy, and expanding dominance of government
over industry and an increasing interference with individual freedoms.
"Public apathy and the pressure for security can lead us along a dangerous
road-a road that ends in what has aptly been called a garrison-police state.
"In a garrison-police state, the soldier and political policeman rise to power
while the institutions of civilian society and of freedom shrink. In the name
of security, channels of public information dry up; the press becomes a mere
purveyor of official hand-outs. Cut off from significant information, editors,
commentators, and group leaders become less accurate in their judgments. The
process of public discussion atrophies. Political parties decline. The power of
Congress dwindles. Administration by civilians shrinks, relative to administration in uniform. The courts weaken. Cut off from information, the power of
the citizens fades. Local plans are subordinated to central purposes. The free
market is constricted. Labor is hedged in by special regulations. Consumers
find their range of choice reduced. Decisions come to be made by an all-powerful
government. All freedoms suffer."
All this would be quite endurable if it seemed likely to lead to the end we
seek: peace and a new birth of freedom.
All history cries out to the contrary.
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All previous arms races in the history of the world have ended not in peace
but in war.
Plainly, the present course leads to war. bankruptcy, or both.
And will anyone declare that war is the most effective way to deal with
communism?
In World War I, communism found its first home-in Russia.
In World War II, the hammer and sickle spread across eastern Europe and
much of Asia.
In World War III, we might well destroy the Kremlin, Moscow, and the entire
Soviet structure, and yet fail to destroy the ideology of communism.
World War III-if it comes-will leave in its wake the chaos, hunger, misery,
and degradation in which communism flourishes.
War is irrational, and cannot be relied upon to produce a rational result. It
is true that the United States and her allies achieved their main purpose in
World War II-the destruction of the regimes of Hitler and the Japanese war
lords.
Yet 5 years after the end of hostilities, the United States and the Soviet Unionmighty allies in World War II-busily prepare to destroy each other in World
War III. Germany, the enemy destroyed in war, is being rebuilt by each as a
potential ally in World War III. The United States rebuilds Japan alone.
China, saved in war by the Unitad States, joins the Russian camp.
Our times resemble the era of which Tacitus wrote:
"Rent with seditions, gloomy with wars, and savage in its very hours of
peace."
WAR NOT EFFECTIVE IN DEALING WITH COMMUNISM

If we of the democracies fail to devise a weapon other than war for dealing
with communism, and finally drift to the catastrophe of conflict, we shall have
demonstrated to all mankind the political bankruptcy of the Western World.
Let me emphasize two points:
1. The United World Federalists are not sympathetic to communism in any
way. UWF has adopted the following resolution applying to Communist membership in our organization:
"UWF recognizes that world government must bring together under a rule of
law peoples of various ideologies throughout the world. However, as a United
States organization, UWF will not knowingly admit or continue as members
persons who seek to overthrow the government of, or, in the interests of a foreign
power, seek to weaken the United States, or to change its form of government by
other than constitutional means."
UWF firmly believes that the most effective way to work toward world law
is not by revolutionary processes but through existing structures of government.
This is in deep contrast to the secret and subversive strategy of the Communists, who are notorious for their advocacy of force and violence and extralegal means to gain their ends.
WORLD FEDERATION ALTERNATIVE TO FORCE

The whole purpose of UWF is to achieve an alternative to the use of force and
violence by establishing constitutional means of settling the problems of civilized
man.
We believe that war can be abolished and our great American heritage of
freedom can be preserved only by extending to the world the rule of law and
justice-under the kind of federal legal order proven by our own experience to
be the best guardian of the inalienable rights of man.
The Soviet Government is highly critical of UWF. Moscow recently referred
to Cord Meyer, Jr., my predecessor as president of UWF, as the "fig leaf of
American imperialism."
2. UWF does not propose that the United States disarm unless and until there
are effective guaranties that all nations disarm with us. We recognize that the
United States must be prepared to resist aggression as long as the threat of
aggression exists. We do not quarrel with the present preparedness program.
We simply refuse to surrender, abjectly and totally, to the tides of the arms
race.
We refuse to accept the inevitability of war.
We believe that genuine peace is conceivable.
We believe that the main-the only-hope lies in the announced objective of
United States foreign policy: To develop the United Nations to the point where
we can rely upon it for peace and security.
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Since the UN was established in 1945, however, we have been unable to place
main reliance upon the UN for security.
We are spending, in the current fiscal year, approximately $15,000,000,000 for
direct military purposes. In the same year, we are spending only $16,076,000 as
our share of the UN budget-only one one-thousandth of our direct military
expenses, and considerably less than New York City spends annually to dispose
of its garbage. The comparison of the two investments demonstrates that we do
not really rely upon the UN for security.
Moreover, the Atlantic Pact and the Marshall plan, two of the great keystones
of our foreign policy, are conducted outside the UN.
UN CANNOT FWNFORCE PEACE

The United States, and all the other nations engaged in the arms race, know
that the UN lacks the authority to enforce the peace.
Sir Carl Berendsen, New Zealand Ambassador to the United States, who has
served as their representative upon the Security Council, once analyzed at a UWF
convention the sterilizing effect of the veto.
He pointed out that the Security Council cannot take action against a great
power, because it can use the veto to prevent it.
He pointed out that the Security Council cannot take action against a small
power supported by a great power, because, again, the great power can use the
veto to prevent it.
Well, asked Sir Carl, when can the Security Council act forcibly to prevent
conflict?
It can act, he replied, only against a small nation not supported by a great
nation.
It is quite plain that the peace of the world is not primarily threatened by
small nations not supported by great nations.
If we are to achieve the announced objective of the United States by developing the UN to the point where we can depend upon it for peace, what is required?
A principal requirement is that the laws of the strengthened UN must apply
to all nations and all individuals. History offers abundant proof of the fact that
there can be no security in any community, of any size, if anyone in it is above,
beyond, or outside the law. In all communities where law and order existsin other words, where people live in peace-every individual lives under the law
from the day of his birth or from the moment he enters the community. No
nation will dare be bound by laws of disarmamentuntil all are bound. Plainly,
neither the United States nor any group of nations can safely disarm as long as
any nation remains free to arm.
The arms race cannot be halted until all contestants in it are brought under
equal control.
The UN must become universal. Everyone on earth must be in. Everyone
must stay in. There can be no withdrawal. If any .nation were allowed to
secede the world would again face an arms race.
UWF urges that this universal UN be given the increased authority necessary
to enable it to prevent war and assure a peaceful world order.
We believe that something more is required than the mere lodging of power to
conduct and control disarmament in a special commission established under
the supervision of one or another of the organs of the UN as it is now constituted.
We believe that it would be folly to entrust the Security Council alone with the
task of administering and insuring disarmament-even if the veto were abolished.
The Security Council represents only 11 of the several score of nations of the
world. It would scarcely be democratic to request that all but six of the smaller
powers vest such vast authority in a body in which most of them would have no
voice.
Furthermore, the United States could be outvoted 10 to 1 in a veto-free Security
Council.
UWF does not believe that the people of the United States should or would be
willing to entrust their security to the Security Council upon such a basis of
representation. We doubt that the Soviet Union-or any other great powerwould be willing to do so, even if the United States would.
We believe that, if the UN is to become a trustworthy organ for the preservation of peace, it must be revised In such a way as to become representative in a
fair and realistic way of all nations and all peoples. Its heart must be a representative body to write the common rules, but it must also have an executive to
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insure effective administration and enforcement of the laws and a system of
courts to guarantee justice.
Without this trinity-a legislature, executive, and a judiciary-and without
all possible checks and balances operating in and between them, no government
can be anything but a tyranny.
It would endanger all that is cherished by the people of the United States and
all free people everywhere if the UN were granted binding lawmaking authority
under any other conditions.
There is abundant evidence that the people of the United States and of a very
great many other lands desire a UN empowered to control the hydrogen bomb
and other great weapons, and to keep the peace.
What guaranty would there be that the powers of a strengthened UN would
be limited to these great and compelling purposes?
What would prevent the UN from rapidly expanding its powers?
Once all nations were in it, might it not proceed to dictate and dominate the
day-to-day lives of all of us? To avoid this, the powers delegated would have to
be carefully defined and written into the revised Charter itself.
AMENDMENT OF STRENGTHENED UN

It is obvious, on the other hand, that some method of amendment must be
provided to prevent the strengthened UN from freezing into an unworkable
framework.
The UN must be permitted to develop in accordance with the demands of future
history. Yet, if the amendment procedure is too easy, the nations would justly
fear that the UN might soon be transformed into something altogether different
from the original structure which formed the basis of their willingness to
participate.
The United States would fear that impoverished nations might put over an
amendment empowering the UN to seize our resources and wealth and distribute
them to all people everywhere.
The USSR would fear that the UN might be granted power to control or alter
the Soviet economy.
The new-born nations of Asia-India, Pakistan, the United States of Indonesia,
and many more-tasting freedom at long last after centuries of struggle, would
fear that the UN might proceed to rob them of their hard-won right of selfdetermination.
The problem is to provide an amendment procedure that is tight, yet not too
tight. This is plainly a great test for statesmanship. As an illustration of how
this problem might be met, a procedure somewhat like that in our own Constitution could be utilized. This would require adoption of a proposed amendment by
majority vote of the UN's legislature, with the amendment actually going into
effect only after being ratified by an overwhelming majority of the nations. It
might well be that amendments affecting specific matters dee]Aed of the most
vital interest to one or another of the great nations, and named in the Charter,
would be forbidden until approved by that nation-as the United States Constitution provides that no State can he deprived of its equal representation in the
Senate without its own consent.
Such safeguards, however, would dispose of only one facet of the fears each
nation will inevitably entertain as it considers entrusting its security to the
strengthened UN.
DELEGATION OF AUTHORITY TO

UN

How extensive must the original grant of powers be?
What would prevent a strengthened UN from becoming the instrument of a
tyrant?
The main powers vested at the outset in the revised UN would, of course, deal
with disarmament and weapon control.
A POLICE FORCE

The aim would be to set up world inspection and police forces whose creation
would permit the abolition of all national military forces and armaments.
-Nations would then retain for internal policing-for the preservation of domestic
tranquillity-only authorized local municipal police forces such as those of our
own towns and cities, small State police, and national units such as the FBI
and the Secret Service.
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As the nations disarmed-and no nation would disarm unless all others did
simultaneously-it would be necessary to build up the world inspection and
police forces concurrently, under separate commands, and under civilian control.
The threat of invasion or rebellion would still exist, if there were no world
inspectors and police. Wars and invasions were carried on for centuries by
hordes armed with swords, spears, crossbows, and the like. There is no way
to guarantee absolutely against the launching of such incursions or uprisings
unless an appropriate world force is available to suppress them promptly. It
would be prepared also to prevent a nation from using its internal police forces
for external purposes of aggression.
It would again require the greatest statesmanship to establish a world force
at once strong enough to provide security to the disarmed nations, and yet not
so strong as to impose a tyranny upon the world. It would be necessary to
surround the armed force with safeguards insuring against improper use or
seizure by a would-be tyrant. Many suggestions have been offered, but the
problem is basically one for the best military minds, insofar as disposition,
equipment, and command is concerned, and for statesmen, insofar as civilian
control is concerned.
One suggestion is that there should be no national contingents-the units
would be thoroughly mixed as to nationality, making it impossible for a national
group to seize any major part of it. The world police force would be so small
that no draft would be necessary. Recruitment would be entirely voluntary.
Applicants should be selected with utmost care in respect to character and
loyalty to the idea of world peace. They should be very well paid, provided
with excellent living conditions, and guaranteed adequate security on retirement.
The result would be (a) there would be many more applicants than places
available, and (b) the members of the forces would be happy, contented, and not
susceptible to the wiles of provocateurs.
Even with an infinite number of ingenious safeguards concerning the nature,
disposition, command, and control of the world police force, the success or failure
of the strengthened UN, and the acceptability of the proposals for its revision
will finally depend in great part upon the wisdom guiding the creation of its
political structure and authority. The heart of the strengthened UN will lie in
its legislative, executive, and judicial branches.
REPRESENTATION

IN WORLD ASSEMBLY

The present General Assembly of the United Nations is often spoken of as
the beginning of a world legislature-the first step toward Tennyson's dream of
a "parliament of man."
It functions now upon the basis of one vote for each nation. Iceland, with
a population of 140,000 has equal voting power with the United States, with
150,000,000 citizens. Iceland and Luxembourg, with 430,000 between them,
can outvote China's 400,000,000 people 2 to 1. 150,000,000 people south of the
Rio Grande have 20 votes; 163,000,000 people north of the Rio Grande have 2
votes.
It is not conceivable that the great nations will be willing to permit any
fundamental increase in the authority of the General Assembly, without insisting that it be reconstituted upon a basis of representation reflecting more accurately the realities of power and influence in the world, just as certain of the
inhabitants of George Orwell's fabled Animal Farm insisted upon amending the
basic clause in their constitution which read, "All animals are created equal."
They insisted upon adding an amendment stating, "but some animals are more
equal than others."
Many factors have been suggested as the proper basis for representation.
Nearly all proposals include population as the key factor, for, if the General
Assembly is to be in any sense democratic, great importance must be placed upon
the human factor. Some have suggested, however, that industrial capacity
should be used as a factor in determining representation, as is done in the International Labor Organization. Some have suggested including the monetary contribution of each nation, as in the World Bank. Regional formulas are widely
supported; this factor is already considered by the UN in the election of members
to the Security Council.
The United World Federalists have gone on record as favoring a form of
balanced representation, declaring: "Representation in the legislative body
should be determined upon a just formula recognizing all relevant factors such
as population, economic development, educational level, and others, each repre34
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sentative to vote as an individual." The effect of such a system would be to
translate the present realities of power and influence in the world-employed
now in power politics and war-into voting strength. The present ability of any
nation to have its way in the world would be neither diminished nor decreased.
All would gain, however, if decisions were reached by ballot rather than by bomb.
Gen. Carlos Romulo, of the Philippines, President of the General Assembly
of the UN, has answered those who suggest that the small nations might oppose
a revision that would deprive them of their present equal voting rights in that
body. He told the Assembly on November 16, 1946:
"As a spokesman for a small nation, I want to make it very plain that my
nation, for one-and I am sure I speak the sentiments of many more-would be
very happy indeed to trade the fiction of equality in a powerless Assembly for
the reality of a vote equal to our position in the world in an Assembly endowed
with real power."
There would, of course, have to be a provision for periodic adjustments of the
representation accorded to the various nations--just as representation in our
own House of Representatives is adjusted every 10 years.
GENERAL ASSEMBLY NEEDS LEGISLATIVE POWER

The present General Assembly does not possess legislative power. It exercised what many interpret to be quasi-legislative authority in the case of the
disposition of Italian colonies, when the United States, the Soviet Union, the
United Kingdom, and France agreed in advance to accept as binding the decision of the General Assembly. Ethiopia, however, has now refused to recognize
the decision. The General Assembly plainly must possess the power to write
enforceable laws of certain clearly defined classifications if it is to exercise the
authority requisite to the preservation of peace. To make a grant of such
authority acceptable to the nations of the world, careful limitations and restrictions on the legislative power are mandatory.
The expansion of authority would of necessity be "federal" in form in the
sense that that word means that all powers not specifically delegated to the UN
should be reserved to the member nations as provided in our own United States
Constitution.
AUTHORITY FOR ASSEMBLY TO TAX

In addition to granting the Assembly the authority required to provide for disarmament to be enforced by a world police force, it would need an adequate but
strictly limited power to tax. No government can exist without the power to raise
sufficient funds to sustain its functions, for it cannot survive on the basis of
voluntary hand-outs from its members. It is plain that the voluntary contributions from member nations relied upon to produce the $40,000,000 comprising
the budget of the present UN could not be depended upon to raise this larger
sum. A dependable tax procedure would be necessary. Yet the suggestion that
the UN be given taxation power might well lead to great outbursts of horror in
the United States, where we possess nearly 50 percent of the present wealth of
the world-unless the tax power was explicitly defined and very carefully limited.
The annual cost of a UN empowered to enforce the peace would undoubtedly
run to several billion dollars-but it would amount to far less than the cost of
the present arms race. A strengthened UN, keeping the peace and ending the
arms race, would mean not higher taxes but a sharp reduction in taxes here
and in every other land.
Two basic types of tax program for the UN have thus far been proposed.
One confines the taxing power to "international transactions" such as international mail; cables, air, rail, and steamship tickets; and purchase and sale of
goods. It would forbid any direct taxation inside any nation.
The other type, suggested by Grenville Clark, noted lawyer and vice president
of UWF, who is at present drafting proposed detailed amendments to the UN
Charter indicating how it could be transformed into a limited world federation,
would permit direct national taxation. However, a provision would be written
into the Charter prohibiting the UN from raising taxes within any nation in
excess of 2 percent of its annual national income.
The limits and techniques of the taxing power might well be written into the
Charter in the form of constitutional limitations not amendable without unanimous consent. The UN should be prohibited from levying any taxes except those
specifically authorized.
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RILL OF HUMAN RIGHTS

A bill of human rights would have to be an integral part of the Charter in
order to protect individuals and nations against improper actions by the UN.
This would not authorize the UN to interfere in any way in the domestic matters
of the member nations. It would not protect individuals against the actions of
their own governments; but it would protect everyone on earth against any
improper exercise of power by any organ of the United Nations.
The present Declaration of Human Rights of the UN would, of course, remain.
However, the revised UN would have no more power than the present structure
to enforce the provisions of the Declaration except where the separate nations
specifically agree.
Executive authority in the strengthened UN would logically be lodged in a
revised and veto-free Security Council responsible to the Assembly. Its primary
function would be to insure compliance with the Charter and the laws enacted
thereunder by the General Assembly. It should be placed under appropriate
restraints to be exercised by the Asembly-to prevent the development of an
all-powerful and tyrannous executive.
STRENGTHENED INTERNATIONAL COURT

The present International Court of Justice lacks compulsory jurisdiction. This
makes it an entirely unsatisfactory organ of justice, for there must be an interpreting body if there is to be any semblance of order and justice in any community.
At present no international body is empowered to interpret the Charter and order
enforcement of UN decisions. Each nation is free to seek to interpret it for
itself, and the Security Council, the General Assembly, and the Little Assembly
have suggested different and conflicting interpretations of certain articles, thereby
adding to the confusion.
The International Court of Justice must be given the authority to interpret
the Charter. It must be given compulsory jurisdiction in cases involving legal
questions. The disputants must be fully bound by the judgment of the Court.
Finally, the rule of law and the powers of the Court must apply directly to
individuals, not just to nations. At present the ability of the UN to dispense
true justice is rendered impotent because it can deal only with what Justice
Jackson, in his great speech of indictment at Nurnberg, termed "that fictional
being-the state-which cannot be produced for trial, cannot plead, cannot testify, and cannot be sentenced."
The lack of any final authority to hand down aitl enforce decisions in all types
of disputes would not mean that the revised UN could not therefore prevent
war from arising out of such disputes. The UN would always possess full
authority to deal with violence. It would be vested with plenary power to prevent any nation involved in a dispute from resorting to a warlike solution. The
world police force would act to prevent any solution by force of arms.
It is the deep conviction of the many thousands of Americans who have joined
together in UWF that the UN must be revised and expanded along these lines
if it is to be able to deal forcefully with the problem of peace.
We believe that nothing less can at the same time both end the arms race and
preserve our freedom.
We believe that nothing less can implement the avowed purpose of the United
States to achieve disarmament and control of great weapons.
I want to stress, however, that the 22 Senators sponsoring Senate Concurrent
Resolution 56-and the 112 Representatives sponsoring an identical measure in
the House-are not committed to any particular formula.
This resolution lays down no precise blueprint.
It demands no immediate action by our Government, nor does it present any
timetable. Tactics and strategy of implementation are not even suggested in
the resolution. It simply declares a great purpose.
Adoption of Senate Concurrent Resolution 56 would, in a sense, be a fulfillment
of American destiny. It would be a declaration that we offer something more
to the world than an arms race, something more than a negative and leaky
policy of containment, something more than a mere effort to purchase security
with American dollars.
It would announce our willingness to join with the people of the world in
creating the institutions necessary to a world-wide realization of, the American
dream of life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.
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It would be an affirmation of American faith in the UN-as the UN is today
and as it might be tomorrow.
It would signal to the world that this country intends to use the UN to the
maximum degree l)ossible. It would announce that we will do all that we can
to strengthen the UN by using its present structure and by strengthening that
structure as soon as we can.
It would be a recognition of the very great accomplishments of the UN in its
less than 5 years of existence-of the peace that it has maintained in various
parts of the world through its moral strength and its skillful mediation, and of
the great progress it has made in health, education, trade, and many other vital
matters.
The fact is that the advocacy of a strong UN must be viewed as a part of a
complete foreign policy, having as its aim the greatest possible use and development of the international machinery available in the UN for the solution of all
problems between nations.
UWF has deemed it a necessary and vital part of its advocacy of a strengthened
and universal UN simultaneously to work in behalf of immediately available
measures, such as a multilateral and effective point 4, the UN Participation Act,
the UN ceiling legislation, and similar matters.
SPECIFIC STEPS TO STRENGTHEN UN

I believe that at present such steps as the following might be taken to make the
UN under its present Charter a more effective instrument.
1. Elimination of the reservations made by the United States to its acceptance
of the International Court of Justice, and acceptance by all states of compulsory
jurisdiction.
2. Passage of appropriate legislation to facilitate the provision of independent
sources of revenue for the UN in addition to the revenue provided by contributions made by members.
3. Support for the principles of the UN Charter respecting fundamental
freedoms.
4. Preparation by the International Law Commission of the UN of an international criminal code and of a statute for an international criminal court.
All this, of course, points in the direction of a stronger UN.
The plain fact is that the creation of some sort of world government is
inevitable.
The world has been moving toward some form of world-wide political institution ever since man stood up on his hind feet and began to walk. The areas
governed have grown steadily larger, commencing with the family, through the
tribe, to the village, then the state, and now to the nation as we know it.
Plainly the world has shrunk so small, with transportation so rapid, with
methods of destruction so violent, that it cannot long continue as a jungle of
anarchistic sovereign nations.
The only real questions are:
When will world government come, and what will it be like?
Will it come before World War III, in time to prevent it?
And will it be a dictatorship, or will it be a federation in the democratic
tradition?
To put it in a sentence, will it come by conquest-or by consent?
It is up to us.
We can wait for a new Hitler-armed with weapons the Nazis luckily lackedto succeed someday in conquering the free world.
Or we can set about building a world political structure capable of preventing
aggression.
History will not wait.
Either we must act-of our own free will-or others will act to fill the present
void with a world tyranny.

Senator THOMAS of Utah. Mr. Cranston, I will watch the time and
tell you when it is up.
Mr. CRANSTON. I will watch it, too.
Mr. CRANSTON. My name is Alan Cranston. I am appearing as
president of United World Federalists.
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COMMENT ON STATE DEPARTMENT

'OSITION ON SENATE CONCURRENT

RESOLUTION

56

Assistant Secretary of State John D. Hickerson asked this committee the day before yesterday: "Just how far are we willing to go in
compromising our way of life and our institutions?"
Senate Concurrent Resolution 56 recommends that the United Nations be developed into a World Federation with defined and limited
powers adequate to preserve peace.
The intimation by Mr. Hickerson that this suggests a compromise
of our way of life and our institutions reveals either a lack of understanding of the forces now at work in the world, or a misconstruction
not only of the resolution but of the purposes of its many supporters
in and out of Congress.
The testimony which this committee has already heard from five
of the Senate sponsors of the resolution and from representatives of
supporting national organizations has made it plain that this is not
a proposal that the UN be granted powers enabling it to interfere in
any way with our domestic, political, economic, social, and religious
institutions. On the contrary, the testimony indicates clearly that
what is contemplated by Senate Concurrent Resolution 56 is that the
UN be given only the limited and carefully restricted powers necessary
to control weapons of mass destruction and insure a peaceful world
order.
This objective was declared by President Truman in his message
to Congress on January 4, 1950, when he pledged his support to the
United Nations and declared his belief that it will develop into an
agency that "can automatically provide the framework of international law and morality without which mankind cannot survive."
The President stated at that time:
We are working toward the time when the United Nations will control weapons
of mass destruction and will have the forces to preserve international law
and order.

The President reiterated his hope when he announced that the
United States would produce the hydrogen bomb until controls were
established over all great weapons.
A day later, Senator Connally and Senator Vandenberg urged the
President to make a new effort in the UN to achieve such control.
This, of course, was the avowed purpose of the men who gathered at
San Francisco in 1945 to forge the United Nations. It was the purpose of the Congress of the United States, when it ratified the UN
Charter. For the very opening words of the Charter declare:
We the people of the United Nations determined to save succeeding generations from the scourge of war * * *

Mr. Hickerson declared 2 days ago in his testimony:
The general direction of United States foreign policy should be toward the
establishment of a world community in which there are effective standards of
conduct applicable to all within which nations may live at peace despite the
diversities of their political, economic, and social institutions and which will
permit those who share common objectives to work toward them in a manner
consistent with the peace and well-being of all.

If I understand what all of these statements mean, and particularly
if I understand Mr. Hickerson correctly, there is no essential difference
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between the avowed objective of the Government of United States
and the objectives of the sponsors and supporters of the world federation resolution.
I am startled by Mr. Hickerson's refusal to accept responsibility for
defining the steps which must be taken if we are to achieve these great
objectives. To suggest, as did Mr. Hickerson, that private organizations must blueprint methods for achieving goals on which they would
appear to be in agreement with the State Department, before the State
Department will take any action with regard to achievement of those
goals, seems to me to be a singularly infelicitous appraisal of the
proper relationship between the people and that Department of the
United States Government charged with responsibility for the conduct
of our foreign affairs.
Mr. Hickerson suggested that there are a number of questions-10
in all-which have to be answered before the conversion of the present
UN into an international legal structure can be accomplished. He
implied that it would be improper for the Congress to express its faith
and hope in the development of the UN into a limited world federation
until these questions have been answered.
Since when has it been the policy or the practice of the Congress of
the United States to refuse to endorse objectives, but only to sponsor
detailed programs?
What position would Mr. Hickerson have taken had he testified on
the Connally resolution in 1943? What was that resolution but a
statement of an objective, wholly without details? And how could it
have been otherwise since the international organization it contemplated could be formed only by agreement of many nations?
How could the Congress have insisted that only a "made in America" plan could be submitted or discussed?
And what position would Mr. Hickerson have taken on paragraph
5 of the Vandenberg resolution which called in the most general terms
for the revision of the UN Charter?
Are we to assume that it is the declared policy of our Executive
that the Congress may deal only with details and never with principles?
I want to state emphatically, lest there be any misunderstanding,
that United World Federalists endorses wholeheartedly, without reservation, the desire of the State Department to support the UN,
to work through the UN, and to make the UN the keystone of our
foreign policy.
We stand steadfastly with the State Department against the machinations of those who seek to lessen the commitment of our country
to the UN and whose works destroy American faith in it as the way
to genuine peace.
SURRENDER OF SOVEREIGNTY

Another spokesman for the State Department, Deputy Under Secretary of State Dean Rusk, likewise appeared before this subcommittee 2 days ago to ask us to "consider whether we shall place in the
hands of others the power to dispose of the manpower and resources
of the United States."
The people of the United States unhappily find it necessary-now,
at this very moment-to devote a vast portion of their manpower
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and resources to the production of plutonium-hydrogen bombs, bacteriological weapons, and the maintenance of the greatest peacetime
Military Establishment in our history, due to events transpiring
abroad which are completely beyond our control.
We are dealing here with the matter of sovereignty, and the fact is
that we have lost much of our sovereignty in the most vital issue of
our age-the matter of war and peace.
It is quite plain that the final decision which led to our participation in World War II was made in Tokyo-not in Washington.
e
learned of the decision at Pearl Hatbor when the bombs dropped. The
next day, when many of our soldiers, sailors, and marines were dead
and others were fighting back, our Congress met and declared war
upon Japan.
And it is quite plain today that the final decision as to whether or
not the United States and the Soviet Union shall meet on the field of
battle will be made not in Washington but in Moscow.
I cannot conceive of the Congress of the United States making the
first move toward war, by debating and adopting a declaration of
war upon Russia. But 13 men in the Politburo-by whatever majority
they function-could today decide that war is inevitable, that now is
the best time to get it under way from the Soviet point of view, and
by this afternoon, without the slightest volition on our part, we might
well be at war.
If Congress survived the plutonium-hydrogen attack upon Washington which would presumably open the conflict, it might tomorrow
exercise the sacred prerogative of sovereignty by declaring war. This
seems a sterile forms of sovereignty. We propose to get back the soveignty which has plainly slipped away from us on this most vital
matter of all by lodging in the UN the authority necessary to prevent
war.
The United States is asked to give up the right to commit aggression
against others-and others are asked to give up the right to commit
aggression against us. This can only be done by strengthening the UN
to the point where it can control weapons of mass destruction.
Only in this way can the avowed aim of American foreign policy
be achieved. Only in this way can the proclaimed objectives of the
State Department be implemented.
We don't for a moment believe that the passage and implementation of this resolution would alone eliminate the threat of war, but
we do deeply believe that such a declaration of national purpose would
strengthen the hope of peace.
Mr. Hickerson declared in his testimony that the proponents of
the resolution before this committee have the burden to show specifically that what they propose offers a better chance of attaining our
objectives than present policies.
In every community on earth where there is law and order-in
other words, where there is peace-there is also government. It is
impossible to cite any community on earth-from the smallest town
to the largest nation-where there is peace without government.
The burden is therefore upon Mr. Hickerson to show a reasonable
basis for his belief that what has proved indispensable upon every
lesser level is not necessary upon the world level in the plutoniumhydrogen age.
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Throughout the past 3,000 years, people have depended upon their
own armed might, and the might of their presumed friends and allies,
for security and peace. And in those 3,000 years there have been
precisely 227 years of peace. All the rest of the time, war has raged
somewhere in the world-often many wars at once, always wars of
ever-increasing violence and destruction.
There has not been a single year of peace in the world since 1871.
Is it not up to Mr. Hickerson to cite evidence that anything less
than the prompt creation of world law will produce peace?
COMMUNITY OF INTEREST NOT ENOUGH

Mr. Rusk made the wholly proper point in his prepared statement
that the problem is not solved by putting up a new form of organization. No one suggests that paper organizations themselves solve international problems-or any problems between men or groups of
men. There must necessarily be a willingness to agree and to abide
by the terms of the agreements reached.
Yet the fallacy of Mr. Rusk's position is that he stresses only the
willingness to agree-the "community" among nations-and wholly
ignores the need for machinery and techniques to make that willingness effective. In private life, as well as in international affairs, mere
evidence of good will, without the existence of methods to compel
compliance, are illusory.
Nowhere in our country is there a system of daily relationships
among men guided solely by good will and a willingness to cooperate.
When men are willing to agree, they can rely upon our system of law
and law enforcement to enforce their agreement-to compel either
party to conform if he should elect to default.
In the kind of legal order which Senate Concurrent Resolution 56
proposes, we must necessarily have the willingness of which Mr. Rusk
talks, but we must just as necessarily have the structure for enforcement and compliance which will assure to all peoples the compliance
of all others.
While paper structures alone will solve little without willingness
and good faith, willingness and good faith alone will solve just as
little, without enforcement structure.
Mr. Hickerson, together with Representatives Hoffman and Smith,
want evidence that the people of this country are prepared to
strenghen the UN.
It has impressed others that 111 Members of the House and 22
Senators-more Members of either body than ever previously in our
history jointly sponsored any foreign-policy resolution-have joined
in backing the world federation resolution. A great many of these
Senators and Representatives have made plain their belief that they
reflect the opinion of the people in their States.
The legislatures of 22 States have endorsed the -principle of this
program.
The people of two States, Massachusetts and Connecticut have
endorsed it overwhelmingly-10 to 1-in official referenda.
Among the national organizations which have endorsed the world
federation resolution now before this committee or the general idea
of a world legal order are: AMVETS, Cooperative League -of the
U. S. D., National Farmers Union, Junior Chamber of Commerce,
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Kiwanis International, National Grange, Protestant Episcopal
Church, United Automobile Workers, and the Young Republican National Federation.
It is our belief that if this committee--and then the Senate-adopts
Senate Concurrent Resolution 56, it will be an expression of the will
of the American people for peace with honor under law.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Thank you very much; we appreciate
your coming here.
Mr. CRANSTON. Thank you, sir.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. The nbxt witness this morning is Mr. Ray
.. Short of the National Junior Chamber of Commerce.
Mr. Short, will you come forward and identify yourself for the
record?
STATEMENT OF RAY E. SHORT, REPRESENTING THE NATIONAL
JUNIOR CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
Mr. SHORT. My name is Ray E. Short and I am here representing the
National Junior Chamber of Commerce. I understand the time limitation, Mr. Chairman, and will endeavor to come within the 10 minutes
allowed.
Mr. Chairman, I am humbled and honored for the opportunity to
appear here in behalf of the position favorable to federal world government held by our United States Junior Chamber of Commerce, an
organization constituting some of the finest young men in this great
Nation. I represent Mr. Al Cahill, our very capable vice president in
charge of international relations, who was unable to be here.
For 3 consecutive years now the National Junior Chamber of Commerce has consistently favored strengthening the United Nations into
a limited world federal government.
In 1948 my distinguished friend, Robert J.. Bishop, testified before
the House Foreign Affairs Committee for our United States Junior
Chamber of Commerce. He urged that the UNmust possess sufficient power to regulate armaments-

and that-its limited but adequate power must be defined by law within the framework of
a constitution * * * its legislature should be empowered to enact world
laws, enforceable directly upon individuals.

He went on to recommend that a general session of all the united
nations be called for the purpose of these amendments. He specifically recognized that the first move should be toward a federation
open to all nations and demonstrate our good faith, forming a partial
federation only after exhaustive efforts to gain Soviet participation.
Today in 1950 our Junior Chamber of Commerce position remains
essentially the same, as is indicated by the following statement issued
by our last national convention:
RESOLUTION OF JUNIOR CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
The fundamental objective of the foreign policy of the United States should
be to support and strengthen the United Nations and to seek its transformation
into a federation of universal membership with defined and limited powers
adequate to preserve peace through the enactment, interpretation, and enforcement of world law.
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(We) wholeheartedly * * * recommend to the President of the United
States that he initiate immediate consultation with members of the United
Nations to accomplish this objective.

Again the universal membership is stressed. It will be noted that
the wording of this resolution is almost identical with that of Senate
Concurrent Resolution 56 and therefore urges its support.
This consistent, steady support of world federation, year after
year, indicates conclusively that our wise Junior Chamber of Commerce leaders know what world federation does and does not involve.
As I examine the records of the discussions of Senate Concurrent
Resolution 56 before this committee, I am distressed to find that much
of the discussion has been beside the point, if not entirely irrelevant.
Some concepts desperately need clarifying if that is permissible.
MEANING OF "FEDERATION"

First, there seems to be confusion as to the meaning of the word
"federation." How much or little does it imply? On this hinges the
whole meaning and acceptability of Senate Concurrent Resolution 56.
If the United States Congress committed itself to the resolution, as
1 earnestly hope it will, just to what would we be binding ourselves?
Webster's New International Dictionary provides the key to the
solution:
The definition of "federation" is given as meaninga sovereign state formed by the union of several states under one, central or
federal government, the several local governments retaining or having control
of local matters. * * * The main characteristic of a federal state is the
division of power between the control authority and the constituent jurisdictions,
which have rights guaranteed by the constitution, to which both they and the
central government are subordinate.

There's the answer! The genius of the federal system is that each
member state retains all the sovereignty not specifically delegated to
the central government. We commit our Nation to absolutely nothing by this resolution except an earnest effort to explore the possibilities of a permanent solution to the war problem.
A federal system can be granted powers great or minute, depending
entirely upon the specific terms of that constitution which is accepted
and ratified. It is quite conceivable that the peoples of the world could
agree to delegate a very minimal degree of power to a world federation, in the area of arms control and aggression. True, the federation
must be all-powerful in that single limited area, but it need in no
way impair the individual freedoms of member peoples except to
deprive each of the right and means to wage war. This world federation, as here strictly defined, would eliminate those dangers and fears
of a world federation that have been posed before this committee,
including those of our respected Department of State. It has been
assumed by many that federation means a grant of great and extensive powers, when it really means granting however many or few
powers as the component members decide.
The second thing that I think needs clarifying is, there has been
some confusion as to the exact scope of this world federation resolution. This resolution, we must remember, simply states our foreign
policy goal to be to investigate th possibilities of developing the
United Nations into a world federation capable of keeping peace. It
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commits us to nothing except an earnest, honest exploration of the
possibilities of federation. Questions of what powers in such a federation should be granted, modes of representation, what would be
acceptable to the soviet Union or ourselves, techniques of disarmament-all these and many more are extremely important, but at
present they are entirely secondary. The first step is to clearly unify
world sentiment around the desire to eliminate the war system through
law and government. Then and only then can we begin the tortuous
task of spelling out just what shape that governmental structure
should assume.
PASSAGE OF SENATE CONCURRENT

RESOLUTION

56 WOULD

PROVIDE

LEADERSHIP

Passage by the United States Congress of Senate Concurrent Resolution 56 is clearly the first step-it would provide the highly essential leadership of the United States of America. This would boldly
declare our willingness to talk world federation, and commit us to
absolutely nothing more.
The next step might be to determine carefully how many other
peoples would be equally willing to discuss world federation. If
unanimous consent were obtained-an unlikely occurrence--action
could begin within the United Nations itself under article 109. Many
nations have already expressed their willingness.
If some nations refused even to talk about hammering out a world
constitution able to prevent war yet preserve freedom, such talks
could be begun, under article 51, by those who were ready, with an
open invitation always extended to all others, to either participate
actively or observe the proceedings. We thereby eliminate any possible accusations of exclusiveness.
If a document could be agreed upon which appeared to the conference sound, safe, yet adequate, it could be decided to submit it to all
nations for their consideration and possible approval by ratification.
Note that up to this point there would be absolutely no binding commitment on the part of any nation participating in the conference.
Each nation, our own included, would have the perfect right to accept or reject the proposals of the conference. Meanwhile all the
agencies of the present United Nations could be functioning simultaneously on schedule with no added damage whatsoever to that body.
Should most of the peoples, however, prove willing to ratify the
document, or "constitution," provision could be made whereby it could
begin to function when a given majority ratified, as in our American
history. Thereby, no small minority could obstruct the progress of
the rest of the world by refusing to ratify. A partial federation could
then be formed, again open to all those still remaining outside.
Of course, however, no disarmament could be begun until all peoples
of the world were bound by those enforceable armament restrictions
that would have been spelled out by the convention and proved acceptable to the member states.
This, I repeat, is a possible path to peace that could conceivably
follow upon adoption of Senate Concurrent Resolution 56 by this great
Nation's lawmakers.
Again review the safeguards: Any proposal of the convention could
not bind the United States in any way unless we duly ratified and
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freely accepted it. Be assured, if representation procedures were
unjust, our basic freedoms impaired, or if any of the other oft-posed
possible objections to a world federation were present in the document, the American people could and undoubtedly would refuse to
ratify.
SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 52 ONLY ADEQUATE PROPOSAL

Of the many proposals before you, gentlemen, it seems clear to me
that only provides an adequate, over-all solution to the problem of
war-the world-federation resolution, Senate Concurrent Resolution
56.
Exclusive regionalisms as advocated by the Atlantic Union Committee cannot eliminate war; at best they can but postpone war.
Treaties, loose confederations, and "quota force" plans, however
wisely devised, cannot prevent war; for agreements and treaties are
effective only as they are voluntarily kept by all participants. Nor
can we permanently doctor the United Nations by simply bandaging
the minor wounds as Senate Concurrent Resolution 52 would do,
though this might help temporarily.
At the opposite extreme, a world federal government given powers
as extremely broad as those recommended by the University of Chicago
constitution is hardly realistic in a world where many great differences
exist.
The middle ground lies in Senate Concurrent Resolution 56, which
while envisioning adequate world government control of mass-destruction instruments, nonetheless looks toward a strictly limited federation to avoid oppression or tyranny. Federal in principle, all powers
not specifically delegated to the world government would be retained
by the member nations. Thus nations would be free to have their own
economic, political, social, and religious institutions, but no nation,
group, or individual would have the right to wage war. The world
government would have authority and power to prevent aggression,
and arrest any and all violators.
SOVIET REACTION TO SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 56

The Department of State has expressed the opinion that it is useless
to offer world federation to Russia, that past experience proves she
would certainly refuse. I submit that only after the offer is made
can we draw so certain a conclusion. Heretofore no over-all system
of adequate weapon control has been proposed as a substitute for the
mutually suicidal armaments race. The chances may be 1,000 to 1
against Russian participation, but with war as the almost certain
alternative, the offer must be made even if the odds are 1,000,000 to 1.
It might well be that, faced like our own Nation with the dual
threats of atomic destruction and bankruptcy due to preparedness,
the Kremlin may decide they would be better off in the federation
with but a loss of a fraction of power, than outside with the almost
certain total loss of power following a war. Or, if at first Russia
refuses, she may reverse her stand as she sees the great majority of
nations willing to proceed even without her.
In any case, a resultant partial federation that included the majority
of nations would have much greater strength militarily, economically
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and morally than individual nations can possibly achieve under the
present condition of independent, nonunified activities.
In brief, an offer to the world might be accepted, providing adequate,
permanent armaments control. But even if the offer is not accepted
by some nations, we "lose nothing not already lost'--and stand to gain
considerably.
There are those who doubt the wisdom of world federation, and even
question the patriotism of those working to attain it. It is difficult
to imagine a more patriotic endeavor than the pursuit of the one course
which holds promise of delivering our good American people from
physical destruction or bankruptcy or both. Only this week that
greatly revered advocate of world government, Dr. Hamilton Holt,
of Florida, said to me concerning expressed opposition of certain
ladies to world federation:
They should be ashamed of themselves for attacking the very principles for
which their famed forefathers fought and bled and died.

We talk glibly of the destruction of civilization. Spelled out, that
may well mean that these monumental buildings on Capitol Hill might
be pulverized in atomic dust, not one stone left upon another. Picture
the confusion of city populations madly jamming city exits to escape
mass destruction. Envision lifeless children sprawled on city streetsyour children, gentlemen, and mine. And for the survivors-fear,
outlawry, want, radioactivity.
Is it much comfort to reason that the same fate will befall the Kremlin and their children and the Russian people?
We must strike at the very heart of the war system and gouge from
human society the cancerous growth of international war. Only this
can save our civilization's life.
Thousands of our Junior Chamber of Commerce members, 85 percent, dropped everything else and entered their country's service in
World Wars I and II. Many did not return.
Is it too much to ask that you gentlemen put world peace above all
else, even if it means neglecting certain other of your duties? If
your committee and this Congress do nothing else this session than
recommend and pass Senate Concurrent Resolution 56, I truly believe
that you will each go down in history as great statesmen.
But I need not remind you five gentlemen of this subcommittee how
vast is your responsibility. The logic is simple: Most nations look to
the United States of America for leadership; United States power rests
with the Congress; Congress looks to the Foreign Relations Committee; and you five statesmen have been selected to explore the true path
to peace.
Either tomorrow's historians will honor you and the American
people for initiating a sound program for future peace or they will
condemn us for our lack of daring foresight.
Gentlemen, there must not be another war if there is anything at all
we can do to prevent it. And there is something.
History shows that intergroup war has never been conquered successfully for long, except under law and government. There are dangers in government, but far, far greater dangers without it.
Here in Senate Concurrent Resolution 56 is a tangible, realistic
first step toward abolishing international war. True, this step is but
a faltering one, but it is a step in the only direction adequate to assure
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peace. It will be difficult, perhaps impossible to achieve. But since
when do Americans hesitate just because a job is big?
Gentlemen, passage of Senate Concurrent Resolution 56 is the very
least we can do at this time. But it does announce to the peace-hungry
peoples of the world that America will not let them down, that our
avowed goal is the elimination of the war system. They will rally to
our standard and we can move ahead in a desperate attempt to deliver
mankind and his civilization from death by his own scientific hand.
And, in conclusion, the name of our Junior Chamber of Commerce
national magazine is "Future." That name suggests unlimited possibilities, achievements, fulfillment of youthful purpose. But it seems
clear that none of us will have a future worth anticipating unless the
problem of war is solved.
So, in a very real way, the future of the 150,000 young men whom
I represent lies in the hands of you gentlemen gathered here and your
colleagues in Congress. I urge you in deepest sincerity to act favorably upon Senate Concurrent Resolution 56 and do all in your power
to further implement the purpose it defines. Time is very short. We
may never again have this way open to us.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Thank you, Mr. Short; we appreciate
your coming here today.
Mr. SHORT. Thank you for the opportunity, sir.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Mrs. Vivienne Wechter, will you come
forward, please.
For the record, will you identify yourself, and will you tell us also
how you want your statement to appear; do you want to insert the
statement and use your time in talking to the committee?
Mrs. WECHTER. I will allow my statement to remain as I have prepared it, and I believe that the members of the committee have a
ccpy of the statement.
Of course, I will probably add an additional sentence here or there
throughout the statement.
STATEMENT OF VIVIENNE WECHTER, ON BEHALF OF THE
LIBERAL PARTY OF NEW YORK
Mrs. WEcHTER. I am Vivienne Wechter, and I speak for the Liberal
Party.
Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, I am truly grateful
for the opportunity to be here to speak in favor of Senate Concuirrent
Resolution No. 56.
If I may say, we represent close to a half million members who
we like to consider are truly intelligent men and women, who give
reasonable and deliberate consideration to their opinions and who are
completely behind us in our present position.
The Liberal Party has always been profoundly committed to the
principle of a world governed by world law. In its dedication to
this principle, the Liberal Party has not overlooked or even minimized
the realities of the moment. We believe that, in the present state of
world anarchy, this country must maintain its military strength at its
highest level. But we also believe that our country has a solemn obligation to parallel its military defense with a determined effort to find
a solution of the mounting world crisis.
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The Marshall plan, the North Atlantic Pact, our growing interest
and concern with a technical-assistance program and, above all, our
continuous devoted support of the United Nations itself-all these are
ample evidence that the United States is committed to a program of
international cooperation. The Liberal Party has supported these
policies and will continue to do so. And yet all this is not enough.
It is not enough because it does not encompass the elimination of the
constant threat of war. It is not enough because it does not halt the
frantic race for military supremacy which becomes wilder and more
malignant as man finds the key to ever more horrible means for the
destruction of man.
WORLD-WIDE APPEAL OF SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 56

For these reason it is no longer enough for this country to prove
that we are committed to a program of international cooperation. For,
useful and valuable though they are, American economic and military
aid cannot be stretched indefinitely to cover all those vast areas of the
globe which must be rescued from economic chaos or fall to the Communist illusion, aggression, and domination.
There are tremendous crucial areas-Asia, Africa, and the Middle
East-which are reluctant to be drawn by either side into the present
struggle between the East and the West. A third alternative must be
projected which will offer to these neutral areas an objective which is
neither exclusively a United States objective nor exclusively a Soviet
objective, but a world objective.
It seems a curious anomaly that the United States, having been the
firm guiding hand in the formation of the United Nations for the
purpose of achieving world peace and world order, we should now be
quibbling over the question of taking the next step-the logical steptoward realization of that goal.
The passage of the resolution would certainly not weaken our military strength nor would it slacken our efforts to aid democratic forces
abroad and to assist in the recovery of other nations. But the passage
of the resolution would supply the missing elements which now reduce
our efforts to step-by-step strategy.
In fact, a deliberate move by our Nation toward world government
would be grand strategy in its broadest sense, a strategy with enormous
potential, for it would be a strategy of peace, implemented by the
weapons of peace-a moral crusade-with the greatest promise for
peace. The Soviet can try to match us in military strategy. Will it
e able to afford not to try to match us in the potent strategy for peace?
While it is not the intention of the resolution that a coalition be
formed against any nation, but that all nations coalesce in the common interest, We must not overlook the fact that a United Nations
trying earnestly to move toward world government would in itself
be a powerful persuasive force against ideas of aggression, of imperialism, of domination, of spheres of influence.
The recent, particularly the most recent, developments in the Far
East make it all the more necessary to move now toward a world federal government, limited though it may be, as the best and most concerted protection against aggression and domination. And, while
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moving toward this goal, we must work to strengthen the United Nations in every way possible, especially by eliminating the veto, by
giving it fully effective means for international control of atomic
energy and by providing it with an international police force.
The fact that the resolution is merely a statement of a fundamental
objective of our foreign policy does not limit its influence in the
world. For, if passed by Congress, it would be a document of epochmaking importance. It would be the first step on a long road.
The resolution implies, even though it does not specify, negotiations toward the goal of limited world federal government. At all
times during such negotiations we would, of necessity, keep our military machine in high gear and our defenses secure.
If the negotiations fail we are simply back where we were. Nothing will be lost, but we will not know until we try, and if they show
any signs of success, however slow that success may be in coming,
the world can look with new hope to its future and the people the
world over can be relieved of the great fear which they now live with
and stop girding themselves against that second, that figurative second, of world annihilation-that fear that grips everybody's consciousness and that multiplies every time there is an announcement of
success from weapon science laboratories.
We believe that the first step toward achievement of world peace
and world order under world law is the immediate declaration by the
United States Government that a major objective of its foreign policy
is the development of the United Nations into a world federation.
The path toward achievement of world government may be tortuous
and the obstacles heart-rending. But the path must be traveled and
the obstacles surmounted, for we are driven to make, in the words of
Bernard Baruch, the choice between the quick and the dead.
Gentlemen, for every word spoken by Einstein for a supranational
body, billions of such hopes are spoken by the man on the street.
Every call for rescue from imminent disaster by a Professor Urey
is echoed billions of times in the homes, offices, stores, and factories by
the people of this great Nation who look to their leaders, the leaders
they elect-to you gentlemen-to find the way to wipe out the threat
of world disaster.
Of course the Liberal Party does not contend that passage of the
resolution assures peace, but the Liberal Party is convinced that the
passage of this resolution will marshal the world's peoples behind
a great movement toward world peace and world order under world
law.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Thank you very much, Mrs. Wechter.
Mrs. WECHTER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Mr. Alexander Klein, please.
STATEMENT OF ALEXANDER KLEIN, NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.
Mr. KLEIN. My name is Alexander Klein, and I am here, gentlemen, because Senator Claude Pepper asked me to come and speak in
favor of his resolution; also Senator Wayne Morse has read my full
statement, which I ask permission of the chairman to submit for the
record.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. It will be printed in the record.
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(The statement of Mr. Klein is as follows:)
ARMIES FOR PEACE

(By Alexander Klein)
In a recent Atlantic Monthly article, Walter Lippmann declared: "Our power
to deter military aggression by the Soviet Union can be deemed effective only
if we succeed in eliminating the idea of a preventive and of an inevitable war,
only if our diplomacy succeeds in presenting a clear alternative to war."
It is my contention that this "clear alternative" is ready to hand and that a
bold, imaginative program on the part of our President and State Department
could turn it into actuality.
As Walter Lippmann, by implication, indicates, our present policy is based on
the notion of a probable or inevitable war with the Soviet, possibly even a preventive war initiated by us. Accordingly, we are preparing for that conflict by
arming ourselves and our allies. At the same time we hope against hope that
the extent of these armaments will deter the Soviet from waging war, now and
in the future. In short, we propose to become and remain a military nation of
such mighty proportions that our very existence will prevent war-a sort of
permanent Pax Americana. By implication Walter Lippmann denies any chance
for success for this deterrent-by-fear technique.
It has very little chance, indeed. It has repeatedly failed in the past, for
reasons that remain valid today. It can only succeed now at enormous cost: a
heavy economic drain year after year, and a fundamental psychological toll that
may prove even heavier, in the long run, in its effect on our people and our
democratic traditions. Realistically, the chances are all this will only drive the
Soviet to redouble their own efforts, to continue pressing for advantages whereever and whenever they think they can achieve them without war, and to prepare
also for the inevitable conflict. And one day war will come. It is in lieu of this
present suicidal, but seemingly unavoidable, policy that Walter Lippmann pleads
for a clear alternative.
Recently, in the United Nations the Soviet representative reasserted his nation's desire for peace, without, however, offering a specific, meaningful program.
At the same time President Truman announced the detection of an atomic
explosion in Russia. This is the opportune, urgent time for strong, constructive
action. The United States must stop playing tail to the Russian kite. It must
take the lead in pressing for peace, concretely, comprehensively, insistently.
Anything less is a betrayal of our democratic principles and our Christian ethic.
PROPOSALS FOR WORLD GOVERNMENT

Let us examine the various peace programs that are being currently advocated:
The first (and the only one being acted upon by our Government) is deterrent
by force and fear. In this category belongs the Atlantic Pact, the Soviet's maintenance of a large standing army, our building of carriers and superbombers,
the atomic weapons race and all the other aspects of the so-called cold war.
The second peace program is world government. William 0. Douglas succinctly states the case for this program: 'As between sovereign states war
has always been an instrument of policy. It will remain such in spite of
increasing horrors until a system of law takes its place." A state of peace (as
differentiated from a temporary truce between wars) in the world, the proponents
of this program state, can be achieved only by a world government. All other
measures are considered patch-work affairs doomed to failure by their very
nature.
The third, put forth by Henry Wallace, advocates that we extend the hand
of friendship to Stalin and the Soviet Union, that we sit down together and
talk peace. In this way we can convince them and they can convince us that
both countries really want peace and our differences can then be settled amicably
by compromise.
The fourth, less publicized than the others, is pacifism or war resistance. The
War Resisters League, which has members in many countries, advocates a western version of Ghandi's policy of nonviolence. They declare that the use of
violence or the threat of violence to achieve peace has repeatedly proven a
failure. Therefore, people must simply refuse to cooperate in waging war. If
attacked and overrun, a nation shall resist nonviolently through noncooperAtion
with officialdom, and friendly wooing of individual soldiers. Thereby it will
nullify the enemy's conquest.
64429-50-35
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The fifth and final type of peace program ,is that which includes as its main
plank a disarmament plan, generally combined with an international policy
force. Except for Ely Culbertson's writings, Norman Thomas' book, Appeal to
the Nations, the recommendations included in the Quaker report, and a rare
article by some relatively unknown journalist, very little has been said about
disarmament in recent years, except in the unpublicized sessions of special
United Nations committees.
SHORTCOMINGS OF PROPOSALS

A great many of the advocates of these various peace programs insist that
theirs is the only way. It is not possible to concur on this with any of them.
However, careful analysis reveals that each of them contains, explicitly and
implicitly, a part of the whole truth.
1. Given the past history of the human race and the current politico-economic
situation between the United States (and the other western powers) and the
Soviet, a complete absence of force or fear as a deterrent on either side would
be very dangerous indeed. The temptation to either side to take advantage of
the other's weakness would be too great, the logic for considering it necessary
to do so, seemingly too well-founded. Therefore, one could hardly recommend
to either the Soviet or the United States that one of them suddenly disarm
totally and forget about the whole thing. As long as one side operates in terms
of force, so must the other.
However, as previously indicated, this could possibly lead to peace only if one
side is able to maintain at all times so much more power than the other that the
latter will not dare wage war. This condition is far from fulfilled today,
though our statesmen are laboring mightily to bring about our national assumption of the international policeman's role in perpetuity. Short of one nation
conquering the world this type of peace would be difficult to attain. At all
times it would be an extremely costly affair. Furthermore, it would distinctly
be a forced peace, not a peace arrived at mutually. It would most certainly
breed tremendous antagonisms and, unless the world situation remained virtually static power-wise, it would eventually lead to wars of fanatical hatred
and revenge. (The recent Quaker report concludes, as does this author, that
security via military power is well-nigh unattainable. The Vatican organ,
Osservatore Romano, also disavowed preparations for war as means of achieving peace.)
2. Justice Douglas, Chancellor Hutchins of Chicago University, and the many
other prominent proponents of world government offer powerful arguments to
support their approach to peace. It is partly law and its enforcement which
prevents individual murders from occurring in all but rare instances, despite
the many difficulties and antagonisms individuals have towards each other.
And surely one world government and one all-embracing law, properly enforced,
will similarly reduce the incidence of national "murders." Furthermore, belonging to one government will, in time, have a unifying tendency. Finally, in
a truly reasonable and just world men would naturally set up a central government once instantaneous communications, rapid transportation, and cultural
and economic inter-dependence made this both feasible and necessary.
Thus world government cannot but be a part of any peace program. It cannot, however, be the whole program. The achievement of world government
is not a matter of fiat; both education and favorable external conditions are
necessary before it can become a reality. Mortimer Adler once estimated it
might take a minimum of 500 years for this to come about. Even the most
optimistic would agree that it will take a long time before peoples and governments will be willing to relinquish sovereignty to a world authority.' Therefore, by all means let us work for the establishment of a universal rather than
a national ethic, for world understanding and cooperation, with the ultimate
goal of world government. But let us not disregard other, immediate and
urgently necessary roads toward peace. (Such roads will, of course, tend also
to hasten the day of world law for which Emery Reves argued so eloquently in
his book, The Anatomy of Peace.)
3. In the terms in which I stated it above, without any of the additional
elements and connotations connected with the "Wallace" program, I do not see
how anyone can question the fact that talking peace and extending the hand
1 And, clearly, today the Soviet and Its allies would refuse to join a world government
for fear the United States and its allies would dominate It.
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of friendship may helpwake peace and cannot have any bad effects. Surely we
are a sufficiently strong power (particularly in conjunction with Britain and
France) not to have to fear that if we talk peace too ardently the Soviets will
take it for a sign of weakness.
ANALYSIS COMPARATIVE MILITARY STRENGTH

(Since our strength relative to the Soviet has an important bearing on this
entire subject of making peace, I want briefly to present the balance sheet: In
1948, it is estimated that the material wealth produced in the world was worth
$531,000,000,000.
Of this total the United States produced 224 billions or 42
percent, while Russia produced only 52 billions or less than 10 percent. Our
allies in Europe produced another 140 billions, or over 30 percent. This basic
ratio, of between 4 and 5 to 1, applies also in such key industries as steel, coal
and electricity. Thus we are outproducing the Soviet 4
to 1 at a time when
they are toiling full-force, while we are operating somewhat under wraps, as we
generally do during peacetime. Should war seriously threaten, we could increase
that margin materially in short order; our ability to do so was demonstrated
clearly during World War II.
(Furthermore, the strength of the United States Navy was recently estimated
at 3,800,000 tons. Britain's navy weighs in at 1,500,000. Soviet naval strength
is estimated at no more than 500,000 tons. The United States and Britain,
therefore, outstrip the Soviet 10 to 1 in naval strength.
(In terms of strategic bases, vis-a-vis one another, the United States is far
superior to the Soviet. We have bases in Europe and Britain, and in the Pacific;
in conjunction with our allies we have bases in practically all parts of the globe.
The Russians have only one advantage here: the intangible "bases" constituted
by the Communist Parties in various countries. In the United States this
"base" is numerically and strategically insignificant, a tiny handfull with no
power or influence and showing no signs of increasing. In France and Italy
they are more numerous, but their numbers are decreasing, and they are of no
real strategic value.
(The Russians do have a much larger standing army, and very probably, more
active ground forces, equipment and material than does the United States. But
this advantage is of less importance than first appears. For, should a war last
long enough for armed manpower to become a significant element, the United
States would by then have sufficient time to mobilize as many as necessary of
the 10 to 15 million trained veterans of World War II, the millions trained yearly
since 1945, and millions of new men.
(Finally, as regards key offensive weapons-long-range bombers, aircraft carriers, and the like-and in defensive equipment such as radar, the United States
is well in the van. In atomic weapons we have a tremendous edge both In
numbers of bombs stock piled and the size and effectiveness of those bombs.
Furthermore, the sources of uranium available to us are larger and richer than
those at Russian disposal.
(Thus, without pretending to complete or expert military information, we can,
nevertheless, safely consider ourselves in a strong enough position not simply
to win a war (no nation would "win" the kind of war which would be fought
today), but to talk peace and avoid a needless war.)
But peace talks without clear objectives cannot lead very far In the current
mood of suspicion between the two powers. Only a peace talk involving Walter
Lippman's clear alternative to war can'be efficacious. For all of Mr. Wallace's
religious sincerity he has not put forth any such alternative in .the concrete
terms which alone have meaning at an international conference.
4. The War Resisters approach peace from still another logical angle. Creating a fierce desire for peace in people and persuading them to act accordingly
and refuse to wage war is, in fact, a direct road to peace. It cuts through national
lines and by-passes the whole machinery of government to appeal directly to people. Furthermore, it strikes at the psychology which makes war possible; it
attempts to re-create peoples' concepts and reactions, so that war will no longer
be acceptable to them even as a form of defense.
If such a movement could be developed simultaneously in all countries of the
world,, it would, naturally, lead to peace. Unfortunately, however a War
Resisters League would not be allowed to operate in the Soviet. ie same,
of course, holds true for a movement for world government. But the latter,
if pursued only in western countries, involves no dangers; while the War
Resisters movement If successful in the western nations would simply Invite
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conquest by the Soviet where war (offensive or defensive) psychology would
still prevail in the main. (The Soviet would feel impelled to seize this unexpected opportunity before the west experienced a resurgence of the old psychology which embraced war as a necessary evil.)
Furthermore, the doctrine of nonviolence has so little appeal to the average
westerner that, for this reason alone, it can hardly be termed a feasible road
to peace. Thus, although a considerable body of intellectuals has come out
in favor of world government, practically none belong to the War Resisters.
Nevertheless, the War Resisters' movement involves two important truths: (1)
traditional balance of power, force or threats of force have repeatedly been
proven futile as roads to peace; (2) altering national group psychology to
inculcate and antiwar attitude must be an important part of any peace
program. Individuals murder each other relatively rarely, not simply because
they are deterred by law and the enforcers of law (as some world government
proponents seem to argue), but also because their ethic, their emotional "set"
does not easily permit them to murder. If an antiwar ethic, an anti-nationalmurder ethic could be developed in people it would surely be a potent force for
peace.
5. Finaly, we come to disarmament, a road toward peace which has been advocated many times, but never tried, except in a haphazard, impracticable manner. Obviously any peace plan .must at some point or other involve disarmament. The question is "When?" Shall disarmament be simply a consequence
of the achievement of peace, or shall it be a part or the entire working road
toward peace?
I do not see how it can be the entire road. In the absence of armaments,
men can fight with their fists and, in any event, weapons can be manufactured
with relative rapidity. Furthermore, differences between nations or regions
will, no doubt, continue to arise and unless people learn to shun group violence,
and some method of settling disputes short of war is developed, wars may eventually result despite the immediate lack of weapons. But it does seem to me
that disarmament can and should be a basic part of any over-all peace program.
In fact, everything indicates that it is the most readily available instrument
with which to begin a peace program. Properly thought out and presented, it
can be the "clear alternative" all of us are seeking.
At this point there immediately comes to mind the failure of all previous disarmament plans. Why did they fail? Partly because they were not aimed
at the elimination of weapons, but only at a kind of token limitation; they were
not basic, comprehensive plans but simply temporizing measures. Partly because they were not conceived and planned in dramatic terms that might have
fired peoples' imaginations. Partly because people were not ready for it and
were unwilling to give it wholehearted support, and nations were unwilling to
limit their sovereignty accordingly, or to accept the international status quo
as no longer subject to possible revision via military force or the threat thereof.
Partly because no inspection plans were incorported in the disarmament programs, and no development of an international police force agreed to. But,
perhaps the ground reason for the failure of all previous disarmament programs is that they were not pursued relentlessly; no one major power or group
of powers approached the program with sincerity and determination and exerted
every effort to bring noncooperative countries in line. And today, though there
is much vague talk about disarmament as a kind of ultimate good at which
we ought to aim, there is no strong, concrete action being taken.
CONTROL OW ATOMIC ENERGY

The Baruch proposal for international control of atomic weapons was not
put forth as part of a comprehensive plan for total disarmament. And both the
Soviet and the United States went about the matter with a combined horsetrader and diplomatic-dignity approach that reduced the whole affair to a
matter of power politics and propaganda. When basic differences cropped up,
neither side was willing to compromise. Each side wanted to gain a basic
advantage first, and, in effect, asked the other side to do all the trusting that
this advantage would not be misused and would be evened out later. Nor,
apparently, did we try to adapt inspection procedure to make allowances for
Soviet policies and fears of western influences on their people.
All these factors have essentially continued to hold true in the deliberations
of the United Nations Atomic Energy Commission. A consistent attempt has
been made to deal with atomic weapons as an isolated field, rather than as
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part of a comprehensive program. But the effective outlawing of a single weapon
so as to limit warfare to more "humane" or "gentlemanly" techniques of destruction is pure mirage. Only fear of reprisal and doubt as to the true decisive
or strategic value of a hideous weapon prevents its use, once international
relations are being conducted by means of violence. What is wanted is a
comprehensive disarmament program, encompassing all types of weapons, and
a spirit of compromise as to the operational features of the program, combined
with a relentless insistence on the key elements in the program.
PROPOSED NEW APPROACH TO SOVIET

Suppose the United States, both as pat of the United Nations and in direct
negotiations with the Soviet, approached the matter in this entirely different
spirit. Suppose we offered a comprehensive, reasonable, concrete, and thorough-ly practicable peace program; made proper allowances for the differences
between our societies; and did not clearly reflect in our attitude and phraseology our belief that we are 100 percent right and the Soviet 100 percent wrong.
Suppose we said in effect:
"The threat of violent conflict reduces itself at the moment to the issues
between the Soviet and the major powers of the west, particularly, ourselves,
the United States. Now we firmly declare that we have no hostile intentions.
Furthermore, we believe on the basis of your actions and statements and propaganda that you, the Soviet Union, are planning to wage war at some future
period, if you cannot achieve world domination without war. We recognize,
however, that we may be wrong. Besides, your currently projected plans may
be due to your misconceptions of our own intentions. Therefore, at this very
moment you may perhaps honestly believe that we, alone or in combination with
other powers, are planing to wage war on your country, when economic or other
causes make it desirable or imperative, in accordance with your analysis of
our social, political, and economic system."
(NoTv.-The recent Quaker report indicates that the Soviet fears and expects
an attack; the Quaker report also asserts that much of the present conflict stems
from the attempt, on both sides, to achieve security via military power. Recently,
too, David Lawrence wrote in his United States News-World Report: "We in
the United States and among the western democracies must dispense with the
self-righteous attitude which assumes that our own viewpoint is 100 percent
right and that the other fellow is 100 percent wrong. * * * We must not
be upset by their suspicion and their emotional propaganda. Rather, we must
strive all the harder to earn the confidence and the trust of the Russians as well
as that of all other nations.")
"In short, we are both suspicious of the other. And no one can deny that our
ways of life and systems do differ considerably. As a result, we jockey for
position in every arena and sphere in order to gain specific advantages-military. economic, political. And we prepare for war.
"But let us assume that both our suspicions are false. Let us assume that
in reality both our peoples and governments desire peace. Military preparations
and war itself have continued to be instruments of national policy chiefly
because nations were unwilling to accept the status quo, internationally, as
no longer subject to change by violence or the threat of violence. Furthermore,
there was no accepted modus onerandi whereby nations could eliminate the
military or war as elements of policy.
"Today, technical developments have made military preparations and war
highly impractical instruments of policy. War now threatens to devastate
large areas and destroy so many people, as to make it unacceptable and ineffective, except where one nation is so powerful in contrast to its opponent's
weakness that the former need fear no counterattack. Furthermore, the cost,
materially and psychologically, of preparing for war for any length of time
has become prohibitive.
"But human relations and international relations do not function solely on a
logical basis. Otherwise. the simple apprehension of these facts by the national powers involved would result in their immediately acting to eliminate
the military and warfare from national life. Generally. it takes repeated bringing home of facts by historical events gradually to evolve or hammer out a
change of orientation to make allowance for these facts. World War I and
World War II and their aftermaths demonstrated the impracticability of war
as a means of achieving national ends. The recent development of the atomic
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bomb and other weapons of mass destruction underscores this fact for all of us.
"At any rate, let us assume that each of us (the Soviet and the United States)
realizes this but also knows that as a nation each must stand ready to defend
ourselves against attack. (Furthermore, we may feel that the threat of war
is itself a useful instrument of policy so long as a real, lasting peace cannot
be achieved.) Let us assume, finally, that each of us feels that (particularly
since we are the two most self-suificient nations on earth) under conditions of
a real peace our countries could best prosper and that our respective systems
would have the best chance to flourish.
"Your Marxist principles and analyses indicate to you that, given time and
freedom from violent interference, your economic, political, and social system
will triumph throughout the world. According to your theories, this will happen partly because you will have an opportunity to develop and perfect your
system. Partly, too, your long-term prophecy of victory for your system is
based on your expectation that our capitalist society will brcak down of its
own accord. To thes' forces of history you will undoubtedly add all the
power of your propaganda. But it ought to be to your advantage to avoid armed
conflict and assure peace in order that this entire development can come about
in accordance with your Marxist theories.
"Now, although it may go counter to your theories, we want to assure you
that we, too, believe that peace and the freedom to develop our system, without
violent interference or the necessity of maintaining a war machinery, are our
society's best roads to continued and even greater prosperity. (We are going
to make specific, concrete proposals, in just a moment, that will prove to you
that we mean what we say. And, as we act and turn these proposals into
hard facts, no theoretician will be able to quarrel with them.)
"Unfortun'ately, however, even if all these assumptions were true-that both
of us really want peace-we would still continue to act as we have been all
along, because each one would continue to believe the other the villain of
the drama. We must therefore hit upon some method that will prove conclusively to both of us that each of us is innocent of aggressive intent (or, at
any rate, is willing to abandon aggressive plans provided its security is assured).
It seems to us that we have all been overlooking an obvious beginning for constru.cting such proof, and, at the same time, embarking on a peace-building program which involves no serious risks or dangers for either of our two nations
and which offers both an opportunity to achieve our aims.
"Back in 1927 Litvinoff proposed that the nations of the world adopt a program
of total disarmament. To the shame of all the countries he approached, the
proposal was at that time not even given serious consideration. We wish to
revive that proposal. We wish to offer a plan for comprehensive, gradual, total,
inspected disarmament, worked out jointly with you and all the other nations,
a plan that no nation can refuse to cooperate with unless they intend to wage
war. We want you, the Soviet Union, to join with us, the United States, as
authors and sponsors of this plan. But the general outline of such a plan seems
quite clear to us. The plan's aims shall be:
"DETAILS OF PROPOSAL
"(1) To eliminate the weapons and armies necessary to wage modern warfare.
"(2) To gradually make war as a means of settling disputes as unacceptable
to nations and peoples as murder is to individuals, and to eventually make the
act of waging war a crime as dangerous to the war criminal as the act of murder
is to the individual in a civilzed state.
"(3) To dissolve the wall of suspicion and antagonism that has risen up between
the Soviet and the major western powers.
"The major element in our plan will probably be the following:
"(1) We shall announce the agreement jointly and simultaneously via both
our newspaper and broadcasting systems. (Appropriate news and propaganda
build-ups over a reasonable period, not to exceed 3 months, may precede this
announcement, if you so desire.) The text of the agreement shall be published
in toto and identically the same in all our newspapers and yours. However,
you may freely interpret the method by which this agreement was reached, in
accordance with your view of the situation and your political principles and
propaganda needs, so long as the basic peace intent of the plan is not affected.
We should, of course, prefer that you indicate the plan is a joint achievement.
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But you may, if you wish, declare that this plan is primarily your accomplishment, that Litvinoff's efforts have, finally, after more than two decades of peacemaking work on your country's part, been crowned with success. You may also
indicate, if you wish, that you are not accepting this plan completely at face
value, but are maintaining a watch-and-wait attitude and hoping it is bona fide.
In turn, you must realize that our uncontrolled press and radio will make diverse
interpretations of the plan and its context of events and motives. Neither of"
us shall allow this sort of thing to divert us from our peace goals.
"(2) The announcement of the agreement shall include a sacred promise and
oath by both our governments and all other signatories to the plan that, regardless of any differences that may arise in the future, this agreement shall in
no wise be affected. In other words, we acknowledge that we shall continue to
have certain differences, but we pledge %ourselvesnot to use arms or the threat
of arms as a means of settling these differences. (Naturally, to the extent that
we shall still be armed at any particular time when such differences are at
issue and to the extent that productive power is itself a major force, we cannot
avoid making this a factor.) But we shall solemnly pledge ourselves to each
other and to our own peoples to continue to apply the letter and spirit of this
agreement at all times; to continue to disarm in accordance with the provisions
of this agreement, in spite of all other differences. (We would recommend also
this added guaranty: Let us all declare that whosoever shall break this agreeiment shall immediately be declared a bandit and outlaw and dealt with accordingly by the combined power of all the other nations party to this agreement,
and any international arms that shall by then have been established in accordance with those particular provisions of this agreement. This agreement would,
then, include a binding commitment on all nations to participate in such agreement-enforcing action.)
"(3) We realize that total and immediate disarmament on either side is for
both practical and psychological reasons neither feasible nor desirable. Therefore, the method and extent of disarmament shall be gradual and progressive,
the exact basis to be worked out mutually. We recommend a maximum of 3 to
5 years for the achievement of our physical disarmament goals. But the
Inspection and other elements of this agreement shall remain in effect indefinitely.
"The disarmament program shall cover all factors involved:
(a) Gradual
destruction of present armaments, including atomic weapons. (b) Gradual reduction of military personnel, standing and training. (c) Gradual reduction
of the manufacture of military material, including atomic weapons. (d) Gradnally spreading inspection of factories which are potential producers of war
material, including atomic-energy plants.
"Mutual inspection, combined with inspection by an international commission, shall be a major element in our disarmament program. This is essential.
Only if all of us know that the others are living up to the agreement will we
feel safe in doing so ourselves. Therefore, all parties to this agreement shall
from Armies for Peace, consisting of trained scientific personnel, as well as
administrative and other personnel necessary to the functioning of such an
,organization.
"(It is recommended that each nation's Army for Peace shall be set up on
lines closely paralleling its present Army for War, utilizing uniforms, ranks
such as private, lieutenant, major and so on. This will make for easier acceptance and comprehension of the new organization by the people, since both name
and form will be in a traditional mold. It will also lead in time, it is hoped,
to a complete supplanting of the present meaning and connotation of such words
as "army," "uniform," "salute," and so on. In short, this method will have an
immediate practical and a long-term psychological advantage.)
"The personnel of tie various Armies for Peace, including the international
inspection organization (an International Army for Peace), shall have no
weapons other than their own knowledge and understanding of war material,
production processes, and so forth. The function of the International Army
for Peace shall be chiefly liaison and proxy. For example, nations not wishing
to expand their own Army for Peace beyond a token number may rely upon the
International Army for Peace to do their inspection for them. Most nations
probably will do this, thus relieving many men for productive work, and reducing the number of men conducting the actual inspection in each country and
eliminating, in the main, duplicate inspection. Similarly, one nation may delegate another to do any or all of its inspection. Thus, for example, countries
very close to you (the Soviet Union) may wish you ta handle this for them.
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"Just how will inspection by Armies for Peace be carried out? Let us take the
most important example, yourself, the Soviet Union. and We,the Itiited States.
We shall begin with a token exchange of let us sV 1,000 men or A battalion.
These shall be assigned to inspect the application of our agreement, which, like
the exchange of inspectors, shall at first be quite limited to a small area. Then
progressively more and more men and a greater and greater area will be involved.
"Your inspectors and ours shall be in constant. telephonic and radio communication with their home governments. Elements of the agreement shall
be put into effect on a piece-meal, simultaneous basis. Thus, we shall destroy 1
tank, or 10 (or whatever unit is agreed upon as a 'safe' onei, and you the same
;
number, and so on. Therefore, at no time will either nation be acting 'ually'
all action will be on a realistic, guaranteed basis.
"We recognize that there are certain basic problems which we must mutually
resolve. The first is to agree on permitting inspection. We agree to do so and
to allow inspectors all the freedom necessary to carrying out their duties. You,
the Soviet. may however, set up any rules and regulations regarding the members
of your Army for Peace in our country and other countries to which you may
wish to send them. Thus, if you wish them to live in special barracks under
careful supervision of your specially trained personnel-for fear that we will
propagandize them in a manner not to your liking-we shall arrange for that.
Also, if you wish. your inspectors will be taken to their work in special vehicles
(with blinds on. if desired) so as to be kept out of contact with our people and
their way of life, lest it influence them unfavorably. In short, we shall cooperate
in every way possible to keep such contact to. a minimum-if that is your
desire. As one final example, we are agreeable to your special security personnel seeing to it that all conversation between your inspectors and our own
people are limited to immediate technical matters. (We do not advocate this, but
we simply cite these instances to indicate to you that we will do everything
possible to make this plan acceptable and workable.) Furthermore, we solemnly
promise that no members of your Army for Peace shall be allowed to desert and
that we shall join with you in finding and returning any few that may take such
action.
"Naturally, we shall carefully examine all the personnel of your army for
peace, and their belongings, for weapons. We also reserve the right to keep
them under careful surveillance to obviate possible espionage, in connection
with elements and factories not yet under inspection at any particular period.
It would perhaps be best, for the wbile at least, to keep such personnel within
fairly narrow limits, much as if they were in a fort in some unpopulated part
of the world. Men have served thus in warfare; for the first time in history,
a similar, though less dangerous, sacrifice will be made for peace.
"In turn, the members of our own army for peace (and other inspection
personnel) sent to your country can, if you wish, be kept from all but the most
essential contact with your people. They can be kept in special barracks,
supervised by your security personnel during the discharge of their inspection
duties, and so forth.
"In short, we shall arrange to enjoy the full benefits of inspection, with as
(It is our hope
few as possible of the attendants 'dangers' or 'complications.'
that we shall all be able gradually to adopt the views that there are no 'dangers'
involved.)
"The second problem we must resolve is the bases for disarmament. Obviously,
this is not a simple matter. Numerical equivalencies will make for disproportion.
Thus, if we have many more planes than you, or you have many more men under
arms than we, then equivalent numerical reduction will give one of us the
advantage in each case. In turn, however, a proportional or percentagewise
reduction would seem to require a complete knowledge of each country's total
armaments in every category. Naturally, at the present time the mood of suspicion is too strong for either of us, let us say, to believe the other's freely
declared figures or to allow a total survey by an impartial commission. Furthermore, even if we did, each side might have some weapons the other lacked entirely, and thus we would still have to set up some sort of ranking or weighting
of weapons and personnel.
"However, this problem can be resolved in a number of ways. One method
would be to set up two commissions. One would be manned equally by yourselves, the Soviet, and ourselves, the United States. The other commission, an
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advisory United Nations Commission, shall be staffed, if possible, equally by
countries you consider your allies and countries we consider our allies.
"These commissions shall set up proportional equivalencies based on all evidence available. Each country, for example, has a fairly accurate estimate of the
other country's strength, based on various sources of information. Using these
estimates as a starting point the bilateral commission shall effect a compromise
agreement, with the UN Commission available as an arbitration board whenever
the bilateral commissoin wishes to utilize its services. The UN Commission
shall serve in a similar capacity in facilitating the setting up of all other nations'
disarmament quotas and schedules.
"In order to avoid a protracted delay, a time limit shall be set on the conference, forcing the commission to makq a relatively speedy decision. In the
event no compromise is effected, the UN Commission shall settle the matter,
effecting as nearly as possible a 50 percent compromise. Meantime, the start
of actual token disarment shall begin at once, so that the beneficial psychological
effects shall be felt by all the people, and shall influence the discussions of the
commission, disposing them toward resolving any differences.
"Naturally every nation that is in any way In conflict with another nationeither because of actual or imagined interests-will carefully check the specific
application of disarmament schedules to its 'opponent' nations. Otherwise it Is
conceivable that, for example, country (A) might gain an undue advantage by
maneuvering for the destruction of weapons most needed by country (B), and
maintaining weapons most needed by themselves. However, such maneuvers will
be easily detectable and countered. It is hoped, in particular, that the major
powers will each realize that such maneuvers have little chance of success, that
sincere cooperation with the program is to the advantage of each and all. To
make certain that a decision on the exact details of disarmament shall not prove
a stumbling-block, all parties to this agreement shall bind themselves to follow
the Commission procedure outlined here. Lack of adherence shall constitute
breaking of the agreement and require mandatory punitive action by all the other
signatories of this agreement." (NoTE.-This last element is recommended, but
should the Russians object and refuse we could eliminate this provision and
proceed to try to achieve an agreement on the exact details in the spirit indicated
above.)
"(3) The major powers and all other countries shall also pledge themselves to
give fullest publicity to both the signing and the execution of this agreement.
When personnel of various armies for peace arrive in any country they shall be
welcomed with a mammoth celebration. Thereafter, their activities shall be
continually publicized. For example, in the motion-picture theaters everywhere
newsreel pictures shall be shown of armament destruction, of demobilization of
soldiers, of change-over of war material-producing machines to the production
of valuable, needed living essentials, and so forth. Press, radio, and all other
organs of communication shall be utilized to the full for this purpose so that the
beneficial psychological effect upon all people shall be exerted to the fullest.
"Since our peoples are by and large peace loving, as are those in the Soviet
and practically every other land, this program will, when it is understood and its
impact felt, be welcomed everywhere, though not without reservations. But
gradually it will have a strong effect. In time, it will make it more and more
difficult for any government or group of interests to try to get any people to wage
a war.
"(4) Since weapons are constantly becoming obsolete, this program must be
applied on an over-all basis both to present material and to material in
production, both to standing troops and those being trained. Thus, though it
seems paradoxical and wasteful, it will actually be essential that while, say,
tanks are being destroyed in one spot in a country, elsewhere in that same
country new tanks will still roll off the assembly line. However, fewer and
fewer tanks will be made and more and more will be destroyed.
"In large countries, like our own and Soviet Russia, initial inspection will by
no means assure that these countries are living up to the agreement. In unin.
spected plants and areas, production can be secretly stepped up to make l for
the inspected reductions and destructions being carried out. But this will be
only a temporary danger. Any country not living up to its obligations will know
that it canot long hide its defections. For as inspection is spread wider and
wider, the chances of being detected will increase. Conceivably several countries
may out of fear increase their output illegally in one factory to counteract the
official, inspected decrease in another. But in time they will be forced hurriedly
to destroy these illegally produced armaments, as the spreading inspection
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threatens to uncover a discrepancy in the amount of total armaments stock piled
in the countries.
"In addition, the sacred pledge of each country and the penalty of outlawry
and punitive action by all other countries should serve in part as a deterrent.
Furthermore, the fact that most, if not all, the nations of the world will be
party to this agreement will make such "cheating" by one nation a negligible
factor, particularly as total inspection is to be in effect within the relatively
short period of 3 (or at most 5) years.
"As inspection spreads, trust will spread. For suspicion and mistrust are
based on lack of knowledge. If we, the United States, know more and more
certainly that you, the Soviet Union, are not preparing to war on us or on
countries upon whom we depend for trade or for whom we feel a fraternal
affinity, we shall obviously be less and less suspicious, fearful, and antagonistic.
And vice versa.
"ATOMIC

wEAPONs

CONTROL

"(5) Since the atomic bomb is (actually or in the minds of most people) a
major weapon of great physical and symbolic significance, we are willing as an
additional token of our sincerity and good will to place our atomic bombs under
United Nations seal to be re-released to us only if this agreement is broken. The
Soviet will, of course, do likewise.
"Thereafter, atomic weapons can be dealt with exactly as all other types
of weapons in the disarmament program. We shall outline a specific, gradually
spreading plan of inspection, to be completed within a period of no more than
a year and a half (this is our recommendation). This inspection will not give
either of us a special advantage, nor place either of us at any disadvantage;
it will at all times be proportional. As soon as inspection is completely set up
(at the outside, within a year and a half after its start) the bombs under UN
seal and any others manufactured since then shall be mutually destroyed.
"In past discussions limited solely to atomic weapons, you, the Soviet Union,
have expressed your fear that we may 'back out' of this agreement after we have
learned all we wish about your own military developments. • The very nature
of this present agreement and our manner of presenting it should serve as
assurance that we shall live up to our agreement; just as it serves as assurance
to us that you will do likewise.
"We are both announcing this agreement publicly to our own peoples. We are
both making specific promises to each other and to our own peoples to keep this
agreement. In addition, the outlawry penalty which would apply to us, if
we broke the agreement, serves as a further deterrent. Also, the international
security forces to be set up as part of this agreement will serve as further insurance that we will live up to the entire agreement. Finally, our tradition and our
form of government is such that once we make a public oath and treaty-and
specifically call our people to witness the fact that this is a binding treaty
which we must, under all circumstances, adhere to-we cannot do otherwise.
"A spi~eial UN Commission, as previously outlined, shall decide all disputes
as to applications of the agreement, judge violations and the like. As to the
Soviet desire to maintain its veto prerogative in connection with this Commission, that is not a matter that need be argued about. For, in effect, a veto.
constitutes a breaking of the agreement. If the Soviet wishes to keep the form
of the veto, we are perfectly agreeable. But it is clear in this case that a veto.
amounts to a declaration of war on all the other signatories to this agreement.
"There is one other factor in connection with atomic weapons that is of concern,
to all of us: the use of atomic energy for peaceful purposes. We appreciate thedesire of the Soviet Government to pursue this as a means of aiding their people.
We, too, wish to do likewise, both via Government-owned plants and our private.
enterprise. Inspection will make it possible for us to do this safely, without
fearing that either of us will suddenly decide to use atomic energy for militaryuses. For, the moment this happens in either country, inspectors will inform
the other country.
"Furthermore, it appears that the 'safe' or peaceful development of atomicenergy can be carried out in many cases with 'denatured' materials, not usablefor weapons except through a long (and detectable) process. This will constitute another safety measure, added to the inspection that will be constantly.
conducted. As to so-called dangerous processes applicable to war or peace uses,.
inspection of these to assure their use for peace alone is practicable, as previouslyindicated, And the making of atomic weapons can be quickly detected.
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"Finally, it must be kept in mind that the atomic bomb is not the only weapon
of war today. It will therefore be treated as part of the over-all inspectiondisarmament agreement. And the comprehensive nature of this agreement will,
it is expected, have a strong psychological effect, reducing more and more the
possibility of either country being willing to wage war or able to get its people
to go to war. Thus, eventually, the potential danger will be reduced to a
minimum.
"Finally, should you, the Soviet, in view of the thoroughgoing nature of this
agreement, wish to speed the day of full inspection of atomic-energy facilities
and total destruction of all bombs, we are agreeable and will cooperate in accomplishing this as soon as possible.
"(6) At some point (we recommend 3 years) we shall have reached the stage
when only enough armaments are availAble and being produced for the maintenance of internal police, guarding of borders, and the like. The amount and
nature of weapons and the size of the police force for each of the signatories of
this agreement shall be determined by a United Nations Commission. (If you,
the Soviet, insist, we can decide this in advance; or we can wait until the agreement is under way, token fashion.) All but a tiny fraction of such weapons must
be in the general category of 'defensive' weapons, or 'offensive' weapons applicable
by their very nature only on a limited local scale. Such offensive weapons as
large bombers with long range will not be allowed."
(NoTE.-Most military experts agree that, in terms of specific weapons, one
can distinguish between the "offensive" and the "defensive.")
INTERNATIONAL POLICE FORCE

"(7) At a certain phase of the disarmament program-we recommend the halfway mark-an international police force shall be established, staffed, and armed
by all the signatories to this agreement. Just as disarmament will be gradual,
so the building up of this police force will be a graduated process. Gradually,
too, its own production plants-set up in some neutral, agreed-upon area-shall
be built up. However, at no time shall the international police force or its
weapons-production plants be allowed to grow so large that control of it will
give any group of countries or individuals insurmountable power. This is a remote possibility, in any event, since industrial potential in practically every major
country will serve as a counterweight. Furthermore, both the international
police force and the production plants shall be manned by men of diverse national
loyalties; and retirements of important officers, technicians, and administrators
shall be effected periodically.
"The purpose of the police force shall be to operate as the effective arm of the
signatories of this agreement. Thus, if any violation is discovered swift action
can be taken. However, this entire agreement is being carefully planned to
make the need for such action as remote as possible.
"The exact size and allocation of this force shall be determined by the special
UN Commission representing all countries. In no event, however, shall either
we and our 'allies,' or you, the Soviet and your 'allies' hold a majority representation. If there are no countries which we both agree are 'neutral,' then a
50-50 allocation shall be made. Finally, no more than 15 percent of all available
weapons in the world shall be in the possession of the International Police Force.
"(8) 'As a further part of this agreement, all the signatories shall, in effect,
sign a mutual-assistance pact with all other countries. This pact will supersede
all other and previous pacts, such as our own Atlantic Pact.
"This international pact shall pledge all countries under no circumstances
to wage war. And all countries shall bind themselves to join in the defense
of any country attacked. Thus, for example, should any country attack the
Soviet, all others would be bound to come to its aid.
"Actually, however, the inspected disarmament provisions of this agreement
are the 'teeth' which make this International Mutual Assistance Pact and Pledge
meaningful.
"(9) We realize that this is an expensive agreement to put into action. It
will call for the services of thousands, In time perhaps of millions. But armies
for peace will not require more personnel than do armies for war today. And,
gradually, most of the productive capacities now wasted in war production will
be turned to the making of useful goods. This will benefit us all in the long run.
"(10) We realize that disarmament alone will not make peace. But, dis.
armament and armies for peace are tools that will help us overcome our suspicions of each other; that will help force us all to use peaceable means for
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settling disputes; that will help reeducate our citizenry to shun war and will
make it difficult for any of us to wage war.
"By embarking on a disarmament program of this type, by establishing armies
for peace, we shall also beneficially affect anw discussions of our differences that
will take place. When each of us realizes that the other has joined in a disarmament program, surely the tenor of our discussions will be altered for the
better. Furthermore, each of us will realize that he cannot threaten the use
of force without breaking an agreement he has sworn to uphold regardless of all
differences, and the breaking of this agreement will brand any government before
its own people and the whole world as a bandit and an outlaw. Finally, each day
will help make it more and more unlikely that any of us shall wish to or be able
to resort to violence. Thus, there will be a greater chance of our settling differences by compromise.
"We recognize further that disarmament will not solve all the world's problems.
Hard, economic realities still must be faced and dealt with. But we feel certain
that the removal of the onerous burden of a needless armament race and the
gradual elimination of the threat of war will contribute heavily toward the
solution of these other problems in a sane and fruitful manner. Particularly, all
nations will be enabled to cooperate more closely in solving such problems.
AGREEMENT

TO LIFT TRADE

BARRIERS

"As an additional earnest of our intentions we propose to make a special
second agreement with you, the Soviet Union, to be ratified and announced simultaneously with the Armies for Peace agreement. This economic agreement shall
provide for the gradual lifting of trade barriers between our countries, for
special loans in cash and machinery, for gradually making available to each
other our respective industrial techniques and know-how. This positive aspect
of our rapprochement program shall also be on a gradual, accelerated basis,
paralleling the disarmament phase of the program. This is not offered as 'appeasement,' but as an integral logical part of a cooperative agreement to live
sanely and intelligently in a world freed from fear and from want."
It is my feeling that a proposal couched in these terms and in this general
spirit would not fall on deaf Soviet ears. In any event, surely no one has the
right to prejudge the situation and do the refusing for the Russians.
SOVIET

REACTION

TO PROPOSAL

However, suppose the Russians did refuse or raised all sorts of barriers that
seemed to us unreasonable, Suppose we made every effort to modify our suggestions to meet their objections, and yet be workable, and the Russians still
refused. We could then politely but firmly tell the Soviet diplomats that we were
determined to have peace. We would tell them that if they did not wish to join
with us in creating and announcing the Armies for Peace Disarmament Plan, we
would proclaim the text of the proposal under solely American sponsorship.
We would warn them that we intended to propagandize the world in favor of our
plan on a relentless 24-hour basis, day after day, week after week, month after
month, by all the means at our disposal. In effect, we would be telling the Soviet
that our propaganda efforts for peace will prove to the world and to them (the
Soviet) that we mean what we say: that we insist on peace. Then, if they continue to persist in refusing, we and the rest of the world will know that it is the
Soviet and the Soviet alone which insists on war and preparations for war.
How different and unambiguous of interpretation would such action be in
contrast, say, with the Atlantic Pact. And how much more efficacious and beneficial. For the pact, in essence, does nothing more than formalize an already
existing condition. And it operates wholly on the deterrent by fear principle
which, as we have seen, has little to commend it outside of immediate expediency.
Whereas the promulgation of a comprehensive, gradual, inspected disarmament
plan-and an insistence on it-goes to the heart, if not the root, of the problem.
Fully to appreciate the significance and effect of the program recommended
here, which is unconventional and at the same time tarnished by the repeated
advocacy of similar ideas in vague form by not too hard-headed idealists, a
wrenching of the imagination becomes essential. One way of achieving this is
to imagine the Soviet suddenly proclaiming such a proposal and insisting that
we join with them in this over-all, relatively riskless, comprehensive peace program. With all our suspicions, how could- be continue to refuse if the Russians
kept pressing us. And, indeed, why should we refuse, in view of our peaceable
intentions and the fact that the mutual inspection and gradual application fea-
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tures of the plan, plus the widespread publicity factors within each country,
would remove most of the possibilities of danger? In turn, why should the Russians refuse?
DRAMATIZATION OF PROPOSAL

Another way of gaining clearer perspective on a problem of this kind is through
fantasy. Suppose Franklin Delano Roosevelt were suddenly miraculously returned to life, and for a brief period, regained his Presidential powers. Even
those who feel that the aging Roosevelt was jockeyed out of position by Stalin
will grant that Roosevelt at the height of his powers was a shrewd diplomat and
a master showman. Is not armies for peace precisely the type of dramatic, allembracing, but realistic proposal which Roosevelt might well decide to utilize in
the present international emergency? First he would probably try to win the
Russians over to the proposal by reasoned discussion. He would offer to make
all possible adjustments in details to win their approval. He would try to make
allowances for the needs of their society's mythology, political structure and
philosophy, and not base everything on those of our own society alone. Then if
they still refused he would say in effect:
"Well, Joe, I'm going to prove to you that we really mean what we say. I'm
going to dissolve all your suspicions. I'm going to speak on an international
radio hook-up day after day, explaining this proposal to the entire world, and
via the Voice of America to your own people, until you and they are convinced
of our sincere and just peaceful intentions. I'm going to tell the world that I
know you are going to join up once you really believe what you hear. And I'm
going to keep doing this day after day after day. Eventually, however, I'm going
to leave out that part about my knowing you are going to join up and I'm going
to simply repeat our plan and your refusal to join will show the world just
where the rotten apple really is. We'll see just how long your suspicions or,
if you have any, your future aggressive plans, will hold up under this barrage,
Joe."
Imagine a Ghandi-like campaign pursued by Roosevelt (or by our Government
today) day after day, week after week. It would most certainly fire the
imagination of most of the world. The chances are that it would achieve its
objective. But, should the Soviets persist in refusing, such a campaign would
Such
rally most of the other nations to our side In a wholehearted manner.
a campaign coupled with a Soviet refusal would prove conclusively to the world
at large whose intentions are aggressive and whose peaceful. It would have
offered a clear alternative to war to the Soviet and it would have been rebuffed.
Surely, this would reduce to a minimum the number of Soviet supporters and
sympathizers everywhere, thereby diminishing the Soviet's power in any war
they may wish to wage. Such a campaign would also weaken the Soviet hold
over its allies who would be eager to grasp the opportunity of making peace with
the west. In short, no matter what the Soviet reaction will be, and no matter
what our view of the Soviet state and its rulers may be, this type of approach
seems to offer fruitful results.
Still another way of clarifying a muddled, overcomplicated situation Is by
analogy. Today we have Uncle Joe and Uncle Sam, and their respective
families, living in different parts of the same town, regarding each other with
equal suspicion. Both Joe and Sam are convinced that their respective systems
of running their families and estates are the best, and in equal competition
would spread and be adopted by all other families. So each would really like
peace and quiet. But both Joe and Sam are convinced that the other fellow
(Joe says, it's Sam; Sam says, it's Joe) is out to cut their throats and stop this
victory for their system from taking place in the natural course of events. So
each devotes a greater and greater part of his time and energy and resources
to preparing for the battle to come. They try to get the other citizens of the
town to join with them. Sam says Joe is a Red bandit out to enslave the world ;
Joe says Sam is a capitalist ogre out fdr imperialist world conquest. Meantime,
everyone knows that neither Joe's nor Sam's family really care about conquering anybody-except those few who've been worked up to a fanatic pitch
or have private reasons for desiring such national conquests. Joe's family,
however, Is confined to Joe's estate, where they are told daily about Sam's
vicious plans, which Sam is fooling and forcing his family to cooperate with.
And Sam's arming of his family and friends and jockeying for position (coupled
with a previous attack in which Sam and his West Side allies collaborated many
years ago when Joe was still struggling to gain a foothold in the world) provide
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grist for Joe's theories and propaganda about Sam's current aggressive plans.
Meanwhile, Sam's family is allowed to move around freely all over town
(except in Joe's section of course), but they, too, are told repeatedly about Joe's
vicious acts and projects, (Joe, in fact-partly because he feels weaker with
fewer allies than Sam; partly because his whole background is rougher and
tougher, his recent ancestors having been "brass-knuckle" aristocrats-does
occasionally use a little rougher type of persuasion than Sam in getting allies
to join his side and in jockeying for position.)
Gradually this cold war between Joe and Sam involves more and more of
the town's citizens. It takes up more and more time and energy. As the stock
pile of weapons both Sam and Joe keep boasting about grows larger and more
destructive weapons are created the tension among Joe's and Sam's family and
all the rest of the town becomes greater and greater. A destructive hot war that
will surely kill a large part of the town's population seems inevitable. And
everybody knows that no matter who wins, most people will lose.
Then one day, either Sam or Sam's family decides that this whole affair
is not only unpleasant, but downright insane-because it is unnecessary. Nobody stands to gain by it. So why not call the whole thing off. Well for one
thing if Sam's family stops arming and Joe's family gets way ahead, Joe's
family is likely to attack and murder Sam's family and take over their estate.
So the only thing to do is to get Joe's family to get rid of their guns and bombs
at the same time that Sam's family does, and work out a plan for gradually
being able to accept each other and meet on the street without either spitting
or fighting. But this is not easy to achieve(NoT.a-This story has several endings. Here we present only two.)
Ending A
Sam feels that if he suggests something like that, Joe'll figure he's getting
scared. Anyway Sam's too proud to be the one to say "let's stop." He's tried
it in a half-hearted way once or twice and Sam, in Joe's opinion, didn't respond
well at all. In fact, Sam became convinced more than ever that Joe was a
bandit at heart and did not want peace and quiet as (Joe) was forever claiming.
Furthermore, Sam figures he's winning the armament race and getting more
allies so come what may he's gonna be on top. In fact, Sam thinks he's so
tough that he'll be able to scare off Joe.
But Joe won't be scared. He steams up his family and allies. He works
them unmercifully day and night preparing. And one day-somehow or other,
the way fights always start-the big battle begins. Most of the town is blown
to bits and a great many of the townspeople. Practically nobody wins anything;
practically everybody loses a great deal.
Ending B
Sam and his family decide to do the intelligent, courageous and practical
thing. They make a proposal to Joe to disarm on a mutual, simultaneous, gradual basis. Joe thinks it's a trick or a sign of weakness. Joe stalls. He has
his spies check up to see whether Sam isn't about to crack up; Joe doesn't want
to play the fool and agree to disarm when in a little while he'll have Sam at his
mercy. But Joe's spies report that Sam and his family and friends are stronger
and tougher than ever, and getting stronger by the day. So, Joe thinks it must
be a trick. But Joe can't find what the trick is. Whenever he thinks he's found
something phoney and unacceptable in Sam's plan, Sam clearly indicates it's
not so, or makes necessary adjustments. Meanwhile Sam is talking up his
plan day after day. All the citizens in town are for it. Some of Joe's friends
and allies are getting restless; they're for the plan too. And even some of Joe's
own family have gotten wind of the plan (via radio messages and other "leaks").
Finally, Joe begins to realize that Sam means what he says. Joe has a last
lingering doubt; maybe if he holds out, refuses to join the plan and keeps arming, thereby forcing Sam to keep arming, Sam's "system" will break down, and
Joe will win everything. But all the while Sam is getting the jump on Joe
among the other people in town, and among Joe's friends and even among some
of Joe's own family. In fact, it's beginning to look as if Joe's system may run
into trouble if things keep up this way.
So, Joe, realizing both he and Sam have been playing the fool, decides to join
the plan. To save face, he sets up a plan of his own. Instead of taking 3 years
to disarm, he suggests they do it in 18 months. Sam says fine.
The plan is carried out. There are some arguments and difficulties Involved,
but gradually they iron out. Many years later the entire feud-though it has
left a lasting impact and scar on the town in many ways-is a matter of history.
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Incidentally, a variation on ending B consists in Joe's joining the plan with a
lot less difficulty than just detailed; there are quite a few reasons to think
this variant the most plausible of all.
To return from the realm of fantasy and analogy to that of hard reality,
with which we have been dealing in detail throughout most of this article, let
us make a parallel between the early and middle thirties and today. I do not
intend any gratuitous comparisons between the Soviet and the Nazis, or between
the United States and Nazi Germany. But, obviously, to many Americans the
Soviet now represents the war threat once symbolized by the Nazis. And, similarly, to many Russians the United States is now portrayed as the main danger
and potential military aggressor. Is it not clear that World War II could
almost certainly have been avoided .if the major powers had in the middle
thirties insisted that Germany join with them on a program of armies for peace
of the type outlined here? Because of the nature of nazism, that particular
movement, itself, would have eventually died a natural death if Germany had been
forced to accept such an inspected disarmament plan.) And is it not equally
clear that if such a program is pressed now-by the United States and/or the
United Nations--the major potential aggressors (currently the Soviet and the
United States, the only major countries capable of waging war or poised to do
so) will have to join sooner or later, thereby avoiding the so-called inevitable
future war? Unlike the Nazis, however, the chances are that, once a safe method
of disarming and gradually dispelling the existing tension is agreed upon along
such lines as indicated previously, none of the powers involved will find it counter
to their best interests to join such a program.
SUMMARY

OF "ARMIES

FOR PEACR" PROPOSAL

Let us briefly sum up the gist of the armies-for-peace-disarmament proposal:
First, please note that the proposal does not call for the United States to lay
down its arms and place ourselves open to aggression. In fact, it calls for continued, but gradually reduced use of the deterrent-by-force principle.
It does not call for the immediate adoption of a world government, since the
present international situation makes Soviet and United States participation
in such a government impractical. Furthermore, despite the wide publicity given
Emery Reves' book, The Anatomy of Peace, only a small percentage of the people
in the United States have been won over to the world-government plan espoused
there. Thus, though world government is ultimately logical and desirable it is
not immediately feasible. On the other hand the armies-for-peace plan does help
hasten the day when world government and world law will become more than
the dream of men of good will, and nations and peoples will be able and willing
to operate on the basis of effective world organization.
The armies-for-peace program extends the hand of friendship to the Soviet
Union, but the hand offers a concrete, workable plan towards peace, that should
be advantageous to all concerned.
The plan does not advocate unilateral nonviolence on our part. But it does
offer a means of gradually altering national psychology in all countries so that
all peoples may in time shun war (national group murder) as most of us do
individual murder.
The plan makes disarmament feasible and concrete, and in so doing takes full
cognizance of the suspicions between nations and offers a means of lessening
those suspicions.
In sum, armies for peace works toward fulfilling the four conditions for removing the causes of war listed by Pitrim A. Sorokin in an article in one of the recent
issues of the Annals of the Academy of Political Arts and Sciences: (a) The plan
limits national sovereignty as related to the war-making power; (b) the plan
sets up an international authority to enforce peace; (a) the plan helps reintegrate
and transvalue cultural values toward a nonacceptance of war as a group activity; (d) the plan helps establish binding social norms (on a universal basis)
that will promote peace. The plan makes possible the achievement of these
essentials to peace on a gradual, workable basis. It does not purport to do the
whole job, but it makes the achievement of all of it more possible.
Thus, both in terms of the immediate urgent international situation and longterm goals, armies for peace seems to recommend itself for earnest consideration
and action-by President Truman, our State Department, and Congress, by the
members of the United Nations, and, finally, by the American people and all
other peace-loving peoples throughout the world.
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Naturally many other elements will have to follow, such as: (1) Sharing of
scientific knowledge; (2) development of economically backward areas and a
raising of law living standards in those areas; (3) broad international cultural exchange; (4) progressively broader and freer international trade, combined with a certain amount of production planning, gradually raising the
standard of living everywhere (including the United States) ; (5) compromising of specific differences (made more feasible through the lessening of tension) ; (6) gradual modification and improvement of existing political and economic systems to adjust more and more to the realities of human needs, desires,
and aims, both material and spiritual.
Adoption of a disarmament plan, as outlined here, will not bring about all
these changes without stress and strain. Nor, in fact, will peace be guaranteed
by the adoption of such a plan. But the achievement of peace and all the other
aims just listed will be more probable, speedier, and less painful if this type of
disarmament plan is pressed for and adopted in the near future.
A few years hence the memory of the last war will be dimmer and the fear of
war less real. It will be harder to arouse people to press for peace and easier
to rouse them to wage war. In fact, living continually with the threat of war
a daily reality may make many people wish, unconsciously, for war-as a means
of "getting it over with" and as a psychologically necessary culmination to the
long waiting and preparing period. (Even today many people tend, perversely
but psychologically explicably, to resent the possibility that there may be a way
out of the present impasse that would avoid a future war.) Therefore, action
as soon as possible is essential.
Perhaps the details or specifics .of the particular plan advocated here are open
to criticism. Most certainly they are subject to improvement. But the basic
strategy and philosophy espoused here is sound:
(1) The United States, in combination with its allies, has an opportunity to
bring about peace on earth. To put it plainly, we can enforce peace; negatively,
because of our combined power; positively, because of what we have to offer the
Russians and all other nations who will cooperate with us in making and keeping
peace. But we cannot force peace by using our power as a deterrent forevermore-which, in essence, is what we are embarked on now.
(2) A proposal for gradual, thoroughgoing, comprehensive, but realistic disarmament, combined with inspection and an international police force, is something on which all of us who desire peace can unite, regardless of any variances
in our politics or in our views of the present situation. No matter what our
economic or political views may be, no matter how we envision the Soviet state
"slave state," "Socialist paradise," "Red imperialism," or no matter what)
and its aims, a proposal such as that outlined here can only have favorable results.
At the worst, if the Russians absolutely refuse, we shall have marshaled world
opinion more firmly on our side and we shall have unified the forces for peace
everywhere. (For those who may look upon a war against the Soviet as a
necessary crusade, I should like to add here that Soviet acceptance of the proposal would, undoubtedly, lead to a gradual change in the conditions of government in Russia. The necessity and the bases for the present dictatorship would
gradually disappear; and the present evils against which the advocates of a
"crusade" wish to fight would probably cease in the natural course of events.)
(3) Disarmament, as outlined here, is feasible. Furthermore, it is the most
direct and readily available means of gradually dispelling suspicion, distrust, and
the belligerency that now obtains between the Soviet and the United States
Governments. The recent Quaker report on Soviet-United States relations included comprehensive control of armaments among its recommendations. Armies
for peace is a means of putting this recommendation into practice.
The United States has the stature, the strength, the tradition, and the key
position to spearhead such a plan. Let us lead the way to peace, instead of
allowing ourselves to be led to war.
APPENDIX-OBJECTIONS

TO PLAN

Some typical objections which will undoubtedly be raised by some people to a
plan of this type need to be anticipated and answered here:
1. Objection.-The Soviet system is based on Marxism and violence and cannot
en b-ace disarmament in any form.
Reply.-No matter what else it may be, Marxist theory tries to be realistic.
No realistic theory can deny that a tank is destroyed when reliable evidence says
that the destruction has taken place. Therefore, Marxian inadmission that a
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capitalist power could offer such a proposal in good faith can be overcome by
actually offering the plan, insisting on it, and, in time, acting on it-thereby disapproving that facet of Marxian theory.
Nor is it true that the Soviet system is based on violence. If disarmament is
to their interest, the Soviets can get their people to support and accept it. As
a matter of fact, as the recent Quaker report indicated, Communist doctrine predicts that war will be made by non-Communist countries on the Soviet. Recently, too, John Foster Dulles stated in a speech that he agreed with most
expert European observers that the Russian people and the Russian Army will
fight effectively only in a defensive war, and the Soviet would, for that reason
alone, not initiate an attack. Nevertheless, the danger of war is still a daily
reality with which we live; and should war come, each side will picture it as a
'defensive" war on its part.
The approach outlined here will effectively counter the Soviet belief in our
aggressive intentions. Furthermore, since Marxist doctrine also predicts the disintegration of capitalism because of its "inner contradictions," the Soviets should
be more than content to stand by and let history hand them their triumph. (In
turn, since we have full faith in our free-enterprise systedi, we, too, can be content to let history take its course peaceably.) In any event, no one has the
right to reject peace for the Russians.
2. Objection.-Since weapons can be produced rapidly, almost overnight, of
what practicable use is disarmament? And what about biological warfare, which
many experts say is more deadly than the atomic bomb and can be prepared
for even in small, hidden "home" laboratories that could not possibly be controlled by inspection? Since biological weapons (which are perhaps the most
deadly) cannot be controlled, what's the point of controlling the others?
Reply.-In the first place, one of the main and most important effects of disarmament is psychological. This acts on the administrators and legislators, on
soldiers and scientists, as well as on the people as a whole. Just as arming
breeds a war-accepting and even war-desiring psychology, so disarming fosters
its opposite, a peace-accepting and desiring, war-shunning psychology. That is
why the Armies for Peace program places explicit emphasis on widespread
publicity for the announcement of the plan and for the execution of each
step in the plan.
As the plan progresses, this psychological effect becomes an increasingly
significant and powerful factor. In time, it will make it extremely difficult for
any government to get its people to turn-about-face psychologically and support
a war, unless it is literally attacked and must literally fight for its life. Since
this will happen in all countries, no one country lays itself open to special
danger, since the possibility of aggressive attack in time becomes a very remote
one. Meanwhile, cooperation on an international disarmament program and the
lessening of tension will tend to accelerate other measures of international
cooperation and tend to speed the resolution of differences.
Thus, although weapons can be created, the desire to do so, the ability to get
people to do so, and the need to do so, as well as the chances of getting people
to use those weapons in an aggressive war-all this is greatly lessened.
To relate this to the current situation, keep in mind that the Soviet is not
ready for war today and will not be for some years to come. If we embark on a
disarmament program now, then they will never be ready for war (except in
some remote future when they might conceivably attempt to turn the clock
back). The 3-year schedule for the completion of the inspection and disarmament plan removes any possibility of danger from "cheating" by the Soviet via
secret building of armaments. The time is not enought to build as much as is
necessary to be ready for a full-scale war; and the spreading inspection would
soon put an end to such "cheating."
In the second place, the absence of weapons-on-hand is a strong deterrent to
waging a war. The building up of a war machine is not an overnight process,
though admittedly modern technology and techniques can speed rearmament.
In the time it would take to prepare for war much could be done to avert war.
In the third place, the continual inspection system means that war preparations will be spotted almost instantly and can be countered by other nations.
In the fourth place, the international security police, acting in conjunction
with other nations' internal police forces, can quickly stop an aggressor from
arming.
Now for the specific problem of biological warfare: No matter how deadly
biological warfare may be, it obviously is not the major factor in warfare today.
Otherwise, neither the Soviet nor the United States would be devoting practically
all their effort to other armaments.
36
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Furthermore, to a considerable extent it is possible to control the preparation
of agents of biological warfare. The control would operate as follows:
(a) Even today there exists a strong disinclination to use biological weapons
(partly because of their inhumanity; partly because the results are not as predictable as with other weapons, and might conceivably also affect the nation
first using them; partly because of reprisals. Given an Armies for Peace program, the psychological effect just described would surely make the use of biological weapons even more unacceptable than it is today. Getting scientists to
manufacture such weapons will not be very easy.
And getting people to use
them-and the nation to condone it-should in time prove extremely difficult.
In fact, as previously stated, the waging of aggressive war by a people will no
longer be acceptable.
(b) The inspection system will certainly include laboratories. Also the inspection system will include keeping track of scientists activities and whereabouts.
All this will help reduce the danger of biological weapons being created.
(c) The existence of the international police force and the fact that any nation
-which violates this agreement will thereby declare itself a bandit, subject to the
penalty of outlawry, will act as a further deterrent. Any nation which tried to
create or used biological weapons would find itself arrayed against the whole
world.
3. Objection.-The Russians are sure to refuse. They will say that history
'has shown they cannot trust us; that western powers attacked them shortly after
the 1917 revolution; that they need their army as security against us; and that
the entire proposal is just a capitalist trick.
Reply.-Perhaps the Russians will say this. But we can prove to them and
and to the whole world that there are no loopholes or tricks in this plan. The
Russians lose nothing and they gain both security and positive economic gains.
There's a chance they'll be made to realize this and will eventually agree. And
if they do refuse, we will have rallied the world wholeheartedly to our side.
4. Objection.-Without military appropriations our economy at this delicate
point in the ,cycle may collapse.
Reply.-Sound economics belies this, and moral sanction demands that were
,it true we deserve to collapse. Actually the gradual reductions of armament
expenditures can be absorbed by the economy. Furthermore civilian housing
-rojects and other Government expenditures of a useful nature could, if need le,
replace military expenditures as temporary buttresses for the economy.
5. Objection.--Congress and the American people are not ready for such a
plan. They will never act on it.
Reply.-There is no part of this plan that is not well within the framework
of our democracy and in full harmony with our traditions. (Washington, Jefferson, and many other early American statesmen opposed standing armies, and
Americans have often led the fight for peace and disarmament. Previously, however, we acted naively. This time we should offer a plan with teeth in it, a plan
'both realistic and idealistic, such as "Armies for Peace.")
Dramatically presented and reasoned, this type of plan can gain the support of enough people,
legislators, administrators to be put into action. Let's not defeat our peace goals
'by default.
6. Objection.- (This objection is a quote from a review of a book on peace by
'Foster Rhea Dulles (in Saturday Review of Literature). It is representative
of an entire school.) "But isn't a sense of security a necessary prerequisite (to
disarmament) ? Can there be any real hope of universal disarmament * * *
until political settlements are reached removing the tensions and fears that make
'for armaments? * * * No great nation would be willing to disarm unless it
felt that its safety -were assured by stronger guaranties than the armies and
navies it agreed to scrap, however illusory such defenses might really be."
Reply.-One way of helping build that essential "sense of security" is grad-ual, mutual disarmament, combined with gradually spreading inspection. If
each side know more and more about what the other is doing in the way of
war preparations, and each side is doing less and less, will not the sense of
security of each be strengthened? And will not the political settlements be
easier to reach then than they are now in the midst of an armament race? And
will not the tensions be eased precisely by such a disarmament plan?
Furthermore, gradual, mutual, inspected disarmament asks no nation to suddenly scrap its armies and navies. On the contrary, as the armies and navies are
gradually reduced, it does offer the nations involved stronger guaranties of safety
(via inspection and an international police force) than they had when each was
speeding armaments to -prepare for the expected conflict.
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7. Objectios.-There have always been wars and there always will be. Human nature cannot be changed.
Reply.-The existence of anything in the past is no argument for its continued
future existence. Deaths by diphtheria, for example, were once common occurence; today they need never occur if we apply the preventive we have
developed.
Human nature has, in fact, been repeatedly modified; and man's aggressive
impulses, practically all psychologists agree, are quite capable of fulfillment by
many means well short of group homicide.
8. Objections.-The differences between the United States and Russia are so
great that no artificial solution such as this will work. What about the disputes now going on throughout the world between the Soviet and the United
States or other western powers? Greece and Yugoslavia, for example? We must
settle these major differences first before any real solution of East-West conflict can be achieved.
Reply.-The single biggest difference between the United States and the
Soviet is this: The United States declares that Rusia is intent on spreading
Soviet communism by violence to the rest of the world, and it must be stopped.
The Soviet declares that the United States is seeking to bolster a rotting
capitalism and prevent the natural spread of communism and socialism to
other countries by imposing its imperialist domination on the rest of the world
through force and eventual violence.
This difference, combined with the present armament race, results in making
every difference (such as that in Greece or Yugoslavia) a major one, because it is
handled as part of the over-all difference.
Thus no "solution" of the East-West conflict can be achieved via a series of
"settlements" of specific disputes. Only a long-range practical solution is possible. The "Armies for Peace" program is a means of practically putting into
effect a long-range program to achieve this ultimate solution.
Actually the conflict between East and West is two fold: (a) military power:
(b) ideology. By gradually reducing and eliminating the factor of military
power and the fear and tension that go with it, the nature of the ideological
conflict is altered. Ideological conflict becomes no longer a fanatical life-or-death
affair, with violence the final judge of victory. Instead, it becomes a more fruitful, partly constructive competition of ideas and techniques. The United States
and the Soviet will try to outdo each other in the effectiveness of their own
systems in achieving further prosperity for their people. Each will try to become
the pinnacle example to the rest of the world. Each will learn from the other
and absorb (with modifications) the useful techniques and ideas of the other.
And, no matter who wins this "war" of example and ideas, the other also wins,
eventually.
As to the specific disputes, these will become less focal, once a comprehensive
peace and disarmament plan is in operation. Settlements will be easier to reach
as the atmosphere gradually grows less tense.
9. Objection.-Effective inspection is not possible. All that can be achieved is
a false security. Meanwhile, the Soviet will be able to arm secretly and then
when it is ready attack and conquer the world.
ReP ly.-Undoubtedly effective inspection will be a major operation involving
large numbers of personnel. But there is no reason to believe that it will not
bo feasible. The production of military equipment is a large-scale affair and
cannot long be kept hidden, once inspection spreads. Also there are key plants
and sources of raw materials; the inspection of these and following the routing
and processing of the materials will help make for effective controls.
At various points throughout this article specifics of inspection have been
discussed (such as the fact that "cheating" during the earlier stages constitutes
no danger, and how atomic weapons manufacture can be controlled, etc.). Every
indication is that inspection will work. As Emery Reeves pointed out eloquently
in his book, The Anatomy of Peace, we did not say, "it can't be done" when the
tremendous problem of developing an atomic bomb in an incredibly short time
was facing us; we said, "it had to be done," and we did it. The same held true
in all technical matters relating to the last war; repeatedly what seemed
"impossible" was achieved.
Now, we are faced with a logical, technical problem-the problem of applying adequate methods of control and inspection in each country, eventually to
make impossible secret arming for war. It is a problem which seems soluble.
Let us not defeat ourselves in advance.
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Finally, it must be remembered that troops and other personnel are a basic,
major element in warfare. Arming and training large numbers of men for
war is a large-scale operation, just as is the manufacturing of weapons for
these troops. Carefully planned out inspection will be certain to disclose any
such activity. And, as pointed out repeatedly, the psychological antiwar effects
of this program will tend to make people in all participating countries more
and more reluctant to join in any war-making plan their government may decide
upon. At the least, the chances are that one or more persons will consider it
their duty to disclose any secret plans that may be begun. More probably, such
plans would simply not stand a chance of being put into action.
10. Objection.-Communism is a world-wide threat. If we join the Russians
in a disarmament plan, we shall no longer have the power to oppose the spread
of communism. Meanwhile, the Soviet will continue aiding the various Communist parties throughout the world, and fostering revolution. Thus communism
may engulf the world. To avoid this catastrophe we must continue arming and
use our might to save civilization and our way of life.
Reply.-First of all, a mutual (and international) disarmament plan would
eliminate one of the Soviet's most frequently used talking points: That the
United States is out to dominate the world by force of arms, and bleed the
world for the further advantage of the already "bloated" American capitalists.
Second, every country would continue to maintain internal police forces, so
no nation would be any more open to revolution than it was before.
Third, with both the Soviet and the United States (and all other nations)
acting to eliminate armed violence as a means of settling the world-wide ideological conflict, that conflict will then be settled by nonviolent means. As
pointed out previously, the conflict will no longer be the life-and-death matter
it is today, but rather an intense, though saner, competition of ideas and techniques. Naturally, to some extent, economic power and propaganda will play
a role in this competition. Also, the United States and the Soviet will each
try to set an example of success for the rest of the world to emulate.
Surely we are as well equipped or better equipped than the Soviet, in the
spheres of economic power and propaganda and in our faith in our way of life,
not to have to fear the outcome of this competition. As for the Soviet aid to
Communist parties, should it continue,,there is no reason why we cannot aid
pro-free-enterprise propaganda in those countries as a means of countering the
Soviet. Such a competition of ideas should be welcomed.
To put it bluntly, those who advance this argument are, in effect, saying that
Soviet communism, either because it is a more successful system or more attractive for other reasons, will appeal to more people than a free-enterprise democratic system. Therefore, these objectors say, we must arm and build armaments to force the world to do what we want, to choose democratic free enterprise which will also be to their (the other countries') advantage. Such lack
of faith in our principles is as deplorable as is the implied avowal of violence and
force as a means of settling conflicts of opinion.
Fourth, the spread of communism, as has been repeatedly pointed out by men
of discerning and of various political colorations, is primarily dependent on the
continuation of substandard conditions of living for the mass of the people, and
on glaring inequalities in economic organization. Communism appeals to people
suffering from these conditions as a means of raising their standards and giving
them a fairer share of their respective countries' wealth. The strongest way to
combat the spread of communism is to help raise other people's standards of
living, to help make it possible for other nations' industries to produce more
effectively and in greater abundance so as to meet the needs of their peoples.
The "Armies for Peace" plan will make possible increased international
cooperation to help raise standards of living everywhere, and gradually modify
and improve existing political and economic systems to adjust more and more to
human needs, desires, and aims, both material and spiritual. It is thus, and
not by armed might, that civilization can be "saved."

Senator THOMAS of Utah. That will conclude the witnesses for this
morning.
We will stand in recess until half past 2 this afternoon.
(Whereupon, at 12: 50 p. m., the subcommittee stood in recess until
2: 30 p. m. that same day.)
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AFTERNOON SESSION

The session reconvened at 2: 30 p. m., upon the expiration of the
recess, Senator Elbert D. Thomas of Utah, chairman of the subcommittee, presiding.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Mrs. Hayford, please.
Mrs. Hayford, for the record, will you identify yourself, please?
STATEMENT OF MRS. JANE L. HAYFORD, NATIONAL DIRECTOR OF
WORLD ORGANIZATION OF MOTHERS OF ALL NATIONS, INC.
Mrs. HATFORD. My name is Jane L. Hayford. I am the national
director of the World Organization of Mothers of all Nations, the
initials of which are WOMAN, Inc. We are chartered in the State
of New York, with our international headquarters at 16 East Sixtysecond Street, New York City.
SUPPORT OF SENATE RESOLUTION 133

Our organization, while in sympathy with other resolutions before
your committee that seek a more effective international organization,
support in particular the specific ABC plan for revision of the United
Nations, as embodied in Senate Resolution 133, Eighty-first Congress,
and Senate Concurrent Resolution 50, Eightieth Congress.
In the unavoidable absence of our chairman, Miss IDorothy Thompson, may I ask permission to insert in the record an editorial article
by Miss Thompson published in the current February issue of the
Ladies Home Journal. This article describes the background and
program of our organization.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Without objection, it will be inserted.
(The article above-referred, submitted, by Mrs. Hayford, is as
follows:)
THE PROGRESS OF A.JOURNAL EDITORIAL
(By Dorothy Thompson)
The history of a single article in the Ladies' Home Journal throws immense
light on the minds of women in many countries. That editorial, written by
myself, some 21/2 years ago, and called If No One Else-We, the Mothers, excoriated the second historical failure to create a system of world collective security
which could even conceivably guarantee world peace, and suggested that women
should not so easily as men relinquish faith in an ancient dream's being realized,
but should rally around a definite, practical program for strengthening the United
Nations.
It is significant that prior to World War II the peace movements which
attracted women were predominantly pacifist, working in each country for
disarmament, against military budgets, and hoping to gain peace largely by
emphasizing the evil of war. All of them failed, as in a world without effective
security they will always fail. Denmark was not spared invasion because after
World War I she disarmed entirely, while Switzerland, whose constitution itself
prohibits her to attack any nation or to join In any other nation's war, was perhaps the most formidable fortress of Europe and was spared attack. The disarmament of some nations while others are armed does not promise peace, but
offers temptation. The right to self-defense is an inherent right, for persons and
peoples, and it is also a necessity of culture, for without it bullies and gangsters
would rule the world.
The recognition of this is a sign of the growing political maturity of women,
away from an emotional and negative pacifism, toward a realization that the
abolition of war must furnish all with the right to security while granting none
the right to aggression.
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The people of the world have always recognized war as evil. But they have.
also felt it a worse evil to be conquered and to have the civilization of their
ancestors and of themselves obliterated, while repeatedly, in history, the envies
or grievances of peoples have driven them to seek equity or redress by force of
arms. Security for all, aggression for none, is the fundamental thesis of the
United Nations. But the structure of that body does not guarantee that the
thesis will ever become a reality. For to make the thesis real, one sovereign
right-the right to wage aggressive war-must be banned by all nations, and an
international power must exist to see that the ban is observed. A verbal pledge
is a mere platitude. In short, there must be a law, a judge, and a policeman, and
it is precisely these that the United Nations does not provide.
Even 22 years ago, when the article I refer to was published, the official world
was falling into a fatalistic acceptance of the impossibility of creating a workable system of collective security.
The response to that article indicated the intensity of the concern of women
everywhere with the problem of war or peace. More than 4,000 American women
wrote in asking what they could do. As the weeks passed, copies of the Journal
reached subscribers abroad and more than 2,000 women wrote from Australia,
Cuba, Colombia, Qreat Britain, France, Germany, Holland, Italy, and Sweden:
"Let us do something to express the demands of women on the world's statesmen."
And then women sprang up to help, and out of an article came the movement
called WOMAN-World Organization of the Mothers of All Nations.
It seemed to us that the first thing to be done was to be specific. We believed
that peace required a political program, aimed at securing the minimum necessities for a workable system of mutual security. It is, for instance, a good thing.
to foster understanding between the peoples by international congresses and.
exchange of students. But great wars do not arise because of lack of understanding; the lack of understanding is fostered by the imminence or danger
of war.
It is also a good and necessary thing to work for an improvement of the economies of all nations, and a more just distribution of the world's raw materials.
But poverty and inequity are also the result of war, and of the apprehension of
war, and rich states as well as poor have waged aggressive wars.
Historically, long periods of peace have been achieved in only two ways: (1)
dominations of the world by a single state; and (2) the maintenance of' an
equilibrium of forces, or balance of power.
Organized states are powers, and in one sense all international politics are
power politics. Among the powers which all states possess is the power to
wage war. Were the world dominated and controlled by a single great state,
international war would become impossible. This concept of how to get permanent peace was Hitler's-and the Stalinist ideal, as far as peace is concerned,
is the same. The Communists have always argued that there will be war until
the whole world is under the domination of a single power-the Soviet Union.
Leaving all other considerations aside-such a world would be a brutal despotism and a cultural wilderness, and in the end it would surely crack up, as the
most brilliant historic example, that of Rome, eventually cracked up in the Dark
Ages-the additional horror is that the road to such a peace is paved by the
most hideous intervening wars, international and civil.
The other way in which long periods of peace have endured is by an equilibrium
of power .forces. The world has been divided; the great powers have possessed
untrammeled warmaking powers; but the balance between them has been such,
that war has been an unfavorable risk.
It is actually that condition of equilibrium, and not the United Nations, which.
Is divided into two great power blocs led by the United States of America and:
the U. S .. R. Each fears and distrusts the other; each anticipates that the
other may strike. But neither under present conditions dares do so. For the risk
to each is too great.
But such a peace-actually an armed truce-is highly precarious. It might
be broken at any time by an unbalance of the equilibrium, as power shifts and
nations change sides as China is doing.
The third way to lasting peace has abso-bed the minds of philosophers and
statesmen for centuries. That course provides for voluntary agreement to substitute enforceable law for naked power. It does not require a world government beyond one single world law; a law against aggression and preparation for
aggression. The police power is taken away from arbitrary authority and is
made subject to law.
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But it is essential that the police power be at all times the instrument of thelaw, otherwise police would be not the protectors of the community but its
scourge.
Even within domestic communities, the primary law is against aggression and
preparation for aggression. No matter how convinced you may be that yourneighbor has stolen your silver, you may not enter his house by force to get it
back; and no matter how unkindly life has treated you, you may not redress
even a just grievance by resort to force. No one may possess a tank, a bomber, or,
even a tommy gun, and the possession of such weapons would be evidence of
intention to commit crime.
So here you have the minimum of what is necessary to keep the peace by
voluntary contract, between the citizen and the state, or between one state and
another:
There must be a law against aggression and preparation for aggression.
The latter must define what and how many weapons are legitimate for thedefense of any country until the police come. Obviously there must be inspection.
Obviously, too, no state can veto the operation of a law it has once accepted,
nor sit in judgment on its own case.
The thoughts that went into the formulation of a program for WOMAN
included this: The Security Council should be more representative. There
should be a permanent place on it for the small nations.
WOMAN then formulated its five demands for the reform of the United
Nations: An enlargement of the Security Council; a law against aggression
and preparation for aggression; an international supreme court to judge offenses
of the latter; an international police force to move if the court's orders werenot accepted; and the waiving of the veto in cases of aggression and preparation for aggression.
It may be, and was argued that if an international force were called into
play against any great state, that, in itself, would be war. But just as an
equilibrium of forces sustains peace as long as the risk of upsetting it is too
great, so the risk of opposing judgment by war would always be too great. The
preponderance of force would always be on the side of law. So would world
opinion.
Since these ideas and specific demands were launched, vast numbers of men
and women have taken them up. Twenty-two Senators support them in principle. Arguments against WOMAN's demands are that they are utopian or that
the Russians will not accept them.
Every great step forward in human progress was once utopian. And no onecan foresee what the future of any idea may be. There is no iron curtain through
which ideas cannot percolate, even if they are spread by attacks upon them.
There is the Voice of America to spread ideas.
WOMAN does not maintain that communism and democracy cannot live in
the same world. As women we are conscious of the infinite variety between
members of the same family-in our own children. We maintain that armed'
and lawless communism and armed and lawless anything else cannot in thelong run live peacefully together in the same world.
WOMAN was not created by the author of the previous Journal article, and.
this one. It was created by the response of readers and their demand that
the promise of centuries at last be brought to pass-before the next world war.

Mrs. HAYFORD. Mr. Chairman, I am a mother of four sons, two of
whom are war veterans. I know I am expressing the fears and bewilderment of millions of mothers, confronted with the obvious fact
that although we stand today in the very shadow of onrushing atomic
catastrophe, virtually nothing is being done by our Government and
the governments of our Allied Nations to stop this catastrophe.
POWER OF UNITED STATES IRRESISTIBLE

More than 4 years have passed since the Hiroshima atomic bomb.
During these precious years, the United States Government had a
monopoly of atomic energy. The power of the United States was
irresistible, and four-fifths of the world was ready to support us in
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any just and effective action to remove 'the atomic cloud gathering
over the homes of the world, and to lift the back-breaking load of
the armament race. What has our Government done to meet the
problem of the atomic threat? It has made a great historic proposal, the Baruch plan. But then it permitted this proposal to be
smothered in 240 meetings of the United Nations Atomic Energy
Commission. Today we and Soviet Russia are feverishly building
an even more terrifying bomb-the hydrogen bomb. In a year or
two, no city in the world will be safe from the threat of utter destruction.
Today, the power of the United States is still irresistible. The support of the overwhelming power of most of the world is still assured
to us, for any just and effective measures for the salvation of the
world. And yet, virtually nothing is being done to stop effectively
the race in hydrogen bombs.
ACTION REQUIRED

More and more mothers are turning to their national leaders in
Congress and outside, demanding the answer to this question: Wlhat
are you doing, and what do you expect to do in the immediate future,
to avert the threat of annihilation of 50,000,000 Americans?
There are some who advocate appeasement of Soviet Russia. We
are opposed to appeasement of potential aggressors because we know
from bitter experience that out of appeasement can only come a bigger
war a few years later. There are others who wish to buy Soviet
Russia's agreement to international controls by gigantic loans and gifts
of billions of dollars. We favor any intelligent action that may bring
better relations between Soviet Russia and the United States. But
we know that a far more radical solution is needed, for peace cannot
be bought on the installment plan.
There are others who advocate a preventive war against Soviet
Russia now, while America still has an overwhelming superiority
of atomic bombs, enough to destroy 50 Russian key centers and
paralyze Russia for decades. We, the mothers of America, oppose
a preventive war against the mothers of Russia. For us, the killing of
a single Russian child in such a preventive war would be a crime
against humanity.
STRONG UN NEEDED

There is a third way, which is not a way of appeasement nor preventive war. This is the only way to save the world. It lies in the
establishment of a stronger United Nations, so designed that the
western powers could never attack a peaceful Soviet Russia and
Soviet Russia could never threaten the peace of the rest of the world.
The hope of the world lies in the United Nations-but not the present impotent, veto-ridden United Nations. We, the mothers, demand
the kind of United Nations in which peace cannot be vetoed by international gangsters, where specific and concrete measures for the
elimination of the atomic and armament race are enforced by an international police force, under the authority of a world court. And
such an international organization must be established with Russia if
possible, without Russia if necessary, although always open to Russia
should she choose to join later, when she realizes that a single nation
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cannot defy the lawfully organized might of the rest of the world.
This can be done now, if only our Government has the will to do it.
FAILURE OF STATE DEPARTMENT TO ASSERT LEADERSHIP

We, the mothers, want to know from our Secretary of State the
answer to this question: Why is it that our State Department persists
so stubbornly in defending the present, paralyzed United Nations
whose obvious defects can favor only aggressors? Why do they
oppose any and all proposals to transform the United Nations Charter
from a timid, hypocritical document into an effective instrument for
peace? Why did they produce under article 51 a shaky military alliance of the Atlantic Pact, when under the same article 51 they had a
God-given opportunity to establish a world pact under a lawful world
authority, with a world judge and a world policeman, of such overwhelming power, moral, atomic, and military, that no nation could
defy it?
This failure by our State Department to act is moral defeatism of
the most abject kind, out of which can only come war.
As I consider that every month we lose to the Soviet rulers may be
paid by generations of American tears, all other questions raised by
the antirevisionists in defense of the veto in justification of the absence of a world law and an international police force, not to speak of
the many and sundry legal technicalities advanced-all such objections become not only irrelevant bu irreverent. For are we and our
children to perish from atomic blasts because of the legalistic scrupulosities of the architects of the veto, whose pride of authorship is
greater than their fear of onrushing catastrophe ?
WOMAN, Inc., demands immediate action and concrete action.
We are not seeking a parliament of man, nor an exclusive union of a
few states. This is not necessary, and there is no time. We are not
seeking "world government" beyond the limits of a single law against
aggression and armament for aggression. We do not believe that a
single uniform world, with world laws to compel all states and societies to conform to a single pattern, would either be a free world, or
would be compatible with cultural developments. We see the world
as a house of many mansions, many peoples, and many conceivable
forms of government and economic order, each of which may be good
or reasonably satisfactory to one nation or another, according to its
deep-rooted customs and stage of historical development. We do not
wish to see international interference in the domestic affairs of states.
On the contrary, we wish to ban such interference, wherever it includes unilateral military aid of any kind outside the collective system. But we wish to see a world order replace the present world
anarchy, in which each people will be free to work out its own destinies in security.
Gentlemen, we of WOMAN, speaking, we know, for many thousands and, we are convinced, for untold millions of women, who
above all other interests in the world are charged by nature to be the
nurturers and protectors of their children, and thus of the human
race, beg you to instruct our Government to take the lead in proposing such a reorganization of the United Nations as will lift the present spell of defeatism and fear. If we must have a show-down with
the Soviet Union, let it be on this issue--on the issue of peace under
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law-a bad issue for them to resist; a strong issue for the renewal of
our own faith in a new moral order.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Thank you, Mrs. Hayford.
Mrs. Demarest, please.
Will you identify yourself for the record, Mrs. Demarest, please?
STATEMENT OF MRS. VICTORIA BOOTH DEMAREST, PRESIDENT
OF THE WORLD ASSOCIATION OF MOTHERS FOR PEACE, INC.
Mrs. DEMAREST. Mr. Chairman, my name is Victoria Booth Demarest. I am a granddaughter of William and Catherine Booth, founders of the Salvation Army, and an ordained minister of the Congregational Christian Churches.
I come before you on behalf of the mothers and children of the
world. This I feel I have the right to do, since I am a mother of a
large family, stepmother of three war veterans, Gold Star Mother,
and also the founder and president of the World Association of Mothers for Peace, a religious, nonprofit movement to organize mothers
of all races, nations, and faiths that together they may pray, work,
and raise their children for the furtherance of world peace and good
will. I speak for the millions of mothers whose voices cannot be
heard. Mothers and children are too often forgotten in the affairs
of state. Their voices are only heard when raised in the agony resultant upon war, and then it is too late. The hydrogen bomb makes
it imperative that their voices now be heard.
The World Association of Mothers for Peace is very young. However, 32 States and the District of Columbia are already represented
by its membership. It also has some hundreds of active members
in Japan, Brazil, Chile, Australia, Germany, and other countries. We
mothers of America are concerned with peace not ofily for our own
-country, but for the whole world.
PROPOSALS OF MOTHERS POR PEACE

Briefly, our program is spelled out by the word "peace": P-a
prayer union of mothers of the world. "Senator Sparkman in his
address on the 8th of July, in which he presented Senate Resolution
133, said that one cause for our era of turmoil was "not enough religion." The primary causes of war are spiritual forces, those of fear,
hate, prejudice, and suspicion. They should be combatted by other
spiritual forces, those of faith and patience, understanding and courage. Good is still more powerful than evil. We will p rove this to
be true if we only have the supreme courage of translating it into
practice.
E in our program stands for the education of mothers and children
in the ways of peace. A stands for assisting mothers and children
-who are war victims, also displaced persons in other countries and in
our own country. C stands for cooperation with movements working to strengthen the United Nations. It is in connection with this
section of our program that I am about to testify for the ABC plan
of revision of the United Nations embodied in Senate Resolution 133.
The last letter, E, is the word "peace" stands in our program for establishing communication between the mothers of the world that they
may learn to know each other, exchange ideas and programs for peace,
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and be mutually encouraged and inspired to build the forces of peace
in their own countries and throughout the world.
SUPPORT FOR SENATE RESOLUTION 133

Briefly,- the purpose of Resolution 133 is to abolish the veto right
in matters of defined aggression and preparation for aggression;
-establish a world court of law to which peace-loving states will have
recourse in matters of dispute; to create a world police force, tyranny
proof, and by all means evolve a plan for the international control
of atomic energy that it may be used for the good of humanity and
not for its destruction.
HYDROGEN BOMB

Mr. Chairman, no nation should have the veto right in matters of
aggression of preparation for aggression. However, it has become
-absolutely necessary that the United Nations Security Council define
the terms "aggression" and "preparation for aggression." This it
will no doubt do. In this connection may I say that I do not see how
.by any conceivable argument the hydrogen bomb can be considered a
-weapon of defense. The Maginot line, of what now seem ancient
days, could be so considered, but the hydrogen bomb would be used
only on countries other than our own. That is why other nations
may well construe the creation of such a weapon as an aggressive
threat to peace. Its existence can only create fear, and as the Scriptures state, fear brings that which you fear upon you.
The conquest of the air has blotted out all frontiers. Bombs fall
indiscriminately on mothers and children, on nurseries and hospitals.
It would seem that there is only one form of war in an atomic age and
that is aggressive war. It is easier to outlaw war itself than any
particular form of it or any specific weapon of destruction. Besides,
-to spend billions in the construction of the hydrogen bomb and then
not use it or outlaw it is titantic waste of the people's money. Moreover, how can this act of building the hydrogen bomb be taken by
Russia as convincing argument for her disarmament and yet that is
the implication of the statements made by the Secretary of State if
he has been correctly quoted.
The decision to build the hydrogen bomb concerns not only every
man, woman, and child in the United States, but every man, woman,
and child in the whole world. This is an act which affects the whole
of the human race, and it seems to me that the American people should
have had a voice in the decision for its making. The hydrogen bomb is
not a weapon of war, but a machine of annihilation. It is no longer
a question of war or peace which is facing us, but annihilation or
peace. We thought that with an atom bomb we could make Russia
come to terms. Russia has made an atom bomb. We think that with
a hydrogen bomb we can make Russia come to terms. Russia will
make a hydrogen bomb. We have reached the ultimate. We can go
no farther along this road. It seems to me there, is only one course
of action open to us; that is, to walk along another road, the road of
peace and good will to all men as proclaimed on the day of Christ's
birth. Let us walk this road by stubbornly seeking agreement with
Russia on the ABC plan.
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In view of what I have said concerning the atom and hydrogen
bombs, it is certainly essential that the abolishment of the veto in
matters of aggression and preparation for aggression and a world
police force, as proposed in Resolution 133, be substituted for such
weapons of annihilation.
Mr. Chairman, it is no doubt of paramount importance to this committee that the United States of America, the strongest nation in the'
world, automatically has the moral responsibility of protecting the
smaller and weaker nations. Those weaker nations would be utterly
devastated, even annihilated, by an atomic war. Hence our inescapable duty of creating a world court of law, a world judge, and a
world policeman fot their protection. Under article 51 of the United
Nations Charter, we can extend the Atlantic Pact into a world pact
under lawful authority and open to all. This seems our only and
last chance of achieving peace.
Therefore, Mr. Chairman, I feel that it should be the primary purpose of our foreign policy to take the steps, as outlined in the ABC
plan, namely, to abolish the veto in reference to aggression, to limit
armaments, to create an international police force, and to break the
stalemate with Russia on the question of international control of
atomic energy. I would further add that it appears to be the duty of
our Government, not only to our own nation but to all of humanity,
unceasingly to seek discussion with Russia with the ultimate objective
of the destruction of all atomic weapons. Our discussions should be
based, as stated in our Declaration of Independence, on the rights
of all men to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. The mothers
and children of the world have a right to survival and to peace.
Undoubtedly the ABC plan presents some difficulties, but when has
America hesitated because of difficulties? Our country's very existence and form of government is the result of seemingly impossible
undertakings by men of vision and courage. America itself is the
achievement of pioneers. Today our country is challenged by the
whole world to be, as a nation, a pioneer for world peace. Our position of world leadership spirtually, economically, and politically is
inescapable and universally recognized. It involves responsibility
such as no nation in all history has had to shoulder. Let us worthily
shoulder that responsibility. We must not fail humanity. We must
not fail the mothers and children of the world, who in their fear and
helplessness are primarily looking to us. Should we rely only on
human wisdom and courage, which necessarily are limited, we will
fail, but if, as stated on our coins, we put our trust in God, we will not
fail. With His help, we can and we must achieve the seemingly impossible and bring peace to our tortured world.
I thank you.
Senator'THOMAS of Utah. We appreciate your coming.
Mrs. Nugent, please.
Mrs. Nugent, will you identify yourself for the record, please?
STATEMENT OF MRS. LILLIAN NUGENT, RUTHERFORD, N. I.
Mrs. NUGENT. My name is Lillian Nugent. I am from Rutherford,
N. J., and I wish to take this opportunity of thanking you, Mr. Chairman, for permitting me to appear here today.
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I am here because I am the mother of three sons who served in
World War II and the grandmother of four children who will be
called upon to serve in subsequent wars and we may have many if
we do not inaugurate a foreign policy that will consider Americans
first, just as Russia considers Russians first, just as England considers

Englishmen first.
I want our great heritage, the divinely inspired American Constitu.

tion, kept intact for my grandchildren and all children so that they
may enjoy the freedom and privileges that our founding fathers bequeathed to us. The dominant motive of our founding fathers was
to establish a society where individual liberty should be forever
secure.
OPPOSITION TO SUPRAGOVERNMENT

Gentlemen, this liberty would very quickly disappear under a supragovernment invested with the power to tax the individual citizen.
The power to tax is the power to destroy, just as much today as it was
in the day of Karl Marx, when he advised his followers to use this
method to destroy their victims. And what consternation there would
be among Americans when individuals would be arrested by world
government police for breaking world government laws. Laws, mind
you, that would be made by a world government legislature in which
Americans would have less than one-seventh of the representation.
With all the subversive elements in our country clamoring for lifting
restrictions on immigration, one gathers that all their relatives and
friends want to come here. Can you imagine what it will be like
under a world government when world citizens may pass freely in and
out of our country. It is a safe bet that more would pass in than
out, and either our country would become an American India or native
Americans would have to move to another country either voluntarily
or by order.
It doesn't take too keen an imagination to envision a small rebellion
being instigated, thus giving a seemingly justifiable reason for a mass
deportation order. This, you remember, has happened in other countries. The proponents of world government are loud in their assurances that this plan is sure to bring peace. We with good memories
remember that the proponents of lend-lease were just as sure that
their plan was the only sure road leading to peace.
WORLD GOVERNMENT

NO ROAD TO PEACE

No, gentlemen, world government is not the road to peace. The very
fact that once a nation joins, it cannot secede and the world government army could be use against any nation that endeavored to withdraw, would lead to civil wars and I don't want my grandchildren
mixed up in civil war, and I'm sure you don't want your grandchildren
in them either.
The attorney general of New Jersey, Theodore D. Parsons, stated
in a letter to an opponent of world government:
I am in thorough accord with your sentiments. The beat wav to ight ,communism is to protect the Constitution of the United States.

To sacrifice our divinely inspired American Constitution for a
godless world government constitution would be a crime against
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humanity. Then the great example of a free pepple would be lost to,
the nations of the world, because we ourselves would then no longer
be free, but would be a subject nation. Our liberty, the most precious
possession of any people, will be gone forever.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Thank you very much, Mrs. Nugent, we
appreciate your coming.
Mrs. Walter B. Johnston, please.
Mrs. Johnston, will you identify yourself for the record, please?
STATEMENT OF MRS. ELISE F. JOHNSTON, NATIONAL SOCIETY FOR
CONSTITUTIONAL SECURITY
Mrs. JOHNSTON. My name is Mrs. Elise French Johnston. I am
here representing the National Society for Constitutional Security,
I am going to reverse the order of my remarks.
For 20 years, the slogans for utopia, "World peace," "World government," "World currency," "World police," have been part of the
patter of Marxian Socialists of every hue from "parlor pink" to Russian Red. All these groups and individuals responsible for our rapid
march down the road to Marxian socialism are the noisy and politically
powerful proponents of the bills now before Congress. They follow
the Hitler technique: "Tell a big lie often enough ana the public will
believe it." Socialists talk peace and lead their people to war. President Truman has not signed a peace treaty since World War II and
has not relinquished all his wartime powers. We are told we are in
a cold war and in the same breath told to surrender our veto power to
nations who have adopted rules of conduct which make a virtue of lies
and deceit. Why should the United States trust any nation which is
governed by men who have adopted the immoral code of Marxian
socialism? *Whatideological friends has the United States? Only
Switzerland, which firmly refuses to join the United Nations or the
Atlantic Pact.
That the role of federation is not simple, isproved by Switzerland.
Commencing her transition in the fourteenth century, Switzerland
was torn by bitter civil war for 500 years. Her present constitution
dates from 1874. Socialists feed on war. Are they relying on civil
wars on an international scale to keep themselves in power? Will
these international civil wars last 500 years?
SOCIALISM AND WAR

Why do Socialists like war? The answer is simple. Socialism does
not work. It does not pay. Europe is bankrupt because she has been
under socialistic controls for 50 years. Two socialistic Presidents
have changed the United States from a solvent Nation into a Nation
staggering under public debt.
Our greatest foreign expenses today, heavy enough to lead us to
eventual bankruptcy, are outside of the United Nations and could be
continued if we withdrew from the United Nations tomorrow. I refer
to our military occupation costs in Germany and Japan and our ECA
program. I repeat, we cannot-carry a heavier burden of loans, ECA,
and military costs if we are to survive. That explains the pressure to
change our status as an independent Nation. We are to be destroyed
by such changes and the enemies of our present Constitution and our
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free-enterprise system clap their hands' at this unholy scheme. Our
enemies within are today more dangerous than our enemies outside
our border. The public at last is beginning to recognize names and
faces. The millions who refused to vote in the straw battles of almost
identical party platforms are stirring. There is a storm brewing
which is going to sweep right through the Halls of Congress.
SURRENDER OF SOVEREIGNTY

The issues, thank God, are clear*at last. We are promised a vague
utopia called world peace or world security. In exchange, we are
asked to give up our national sovereignty, our national independencewe relinquish control of our currency, our immigration laws, our taxing powers, our tariffs, and our political freedoms as guaranteed to us
by the United States Constitution. In both plans we, the great United
States, will be hopelessly out-voted and must lose our living standards
and our political freedom.
Gentlemen, we refuse to be frightened by talk of atomic warfare.
Our ancestors ran the risk of roasting alive in their cabins with yelling Indians waiting outside to torture them to death by slower, more
dreadful methods. Death by fire, death by atomic bombs, death by
cancer are all unpleasant. In fact, I do not like the thought of dying
at any time for any reason. Nevertheless, I still live by the maxim
in my first-grade copybook, "The coward dies a thousand deaths; the
brave man dies but once." The future is in the hands of God, but the
present is ours. Freedom is for the brave, and we stand firm. Gentlemen, may God give you wisdom and courage to match ours, and
this great Nation will survive--free, generous, powerful-a beacon
of light in this dark world.
In 1776, if the slogan "Peace at any price" had been popular, this
Nation would not have been founded. We are willing to fight as our
ancestors fought, but not under a world flag for a composite pattern
of Asiatic and African ideologies in which we will be a minority group.
The veto power of the United States in the Security Council must not
be given up. Ere long we, of the five permanent members, may be
standing alone for the preservation of our American way of life, and
our veto power will be vital.
Last spring the American people felt frustrated in their efforts to
make a success of the United Nations because one member of the five
permanent members of the Security Council blocked proposals for
what we considered constructive action by an excessive use of the
veto power. In that mood of frustration, Senate Concurrent Resolution 52 was presented in the Senate on legislative day, June 2, 1949.
VETO PROTECTS UNITED STATES

Our annoyance when others used the veto merely emphasized the.
importance of the veto for our own protection should the situation
change and another nation suggest plans of action dangerous to the
United States and possibly to the peace of the world.
. The tide of events has moved swiftly since June 1949. The ideo,
logical complexion and political commitments of all four permanent
members of the Security Council are now definitely antagonistic to
the concepts on which this Nation was founded. The United States.
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in the near future may need the right of veto to save our own Nation
from destruction and the whole world from catastrophe.
Even last spring politicians and publicists were using the phrase
"cold war," and since that time four permanent members in the Security Council have turned more and more to socialism and ever further
away from political freedom as we Americans know it.
SAFEGUARDS

IN

UN

CHARTER

Surely this is no time to weaken the safeguards Congress thought
vital to our own security when United States membership in the
United Nations organization came into effect on October 24, 1945.
The United States of America joined the United Nations Organization because the text of the United Nations Charter contained the six
following safeguards:
(a) The United States retained its right of sovereignty when it
joined the United Nations Organization.
(b) The text of the United Nations Charter did not authorize the
United Nations Organization to intervene in the domestic affairs of
its members.
(c) The United States became one of the five permanent members
of the Security Council, each to have one vote.
(d) The unanimous vote of all five permanent members of the
Security Council was required before any action could be taken.
(e) The functions of the Assembly, where the United States with
one vote could be outnumbered, were to be purely passive and confined
to recommendations and initiating studies.
(f) The text of the United Nations Charter clearly stated the
impossibility of altering the text without the unanimous vote of the
five permanent members of the Security Council.
For the sake of clarity, the text of the United Nations Charter covering these six points are listed as A, B, C, D, E, F in the appendix
attached to this statement.
SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 5 2 IS UNDESIRABLE

Fundamental and undesirable changes in the structure of the United
Nations Charter are contemplated in this Senate Concurrent Resolution 52.
First, the passive character of the functions of the United Nations
Assembly now limited to initiating studies and making recommendations are to be changed. See appendix E. The Assembly is to assume
lawmaking and warmaking powers.
This is important and dangerous to the United States, as this
country has no veto power in the United Nations Assembly and only
one vote. The United States would be helpless in the inevitable logrolling, regional animositi s and temporary and shifting voting
blocks of small nations who might be intimated and even bribed by
larger nations.
The calm atmosphere of the Assembly as a forum where all nations
may be heard and enlightened public opinion formed will be lost in
the din of political strife and intrigue, thus cruelly weakening the
effectiveness of the entire United Nations Organization.
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Therefore, we urge a careful analysis of the proposed changes in
the functions of the United Nations Assembly as set forth in 'enate
Concurrent Resolution 52. We respectfully petition the Senate to
oppose Senate Concurrent Resolution 52 as a threat, not only to the
safety of the United States, but to the future effectiveness of the United
Nations in its primary purpose to preserve peace.
Second, Senate Concurrent Resolution 52 contains a second undesirable change in the text of the United Nations Charter in the proposed
weakening of the veto power in the Security Council whose five permanent members are: Russia, China, United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Northern Ireland, France, and the United States.
As written, the United Nations Charter clearly states unanimous
vote by all five permanent members of the Security Council is required
before action can be taken. As all measures for economic warfare and
the direction of armed forces are directly in the hands of the Security
Council, the only hope of maintaining peace is to retain this wise
provision of the original charter. See appendix E and F. Article 46
of the Charter states:
Plans for the application of armed force shall be made by the Security Council
with the assistance of the military staff committee.

Now let us examine the text of Senate Concurrent Resolution 52,
which reiterates three times the proposal that the Assembly shall at
times usurp the power now limited to the Security Council and act
with three instead of five members of the Security Council to make
war by coming to the aid of a victim of attack.
The gentlemen introducing Senate Concurrent Resolution 52 are
optimists. They assume the United States will always be selected to
serve as one of the three nations chosen from the five permanent members of the Security Council. They also assume the United States will
always be in agreement with the wishes of a two-thirds majority of the
membership of the United Nations Assembly. On these two amazing
assumptions these gentlemen are willing to throw away our own safety
and influence by relinquishing our right of veto as one of the five
permanent members of the Security Council.
The entire purpose of Senate Concurrent Resolution 52 is fundamentally extra legal and dishonest. It proposes two fundamental
changes in the Charter of the United Nations by a method forbidden
in the Charter itself: Chapter XVIII, amendments, article 109, paragraph 2:
Any alteration of the present Charter recommended by a two-thirds vote of
the conference shall take effect when ratified in accordance with their respective
constitutional processes by two-thirds of the members of the United Nations, including all the permanent members of the Security Council.

The folly of trusting the future of our great nation to the actions
of politicians of other countries sitting in the seats of power on the
United Nations is tragic but celar. Can we expect other nations to
be wiser than our own elected members of Congress? Can we expect
politicians of other nations to respect us when. our own elected Members of Congress have the audacity to urge congressional approval of
this extra legal action to change the text of the United Nations
Charter?
It is my firm conviction that it would be a fatal mistake to give
the Assembly of the United Nations lawmaking and warmaking
64429--50-
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powers, as the United States has no veto power in the Assembly
and only one vote.
It is my firm convinction the United States must keep its full veto
power in the Security Council. That is possible even though all
four other permanent members of the Security Council agree to
change that section of the text of the United Nations Charter. The
United States must vehemently oppose such proposals and Congress
must go on record as determined to defend the present status of the
United States as one of the five permanent members of the Security
Council with veto powers as defined in the original text of the Charter.
See appendix D.
Opposition to Senate Concurrent Resolution 52 and all current or
future bills which make similar proposals dangerous to the security
of the of the United States is of paramount importance.
APPENDIX TO PART I
A. Chapter I, article 2:
(1) "The organization is based on the principle of the sovereign equality of all
its members."
(4) "All members shall refrain in their international relations from the
threat or use of force against the territorial integrity or political independence
of any state, or in any other manner inconsistent with the purposes of the
United Nations."
B. (7) "Nothing contained in the present Charter shall authorize the United
Nations to intervene in matters which are essentially within the domestic jurisdiction of any state or shall require the members to submit such matters to
settlement under the present Charter, but this principle shall not prejudice
the application of enforcement measures under chapter VII."
C. Chapter V, Article 25, the Security Council:
(1) "The Security Council shall consist of 11 members of the United Nations.
The Republic of China, France, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, and the United States
of America shall be permanent members of the Security Council."
(3) "Each member of the Security Council shall have one representative."
D. Chapter V, article 27:
(1) "Each member of the Security Council shall have one vote."
(3) "Decisions of the Security Council on all other matters shall be made by
an affirmative vote of seven members, including the concurring votes of the
permanent members; provided that, in decisions under chapter VI, and under
paragraph 3 of article 52, a party to a dispute shall abstain from voting."
Chapter VII, article 41:
"The Security Council may decide what measures not involving the use of
armed force are to be employed to give effect to its decisions, and it may call
upon the members of the United Nations to apply such measures. These may
include complete or partial interruption of economic relations and of rail, sea,
air, postal, telegraphic, radio, and other means of communication, and the
severance of diplomatic relations."
Chapter VII, article 42:
"Should the Security Council consider that measures provided for article 41
would be inadequate or have proved to be inadequate, it may take such action
by air, sea, or land forces as may be necessary to maintain or restore international peace and security. Such action may include demonstrations, blockade,
and other operations by air, sea, or land forces of members of the United
Nations."
E. Chapter IV, article.13:
(1) "The General Assembly shall initiate studies and make recommendations
for the purpose of:
"a. promoting international cooperation in the political field and encouraging
the progressive development of international law and its codification;
"b. promoting international cooperation in the economic, social, cultural,
educational, and health fields, and assisting in the realization of human rights
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and fundamental freedom for all without distinction as to race, sex, language,
or religion."

(2) "The further responsibilities, functions and powers of the General Assembly with respect to matters mentioned in paragraph (1b) above are set forth
in chapters IX and X," which deal with international economic and social cooperation and the Economic and Social Council.
F. Chapter XVIII, article 109:
(1) "A general conference of the members of the United Nations for the purpose of reviewing the present Charter may be held at a date and place to be fixed
by a two-thirds vote of the members of the General Assembly and by a vote of any
seven members of the Security Council.. Each member of the United Nations
shall have one vote in the conference."
(2) "Any alteration of the present Charter recommended by a two-thirds vote
of the conference shall take effect when ratified in accordance with their respective constitutional processes by two-thirds of the members of the United Nations,
including all the permanent members of the Security Council."
OPPOSITION TO SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 57

Some proponents of Senate Concurrent Resolution 57 make the
strange assertion that we, the United States, would give up only part
of our sovereignty. This is pretty close to lunacy. Can one be a little
bit dead? That statement never appears on a coroner's report. Can a
woman be diagnosed as being a little bit pregnant? Independence is
sovereignty to a nation, and loss of sovereignty is death. Defeated
nations have been forced to lose their sovereignty, but a victorious
nation has never renounced its sovereignty voluntarily, thus committing suicide--national suicide.
All the nations who say they are willing to surrender their sovereignty have, in recent years, found themselves unable to defend
their independence. The victorious United States, who rescued some
of her allies, is now being coaxed to give away what our soldiers died
to defend.
The phrase "limited sovereignty" is ridiculous. It is unnecessary
to remind men experienced in the actual operation of government
that the four fundamentals of all government are: (1) Authority and
ability to use force, (2) power to write and enforce laws, (3) control
of money, and (4) power to tax in order to raise money.
An Atlantic union supergovernment, or a world government, without these powers could not function. An Atlantic union supergovernment with these powers would reduce this Nation to a minor position and destroy the liberties now our glory and our pride as guaranteed in our Constitution.
The North Atlantic Treaty is a military alliance for mutual protection and, in addition, members pledge increasing international
cooperation and international good will among themselves.
To form
a political union, in addition to this military alliance,
might
well reduce
the United States to a position of impotence.
By population, by geographical area, and by wealth of raw materials and vital minerals, we would be hopelessly outvoted.
Senate Concurrent Resolution 57 would have the United States
assume a permanent joint responsibility for maintaining law and
order, economic health, and military security among more than 400,000,000 people outside of the United States. How many of these are
friendly to the United States or to their European owners? How
many are under communistic, socialistic, or Fabian influence? A
great many included in the Atlantic Pact are outside of the Atlantic
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region. While we hesitate to fortify Alaska, we are being asked to
assume permanent joint responsibility for the following nations and
their possessions, and I would like to place this list of nations and
their populations in the record at this point.
(The above-referred list, submitted by Mrs. Johnston, is as follows:)
An Atlantic Union super government or a world government
without these powers could not function. An Atlantic Union supergovernment or a world government with these powers would reduce
this Nation to a minor position and destroy the liberties now our
glory and our pride as guaranteed in our Constitution.
France

-------------------------------------------------

French India -----------------------------------------Indochina
------------------------------------------West Africa
----------------------------------------Congo
----------------------------------------------Algeria
---------------------------------------------Tunisia --------------------------------------------------Morocco
--------------------------------------------Other Africa
----------------------------------------West Indies, etc ----------------------------------------Oceania
----------------------------------------------Total French possessions outside of France ----------------Belgium
-----------------------------------------------Belgian Congo
--------------------------------------The Netherlands
-----------------------------------------Indonesia, Borneo, Sumatra, etc. (the Republic of Indonesia is
to be set up in 1950)
--------------------------------West Indies and South American possessions -----------------Luxemburg
-----------------------------------------------Canada
-----------------------------------------------Great Britain (England, Scotland, Wales, Northern Ireland) --------

Population
41, 500, 000
323, 500
25,000, 000
16 000,000
4,000, 00o
7,200, 000
3,000,000
8, 500, 000
7900, 000
600, 000
00,000
72, 623,500
, 400, 000
11,700,000
9, 700,000
85,000,000
295,000
290,000
13,200,000
50,033,000

British possessions excluding India and Pakistan:
British Guiana -------------------------------------390,000
British West Indies
-------------------------------2,535,000
British Malaya ---------------------------------------4,908,000
Bermuda ------------------------------------------36, 000
Malta
--------------------------------------------307,000
Gibraltar ----------------------------------------------22,500
Singapore -----------------------------------------940,700
Hong Kong
--------------1,800,000
British Honduras ------------------------------------62,000
Cyprus ------------------------------------------------460,000
Aden -------------------------------------------------730,000
Ceylon ------------------------------------------------6, 800,000
Sarawak --------------------------------------------_
550,000
British Oceania ---------------------------------------500,000
British West Africa
------------------------------29,300,000
Zanzibar and Mauritius ------------------------------600,000
British East Africa
-------------------------------19, 460,000
British South Africa -------------------------------4,500,000
Total British possessions outside of Great Britain-------

73, 802, 000

The North Atlantic Pact, signed April 4, 1949, includes the above six countries,
the United States, and five additional European countries:
Norway ------------------------------------------------------3,181,000
Several minor possessions of Norway, including Spitzbergen ---2, 700
Denmark -----------------------------------------------------4,190,000
Greenland, Faroe Islands ----------------------------------43, 700
Iceland -------------------------------------------------------138, 000

I
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Population
Italy (not including the Italian colonies in North Africa with a popu45, 700, 000
---------------------------------lation of over 3,000,000)
8, 400,000
Portugal
-----------------------------------------------Portuguese India ---------------------------------------Macao, China ------------------------------------------Portuguese Timor --------------------------------------Cape Verde Islands -------------------------------------Portuguese Guiana -------------------------------------San Tome and Principe ------.------------------------------Angola, Portuguese East Africa ---------------------------------------------Mozambique, Portuguese East Africa

624, 000
374, 000
43,000
181,000
351, 000
60,000
3, 738,000
5,000,000

10, 791,000
Total Portuguese possessions -------------------------Total population of signers of the North Atlantic Treaty but not
438, 989,400
including the United States -----------------------------148, 000, 000
-----------------------------------------United States
Alaska ------------------------------------------------Hawaii ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Puerto Rico
Canal Zone and Panama ----------------------------------Virgin Islands -----------------------------------------Guam, America Samoa, Wake, and other Pacific islands ---------

92, 000
540,000
2, 150,000
47, 000
30,000
126,000

Total United States possessions --------------------------

2, 985, 000

Total for United States of America ----------------------Total for other signers of North Atlantic Treaty---------NoTm.-All figures from World Almanac 1950.

150, 985, 000
438,989, 400

The United States is a representative Republic.
We would stand alone in this proposed political Atlantic Union. Many European countries who might be included in this Union keep their people poor and
dissatisfied by an economic system of cartels which limit production and distrib'ition. This system is the mortal enemy of our free-enterprise system. Politically, let us see where these countries stand.
France is a republic in name, torn by splinter parties, many socialistic or
communistic.
Great Britain is rushing along the road to Marxian socialism.
Portugal is a dictatorship.
Italy has socialistic controls and a rich and powerful Communist Party.
Norway and Denmark have had socialistic governments for years.
The Netherlands is a socialistic government and turning further left.
Belgium and Luxemburg have some desire to escape cartel strangleholds but
no economic freedom similar to our system of free enterprise.
United States is a representative republic with a unique economy based on a
free-enterprise system of increasing production and competition, thereby lowerin costs, thereby lowering prices, thereby increasing distribution. This system
of free enterprise (plus our political freedom as guaranteed by the United States
Constitution) has given us the highest standard of living in the world.

Mrs. JOHNSTON. In the proposed Atlantic Union, we would stand
alone and by any democratic system, we must sink to the level of the
majority. Our factories might well stand idle, our workers unem.
ployed, waiting for their egg a month, as in England today. Our
foreign associates might decide to ration our women and children
as ruthlessly as they might decide to ration their own people, and
what could we do about it?
Gentlemen, it is my firm belief that, if this resolution is adopted
and its terms caxried out to the extent that a political Atlantic Union
is formed, the United States would be committing national suicide
by giving up its sovereignty. May I urge you, therefore, to vote
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against the adoption of Senate Concurrent Resolution 57 and all current or future bills which would destroy the sovereignty of the United
States.
Save our liberties, save our sovereignty and save our glorious Con.
stitution.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Thank you.
Mrs. Hacker, please.
STATEMENT OF MRS.MYRA C. HACKER, WEST ENGLEWOOD, N. 3.
Mrs. HAcKER May I submit this material for the record, please?
Senator THoMAs of Utah. Without objection, it will be submitted.
(The material above referred to is as follows:)
RESOLUTION

At a meeting of the officers and board of the New Jersey chapter, Pro America,
held January 31, 1950, it was voted that the following resolution be sent to
each member of the New Jersey Legislature and to Governor Driscoll.
"Resolved, that we petition our New Jersey State Legislature to rescind the
concurrent resolution No. 17, State of New Jersey, regarding World Federalism."
New Jersey chapter, Pro America, is opposed to world federalism for many
important reasons. We want peace as sincerely as any one could but we feel
world federalism would not be the road to peace, but to war, chaos and utter
ruin.
We the people of this Nation would be deprived of economic, religious, and
military security. Such a government is idealistic but not realistic and would be
difficult -to put into operation. Who would be the head of such a federation?
Who would determine its policies? Who would administer its laws? Who would
establish its military power and its police force? Russia? The United States!.
Britain? What voice would the smaller nations have in its policies? If we
do not heed to the traitor within our gates now, we may, like many other nations
in history, face the possibility of annihilation in the future.
We are enclosing herewith a copy of the resolution which this organization
made in February 1949 wherein we state our position as officially opposed to
world federalism. This resolution was ratified by the board of directors and
by the members at a regular business meeting which followed.
If the United Nations has not been wholly successful to date how can a world
federation hope to do better?
Very truly yours,
CARRIE M. STRINGFELLOW,
President,New Jersey Chapter of Pro America.
WORLD GOVERNMENT--THE ROAD To RUIN
(Statements by Myra C. Hacker, West Englewood, N. J.)
When we consider the fateful years before Munich those of us who are devoted
to the cause of greater international understanding wondered why our efforts
met with such futility. Our tragedy was that we were unable to disassociate the
world from the way we desired it from the way that it was. We never understood the problem for we were a generation brought up to face unreality in a
very real world. Today we are again embarking on the primrose path of Utopian
dreams that can only lead to the death, degradation, and untold suffering of tomorrow's children. High ideals are often wrecked on the shores of the real.
We have been victims of oversimplification of the problem, confused thinking, and
unlimited propaganda. Too often the making of foreign policies has been left
either to cynics who believe neither in man nor in goodness or to paper planners
who try to lift an imaginary citizenry to a visionary Utopia.
Tolstoy says that bewilderment is the outstanding characteristic of the human
mind in a period of social ferment. The existence of a desire to design an ideal
blueprint for a postwar world is obvious. But planning for the future at best
is difficult (example the last 16 years) and when planning proceeds without
relation to understanding, it becomes not merely difficult but dangerous to what
is best in the established order.
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This planning without understanding is evinced in many of the Utopian schemes
for postwar organizations. The concurrent resolution, No. 17, of the New Jersey
Legislature, 1949, is a striking example of this tendency. This resolution requests
the Congress of the United States to take up a plan to form a world federal government. That the New Jersey Legislature passed this resolution involving
basic constitutional changes without extensive and adequate debate was a cause
of grave concern and deep alarm to the electorate but that it passed this measure
without affording the electorate an opportunity to have the fullest and widest
amount of information and discussion on the subject amounted to a State and
national tragedy.
The problem is deeply complex with grave constitutional complications and
implications. It would mean our surrender as an independent nation, the impairnient of our national sovereignty, ani repudiation of our Constitution. If
federation means anything, it means all for one and one for all; it means the
complete abrogation of our tariff laws, our immigration quota, and a lowering
of our standard of living beyond all contemplation and taxation of astronomical
proportions.
Before me are three monographs dealing with world government by two eminent
jurists and by one leader of the American bar, all with widely divergent opinions
on postwar organization.
(a) Mr. Justice Roberts who is frankly critical of the UN.
(b) Mr. Thomas Raeburn White who feels that world government would interfere with the social and economic conditions in every country to a great degree.
The problem of representation in world body looks to this eminent attorney as
almost hopeless. To him there would be in a pitiful minority the representatives
of the nations which have governments based on the consent of the governed.
(c) Mr. Justice George W. Maxey, chief justice of the supreme court of Pennsylvania, thunders in no uncertain terms that a superstate is neither attainable
nor desirable and that it is also neither workable or enforceable.
Many say that all this is unimportant if it would bring world peace. There
is no historical or actual justification that it would bring world peace to justify
the loss of our sovereignty or our American way of life.
Students of political science realize that government should be the product
of wisdom and experience-the present is always built on the past. Students
also know that conflicts of interest must continue to exist as long as they exist
between the groups of human beings which constitute the different nations.
UNSUCCESSFUL ATTEMPTS AT WORLD FEDERATION IN THE PAST

First: The Roman Empire.
Second: The Holy Roman Empire.
Third: The French Revolution and conquests of Napoleon (Napoleon's idea
to establish republics and unify them).
In each case the conquering nation imposed its way of life on a number of
smaller nations. All advocated the so-called higher culture for their less favored
brethren. All fell apart from lack of agreement from within and without. The
strongest state dominated the rest-result, intrigue, civil war, enslavement of a
less favored people.
Our Government is a federation, but not formed under similar circumstances.
The argument of a world state based on the experience of a United States in
forming its Constitution, is highly misleading. Our federal union founded in
1789 was composed of 13 contiguous States with a total population of only
3,000,000 people. The inhabitants generally had the same religion, spoke the
same language and the people had lived under English common law that possessed
the same standards of justice.
Our Constitution organized the liberty reaped on the bloody fields of the Revolution. The Constitution gave shape to existing institutions. Liberty had a
natural growth. It was not imposed from above. The Colonies were organized
as a Republic with definite qualifications for voting. Our experience in government dated back 500 years to Magna Carta-the Thirteen Colonies had common
growth and similar government.
We had all the necessary qualifications for federation, which are that the
parts must be numerous, equal and have a background of common culture.
Recall careful system of checks and balances to secure equality for our States
and constitutional guaranties to protect natural rights of man from governmental encroachment. Even with all these safeguards, our Constitution was
not firmly established until after the Civil War.
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History of federation in our own day has not been so happy and has resulted
in tyranny of large groups over the smaller ones.
1. Unification of Germany led to domination of Prussia over the rest of the
federation and led to two past wars.
2. Unification of Italy led to dreams of revival of the old Roman Empire.
3. The Federation of Jugo-Slavia consisted of Serbs, Croats, Montenegrans,
and a small slice of Hungary. All cherished ideals of liberty for many hundreds
of years, yet when federated the Serbs tyrannized over the rest. The country
not only lacked unity but certain minorities looked to the arrival of the Germans
as bringing freedom.
Our mistaken idealism led us after World War I to impose our way of doing
things on Europe. As a result in each federation of Jugo-Slavia, Czechoslovakia,
Poland, Hungary, minorities were imposed on. If we imposed our will, be it
ever so idealistic, if the people are unwilling, we tend to enslave them.
As to the morally worthy in the federation we have the statement that the
world cannot remain half totalitarian and half free. We would have half the
world in total war against the other half. If one of the groups were compelled
to come in you would have endless civil war against the ruling authority. Today
most of Latin America, much of Africa, Europe, and Asia have had little experience in self-government. Free institutions could not be thrust upon them.
Historic liberties are best preserved when the individual is not lost in such
a vast entity as a world federation. Rights of individuals seem less important
when distance from seat of government lengthens.
For us there are only two alternatives: We either dominate the situation and
become the center of gravity, which means imperialism never dreamed of; or we
become a subject people to a world government.
Numerically we are insignificant. President Hoover said, "Do not the advocates
of a superstate realize that if this country joined such a world federation our
voting strength would only be 6 percent of the total? We will be outvoted by
Russia, China, and India. The idea of a superstate is fantastic." Voting combinations against us would inevitably occur. Our jealousies and hates would
involve us endlessly.
Economically we are so far ahead that we would have to give up the gains
of labor in the last hundred years. This plan would drag our laboring class to
a low standard of living that they would not and could not accept. This would
mean unending labor strife. Also, we would lose all our standards of education,
leisure, and culture.
Any world government must be based on truth and eternal verities. The whole
validity must be based on fundamentals. The only sanction of law lies in its
basic morality and basic notion of justice. The law and morality of western
civilization is in the Hebraic-Christian tradition. A world government would
have to include conflicting moral codes-Moslem, Brahman, Voodoo, Shinto, Hebrews, Christians, etc. With superstate we could have to have superreligion and
would be back to union of church and state. World understanding is only
possible through religion and education which would make for greater harmony
among all people. Today as it was 1900 years Ago it is the conquest of the soul
rather than the earth that is important. The living forces of religion can make
material forces immaterial. There are new frontiers of the spirit in America
where Americans can spread democratic doctrine by example rather than forcing
conformity upon those to whom democracy is still a new experience.
You women of the DAR are the inheritors of a great tradition. It was through
your forefathers in 1783 that America won her first great war and that she also
won the peace which followed it, achieving the greatest Constitution ever devised
by man, with God's help, for his own Government. In the aftermath of later
wars she has not been so fortunate. Only by the strenuous unremitting efforts
of a well-disposed and enlightened citizenry can she hope to escape the victor's
curse-the apathy, indolence and loss of spirit which barters freedom for a mess
of pottage and a military show. As a nation we have and will always practice
world cooperation through constitutional means. We have always been ready to
care for the stricken and unfortunate-in every corner of the world. Gladly will
we aid the suffering world through constitutional means. Remember the words of
that rugged soldier, Marshal Foch who possessed Idealism but fused it with
realism bore of experience, "We could achieve peace on earth only when the
spirit of peace shall abide permanently In the hearts of man." Our heritage of
liberty is in your hands.
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Mrs. Hacker was the only woman delegate from Bergen County to the constitutional convention of 1947 at New Brunswick; State and district chairman of
legislation and citizenship for the New Jersey State Federation of Women's
Clubs. Chairman of advisory board of Teaneck during war years for the USO.

She served for 7 years on the board of adjustment (zoning and housing in Teaneck). At present, Mrs. Hacker holds directorships or serves as member of
board of various State, county, or national civic groups.

Senator THOMAS of Utah. Would you identify yourself, please, for
the record?
Mrs. HAcKER. I am Myra C. Hacker, 1545 Warwick Avenue, West
a
Englewood, N. J.
I appear in opposition to all the resolutions in favor of world
government.
WORLD GOVERNMENT WILL NOT ASSURE PEACE

The world government advocates almost universally commit the
fallacy of non-sequitur. They jump from the obvious premise that
people generally want peace to the untenable conclusion that, therefore, we must have world government. Of course, we all want peace,
but there is ample reason to believe that the yielding of our sovereignty
to a world state would not bring about this promised goal.
The hysteria for world government is the product of confused thinking, unlimited propaganda and oversimplification of complex national
and international problems. The existence of a desire to design ail
idea blueprint for a postwar world is obvious, but planning for the
future at best is difficult, and when planning proceeds without relation to understanding, it becomes not merely difficult but dangerous
to what is best in the established order.
World government, in reality a proposal to abolish the United States,
is the child of neurotic postwar psychology. One of its noteworthy
characteristics is for a panacea that will prevent war. The clamor
is for a short-cut that will establish and maintain peace forever.
Several words have served often to betray men. Among them are
"peace," "equality," "liberty," "democracy," "liberal," progressive,"
and "reactionary." The tactics of these times have made all these,
words "gold bricks" in the sense that they are generally used to meaL
something different from the dictionary definition. We Americar 3
are fond of catch words and slogans without adequate realization , t
times of their full import. The No. 1 "gold brick" of the day is t) ie
word "peace." If we learn anything from history, we learn that t i
word "peace" is suspect.
One of the greatest psychological defects of our time is escapism
and giantism. We find a local problem difficult; but, instead of solving
it, we call in the Federal Government. Now, losing faith in the Federal Government, we look for a still bigger power-a world government; and;since such a power is nonexistent, we try to create one. Isn't
this the ultimate of escapism, of fleeing from real problems to unreality?
Nations and civilization grow strong from within, and they also
crumble from within. For nations, like individuals, there is no such
thing as going through life effortlessly on a placid sea; those who do
not exert themselves to swim must sink. Peace, like heaven, does not
come by observation or legislation.
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World government would destroy our American way of life and
our basic liberties. It would mean the repudiation of the three great
cornerstones of our American heritage-the Declaration of Independence, our Constitution, and our immortal Bill of Rights. The Bill
of Rights is the proudest possession of our Anglo-Saxon heritage and
protects us not only from the tyranny of our neighbor but from our
Government. These three great cornerstones are the Magna Carta of
our American liberties and are the great principles which as a people
we have lived by and which as a people we have been willing to die
for. For their perpetuation, a million casualties were the price of their
defense in World War II.
SURRENDER OF SOVEREIGNTY

World government would mean our surrender as an independent
itation and the complete liquidation of our constitutional system. If
federation means anything, it means all for one and one for all. It
means the complete abrogation of our tariff laws, our immigration
quota and a lowering of our standard of living beyond all contemplation and taxation of astronomical proportions. Economically, we
are so far ahead that we would have to give up all the gains of labor
in the last hundred years. This plan would drag our laboring classes
to a low standard of living that they could not and would not accept.
This would mean unending labor strife. For tomorrow's children, we
would shut the door on America's great contribution to living-the
door to opportunity. We would lose all our standards of education,
leisure, and culture. To what purpose would we give up all our material well-being .and our priceless liberty? To what purpose would
we give up the power to make our own laws, to levy our own taxes, and
to live under our own standards of justice and become slaves to a superstate in a world government?
World government would invite endless wars. There is no actual
or historical justification that an imposed world government would
bring world peace. Rather, an invitation to endless wars and civil
strife on a scale never before contemplated. National wars would
be displaced by civil wars. We would have half the world in total
war against the other half. If one of the groups were compelled to
come in or to stay in, you would have endless war against the ruling
authority. Today, most of Latin America, much of Africa, Europe,
and Asia have had little experience in self-government. Free institutions could not be thrust upon them. Historic liberties are best
preserved when the individual is not lost in such a vast entity as a
world federation. Rights of individuals seem less important when
distance from seat of government lengthens.
PAST FAILURES AT WORLD FEDERATION

We have examples of unsuccessful attempts at world federation in
the past: First, the Roman Empire; second, the Holy Roman Empire;
third, the French Revolution and conquests of Napoleon. In each
case the conquering nation imposed its way of life on a number of
smaller nations. All advocated the so-called higher culture for their
less-favored brethren. All fell apart from lack of agreement from
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within and without. The strongest state dominated the rest-result,
intrigue, civil war, enslavement of a less-favored people.
History of federation in our own day has not been so happy and has
resulted in tyranny of large groups over the smaller ones.
1. Unification of Germany led to domination of Prussia over the rest
of the federation and led to two past wars.
2. Unification of Italy led to dreams of revival of the old Roman
Empire.
3. The federation of Yugoslavia, consisted of Serbs, Croats, Montenegrans, and a small slice of Hungary. All cherished ideals of
liberty for many hundreds of years, yet when federated the Serbs
tyrannized over the rest. The country not only lacked unity but
certain minorities looked to the arrival of the Germans as bringing
freedom.
Our mistaken idealism led us after World War I to impose our way
of doing things on Europe. As a result, in each federation of Yugoslavia, Czechoslovakia, Poland, Hungary, minorities were imposed on.
If we imposed our will, be it ever so idealistic, if the people are un.
willing, we tend to enslave them.
World government analogy to the United States is misleading. Our
Government is a federation, but not formed under similar circumstances. The argument of a world state based on the experience of
the United States in forming its Constitution is highly misleading.
Our Federal Union founded in 1789 was composed of 13 contiguous
States with a total population of only 3,000,000 people. The inhabitants generally had the same religion, spoke the same language,
and the people had lived under English common law that possessed
the same standards of justice.
UNITED STATES HAD ELEMENTS NECESSARY FOR FEDERATION

Our Constitution organized the liberty reaped on the bloody fields
of the Revolution. The Constitution gave shape to existing institutions. Liberty had a natural growth. It was not imposed from
above. The Colonies were organized as a republic with definite qualifications for voting. Our experience in government dated back 500
years to the Magna Carta-the Thirteen Colonies had common growth
and similar government.
We had all the necessary qualifications for federation which are
that the parts must be numerous, equal, and have a background of
common culture. Recall careful system of checks and balances to
secure equality for our States and constitutional guaranties to protect
natural rights of man from governmental encroachment. Even with
all these safeguards, our Constitution was not firmly established until
after the Civil War.
World government is impossible with conflicting moral codes and
standards of justice. Any world government must be based on truth
and eternal verities. The whole validity must be based on fundamentals. The only sanction of law lies in its basic morality and basic
motion of justice. The law and morality of -western civilization is
in the Hebraic-Christian tradition. A world government would have
to include conflicting moral codes-Moslem, Brahman, Voodoo, Shinto, Hebrews, Christians, and so forth. With a superstate, we would
have to have superreligion and would be back to union of church and
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state. World understanding is only possible through religion and
education, which would make for greater harmony among all people.
Today, as it was 1900 years years ago, it is the conquest of the soul
rather than the earth that is important. The living forces of religion
can make material forces immaterial. There are new frontiers of the
spirit in America where Americans pcan spread democratic doctrine
by example rather than forcing conformity upon those to whom democracy is still a new experience.
World government represents a retreat from reality. Sound construction is from the bottom up. Schemes for world government
essentially represent efforts to build from the top down. It probably
would take several hundred years of education to establish a minimum position even if we could begin with agreement in principles.
Numerically we are insignificant. Unfortunately, 90 percent of the
people of the world really live under slave states. Every government
takes its form from the conditions which create it. What kind of government would be created when 90 percent of the people already live
under slave states? If, as alleged, the fantasy proposed, how would
you like to have six or seven votes for the United States out of 100
votes in a super world government? What chance would one of the
few people professing freedom have under such conditions? Voting
combinations would inevitably occur. Old jealousies and old hates
would involve us endlessly. We can draw a horrible example from
Russia, which calls itself the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.
What freedoms have the people in this union except on paper. How
can we guarantee the same wouldn't hap pen to us ?
Do not proposals for dangerous castles in the air represent an inescapable betrayal of youth and of humanity in general? The effects
of holding forth ideal goals, which obviously are impossible of attainment, can be disastrous, particularly so when young people are involved. Frustration follows inescapably in the wake of pursuit of
objectives that were never attainable or desirable or workable or enforceable. With this frustration we find a great wave of mordant
disillusionment which shatters youth's future constructive efforts. It
will cost them precious time diverted from desirable objectives which
might have built for them real progress and sound character.
The American Colonies had unity of purpose against a common
tyrant. They had a common language and a common heritage. Their
leaders had the same tradition in English law and in English and
French political philosophy. They all believed in God and in the
natural law beyond the laws of man to which the state was bound to
conform. Our unity and strength as a free people have come not from
the positive powers conferred by our Constitution so much as from
restrictions imposed by that Constitution-namely, the Bill of
Rights-which have made it possible for individuals to live in freedom and justice. We must answer the question: Why create a Frankenstein which none can control?
We are not going to compose the differences of the world now by
imposing from above on nationalistic nations, without a common
heritage of law and justice, a superstate armed with powers to force
them into submission.
The British Empire should be an example to us with its twentiethcentury Pax Romana. This represents a natural outcome of the ideal-
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ism behind the British law-an unwillingness to rule by force persons
of disparate background. It is not because Britain was weak, but
because she would not morally support any longer the imperialism
that made her rich that her Empire has been liquidated. Should we
then, coinheritors of the British tradition of freedom, embark now
on a policy which can only end in a surrender of our own freedoms
and the imposition on weaker nations of the will of an alien ruling
clique? How could such a federal union differ from the Soviet Union
and how could it be viewed by the Soviet as anything but a dangerous
attempt on the part of America to.organize the world against her?
An attack perhaps to be stopped by Moscow through atomic warfare before it becomes well established. Certainly Moscow could noL
and would not come into such a union unless she could gain the control and dominate the world state. As Lincoln has said, "No nation
can endure half slave and half free," and we of the United States do
not want to be enslaved or be a part in enslaving others.
The fundamental issue for us now is to establish peace, security,
freedom, and justice at home. Our enemies in the cold war would
like nothing better than to have us chasing mirages of world union
while our domestic liberties are withering away and our economic
system undermined.
Let us stop jousting with windmills and look to our own domestic
affairs. We cannot create ideal institutions for mankind but have to
make mankind more ideal for the institution. It is only from the
mental, moral, and spiritual improvement of the individual that a
better world can come.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Thank you very much.
Mrs. Jordan, please.
Mrs. Jordan, for the record, will you identify yourself, please?
STATEMENT OF MRS. LOUISE S. JORDAN, TEANECK, N. J.
Mrs.

JORDAN.

I am Mrs. Louise S. Jordan, 229 Larch Avenue, Tea-

neck, N. J.
I am a housewife. My young son served as an Air Force combat
pilot all through the European-theater campaigns, from before D-day
to their end.
I was born in the little village of Flagtown, N. J., where my ancestors lived before the Revolution. There I received my education
in the little one-room schoolhouse. For this reason, it is with diffidence that I come before this distinguished committee of the Senate
of the United States. But I feel I express not only my own thoughts
but also those of many of my fellow Americans who have neither
the opportunity nor the money necessary to come to Washington to
appear before your honorable committee. I wish to extend my thanks
to you for this opportunity to appear in opposition to all proposals
embracing relinquishment or impairment of the sovereignty of the
United States in any way.
OPPOSITION TO PENDING RESOLUTIONS

We all know there is no true analogy between the forming of our
Union and forming a world federation. In all the proposals before
'your honorable body, one finds the sponsors all claim their particular
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plan to be the only way to secure permanent peace in the world. All
aim to, directly or indirectly, immediately or eventually, establish a
world government, wherein we would give up our independence or,
as they term it, "a little bit of our sovereignty." All advocate a world
police force to enforce world law.
All agree that there must be cooperation. Each says if his plan is
followed, no aggressor would dare attack us, and each says the others'
plan will not work. Some sponsors of resolutions wish all nations
to join; some want to have a selected list of nations form a nucleus;
some advocate going ahead with Russia or without Russia and her
satellites. No sponsor, unless it was not presented, has a definite
constitution to present for consideration, except the University of
Chicago Committee To Frame a World Constitution. This latter
plan Mr. Ely Culbertson speaks of as "a monstrosity." "The eerie
unreality of this constitution," he says, "begins with its preamble in
the style of a poem in prose. It is the first time in history that a preamble to a basic legal document has been written in poetry. It contains neither good poetry nor good international law."
May I say that perhaps that form in a constitution may be an improvement, but I disagree with all its framers advocate. All sponsors
of resolutions appear to believe in using "firmness, patience, tolerance,
and willingness to see the other side." And Mr. Grenville Clark,
vice president, UWF, speaks of "cooperation by the free consent of
both sides, to be achieved slowly perhaps but steadily by mutual
toleration, and without requiring either to sacrifice honor or
principle."
One concurs in that statement and wonders why the gentleman
wishes cooperation to go beyond that which is possible under the
United Nations Charter at the present time, and which can be achieved
without the sacrifice of one jot of our freedom, and without making
Americans give up America. With cooperation we must, of course,
couple the power to militarily defend our country and we should
unfailingly be alert. In other words: "Keep your powder dry."
Senator Frank Graham appears to agree with me when he is reported
the HeraldinTribune
of February 4, 1950, as saying it just a
little bitindifferently
the following
words:
We welcome any suggestion of the Soviet Union toward relieving international
tension, but with a vigilance made necessary by cruel experience.

RESOLUTIONS MIGHT PRECIPITATE WAR
One proponent says that adoption of world government, Senate
Concurrent Resolution 56, would "lift up the hearts of the whole
world." That is a gravely mistaken assertion. To give away the
independence of America would take all the heart out of those who.
really love our country. How could any American be anything but
heartbroken at the thought of our country becoming a subject nation?
It is my firm belief that none of the proposals would bring peace,
but, on the contrary, would precipitate world war.
Advocates of the Union of World Federation, Senate Concurrent
Resolution 56, wish membership open to all nations, without the right
to secede, with world law directly enforceable upon individuals, with
the power to levy a direct tax independent of national taxation and
with a world police and armed forces necessary to enforce law.
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But an able opponent of this proposal, former Justice Owen Roberts,
states:
I cannot conceive, sir, how you could ever federate an autocracy and a
democracy. * * * Government comes from the people. * * * That could
not be in a federation of an autocracy and democracy; it simply wouldn't work.

AndIf Russia stayed out * * * you would still have *
ships, a lot of people who do not understand democracy.

*

*

a lot of dictator-

Mr. Roberts believesWorld government is unattainable, so far as I can see, beyond your life and mine.

He further states:
You cannot have a free federation of free men and women with people who
do not understand what it is to cast a ballot, who have been slaves for generations.

Hon. Lawrence H. Smith of the House of Representatives asked:
"The ultimate conclusion then is that we are going to start on the
premise that we have two worlds instead of one?" And the answer
by Mr. Roberts was, "We have it, we might as well recognize it."
Mr. Charles Eaton, a supporter of House Concurrent Resolution 64
and Senate Concurrent Resolution 56, said: "I am troubled tremendously with the great spiritual fact that you cannot have any law that
amounts to anything unless it is supported by the moral concepts of a
law-abiding people. Unfortunately, very large segments of the population of the world have absolutely no regard for law and are completely devoid of moral sense, so far as their government is concerned."
However, he still supported world government though it is a fact that
each nation has its own religion, its own standard of morals and ethics
which, in almost all cases, differ from ours.
Representative Eberharter, an advocate of world government, Senate Concurrent Resolution 56, admits, "Naturally, it cannot be said
that it will be a guaranty," of permanent peace, "but it will bring good
will and better relationships." May I say that cooperation without
surrender of sovereignty would do as much.
"Spiritual revival and education" are necessities before free selfgovernment, such as ours, could possibly be a success throughout the
world. Only time, education and experience can qualify inexperienced peoples to understand and utilize our institutions.
A sponsor of House Concurrent Resolution 64 and Senate Concurrent Resolution 56 spoke of "a tribunal that could have dealt with
individual brigands, such as Hitler, without being under the cloud of
involving sovereignty."
May I ask what group outside of a country is to decide who is thebrigand within another country? It would be an invasion of the
honor and dignity of any free nation for some group outside the
boundaries of that nation to attempt to decide the political problems
within that particular country.
When the honor of a nation is outraged or violated, it means war.
It is foolish to say Senate Concurrent Resolution 56 would bring peace.
Representative Smith said his correspondence "indicated that people
are wondering what it is all about," and he suggests, "Do you not
think we might be perfectly frank with the American people A
Certainly the advocates of these resolutions have the American public completely confused. Why not be frank and tell the American
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people, that these plans give away their liberties? You should be
warned by the intensity of feeling of those who do understand and
object, that there will be a bitter harvest if our freedom is given
away.
Mr. Omar Burleson of Texas called attention to the fact that Mr.
Warren Austin of the United Nations said in substance: "That the
world is too immature to conceive of a world federation at this time.
It is a thing far off in the future." Surely Ambassador Austin, with
his ample experience with various nations in the United Nations is
fitted to judge whether or not the world is capable of operating in
a world federation.
POLICE FORCES

Mr. John Kee wondered whether "a world federation should be
supplied with an army of sufficient size and equipment to defeat any
national army or combination of national armies." No sponsor could
answer that query. But in the discussion, Mr. Hayes, a sponsor of
world government, stated: "No one could possibly determine now
what size police force" would be needed for "keeping international
peace," and he finally decided, "I do not think that has to be answered
yet," but, "there must be power on the part of the federation to enforce its decrees."
Mr. Kee stated:
In other words, we are going to have peace if we have to fight for it, and we
have the will and the power back to us to fight for it.

Is that the peace we are to sacrifice our freedom for? Or is it war
by another name?
We know from the very advocates themselves that it means war and
yet another ardent supporter of world federation says that if the
resolution were adopted, "It would commit us to a positive and specific
program for peace that can command the enthusiastic allegiance of
both the American people and the people of other lands."
The gentleman is mistaken. World federation is plainly a positive
program to produce a world war. Not only would such a course never
"'command the enthusiastic allegiance of the American people," but
it would stir up such rebellion that our country will be a divided
nation fighting within itself-waging strife more bitter than any
previous rebellion. For, mark well, thousands of loyal Americans
will never give up the battle to keep our independence.
How Russia would gloat to see rebellion within our country. One
hears hints of sinister forces utilizing well-meaning Americans to
bring about that very condition.
CONFUSION AMONG PROPONENTS OF RESOLUTIONS

Mr. Owen Roberts, an advocate of Atlantic Union, said, "I am
George Washington in disguise. I am anxious to raise the standard
to which the wise and just may repair." When this crusader was
asked whether under his plan the atomic scientists of the democratic
states would work more freely together, although the party in power
within a particular member government is one we might not like;
the Communist Party, we would still divulge all such secrets to them,'
he responded, "Yes, sir; we would treat them as our own citizens."

I
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I hardly think George Washington would have been so unwise as
to turn his weapon over to an enemy who had vowed to destroy him.
I am certain he never would have taken the flag down from the Capitol.
But in another part of his argument, Mr. Roberts says: "I would
not, under any circumstances, have taken Russia in under the Baruch
plan. We would have been sold down the river." And further, he
states, "I could not admit them, Russia, to any federation because
they would break it up when they got ready to." Later, he said: "I
do not think the age-long jealousies of Europe are going to be worked
out even in a customs in the very immediate future."
This same gentleman, who is an advocate of Atlantic Union, in
speaking of world federation, said: "It is unattainable and, so far as
Ycan see, beyond your life and mine."
But Representative Javits, who advocates world federation, responded, "I think Atlantic Union is more impracticable than world
federation, because there you have a United Nations' Charter already
set up." To which Mr. Roberts answered, "I do not think that world
federation to prevent war is any good at all." This same distinguished gentleman says, "It is always possible for any three nations
to get together within the United Nations on some selfish policy and
put it over."
Mr. Ely Culbertson, an advocate of Senate Concurrent Resolution
133, says, "You must resign yourself to the necessity of using force if
that necessity arises." It "is the indispensable condition of any world
federation."
But were not these plans supposed to bring peace, permanent peace'
Mr. Ely Culbertson says, "The hope of averting atomic catastrophe
which is now being engineered by Moscow rulers does not lie in
appeasement of Russia, nor in half measures like the Marshall
an and the Atlantic pact, nor in a preventive war against Soviet
ussia. The only hope, he says, "of averting this catastrophe lies"where? Why, in his plan, of course. He says, "The one and only
plan that could save the world from both bankruptcy and atomic destruction is the plan to establish now a world authority against aggressors." "Should Russia defy us, then let us proclaim her an outlaw
and let the new organization handle it."
Previously, he said, "Should Russia defy the World Court, he
would be outlawed and the world could move against him as we move
against gangsters in any community."
Is that a peace plan or is it a war plan?
PRESERVE THE VETO

Senate Concurrent Resolution 52 is an adroit method of getting
around the veto. Mr. Culbertson tells us that, "about 6,000 words
were given by Ambassador Austin and General Marshall on the revision of the United Nations and above all in opposition to removal
of the veto."
If the veto is nullified, what then will happen? It will not end
the conflict in the United Nations. Russia will still endeavor to have
her way. And who can say with certainty that Great Britain and
France will always vote with the United States of America in the
Security Council?
64429-50-38
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Senate Concurrent Resolution 52 places our safety in the hands of
two-thirds of the vote of the General Assembly and three permanent
members of the Security Council.
The United Kingdom is socialistic with Marxist leanings; China
is sovietized, and France is torn politically by a Communist Party.
Congresswoman Bolton, recently returned from Europe, says:
I do not think we are as important to western Europe union as we like to
think ourselves to be. They are exceedingly anxious to'be on their own feet
and they think this west Europe union is a more effective position for Europe
than anything that has been suggested.
Plainly, our only safe course is to keep the veto and keep our armed forces
entirely under our own direction.

We neither want nor have a right to ask any loyal American to give
up loyalty to the United States to swear allegiance t a world government to serve in this proposed world army.
Our Constitution gives solely to our Congress the right to declare
war, but the method advocated by Senate Concurrent Resolution 52
seeks adroitly and by strategy to overcome the restraint of obtaining
approval of the Congress, as required by the Constitution, before
going to war.
This right would be taken away from Congress and placed in the
hands of foreign and, in all probability, hostile powers. It is a question of giving up our sovereignty, the power to protect ourselves.
The power to declare war is the greatest power given to our Nation.
I believe the American people will not imperturbably submit to such
an act.
The Douglas-Thomas proposal, in my opinion, is entirely wrong.
We should stick to the veto and to peaceful cooperation through the
United Nations. Progress may be slow and trying, but it is the only
way.
Use of force would only separate further the two huge powers which
are watching, waiting, measuring each other. If Russia were outwitted in the United Nations through Senate Concurrent Resolution
52, there would not be peace, just greater tension, and there would
not again be a chance of peaceful cooperation.
If the American people, who were preoccupied with war, had
realized that the United Nations was in actuality a plan, the purpose
behind which was to subjugate the United States to a world government, they would vigorously repudiated the whole idea at once. It
was sold to the American public as a peace plan, not as a plan for a
world government, which would drag us into war.
Congressman Yates said in discussing a proposed resolution, "The
first chapter of the United Nations Charter lists this purpose: 'To
achieve international cooperation in solving international problems.'"
Our Nation is always willing to cooperate in a just cause. But we
refuse to become a subject nation.
The plans as embodied in these resolutions make us look with
distrust on the purposes for which the United Nations was formed.
I respect the aims and sincerity of many who advocate the resolutions
presented to this distinguished committee, but I look with disapproval
on the motives which permit the pressure methods used by others.

a
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FEDERALISTS AS PRESSURE GROUP

In the World Government News of November 1949, it is stated:
World federalists can gain a knowledge of personalities and pressures that will
be invaluable as the perilous period of world constitution-making begins.

Why should the world federalists use pressure for a proposal ostensibly good for our Nation?
Again, note a letter of November 1949 from the United World Federalist, sent to a person possessed of information regarding our legislators:
Our urgent and immediate task is to educate every member of
Dear -:
the legislature to our program. We must have members in every political division of the State who will undertake to do this. However, they cannot succeed

in their job without the information requested of you by the enclosed questionnaire. Our political program can only be successful through our combined efforts.
I urge you to fill out and return this enclosed form so that we may complete the
first and most important step in our program.
This report will be held confidential.
Assemblyman.
-,
State Senator
I know him personally.
You may use my name in approaching him.
I would be glad to write a letter of introduction for a representative of the
United World Federalists.
Any additional information on either legislator which you feel might be of
use to us, such as his background, connections, affiliations, etc.
Any information you may have on legislators * * *
If an emergency should arrive in the passage of our resolution, I would be
willing to call on my legislator to urge passage.
(Signed)

Such pressure methods, in my opinion, are not upright under any
circumstances. And are they not much more vicious when those using

the methods are seeking to change our government from a constitutional republic to subjugate it to a world government, where we would
no longer be a free and independent people.
Let me call your attention a little further to the methods of some
advocates of world federation.
In October 1949 the United World Federalists had a general assembly in Cleveland, and one finds the world government group reports
as follows:
The State Department sent Dean Rusk, Under Secretary of State, to address
the convention though "off the record."

Is this so?
Then we note another "off the record" conference. We quote from
the January 1950 World Government News:
At Secretary Acheson's invitation, Thomas K. Fineletter, Thoras Mahoney,
and Cord Meyer, Jr., spent 3 days at a high level off the record con! erence in the
State Department in late November, 1949.

Why the mystery about the conference with the State Department?
Was this to lead the general public into thinking the World Federal-

ists had the backing of the State Department?
If our fellow countrymen use political intrigue to accomplish the
sacrifice of our country, can we not expect others to be apt pupils?
Where are the open conenants openly arrived at?
Please note again the World Federalist proponents stats il, World
Government News, January 1950:
If enough Federalists write their Senators to congratulate them u their
sponsorship of the resolution-House Concurrent 64; Senate Concurren, Resolu-
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tion 56-or to urge their support, if enough United World Federalist chapters
contact local editors, libraries, schools, mass organizations, and do their utmost
to focus attention on the hearings, direct results of the hearings might well be
the development of the United States foreign policy in the direction of world
government.

Do we not here behold the pressure group in action with good oldtime, steam-roller, logrolling tactics? They are in action against your
liberty and mine, the liberty of our children.
I note from the balance sheet of the budget of the United World
Federalists the following entry:
Washington representative, $14,603.

Is this representative a paid lobbyist for the World Federalists?
We note further:
Full Washington operation, $33,400.

What does this mean?
In the Herald Tribune, Sunday, January 15, 1950, appears the following item:
The Hon. Paul Henry Spaak, of Belgium, first president of the United Nations
Assembly, said today that "the United Nations Charter is fundamentally based
on a delusion. The world today is divided in two and it probably is going to
be so divided for a long time. Who can fail to see the terrible equivocation, not to
say the great lie, which made us admit that such a text, as the United Nations
Charter, could be accepted in the same way by democratic nations and by totalitarian nations?

What American values his freedom so lightly that he would give
it up to a world government made up overwhelmingly of countries
which have never known freedom and have no conception of our
institutions and how to use them?
Let me quote from the December 1949 World Government News:
[Trygve3 Lie [Secretary General of the United Nations] contends that the
nations were not ready for world government at San Fxancisco and are still
unready. Enforcement action against a major power-

Says Liewould not be police action in any sense of the word. It would be another world
war, veto or no veto. Federal union or organization of sovereign states, that
fact remains and must be faced.

The Praetorian Guard sold the Roman Empire to the highest bidder,
but you, who are sworn to defend and protect the United States, are
asked to give our country away. If it were sacrificed, the time would
come when we would have to redeem our Nation by crucifying our
youth on the cross of war.
I urge you not to pass these resolutions. Thank you.
Senator TIhoMAs of Utah. Thank you.
Mrs. Osborn, please.
Mrs. Osborn, will you identify yourself, please, for the record?
STATEMENT OF MRS. CHASE S. OSBORN, POULAN, GA.
Mrs. OSBORN. Mr. Chairman, I am Mrs. Chase S. Osborn, of Poulan,
Ga., and Sault Ste. Marie, Mich. I am the widow of a former Governor of Michigan, collaborator with him on several historical and
geographical works. Studies in the field of international relations
have convinced me of the absolute necessary to unify the strength of
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the free peoples in every possible direction if we are to survive the
onslaught of an enemy whose tactic is divide and conquer.
I represent the spiritual resources of a small town and a remote
county, the spiritual resources of the United States of America.
Though I cast my vote in Sault Ste. Marie on Lake Superior, I
have come here from the Suwanee River country in the deep South.
Last January a friend asked at a Washington railway station for a
ticket to Poulan, Worth County, Ga. The ticket agent hunted in
vain. Finally she exclaimed, "Do you have to go to that place?" But
small towns and remote counties are the pulses of this country's
spirit; you can feel the vital currents clearly there.
PEOPLE READY FOR ATLANTIC UNION

I am here as a private citizen to tell you that the people of this
country are ready for a bold move in the direction of world law and
order, in spite of what the State Department seems to think. This
is no theory on my part. Three months ago, I began all alone to collect expressions of public feeling. I started with groups on church
steps after services. There was the feeling of 1776 there as soon as
the question was raised.
I have been constantly contacting people by correspondence in a
dozen States, and personally in half dozen south Georgia counties.
Wherever I have spoken, the response to the idea of the Atlantic Union
resolution has been amazing. In every instance, resolutions of endorsement have followed. Petitions have been signed with earnestness and enthusiasm. The people are wholeheartedly behind the
Atlantic Union resolution, because they see in it a means of initiating
an official investigation of the one historically successful instrument
which reduces the conflicts between divergent groups and at the same
time preserves local self-government and individual freedom.
The spiritual resources of this Nation are too easily left out of our
reckonings. Especially in this crisis, they need a special representative. So I have come, as one citizen speaking for countless others, to
urge (1) official recognition of the spiritual resources of America,
and (2) immediate research into their practical possibilities.
This is no abstract appeal for a far-off vision. It is not aimed at
something that may come true in the next thousand years. World
federation is a true star, but it is too dim to follow today. The United
Nations, despite its valuable work in many fields, cannot now assure
peace. I have come with the strongest plea in my power for the adoption of a practical proposal, the one now in the hands of this subcommittee, called the Atlantic Union resolution. That is, I am here
to press for research into the possible capacity of the spiritual resources of this country to combine with the spiritual reosurces of our
fellow democracies in which the human spirit still remains free.
We press for the adoption of the Atlantic Union resolution because we are certain that it does not seem impossible and because it lies
in the direction of the world's growth as well as in the direction of
our hopes and prayers for some measure of security and peace.
If the condition of the world is so critical as to justify the summary
action that has been taken for immediate research into the possibility
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of fusion of the atom to produce a still more hideous instrument for
mass murder, we ask immediate practical research into the possibility
of fusion of the spirit of free men for the production of an instrument of world law and order.
PUBLIC OPINION DEMANDS ACTION

The leaders of this country, without reference to our knowledge of
the details or our readiness of mind, have decided that world danger is
so great that billion-dollar work on the hydrogen bomb cannot waitit must be rushed. The spiritual depths of the people of this country-the essence of us that can speak now with emergency power as
"we, the people"--say to our leaders that, if this danger is so near
and so terrible, work on an instrument for the enforcement of law and
order in the world also cannot wait.
Gentlemen, if you are as wise as we need you to be, you will no longer
hesitate for fear that people are not ready for some strong, constructive
movement.
The flash-fire spread of communism and jet-plane haste to produce
the hydrogen bomb are doing something to public opinion overnight.
I called on the vice president and cashier of a sound, small bank in
south Georgia Sunday and obtained his signature on a petition for
the Atlantic Union resolution. He handed me a copy of Babson's
Business Letter in which the lead article was about the hydrogen bomb.
The statement was made that, with the realization of the possibilities
of these bombs, all groups now bitterly opposed to each other would
be driven together by fear and "a truly new era will begin which will
result in some practical form of world government that will eliminate
national barriers, provide a stable international currency, and raise
the standard of living for all." The banker commented: "And this
is supposed to be strictly sound business."
Public opinion is developing today at a new and incredible speed.
It is being sucked along in a vacuum behind the swift development
of communism and the hydrogen bomb. And we are looking to you,
the Senators, and to the Congressmen, for the strong leadership that
we fail to find in other departments. Specifically, we do not feel that
the State Department is furnishing the vision and leadership; we feel
that they are still in the horse-a nd-buggy era.
Even before the situation developed its present urgency, Senator
Kefauver, in defeating the Crump machine in Tennessee, demonstrated
that bold leaderhip in espousing the Atlantic Union approach to peace
and security has vote-getting appeal to the citizens of a typical State.
I find the people are despairingly tired of summary, all-out plans for
horrible instruments of warfare and nothing but weak and wishful
talk of peace. We are desperately hungry for all-out constructive
plans. Our temper is rising in the point where we no longer will ask
but demand from Congress immediate authorization of research on
the production of a lawful instrument to keep the peace.
In definite point, we recommend with all our might the research
project outlined in the Atlantic Union resolution.
May I present for inclusion a list of the organizations that have
made resolutions in favor of this?

I
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Senator THOMAS of Utah.. Without objection, it -willbe included in
the statement.
(The list of organizations is as follows:)
RESOLUTIONS

SO FAR SECURED BY WORTH COUNTY (GA.)
CHAPTER OF ATLANTIC
UNION COMMITTEE, BY MRS. CHASE S. OSBORN

December 14, 1949: Women's Auxiliary of the Presbyterian Churches of Sylvester, Ga., and Poulan, Ga.
December 19, 1949: Society for Christian Service, Methodist Church, Poulan,

Ga.
January 12, 1950: Brownlee Post, American Legion, Sylvester, Ga.
January 17, 1950: Rotary Club, of Cochran, Bleckley County, Ga.
January 19, 1950: Kiwanis Club, of Sylvester, Worth County, Ga.
January 31, 1950: Board of School Trustees of Poulan, Worth County.
February 2, 1950: Parent-Teacher Association of Poulan, Worth County.
February 3, 1950: Mayor and City Council of Sylvester, Worth County.
February 7, 1950: Mayor and City Council of Poulan, Worth County.
February 7, 1950: Lions Club of Sylvester, Worth County.
Signatures to Atlantic Union Resolution petitions include, in Worth County,

Ga., textile workers, housewives, all merchants, all ministers, and all teachers
in one town, author, truant officers, painters, carpenters, librarian, postmaster,
city clerks, farmers, college students, university faculty, retired glassblower,
school principal, city council, mayor, former mayor, superintendent of cotton
mill, restaurant operator, fenc-post dealer, State senator, physicians, owner
of cotton gin and warehouse, insurance agent, railroad agent, president and
secretary of chamber of commerce, bulldozer operator, teacher of veterans' farm
training class.
Other signatures from other places: Dean of law school, office workers, nurse,
printer, graduate of Princeton and Harvard, attorney, former Pan American
Airways executive recently returned from Japan, musician, tax assessor-collector, college president, bank officers, Democratic national committeewoman,
surgeon, State employees, mail carrier and farmer in Indiana, leading citizens
and officials in Detroit, head of a private hospital from a lumbering village on
Lake Superior, one retired superintendent of schools, one retired teacher, operator of wholesale SO station, one lumberman-farmer, one farmer, one small
jobber, one timber cutter, one truck drayman, three housewives, one young lady
who worked at Willow Run, four veterans, one general store merchant, two sawmill men: "We all hope something may come of this." From Holland, Mich.,
"Everyone wants to sign, it seems; most of these names are C. & 0. railroad
men"; 77 signatures from Duluth, marine engineer from Long Island Sound,

attorenys, printers in Lancaster, Pa.; and Memphis, Tenn; steel workers in Utah,
director of one of world's largest libraries, "Present movies in our foreign policy
mystify me; some kind of world government must be found", etc.

Senator THOMAS of Utah. Mr. Hartley, please.
Will you identify yourself for the record, Mr. Hartley, please?
STATEMENT OF H. LIVINGSTON HARTLEY, WASHINGTON, D. C.
Mr. HARTLEY. My name is H. Livingston Hartley. My residence is
Washington, D. C. I am a writer on foreign affairs. I am the author
of two books on American foreign policy. During the war, I served
in the Navy. Since November, I have been serving as a volunteer
with the Atlantic Union Committee.
In this statement, Mr. Chairman, I wish to supplement briefly a few
points relating to Senate Concurrent Resolution 57.
SPEED REQUIRED

First, security: The announcement that Russia could make atomic
bombs convinced-me that exploration of the possibilities of creating
an Atlantic Union was both necessary and urgent. The prospect that
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Russia, as well as ourselves, may soon possess hydrogen bombs implies
that such an exploratory effort is even more necessary and urgent.
Democracies usually move slowly. I do not believe we can afford
to move slowly toward greater security today. By 1952, if not before,
many of our great cities, and many millions of Americans, will be
exposed to an ever-preesnt threat of atomic attack. To rely now solely
upon the piecemeal, gradual methods we have been pursuing, and upon
hopes that they may eventually resolve this danger, is to risk the greatest catastrophe in history.
Other witnesses have pointed out how merely the convocation of the
exploratory convention proposed in this resolution would strengthen
the defensive unity of the North Atlantic democracies, and decrease
the danger of war. Creation of an Atlantic Union would directly
and powerfully increase our defensive capabilities and prospects of
peace.
ATLANTIC UNION CREATES DEFENSIVE STRENGTH

In the first place, the rulers of Russia would know that aggression
against any part of the union would involve them in war with the
whole union. As has already been pointed out, the cold-blooded men in
the Kremlin are not likely to launch a war unless they are convinced
that they can win it.
In the second place, the military efficiency of the union would be far
greater than that of the North Atlantic Alliance. The union could
establish a real unity of command such as no alliance can do in peacetime. In could carry out fully unification of forces, standardization
of weapons, standardization of procurement, and specialization in
functions.
But defense is not solely a military matter. The economic development resulting from union would rapidly increase the union's defense
potential. Today western Europe, although it contains more people
than our country, is impoverished and relatively weak. Creation of
the union would make western Europe strong and able to bear its full
share in defense.
A major factor in atomic security is dispersion of industrial centers.
The dispersion of such centers wit in an Atlantic Union would be far
wider than it can be within the United States. An economically
strong union would further reduce its vulnerability by creating new
centers for war industries in regions remote from attack. Brazil,
South Africa, and Australia, for example, might provide such centers
when they were included in the union.
To appreciate the security attainable by union, we must allow for
the union's growth. The security, and also the economic strength, of
the initial Atlantic Union would increase progressively as other free
people became members. Admittedly, an Atlantic Union could not
provide absolute security. But it would provide far greater security
than is attainable by an equally practical means.
PROBLEM OF GERMANY

Second, the problem of Germany. Today there appears no sure
solution of the problem of Germany. There is no assurance that Germany will not eventually become an ally of Russia. There is no assurance that a federation in continental Europe would not be dominated
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by the Germans. The problem of Germany, however, appears readily
soluble by Atlantic Union.
It seems probable that the western Germans could relatively soon
be included in an Atlantic Union. They could not dominate that.
Once they were in, the danger of their turning again to dictatorship
would be precluded. German industrial capacity and skills could
then contribute directly to the security and strength of the union.
It seems likely also that, if it were deemed desirable, German manpower and military skills could safely be enlisted in ui'on, not German, defense forces.
CONFERENCE PROPOSED

Third, the convention proposed in this resolution. This concerns
domestic policy as well as foreign policy. It concerns all branches of
the Government, not any one branch or department. Under the complex conditions now existing, the convention will have to do extensive
spadework before it can even approach any recommendations. It will
presumably seek to carry public opinion with it in its work. Its delegates may take advantage of modern air transport to consult with
their colleagues and fellow citizens between its sessions. Its first sessions may be devoted to agreement on general principles, which must
have public support before they can be implemented.
Yet, once this convention has met, it will have the potentiality of
much more rapid action if a political, military, or economic emergency
should suddenly arise. Fears have been expressed that the convention
might fail. If earlier Americans had been paralyzed by similar fears,
we should not have our country today. Calling this convention appears to be a calculated risk which we can well afford to take, a risk
far smaller than those inherent in failing to call it. Suppose that the
best minds of the Atlantic democracies cannot agree upon application
of the principles of free federal union. Will they not then seek agreement on other means of integration in the political or economic fields?
Exploration of the possibilities of Atlantic Union is a project far
beyond the capacity and competence of any private studies. It requires the expert knowledge of men who are dealing actively with
practical problems in foreign and domestic policy, as well as the
resources of the governments concerned. Could we, for example,
expect Senators to relinquish their duties in the Senate, for perhaps
a year, in order to attend a mere private meeting? No private group
could explore Atlantic Union in concrete, practical terms, because
it could not know how far the Atlantic democracies will prove willing
to go in many interrelated fields. This can become evident only
from the process of exploration.
Any effective exploration of this problem requires action by Congress. Passage of this resolution will generate at once intensive
studies of Atlantic Union and its implications within the governments
of the Atlantic democracies, as well as debates among their people.
It we are to explore seriously this way to peace, prosperity, and freedom, passage of this resolution is the essential first step.
MEMBERSHIP IN UNION

Fourth, the question of membership. Some critics of the resolution appear to believe that it looks only to a union of "first class" At-
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lantic nations. They overlook the fact that the union would be
designed to grow progressively by mutual consent, to be bounded not
by geographical features but by expanding freedom. Australia and
New Zealand are not Atlantic nations, but they might well become
original members. While the initial meeting of the convention might,
perhaps, be confined to Atlantic democracies, it seems unlikely that a
union designed to include an ever-growing portion of mankind would
actually bear a geographical name.
After 3 years service in South America, I believe that most of
Latin America could be included in the union soon after it was
formed. Many other nations in all parts of the world would be closely
associated with the union politically or economically. The union plus
such associated nations, would comprise 62 percent of mankind.
Mr. Chairman, I have a short article clarifying this point, which I
should like to have inserted in the record, if possible.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Without objection, it will be put in the
record at this point.
(The above-referred article, submitted by Mr. Hartley, is as
follows:)
How Mucn OF THE WORLD?
(By Livingston Hartley)
Advocates of world government make much of the quantitative difference
between a "government" representing the world's people and an Atlantic Union
including initially only a minority of them. This quantitative difference shrinks
surprisingly if the comparison is made on a basis which considers political and
economic relationships.
When we take account of those relationships, we have to expect that Russia
and the other countries now under Communist control would not participate in
a world government, a conclusion which is now accepted by soem leaders in the
world government movement. We have also to expect that nations closely
associated with the Atlantic democracies today would be closely associated with
the Atlantic Union. If these conclusions are valid, a comparison of populations
in an all-inclusive world government and in initial Atlantic Union has little
meaning. A far more pertinent and realistic comparison is that between a world
government which does not include the Russian bloc and an Atlantic Union
together with associated peoples.
Before proceeding further, it should be stressed that such a comparison in no
way implies that these two alternatives are equally feasible. We can, if we wish,
compare the size of a projected liner which is soon to sail the Atlantic with
the theoretical size of an atomic rocket which some scientist calculates might
some day fly around Mars, without implying that both are equally practicable.
The Atlantic Union would be based upon common institutions, common interests, a common cultural heritage and a sense of community which has developed over many centuries. The peoples who would form it have already combined for defense in the North Atlantic pact and for European recovery through
the Marshall plan. The union is directly in line with historic evolution and its
many instances of voluntary integration based upon community and proximity.
Proposals for world government, in contrasts, depart abruptly from the pattern of historic evolution, disregard the controlling factors of community and
proximity which have brought about previous voluntary integration, and seek
at one step to bring into one "government" democracies, dictatorships, and all
continents, races, religions and stages of political development.
Few objective people will challenge the conclusion that in considering any
form of world government today it is more realistic to consider one without the
Russian bloc than one including the Russian bloc. The Russians have established this point rather clearly by official statements and even more clearly by
their actions. The attitude toward it of many leaders in the world government
movement appears to rest less upon a belief that the Russians would actually
participate, than upon a desire to avoid themselves any responsibility for
further dividing the world.
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The conclusion that peoples now associated with the Atlantic democracies
would be associated with the Atlantic Union may require more substantiation.
Before going into cases, let us look at the general pattern of world trade.
The Atlantic democracies account today for the greater part of international
trade. The seven sponsors of the North Atlantic Pact alone, not including their
dependent territories or the British dominions, accounted for 45.4' percent of
world trade in 1948. Most nations outside the Russian bloc are associated with
the Atlantic democracies closely economically, depending upon them both for
markets and for goods.
Atlantic Union would develop, not diminish, these economic ties. Because
it would increase the purchasing power of its own people, it would provide a
larger market for the exports of all thesV outside peoples. Because it would also
open new opportunities for its people for mass production and specialization, it
would produce goods more cheaply than the Atlantic democracies have done.
Thus the union would provide outside peoples with both expanded markets and
cheaper goods, strengthening and enlarging the economic bonds between them
and the Atlantic peoples.
It may be objected that the Russian bloc might disrupt this progressive economic association by expanding its own trade with all peoples outside the Atlantic Union. But the Russian bloc, including China which appears destined
soon to fall completely under Communist control, has played a relatively small
part in international trade. In 1938 it accounted for only 8.61 percent of world
trade. The trade statistics of most of its peoples are hidden today by the
iron curtain, but it seems likely that the iron curtain itself and the conditions
in China and many of the satellite countries have reduced this proportion.
Russia, moreover, lacks the merchant marine to conduct an extensive overseas
trade, wheraas the Atlantic democracies are the preeminent maritime nations.
Russia's overland trade is hindered by inadequate transport and, in parts of
Asia, by mountains and deserts. Finally, most of the nations associated economically with the Atlantic democracies need industrial products and the Russian bloc has failed to produce enough industrial products to meet its own
requirements.
The association of peoples all over the world with the Atlantic democracies is
not only economic, but also political. These peoples, which are listed individually
in the table with this article, may be divided into the following six groups:
1. The colonies or dependent territories of the seven Atlantic democracies
which sponsored the North Atlantic Pact. These would presumably become,
for an initial stage, dependent territories of the union.
2. The democracies and dominions which were not among the sponsors of
the North Atlantic Pact, but may be expected to enter the Atlantic Union either
when it is established or soon afterward. They include three parties to the
North Atlantic Pact, three dominions and Switzerland, Sweden and Eire.
3. The Latin American Republics which have long had intimate bonds with
the United States. Most of them could be expected to enter the Atlantic Union
soon after its creation. None of them; not even Argentina, would be likely to
remain outside the union more than a few years.
4. Six Asiatic countries which were formerly dependent territories of the
Atlantic democracies and have now achieved either independence or dominion
status. While most of them could not be expected to join the Atlantic Union
in the near future, they are today closely associated with the Atlantic democracies and would continue to be closely associated with the Atlantic Union.
The most impOrtant of them is India, which has been attempting to avoid
definite involvement in the clash between Russia and the West, yet maintains
special political and economic links with Britain. If Britain, as well as the
United States, became part of a union dedicated to freedom and the dignity of
man, these links with the West would become not weaker, but stronger. Old
antagonisms toward the British would not apply to the union, while trade ties
with the Atlantic area would rapidly increase.
5. Western Germany and Japan which are now occupied by the Atlantic de.
mocracies and under their control. Western Germany, which would border
directly upon the Atlantic Union, might soon be enabled to join the union.
6. A somewhat heterogeneous group of countries which now has close associations with the Atlantic democracies. Greece and Turkey depend upon American military aid for security. Portugal and Italy are parties to the North
I Compiled from Summary
Nations, October 1, 1949.

af

World Trade Statistics, Statistical Office of the United
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Atlantic Pact. Egypt, Ethiopia and Thailand have close relationships with
Britain while Liberia has long had a special relationship with the United
States. Spain has been included in this group because it is reasonable to believe
that by the time her European neighbors and some Latin American Republics
had joined the union, the Spanish people would turn from Franco to freedom
in order to join it themselves.
When the economic and political realities underlying the association of all
these countries with the Atlantic democracies are analyzed, two conclusions
concerning their relationships with the Atlantic Union become apparent.
First, more than half the countries of the world could be expected to seek to
join the Atlantic Union within a few years of its creation.
Second, the association of the others with the Atlantic Union would become
stronger than their association with the Atlantic democracies. All of them
would look to the union not only for expanded markets and cheaper goods, but
also for security against a third world war. All people among them who
aspired to preserve what freedom they had won would see the union as the
world's great bastion of freedom. Farseeing statesmen among them would
seek practical means of closer association with the Union and begin to work for
the day when their peoples could join it.
This analysis indicates also that the nations who would be either in the Atlantic
Union or closely associated with it, actually comprise most of the world outside
the Russian bloc. It may be advisable, however, to omit those whose future
possibilities of association with the union may be open to some doubt, however
much their peoples may aspire toward it. It is usually best to understate a case.
Iran, Palestine, and the Arab States of Asia have close ties with the Atlantic
democracies today, but might become subject, because of their geographical
situation, to powerful Russian pressure. Similar pressure might be applied to
Afghanistan and Nepal. The future of both Austria and Korea is uncertain.
In order to be conservative, these peoples are omitted from the long list of
those who would be associated with the Atlantic Union. It may be suggested,
however, that not all of them would be willing to join in a "government" which
the Russian bloc refused to join.
The accompanying table gives a comparison between the populations included
in a world government without the Russian bloc and in the Atlantic Union and
associated peoples. Population figures are from the World Almanac of 1949,
taken to the nearest million for simpler presentation.
Exception may be taken to some of the specific items in the population chart,
since the inclusion or omission of some countries is necessarily a matter of
judgment. It might be objected, for example, that Saudi Arabia, Yemen, Jordan,
and Palestine should be added, or that French Indochina should be omitted
because the Chinese Communists have reached it borders.
Such adjustments may be made according to individual judgment. It is not
believed, however, that any reasonably sound adjustments will materially affect
the over-all figure for the Atlantic Union plus associated peoples. To illustrate,
an adjustment so sweeping as to eliminate French Indochina and all of the
last group, which contain countries as closely tied to the Atlantic democracies
as Greece, Turkey, Italy and Portugal, would reduce the over-all figure only to
1,209,000,000 or 53.4 percent of the world.
But to compare such radically different political entities as a world government without the Russian bloc and the Atlantic Union plus associated peoples
on the basis of population alone would be misleading, just as it would be to imply
that both are equally feasible.
Such a world government wold be loosely constructed of widely divergent
peoples, democracies, autocrats, and various shades between, who would lack
common interests, common heritage, and any sense of community. Its functions
would be limited to efforts to preserve peace. Since the Russian bloc would
continue to maintain vast armies, air power, and atomic weapons, the world
government could not preserve peace by enacting "world law." Peace would
then depend, just as it would in the case of the Atlantic Union, upon the creation and successful maintenance of an unquestioned world predominance of
power.
The Atlantic Union, in contrast, would be founded solidly upon common interests, common heritage, and a sense of community, as well as upon free institutions. Its functions would include not only preservation of peace but also regulation of trade, currency, and communications. It would be inherently much
more closely knit and efficient. Functioning as a solid nucleus surrounded and
supported by associated peoples and itself possessing 80 percent of the Industrial
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capacity of the world, it would be infinitely better equipped to create and successfully maintain an unquestioned world predominance of power.
Both political aggregations would comprise almost the same proportion of the
world's population. Both would depend upon exactly the same peoples to maintain peace, the Atlantic democracies which would form the initial Atlantic Union.
In the world government without the Russian bloc, the Atlantic democracies
would be only a minority, unable to apply their decisive combined power and
influence effectively without the agreement of a heterogeneous majority composed
of peoples far behind them in political and economic development. In the union
these Atlantic democracies could operate as effectively as we Americans can in
our Union, not only to preserve peace but also to promote prosperity and to
foster freedom.
Population hart
[Figures denote number of people in millions]
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Population of Russian bloc:
211
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------------------------------------------------463
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---------------------------------------------------1
---------------------------------------------------Albania
7
Bulgaria. -------------------------------------------------12
Czechoslovakia -------------------------------------------------4
---------------------------------------------------Finland
17
----------------------Eastern Germany
3
Hungary
--------------------------------------------------24
----------------------Poland-------------------16
..-------------------------------------------------..
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15
------------------------------------------------Yugoslavia
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---------------------------------------------------

World population minus Russian bloc -----------------------------Population of seven original Atlantic Union countries:
---------------------------------------------United States
----------------------------------- -------Canada
Great Britain ----------------------------------------------France
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------Belgium-Luxemburg
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------------------------------------------------
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9
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Populationchart-Continued
[Figures denote number of people in millions]
Population of Latin-American Republics ----------------------------Dominions and former colonies closely associated with the Atlantic Union:
Burma ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Ceylon
India
---------------------------------------------------Pakistan ----------------------------------------------------------------------------Philippines
United States of Indonesia
--------------------------Total

---------------------------------------------------

Population of countries occupied by Atlantic Union countries:
Western Germany
---------------------------------Japan ----------------------------------Total

---------------------------------------------------

144
15
7
304
85
20
56
487
45
79
124

Population of other countries likely to be associated with the Atlantic
Union:
Greece

-------

77-------------

Italy
------------------------------------------Former Italian colonies ---------------------------------------Portugal and colonies
-------------Spain and colonies ------------------------------------------Thailand
--------------------------------------------------

28
17

Turkey -

19

-

---------------------

Egypt -----------------------------------------------------------Ethiopia
------------------------------Liberia
----------------------------------Total

--------------------------------------------------

46
3
18

19
15
2
174

Population of total Atlantic Union and associated peoples --------------1408
The over-all comparison, including percentages of the world's total population, is:
Millions Percentage
of people
of world
World government minus Russian bloc------------------1,491
65.9
Atlantic Union plus associated peoples ------------------1, 408
62.2
Difference

----------------

83

3. 7

EFFECT OF ATLANTIC UNION IN ASIA
Mr. HARTLEY. Throughout non-Communist Asia, creation of the
union would enhance tremendously the prospects of stemming the
Communist tide. People who are threatened lean upon strength.
People who are impoverished need rich markets, cheap goods, and

foreign capital.

All men desire peace and freedom.

The Philippine

Republic might enter the union at once, while other Asiatic people,
aspiring to join it eventually, would meanwhile associate themselves
more closely with the west. It seems clear, for example, that union
of the democracies would greatly strengthen India's ties with the
west and, at the same time, decrease antagonisms resulting from past
British rule. It seems even clearer that, whatever the United States
can do to prevent the enslavement of Asia, the union could do much
more.

To win the minds of men, we must offer them more than material
benefits.

We must offer an idea, to which men of good will can

rally. The lack of a sufficiently positive and compelling idea is one
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of our grave handicaps in the cold war today. As the history of our
own country has shown, no idea is more powerful and compelling than
that of expanding freedom.
The objectives of American foreign policy have frequently been
explained. But no one has explain just how pursuit of our present
policies is going to win the cold war and prevent an atomic war. If
these results can be achieved by our present policies, the road will be
long, precarious, and costly. The Atlantic Union Resolution opens a
broader, straighter, safer, and cheaper road to victory in the cold war,
enduring peace, prosperity, and expanding freedom. To fail to explore it now, before we are too late, may be to gamble with the lives
and destiny of the American people.
Senator THoMAs of Utah. Thank you very much, Mr. Hartley.
Mrs. Rosa Farber, please.
Mrs. Farber, for the record, will you identify yourself please?
STATEMENT OF MRS. ROSA M. FARBER, LEGISLATIVE RESEARCH
COMMITTEE OF DETROIT, MICH.
Mrs. FARBER. My name is Rosa M. Farber. I represent the Legislative Research Committee of Detroit, Mich. This is a group of
unorganized women, the majority of whom are members of various
established clubs such as patriotic organizations, philanthropic clubs,
PTA, Y, and school mothers' clubs, political clubs of both major
parties. Our weekly meetings are devoted to the study and discussion of proposed and pending legislation, particularly that which is
international in scope. We range in age from mothers of small children to grandmothers. We represent a truly cross section of the
population since wives of business and professional men, as well as
wives of factory men, attend the meetings.
UNITED STATES THREATENED BY WORLD GOVERNMENT

For a decade, many of the older women have watched the campaign
for world government gather momentum. For 10 years, a credulous
population felt secure in the belief that a drastic proposal such as
world government would make no progress among the people, and
surely would find no sympathy in Congress where Members are sworn
to defend and uphold the Constitution. Not until House hearings on
resolutions seeking to establish world government actually were held
last October were Americans alerted to the immediate danger.
. One of the first questions asked by the newly aroused man on the
street is, "Who is behind this?" Checking various prominent persons
in the world government movement it is interesting to learn that many
of the leaders were beating the war drums back in 1940 and 1941.
A cold war has been waged for the past 10 years between Americans
who are determined to preserve our constitutional representative form
of government and anti-American forces, who, having lost faith in
themselves, their country, and their countrymen, are advocating the
abolition of our Constitution.
It is a matter of deep concern when we recall that soon after the
event occurred which a certain world-renowned individual claimed
he "dreamed of, aimed at, worked for, and now it has come to pass"
and, at the very time when our soldiers, sailors, marines, were on
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the high seas en route to Australia, to hitherto unknown islands in
the Pacific, to north Africa, these plotters wereplanning-what? How
to win the war? Not at all. They planned to accomplish what a
foreign enemy, with all his military might could not achieve. They
planned to destroy our United States in their own way.
Having no further use for war drums, they boarded the world government band wagon and we find them rolling up to Congress in January 1942 with the following resolution:
That the Congress of the United States of America does hereby solemnly declare that all peoples of the garth should now be united in a commonwealth of
nations to be known as the United Nations of the World, and to that end thereby
gives the President of the United States of America all the needed authority
and powers of every kind and description without limitation of any kind that
are necessary in his sole and absolute discretion to set up and create the Federation of the World, a world peace government under the title of the United Nations
of the World, including its constitution and personnel and all other matters
needed or appertaining thereto to the end that all nations of the world may by
voluntary action become a part thereof under the same terms and conditions.
There is hereby authorized to be appropriated out of any money in the Treasury
not otherwise appropriated the sum of $100,000,000 or so much thereof as may
be necessary to be expended by the President in his sole and absolute discretion
to effectaute the purposes of this joint resolution.
And in addition the sum of $1,000,000,000 for the immediate use of the United
Nations of the World under its constitution as set up and created by the President
of the United States of America as provided in this joint resolution. Reference:
Congressional Record, January 30, 1942.

Senator THOMAS of Utah. Was that resolution ever adopted?
Mrs. FARBER. I think not.
An appropriation of $1,100,000,000 was requested for the United
Nations of the World in January 1942, when people were implored
to put every dollar they could spare into war bonds to finance the
war we were in.
The two organizations who made the proposal further requested
Congress to pass the resolution on January 30, 1942, "as a birthday
present to him, to us, to the world," referring, of course, to the
President.
Eight years later they are back in full force, with an elaborate
1950 model for world government.
In order to fully comprehend the situation we now face, for example, the incredible fact that world government proposals are actually being considered, seriously, by a Senate committee, it is. necessary to review the history of the world government movement in
recent years.
An inkling of the plan was reported by the Detroit Times under a
Washington dateline November 12, 1943, as follows:
What is described as one of the greatest propaganda machines in history was
mobilized here today to plunge this Nation into a world superstate in which
national sovereignty would be destroyed forever.
WORLD GOVERNMENT THREATENS SOCIALISM

Claiming to speak in the name of scores of the Nation's leading authors, a
a little group of literary men headed by Supreme Court Justice Owen J. Roberts,
launched a Nation-wide campaign for a super state plan which, they said,
actually falls short of their dreams and hopes. The program, Justice Roberts
said, outstrips anything that has been suggested thus far, surpassing both the
Connally postwar resolution of the Senate and the agreements of the recently
concluded Moscow conference.
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Their program revolved around a."pledge for peace" which pledges a world
organization from which there could be no secession, an organization in which the
United States would surrender its "sovereign right to make war" with the
entire program enforced by an irresistible international police force. Spokesmen for the group admitted they had organized a formidable propaganda behind
it. Justice Roberts said: "We have, as signers of this pledge, outstanding
writers, college professors, and members of the stage and screen."
They wield terrific power on American thought. I do not think that it is
beyond possibility that this powerful group of persons may put this idea over
with the American people.

What is the superstate idea wlch this "powerful group of persons" believed it possible to "put over with the American people"?
Stripped of deceiving oratory, it is a scheme for world socialism.
Article 109 of the United Nations Charter provides for transforming
the United Nations, as is, into world government. Senate Concurrent
Resolution 56 and other resolutions which this committee is now considering seek to carry out the provisions of article 109.
In order to intelligently consider world government, we must first
consider the United Nations-what is it, how good is it, what will we
have if we deed to it our lives, our fortunes, our sacred honor.
SPECIALIZED AGENCIES OF UN

Due to the efforts of the "powerful group" the erroneous notion that
United Nations and world peace are synonymous has been firmly fixed
in the public mind. Few people know anything at all about the 22
or more special agencies of United Nations where all the social planning for the world is done, including the planning for the United
States of America.
Let us explore a few of these agencies. For example, International
Trade Organization. Fifty-eight member nations, in which we have
but one vote, have the power to plan, operate, and control the operations of capital, credit, trade, national resources, and means of production. To ITO we assign all of our rights to fix tariffs and import
fees.
In the Food and Agriculture Organization is found traces of the
old OPA plus much of the Brannan farm plan. Thus, legislation
which Congress itself rejects will be forced upon us since the decrees
and edicts of a United Nations commission under world government
supersede national laws.
The World Health Organization is the agency which will plan and
administer socialized medicine in the whole wide world. Again, the
law of UN or world government supersedes national laws and the
United States of America will get socialized medicine by the simple
process of passing Senate Concurrent Resolution 56 and/or the others.
COVENANT ON HUMAN RIGHTS

The longer one studies the world bill of human rights, the more
fascinating it becomes. According to press reports, the human righters
on this commission waged a 2-day battle against God. A resolution
calling for the first sentence to read "All men are created in the image
and likeness of God" met with violent opposition from the British,
China, and Russian delegates. The givers-of-human-rights to all the
world pushed God out of the first sentence. He lost that round. The
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first sentence now reads, "All human beings are born free and equal in
dignity and rights."
Article 2 states:
Everyone is entitled to all the rights and freedoms set forth in this declaration
without distinction of any kind such as race, color, sex, language, religion,
political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other status.

Does this mean we would be compelled by world law to tolerate
Communists, Socialists, Bolsheviks, remnants of fascism, nazism, anarchism? Does this mean the end of civil rights filibusters in the
United States Senate and that no further consideration need be given
to the equal-rights amendment?
Article 15 states:
1. Everyone has the right to freedom of movement and residence within the
borders of each state. 2. Everyone has the right to leave any country, including his own and to return to his eountry.

Does this abolish United States immigration laws?
Against a background of American freedom, what does article 19
mean? It states:
Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and expression. This right
includes freedom to hold opinions without interference and to seek, receive, and
import information and ideas through any medic and regardless of frontiers.

Does article 19 strengthen the rights and freedoms of "political
or other opinion," set forth in article 2?
As a matter of fact, Mr. Chairman, the world declaration of human
rights is full of booby traps for the American citizen. The 51 rights
and/or privileges enumerated add nothing to our own Bill of Rights,
but in the enforcing take away many of the rights we now enjoy.
In the words of Judge Florence Allen, "If the declaration of the
charter of human rig ts are binding and enforceable, a vast field
of inquiry opens up. Does all this make for peace or war?"
Were we to oppose the influx of foreign "isms" as we now do, would
we find ourselves in trouble with the new world court on human
relations?
UNESCO

The agency known as UNESCO, United Nations Educational Scientific and Cultural Organization, covers a field of activity which
extends far beyond the scope of mere man's imagination. It begins
with the premise that-since wars begin in the minds of men, it is in the minds of men that the defenses
of peace must be constructed, and that the peace must therefore be founded
upon the intellectual and moral solidarity of mankind.

The Director General of UNESCO, Dr. Jaime Torres Bodet, of
Mexico, claims:
Peace has to be built in the slums and in the villages. You do not need to
be convinced that the unequal distribution of goods and material wealth in the
world is a menace to peace. But, inequalities in the access to knowledge and
to technical skills may be as great a menace-stunted minds breed war.

Now, there is another school of thought on this subject. To say
peace has to be built in the slums and villages is sheer nonsense. The
majority of the people of every nation in every walk of life want
peace, and there would be peace if people were permitted to make
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the decision. Wars are made by diplomats and others, who fly from
here to there and back, sowing their seeds of war.
In order to achieve peace through "intellectual and moral solidarity
of mankind," UNESCO has formulated a program of fundamental
education which proposes to educate or reeducate everyone, everywhere, in all walks of life-from the United States to the most primitive tribes of Africa-where it is proposed to establish an official
language. A Federal Security Agency bulletin, 1948, No. 14, admits
the task of language teaching is complicated "by a bewildering multiplicity of local languages and dialects, some of which may never be
committed to writing." It must be decided what language should
be taught to the primitive tribes of Africa to "promote international
understanding and the solidarity of the human race."
Writing the foreword in the Federal Security Agency's Bulletin,
1948, No. 13, Oscar R. Ewing, Federal Security Administrator, states:
Fundamental education as conceived by the United Nations Education, Scientific and Cultural Organization goes far beyond the wiping out of illiteracy, vast
as that task alone is. It is one part of the multipronged attack by UNESCO in
support of world peace.

In support of world peace, UNESCO proposes to invade the field of
health, religious, and moral education. It proposes to establish
libraries and museums in backward areas where the mother tongue
has not yet been committed to writing. Offering courses in arts and
crafts, it will teach natives thatching or well digging. Quoting FSA
Bulletin No. 13:
In the field of pure art fundamental education must encourage traditional forms
of self-expression in music, dancing, drama, sculpture, or the graphic arts.

UNESCO proposes to teach natives how to live fuller and happier
lives through the creative use of leisure and physical education.
Naturally, the American taxpayer will contribute his share of the
cost of this UNESCO program to teach natives in Africa to live fuller
and happier lives.
It is an interesting discovery that in exploring the ramifications and
periphery of UNESCO, we find the programs of the State Department, the United States Office of Education, and the National Education Association interwoven and interlocked with UNESCO plans.
Obviously, UNESCO already functions here in the United States,
through these various agencies. Is the theory of Federal aid to education a scheme to take from the States the limited control of education
they now have and hand it over to UNESCO? Thus, one important
step toward fitting the United States into the framework of world
government is accomplished.
In the light of the revamped educational system, a great portion of
which is devoted to education for world citizenship, plus the increased
cost of so-called modem, education, plus the cooperation between the
afore-mentioned educational agencies, we believe we are on solid
ground when we trace the 1949 demand for Federal aid to education
back to UNESCO.
Last, but by no means least, our knowledge of certain personnel of
United Nations, particularly those in important positions, does notinspire confidence. Without detailing by name and record the many
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questionable characters in United Nations, we call attention to the fact
that UN is heavily loaded with Communists, Socialists, and others
whose experience and background renders them totally unfit to hold
positions of responsibility and trust. This situation becomes more
alarming when we realize these persons are in their respective positions by appointment. We ask, who are the United States representatives on the various UN commissions? Of this vast organization,
not more than half a dozen names are known, and they do not inspire
a sense of security. And yet we are asked to sign over to these planners
our lives, our fortunes, our sacred honor. Collectively, these planners
have given themselves the power to control every phase of our living.
This testimony would not be complete without a word about the
people who come to Congress with a load of tricky resolutions. These
modern pied pipers would have Congress believe that their sweet song
of world peace has charmed all the people into following them into
their world government wilderness. This is far from the truth. We
find ardent followers of the sweet music turn and run when they learn
harsh facts which are not even mentioned by the outstanding writers,
college professors, and members of the stage and screen.
At a time when loyal patriots were crushed with grief at the surrender of Corregidor, the capture of General Wainwright, our losses
in the Pacific, these people were holding conferences, planning for the
time when a war-weary nation would lend a diffident ear to a promise
of peace, confident that propaganda and high-pressure salesmanship
would put the idea over with the American people.
However, national sales resistance has become revitalized. We
counter with the slogan "Investigate before you invest." We now come
to Congress, to this committee, with the plea that you investigate
before you invest our national treasure.
The American people have a right to know the name and qualifications of every man and woman representing the United States in the
United Nations. We ask that this committee take steps to authorize
such an investigation. We also request an investigation of the sources
from which the numerous national organizations supporting world
government receives funds which enable them to carry on their activities. How much radio time is donated? How much of the taxpayers'
money is spent by the State Department, by the United States Office of
Education, by the Federal Security Agency, for propaganda to put
over the idea that it is to our best interest to scrap the United States
Constitution and adopt a world constitution, that it is to our best
interest to swap the Stars and Stripes for a white design on a field of
blue, hang a gone-out-of-business sign on the dome of the Capitol and
transfer what is left of our national business to a world monopoly of
governments?
This is not what our boys died for in two world wars.
May I state that my entire statement is documented, and all of the
reference material is available. I want you to know that, Mr. Chairman, and thank you.
Senator THoMAS of Utah. Thank you.

The statement witten by Mrs. Frooks will be put in the record at
this point in just the way it is asked here. That means it is available
to the press and they can use it if they wish.
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STATEMENT OF MRS. DOROTHY BROOKS, ATTORNEY AT LAW,
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.
Mrs. FROOKS. Thank you, Senator Thomas. I would like very much
to have this statement placed in the record. I feel that I have some
good points which would be very helpful to the United States of
America and to the United Nations.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. It is in the record.
(The statement of Mrs. Dorothy ]'rooks is as follows:)
In behalf of the world situation and the resolution at present before Congress,
there are several points that I would like to make known to this committee.
If we are to have war, it must either be a military war or a psychological war.
With the atomic bomb and the H-bomb we will destroy civilization if we choose
military war.
The alternative is psychological war which Russia has staged against us
through Russian propaganga, tricky, slimy clever spies, and this has infested
our Government, yet, we have not taken any action, although we are on the
defensive.
What must we do? We must wage an offensive psychological war upon Russia. How?
1. Strengthen the Voice of America with every good public relations person
in our country so that we will reach the eyes, the ears, the minds of the Russian
people. Spend more money for this.
2. Organize the Atlantic Pact nations into an efficient police force for concerted
action.
3. Abolish the veto power when there Is enough strength of Atlantic Pact
nations working together.
4. All our warfare material sent to other countries should be under the supervision of our own military people, so that bullets will never be returned to us in
killing our boys.
5. Create an interim committee in every member nation of the United Nations,
with delegates who know the language of the country in which that delegate is
sent, and who knows the set-up of that country, as more fully outlined in my
pamphlet Prelude to Peace. Either we get inside of Russia through a little
United Nations or interim committee, or if Russia refuses to cooperate by having
delegates within her doors, then before bloodshed, treat the Russian delegate
as a violator of the Charter of the United Nations. If they accept hospitality
they should know they must give it.
6. Keep Russia busy with our psychological war within its own bailiwick
so that there will be no time to interfere with us.
As a result of an invitation to a conference at the State Department on
methods of strengthening the United Nations, I evolved a plan so pertinent to
fostering a better peace in the world that I drew up a resolution and submitted
it to the American Bar convention.
The idea is one for promotion of better functioning machinery of the United
Nations. No manufacturer with goods to sell would expect many sales without
placing his goods on display in as many spots as possible, as well as advertise
them extensively. A good merchandiser would always make the goods accessible
to his potential customers. The larger the idea, the more active should be the
merchandising campaign. Call it propaganda if you like, but with the greatest
idea of our times, the United Nations, we are hiding our merchandise.
Actually we are trying to draw the nations of the world together into a United
Nations without showing the people of the world what it Is, other than to tell
them it is a vague something called a world get-together.
Consequently the United States is only a nebulous idea to the run-of-the-mill
person-perhaps a hopeful idea-but very vague.
What is actually needed is a little United Nations in every country In the
world. Any internal brawl of an international aspect like those we have seen
in Palestine, China, Hungary, could be dealt with locally-just as our Government deals with national offenses, using the tribunals for the machinery of
justice-police forces, courts, jails--help international problems on the home
lands.
Getting only scattered opinions from a few groups able to travel to present
their side, and appointees to the United Nations, cannot get at the real issues.
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It is my opinion that to make the United Nations more real to all the world It
must become a main business in every member country. If we have 59 countries
to work with, we must have 59 countries all working on their own grounds to
know what it is all about, right there, first.
Each of the 59 countries would prepare people to study the respective countries to which they may eventually become delegates to the United Nations at
that particular country.
We would have then 59 sets of delegates of appropriate qualifications, one set
in each of the 59 member countries. Every nation would send a set of delegates
to each member country. For instance, well-qualified authorities on Italy and
Italian life, with the knowledge of the Italian language, would be sent to Italy,
from every one of the 59 member nations of the United Nations. It would be
the same with France, or Chile, or China, or India, or Russia, or Nicaragua,
to name a few.
These experts would know the country, know the language, the customs, the
habits of the people, their laws, their foods, their problems, their natural resources, their imports, exports, their politics, how their leaders are chosen, their
tribunals of justice, their ideologies, their religions, everything about the social,
economic, and political life. There would be no hidden secrets, for the member
nations would all have the same information. Once revealed, international problems would cease to exist.
Coming into a country with substantial background of knowledge about that
country, each of the representatives of the 59 countries would be able to study
and understand the true conditions, the motives, the sore spots, the intrigues,
the country's ambitions, attitudes, and all facts in connection with that country's dealings with its neighbors and other countries. With such knowledge of
internal and international outlook, the 59 delegates from all the 59 member
nations of the United Nations can decide any local questions after hearings,
conferences, and seeing the people who after all are responsible for creating
dissension and wars. Getting down to the grass roots would be the surest
method of controlling world peace.
Any difficulty brought to the local or interim committee would be better handled
on the home ground. If the matter cannot be settled then reports after extensive study should be brought to the General Assembly.
Any meeting of the General Assembly would eventually be composed of those
delegates who have lived and worked in a little United Nations of member countries. In cases of controversy these experts'would have a working and current
knowledge of the affairs and conditions of the country in controversy.
The practicality of this idea is apparent to those who think in large patterns.
There is one thing certain. While discussions are going on in a respective country where the United Nations is constantly in session, witnesses--perhaps the
instigators of the peace disturbances-would not be fighting. When they talk,
they don't fight. When they keep their feet under the same table, they won't
fight.
In a plan to have a little United Nations or an interim committee in each
country, it would come closer to human relationships, for personal appearances
made before the tribunal to complain could easily be corrected. After all, we
are dealing with people, their emotions, their problems. They all want to live,
enjoy life-and if a small assemblage can arrange for it, why not?
Many countries will not have need for a constant little United Nations. But
if every member country has one, the least they can do is to sit and fraternize
with each other. Out of such comradeship will grow ideas that will keep the
airplanes flying, the ships sailing, and add to the interchange of knowledge
and goods throughout the earth.
If this international trade is a criterion, then perhaps some thought can be
given to an international market that will buy all the surplus of nations and
sell to nations that do not have that particular commodity. With this planthe commodity won't be scrap iron for bullets-but scrap iron for actual peaceful
construction.
Former Secretary of State Marshall indicated the ideal of the United Nations
when he said: "The Government of the United States believes that the surest
foundation for permanent peace lies in the extension of the benefits and the
restraints of the rules of law to all people and to all governments. This is the
heart of the Charter and of the structure of the United Nations. It is the best
hope of mankind."
After all, the public good in this age of atomic and air progress which
annihilates time and distance, is dependent upon the peaceful condition and
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international stability in the world. It is important to treat the whole matter
as a preventative of war while the opportunity exists.
Many proposals such as Federal Union, United World Federalists, World
Republic, United Nations Reform, and similar thoughts have been advanced
by thinking people, all with a world government as an ultimate goal.
The core of the world-security problem is the relationship between the east
and west which seems to gradually widen. We know one powerful group of
the east, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics has privileges to travel throughout the Western World, accepts benefits, takes privileges in the United States,
yet does not open her doors or reciprocate the hospitality. A fundamental
adjustment between the east and the west could be strengthened and solve the
crucial problem of the world insecurity add fear of war, by creating the machinery
of the United Nations outlined herein that would give all nations equal
responsibility.
The United States has followed an active policy of strengthening the existing
machinery of the United Nations by the creation of the interim committee
or little Assembly of the General Assembly of the United Nations constantly in
session in New York City.
We can introduce an interim committee to serve in every member nation.
When functioning properly in each nation, we would find the differences in
interpretation of statements between the east and west would be recognized.
As it stands, statements made by public officials in Russia and its surrounding countries represent the policy of the government. The ordinary people
dare not make statements. In the west, especially the United States, statements
made by public officials do not necessarily represent the policy of the Government. Everybody makes statements under constitutional right and sometimes
abuse that freedom of speech. But it does not represent the policy of the
Government. With no opportunity of studying these conditions and differences,
mistaken attitudes lead to misunderstandings-which can be avoided by adding
addiitonal machinery to the United Nations for educational enlightenment,
improvement of understanding and interpretation.
A little Assembly such as was created November 13, 1947, in accordance with
article 22 of the Charter of the United Nations, a miniature United Nations made
up of members of every nation in the homeland of every member nation in the
world, and thus discharge responsibilites along administrative matters, social,
economic, and human rights tasks for which each such little Assembly be solely
responsible, would keep the peace.
By this method, every nation would have the open door, to give as well as
receive and solve the local international problems before submitting problems
to the General Assembly.
Any member nation that would not cooperate in permitting the presence and
continuous duty of the little assembly within its domain is not working honestly
toward world peace, and is not worthy of membership in the United Nations.
That nation should be dealt with as a violating nation as provided for by the
Charter, by the remaining member nations as a solid unit, before any bloodshed.
The offending nation will soon realize that they must share the responsibility,
open its doors for a little assembly or be shut out of the world. No nation is so
self-sufficient that it can long endure with sanctions and an economic boycott
against it. All against one will soon show the offending nation that the world
wants peace and is determined to get it.
A little assembly in each nation composed of representatives that are qualified
by training and language in that respective country widens the opportunities and
interest in the objectives of the United Nations. After all, nations, leaders, are
only people, and people must get to know each other, for people here and people
there are God's children everywhere. With this thought for the building of a
practical mechanism to broaden the path of peace in our own day, I leave you to
leaf through the universally basic beauties of Dr. Freedman's ideas on the same
subject.
Like all the great teachers, Dr. Freedman believed that peace can come to
the mass of mankind only as the individual establishes himself in peace within.
Beyond that he pleads for a world order of peacemakers.
Peace must work outward from the individual. Once such a force is established in even a comparatively few individuals it will evidence itself in government so that the many may share its benefits.
In His sermon on the mount, He did not say, "Blessed are the pacifists"-but
He did say, "Blessed are the peacemakers !"
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The United States has always been a peacemaker, let them lead the world as
peacemakers.
DOROTHY BROOKS.

RESOLUTION BY DOROTHY FROOKS, COUNSELOR AT LAW, NEW YORK CITY

Whereas people are dependent upon the peaceful condition and international
stability in the world, especially now that air progress and atomic users can be
made to annihilate time, distance, and people; and
Whereas many proposals such as Federal Union, United World Federalist,
World Republic, United Nations Reform, and similar thoughts have been advanced
by thinking people, all with a world government as an ultimate goal; and
Whereas the core of world-security problems in the relationship between the
east and west, particularly the United States as orne powerful group and Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics, another powerful group, wherein the rift has been
noted; and
Whereas the United States has given privileges of travel throughout the United
States to the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and they have not reciprocated
the same privileges to the United States of America; and
Whereas the fundament differences between these two countries are shown
in the interpretations of statements, made by its public officials, wherein the officials of Russia represent the policy of the Government while in the United States,
the officials do not represent the policy of the Government but are individual
statements, and thus cause mistaken attitudes and misunderstandings; and
Whereas the United Nations has followed an active policy of strengthening the
United Nations by creating an interim committee or little assembly and the
General Assembly of the United Nations; and
Whereas the machinery of the United Nations reaching into all nations by
means of interim committees or little assemblies to be on constant duty would
improve understanding, interpretation, and international relationship: There.
fore be it
Resolved, That the people submit this resolution to the General Assembly of
the United Nations, that an interim committee or little assembly such as was
created November 13, 1947, in accordance with article 22 of the Charter of the
United Nations, be established in every member nation, and thus discharge
responsibilities along with administrative matters, social, economic, and human
rights tasks for which each such interim committee or little assembly be solely
responsible. By this method, all nations will have the open door, to give as
well as receive, and solve local international problems before submitting problems
to the General Assembly. Any member nation that would not cooperate in permitting the presence and continuous duty of the interim committee or little
assembly within its domain is not worthy of membership in the United Nations
and should be dealt with as a violating nation by sanctions and other means
provided for in the Charter to preserve the peace and security of the world, prior
to possible physical conflict; and be it further
Resolved, That the interim committee or little assembly in each nation be
composed of representatives that are qualified by training and language in that
respective country thus widening the opportunities and interest in the objectives
of the United Nations.
THE OLYMPIC TORCH

(By Dorothy Frooks)
Every person, man or woman, is interested in the future safety of the world
for the sake of his or her own life or that of his or her family and friends.
The atomic bomb rings to us for solution a weighty problem. It was because
of a friendship between General MacArthur and General Wainwright, who was
a prisoner in a Japanese prison camp, that Tokyo was spared from destructioZ
With this thought in mind, the author has written a novel, setting forth characters and situations after the Olympic games in Germany, showing how war,
negative and unnecessary, prevented the continuation of the Olympic games in the
world of sportmanship and replaced all that was decent, friendly, important.
More friendships are needed to prevent the destructive use of the atomic bomb.
Women's clubs which have been active in helping their governments in wartime
activity now have the opportunity of exerting all their efforts to convert wartime
service into peacetime pursuits. The thought of how it can be done is told in the
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story of the Olympic Torch, in which the youth of the world propose that the
glory trappings of war-uniforms, medals, bands of inusic, guns-will help build
a strong moral force.
A strong plea is made so simple in its operation that it will bring world peace
and prosperity and will replace all written treaties and talk. People throughout
the world must be occupied constructively and decently. This book sets forth the
plan through the conversations of the youthful contestants of the last Olympic
games held in Germany. The story carries romance, intrigue, emotion, adventure,
and, above all, the plan to promote good sportsmanship in their own lands.
A strong plea is advanced for a change in international law. The young people
want to make every phase of war illegal. They do not understand why the old
law should permit and legalize the killing, of a boy who is 100 percent physically
perfect and desires to live while a wounded boy must be protected. They discuss
the inconsistency of the law and regulations. They speak of any legal warfare
as ridiculous, medieval, stupid, senseless, needless.
This book should be in the possession of every youth in every country who
wants to have a future world in which he can be safe, travel, play, enjoy life,
work-and raise his or her family in peace.
The future indicates that there will be more leisure. The working hours will
be less per day, fewer days of work per week. Distance and time have been
diminished by airplanes. Travel will be the greatest industry in the world. With
this thought in mind, the atomic bomb, not properly handled, is the greatest threat
where the world could be destroyed by the first unscrupulous shot. Therefore
the youth who speak of the world as a game of chess are concerned in steering
the world into friendships by means of sports. Instead of firing guns to kill they
should be fired as salutes. Instead of awarding a medal for killing, medals should
be awarded for constructive activities. Dr. Nobel had the right idea. The plan
is international. No one nation can work It out alone.
With understanding, tolerance, and practical application, international conventions yearly In every country at the same time would make sportsmanship the
glamorized peace effort. In this way adults and youth would keep busy, have the
exhibitions, and build the strong moral force of friendship through friendly]
cooperation.
The plan discussed by the youth needs no language and is the solution for
world peace regardless of race, religion, nationality, or status.
This plan can be a springboard for an active interest starting with the street,
the community, the city, the State, the Nation. The Mardi Gras in New Orleans,
that causes the city to be busy for a year so that I week's activities can be utilized
and consumed, starting all over again for the following year, keeps the people
happy, employed, and interested.
Youth as well as adults love organization and with such a plan can look forward to these international conventions, build for them, keep busy from one year
to the next, make employment. All organizations, the Masons, American Legion,
Veterans of Foreign Wars, YMCA, YWCA, DAR, Elks, Knights of Columbus,
religious organizations, teachers, medical, Federation of Women's Clubs, the
Rotary, Kiwanis, Lions, Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, musical organizations, and
thousands of business and professional groups throughout the world look forward
to their gatherings yearly, and are most constructive. Whatever is glamorized
for wartime service should be converted into peacetime use.
The Olympics should be a yearly event, a glamorous expectation, and every
person should be interested to support its accomplishments through the Olympic
Committee, Amateur Athletic Union, and other amateur sport-governing bodies.
Youth suggests a new approach to world affairs inasmuch as they feel that the
past methods were deficient.
The world must be treated like a home. The whole world is like a, large house,
each nation having one room. A fire In one room must have the support of all
the occupants of that home to extinguish the flame. To prevent fires, keep the
people busy. The sun, the stars, the moon shine down upon all nationalities,
religions, races--all human beings that want to live-and the universal something
which can cement peoples is competitive sports throughout the world. With this
universal occupation we shall have the strongest foundation for International
understanding, right thinking, justice, teamwork, fair play, tolerance, and permanent peace.

Senator

THOMAS of

Utah. I would like to say here for the record

that Tuesday is the regular meeting day, then we go into hearings
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on ECA. So it will be some time before our committee will be able
to meet with respect to these hearings again. However, we will
remain in session as long on Monday as the Senate allows us. We
have permission to meet when the Senate is in session, but, of course,
if we have to be on the floor for important legislation, we will need
to recess.
We will stand in recess until Monday morning at 10 o'clock.
STATEMENT OF MRS. AGNES WATERS, WASHINGTON, D. C.
Mrs. WATERS. I should like to challenge the right of this committee
to hold any hearings on such subversive resolutions to overthrow our
form of government.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. We have the statement of Mrs. Agnes
Waters.
Mrs. WATERS. I am protesting the hearings. I protest the right of
the Senate to hold any hearings on such subversive measures as this.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Her statement will be printed in the
record.
(The statement of Mrs. Agnes Waters is as follows:
Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, my name is Mrs. Agnes Waters,
My address is P. 0. Box 3560, Washington 7, D. C. I appear here against all the
resolutions. I will not discuss these resolutions, as they are not worth my time,
and I do not consider that any of them have any merit whatsoever. I charge
that they are part of an international conspiracy to overthrow the United States
Government.
How is it that if these resolutions were sincerely offered in the interests of
preventing world wars, that no representative of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Generals Bradley or Collins, or any official of the War or Navy Departments, or any
of the security or intelligence officers, or any defense branches of the United
States Government, has ever been invited to testify here? And neither were they
invited to appear here to testify in the matter of the Genocide Treaty. Why?
Do not these matters concern national defense, national security?
The answer is, They don't want these world government things to overthrow
the United States of America done to us. Why, even the witness for these
resolutions here in the hearings testified that the public has shown they do not
want any part of these resolutions done to us.
We are in a world revolution and we Americans are to go the way of Germans and Japanese. If these treaties and resolutions are passed they mean
the extinction of this Republic. And they are with the Genocide Treaty, and
other vile treaties to follow, by far the most serious move ever made to bring
the people of the United States to their knees, * * * Now let me remind
the Members of Congress that they were not elected by the majority to serve
special interests. * * * What right have these special interests to be so
favored by this breaking-out of a rash of congressional "sponsors" for these
subversive resolutions? Why these congressional sponsors are acting like a lot
of trained seals performing here at the whip-lash of threats of Red atomic war
while these enemy agents or Red lobbies watch and laugh? * * * Let me
remind these sponsors of their oath to uphold the Constitution they are aiming
to destroy, and let me say that every one of them are liable to arrest for treason,
and should resign. The Senate is a party to this conspiracy by offering and
sponsoring these resolutions, and also by silence. The Congress of the United
States of America has had indisputable evidence and information relative to an
amazing international conspiracy to overthrow this Government for many
years. * * *
Now some of you who have been supporting world government, can you be
sure you are not being used?
I demand that these resolutions and treaties be killed.
I appear here against all world government schemes and specifically against
Senate Concurrent Resolution 12, Senate Concurrent Resolution 66, Senate Concurrent Resolution 52, Senate 72, 56 Concurrent Resolution 57, and Senate Resolution 134, all of which resolutions I challenge as against the security and the
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general welfare of the people of the United States; and I challenge the right
of the Senate to hold hearings on these subversive resolutions and treaties,
all of which tend to destroy the Government of the United States of America
and to set up a world government. You have no authority to do this. This is a
legislative coup d'etat, and neither the Senate nor the House has ever been
given any such mandate from the people, such mandate being to overthrow and
destroy our Republic. It cannot be legally done to us under our United States
Constitution. In fact, such a hearing as this is really punishable by death,
as it is nothing short of high treason. * * *
Well, if you pass these treasonous resolutions and treaties now pending, all
our American rights to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness will hAve
passed into pure or mere fiction, together with the American flag, and we will
become slaves of a foreign power.
And that seems to be the game here, with much laughter from the internationalists who are here pressing for these resolutions unless the American
people revolt as in the American Revolution. e * *
First of all, I deny the lie that there is anything fictional about the American
flag, whose symbols are liberty and justice for all and whose broad stripes and
bright stars unfurled to the sky made tyranny tremble. Was it fictional for
great heroes to die for that flag. I want to know. Is it fictional that behind
that glorious banner stands an unseen army of hundreds of thousands of
American patriots who died for that flag? Is it fiction that by fighting and
dying for the flag this Nation was preserved? Is it fiction that today here and
now under God, a free Nation standing at attention behind Old Glory, is amassed
the bravest and grandest body of American fighting men, the armed forces of the
United States of America: our United States Army, our United States Navy, and
.our United States Marines, who keep the American flag flying over this Capitol7
I want to know. Is it fiction that both the armies of the dead and living are here
with all the superhuman power of great godlike souls to preserve those Stars and
Stripes flying forever? I want to know.
And behind the United States armies stand 140,000,000 Americans. Who will
dare haul down that emblem of glory? I want to know.
I am the widow of one of those men, and I have a right to know. I am also
the mother of a veteran, and all of my ancestors were patriots, some of whom
were with Washington and some later generations served at Gettysburg.
What is behind this traitorous move to haul down the Stars and Stripes? This
question I can answer myself, from more than 10 years of watching, identifying,
and pointing out to the Senate the enemies of America coming in here as witnesses and lobbyists under the leadership of Red fronts for Moscow * * *
And I demand that these bills and treaties be killed-or is it true that the
Senate is the prisoner of the Communists? I want to know.
Yours for America,
AGNES WATERS,

Only Woman Candidatefor President of the United States of America.

(Additional material submitted by Mrs. Waters is held in the files
of the committee.)
(Whereupon, the committee adjourned at 4: 30 p. m., to reconvene
at 10 a. m. Monday, February 20, 1950.)
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UNITED STATES SENATE,

COMMTrrEE ow FoREIGN RELATIONS, SUBcoMMrrrEE
oN THE REvISIoN OF THE UNITED NATIONS CHARTER,

Wa8hington, DC

The subcommittee met, pursuant to adjournment, at 10 a. in., in the
caucus room, room 318, Senate Office Building, Senator Elbert D.

Thomas (chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.
Present: Senators Thomas of Utah (chairman), Wiley, and Smith
of New Jersey.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. The subcommittee will come to order.
Mr. Garrison Norton, please.
Will you come forward, and identify yourself for the record and
then proceed with your statement!
STATEMENT OF GARRISON NORTON, WASHINGTON, D. C.
Mr. NORTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My name is Garrison Norton. I live in Washington, at 3040 Dumbarton Avenue NW., Washington 7.

I am a businessman and a partner of William A. M. Burden & Co.,
75 West Street, New York.
I resigned about a year ago as Assistant Secretary of State.
Mr. Chairman, I think to save your time, I can best summarize my
osition in this matter by quoting to you from a letter I wrote to
ecretary Acheson, dated January 6, 1950. It is a brief quotation
and I will give it to the stenographer after I finish.
My wife and I have recently returned from 4 months of travel in the United
Kingdom, Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Holland, Belgium, Luxemburg, Germany,
and Austria. We traveled only as private citizens on a holiday, but we did see
friends in these countries, including Government officials with whom I had
dealt in the course of my duties as an Assistant Secretary of State.
UNITING THE FREE WORLD AGAINST RUSSIA
We found that the subject of greatest interest to these people is the degree
of leadership the United States will exercise henceforth in uniting the free
world against the Russian conspiracy. They expressed keen appreciation of
what has been accomplished under the Marshall plan and other postwar aids,
but the rapid economic and military expansion of Russia has focused their
thinking on one point-the necessity of a world predominance of power under
United States leadership and within the framework of the United Nations.
Most of them expressed the firm belief that this. cannot be achieved by arm's
length subsidies or even by the economic union of western Europe. As Communist infiltration gains momentum on a world-wide scale, these people have
mce
to the eonclution that the only answer is political and economic federal
.,ilon of sovereign nations willing to sacrifice a degree of sovereignty for the
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common good. Their thinking begins with the democracies which sponsored the
North Atlantic treaty, but they envision a union comprising all nations desirous
of resisting Russian aggression.
After returning from Europe, we made a round trip to the west coast by
motorcar. We found a similar trend of thought in this country. The cost of the
effort to contain communism to date and the uncertainty regarding the future
cost and success of this effort have made an increasing number of thinking people believe that steps toward a political and economic union of the North Atlantic
Treaty countries should now be collectively explored. It is difficult to see how
such exploration could impair our foreign relations if it were undertaken in
appropriate form. On the other hand, its results might be of the first importance if future events should indicate the necessity of moving rapidly in the
direction of such a union.

As you see, Mr. Chairman, I am speaking merely as a private citizen, not a former official, and all I was doing there was to recite my
recent experiences in the course of a rather extensive holiday which
my wife and I took.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. We appreciate your statement very much,
Mr. Norton.
ATLANTIC UNION

Senator WILmEY. I wasn't here to hear the forepart of his statement.
I got the end of it, but he was speaking in favor of the Atlantic Union ?
Mr. NORTON. Yes; that is correct.
When I got back to Washington, I joined the Council of the Atlantic
Union. I had been so much out of touch with the happenings over
here that it was not until after I had had some of these conversations
that I referred to in my letter that I discovered that Senator Kefauver
had introduced that resolution last July.
I immediately got hold of a copy of that and read it, and I became
at once interested in this Atlantic Union movement.
Up to that time, Mr. Chairman, I am ashamed to say, I had not
even realized it was under way.
Senator WILEY. The idea of that is that it would create a union of
so-called Atlantic States that would give us a preponderance of power,
and that is the only thing that it contemplates, as I understand it.
Mr. NORTON. That is my feeling; yes, sir.
Senator WI=rY. That is, you have no thought that the mere creation of this union by itself is going to bring about peace in the world.
It is going to operate as a check against the maraudings of the Communist group?
Mr. NORTON. I do feel that the bringing about of such a union would
confront the Russians with a set of facts somewhat along the lines
that the Secretary of State has indicated in his recent discussions
with the press.
NEGOTIATING WITH THE RUSSIANS

Senator WILEY. You understand that at present there is a general
sense of a need for trying, making almost a supertry, to see if the
Russians will sit down and reason with us. I presume there is nothing in your statement that would insist that that suggestion should
not be met.
Mr. NORTON. No, sir, I would welcome a further effort, a supereffort
to bring the Russians to reason. I personally believe however, after
4 years in the Department of State, during most of which time I was
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out of this country negotiating four international agreements in the
field in which'1 was operating, I was in the field of transport and
communications, and 54 bilateral agreements with other countries
in that same field, during which time I met with the Russians a great
deal and saw them operate.
I very frankly feel that a supereffort such as you mentioned is not
going to prove fruitful. I think the only thing that will bring the
Russians to a halt in their plans to dominate the world, is to confront
them with a preponderance of power on the part of the free nations
of this world.
Senator WILmEY. Well, do you see in the mechanism that you approve, the possibility of creating a preponderance of power?

Mr. NORTON. Yes, sir, I do.
Senator WILEY. Does that envisage taking down all barriers, economic and political, whdn you talk about a federal union of the
Atlantic states, does that envisage a superstate?
NATURE OF ATLANTIC UNION

Mr. NORTON. No, sir, not as I think of it. I do not intend to speak
as an expert in this field. I would do it as a starter, as an exploratoi y
conference on the part of leading citizens of these Atlantic states, n't
on the part of foreign offices and state departments of these states, but
on the part of leading citizens selected for the purpose of exploring
to what extend a federal union might be achieved.
Senator WILEY. I think that statement is well put, because what you
envisage is a getting together of folks, and seeing if they can ag'ee
on some beginning, you don't envisage it as a consummated progr tm
such as we brought about when we created the Constitution? You
haven't the hope that with one fell blow the thing could be accomplished?
Mr. NORTON. No, sir; I would not expect it could be accomplished
with one fell blow. I would hope that the pepoles of these nations
would, after all basically think alike in terms of freedom of the
individual and could arrive at a meeting of the minds which would
result in a federal union; and once that federal union has been accomplished, we might find ourselves, for example, with a single curre:acy,
with the doing away of customs as between nations; with a single
foreign policy; with a single union army. However, I realize that
before you run, you have to walk.
This exploratory convention that is envisaged by this resolution, it
seems to me, is the most logical approach to see whether such a thing
would be possible and, as I said in my letter to Secretary AchEson,
I cannot, for the life of me, see why such an exploratory convention
would in any way impair the development of our foreign policy.
I not only speak, Mr. Chairman, as an outsider, as a private citizen;
but even if I were in the State Department still, I would also be speaking as an outsider in the sense that I was never a Foreign Service officer.
I was asked to take on this job at the time I was getting out of the
naval reserve, and going back to my private affairs. I never had the
sort of training that the Foreign Service has had in the gradual, stepby-step diplomatic development of a given policy. I am not speaking
in disparagement of that training or background, but I merely would
like to point out that it is quite natural that anyone who has had that
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sort of training would tend to oppose a proposition of this sort. This
is an admittedly bold step. It is a step outside of the framework of
the Department of State. Presumably, if this resolution was adopted,
the President would appoint leading citizens of each party. He, I
suppose, might have one or two of our delegation come from the
Department of State, but it certainly would not be a discussion which
would be under the Department of State, and I would hope that the
same thing would be true of the delegates of other countries.
INITIATING ATLANTIC UNION

Senator WILEY. You think it would be advisable, before the Congress passes any resolution, for the Secretary of State to find out from
the United Nations, how the delegates there felt and whether or not
it would be advisable for the Secretary of State to find out from our
ambassadors how the heads of the other governments felt on the
subject?
Mr. NORTON. I think it probably would. I would hope, however,
that that approach could be tempered somewhat with what I would call
the bold approach. That is, I think if you cautiously felt out, through
your existing missions in the field, your own diplomatic missions, the
attitude of the other diplomats on the other side, you would probably
get a purely State Department approach, and receive back a purely
foreign-office approach, and I am afraid you would be up against the
sort of thing I mentioned just now.
Senator WiuY. I suggest that we find out from the delegates of
the United Nations, also, as well as the heads of various governments,
whether or not it would be the wise course-to at least feel them out
and to have their reactions before the Congress took any action on
the subject.
Mr. NORTON. I would hope that if such a feeling-out process were
to occur, it would be done directly through the United Nations, rather
than through the customary diplomatic channels.
Senator WILEy. I might say that I have suggested to the Secretary
of State both courses be followed. If one nation-the big shot among
nations-comes out with an idea, without consulting the other nations,
it seems to me that psychologically, it is not the right approach. I
question whether a thing of that character is going to get us anywhere
until we do know what the leading minds in the various nations think
about the matter.
After all, what you are suggesting is to take the nations in the
Atlantic Pact and enlarge the scope of the pact so that it becomes
more or less a quasi government with governmental powers. Again
it is a question of getting the judgment of the leaders of the nations.
Mr. NORTON. I would be in favor of raising these questions directly
in the United Nations.
AGENDA FOR PROPOSED CONVENTION

Senator WILEy. Have you thought out whether or not a certain
agenda should be contemplated so that, in case you did have a con-'
vention, you didn't have all the nations participating go into any
idea that might be thought relevant, or irrelevant to the discussion?
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Mr. NORTON. I think that is a very important point. I would hope
that such an agenda would be prepared and that it would be the start
by being an approach at general principles; that if a set of general
principles could be agreed upon by the delegates to this particular
colivention, it might well be that the convention would adjourn and
the delegates return to their respective countries and sound out those
principles, and see to what extent they might actually be followed
through.
After all, we are living in the age of airplanes. It is no great trick
In the days of our Federal
to reconvene a convention nowadays.
Union, the degelates had to go to Philadelphia and sit there until they
had worked the thing out.
Senator WILEY. One other question, Mr. Chairman.
NO COMMITMENT INVOLVED IN

ADOPTING RESOLUTION

I think that I understand it actually, but I want to make the record
clear: It is your idea that-whether this convention were called at
the first instance by the Executive, after consultation with the representatives of the United Nations, or representatives of the heads of
state, of the various states, or whether it were called by the Executive
pursuant to a suggestion of the Congress-that in any case all it
amounts to is a preliminary step. You feel that there is nothing
here, whereby the constitutional right of this people could be prejudiced without their own act thereafter. The purpose of the convention would be simply to lay out a plan, conceive of a united action
in the nature of some governmental mechanism, and thereafter, that
would be suggested to the various authorities of the people, or the
states for ratification of congressional submission; is that your idea?
Mr. NORTON. That is it exactly,.sir.
Senator WILEY. Thank you, sir.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Thank you, Mr. Norton.
Mrs. William D. Leetch, will you come forward, please, and identify
yourself for the record and proceed with your statement as you see fit.
I notice, Mrs. Leetch, that your statement runs seven pages, which
cannot be read in the time allotted to you.
Mrs. LEETCH. I have deleted parts of it, sir.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. I would like to know, would you want
your statement to appear as you have written itMrs. LEETCH. Please, sir.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. And then, have it appear in the
recordMrs. LEETCH. I think it will be within the time limit, Mr. Chairman.

Senator

THOMAS

of Utah. Thank you.

STATEMENT OF MRS. WILLIAM D. LEETCH, REPRESENTING THE
NEW ENGLAND WOMEN'S SOCIETY
Mrs. LEETCH. My name is Madalen Dingley Leetch. I am a member of many of the patriotic, wimalogical, historical societies. May
I request that the resolution of the Women's Patriotic Conference on
National Defense comprising 35 societies, representing about 3,000,000
women, together with the resolution of the National Society of New
England Women, National Society of Women Descendants of the
64429-56- ''d 6
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Ancient and Honorable Artillery Company, and Dames of the .Loyal
Legion of the U. S. A be made a part of the hearing record?
Senator THO*As of btah. Without objection, that may be done.
(The resolutions referred to are as follows:)
RESOLUTION No. 22.

SUBJECT: OPPOSE SURRENDER OF NATIONAL SOVEREIGNTY,
WORLD GOVERNMENT

(Presented by National Society of New England Women and amended on floor of

conference)
Whereas various schemes are advocated to bring about world government,
world federation, or world union under world law of unknown character, which
would supersede the Constitution of the United States or, indirectly, by international treaty, to establish an international central council planning group which
would control the lives, work, investment, and genius of free Americans and thus
abrogate the national sovereignty of the free people of the United States;
Whereas the United States has 7 percent of the world's population and, as
one of the few solvent nations, would be outnumbered and outvoted in any scheme
for world government;
Whereas United States gold reserves, currency, taxes, and immigration would
be regulated by the world government, with world courts to try and sentence
Americans;
Whereas the Army, Navy, and Air Force would be abolished for an international police force maintained at the level approved by the world government;
Whereas the destruction of the United States Government would be accomplished by the stroke of a pen, thus serving the aims of the Communist: Therefore, be it
Resolved, That the Twenty-fourth Women's Patriotic Conference on National Defense oppose membership in any international organization which would
inevitably have powers and rights over. the United States, including Atlantic

Union, and its sovereign people and supersede the Constitution of the United
States.
NATIONAL SOCIETY OF NEw ENGLAND WOMEN-RESOLUTION OPPOSING WORLD
GOVERNMENT

Whereas the need for understanding and cooperation among nations as developed under the Charter of the United Nations is a matter of immediate concern to all patriotic Americans; and
Whereas, this concern in the hearts of loyal Americans offers an opportunity
to those who would destroy our Nation, and encourages their attempt to set up
a world government which would abrogate national sovereignty; and
Whereas, a world government would mean world citizenship and thus the
abolition of all immigration laws; and would mean world money and thus
reduce our country's money to the level of that of all other countries in the
world: Therefore be it
Resolved, That the Thirty-Sixth Annual Congress of the National Society of
New England Women impress upon its members the urgent need of informing
themselves and others as to the vast and vital difference between world cooperation and world government,
Resolved, That the National Society of New England Women declare itself as
fully supporting the principle of world cooperation through sincere apd candid
cooperation among all nations; and that it declare itself also as uncompromisingly opposed to a world government with supreme authority

over all

national governments.
(The same resolution was adopted by the National Society, Women Descendants of the Ancient and Honorable Artillery Company unanimously at their
annual rendevous, Mayflower Hotel, April 12, 1949.)
DAMES OF THE LOYAL LEGION OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA-RESOLUTION
OPPOSING WORLD GOVERNMENT

Whereas there are now in our country active organizations which and individuals who endeavor to establish a world government, as world federation or a
world union which would abrogate our national sovereignty; and

-
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Whereas it has been openly admitted by advocates of such a world government, by whatever name it be called, that no secession would be permitted to
any nation which joined such a world government and which later wanted
to withdraw; and
Whereas the voting strength of the United States of America in any such
world government would be overwhelmingly outnumbered by the vast populations and geographical areas of Asia, and the uncounted millions of Africa; and
Whereas world government law would be enforced directly upon individuals
in our country, and world government taxing power would directly tax our
citizens independently and in addition to our own national taxation, and the
world government -would take over the gold reserves of the United States and
of all member nations, thus rendering our own currency worthless; and
Whereas the power to tax is the power to destroy, and if the United States of
America should join a world government, it would cease to be a free nation,
its people would lose their precious liberties and become the slaves of a world
superstate founded on the philosophy that the individual is not the master of
his government, but its servant: Therefore be it
Resolved, That the National Society of the Dames of the Loyal Legion of the
United States of America declare itself as uncompromisingly opposed to a
world government with supreme authority over all national governments; and
be it further
Resolved, That the individual members of this society most earnestly urge the
United States House of Representatives to reject this infamous and dangerous
scheme to destroy the United States of America.
FRANCES EDDY CURTISS,
National President,Dames of the Loyal Legion
of the United States of America.

Mrs. LEETCr. They represent the views of these organizations in
opposition to world government, steps to world government, and
Atlantic Union.
My remarks are my own and directed against all of the resolutions
before you. All of them seem to call for a declaration by the United
States Senate to enlarge or reinforce the United Nations into a compulsory organization for the express purpose of the maintenance of
international peace and security. I am going to make only two points
against these resolutions.
First, peace cannot be maintained by any international organization, whether by the United Nations in its present form or enlarged by
overwhelming power, for peace is a moral concept. The moment
force is applied it ceases to be peace and becomes a battleground.
Therefore it is obvious that all this effort is directed toward a false
premise built upon sand.
One of the advocates of world federation has stated that the ideal
of world government or federation is not new, that as early as 1305
to 1949 there were hundreds of alliances, leagues, and federations to
maintain peace either through the brotherhood of man or the balance
of power. All failed miserably. With each successive failure, the
cry goes up for additional power to be used in building a larger
international edifice to house the preceding calamitous failure.
Since its creation the United Nations has been confronted with numerous instances of aggression-Greece, Palestine, Korea, China, and
so forth-and has failed completely in restraining the offending powers. In fact the prestige of the United Nations was so low that in
formulating the Western Alliance through the Atlantic Pact, the
United States conducted its negotiations outside of and without consultation with the United Nations organization.
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After all these centuries of effort, the question naturally arises,
What is the cause of this failure? Without exception all these panaceas
contemplate a change in the state organism, all, of course, in diminution
of national sovereignty.
This concept has apparently been grasped in the Senate by Senator
McMahon when he called for a "moral crusade for peace," and a positive program for the limitation of armament. At this point I should
like to read a copy of my letter to Senator McMahon:
FEBRUAY 3,1950.
Senator BRIEN MCMAHON,
Senate Offee Building, Wa8hington,D. 0.
DEAR SENATOR MCMAHON: Your very able speech on February 2 outlining your
plan for resolving the world's present difficulties is so close to our own thoughts
that we are submitting for your consideration what we feel is a constructive
step for the solution of these difficulties.
One of the advocates of world federation has stated that the ideal of world
government is not new, that as early as 300 B. C. the Stoics formulated the
concept of a world society in which all races and nations would be merged in
a common brotherhood. The persistent drive through these 2,000 years fpr
world government, culminating as it has in utter futility, raises the question,
Why such dismal failure? The answer may be this: The approach to the problem was wrong. An examination of all of these panaceas will disclose that
without exception they were all predicated on some political change in the state
organisms. A better attempt would seem to be a switch from the political to
the economic approach on a world-wide basis.
Accepting as a fact the argument of the world government advocates that
humanity cannot survive an atomic-germ war, it would seem that the existing
government as such have sufficient intelligence left to see the necessity of abandoning all these futile efforts for world peace and grapple with the realities
of the situation. It is therefore suggested thatFirst, the present so-called peace machinery be totally scrapped. Leave the
present state organisms as they are. No attempt*whatever should be made to
have the states give up one scintilla of their sovereignty.
Recognize as a fact that the economic life of every first-class power is geared
to its military machine.
Second, attack the instrument of power rather than its source-the state is
the source of power, the military might is its instrument.
Third, the foreign policy of every civilized country is backed up ultimately
by its military strength.
By trimming a 3-percent, you say two-thirds, off the manpower and financial
commitments each year, it would give the governments time to set their economic houses in order. In proportion as you trim the military machine the
economic factors might be adjusted to the social and cultural betterment of the
people.
This proposal contemplates, of course, abandonment of all official propaganda
for superstate machinery. The administration's calling for the manufacture
of the H-bomb is the greatest indictment of the utter futility and its own lack
of confidence in the present so-called peace machinery. It is again demonstrated, as throughout all history, that when the national interest is at variance
with the international interest and the chips are down, the national interest
always prevails. Application of force makes it a battleground.
The suggestion herein also presumes that limitation, rather than disarmament should be attempted and the former only to a degree that would coincide
with the national security.
The most important factor is to get over, tl~rough propaganda, 'that the attempts heretofore made for the world peace were all on a political rather than
an economic basis and, therefore, were doomed to failure.

Senator McMahon has also brought out that an unequal yoking
of the United States with impoverished nations in a permanent,
compulsory Atlantic Union of the so-called democracies, is false
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security for the United States. At the expense of national sovereignty
and more American dollars, no additional security can result for the
United States when it is the object of attack and, when the "keystone
of the arch" falls, the rest of the structure collapses anyway.
AMERICAN AID TO IRON-CURTAIN

COUNTRIES

The United States is now paying 72 percent of UNICEF-the
United Nations Children's Fund. This is likely to increase as other
countries continue to default in their payments. American supplies
flow to iron-curtain governments. *Much of the stuff is wasted or
spoiled. Dried milk, for instance. They have no idea how to reconstitute or store it, so the UN is giving Poland three powderedmilk-processing plants at a cost of $250,000 each, together with thousands of layettes, so Polish babies will grow to healthy maturity to
be better able to destroy us. Iron-curtain governments procure American automobiles, cotton, penicillin, sulfa drugs, medical instruments,
and films either direct or through resale by European recipients.
The powers that be here at home have the screwball idea that, if we
feed the monster well, by the time he is strong enough to devour us,
he can be shown the error of his ways and will contritely and penitently join the happy family of nations. The lion and the lamb idea,
forgetting that when the lion gets hungry, a new lamb must be provided. Helping these satellite countries build up their economy helps
the Soviet. They are building up their dollar credits at the expense
of Uncle Sam too.
This in spite of the fact that the satellite governments hate us with
a fanaticism beyond our altruistic comprehension. In recent Polish
trials of Frenchmen the prosecutor said that in punishing a single
Frenchman for alleged espionage, the really guilty party was the
United States, which with capitalistic greed was bent on destroying
the people's democracies of Europe and this gluttonous monster must
be destroyed.
Here I would like to show the committee some pictures from Poland
of Uncle Sam labeled "The Marshall Plan," sitting on the atom bomb,
milking a cow labeled, "Europe." So Uncle Sam is milking Europe
with the Marshall plan! It is well to see ourselves as others see us.
Included are more insulting caricatures of Uncle Sam brandishing
the atomic bomb and Atlantic Pact scroll before the "peace loving"
people of the world. "Gratitude," Senators, is only a word in the
dictionary.
The second point I make is that all plans for partial or entire world
government are predicated on what is called "collective security"
against a common aggressor, but actually it is collective security
against the United States.
OPPOSITION TO WORLD FEDERATION

In any plan for world government we are outnumbered and outvoted. A draft world constitution, which wipes out the American
Constitution, has been written by Dr. Robert M. Hutchins, of the University of Chicago, with coauthors Dr. Mortimer J.Adler, who has
said, "We must do all we can to abolish the United States," and other
kindred souls.
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This draft constitution provides one delegate to a million population.
This would give the United States 150 votes for its population. At
the tame time, Asia, not including U. S. S. R., would have 1,100 votes.
Europe, not including U. S. S. R., would have 390 votes. The U. S.
S. R. would have 212. With a large part of Europe and Asia in Communist hands, the United States would be outvoted by the totalitarian
world. We would be at their mercy politically, economically, and
militarily. The United State is the Nation at which they aim, this is
the one "have" nation among all the "have nots."
It is unthinkable that after the United States goes to the expense
of developing the H-bomb, we would turn it over to a world authority
in which we would be inevitably outvoted. It is proposed that we permit this world government authority to decide what constitutes a
"threat to the peace." Might they not decide the possession of the
H-bomb or our gold reserves were a "threat to the peace" and strip
us of both? We couldn't stop them because we'd be outvoted and disarmed. The International Police Force would be turned against us.
In a word, this constitutes America's unconditional surrender.
There is little difference between those who advocate the overthrow
of the Government of the United States and those who advocate the
surrender of the Government of the United States. The difference
is only in form-the effect is the same.
We of the patriotic, historical societies say these people who come
here admitting to "divided loyalties" or publicly express a desire to
take the flag down from the Capitol of the United States, or who are
affiliated with known Communist-front organizations as plenty are,
we say they should be investigated. Whatever lofty motives they
profess, they take off toward their goals by liquidating the United
States. There are many kinds of traitors. To work to break down,
supersede, or overthrow the Constitution of the United States is
treason.
These individuals are responsible to no one; but you, Senators, are
responsible to your constituents. Are you prepared to go back to
them calling for the unconditional surrender of the United States
to a gigantic international conspiracy in which the United States
would be outvoted?
The United States, as 7 percent of the world's population, cannot
finance the whole world as proposed by the point 4 program included
in one of these resolutions before you, except by spending ourselves
to destruction, a declared Lenin hope.
Returning travelers report from Italy that the peasants are smiling
and happy, though villages still have a common pump where water
is drawn and carried home. They don't know they have a low standard of living, but we Americans are doing our utmost to make them
conscious of their deficiencies, so that we can supply their hitherto unknown wants at the alarming expense of our own economy.
Russia fears the defection of her own people far more than A-bombs.
Witness the fact that 15,000,000 Russians are political prisoners in
concentration camps. Three million Communists in Russia have imprisoned 15,000,000 Russian citizens, most of whom are males between
the ages of 18 and 58 whose antagonism to communism has been discovered. How many are undiscovered? We know there is a strong
anti-Communist underground in Russia and in Europe. At the risk
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of their lives these people are working day and night to throw off the
yoke of communism.
COUNTERPROPOSAL TO WORLD FEDERATION

As a counterproposal: Why couldn't the United States take a leaf
from Stalin's Method Book and help these people to bore from within,
by supplying them with money, printing presses, paper, radios, and so
forth, so desperately needed, even as the Communists do by us in
this country?
Instead of placing American arms in the hands of Socialist-Communist coalition governments of Europe, two of which already have
nonaggression pacts with Russia and none of which will put up any
resistance to speak of against the Russian hordes with or without
American arms, why not place the tools of psychological warfare at
much less cost in the hands of these who need them now and who are
now trying to resist? The remedy is, as always, with the people themselves.
By this means we weaken the enemy where he lives. No amount of
expensive arms or bombs for the United States accomplishes that
important objective.
We of the patriotic societies know that the United States can best
serve the world by remaining a solvent, free, strong, and independent
Nation under the inspired Constitution of the United States. It is
our responsibility; it is particularly your responsibility, you who
have sworn to uphold and defend the Constitution of the United States
against all enemies, foreign and domestic.
Senator THOMAS Of Utah. Thank you very much, Mrs. Leetch.
I will have to announce here, to the group, and to all witnesses that
are coming, that we must stop today at 12: 30 because of other appointments, and we will not be able to take up this afternoon until
2: 45, instead of the regular time of 2: 30.
Mrs. Leetch, this remark does not apply to you, nor the previous
witness, because you have stayed within your time allotted. We will
have to be careful of our time so as to not go over it and give all
witnesses an opportunity to be heard this morning.
Mrs. LEETCH. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Mr. Omar B. Ketchum.
Will you identfy yourself for the record, Mr. Ketchum, and then
proceed!

STATEMENT OF OMAR B. KETCHUM, DIRECTOR, NATIONAL LEGISLATIVE SERVICE, VETERANS OF FOREIGN WARS OF THE UNITED
STATES
Mr. KETCHUM. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee,
I am grateful for the opportunity and privilege of appearing before
your subcommittee as legislative spokesman for the Veterans of Foreign Wars of the United States, an organization-composed of approximately 1,250,000 men who have served in the armed forces of the
United States on, foreign soil or in hostile waters during some war,
campaign, or expedition in which our Nation has been involved. My
appearance today is to present the viewpoint of the Veterans of Foreign Wars with respect to Senate Concurrent Resolution 56, Senate
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Concurrent Resolution 57, Senate Resolution 133, and Senate Concurrent Resolution 66, relating to world government, federation, or union
undV consideration by this subcommittee.
Since 1943 the Veterans of Foreign Wars has opposed the entrance
of our Nation into any form of world government, federation, or union
which would require any substantial yielding of our national sovereignty.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Might I ask does that include the
United Nations? Do you oppose the United Rations? You say that
since 1943 that your organization has opposed the entry of our Nation
into any form of world government.
Will you explain that?
Mr. KETCHUM. We oppose world government, and I will get to

that, I will explain our position a little later.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. You are not opposed to the United
Nations?
Mr. KTCHum. No, sir; I will make that clear in the remainder of
my statement.
OPPOSITION TO WORLD FEDERATION

This opposition was first expressed in the forty-fourth national
convention held in New York City in September of 1943. Continued
opposition to a philosophy of world statism was vigorously renewed
and reemphasized at our" national convention held in Miami, Fla.,
August 21-26, 1949. The resolved clause of the 1949 national convention resolution reads as follows:
Be it resolved, 'by the Fifitieth Annual National Convention of the Veterans of
Foreign Wars of the United States, That we hereby declare that we are unalterably opposed to any program which would entail the surrender of any part
of the sovereignty of the United States of America in favor of a world government; and be it further
Resolved, That our legislative representatives on both the State and National
level be directed to vigorously oppose any effort to place the United States of
America in a position which would entail the surrender of our national sovereignty in any form whatsoever.

On the basis of the foregoing resolution the Veterans of Foreign
Wars is, therefore, opposed to all of those resolutions now pending
in either the Senate or the House of Representatives which declare,
imply, or infer that the United States should enter into any form of
world government, federation, or union, in which our national sovereignty would be diminished or subordinated.
We recognize there is some confusion and misunderstanding with
respect to the intention of those Members of Congress who have sponsored the varying resolutions but is our considered judgment that all
of the resolutions which refer to world government, federation or
union poses a threat to our national sovereignty. We find it exceedingly difficult to correlate the written and oral statements of objectives
by advocates who are supporting these resolutions in relation to the
expressed intention of some of the Members of congress who have
sponsored the resolutions.
We are, therefore, compelled to interpret these resolutions in the
light of printed statements and definitions distributed by such supporting groups as the United World Federalists, Inc., and the Atlantic
Union, as well as in the light of what would be required to effect a
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world government, federation or union which could go beyond the
present authority and jurisdiction of the United Nations. Proponents
of some of these resolutions frankly admit that world government,
with all the sovereign powers required, is the definite objective while
other proponents deny they are seeking more than to strengthen the
United Nations to the point where aggression and war may be prevented and peace maintained. It appears to our organization that
there has been much shifting and sidestepping among the proponents
of these resolutions when specific points of opposition are encountered.
Out of the morass of confusion, charges and countercharges, there
remains the clear and unmistakable fact that no world government,
federation or union can be effected without granting it certain sovereign powers over all the participating nations. To participate in
either a complete or partial structure of world government, federal or
union the United States would have to surender a substantial part
of its present national sovereignty and it would mean the end of the
United Nations organization as we know it.
SUPPORT OF THE UNITED NATIONS

The Veterans of Foreign Wars has been a stanch supporter of the
United Nations since its inception. Our organization was represented
by three official observers in San Francisco when the Charter of the
UN was adopted. We believe in an association of sovereign nations
dedicated to the principle of adjudicating international disputes, discouraging aggression, and preserving the peace. We believe, in spite
of its critics, the United Nations has been very effective and, if given
the opportunity, will do as much as any world agency that could be
formed to settle international disputes and maintain peace.
Members of- the Veterans of Foreign Warq understand from personal experience and the horrors of war and no group of American
citizens is more desirous of peace than our organization. However,
we want peace with honor and not peace at any price. We recognize
the tremendous appeal of the promise of peace which is being advanced by the proponents of world government, federation or union
but we also believe that to enter into any one of such proposals would
require surrender of national sovereignty and would constitute peace
at any price.
If peace at any price, though some form of world federation, is the
answer, why did this Nation expend its wealth and manpower in
fighting Imperial Germany in 1917-18? Kaiser Wilhelm would have
been pleased to bring us in under a world government which he and
his military leaders had in mind. The same question could be asked
with respect to our all-out opposition to Adolph Hitler and his Nazi
cohorts in 1941-45. Herr Hitler would have been delighted to have
accepted us--on his terms-into his dream of world government. We
are equally certain that Joe Stalin and his satellites would welcome the
United States into his plan for world government.
Members of the Veterans of Foreign Wars, having risked their lives
in three foreign wars and several campaigns to preserve the independence and sovereignty of the United States, take a very dim view of
this peace at any price program which is now being advanced. We
believe now, as we believe in time of national peril, that it is better to
die'on our feet than to live on our knees.
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Any plan of world government, federation, or union which could
go beyond the authority and jurisdiction of the United Nations would
require the following sovereign authority:
First, a superlegislature to enact superlaw governing the participating nations. It is inconceivable that representation in such a legislature could be established other than on a population basis.
Second, a supercourt to interpret the law and to sit in judgment on
officials and citizens under said law.
Third, a superpolice force or armed services to enforce law and to
prevent civil war between participating nations. This would mean
that the United States would have to disband its armed forces, surrender its heavy weapons and its military secrets to this supergovernment and maintain only an internal policing force..
Fourth, grant to this supergovernment the authority to impose and
collect taxes, above national taxation, and to enforce the collection of
said taxes.
Fifth, the free movement of all citizens between the participating
nations. This would mean that the supergovernment would control
the policy of immigration and the United States would no longer have
anything to say concerning immigration. This alone would pose the
greatest problem ever to confront our labor and the economy of the
United States.
The foregoing points have been directly or indirectly admitted in
writings and speeches by responsible spokesmen for groups supporting
one or another of these resolutions which are under consideration by
this subcommittee. In addition, common sense tells us that any world
or supergovernment must have certain over-all powers, such as the
Federal Government of the United States, if it is to go beyond the
present powers of the United Nations. This would clearly require the
United States, if a participant, to surrender substantial national
sovereignty.
We were delighted to note that the present Federal Administration,
through the State Department, has pointedly advised this subcommittee that it wants no part of any scheme for world federation or union
and that the administration is satisfied to depend upon an association
of sovereign nations-the United Nations-to effectively solve international problems without the necessity of surrendering our national
sovereignty. We sincerely hope this subcommittee will be guided
by the position of the Federal administration, along with the millions
of people who are in opposition to these schemes, and bury these resolutions in pigeonholes where they will catch only dust. We have faith
that if mutual understanding and peace between nations can be accomplished, it can best be accomplished through the United Nations.
If one or more nations are determined to impose their will and vengeance upon their neighbors it is not likely that any world government, federation, or union could prevent them from trying.
In conclusion, may I urge, on behalf of our organization, that after
these hearings are concluded the subject matter be dropped and forgotten. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Thank you for coming, Mr. Ketchum.
We appreciate your statement.
Mr. KETCHUM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Mr. Newcomb, please.
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Will you come forward and identify yourself for the record, please.
Mr. GOLDBRGER. My name is Marvin L. Goldberger. I am appearing instead of Mr. Elliott Newcomb today. I am national legislative
director of the AMVETS, and I would like to present this statement.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Is it a statement on behalf or from the
organization ?
Mr. GOLDBERGER. Yes, sir, it is a statement from the organization.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. All right, proceed, sir.

STATEMENT OF MARVIN L. GOLDBERGER, NATIONAL
LEGISLATIVE DIRECTOR OF AMVETS
Mr. GOLDBERGER. AMVETS at its fifth annual national convention
at Des Moines, Iowa, September 3, 4, and 5, 1949, passed unanimously
the following resolution:
It should be a fundamental objective of the foreign policy of the United States
to support and strengthen the United Nations and to seek its development into
a world federal government open to all nations, with defined and limited
powers adequate to preserve peace and prevent aggression through the enactment and enforcement of world law.

AMVETS therefore supports House Concurrent Resolution 64 and
urges favorable action by the Congress.
SUPPORT OF WORLD FEDERATION

We recognize that great obstacles are in the path of the eventual
accomplishment of the objectives set forth in this resolution. The
strategy and tactics of accomplishing this ultimate objective must be
evolutionary in character with the full realization that this is an
eventual goal and not a goal sought over-night, and that the first step
in this direction is to continue to support and strengthen the United

Nations. It calls for-no immediate changes in our present American
foreign policy, but it does give to that policy a cohesiveness and direction which should prove invaluable as a guide to future developments.
It will also give the world renewed confidence concerning the aims of
the United States in relationship to the other nations of the world.
This federation would be open to all nations and we interpret that
to mean voluntary participation. There would be no dictation by the
United States or any other group of nations dictatorially to force
other nations into this federation. Such a federation can be successful
only by the wholehearted support of those nations who enter into such
a relationship.
There can be only one other alternative to the ultimate objective of
a world federation and that is of a world of nationalistic nations all
armed to the teeth, fearful of one another's military advantages and a
resulting continual arms race which can only eventually result in one
war following another.
If we are going to bring order among nations there must be some
form of international control. And whatever type of control is set up,
it should have defined and limited powers. Any powers that are not
so defined and so limited must reside with the member states that
make up the controlling body. Such a body by definition is a world
federation and it is logical that the United Nations which, as presently
constituted, seems unable to enforce world peace, should eventually
grow and develop into such a a federal world government.
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Passage of this resolution will strengthen our position on the side of
international law and morality.
Senator THOMzAs of Utah. Have we got before us in the Senate a
resolution which is equivalent to the House Resolution 64?

Mr.

GOLDBERGER.

I believe there is, sir.

Senator THOMAS of Utah. What is that one?
federation resolution?

Mr.

GOLDBERGER.

Is that the world

Yes, sir; it is Senate Resolution 56.

Senator THOMAS of Utah. Now, I will ask this question as to the
AMVETS, because I read that their stand was just the opposite to
this. They have now come out for a world federation?

Mr. GOLDBERGER. That is correct, that is an ultimate objective.

Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Might I ask a question here?
I am a little confused as to the previous witness who represented
the Veterans of Foreign Wars of the United States.
You represent the AMVETS ?

Mr.

GOLDBERGER.

Yes, sir.

Senator Smrtam of New Jersey. What is the difference between those
two organizations, what is the difference in membership?
Mr. GOLDBERGER. Our membership at the present time is 135,000.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. One Tundred and thirty-five
thousand?
Mr. GOLDBERGE. We are the only World War II congressionally
chartered organization, composed execlusively of members of veterans
of World War II.
Mr. SMITH of New Jersey. And the Veterans of Foreign Wars include the veterans of the previous wars.

Mr. GOLDBERGER. So I understand; yes, sir.

Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Then, we have the American Legion
also, which apparently goes back to all our previous wars.

Mr.

GOLDBERGER.

N o, sir; my understanding is that the American

Legion, their eligibility only includes veterans of World Wars I and
II.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. The original charter actually had a date
line, that is, beginning with our entrance into World War I, and with
the signing of the Armstice; and then, of course, it has been extended.

Mr.

GOLDBERGER.

So I understand, it was amended to include vet-

erans of World War II.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. The Veterans of Foreign Wars go back
at least to the Spanish-American War.
Mr. GOLDBERGER. Yes, sir.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Their definition depends entirely upon
the place of service.

Mr.

GOLDBERGER.

I believe that is correct, sir, upon their service.

Senator THOMAS of Utah. Mr. Bauer, please.
Will you state your name for the record, identify yourself, please,
sir.
STATEMENT OF FREDERIC GILBERT BAUER, REPRESENTING THE
SOCIETY OF THE WAR OF 1812
Mr. BAUER. My name is Frederic Gilbert Bauer, of Milton, Mass1
and Summerville, S. C. I appear here as a result of the request of the
Society of the War of 1812, an organization which was founded the day
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the Star-Spangled Banner was written, and which is one of the few
hereditary veterans' organizations in our Nation, and I also appear
here for the Massachusetts Department of the Sons of Union Veterans
of the Civil War.
Both organizations I am past head of. The Sons of the Union
Veterans, I believe, is the oldest and largest male hereditary society
in the country.
Not for the record, but I might say that your telegram chased me
from South Carolina to Massachusetts and then Philadelphia, where
it caught me Friday night, and I should have had something in writing to present to the committee, otherwise; so, I shall have to speak
orally from very brief notes.
OPPOSITION TO SURRENDER OF SOVEREIGNTY

Never before has either one of these organizations come before the
Congress in favor of or in opposition to any legislation that did not
directly concern the national events or the periods of American history that we represent; but, this matter is regarded by each of them
as of such importance that as past head of both organizations I have
been instructed to come here and express their opposition to any resolution or action that would in any way compromise or give up one jot
or tittle of the sovereignty of the United States.
We believe that this Joint Resolution 56, and the others that are
before the Senate, simply sacrifice the principles for which the soldiers
of 1812 fought, and for which the Union soldiers in the Civil War
fought--in fact, I might say it is giving up the principles which the
Confederate veterans fought for, because they fought to prevent outside interests in what they regarded as their own affairs.
We are allowing outsiders to interfere in matters that directly
concern every citizen of the United States.
Now, I endorse everything that the representative of the Veterans
of Foreign Wars, of which I have been a member for many years, and
a past officer, has said; and I will try not to repeat anything he has
said, as he has probably stated it better than I could say it, but there
are one or two things that have not been brought out.
DIFFERENCES IN LEGAL STANDARDS OF COUNTRIES

In the first place, all civilized nations, so far as I know, and I think
I do know, outside of the English-speaking nations, have a system of
law that is based on the Roman civil law and more readily, on the Code
Napoleon. That is a system of laws that has been long recognized over
there, and the iron-bound code drawn up by the Emperor Justinian
which grew up under a centralized absolute government. The type ol
mind that produces that sort of law is entirely different from the
type of mind that exists in the freedom-loving English-speaking nations, and I think I know whereof I speak, because I represented the
United States in various negotiations that had to deal with public
officials and lawyers who were brought up under this system of civil
law. In fact, I gave instructions in the civil law in World War II
to men who were being prepared for service in the armies of occupation. So, and by the way, I did that as a member of the faculty of
Boston Uni'versity.
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At this time, we would go into an assembly where the majority of
the persons in attendance are brought up under this rigid system of
the Roman civil law and when we do that, we have two strikes called
against us before the thing starts. Furthermore, they will be in this
world government, there will be, I should say, many uncivilized nations that have not any system of law or justice that we recognize as
a proper one. As a celebrated English judge said in one case, "Their
notions of justice differ from those which we entertain."
Now, when we go into an assembly with them where we are bound
to be outvoted, the results of the acts of that assembly are going to be
something that is below the highest which is ours, it may be above the
lowest, but it is going to be well down the scale.
If you take 1 gallon of water at 2120 Fahrenheit and mix it with 2
gallons of water that are 320 Fahrenheit, the resultant mixture is
going to be 920 Fahrenheit, which is below the temperature of the
body, which is going to cause death.
That is exactly a parallel of what is going to happen in any of
these international associations, where we can be dictated to and outvoted by persons whose standards are below ours. We are going to
have to give up something. They are going to gain, perhaps, but we
are certainly going to lose.
It is like taking the administration of a great railroad, we will
say the Southern Pacific, because I don't own any stock in it, and also
take the management of two or three country express companies.
Obviously, the express companies would benefit in the additional facilities they would have, but the railroad would very soon be in the
hands of a receiver, because the country expressmen who operate
busses, and so forth, would not be equipped to handle the railroad, and
that is exactly what will happen in any world government of this
kind.
NO PROVISIONS FOR WITHDRAWING FROM A WORLD FEDERATION

Furthermore, the thing is, under all the plans that have been suggested-they are rat traps, because we can get in, but we can't get
out. Certain of our own States tried to get out of the Union in 1861.
They had brave soldiers, led by able generals, but the South, after 85
years since the close of the war, has not recovered from the effects of
that war. What would happen if we ever tried to get out of this
world government when we would have no armaments, under the provisions of this resolution, or of the plan that is set up for world
government; and what kind of leadership we would be able to trainwe don't know.
The effect of the atom bomb in Hiroshima would be like a garden
compared to what the situation would be in the United States, not
only physically but morally.
Then again, it is proposed to take over our gold reserves and handle
our moneys. We have the only currency worth very much in the
world. Are we going to make ourselves bankrupt like the rest of the
nations? You don't take bread from your own children to give it
to the beggar at the door. If there is surplus bread, you may give it
to the beggar, but you don't starve your own family first.
Now, this Resolution 56 has a fine red herring drawn across it,
about the federation "with defined and limited powers."
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I say, advisedly, that that is simply a red herring, because the
constitution of any such federation can be amended, it can be developed. If the people who adopted our Constitution in 1788 had
ever dreamed that the Constitution would be amended in some ways
that it has been amended, and would be stretched and developed as
it is by judicial interpretation, the Constitution would never have been
ratified by a sufficient number of States.
Furthermore, apart from amendment, we must remember that there
will be no court that can declare unconstitutional any legislation of the
world legislature, that transcends its powers. That principle of ju,dicial review of legislation exists only in the United States and in
one or two other English-speaking nations that have adopted it from
the United States like, for instance, in Australia.
All other nations, particularly the civil-law nations, the constitutional limitations are simply a moral directive to the legislature. The
legislature is the judge of its own powers, and if it decides that it
possesses powers to pass a certain piece' of legislation, there are no
powers that can say that it is unconstitutional, so that we are practically at the mercy of the other nations, with no tribunal that has
power to protect 6ny of the rights that we support and maintain.
In other words, in place of our Government as presently conceived
of, and as President Lincoln said, a government "of the people, by
the people and for the people," we will have a government of the
backward, by the uncivilized, and for the bankrupt.
Are we proposing to risk any of the liberties which our citizens
have defended with their blood and treasure during the 175 years,
for something that is still nebulous, because I am told, I cannot vouch
for it myself, that there have been 26 attempts to unite the nations
of the world, and every one of them has failed. Certainly all that I
know of have failed.
Now, we do know that our system of government and our national
sovereignty has worked. We don't know that anything else will
work.
As St. Paul says, "Try all things and hold fast to that which is
good."
We know that our system of government and our Bill of Rights are
good. Are we going to give them up for something that has never been
tested ?
UNITED STATES RECORD OF COOPERATION

Now, we have shown that we can cooperate with all other nations
in every possible way that is compatible with our sovereignty.
In World War I, for instance, General Pershing was not obliged
to obey the directives of Marshal Foch. He did. We followed them.
We were cooperating, but we were not bound to, we were merely
associating as nations, and therefore General Pershing could do as
he saw fit. In fact, it was the United States that suggested that
Marshal Foch be put in charge to cooperate the action of the various
powers engaged in that war. We proved in that war, and in World
War II, that we can cooperate to the fullest extent with other nations.
Well, nowl isn't that sufficient? Our good faith has never been
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questioned. I will defy anyone to show any nation in the history of
the world that ever lived up to a treaty which perhaps affected it
adversely, except the United States. We have lived up to our agreements and will always live up to our agreements and commitments.
Now, there is nothing but a theoretical advantage to be gained,
and I doubt even that. Let us not give up what we have sacrificed
our blood and our treasure for over 175 years for something that is still
nebulous, and which will not, I do not believe, work.
The world never had peace but once in its history, and that was a
Pax Romana, where there was a situation of subordinate nations who
governed themselves, but they had a Roman proconsul representing
the interests of the central government, but the Roman legions maintained the peace of the world.
I believe in the philosophy of Aristotle, in getting the highest
practical good, not the theoretical ideal that exists only in the imagination. That was Plato's idea.
In the present state of the world let's consider the highest practical
good, and if there is to be peace imposed by force, let it be a Pax
mericana and not a Pax Muscoviana.
Thank you.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Mr. Trevor, please.
For the record, Mr. Trevor, will you say what you want to say
about yourself and then proceed?
STATEMENT OF JOHN B. TREVOR, PRESIDENT, THE AMERICAN
COALITION
Mr. TREvoR. Mr. Chairman, I represent the board of directors of
the American Coalition, and I also by specific request am representing 45 of the constituent patriotic societies of the coalition.
I have here a list of these societies, and with your permission I
will not take the time of the committee to read them. I will file them
with the recorder.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. We will be glad to have them, Mr. Trevor.
Mr. TREVOR. And, Mr. Chairman, when the telegram came saying
I would be limited to 10 minutes I cut down my original statement
to a very brief one, and I would like to file that for the record, if you
will permit.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. We will be glad to have it.
(The list of those organizations represented by Mr. Trevor, and
his full statement, are as follows:)
SpEcInc AUTROBIZATiONS

Americanism Defense League
Dames of the Loyal Legion of the United States
Daughters of America, District of Columbia Council
Daughters of the American Colonists, Angell Busted Chapter, Connecticut
Daughters of the Revolution, National Society
Daughters of the Revolution, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Daughters of the Revolution, Colonial Chapter
Daughters of the Revolution, Liberty Bell Chapter
Daughters of the Revolution, New York Society
Fraternal Patriotic Americans, State of Pennsylvania, Inc.
Junior Order United American Mechanics, New Jersey
Ladies of the Grand Army of the Republic
Ladies of the Grand Army of the Republic, Department of the Potomac
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Marine Corps League Auxiliary
Military Order of the Loyal Legion of the United States, Commandery of the
State of Pennsylvania
National Council for American Education
National Society for Constitutional Security
National Society for Constitutional Security, Chapter I
National Society for Constitutional Security, Chapter III
National Society, Daughters of the Union, 1861-65
National Society of New England Women, New York City Colony
National Society, Patriotic Women of America, Inc.
National Society, Service Star Legion
National Society, Sons and Daughters of 4the Pilgrims
National Society, United States Daughters of 1812, State of New York
National Society, Women Descendants of the Ancient and Honorable Artillery
Company
Naval and Military Order of the Spanish-American War, District of Columbia
Commandery
Order of Independent Americans, Inc., State Council of Pennsylvania
Order of the Founders and Patriots of America, District of Columbia Society
Patriotic Order, Sons of America, National Camp
Patriotic Order, Sons of America, State Camp of Pennsylvania
Rhode Island Association of Patriots
Rhode Island Daughters of the American Colonists
Sons and Daughters of Liberty, National Council
Sons and Daughters of Liberty, State Council, Pennsylvania
Sons of the American Revolution, National Society
Sons of the American Revolution, California Society
Sons of the American Revolution, Iowa Society
Sons of the American Revolution, New Jersey Society
Sons of Union Veterans of the Civil War, Massachusetts Department
The Wheel of Progress
Westchester Security League
Women of Army and Navy Legion of Valor, United States of America
Women's National Defense Committe of Philadelphia
Southeastern States Division Marine Corps League
STATEMENT OF JOHN B.

TREVOR

Mr. Chairman, my name is John B. Trevor. I represent, as president pro
tempore, the board of directors of the American Coalition.
The office of our organization is in room 721, the Southern Building, located
at Fifteenth and H Streets, Washington, D. C.
The American Coalition has been asked by a number of its constituent societies
to represent them in their individual capacity at any hearing which might be
held on world government. I append a list of these organizations, and, if the
Chair desires, I will place the file of letters of authorization in the hands of
the recorder.
The American Coalition held its anual convention at the Mayflower Hotel, on
Thursday, January 26, last, and in the course of its proceedings adopted the
following resolution:
"OPPOSING WORLD GOVERNMENT

"Whereas there are now active organizations and individuals in our country
which endeavor to establish a world government, a world federation, or any
other international organization which would abrogate any of our national
sovereignty; and
"Whereas it has been openly admitted by advocates of such a world government,
by whatever name it be called, that no secession would be permitted to any nation
which joined such a world government and which later wanted to withdraw; and
"Whereas the voting strength of the United States of America in any such
world government would be overwhelmingly outnumbered by the vast populations and geographical areas of Asia, and by the uncounted millions of Africa;

and

-Whereas world government law would be enforced directly upon individuals
in our country, and world government taxing power would directly tax our
citizens independently and in addition to our own national taxation, and the
64429-50-----41
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world government would take over the gold reserves of the United States and
of all member nations, thus rendering our own currency worthless; and
"Whereas the power to tax is the power to destroy; and if the United States of
America should join such a world government, it would cease to be a free nation,
its people would lose their precious liberties and become the slaves of a world
superstate founded on the philosophy that the individual is not the master of his
government but its servant: Therefore be it
"Resolved, That the American Coalition, in annual convention assembled,
declares itself as uncompromisingly opposed to a world government or any other
international organization with supreme authority over all national governments; and be it further
"Resolved, That the American Coalition entreats its constituent societies and
the individual membes thereof to urge their State legislators to oppose this
infamous and dangerous scheme to destroy the United States of America."
This resolution was unanimously adopted, and you will observe that it is very
broad in its scope. It opposes any international organization which would abrogate any part of our national sovereignty.
Mr. Chairman, with your permission, I will preface my argument in opposition to all but one of the resolutions now before your committee by an expression of my highest respect for the motives which impelled their sponsors to submit
them to the Senate. No sane person in the United States wants war, least of all
the members of the patriotic societies of this Nation, whose sons have fought and
must fight any war in which our country becomes engaged. However, while we
recognize that the resolutions before the committee represent a sincere effort
to find a panacea for the curse of war which threatens to obliterate our civilization, we think that they contain the seeds of destruction for the only great Nation
which truly holds aloft the torch of individual liberty.
I will not discuss Senate Concurrent Resolution 12 because it does not fall
within the scope of the action taken at our annual convention. That is to say,
it does not involve a policy of infringing upon our national sovereignty.
Senate Concurrent Resolution 52 is quite another matter. Paragraph (i)
provides for a reaffirmation of faith in the United Nations as the cornerstone of
the international policy of the United States.
Frankly, Mr. Chairman, I can see little in the record of the United Nations to
justify much faith in its future. Furthermore, it seems to me that the location
of its capitol within our territory affords, through its privilege of diplomatic
immunity, a constant menace to our national security.
Paragraph (ii) of this resolution is obviously drafted in such fashion as to
provide for evasion of the veto power accorded to delegates sitting in the Security
Council of the United Nations. There are two outstanding objections to this plan.
First. It is generally understood that the Soviet Government made definite and
positive demands that the right of veto for members of the Security Council be
embodied in the Charter of the United Nations. While I grant that the evasion of
the veto power, as it is provided for in Senate Concurrent Resolution 52, is limited by the terms of the draft, I venture to suggest that there can be no doubt
it affords a dangerous precedent for enlargement of its scope.
In a measure, the provisions of paragraph (v) constitute virtually an invitation for the initiation of a process which could be carried out against our objection. In my opinion, with all respect for the sponsors of this plan, if this resolution be adopted, there is great probability that the Soviet Government will withdraw from the United Nations. We, in the patriotic societies, certainly hold no
brief for the Soviet Government. Indeed, we greatly objected to the recognition of
the infamous regime in Moscow, but, I believe, a withdrawal of the Soviet Government from the United Nations now would vastly increase the grave tension
which already exists in the relations of the West and the East. That would
certainly be a condition greatly to be deplored, and I trust that the committee will
give this thought most serious consideration.
Second. The retention of the veto power in the Security Council, while it may
have been greatly abused by the delegates of the Soviet Government, may be of
vital importance to our Government in the future in order to protect some of our
essential interests.
Finally, there is in Senate Concurrent Resolution 52 a clear implication that
the United Nations should evolve into an undefined federal union. This is"
matter which I will discuss later in reference to resolutions which specifically
advocate such a policy.
Senate Concurrent Resolution 56 and Senate Concurrent Resolution 66 definitely contemplate the creation of a world government.

I
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Senate Concurrent Resolution 57, while apparently limited in scope, might
conceivably be interpreted to result in some such plan, if the President should be
authorized to invite delegates from other nations to sit with our delegates in a
federal convention.
As for Senate Resolution 133, there is, I believe, sufficient implication in the
preamble that the scope of the United Nations be so enlarged by this resolution,
if adopted, as to justify my including discussion of it in what I have to say
about world government.
With your permission, Mr. Chairman, I will conclude my discussion of the
resolutions now before the committee with the following statement:
There is, in my opinion, no justification for a parallel to be drawn between
our Constitutional Convention of 1787, asis implied in some of the resolutions
now before the committee, and a federal convention representative of all the
races and nations of the world today, for the following reason: The delegates to
our Constitutional Convention were drawn from States, formerly Colonies of
Great Britain, whose inhabitants, in a great majority, were firmly adjusted to
democratic processes of government both by tradition and practice over a long
period of time.
Furthermore, a break-down of the genealogies of the delegates to the Convention of 1787 demonstrates that 90 percent were derived by descent from the population of the British Isles, where a parliamentary government had been in
existence over the ages. As for the balance, they were derived from people who
were living in a community dominated by the political ideals, economic conditions, beliefs, and social customs of the prevailing element of the population.
It is, therefore, from such a source, relatively homogeneous in character, that
our form of government and our American institutions were derived.
In this connection, Mr. Chairman, allow me to call the committee's attention
to a highly pertinent quotation from Report No. 350, issued by the Committee
on Immigration and Naturalization, of the Sixty-eighth Congress, dated March
24, 1924. This is the report which brought what became after a compromise with
the Senate, the Immigration Act of 1924, before the House of Representatives.
The quotation reads as follows:
"Since it is an axiom of political science that a government not imposed by
external force is the visible expression of the ideals, standards, and social viewpoint of the people over which it rules, it is obvious that a change in the character
or composition of the population must inevitably result in the evolution of a form
of government consonant with the base upon which it rests. If, therefore, the
principle of individual liberty, guarded by a constitutional government created
on this continent nearly a century and a half ago, is to endure, the basic strain
of our population must be maintained and our economic standards preserved."
At this point I desire to offer in evidence an ethnographic map of the world
which pictures in its borders representatives of the various races which make up
a large portion of the two billion and a quarter people now inhabitating the world.
In this connection, I would like to suggest that the members of the committee,
before they act on any resolution which contemplates the creation of a world
federal union, examine a comprehensive Dictionary of Races or Peoples, published by the Senate in 1911, as part of the report of the celebrated Immigration
Commission of Congress in existence at that time.
I do not offer these suggestions, believe me, Mr. Chairman, for the purpose
of arousing prejudice against the more or less primitive peoples of the world.
Far from it, because, for a brief period in my youth, I lived among the teeming
millions of Asia, worked with some of them, and, even on occasion, faced death
in company with a few representatives of the varied races which make up the
population of India, Burma, and Ceylon. I found among some of these people
qualities to admire, but I am appalled to thing that anyone would suppose popular
government among the peoples of Asia, Africa, and, indeed, among a large section
of the population of South America, is a practical political possibility for ages
to come.
Now let me say that, despite all the advantages of relative homogeneity, and
despite similarity of traditions being accustomed to democratic processes, our
own federal union did not save us from being plunged into the greatest fratricidal struggle of which history has record. The cream of the Nation's youth in
the North and South was laid dead or crippled upon innumerable battlefields.
Why? Because of a divergence of economic interest, a difference in, moral concepts respecting slavery, and, above all, disagreement upon an interpretation of
our fundamental law.
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The issue of slavery is not dead. It now has another name-socialism. Socialism is rampant in 'varying. degrees among the democracies of western -Europe
with whom these resolutions contemplate our merging. Every American knows,
or should know, that the governments of these democracies are continued in
power by American subsidies, and the rest of the world is ruled by more or
less despotic regimes. These subsidies are now bleeding our present economy
white. Is it reasonable to suppose that the policy of paying the world's deficits
would ever stop if the taxing power should be granted to a world government?
The great mass of the American people detest socialism, because they recognize
it for what it is-slavery, for ill-conceived security. Mr. Beveridge, in England,
admitted frankly that his plan would not work without compulsory labor.
Here, Mr. Chairman, are political issues upon which the world can divide in
civil war, if it ever becomes united in a federal union. We are now at daggers
drawn with Soviet Russia where a Socialist system of economy prevails and
which rules about one-third of the world's population. The Soviet Government
is a federal union. It was conceived as a union in which all peoples of thq
world would unite when they had overthrown the governments which later were
so foolish as to recognize it. The Soviet Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
embodies now 182 nationalities, speaking 149 different languages or dialects.
How is this miscalled great experimental democracy maintained? It is maintained in the only way by which such different peoples with innumerable divergent interests can be kept together. That is by force, ruthless force. There is
ground for the belief that from 10 to 15 million citizens of the Soviet Union are
in jails or concentration camps at this very moment.
I have no hesitation in saying, Mr. Chairman, that is the kind of federal
union the American people do not want, and yet it is inevitable that millions of
people will be slaughtered, more millions will be jailed, if we succumb to the
chimera that peace will result from a federal union of the world. There are a
large number of people in the United States who now regard the United Nations
organization as a natural harbor for subversive agents. There are others who
view it as a debating society, whose convocations keep the world continually in
ferment. So I venture to say, if the powers of that body are enlarged to a
world federation, Congress will have to make it a felony to speak against it,
in order to prevent overt demonstrations which may well lead to violence in the
name of peace.
Mr. Chairman, let us not forget, that the Pax Romana was probably the
nearest thing to universal peace the civilized world ever experienced. That
peace, however, was maintained by a ruthless dictatorship, supported by a
magnificent army. When this army became infiltrated with recruits gathered
in from the subject people of the Roman Empire, it became cbrrupted. It revolted, and the empire collapsed. The result was as inevitable as it was logical.
I understand that Prof. Quincy Wright, the author of a monumental book on
war, has appeared before this committee in behalf of some sort of world
union. The research which has gone into the preparation of Professor Wright's
book is obviously enormous, but, with all respect to Professor Wright, I think
many of his premises lead to a conclusion contrary to that which he espouses.
For example, to pick out one item, he says a list of all revolutions, insurrections, punitive expeditions, pacifications, and explorations involving the use of
armed force would probably be 10 times as long as the list of 278 wars listed
between the years 1500 and 1940. According to Professor Wright, the United
'States has been engaged in only 12 wars in its history, but, Mr. Chairman, I
beg you to take note that, according to Professor Wright, the United States has
been engaged in over 170 distinct military campaigns. In other words, the
inference is inescapable that the creation of a great federal union, such as the
United States unquestionably is, brings with it no guaranty of peace.
We, that is, I and my associates, believe as Lincoln so dramatically said "that
government of the people, by the people, and for the people, shall not perish
from the earth."
Mr. Chairman, in all seriousness I contend if the Congress, now under stress
of emotion over the H-bomb, involves us in a World Government, or a Worl&
Federation, call it what you will, popular government in America will soon die,
the torch of individual liberty will be quenched, and some from of bureaucratic
dictatorship will preside over the destinies of our descendants.
We, that is the American people, constitute only 6 percent of the world's population. If you, gentlemen, can conceive of a mircale which will, in our time,
instill in the minds of the people of Asia, to mention one continent alone, the
principles of popular government, I suggest the thought that the billion and a
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quarter people who inhabit that area of the earth's surface will outvote the
world, and Asia's Ideologies will become supreme.
Allow me respectively to suggest to the proponents of world government that
before they proceed with these resolutions, let them take a personal and careful
look at Asia and the civilization of its people. I have seen it, and I am here
before you, gentlemen, to beg you to pause before involving our country in any
of the proposals now before you.
Mr. Chairman, I have said that our people constitute only 6 percent of the
world's population. At the same time, in round figures, we had, in 1940, 34 percent to 36 percent of the world's income. I ask, is it reasonable to suppose
that a world government would long allow such a disparity to continue? If we
share our wealth with the 94 percent ot the world's population, the average
American citizen would sacrifice five-sixths of his standard of living. If anybody
questions my figures, I beg them to examine a detailed analysis of this assertion, published in American Affairs, vol. X, No. 3, dated July 1948, in an article entitled "How to Equalize the Wealth of the World."
If the miracle of popular government becomes the basis of a World Federation
or government, I ask who would control the world's armies? Surely, not the
representatives of only 6 percent of the world's population.
Why, Mr. Chairman, if we are embraced in this Frankenstein of world government. we will be deprived of all power to resist unjust impositions which the
world government might decree, our citizens will become subject to foreign
tribunals, and even the right to secede will be denied. That proposition is specifically so stated in the program of the World Federalist Organization.
In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, allow me to suggest that before we are stripped
of our power and our wealth as a result of our own folly, let us spend enough of
our resources on an air force capable of defying any tyrany in the world.
Mr. Chairman, at Valley Forge, General Washington had only the relics of
an army to face the armed might of the greatest empire of that era. If I may
venture to interject a personal note, I had a great-great-grandfather there with
him as an officer in the Continental Army. They did not despair of the future,
so I say, as a last word, if we keep the faith with our forefathers, some of us
to be sure may be destroyed, but the United States can live forever.
OPPOSITION TO WORLD FEDERATION

Mr. TREVOR. Mr. Chairman, our position in opposition to the resolutions now before your committee may be briefly summed up as follows:
First, we do not believe that any person who professes belief in
democratic processes of government can logically support a superstate, in any form, unless the legislative body which controls its destinies is elected by universal popular suffrage. To hold any other
position in respect to a superstate is to connive at fascism and the
creation, in effect, of an international bureaucratic dictatorship. We
of course realize that in the existing state of society throughout the
world, true popular suffrage for the great mass of the two billion and
a quarter people now living on the earth is unthinkable, but assuming
if by some miracle a superstate governed by representatives of all
nations of the world elected by universal suffrage were possible, our
western civilization would inevitably cease to exist and the political,
social, and economic principles of the peoples of Asia would supersede it.
I offer in evidence to the committee an ethnographic map of the
world which in a broad way demonstrates my point.
Second, prior to the outbreak of the Second World War the American people constituted roughly 6 percent of all the people in the world.
At the same time, the income of this 6 percent of the world's population amounted to approximately 34 to 36 percent of the world's income. It is hardly conceivable that a legislative body ruling a supersate representating 94 percent of the world's population and having
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the power to tax would long tolerate such a disparity in living standards. Under a policy of equalization of wealth throughout the world,
the average American would, therefore, have to look forward to his
living standard being cut five-sixths of what it is at present.
At this point, I would like to suggest that while the Soviet Government has undoubtedly abused the veto power granted to it by the
Charter of the United Nations, the abolition of the veto power, or its
evasion in some form might well subject us to some such calamity
as I have set forth above, and in addition expose us to being submerged by an influx of people from China, India, and, even Europe,
which are all overpopulated. The net result, I venture to suggest,
would be the gradual decadence of our modern civilization into a
condition parallel to that which existed throughout Europe during
the Middle Ages.
My third point amplifies our objection to the creation of a superstate. If we surrender our resources for defense, our power to resist
any unjust impositions would be destroyed and our ability to secede,
even if a policy were tolerated by the superstate, could not be made
effective. With only 6 percent of the population functioning on the
basis of universal suffrage for all the races of the world, it is not conceivable that we would attain any effective control of the armed forces
provided for the superstate; in fact, to me, it seems perfectly logical
that if a superstate be created, the armed forces would inevitably be
under the control of a Stalin, a Genghis Khan, or a Tamerlane. It
does not seem to us reasonable to reach any other conclusion once we
surrender our present predominant position in the world.
My fourth and last argument is that a list of all revolutions, insurrections, punitive expeditions, pacifications, and explorations involving the use of armed force would probably be 10 times as long
as the list of 278 wars recorded between the years 1500 and 1940. In
proof of this statement, let me point out that while the United States
has been involved in only 12 wars in its history, it has been engaged
in over 170 distinct military campaigns. In other words, the inference is inescapable that the creation of a great federal union, such
as the United States unquestionably is, did not save us from 4 years
of civil war, nor did it bring with it any guaranty of peace.
Mr. Chairman, in all seriousness I contend if the Congress now under stress of emotion over the H-bomb, involves us in a world government, or a world federation, call it what you will, popular government
in America will soon die, the torch of individual liberty will be
quenched, and some form of bureaucratic dictatorship will preside
over the destinies of our descendants.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Thank you, sir. We appreciate your
coming.
Mr.Edward Jerome, will you come forward, please?
Will you identify yourself for the record and then proceed?
STATEMENT OF EDWARD JEROME, ON BEHALF OF NATIONAL
ECONOMIC COUNCIL, INC.
Mr. JEiomn. By occupation, I am a lawyer, I am counsel for the National Economic Council. My office address is Empire State Build-
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ing, New York City. My home address is 311 East Seventy-second
Street, New York 21.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to read this statement and interpolate
a little as I go.
REASONS FOR OPPOSITION TO WORLD FEDERATION

The National Economic Council, which is a citizens' organization
for the promotion of good government, wishes to present reasons in
opposition to the adoption of this concurrent resolution-Senate Concurrent Resolution 56. Speaking f~r the council, I wish to say in the
beginning that although we respect the motives of those who believe
that converting the United Nations into a world government would
help to preserve peace, we regard their belief as mistaken.
The proposal that an attempt be made to prepare a constitution for
a world government necessarily involves giving to such a world institution the authority to make and enforce something which the advocates of world government call law, and which would be binding upon
the individual citizens of member states. Thisproposal also involves
granting to a world government powers grantedour Federal Government by our own Constitution such as: the establishment of courts with
jurisdiction over our citizens: the "power to lay and collect taxes
*

*

*

to raise and support armies

*

*

*

to provide and main-

tain a navy." Such a world government would "erect among us a
multitude of offices and" send "hither swarms of officers to harass our
people, and eat out their substance." We say that such a proposal
rests upon an excessive and unjustifiable faith in both the state, as a law
giver, and in written constitutions.
To these three reasons for opposition we add the fourth that "the
consent of the governed" is necessary for the establishment of any
government and that any four states, whose.people object to giving
a world government power over them, have an unalienable right to
remain outside of the jurisdiction of any such world government.
I should like now to treat these four reasons in the order indicated
above.
MAKING LAWS THROUGH CUSTOM

The faith of the advocates of this resolution in the state as a law
giver is based upon an erroneous conception of law.
This error is the subject of some striking comments by Ortega y
Gassett in his book Toward A Philosophy of History.
The idea of society as a contractual, and therefore juridical, union is one of the
:silliest attempts that has ever been made to put the cart before the horse. For
law, law the reality-not the idea of law in the minds of philosophers, jurists,
or demagogues--is nothing, to use a rather baroque phrase, but the spontaneous
secretion of society; it can be nothing else. To expect law to govern the relations

between beings not already living in effective society seems to me--if I may be
pardoned for my rudeness-to have a somewhat confused and ridiculous idea
of law.

There is a tradition which until recently was strong among all
western peoples, that a free people must be permitted to make their
own laws through their customs. The long history of this tradition
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may be carried further back than the fourth century B. C. when Aristotle wrote in his Politics, book III, chapter 16:
It is to be remembered too that there are laws-the laws of customs-more
important and affecting subjects of higher importance than those expressed iii
written formula, so that, even if a personal ruler is more to be trusted than laws
of written formula, he is not more trustworthy than the laws of custom.

About three centuries later the poet Horace expressed the same idea
by saying "laws without customs are vain."
In the east the ruler's declaration that "the pleasure of the prince
whether expressed by decree or letter has the force and effect of law,"
was what prevailed. In the west, however, our ancestors who overran
the Roman provinces rejected this theory of law and insisted that as
freemen, their laws were made by their customs.
In the thirteenth century Thomas Aquinas showed that the tradition of making law through customs had been continued. He said :
For when a thing is done again and again, it seems to proceed from a deliberate judgment of reason.
Accordingly, custom has the force of a law, abolishes law, and is the interpreter of law.

Our own ideas about law at the time when our Constitution was
prepared, came largely from Blackstone's Commentaries, wherein he
says that custom is the main source of law.
The idea was probably best developed in a book written by a great
American lawyer, James C. Carter. I think it was published in 1904,
entitled "Law, Its Origin, Source and Function," and I would like to
add this: Probably the essence of democracy is that the citizens be
permitted to make their own laws through their own customs. That is,
that they have an appeal to obey the moral law and to raise their
standards of conduct. If you deprive them of that, they cannot improve their customs and they cannot improve their own law.
Of course there is a distinction between private law and public law
but it is impossible to prevent legislation purportedly bearing upon
public law from affecting private law, and certainly any world government would necessarily have the power to confuse the two. This confusion would become worse confounded by the fact that among the
different peoples of the world many varying and contradicting customs prevail.
Advocates of this resolution, if they think about law at all, regard
it as simply a command of the state. Our own experience with the
eighteenth amendment ought to be sufficient to convince anyone that
this is an erroneous conception of law.
DIFFICULTY IN

WRITING A WORLD CONSTITUTION

As to an excessive faith in written constitutions, the making of our
own Constitution was in nearly all respects different from the making
of a constitution for a world government. The people of all our States
were alike in most respects. They had, generally speaking, the same
religious faith and they all regarded their law as being the customary
English common law. Even today the meanings of the words in our
Constitution are not well comprehended by one who does not know the
traditional attitudes of our colonial ancestors toward government and
toward the customs which had gone into the establishment of the
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English common law. Without these advantages it would have been
impossible to prepare a written constitution which could have had
any successful operation.
I will add a little. When Alexander Hamilton made one of the most
remarkable arguments ever made in this country to the Constitutional
Convention, he said:
Two sovereignties cannot coexist within the same limits.

Now, to adopt anything like a world government, we would have
three sovereignties-probably an impossibility.
John C. Calhoun said that it was necessary that a constitution spring
from the very bosoms of the people, that it was the most difficult task
that man might assume, to prepare any kind of constitution and unless
it was according to the beliefs and customs of the people, it would be
worse than useless.
Now, going back to my statement-there is a distinction between
government and the state, for the purpose of government is to protect
the people, but the purpose of the state is to regulate the people. The
exaltation of the state depends upon acceptance of the view that men
in charge of the state can think, act, and plan for the people. Our
Constitution was prepared for a government and not for a state. To
use it as a guide for the preparation of a constitution for a world state
would be folly. Moreover the record of national states in stirring up
wars has been so bad as to leave no reasonable ground for either belief
or hope that the record of a world state would be better.
SURRENDER OF SOVEREIGNTY

Our Federal Government was established upon the theory that it
would derive its "powers from the consent of the governed." Although
our Constitution confers the power to make treaties, it is doubtful
whether this power, which was created for the purpose of preserving
the freedom and sovereignty of the people of the United States, can
be extended to include the power to surrender sovereignty.
If I may deviate for a minute, it has always been customary law that
men to whom powers were delegated could not delegate those powers
to others. Therefore we say that the Congress of the United States
has certainly not the moral justification to delegate any power to any

other government.
The duty of our Government is to protect the people of this country,
and those upon whom this duty is conferred by the votes of the people
certainly have no moral right to delegate this duty to any other institution or group of men.
We believe that, should this resolution be submitted for the approval
of the people of the United States, 60 to 75 percent of them would
vote to reject it. Should the resolution be adopted, however, by a vote
of 80 percent of the citizens, it would be folly to undertake to enforce
it: the defeated minority would have an unalienable right to refuse
to be governed by a world state.
We hope that you will decisively reject this resolution.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Thank you.
Any questions, Senator Smith?
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. No questions.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Thank you very much.
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Mr. Levering, I know your statement will run over the 10 minutes.
Do you want it to appear as you prepared it, and then talk informally?
Mr. LEVERING. That would be fine.

The CHAIRMAN. That will be done.
For the record, will you identify yourself and proceed?
STATEMENT OF SAMUEL R. LEVERING, ON BEHALF OF THE
FRIENDS COMMITTEE ON NATIONAL LEGISLATION
Mr. LEVERING. My name is Samuel Levering, or Arrarat, Va. I am
an orchardist, but along with a good many other Friends, have spent
a good deal of time in the field of peace. I appear before you representing the Friends Committee on National Legislation, which represents almost all groups of Friends in the United States, to express our
strong.support for Senate Concurrent Resolution No. 56, the world
federation resolution.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Levering is as follows:)
. STATEMENT BY SAMUEL R.

LEVERING

I appear before you on behalf of the Friends Committee on National Legislation which represents almost all groups of Friends in the United States, to
express our strong support for Senate Concurrent Resolution 56, the world
federation resolution.
Passage of this resolution constitutes a necessary immediate step in building a
positive American foreign policy for peace.
MANKIND AT THE CROSROADS

Senator McMahon's excellent speech of February 2 states the alternatives:
"There are really, I suggest, no more than two broad policies from which to
choose. One consists of resigning ourselves to a generation of waging the cold
war * * *. The other broad policy which we may choose consists in
moving heaven and earth to stop the atomic armaments race, to establish worldwide atomic peace."
We agree with Senator McMahon's statement: "Arrayed against the choice
of such a policy (resignation to a generation of waging the cold war) is 5,000
years of recorded history, which teaches again and again and again that armaments races lead to war-under today's conditions, hydrogen war." The alternatives, then, are a bold, broad scale, positive effort for peace with great responsibility resting on the United States for leadership, or continuing the cold war on
to its inevitable denouement, atomic destruction. The choice is urgent.
Senator McMahon has given effective leadership toward peace not only in
stressing the extreme urgency of action and the necessity for a great moral
crusade, but by pointing a twofold way out: effective national disarmament
under international control and use of funds thus diverted from armament to.
raise the standards of living of all the world's people. Senator Tydings has
added a valuable supplement that disarmament of nations, in all weapons useful
in modern war, must be complete, "down to rifles." The supporters of Senate
Concurrent Resolution 56 and the other proposals before you urge the vital
point that these objectives cannot be achieved except along with, and through,
stronger international organization. Together these voices provide excellent
congressional leadership toward peace, a real alternative to the inevitability
of war.
We regret that the State Department and the White House have not yet joined
in this movement.
We cannot too strongly urge the complete rejection of the point of view that
"peace with Russia rests solely on United States (military) strength." Moral
strength, based on doing everything possible for peace, is vital. To make hydrogen bombs while accepting the position that no agreement to settle the cold
war is possible would throw away our second chance for atomic peace. If our
Nation accepts this position, war will be almost inevitable. Senator McMahon
may be right when he said, "I do not think a third (chance) will be given us."
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A MORAL CRUSADE FOR PEACE
There are great factors in our time leading directly toward war. The first
Is the armament race, bringing ever-increasing and Justified fear for the survival
of civilization. Another is the stirring of the underprivileged peoples of the
earth to demand that the conditions of starvation and misery that have been
their lot for centuries must come to an end.
These facts point to the leadership for peace required from the United States.
First, we must make an all out effort to stop the arms race. Second, we must
make generous use of our economic resources to meet the world's need for bread
and for improvement of miserable human conditions.
DISARMAMENT UNDER INTIATIONAL CONTROL

What are the conditions for disarmament of nations? Unilateral disarmament of some nations while others remain heavily armed is extremely unlikely.
Disarmament by treaty, depending on the good faith of the signatory nations to
carry out the terms, is equally unlikely to be accepted.
The minimum essential for disarmament is effective inspection by an international force, giving assurance that the agreements are being honored and
carried out. But inspection is not enough, without new provisions for enforcement. If the inspectors could only report violations to the veto-ridden United
Nations Security Council, the first violation-and there will probably be violations-would destroy the system or result in war. The inspectors and civilian
police force must be given the authority to arrest individual violators and bring
them to trial, and under court order to destroy any weapons, or installations for
the manufacture of weapons, prohibited. Only then can violations be stopped
without wrecking the whole system of disarmament and bringing on the very
war it was established to prevent.
Clearly, an effective international civilian inspection and police force would
require a strengthened and revised United Nations to provide democratic and
effective controls. The World Court would have to be given jurisdiction over
individuals accused of violating the law, and branch courts to try such cases.
The Security Council would have to become, at least in the field of control of
armaments, an executive acting without veto, responsible for the operation of the
inspection and police force. The Assembly would have to be given power to make
laws necessary to carry out disarmament agreements successfully. This adds
up to government on the world level as the price for stopping the arms race.
A NEW APPROACH TO DISARMAMENT

Our Government must go beyond the Baruch proposals for atomic disarmament.
Inspection, of course, is necessary. Operation by an international atomic development authority also is desirable, but international ownership of atomic
facilities appears less vital.
The method of enforcement provided by the Baruch proposals-enforcement
on nations by war through eliminating the veto-is unacceptable to the Russians,
and would be ineffective if accepted. If our relative voting positions in the
Security Council were reversed it would be unacceptable to the United States.
Emphasis must be shifted to enforcement against individuals.
Control of atomic weapons only, as provided by the Baruch proposals, is not
enough. What is needed is effective control of all weapons. Otherwise the
Baruch proposals, even if accepted, would only be an otomic fire-alarm system,
giving us a few months' warning before atomic bombs hit us, not other bombs.
Nations could arm with other weapons, use these to start a war, seize atomic
plants, make atomic bombs, and finish the war with them. We must control war,
not stop with outlawing atomicide.
. Large scale atomic power plants, as provided in the Baruch proposals, would
be much too dangerous. It is very doubtful that the distribution of such plants,
establishing an atomic balance of power, could be agreed upon. Were that possible, such power plants, from which atomic bombs could be made in a short time,
would be much too hazardous. The world should continue to make its power from
coal and hydro until war is much better under control.
The question of timing must be reexamined. The Baruch proposals called for
establishment of control followed by destruction of the United States bomb stock
pile. The Russian proposals called for destruction of bombs first, followed by
discussion of control. Probably a fair settlement would have to be worked out
somewhere in between.
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A new approach to atomic disarmament should now be made, based on inspection, international operation, enforcement on individuals, concurrent agreement
on disarmament in all weapons, restriction of atomic developments to research
and tracer levels for a definite number of years, and a fair basis of timing. All
weapons of mass destruction should be eliminated entirely, all other weapons
drastically reduced, and then further reduced, following a clearly defined yearly
time schedule, down to internal policing levels.
AMERICAIN LEADERSHIP TO RAISE WORLD LIVING CONDITIONS
If the underprivileged peoples of Asia and other parts of the world are not to
be lost to the rising tide of Communist promises, they must see real hope for
improvement of their conditions through the processes of freedom and democracy.
The United States is one of the few areas of the world with excess production
of food, machinery, and goods of almost all types. Assistance from us on a large
scale offers the only real hope that India, for example, can raise its standard
of living rapidly enough to stave off the despair which can only lead to
dictatorship.
This is the second vital part of Senator McMahon's proposal, that money saved
from reduction in expenditures for armament should be employed to improve
human welfare all over the world. Such a large scale program for improving
world living conditions is necessary for peace. It is the other side of the coin, of
which effective disarmament under world law is the inseparable reverse side.
Both are necessary and must be sought together.
This means a point 4 program, but far beyond the $35,000,000 now contemplated
for technical assistance. United State contributions should be in the range from
$5,000,000,000 a year to the $10,000,000,000 suggested by Senator McMahon through
a two-thirds reduction of our military expenditures. In addition to technical
assistance, this program should include shipments of food, machinery, and so
forth, with the recipients paying what they can. Where lack of hard currencies
is the problem, countries might pay in their own money using these funds for
purposes of permanent value within their own countries.
This program, administered by competent and world-minded personnel, should
help disadvantaged countries in developing schools, harbors, railroads, roads,
power developments, necessary industrialization, training of teachers, and countless other pressing needs. Such a program is the necessary antidote to stop the
spread of dictatorial Communist poison among the underprivileged of the earth.
Here, again, the United Nations, and especially its functional agencies, must
be strengthened and developed as the necessary instrument to carry out a largescale program to raise living standards all over the world. All too often bilateral
actions are open to the charge of selfish national interest, or are self-defeating
through humiliating the recipients of assistance.
Success of this program requires strong, functioning international organizations. Probably they should act, originally at least, on a voluntary basis without
compulsory powers. But as time went on they would have to be given authority,
at least to prevent economic war.
EVERYTHING TO GAIN

The United States, and humanity, has everything to gain and nothing to lose
from strong United States leadership for peace through stopping the armament
race under enforceable world law, and through raising standards of living
through a greatly expanded assistance program, both through a strengthened
United Nations.
There is a chance that the Soviet Union might accept such a program of
disarmament under effective controls and might participate in the welfare
program. Such acceptance might be furthered as much by Russia's unwillingness to isolate herself morally and physically, by blocking a program meeting
the deep longing of mankind for peace, as by any humanitarian motives the
Soviet leaders might have. If the Soviet Union did accept, the chances for
avoiding atomic war would be immeasurably increased. No longer would the
United States and the Soviet Union have to depend solely on each other's good
faith. An international inspection force, including nationals of both countries,
would provide real assurance of compliance with effective disarmament.
Should the Soviet Union refuse to participate, the danger of war would at
least have been reduced by the increased unity of the non-Soviet world around
a sound program for peace, including willingness of the United States to sur-
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render a segment of its sovereignty. The world remembers that it was the
United States at San Francisco which, along with the Russians, insisted on
retaining the veto in the United Nations. In the battle for men's minds, we
must make it clear that we are doing everything possible for just and durable
We are not doing so now, nor does the world think that we are.
pace.
A large-scale economic assistance program also would lessen the chance of
war, whether or not the Soviet Union participated. Just as the Marshall plan has
given new hope to the peoples of western Europe and thereby checked the spread
of communism, so a world-wide Marshall plan through the United Nations would
bring greater hope to other peoples and thereby check their drift toward communism, thereby making war less likely. Certainly the world has everything
to gain from a moral crusade for peace, with the United States taking a leading
part.
PASS SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 56 NOW
We support this resolution because it is a first step in the moral crusade for
peace, which must include as a vital part the transformation and development
of the United Nations so that it is an effective instrument for world disarmament
under law and for carrying out a large-scale program for improving world
standards of living.
This is the purpose of Senate Concurrent Resolution 56, to start the process of
transforming the United Nations into a world federal government with compulsory power limited largely to disarmament of nations under effective international control, but with the necessary powers and structure to do that job
well. There is only one serious objection to this resolution. It is neither as
strong nor as urgent as the present crisis requires. It should be amended to
express the extreme urgency of disarmament under enforceable world law, and
call upon the Executive for speed in starting the concurrent process of disarmament through the United Nations and of revising the United Nations so that it
can be a proper instrument for that purpose.
We believe that the passage of the Senate Concurrent Resolution 56 is urgent
now. The process of disarmament under law and revising the United Nations
so that it can do this job will be slow at best. Unless we start the process now,
rising fear and armaments may. win the desperate race and civilization may be
destroyed.
We must do everything possible to get the Soviet Union to go along and must be
careful that attempts to strengthen the United Naions do not injure it. We
should recognize the valuable work of the United Nations, and support and use it
fully. But we must not be prevented from doing what is necessary and right
by doubts as to Soviet action. And we must recognize that the real danger to
the United Nations is death from the pernicious anemia of disuse while the
world thunders to war, rather than from honest efforts to strengthen and develop
the United Nations. It is clear that only bold, quick steps can avoid atomic disaster. If strong United States leadership for peace is right, and we believe that
it is, we must now move forward, including passage of Senate Concurrent Resolution 56 as a vital step.
POSITION ON OTHER PROPOSALS

We seriously question whether Senate Joint Resolution 57, the Atlantic Union
proposal would lead toward peace. Would it not prove only another power bloc,
which would not stop the armament race or prevent war? The problem of peace
is world-wide. It cannot be solved by regional power blocs.
Would not an Atlantic Union divide the world into three groups: (1) Ourselves, the self-designated first-class peoples, (2) the Communist world, (8)
Central and South America, and most of Asia and Africa, whom we did not
consider good enough for our new union?
Is not the smaller delegation of sovereignty, envisaged by the world federation
resolution, but with every effort to obtain universal membership through strengthening the United Nations, a better proposal?
We have equally serious doubts about the effects of the Culbertson proposals.
They attempt to knock the veto out of the United Nations without dealing with
the basic reasons, such as the methods of enforcement and representation, which
make the veto inevitable unless they are changed. At best, these proposals would
not establish disarmament under enforceable law, but a percarious "collective
security" depending primarily on armed nations to hon6r their pledges to come
to the aid of a victim of aggression.
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The world federation resolution, envisaging real delegation of a segment of
national sovereignty, enforcement on individuals, and dependable revenue, appears much more likely to be effective.
We also question the value of the Armstrong proposal to set up a vetoless collective security league within the United Nations. We have no faith in attempts
to prevent war by threatening war against nations. What is needed is prevention
of prepAration for war and law applying to and enforced against individuals.
ACTION FOR PEACE IS IMPERATIVE NOW

The simple fact is that the Soviet Union is expanding her areas of power. By
her propaganda, she is making it appear that the United States is primarily re
sponsible for the drift toward war. Senator McMahon said, "There are millions
of people abroad who observe our armaments expenditures and fail to grasp that
these are for self-defense * * * We assume that our actual good intentions
and actual good feelings must be known to them; but they see that we devote
billions to guns, tanks, planes, and atomic weapons--and day and night the Communist propaganda machine hammers into them the theme that American armaments are designed for conquest."
His appeal to America is urgent; "It is my intense conviction that our decision (to build the H-bomb) must be accompanied by the immediate initiation of
a moral crusade for peace having far greater potential effect than any physical
weapon, even chunks of the sun. A fresh proposal for atomic peace, as dramatic
as it is sincere, impresses me as urgently desirable."
Anne O'Hare McCormick, in commenting on Senator McMahon's proposal,
recently said, "As an operation in the war of propaganda, every such spectacular
lead for peace is the indicated, even the imperative, accompaniment of military
moves to avert war."
We believe that the decision to make the H-bomb, before an exhaustive effort
to build atomic peace, was unwise and immoral. But we agree with Senators
McMahon and Tydings, Anne O'Hare McCormick, and, we believe, the great
majority of Americans, that the United States must now launch a great moral
crusade for peace through international control and reduction of national armaments, and through generous use of our economic resources to improve world
living standards.
This is the crucial time for choice in American history. Our Nation may drift
into accepting a prolonged cold war. That way lies destruction. Or, awakened
by the crisis, our Nation may rise to the challenge with a bold program for peace
comparable to the revolution in means of destruction. That way lies the only
hope of peace-a real vital hope.
The decision means life or death for our civilization.
Your committee has a central part in making this decision. We applaud you
for holding these hearings. Broaden and strengthen Senate Concurrent Resolution 56, and pass it quickly. Put the United States in the forefront of a great
world movement for peace.
LEADERSHIP FOR PEACE

Mr. LEVERING. We believe that the passage of this resolution constitutes an urgent step in positive American leadership toward peace.
Senator SrrIH of New Jersey. Are the Friends organized nationally
So that you can speak for all of the Friends in the United States? 1s
that a fair conclusion?
Mr. LEVERING. We are not organized in a way such as the Methodist
Church is, where they have an hierarchy, or anything of that sort.
However, the Friends Committee on National Legislation does represent practically all groups of the faith, the Friends of Philadelphia,
the General Conference of Friends, and so on. There are many new
areas, sir.
We would agree with Senator McMahon's excellent speech of a few
.weeks ago that there are really two choices before our country. One
is to accept the continuation of the cold war for a generation or
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longer, and inevitably to simply think that all we can do is to oppose
strength by strength.
The other is to take a positive leadership for peace, at a time when
we think such leadership is crucial. We would also agree with Senator McMahon's twofold approach to such leadership, that the first and
perhaps most important thing is to make an all-out effort to stop the
arms race under enforceable law, and we agree with his emphasis
there; and the second, of course, is the generous use of American
economic resources through the United Nations to meet the crying
needs of people simply for bread, and better living conditions in those
countries where that is so badly needed.
We feel that the job you are doing here, on hearings on these resolutions ties directly into both of those factors, that a stronger and a
better working international organization is essential as the instrument to carry out disarmament under law, and also as the instrument
to carry out effective work for raising living standards in those areas
which are now backward.
We do not believe that unilateral action either in the field of disarmament or in the field of improving conditions can work. We
believe it depends on working through the United Nations and
strengthening and developing the United Nations, where that is necessary, to give it real power to do the job in those fields.
Therefore, we feel that the resolution you have before you, 56,
does have a very real part in both of these efforts.
DISARMAMENT AND INTERNATIONAL INSPECTION

Now, let me speak just briefly as to the field of economic control of
armaments under law. We think that unilateral disarmament is
certainly extremely unlikely. Disarmament by treaty is also unlikely.
There is no chance to depend on the good faith of the parties involved
alone. We have tried that and it has not worked. The only thing
that has a chance of stopping the arms race is inspection, but inspection
does require force, otherwise the first time the inspector reported a
violator, if it was simply reported back to a veto-ridden Security
Council, you would either break down your system of disarmament,
or have a war, unless the inspector were given the power to arrest the
individuals responsible and, under court order, to destroy the embryo
plants for the production of arms, or the arms that had been prohibited
that they find.
Unless there is a judicial process of enforcement, you will simply
have a break-down.
So, we believe that that sort of power needs to be given the United
Nations, an international civilian inspection and police force, acting
directly on individuals who are found breaking the law in the field
of prohibited armaments, or preparations there or.
We think that you have to have inspection then, you have to have
enforcement if the thing is to work, and then, if you have such a force,
you certainly must have the instrument of government to give them
democratic control, courts, executive, and an increased degree of legislative power in the Assembly to develop the laws under the basic agreement for the control of armaments.
Therefore, we think that armaments control, and disarmament under law does mean strengthening the powers of the United Nations
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to control and supervise and carry out a program of effective disarmament, so that Senate 56 ties directly into the problem of armaments control, in our opinion.
IMPROVING WORLD LIVING STANDARDS

We feel that the same applies in the field of improving living
standards. We support point 4, but not simply a point 4 of $40,000,000
for technical assistance, but somewhere in the vicinity of 5 or 10 billions of dollars of money saved as disarmament funds are transferred
from the use of preparation for destruction, into constructive improvements of the standards of living; and we think that to be effective, that must be done through extending such agencies as the
FAO, and World Health Organization, which can and should operate in the field of human welfare.
We believe that is necessary, and that it is a necessary antidote to
spread of the communistic poison among the underprivileged of the
world. We feel that it should not be done unilaterally, to be effective, because there will always be charges of selfishness on the part
of a favored nation, if all the receipts were from a single nation.
We believe, then, that the resolution before you ties directly into
the answer to simply accepting World War III as inevitable, and
we believe that if the cold war goes on for 5 or 10 years or a generation, that it will become the destruction of our civilization.
DESTRUCTION OR PEACE

We would agree with Senator McMahon that again and again and
again it has been shown through -history that armaments built on
top of armaments and more armaments eventually lead to destruction, and we just do not think that we, as a nation, should accept
that as inevitable, without doing all we can to prevent it.
We believe that there is a chance that in strengthening the United
Nations the Russians might come in. We don't know whether it's
small or very small, but we do think it should be taken. We believe
that even if Russia should refuse that the moral position of the United
States and the nations associated with us would be strengthened
through the efforts, and we respectfully support the passage of Senate Resolution 56 as a part of this effort on our part and the part of
the United States to do everything we can to avoid atomic destruction through the two-pronged effort of disarmament under enforceable
law, which means government in a limited field, a real tranfer of sovereignty, and the gentleman who preceded me stated that right-you
either transfer some sovereignty or you have nothing, in our opinion,
even though it be a very limited transfer and through effective improvement of living conditions in those areas where, unless something
is done and we are the chief source of supply, a dictatorship is inevitable and will follow; so it seems that that is certainly something
our Nation can and should do at this time.
We believe that the decision means virtually and actually life or
death for our civilization. We believe that the time ahead is short
in which the decision can be made, and that you gentlemen are doing
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a real service to our Nation in hearing and bringing this matter before
the country at this time.
Thank you, sir.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Anyquestions, Senator Smith?
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. No questions.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Thank you. We appreciate having your
testimony.
Mr. Benjamin C. Marsh, will you come forward.
Will you identify yourself for the record, please, and then proceed.
STATEMENT OF BENJAMIN C. MARSH, EXECUTIVE SECRETARY,
PEOPLE'S LOBBY, INC.
Mr. MARSH. My name is Benjamin C. Marsh. I am executive secretary of People's Lobby, Inc., with offices here in Washington.
I have been here about 32 years, Mr. Chairman.
I have a prepared statement which would take about 15 or 20 minutes
to read; and if your committee is willing, I will file it with the committee and just summarize my suggestions very briefly.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Your statement will appear as you have
prepared it, Mr. Marsh, and we will have to hold you to the 10-minute
limit.
(The statement referred to is as follows:)
STATEMENT ON WORLD GOVERNMENT AND INTERNATIONAL CONTROLS BY PEOPLE'S
LOBBY, INC., BENJAMIN C. MARSH, ExEcuTIvE SECRETARY, WASHINGTON, D. C.
The program of People's Lobby, Inc., calls forThe initiation and participation of the United States Government in international arrangements, such as the control of atomic energy, money, credit, trade,
natural resources and cartels, to prevent depressions and wars.
It states:
"There must be international organization and controls of all economic activities, which, without such agreements would embroil nations in commercial conflicts, and imperil the peace of the world.
"This is much cheaper than war.
"About three-quarters of this year's Federal budget is for wars-past, present,
and prospective. Only international organization can stop that prospective."
Recent emphasis upon the dire disaster to concentrated populations and industries if bacterial warfare, atom bombs or hydrogen bombs are used in armed
conflicts, has detracted attention from the much more pertinent issue--why men
fight.
This requires the study bf world government and international controls, to
Include consideration of the objectives of government, because an international,
or world government, will seek to maintain the economic system of the majority,
or the major nations, which transfer part of their sovereignty to a world
government.
It is possible that if America had a socialized economy, instead of subsidized private enterprise, our struggle with Russia for world influence, if not
control, would be as vigorous as now, though probably it would not be as
venemous.
The essential fact is that most peoples of the world not within the orbit of
either America or Russia, and many within these orbits, regard America as the
great counter-revolutionary force of the world, and our record since World War
One, goes far to justify that judgment.
Our yen for World Government is suspect in the world, and that suspicion
is confirmed by our record since VE-day in Europe, Asia, and Japan-though
our change of heart on Indonesia gives hope, if not expectation, that we shall
continue to bring forth the fruits meet for repentance, and also essential to our
own long-term survival.
The truism-"He who pays the piper calls the tune", holds in international, as
well as in domestic relations.
42
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A world government dominated by America would today be a reactionary government because our own economy is geared to the concept of individual aggrandizement and largely collective irr6spnsibility, and we have not wholly
purged ourselves of the concept that where the American dollar is, there is
American territory.
It was our delegates to the San Francisco Conference which created the United
Nations, who insisted upon the veto for the Security Council.
The guerrilla warfare waged by Russian, Jugoslav, and other peasants in
Europe during World War II, and the guerrilla warfare waged by Chinese
peasants intermittently since the middle twenties, and by peasants in southeast Asia since the war, show how futile an international police force would be,
if the common people of any nation felt this force threatened their well-being
and their independence.
The same suspicion might be dormant, with respect to point 4, not because it was suggested by the President of the United States but because throughout the world there are memories of so much corruption and reaction in the
administration of UNRRA; in Greece, Southeast Europe and Turkey because of
our administration of the Truman Doctrine, and in western Europe, under the
Marshall plan, because we have opposed the social ownership, the people wanted.
This does not mean, of course, that many of Russia's methods in areas which
she controls, have either increased her influence, or made her friends, nor have
they been justified, though they may have been motivated by fear.
The real question is whether any new agency with greater powers than the
United Nations, is practical now to raise the living standards of the world.
Would such an agency, for instance, with an international police force, attempt by force to compel the integration of the nations included in the Marshall
plan?
Would it try to bring eastern and western Europe together?
Would it back Chiang Kai-Shek or Mao Tse Tung in China?
Would it take sides between India and Pakistan?
Would it recognize that financial aggression while subtle, is as effective as
physical, and if so how would it deal with financial aggression?
Obviously, if either Russia or America were adjudged by the authority the
Thomas-Douglas resolution sets up, to be an "aggressor," the international armed
forces available, would be wholly inadequate to stop aggression, and such aggression would be stopped by agreement, or a possible world war would start.
Fear of public wrath, or economic sanctions, would almost certainly prevent
any small nation from starting a war of aggression.
Limited civil war is without the scope of world government, and an international police force, while we are distinctly complicating the future of both, by
arming the forces of Chiang Kai Shek, and at the same time protesting the use
thereof, when it affects financial interests.
Domestic policies largely determine the foreign policies of a nation, and there
is little question that just as the late William Allen White said the dollar-a-year
men in Government were determined "to win a victory for their stockholders,"
those who dictate to America's foreign policies, backed by organized labor, are
determined to win a victory for the private profit system.
As long as that is true, neither a world government nor an international police
force, large or small, can keep the peace, since scarcity is a breeder of war, not
of peace.
As long as that is true also, Russia will be able to provide an alibi for many
of her antisocial policies.
It seems apparent that the rest of the world-as Owen Lattimore stated about
Asia over a year ago-"has gotten out of hand."
It doesn't want to be dominated by either Russia or the United States, and
perhaps would welcome sufficient use of the hydrogen bomb by both on each
other, to reduce the threat both hold for the world now.
That would be logical.
The late H. G. Wells, in an article in Collier's, July 4, 1936, said:
"There is a way of escape, but it does not consist in trusting to governments.
On the contrary it consists of a criticism, an antagonism, and possibly even a
revolutionary attack on governments.
"We need to restore a number of world interests, from national government
control, as speedily as possible."
In his book the Fate of Homo Sapiens, published in 1939, Mr. Wells wrote:
"The disintegrating British Empire is now, one has to recognize, a system
of government almost completely out of popular control. Practically it has
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undergone a reactionary revolution in the last decade, and a loose-knit combination of court, church, army, and wealth, intensely class conscious, intensely selfprotective, has resumed control of affairs. It is an oligarchy skillful in the
assimilation of useful or formidable individuals, but without the slightest disposition to amalgamate with anything else on earth. Its ruling motive is the
fear of dispossession."
That was true of the governments of most other major nations at that time;
Is not true of Britain today, but is too accurate a description of the tendency
of our own Government now, though it is the evident intent of Congress to curb
that tendency. Both major parties with varying emphasis are convinced of
America's manifest destiny, and that is the dawn of the American century.
The rest of the world is skeptical. *
Secretary of State Acheson in his talk to the National Press Club in January,
said: "The Commuhists (in China) did not create this. The Communists did
not * * * create this revolutionary spirit. They did not create a great force
which moved out from under Chiang Kai-shek. But they were shrewd and cunning enough to mount it, to ride this thing into victory and into power.
"Two factors are pretty nearly common to the entire experience of all these
Asian people. One of these factors is a revulsion against the acceptance of
misery and poverty as the normal condition of life * * *. The other * * *
is the revulsion against foreign domination * * * they have had enough of
it and they want no more.
"National independence has become the symbol both of freedom from foreign
domination and freedom from the tyranny of poverty and misery."
Mrs. Vera Micheles Dean in Foreign Policy Reports, December 15, 1949, writes:
"From the American point of view, it appears desirable to channel all assistance
to nonindustrialized nations through the United Nations and the specialized
international agencies * * *
"It will be no more possible for the United States to exclude the U. S. S. R.
from active participation in world affairs and to hold Moscow's activities within
Russia's territorial boundaries, than it will be possible for the U. S. S. R. to exclude the United States or to force us to mind our own business within our own
confines. Both countries, like other great powers in the past, have a tendency
to intervene in all areas where they claim to have an interest."
Mr. A. A. Berle, Jr., former United States Assistant Secretary of State, writes
in United Nations World Magazine, January 1950, under the title, "The Blunder
That May Destroy the West":
"I happen not to be a Socialist myself, and do not argue the case for their
beliefs. But I, like any honest student, can say, dogmatically, that socialism now
,as nothing in common with communism. A cartel, or a large American corporation, might find common ground with a Communist commissar more easily
than a British or a continental Socialist. Development of the social and economic organizations in each country, of necessity, must be the task of that country
itself."
President Harold E. Stassen, of the University of Pennsylvania, sensing the
danger inherent in any effort to create One World by making it an American
world, directly or indirectly, stated about a year ago:
"If man is to make a significant ascent the cultural, educational, ethical quali.
ties must be lifted at the same time that the food and material production quantities are increased. This requires the development by western nations, with the
aid of the trusteeship portions of the United Nations Charter, of a world-wide
code of conduct for capital abroad.
"Excessive risks for this capital must be underwritten by society as a whole,
so as to remove the need or excuse for excessive profit and exploitation."
The goal of world government cannot be attained overnight and steps toward
it must be gradual, and along lines approved by principle and by experience. In
both World Wars there was a pooling of natural resources and an allocation of
-these and of all other essentials to the conduct of the war by the nations on our
side. It is true these were not the same nations in both wars, but what can be
done in war can be done in peace, if there is the same sense of urgency, and appreciation that the urgency is identical, is growing.
Now all nations should be included.
President Wilson, in his reply to the Pope's request for a statement of the
purposes of World War I, mentioned as most important "to afford all nations,
large and small, participation upon fair terms in the economic opportunities of
the world."
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That purpose was substantially ignored after the war, and the mad scramble
for oil and other natural resources, for markets and for shipping, since 1945, show
that the purpose President Wilson cited has been discarded again, though we
have spent billions to repair war's destruction.
The most important measures for peace, as the British Labor Party platform
stated during the late war, are: International control of oil and other natural resources, international allocation of trade (markets), international allocation of
shipping. This involves international controls of foreign investments.
That platform stated unequivocally that such controls could not be established
without social ownership, in at least the major nations, of natural resources,
basic industries, and shipping, or equivalent government controls thereof, under
an over-all government plan for the nation's economy.
The Congressional Joint Committee on the Economic Report may have had
that fact in mind when it stated a year ago: "The Government, which is the
only instrumentality that can balance the needs of agriculture, industry, and
labor, cannot afford to be without a plan."
An international authority, unless it be granted practically all the powers now
subsumed by national sovereignty, cannot exercise those powers needed to permit
planned economies within nations. An international authority with such powers,
is really a superstate.
Obviously, America would resent and resist any effort by Russia to compel us
to socialize our economy, just as smaller European nations resent, but cannot
effectively resist, our efforts to prevent them from socializing their economies.
A test of intelligent support of world government, is the extent to which it
backs the prerequisite, national government control of the domestic economy. A
corollary of such national controls as essential to world controls and world government, is full utilization of the United Nations, and its specialized agencies.
The Federal Council of Churches of Christ in America stressed these two points
in its statement in the summer of 1947, Crossroads of American Foreign Policy:
"1. The United States cannot safely or happily be an island of abundance in a
sea of privation, or permit its productive power to be curtailed in the face of
widespread need.
"2. Our nation should not become so absorbed in dealing directly with international problems that it ignores the United Nations as a means for promoting
that consolidation of moral force, which is indispensable to peace."
America must not fail to take those steps no other nation can take for her.
Instead of sending a high Government official to talk with Joseph Stalin, it
would probably be more effective to send an unofficial delegation to talk things
over with him, and to let the world know that while the American people don't
like some things in America anymore than they like some things in Russia and
elsewhere, they don't propose to fight about their dislikes, domestic or foreign.
Such a delegation should include representatives of the three large church
bodies, the Grange, Farm Bureau, and Farmers Union, the National League of
Women Voters, the United States Chamber of Commerce, cooperative and consumers' organizations, and the AFL and CIO. This delegation could not commit
the Government to anything, but it could, and I think would, show the world the
most important thing it needs to be shown today, and that is that the American
people really want peace enough to devote themselves to planning for peace.
Russia probably fears a depression here would make a war to cover up.

Mr. MARSH. Mr. Chairman, I do not represent a very large number
of people, I will admit, only a couple of thousand, or so, members;
but we rely upon the logic and merits of what we say, and suggest
and hope that is not wholly inappropriate, in a democracy.
I want to make one suggestion. We are for world government, but
in my nearly 73 years I have never seen a child born 10 years old.
Possibly I have missed something, but I never heard of it, and we
would like to suggest that there are some preliminary steps that have
got to be taken before we can have world government. I will outline some of them.
SENDING AN AMERICAN DELEGATION TO RUSSIA

First, I want to suggest this: We have heard a lot, from Churchill
and from the State Department, about sending somebody to see
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Stalin. We would like to suggest that instead of private Government
parleys, it would be a very interesting experience to have a meeting
of peoples, and suggest that the Congress arrange to send a delegation
over to see Joe Stalin, to include representatives of the three big church
bodies, three farm organizations, the A. F. of L., CIO, and United
States Chamber of Commerce, as well as the League of Women
Voters and probably the cooperative and consumers organizations.
Of course, they couldn't commit the Government to anything, but
apparently committing governments last only until they are ready
to change the commitment, so that won't very seriously affect the
validity or the value of their going over, which would, in my judgment, have a tremendous effect on the world at large.
Now, Senator Thomas, you have been a foreign missionary and
I am the son of foreign missionaries and I think we have both had an
opportunity to realize that the so-called heathen, -and I think we are
awfully conceited to call them that, that the so-called heathen have
their own prides and own views and just do not want to be sandbagged by our American Bible or anything else :and the missionaries
who have succeeded most, in my judgment, are tlose that realize that.
I prepared this suggestion last week about sending this peoples'
delegation to Russia, and, of course, there would be a lot of Russians
meet with them, and the rest of the world would hear about it, and they
realized that there are a lot of people in America who don't like
things in America, and many who don't like things in Russia, but
We are not going to fight about it-at least here in America.
I think it will open the way to better agreement.
I opened this morning, the United States News and World Report, and I trust that David Lawrence will forgive me if I read a little
from it. The article is entitled "Cold War-Russia Gains Edge."
And it says that in 1945 in the western sphere, there were 1,890,000,000 persons; there were neutral 740,000; and, it has changed a lot
today so that in the western sphere, there are only 725,000,000. In
1945 Russia had 193,000,000 and now has 795,000,000. Evidently we
have not used our diplomacy or our economics as intelligently as we
should.
INTERNATIONAL CODE FOR FOREIGN INVESTMENT

There are three or four specific things to do, and I am watching
that clock. We suggest that there should be an international code
for foreign investment. It is not original. I think it was about a year
ago that President Harold E. Stassen suggested this, and said:
This requires the development by western nations, with the aid of the trustee

portion of the United Nations Charter of a world-wide code of conduct for
capital abroad.

That is a very sound proposal. There is nothing, as far as I know,
in any legislation pending in the Congress, certainly there isn't in
the Maybank bill, or the Kee bill, anything which sets up a code of
conduct for capital abroad.
And, during the World War, the British Labor Party suggested
what has got to be done to have peace. It asked, and I am just going
to summarize-international control of oil and other natural resources,
and I think, Senator Smith may remember when this committee had
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hearings 2 or 3 years ago on the Anglo-American Oil Pact, I urged it
very strongly. We haven't done anything about it and we are having
a lot of trouble over oil.
The British Labor Party suggested also that there must be international allocation of trade, and we are in for a bitter conflict over
markets between Britain, France, and, when Germany gets back
on its feet, and the United States, and other countries.
They also suggested international allocation of shipping, and of
course those three proposals naturally involve international control
of foreign investments, so I suggested that first.
But, the Labor Party in Britain went further, and I think their
position is going to be justified in the election Thursday of this week.
They suggested, or stated, rather, I will put it that way, that you
couldn't have these complete international controls, in the lines needed,
that they specified, without major social ownership or equivalent
Government controls in the major countries.
I think maybe the Congressional Joint Committee on the Economic
Report may have had that fact in mind when it stated almost a year
ago:
The Government, which is the only instrumentality that can balance the needs

of agriculture, industry, and labor, cannot afford to be without a plan.

WORKING TOWARD WORLD GOVERNMENT

Mr. Chairman, in concluding, and within my time limit, I hope that
you will work toward world government, but I have been here some
little time, and I know that those bills are not going through this
session of the Congress. We are not ready for it yet. I doubt if it
will work unless you take these preliminary steps, not speaking with
any authority but just judging from history, and I therefore hope
that your committee in making its report would at least give consideration to these suggestions I have made here, and they are not original
with me. I have taken them, as indicated, from the platform of
the British Labor Party, as adopted at their convention, I think it
was in 1941 or 1942.
We are all for this world government, but it can't come overnight.
We, however, in the United States can initiate action along these lines
I have just suggested which, in our judgment, will facilitate the adoption of world government because we agree it is world government, or
chaos.
Thank you very much.
If there are any questions, I will try to answer them.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Any questions, Senator Smith I
Senator SMIH of New Jersey. No questions.

Senator THOMAS of Utah. Thank you very much, Mr. Marsh.
I want to thank you all, all the witnesses who have appeared today,
for the splendid wafy in which they have cooperated with us, and
given us a chance to do our other work.
The hearing will stand in recess until called together again.
The reason we cannot meet tomorrow, and for the next 2 or 3 days
is that the whole Foreign Relations Committee is meeting, and until
their meetings are over, we will not be able to meet.
(Whereupon, at 11: 50 a. m., the subcommittee stood in recess, subject to call of the Chair.)
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Washington, D. C.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, having recessed on
February 20, 1950, at 10 a. m., in the Caucus Room, Room 318 Senate
Office Building, Senator Elbert D. Thomas (chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senators Thomas of Utah and Smith of New Jersey.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. The meeting will come to order.
I think the record should show that this is very much of a postponed hearing, due to the pressure of other business, but that we aro
continuing today the hearing which recessed on Monday, February
20, 1950.
Mr. McKee, will you come forward, please?
Please identify yourself for the record, and then proceed as you
wish.
STATEMENT OF FREDERICK C. McKEE, CHAIRMAN OF THE COMMITTEE ON NATIONAL AFFAIRS, AND TREASURER OF THE
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE UNITED NATIONS
Mr. MCKEE. I wish to state that I am chairman of the Committee
on National Affairs, and treasurer of the American Association for the
United Nations, but am appearing as an individual.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. That is, you do not appearMr. McKEE. I do not appear for them, because I have-not cleared
all that I am going to say with the two organizations.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. All right, proceed, sir.
SUPPORT OF SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 72

Mr. McKEE. I wish to testify in support of the Ferguson-GrahamKefauver resolution for strengthening the United Nations.
The United Nations, like any political institution, represents a compromise between widely differing points of view. In spite of its
limitations, it is remarkable that so much "meeting of minds" could
have been achieved among such diverse people. Fortunately the
framers of the Charter, like the framers of the Constitution, provided
great opportunities for developing and strengthening the new political organism.
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We must do everything in our power to strengthen it as proposed
in this resolution and in such other proposals as may be politically
possible at this time. But we must recognize that regardless of structure, the United Nations can be no stronger than the degree of support given it by nations of good will and that the League of Nations
failed, not so much because of structural weaknesses, but because of
lack of courageous support by the democracies on fundamental issues
of principle in Manchuria, Ethiopia, and Europe.
W must also constantly realize that for the organization of peace,
there is no panacea and international security cannot be guaranteed
by any single agreement, convention, or organization.
So long as the veto remains and until the United Nations has military forces at its immediate command superior to that of any potential
aggressor, we must have an Atlantic Pact and an open-end pact under
the provisions of article 51 of the Charter as proposed in the ThomasDouglas resolution. In addition, for speedy organization and mobilization, there should probably be a Pacific and possibly other regional
pacts.
ATLANTIC UNION

There is great merit in the proposal for an Atlantic Union which
would provide a much stronger deterrent to a potential aggressor
than even the Atlantic Pact. Under an Atlantic Union, throttling
trade barriers would be eliminated and increased confidence would
stimulate business prosperity and remove the breeding grounds for
communism. While we would be contributing financial resources
to the merger, we would receive in return free access and protection
for American investors in the natural resources of Canada, Africa,
and other possessions of the European nations which will become
increasingly essential as our own resources are exhausted.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. May I stop you there, Mr. McKee, just
for one question, and it is a question which does not have to do with
the resolution, but a question that was developed yesterday, as you
know, in a debate in the Senate, where we were considering ECA, and
point 4.
Mr. MCKEE. Yes, sir.
TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

Senator THOMAS of Utah. For cooperation in underdeveloped areas;
which is a broad way of stating the objectives.
Now, the point that you make here brings home to me the fact
that American investors were mentioned very much in the discussion.
Mr. McKEE. I see.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. And since you are a gentleman who
knows about as much about foreign trade as anyone I know, you are a
good one for me to stop just for a minute.
You say here:
While we would be contributing financial resources to the merger, we would
receive in return free access and protection for American investors in the
natural resources of Canada, Africa, and other possessions of the European
nations which will become increasingly essential as our own resources are
exhausted.
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Mr. McKEE. I was thinking particularly of the problem that we
have at present, with investments in certain, particularly the African
possessions of European countries, and more particularly this Moroccan problem, where there is discrimination against American investment, and where I think there is great hesitancy on the part of
investors, particularly the smaller ones, to enter into such developments for fear of some change in the political atmosphere which may
jeopardize their investment.
I want to say that I think the point 4 program is a great plan.
It is absolutely essential. I hope that some of the old isolationists still
in the Senate will not be able to cut it down from the conference
report.
I think that the guaranty in the bill, which has mostly to do with the
immediate problems of currency, and so forth, will be retained; but
I think that something even further is needed.
GUARANTIES BY THE UNITED NATIONS

For instance, I proposed sometime ago, and sent a letter to the
United Nations, suggesting that in order to encourage American investment abroad, that a company wishing for instance to negotiate a
contract for drilling.in Venezuela for oil, could, after its preliminary
negotiations with the Government, take that to the United Nations,
much as a corporation. takes a mortgage indenture for a bond issue to
a trust company; that both sides would present that to the United
Nations, who would check it as to fairness, to the company, the
nation, and the citizens of the nation, and see that there were no
provisions in it that were unfair; and then, they would go ahead
with it.
In the case of dispute between the corporation and the nation, in
case of a change of government of the nation involved, which might
involve confiscation or a change of the terms, either the nation or the
corporation would take it to the United Nations, the same as an appeal
can be made by a bondholder to the trust company, and they could
endeavor to mediate the dispute. They could take the dispute to the
International Court, and when the Court made its decision, the United
Nations would have the power of economic sanctions.
Now, that may seem a long way ahead, but I am convinced that some
such security must be given for any large-scale investment in foreign
affairs.
I believe that since the war almost all of the investment abroad has
been largely confined to the major oil companies, and has been very
little over one or one-half billions. I think that the investment
in England, under the aids that were given, the only major investment was one company, Godfield-Cabot Co., with carbon black and
you have, of course, American firms like American Metals, and the
Newmont Mining Co., which has developments in Africa; but, in
general, the hazards of a change in the situation in which they put
American savings, are such that you cannot develop. I believe that if
adequate safeguards were given, you have great quantities of American
equity capital that would go into such foreign investments, cutting
down the tax load, stimulating these people, because when all is said
and done, while the development and education on know-how under
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point 4 will go so far, for a complete development of backward areas,
you must have capital, and the only place that that capital can come
from in large measure is from the United States, and the only way
you can encourage it is by safeguarding it.
I hope you will pardon the long answer.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. May I ask a question?

Senator

THOMAS

of Utah. Yes.

Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Mr. McKee, you, used the word
"safeguard."
I did not get here in time to see if you used that in your statement.
Mr. McKEE. Yes, sir.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. What do you mean by "safeguard" ?
Mr. McKEE. I mean first the guaranties in the present conference
ECA report, but I was looking forward to something even beyond
that-looking forward to the possibility that contracts between American corporations and foreign countries could be taken to the United
Nations, as a trustee, such as a corporation takes a mortgage indenture
for a bond issue to a trust company. The UN could see that the form
of those contracts, whether for oil or iron ore, or what it might be, were
fair to both the corporation, the country, and the citizens of the
country, so that they were not being exploited; and then, in case of
dispute in later years, the appeal could be made by any of the parties
to the UN. It could be taken, if mediation failed, to the International
Court, and the UN would have power to invoke sanctions, if a country,
for instance, attempted to confiscate property after a revolution, as
has happened in a number of cases.
That would give a power, that would protect the foreign investment, but would get away from the unilateral action, the so-called
dollar diplomacy when, in so many cases, the Government was called
in to protect the corporation whicl had made an investment, and some
revolution had overcome it. Also, it would protect the peoples of
those countries against exploitation, which has happened in many
cases.
It would accomplish, I think, as much good to one party as another.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Well, you would take the United
States entirely out of the guaranty business, and put it into the UN, if
anywhere?
Mr. McKEE. Yes, sir. I think the guaranties are absolutely essential because the UN is not yet equipped to do this job. It would require setting up a special division.
I am simply offering a suggestion, as a long-term means of interesting foreign investors.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Practically all we have done in our
conference report is to exchange currencies for dollars, for people who
take a chance.
Mr. MCKFE. Yes, sir.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. And the second part was in case of
confiscation, or something of that sort, we didn't go beyond that.
Mr. McKEE. No, sir; and I thinkSenator SMITH of New Jersey. You put the confiscation, or expropriation business in the hands of the UN, rather than the United
States; is that correct?
Mr. McKEE. Yes, sir. That is an ultimate proposition. I think
you have done all that is politically possible, probably, at this time;
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but that there should be a long-range proposal to involve the UN
into it, and avoid this handicap of unilateral action-in other words,
we will take the situation, if we are involved in large guaranties, and
there is some very overt art, it brings us into the picture instead of
the whole world community into the picture, to enforce justice.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I didn't mean to interrupt, but I
was very much interested in what you were saying.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. He was also stopped by this chairman
a moment ago.
Mr. McKEE. I am happy to have you do that, sir.
HISTORICAL PRECEDENTS FOR GUARANTIES

Senator THOMAS of Utah. I want to get out with one more question, if I may.
Now, Mr. McKee, before you leave this subject, I would like to
bring up, just for the record, the historical allusion to show the
evolution of governments' feelings toward what we might call backward areas and countries.
The feelings about guaranties for investors, you see, brought about
the interesting technique of capitulations in the Near East, and extraterritoriality in the Far East, and all of the investing countries
became parties to those agreements. In other words, if you analyze
what the investing countries were doing, it was that they did not
have-faith in the governments that they had to do business with, and
therefore they went so far as to ask that our own law would be tho,
medium under which our own investors would have to operate.
Now, the need seems still to be there, and your suggestion seems to
be to give it over to an international body. That suggestion is not
absolutely new. We had something like it in the Mandate Commission.
Mr. McKFE. Right.

Senator THOMAS of Utah. Which has now evolved into a trustee
notion; but, there was, you see, a guaranty of freedom of trade in
the mandatory countries, and my point in bringing these things up
now is merely to call attention to a historical evolution. I want to
emphasize one more thing you have mentioned, too, for the benefit of
the people who read the record:
You have brought in the theory about. dollar diplomacy which
was an aspect of a natural condition which is evolving in our own
country, especially when we were growing into an investing state,
and the idealistic side of dollar diplomacy is probably one of the
finest thoughts that Secretary Knox, or any Secretary of State ever
had, because he said "Let us use American dollars for the purpose of
raising the standards of people."
From that thought comes many another thought. The point to
emphasize here is that we are a growing civilization and we are a
growing culture, and that we do want to move along in that growth,
in accordance with law. It is with that thought that we move
forward in accordance with law and that these forty-odd Senators
have their names on various resolutions which would modify a fundamental international law, an entity, into a more workable medium.
Forgive us for interrupting.
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Mr. McKEE. I recognize that. I also remember the Thomas resolution of April 1939, which would have involved sanctions against
aggression.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Sanctions against an aggressor.
Mr. MCKEE. Yes, sir.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. And would have removed the embargoes
in favor of the victims of an aggression. I am awful sorry it didn't
see the light.
Mr. McKEE. I think it would have prevented, or maybe at least
postponed, the Second World War.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. I am heartily in agreement with you
there, Mr. McKee.
Mr. MCKEE. The point in that last sentence in that paragraph was
this, that at the present time we have the financial resources, due in
part to the rapid development of our natural resources; but, the time
may come when we will begin to be somewhat of a "have-not" nation
in certain resources, oil, iron ore, even today, perhaps in 10 years,
maybe, the larger part of our iron will be coming from Venezuela and
Labrador, and by such a merger, such a pooling of resources at this
time, we can help them financially and assure our long-range stability
by joint control of these natural resources.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Guaranteed a sort of equitable distribution?
Mr. McKEE. That is right, quid pro quo.
The greatest objection to such a union lies in the fact that some of
the European nations have even exceeded us in short-sighted expediency in foreign affairs, to say nothing of their unsound economic
adventures.
WORLD GOVERNMENT

Proposals have also been presented to you for a world government.
Certainly it would be very desirable if the peoples of the world were
now sufficiently educated and sufficiently trained in the democratic
process that they could intelligently elect a world parliament. But
while the thoughtless frequently outvote the thoughtful in the United
States, I would oppose being permanently submerged with the other
democracies under a majority of 1,000,000,000 illiterates and 500,000,000 others who have never had a free election.
If our international delegation were chosen by direct ballot on a
majority basis it would probably be less bipartisan than the present
American delegation to which the President appointed several Republicans. To reduce the possible effect, of State Department influence,
it would be desirable if our international representatives were elected
on direct ballot, contingent on a provision for proportional representation from the two major parties.
While the United Nations, of itself, has not been able to curb Soviet
aggression, it has been the great forum in which the issues have been
debated and nation after nation has taken a definite position against
the menace, as evidenced in the reduction of abstentions on the Balkan
and Korean Commissions in succeeding assemblies. I think in the
third Assembly there were no abstentions, as compared to the dozen
or fifteen in the second Assembly, including the thrashing out of the
issues, and the development of world public opinion.
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NEEDS MILITARY STRENGTH

Until the Soviet agrees to complete inspection and control of all
weapons and until the United Nations has an adequate military force
of its own, we have no alternative but to build up the military strength
of our country and our allies so that even after a sneak attack we
would have sufficient reserves to deny victory to the aggressors.
Even if all of the nations of the world consented to inspection and
control of all weapons, it would still be essential that the United Nations have its own forces and weapons located at strategic points
throughout the world to guard against inspection evasions and clandestinely armed conspiracies which might seize control of an unarmed world.
SOVIET BOYCOTT OF UNITED NATIONS

Now, since this was prepared, before the recess, some things have
occurred that I would like to add a few words about.
There has been a development in the United Nations which, unless
corrected, could seriously affect both the United Nations and the good
effects of these strengthening resolutions.
The Chinese Nationalist Government presented a complaint to the
United Nations involving about 400 specific acts of aggression. The
Soviet representatives walked out of something over 25 bodies, in try.
ing to pressure the delegates to admit the Communist delegates.
The President, I think I am quoting correctly, described the action
as willfully flouting, by the Soviet Government, of obligations assumed by it under the Charter.
In spite of this, Mr. Trygve Lie has been endeavoring to persuade
one nation after another to accept these Communist delegates who
conform to none of the three qualifications for recognition. They still
do not control all of China. They are not holding their control by the
free action of the people; and, they are not respecting their international obligations.
Now, this is a fundamental issue which strikes at the very heart of
the United Nations. Its fundamental purpose, I believe, was to prctect nations, particularly weaker nations, against aggression. It
should afford to them the right of a complaint and a fair hearing
which, in this case, Trygve Lie is prejudging.
UNITED NATIONS MUST STAND ON PRINCIPLE

The League of Nations was destroyed by expediency, and the
United Nations can be destroyed by expediency. It must be founded
on principle.
While it is certainly desirable to have a universal representation in
the United Nations, we must not appease any individual nation in
order to have it become a member, otherwise we lower the ethics of
the United Nations to the ethics of the worst member in it, instead of
holding a standard, as Washington said, "to which the just and freeloving people may repair."
I think there is an even more serious and immediate problem to this.
The united recognition of this kind would, in the first place, destroy
the spirit of all those people in the satellites who hope for ultimate
freedom some day. I am fearful that there may be a proposal from
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Moscow that the other nations recognize what the Soviet controls,
just as Hitler said to Chamberlain. Mr. Chamberlain said, and I
think in these words: "And Mr. Hitler said to me, and I have no reason to doubt his word, that he wants nothing more after this."
Well, we will again see that sort of a proposal, and if we do, we
fasten some of these people in slavery, we destroy their hope for freedom, which I think is one of the greatest deterrents to a Soviet attack.
So long as there is the hope of freedom of these peoples, there will
be the danger that Soviet lines of communication will be attacked by
the underground bands; but once that hope is destroyed, you may have
in effect destroyed what would be the equivalent to many thousands of
men and many planes.
I think we are at a very fundamental issue. We cannot win the
cold war with expediency. We must win it on the basis of presenting
the truth, justice, and a hope for freedom for all mankind, even
though we are not able in certain cases to do anything immediately.
We can at least follow Woodrow Wilson's 14 points, or Henry L.
Stimson's nonrecognition of territories acquired by force.
The date of the death of the League of Nations was not September,
1939, it was 1938, when the democracies sacrificed Czechoslovakia at
Munich, and it began to die in 1931 when the Chinese delegate to the
League of Nations closed his unsuccessful plea with these prophetic
words:
And I say to you that unless you stop this present aggression, the time will
come when you will be fighting not only for your empires but for your very
homes.

Senator THOMAS of Utah. Who was the person who said those
words?
Mr. McKEE. I don't remember his name. He was the Chinese
delegate in Geneva, and a friend of mine who was present, was later
at the French Embassy that night, and Mr. Henry Tardieu, who was
then, I think, the chief of the French delegation, said: "The idea of
these orientals trying to tell us how we should run our politics."
Senator THOMAS of Utah. You mark the beginning of the real downfall of the League of Nations from the time when the Japanese delegation walked out, I take it?
Mr. McKEE. That is right.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Any questions?
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. I would like to ask Mr. McKee one
question.
NONRECOGNITION OF COMMUNIST CHINA

From his statement, he appears to share a view that I have hadeither the recognition of Communist China, or the admission to the
United Nations, would be a recognition of the conquest of one country
by another, accomplished by Russia, by subversive methods or otherwise. The question has been asked of me, by people I have discussed
this with, if Russia continues this walking out, how will we make the
United Nations function? Will we have to make another one, and
go into a separate set-up or-what is your answer to that?
Mr. McKEE. I think we can operate without the Russians. Now,
I think it is desirable, if they will stay in; but we cannot sacrifice
principle. If the Russians had not come in to the United Nations
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at the beginning you would have had the formation of two axis in the
world to some extent.
They have come in. By their actions, political and personal,
they have convinced a lot ofnations who had not yet made up their
minds what Russian imperialism meant. I think that the effect is
also apparent among the Russian people themselves. It is noticeable
that in some of the Russian delegates' arguments-I am thinking
particularly of their argument against the Little Assembly, they
resorted to technical objections that the Little Assembly violated the
Charter of the United Nations, the"same thing a lawyer does who has
a bad case, who tries to find technical means in the law.
I think that was for the consumption of the Russian people, because
even in a dictatorship, public opinion is of some importance.
The Russians, if an organization were formed of the United Nations
to which the Russians were not invited in, could more easily whip up
the feeling of their people; but, if they walk out of themselves, it will
offset all of this propaganda that they have been putting up by their
own delegates for the United Nations, even though the thing itself has
been insincere. I think that there is this to be said: that if they
walk out, it will be possible to do things in the United Nations much
more speedily. It will awaken people to the true nature of Russian
imperialism, and its menace, and nothing should be sacrificed of principle to keep them in.
I hope that they will stay in. I think there is a certain advantage
in their being a member, and then within the United Nations, under
Article 51, form these tighter blocs without the Russian veto, which
can get together like the Atlantic Union, for mutual protection, and
gradually, out of this coalescence of like-minded nations, you can
build toward what some day may be a world federation.
Senator SMrrH of New Jersey. You would Jeave the Russians in the
United Nations, and if they want to walk out, then just let them walk
out ?
Mr. McKnE. That is right.
Senator SmTH of New Jersey. I think that is the right approach,
myself . but I wanted to see how you felt about it.
Mr. McKEn. That is right. If they will stay in and work with the
other nations, as well as we may hope for, that may not be a great
deal-it is better to let them in; but if-I would sacrifice no principle
and no nation to keep them in.
Senator SMrm of New Jersey. Thank you very much.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Thank you very much, Mr. McKee, for
coming.
We appreciate your statement greatly.
Mr. McKE. Thank you, sir.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Mr. Pakiser, please.
Will you identify yourself for the record, please.
STATEMENT OF LOUIS C. PAKISER, NATIONAL EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF THE AMERICAN VETERANS COMMITTEE (AVC)
Mr. PAKISER. Yes, sir. I am L. C. Pakiser, national executive director of the American Veterans Committee.
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee: I am appearing on
behalf of the American Veterans Committee in support of Senate
Concurrent Resolution 56.
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At the most recent national convention of the American Veterans
Committee held last November in Chicago, the following statement
was adopted as a part of the AVC platform on international affairs:
SUPPORT OF SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 56
We reaffirm our conviction that lasting peace in the world can be achieved
only through the establishment of a genuine federal world government, and we
continue to work for the development of such a world government. However,
until the establishment of such a world government, the United Nations Charter
is the one code of international conduct that all nations must recognize.

In accordance with the policies expressed in this statement, AVC
strongly supports Senate Concurrent Resolution 56, the World Federation resolution. We believe that this resolution charts the direction in which United States foreign policy should go. While supporting the necessary work now being carried on to bring the Atlantic
community into closer association for mutual protection in the face
of a powerful and hostile opponent, we believe that no effort should
be spared to work toward a real solution to the power conflict. Such
a solution must be universal in charater. It must apply equally to all
nations, great and small. The only way to assure American security
is to assure world security, and there is no real security in the world
today.
MISUNDERSTANDINGS OF WORLD FEDERALIST PROPOSAL

Some critics of the World Federation resolution have woefully misunderstood its basic purpose. For example, the Veterans of Foreign
Wars has misinterpreted World Federation to imply the total destruction of the sovereignty of the United States.
Mr. Chairman, at this point, I would like permission to insert into
the record an editorial from the San Francisco Chronicle.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Do you have it with you?
Mr. PAKISER. Yes, sir.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. All right, without objection it may be
inserted at this point.
(The editorial referred to is as follows:)
[From the San Francisco Chronicle, December 6, 1949]
SOVEREIGNTY IN OUR WORLD
We share completely the distaste voiced by Clyde A. Lewis, commander in chief
of the Veterans of Foreign Wars, of any world government or world federation
in which Communists might wind up telling America how to run its business.
But we cannot-as Lewis apparently can-leap from that premise to the conclusion that the United States must insulate itself from the very thought of
participation in iny world order which would take from the American people
one iota of their sovereignty.
To pursue Lewis' line of reasoning too diligently can land us in trouble as
formidable as that in which a capitulation to the Henry Wallace plan could
mire us.
We have already surrendered several iotas of our sovereignty, and we have
offered to surrender a good deal more. We surrendered 'a degree of sovereignty
in ratifying the North Atlantic Treaty, wherein we agreed to consider ourselves
militarily a part of a community of nations, and be governed, in some degree,
by circumstances which might arise to jeopardize the safety of any other member
of that community.
Lewis Approves of the United Nations. Yet the United Nations Charter calls
for the surrender of considerable sovereignty, notably in the formation of a
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world police force and a world court. The impediments which Russia has
thrown in the way of the realization of these stated aims of the Charter are based
precisely upon the issue of sovereignty. Russia literally is unwilling to surrender
one iota of her sovereignty. That's the main reason the UN has been unable
to fulfill its appointed role any more satisfactorily than it has. The whole
United Nations idea is rooted in the concept that absolute national sovereignty
is inconsistent with world peace. It is a commencement toward a world rule of
law as a substitute for the kind of world anarchy that has existed up to now.
We would not argue from this that the Uuited States ought to plunge straightway into a world government. We would argue, however, that the kind of anarchy
based upon the absolute national sovereignty concept, which has prevailed to now
will no longer serve, because the only means of adjusting differences in such a
world has been war, and war now threatens to destroy civilization.
That means that some form of rule of law must be devised, and while we would
beware of pat packages, we would not close the door against any man or any
group that came forward with an idea.
This newspaper has not endorsed any particular plan of world government
or world federation. But we have argued consistently for the maximum airing
of views on the matter, believing that only by thorough, constant study and
thought can such a delicate and complicated problem be solved.
The underlying problem, as we see it, is to discover some means of modifying
the present world climate-of breaking the world habit of thinking in terms of war
as the ultimate way to settle arguments, and of creating a world habit of thinking
in terms of peaceful means of settlement. Admittedly this can't be accomplished
simply by erecting a facade of world government or world federation and making
believe that act had changed the world. The process will be diffused and painfully gradual. But if a satisfactory formula for durable peace comes at all, it will
have to result from a mass, popular recognition of the nature of the problem, and
a mass determination to solve it. A frantic retreat to isolationism-with the
illusion of sovereignty-would move us further from the goal, and diminish
whatever chance there may now be for its attainment.

Mr. PAKISER. Acting on this misconception, the VFW has launched
an energetic attack upon the World Federalist movement. On one
occasion, at least, the Veterans of Foreign Wars has openly endorsed,
and I might add, unsuccessfully, the primary opponent of a Senator
who supports the World Federation resolution.
If indeed, as the VFW erroneously believes, Senate Concurrent
Resolution 56 did in fact involve such governmental powers as a
common currency and control over immigration and tariffs, I do not
think that AVC could support it. However, the sponsors of the resolution envisage a strengthened United Nations with very limited and
defined powers--namely, the control of all weapons of mass destruction
and the power to prevent aggression. AVC supports this proposal.
WORLD GOVERNMENT IS LIMITED

It is unfortunate that the misconception of the VFW has arisen. I
believe that I can say with assurance that it is a misconception, because
not only does it fail to reflect AVC's understanding of the World
Federation resolution, but some of the principal Congressional
sponsors of the resolution have recently made it quite'clear what the
resolution does and does not encompass. I quote the remarks of the
Honorable Brooks Hays, from the Congressional Record of April
1
6, 1950.
Mr. Speaker, the gentleman from Minnesota, Mr. Judd, and I stand strongly
behind the World Federation resolution. It does not commit us to any particular formula for a world legal order. It does not commit us to changes in
the present United Nations that are not specifically ratified by the United
States Congress and by the people after they are drafted and submitted for
64429--50-----43
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ratification. It does not commit us to the creation of any organization outside
of or parallel to the United Nations. It does not commit us to any plan for a
broad-powered world government with control of trade, currency, immigration,
taxes, and individual civil rights. It does not place us in the position of
abandoning all hope for peace by fairly negotiated agreements. Above all, it
does not commit us to appeasement or unilateral disarmament while other nations remain armed.
The resolution means just what it says. It expresses full support for the
United Nations. It defines more clearly than existing legislation certain objectives of our foreign policy. It is based on the conviction that another world
war is not inevitable. It declares that we are for true law and order in international affairs instead of anarchy. It declares that we favor vesting in a
strengthened United Nations adequate power and force to enable it to prevent
aggression by any country against any other. It declares that the United
States has no plans for aggressive war and that it is willing, if other nations
do likewise, to confer upon the United Nations authority to outlaw those
weapons which would cause total destruction. We favor only those measures
which are adopted in strict conformity to constitutional requirements.
The resolution should be promptly considered by the Foreign Affairs Committee and action taken to fortify the faith of the American people in a system
of world law. It will be a historical milestone for the United States and the
world.

I submit that the interpretation of the sponsors of the resolution
as to its meaning is considerably more valid than the guesses of any
persons outside the Congress, whether they are supporters or opponents of the resolution.
As a result of the minconceptions about World Federation which
have been so freely spread about, the issues are becoming confused.,
Intelligent consideration of the merits of Senate Concurrent Resolution 56 is more difficult. I hope that AVC can contribute to the
progress of the resolution by helping to clarify the issues and encourage discussion based on facts.
We must prevent another world conflict. AVC feels that to accomplish this end we must set our sights on law for all nations. Many
will join us in this belief immediately. We may face strong opposition, but we cannot let others mold our beliefs and doctrines.
We cannot close any doors or stop searching for an honorable resolution of the cold war. Senator Brien McMahon recently called for
a great new peace offensive. We welcome this courageous spirit.
We feel that the basis of such an offensive should be the policy contained in Senate Concurrent Resolution 56.
SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 56 IS EXPLORATORy

This resolution is essentially exploratory and is in every respect a
cautious first step. It is a first step that we must take. It cannot be
construed as appeasement or just another strategic move in the cold
war. The passage of this resolution will clarify our hopes and aspirations. It will make quite clear that we look upon the hydrogen bomb
only as a defensive measure, and that our fundamental purpose is to
build on the foundation of the UN a structure capable of maintaining
security so that hydrogen bombs will no longer be necessary. We can
give the world new faith and courage if we accept the challenge posed
by Senate Concurrent Resolution 56.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Any questions?
Senator

SMITH

of New Jersey. Just one question, Mr. Pakiser.
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DEVELOPMENT OF WORLD LAW

In this resolution, you wind up with this language "prevents aggression through the enactment, interpretation, and enforcement of world
law."
Now, of course, the question always arises as to how that world law
is made. It seems to me the resolution implies some kind of a world
parliament to write world law. This world federation idea you have,
we have had various interpretations given to us as to how to anticipate
that world law may be written. You must conceive of some kind of
world parliament where there would be a delegation, to a certain extent
at leastMr. PAKisER. We conceive, sir, that world law would develop from

the UN itself, and as you can see from the resolution and the principles the AVC adopted at their last convention, that until the world
government is possible, the UN Charter is one code of world conduct
that all nations must follow, and we believe that this world law can
develop from the UN by strengthening the UN and adding certain
powers that the UN does not now have.
Senator Smrm of New Jersey. You agree that the first step to take
will be to strengthen the UN?
Mr. PAKISER. Certainly, sir. There is a great deal more to it than
we must have. Of course, we must stress a great deal such things as
point 4. I think our basic problem today is strengthening the nonCommunist nations, support point 4, the Marshall plan, and the Atlantic Pact and that sort of thing; but that is not a permanent solution.
A permanent solution is based on law developed within the UN by
changing the Charter, and making it a more effective instrument for
world peace.
Senator SrrH of New Jersey. That, of course, is a controversial
question as to whether we are at this time ready to advocate a world
government which this calls for, and to commit ourselves to it before
it, or until it evolves further through the slower but surer steps, possibly through the medium of the UN.
Mr. PAKISER. We feel, of course, it is very important for the United

States to place itself on record.
Senator SmHr of New Jersey. I understand that is your position.
That is the controversial question we have had from the different
groups..
That is all.
Senator THomxAs of Utah. Thank you for coming, sir.
Mr. PAKISER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Commander Ralph S. Parr.

Commander Parr, for the record, will you please identify yourself
and then proceed as you wish.
STATEMENT OF RALPH S. PARR, COMMANDER, UNITED STATES
NAVY (RETIRED), REPRESENTING THE NATIONAL S0OURNERS,
INC.
Commander PARR. I am Commander Ralph S. Parr, United States
Navy, retired, representing the National Sojourners, Inc.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Tell us something about the National
Sojourners, Inc.
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Commander PARR. The National Sojourners, Inc., is an organization of commissioned officers, past or present, of the Armed Forces of
the United States who are also Master Masons and are organized into
chapters throughout the United States and in a good many foreign
stations where our troops are in occupation duty at the present time.
In other words, all are Master Masons, and all have held or do hold
at the present time commissions in the armed forces.
They have all sworn to uphold the Constitution of the United
States, and as such favor and support the United Nations, but we
are in opposition to the World Federation movement.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Is the organization a religious one, would
you say, or fraternal?
Commander PARR. Only such religious factors as masonry carries
with it.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. I see. Thank you, sir. Please proceed.
May I ask one more question about the Sojourners before you
proceed?
The Sojourners, then, are supporters of the United Nations?
Commander PARR. Yes, sir.
Senator THOMAS Of Utah. As an organization?
Commander PARR. We do believe in the United Nations as an
organization, and believe in supporting it thoroughly.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Very well.
OPPOSITION TO WORLD GOVERNMENT

Commander PARR. But we are in opposition to the Senate Concurrent Resolutions Nos. 52, 56, 57, 66, and 133, because in each or
every case, though worded as strengthening the United Nations, they
also include wording to indicate a shift into a completely different
organization than the United Nations, gradual or more rapidly,
Every one seems to have the World Federation or World Government
idea as an ultimate objective, even though it may not be so definitely
expressed in some as in other resolutions.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Then your support of the United Nations
is as such, and based primarily upon the theory that you have a
unity of completely independent sovereign states for international
action, is that it?
Commander PARR. Exactly, sir-as the Charter lays down.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. And you feel that these resolutions that
you have mentioned, in some way or other infringe upon the sovereignty and the independence of the members of the United Nations?
Commander PARR. That is exactly right, sir.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. All right, thank you.
COMMENT ON UNITED WORLD FEDERALISTS

Commander PARR. Before reading a statement which I have here,
of concise form which will take me about 5 minutes, I would like to
make a few remarks about the organization, United World Federalists.
The impression is given that it is a United States organization. On
page 6 of the January issue of World Federalist News, they list
organizations in practically all of the organized countries outside
of the iron curtain, Asia, Africa, Australia, South America, North
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America, and also make the statement that the United States organization has accomplished a greater advance in the program than the
others, it has been more effective in getting at the grass roots.
There are some 22 State legislatures who have passed resolutions
for Congress to make a move toward world government. That was
done by a very subtle propaganda effort, and a slogan for peace which
appeals to everyone, and was passed without apparently complete
knowledge on the part of the legislators themselves as to all of the
implications.
My basis for making the last statement is that the State of Georgia
has since rescinded the resolution. California has done likewise. So
has Rhode Island, which reduces it, reduces the number now to 19;
and, the State of Maine had an even vote to rescind, and the speaker
of the house cast his vote against it, so that the rescinding lost in the
Maine house by the vote of the speaker of the house alone.
In other words, as more information goes to the legislators in the
different States, there seems to be a rising tide of opposition to world
government.
We have some 152 chapters altogether in the National Sojourners,
of which about 22 are outside of the continental limits of the United
States; and, we have had expressions from practically every chapter
supporting our opposition-our opposition to these resolutions. In
other words, it is a unified stand from our organization.
If it is agreeable to the committee, I will read my prepared statement.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. All right.
Commander PARR. I represent the National Sojourners, Inc., an
organization of commissioned officers, past or present, of the Armed
Forces of the United States, who are also Master Masons. Professional experience and the principles of Masonry combine to make
of us devoted lovers of peace. We have a membership of about 15,000
organized into chapters throughout the United States and dotted
here and there over the entire globe, wherever our military forces are
stationed.
We feel that in the face of this well-organized drive to lead the
United States into a world federation of nations, we must express our
firm opposition.
SUPPORT OF UNITED NATIONS

We heartily support the United Nations as an agency for the maintenance of international peace and security.
On the other hand, the members of our order are strongly opposed
to any international commitment whereby we surrender any portion
of our sovereignty or expose our citizenry to any infringement of
their rights and privileges as free citizens.
The proposed Federal Union, or World Federation, will do both
and will bind our Government into a group.of nations all of which
differ from our own in population, economic and industrial development, governing principles, et cetera, to a greater or less degree.
If the organization is to be set up on democratic principles, the
assignment of votes to each nation will present a practically insoluble
problem. We could not accept a basis of population only, which
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would put us in a definite minority position. Other methods of evaluating vote assignment, such as by material resources, productivity;
technical ability, economic and cultural development, would be difficult, to the point of impossibility, to properly weigh the factors and
then obtain acceptance by the various nations.
Shall we go ahead and postpone this practically insurmountable
obstacle until we are committed to the venture?
Assuming, however, that the obstacle mentioned is overcome and a
world government established, what advantages will accrue to the
United States that are not now available in much less hazardous
form?
We have a free and voluntary association of 12 nations now, in the
Atlantic Pact. The power and potential force of those nations in
the Atlantic Pact are well recognized by the only power which
threatens our peace. It would appear that the fear of inevitable war
serves excellently as a propaganda weapon to drive uninformed people
into supporting the drive for World Federation under the promise of
peace.
Yet, the peace we have will prove as secure as any we may obtain
by the method proposed. That plan holds for us a prohibitive price
'in the surrender of our sovereignty. And, the future potential losses
of incalculable scope, as regards individual liberty and economic
prosperity, make it still less attractive.
NEW DEMOCRACIES USUALLY WEAK

In the early stages'of formation of a democratic form of government it is unusually vulnerable, and we have had terrible examples
in recent years of the rise of dictators to absolute power, through
the weakness of newly formed democracies, Hitler and Mussolinim,
particularly.
Nothing would better satisfy the Politburo in the Kremlin than
the prospect of the powers, that now hamper and block their announced plan of world domination, enmeshing themselves in the coils
of a newly forming world government. Such an opportunity would
-be too marvelous to be overlooked and may already be among their
fantastic dreams.
Diverging a moment from my statement, if one looks at the World
Government publications, purposes, and policies, and reads the list
of names on their executive body and their Advisory Board, a good
many of those names will have a familiar ring; and, if we search
the records of the congressional Un-American Committee's researchers,
we will find those names coming up in connection with Communist
fronts in a good many cases.
It seems to be a queer coincidence that a move like this, which would
fall so well in the line of Soviet desire and policy, should also have,
as the best-organized supporting organization, one made up with so
many people in the leading positions who have shown in their previous
actions their interest in fronts and other Communist organizations, if
not actual membership.
I only refer to the records as already set up by congressional Committees on un-American Activities.
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UNITED STATES CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION POOR PRECEDENT

The formation of our own Thirteen Colonies into a Federal union
'which the proponents of this World Federation are so fond of using
as a bright example of the ease of forming a world federation took
place in a far different world condition than exists now. Three
thousand miles of Atlantic ocean rolled between those Colonies and
the nations of Europe. In those days it was a barrier of no mean
proportions. In addition, the jealousies and strife between those
European nations kept them occupied at home. Today, the ocean
barrier has shrunk and the whole world is in daily touch with each
And every point of general interest. The homogeneity of the peoples
in the different Colonies and the lack of it in the nations of today
further vitiates the value of the comparison.
It might be well to note that our Constitution, marvelous instrument
that it is, did not rest firmly until after the Civil War, many years
after its original inception and establishment, as the instrument of
government.
Now, I think we consider it to be well settled, but it was not settled
until after the Civil War had been successfully carried to a conclusijn by the Union.
The United World Federalists' organization claims a large membership organized into chapters in 41 States and have been largely
instrumental in the influencing of State legislatures to pass resolutions
for *worldgovernment. Some of the officials of their organization
have appeared before this committee. It will have the effect of an
excellent sounding board for their ideas; the report of the hearings
Will lend an official color to their propaganda, and the Government
will pay for a large amount of printing most valuable for their
purposes.
WORLD FEDERATION PERMITS NO SECESSION

One of the disturbing features of the World Government as proposed by the United World Federalists is that no nation, once having
joined, will have the right to secede.
The significance of this is that, should we join, and during organization or after, we find that, being outvoted, we cannot prevent the
lifting of limitations and seizure of more power by the supergovernme* or that we are becoming victims of exploitation by less-wellprovided nations and we find ourselves compelled, rather than to
submit to despoiling, to withdra-w from organization, we should
possibly have to fight once more for our independence. Such certainly is not the path of peace.
The beloved Father of his country warned us against foreign entanglements. That we should willingly surrender our sovereignty was
beyond his conception. Can we who have sworn to defend the Constitution thus emasculate it?
We beg you give this matter your most profound consideration,
before recommending such a surrender as this visionary plan demands.
There is one point which does not seem to have occurred to many
of the patriotic Americans who have, in my opinion, misguidedly
taken up this movement; that is, the promise that the powers granted
to this world government will be limited. If we ever establish a world
government, limited or otherwise, that is above all other governments,
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there is nothing that will stop its seizing whatever power it needs or
wishes for carrying out any process, so that limitation is only a play
on words.
I thank you very much.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Any questions, Senator?
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. No questions.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Thank you very much, Commander.
Commander PARR. You are welcome, sir.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Mrs. Buck, will you come forward and
identify yourself for the record, please?
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Mr. Chairman, before Mrs. Buck
begins, may I again express my gratitude at seeing her before one
of the committees. I know Mrs. Buck, and the great work that she
is doing for her organization, and I want to extend just a word of
welcome.
Mrs. BucK. Thank you, sir.
STATEMENT OF MRS. J. L. BLAIR BUCK, PRESIDENT, GENERAL
FEDERATION OF WOMEN'S CLUBS
Mrs. BUCK. Mr. Chairman, I represent the General Federation of
Women's Clubs, an organization which is rather wide-flung. We have
750,000, and plus, voting members, and we have in this country an
affiliated membership of about 5,000,000. We have also more than
5,000,000 overseas in 35 different countries in membership, and we
are deeply interested in this program of World Federation; and I
would like to read my statement and then sort of explain a little bit.
Perhaps you have a copy of it.
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am happy to appear
before you today to endorse in the name of the General Federation of
Women's Clubs Senate Concurrent Resolution 56. This resolution
is in line with a resolution adopted by the General Federation in
national convention in May 1948.
GENERAL FEDERATION SUPPORTS SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 56

Aside from this, the General Federation makes its policy through
its resolutions which are sent to all its member organizations 2 months
before the convention, for study, and so that their delegates to the
convention may be instructed.
Then they come to the convention, and at that time both sides are
presented, for and against the resolution, if it happens to be of a
controversial nature, and then the resolution is either adopted or discarded; and, if adopted, it becomes the policy of the federation, and
that is why I am reading you this resolution, because we consider
Senate Concurrent Resolution 56 in line with this, which was adopted:
Whereas world peace is essential to the survival of civilization; and
Whereas world order, like order in our State and National communities, must
be founded upon law; and
Whereas law in any jurisdiction requires government for its enactment, interpretation, and enforcement: Therefore be it
Resolved, That the General Federation of Women's Clubs, in convention assembled, May 1948, does hereby endorse the principle of world federation and
requests the Government of the United States, at the earliest propitious moment,
to initiate the procedure necessary to transform the United Nations, by imple.
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menting article 109 of the United Nations Charter, into a world lawmaking body
with power to prevent war and to enforce justice upon Individuals.

In view of the present war hysteria and the decision of the United
States that it must, in the interest of its own security, begin production
of the hydrogen bomb, it is highly important to make clear to the world
the peaceful objectives of United States foreign policy.
The adoption of Senate Concurrent Resolution 56 will do this. It
not only reaffirms this Nation's faith in the United Nations but recognizes the urgent need for strengthening the United Nations into a
more effective instrument for peaqe. This it would do by obligating
the United States to work toward the development of the United
Nations into a world federation open to all nations, rather than to
further divide the world by partial federation.
Article 109 of the United Nations Charter provides the machinery
through which the United Nations might be developed into the federation, with limited powers, contemplated by the resolution.
Such a goal should be constantly kept before the world, even though
it may not be immediately attainable. It is in this direction that the
greatest hope of achieving lasting peace resides.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Mrs. Buck, when did the General Federation of Women's Clubs come into existence?
Mrs. BUCK. It is celebrating its sixtieth birthday next year.

Senator

THOMAS

of Utah. Sixtieth?

Mrs. BUCK. Its sixtieth.
fifty-nine years old.

Senator

THOMAS

It is now actually in its sixtieth year, or

of Utah. In 18--

Mrs. BUCK. 1890; yes.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Did it hold a general meeting at the Chicago World Fair in 1893?
Mrs. BUCK. I think it did; yes.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Then, I am a life member.
Mrs. BucK. I am very delighted to welcome you. We wish you
could be with us so that we could honor you at the next convention.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. I was so small at that time that I could
not be left home, and my mother lugged me to meeting after meeting, and I will never forget it.
Mrs. BUCK. I hope you don't hold any resentment for going to
all of those meetings.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. I think the General Federation of Women's Clubs is wonderful for a young man.
Senator SMrrH of New Jersey. Perhaps that may account for your
greatness, Senator.
Mrs. BUCK. I am glad you began that way, so that you do know it.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Are there any questions, Senator?
Senator SMrH of New Jersey. Just the thought, Mrs. Buck, while
we are considering it, whether we are prepared to go all out and endorse the principle presented by Senate Concurrent Resolution 56
until we see more clearly how the thing will be set up, how we will
have a world representation.
VOTING IN WORLD FEDERATION

We are going to create world law. That might mean the conception of some sort of world parliament, and how could we set up a
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world parliament with varying populations, in various stages of development? That is a thing that is difficult to conceive.
I wonder if the wisest course would not be to go forward with developing the United Nations and continuing on with that, step for step,
instead of stepping off all at once on this and not knowing where it
will lead us.
Mrs. BUCK. I believe we have to strengthen the United Nations.
Right now, we realize if we have a veto power in the Security Council
we can get very little help so far as peace is concerned, but it seems to
me that the only way that we are going to get anywhere is to begin
having a goal toward which we are going to work, and I cannot believe that there is not going to be a way.
The General Federation endorses the principle, not any particular
method as yet. That has to be worked out by experts, we believe, but
there must be some basis of combining population and production
which could make a wise method of representation so that our country
would not, on the basis of population, be perhaps way behind such
countries as China and India that do not have at all the same basis of
living, or standards of living, that we have.
I believe that those who are studying this problem can certainly
work out a basis which would be satisfactory, and I can see no other
way of having a united world, whether we have Russia in this or not,
and that depends, in my mind, on Russia.
Of course, this summer I traveled around the world, and I happened
to see definitely how important it is for us to include those area of the
world that are in the southeastern Asia area, and Egypt, and such
countries as that, who already have, in some instances, taken this into
their constitutions; and India and Pakistan, they could be a part
of some such government or world federation, and they are looking
forward to it, and it seems to me for us not to be prepared, not to be
thinking about it and not to present it as one of the goals would be
very, very tragic, and then we can work out how it can be done and,
as our organization resolution says, go forward at a propitious
moment.
Right now, apparently, the UN is very weak, and we don't k now
just where it is going, but I believe it is one thing we have to hold
on to. We have to strengthen it and then, when the time comes, give
it an injection and further growth so that it can have really an
opportunity of making law.
We have learned that with our own Federal Government, and, of
course, we didn't think that was going to be possible. We don't
have to go back in history so far as that is concerned, and also with
some limited powers. We have given our Federal Government
limited power; it 'has taken some sovereignty away from the States,
but not seriously, and certainly at the present time we don't have our
own sovereignty, with respect to whether we are going to declare war
or not. The last two wars were declared on us, and we have considered that sovereignty was a policy of declaring war ourselves, and
I believe if we have some world law that would really work, and
the only way it can be made is through some form of government,
I feel very sure that we would move more toward an opportunity
of peace.
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STUDY OF PLANS ESSENTIAL

We, as I say, have not endorsed any one of the plans, but we are
urging our great group of women to study these plans, because there
must be an answer. I can see no other answer for the future. How
soon it can come is going to be a question for you lawmakers, and for
the experts to provide a plan, which you can find, that will be suitable
to the United States.
I am not sure that one has already come out, but I do not think
that interferes with our developing a principle, and I think this
Senate Concurrent Resolution 56 seems to be developing exactly as
we have stated-a principle of a goal to work toward.
Senator SMrrH of New Jersey. Mrs. Buck, does this part of your
resolution take as its example the Atlantic UnionMrs. BUCK. No; this does not.

I am speaking from my own point of view, as to why this over-all
program will have to include or have to be a World Federation open
to all nations.
Now, we are urging that our women, our clubs, study the Atlantic
Union, Eli Culbertson's ABC plan, and the United World Federalists'
plan. We feel they will want to be ready to choose the sort of gov-.
ernent, and to back it up intelligently. There has to be a study program, so far as our women's groups are concerned, because they axe
not experts, But they are counting on the experts to develop a plan
which would be satisfactory. We want them to study those plans so
that when they endorse any one of them they will know definitely
which seems to be the best plan and which would have the greatest
chance of providing the protection that we want for the world.
' Senator SMITH of New Jersey.

You seem to be moving on the

assumption that if you had such a world set-up it would settle all the
problems and that you would have world peace. Those are some of
the difficulties we have in contemplating any action, and I am wondering whether we should take an all-out position for what appears
to be a very fine and noble objective, take a position without seeing
what it does here, or whether-the trial-and-error method of the UN
approach, with all its deficiencies, is not the natural road to follow in
ealing with that thing.
We tried the League of Nations, and it failed. It collapsed, and
we have tried to cover or overcome some of the gaps in the UN, that
weer seen in the League of Nations.
There is some doubt today if the United States would give up the
veto in light of world conditions. We are up against a tough proposition in the world, and I am just raising the questions that troubled
me. I am trying to see how we can advance without taking the steps'
of trial and error which the UN opens to us, and which seems to me
as perhaps the best way to approach it.
Mrs. BUCK. My only feeling in regard to that, Senator, is that we
have tried this trial-and-error method of the United Nations; and,
instead of having conditions get better, they have been getting gradually and steadily worse.
Senator SMIm of New Jersey. How can this resolution make
things get any better unless you prepare to go all the way with your
action? Nobody has offered a formula that is plainly practical.
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Mrs. BUCK. I don't believe that as yet we have the exact plan, but
sometime we will get to that stage, or get a Federal Government set-up,
and we had the idea, much as happened in the original Federal Government here, that if it is to be set up and everybody brought in different plans and they were considered from all points of view, I think that
this sort of resolution makes it possible for you to consider the plans
as definite problems and programs. Unless you make some sort of
statement of that sort, the plans just simply come up against a blank
wall. You have to have something of this sort. You will certainly
have to appoint a committee, if you should pass this, to really investigate the various plans, study them very, very carefully, and then find
something on a basis where you'could proceed.
We certainly have great confidence in the ability of our Senate to
not put us into something that would make us, as some of these opposition groups say, eat immediately the rice out of the bowls of China, and
lower the levels of our standard of living. I know that our Senate
would do nothing of that sort, but I do believe that this will give us
something to work on, and a principle toward which we would like
to work.
How soon it can come about depends on the world situation, and
how soon it will be feasible.
In the meantime, it would indicate very strongly that we wish to
have it worked on through the United Nations.
Of course, we didn't take part in the League of Nations, and I
think that is one of the main reasons why it did not continue. We do
take part in this. We have something we must hold on to, and I believe
that ty developing this, and feeling that we were going to develop
it into something that was stronger, and whatever seemed advisable,
we would have a very real goal to work toward.
Senator SMrrH of New Jersey. Thank you very much. I was very
much interested in your expression of your view on it.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Thank you, Mrs. Buck, for coming. We
appreciate your testimony.
Mrs. BucK. You are welcome, sir.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Mr. David Franklin, please.
Mr. Franklin, will you identify yourself for the record, and then
proceed.
STATEMENT OF DAVID FRANKLIN
Mr. FRANxKLI. Mr. Chairman, I am David Franklin, a citizen of
Belmont, Mass., presently residing at 1834 Columbia Road NW.
These views are presented not supposing that, after the preceding
witnesses, I could present anything really new, or that where they have
examined these matters I could -perceive anything more, but with the
feeling that I, so much smaller than they in public stature, may therefore have been forced to consider these issues from a different, lower
perspective that may make these views of use to you.
CONSIDERATION OF SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 56

As so many others have pointed out, the facts seem to indicate that
our greatest foreign-policy problem can best be solved by adopting the
course of action outlined in Senate Concurrent Resolution 56. That is,
the UN should be transformed into a limited world federation with
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Russia in it, or, if that is not at first possible there should be established a federation designed to be world-wide, open to all nations,
which will then encourage the Russian people to change the mind or
the personnel of their present government to the extent necessary for
the resulting government to join. Forming such a federation would
meet our present terrible and unprecedented situation.
This situation is the imminent possession by the two most powerful
national governments of absolute weapons-weapons of which a
small number can inflict total destruction of an enemy. A small
supply of such weapons will be as'effective as a large supply. When
both the United States and the Soviet Governments possess such
weapons, whether the hydrogen bomb or some succeeding development, neither by combination with third powers nor by any other
means will it be possible for one power to gain preponderance of
military force over the other.
Either power by negligence or surrender could give preponderance
to the other; but, as long as both national governments continue the
arms race, actual preponderance of military force will shortly not be
able to be arrayed against either one. Due to the nature of the
Russian Government, its military equality will be effective superiority, for as a dictatorship it is organized to make surprise attacks
while we are not. For the first time in history, time is not in our
favor.
This will be true as long as war is possible. Until recently, we
were able to preserve our liberties by avoiding foreign wars. In the
recent past we were able to preserve our freedom by winning such
wars. In a short time we shall, as Senator McMahon has pointed
out, only be able to maintain our freedom by preventing war.
Our historic policy of avoiding foreign entanglements was not
developed because Washington and Jefferson didn't care what happened to other people, but because our lack of strength was such
that the best way to help other people achieve our freedom was to
preserve these freedoms here as a continually improving model while
we grew stronger. Then time was on our side. Now, if power over
the new weapons remains in the hands of competing national governments, we shall shortly lose the arms race, our own freedom, and the
hope of freedom in the foreseeable future for us and for those who
presently lack it. On the other hand, time would still be on our
side in a warless world. To secure the eventual triumph of freedom,
we now need to preserve it where it now exists by setting up a limited
world federation able to prevent war and with proper safeguards
for present freedom.
Extension of freedom is not a prerequisite to the prevention of
war. Only when complications arising from the lack of freedom or
from any other reasons lead a national government to refuse to
cooperate in preventing war should a change in that government
actively be sought by the rest of the world and then only by peaceful
propaganda means and to the extent necessary to induce it to cooperate. If it were found that the nature of the present Russian Government does in fact make it impossible for it to participate in any
effective arrangement for preventing war, since war must be prevented, a change in that government would be essential. The
strongest ideological position from which to seek such a change would
appear to be a position which seeks the minimum change necessary.
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No nation has achieved perfect freedom, and the free nations are
variously advanced toward that ever-receding goal. Insistence on
any fixed degree of freedom above that essential for cooperation
would needlessly exclude potential supporters. By requiring a
greater change in the Russian Government than necessary, it might
make any change more difficult.
POSSIBILITY OF SOVIET COOPERATION

If the present Russian leaders sincerely want to prevent war, a proposal through the United Nations to transform it into a limited federation actually able to prevent war should gain their support. If
we and Russia join in the immediate future, before the development of
absolute weapons, a preponderance of military power can be progressively transferred to the world federal government by both great
powers and they can disarm. A world federation established now
can by meafis of inspection and enforcement assume exclusive control
over developments leading to absolute weapons. After development
of absolute weapons by national governments, on the other hand,
transfer of military power to a world federation could not be progressive, since as long as any national government possessed any absolute weapons, the federal government would have no preponderance
of military power.
If the present Russian leaders do not want peace, the fact that time
is working in their favor militarily will tend to minimize the possibilil y that signs of effective action to prevent war would provoke them
into starting a war now. If they don't want peace, the only way of
getting permanent peace, whether for a partial federation designed to
be a world government, an Atlantic Union, or the United States acting
alone, would be to bring about a change in the Russian Government.
Because of the limited nature of the change it would require, and its
almost universal membership, a partial federation designed to be a
world government would be in the best position to bring about such a
change. Methods of getting its appeal through to the Russian people,
such as the facilities of the Voice of America and leaflets dropped by
balloon, are already in existence.
CHARTER REVIEW CONFERENCE

Trying to convert the UN into a world federation is a policy
that recognizes that good and evil will at best have to coexist
indefinitely and which tries by establishing a rule of law able to prevent war, to avoid the presently almost certain triumph of evil. Unlike bilateral negotiations with the Soviet Union, a UN Charter
review conference does not encourage Russia to refuse to cooperate in order to extend unreasonable concessions. If Russia
proves uncooperative, such a conference can directly proceed
along the next best path to peace by setting up a partial federation
designed to be a federal world government. The task will obviously
be incomplete until such a partial federation has become world-wide.
Then and only then people will have a well-founded sense of security
rather than the present false sense of security or justified sense of
disaster.
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ATLANTIC UNION BOUND TO FAIL

Proposals for a union of democracies which seek to prevent war by
amassing preponderance of military power are bound to fail, since
preponderance will shortly become unattainable. The contagious effect of liberty on which such proposals ultimately rely is a factor
which can slowly bring more complete liberty to the component parts
of a limited world federation able to prevent war. However, as such
proposals as that for an Atlantic Union cannot prevent war, they could
not long preserve their initial freedom. The enforcement provisions
of the present UN, based on the assumption that a preponderance of
military power can be arrayed against an aggressor, with or without
the veto will and would shortly cease to have any deterrent effect on
the U. S. S. R.
A world government able to take possession of all existing weapons
of mass destruction before the advent of absolute weapons, and to
inspect to see that no more mass destruction weapons are made, as
outlined in Senate Concurrent Resolution 56, thus seems the only
solution among the proposals before you. In view of the above considerations, it is to be hoped that Senate concurrent resolution will
receive the immediate support of your committee and, with the identical House Concurrent Resolution 64, the support of the Congress
as a whole.
Senate Concurrent Resolution 56 outlines a foreign policy objective
and, even apart from its'broad popular support, could be passed immediately by the Congress as a means of exerting its legitimate function of leadership. Senate Concurrent Resolution 66-it being understood that the word "true" in line 5 does not refer specifically to the
Chicago constitution, but to any government acting directly on individuals, however limited in powers, as opposed to a league of sovereign states-Senate Concurrent Resolution 66 calls for specific action
toward calling a UN Charter review conference.
PUBLIC POLL SUGGESTED

Before passing Senate Concurrent Resolution 66, each Member of
Congress might wish to present to his constituents the facts of atomic
and hydrogen bomb war, of the world situations, and the implications
as he sees them of a Charter review conference or world constitutional convention. After full discussion, during which the advocates and opponents would naturally make themselves heard, public
opinion polls should be taken in each district and State by responsible and recognized polling agencies, or, on account of the unique importance of the issue, a referendum might be held at the time of the
November elections. In any case, there is no time to lose.
Modern means of communication have changed the time element
in history. Formerly a new but intrinsically acceptable idea had to.
be passed from one person to the next and it took decades for a nation
to adopt a new but valid idea. Now, while it still takes the same time
for each person to become convinced, the new idea can be presented
to the whole country or to the whole world at the same time. The
time it takes to convince the average inhabitant of this globe of the
immediate desirability and necessity of world government--that is
the minimum time we need.
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The time it will take the Russians, who got the atom bomb in 4
years, to develop an absolute weapon, whether it be the hydrogen
bomb or some succeeding development-that is the maximum time we
have. You are in a position to help stretch our brief time as far as
possible by giving your support to these steps toward a world federation able to prevent war.
Sir, I should like to insert the last two pages for inclusion in the
record.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Without objection, the last two pages
will be inserted and made a part of your testimony.
Is that right?
(The pages referred to, headed "Continuous representation, an
antidote to centralization in long-established federations," are as

follows:)

CONTINUOUS REPRESENTATION, AN ANTIDOTE TO CENTRALIZATION IN LONGESTABLISHED FEDERATIONS-ANOTHER AMERICAN CONTRIBUTION TO POLITICS
One of the most important of our existing freedoms, the beginning of what
might be called continuous representation, is one which has received rather
little attention. This is partly because it is not set forth explicitly in the Constitution, for although, as Washington said, "experience is the surest standard
by which to test the real tendency of the existing constitution of a country," the
written provisions naturally command more attention. The existence of two
great political parties, in the literal sense entirely extra constitutional, cannot
escape notice as part of our real Constitution, but the peculiar and distinctively
American tendency of their development is often ignored. This is no minor
matter, for examination of their inherent possibilities suggests that they may
rank with the Federal principle itself as great American contributions to political
theory and to the practical working of a world government.
In Europe, the tendency has been for each major policy to be represented by
a separate political party, and for the voter to vote for the party and its policy
rather than for the individual candidate. From this naturally followed the
doctrine of party responsibility, that the elected representative was primarily
responsible to his party and bound to carry out its policies, rather than to hI
constituents. The latter were presumed to have committed themselves to the
party policies until the next election.
Here the parties have been more nearly loose federations, and the responsibility of the representative to his constituents more important relative to that
to his party. Two parties are sufficient for us because the contest at elections
has primarily been between the candidates rather than a choice between a number of different issues. Judgments of the candidates' abilities and personalities
often decide elections, and definite conclusions concerning majority feeling on
specific issues cannot often be drawn from the election results. Every voter
who votes for the winning candidate may think him the best man for the job
and only agree with half of what he supports, a different half in the case of each
voter.
As the trend toward greater popular participation in policy decisions is certainly a vital part of the real tendency of our Constitution, the failure of elections to give a regular and systematic determination of policy has led some to
turn to the European idea of party responsibility. While natural, this is unnecessary in view of new developments in the field of communications which make it
possible for us to develop continuous representation.
In the early days of our Republic, when there was no mechanism for continuously finding out what a majority of the people wanted, the emphasis was on
the Federal character of the Government and memory of the separate existence
of the States was fresh. Opinion on many issues then tended to divide on State
lines, and any man who could win the approval of a majority of the voters in
his State or district of a State, would almost continuously agree with a majority
of the voters regarding issues. At the same time, since under the Federal system,
governmental power was relatively evenly distributed between the States and the
Federal Government, the Federal system was felt to directly safeguard from
limitation by the Federal Government, the right to self-government of the citizens,
who could largely identify their interests with those of their States.
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Now, the powers of the Federal Government relative to those of the States have
so greatly increased that the safeguards originally inherent in the Federal system
have become of less and less force. Effective limitations on the power of the
Federal Government must now be due to the nature of the control of its power by
the people, rather than to the fact that its power is shared with the States. The
fact that citizens, or governmental units with which they can easily identify
themselves, exercise very little direct control over the policies of the Federal
Government tends to make many people apathetic and uninterested in public
issues.
Fortunately, sampling and communication mechanisms have been developed
which for the first time in history are making it possible to conduct representation as a continuous process which will extent effective continuous control over
governmental policy to the people, and by enabling continuous participation by
the people in deciding governmental policy, make it possible to reinvigorate
democracy and make it the contagious faith it once was.
The system might work somewhat as follows. Periodically the legislators
would decide upon issues that they considered sufficiently general and important
to be decided in consultation with the people. In regular broadcasts to his constituents, each legislator w6uld present the, issue as -he saw it and ask his constituents to form an opinion about it. Additional facts and arguments, both for
and against, would be presented over the radio, in the newspapers, and elsewhere.
At the end of a suitable time, impartial public opinion polls would be taken in
each district to attempt to ascertain the opinion of a majority. Public opinion
polls are based on sampling procedures, and when polls showed opinion nearly
evenly divided, say 52 percent versus 48 percent, in a district, no definite conclusions would be able to be drawn from the poll results, and the representative
would be free to vote either for or against the issue. It is when polls showed
a large majority, say 75 percent versus 25 percent in favor or against the issue,
that it could be concluded for practical purposes that the poll results did represent the views of a majority and the representative would be expected to vote
in accord with them. Making this expectation effective could readily become the
function of the political parties, since they have never had the rigid policy
commitments of the European parties.
Continuous representation would give the average citizen a justified sense of
participation in determining policy and end his lack of interest in public affairs
and his feeling of helplessness in determining the course of events. By providing
a framework of two-way communication in which the people in fact made the
final decisions, continuous representation would make it customary for the representative to present the facts on issues and his interpretation of them to his
district and thus play his proper role of leadership even more effectively and
systematically than at present. The representative would then represent the
Nation and the world to his district in addition to representing his district to
the Nation and the world. The people in each district would be exposed to the
opinions of the people in other districts with which their opinions have to be
compromised in Congress. By bringing Congress closer to the people, it would
strengthen the legislative branch relative to the executive and reinvigorate our
system of checks and balances.
. Continuous representation will not become necessary in the world government
until it reaches a stage of political development comparable to that reached by
the United States Federal Government after a century and a half of existence.
For a long time, the balance between the limited powers transferred to the world
federal government and the powers retained by the national governments will
be a sufficient check on the power of the world government. However, it takes
time to work out the details of new political techniques, and they should be
tested well in advance. One has only to thumb through the appendix of the
Congressional Record and note the number of radio reports to the people and of
poll results to realize that this is exactly what is beginning to happen. As the
process continues, Congressmen will poll their constitutents on questions they
have asked in the radio reports, and the political parties will come to compete
primarily on the effectiveness with which their congressional members are
representing the people. Then the active participation of the people in policy
making will again provide an adequate safeguard against the tryanny or
blundering of powerful goverment. Methods made possible by that technical
advance which has created and necessitated big government will preserve and
even augment its original responsiveness to the people. And it will be found that
America, which as Senator Thomas has recently emphasized, has provided the
Federal pattern on which the world can be united, has also found the representa64429-50------44
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tive pattern which, a century odd later, can preserve freedom and democracy in
federations grown centralized.

Mr. FRANKLIN. In view of the remarks of Ccimmatddr Parr, as an
example of what the State legislatures are doing today, I would like to
include two brief items in relation to what has been done in this
vicinity.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Without objection, they will be inserted
into the record at this point.
(Pp. 6 and 7 of World Government News, April 1950 issue, referred
to, are as follows:)
In Maryland, a resolution, House Joint Resolution 6, to repeal the State's
1943 Humber-type resolution was introduced in February. After well-attended
hearings, the motion to rescind was radically amended in a way acceptable to
World Federalists, and passed the house. The senate adjourned without taking action, the situation remaining unchanged.
In Virginia, Senate Joint Resolution 32 and House Joint Resolution 54, identical
resolutions repudiating the State's 1944 Humber resolution, were introduced in
February. After hearings House Joint Resolution 54 failed to pass in the house
and Senate Joint Resolution 32 was not reported out of committee. Instead,
Senate Joint Resolution 44, the text of which follows, was passed unanimously
by the senate and 70 to 7 in the house.
"Resolved by the senate (the house of delegates concurring), That the United
States should support development of the United Nations into a federation of
nations, of powers limited but adequate to prevent aggression and to control
weapons of mass destruction, thus bringing law and order to the relationship
among nations. That the United States should not participate, however, in a
centralized world government which would abridge basic freedoms guaranteed
the American people by the Constitution of the United States."

Senator THOMAS of Utah. Thank you, Mr. Franklin.
Mr. FRANKLIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Mr. Russell Smith, will you come forward and identify yourself for the record, and then proceed.
Mr. SMITH. Yes, sir.
STATEMENT OF RUSSELL SMITH, LEGISLATIVE SECRETARY,
NATIONAL FARMERS UNION
Mr. SMITH. My name is Russell Smith, legislative secretary of the
National Farmers Union.
On behalf of the National Farmers Union, I urge the committee to
report favorably Senate Concurrent Resolution 56, which would establish, so far as Congress is concerned, as the "fundamental objectives of
the foreign policy of the United States" the strengthening of the
United Nations and its development into a world federation of "defined and limited powers."
FARMERS UNION SUPPORTS SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 56

The position of the Farmers Union with respect to Senate Concurrent Resolution 56 is entirely unequivocal. On March 8 1950, at
its biennial convention, delegates to that convention elected by farmers all over the country, adopted a program which contains, in its
part VI the following statement regarding the United Nations.
Now, this is a quotation from the program:
The United Nations remains the hope of the world. There is no reason to
believe that any alternative to the UN could be equally successful in a confused
and divided world. In the past 2 years UN has moved forward slowly but
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steadily, despite the trend toward a division of the world into two warring
aips. The UN, particularly through action by the general assembly, has made
notable advances. In the doubt and confusion of the world at large, these advances sometimes have been minimized. But, if they are viewed together in
persepctive, they afford great encouragement. The settlement of the Palestine
issue% the successful fight of Indonesia for independence, the adoption of the
.Charter of Human Rights, and many other achievements prove this * * *.
In the face of limited funds and lukewarm support in some quarters the technical agencies of the UN also have made progress. In particular, the Food
and Agriculture Organization has justified the faith of the Farmers Union
in its value. We commend FAO for the vigor with which it has consistently
sought to solve the basic dilemma of our society in which surplus foods and
hungry people are allowed to coexist. We also applaud its progress in bringing
information to the farmers of the world and its active leadership in developing the bueprints for the advancement of underdeveloped areas of the world.
Despite this record of world progress, the pace of the advance remains too
slow. We reaffirm our deep conviction that the United States has the greatest
responsibility among the nations of the world for consistent cooperative action
with the other nations and for the abandonment of unilateral activity in world
affairs. Our responsibility is greatest because our power and opportunities are
greatest. We therefore, urge that our Government take the lead in the speedy
development of the UN into a constitutional world government of defined and
limited power.

That is the end of that quotation.
In view of the sentiments I have just quoted, I submit to the committee that there is no question whatever as to the attitude of my
organization toward the pending resolution. There was no dissent
from the floor at the time when this part of the program was adopted
at our convention this year.
UNITED STATES MOVE MIGHT END EAST-WEST STALEMATE

It will be noticed that our membership expresses concern regarding
the division of the world into two warring camps. I suppose all of
us, whatever our affiliations of any kind, are deeply and honestly concerned that the curtain which marks this division tends always to
become more steel than iron. To many of us, the world seems to be
in a permanent stalemate. To' our membership it appeared essential
that some move be made by one side or the other to end this stalemate,
and they urged that the United States take the initiative in such a
move since our responsibility is greatest because our power and opportunities are greatest."
Senate Concurrent Resolution 56 appears to be a move of the kind
which the United States can take, both from the point of view of practicability and from the point of view of wisdom. We do not attempt
to predict the outcome of such an action, nor would any sensible person
seek to prophesize amid the present confusion. But we feel deeply
and instinctively that any step toward world harmony and order must
be taken through the United Nations, which, after all, is the conception
of a great American President and in the building of which the United
States has been the principal architect.
In the discussion of Senate Concurrent Resolution 56, we feel that
insufficient attention has been given to the importance of Congressional
action of this kind. President Truman, nolater than this week, has
reaffirmed his faith in the United Nations. The President has done so
before and we assume he will do so again. Nevertheless, the nations of
the world are far more sophisticated concerning the American governmental structure than they were two decades ago. The death blow
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dealt to the League of Nations by the Senate has taught the world
that it does not deal only with the executive branch in the conduct
of American foreign policy, but that it must always be aware of
congressional sentiment and actions. Nothing could do more than the
passage of Senate Concurrent Resolution 56 to lend substance to the
statements of the President and the Secretary of State seeking to
assure other peoples of our devotion to the original ideals and framework of the United Nations.
In conclusion, it should be observed that with all our expenditures
on foreign economic and military aid, it is by no means sure that we
are gaining in the global contest for the hearts and minds of men.
There appears to be good reason to believe that the people of many of
the nations, particularly in western Europe, are bewildered by what
they feel to be contradictions in United States policy and by the impression our press and radio gives of American absorption .with the day
to day details of the cold war.
For example, in the last few days the noted columnist, Mr. Drew
Pearson, has suggested that President Truman make a whistle-stop
campaign through the heart of Europe in order to bolster the faith
of the rank-and-file in those countries in the peaceful and democratic
intentions of the United States. The failure of ECA to achieve the
economic integration of Europe which Mr. Hoffman has so persistently
and courageously sought, and the recent proposal of the Germans for,
in effect, a single European state to act as a counterweight for peace
between the United States and Russia are symptomatic of this same
uneasiness. We believe that the adoption of the pending resolution
would do as much as the spending of additional billions of dollars to
bring reassurance and hope to men all over the world.
For all of these reasons, we hope that the committee will act favorably on the resolution.
Thank you.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Any questions, Senator Smith?
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. Just one.
How large is the membership of the National Farmers Union? Do
you have members in every State?
Mr. SMITH. No, sir; not in every State. The membership is approximately a half a million, and it is in about 35 States.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. What is the relation of your organization to the National Grange'?
Mr.

SMITH.

We are just parallel organizations.

Senator SMITH of New Jersey. You don't overlap in membership?
Mr. SMrrn. There is a little overlapping among all three of the
farm organizations. I don't know the extent of it, though.
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. That is all thank you.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Go on a little further, and compare your
organization with the other farmers' groups, will you, for the benefit of the record?
Mr. SMITH. Well, I suppose you would call the National Farmers
Union the most liberal and progressive of the three. The American
Farm Bureau Federation generally is the most conservative of the
three, and the National Grange is the middle of the road, so far as
policy is concerned.
As to membership, we are the smallest, the Farm Bureau Federation the largest, and the National Grange in the middle.
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As to age, we are in the middle. The Farmers Union was founded
in 1902. I think the Farm Bureau Federation was founded in 1922
or 1921, perhaps; and the National Grange was founded around 1870
approximately, maybe a little before.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Does the Farm Bureau Federation have
official connections of some sort?
Mr. SMITH. By "official" you mean governmental?

Senator THOMAS of Utah. Yes.
Mr. SMITH. Yes, sir. The Farm Bureau grew out of the movement
to set up county farm bureaus with, small letters, which were designed
for groups of *farmers interested in bringing to farms and farmers
the benefits of education and science, the application on the farm of
technological advance.
As such, they were semipublic in character. That is, they had no
other object than to obtain the services of county agents and that kind
of thing; and, they slowly developed into State farm bureaus and
federated in a national organization, and became a private farm organization of the same character as the Grange and the Farmers Union.
Meanwhile, they had continued their relationship with the Extension Service, and the county agents, and in many States that relationship exists today, to such an extent that publicly paid employees conduct membership campaigns, carry on part of the commercial activities, and even do some of the lobbying of the Farm Bureau, a private
organization.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Do farmers belong to all three of these
organizations in some places?
Mr. SMITH. Yes, sir; a few do. I think there are not too many
farmers though with enough money to belong to all three.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Anything else?
Senator SMITH of New Jersey. No.

Senator THOMAS of Utah. Thank you, Mr. Smith. We are glad
to have had your statement.
Mr. SMITH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Senator THOMAS of Utah. Mr. Whatley, will you come forward, and
identify yourself for the record, please.
STATEMENT OF DAVID WHATLEY
Mr. WHATL=Y. My name is David Whatley. I am a private citizen,
representing no organization. My vocation is real estate.
In recent months, as the chairman may know, I have spent most of
my time, however, on humanitarian issues.
'It is my deep personal conviction that only by an espousal of measures which involve the individual human life, wherever located, can
war be avoided; and only by the moral approach of that nature can any
international organization function properly.
I appreciate very much the permission to appear, and I shall be
concise and brief. I shall speak extemporaneously and will. welcome
interruption at any point.
I wish very much that some of your previous distinguished witnesses, whose word carries far greater weight than my own, might
have made thisthesis. I have been unfortunately unable to persuade
any of them to approach the problem from the standpoint, and there-
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fore feel constrained, as a citizen, to use the opportunity of this forum
to present this point of view, this approach.
SUPPORT FOR SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 72

I concur generally on the text of Senate Concurrent Resolution 72,
and the testimony of Dr. Eichelberg and Dr. Eagleton.
I concur further in the general approach to Senate Concurrent
Resolution 56, although I must admit, as a practical measure, it would
seem politically impossible of adoption by the Congress in this session.
I therefore recommend that your committee report out Senate Concurrent Resolution 72 immediately, with the addition of an appeal for
universal disarmament as proposed by Senator Tydings and Senator
McMahon, with particular reference to all weapons of mass distruction, including bacteriological warfare.
THREAT OF BACTERIOLOGICAL WARFARE

That latter is the major reason, that subject was the major reason
for my appearance this morning, Mr. Chairman, in view of the fact
that it has hardly been touched upon by any witness, and yet I think
that an examination of all these proposals cannot be adequately made
without continuously bearing in mind the importance, as a military
weapon at the present time, of bacteriological warfare.
There has been an excellent book written on the subject, which I
hope you will find time to read, called Peace or Pestilence, by Theodor eRosebury, published by McGraw-Hill, with courtesy of Whittlesey House.
The few quotations that I have culled from that book I submit for
the record.
(The quotations referred to, entitled "Remember That There Is Also
Bacteriological Warfare" are as follows:)
REMEMBER THAT THERE Is ALSO BACTERIOLOGICAL WARFARE

(Significant

quotations from Peace or Pestilence, by Theodor
Captions added)

Rosebury-

WHY THE UNITED NATIONS ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION HAS FAILED

It (the United Nations Atomic Energy Commission) hadn't a chance for two
reasons. One it that the attempt to approach the great problem of peace through
the control of one weapon---even though it be far and away the most potent of
all weapons--could not have succeeded while other mass weapons, remaining
uncontrolled, left the prospect of a devastating war essentially unmitigated.
Although the UNAEC was directed to make proposals on "all other weapons
adaptable to mass destruction," it never considered anything but atomic energy
(p. 141).
The other reason why the UNAEC could not but fail was the atmosphere of
mistrust and suspicion in which it had to work. The American proposals were
doomed politically because, doubtless for good and sufficient reasons, they were
expressive'of fear and an excess of caution; and the Russian counterproposals,
no doubt for equally compelling reasons, were evasive, nebulous, and implausible
(p. 142).
CONTROL OF BACTERIOLOGICAL WARFARE MORE DIFFICULT THAN CONTROL OF A-BOMBS

The UNAEO failed, but in so doing it left unanswered two questions to which

we must now return. The first of these may be phrased thus: If it had been'
possible to secure international agreement at the political level, "would the
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American plan for the technological control of atomic energy have been practicable? And secondly: Could any comparable scheme be expected to work
for the international control of bacteriological warfare? (p. 148.)
From the characteristics of bacteriological warfare as they have been detailed
In preceding chapters it appears that useful parallels between germs and atomic
nuclei as weapons are few indeed. Whereas the military development of nuclear
energy depends upon two raw materials that are comparatively scarce, restricted
in their occurrence, and very expensive, the raw materials of bacteriological
warfare are manifold, ubiquitous, and virually without cost. If atomic bombs
are to be made by individual nations they demand a wealthy country, industrially highly developed, with abundant power supplies and a plentitude of
highly skilled personnel. But the nature of bacteriological warfare indicates
that it could be developed by small poor countries as well as large rich ones,
that its cost could be low, its material requirements few, and its demands for
personnel only such as could be met wherever there are modern engineering,
medical, veterinary, and agricultural-science facilities. In 1946 it seemed safe
to assume that the United States had a monopoly on the means and know-how
for atomic bomb production. While this assumption becomes increasingly less
tenable as time goes on, a parallel assumption for bacteriological warfare has
never been tenable. It may be that other countries are more advanced than
we in bacteriological warfare (p. 149).
SECURITY FROM BACTERIOLOGICAL WARFARE WOULD COST US OUR FREEDOM

There are additional points of contrast between bacteriological warfare and
atomic energy. The production of atomic bombs might be controlled through
international inspection and policing because large-scale development of fissionable products requires installations of a unique sort which offer only limited
opportunities for disguise. But the facilities required for bacteriological warfare differ hardly at all from those used all over the world in peacetime research
and industry; the possibilities for disguise and subterfuge, for hiding military
activity under a cloak of normal science and production, are legion. For a system of inspection and policing to be effective in controlling bacteriological warfare it would seem unavoidable that it enter Intimately into the medical, pubilchealth, industrial, and related activities upon which the daily life and welfare
of nations depend. Such control, it seems to me, would have to reach down
so deeply into the personal lives of individuals throughout the world as to be
possible only with the highly centralized kind of wgrld state-far more tightly,
organized, to be sure, than any World Government suggested by present-day
theorists. Quite aside from the practicability or impracticability of achieving
such a state, it appears plain that it would be undesirable because the resulting
security would not be worth its cost in sacrifice of personal freedom, however
this moot word may be defined (p. 151).
PEACE DAN COME THROUGH NEG rIATION OF TREATIES,

NOr THROUGH FORCE

Having passed through a period of increasing international anarchy which
culminated in the most ruthless of all wars, many of us seem to have become
excessively cynical. We have come to believe that international agreement4s
impossible and that only force can save us. But that a stable peace cannot be
achieved through the use of force seems to me a truism. Either we must have
international agreements of some kind, arrived at through peaceful negotiation
and based on mutual respect and confidence among nations rather than on force,
or else peace lies forever beyond our reach. If we are to have any hope of peace,
we must begin with treaties. Even a treaty outlawing weapons might be a good
thing to begin with if it could be recognized as no more than a starting point.
We rust assume that treaties have been broken not necessarily because they
were in themselves faulty but because the international climate in which they
grew could not nourish a healthy plant. It is the climate and not the fruit that
needs to be changed (p. 181).
NOT WEAPONS BUT WAR MUST BE ELIMINATED

And likewise it is
war is permitted to
their knowledge a'd
meaningless, and in

not weapons but war that must be eliminated. So long as
happen it will inevitably be as ruthless as the times and
power can make it. Moral distinctions among weapons are
my opinion to single out bacteriological warfare-or any
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other weapon or kind of warfare-as particularly "horrible" or ethically "worse"
can find neither useful purpose nor justification. All war is horrible (p. 181).

Mr. WHATLEY. I agree with all of them except the last one.
I should like to point out that it does not necessarily follow that
even if war should break out, that such weapons would be used.
Bacteriological warfare was not used in the last war, for several
reasons-not because it was not effective, I believe, but primarily because of the possibility of retaliation. That hindrance I might say
does not now exist, with the development and the previous use by
supposedly civilized countries such as our own, of equally horrible
weapons such as the atomic bomb and the announced development
of the hydrogen bomb.
A case can be made, of course, that even the atomic bomb was used
without necessity.
In the current issue of Look Magazine, Admiral Zacharias makes
the thesis which is reported in more detail in chapter 10 of the book
called Fear of War and the Bomb by Dr. Beckett. I have not investigated all aspects of that, but certainly we could, I submit, have
saved a great many lives in our Pacific Island hopping, particularly
Iwo Jima and the latter campaigns in the Pacific, if we had seen fit
to use the atomic bomb only against the military, all of whom wouldhave been killed anyway. They were rooted out of those caves by
flame throwers and such other horrible devices, and were all killed, it
being an established policy not to take prisoners.
That would have saved several hundred thousand lives in the-two
bombings of the civilian areas of Japan.
I mention that in passing merely because in reaching the decision
to use the bomb, which was outlined in various articles, it is quite
apparent that very little attention was given to the recommendation
of the minority of the atomic scientists, that it not be used against
civilians. We had been brought at that time to a state of mind whereby we saw very little importance in the individual human life. It
was a matter of ruthless retaliation, and the spirit of war in the last
2 years was the complete antithesis of the statement of President
Roosevelt in the first years of the war, that we would not resort to'
strategic bombing.
We did, however, use weapons of mass desruction against civilians
in that war which, 10 years before, would have been considered almost,
universally a&morally reprehensible. Yet, there was such a minority,
of people who spoke out against the use of these weapons against
civilians that it was barely audible. Indeed, the celebraton of the
atomic bombing of Hiroshima was undertaken here and was accompanied by a photograph on the front page of the Washington Post
showing the atomic bomb in the form of a large angel's food cake.
It is that spirit of levity and disregard of the importance of the
individual life that was not protested except by a very small minority.,
Dr. A. Powell Davis referred to that picture as one of the most.
obscene photographs in the American press, and that particular
offense has not been repeated; but only until recently when the hydrogen bomb has come to the attention of the public, have we begun to
really think of the basic moral implications of the use of these
weapons against civilians.
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I therefore recommend, Mr. Chairman, that in your deliberations
you might keep in mind the moral implications of this new type of
warfare; that further, in the light of these weapons of mass destruction, conventional weapons, conventional warfare has now become
obsolete.
I think that we should bear in mind the admonition of a great
philosopher and American teacher who used to start most of his lectures with the statement "Let us examine our basic assumptions."
BALANCE OF POWER ND DETERRENT TO WAR

It has been basically assumed for so many years that thQ balance
of power-that military compacts, conventional weapons, and lines of
frontiers and Atlantic pacts, and so forth, could protect us. I submit
that they cannot protect, so long as international law, through the
universal scope of moral suasion, or action of a federal world government, establishes the impossibility of use of these weapons against
civilians.
I should like to read the brief statement made by Dr. Brock
Chisholm, director of the World Health Organization, speaking at
the World Union of Peace Organizations at St. Cergue, Switzerland,
September 8, 1949, and I quote:
The atomic bomb is obsolete, child's play compared to biological weapons.
There is a product in existence which if spread extensively can kill on contact,
or if breathed in. It can kill all living beings within 6 hours and leave the
area safe for troops to occupy within the 12 hours it will take to disappear.

I cannot conceive, Mr. Chairman, that Mr. Culbertson's thesis that
we have a preponderant power is true, in the light of weapons of that
nature. This weapon is well known to all military leaders, so far as
I know. Only two committees of the Congress have even looked into
it, and only in the last two months; and, I think I can safely say that,
since I talked personally to men in the military and civilian defense
organizations, from General Bradley on down-and only in that time
has a full study been made of the potentialities of these weapons.
Dr. Chisholm said further:
War has become an obsolete form of human behavior in the last 3 years.
Mankind can be wiped out by seven ounces of a known biologic if spread widely
enough. A small country with a couple of bacteriologists and a few fanatics
to act as distributors is as .powerful as the largest country, in a military sense.

We must examine our basic assumptions in the light of these new
weapons, Mr. Chairman; and I suggest that this committee give
study further to recommending the establishment of a national commission on national security along the lines suggested in the excellent
editorial of the Washington Post of May 22, that such a commission
should include, by all means, members such as the distinguished
members of this committee, of both the Senate and House Foreign
Affairs Committee, and both House and Senate Armed Services Committee, and perhaps also the Joint Atomic Energy Committee.
I submit that we have just begun to explore the implications in the
light of national security, of these weapons. I submit that there are
between three and a half and five million people in this country, by
official statement of the immigration authorities, here illegally. I
submit that if only one-tenth of 1 percent of those people were agents
of a hostile power, they would be sufficient to wipe out, with the
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weapons referred to by Dr. Chisholm, all, or most of the civilians in
all of our large urban centers.
The bottleneck of course is diffusion of germ cultures and like
weapons, but as the recent semiannual report of the Defense Department points out, those difficulties are being overcome.
Yesterday the House appropriated another $5,000,000 for an additional establishment at Camp Deitrich. We are making undoubtedly
concerted and detailed studies of such things which have been publicly announced as the aerosol cloud. There are more simple methods
of distribution than I believe you gentlemen can appreciate.
I cannot discuss them in open meeting, but I would like to tell you
my theories on that in private.
However, I can say, after talking with a great many people who
do know the subject, that this is the most awesome situation that has
ever faced a peace-loving nation, and this country, in my opinion at
the present moment faces the most cruel dilemma of any nation in
history.
I do not know that simply outlawing these weapons of mass destruction, or outlawing them just against the civilians, would afford
protection, but I submit that any system of inspection such as that
.proposed by Dr. Baruch can never ferret out the manufacture and
possible hiding of these tiny weapons, these tiny germ cultures which,
in amount equal to the amount in this water glass, would be sufficient
to wipe out all human life in this country.
Even the atomic bomb,.if used in certain ways, without the development of the hydrogen bomb, by use of radiological byproducts, can
do almost an equally fantastic job.
I submit that no organization can make an adequate study of this
matter except a distinguished commission of citizens combined with
the military leaders, Joint Chiefs of Staff, members of the National
Security Council, and the Members of Congress who are intimately
connected, intimately aware of these problems, and that such a commission should be established immediately, not entirely appointed by
the President, but partially selected by the Congress.
I am very grateful for the time, sir.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Thank you, Mr. Whatley.
The committee will stand in recess until tomorrow morning at 10
o'clock.
(Whereupon, at 11: 55 a. m., the subcommittee stood in recess until
10 o'clock the following morning, Thursday, May 25, 1950.)
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MAY 25, 1950

UNITED STATES SENATE,
COMMITrEE ON FOEIoN RELATIONS,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON REVISION OF UNITED NATIONS CHARTER,

Wa8hington, D. C.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to adjournment on May 24, 1950,
at 10 a. m., in the caucus room, 318 Senate Office Building, Senator
Elbert D. Thomas (chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. The meeting will be in order. Mr.
McNeill Smith.
Mr. Smith, will you identify yourself for the record, and then proceed, please?
STATEMENT OF McNEILL SMITH, CHAIRMAN, INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS COMMITTEE, NORTH CAROLINA JUNIOR CHAMBER
OF COMMERCE
Mr. SMITH. Yes, Mr. Chairman; thank you.
My name is McNeill Smith of Greensboro, N. C. I am 32 years
old) 4 years in the Navy and a lawyer, and I appear for the North
Carolina Junior Chamber of Commerce in support of Senate Concurrent Resolution 56.
I am chairman of the State international-relations committee and,
in addition, I bring with me a resolution adopted by the State junior
chamber of commerce which I would like to submit to the committee.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. That will be included in the record, Mr.
McNeill Smith.
(The resolution referred to is as follows:)
RESOLUrION OF NORTH CAROLINA JUNIOR CHAMBER OF cOMMmcE, BOARD OF
DIRECTORS
Whereas we, the members of the North Carolina Junior Chamber of Commerce,
believe that a just and lasting peace is the goal which our civilization must achieve
and that if we fail to achieve it there is grave danger that our civilization will
be destroyed; and that the young men of North Carolina and America have both
an opportunity and a responsibility for helping decide the policy our country
will
follow; and
Whereas
we are not willing to believe that war is inevitable nor that America,
as strong and great as she is, can do nothing more to establish law and order
in the world; and
Whereas we do believe that the most practicable way in which to achieve a

just and lasting peace is through the establishment of a world federal government with limited but adequate powers; that this may best be done by amending the charter of the United Nations to develop it into such a limited world
federal government; and we further believe that the United States should
assume world leadership in advocating such amendments: Therefore, be it
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Resolved, That the North Carolina Junior Chamber of Commerce endorse
House Concurrent Resolution No. 64, sponsored by 120 Representatives, and
Senate Concurrent Resolution No. 56, sponsored by 22 Senators, which read
substantially as follows:
"Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senate concurring), That
it is the sense of the Congress that it should be a fundamental objective of
the foreign policy of the United States to support and strengthen the United
Nations, and to seek its development into a world federation open to all nations
with defined and limited powers adequate to preserve peace and prevent aggression through the enactment, interpretation, and enforcement of world law"; and
be it further
Resolved, That we strongly urge that North Carolina's congressional delegation unanimously support these resolutions; that each member of the delegation
publicly announce his support and that each actively voice his support before
the appropriate committees and on the floor of Congress; and be it further
Resolved, That the officers of the North Carolina Junior Chamber of Commerce
shall send copies of this resolution to each Member of the United States Congress from the State of North Carolina, to the President of the United States,
the Secretary of State, and to the members of the United States delegation to the
United Nations, and shall communicate to the officers of the United States Junior
Chamber of Commerce the proposal to establish a national Jaycee project
to mobilize public opinion in America for world law and order.
Unanimously adopted this 19th day of February 1950 in conference assembled
at Greensboro, N. C.
Mr. SMITH. Mr. Chairman, the junior chamber of commerce in

North Carolina is very grateful for the opportunity to have someone
appear before this committee and express its views.
SUPPORT FOR SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 56

The United States Junior Chamber of Commerce has for the last
several years in its national conventions adopted resolutions favoring
world federation.
In North Carolina we have tried to be a little more down-to-earth
about it. We have had a program, a State-wide program, for every
club in North Carolina to have presented to its general membership
the various alternatives which have been suggested for amending
the United Nations Charter, and in regard to the United Nations, and
I am happy to say that this resolution, which I have just submitted,
was presented to the largest quarterly board meeting we have ever
had in North Carolina-350 representatives were present in Greensboro, from all over the State-and after discussion there was a standing vote. There was some opposition expressed at first, but they did
not stand up. When the show-down came, it was a unanimous support.
We feel, in the unior chamber of commerce, the young men, that the
young men have both an opportunity and a responsibility, in expression to this committee, to help in the formulation of whatever policy is
best for the interest of our country.
Also, we want to express the feeling that we do not believe
war
is inevitable; and we do not believe that America, as greatthat
and as
strong as she is, can do nothing more to establish world law and order;
and we strongly feel that the passage of this resolution, Senate Concurrent Resolution No. 56, the World Federation resolution, would be
the one to express America's policy.
That belief is based on what some of us, talking about it back in
North Carolina, think-that is, that people, no matter who they are
or what kind they are, or what difference there is between them, just
cannot live together in close physical contact without fighting, unless
they live under a common government.
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We recognize that every day. In fact, it is so obvious that we do
not pay any attention to it at our Greensboro or Guilford County,
N. C. level, and even on the national level, in the United States; but
since the turn of the century, at any rate, the people of the world
community, whether we like it or not, and some of us that were in
the war and shifted around, and did not like it much at the time,
whether we like it or not, the people of the world are living in this
close physical contact and it is getting closer as a result of the sciences,
and we have been trying to get along not with one government but
with 53 or 69, something such as that. We could not stop the last two
World Wars, but some people feel we can stop the next one, and our
feeling in the junior chamber of commerce in North Carolina is that
we cannot stop it by unilateral action of this country, as great as it is,
or unilateral action of any country; but, the only thing that will prevent it will not be diplomacy but will be a government at the world
level.
WORLD GOVERNMENT NEEDS POWER

Our feeling about what a government at the world level is, is that
it should be of sufficient power, real power, so that the laws which it
can make can be enforced, and those laws should be enforced on
individuals.
We feel that there is a lesson that America should be extremely
proud of, because in our system of government in America law enforcement, individually, is, you might say, the neatest trick of the
week in the Federal Constitution.
Getting that far, most Jaycees have said, "You are not talking about
the real government of the world community when we fought this last
war to put down Hitler:"
Jaycees say that that was a fine thing to do, and we will not only be
proud of having put down Hitler but proud of arming ourselves to put
down any forthcoming world conquest in the future.
However, that is a negative thing. That merely puts down people
who say they want to set up a central government for the world, and
our duty, as Americans, is to take the leadership in establishing for
the world community a federal form of world government which would
enable us to preserve our separate cultures and the things that we hold
most dear, but will also provide us, in the area of war prevention, the
necessary security machinery, and we think that should be done
through the United Nations.
This resolution, Senate Concurrent Resolution 56, has in it, in very
general language, the ultimate objective, the fundamental objective.
I believe that the language of the resolution is that America recognizes
this simple lesson that the world must have a government, first; second,
that it should be federal in form, because by the Federal process we
can preserve our domestic independence; and, third, that we should
strive persistently to get a world federation by approaching every
nation, and that that should be the positive effort.
Now, the Jaycees that I have talked to, that were present when
this other resolution was passed, have also said that if we fail in this
positive approach to get all nations in, we should go ahead nevertheless,
and we should not be afraid to establish a federation by strengthening
the United Nations, which does not have all the nations-that is, all the
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nations in it-but that that should be a last resort, after a persistent
effort has been made to get all the nations in.
I will say one more thing, Mr. Chairman. We, in North Carolina
in the Jaycees, are just as proud of our patriotism and just as proud
of being Southerners, even with the experience of one Confederacy,
and we are also proud of the Christian ideals which we think dominate the thinking of the United States Senate, and our Government
policy generally, and we are also proud of being selfish; and, I don't
know of any resolution, any program which will allow me, and I might
say, even the Jaycees. in North Carolina, to feel that I am being as
patriotic, as Christian or downright selfish as to work now for a world
federation.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Thank you very much, Mr. Smith.
Mr. SMITH. Thank you, sir.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Mr. Putnam, for the record will you please
identify yourself, and then proceed as you had planned?
STATEMENT OF JOHN B. PUTNAM, VICE CHAIRMAN, WORKERS FOR
WORLD SECURITY
Mr. PUTNAM. I am John B. Putnam. I am a lawyer from Cleveland,
Ohio, where I have practiced since 1914.
I think that Your Honor will probably be most interested in the fact
that Harold Burton, who is now on the Supreme Court, was a former
partner of mine.
I am vice chairman of an organization called Workers For World
Security, in connection with the program of which I have been asked
to come down and tell you very briefly what we have done in Cleveland
and make to you what seems to us to be a practical suggestion.
I have a prepared statement there which I assume, to save you time,
Mr. Chairman, we might put in the record.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Without objection, it will be printed in
the record.
(The prepared statement referred to follows:)
CLEVELAND PROGRAM FOR MINIMUM WORLD GOVERNMENT

Senator Sparkman has asked me to tell you briefly of a program which has
been carried out recently in Cleveland for the stimulation and recording of
public support for the creation by our statesmen, through the United Nations
or otherwise, of a minimum world government, with adequate power, effective
to prevent aggressive war and without impairment of national autonomy in matters other than war.
The trustees and sponsors of the movement are shown on this letterhead which
I will leave with you. You will note they include Frank J. Lausche, our Democratic Governor of Ohio; and Thomas J. Herbert, our ex-Republican Governor;
Tom Burke, mayor of Cleveland; the presidents of each of our four Cleveland
universities and our Cleveland Board of Education; the international presidents of our two leading railway brotherhoods; and the top local Cleveland representatives of the CIO and of the American Federation of Labor; the editor of
each of our leading Cleveland newspapers and the head of each of our most
important radio stations; the president of our chamber of commerce; one or
more leaders of our Catholic, Jewish, and Protestant churches; several business
leaders and leaders in other walks of life. Robert N. Wilkin, Federal district
judge in Cleveland, is our chairman, and I, a mere practicing lawyer, am vice
chairman.
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PLEDGES OBTAINED

This group, acting without a single paid worker and operating almost entirely
through the various labor, educational, religious, political, and business organizations whose leaders have given full and intelligent endorsement to the program, have, largely during a campaign of several months, secured the pledged
support of nearly 400,000 people to work unceasingly for this simple basic purpose.
Practically every other organized group in the city also cooperated by securing
signatures of its members, including the American Legion, the Kiwanis Club,
the Rotary Club, the Lions Club, the Grotto, the bar association, many women's
groups, etc.
While our efforts have been largely confined to Cleveland as a demonstration
of the soundness and extent of public feeling on this subject, our program and
purpose has had the enthusiastic written endorsement of William Green, president of the American Federation of Labor; President Dodds, of Princeton University; Dr. Harry Emerson Fosdick, Senator Robert A. Taft and many similarly
prominent and responsible men in this country; and of Prime Minister Nehru,
of India, Prime Minister Ashida, of Japan, and leading political figures in many
other countries.
You will note particularly that this is not an irresponsible list-signing program.
Practically every signature obtained was secured through an existing responsible
organization whose leaders had first endorsed the program. We believe, therefore, these signatures represent responsible opinion correlated under responsible
leadership.
You will note also that this is not an effort by a group of amateurs to try
to tell experienced statesmen how they should operate their business. Our pledge
and program proceed on the theory that the ordinary citizen is not competent,
and should not be asked, to express views as to particular procedures to be followed. It does recognize, however, that the ordinary citizen, under the guidance
of his existing leaders in everyday affairs, is competent, and has the right and
duty, to decide the broad, basic principle as to whether or not he is willing that
his country shall, with the other countries of the world, surrender its sovereign
right to make aggressive war to an effective central organization with adequate
power to prevent aggressive war throughout the world.
From the thousands of contacts developed from our program, I believe this
Cleveland experiment could, under similar leadership, be duplicated in every
community in this country and in most of the more civilized countries throughout the world.
We have given much thought to, and have discussed with a wide variety of
leaders, the practical relationship of the Russian attitude to this basic program,
but that is not within the scope of the factual account of this program which
Senator Sparkman asked me to give you.
PROPOSAL BASED ON BASIC PICIPLES

I will presume, however, to make this one practical suggestion, developed
from many discussions with practical, experienced, and vitally interested men
of the type of our trustees. It is this:
That an effective program in this, as in any field of human affairs, cannot
be developed by a start which involves controversial details.
If the nations of the world have anything in common, it is the frantic desire
to avoid atomic World War III. If there exists the possibility (and I firmly
believe there does) of their uniting to prevent such a war, the one chance of
their doing so is through such a minimum world government effective alone in
the field of aggressive warfare. Solutions of the myriad problems of trade,
money and exchange, social and political welfare, etc., are desirable. But in
none of these fields is there any unanimity of either purpose or program. Any
effective effort, therefore, to effectively unite to prevent aggressive warfare must
proceed for the time being outside of these controversial fields. We cannot wait
on an effort to eliminate the causes of war. Five thousand years of local and
national governments have not eliminated the causes of crimes of violence.
Only an effective police force keeps them in check. On the other hand, today
the foreign policy of every nation is, and must be, wholly dominated by considerations of national security against aggressive war. Any effective solution which
will prevent aggressive war will, therefore, contribute immeasurably to solutions in these other fields.
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of
Concretely: If this Congress would announce to the world the willingness
this Government and its people to join in the establishment, through the United
14a~ons or otherwise, of a world government' with adequate power, effective
to prevent aggressive war, and without impairment of national autonomy in matto
ters other than war; and would call upon the other nations of the world are
make similar declarations; and would state that when such declarations
made, the necessary meetings would be called to develop means for implementing
such declarations, then, and only then, we believe, will you have the best chance
to make effective progress.
RELATION OF PROPOSAL TO RUSSIAN

SITUATION

It seems obvious that our inability to develop a stronger foreign policy in our
relations with the countries behind the iron curtain is prompted in no small
degree by the soundly grounded fear that a more aggressive policy might lend
substance to charges of imperialistic ambitions being made against us by such
countries.
We also naturally and properly hesitate to take the moral responsibilities
for the consequences which might be involved in a more affirmative program,
even though we may be convinced that the consequences of a weaker policy
are more likely to be disastrous.
A minimum world government joined in by substantially all nations outside
of the iron curtain, but kept open to all, could act in the name and substance of
world peace and to that end could assume the moral responsibilities involved in
a way that neither this Nation nor any limited group of nations can do.
Furthermore, consider the Russian situation in the light of the initial, simple,
basic appeal suggested. Each nation must answer the question, "Are you willing
to join in giving a central organization adequate power to enforce the renouncements (already given through the United Nations) of the right to make aggressive war, in order to prevent the catastrophe of atomic World War III?" The
dictators in the Kremlin can confuse and control more complicated issues. Can
even they control the reaction of the people to such a simple appeal if aggressively
pressed on a world-wide basis? Can the charges of imperialism made against
this country be more effectively refuted than by our taking affirmative leadership
on this simple, basic program?

Senator THOMAS of Utah. We appreciate your statement, Mr. Putnam.
Mr. PUTNAM. I have no thought of burdening you with further
generalities.
I would call your attention to the fact that our Cleveland group is
made up solely of leaders in the various walks of life in Cleveland.
We have in our group the Republican ex-Governor of the State and
the Democratic Governor; our mayor, the president of each of our
five universities; the chairman of the board of education; chairmen of
two of our banks; president or chairman of several of our largest
industrials; the head of the CIO, and the head of the American Federation of Labor in Cleveland; international president of each of our
two principal railroad brotherhoods who are in Cleveland; the leading
representatives of the various religious groups in Cleveland; and various others of that same calibre who have taken a great interest in the
practical aspect of the program our committee has under consideration.
PRACTICAL APPROACH TO PROBLEM STRESSED

I think it will be in the interest of brevity if I try to give you primarily the respects in which our ideas developed solely from a practical point of view, and how they appear to differ from what we know
about quite a good many of these other movements.
In the first place, this group was organized because of a feeling that
almost all movements of this kind up to date had been primarily de-
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voted to an academic study of ways and means, as well as a general
abstract desire to have some central authority to eliminate anarchy
in international relations.
It is our feeling that no civilian, except a man who has devoted his
life to the study of these kinds of subjects, is qualified or can possibly
be qualified to speak on details or procedure.
We have felt that the public should not be approached with any
detailed program because they are not competent to pass upon a detailed program.
SURRENDER OF RIGHT TO MAKE AGGRESSIVE WAR NECESSARY

We felt, however, that the public was entirely capable of understanding, and that our group was entirely capable of understanding,
the basic principle involved in the giving-up of a sovereign right to
make aggressive warfare, and of making that principle effective
through the United Nations, or otherwise; and, that we, and the public, had a right to express, and a duty to express, ourselves on that
basic principle to Congress and to the President.
For that basic principle, that there should be created a world government based on law with adequate power effective to prevent aggressive warfare, but without interfering with national autonomy in
matters other than war, we secured in Cleveland, in a matter of a fsw
months, some 400,000 pledges to work for that basic principle.
I would emphasize that those are not mere pledge-signing efforts.
We have had no paid employee, a few of us have simply ptid the
cost of printing and mailing and telephone. We have had the endorsement of practically every organization of every kind in the city of
Cleveland, Cleveland's labor, religious, political, business, social,
American Legion, Kiwanis Clubs, and so on, and these pledges were
secured almost entirely through first the endorsement of the organization, and then that organization securing signatures.
So, that means it is not just what the ordinary pledge of appeal or
petition-signing thing means; we believe that this is significant in
indicating the backing of the entire community.
CLEVELAND PROGRAM URGES PUBLIC UNDERSTANDING

Senator THOMAS of Utah. In other words, you are working at trying to get the will of the people to function throughout the various
public processes.
Mr. PUTNAM. That is right.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. So that your aim is not only an aim
toward what you call world security, but is an aim toward making
American governmental ideas function, as far as getting right down
to the will of the people is concerned?
Mr. PUTNAM. By a process which seems to us to be the fairest and
the most practical in this kind of a complicated situation.
Senator THoiAs of Utah. I cannot help but remark there that as
far as our efforts are concerned here, this hearing, in and of itself,
i! just one of those democratic techniques.
Mr. PUTNAM. Exactly.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. We, the Senate and the Congress of the
United States, attempt to preserve it.
64429-50-45
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Mr. PUTNAM. Yes, sir.
Senator THOMAS of Utah.

It has some relation, I suppose, to the
constitutional provision of the right to petition-the right to be
heard-and it is also related to the theories in regard to those words
in the preamble of the Constitution, it is "We, the people," that are
doing these things.
Mr. PUTNAM. That is right.
DEMOCRATIC PROCESS IN

THE SENATE

Senator THOMAS of Utah. This is an aspect of democracy working
and we welcome here differences of opinion so radical in their difference that one sometime wonders if we could ever get any kind of unity
of expression. Since we have started on this little essay in American
Government I might continue. The debate on anything which is taken
before the Senate is, in theory, always unlimited; in fact, of course
it is not; but, any kind of limitation put on debate is generally put
there by unanimous consent. Therefore, the process of attempting
to let the representatives of the people carry out the will, as they
understand it, is functioning all the time.
Mr. PUTNAM. I, of course, do not have the experience of the functioning of the democratic organizations of this country which the
chairman does.
The reason I make the remark that I have about how these petitions or these pledges were obtained is because I think that we all
know that some of them are very indicative of public opinion and
some are not, and I thought the chairman should know how they were
obtained, to assist you in reaching a judgment of their significance.
Senator THOMAS Of Utah. The right to petition, the right to file, the
right to organize, the referendum, initiative--all these techniques
when used in various places are successful only as you reach sort of a
universality. Everyone knows from studying the processes, both
here and abroad, that these are probably conservative techniques,
rather than radical techniques. But the whole theory of the American Government, is that it functions as a conservative theory, rather
than radical, very much more conservative than the Government of
Great Britain, for example, which can be turned out almost instantly.
We have not only checks and balances, but we have various checks
to see that Government be given, if you want to use the same kind of
language that you are using, a fair chance to see whether it is on the
right course or not.
That is, our processes are all very, very conservative, not radical.
Mr. PUTNAM. That brings me to the other distinctions in our program, continuing to approach the matter from that point of view
rather than to attempt to cover all arguments for what we have in
mind.
DELEGATION OF POWER TO PREVENT AGGRESSIVE WAR NOT YET ACCEPTED

We have a very strong feeling based upon the practical experience
cf this group who we recognize are not skilled diplomat politiciansbut they have each, in their own field, a wide practical experience as
to how results are accomplished. From that background it is our
suggestion that progress to the ends which we all desire, should be
carefully restricted to this kind of procedure.
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The principle that the nations of the world renounce aggressive war
has been accepted in the United Nations. The element in the principle
which has not been accepted, in and through the United Nations, as it
has developed, is that a central organization be given adequate power
to prevent aggressive war.
It is our belief that it is almost unanimous public opinion in this
country, and it is our belief from a good many contacts abroad which
have resulted from this effort of ours, witli men like Prime Minister
Nehru and Ashida, of Japan, and so on, that most of the countries
of the world, at least all of the peace-loving countries of the world, are
ready to have that renouncement effectively implemented.
LIMITED DELEGATION TO WORLD GOVERNMENT SUGGESTED

It is our judgment and observation, however, that is a general abstract desire to avoid atomic world war III-that is about all that
the nations of the world have in common. When it comes to finance,
trade, social welfare, many other fields that the United Nations cover
as a debating quorum, and a place for unanimous action only, there is
a wide divergence of ideas and of basic interest.
We do not believe that those divergencies of basic interest or- of
ideas can be harmonized in any relatively short space of time.
It is also our belief that those ideas can never be harmonized until
the threat of war is effectively eliminated, because in international
relations today every nation's foreign policy must be dominated primarily by its relationship to security, and that is the main thing that
is holding back agreements in many other fields. That being true, it is
our belief, from this practical point of view, that the efforts should
be concentrated on making effective this renouncement of the right
to make agressive warfare, and to that matter alone. If it is so confined, we have a reasonable chance to make some progress. If it is not
so confined, it seems to use, from our limited knowledge of the world
situation, but our very definite knowledge of human nature and how
to get practical results, that nothing can be accomplished in time to
prevent world war III.
CONGRESSIONAL RESOLUTION REQUIRED

Now, as a concrete suggestion for procedure along the line of these
general comments, our thought would be to have Congress first adopt
the resolution stating to the world that this Government and the
people of this country are ready to effectively-ready to make effective,
through the United Nations or otherwise, this renouncement of the
right to make aggressive war, through a world organization or government, or whatever your experience would dictate as to language,
which has adequate power to do that, but without impairment of national autonomy in matters other than war.
So that the effort cannot be misconstrued, or cannot be used by
other people to give it a different direction, it should be that in the
same resolution you call upon the other nations of the world to first
endorse that simple basic principle, and state also in the resolution
that when that basic principle has been so endorsed, appropriate steps
will be taken, or meetings called to implement it.
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Now, I would urge upon you consideration for the difference between
that approach and these approaches which outline a detailed program
in procedure, or for the approach which goes further than that.
In the first place, consider the difference between calling a meeting
to consider ways and means for doing something before the basic
principle has been endorsed by the nations of the world, and of calling
a meeting afterward.
The delegates sent to the first meeting are sent there to show how
smart they are, how many flaws they can pick in everything, suggesting how many difficulties they can raise to making any progress.
The delegates to the second type of meeting are sent there especially
instructed to find ways and means to implement a basic principle or
principles that are already approved.
The second aspect of it is this: If the basic principles which you
are securing advance approval of, assuming that the first principle
is accepted-the form in which that is put up involves a detailed
program already devised, and the controversy among nations as to
the form and procedural details will far outrun the controversies that
have existed in the hearings in this committee, among the different
groups who have each their own procedural form that they would
like to progress toward this common goal, and it is the practical
judgment of our group in Cleveland that effective progress along this
line can be made only by recognizing those two common-sense fundamentals of business and practical procedure in launching a program
for effective action in this field.
RELATION OF PROPOSAL TO SOVIET RELATIONS

Now, I have been asked also to comment very briefly on the relationship of this suggestion to the Russian situation, which, of course,
is all-important in this picture.
There are two aspects of that, in our judgment: First, we must envisage the presentation to the world by this Government, and each
individual nation, by this Government, of that simple, basic question:
"Are you now ready to have your Government effectively implement
the renouncement which it has already made of its right to make
aggressive war?"
It would seem that that would be a very difficult thing, if put in
that simple form, for the Russians, or any other propagandists to
misconstrue. It would seem that it should be possible to get that
simple issue, at least, through into the satellite countries.
If Russia and the satellites would come in, the problem would be
one in which a broad and constructive step had been made.
Do not think for a minute, Mr. Chairman, that anybody in our
group thinks that this is the end solution. All of our problems of
procedure, to which so much time has been devoted, still exist; but
we believe that the procedural method complications would have a
chance of solution by this procedure, where they would not, in the
situation of an effort to develop the procedures first.
PROCEDURE REQUIRES EXPERTS

We also believe, as I have indicated, that no civilian has any business
to try to tell you, or the State Department, how the procedure should
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be operated. You have too many sources of information that are
not available to anyone else.
Coming back to the Russian situation, the other phase which I would
emphasize would be this: If practically all of the nations of the world
will endorse this simple basic thing, outside of the Russian group, or
outside of Russia itself, and the matter proceeds to an effective conclusion, you will have an organization which, in the name of the peace
of the world, can take positions and can take actions which neither
this country alone, nor this country in association with any allies,
could possibly take.
It is our judgment that this country will never take the moral
responsibility of any aggressive action, particularly in the atomic
field, no matter how aggravated.
If this country, even in association with its allies, should do anything of that kind, it would play into the hands of all of the Russian
propagandists, and all that has been going on for years. We would
become aggressive imperialists.
Without a world organization of this kind, therefore, we sit here
like sitting ducks, waiting for something to happen and somebody
else to move.
The kind of a world organization, even in this very limited form,
.which this program envisions, could take affirmative policy, and an
affirmative action in the name of world peace, which no single nation
orgroup of allied nations could possibly take.
So that even if Russia and her satellites should not come in, the
move would still be very much worth while in our judgment, as a
move to prevent world war III.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Thank you very much, Mr. Putnam.
I especially appreciate your manner of handling this question because, as you know, we are drawing near the close of all of these
hearings.
Mr. PUTNAM. I understand.
AIM OF HEARINGS

Senator THOMAS of Utah. The aim of the hearings, I want to
restate right now, for the benefit of the one or two witnesses that are
left, and also for the benefit of the record-we may have had a task
which is a little bit too big for anyoneMr. PUTNAM. It is that.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. There are some 40 Senators who have
their names on some kind of a bill to modify, to strengthen the United
Nations, or to do something which the Senators think should be done
in order to prevent world war III. That is in the minds of everybody, as you have brought out.
There is no doubt but that-when a great number of plans go out
over a country like ours, where study groups are working constantly,
where schools are working, that it is right that the Government should
attempt to bring into one set of hearings these diverse opinions of
various kinds. That has been the aim.
We have tried to build up a book, as it .were, because the task of
getting a resolution which meets the objectives of a majority of those
Senators, is a task, of course, which will remain with our committee.
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Now, of course, we have not only had persons who are in favor
of some one of the resolutions, or some one of the resolutions with modifications: but we have had persons like yourself who come here with
a plan of procedure which augments a resolution. We have also had
testimony against doing anything. By the time we are through, the
student of world conditions as they exist today', will have a study
that he can turn to, not prepared by any author, not prepared by any
group of people, but a study which represents the thinking of a great
diversity of minds, throughout our whole country. The spirit in
which the testimony has been given will, I am sure, lend to the ultimate success of our democratic process by making these various ideas,
these proposals, available to the nations and to study groups.
I can say that here, instead of at the end, because it fits so well in
with your type of testimony, Mr. Putnam, that discussion of the techniques or procedure are very valuable to us, no matter what kind of
resolution is carried on, and I am sure such discussion is valuable to
the State Department which is constantly carrying on negotiations
with other governments.
STATE DEPARTMENT POSITION

Incidentally, the State Department has appeared officially before
us and they are not fully in favor of any one of these resolutions.
Thank you very much.
Mr. PUTNAM. I wonder if I might add this one further comment
on the chairman's statement.
I have been told, and I think fairly correctly, and I have the utmost
sympathy with the State Department's position, that they do not
want specific procedures suggested and presented at this time, because I can understand very well why. If there was a meeting called
to amend the United Nations charter, or to take any other general
action along that line, it would promptly degenerate into a fight be-tween the nations, that is, the "have" nations and the "have not"
nations, as to who could get the most out of the other.
I have been hopeful that if the situation could be boiled down to
the very simple direct program which we are talking about, the State
Department might find that not only acceptable but possibly very
helpful in setting the issue between this country and Russia before
the world.
And, this one further comment, if the chairman will bear with me.
Our group put on this program in a few months' period, over a year
ago. We have done nothing about it. We have visualized taking
these pledges to the President, or to your committee, the Foreign
Relations Committee. We came to the conclusion that the time was
not ripe, we could not see, anywhere, any group that was really in a
practical way pressing for action as against pressing for study, discussion, argument on all kinds of details and so on.
We were most impressed and most delighted when Your Honor became chairman of this committee, which we understand has not only
the view which the chairman has expressed here today--of collecting
ideas on this subject, but of trying to work out and recommend to the
Congress some constructive action that will really lead to some effective results on a practical basis. It will be our utmost hope that your
subcommittee would take that responsibility.
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You would be well qualified to do that, particularly after the hearingof all of these ideas from so many different sources.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Thank you very much, Mr. Putnam. And
may I just add this, for your benefit, that under the Charter itself, it
provides for a 10-year review of its own structure., So that what we
are doing here will contribute to the studies that will have to be made
when the charter of the United Nations becomes 10 years old.
Mr. PUTNAM. I am terribly afraid of that time.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Mr. Gerald L. K. Smith, please.
Excuse me, Mr. Smith, but you know that the rules of the Senate
make it impossible for us to carry on while the Senate is in session,
unless we get permission.
I am sorry, I will have to make arrangements for that.
(There was a momentary recess.)
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Now, Mr. Smith, for the record, will you
identify yourself in the way in which you want it to appear in the
record, and then proceed?
STATEMENT OF GERALD L. K. SMITH, NATIONAL DIRECTOR OF
THE CHRISTIAN NATIONALIST CRUSADE
Mr. SMITH. In the interest of economy of time, Mr. Chairman, those
facts are in my prepared statement which I have handed to the clerk,
and with your consent, I will proceed without those.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. That will be all right, Mr. Smith.
Mr. SMITH. Before entering into my formal statement, Mr. Chairman, I desire to express my keen appreciation to you and your committee for granting a forum to such a controversial expression of
opinion here.
You may not realize it, but this has happened a very few times in
the last few years. In fact, our viewpoint has not been expressedunder normal circumstances for the record, except, you might say, in
the defense.
We have been called before frequent committees for investigation of
our sources of revenue, or expressions of opinion, but we have seldom
been permitted to appear for a quiet, rational expression of our convictions concerning the subject matter in hand today.
DISCRIMINATION AT SAN FRANCISCO ALLEGED

To illustrate: When the Conference for the formation of the United
Nations was called in San Francisco, conforming with the policy that
was laid down, I wrote the State Department asking that my constituency, or our constituency of some 3,000,000 adherents be granted
reservations in the hotels in San Francisco for nine people. I received
a letter back from Mr. Hiss saying that in the interest of the Conference, our reservations could not be granted.
. The Daily Worker was there. The New Masses was there and gave
aprovisions,
cocktail party
to Mr. Molotov; but we were not granted, under the
even to
make formal reservations in a San Francisco hotel,
making it necessary for me to send a man ahead, incognito, and he
had to go into the black market to find a place for Mrs. Smith and
my staff to stay in San Francisco, as observers of the United Nations
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Conference, where people of very foreign nation on earth were the
guests of our Government.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Did you take that up with your Senator?
Mr. SMITH. I took it up with everybody, and I will give you-I took
it up with the Secretary of State-I attempted to tell my story to the
press, and I rented a ballroom in the Mark Hopkins Hotel, and the
press was prepared to come and the afternoon of the press conference I
was served notice, my check was returned to me for $50, and the manager of the hotel said to me, he had received instructions not to permit
me to hold my press conference.
Last summer I spoke in San Francisco at the Marine Auditorium.
Mrs. Smith and I had coffee at the Mary Hopkins Hotel in the morning. The manager walked over and shook my hand and said, "You
are Gerald Smith, aren't you?" I said, "Yes."
He said, "You must have a good sense of humor." I said, "Why ?"
lIe said, "The way you took the bum's rush that we gave you in 1945..
Would you like 'to know," he said, "who instructed me that I must.
not permit you to meet the press in my hotel ?" I said, "I would be
interested." He said, "Alger Hiss, upon the instigation and urging
of Walter Winchell, who occupied a suite in the tower of the hotel."
Thereupon I notified the press 'that I would answer any questions
while eating lunch in the Palace Hotel the next afternoon at 1 o'clock,
and something like 400 men came to see me, and the police department
of the city of San Francisco threw me out, and the press followed me
into 'the street, where I told them that I was convinced that the thing
was being run by Stalin's agents. This was treated with ridicule
because all the conventional and patent agencies whose names were
summarized by our previous witness, very sincerely, I am sure, assumed
that anyone who indulged in such statements was a rabble rouser and
an extremist too serious to be considered.
It remained for the Department of Justice and the Committee for
the Investigation of Un-American Activities to confirm my prophesy at
San Francisco.
I will not say that your mind dominates this committee, Mr. Chairman, but I assume that you are the most influential member of this
subcommittee, naturallySenator THOMAS of Utah. That is very nice, but I doubt whether it
is true.
Mr. SMITH. Well, I am going to make an observation and please
don't 'think that I am trying to be facetious.
The first people to be persecuted and suffer misrepresentation for
believing in Christian nationalism were the Mormons.
Salt Lake City was settled by men escaping riots and outright
murder because they believed that God had a great destiny for American soil. Their position was so extreme that they were not only disagreed with, but the people of Illinois did not consider it safe to
permit them to abide there.
Many of them were murdered, while others escaped. I cannot help
but believe, although I would not impose my opinion upon you, and
give you any political disadvantage with your friends by accusing
you of being a partisan in my favor-I cannot help but believe that
with your background, as you have indicated by your remarks heretofore in this meeting, you do have a capacity to hear the opinions of
men not in agreement with your formal opinions.
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Mrs. Smith and I tried to observe the Dumbarton Oaks Conference,
which was the groundwork for the United Nations and the World
Government plot, as I call it, but we could not observe it.
We went out to Dumbarton Oaks and the Army was guarding the
place and I said to the young military officer in charge, a very fine
young man doing his duty, "What would you do if I passed into this
place'?" He said, "I will tell you to stop, and if you don't I will shoot
I said, "Suppose a Member of the United
States Senate would come
over here and walk by, and show ydu his identification as a Member of
the United States Senate?"
"Well," he said, "if he didn't have credentials from the Secretary
of State, I would ask him to stop."
I said, "Then what would you do ?"
He said, "If he didn't stop, I would shoot him."
That took place in front of Dumbarton Oaks
Senator THOMAS of Utah. That was during the war?
Mr. SMITH.

During the war.

Senator THOMAS of Utah. During the war we had those kinds of
restrictions on nearly all kinds of public buildings. We all carried
identification cards. Thank goodness, nobody was shot, but I only
got to Dumbarton Oaks once,
and it might be interesting for you
to know, I had to show my identification.
Mr. SMITH. I think if you had gotten to Dumbarton Oaks twice,
there might never have been a United Nations. The fact that Mr.
Hiss was completely in charge of that is indicative of the sabotage
of our sincere desire to establish a practical relationship with our
neighbors-the other nations.
With this little background, Mr. Chairman, I desire to identify
some documents. I desire to present a little pamphlet entitled, "My
Fight for the Right;" another entitled, "These Are the Big Issues,"
another book that we had just published for our constituents.
I have no desire to enter into any sanguine statement concerning
how big my following is. That is rather a trite indulgence on the
part of witnesses.
Collier's weekly, in a very unfavorable article concerning my activities, said that conservatively, they believed that our organization, the
Christian Nationalist Crusade, has 3,000,000 followers.
We have just published, for our readers, the statement of United
States Senator McCarthy, under the title "Treason in Washington
Exposed by Senator McCarthy."
Senator THOMAS of Utah. These smaller things will be put in the
record, if suitable, Mr. Smith, but the big oneMr. SMITH. These two, if they can be put in, in full I would appreciate it.

Senator THOMAS of Utah. The other, we would like to have for our
files.
(The pamphlets referred to are entitled, "My Fight for the Right"
and "These are the Big Issues.")
Mr. SMITH. Then here is a booklet entitled "Reds Behind World
Federalism," by Myron C. Fagan of the Cinema Educational Guild.
Then I am going to quote from a book prepared by Joseph Kamp
entitled, "We Must Abolish the United States."
Senator THOMAS of Utah. That is published by whom?
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Mr. SMITH. The Constitutional Educational League.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. What is the Constitutional Educational
League, Mr. Smith?
Mr. SMITH. In the first place, I will say that it has no organic relationship to our movement, but it has an organization of pamphleteers
representing the right-wingers, the right-wing interests in the country
and headed by Mr. Joseph Kamp, and its address is New York City,
342 Madison Avenue.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Where does it get its funds for carrying
on?
Mr. SMITH. It collects its funds from individuals who agree with
its principles, and they represent a rather responsible constituency.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. How old is the Constitutional Educational League?
Mr. SMITH. It has been in existence, to my knowledge, about 15
years; perhaps longer.
Now, do you have any questions you want to ask about the Christian
Nationalist Crusade which I direct?
Senator THOMAS of Utah. You said you had identified that already?
Mr. SMITH. That is right, and our source of revenue is from a wide
variety of people in every State in the Union. Our headquarters is in
St. Louis.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Do they pay annual dues?
Mr. SMITH. No; they contribute, just like people contribute to a
church.
We report, under the Corrupt Practices Act, to the Clerk of the
House of Representatives, all revenues, and we account for their disbursement, although we believe that organizations as political as we
are, I should say, are not making such reports; many of such organizations that are opposed to us are not making such reports.
I would also like to insert into the record an article taken from our
official organ, the Cross and the Flag, entitled "The Threat of World
Government," by Margaret Hopkins Worrell who is president of the
Women of the Civil War, an organization that enrolls women who are
blood descendants from veterans of the Civil War.
The subject of her address is the Threat of World Government.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Is that the article there?
Mr. SMITH. That is it, sir.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. All right, it will be put in the record at
this point.
(The article referred to is as follows:)
THE THREAT OF WORLD GOVERNMENT

(By Margaret Hopkins Worrell)
[EDITOR'S NTE.-Mrs. Margaret Hopkins Worrell is a woman of great understanding and great responsibility. She is a patriot of unimpeachable character.
She is not only gifted with righteousness, but with righteous intelligence. She
understands the great issues of this hour and is unafraid to speak out concerning them. She is the national president of the Ladies of the Grand Army of the
Republic. In order to be a member of this organization women must be blood
descendants of Civil War veterans. While keeping alive the traditions of the
Northern Army she collaborates and cooperates with women of similar interests
who through the years have looked after the welfare of the old soldiers in gray
below the Mason and Dixon's line.
The address printed below was delivered during her 1950 tour while visiting
the departments of the various States. When she came to Tulsa Mrs. Worrell
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was entertained in the home of Mr. and Mrs. Gerald L. K. Smith and addressed
a great radio audience over Tulsa's powerful radio station.]
At Indianapolis, Ind., last August, the Grand Army of the Republic held their
last encampment-only a few of them left-all from 100 to 108 years oldpatriarchs of the Civil War, and our organization, Ladies of the Grand Army of
the Republic, have proceeded to carry out the promise made so many years ago,
"We will carry on when the boys in blue are gone," our slogan "They saved the
Union-let us save the Nation," and we propose to do just that.
In view of the fact that I was selected as national president of the Ladies of
the Grand Army of the Republic to go forward in this time of crisis that confronts our Nation, I feel most deeply the responsibility of my undertaking to
advance our order and try to awaken the women to the duty they owe our country,
My goal is to double our membership and I am confident there are a large number in Oklahoma eligible to join; therefore, I extend a most cordial invitation
to those who had any blood relative in the Union Army of the Civil War to send
their names and addresses to this radio station. It costs $3 to join and the
annual dues are nominal. You cannot afford not to belong. We are endeavoring
to erect a memorial shrine in the city of Washington, District of Columbia,
where the records and relics of all veterans of the Civil War may be preserved
for the benefit of posterity, and I am looking around for a "sugar mammy" or
a "sugar daddy" to help this wonderful project. Therefore, any donations, contributions or anything you may wish to give for this purpose or that you would
like to leave when you execute your wills will be.gladly received. It is a most
worth-while memorial to our veterans.
We are now a united Nation and, like our forefathers, we must unite to save
this country from the enemies within. For instance, there has been moving
throughout the United States several very stealthy schemes to create a world
federal government, which, if put into effect would abolish our system of
government.
The principal leaders are the United World Federalists, Inc., and Union Now.
Would you believe me when I tell you that they have been so successful that
21 of our States have favored resolutions to repeal the Declaration of Independence? And the legislatures of six States have approved a resolution that calls
for a constitutional amendment to amend our Constitution to expedite and
insure the participation of the United States in a world federal government open
to all nations? And that is not all-action favoring world government has
been suddenly introduced in Congress itself, with 91 Members of the House
of Representatives (64 Democrats and 27 Republicans) introducing a concurrent
resolution (No. 64) whereby Congress would declare that world government is
the fundamental objective of American foreign policy.
To help it along international lecturers have invaded the United States for the
last several years with their insidious propaganda, under the guise of "peace
for the world," when in truth, they are simply working for the destruction
of America.
Legislation should be enacted to compel them to register as foreign agentssubmit a copy of the lecture they propose to give-name their sponsors and the
source of their expense accounts before they are permitted to speak in the
United States.
While we are spending billions abroad in an effort to stop communism, we
are permitting a constant stream of Fabian-Marxists, men and women, to come
here on lecture tours to teach their doctrine to the youth of our land. Citizens
should know the means which has been used to capture the minds of so many
of our Congressmen of both parties, who, through statism and the welfare-state
propaganda, are bringing the American Constitution to complete destruction.
Communism is entirely opposed to the American way of life. Even the churches
have become infiltrated. Peace is the alluring catchword-peace at any price.
Shall we give up our liberty for a mess of pottage? The Federal Council of
Churches is conducting a Nation-wide evangelistic campaign in a supreme effort
to bring in world government. Dr. E. Stanley Jones, one of their leading
evangelists, speaking in Washington last January, stated that he had talked
in 125 cities and that he had found 85 percent of his audiences favored wdrld
government. It is a well-known fact that many ministers and their congregations are apathetically ignorant of the dangers that a world government holds
for our country.
This is the price you would pay: (1) surrender of our sovereignty; (2) abolition of our Army, Navy, and Air Force in exchange for an international police
force; (3) establishment of a world court with authority over individuals;
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(4) no enforceable appeal by the United States which would have only one vote
compared to hundreds of foreign votes; (5) a world government with power to
determine how much tax we would pay with the possible responsibility of feeding the world, including Communist nations; (6) the enforcement of international
laws which would put us at the mercy of a world government that could easily
be dominated by Communists. The fact is that the sovereignty of the United
States is threatened by this internationalism which in the ultimate will lead
to the abolition of our American freedom and to a government dominated by dictatorships and the oppressions and the tyrannies of foreign powers.

Mr. SMITH. I submit to this committee two pamphlets which I invite
you to insert into the permanent record of this hearing; one entitled,
"My Fight for the Right"-I beg your pardon, sir. I have already
submitted that, and the other "These Are the Big Issues."
Not only do I speak in behalf of the organization mentioned, but I
speak in behalf of the following: Patriotic Tract Society, American
Anti-Communist Institute, Public School Defense League, United
Mothers of America, United Farmers of America; the periodical, The
Cross and the Flag; and Western Hemisphere Committee Against
Communism.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. That United Farmers of America, we
had a farmers' union before us. Is there any connection between the
two?
Mr. SMITH. No connection.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. All right.
Mr. SMITH. United Farmers was, at one time, connected with the
Farmers' Union and they broke with them because they felt the Union
leaned toward the left too much.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. There is an organization of farmers in
and around Illinois and Ohio, who appeared before me when I held
some hearingsMr. SMITH. Ohio.

Senator THOMAS of Utah. Is that the group!
Mr. SMITH. That is the group.
Senator THOMAS Of Utah. The same ones!
Mr. SMITH. Yes. They cooperate with us and speak on our convention programs and I address their meetings and so forth.
Our constituency has been estimated by various organizations, but
it is my opinion that we represent 3,000,000 persons. This estimate
was confirmed not long ago by the Collier's weekly which made a survey and wrote a feature article concerning the movements with which
I am associated.
I appreciate the responsibility and the honor involved in being invited to appear before your committee to discuss the subject of world
government.
OPPOSITION TO WORLD GOVERNMENT

Gentlemen, we Christian Nationalists oppose any and all forms
of world government for the following reasons:
1. We accept the statement of the proponents of world government
at face value concerning one matter; namely, that world government
will require a compromise of our national sovereignty. It is our
belief that to give away America's sovereignty i's to commit treason.
2. World government is internationalism in the ultimate. We hold
that a world government would be stronger than the United States
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Government; therefore, would invade, threaten, dissipate and menace
our liberties as a free people.
3. World government in exerting its power would be granted the
authority to take blood out of our veins and money out of our pockets
without the consent of our own elected representatives. If this time
ever comes then the impoverished nations of the world can siphon
out our wealth and our blood without our consent. Then we have
lost America and the America that we inherited and the America that
our founding fathers gave to us.
4. We contend that America is superior to all nations in morality
in economic opportunity and in accumulated wealth. For us to subject our moral code and our accumulated resources to the legislative
control of the inferior peoples of the world would most certainly mean
the destructions of our high standard of living and our high moral
code in relationship to the nations of the earth.
5. A world government would mean a world constitution, a world
court, a world army, a world parliament, and eventually a world
executive.
The natural ultimate would be a world executive with more authority than our President, a world parliament with more authority
than our Congress, a world constitution with more authority than our
Constitution and, God forbid, a flag that would fly higher than our
Stars and Stripes.
6. The supporters of this fTntastic theory of world government
offer as an illustration to support their arguments the graduation of
the Thirteen Colonies into a United States of America.
These Thirteen Colonies were made up of civilized men, mostly
Christian men, and at worst, the individuals involved, the public officials involved were at least men who had been exposed to the environment of Christian civilization. To throw the American white
Christian minority into the melting pot with a world full of blacks,
yellows, and browns, not counting t e savage Communists behind the
iron curtain and in Russia, is to subject the richest people, the most
advanced people, and a minority people to the parliamentary whims
and the political manipulations of the impoverished and the inferior
peoples of the earth. The illustration of the Thirteen Colonies will
not hold water.
7. Christian Nationalists are not isolationists as the term is commonly understood. We accept the George Washington foreign policy:
Trade with all nations, friendship with all nations, entangling alliances with none. But we believe that our foreign relationships
should be in the realm of charity, philanthropy and Christian evangelism and world commerce.
SUPPORT FOR POINT IV

Senator THOMAS of Utah. May I ask there, would that belief ex-tend to the place, for instance--would you be interested in point IVY
the program that we are discussing today?
Mr. SMITH. What?
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Point IV of the present program in the
ECA bill, we are discussing is now on the floor.
Mr. SMITH. I am in favor of this program to which you refer and'
all other programs involving friendly and cordial reIationshipa
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with the nations of the world, as long as we do not surrender any of
our national sovereignty, or the power of the electorate over blood
and money.
For instance, I believe that the relationship with South America
in the Pan American Pact is a very wholesome relationship. I believe
that the relationship of nations should be similar to the relationship
of businessmen who belong to a chamber of commerce. They belong
to it, they attend meetings, they discuss ways to improve their city,
and bring in new industries, but they never create an organization
that will impose its will upon the operation of any individual business
in the organization.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Then point IV would fit into your ideas
of philanthropy and so forth?
Mr. SMITH. Yes, sir. I believe that the internationalism of America should be based on the great commission, and not on a materialistic
code drawn up when non-Christians and anti-Christians are in the
majority.

Senator

THOMAS

of Utah. I see.

Proceed, please.
Mr. SMITH. No. 8. World government would eventually outlaw
the church. A world government representing the nations of the
earth would mean that a majority of the delegates would be nonChristian or anti-Christian. Such a government would find it very
convenient, first, to outlaw Christian missions; and second, limit
the activities of the church; third, to move in with force against the
missionary movements of Christianity.
9. Although denying it at the outset, the world government crowd
would eventually insist that the world government go beyond the
authority of the several states and seek the control of the personal
life and conduct of individual citizens all over the world.
Today we witness right here in Washington and in the Congress
of the United States a terrific pressure on elected Members of the
House of Representatives and the United States Senate who frequently respond to powerful and highly financed lobbies-we see
these men yield to the pressure to invade the sovereignty of the several States of the United States in the realm of education, in relationship to law enforcement. The FEPC bill is a notable and
notorious example.
May I add this, under point 9: There is being proposed now, by
the international and world government type of mentality the socalled genocide convention which is a sort of international antilynch
bill.
If the more extreme positions taken by its most aggressive advocates were ever to be fulfilled in treaty or world government statute,
American citizens could actually be arrested and hailed into courts
and sentenced by someone besides their own peers and their own
fellow citizens and neighbors.
10. No world government would be efficient without an army, navy,
and an air force.
To add there, we saw, in the Civil War, a demonstration of that
principle. We could not preserve our union without an army
stronger than the army of any state or any group of states:
A world military force would have no value unless it was stronger
than any one of its several parts. Consequently, the United States
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could not go into a world government without voluntarily agreeing to

destroy its Army and its Navy, its sovereignty and its law enforcement powers, by transferring same to a superstate. As pointed out
earlier in this statement, such a government, such a military force,
would be under the control of a majority of the nations which would
be either non-Christian or anti-Christian.
11. Leftish leadership is altogether too prominent and active in the
world government movement.
I desire to add this remark: There is no inclination on my part to
accuse everybody that supports Woyld Government of representing any
particular idealogical group, or to say they are all Reds, any more
than to say that everyone that wanted the United Nations was a Red;
but, when the United Nations was set up, the Communist personalities
that had infiltered into strategic positions were altogether too prominent for the constructive needs of our America.
A world military effort would have no value unless it was strongpardon me again. I was repeating myself.
I list a few of the more notorious Marxists and pro-Marxists who
are a vital part of the World Government campaign.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Mr. Smith, I will have to stop you there,
under the rules of the Senate and the rules of the hearing because
we do not accept the listing of persons. You will have to strike this
list and then I think, too, that your list also includes the name of
at least one dead man, one person who has gone on.
Mr. SMITH. I understand, Mr. Chairman, that frequently the hands
of the dead are stronger than the hands of the living. In other words,
if Stalin died tomorrow I would not say that his influence, for instance-Lenin's corpse is doing pretty well today, too, but I will strike
this, with complete understanding concerning the rules of the Senate.
I mean, I will gladly do so.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. We do not want these names in the record
and it is the type of thing that we do not do.
Mr. SMrrH. All right.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. And therefore we will strike them out,
Mr. Reporter.
Mr. SMITH. I will print them in the Cross and the Flag next month.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. I suppose they have been printed several
times. I am not doing you any physical injury or any propagandist
injury, but I am preserving the record in the way in which it should
be preserved.
Mr. SMITH. I have a very philosophical understanding concerning
your statement, sir, and I am not in any mood to be antagonistic, or
to be agitated in any way.
I conclude, gentlemen, by repeating: World government is treason.
As symbolic of the type of fanaticism which is behind this treasonable
gesture-I have a man to quote, who made a speech. May I quote his
name in the statement?
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Go ahead, I will stop you if necessary.
Mr. SMITH. I quote from a speech made by a professor of the
University of Chicago, in Syracuse, N. Y., on February 17, 1947,
as reported in the Syracuse Post-Standard(The quotation followed.)
Senator THOMAS of Utah. I think since that is an indirect quote,
and since it is a type of quotation which should not appear in anybody's record, that we will strike that out.
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Mr. SMITH. Were it not for the fact that this statement had been
carefully checked and double-checked, one would find it impossible
to believe that an American educator, who, by the way, is still a professor at the University of Chicago, would say such a thing. I
presume it was spoken somewhat in the figurative. I presume that
his address was merely another one of those cynical, smart-aleck
statements that are altogether too numerous in America. The fact
still remains that the statement was made and the man who made
that statement still influential in the World Government movement,
and is still an instructor in one of our great universities.
Senator TnoMAs of Utah. I cannot believe any American would
make such a statement, in the first place. I am going to repeat here
something that I have said on the floor of the Senate, of course, I
cannot say it in the same way: Any one today who would like to see
the downfall of the American Government, is not only a traitor in
his mind, in his heart to America, but is a traitor to all civilization.
He is a traitor to every living man and woman on earth today. There
has never been any time in the history of the world from the beginning
to the end where the people of the whole world, for their own individual salvation, have been dependent upon the stability and security
of one nation on the earth.
Today, without America, we would be without stable might. We
would be without resources which would allow commerce to be carried
on. We would be left just high and dry and civilization all over
would be without hope.
Therefore, I cannot believe that anyone would say anything like
that unless he says it in the sense of saying that there are people on
earth who believe this thing.
I have not met any, thank goodness, I have never seen them anywhere and I hope that I never meet with one.
Mr. SMITH. I appreciate that attitude on your part, Mr. Chairman,
and based on your very similar observations, .I would say that inasmuch as the responsibility on America is so great, and inasmuch as
so much does rest on us, we must not permit a situation to develop
where the ward shall be the master of the benefactor.
Concerning the statement, without making an issue of it, because
I have no desire to be arguing with you, or anyone except my contemporaries who disagree with me, the statement referred to is in
this book that I have filed with you, and has been carefully surveyed
and investigated and the serious thing was not that is was made,
because wire-whiskered fanatics are saying things like that in the
parks all the time, but as an American, I believe it is my duty, and as
a United States Senator, I believe it is your duty, the duty of your
colleagues in the Senate to warn our citizens who love peace and
desire peace, not to come under the influence of men whose philosophy
ripens into such extreme remarks.
Gentlemen, the fates will not always be on our side. God will not
always be patient. We cannot forever squander this priceless birthright which we have inherited from our Christian fathers. We have
lost the cold war. The most savage regime of government in the history of the human race has been fattened and strengthened to a point
which menaces our safety and the freedom and existence of our
Republic. Bankrupt Europe can be of little help to us. China ip
gone. The whole Orient is ready to drop into a pit. We dare not
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submit ourselves to the control of the misguided men who have wrecked
the world. We must preserve our sovereignty. We must defend
ourselves in the spirit of intelligent self-interest. We must keep alive
our humanitarian impulses and our missionary zeal, but we must
not permit the paupers and the pagans and the bankrupt and the
jealous and the conspirators and the propagandists and our actual
enemies to have control over our destiny.
I realize that the glib propaganda of the sophisticated and the
cynical has been on te other side, while those of us who call ourselves nationalists have been smeared and made the victims of ridicule
and misrepresentation.
Since you have struck those other paragraphs, I would like to say
that while some people may cry out, I will strike out the name of
, I say, lift high the Stars and Stripes and
Professor
keep it high and permit no flag, national or international, to rise 1
inch above Old Glory. Call this provincial if you will. Call it rabblerousing if you will. Call it old-fashioned if you will. It is as provincial as George Washington. It is as old-fashioned as Thomas
Jefferson. It is the same sort of rabble-rousing indulged in by Benjamin Franklin. It represents the patriotism, the nationalism, and
the devotion that made George Washington our first President instead of Benedict Arnold, and made us a nation-an independent
nation-subject to no nation on earth, instead of merely a colony in
an empire.
I believe that I represent millions of obscure and unheardof people-

may I digress long enough to say, Mr. Chairman, that our headquarters-although every radio station in America is closed to us
today, I am not permitted to speak on any radio station, even in a
forum, and although most of the press either ignores my remarks
or gives warped comments on what I say, without accurate quotations, our national headquarters handles from three to ten thousand
pieces of mail daily, going to every State in the Union.
There is a great inarticulate mass of humble people, who never get
on the radio-whose sentiments are never voiced by the sophisticated
and the sentimental-whose leadership is ridiculed and denied the
proper forums. I believe that I represent millions of such people
who are determined that we shall not, under God, repeal the Declaration of Independence- we shall not betray the spirit of George Washington-we shall not rewrite the record of Benedict Arnold and make
him in our history a patriot, instead of a traitor. We shall remain
a people whose only elected representatives shall be Americans-who
shall subject themselves only to law enforcement officials who are
citizens of their nation-and who, under God, shall never be tried
in alien courts by alien judges and subjected to alien prejudices.
We are basically a Christian people. We are a Christian nation.
We recognize that there are millions of non-Christians in America, but
America's tradition is Christian. But for Christianity there would
have been no America, and even the non-Christians, including Jews
and others who have found refuge on our soil, would not have been
safe on American soil had it not been for the sympathy and the
sentiment that has grown out of the Christian hearts of a Christian
people, a Christian nation.
I say to you, as an old-fashioned Christian American with four
generations of Christian preachers behind him, it is my firm convic64429-50-46
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tion that there are millions of ordinary, inarticulate Christian citizens who are determined that as long as they have beat in their hearts,
pulse in their wrists, and life in their bodies, that they will never
permit any group of men to haul down the Stars and Stripes--they
will never permit the proponents of this measure to repeal the
Declaration of Independence, belittle our Constitution, trade off our
sovereignty, and enslave our people to the aggressive will of the backward and bankrupt nations of the earth.
We respectfully request this committee to make an unfavorable
report concerning any and all bills and proposed legislation seeking
to compromise our national sovereignty and involve the United States
of America in a World Government.
STATEMENT OF MRS. MARGARET HOPKINS WORRELL
Mrs. MARGARET HOPKINS WORRELL. Mr. Chairman, I am not scheduled to speak but I am traveling and I do not have very much time
and I am asking your courtesy to permit me to submit this resolution
passed by the Ladies of the Grand Army of the Republic. I am the
president and I would like very much for you to have that resolution
for your file.
Senator THOMAS- of Utah. And have it printed in the record!
Mrs. WORRELL. Yes; put it in the record, please.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Give us your name, please.
Mrs.WORELL. My name is Mrs. Margaret Hopkins Worrell, president of the Ladies of the Grand Army of the Republic.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Thank you, Mrs. Worrell.
(The resolution of the Ladies of the Grand Army of the Republic
is as follows:)
RESOLUTION OF LADIEs OF THE GRAND ARMY OF THE REPuBAc

Whereas for several years there has been moving throughout these United
States of America a very stealthy scheme for a One World Government, which
if put in-to effect would abolish the United States of America, and
Whereas the principal leaders of this scheme are the World United Federalists,
Inc., and Union Now propagandizing for a World Government in which they have
been so successful that the legislatures of 21 States have favored resolutions to
repeal the Declaration of Independence, and
Whereas the legislatures of six States-California, Connecticut, Florida, Maine,
New Jersey, and North Carolina have approved a resolution which "calls for a
constitutional convention to amend the Constitution to expedite and insure the
participation of the United States in a World Federal Government, open to all
Nations"; and
Whereas approval by 32 States would compel Congress to call a convention
for that purpose; furthermore, action favoring World Government has been
suddenly instituted in our Congress itself, with 91 Members of the House of
Representatives (64 Democrats and 27 Republicans) introducing a concurrent
resolution whereby Congress would declare that World Government is the
fundamental objective of American foreign policy; and
Whereas the United World Federalist says: "World law shall be enforceable
directly upon individuals"-that means we give up the right to make our own
laws but would obey laws made by foreign polititians, tried by a foreign court
with no enforceable appeal by our United States, which would have but one vote
against hundreds of foreign votes--it means said world government would
direct and decide how much taxes we Americans should pay without consulting
our own Government (we would be taxed to support the world)-it means that
our Nation could not possess armament or forces unless approved by world
government and that we would strip ourselves of all power for self-defense and
be at the mercy of well-armed international, mercenary forces, under the heel
of some political clique, possibly Communist-it means that world government
would take our gold hoard at Fort Knox and spend it for the enrichment of
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their own countries and themselves-it means that they would cancel any debts
owing to the United States. In consequence of the above proposals the United
States would cease to exist as a free nation, our Constitution destroyed,
our
liberties destroyed, and that we become slaves of a world superstate government
fouled by the socialist totalitarian philosophy that the individual is the
servant of the government and not its master; and
Whereas our elected Members of the United States Congress took an oath to defend the American Constitution, therefore the loyal citizens of the United States
cannot sit silent while they listen to such outrageous proposals
for the destruction of our Nation: Therefore be it
Resolved-by the Ladies of the Grand Army of the Republic in regular convention assembled this 21st day of January 1950, and in the name of our forefathers
who saved the Union of these United 'tates, That we call upon each and every
patriotic organization, every loyal supporter of our Constitution and Bill
of
Rights to inform their Senators and Representatives that they are absolutely
against any form of world government or superstate, that we have prospered

and grown rich under our system of government and will not tolerate any
change; and be it further
Resolved, That we hold each and every member of our elected body to cast
their vote in the interests of the United States and not on international foreign
policy.

Mrs. AGNES WATERS. At this point may I present a statement and
ask that it be printed in the record, and may I request that it not be
edited. I want it presented as it is.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. We have already accepted one. If it is
not in complete duplicationMrs. WATERS. No, it is not; and I want it verbatim, word for word.
(The statement referred to was handed to the clerk of the committee.)
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Admiral Furlong's statement is to b(S
read by Commander Ralph Parr, I think; is that right!
Commander PARR. Yes, sir.
Mrs. WATERS. Mr. Chairman, I was in such a hurry I forgot to
hand you these.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Take them all; we will print what we
can.
Mrs. WATERS. I would like to put them all together.
(The documents previously handed to the clerk of the committee
were then retained by Mrs. Waters.)
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM REA FURLONG, COMMANDER IN CHIEF
OF THE MILITARY ORDER OF THE WORLD WARS (READ IN HIS
ABSENCE BY COMMANDER RALPH PARR)
Commander PARR. I may say, Senator, that Admiral Furlong is
still up in Pennsylvania in a legal struggle over some property which
the Government wants to confiscate for railroad traffic lines or something of that nature.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. I hope the Government is acting under
the right of eminent domain and not straight confiscation.
Commander PARR. I think that is what it is as a matter of fact, but
he is trying to preserve as much as he can of his property, and that
is why he is not able to he here. Otherwise he would have appeared
i
ofrson.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. We have used that word "confiscate" in
",he reports of the ECA, and we are trying to protect the world from
that..
Commander PARR. "Condemnation" I believe is the word, Mr.
Chairman.
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Senator TI-OMAS of Utah. I believe that it is.
Commander Parr, will you proceed?
Commander PARR (reading). I am the national commander of the
Military Order of the World Wars and speak under the authority of
a resolution passed by the order with 79 chapters throughout the
United States.
The membership for which I speak is made up chiefly, almost entirely, of civilians who were Reserve or Regular officers of all branches
of the Armed Forces who fought in one or both World Wars.
The order is concerned with the welfare of our Nation as a whole
rather than with individual benefits. They pledge themselves to defend the integrity and supremacy of our National Government and
the Constitution of the United States.
Instead of taking the time to speak on the details of each of the six
concurrent resolutions now before the committee, since most of them
advocate some form of federal union, Atlantic union, world federation, or world government, I will speak on what some advocate
outrightly and other slide into gradually, namely, world government.
OPPOSITION TO WORLD GOVERNMENT RESOLUTIONS

These resolutions, like the statements of most World Government
enthusiasts, being by declaring their loyalty to the United Nations
but follow their statements with plans of chang- the United Nations
into something else. The very means by which the United Nations
have prevented wars they would destroy. In place of international
collaboration under the United Nations, they would substitute the
force of a world army. Ignoring entirely that if a world army
attempted to enforce a decree on a large nation whose vital interests
are involved there would be more war, not peace.
The resolution most destructive to the United States is Senate
Concurrent Resolution 56 whose companion in the House is House
Concurrent Resolution 65.
Senate Concurrent Resolution 56 states:
Resolved by the Senate (the House of Representatives concurring), That it
is the sense of the Congress that it should be a fundamental objective of the
foreign policy of the United States to support and strengthen the United Nations
and to seek its development into a world federation open to all nations with
defined and limited powers adequate to preserve peace and prevent aggression
through the enactment, interpretation, and enforcement of world law.

Let me state again the important part of the resolution: "A world
federation with powers adequate to preserve peace and prevent aggression." How much power do you suppose would be adequate to prevent
aggression by the Chinese Communist Army; and how much power
would have been adequate to stop Russia from taking Poland,
Czechoslovakia, and the other countries she has taken? Quite a
sizable army, navy, and air force, to which we would have been
called to furnish a sizable contingent. The World Federalists, Inc.,
which is the most active group pushing these resolutions in Congress,
declares that one of the "provisions which should be incorporated
in the world constitution itself," is a provision "prohibiting the
possession by any nation of armaments and forces beyond an approved
level required for internal policing." The nations' armies are thus
eliminated to make it possible for the world army to overpower any
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one nation. Germany was so reduced by treaty after the first World
War to only 100,000 troops, yet it took the combined forces of several
nations to supply power adequate to preserve the peace disturbed by
Hitler.
When you consider that civil aircraft and merchant marine are
convertible to war uses and civilian organizations convertible to
armies, it is plain that a sizable world force of all modern arms is
necessary to force a nation to abide by a decision of the World Government that went against the best interests of any large nation.
The resolution, to quote a part of it again, isto preserve the peace and prevent aggression through the enactment, interpretation, and enforcement of world law.

World Federalists state in their principles, that there is required
a world legislature to enact laws, world courts to interpret the
laws and to try and to sentence lawbreakers, and a world executive
agency to administer and enforce the laws. The World Federalists
state "World law should be enforced directly upon individuals."
BASES OF REPRESENTATION IN WORLD LEGISLATURE

The creation of a world legislature requires a major decision as to
what would be the bases of representation and voting. On this the
various groups favoring world government are not in agreement.
The World Federalists state that representation should be based upon
a "formula recognizing all relevant factors such as population, economic development, education level, and others, each representative
to vote as an individual." I believe that no satisfactory agreement
could be possible between any two nations or among all nations trying
to assign each nation a number of votes by weighting its educational
level, population, and economic development against that of all the
other nations.
Another group in wording a model constitution for a World Federal
Convention provides for the people of all states and nations to elect
"one delegate for each million of population or fraction thereof above
one-half million."
No doubt all groups proposing world government want to establish
it on democratic principles; yet if the voting is one vote per nation or
,onevote per million people, many important differences among nations
are utterly ignored, nor is it practicable to evaluate them, such as
material resources, potential power, productivity; economic, social,
and cultural development; technical ability; and advancement in ways
of free government.
As the United States has less than one-tenth of the approximate
2,000,000,000 population of the world, it is very plain how easily
we could be outvoted. The proposed resolutions provides powers to
preserve peace. The World Federalists state that the World Government must have "powers to bring about a peaceful change in the direction of a free, just, and prosperous world community." Both of these
statements mean that World Government must have powers which
have heretofore been the powers of independent sovereign nations;
and that to function as a superstate, even in a limited way, all or some
of the powers of individual nations would have to be surrendered. It
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would call for a surrender or partial surrender of power to raise and
maintain national armed forces; the right to tax; the control of
immigration, trade, tariff, currency, monetary values and fiscal policy,
the power to regulate national production of industry and agriculture.
Once we have given to a world government limited powers, what is
to prevent it from voting itself more powers? We have only one-tenth
of the world's population so having given up our Army, Navy, and
Air Force, and not being able to secede, how can we prevent an increase
in power voted to the World GovernmentI
Then will be attempted what the United World Federalists state
they desire; "a prosperous world community." It will be tried by
leveling the United States financial position much more drastically
than we now are doing it voluntarily to help the world.
Any thinking person can easily see that a superior, remote-control
World Government would soon change the standard of life in the
United States. We have come to our standards through our free institutions and our own system of government. When our people discover what world government means, they will not consent to such a
surrender of our fundamental rights.
As to the proposal of the World Government enthusiasts to permit
the World Government to have direct power to tax, try and punish
individuals. I do not believe that many nations would Le willing to
delegate to a superstate the necessary powers to enable the superstate
to control by force the individual or the nation.
UN MAY BE WEAKENED

In pressing for this power there is danger that the work of international cooperation as carried on in the United Nations may be
weakened.
The desire for this super power stems from the excessive use of the
veto by Russia in the United Nations. Yet there are many questions,
such as tariff and immigration, the distribution of Fort Knox gold,
the value of our dollar, the control of our production for export, on
which the United States would use the veto if the vote were against
our national interests. With China conquered by Communists and
France unstable in that respect, the United States had better say less
about elimination of the veto.
Our Ambassador at the United Nations, Warren Austin, says that
although World Government enthusiasts express loyalty to the United
Nations they follow their statements with plans to change the United
Nations into something else. The United Nations recognizes the
dignity of nations, and through international collaboration it has
worked to prevent wars, and has had considerable success, for example,
in Palestine, the Dutch East Indies, India, and Pakistan. In the case
of India and Pakistan a plebiscite has been arranged as a substitute
for a bloody war between the Hindu of India and Mohammedan of
Pakistan embracing a population of 4')),000,)00, whose' religious
hatreds burn fiercely. I saw examples of their clashes when I was in
India and know that this accomplishment of the United Nations has
avoided great misery to thousands of people.
In addition to the avoidance of war, the United Nations is organized
with subcommittees on economics and social conditions that assist
mankind throughout the world to better living.
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The Military Order of the World Wars stands firmly behind the
United Nations as the international organization under which the
nations should develop their future courses through mutual consent
compromise, and understanding; and not through force of a worla
government.
The world government proponents are realistic on one point, and.
that is that force is necessary to keep the peace. Peace in the western
world today is kept by the power of the 12 nations in the Atlantic
Pact. The power represented by this group is understood by Russia
and the western world enjoys peace.'
What then is the difference between power exercised under the Atlantic Pact and a voluntary association of 12 nations exercising the
right of self-defense under article 51 of the Charter of the United
Nations. It was signed on April 4, 1949, and expressed their joint
determination to provide through their own collective effort, the
peace and security of the North Atlantic area.
ATLANTIC PACT FAVORED

The great difference between power exercised by world government and power exercised under the Atlantic Pact lies in the fact that
we, the United States, are at liberty to make our contributions to the
pact voluntarily.
We do not have a world legislature order us what to contribute
and how much. We, ourselves, Americans, decide what America shall
do and to what extent. We are able to reduce our force and our contributions when our friends get on their feet and we decide when that
time arrives; it is not decided by the vote of a world legislature. We
are still a free sovereign America. We have contributed much more
effectively than had we been weakened by the reduction of our forces
to that only sufficient for internal police. We have been able to contribute more effectively to the peace of this Atlantic region than had
we dissipated our wealth through joining a world government of
impoverished nations. In other words, the difference lies in our still
retaining our sovereignty and independence. This enables us to grow
in strength and to further the ideals embodied in our Constitution and
our own political system. We can be an example of good government
to nations politically immature. We still will have the right and ability to defend ourselves against aggression.
Are we willing to depend upon a superstate to see that the things
we hold most dear are defended and that we will be protected from
others by the world government? We would do better to rely on
our own present strength and not surrender it.
WORLD GOVERNMENT FAVORS RUSSIA

The formation of a world government without Russia, in which
each nation has only an internal police force must be most encouraging to Russia in her scheme for world domination. The world government army, made up of contingents from a great number of nations, trained in different countries, a mercenary, polyglot army,
lacking the spirit and will to fight that comes in the defense of one's
own people and country would make much easier Russia's goal of
world government by Russia.
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Let us not make conditions favorable for Soviet domination.
Both Lenin and Hitler seized power from newly set up democratic
organizations and soon put down representation by the people. A new
Stalin can arise where only the weak polyglot army exist.
The main argument by world-government enthusiasts on the ease
of setting up a world government is the example they give of the 13
separate Colonies agreeing on a Constitution and forming our Federal
Union. Now, that sounds easy but even slight examination shows
the conditions not to be parallel.
The Thirteen Colonies had been under one government, the British
Government, for over 100 years. Even the former Dutch Colony at
Manhattan and up the Hudson had been flooded by English-speaking
people from Connecticut. Except for 1 year, 1673, New York had
been under English Government and English law since 1664, over 100
years before the Revolution. As early as 1675, to suppress one of the
most extensive leagues of Indians under King Philip, the United Colonies of Maine, Massachusetts, Connecticut, and Rhode Island, took
the war upon themselves, and raised 2,000 troops.
Again in Queen Anne's war, 1702-13, over 6,000 troops, largely
Colonies and in Canada. And again in the French and Indian War
aspirations. They were a composite unit of the same people with the
of 1755 the Colonies joined in fighting a common enemy.
The people of the Thirteen Colonies had the same interests and
aspirations. They were a composite unit of the same people with the
same background, language, laws, culture, and educational level. Each
colony was chiefly agricultural. There was no fierce economic competition between them as in the countries of the world today. Unity
in language, religion, and'in law was the bond that made possible our
Federal Union.
DIVERSITY MITIGATES AGAINST WORLD FEDERATION

Now, compare that small group of 3,000,000 people of like institutions and religion with 2,000,000,000 peoples in 50 or more nations
made up of people of different religions, laws, different languages and
customs, and highly competitive in trade. Most of them are utterly
incapable of understanding our dual form of Federal and State Governments. Even Englishmen cannot grasp fully how we can differentiate between the powers of Federal Government and State governmet, and retain the powers to each.
We have nothing to gain in amalgamating with a people so diverse
from us in development of government and with many tongues, races,
and prejudices. The United States has an expanding civilization of
its own to maintain and to perfect; let us not join in a common lower
level, but let us as leaders go on to new heights and guide the rest of
the world by example and by the cooperation we are now so generously
giving.
The proponents for world government have considerable success
in frightening people with the atomic bombs if used
in warfare.
In the First World War the Germans used gas warfare and the
,deaths suffered from being gassed were so terrible that after World
War I the United States developed an efficient Chemical Warfare
Service. By the time of World War II, our ability in gas warfare was
such that the Germans did not use that destructive weapon; nor did
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we. I believe our possession of the atomic bomb will likewise prevent

or deter any possible enemy who has it from using it, just as our know.
edge of gas warfare prevented its use. As long as we do not disclose
the knowledge of the atomic bomb or its improvements, we lessen the
probability of its use even though the Russians may have it. It is well
that its power was shown to Japan, just as the effectiveness of gas was
shown in the First World War by the Germans and not used in the
Second World War.
In our own United States, 70 years after we had established a more
perfect union among people of the same language and religion, we
fought a bloody civil war because a part of the Union wanted to
secede. Do you suppose that any nation who disagrees seriously with
a world law harmful to its own interests will not secede? And when
the world army and navy and air force advance to put down the
rebellion of a nation, will you call that peace'? Suppose two nations
such as the United States and Canada, who are highly advanced politically and economically, find that a world law passed by an overwhelming majority of an impoverished group of nations is disastrous to the
well-being of the United States and Canada. Will we sit idly by and
accept the dictum of people less advanced, even though we will then
have no army, navy, and air force? Or will we have spirit enough
left in us to start over, build up our forces as best we can, and fight
again for our independence?
Presumably the world army will be made up of contingents from
participating nations. One thing that has delayed the formation of
a world force under the United Nations has been a disagreement on
the part of the nations of how the force will be made up. Undoubtedly, in a world army, we as a wealthy and powerful Nation would
have our quota of young men. In the discussions in the United Nations, Russia insists on each nation supplying the same numbers, man
for man and item for item. How do you think our people in the
United States will react to having their young men detailed to such
a mercenary army and sent to fight the world over wherever the
world executive directs?
In making up the world force,'questions will-arise as to who is to
supply the air force, who command and train it, who supply the navy,
where the army is to be stationed and trained, what advantage will
that nation have that supplies most of the navy if not supplied as
Russia asks, ship for ship.
Will a heterogeneous world force of many tongues and little spirit
actually be able to enforce any world laws on nations with a large
merchant marine, easily convertible to men-of-war, or enforce world
law on nations with numerous civil airplanes easily convertible to war
planes, or on a nation that has a larger population convertible into
an army?
I believe it is fortunate for the world that the United Nations has
not been able to agree on the formation of a world army, because the
use of force would lead to the end of the United Nations.
There is far more danger of rebellion and war under a superstate
with an army that enforces a vote of a world legislature than there is
under the United Nations where the nations work together voluntarily
in cooperation.
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COMMUNIST THREAT TO UNITED STATES

The United States, although founded by people with firm ideas of
maintaining the freedom of the individual, has found in recent years
a considerable threat to our freedom by the acts of Communists. The
propaganda to change our government has been inspired and carried
-on chiefly by foreigners who have come into the country, but who have
not understood our system of government. They, in their ignorance,
are frantically at work to set up a government under the principles
'enunciated by Marx, Lenin, and Stalin. Some of the operatives here
are actually under the direction of Russia. Now if these foreigners
with no official standing can have such a harmful influence upon our
institutions, our Government officials, and even upon our legislation, it
is readily seen how our freedoms and type of government can be more
easily altered after we have given up our sovereignty to obey world
legislation passed chiefly by vote of foreigners. Under world government the way for the triumph of communism will be made easier.
The general trend, except by Russia, has been away from outside
government control as exemplified by the leading liberty-seeking
people changing from a British Empire to independent commonwealths. They are able to cooperate and live at peace without setting
up a super government to enforce its will upon them.
As for the stand of the Military Order of the World Wars, the
terrible consequences of the movement for world government has
.only recently been given serious consideration. It was inconceivable
that so many persons could be induced to surrender their very rights
and present condition of life on hearing a slogan of peace by a method
that would give no peace. We have been aroused to the dangers only
recently.
We declare our confidence in and support of the present policy of the
United States to work with and through the United Nations backed by
regional pacts of freedom-loving, independent nations, not by unions
or federations to whom we surrender our sovereignty.
This, we believe, affords the best. way of saving succeeding generations from the scourges of war.
The following is the order's resolution:
Whereas a number of organizations are actively promoting the adoption of a
world federation or world government and have induced several State legislatures to adopt resolutions in favor of some form of world government with
"legislative, judicial and executive powers over the individual nations; and
Whereas certain Members of the Congress have introduced resolutions, which
if passed, would formally declare that world government is a fundamental
obiective of American foreign policy; and
Whereas such a consummation would impair the sovereignty of the United
States, Pnnbling remote control to subject the American people to servitudes
in foreign interest; and
Whereas the proposals of the advocates of world federation would result in
the military impotence of the United States which is politically, economically,
and militarily the only force in the world today willing and capable of maintaining free government and the freedoms of the individual; and
Whereas the United Rtates can be an exmple to less favored nations and can
wield its greatest influence for peace by remaining strong and independent and
advancing in government under the ideals of its own Constitution: and
Whereas world government fundamentally presupposes that it will be founded
'on democratic principles under a representation in the legislative body and that
members could pass legislation detrimental to American way of life and could
enforce its laws by a world army; and
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Whereas the present voluntary association of governments in the United
Nations offers the most practical means for resolving world problems in a manner
to preserve the peace of the world without the attempt to apply military force
by super world government: Theefore be it
Re8olved, That the Military Order of the World Wars recognizes the United
Nations as the international organization under which the nations of the earth
should develop their future courses through mutual consent, compromise, and
understanding; and be it further
ResoZved, That the Military Order of the World Wars does oppose and with all
its power will resist any form of supergovernment, as contrary to the essentials
of liberty and national independence.

Commander PARR. That covers everything. I don't think I need
take any more of your valuable time.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. We appreciate your coming again. We
appreciate hearing your ideas.
Comm.ander PARm. You gave me a thought that I had not considered
sir.
before also,
Senator THOMAS of Utah. I hope that the Admiral comes out all
right. I think that he will.
Commander PARR. Thank you, I hope so.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. I believe in our courts and our court
-system. I think he is all right.
Commander PARR. I do, too, sir.
'Senator THOMAS of Utah. Mr. Carl D'Aquino.
Will you come forward and give your name. Please identify youriself for the record and then proceed.
Mr. D'AQuINO. Yes, sir.
STATEMENT OF CARL D'AQUINO
Mr. D'AQuINo. My name is Carl D'Aquino.. I come from New
York City and I have prepared a little statement just last night that
will take me a very short time.
When I appeared before Senator Connally on the last day of
the hearings--is this the last day of this hearing, too?
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Yes.
Mr. D'AQUINO. I appreciate that fact, too.
On the North Atlantic Pact, May 18, 1949, I made reference to the
-fact that had influenced the late President, Mr. Roosevelt, in his con-*
-duct of foreign policy. I am sorry. I used the wrong verb. It
should have "inspired."
I shall have to go back to 1936, when Congress had already granted
President Roosevelt powers to maintain neutrality. His speech of
August 15, 1936, made in New York, stressed the fact that he would
maintain the neutrality.
After having heard that speech and read it, I was really inspired
to write a critical letter, which I have before me.
First I shall present a speech made by President Roosevelt at
Chautauqua, N. Y., where he stressed neutrality in a strong form.
There are three copies.
(The copies referred to were passed to the clerk of the committee.)
Senator THOMAS of Utah. What is the point of these remarks?
Mr. D'AQuIwo. Mr. Chairman, I said, "Mr. President, you declared
that you hate war, and it was in your power to halt wars," and that
is my copy of my letter on the inside.
(The copies were passed to the clerk of the committee.)
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Senator THOMAS of Utah. We will keep those for the record.
Mr. D'AQuINo. All right.
I thought otherwise, and wrote to him stating:
You are the only person of this generation who can hold back wars.

It was my intention to try to hold back the conflagration that was
about to break out. I also wrote in that letter:
It is in your power to call the representatives or delegates of all countries to
a peace talk in New York.

At this time in 1936, I had already been studying the affairs of the
Federal Government through daily reports of the Congressional Record since 1933. I have always read the reports in the Washington
column of the New York papers. I have continued studying Federal
legislation and activities up until this date, approximately 17 years.
I have always felt that it was my letter of August 20, which the
clerk has there, that inspired Mr. Roosevelt to proclaim a change in
foreign policy as it appeared in the front pages of the New York
Times of August 26, 1936.
This is it.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Do you want to leave that with us today I
Mr. D'AQUINO. Yes, sir.
(The article referred to was passed to the clerk of the committee.)
Mr. D'AQuiNo. Also there, in that same letter of mine, the basis for
the realization and development of the United Nations Organization is present.
Let me read that excerpt again:
It is in your power to call the delegates of all nations to a peace talk in New
York to hold back wars.

Then again, I have always felt that hundreds of letters I have
written to hundreds of Congressmen and State Department officials,
urging the adoption of and development of the United Nations, as
suggested by the President's first proclamation of August 26, 1936,
intimating a definite change in foreign policy, were most decisive
in bringing about its resistance.
From August 27, 1936, to 1938, a period of 2 years, many legislators
offered similar versions of the kind of appeal the President made
-then.
Revelations made by Mr. Morgenthau, Jr., and others have convinced me that I have been most responsible for the creation and
development of the United Nations. Don't think I haven't tried to
become a part of the UN since its first legal announcement in 194 .
I could go on telling of the numerous attempts I have made to see
Members of Congress, the Roosevelt family, or Franklin, Jr., and
Eleanor, to try for an audience so that I can become an active part of
the UN. I have tried regular channels, but to no avail.
I am here to strengthen the UN because I feel it is good. I want to
feel that I have not wasted 17 years of study of Federal legislation. If
you wish to place me in a position of responsibility in the UN in New
York, I am and shall always remain available to my country for that
purpose.
I think it is about time a true American voice was added in the conduct of the United Nations. I feel that I can adapt myself, and I
would like to show you, in reality, in executive session, if so requested:
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That letter of mine is the origin of the UN.
Now, if you have any questions, I would be glad to answer them.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. I have no questions, Mr. D'Aquino.
What I gather from your statement is that you are available for a
job in the United Nations.
Mr. D'AQuINo. Yes, if needed.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. This is just about the worst place in the
world to make application, but it will be in the record.
Mr. D'AQUINO. I have tried hard to get into that Organization.

I

have also seen Alger Hiss at a pehce meeting, so-called peace meeting
in Madison Square Garden. I do not remember the year, but I remember his face distinctly, because I had spoken to him personally in one
of his peace organization headquarters, on Park Avenue, in New York.
I noticed him there managing an affair which was supposed to be a
peace meeting, but which was actually a meeting for the collection of
funds for Russian activities.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Thank you for coming up. We have to
go on with Mr. Priest or we will be running too late.
Mr. D'AQuINo. Thank you.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Mr. Priest, will you come forward. For
the record will you identify yourself and then proceed.
STATEMENT OF A. J. G. PRIEST, CHAIRMAN, NATIONAL EXECUTIVE COUNCIL OF UNITED WORLD FEDERALISTS
Mr. PRIEST. My name is A. J. G. Priest. My home is in Summit,
N. J., and I practice law in New York City as a member of the firm
of Reid & Priest. I am chairman of the National Executive Council
of United World Federalists and I have been actively interested in
the movement toward World Government for 11 years. I also am
chairman of the Middle Atlantic States Council of the Unitarian
Church.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. You are not Joel Priest?
Mr. PRIEST. I am Joel Priest's son.

Senator THOMAS of Utah. All right. Joel Priest was one--when I
w" a youngster-one of the reporters that I paid attention to. In that
time ,being a reporter, he went right out on the football field and recorded every play. That doesn't happen any more.
Mr. PRIEST. My father reported, Senator, everything from the San

Francisco earthquake to the, I think it was the Gans-Nelson fight at
Goldfield in 1906, not that that is particularly relevant.
Senator THOMAS. He was a very, very fine man.
Mr. PRIEST. Thank you, sir.
SUPPORT FOR SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 5 6

We United World Federalists propose that United Nations be transformed into a world government with limited but adequate power
to assure peace. In line With the recommendation made recently by
Senator Tydings, we urge the necessity for disarmament-multilateral disarmament-of all the nations of the earth down to the weapons
required for local policy purposes and we propose a world organization which would be able to enforce disarmament and prevent the
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ultimate cataclysm of another world war. We want at least a rudimentary world government which can stop a potential Hitler, bring
him to the bar of justice and hang him, if necessary, before our civilization dissolves.
The world quite patently is not a community from the point of view
of religion or sociology or ideals oreveil in an economic sense, but

it is a community in this one respect: All of its peoples-includinf the
people of Soviet Russia, who are only now beginning to recover from
the fearful ravages which they suffered at Nazi hands-all the earth's
peoples hate war and fear war and would banish it forever if only
they could be taught how. If a world plebiscite could be honestly
conducted on some such question as, "Shall this planet be so organized
as to provide a legal basis for assuring peace?" the "yeas" would overbalance the "nays" by 10,000 to 1.

Effective primary military defense of civilian populations and

areas against destruction by a foreign enemy obviously has become
impossible-impossible in Guatemala, impossible in Russia, impossible in Ireland, impossible in these United States.
Yes; if we are attacked, we can retaliate devastingly and we are
now relying upon that power of retaliation to prevent a potential
aggressor from waging what he presumably will call a preventive
war. But if our adversary does decide to strike first and thus obtain
the overwhelming advantage of the initiative, it will be small comfort to the 25,000,000 Americans who may die in the opening atomic
assault to know that an equal number of the enemy will promptly join
them across the River Styx.
If the solution is government, as I believe it to be, and not leagues
or alliances or a balance of power, nor yet a balance of fear, then the
obvious question is, "Will Russia enter even the most limited world
government?" My answer has to be that I do not know. But I
aoubt that any other American knows either. And we cannot know
until general disarmament and limited world government, plus an
over-all settlement of the cold war, shall have been offered to the
Politburo.
Let me make my own attitude perfectly clear. I loathe the Russian
dictatorship and I do not have even the slightest stomach for socialism
in any of its forms, not excepting the variety called "creeping"
socialism.
Mr. Chariman, I am even a Wall Street lawyer, and, Heaven help
me, even worse, a public utility lawyer, and I am proud of my modest
position in the financial community.
Furthermore, I have no desire to go on living in a world which has
lost the great freedoms we Americans cherish. But I would not have
it on my conscience that I have failed to do what an individual can
to prevent shedding the blood of your children and mine in a war
with Soviet Russia which might conceivably be avoided without compromising our principles.
Albert Einstein has declared that an offer of World Government
made to the Soviets in good faith would work a kind of revolution in
Russian thinking. And when Thomas K. Finletter, Secretary of the
Air Force and a former vice president of United World Federalists,
returned from London several months since he reported that some
of his English freinds with long service in ioscow though that the
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Russians believe so strongly in the validity of their way of life that,
they might well be willing to conduct their warfare with the West on
ideological, sociological, and economic grounds rather than by resort
to the arbitrament of arms.
No; I cannot tell you that a proposal which seems obviously in the
best interests of Russia and its rulers, and which will make it possible
to raise standards of living throughout the world as water rises in a
lock, will be acceptable to the Politburo. But when some American
pundit next tells you what Russia will or will not do, I hope you will
inquire, "Ah, yes. And when did you last talk to Joe?"
It is only fair to say that the chances inay well be against Russian
acceptance. If I were making book upon that proposition, I woul&
give substantial odds against a favorable answer from the Kremlin,
but even the slender possibility of achieving peace through World
Government presents a hope so dazzling that the efforts being made tolead America in that direction certainly merit the expenditure of my
marginal time and marginal energy; yes, and marginal money, too.
Clarence K. Streit first urged a federal union of the democracies
in 1938 and, in its then context, his idea was perhaps the greatest
concept of our era. If Streit had been listened to; if a federal union
of the democracies had been formed in 1938 or 1939, World War II
might well have been prevented. However, since that time, man has
devised so many overwhelmingly effective means of accomplishing his
annihilation that, if he is to survive, he must eliminate war itself.
Is there any reason to believe that in a world governmentally divided between Russia and her satellites, the Atlantic Union and perhaps a great neutral bloc, the armaments race would not be accelerated and intensified? Is there any reason to think that western Europe, which is now demanding that we greatly increase our military
aid under the Atlantic Pact, would be able to share any substantial
part of the increasing burden we Americans would have to bear? If,
as some of our Atlantic Union friends apparently believe, even the
most limited world government in which Russians would participate is
neither possible, nor desirable, then we obviously need not less than a
70-group Air Force, plus equally formidable land and naval forces.
plus the complete rearmament of western Europe, including Germany,
and plus also, if we really wish to prepare, the redistribution of our
urban populations and the decentralization of our industry. Of course
the cost of such a program would be astronomical and could not be,
accomplished without converting America into a barracks state, with
all the limitations upon our basic freedoms which that ugly concept implies.
Perhaps that is the way we must go, but if we wish to quicken the
conscience of the world, if we wish to equip ourselves with moral
armament as well as military "hardware," then the least we can do,
is to offer limited world government to the Russians and really mean
it. Incidentally, there could not well be a more effective weapon in
the cold war than an offer of limited world government made to tlie
Russians in good faith, an offer which would enable us honestly to
say to the Russian people that their leaders could give them butterinstead of guns, a consumers economy instead of a war economy, if
only they were -willing to accept the one proposal which. can provide
security for-Ivan Ivanovich in Moscow and Jock McKay in Ulasgowand John Smith in Kansas City.
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Mr. Chairman, I should be delighted to submit myself to your
interrogation, but perhaps I can make just one or two additional
observations.
I was a little intrigued by a report made to me by one of our associates in the fact that the Sojourners, an organization represented here
yesterday as Masonic body-apparently the witness on behalf of the
Sojourners commented critically on the fact that United World Federalists may have some ties with international bodies, for example,
the World Movement for World Federal Government, the president
of which is Lord Boyd Orr, former head of the Food and Agriculture
Organization of the United Nations and the 1949 Nobel prize winner
for peace.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. I think the correct Masonic statement
would be that the organization is drawn from Masons, that it is not
a branch of Masonry as such.
Mr. PRIEST. I was intrigued, however, Mr. Chairman, because I am
a Mason and I rather glory in the fact that the Masonic body is an
international organization which overlaps the artificial delineations
known as national boundaries.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to present for the record a letter
addressed to Mr. Robert J. Walker, executive director of the United
World Federalists, by the Honorable Warren R. Austin, your former
colleague, and United States Representative to the United Nations.
Ambassador Austin's letter was occasioned by a statement and comment upon former President Hoover's suggestion that the United
Nations should be reorganized without the Communist nations in it.
This statement was issued by the United World Federalists at a
joint press conference with the American Association for the United
Nations, and Mr. Austin's comment uipon the statement was so cordial
that it seemed to me that perhaps the committee would wish to have
it in the record, as a matter of fact both of the statements-Ambassador Austin's letter to Mr. Walker, both of which I now present.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. They will be printed in the record, without objection.
(The statement by United World Federalists, Inc., and the comment by Hon. Warren R. Austin are as follows:)
UNITED WOmLD FEDERALISTS, INC.
NEW YORK 3, N. Y.
[Press release, April 26, 1950]

Herbert Hoover's suggestion that "the United Nations should be reorganized
without the Communist nations in it" is dangerously enticing. To the people
of the western world-irritated to the point of desperation by Russian recalcitrance and double-talk-it may seem, at first glance, like an easy way out of
mortal conflict.
But finding someone to blame for troubles doesn't abolish them. Mr. Hoover's
proposal to outlaw the Soviet Union forcibly from the UN is as unrealistic
as is Mr. Vishinsky's determination to absent the Soviet Union voluntarily.
Technicalities about membersehin in the UN are pointless since none can
secede from the human race for which it stands.
The international tensions and disagreements between east and west which
must be resolved if man is to remain a living species on this earth will not
be eased by turning our back upon each other and freezing the cold war into
1 permanent cleavage that only a hot war could dissolve.
Let both sides avail themselves of a forum where both can be heard and
Judged by the people of the world, hundreds of millions of whom are not yet
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committed to either camp In the power struggle. To exclude the Communist
nations would be to compound their present folly in excluding themselves.
We must take from the UN in terms of members. We must add to the UN
in terms of power.
For the United States-or the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics-to destroy
this impartial tribunal would be to outlaw peace when we must instead outlaw
war.
UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE TO THE UNITED NATIONS,

New Yorlk Cit4, Mai 9, 1950.
Mr. ROBERT

J. WALxU,

Executive Director,United World Pederalists,Inw.,
New Yorkb, Y. Y.
Dmit MR. WAxwm : I congratulate the United World Federalists on their
energetic support of the United Nations, expressed in the statement Issued on
April 26 in cooperation with the American Association for the United Nations.
I have seen no finer statement on this subject anywhere. It is always encouraging to hear such vigorous support for the principles which are basic to the
United Nations, of which the' principle of universality of membership is one.
As your statement says so well, "None can secede from the human race for
which it stands."
I firmly believe that the need for the United Nations is greater now than
ever before. The differences and tensions which divide the world should only
serve to make us more determined to keep the nations together in an international forum where they can modify and eventually work out these differences
and tensions. I would strongly oppose any effort to exclude the Soviet Union
from the United Nations. We must never close the door to negotiation of outstanding differences, and we must never assist the Soviet Union to escape

its obligation to abide by the principles of peaceful cooperation which are
contained in the Charter.
I hope you will continue to keep me informed of the activities of the United
World Federalists. We share a mutual concern for the building of a permanent

peace and I appreciate the valuable contribution that you and your colleagues
are making to this cause.
Sincerely yours,
WARREN R. AusvIN.

further.
Mr. PRIEST. I have nothing
Senator THOMAS of Utah. Thank you, Mr. Priest, for coming, and
thank you for bringing your father to my attention. It makes the
hearing end as it began, as a sort of family affair.
Mr. PRIEST. My father is still, I am glad to say, in Boise, and if
I may, I will present your regards to him.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. He will not remember me. I was pretty
much of a kid then. I don't suppose I ever got my name in the papers
at that time, but I learned to know him first watching football games,
and taking part in them, when he was a reporter, and a reporter always
stayed right up close in those days, just as close as the referee or
umpire ever thought of getting.
Mr. PRIEST. Thank you so much.
Senator THOMAS of Utah. This will close the public hearings, and
we will meet in the committee at the call of the chairman.
(Thereupon, the public hearings were closed and the meeting was
adjourned, subject to the call of the Chair.)
(The committee had scheduled, as one of its principal witnesses, Dr.
Lpo Pasvolsky, director of the international studies group of the
Brookings Institution, who played a leading part in the development
of the United Nations Charter. Dr. Pasvolsky was one of the chief
witnesses who appeared before the Foreign Relations Committee 4
years ago when it was considering the Charter. Inasmuch ae the
64429-50----47
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time schedule, as it finally evolved, made it impossible to arrange
for his appearance, the committee believes his views, as set forth
in the following lecture delivered at the University of Illinois, will, k
helpful:)
THE UNITED NATIONS IN ACTION'

(By Leo Pasvolsky, Director, International Studies Group, the Brookings
Institution),
(Lecture delivered at the University of Illinois, May 2, 1950)
The United Nations came into operation in January 1945, following more than
2 years of international negotiations for its establishment and the completion
of arrangements for bringing its charter into effect. Its foundations were laid
at the Moscow Conference of October 1943. Its basic framework was deter;
mined at the Dumbarton Oaks Conference of 1944 and, in some important respects, at the Crimea Conference of 1945. Its final Charter was written at the
San Francisco Conference, which lasted from April until June 1945. That
Charter came into effect on October 24, 1945, when the last of the requisite
number of ratifications had been deposited in the Department of State. It
might be noted parenthetically that of the 28 ratifications that were required,
the first was deposited by the United States and the twenty-eighth by the
Soviet Union. Although the United Nations thus became a reality almost exactly
4 months after its charter had been signed, the actual functioning of the Organization did not begin until the first General Assembly met in London on January
10, 1946, set up the Security and the Economic and Social Councils, the International Court of Justice, and the Secretariat, and thus provided the necessary
machinery of operation.
During the 4 years that have elapsed, the United Nations has assembled an
international staff four times as large as the League of Nations had at its peak
and has developed an immense amount of activity in many directions. It is
charged by its charter with the performance of two main sets of functions:
Those that relate to the maintenance of international peace and security; and
those that concern the creation in the world of conditions of political, economic,
and social stability and progress, both as means of promoting the general welfare and as prerequisites to the maintenance of peace and security. During
the short period of its existence, the United Nations has been called upon to
give its attention to most phases of these two broad sets of functions. In fact,
hardly a question or a controversy of any importance has arisen during these
difficult and uneasy postwar years that has not been, in one way or another,
brought before that organization. I propose, first of all, to review briefly some
of the numerous and varied activities undertaken to date by the United Nations.

POLITICAL SITUATIONS DEALT WITH BY UNITED NATIONS

More than a dozen international controversies have so far been dealt with by
the United Nations. All of them have involved grave threats to peaceful relations among nations. Some of them have been marked by outbursts of armed
clashes.
FOREIGN TROOPS IN INDEPENDENT COUNTRIES

Within the first few weeks after the United Nations began to operate, it was
confronted with two dangerous international situations arising out of the presence
of foreign troops on the territories of independent countries. The first pertained
to the continued presence in Iran of Soviet troops, which were maintained there
in spite of a promise made by the Soviet Union to withdraw them. The second
related to the presence of British and French troops on the territory of Syria
and Lebanon. This latter case involved a complaint by the 66vernments of Syri
and Lebanon, directed particularly against the French, to the effect that FrtI Ce
was laying down conditions for the withdrawal of Its troops that, could not possibly be accepted by independent states. iThe .yria-LZabanon controversy was set.,
tled easily and quickly on the basis of the S~cuity, Council's views expressed, to
the countries concerned, in spite of the fact that it was 18 connection with it
that the Soviet Union cast its first vetd.' The Iranian case was much iore difficult; but in the end it, too, was settled by the withdrawal q, Soviet troops.
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THE GREEK SITUATION

A more complicated situation was presented by the case of Greece, which involved the operation on Greek soil of guerrilla formations equipped, supported,
and guided by the three neighboring countries-Yugoslavia, Bulgaria, and Albania--obviously backed by the Soviet Union. This situation is quiescent now,
although it is impossible, of course, to determine the relative weights that should
be assigned to the action taken by the Council and Assembly of the United Nations,
to the changed position of Yugoslavia, to direct United States assistance to the
Greek Government, and to the efforts of Greece itself.
THE PAlESTINI

SITUATION

One of the most protracted and, in some ways, difficult cases that have had
to be dealt with by the United Nations has been that of Palestine. That situation
involved bitter armed and verbal clashes and a process of political adjustment
charged with high emotional tension. In the course of the prolonged discussions
and negotiations that took place, hostilities were finally brought to an end, and
an immediate settlement, reasonably satisfactory to all concerned, was effected.
Two aspects of this situation still remain. One pertains to the future status of
the city of Jerusalem, which is still very much on the Organization's agenda, and
the other to the conclusion of a permanent settlement.
KOREA

The Korean situation with which the United Nations has had to deal, presents
another piece of unfinished business still before the United Nations. The efforts
by the latter to bring about at least an expression of the wishes of the future
of the entire country by the population of both northern Korea, which is under
Soviet influence and control, and of southern Korea, which has been set up as an
independent state, have so far been frustrated by the obstruction of the Soviet
Union.
INDONESIA

On the other hand, the Indonesian problem, another of the very difficult cases
before the United Nations, may be regarded as having reached a point of satisfactory solution. Here the course of events involved bitter fighting between the
Indonesians and the Dutch, and the final settlement represented a tremendous
effort of successful mediation under the auspices of 'the United Nations.
INDIA AND PAKISTANl

Some of the problems raised by the transformation of India and Pakistan from
the status of a British dependency into that of two autonomous dominions have
been, for some time, on the doorstep of the United Nations. They have involved particularly a sharp controversy between the two new dominions over
the disposition of the Kashmir area, a controversy greatly aggravated by the
existence of a vast refugee problem on both sides of the India-Pakistan frontier.
In recent months, this problem has moved toward a possible solution under
the auspices of the United Nations through a process of mediation.
THE CORFU CHANNEL CASE

The United Nations has been confronted with a controversy between Great
Britain and Albania arising out of the .sinking of a British warship by mines
which, Great Britain claimed, were illegally placed by Albania. This controversy
appears to be on the way to solution through the International Court of Justice,
to which the Security Council of the United Nations recommended that it be
referred by the parties.
INDIANS IN

SOUTH AfOA

The United Nations has -handled a controversy between, India and the Union
of South Africa over the treatment of the Indian population on the territory
of -the Union. This problem has moved toward solution through negotiations
between the nations concerned, undertaken on the basis of a recommendation
of the General Assembly,
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Several problems growing out of the peace settlements with the former enemy
states have found their way into the United Nations. Although it was understood from the outset that the negotiation of peace treaties would not be a
function carried out by the United Nations, and although, in fact, the treaties
with Italy and the satellite countries were concluded outside the framework of
the Organization, two special problems relating to the Italian Treaty were handed
over to the United Nations. When the major powers could not agree on the
disposition to be made of Trieste, a solution was found by way of setting up a
free territory there to be administered under the control of the Security Council.
The Council accepted the responsibility, but has failed completely to date to
agree on the selection of the governor for the territory. Similarly, when no
agreement was reached in the peace negotiations concerning the future of the
Italian colonies, the negotiators finally agreed to request the General Assembly
of the United Nations to settle the question, and promised in advance to abide
by its decision. This has now been done with regard to all of the former Italian
colonies with the exception of Eritrea, the disposition of which remains as a
part of the Organization's unfinished business. More recently, the General Assembly has been called upon to deal with the charges that the provisions of the peace
treaties with the satellite states dealing with basic human rights have been
violated.
BERLIN BLOCKADE

Perhaps the most spectacular piece of business put on the agenda of the
United Nations Security Council to date has been the controversy between
the United States, Great Britain, and France on the one hand, and the Soviet
Union on the other, arising out of the Berlin blockade. Although the Security
Council could not take any action with regard to this problem, eventually informal conversations in the United Nations led to the Paris meeting of Foreign
Ministers a year ago, which resulted in the lifting of the blockade..
CHINA

The recent events in China have been prominently before the United Nations
and have been focussed on the controversy over the unseating of the representatives of the Nationalist Government and the seating of representatives of
the Communist regime. Today the problem of China presents itself in the form
of an impasse, high-lighted by the Soviet Union's wholesale walk-out from the
Security Council and from the other continuing organs and agencies of the
United Nations.
ATOMIC ENERGY

In the same domain of the maintenance of international peace and security,
the United Nations has been confronted from the very start with the vast
congeries of problems revolving around the control of atomic energy and the
regulation of. conventional armaments. Decisions to undertake efforts to solve
these problems were made in 1946, and two commissions, specially set up for the
task, have been struggling ever since unsuccessfully to find answers acceptable
to everybody concerned. Apparently irreconcilable differences have developed
between the Soviet Union and the other participants in the efforts. All told,
this may be regarded as the most conspicuous failure of the United Nations in
its operations to date.
II
INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC COOPERATION

In the other great domain of the Organization's activity-the fostering of
conditions of stability and progress--a central place belongs to the efforts to
promote international economic cooperation. Here, the United Nations as an
organization shares responsibility with a number of specialized agencies, such
as the International Monetary Fund, the International Bank of Reconstruction
and Development, the International Labor Organization, and the Food and Agriculture Organization. The Charter of the United Nations left for future action
the establishment of a relationship between these specialized agencies and the
Organization itself, to be effected, under the authority of the General Assembly,
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by the Economic and Social Council. The legal relationships have been completed, although many operating difficulties still remain to be ironed out.
In its own activities, the Economic and Social Council has been responsible
for inaugurating a series of negotiations which led to the conclusion of agreements for the establishment of an International Trade Organization. The
Charter, establishing that agency and setting up a comprehensive system of
organized international relations in the sphere of international trade and commerce, is now before the Congress of the United States for ratification or rejection by this country. The Economic and Social Council has also undertaken
many activities to improve international economic relations through its commissions at Lake Success and through regional economic commissions established
by it-in Europe and elsewhere.
The General Assembly and, under it, the Economic and Social Council are
charged by the Charter of the United Nations with various responsibilities in
the humanitarian and cultural fields and in the promotion of basic human
rights. The Assembly, the Council, and the latter's appropriate commissions
have been active in all of these fields through their own efforts and in cooperation with such specialized agencies as the UNESCO, the, World Health Or.
ganization, the Refugee Organipatiop, a4d others. Agreement has already been
reached on the texf of a declaration relating to the observance of basic human
rights and on conventions on freedom of information and genocide.
Still another field of international relations, with regard to which the United
Nations has responsibilities under its Charter, is the treatment of non-selfgoverning territories. Here the principal agencies of the United Nations are the
General Assembly and, under its authority, the Trusteeship Council. The central feature in this field of activity has been the creation of a trusteeship system
for such territories as are not under the control of single independent nations
in the form of colonial areas. The United Nations has now successfully accomplished the transformation of all but one of the former mandated territories that
have not become independent states into trust areas, through the negotiation
of appropriate agreements with the countries that have assumed trusteeship
responsibilities-the United States for the former Japanese mandated islands;
Great Britain, France, and Belgium for the areas over which they had formerly
had mandate rights. The one piece of unfinished business in this regard concerns
the future of the former German -Southwest Africa, over which the Union of
South Africa has a mandate and which the Government of the Union now
wishes to annex outright. The legal aspects of this question are before the
International Court of Justice. In this same field, arrangements have been
made for carrying out the very important innovation that was introduced into
the Charter of the United Nations, under which countries responsible for colonial areas undertook to report to the United Nations on developments within
those areas, but there are still some serious difficulties in that connection.
Finally, mention should 'be made of the efforts by the United Nations to promote
the development of international law. This was one of the great responsibilities
given by the Charter to the General Assembly, and the Assembly has been attempting to carry out the task by creating facilities through which both the codification
of existing international law and the expansion of the area of international
relations coming within the purview of international law can be most effectively
promoted.
III
ORGANIZATIONAL PROBLEMS

Apart from the activities, some of which I have just described, that relate to
the substance of international relations, the United Nations has been confronted
with a number of problems pertaining more specifically to its own organization.
One of these concerns the admission of new members. The United Nations started
with 51 nations entitled to the privileges of original membership and a provision
for the admission of new members, which was to be effected by the action of the
Security Council and the General Assembly. Since then eight countries have
been admitted into the United Nations. Fourteen others have applied for membership, but their applications are still pending. In this'connection, a very sharp
difference of view has developed between the Soviet Union and the other principal
members of the Oganization. The Soviet Union has set up a theory that it has a
right to object to the admission of countries sponsored by the other countries, It
I
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the other countries object to the admission of countries sponsored by itself.
The other principal members of the United Nations contend that each application
to
should be considered on its own merit. This controversy has been referred
the Court's
the International Court for an advisory opinion; and although of admitting
judgment has been adverse to the Soviet contention, the problem
the Soviet
pending applicants is still completely deadlocked. In fact, most of
members.
vetoes cast to date have been in connection with the admission of new
for
One of the very important features of the United Nations that was left
future determination at the time that the Charter was adopted was the conclusion
the
of agreements under which the member states would place at the disposal of
Security Council such armed forces and facilities as the latter would need in the
inperformance of its functions. An effort to negotiate these agreements was
augurated shortly after the United Nations entered into operation when the
Security Council instructed its Military Staff Committee to work on the matter.
In the course of this activity, sharp differences developed between the Soviet representatives and those of the other countries, and so far no solution has been found.
Another important problem of internal organization has arisen out of the fact
that, although the Charter charges the General Assembly with the performance
of very important functions in the field of peace and security, adequate machinery
for the performance of these functions was not provided for in the Charter itself,
but was left to future determination by the Assembly. An attempt to meet this
need was made some time ago through a proposal to create what has become
known as the Little Assembly-that is, a commission representative of all of the
members of the Assembly, capable of meeting at any time throughout the intervals
between the regular annual meetings of the Assembly itself. A special impetus
to this development was provided by the accumulation of difficulties in the
Security Council and the growing tendency to place matters relating to peace and
security before the General Assembly. This commission was, in fact, created,
but the Soviet Union, which opposed the move, refused from the start to participate in its work and boycotted it long before the more recent general Soviet
walk-out in connection with the Chinese question,
IV
This, in all too brief outline, is the record to date of the United Nations in
action. It is necessarily incomplete, but it hits the high spots. It is, I think, an
Impressive record, although a decidedly mixed one. It is a story of success and
failure, achievement and frustration, and-perhaps above all-of hope and
discouragement.
Many difficulties of many different kinds have attended the work of the United
Nations during its 4 years of operation. Some of them have been peculiar to the
organization itself-a new piece of international machinery through which the
nations have been struggling with the problems of peace, stability, and progress in
the aftermath of the most widespread and destructive war in history. Most of
them-and, by all odds, the most important ones--have resulted from the fact
that the work of the United Nations, which is a voluntary association of sovereign
states, has been, and must necessarily be, a reflection of what takes place in
International relations in general.
By far the most serious difficulties that have confronted the United Nations
have resulted from the attitude and behavior of the Soviet Union. Whatever
reasons had prompted the Soviet leaders to take a very active iart in the
negotiations that led to the establishment of the United Nations, ever since
the organization and the many agencies that cluster around it began to operate,
the Soviet Union has pursued a policy of noncooperation and obstruction.
It refused from the start to accept membership in the specialized agencies,
most of which had been created with its full participation. The only exception
was the World Health Organization, from which it has now withdrawn. As
already noted, it has refused to take part in the Little Assembly, as well as in
a number of other activities of the United Nations. It has now climaxed its
policy of noncooperation by its general boycott of United Nations activities
because the representation of China in the various agencies has not been
arranged to its satisfaction. Its policy of obstruction has operated in all the
organs and agencies of the United Nations, although it has centered particularly
in the Security Council, because that is the only organ of the United Nations
in which the veto privilege applies, whereas the decisions of all the other organs
and agencies are governed by a majority vote. In fact, the veto question has
become symbolic of all the difficulties experienced by the United Nations even
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though it has affected only some of the many and varied activities of that
organization.
THE VETO-RELATIONSH]P OF VOTING TO DELEGATION OF POWER TO UN

In view of the prominence that the veto question has assumed in the discussion
regarding'the United Nations, it is well perhaps, to pause for a few minutes and
take a look at what the veto is all about. When the original plans for a postwar
international organization were being developed, there were two great issues
that had to be resolved. One of these pertained to the kind and extent of authority to be given the United Nations. The other related to the voting procedures
by which that authority would be exercised.
In the field of the maintenance of international peace and security, a choice
had to be made between giving the new organization the authority to settle
international disputes and to enforce its decisions, or empowering it only to
promote and facilitate the settlement of international controversies and disputes by the nations themselves. Those who determined this country's position
and the representatives of the other countries participating in the international
negotiations, came to the conclusion that it was not possible go beyond the
second alternative. Without passing on the theoretical possibility that some
day an international organization might be created which would have the
authority and the means to settle all international controversies, the negotiators
formulated the Charter of the United Nations in terms of vesting in the Organization authority only to promote and foster peaceful adjustment and pacific
settlement of disputes, rather than of providing for enforceable settlement of
such disputes.
There Was, however, another phase of this situation. It pertained to whether
or not the Organization should be empowered to use armed force, not to enforce
the settlement of international disputes, but to prevent the nations from using
force individually as a means of international action. Our policy makers and
those of the other countries were in agreement that to this extent the new international organization should be endowed with the authority and the means
of keeping the peace. This was done on the theory that, if resort to violence
could be eliminated, the processes of peaceful adjustment and pacific settlement
could be made operative.
In connection with both phases of the situation, and especially the latter, it
was necessary to decide whether the new organization would function, as
had the League of Nations, on the basis of unanimity of all its members, or of
application to all its decisions of some sort Df a majority vote, or on -the basis
of a combination of the two procedures. This point was of particular concern
to the major nations, since it was clear that any system of joint international
action for the maintenance of peace and security would impose upon them
special responsibilities, in that they would have to provide the bulk of the forces
and resources necessary for such joint action.
UNITED STATES POSITION ON THE VETO

This country and the other major nations were willing to see the Organization
operate on the basis of a majority rule in every respect, except in the use of
force and in those activities closely connected with the possibility of using force.
So far as those of us who were working on this problem in Washington were
concerned, it appeared clear at the time that the American people would not
consent to a situation in which American armed forces could be used for joint
international action without this country's consent. I might add that most of
those of us who were concerned in the Government with the formulation of basic
policies in this regard were also convinced that, given the current and prospective circumstances of international relations, this country should not consent to
such an arrangement.
It was obvious that the only way in which the United States could safeguard
itself in this regard was to have a system under which no decision involving the
actual or potential use of armed force could be made without its consent. It
was equally obvious that the only way in which this could be done In practice
was for the same principle to apply to the other major nations. In other words,
the system of voting would have to be such that any decisions of the.kind that
I have just described would require the unanimous consent of the major nations.
This is the so-called veto.
There were no illusions as to the limitations that such an arrangement would
impose upon the effectiveness of the proposed organization, nor as to the possi-
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ability that the great privilege which the major nations thus claimed for themselves might be abused. It was clear that under such a system any one of the
major nations would be in a position, not only to stop action against itself, but
to stop any collective action. The underlying theory, however, was that if one
of the major nations were to prove recalcitrant, or were to refuse to abide by the
rules of international behavior that were being inscribed in the Charter, a situation would be created in which the recalcitrant nation might have to be coerced;
and it was apparent that no major nation could be coerced except by the combined forces of the other major nations. This would be the equivalent of a world
war, and a decision to embark upon such a war would necessarily have to be
made by each of the other major nations for itself and not by any international
organization.
BASIS OF BELIEF IN UNITED NATIONS EVEN WITH VETO

It might be pertinent to ask this question: What reason did those who worked
on the creation of the United Nations have to believe that the Organization they
were constructing would succeed? The answer to this question, I think, is relatively simple. All signatories of the Charter were pledging themselves to follow
a set of.rules of international behavior which, if faithfully observed, would offer
the best chance that international peace and security would be preserved. The
hope at the time was that the nations-especially the major ones--then going
through the gigantic effort of winning the war had learned the tragic lesson that
only unity among the peace-seeking nations in support of the preservation of
peace could make enduring peace a reality for each of them.
RELATIONSHIP OF UNITED STATES DISARMAMENT TO SOVIET BEHAVIOR

This basic assumption, however, did not stand alone. There were several
other fundamental assumptions involved in the situation. The most important
of these was that, after the war, each of the major nations would maintain sufficient forces of its own to make sure that, in combination with other nations
desiring peace, they would be in a position to make it much too risky for any
recalcitrant nation to enter upon the path of aggression and violence. After all,
nations, like individuals, live in peace fundamentally for one of two reasons-either because they want to live in peace or because they think that it is too
risky to break the peace.
Unfortunately, it was this last vital assumption that was not vindicated in
the period immediately following the war. For reasons known only to themselves, the Soviet leaders chose a course of action that led them along the
dangerous primrose path only recently trod by the Axis aggressors. At the same
time, while Soviet Russia retained much of its wartime military strength, the
United States, the other great pinnacle of power in the postwar world, permitted
its wartime Military Establishment to deteriorate out of all proportion to the military strength still retained by the Soviet Union.
I believe that Soviet behavior,, both inside and outside the United Nations,
has, to an important extent, been a result of the dangerous disparity of actual
military strength that thus became established in the world. I am convinced
that if we had exercised the prudence of not permitting our military strength
to be drastically reduced without regard to what was happening elsewhere in
the world, many of our difficulties with the Soviet Union would not have
developed. I am also convinced that our more recent efforts to increase our own
military strength, and to help the other nations that feel as we do to increase
theirs are going a long way toward redressing the disparity of military power in
the world.
In this connection, the question is often raised whether competitive rearmament
does not usually precipitate an armed conflict. That risk undoubtedly exists.
Unfortunately, the pace of armaments is always set by the nations that intend
to use military resources for aggressive purposes. My reading of history convinces me that there is more risk and danger in a continuing disparity -of armed
strength than in efforts to correct that disparity.
In this same connection I have often been asked whether an increase of our
armed strength can be expected by itself to give us the sense and the actuality
of national security. My reply to that is that there are perhaps twenty or thirty
different lines of action that must be pursued, domestically and internationally,
to give us a reasonable expectation of peace and security. But I am also satisfied that none of these will suffice unless we are sufficiently strong militarily to
deter the aggressor, if possible, or have a better .chance of defeating him if that
should become necessary.
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VALUE OF UNITED NATIONS

Be all this as it may, the United Nations has so far had to operate in a world
overwhelmingly characterized by the situation that I have just described. Under
these circumstances, what is surprising to me is not that the United Nations has
not been able to achieve more than it has-and I submit that, in the light of
my brief summary of its activities during the first 4 years of its existence, it has
accomplished a good deal-but that it has been able to achieve as much as it
has, in spite of all its difficulties, in spite of the deplorable behavior of the Soviet
Union. I often ask myself this question: Would the world situation during the
past 4 years have been better, if the United Nations did not exist? I doubt it.
I am inclined to think that the existeqe of the United Nations and the new
spirit of collective responsibility for the peace and 'well-being of the world that
has been engendered by the agreement on, and adherence to, its Charter by an
overwhelming majority of the nations, have stood us in good stead during
these perilous and difficult years-and will continue to stand us in good stead.
Nevertheless, it is quite understandable that public discussion ofthe United
Nations, especially in this country, has been strongly marked by a note of disappointment and disillusionment. This feeling has been strengthened to a
large extent by the unfortunate fact that, when the United Nations was created,
there was a general tendency to expect much more from it than it could possibly
deliver. It should have been crystal clear from the start that the new international organization could not be expected to transform the whole system of
relations among nations. Unfortunately, emerging as the world was from the
holocaust of a terrible war, there were too many people who were carried away
by the idea that the mere establishment of an international organization would
perform the miracle of taking care of all our troubles.
The truth of the matter was that by establishing the United Nations the
peace-seeking nations of the world were providing themselves with a new and
important mechanism for the conduct of international relations, but one that
was to be supplementary to all the other machinery of international relations,
rather than one that would entirely supplant the latter. After all, the United
Nations is not something suspended in the air above the nations themselves.
The United Nations is the nations that compose it. It can help the nations to
raise the standards of their international behavior, but it cannot rise above the
standards set by the nations themselves. I cannot imagine a situation in which
the nations would behave like angels in the United Natiobs and be at each
others' throats outside the United Nations, or vice versa.
All this, I think, is good logic; but, unfortunately, it is not the way things
happen at times. There is always, naturally, a search for simple and direct
solutions, no matter how complicated the problems are that clamor for solution.
Hence, it is entirely understandable that the existing widespread feeling of disillusionment and frustration has led to a vigorous search for other ways out, and
that many proposals have been devised for changing the United Nations system,
or, as the current phrase runs, for "strengthening" the United Nations.
V
PROPOSAL FOR UNITED NATIONS

WITHOUT SOVIET

One such proposal, which has been discussed for some time and has just been
given a new prominence, is to reorganize the United Nations without the Soviet
Union and its satellites. I can well understand the feeling of utter exasperation
with the Soviet Union's methods of behavior that makes such a procedure attractive. But I see no useful purpose to be served by deliberately releasing Soviet
Russia from the obligations that it assumed when it accepted the Charter of
the United Nations. On the contrary, I can see the possibility of using its
signature on the Charter, however dishonored by its present behavior, as a
basis for moral pressure against it. I can also see the possibility that renewed
adherence to the principles of international behavior inscribed on the Charter
may become a bridge by which Soviet Russia may return to the family of nations
,once its leaders come to the conclusion that the road they are following now
.can lead only to disaster. And I would be inclined to deplore our shutting
tJae door, by this act of ostracism, on the desperate hopes of the peoples who are
now under the despotic rule of the leaders of Moscow.
I Th& proponents, of this proposal are not quite clear on what would be accom'plished by such an action. Its purpose might, of course, be to convert the
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reorganized United Nations into a military coalition against Soviet imperialism.
I have no objection to such a coalition, if for no other reason than to deter the
rulers of the Kremlin from the pursuit of their current criminal ambitions.
But there are much more effective ways of forming such a coalition without
destroying the existing organization. In fact, to a large extent, that is precisely
what is being done now in arrangements such as the North Atlantic Treaty.
The purpose might be to intensify moral pressure on the Soviet Union. I am
completely in accord with the idea that the free world needs imperatively a
mobilization, In opposition to communism and Soviet imperialism, not only of
its military resources, but also of all its moral and spiritual forces. But I am
convinced that there is no better place or circumstance for doing this than within
the present United Nations. Only 5 months ago a powerful blow was struck
on that score when the General Assembly passed a resolution, setting forth, all
over again, the ethical code of behavior obligatory for all peace-seeking nations.
This resolution was adopted by a vote of 53 to 5, against violent Soviet opposition, but with Soviet Russia there and desperately on the defensive. In my
opinion, the effect of such a resolution would not have been as great if it had
been adopted in Soviet Russia's absence.
PROPOSALS TO REVISE UNITED NATIONS

Apart from this proposal, most of the others center around ways of revising
the existing organization. The one that is perhaps oftenest heard of is based
on the idea that the abolition, or at least substantial modification, of the veto
privilege would sufficiently strengthen the United Nations to make it a really
effective instrument for the maintenance of peace and security. Let us take a
look at what would happen if this were done.
MODIFICATION OF VETO

Obviously, if no single nation were in a position to stop, by its vote alone, any
decision of the United Nations, a very important limitation on action by the
United Nations would be removed. The United Nations would then be in a
situation in which, if the requisite majorities could be obtained, it would be able
not only to condemn any aggressor-this it can do now through the General
Assembly, where the veto does not apply-but also to make a decision to act
against any member state, including the major nations.
But would such a decision have any reality? The United Nations would still
have to have the means of enforcing it. If the theory is correct that a major
nation can be coerced only by a combination of the forces of the other major
nations, this would mean that the United Nations would have to have the
authority to call into action, if necessary, all of the forces and resources of all
the major nations not accused of crimes and misdemeanors. Hence, the abolition
of the veto would have significance only if this second step were taken-specifically, if the United States were willing to permit the United Nations, by
majority vote, to call into action American armed forces, even at a time when itsa
representatives had voted against the action.
Those who advocate the abolition or mitigation of the veto as the solution to
all our problems must, I think, first make reasonably sure that the American
people are prepared-as I am sure they were not 5 years ago-to accept such an
arrangement.
SUPPLEMENTARY PACT

The abolition or modification of the veto provision requires an amendment
of the Charter, and such an amendment can become effective only if two-thirds
of the member states agree to it and if that majority includes the concurrent
votes of all the permanent members of the Security Council. This fact has led
some advocates of strengthening the United Nations to devise a proposal based
on the idea of getting around the veto. Specifically, it is proposed that a pact
supplementary to the Charter be negotiated and that its signatories obligate
themselves to consider an attack on any one of them as an attack on itself and
to come to the assistance of the state attacked. This obligation would come
into effect when a determination that an attack had taken place Is made, either
by the Security Council under its present procedures or by a two-thirds vote
of the General Assembly, provided that the Assembly's vote includes the concurrence of at least three of the five permanent members of the Security Council.
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This proposal again involves the fundamental issue that I have just mentioned in connection with the abolition of the veto. By adhering to such a
pact, the United States would have to accept the obligation to use its forces
and resources on the decision of other nations, in the event that it happened
to be one of the two major nations voting in the negative on the action to be
taken. I shall not stop to discuss the many great difficulties that this proposal
presents, but I should like to make this observation. In the two regional security pacts into which the United States recently entered-the Rio Treaty and
the North Atlantic Treaty-this counry refused to accept a situation in which
its forces and resources could be used for collective action, except on its own
decision. I sometimes wonder what reason the proponents of this idea have
for believing that this country would bewilling to give a majority of the United
Nations the kind of authority that it has so far denied to the other 20 American
Republics and to the other 11 members of the North Atlantic group.
There are several other proposals focussed primarily on a search for means
of eliminating the veto. Some of them go beyond the two already described In
that they would call for an extension of the scope of authority to be exercised
by the United Nations without the veto limitation. Some of these involve the
power to regulate armaments and armed forces; some involve the authority
to settle international disputes and to enforce the decisions. The considerations I have just outlined in connection with the other two proposals apply with
even greater force to these more drastic plans.
The vast amount of discussion that centers on the veto'question and the nu.
merous proposals for improving the functioning of the United Nations by eliminating or mitigating the veto privilege represent, in my opinion, an attack on
the symptom rather than the disease. That disease is rooted in the general
state of world affairs, and especially in the current profound split among the
major nations, rather than in any structural features of the United Nations.
In any event, the veto provision cannot be altered so long as the split exists,
and I venture to predict that, if the Soviet Union ever embarks upon a course
of policy and action that will make it possible to heal the split, there will be
little occasion for spending time and energy on the veto question.
WORLD GOVERNMENT

There is another group of proposals that go even further. They involve the
transformation of the United Nations into a system of world government, either
on a federal or unitary basis. These proposals are not new. When we were
working on the Charter of the United Nations, some highly articulate groups
urged upon us the idea that the principle of voluntary association should be
abandoned in favor of the principle of supernational government. There was a
time when this pressure became sufficiently strong to make it necessary for
President Roosevelt and Secretary Hull to reassure the country that we were
not seeking a system of supergovernment, for at that time, the principal effects
of the pressure were to arouse widespread fears that the United States might
be led into an organization based on the supergovernment principle.
Those who worked on the Charter were convinced that the real issue was not
between the relative merits of the two basic principles of organization. The
real issue was whether it was possible to create any kind of a world organization
to which all of the peace-seeking nations, and especially the major nations,
would be willing to adhere. It was felt that if the world-government idea had
been put on the agenda of international negotiations, no success was likely to
emerge.

But apart from the question whether the creation of a system of world government is feasible, desirable, or even likely to do what its proponents claim for itif I had the time I should have liked nothing better than to give you my reasons
for believing that it is none of these-what again concerns me at this moment
is whether the American people would or should enter into an arrangement
in which the Nation's Armed Forces and resources could be used without its consent.. And let us remember that a world-government system would have to mean
much more than that. It would involve the right of such a government to conscript American citizens, to tax American citizens, to regulate immigration, to
bring an American citizen before a world court, and to do a great many other
things that would need to be done if such a government were to function. The
proponents of the scheme assure us that all they are thinking of is a world
government endowed with defined and limited powers to maintain International
peace and security. I am afraid that no matter how much you "define" or how
much you "limit" the powers of a world government called upon to perform the
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tasks involved, there would be precious little left that would be really substantial
of the powers now possessed by the Government of the United States or of any
other country entering into such a system.
There are some proponents of change who urge the establishment of regional
governments on the federal principle. The most prominent of these is the scheme
for a North Atlantic federation. The same arguments apply from the point of
view of American participation as in the case of a world government, and the
same problems are presented for decision to the people of the United States.
VI
There is one point of crucial importance that I should like to note in connection with all of these proposals. They all concentrate on machinery of government and machinery of relations among nations rather than on the underlying processes of organized society. They are all based on the idea that if we
could only find the right machinery, everything else would take care of itself.
ATTITUDES

MORE IMPORTANT THAN

MACHINERY

I do not deny, of course, that machinery is extremely important in social organization, whether on a national, a regional, or a world scale. But it ought to be
clear that no machinery of government can function effectively unless back of
it are the proper attitudes and human relationships necessary to its successful
functioning.
Looking back over the postwar years, it seems clear to me that there is plenty of
machinery in the world to make peace and security living realities, if only there
were back of that machinery a real determination to make it work. Details--in
some cases important ones--can and should be perfected as experience points
the way. The United Nations Charter was never intended to be a fixed and
inflexible instrument. On the contrary, a conscious effort was made to make it
an instrument capable of development and growth. The Chatter itself provides
for periodic reviews of the operations of the United Nations. It was originally
thought that such a review might not be necessary for 10 years. Perhaps events
have moved so speedily as to make such a review advisable in the near future,
if for no other reason than to clarify the basic underlying issues that are now
so badly distorted and confused.
But it seems to me that tinkering with the machinery of international organization as a means of solving the grave and perilous problems that confront us
is merely an attempt to escape from the stubborn realities of the world in which
we live. The most stubborn of those realities is that there is no easy way out.
Not mechanical panaceas, but patience, hard work, ingenuity, moral and physical
strength, and the will to use that strength to preserve what free men prize most,
offer the only hope that mankind will win through the terrible difficulties with
which it is now faced.
I am convinced that mankind could confidently face the future with what we
now have by way of international machinery if the qualities I have just enumerated were to guide our efforts and if the nations of the world were to give evidence
of being actuated by only a small degree of the splirt of tolerance, accommodation, respect for each other, and willingness to accept responsibility that would
be necessary to the functioning of the ambitious new machinery that is being
so dazzlingly dangled before us. As matters stand today, the diversion of our
energies and enthusiasm into an advocacy of these ambitious schemes makes
the present tremendously difficult tasks even more difficult. I am very much
afraid that, if we go much further along this path, we may well find ourselves
in the process of dropping the bone to chase the shadow.

APPENDIX

I. STATEMENTS ]N, SUPPORT OF SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 52

Statements in support of Senate Concurrent Resolution 52 submitted by Senator Paul H. Douglas for inclusion in the record:
[ Telegram]
Hon. PAUL DOucLAS,
United States Sena4e:
Answering your letter of February . I regret that time is so limited and
that I have not here the data on which to base full comment. It is always
regrettable when important matters such as you refer to in your letter have
to be rushed without complete hearings. The Marshall plan was hurried so
that it was not implemented with proper organization as evidenced by the too
great cost and the necessary changes only some of which Paul Hoffman is
recommending and which should have been insisted upon when it was originally
started. So also have we hurried in many of our international and even national
matters trying to meet crises instead of solutions.
When representing the United States on atomic energy I brought forward
article 51 as one means of meeting the situation if the Security Council failed
to act or action was vetoed, but France and England opposed it violently. I
approve of your and Senator Thomas' idea which is thoroughly justified under
article 51. I suggest you contact Ferdinand Eberhardt, who is thoroughly
versed on the subject and who explored the situation as an associate of mine on
atomic energy. The best definition of aggression is the one offered by Litvinov
at the arms conference. Then Russia was fearful of aggression by force and
political penetration. I have asked one of my associates, Sam Lubell, to forward
you the Litvinov resolution. Also please see atomic energy control in Senator
Flander's magazine Air Affairs, where I speak of the value of outlawing aggression and ask for definition of aggression and enforcement of that definition.
If you would like me to appear I can do so next Tuesday morning. Congratulations to you and Senator Thomas and warm personal regards to both.
BARUOH.
CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY,
Pasadena,January 81, 1950.
Senator PAUL H. DOUGLAS,
United States Senate, Washington, D. 0.
DEAR SENATOR DoUGLAs: In response to your letter of January 27, I would say
that you are fully aware from our previous correspondence that since the Russians have sabotaged through their veto in the Security Council a world plan
for putting atomic energy in all its necessary phases under international control,
I see no constructive steps that peace-loving nations can take better than those
presented in Senate Concurrent Resolution 52. I fully agree that "this represents one of the most important next steps in the creation of international protection against aggression."
You may therefore include me as a convinced and ardent supporter of the
concurrent resolution.
Sincerely yours,
ROBERT A. MILLIKAN,
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AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR,

Washington 1, D. C., February10, 1950.
Hon. PAUL H. DOUGLAS,
Committee on Labor and Public Welfare,
United States Senate, Washington, D. 0.
My DEAR SENATOR: I am glad to transmit to you the enclosed article for
Inclusion in the hearings on Senate Concurrent Resolution 52.
Sincerely yours,
WM. GREEN,
President,American Federation of Labor.
SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 52

We relied so implicitly on the good faith of the nations which banded together
to create the United Nations, that we expected cooperation in putting the provisions of the Charter into effect. Although the signatory nations subscribed to
the same ideals and purposes, conflicting basic philosophies have time and time
again made impossible agreement upon practical plans to implement them. The
most serious difficulty arose over plans to give the powerful Security Council
the military staff and armed forces power necessary to stop aggression against
the security or peace of other countries. The U. S. S. R., one of the permanent
members, used its veto to prevent implementation of the provisions of the
Charter which would enable the Security Council to aid member nations against
threats to their security and peace.
After the Security Council was crippled, nations with urgent problems hastened
to make use of articles 52, 53, and 54 of chapter 8 which authorized regional
agreements. But even the treaty of Brussels, the Inter-American Treaty of
Reciprocal Assistance and the North Atlantic Treaty cannot give the universal
aid promised by the Charter. But these regional protective alliances apply to
the Western Hemisphere, Europe, and a few countries in Asia, while Stalin's
plan for world conquest is now concentrating on Asia first. Though it is late
to check the Communist war machine which has rolled over China, Senate
Resolution 52 would provide the legal mechinery to enable the General Assembly
to maintain armed forces to deal with aggression against any member of the
United Nations.
Small nations are helpless before the arrogant ruthless drive of totalitarian
power unless they can invoke effective aid established to maintain constitutional
authority. Resolution 52 builds on the established principle that aggression
against one nation endangers the security of all. It plans to set up machinery
to make effective the initial purpose which opens the preamble to the Charter
of the United Nations "We the peoples of the United Nations determined to
save succeeding generations from the scourge of war," and which is repeated
in chapter 1, article 1:
"To maintain international peace and security, and to that end: to take
effective collective measures for th- prevention and removal of threats to the
peace, and for the suppression of acts of aggression or other breaches of the
peace, and to bring about by peaceful means, and in conformity with the principles of justice and international law, adjustment or settlement of international
disputes or situations which might lead to a breach of the peace."
Responsibility for achieving this objective is lodged with the General Assembly
and the Security Council. Article 10 of the chapter is as follows:
"The General Assembly may discuss any questions or any matters within the
scope of the present Charter or relating to the powers and functions of any
organs provided for in the present Charter, and, except as provided in article 12,
may make recommendations to the Members of the United Nations or to the
Security Council or to both on any such questions or matters."
Article 12 provides the following restriction in the interests of orderly procedures without reflection on the competency of either organ:
1. While the Security Council is exercising in respect of any dispute or
situation the functions assigned to it in the present Charter, the General
Assembly shall not make any recommendation with regard to that dispute or
situation unless the Security Council so requests.
2. The Secretary General, with the consent of the Security Council, shall
notify the General Assembly at each session of any matters relative to the
maintenance of international peace and security which are being dealt with by
the Security Council and shall similarly notify the General Assembly, or the
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members of the United Nations if the General Assembly is not in session, immediately the Security Council ceases to deal with such matters.
)However, if the Security Council removes a situation from its agenda, the
General Assembly can immediately consider it and take action. Such Council
action would be procedural in nature requiring only a majority vote. On all
other matters the five permanent, members have the privilege of veto. However,
when voting on a dispute which endangers peace in which one of the permanent
members is involved, that member shall abstain from voting.
Since the General Assembly shares with the Security Council responsibility
for dealing with situations that endanger the peace but is not In continuous
session, there remains the possibility of covenant between members to call the
General Assembly for emergency sessions to get quick action on acts of aggression and to carry out the spirit of the Charter provisions on armed forces. Since
the General Assembly is organized in accord with the principle of the sovereign
equality of all of its members, decisions are made by simple or two-thirds
majority vote. The General Assembly is analogous to a legislative body with
general as well as specific powers. The resolution sponsored by Senators
Thomas and Douglas to support a supplementary agreement Iletween members
under Act 5 of -the Charter would leave unimpaired the inherent right of all
member nations for individual or collective action for self-defense. This proposal seems a promising way forward.
Unless some way is found for effective performance of the functions which
the Soviet veto prevents the Security Council from performing, freedom throughout the .world is in grave peril. Single governments are helpless against the
advance of the totalitarian war machine which already controls a large area of
the world and more people than were ever before brought under control of a
world conqueror.
• The signatories to such agreement would agree that when the Security Council
is prevented from performing its duty to provide aid for members whose security
is endangered, they will go to the aid of nations when requested by a two-thirds
vote of the General Assembly including three of the permanent members of the
Security Council. This last proviso rests on the belief that aid for larger industrial nations is necessary to successfully check aggression. However, the
veto was the instrumentality for paralyzing the Security Council and may it not
operate likewise in the General Assembly? We know that no nation has been
proof against change. While the governments of three of the five permanent
members are still committed against totalitarian institutions and principles,
one is committed to a plan of world conquest for complete totalitarian power
while another has seen its legitimate government overridden by Communist
cohorts in an effort to destroy a civilizatoni which has behind it hundreds of
centuries of recorded history. Would not this very provision concentrate efforts
to seize control in the hands of one of the first three?
Personally I should feel mi~ch more sure of the effectiveness of this proposal
of aid to any nation which became the victim of aggression if the provisions
for voting in the General Assembly stipulated in the Charter, remain unchanged.
The American Federation of Labor believes in the United Nations which was
established to make cooperation possible between all nations. Misunderstandings and even wars develop from lack of opportunities for conference, mutual
facing of facts and agreement upon ways of dealing with common problems.
We must have positive and responsible leadership or condemn the world to
live with fear until catastrophe wipes out our civilization. Peace and security
are possible for nations even though they have knowledge of the means to destroy
civilization. We believe it is possible for human beings of good will to work
together collectively as nations and guide their decisions by underlying principles
of democracy which have their roots in our Christian religion. We believe that
approval of this resolution (after consideration of the veto provision) is the first
step to that end.

Hon.

PAUL

H. DouGLAs,

ADaL, IOWA.

United State8 Senator, Senate Oflce Building,
Wa8higton, D. £7.
If we could by a single move so strengthen the United Nations as to make it
completely effective for maintaining peace, that we should surely do. It would
serve all our national aspirations and interests beyond any other Imaginable
achievement. If we can by a single move strengthen significantly the United
Nations for maintaining peace, though we know it to be short of completeness,
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I believe we should do that. Once we were excessively concerned with the apparent risks of supporting collective security and failed to weigh adequately.
the risks of not supporting it. Where the greater risks lie now is too clear to
be debatable. The conflict in the world is still essentially a struggle for men's,
minds, and that will not change. A demonstrated capacity on Amerioa's part to
speak and act with some boldness toward strengthening the ,only possible-agency
for blocking aggression on a world-wide basis is certainly of the greatest importance, and we should seek ways to exhibit it. This is the most true since we
are of necessity in this period looking to our own defensive strength so obviously. The resolution for a multilateral treaty proposed by Senators Thomas
and Douglas offers a way which I think we would wisely take.
W. .W. WAXsAOK.
Nuw Yoas, February.10, 1950.
Hon. "PAUL H. DoUGLAs,
Senate Office Building, Washington,D. (7.
DEA SENATOR DoUoGLAs: I wish to acknowledge receipt of your letter of January 30, 1950, with regard to the hearings of a subcommittee of the Forejgn Relations Committee on Senate Concurrent Resolution 52, which Senator Thomas
and you have introduced into the Senate.
I appreciate having this opportunity to comment on this resolution as I feel
that it deserves the support of those Who are sincer6ly interested in building,
a peaceful basis for international security.
This resolution' js 4 logical exte ision of the principles of the Atlantic and Rio
pacts and would help to give those countries who are not within 'the specific
provisions of these pacts a feeling of greater security than they can have t9day..
While agreeing with the general spirit and intent of the proposed resolution,
I would myself prefer to see paragraph (iii) eliminated. Ido not think it is'
practicable to designate in advance the forces one may be required to employ
in a particular and future contingency. Once the use of force becomes necessary,
the whole power and authority of the country is involved even though action
is taken through the United Nations. It is not a piecemeal affair. Further, one
cannot predict in advance what type of military force would be the most effective in a variety of different situations which might call for the use of any one
or more of the branches of our military service.
This objection to paragraph (iii) does not, however, affect the substantive
provisions of the resolution nor the obligation which the signatory powers would
assume thereunder.
Faithfully yours,
ALLEN W. DuT.s.
INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION

OF MACHINISTS,

Washington 1, D. C., August 19, 1949.
Hon. PAUL H. DOUGLAS,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.
DnA SE--NATOR DouGLAs: I have carefully reviewed the Senate Concurrent
Resolution 52, which was jointly submitted by yourself and Senator Elbert
Thomas of Utah, also the statement presented by you to the United States Senate in support of this resolution.
The International Association of Machinists has followed closely the activities of the United Nations, particularly the Security Council, and has noted with
regret that the results of their work have been, to a great extent, stymied by the
exercise of the veto by Russia. The procedure which the concurrent resolution
proposes to authorize will,, we believe, enable those nations affiliated with the
United Nations and the Security Council to put in motion the machinery which
will "act as a deterrent to war and -should definitely serve to promote peace."
We are in agreement with you that the United Nations should be made a more
effective agency to resist aggression. This, we believe, if .accomplished, would
result in stopping acts such as those on the. part of. the Dutch in Indonesia and
other moves which have 'becn Iade by. the Russians. We believe, further, that
there would be no hesitancy on tlf1e part of two-thirds of .thp members of the
General Assembly, including three of the o;cid,
,$lg Five, 'to take concerted
action against any aggressor Aiatjon,.
Our association is in full accord 'ith'the aixptbat our policy should
be, "Peace
fpl oo.
W.ulq, atuall$,
t, s, Y
,
under the rule of law." In order'to icc0e o l*
that nations of the'world would have o a6pt
the principle, 'that' aggresIon is
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a Crime against the law of, the world and should be put down by a police force."
Such a force would, naturally, have to be an international one established for,
the purpose of preserving the peace.
I trust that the above comments will clearly indicate that our association is
in wholehearted support of Resolution 52, and I want, in closing, to congratulate
you and Senator Thomas and wish you success in your efforts for its adoption..
Sincerely yours,
A. 3. HAins, International President,
SAN FRANCISCO, CALir., February2, 1950.
My DEAR SENATOR DOUGLAS: Allow me to express my hearty approval of
Senate Concurrent Resolution 52, introduced by Senator Elbert Thomas and
yourself.
I It has many admirable features. In the first place the
nations that have no
aggressive aims and are ready to stand tQgether against an aggressor will stand
up and he counted; they will be willing to sign a convention in which they
will both see a defense for themselves and lead their aid in guaranteeing peace
throughout the world.
. In the second place it will show our own readiness to participate on an equal
basis with other states in determining whether there is aggression and whicl
nation is the aggressor.
In the third place it puts teeth into the action of the Assembly when twothirds of thatbody have empressed themselves. Armed forces then stand ready
to act.
In the fourth place any aggressor would be deterred from acting if he knew
he faced, at least two-thirds of the states of the world and armed at that.
In the fifth place those who hesitate to sign such a convention will make
themselves objects of suspicion in the eyes of other nations, whatever specious
arguments they may give.
In the sixth place it is a plan in which we show ourselves as willing to give
up the veto in the face of possible aggression and ask that other nations do the
same.
I sincerely trust that favorable action may be taken and promptly on a matter
of vital importance to every man and woman and child on the face of this now
tiny world.
With all good wishes, I am,
Most sincerely,
MONROE E. DEuTscn,

Vice President and Provost Eneritus, University of California..
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON,

Seattle 5, Wash., February 4, 1950Senator PAUL H. DOUGLAS,

Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.
DEAR SENATOR DOUGLAS: From the beginning I was in favor of a multilateral
treaty for collective defense which would be open to all members of the United
Nations under article 51 of the Charter of the Utited Nations. My own views
on this question were set forth by some recommendations of the Commission to
Study the Organization of Peace, of which I am a member. Of course, I was
and continue to be for the Atlantic Pact. I have supported it from the very
beginning and shall continue to do so. On the other hand, I believe the time is
ripe for a treaty within the framework of the Charter which will be open to the
adherents of all members of the United Nations which might wish to join. This,
I think, is clearly and definitely the purpose of the charter and more particularly%
the purpose of article 51.
Sincerely yours,
CHARLES E. MARTIN.
WINNEKA, ILL., February 16, 1950.
Hon. PAUL H. DOUGLAS,
&nate Office Building, Washington, D. C.:
Regret inability to attend hearing on Thomas-Dbuglas resolution. Believe it a
sound and constructive, move to get United Nation 6 'dead center and hope
hearing will advance your :project.
'
64429-50----48
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STATEMENT OF CLARENCE A. BERnA.L, PROFESSOR OF POLITICAL SCIENCE, UNIVERSITY

OF ILLINOIS
I am in favor of this resolution for the following reasons:
(1) It is now an accepted principle that international aggression is a crime
against international law and against humanity, and that such aggression can
only be prevented by the united force of the nations of the world. This principle
is the fundamental concept of the United Nations, expressly stated in the Charter,
with elaborate provisions for peaceful settlement of disputes, for the condemnation as an aggressor of any state that may endanger international peace and
security, and for collective armed forces to be used against such an aggressor.
The United States is fully committed to this principle through its membership in
the United Nations, its sponsorship and ratification of the RIO Pact, Senate Resotion 239 of June 11, 1948, and other actions.
(2) The difficulty, as is now generally recognized, is that the Security Council,
which is charged with the responsibility of determining when aggression has
been committed and by whom, is prevented from acting because of the veto, and
the armed forces intended by the Charter cannot be provided for the same reason.
(3) This suggests that some means must be found for making the United
Nations effective, and the Thomas-Douglas resolution provides those means by
making It possible for the states that so desire to agree among themselves to
accept the decisions of the General Assembly with respect to aggression and the
use of force against an aggressor, if and when the Security Council is unable to
reach a decision. The resolution contains provisions, such as the two-thirds vote
and the concurrence of at least three permanent members of the Security Council, which will prevent any possible abuse or snap action by the General Assembly
and will fully protect the interests of the United States.
The agreement proposed by this resolution is clearly in accord with both the
letter and the spirit of article 51 of the United Nations Charter, and seems to me
to be merely an extension of the North Atlantic Treaty. It need not disturb
at all the arrangements under that treaty, but it offers an opportunity to enter
into similar arrangements on a wider and more general scale and thus to make
the provisions of the United Nations Charter effective by the voluntary action
of those states that desire these provisions to be effective.
(4) It seems altogether likely that, given such an opportunity under the leadership of the United States, the overwhelming number of states members of the
United Nations would go along with the proposed agreement, thus clarifying and
making more certain their obligations and actions in case of aggression, and,
in general, making the United Nations a more effective instrument for the preservation of peace.
NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY,
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS,

ovanston, Il., January 31, 1950.
Hon. PAUL H:.DOUGLAS,
United States Senator from Illinois,
Washington, D. 0.
DEAR SENATOR DOUGLAS: I regret that I will not be able to come to Washington
to testify before the subcommittee of the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations, on February 2, on Senate Concurrent Resolution 52, calling for a multilateral treaty for collective self-defense open to all members of the United Nations.
In view of this fact, I will submit a statement for the consideration of the subcommittee.
The supplementary convention which Senators Elbert D. Thomas and Paul
H. Douglas have proposed for negotiation with all peace-loving nations Is vitally
necessary for the following reasons.
First. The western democracies are faced with a continuing crisis whieb may
prove disastrous for civilization. At the end of the Second World War, expecting full cooperation from Soviet Russia in the promotion of peace under the
United Nations Charter, the western democracies made every effort to conciliate
the Soviet Union and even stooped to appeasement. Now, almost 5 years after
the end of hostilities, the western democracies find that, under the control of
the Politburo, Soviet Russia is far from being a peace-loving nation. Today, the
200,000,000 Russian people are practically slaves of the ruthless Politburo, which
has defied almost every tenet of modern democracy, and which has committed
many aggressions and violations of international law. The evidence regarding
the dangerous character of the Russian dictators has accumulated month by
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month, with the result that there are few who do not fear that this reckless
bureaucracy is willing to risk war in order to gain its ends.
Second. In view of continued aggressions by Soviet Russia, the United States
has taken the leading role in the reconstruction of the national economy of 16
western European' democracies. The United States has rendered military assistance to Greece and Turkey when sorely beset by Communist guerillas. It
4as taken the lead in creating a regional pact-the North Atlantic Treaty-including 12 powers who are pledged for mutual military assistance in case of
Communist aggression against any of the members. It has developed a militaryassistance program to help its 11 colleagues within the North Atlantic Pact to
build up their armies for resistance against Communist invasion. This policy
of mutual self-defense, within article 51 of the Charter of the United Nations,
should be continued along the lines already developed in order to render the
western democracies able to resist Communist attack.
Third. Looking forward to possible Communist aggression, the democratic
members of the United Nations should take every step to remove any legal obstructions to Immediate mutual assistance, and, on the positive-side, to open every
legal avenue to provide for instantaneous mutual cooperation to resist Communist aggression. Democracies tend to be law abiding and to give rather strict
observance to legal prohibitions. Accordingly, the very restraints which democracies have accepted as members of the United Nations may strangle them in
case of sudden attack by a vicious regime such as the Politburo, which controls
the Red army of the Soviet Union.
Fourth. The Senate Concurrent Resolution 52 eliminates some of the legal
restrictions which might hamper collective action for self-defense on the part of
the western democracies within the United Nations. The resolution in no manner
impinges upon the authority of the United Nations, but rather makes this institution stronger than ever by removing any legal bar to democratic states to protect
themselves against a suddent aggressor which had ignored the obligations of the
Charter of the United Nations. More than this, the supplementary convention
would open a legal way for use of the United Nations machinery in implementing
self-defense of member states against a sudden aggressor such as the Red army
of Soviet Russia.
Fifth. The legal arrangements proposed for the supplementary convention are
workable. Article 11 of Senate Concurrent Resolution 52 provides that, if the
Security Council is prevented from fulfilling its duty to come to the aid of the
victim of attack if requested to do so, then the signatory powers would come to
the aid of the victim if in turn requested to do so by a two-thirds vote of the
General Assembly, including three of the five permanent members of the Security
Council. Prompt military cooperation cannot be secured without previous agreement and preparation. Accordingly, the agreement should specify the forces that
each signatory power agrees to maintain for immediate use of the United Nations
either upon call of the Security Council or upon call of the General Assembly by a
two-thirds vote, including at least three of the five permanent members of the
Security Council. This supplementary convention wduld authorize the signatory
members to maintain armed forces which could be immediately used in a collective capacity in case of aggression. The employment of these troops would be
determined by a feasible arrangement, already described, which would permit the
General Assembly to act in the face of a veto imposed by Soviet Russia within
the Security Council.
Sixth. The proposed supplementary convention would, as already indicated, be
in line with the steps already taken to prepare the democratic members of the
United Nations to meet an aggressor by means of collective resistance. The sudden assault of the Red army upon western civilization, if and when it occurs,
will be so sudden and devastating that the democracies will be annihilated unless
they have made careful preparation for instantaneous collective action by removing any legal restriction thereto or by failing to provide legal processes which
would facilitate in every possible way such collective action.
The proposed supplementary convention should have a strong appeal to all
persons who feel that the United Nations offers the best avenue toward internaThe proposed supplementary convention
tional peace In the Atomic Age.
strengthens and In no way weakens the Charter of the United Nations. The
United Nations would not survive the collapse of the democratic states. Their
aspirations and principles are identical with those of the Charter of the United
Nations, while these same principles are denied or constantly violated by the
ruthless dictators who rule the Communist states.
Faithfully yours,
KENNErH COLEGROVE,
Profesor of Poliical Soience.
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Nxw YoRz, N. Y., February9, 1950.
Senator PAUL H. DOUGLAS,
Committee on Labor and Public Welfare,
United States Senate, Washington, D. C.
DEAR SENATOR DOUGLAS: I received your good letter of January 27th and the.
resolution (S. Con. Res. 52) introduced by Senator Elbert D. Thomas and you
for a supplementary convention to set up a world-wide nonaggression pact. I
have such admiration of your work as chairman of the Subcommittee of theJoint Committee on the Economic Report that I approach any-proposal of yours
with a strong prejudice in its favor. Furthermore, the possibility of a third
world war is so unspeakably horrible that any suggestion intended to, reduce
the risk of it is well worth considering.
I have read and reread the proposed resolution. It does not seem to me to bea convention to set up a world-wide nonaggression pact, but an agreement, when,
the United Nations are not united, to come to the aid of the victim of attack
if requested to do so by a two-thirds vote of the General Assembly, including.
three of the permanent members of the Security Council. Such an agreement
is not world-wide, because it assumes that the great powers in the- Security'
Council of the United Nations are divided. It is not a nonaggression pact, but
an affirmative agreement to go to war against a power which attacks another,
though we ourselves are not attacked.
The conception of a world union to avoid war was a noble one. The conception of union was inherent in the name and Charter of the United. Nations.
Union, unanimity, among the great powers is indeed inherent in any concept
tion of an effective organization to maintain the peace. I suppose no one familiar
with the political history of the world ever supposed that war could be avoided
if one of the great powers was bent on making war. Further, the United States
was not willing, when the United Nations was under discussion, itself to go to,
war on the order of other nations, or to consent that others make war upon it..
The United States wanted the veto. Russia's abuse of the veto has obscured,
these elementary facts.
The rule of unanimity among the great powers, the powers capable. of makingwar, was not an invention of Dumbarton Oaks or San Franeisco;- it reflected,
the inexorable teaching of history. Without unanimity among the great powers
any agreement between some of the powers, such as is contemplated by the
resolution under consideration, becomes a military alliance of some powers
against others.
The Atlantic Pact, which I approve and support, is such an alliance. Ourcommitments under the Atlantic Pact are to nations which shaTe western civilization with us, and which have for the most part proved themselves again and.
again willing to defend their liberties with our aid, and to make important.
military contributions to such defense.
The resolution under consideration would authorize in effect a general all!ance of non-Communist powers, requiring the United States, on a vote of'othernations, to go to war anywhere in the world, in Asia or Africa or the islands of
the sea, however remote, for the defense of any people or nation whatever, however alien its language, customs, ideas, and ideals, if attacked, and perhaps
even against a revolution from within, such as occurred in China or Czechoslovakia. That is a pretty big order. One may doubt whether- it is within the.
military power and the economic resources of the United States to guarantee
the whole world against attack much less against subversion or revolution.
Under the resolution the United States would obligate itself to go to the aid
of the victim of attack on the request of other nations. We would thus deprive
ourselves of the immensely important power to decide whether and when and
where to go to war. We would have to come to the aid of the victim of attack,
regardless of whether in the judgment of the American people and their President and Congress the cause was just, the attack was umnprovoked, or the dispersal of our forces to remote areas on the earth's surface would leave the
United States itself, or its near allies and associates, too vulnerable to counter.
attack. Under the resolution the United States would be obligated "to come to
the aid of the victim of attack" and thus abandon the initiative, and control of
strategy and the disposition of its forces.
The procedure contemplated is not democratic. The voting is by states regardless of population. Those who sit in the General Assembly and those who sit
in the Security Council have no popular sanction to make war,even in their
own countries. They are not elected by their people's vote. They .are merely
appointed delegates of the rulers of those countries; and sue, rulers them-
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selves in turn may be without democratic authority or sanction from their
-own people te bring on a general war.
Most of the countries whose delegates would cast their votes are incapable
themselves of making effective war. Their delegates would be Just telling us to
fight for them. Are we to go to war for Yugoslavia or Formosa or Burma or
Lilliputia on the order of the delegates of the rulers of other countries which have
neither the means nor the intention to fight the war themselves?
It is true that whenever the United Nations recognizes the facts of life, and
a representative of the present Communist Government of China takes his
seat in the Security Council, the alinement of the permanent members of the
Security Council will be three to two, and the United States might have the veto
power under the proposed resolution; but I think this is not much of a protection, for I cannot see the United States lining up with Russia and China against
two-thirds of the Assembly, including England and France.
I cannot think that an agreement to go to war anywhere in the world on the
-order of a two-thirds vote of the General Assembly, including three of the
permanent members of the Security Council, is likely to promote or preserve
the peace. Indeed, the proposal may enhance the risk of war with Russia, aggravate the tension with Russia, by our seeming to organize the outer world
against her. It may be regarded by Russia as a device for contravening the provisions of the United Nations agreements which require unity among the great
Powers. It takes the decision of war and peace out of the hands of the President and the Congress of these United States, which will have to bear the chief
burden of war, withdraws the control of our foreign relations, specifically our
relations with Russia, from the President and Senate and House, and hands it
over to a commission of appointed delegates of rulers of largely impotent foreign
,countries. It might inflame our already gravely troubled relations with Russia,
,and deprive our own Government of the power, and relieve it of the duty, to keep
the peace if it can.
Today the intransigent, aggressive, and predatory polices of Russia threaten
the world. We should do anything within the realm of the possible, or impossible
for that matter, to compose our differences with Russia, not by surrendering our
principles or our friends, not by appeasement, and not by threats or what may be
taken as threats in the countries behind the iron curtain, where the rulers and
the people are even less capable of understanding our purposes and our plans than
we are theirs.
It seems to me that both by the very nature of the case and in the light of
history, and also by the express provisions of the United Nations Charter, the
great powers must be united and as one if they are to avoid war among
themselves, and that, since the United Nations are unable to act as united
nations against Russia, the task of the peacemakers isn't to divide the world in
half, as the proposed resolution would do, and set the rest of the world against
Russia, but for the United States, in accord with Britain and France, to negotiate
directly with Russia. Since Russia will not talk to us at the United Nations
except in vituperation, let us talk to her elsewhere.
I do not for a moment imagine that it is practicable to make a treaty,
or enter into an undertaking with Russia, which will bind her any longer than
she conceives it to be to her interest to be bound. We tried buying her good
will at Yalta and Potsdam and elsewhere, but she will not stay bought. Nevertheless, I think it not inconceivable that in direct negotiation a modus vivendi with
Russia might be worked out which might for a time give the suffering people of
this world relief from fear, relief from the war of nerves, the war of fright,
which has superseded the cold war.
Meanwhile we must speak the only language which the Russians understand,
the language of power, the language of strength. I look with the gravest apprehension upon economies in Marshall aid, in our program for the military
services, the Army, the Navy, and the Air Forces; upon the dissensions between
the armed services, upon economies in atomic research and development, and
upon the delay in manning the Atomic Energy Commission, the Research and
Development Board, and the National Security Resources Board. The only
road to peace with Russia is preparedness for war.
I am sorry to find myself in disagreement with you; and I hope my views may
be of some interest to you in your further consideration of the matter.
I am, my dear Senator, with great respect,
Faithfully yours,
R. C. LEFFINGWELL.
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I am personally strongly in favor of Senate Concurrent Resolution 52 introduced by Senator Elbert D. Thomas on behalf of himself and Senator Paul H.
Douglas.
My observation is that the people of the country generally are strongly in
favor of the United Nations Organization and that it is their fervent hope that it
may become increasingly effective as a means of preventing war. For many of
them it is the only basis of hope that international conflicts may be resolved
and that enduring peace may be achieved. The fact is that about the most
basic and universal sentiment among the people everywhere is the desire for
peace. They want to avoid war at whatever cost short of the sacrifice of their
liberties and their homelands. And they want their governments and their
leaders to make progress toward resolving international differences and conflicts and toward a permanent world order that will promote international peace
and security.
Evidence of this is found upon all sides. It Is evident in talking with people,
in their sentiments expressed in their churches, in their clubs, and civic organizations, and in their letters to the editor. It is indicated in their votes when
they have an opportunity to express themselves at the polls. It is quite generally
agreed that this occurred in the recent general election in Britain. The fact
that Winston Churchill declared for immediate negotiations with Russia had
a strong, favorable influence for his party. The close results of that election
may be attributed in considerable measure to Mr. Churchill's brilliant campaign
strategy in this respect.
Many people also think that President Truman's suggestion, during the last
Presidential campaign, that a conference with Stalin is desirable was an influence in that election; that it was an important factor in the result that surprised
most people. I am convinced that these instances played a part in the election
results. I am convinced that the people generally want nothing left undone
either in the field of diplomacy or otherwise that may tend to prevent another
world war.
The fact that the people of the country want the channels of diplomacy left
open does not mean that they do not favor all necessary measures for selfdefense. They generally are strong in their support of defense measures. This
is entirely consistent with a very deep yearning for peace and possible measures
for the prevention of war. I feel quite certain that the people want every
possible step taken toward the building up of a strong and effective United
Nations.
In spite of the fact that the United Nations has done a good deal to resolve
conflicts in the troubled postwar world, there is much disappointment that it
has inot been more effective, and that it has developed serious weaknesses in
its operation. There are two such weaknesses that are everywhere recognized.
One is the veto power in the Security Council, and the other is the lack of any
police force to back up the decisions that are made. The people generally want
something done about both of these matters. So impatient have some people
become that they have organized themselves to promote world federation, or
other form of world government, either through the United Nations or independent of it. The fact that such efforts seem to some of us to be hopeless in our
time does not deter these people from pursuing the idea with a good deal of
zeal and determination. Resolutions along this line have been adopted by a
number of State legislatures and such resolutions have been introduced into the
Congress of the United States.
Senate Concurrent Resolution 52 proposes a step toward remedying both of
the principal weaknesses of the United Nations-toward breaking the bottleneck of the veto in case of aggression, and toward the use of collective force
"in the suppression of aggression" under the direction of the United Nations.
This is in complete harmony with the purposes of the United Nations Charter
and in furtherance of them.
The Charter provides methods for specific action with respect to "threats to
the peace, breaches of the peace, and acts of aggression." But these methods
are all centered in the Security Council. The Charter in its statement of
purposes, of principles, and of other substantive provisions recognizes and
authorizes the use of military force after all conciliatory measures have been
exhausted.
Because of the abuse of the veto power, however, the Security Council cannot
act to carry out these purposes or pursue these methods prescribed in the
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Charter. The Thomas-Douglas resolution proposes a supplementary convention, under section 51 of the Charter, that will give the General Assembly,
including three of the so-called Big Five powers, the power to determine the
aggressor, in case of attack, and to take steps to aid the victim with armed force.
This would be a long step toward making the United Nations effective. It would
strengthen that organization at precisely the points where it is weakest. This
would give the fifty-odd small member nations more voice and greater assurance
of aid in case of attack.
There is -no doubt in my mind that public opinion would overwhelmingly
support this or any other measure to break the veto deadlock and to create an
effective way for the nations to assist the victim of aggression with armed
force. This sentiment has not always listed. Before Pearl Harbor it did not
exist. The question as to the use of international police force was debated
for decades in this country. The use of such force against aggressor nations to,
preserve World order was for a time widely held to be somehow different from the
use of police force to preserve order within nations and States.
Such sentiment is now weak. For people generally have come to realize
that the problem is much the same everywhere in governmental subdivisions
of whatever size or nature. And all human experience supports this conclusion. No successful effort in the preservation of order has ever succeeded without police force. There have been for hundreds of years proposals and efforts
made to provide international systems of law and order-from the time of Henri
of Navarre in the sixteenth century to now. Plans have been proposed by William Penn, Benjamin Franklin, Immanuel Kant, and others, all recognizing
the necessity for force to carry them out.
Perhaps no better statement of the historical situation has ever been made
than that by the League To Enforce Peace, sponsored by such distinguished
Americans as William H. Taft, Senator Henry Cabot Lodge, and A. Lawrence
Lowell, president of Harvard University, about 40 years ago. A few sentences
from the preamble of the document creating this league should be quoted:
"Throughout 5,000 years of recorded history, peace, here and there established,
has been kept, and its area has been widened, in one way only. Individuals have
combined their efforts to suppress violence in the local community. Communities have cooperated to maintain the authoritative state and to preserve peace
within its borders. States have formed leagues or confederations or have otherwise cooperated to establish peace among themselves. Always peace has
been made and kept, when made and kept at all, by the superior power of superior
numbers acting in unity for the common good."
,
Among the measures that this league declared would have to be used by the
nations to preserve peace is the following:
"The signatory powers shall jointly use forthwith both their economic and
military forces against any one of their number that goes to war, or commits
acts of hostility against another of the signatories."
The wisdom of President Taft and the other distinguished Americans is now
generally recognized and the statement of President Theodore Roosevelt that
any world organization must have the power to prevent war "by force, if necessary," is generally supported. It is now realized that the great weakness of
the League of Nations, although the use of force was authorized as a final measure, lay in the fact that such authority was never implemented and the League
was never able to enforce any decision it made. The United Nations is in that
same situation today. It would be hard to conceive of a more significant step
that could be taken than that proposed in the resolution.
One other feature of the resolution appeals to me. That is the practicality
of taking the step and achieving something by it. To amend the United Nations Charter, or to implement it by agreement in the way provided in the Charter, seems perfectly hopeless now. According to the procedure outlined in the
resolution, although Russia in the light of her record would hardly be expected
to become a signatory to such a convention, the convention would be legal and
binding upon those nations which signed it. This would be progress. As pointed
out by the sponsors of the resolution, it would not be a regional undertaking
and would be open to all member nations. It would be a significant step, even
without Russia and her satellites, toward the important objectives which have
been mentioned.
The procedure outlined in the resolution seems to me to provide a hopeful,
practical approach toward a much desired end.
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II. STATEMENTS IN SUPPORT OF SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 56
MANDEVILLE, JAMAICA, BRITISH WEST INDIES, March 2, 1950.

Senator ELBERT D. THOMAS,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D. 0.
DEAR SENATOR THOMAS: May I take the liberty of telling you how much I
hope for the endorsement of Senate Concurrent Resolution 56, on which you
have been conducting hearings. I wish I might have been in Washington to
hear the testimony, and, if possible, to have presented my own views. I should
be most grateful if you could bring to the attention of your subcommittee ci
UN Charter revision of my endorsement of the resolution and the enclosed
article I wrote for the Nation on the need for a world-government policy for
the United States. It covers much of the ground on which evidence has been
heard.
This brings you my respects and most cordial greetings.
Sincerely yours,
RAYMOND SWING.

[From the Nation, February 18, 1950]
PRESCRIPTION FOR SURVIVAL

(By Raymond Swing)
What is the greatest revolution of our times? If this question were to be
put to persons ranging from occupants of the White House to the humblest
American it is doubtful that the same answer would always be reecived, or
indeed, In most cases, the right one. Even if it were explained that by "greatest"
was meant the one affecting the most people most profoundly, the correct answer
might still not be obtained. For the revolution I thinking of is not the one in
science that produced atomic fission; that is only part of it. It is the revolution
caused by the fact that there no longer exists effective primary military defense
of civilian populations and areas a gainst destruction from a foreign enemy.
There remains only a secondary kind of defense in the possession of vast powers
of destruction. This can inspire fear in a possible aggressor and so deter him
from an attack, or it can damage him if he attacks and reduce his power to
destroy. But inspiring fear is at best only indirect defense. The revolution
is that even a strong nation, once attacked, has no physical defence against
partial destruction. With the development of present-day superweapons the
ability of weak nations to destroy is enormously increased. Strength, in the
full past meaning of the word, is no more. What remains is only the strength
to destroy; there is little of the strength to preserve and protect, which obviously
has been the bulwark of civilization.
The industrial revolution can hardly have been more far reaching, for this
new revolution has swept away all the accumulated tradition and wisdom in the
are of conducting international relations on which nations have relied for
security. Heretofore the art of statesmanship has consisted in creating and
directing power for the safety and well-being of peoples, in seeking to shield
countries and their inhabitants from harm. 'Now that there is no safety, the
art is ineffective. All great nations are trying today to protect their nationals
by practices applicable to conditions that no longer exist. It is as inane as
it would be to go on firing guns that all of a sudden had begun to shoot backward. Unable to prevent destruction, statesmanship is simply making an effort
to influence the area and intensity of destruction. It is trying to do this
by increasing the means of destruction, which is to betray itg full and horrible
helplessness.
The decision to proceed with the construction of the hydrogen bomb carries
the folly of present thinking about defense close to suicide. If fear is to be
man's defense, the fear must be magnified to the greatest possible extent. That
is to say that the greater the fear the greater the safety, another way of saying
that the greater the danger the greater the safety. The decision is based on
the presumption that if America is attacked it can destroy more of the enemy
with the hydrogen bomb than the enemy can destroy of America. But this is an
exercise in fantasy. Who can say how many countries will ultimately be making
the hydrogen bomb? Surely if America can make it, Russia can. Perhaps the
only possible, if farfetched, justification for making it is that the sheer madness
of it will shock the world-America included-into sanity. But sanity demands
first of all the recognition of the revolution through which military power is
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taking us. Statesmanship has arrived at a dead end. At the moment there isno promise that civilization will be redeemed from man's social incompetence
before it is destroyed by his scientific competence.
Partial recognition of the revolution Is behind the campaign to resume the
effort to establish a supranational control of atomic energy. President Truman
was urged not to sanction work on the hydrogen bomb before an attempt was
made to reopen negotiations for atomic control. He did not himself launch a
new attempt, a fact that as long as history is read may be held against his Nation
as an unparalleled delinquency. But in announcing the decision to make the
hydrogen bomb he did say that work on atomic weapons was to proceed "until a
satisfactory plan for the international control of atomic energy is conceived."
Not having done the sane thing, he nevertheless prescribed the shock treatment
to bring the world back to sanity.
But it must be doubted whether the world, America included, can or will beshocked into sanity. Most Americans-and surely President Truman-believethat the reason there is not now international control of atomic energy is that
the Soviet Union rejected the Baruch plan. Consequently the shock treatment,
as Americans will read the diagnosis. will only work if Russia suddenly becomes
sane. But if sanity consists in facing up to the whole revolution-not simply theatomic chapter of it-it
will not be enough for Russia to be shocked. The United
States Government has no present intention to establish a new order of statesmanship that rules out reliance on military power for national defense. And until the American people offer to make this contribution to security, the reign of
sanity cannot begin.
The Truman administration, and most Americans, have believed until quite
recently that the only road to peace lay in Russian acceptance of the Baruc
plan. That act was to be the test of grace; without it agreement was worthless.
Yet once America lost the monopoly of making atomic explosives on an industrial
basis, the Baruch plan became as obsolete as the Hiroshima bomb. For the plain
was based on our having something no one else had, which we would surrender
to a world authority only after Russia had paid us with far-reaching guaranties.
Russia was the inferior, America the superior. In a narrow sense it is truethat there is no international control now because Russia rejected the Baruch
plan. But it is obvious that Rusia refused to accept international control because it did not relish the inferior status assigned to it by the Baruch plan and,
being confident it soon would have the bomb, knew it did not need to. If there is
to be international control there must be a new proposal, to be negotiated by
equals in the terms and spirit of equality. It may be of some small comfort that
President Truman in his statement of January 3f did not say again that the
Russiftns must accept the Baruch plan. He said only that there must be "a satisfactory plan." This appears to leave room for new negotiations. But the hydrogen-bomb anouncement also appears to have sealed off this room. If the Russians
were not to be pressured into accepting the Baruch plan, they ate not likely to be
pressured into anything by the hydrogen bomb. They are sure to believe that,.
if it can be made, they can make it. So it must be questioned whether there is
anything to the shock therapy in international relations. And if there is doubt
about it, it was the height of madness to use it.
One difficulty created by the cold war is that it makes everything America
does right and unquestionable for Americans and everything Russia does wrongand indefensible. So even though America is a free country, the process of examination and reason is dangerously impaired. Some detachment is required
to see that the issue is not whether Russia will accept the Baruch plan or onelike it. This plan was no more than a beginning of acknowledging the revolution
which has taken place. It was no more than a sector of it, a vivid and novel one,
so fresh and stirring that it might electrify minds wearied by the war. The
revolution is that the whole fabric by which civilization enjoyed any safety has
gone. This safety is not restored by abolishing atomic weapons. All the weapons
of the last war remain, plus rockets and bacteriological and other destructive devices still undealt with. Japan and Germany can testify that even the destruction accomplished by weapons invented and put into mass production years agohas made primary military defense a myth. But Americans are not officially
dedicated to controlling these weapons. They are concerned with the creation
of still more military power as the chief means of making themselves safe.
They admit that the atomic bomb endangers this policy; the Baruch plan expresses this admission. But the assumption remains that, once atomic energy
is controlled, no further heed need be paid to the revolution produced bymodern military power. So they go on being absorbed by the cold war, the power
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rivalry continues as the chief motive of foreign relations, and the Baruch plan
itself has degenerated into being nothing more than a move in the cold war.
Indeed, the hydrogen bomb now becomes the most sensational of all moves'in
that war. Thus Americans are resigned to the fact that the Baruch plan has
not led them to a plateau of new and sane statesmanship.
Let it be admitted that progress toward this plateau has been made difficult
by the Russians. It was they who first regarded the Baruch plan as a move in
the cold war, and they certainly were wantonly reckless in not finding in it the
ideas, if not the program, for ultimate accord. They have stuck grimly to
faith in national sovereignty-the concept above all others that the revolution
in military might has rnade untenable-and have allowed themselves only the
most gingerly approach toward accepting international inspection. But so long
as the Russians were assigned to an inferior level they could hardly be expected
to take the lead in propounding ideas still more superior to the supranational
control of atomic energy. The Russians, having come last on the stage of social
civilization, and having done so only after open war with the democracies at
the close of World War I, may still be unsure of themselves, but they are doubly
unsure of their opponents. They have indeed been sly, skeptical, and unfailingly untrusting. Even so, they have not been as inflexible in the Atomic
Energy Commission of the UN as is the general Impression in America. They
have made veiled concessions, even if they have not taken the lead in breaking
ground with new ideas. Had they been approached directly in the first place, as
equals in two-power negotiations and, had America shown any interest in discussing terms for preventing the cold war, it seems probable that progress
might have been made. Secretary Stimson before his resignation warned the
Truman administration that any other approach, and certainly that of discussion
by many governments, was bound to fail.
Unless the rest of the world is in earnest about abandoning military power
as the basis of national policy, the Russians cannot be expected to believe it
will do so. Obviously they do not believe it, and will not until the rest of the
world gives convincing proof of its desire for a new dispensation to replace
the reign of national military power. In other words, the failure of statemanship
to grapple with the problems raised by the revolution military power cannot
be blamed solely or first on the Russians. It would be exhilarating indeed if
they should now turn into crusaders for world law and the replacement of
armies and bombs by courts and police. That would vastly simplify the problem
of averting war. But is it the American case that since the Russians are not
more enlightened than we, there must be hydrogen bombs and all the preoccupation with amassing destructive power to use against them?
The real question to be answered is whether Americans have faced up to the
revolution in military power and drawn basic conclusions from it. It will
not do to answer that they did so in making the Baruch proposal; that was not
enough, as Mr. Baruch himself indicated in introducing it, when he said that
all weapons of mass production would ultimately have to be controlled. Now
that the Russians can make atomic explosives we no longer hold a one-sided
advantage, and it should be clear to us that the whole problem of power must
be dealt with. We should ask the Russians, the British, and all others wielding power to join us in evolving a system of international relations that does
not permit the creation and use of military power for national purposes. We
must be prepared to surrender our own right to military power and invest instead in a supranational authority that will apply international control to all
the major weapons. We must do this before it is too late if Americans are to
have safety from destruction. The only way to make Americans safe is to
assure all others the same safety. This, of course, is the opposite of what
President Truman has done in authorizing the hydrogen bomb.
Such an objective does not rule out international control of atomic weapons
as an immediate subject for negotiation. Negotiations might well start with this,
but they will fail if it is not made clear that the entire field of military power
is to be covered and a revolutional system of international relations worked
out. Naturally they must be accompanied by. an armistice in the cold war
and an announced willingness to settle its outstanding issues by the only device
of statesmanship, accommodation and mutual concessions. The proposal must
be set forth on the most complex, far-reaching, and portentous negotiations that
ever took place. We should have to expect-and indeed should desire--the
parliamentary type of opposition and strategy in such negotiations, and since
the UN Charter would have to be revised, that is the routine way of arriving
at the end result. But it can and should be known to all, and in time believed
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by all, that the United States for its part is ready to go the whole way to avert
war, and is not seeking merely to put Russian in the wrong.
The test to be applied to any system now advocated for world relationships
is whether it takes full account of the revolution in military power. The
Baruch plan did not, being only the limitation of a single type of weapon.
'The United Nations as now constituted has neither power nor control over
national power. Proponents of the Atlantic Union, a partial world federation
that excludes Russia until certain internal political standards are met, still
rely on military power for security. In fact, they use much the same logic as
those who want the hydrogen bomb when they say the federation would be
so strong that Russia would never dare attack it. They disregarded the
revolution which prevents any nation, and even a partial world federation
of nations, from providing physical protection for its citizens In the event of war.
All such plans rest for security on the now dominant thesis that the greater
the danger the greater the safety.
Any proposal for the control of military weapons that does not include the
Soviet Union at the outset is a proposal to amass power against Russia. It may
insure tremendous destruction in Russia if war comes, but it cannot prevent
tremendous destruction by Russia. A proposal that leaves Russia out cannot
guarantee to avert the destruction of civilization but rather brings it nearer by
relying for safety on fear and the means of wrecking devastation. It leaves
out of account the revolution in the nature of power.
The program of a limited world federation offered by the United World
Federalists meets the test of taking the revolution into account. It is not
concerned with internal affairs in any country, but solely with finding a way to
place world security under super-national authority. The program is not more
drastic than the Baruch plan; it simply is more comprehensive, and it should be
presented as being no more than the Baruch plan carried to its logical conclusion
and provided with legislature, courts, and enforcing and inspecting powers. True,
a fool-proof police system that at a stroke will be able to suppress all modern
weapons is not possible. But the success of any government-of world government, too--is in the'spirit in which it operates, not in its capacity to coerce great
sections of the human race. Unless men want peace and want it enough to
delete from national sovereignty the right to possess military force and use it
against nations, they will get world war III with all its dire consequences. The
technical difficulties of a world government are sure to be great, but they are
not the chief difficulty-that is to arouse and maintain the world will to
establish it. Once a world government is willed witl sufficient faith, the technical
difficulties will be found capable of solution. The lack. of will is not confined to
Russia. And the only contribution the United States can make to overcome
this difficulty is to clarify its own will and proclaim it.
The proposal to strengthen the United Nations into a limited world federation
has already been widely debated, and the present Congress has before it resolutions calling on the administration to take the lead in seeking amendment of
the UN Chartdr to this end. The chief resistance to the proposal comes from
those who consider the whole idea, however attractive, utterly beyond reach,
the Russians being what they are. One of the lamentable results of the cold war
is that it has made us accept our own propaganda without further thought.
We ourselves have been changed by the cold war beyond recognition, being now,
for instance, a supermilitary nation with a pathological obsession about political
conformity. Similarly the Soviet Union has been altered by the cold war, even
though it will be impossible for those fed on cold-war propaganda to realize that
what we see is not the Russia that might be. What Russia or the United States
would be like in a world of security in which rivalry for military power had
ended is indeed exhilarating to contemplate. But if Americans are to wait for
the Russians to purify the air of the world for them, they will wait in vain. It
does not appear to be the Russian destiny to lead mankind, Americans included,
to what Bishop Oldham has called the New Jerusalem of world law. But might
it not be the American destiny? Is this not the real issue before the American
people? Will they assume the moral leadership of the world? Will they first
-clarify their desire for a world of law and then crusade to convert other nations?
It can come no other way. It cannot be produced by sullen diplomatic gestures,
by stern measures to "contain" communism, or, heaven knows, by proclaiming
the search for an explosion that can expunge the whole of Moscow in a flash. All
these doings show the dead end to which statesmanship has come.
A new road must be opened, and the very opening of it will help clear the air.
If the United States should make the achievement of a limited world government
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the objective of its foreign policy and take all possible steps to insure American
entry into such a system, if it should seek the rebuilding of the United Nations
to this end and announce its desire to be done with cold war and the rivalry
based on military power, that initiative would put oxygen into the exhausted air
of international misunderstanding. This is not to say that all that is needed is
American conversion and leadership. There will be needed wisdom, patience,
persuasive eloquence, good will, and, naturally, the equal desire of the rest of
the world to live in safety and the faith of the rest of the world that it can do
so. But all America has to offer is itself. As yet no such offer has been made.
J. Alvarez del Vayo in his recent autobiography twitted American liberals for
having merely ideals and no policy, referring specifically to the campaign for a
world government. But probably the only policy within human capacity able to
break the tensions of the power struggle and produce the 4tente in which
international reason can operate is this of America enlisting the world in the
effort to construct a new regime of law. All policies that stop short of that,.
ignoring the revolution in military power, serve only to invite the destruction
which that revolution has brought so near.
One can, of course, argue that even if America takes the lead, adopts a worldgovernment policy, obtains revision of the UN Charter, and convinces part of
the world of the need for world law, the program may fail because the Russians
may reject it. Hence, one may say, the effort is not worth making. But to say
that is to declare that we are absolved from seeking safety for ourselves and all
mankind since we have no advance assurance that the Russians will match us in
morality and wisdom. If that is what we have come to, the hydrogen bomb may
well be our measure as a moral people.
STATEMENT OF WALTER P. REUTHER, INTERNATIONAL PRESIDENT, UNITED AuTOMOBILE, AIRCRAFT, AORicuLTURAL IMPLEMENT WORKERS OF AMEOA (UAW-

CIO)
At its twelfth national convention which was held at Milwaukee in July 1949,
the United Automobile, Aircraft, Agricultural Implement Workers of America
(UAW-CIO) adopted a foreign-policy resolution which contained the following
paragraph:
"We hold that the United Nations offers the best immediate hope and mechanism for the establishment of groundwork agreement and the rule of conduct
which must ultimately be forged into world goverfiment."
In line with that resolution, UAW-CIO strongly supports the World Federation Resolution, Senate Concurrent Resolution 56, sponsored by 111 Members of
the House and 22 Members of the Senate.
We recognize that in discussing the direction in which we want the United
Nations to develop there is real danger of diverting attention and support from
the existing organization. We regard the United Nations as an indispensable
bridgehead which must be defended and, when possible, expanded. Those of
us who are concerned with the future of American foreign policy must frame
our statements of objective in terms which leave no doubt of our determination
to support and defend the existing United Nations Organization. We feel that
Senate Concurrent Resolution 56 is so written.
It is our judgment that the first step which can usefully and constructively
be taken toward world government is the declaration of policy contemplated by
the world federation resolution. That declaration of policy will, in effect,
be an offer to the world. It will be a notice that, on the condition of reciprocity,
the United States is prepared to make a sufficient deposit of sovereignty in the
United Nations to make the United Nations capable of maintaining peace-and
preventing aggression.
Once this offer is made, it must be interpreted through official as well as
private channels to the peoples of the world and to their governments. The
goal must be to secure the participation of all the nations of the world. We
feel that the offer would be invalidated and that its moral force would be greatly
lessened if it were to be accompanied by a statement of the measures to be taken
should certain nations reject the offer and decline to participate in the necessary revision of the United Nations Charter. We submit, moreover, that the
time to formally an4l publicly consider such measures is after the offer has been
made, not now. This being the case, the UAW-CIO would, at this time, oppose
dny proposal to proceed with a partial federation before the United States has
either stated or attempted to secure international support for the objective of a
world federation of universal membership. For this reason we do not endorse
the Atlantic Union resolution.
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It is of the utmost importance that liberal organizations, in combination with
the American labor movement, interest themselves increasingly in foreign policy.
No American worker and no liberal can afford to be indifferent to the direction
in which American foreign policy develops. The present drive for world' government might conceivably develop in such a manner as to be destructive to the
United Nations and to the hope of peace. There is just one guaranty that this
will not happen. That guaranty is in the vigorous and active participation of
conscientious Americans in and out of Congress, in and out of Government.
This Nation must have a positive, constructive, and dynamic program to offer
the weary and frightened peoples of the world. Anticommunism and military
preparedness are not enough. We must find a great idea which common people
everywhere can associate with their hopes and aspirations. World government
is such an idea.
STATEMENT Or JMRrY VOORHIS

A short time ago the head of the Government of the United States announced
that, this country would proceed to the manufacture of hydrogen bombs. It was
solemnly stated-that the United States was embarking upon this course in order
that this country might employ such a weapon in. the preservation of peace.
Every American citizen believes that statement-believes that the only purpose
of this country is indeed to preserve the peace.
But it is not as simple as that and for reasons made plain by a moment's
thought, the decision of this country to make hydrogen bombs is necessarily
fraught with a terrifying significance for the very life of mankind on this earth
We know that man has existed on the world for only a second of time as God
reckons it. We know that other forms of life on this, and probably on other
planets, have perished and utterly disappeared. And while we confidently believe
man to be God's greatest and highest work, there is no logical reason to suppose
that he too may not one day disappear.
If he does it will be by his own hand. Unless the present drift of history is
changed, we face the very real possibility that that very thing will happen.
We know too that those who told the American people there was or ever
could be a "secret" to the atomic bomb were wrong-terribly and tragically
wrong. We know that science is one body of knowledge and experience and
that if one nation can make hydrogen bombs, other nations can and will do so
too. Indeed one of the reasons it was decided that this Nation should manufacture hydrogen bombs was because of the belief that Russia would do so in
her quest for power and domination.
As long as nations possess the unlimited right to create armaments and
weapons at will there is only one possible result and consequence. A war will
be fought and it will be fought with the most frightful weapons it has been
possible to devise up to that time. And both sides will almost certainly possess
those weapons. We are told there is no foreseeable limit to the destructive power
of the hydrogen bomb.
The road we are now traveling is the road of an armament race without any
limitations whatsoever; an armament race to see who can first harness the lifegiving warmth of the sun and the beauty of the stars into an engine for the
obliteration of human life. It is a race to construct weapons which cannot be
employed against opposing armies but only against civilian populations.
The results of such an armament race the scientists have told us; they have
told this committee. They have told us there is, and probably can be, no defense
against these weapons.
We are in a race the ultimate and logical conclusion of which can, with only
a little exaggeration, be described as following: It is a race to see whether, when
the world is rendered unfit for human habitation, Russia or the United States
will have the very questionable glory of having accomplished that purpose. I
suppose the nation which does accomplish it will have preserved its "sovereignty"
and will have "won" the war.
It will have lost most of its people, the habitability of the most vital sections
of its country; more than all else it will have lost its soul.
it is impossible to escape the awful impact of the words of Mr. Walter Lippmann who wrote on February 10 as follows:
'"The United States, as the first to make an atomic bomb, the first to use an
atomic bomb, the first to declare that it will make the hydrogen bomb, has a
peculiar and unavoidable and most solemn moral obligation to mankind.
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"There is no way the American people can divest themselves of the duty to
search for a decent and an honorable alternative to a war of extermination.
"They cannot sit down, fold their hands across their stomachs, saying they have
reached the limits of their wisdom, and that there is nothing more they can do
except to make more and bigger bombs.
"The day we did that would mark the death of the American spirit.
"Though our cities escaped destruction and our bodies remained alive, we
should have renounced our hopes, resigned our role, surrendered in the battle.
"Whether we won or lost the race of armaments, we should have lost the
struggle for men's souls, and the right to their trust and their faith.
"To such depths of inertia and spiritual decay and intellectual defeatism we
have not sunk, and no one can push us into those depths, while we are alive and
kicking.
"This Nation has a destiny which is not yet fulfilled. Our people will not shrink
from the labor of thought and the searching of their own souls which their awful
responsibility demands."
I believe Mr. Lippmann is right. I do not believe we will shrink from our
awful responsibility.
It is against such a back drop that this committee of distinguished Senators
of the United States is called upon to consider three resolutions upon the disposition of which the very chance of the continuance of human life upon this earth
may very directly depend.
For by the passage of Senate Concurrent Resolution 56 a first long step in discharging the inescapable responsibility of which Mr. Lippmann speaks would
have been taken. That resolution would assert it to be the policy of the United
States to so strengthen the United Nations as to transform it into a World
Government with powers limited and defined but adequate to maintain and
enforce peace among the nations.
That resolution would set this Nation's course along the most logical road for
any nation to take which declares as we do that support of the United Nations is
a keystone of its foreign policy. That resolution would set our Nation's. course
along the only path whereby we can realize the purposes set forth in the AchesonLilienthal report on atomic energy control and the so-called Baruch plan presented
by this country to the United Nations but blocked by the Russion veto.
Above all, right at this time, when nations which would themselves use these
frightful weapons to dominate mankind inevitably suspect us of that same purpose, such a declaration by the United States is the one way whereby we can gain
that moral leadership in the world which must be in American hands if there is
to be any hope of peace. By passage of Senate Concurrent Resolution 56 we
could, in the words of Walter Lippmann, gain the right to the trust and faith of
men in other nations.
The most desperate necessity of our time is for the United States to assert the
moral leadership of which she is undoubtedly capable, but which she has not yet
fully laid hold upon. No nation has ever or ever will dominate the lives of
people by means of either military or economic power. The only answer to
mankind's present staggering problem will be moral force. It is well for us
to recall that the moral law, the law of God if you will, operates today as inexorably as it did before the first atomic bomb was dropped.
The only possible excuse-and even that excuse may be questionable-but the
only possible excuse for setting in the world a bomb of unlimited destructive
power is, in the words of the President, that we propose to use it to preserve peace.
But the only way other nations will believe us when we say that and the only way
we can prevent our action becoming a tremendously effective springboard for
Communist propaganda is if we make absolutely plain our readiness to join with
all other willing nations in merging our power with theirs and in creating a
World Government capable of preserving peace and hence capable of preventing
the use of such weapons except in the cause of peace.'
If America will solemnly state now that her purpose is to build the strength
of the United Nations and the ability of all willing nations to enforce peace it
will put a wholly different aspect upon our strength and power in the eyes ofthe
rest of the world.
It is both obvious and also idle to say that such a course will be difficult or
that such an effort is new in the history of mankind. So is the atomic age new.
So is the hydrogen bomb.
In its lead editorial for February, 5 the New York Times set forth with fearless
eloquence the fact that but one course remains open to us if we would save our
children's chance for life. The Times said:
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"The United States and its allies and associates have done the best they could
beginning with the "agreed declaration" of this country, Canada, and Britain in
November 1945; continuing with the Moscow proposal of Britain, Russia, and
the United States in December 1945, to set up a United Nations Atomic Energy
Commission; proceeding with the Baruch plan of June 1946; trying fruitlessly
to'get Russia to agree to international ownership and control as the only alter.natives to international death and destruction. The Russian counter-plan; relying on inspection and promises, has never won votes in the United Nations
Assembly outside the Soviet bloc.
"We have done the best we could, but In nearly 4 years we have made no progress. Russia has succeeded In producing an atomic explosion of her own; we
have apparently demonstrated, In labomtory experiments, the feasibility of an
H-bomb; but we are no nearer taming the monsters we have created than we were
in June 1946. The prospect is horrifying. Last Thursday it moved Senator
McMahon, chairman of the Joint, Committee on Atomic Energy, to propose 'the
immediate initiation of a moral crusade for peace,' in which he, for one, was
ready to have our Government spend $10,000,000,000 a year for 5 years. He was.
not dismissed as an idle dreamer-it seems to be realized that the choice now is
between noble dreams and ghastly nightmares.
"It should be pointed out that Senator McMahon was in no childishly ingenuous,
mood. There must first be 'an effective program for international control of
atomic energy.' Peace will come no nearer and humanity will be no safer because.
kind words have been exchanged. Billions of dollars will not alone buy peace.
We need to be able to coerce the offender who breaks the peace; we are required
by destiny to give guaranties that we ourselves will not so offend.
"We are compelled, in short, to accept the concept of a world government inso.
far as atomic weapons are concerned--or, indeed, so far as any manifestation
of scientific war is concerned. We in the United States have been prepared for
that step since 1946. We have been the internationalists, the advocates of publicownership in a vast and critical field; the professed followers of Karl Marx have
taken the parochial and reactionary view. This shrinking bubble of a world, this
little lump of dirt and water, has grown too tiny for such doctrines; the minute
forms of life that a cosmic observer might call humanity can survive only if there
is unity among them on this one essential; that they will not use the means now
at their disposal to destroy each other.
"The United States, going ahead with the H-bomb because in self-defense it
must, nonetheless stands committed to peace and the survival of man and man's
civilization. This is what we have been, as Senator McMahon said, 'whispering'
to the world. We must make our whisper a real 'Voice of America.' There is not
too much time. We must Invent a durable peace before someone invents a more
powerful bomb."
Let me repeat that the Times stated in so many words, "We are compelled to
accept the concept of world government insofar as atomic weapons are concerned-or indeed so far as any manifestation of scientific war is concerned."
Acceptance of that concept is precisely what would be done by the passage of
Senate Concurrent Resolution 56.
I am not here to tell the committee that I want a world government. As a
matter of fact, I am as concerned about some of the implications of world govern,
ment as are some of the people who have come here to oppose these resolutions,
I see the seriousness of the task of keeping the powers of such a world govern.
ment within such bonds as would without much doubt at the beginning compass it.
But I am much more concerned over what I am convinced the fate of mankind
will be if we do not establish some sort of world government by the orderly process of amendment of the United Nations Charter. And, furthermore, I cannot
escape the logic of this final, to me, clinching argument. The scope of government
has all through history been reasonably commensurate with the power of weapons
to destroy life. Each nation Is a peace group, within itself, which up until a few
years ago was reasonably capable of preventing weapons of destruction from
blotting out its society. But on the day the first atomic bomb was dropped oil
Hiroshima mankind entered an era in which he is compelled to live with weapon
of potentially universal destructive power-or to die at their hands. On thai
day at Hiroshima world government became inevitable. Either it will be established by conquest which will impose a dictatorship of force upon the peoples of
the earth; or else it.wilr be established in some such manner as Senate 'Concurrent Resolution 56 contemplates and'will issue into a democratically controlled
government where powers can be defined and limited by' the peoples and nations
which carefully create it. That, Mr. Chairman, is the real choice before us. "'
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STATEMENT SUBMITTED BY FRIENDS' GENERAL CONFERENCE, PHILADELPHIA 2,

PA.

We would like first to commend the Senate Foreign Relations Committee for
giving thorough attention to this most important subject about which so many
thoughtful people in our country are deeply concerned. The aims of Senate
Concurrent Resolution 56 are high and so we trust are the sights of this committee.
In the following brief statement the peace and service committee of Friends'
General Conference hopes to convey to you their sincere convictions concerning
the importance of the United Nations and the necessity of its development. in
time to a world federation which would have the authority to provide law in the
world community. Endorsement of this resolution would indicate that this
country is prepared to build for peace. It would seem now if one examines our
budget, our newspapers and magazines and the emphasis on science for destruction that this country was a leader in the strategy and techniques of not
just war, but of annihilation.
The people of this country as well as the people of Russia and of all countries have a natural urge to survive. Let us mutually plan for that.
The United Nations is the chief force holding the world together at this time.
The foreign policy of our country should therefore be based on the aims and
essential purposes of the world organization namely, peace, friendship and welfare. At this period, as at all times, strengthening the United Nations can best
be accomplished through using it and never bypassing it. It is quite clear that
only so can it develop and grow in authority for the world community.
We believe that it is valuable for the United States to avow the sound political
principles of world federation, that the world organization should be a government of limited and delegated powers. We need to show the peoples and the
nations of the world that this is the intention of the United States. For this
reason we believe the passage of this resolution would be a statesmanlike move
for our country at this time.
If we declare world federation to be our goal and if we are consistent with
that plan, it means that we must make further use continuously of the agencies of the United Nations to carry out international efforts. The necessary program of expanding technical and economic development of underdeveloped
areas should be administered through the United Nations as Senator Brien
McMahon has pointed out in his most excellent speech of February 2 in the
Senate. Such international enterprises give experience in international cooperation and also tend to build up the capacity for self-government and the ability
to cooperate internationally.
We believe firmly that universalism should be our aim and that all nations
should be brought into the United Nations and that this could aid its development
into a world federation. Since it is fundamentally true that peace is indivisible those who now are dividing the world into collective defense blocs will
find this divisive process an unsound approach to the establishment of a framework for peace. For these reasons we oppose the Atlantic Union proposal as a
divisive military coalition, and furthermore a restricted federation within the
United Nations would contribute perhaps fatally to its dissolution.
The atomic power diplomacy which the United States has been pressing and
demonstrating since August 6, 1945, seems clearly in the opposite direction from
the principles contained in the Charter of the United Nations and in the Atlantic
Charter. The atomic bomb is a weapon not of defense but of the extermination
of populations. It is a betrayal of all standards of morality. It represents
bankruptcy in statesmanship. The global plan of using our taxpayers billions
for "general economic aid and help to all countries including Russia", suggested
by Senator McMahon, stands out clearly as the road to sanity and even to security. It is a logical answer to the needs of depressed peoples. The use of
atomic energy for peace would "generate universal material progress and a
universal cooperative spirit".
The aims of this Resolution 56, which your committee is considering, depend
upon this universal cooperative spirit and its development is our first business.
President Romulo of the General Assembly said at the dedication exercises on
October 24, 1949, that good will was the real cornerstone of the United Nations.
Good will is surely the basis of understanding and progress. It is necessary for
the development of the world organization,
In proclaiming that world federation is our goal we indicate the true political
principles for a framework for peace. We believe that it is the only type of
international organization that can assure us disarmament, a prerequisite of
peace.
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We hold that all human beings are citizens of this world and that they require
law for their peace and order. Federation is the principle by which peoples
tan unite under one government without impairing their local autonomy. It
preserves the whole without destroying its parts. This Nation, to its honor, was
the first to implement this principle with a federal government. As the North
,Carolina resolution of March 13, 1941, states, "Federation vitalizes all nations
by endowing them with security and freedom to develop their respective cultures
without menace of foreign domination." The present world community needs
this same principle implemented though many now as formerly do not under-stand the decision that has to be made. We should realize that two World Wars
indicate that nationalism cannot preserve our security or the peace of the
world in spite of article 51. The United Nations is the existing cooperative
instrument for peace. An understanding of its spirit is necessary in order to
permit it to develop. We earnestly believe that the urgent hope of all pepoles
is for strengthening of the United Nations that it may become a world federation "with defined and limited powers adequate to preserve peace and prevent
aggression through the enactment, interpretation, and enforcement of world
law."
First there must be the will to peace, then the understanding of its essential
institution-world federation.
Submitted for Friends' General Conference byMRS. EDWARD MORRIS JONES,

Chairman, Peace and Service Committee.

STATEMENT

OF CASS CANFIELD, VICE PRESIDENT OF UNITED WORLD
AND CHAIRMAN OF HARPER & BROS., PUBLISHERS

FEDERALISTS

I take it that the Thomas subcommittee is mainly concerned in finding the
most effective approach to the achievement of world peace.
I submit that the way not to proceed is permanently to divide the world
into two opposing camps. Mr. Hoovers' proposal for a UN without the Soviet
Union is dangerous. So is, I believe, a federation of nations designed to exclude
the Soviet Union and her satellites. Finally, an Atlantic union of democracies
would not only eliminate Russia but also countries like India and others, particularly in southeast Asia, whose support and cooperation are greatly needed
by the United States.
I submit that the only statesmanlike approach to the problem of international
federation is to plan it on a world-wide basis. This country should initiate at
once steps to revise the UN Charter so that the UN will become, in effect, a
world government with power limited but adequate to keep the peace. Should the
Soviet Union block actual amendment of the Charter, we can then take steps to
initiate the formation of a federation within the UN consisting of all nations
willing to join. The invitation to Russia to become a member should remain
open, on the basis of her accepting the necessary safeguards that would have to
be imposed on all member nations.
I cannot say that I am hopeful that Russia would join a world federation at
this time. Nevertheless, and in spite of the present necessity of maintaining our
defensive armament, I think it most important that continuous efforts be made
to establish a world government rather than take steps likely to aggravate and
make permanent the cleavage now existing between the east and the west.
JUNE 1950.
CoMMTrTEE ON WORM PEACE OF THE WESTERN NORTH CAROLINA CONFERENCE OF THE
METHODIST CHURCH

MOUNT AIRY, N. C., June 1, 1950.
Senator ELBERT THOMAS,
Chairman,Subcommittee, Senate Foreign Relations Committee,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.
Dmn MR. CHAMMAN: I am secretary of the committee on world peace of the
western North Carolina conference of the Methodist Church. I appreciate this
,opportunity of placing before your committee the following information in support of Senate Concurrent Resolution 56.
64429-50-----49
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(Excerpts from The Methodist Church and War and Peace as adopted by the
general conference of the Methodist Church at its last meeting, May 7, 1948, in
Boston, Mass.; par. 1.25 of the 1948 Discipline of the Methodist Church:)
"We commend to the churches wider study of the structure of the United
Nations organization, confidence in its potential usefulness, and the undergirding of its delegates, with prayer and moral support of their efforts to create
a functioning international organization for peace and justice.
"Believing that permanent peace requires the taking of steps toward a federated
form of world government, we look beyond the United Nations organization to
the development of world government through a more effective use of the
machinery now available. A world of absolute national sovereignties competing
with one another leads inevitably to tension and conflict."
(Excerpts from the report of the committee on world peace adopted by the
western North Carolina conference of the Methodist 'Church at its last meeting,
September 24, 1949, at Winston-Salem, N. C. ; p. 143 of the Conference Journal:)
"The time is ripe for all lovers of peace to encourage continued open discussions
between the disagreeing nations. So long as the avenue of debate and discussion
is open, there is the possibility of peaceful settlement of present difficulties, and
the eventual development of a world government. Let us as a church, and as
individuals, urge the exploration of every possible means of securing world
government that the petty differences of nationalism may die the proper death.
"We believe in the United Nations. We realize its limitations and its weakness
under the United Nations Charter as it now is. We affirm our conviction that
unilateral policies and actions in international affairs endanger world peace.
We urge the development of the United Nations so that it can establish world
order under law.
"We believe our general conference has with sound wisdom declared, 'When
nations rely primarily on military force both the spiritual and economic foundations of peace are undermined.' The burden of maintaining armaments can
only be relieved when conditions of world law replace the present situation of
international anarchy."
Respectfully submitted.
OscAx K. MERrTT.
III. STATEMENTS IN SUPPORT OF SENATE CONCURRENT
RESOLUTION 57
WASHIN GTON, D. C., February6, 1950.
United States Senate, Washington, D. C.
DEAR SENATOR: I regret that I shall be away from Washington on Wednesday
and unable, therefore, to participate in the hearing on Senate Concurrent Resolution 57 before the subcommittee of the Committee on Foreign Relations. I
shall appreciate your making my views known to the committee.
As a cosponsor of the Atlantic Union resolution, I believe that action by the
President in inviting the North Atlantic nations to send delegates to akconference to explore the possibilities of a federal union within the framework of the
United Nations would have a most wholesome effect on world hopes for peace
while laying the groundwork of a future development of historic significance.
Such an exploration of the possibilities of federal union among the nations
of the Atlantic community, who have so much in common, would be timely.
We ate trying to solve our common problems through various agencies, including the North Atlantic Treaty. It seems to me that we could well explore the possibilities of a federal union of these nations involving the political, economic,
military, and monetary matters which we have in common.
Federal union, as best exemplified historically by the Thirteen Original American States, offers a practical framework for these nations in the future. The
proposed convention would not commit any of these nations to federal union, it
would simply provide an opportunity for discussion of our common problems
in the light of a most heartening suggestion for their solution. World peace
and justice, based on unity and law, would be the objectives, just as they are
the underlying objectives of the United Nations.
Sincerely yours,
EDWARD J. THYE, United States Senate.

The Honorable Esvs KEPAuvER,
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THE MOVEMENT FOR ATLANTIC UNION

Extension of remarks of Hon. Hale Boggs, of Louisiana, in the House of
Representatives, Monday, February 13, 1950
Mr. BOGGS of Louisiana. Mr. Speaker, the growing movement for a union of
Atlantic democracies which sponsored the North Atlantic Pact is less than 1
year old. It announced its formation on March 15, 1949, and then embarked
upon all-out support for the pact. On July 26, 5 days after the pact was ratified,
the Atlantic Union resolution-H. R. 107-111 and Senate Concurrent Resolution
57-was introduced into the House and Senate.
This resolution, as former Supreme Coart Justice Owen J. Roberts has said,
"offers a minimum of commitment with a maximum of hope." It provides in its
resolving clause:
"That the President is requested to invite the democracies which sponsored
the North Atlantic Treaty to name delegates, representing their principal political parties, to meet this year with delegates of the United States in a federal
convention to explore how far their peoples, and the peoples of such other democracies as the convention may invite to send delegates, can apply among them,
within the framework of the United Nations, the principle of free federal union."
This resolution is now before the House Foreign Affairs Committee. Hearings
on it by a subcomittee of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee are scheduled
for early February.
Since the introduction of this resolution the Atlantic Union Committee has
grown both in size and importance. Headed by Justice Roberts, former Secretary of War Robert P. Patterson, and former Under Secretary of State Will
L. Clayton, it now includes more than 270 distinguished Americans from all
sections of the country on its national council and has active chapters or community leaders in every State. More and more thinking Americans are beginning
to realize that its proposal offers the broadest and safest road to peace and prosperity.
The Atlantic Union Committee is endeavoring, as the resolution indicates, to
bring about early exploration of the possibilities of federating the Atlantic democracies. It seeks no commitment other than to explore; any proposals for action
which might develop from such exploration would be submitted to the Congress
and the American people for full discussion and consideration. Any actual
steps in federating with other democracies would require amendment of the
Constitution.
The practicality of this procedure has been underlined by two developments
which occurred during 1949. The first of these was the adoption of the North
Atlantic Pact, which furnishes a springboard for efforts by its parties to form
an ,Atlantic Union. Article 2 of the pact pledges them to contribute toward the
further development of peaceful and friendly international relations by strengthening their free institutions, by bringing about a better understanding of the
principles upon which those institutions are founded, and by promoting conditions
of stability and well-being and to encourage economic collaboration between any
or all of them.
The second development was the discovery that Russia can make atomic
bombs. When American cities have become exposed to atomic attack, the American people cannot afford to be content with small measures in their search for
peace and security. They cannot afford to indulge in the tragic tendency of
democracies to do too little and to do it too late.
How far the Atlantic democracies will be willing to go in federating cannot be
foreseen now, since that can be determined only when their leaders and experts
in government meet to consider together the complex problems involved. At this
stage, we can do no more than point to the experience of existing federal unions,
the greatest of which is our United States. They have been built upon a division
of powers, certain specified powers being granted to the Federal Government ana
the rest reserved to the local governments. Among those granted to the Federal
Government have been the conduct of foreign relations and defense, regulation
of trade and communications, and powers to issue currency, raise revenue, and
grant citizenship.
We can, furthermore, even at this stage, survey some of the consequences of
successful creation of an Atlantic Union loosely comparable to the federal unions
which have been established in the past. These are so far reaching as to indicate
that the birth of the Atlantic Union would mark a turning point in history and
make the second half of this century an era of peace and unprecedented prosperity.
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Peace and security are foremost in all our minds today. The Atlantic Union at
its creation would possess 80 percent of the world's industrial capacity. Endowed
with so vast a war potential and wide dispersion of territories, it would be too
strong to be defeated in war. With or without atomic bombs, no aggressive
government, and certainly not the cold-blooded Kremlin dictatorship, will undertake a world war unless it believes it can win.
The Union would possess at its birth a world predominance of power. This
predominance, moreover, would grow progressively as a result of two developments. The first would be the rapid increase in the productive capacity of all
the Union's people resulting from economic integration. The second would be
the expansion of the Union resulting from the voluntary accession of additional
free peoples. Thus the security of the union would grow year by year and decade
by decade, affording to all its peoples a prospect of enduring peace which does
not appear attainable by the methods we have pursued thus far.
The Union could be expected to establish a stable currency, and to create, at a
relatively early date, one great economic area comprising more than 300,000,000
consumers. Such a stable currency and decreasing fear of war would stimulate
private investment by both Americans and Europeans on an unprecedented scale.
Its huge economic area, free from barriers to trade, would permit within a market
twice as large as the United States the full development of the mass production
and specialization which have made our American standard of living so high.
All the expected benefits of European integration would be multiplied many
times in Atlantic integration covering a region which, unlike western Europe,
would possess a balanced economy. These results would soon become evident in
increasing productive capacity, rising standards of living, better business, more
income, and more wealth.
These economic advances, moreover, would make the burden of defense
progressively easier to bear. For union would decrease defense costs not only
in relation to income, but also in actual size. The inherent strength of the
union would enable it to maintain security with a smaller military establishment than the total of those the democracies would need separately. To take
one example, its navy would not need to be as large as the combined navies of
the United States and Great Britain. At the same time unification of forces
and command, standardization of weapons and equipment, and specialization
of functions and of production would make its forces far more efficient than the
combined national forces of the democracies could be.
Such savings in defense costs, plus those resulting from elimination of United
States Government aid to western Europe and of many thousands of officials
engaged in functions which union would render unnecessary, could be expected
to reduce the burden on the American taxpayer by billions of dollars.
There is something else which Americans have proved that they prize more
than either peace or prosperity. That is freedom. In the last 20 years the
frontiers of freedom have drastically receded. In the last few months we have
seen Communist despotism overrun the whole of China.
Creation of the Atlantic Union would reverse this process and set in motion
a progressive expansion of freedom. It would not only bring victory in the
cold war, it would also wrest the initiative from Russia in the war of ideas
and show up communism as the reactionary autocratic movement which it
actually is.
Due to the magnetic attraction of the union's security and prosperity, many
peoples who had not maintained free institutions would hasten to establish them
in order to become eligible for inclusion. Once these peoples were included, those
institutions would presumably be guaranteed by the union government, as a
republican form of government is guaranteed the States of our own country.
Meanwhile the peoples of the dependent territories of the Atlantic democracies
within the union would be developing self-government and evolving toward the
the status of states or nations.
. To appreciate the importance of these developments, we must remember
that
about two-thirds of the peoples of the world now have close ties with the Atlantic
democracies. Atlantic Union would strenthen these ties, not weaken them,
since these peoples would rely more on the union for security, markets, and
industrial products than they do now on the democracies separately. Many of
these peoples, notably those in South America, could be expected to seek to
join the union at an early date. Others, hoping to join it eventually, would
establish in the meantime some special relationship with the union governmentIn all. of them and over the greater part of the earth, creation of the union would
stimulate the expansion of freedom and the development of free institutions.
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Supposing that we Americans prove to have wisdom and vision as our forefathers did, sufficient wisdom and vision to take this great forward step, what
can we expect the world to look like a few years from now? There will be a
union of free peoples, too strong to be crushed in war and growing progressively
-in strength, extent, and prosperity. There will be hundreds of millions of
other peoples associated with the union and aspiring toward eventual inclusion
in it. Freedom will be on the march. Communism will be on the defensive,
compelled to concentrate on a task at which autocracy has always failed in the
end, the maintenance of its grip upon subject peoples. Mankind will be advancing by a road which is broad and direct, even though it is long, toward an
eventual free world.
ALSTATEMENT

OF HON. THOMAS H. BURKE, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
THE STATE OF OHIO

CONGRESS FROM

As one of the sponsors of House Concurrent Resolution 64, I am pleased and
honored to present my statement in support of Senate Concurrent Resolution 57.
I believe it to be one of the most important, most far-reaching, and most urgent
proposals to come before this Congress.
Historians will tell us that the progress of civilization has from earliest times
been based upon cooperation---cooperation within the family group, within the
tribe, the village, the town, the city, the state, and the nation.
We pride ourselves upon having -reached a high degree of civilization, but we
have not reached the top: we have not achieved world peace. If we are going
to have lasting peace, we must take the next logical step in the progress of
civilization: we must promote world government.
The nations of the world have for centuries relied upon diplomacy, and, failing
diplomacy, upon war, to settle their differences. The tensions, distrust, and
wariness with which the nations watch each other today indicate that we have
in reality settled nothing.
William, 0. Douglas, Associate Justice of the Supreme Court, gave us the
answer in a recent address. "The only alternative to diplomacy and war," he
declared, "is law. Law is a system for settling disputes by amicable means.
It is known to every civilized nation. It is th6 accepted method of handling
controversies between individuals.
"It has not often been used to settle conflicts between sovereigns. The difficulty
is that sovereigns are jealous of their sovereignty. They do not like to surrender
any of it. Each wants to remain the complete master.
"But, when pressures have been great and the community of interest strong,
sovereigns have been willing to take this step and by surrender of a bit of their
own sovereignty create a new government to administer to their common needs.
We did that in this Nation in 1787. When we formed the Constitution, each
State -transferred some of its sovereignty to the National Government. And the
Supreme Court was granted jurisdiction to resolve disputes between them."
To the objection that the nations of the world do not have the same community
of interest as did the American Colonies, we have Justice Black's answer:
"The community of interest that all peoples have in survival transcends
ideologies, political theories, and all economic and social dogma. We must seek
it out and cultivate it. We must by all possible means try to find the common
denominators of policy and action."
This is the age of atomic science. If we would not have it the age of atomic
warfare, we must provide political controls which would be fair to every nation
and acceptable to every nation. Our basic concept must be rule by law and not
rule by men.
The time has come to invoke world law; and, if we are to depend upon world
law, we must have an all-embracing government to set up the law, interpret,
and enforce it.
In subjecting ourselves to international disciplines directed toward peace,
the United States would not be relinquishing democracy, but extending it. The
best way to extend democracy is to convince other nations of the soundness of
its principles and to demonstrate that those principles can operate on an internatiopal basis.
Democracy has worked for us because we have implemented it with laws
designed to allow the individual as much freedom as possible but curtailing
that freedom when its exercise might Jeopardize the rights of others. Now we
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must work toward an international system of checks and balances which would
allow individual nations every possible freedom to manage their domestic affairs
and at the same time guard against the violation by one nation of the rights
of others.
House Concurrent Resolution 64 is the first logical step toward this goal,
and I cannot urge too strongly its adoption.

STATEMENT OF HoN. ROBERT

HALE, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
STATE OF MAINE

CONGRESS FROM THE

My name is Robert Hale. I represent the First Maine District in the House of
Representatives. I appeared before your committee at a hearing last month advocating the passage of Senate Concurrent Resolution 56, the so-called world
federation resolution. I also favor the passage of Senate Concurrent Resolution
57, the so-called Atlantic Union resolution, hearings on which were held in your
committee on February 8.
In my estimation the two resolutions involve no inconsistency. Senate Concurrent Resolution 56 looks toward strengthening the United Nations. Senate Concurrent Resolution 57 looks toward a free Federal union of the democracies which
sponsored the North Atlantic Treaty. I am aware that many people favor either
the one resolution or the other according as they may be principally concerned
with saving the spiritual values of democracy or saving society at large from
annihilation in wars of aggression. To some minds, accordingly, Senate Concurrent Resolution 56 seems dangerously general; to others, Senate Concurrent
Resolution 57 seems dangerously particular. Obviously, it seems to me, both
resolutions propose attempts at solving problems of the utmost urgency. While
the Congress of the United States cannot solve the problems, it can give an important impetus to their solution through formal action calling for the necessary
initial steps to be taken. Passage of Senate Concurrent Resolutions 56 and 57
would be important initial steps.
I do not know how long ago men first began to talk of integrating the democracies of western Europe, but the proposal was very conspicuously presented by
Clarence Streit's book Union Now, which was first published in 1939. It will be
recalled that in 1940 Winston Churchill offered the French a complete union with
the United Kingdom, a plan which the French rejected, apparently in the belief
that the cause of resistance to Hitler was already lost. Since the war the socalled Benelux union has been a step toward the unification o Holland, Belgium,
and Luxemburg. Plans for a larger union were concerted at Strasbourg last
summer. The Economic Cooperation Administration has recognized that unification of the western European economies is necessary to restore economic vigor to
those nations.
A modern society requires mass production and mass consumption in order to
raise the living standards of the individual now generally described as the common man. A lot of small nations will, in my opinion, find it impossible to reach
higher levels of prosperity than they have attained, and they may not even be
able. to maintain present levels of prosperity. The great prosperity of this country has been achieved through the fact that our Constitution guaranteed the producer a market from coast to coast, with no interruption through tariffs or
imposts to the free flow of commerce. The European democracies have the education, the political experience, the industrial skill necessary to create on the
eastern shores of the Atlantic a single nation of the first rank, employing for this
purpose the principles of federation which this country employed in arriving at
its present constitutional union. If the European democracies could be federally
united with this country under a charter amply safeguarding American sovereignty, the antitotalitarian forces of the world would be in a much better position
to resist the onslaughts of communism, which already dominates eastern Europe
and eastern Asia.
The North Atlantic Treaty has already traveled a part of the road and made
it easier to go the rest of the way toward a true union. The best chance of
preventing war with Russia is to take the steps to convince her that she cannot
win. Our abandonment of China and our unwillingness to occupy Formosa have
gone far to convince Russia that she can win. It will take a great deal of repair
work in Europe to come anywhere near offsetting the demolition in Asia.
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STATEMENT SUBMITTED BY HON. ANDREW JACORS, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS
FROM THE STATE OF INDIANA, WHO TESTIFIED AS FOLLOWS BEFORE THE HOUSE
COMMITTEE ON FOREIGN RELATIONS

Mr. JAcoBs. I was requested by some of the sponsors of this resolution to come
over. I feel that any statement I might make will appear rather sophomoric
because, in one sense, the question seems to me to be so simple, and then, on the
other hand, it is weighted down with so many complications.
I shall not attempt to review the phases of the question that have been covered
by the testimony of other witnesses in my presence, but I should like to inject one
thought into the consideration of this problem.
There is somewhere the nub or the gist of any question. It seems to me that
the gist of this question is the determination, upon the part of our country and
the part of all other countries, that they will or will not be willing to surrender a
certain amount of their sovereignty in order to make up the sovereignty that is
necessary for world government. By that, in more simple terms, I mean this:
As we see in attempting to enact laws in the Congress upon any subject, the
fellow that is going to benefit by regulation is always in favor of it. The fellow
that is going to be restrained to some extent by being regulated is against it.
That is the invariable rule.
So far as we are concerned, as Americans, we are ready now to form a world
government, a world government that will tell Russia or Germany, or any other
power, that the minute you make war you will be restrained, or if you have a
dispute with a neighboring nation we will do like a couple of farmers do down in
Indian. If they get into an argument on a line fence, they just call the justice
and impanel a jury and hold court. The jury will hand down a decision, but that
decision standing unsupported would mean nothing. An old tottering judge who
may be 75 or 80 years old may be sitting on the bench, and he would not be
able to whip Tom Thum with a broadax. But when he hands down the decision,
there is a constable there, and if the constable cannot take care of the situation,
the sheriff will. He can call upon the power of the county to back him up, or
the State militia will back him up. So that back of the decision there is a legal,
binding force. This force is provided to enforce the judicial determination
against all comers.
I simply mean to say this: If we want world government, we ourselves, as
Americans, must say that the time may come when we will go before an International Tribunal in a dispute in which we are involved and we must be prepared
to abide by the decision rendered.
1 believe the people who have talked about this question have dodged that
particular issue. It is like a bad word-you just do not say it. You just do not
talk about it.
I heard a very learned man make a speech one time trying to tell us how we
could have international government without surrendering any of our sovereignty.
Well, that just cannot be done. We must be prepared to surrender some of our
sovereignty and subject ourselves to the binding decisions of an international
tribunal if we are going to have a world government because it is a two-way street.
I am very much in favor of the idea of this resolution. I introduced one
myself which went further. In fact, it is in the same language as the basic
resolutions here, but it went further and called for leadership to be exerted to
establish the kind of world government that I have generally described here and
which would be binding upon everyone.
That time has arrived, in view of the tremendous power of weapons that have
been designed, for those nations who believe in this type of government, who
realize, as I think we all do, that without it we will always have war, for
among. nations, as among men, there are always those who will not live up to
moral precepts, and law with tribunals to decide disputes and a police force to
enforce such decisions is the only avenue to peace.
7 Nations will violate moral precepts and they must be restrained by law.
The law must be backed up by force. Those nations who believe that that is
necessary might form such an organization, within the framework of the United
Nations, by calling a convention pursuant to the provisions of the United Nations
Charter, and establish such a government affording it the sovereignty necessary
to restrain aggression by even those who do not adhere to it.
I have simply tried to present that one thought, Madam Chairlady. There is
no use for us ducking the question. It seems to me that that is the nub of
the whole problem.
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We must ourselves, as a Nation, make up our mind and try to convince other
nations that we should be sutjoct to international law and that all other nations
should be. I thank you very much.

Mrs.

DOUGLAS.

Thank you, Mr. Jacobs.

You have outlined one of the fundamental factors in this problem. Does
anyone want to ask any more questions?
We have one more witness, Mr. Ely Culbertson, who has come down from
New York, and we do want to hear from him.
Mr. BATTLE. I have no questions, Madam Chairman. I do wish to say that
the gentleman has made a very frank and open statement, as he always does.
I have admired his stand on many occasions, although I have been on other
sides of the fence. I appreciate your testimony.
Mr. JACOBS. Thank you.
Mr. JUDD. I would just like to say a word on this matter of sovereignty. Is it
not true that when people hold up their hands in horror and say, "We will
be surrendering some of our sovereignty," that they apparently are assuming
that we have absolute sovereignty and that we have absolute control over our
destiny? A nation does not have within its own hands thle decision as to whether
or not it goes to war. Japan made that decision for us. What kind of sovereignty
is it that we will be giving up when we do not have in our hands the decision
as to whether or not we go to war? Every other decision is secondary, yet other
people control that primary decision.
I am always astonished when people speak of our surrendering our sovereignty
when we do not have it.
Furthermore, all we will be giving up is the right to make aggressive war,
which we have no intention of doing. Why should it be difficult to give up the
right to do that which we do not intend to do? That is the bogey to which a
lot of people have closed their minds, that is, that we must surrender our sovereignty. They say that without sitting down and seeing what we get in return
for the surrender of that which we do not have.
Mr. JACOBS. I might observe at this point that there are other interests than
the actual right to wage war; for example, trade advantages, that might be
decided against us in an international court; whereas we could take unilateral
action if we were not bound by international law.
There are a great many things that enter into this question. The real point is
that the dispute which leads to war shall be legally decided and enforced by
peaceful means or legal force rather than a resort to war; that the vast majority
shall support the legal force so as to render the contest too hazardous for violators to dispute the legal decision.
Mr. JUD. We assume that we have complete control over our economy, but we
do not have. What happens in scores of places in the world can have the most
violent effect and most deleterious effect upon our economy, yet we have no
control over it. We can go into this kind of organization, under law that
will be agreed upon, with workable machinery, where we will not be master
of everything; but we have not been before.
Mr. JACOBS. That is right.
Mr. JuDD. In my judgment, the United States, with its power, its influence,
its wealth, and its potential military strength, can have more influence in such
an organization in the direction of her own interests than she can have outside
sulking.
Mr. CARNAHAN. I would just like to point out, with reference to your fine
statement, Mr. Jacobs, that I think you have discussed the point which bothers
most people, that is, whether or not we are going to be able to give up this socalled sovereignty. I would just like to ask you how you feel about this proposition: It seems to me that civilization, as we like it, has developed to the
point where we must have some type of world control.
Mr. JACOBS. There is no question about it.
Mr. CARNAHAN. If we are not willing to submit to becoming a part of world
government, are we not going to have to isolate ourselves into a position where
we cease to exist as a free Nation?
Mr. JACOBS. I think you a-re correct. I like to put that in these terms: The
divine hand of providence has put plenty here for us. All we have to do is to
develop the greatest asset of God's creation, that is, humanity, and quit fighting
over the other assets.
The horizon is unlimited if we could Just do that.
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Now those who violate moral precepts must be restrained. There is no use
in our being like ostriches and sticking our heads in the sand; we had better
talk about this question of sovereignty.
Let us get it out amongst the people. Let the people discuss it, and let us
-quit hiding the issue. The question is there; it must be settled; there is no
use in kidding around with it.
However, I do not think that if we do not do it the world is going to blow up.
I was in California when the first atom bomb was dropped. When I came back
home tome of my friends met me and said such things as "chain reactions are
'going to set in," and so forth. I said that I feared no such thing. God Almighty
bias turned His universe loose out here, and it is not going to blow up until He
is ready for it to go, but man can do a lotef damage.
I do not think the human race will be extinguished but rather it will eventually
fulfill its destiny. But why should we suffer in fulfilling our destiny if we can
use our heads a little and recognize that it is necessary for all of us to be subject to law?
No one ever asked me whether I wanted to be subject to the law of Indiana.
I was born in that State, and it was just assumed that I would be subject to
a law of that State; I was a citizen of Indiana, and I was subject to its law. I
think the people of every nation should be subject to the laws which are based
epon moral precepts.
I know there are complex questions to be settled in establishment of international law. It is a good deal like the mice deciding to put the bell on the cat.
Nobody in Mouseland knew just how to get the bell on the cat, but I think there
must be a way to do it; and it must be done or else we are going to have a lot
.of suffering.
Mr. CARNAHAN. Are we not going to have to decide this question? We admit
that the federation is good for us, and has brought us to the point where we
are. Now, are we going to assume that the federation cannot go any farther?
Mr. JACOBS. I think we should not assume such, because it is obviously not
true. Eventually, we will have a federation of the peoples of the world. There
must be that; eventually it will be.
Mr. CARNAHXN. I certainly thank you again for your very fine statement.
Mrs. DOUGLAS. Thank you, Mr. Jacobs.

The following statements from various members of the Council of
the Atlantic Union Committee in support of Senate Concurrent Resolution 57 were submitted for inclusion in the.record by the Honorable
Owen J. Roberts, president, Atlantic Union Committee:
STATEMENT

OF EDWARD J.

MEEMAN,

EDITOR, MEMPHIS-PRESS SCIMITAR,

MEMPHIS, TENN.

Twice in this century the Atlantic world has done its utmost to repel an
aggressor. Twice the Atlantic world, after complete victory, has been unable
to make peace. A Third World War is now a possibility. It would be overoptimistic to believe that we would necessarily win a third world war because
we won the first two, or that if we should win again, we would find it easier to
make peace than we have after the first two. Therefore, our problem is to
prevent war.
To prevent war we need make no sacrifice except of our fears and prejudices.
For Atlantic Union offers a greater and more secure freedom, a wider and
more secure field of economic operations, and a greater assurance of the protection and fulfillment of the national character and traditions of the respective
-countries that would make up the Atlantic Union.

STATEMENT OF ANDREW C.

PENNING,

REAR ADMIRAL, UNITED STATES NAVY,

CARMEL, CALIF.

Atlantic Union is a positive step toward preservation of world peace-it offers
the maximum of hope that our children and grandchildren will not have to go
through another war. Furthermore, the resolution does not contemplate immediate union but it does provide for immediate study, exploration, debate on
the merits and possibilities of union. Passage of this resolution would be a
-solemn warding to Russia that we mean business.
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STATEMENT OF H.

E.

YARNELL, UNITED STATES NAVY (RETIRED),

NEWPORT, R. I.

There is but little doubt that an Atlantic Union will do much to warn aggressors of the danger of going to war with a union of nations such as this
organization will represent.
Another world war must be avoided at all cost since there will be no winner.
The whole world will be in ruins.
Yet such a war becomes more likely if the western nations are weak and
divided. Strength is the only thing respected by the Communist regime.
It is sincerely hoped that the resolution now before Congress to call a convention to explore the proposal of an Atlantic Union will receive immediate and
favorable action.
STATEMENT OF PROF. PAUL G. STEINBICKER, DEPARTMENT
ST. LoUIS UNIVERSITY, ST. Louis, Mo.

OF GOVERNMENT,

I favor the passage of the Atlantic Union resolution now for two main
reasons:

1. It is a beginning on the only practicable, equitable, and reasonable means
of securing peace now, in our own lifetimes.
2. It is also a beginning, and the only plausible beginning, on the long and
arduous road to universal world government.

STATEMENT OP HAMILTON HOLT, PRESIDENT, ROLLINS COLLEGE, WINTER PARK, FLA.

Because it would be a further step toward the goal of world government; the
one thing that is most likely to bring peace on earth.

STATEMENT OF DANIEL W. LARUE, PROFESSOR, PENNSYLVANIA
COLLEGE, EAST STROUDSBURG, PA.

STATE

TEACHERS

If such a union on one side of the Atlantic can do so much, let us at least take
a look into the promised land and see what it could do if it were at work
in the same way on both sides.
To preserve and advance democracy, the free realm of free people, has always
been both the internal and the external policy of the United States. Every admission of a State has fostered it. Our every war was fought for it.
To pass the Atlantic Union resolution is to promote this policy by surveying,
at least, a highway along which many peoples now, and ultimately all humanity,
may decide to travel. It is a step which, taking advantage of this time of crisis
might redirect the course of history through centuries to come, and help to
create the new era of man.
STATEMENT OF PROF.

H. G.

MERRIAM,

STATE UNIVERSITY,

MISSOULA,

MONT.

As a person who spent several years in England and in Europe, I wish to
endorse any project that promises support for their democracies. The Atlantic
Union, in my opinion, does just that. In addition, it fosters confidence among
them and between them and us, and strengthens the largest hope for understanding among nations, the United Nations.

STATEMENT OF C. B.

HUDSON,

CENTRAL MISSOURI
WARRENSBURG, MO.

STATE TEACHERS

COLLGFR,

The most fundamental and philosophical proposal yet advanced for preserving the democratic way of life. The only positive solution in sight for stopping
totalitarianism and preventing World War III. The union of democracies must
have an overall authority to execute demands needed to protect man's liberty
and preserve the peace of the world. There is no more urgent need at this
time confronting the mind of man for his earthly safety and security. Since
this can be accomplished within the framework of the United Nations, the Atlantic
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Union resolution should be passed by this Congress early in 1950.
precious.
STATEMENT OF HERBERT

PELL, FORMER

CONGRESSMAN,

Time is

HOPEWELL JUNCTION,

N. Y.

The Atlantic Union does not offer a safe, sure, and easy road to the millennium.
It is expensive, dangerous, and difficult, but necessary. It offers not the best
chance for ease and prosperity, but the only chance for survival. The alternative
to union is disruption.
STATEMENT OF

W. D. COLE,

GENERAL COUNSEL, NEW YORK

During the neit 50 years there is ahead of us an unparalleled opportunity. It
is an opportunity to increase our knowledge, to increase the productivity of agriculture and industry, and to improve the lives of over 2,000,000,000 people.
Between us and this achievement stand two things: (1) the threat of Soviet
Russia to our free institutions, and (2) the threat to these same institutions if
we fail to match our progress in science and the production of material goods
with progress in political organization.
The Atlantic Union resolution (S. Con. Res. 57) is an important step toward
removing both of these road blocks. It is a step toward world government,
which must come somehow, someday.
It is a sttp which must be taken now.

STATEMENT

OF PROF.

JAMES A. MACLACHLAN,
CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

HARVARD

UNrvERSiTY,

Today we've got to decide whether we trust our friends or not. If we don't
trust them, we have got to retreat into the Western Hemisphere and pray to
hold the lines here with less than half of the world's resources, while the Communists exploit all of the advantages that go with success throughout the
greater portion of the world. If we do trust our friends, we've got to show
it by really making common cause with them. Where countries have freedom
of information, and free and reasonably honest elections, there is no reason
why the citizens of any of them need fear to put their military planning, their
foreign affairs and their currency in common hands. A mere alliance is not
good enough. The stakes are now too high to accept the frustrating paradox
that Atlantic Union is too sensible to be politically feasible. I am tired of seeing
this country postpone necessary unified action with the Atlantic democracies
until the cost of saving the situation is all but prohibitive.
We had a closer call in 1942 than in 1917. No step short of Atlantic Union
now affords any reasonable assurance of our survival. We are certainly at
the crossroads, for the same bold step that would assure survival could enhearten the forces of freedom to develop a more prosperous world than we have
ever seen.
STATEMENT Or JOHN W.

NASON, PRESIDENT, SWARTHMORE COLLEGE,
SWARTHMORE, PA.

The formation of an Atlantic Union within the framework of the United
Nations would carry many advantages in the preservation of peace. I shall not
rehearse all the arguments in detail for I am sure that you are familiar with
them. Let me only point out that it is a policy which preserves the priority
and importance of the United Nations while, at the same time, establishing
sufficient force on the side of the western democracies to offer genuine deterrence
to Russia to engage in armed conflict. All proposals with which I am familiar
for modifying the structure of the UN would run up against serious difficulties
and indeed opposition from Russia. The Atlantic Union proposal does not
involve UN action and is not subject to a Soviet veto.
It is cohsistent- with the principles of the UN and would go a long way to
strengthening'its position in international affairs.
I urge you to give all possible serious consideration to the Atlantic Union
proposal, and to support the Senate Concurrent Resolution 57. As you know,
this resolution does not call for the immediate union of the western democracies,
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but for a convention which would explore ways and means in which such a
union might be brought about. This is a preliminary, but essential, step. If
such a convention were to be called, we could then judge, on the basis of its
recommendations, whether a closer union would be desirable or not.

STATEMENT OF THE RT. REV. JOHN THOMAS HEISTAND, BIsHOP or PROTESTANT
EPISCOPAL CHURCH, HARRISBURG, PA.

The Atlantic Union resolution is a step toward achievement of the above
four goals. However, it commits this Nation to nothing more than calling a
convention of the nations involved to explore the proposal. The resolution is
an important first step which offers a maximum of hope with a minimum of
commitment.
STATEMENT OF J. LIONBERGER DAVIS, ATTORNEY AT LAW, ST. Louis, Mo.

I believe that there cannot be freedom and more or less permanent peace
without law and order in this world of ours.
Atlantic Union seems to offer a forward step toward that goal, toward which
all of us look and for which we pray.
I believe that we should proceed within the framework of the United Nations
and make every effort to provide the machinery for implementing our belief
that there can be on earth peace, good will toward men.

STATEMENT OF ELIOT BLACKwELDER, GEOLOGIST, PALO ALTO, CAITF.

To save our civilization we must eventually establish a system of law and
order for the entire world. For the present this is clearly unattainable, but
we must move toward the goal as rapidly as conditions permit. A union of
the free democracies is the logical next step. If it is to be taken, our own Congress must lead the way, by passing the Atlantic Union resolution. For us to
insist on more at this time would probably result in no action at all. To attain
this much may lead to the establishment of an effective government for that part
of the world best able to protect the rest of it until it matures.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM L.

WHITE, AUTHOR,

EMPORIA,

KANS.

I should like to be listed as. among those who enthusiastically favor the
exploratory convention called for by the Atlantic Union resolution.
Insofar as I am able to analyze the situation, it seems impossible for the
western democracies of Europe to exist as a separate political and economic
entity, unless they are bound up with Canada and our country in some kind
of more stable union.
It seems to me that the whole peace of the world depends on this step and
it is one which we must come to ultimately in any case.
I furthermore feel that American public opinion is far more advanced in this
direction than most people realize and that if an exploratory convention is
called, there will be a surprisingly strong response to the idea in this country.

STATEMENT OF H.

F.

WILLKIE, JosEPn E.

SEAGRAM & SONS, INC., LouisvrLLE, Ky.

As one who has been engaged in industry for some 40 years, in various countries-in both hemispheres-I write with a sense of deep personal conviction in
favor of the Atlantic Union resolution.
It appears to me that a decline of the democratic system of private enterprise is not only imminent but certain unless steps are taken soon to capitalize
on the considerable feeling of economic, cultural, and moral brotherhood that
still remains between the democratically inclined nations of the earth.
I have come to this conclusion after long consideration of the only serious
hindrance to Atlantic Union that I recognize-the establishment of what history
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may show to be a power block rather than real union. I hope this will not be
the case, but even if it is, perhaps this time the bloc will be big enough, effective enough to allow us time for a productive, economic, and moral evolution
In a world at peace.
STATEMENT OF ERNEST ESTWING,

PRESIDENT, ESTWING MANUFACTURING

CO.,

ROCKFORD, ILL.
Almoat everyone knows that a third and most terrible war is inevitable unless
we have big enough statesmen in Washington to take the decisive step now of
uniting the strength of all free democracies. As Senate Resolution 57 only calls
for inviting the best brains in the free countries to explore the possibilities of
a union, it is the least we can do and the only immediate possible way.

STATEMENT OF RT. REVEREND EDMUND P.

DANDRIDGE, NASHVILLE, TENN.

It seems quite clear that the only possible permanent liberty is liberty under
law. This applies to nations as well as individuals. If peace and freedom are to
be preserved, we must ultimately have some form of world government. An allinclusive world government seems impossible now. A step toward it would be a
federation of those nations which have some common understanding of the
meaning of human rights and freedom-a union so strong that others would
hesitate to attack it; and a union whose doors were open to receive as members
other nations who could accept its principles.
A step toward this is the calling of a convention of the Atlantic Union nations
in which these things could be considered. Of course, it will not be easy to,
decide just what powers should be delegates to such a union and the other details.
involved, but these things cab never be settled by refusing to consider them. The
sooner we get together to consider them the better.
STATEMENT OF CLARENCE A. SPAULDING, VICE PRESIDENT, PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE OF
CHRISTIAN EDUCATION, CHICAGO, ILL.

I believe the Atlantic Union resolution should be passed immediately and our
Government committed to such a program since only by such a united effort by
nations with common democratic aims and purposes can dictators be warned
that there will be a united resistance to any aggression.
By uniting defense forces in such a union there is good reason to believe that
ultimatelyeffective reductions could be made in the armament program with a,
consequent lightening of the tax load.
STATEMENT OF RABBI DAVID JACOBSON, SAN

ANTONIO, TEx.

1950 is the halfway mdrk of the twentieth century. It may be the turning point
of all the recent-centuries. The free peoples can aove ahead to prosperity, peace,
and progress by boldly uniting; or, by inactivity, they can set themselves up as
targets so that we will all be cremated equal.
The costs of war and defense are almost more than we can support at thepresent time, and we are still not safe. The people have been prepared by twoworld wars in one generation by the vain experimentation with treaties, and by
the ineffective sounding board of the United Nations to move toward an Atlantic
Union of the free. There is a cry for this kind of action, from the people.
Now is the time, if there ever was a time, for the representatives of the free to
call other representatives of the free to explore the possibility of Atlantic Union,.
so that we may have this peace, prosperity, and progress that we do so desperately
need.
STATEMENT OF HUBERT PHILLIPS, PROFESSOR OF SOCIAL SCIENCE, FRESNO STATS
COLLEGE, FRESNO, CALIF.

We, as a nation, face two immediate alternatives. One is to find fancied security in enormous armaments purchased at a cost of sacrificial, and almost ruinous,
taxation. The other is cooperation with others of like mind in the creation of a
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larger political organization wherein will lie greater safety, not just because it
Is larger, but rather because its creation will mark the enlargement of our
thinking, and the opportunity it will offer to all men to accept and act under a
larger loyalty than provincialism, or even nationalism. Atlantic Union points
the way, not only to greater safety, but to greater brotherhood.

STATEMENT OF JOSEPH CLARK BATJDWIN, PRESIDENT, UNITED DYEWOOD CORP., NEW
Yomx
I consider passage
States Senate to be
I consider the only
hope for permanent

of the Atlantic Union Resolution presently before the United
of paramount importance. This is the first step in what
feasible solution of current western problem and the only
world peace.

STATEMENT OF LITHGOW OSBORNE, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN SCANDINAVIAN FOUNDATION,

NEW YORK
Some modification of national sovereignty is a sine qua non of an effective
World Government, such as civilization must have or perish.
This makes it essential for the democratic nations to consult as soon as possible to determine the state of public opinion among democratic peoples on this
basic issue; and whether they are prepared to form a Federal Union under a
government having limited functions but real powers.
The nondemocratic nations are clearly moving toward a united front under
the tyranny of Moscow. The free nations must meet the challenge by forming
a truly united front under their own democratic leadership.

STATEMENT OF AuGusTus W. BENNET, ATTORNEY, NEWBURGH, N. Y.

I believe that the Atlantic Union Resolution should be passed, primarily because it will show the world that we are prepared to face the actual facts of
present-day conditions and to plan effective measures for coping with them.
The psychological effect of such action would, in my judgment, be very helpful
to our potential allies in any struggle with Russia. Many of these nations have
been upset and puzzled by the apparent contradictions of some of our actions
and the seeming search of too many of our leaders for the easy way out of our
difficulties.
The actual wording of the resolution does not go very far in the direction of
setting up a strong force opposed to totalitarianism but even the Idea that our
once aloof country is prepared to discuss political or military union with other
democratic nations will boost the morale of these self-respecting peoples who
would probably have to bear the initial brunt of any attack.
Too often we have failed to realize that the commanding position which we
now occupy gives our slightest decision an importance all out of proportion with
what has actually been done. Here is an opportunity to take advantage of this
new historical position for a worth-while purpose. I hope that the chance will
not be lost.
STATEMENT

OF JOHN R.

DEANE, MAJOR GENERAL, UNITED

STATES

ARMY,

SAN

FRANCISCO, CALIF.

The recorded statements of Soviet leaders make it crystal clear that their
ultimate objective is the triumph of world communism. Should they succeed,
the freedoms inherent in a democracy will no longer exist. Whether we like it
or not the essence is clearly drawn-communism versus democracy.
We have ample evidence of the aggressiveness with which Communist leaders pursue their objectives; we know they respect only strength. It behooves all
of the democracies unite their strength so that there can be no question as to
the outcome. Passage of the Atlantic Resolution is the first important step in
this direction.
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STATEMENT OF HOWARD DinTz, VIoE PRESIDENT, MGM, NEW YoRK
I see no practical solution to the problems facing each nation of the world
that is not predicated on some type of fundamental international cooperation.
By fundamental I mean a wedding of all problems that affect international
communication, exchange, and common defense. It is not feasible for all the
countries of the world to federate right now, because of a cleavage in governmental ideologies, but it is practical for the peoples who are used to the processes of democracy to join together. It will come about sooner or later. Real
progress means making it come about sooner.
S

STATEMENT OF MRS. WALTER FERGUSON, TULSA, OKLA.
It is perfectly clear that something new in international relations must be
tried or civilization will perish. I believe the Atlantic Union offers the best
incentive for a first step to a road upon which man has not yet ventured-World
Government. By uniting the forces of democracy there might be a reduction in
armament and a lightening of the tax burdens for these people of several nations.
Also, such a union would perhaps give pause to the leaders who are out to force
communism upon the world.
STATEMENT OF STRUTHERS BURT, SOUTHERN PINES, N. C.
Every possible way you look at it, from whatever angle you take, it seems
to me Atlantic Union is wise, reasonable, and immediately urgent.
It would at once enormously strengthen the United Nations, increase European morp.le, and announce to the world a clear-cut political program on our
part. It means a real partnership between all the democracies. Yet it is not
provocative, and could cause no open resentment on the part of anyone. It commits the United States to nothing, more than the calling of a convention to
explore the proposal.
It seems to me a vitally important and necessary first step toward lasting
peace.
STATEMENT OF PROF. JOSEPH H. KEENAN, MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, CAMBRIDGE, MASS
If in a third world war a major fraction of the world is reduced to rubble,
civil liberties and the democratic way of life will succumb to tyranny the world
over. The problem of how to avoid this fate will be solved, if it is solved, by
the people who have learned to govern themselves and who have thereby created
the most stable governments in the world.
A Federal Union of the democracies would insure freedom and peace by
adding greatly to the economic and military strength and to the political stability of the free areas of the world. It is the next logical step toward world
order and away from world anarchy.
It would strengthen the democratic processes in nations outside the Union
by reducing the sense of insecurity caused by pressure from the external tyrant.
This influence will extend even into the satellites of the Kremlin, and Russia
herself will not be immune to it.
STATEMENT OWH. W. PRENTIS, JR., PRESIDENT, ARMSTRONG CORK Co., LANCASTER, PA.

I have been abroad twice this year and my. own limited observation confirms
the impression that I get from general sources that the integration of Europe will
not be sufficient; that there should be a real union of the western countries that
believe in popular self-government.
STATEMENT OF S. M. LEvITAS, ExECUTIVE EDITOR, THE NEW LEADER, NEW YORK
I am in support of the Atlantic Union Resolution because it will strengthen
the United Nations which is the only hope of humanity in this period in world
history. It will also meet the danger of a Russian veto.
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This resolution offers a real partnership of democracies on both sides of the
Atlantic and by uniting the forces of democracies would serve as a strong bulwark against the onslaught of communism, the containment of which is so.
vital to world peace and security.

STATEMENT

OF W.

W.

SCHROEDER,

COMMEXC,

VICE

PRESIDENT,

THE NATIONAL

BANK

OF

NEW ORLEANS, LA.

We are no longer living in one world but in two; a free world and a slave.
world. The free world will survive only if it is unified. While economic aid
as typified by the Marshall plan, monetary agreements such as the World Bank,
and military agreements such as the Atlantic Pact are steps toward unification;
they are not enough in the face of advancing Soviet aggression.
The Atlantic Union resolution opens the way to complete unification of the
resources of free nations in order to preserve for themselves and for the world
the heritage of liberty.

STATEMENT

OF HENRY E. ATWOOD, PRESIDENT, FIRST NATIONAL
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

BANK

OF

It is my firm and considered belief that Atlantic Union offers the best m ethodi
of maintaing peace and prosperity, not only for our own country, but for the
entire world. Democratic nations, united in a common effort to apply the fundamental principles of free federal union, will and must bring about world-wide.
amity among all nations.
STATEMENT OF HARRY A. BuLLis, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD, GENERAL MILLS, INC.,
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

The Atlantic Unon resolution now before Congress does not commit this Nation
to anything more than the calling of a convention of the nations which sponsored the North Atlantic Treaty to consider how the principles of free federal
union can be applied within the framework of the United Nations. It is a proposal that should be considered not only by Congress, but by every thoughtfu?
citizen.
It is my belief that the organization of the Atlantic Union, instead of weakening the United Nations, would actually strengthen it by uniting those members
sincerely devoted to peace, freedom, and justice. By uniting the defense forces:
of these nations, it would permit the reduction of total armament, while at the
same time serving notice on the dictator states that an attack on any member
of the Atlantic Union would bring united resistance. The strategy of the dictator
states to "divide and conquer" would thus be rendered ineffective, and the chancesof establishing an enduring peace would be greatly increased.
I believe that Congress should pass the resolution authorizing the calling of,
a convention to consider the organization of the Atlantic Union.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT 1.

WILKIN, DISTRICT JUDGE, LA JOLLA, CALIF.

Together with many loyal Americans, I hope that our country will meet the
responsibility which its position imposes. It is quite generally understood that
juridical order is the only substitute for war. The people will support our
Government in the full exertion of its influence for any arrangement that will
establish and sustain juridical order for world affairs. Two wars have shown
the futility of temporizing. Nothing can do more to unit our own forces and'
discourage our opponents than a firm stand by our Government on that roelt
which wise men have recognized for centuries as the fundatfon of peace

STATEMENT OF JAMrES T.

BRAND, JUDGE, SALEM, OREG.

The United States is now committed to a policy which has led successively to.
the Marshall plan, the Atlantic Pact, and military aid for western EroPe,. Tbhe,
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success' of that policy depends upon the effective cooperation of the European
democracies along the lines proposed. The democracies of western Europe,
notably Britain, France, and Germany, are confused and impeded by historical
jealousies, rivalries, and economic competition which threaten the breakdown
of American policy on which European recovery and world peace depend. Aside
from the art of persuasion by words, our only effective means of inducing the
necesasry cooperation is by threatening to withdraw our support. A threat to
do an act which, if done, would constitute a confession of defeat in the cold war
is not an apt method of accomplishing cooperation. Federal union of the Atlantic
democracies presents the only guaranty that our present policy to which we are
morally committed can be effectively carried out. The present controversy over
the limited rearmament of western Germany illustrates my point. A rearmament of Germany as such would give the international jitters to her neighbors.
On the other hand, a participation by western Germany in the unified military
defense of a limited federal union to which she might be admitted would immeasurably strengthen our entire position in Europe and remove the causes of
fear as between Germany and France.

STATEMENT OF SAR M. SOFFE , JUDGE, PITTSBURH, PA.
In a world of hydrogen and atom bombs, divided into two ideological camps
with no plan for international control of these weapons, civilization is doomed,
unless the mind of man can constructively build peace.
I believe world government is the cornerstone of world peace. Time is running
short. If a federal convention of the democracies is called the subject can be
explored and the ground work laid for future action by the peoples dedicated to
peace, freedom, and individual liberty.

STATEMENT OF JOHN BELL TOWILL, ATTORNEY AT LAW, AUGUSTA,

GA.

I am very much concerned with our foreign policy and am convinced that
there is an immediate need for the adoption by the Congress of Senate Concurrent
Resolution 57, known as the Atlantic Union resolution, which calls upon the
President to invite the original signatories of the Atlantic Pact to send delegates
to meet with delegates Of this country in a convention for the purpose of exploring the possibilities of a federal union of those-democracies.
After having made some study of the matter, I am convinced that this policy
is far more advantageous to this,country and to the world in general than, would
be the adoption of a policy calling on the European democracies to federate.

STATEMENT OF STIaPHEN F.

CHADWICK, ATTORNEY AT LAW, SEATTLE, WASH.

I am convinced that there can be no peace without order in the world; there can
be no order without law; there can be no law without government, and there can
be no security for free peoples unless there be an early union of the free peoples
and the poling not only of their defensive might, but of their economic destiny.
I am further convinced that time is running out on the accomplishment of such
a union. The American people by every poll which has been taken have evidenced
a desire for union and for the purpose are willing to pool a degree of their
sovereignty with those of the other free peoples of the earth.

STATEMENT

OF

LEWIS

WEBSTER

JONES,

PRESIDENT,

UNIVERSITY

OF ARKANSAS,

FAYETTEVILLE t ARK.

The Atlantic Union resolution should be supported wholeheartedly by all
American citizens. It will unite the major democracies of the world in devoting
all their efforts to the United Nations aims of world peace. This action would
eyidence the good faith of America, testifying that we are sincerely and ear.
neatly endeavoring to promote peace and stability on a sound basis.
64429-50----50
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STATEMENT or DEANE W. MALOTT, CHANCELLOR,
L4WRENCE, KANS.

THE UNIVERSITY

OF KANSAS.

World War II's threat to the western concept of democracy was beaten by a
partnership of nations, not by a boss nation and an assortment of hirelings.
Five years later we are faced with another threat because democracy means
something entirely different to one tightly organized bloc of nations than it does
to us.
The United States cannot meet that threat by insulating itself with hireling
nations, nor would it wish to do so. The United States can, however, become a
partner with those friendly nations for whom the preservation of democratic
ideals is just as important as it is to us. Adoption of the Atlantic Union resolution would start the formation of a more effective partnership, yet would not
blindly commit the United States to any undesirable agreement.

STATEMENT OF GEORGE V.

KIbDER, UNIVERSITY OF VERMONT, BURLINGTON, VT.

The Atlantic Union resolution seems so logically sound and so important a
step in determining what practical progress can be made, within the framework
of the United Nations, in moving toward a united world that it should by all
means be adopted by the next Congress. Such a convention as is proposed will
serve to bring the democracies into closer understanding of each other and of
the great force which unites them; it will demonstrate clearly that these nations
have a faith which has real power, a faith for which they are willing to make
sacrifices even in times of peace in the hope- of averting the tensions which
lead to war. If from such a convention an effective union should develop, it
could well become not merely the nucleus but the basic structure of a world
organization, which alone can effectively solve the tremendous problems which
face us.
We must not hesitate to take the first steps in this direction; the opportunity
is too great to let slip. At worst, we shall put ourselves squarely on record as
concerned about the welfare of the rest of the world and ready to cooperate
with it. At best, we shall move many strides nearer that 'ultimate goal of all
of us, one world.
STATEMENT OF PROF.

HANS KOHN,

CITY COLLEGi

OF NEw

Yopm

Only a true partnership of democracies can overcome the narrow spirit of
nationalism, invigorate the common heritage of freedom, and insure. peace against
any potential aggressor. The sooner this is done, the better.

STATEMENT OF R. R. RENNE, PRESIDENT, MONTANA STATE COLLEGE, BOZEMAN, MONT.

We believe Congress should pass the Atlantic Union resolution now because
it would tend to unite into a stronger body those members most devoted to the
United Nations aims of world peace, world freedom, and world Justice.
The democracies should unite not only to offer united resistance to attack but
to work out a form of world government which will function effectively. It is
entirely likely that out of such meetings and discussions could come the beginnings of a form of world organization to which all nations could adhere.

STATEMENT OF WALTER E. SANDELruS, PROFESSOR OF PoLmcAL ScIENCE, UinvnsITy

OF KANSAS
For a long time I was one of those not altogether convinced that a federation
of democracies should be the next step in the search for world peace. It seems
now clear, however, that if the North Atlantic Pact, apart from its merits, has
in any measure added to the antagonism of Soviet Russia, the proposal that its
member states should now begin the advance toward a true federation of states
with a view to general prosperity and the pursuits of peace would not add to that
antagonism. This particular plan has already more actual political support than
any other similar proposal iold enough to be significant
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MOORE, SKIDMORE COLLEGE, SARATOGA SPRINGS, N.

Y.

I am strongly in favor of passage by Congress of the Atlantic Union resolution
now because it has become entirely clear to me that without the formation of this
union the United Nations will continue to be powerless on account of the Russian
veto, and the economic rehabilitation of western Europe will continue to rest on
the insecure foundation of the American doles.
It is also clear that the only certain defense against possib-e Russian aggression in western Europe lies in the evidence of overwhelming power effectively
organized; and no amount of rearming separate nations, even including western
Germany, will guarantee us against an invasion by Russian troops. The threat
of the atomic bomb is now so imminent. that it behooves the like-minded democracies to weld their strength into an instrument so formidable as to discourage
an aggression.
STATEMENT OF JOHN A.

VIE, CHAIRMAN, DEPARTMENT OF GOVERNMENT, POMONA
COLLEGE, CLAREMONT, CALIF.

The Atlantic Union resolution should be adopted at this session for a double
reason. It will serve to safeguard human freedom in those lands where men
today enjoy its warmth and light; and it will nourish the good hope of liberty
in those countries where, for lack of it, life is cold and dark and dangerous. At a
time which bears the most disturbing similarities to the period preceding World
War II, democratic union would contribute substantially to the resolution of our
present crisis and also put the age-old problem of peace through justice in the
course of ultimate solution. We can do no less than try to bring to the towering
issues which mankind faces in our day that same determination to match difficulty with ingenuity which is the glory of our heritage and our own ancestry.

STATEMENT OF JAMES MCCAIN, PRESIDENT, MONTANA STATE UNIVERSITY, MISSOULA,

MONT.

The logic behind support of Atlantic Union is irrefutable. It is now certain
that both sides in the next major war will resort to atomic weapons. This
would result in a war of such total annihilation that neither side could possibly
emerge from it the victor. The alternative is to prevent another major war.
This can come about only through effective world government. Our experience
with the United Nations makes it obvious that at the present time the entire
world cannot be organized into effective government. The next best plan would
be to organize that portion of the world which can unite effectively in international government. That gets us right down to the Atlantic Union proposal since
it involves the democratic nations. From this line of reasoning, it seems to
me safe to conclude that the most important procedure now open to this Nation
and other democracies as a means of preserving the peace is Atlantic Union.

STATEMENT

or A.

V.

GROSSE, PRESIDENT, RESEARCH INSTITUTE, OF TEMPLE
UNIVERSITY. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

As a member of the council of the Atlantic Union Committee, I would like to
add my voice to those who are anxious to assure passage of the Atlantic Union
resolution this year.
The purpose of the resolution is to explore the possibilities of such a union.
In this age of science and research, could there be anything wrong in exploring
a particular situation? Such an exploration would show any of the possible
dangers, difficulties, or pitfalls that might follow such a union; and a public
discussion would appeal to all who are concerned with expanding and maintaining freedom the world over.
I am anxious to give my whole-hearted support to an exploratory convention
called for by the Atlantic Union resolution.
STATEMENT OF

GwiLym A.

PRIOE, WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORP., PITTSBURGH, PA.

I believe that totalitarianism has failed both as an actual form of government
and as a philosophical concept. It may linger for a dozen or a score of years as a
remnant of man's capacity for error and of his evil past, but it

is a dying
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monster. One day the millions of people of "Totalitaria," who have never known
freedom or justice, will look to us for both. It seems to me to be of critical importance that we be ready to receive them.
That, I believe, calls for a strong working union of democracies. The time
to begin to form it is now.
STATEMENT OF SIDNEY HOOK, CHAIRMAN OF THE PHILOSOPHY DEPARTMENT,

NE,%

YORK UNIVERSITY

Here is a brief statement of my position for presentation to the Senate
committee.
The Atlantic Union resolution should be adopted because it outlines the
safest and most economical method of avoiding war with the U. S. S. R.-if it
is possible to avoid war. There seems reason to believe that an Atlantic Union
would have stopped Hitler in 1939; there is even a stronger case for believing
that Stalin will be given pause by it. Nothing can guarantee peace, and according to orthodox Soviet theory war is inevitable. The only thing that can
tame Soviet fanaticism is fear of failure. The existence of an Atlantic Union
obviously strengthens the democracies, obviously increases the likelihood of
Soviet failure in the event of Stalin's aggression, and therefore increases the
chances for peace. It is free of the utopianism and insensitiveness to democratic
values which characterize the plans of the world federalists.

ADDITIONAL

STATEMENTS IN SUPPORT OF SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 57

ATLANTIC UNION

COMMITTEE,

Washington 6, D. C., April 8, 1950.
Hon. ELBEET D. THOMAS,

Chairman, Subcommittee on Senate Foreign Relations,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.
DEAR SENATOR THOMAS: Reference has been made by one of the witnesses
before you to testimony given by me before the House Foreign Affairs Committee in May 1948. I filed a statement with the same committee at its
public hearings on October 12, 1949, which appears at page 30 of the official
report of those hearings.
The last-mentioned statement reflects my mature conviction on the subject
and differs in some respects from the views expressed by me in 1948. In justice
to the committee I feel constrained to submit for the record the short statement above referred to in order that the committee have and the record reflect
a true and complete picture.
The statement follows:
Mr. BISHOP. I am grateful for the opportunity to submit a statement for
consideration by the committee. I regret that it is not possible for me to
personally appear before the committee as I did in May 1948, when it was
considering resolutions similar to those it is considering today.
On that occasion, my testimony was concerned mainly with stabilizing a
peaceful world order by amending the United Nations into a world government
capable of preserving peace.
In the 17 months since that time, my views as to the ultimate goal have been
strengthened rather than changed. I have continued to study the problem
and to discuss it across the country. As a result, I have become convinced
that, while the goal cannot be reached in a single bound, there is a practical,
realistic, and down-to-earth step, an intermediate step that we can and must
take now, in the advance toward that ultimate goal.
Before going further, I want to state that I do not oppose Resolution 64h
sponsored by the United World Federalists, and in whose behalf my previous
testimony was given. I commend that organization for its zealous and dedicated
effort in working toward the ultimate ideal.
However, my conviction has grown that any attempt now at major revision
of the United Nations Organization would be foredoomed to failure. My inescapable conclusion was, therefore, that a way must be found to stabilize the
peace without molesting the present Charter, since I believe the United Nations
must be preseved and strengthened rather than jeopardized or weakened with
amendments or attempts at amendment.
I further concluded that both the letter and spirit of the Charter, ;as it
presently stands, not only permits but encourages regional arrangements among
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members so long as they are made in the furtherance of the purposes of the
United Nations.
The Atlantic Pact is such an arrangement; and, though I supported its
ratification as a temporary expedient, a pact or an alliance is too flimsy for
the stresses and strains of the permanent long pull.
The ratification of the pact has caused no change in loyalties among the
members of the United Nations, nor has the prestige or strength of the organization suffered as a result. Any development that decreases the likelihood of
war strengthens the United Nations, by reason of lessening the possibility of
an occurrence with which it could not cope. If a way could be found which
would absolutely foreclose any possibility of war, the United Nations could
then develop gradually into the world government we acknowledge as the
-ltimate and idealistic goal. If there was no way to completely eliminate the
possibility of war, how then could that possibility be reduced to the minimum?
'The conclusion was to organize the free nations for peace, as a means of
achieving that aim while at the same time strengthening the United Nations.
I, therefore, alined myself with Mr. Justice Owen J. Roberts, former Secretary
of War Robert P. Patterson, and former Under Secretary of State Will L. Clayton, in their effort, through the Atlantic Union Committee, to preserve the peace
by federating freedom within the framework of the present United Nations
-Charter.
Our studies and discussions have convinced us that federal union of the
Atlantic democracies will do precisely that. It is a positive approach to peace,
not a negative defense against anything. It is merely a pooling of the forces
,of freedom behind a program of unity and strength which has proved in our
own Federal Union that it outstrips any competing ideology in providing the
good things of life to the greatest number of -people. Not only has freedom
under Federal Union done this; in addition, it has twice in a generation proved
that freemen outproduce and outfight the forces of authoritarian dictatorship.
The Atlantic Union proposal, embodied in House Concurrent Resolutions 107,
111, and Senate Concurrent Resolution 57, involves no commitment in advance.
It involves no departure from the line of our foreign policy, as I see that policy,
but is simply a further advance along the line our policy has taken. It merely
advocates an exploratory convention by delegates representing the sponsors
of the Atlantic Pact and their democratic invitees.
We, in the Atlantic Union Committee, are confident that the delegates of these
free peoples, once they are brought together around the conference table, can
apply the principles of Federal Union and build -a structure in which we can
all put our faith.
We do not attempt to spell out in detail all the provisions this structure
should contain. We would not attempt to preconceive the intricacies of the
negotiations or to do its job for the convention. We do believe, however, that
the convention should, and would in large measure, follow the example of our
own founding fathers, and provide a plan patterned after our own Federal
Republic.
We are content to leave the draftsmanship to the draftsmen. The people the
delegates would represent are already united by a multitude of traditional
freedoms and institutions against which neither the people nor the delegates
would countenance any infringement. We know that such Things as freedom
of speech, press, religion, and assembly, the writ of habeas corpus, trial by jury,
prohibition of ex post facto laws, and a maximum of local self-government, are
part of the warp and woof of our free traditions, shared by our fellow men in
the other Atlantic democracies. Any federal union would necessarily preserve
these and other features of our Bill of Rights.
All the prospective member nations are founded on a belief in the dignity
of the individual human being and the ultimate sovereignty of the individual
citizens.
Under the federal union plan, therefore, the citizens would merely delegate to
the union that degree of sovereignty requisite to enable it to govern in the
specific fields of governmental activity assigned to it. Actually, federal union,
rather than involving a surrender of sovereignty, would create an extended
sovereignty which does not exist today.
This federal union plan has for several years been gaining acceptance throughout the democratic world. It has today many adherents in all the prospective
member countries. Leaders in the public life of the European democracies and
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in all the members of the British Commonwealth have publicly favored federal
union as the dynamic answer of democracy to the insidious spread of the
authoritarian ideology.
The Atlantic Union Committee was organized last spring to coordinate the
increasing Nation-wide public sentiment for federal union now. We represent
those citizens who want to see our country accept the role of leadership history
has thrust upon her, and to see her act in this emergency with the boldness
born of courage which a leader should exhibit. These times of towering trouble
demand towering statesmanship.
All credible authorities have for some time now said there can be no military
defense against the atomic bomb. The only defense is political defense. The
only security is collective security, and the surest collective security is through
federal union.
Hiroshima made union necessary. The necessity constantly increased in
urgency as the sands ran out of the hourglass of our atomic monopoly. That
glass is now empty, and the urgency has become an imperative and immediate
must. We are now left with no time and happily no choice but to unite with
other freemen for the preservation of life itself as we have known it.
I will appreciate your incorporating this letter in the record at an appropriate place.
Very truly yours,
ROBERT J. BISHOP,

Executive Director.
IV. OTHER STATEMENTS RECEIVED
STATEMENT OF THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF UNIVERSITY WOMEN

On behalf of the American Association of University Women, the international
relations committee of the AAUW at its annual meeting on May 6, 1950, decided
to support Senate Concurrent Resolution 72 as best embodying its views as
to the most desirable method of strengthening the United Nations.
Thinking American citizens today realize that the central problem facing them
is that they live in a world of contradictions, of awkward choices and calculated
risks where decisions of life and death must be decided. Our world has been
brought closer together by modern science, technology, and improved means of
communication. Yet it is tragically divided by misunderstanding and differences
in ideology. Our world is both deeply afraid and yet still hopeful. We fear to
plan, yet we must for our own sakes as well as that of our children, our country,
and the world.
We must somehow out of this profound conflict obtain world cooperation if
mankind is to survive. We must try to heal the breach in East-West understanding. There is no intermission in history while statesmen take time out
to blueprint perfect documents. It is far better to start from the minimum of
agreement which we now have and endeavor to improve it to the utmost than
to substitute other forms of alliance. The supporters of the various types of
world government schemes like the United World Federalists, the Committee
To Frame a World Constitution, and the Atlantic Union Committee, rarely turn
their attention to political realities. In a world tragically torn by ideological
conflict, they offer no suggestions as to how states, particularly Russia, can
be induced to give up the powers of decision over areas of government which
they consider essential to existence in a hostile world. Constitutions can be
written but they cannot be put into force without the will. The United Nations,
therefore, must be strengthened. As it grows in power and authority, based
upon the sincere desire of the peoples of the world for lasting peace, security,
social and economic advancement, then and then only, can the United Nations
succeed and lasting peace be achieved.
Although the conflict between the Soviet and non-Soviet worlds is only one
of many international tensions, it has special importance for American life and
thought today. That is why the American Association of University Women
supports Senate Concurrent Resolution 72 as embodying the best method of
strengthening the United Nations Organization without driving the Soviet
government out of the organization. No constructive purpose would be accomplished by more revolutionary changes or by amendments to the United Nations
Charter which might destroy all that we have achieved in the past 5 years.
The result of the adoption of other proposals would be a dispersal of the
community of nations followed by the formations of rival military alliances
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and isolated groups of states. This result would weaken the United States as
well as other member states of the United Nations and expose them and us
to even greater dangers from any power which might seek domination of other
states.
It, therefore, seems better to maintain an imperfect but at least nearly universal world organization than to seek the achievement of a very difficult perfection with almost one-third of the world's population unrepresented and perhaps
hostile.
Vital security problems, like the control of atomic energy, cannot be solved
on less than a universal basis.
We must continue to support and strengthen the United Nations along the lines
of Senate Concurrent Resolution 72 too the end that the prevailing fear that
the domination of the world by a single governmental system is inevitable may
be allayed. Thus the United Nations so strengthened can prove that different
systems of government can live side by side in peace under the basic rules of
international conduct prescribed by the Charter of the United Nations. Thus
the equilibrium necessary to the maintenance of international society can be
restored and the United Nations can function as contemplated when the Charter
was drawn up at San Francisco.
Dr. ANNE GARY PANNELL,
Member, InternationalRelations Committee,
Academic Dean, Goucher College.

RESOLUTIONS OF THE SOcIETY

OF MAYFLOwER DESCENDENTS

IN

THE DISTRICT OF

COLUMBIA, AnoPTrn JANUARY 31, 1950, IN RE PROPOSED WORLD GOVERNMENT

At a meeting of the board of assistants, the governing authority of the Society
of Mayflower Descendants in the District of Columbia, held in the city of Washington, on January 31, 1950, the following resolutions were unanimously adopted,
to wit:
Whereas there are pending before the Congress of the United States proposals
for the establishment of a so-called world government, to embrace all nations
and peoples of the earth, with the United States of America as a constituent
member; and
Whereas because of the wide divergences, prejudices, antagonisms, distrusts,
and misconceptions attendant upon the existing differences of race, custom, creed,
religion, speech, economic aim, interest and need, political concept, ideal, ideology,
and ambition; and because, also, of the inherent urge and force of self-interest
and demagogic appeal everywhere to be encountered, a single government, created
for all lands and tongues, functioning with power, authority, and universal
harmony and beneficence, is absolutely impossible and out of the question; and
any reign thus set up would prove to be a veritable Babel of criminal folly and
confusion; and
Whereas the joinder of our own Nation in such a tragic and colossal misadventure would surely result in the overthrow of its system of liberty and constitutional government, and the regulation of its internal and domestic affairs; the
inevitable loss of its nationality and freedom; the destruction of its unexampled enterprise and progress; the ultimate depletion and pillage-for the
world at large-of its vast resources; and its reduction to a condition of hopeless
impotence and futility: Be it therefore
Resolved, That the Society of Mayflower Descendants in the District of Columbia absolutely opposes any and all efforts for the establishment of such world
organization, and respectfully calls on the American Congress to register its
prompt and overwhelming disaproval of all such schemes and proposals; and
be it further
Resolved, That copies of these resolutions be furnished to the Congress and
its appropriate committees, for their consideration.

RESOLUTION AGAINST WORLD GOVERNMENT SUBMITTED BY DAUGHTERS OF THE
AMERICAN REVOLUTION

Whereas during the past 16 years there have sprung up in this country a great
many proponents of world government-including some prominent jurists and
Federal office holders-with the result that there are now well-organized movements, under varying titles, to further the program; and
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Whereas according to the latest estimate there are some 30 groups, in addition
to student bodies in schools and colleges, all of whom through the medium of
speakers, books, magazines, and other literature "forums" for young and old
are successfully propagandizing uninformed American citizens through the alluring bait of peace; and
Whereas the-broader scheme has been evolved of having State legislatures adopt
resolutions memorializing the United States Congress to urge the adoption of an
over-all world government, with the result that 16 have already ratified the
measure; and
Whereas by such universal federation the United States of America would, of
necessity, relinquish the major part of its sovereign rights; and further, on the
basis of proportional representation, it would have a woeful minority of voting
powers:
Resolved, That the National Society, Daughters of the American Revolution,
goes on record as definitely opposing any form of world government.
Resolved, That States and chapters be urged to study this un-American movement; to use every effort to counteract the influence of propagandists in their communities; to watch their State legislatures and to fight against the adoption of
resolutions, and those already adopted, favorable to the relinquishment of the
constitutional rights of free-born American citizens.
Adopted April 1949.
STATEMENT OF

MRs. HENRY DELAND

STRACK,

RUmsoN, N. J.

Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee of the Senate Committee on
Foreign Relations, I submit this statement as a private citizen, as the widow of
an attorney who served his country as an Army major in World War I-a man
who loved this country passionately and who would never even have considered
the remote possibility of surrendering any part of its sovereignty-as is clearly
the purpose of House Concurrent Resolution 64, backed by the United World
Federalists.
I hope to establish three points in your mind. (1) That within the United
World Federalist organization is a hard core of internationalist, social, extreme-leftist planners who direct its policy; (2) that the United World Federalist proposals closely parallel similar articles in both the Socialist and the
Communist Parties; (3) that these proposals lead ultimately, through their
advocacy of international controls, to a fissionary society, the most extreme form
of tyranny ever conceived, in which deviation or disagreement with the eliteor faceless authority set over all of us-will be eliminated by the threat of
atomic fission perpetrated by a bomb upon the opposition.
The hard core of internationalist socialists consists of three men, featured in
the publications of the United World Federalists, who were active in the National
Citizens Political Action Committee in 1945-46, subsequently supported Henry
Wallace's Progressive Citizens of America and then in March 1949 were sponsors
of the Cultural Conference at the Waldorf which even our State Department
labeled a Communist sounding board. In addition, these three men have long
records of Communist-front affiliations in Senator Tenney's 1948 Report on Subversive Activities in California, as have some 10 men listed on the national
advisory board of the United World Federalists. One man belonged to the national executive councils of both the National Citizens Political Action Committee and the United World Federalists. I suggest the intermeshing of these names
is not due to the long hand of coincidence.
A parallel line of thought runs through the publications of leftist organizations of all degrees, including those of the United World Federalists, and reveals
a curious preoccupation with the most immediate method of setting up an internationalist society, by the establishment of international controls over the development of the peacetime applications of atomic energy through government
and/or po'itical bureaus rather than throu-h pri-ate industr-.
For instance, there is the December 1945 issue of the publication of the Religious Affiliates of the National Citizens Political Action Committee, Faith at
Work, volume 1, No. 4. On the first page, under The Responsibility Is Yours were
listed 12 questions of which the very first read: Will we continue to build, day
by day, more and more atomic bombs? To attack whom?
On the back page of this publication, the Religious Affiliates quote from the
United Chrictian Council for Democracy, the International Religion and Labor
Foundation, the Pacific School of Religion, and finally from Bishop G. Bromley
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Oxnam, then president of the Federal Council of Churches of Christ in America
to the effect that atomic energy has "ended the nations" and "let's give all the
people access to the benefits of atomic energy by entrusting it to international
controls." Bear in mind that in September 1948 in Amsterdam at the World
Conference of Churches of which the Federal Council of Churches is the largest
group, the conference went on record as being equally against communism and
capitalism-leaving socialism as the remaining choice of mankind.
By 1946, the National Citizens Political Action Committee had reallyhit its
stride. In its monthly publications, Political Guide, April '46, volume I, No. 7,
a whole page was revoted to A Primer of Foreign Policy, illustrated by a large
photograph of an atomic explosion. The article said-and this was nearly 5
years ago-that it was a cliche to claiuj we could keep the secret of the atomic
bomb. (How right they were-perhaps they really knew from the inside.)
The editors then went on to proclaim delightedly that there was no defense,
that we were particularly vulnerable because of our industrial potential, that
we bend our efforts to assure international control of atomic-bomb production;
that we stop manufacture of all bombs immediately; that we support loans to
the Soviet Union: strip Germany and Japan; recognize the democratic aspirations of the peoples of the Far East; give up our Pacific bases; and end trade
barriers. With the exception of the recommendations on Germany and Japan,
this is almost verbatim the program outlined in the platform of the Progressive
Citizens of America in 1948 and is also almost verbatim the United World Federalist pamphlet, Yes, But, by Vernon Nash, November 1948.
In the same Political Guide, the National Citizens Political Action Committee
have a two-page spread, Issues for Action. This states: "Public opinion is against
military control of atomic energy caused by the original Vandenberg amendment which is to be withdrawn. Military reduced to advisory capacity. Atomic
scientists favor the McMahon bill. Write your Senators urging its passage."
Then the guide suggests that more information can be obtained from the Coinmittee for Atomic Information, 1621 K Street, Washington, D. C. It also lists
more than a dozen atomic scientists-some with addresses at Los Alamos or
Oak Ridge-who will speak for the Political Action Committee, one of these men
being the present chairman of the Federation of American (atomic) Scientists
who a short time ago suggested we make economic concessions to Russia, adding
that atomic energy was a political question.
Let us follow the workings of the Federation of American Scientists and the
Committee for Atomic Information into a propaganda outfit set up in 1946 by the
Carnegie Endowment for International Peace (w~h Mr. Alger Hiss' name at
the top of the mimeographed material emanating from the Carnegie Endowment)
and the Twentieth Century Fund, set up by Edward Filene at the suggestion of
David K. Niles, mystery man of the White House, according to an article appearing in the Saturday Evening Post of December 24, 1949. This propaganda group
was called the Program Information Exchange.
Among the members of this propaganda outfit, which claimed it influenced
56,000,000 persons through its members who all represented large opinion-forming
groups, where the National Citizens Political Action Committee, the Committee
for Atomic Information, the Federal Council of Churches of Christ in America,
and the CIO Political Action Committee as well as persons from the State Department. The Program Information Exchange published the Program Planner,
which advertised a little pamphlet by Dr. Harold C. Urey, I'm a Frightened Man.
Dr. Urey is on the National Advisory Board of the United World Federalists too.
The Program Planner also advertised a film strip, How to Live with the Atom,
produced in cooperation with the National Committee on Atomic Information and
the Federation of American Atomic Scientists. This film strip was said to discuss: Should we keep the atom secret? Should we keep on making the bomb?
Should we find an atom-bomb defense? Should we set up world control over the
nations? The film strip came replete with speech notes and guide; later it was
supplemented by still another film strip, World Control of Atomic Energy, as
proposed by the Department of State, it said.
Another piece of recommended reading was a 50-page booklet, The Politics of
Atomic Energy, with Frederick L. Schuman among the contributors. This book,
it said, was a discussion of requirements of effective government mechanism to
replace, the political idea of national, sovereignty now obsolete for purposes of
maintaining world peace.
I have said that the Program Information Exchange was set up by grants
from the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace and by the Twentieth
Century Fund. One of the trustees of the Twentieth Century Fund was W. W.
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Waymack, himself a member of the Atomic Energy Commission. In the February 17, 1947, issue of PM, Mr. Marshall Field's defunct paper, it states that 21
organizations subscribe to a pro-Lilienthal statement supporting him for reappointment to the Atomic Energy Commission. Most of these organizations
also belonged to the Program Information Exchange including the first two
mentioned-the Federal Council of Churches of Christ in America and the
Federation of American (atomic) Scientists.
It is most significant, I think, that Drew Pearson recently predicted in his
daily column that Mr. Lilienthal would go on tour to speak for his brand of
control of the development of atomic energy under the auspices of some church
groups. Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt did her part on her first television show over
WNBT, February 12, when she handed Mr. Lilienthal a s'Iver plate, fulsome
compliments on his work, and wished him well in his new project. Also on this
program was Dr. Albert Einstein of the National Advisory Board of the United
World Federalists, who put in a guttural plea for international control of
atomic energy.
To complete the design of the mosaic that pictures the intermeshing of these
leftist elements in the plans of the United World Federalists, there are two
more little pieces: Not only was the State Department represented in the
membership of the Program Information Exchange, but the State Department
had an -nofficial observer at the 1948 national conference of the United World
Federalists, and Deputy Assistant Dean Rusk gave an off-the-record talk at the
1949 convention of the UWF. I understand Mr. Rusk was assistant to Mr. Hiss
in the State Department.
(This does make the subsequent appearance of State's Mr. Hickerson to testify
against the idea of world federation a trifle baffling.)
Listen to the theme of an editorial appearing in the New Leader, June 4, 1949,
on "The Atomic Debate":
"Those who want atomic energy in the hands of the military are not thinking
primarily of atomic bombs but who will direct peacetime uses of the atom. For
sure as the sun rises every morning, some day this century atomic energy will
replace coal, oil, annd electricity, and will power the industries of our whole
globe. If atomic energy is still in civilian hands, and the recommendations of
the Acheson-Lilienthal report and the Baruch plan are carried out, what we
shall have that day could well be world democratic socialism. If the Army has
the atom, however, and current military protocol prevails, the highest bidders of
'free enterprise' take over, our ologopolist economy moves one big step nearer
monopoly, and imperialist rivalries hit a new high in frenzy.
"The question in the current furor over David Lilienthal is not 'Is the atom
escaping to Russia?' but 'Shall the atom belong to the people?'"
Dalton Trumbo, one of the Hollywood Ten, joins the chorus with a new
pamphlet, the Time of the Toad, which is on sale for the benefit of the Hollywood Ten at Communist bookstores. Denouncing the House Un-American
Activities Committee, of course, Mr. Trumbo continued: "The Federation of
Atomic Scientists has been all but silenced; the conspiracy between the military
and the banks to surrender the incalculable riches of atomic energy into private
hands progresses nicely."
Running through the material of the United World Federalists is the theme
of fear of the atom bomb. It is expressed in one of the recommended films,
"Where Will You Hide?" which can be obtained from Eneyclopedia Britannica
Films, owned by Senator William Benton, of Connecticut, recently appointed
by his other half, Chester Bowles, himself on the National Executive Council
of the United World Federalists.
This theme of fear was the climax of a Communist rally in Madison Square
Garden in honor of Lenin's birthday, reported in the February 3, 1947, issue of
Time. It ran
THE ATOMIC BLUES
"Einstein says he's scared * * *
And when Einstein's scared, I'm scared * * *
Well, if you're scared of the A bomb, here's what to do
You got to join with all the people in the world with you.
For if you don't get together and do it, well
First thing you know, we'll blow this world to hell."
Just what do the United World Federalists offer us as a balm for this fear?
Mr. Cord Meyer, Jr., chairman of the executive council of the UWF, calls for
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"imperative favorable action on the United World Federalist plan to enable
negotiations with the Soviet Union and the other United Nations' members to
give the UN the legal authority and the super international police and inspection
forces that it must have to keep peace."
In other words, Mr. Meyer is proposing the organization of the world into the
horrendous "fissionary society" where order will be maintained by an elite who
alone have the key to the supply of atomic bombs and may drop them where it
seems desirable.
A contemporary English author states this proposition graphically:
"The dropping of the two atomic bombs was not a military act, but a political
-one for future reference * * *. A violent campaign of intimidation broke
out and continues still among the advocates everywhere of the world state.
Phrases and arguments were everywhere identical, used by politicians and
newspapers of all parties. 'So now you see, the unanswerable weapon has been
found; mankind must submit to a world government or be destroyed'.
"The arguments are patently false but in supernational politics you deal not
in truth but in mob psychology. Clear submission to the world state would no
more bring peace or security than surrender to the Ogpu or Gestapo * * *
'The world state would enforce its will by a world Gestapo * * * the bloodiest
tyranny of all.
"This was the open plan, magnificently audacious, for a world dictatorship
ruling the planet by atomic terror."
Dr. Vannevar Bush. head of our entire scientific endeavor in World War II,
tries, I think, in his recent book, Modern Arms and Free Men, to warn us of
what is happening. He says that the bomb is not the ultimate weapon; that
much harm has been done to our resolution and the steadfastness with which
we face a hard future by these prognostications of doom; and he warns us that
we shall only lose our liberties if we abandon them.
My motive in submitting this statement was to add my plea that we, as modern
men and women, should not let ourselves become ultramodern slaves.
I am against any proposition that would submerge even a part of our sovereignty to any other type of society, thus bringing about international socialism.
Regardless of the wording of House Concurrent Resolution 64, I am convinced
that the fuller plans of the United World Federalists who back it, show in their
own publications that their aim is the abolition of this country as we know it.
Before Congress acts upon any of these resolutions for a world federal union
and because especially of the radical nature of so many of the men associated
with the United World Federalists, and because of the radical nature of the
propositions they espouse, I beg that the Congress have the United World
Federalists investigated by the House Un-American Activities Committee.

THE UNIvEsIrTy OF OKLAHOMA,
Norman, Okla., February 16, 1950.

HOw. ELBERTr D. THOMAS,
Senator from Utah, Wa8hington, D. C.
DEA SENATOR THOMAS: Public opinion has reached such a pitch with respect
to the H bomb and the need for effective improvement in supernational control
of such weapons that I am convinced it would be unwise for the Senate to
adopt any mere resolution whatever. A mere resolution, no matter how clever,
or pious, or earnest, would serve to postpone decisions which must be taken now
at this session of Congress.
Above all, I believe you have earned the right to put your name on a proposal
to amend the Constitution of the United States so as to make it clear to all the
world that the Government of the United States has at least the right to enter
into negotiations for establishing the control over atomic energy which we need.
The governments of other nations, such as Britain and France, or even the Soviet
Unien, unquestionably possess this much power. But our Constitution fails
to discuss the point-and at this stage we simply cannot afford to have such
ambiguity and uncertainty threatening the very life of our Nation.
I would therefore propose that you submit an amendment to the Constitution
specifying that the President has the right to ratify any such atomic agreement
with the advice and consent of two thirds of both Houses of Congress. (Pardon
me for suggesting that in a matter of this fundamental importance, a matter far
transcending treaties, that it should be two-thirds of both Houses that must
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consent.) The amendment to the Constitution should make quite clear the general
nature of any such agreement, its purposes, the distribution of powers within its
structure, and that it must be an agency under the general provisions of the
Charter of the United Nations.
Details can be worked out in consultation with others if you are in agreement
as to the urgency of this problem. I take the liberty of enclosing several copies
of a rough draft which I submit for your scrutiny.
EATON.
H.
Very sincerely yours,

ROUGH DRAFT OF PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO THE CONSTITUTION OF THE ITNITED
STATES

Whereas the Constitution of the United States does not specifically state that
the President of the United States has the authority to ratify a convention providing for an organization having the powers that are requisite to control the
production and employment of weapons as destructive as the atomic and tritium
bombs; and
Whereas the United States has taken the lead in the establishment of the
United Nations, and desires that all steps taken shall be consistent with the
charter of the United Nations: Now, therefore, be it
Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives in Congress assembled,
by two-thirds majority of both such Houses, That the following amendment to the
Constitution of the United States shall be submitted to the legislatures of the
several States for their ratification: Provided, That if this proposed amendment
shall not be so ratified within 2 years from the date hereof it shall not be valid
and binding as an amendment.
TEXT OF THE AMENDMENT
THE-

ARTICLE OF AMENDMENT

1. The President may, with the advice and consent of the Senate and House of
Representatives in Congress assembled, with the concurrence of two-thirds of the
Members of each House present and voting, ratify an agreement or convention
for the establishment of a United Nations Atomic Security Organization, provided that the said agreement shall meet the following conditions:
(a) It shall have been submitted to the General Assembly of the United
Nations as a proposed amendment to the charter of the United Nations.
(b) It shall pro'-ide adequately for the control of atomic energy, and fissionable
and fusionable m terials, and for protecting all men from the employment of
devastating weapons and inhumane methods of warfare.
(c) It shall provide for the apprehension, trial, and punishment of officials of
the atomic security organization, or of any signatory nation, or any nationals of
signatory nations who violate the terms of any such atomic agreement, and to
provide that no signatory nation will take any steps to obstruct or prevent such
apprehension, trial, and punishment of persons accused of crimes of this nature,
(d) It shall provide that the organization created by such agreement shall
have power to deal with any menace to the peace of the world of whatever nature
that is not being adequately dealt with under the existing powers and procedures
of the United Nations.
(e) It shall provide that all legislative powers under the agreement shall be
vested in a legislative body of which at least one House shall consist of delegates
elected by popular suffrage exercised through secret ballot under election laws
uniform for all signatory nations. Each signatory shall be entitled to representation in proportion to whatever criteria may be specified and defined in the
agreement.
(f) It shall provide that the organization created by this agreement and its
legislative, executive, and judicial officials, shall have only such powers as are
clearly defined and specified in the agreement. All powers not thus delegated
and defined shall be reserved to the signatories. All legislation enacted in
accordance with the agreement shall be the supreme law of the land of all
signatories, anything in their constitutions or laws to the contrary notwithstanding.
(g) It may provide that, pending its adoption as an amendment to the charter
of the United Nations, it shall be valid and binding for all its signatories provided it shall be ratified in a constitutional manner by not less than 11 members
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of the United Nations, including a majority of the permanent members of the
Security Council.
2. The President may, with the advice and consent of the Senate and House
of Representatives in Congress assembled, with the concurrence of two-thirds
of the Members of each House present and voting, ratify an amendment to the
said agreement when proposed in accordance with the provisions of the said
agreement.
A

POLITICALLY

PRACTICAL PROGRAM

FOR PERMANENT

PEACE

(Statement submitted by Frederie C. Smedley, Forest Hills, N. Y.)
1. Such nations as are presently interested in abolishing all war under adequate safeguards should call a UN conference to draft a convention that shall
disarm all nations under adequate enforcement procedures, if, as and when it shall
be unanimously adopted, so that its terms apply to every inch of territory and
every person, ship, and airplane in existence. Any government that boycotts such
a conference will take its chances that later it will be forced by its own people
to adhere to a convention in the drafting of which, through its own fault, it
took no part.
2. The provisions of the convention as to elimination of arms and armed forces
shall be based on the disarmament measures of the occupation statutes now in
effect in Germany and Japan, except for their bans against the civil aviation.
3. Provisions abolishing military aviation shall be based 'on the Geneva Convention for Abolition of Aerial Bombardment, brought up to date.
4. The call for the conference and its procedural rules shall provide that any
delegate proposing anything other than complete disarmament down to police
and coast-guard forces, armed only with light sidearms and strictly limited in
size and equipment according to area, population, and coast line they are to
police, will be declared out of order.
5. The principal task of each delegate, whether he be lawyer, economist,
scientist, military man, or otherwise, shall be to see that the convention contains
every possible means of enforcement that might conceivably be necessary to
assure his nation that all nations will live up to it implicitly.
6. The convention might also provide cushions for the economic shocks, both
to individauls and private enterprises, of sudden withdrawl from the economy
of expenditures for war purposes, such as pensioning persons thrown out of
work by it until they find peaceful employment with earnings commensurate with
their previous ones, full. payment for all war purpose private property required
to be destroyed because it is not economically convertible to peaceful uses, and
full payment of all -costs of conversion of all such private property that is so
convertible, with subsidies for any lost profits during a period of, say, 3 years
after the convention goes into effect, under those realized during a like period
immediately prior to such effective date.
7. As soon as the convention is drafted its adoption should be proposed in as
many national legislatures as possible, always subject to the proviso of universal
adoption before coming into effect.
8. All possible channels of publicity shall be used to acquaint the people of
nonparticipating and nonadopting nations with the advantages to all mankind
that would derive from the universal adoption of the convention, so as to cause
them to bring pressure on their governments in any way open to them, to force
their governments to adopt the convention.
9. Pending universal adoption, whatever agencies the convention provides to
enforce it could be set up on a stand-by basis, ready to go into operation as soon
as the last nation to hold out adopts it. To insure such prior establishment of
enforcement agencies in all "great powers," it might be arranged that some
small and inoffensive nations, such as San Salvador, should refrain from adopting the convention until all others had done so and had enforcement agencies
set up in them.
10. On adoption becoming universal, the whole program goes into operation,
backed up by every possible safeguard that the mutual suspicious among nations
participating in the drafting of the convention have made them feel to be necessary, plus a world-wide public opinion educated to know that on its enforcement every day, everywhere, against everybody, from heads of state down, and
such enforcement alone, depends everyone's security.
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Resolved, That the President is authorized and requested (parliaments should
substitute "That the Government is instructed") and the Secretary-General of
UN is requested, to propose to the United Nations:
1. That all other nations than Japan should be urged to enact into their constitutions or other fundamental law, the provisions of article IX of the Japanese
Constitution, with the following proviso:
"This article and all statutes enacted in implementation thereof shall not come
into effect unless and until similar provisions exist or are coming into effect
simultaneously in the fundamental laws of all other nations and territories of
the world."
2. That a conference be called under the auspices of United Nations for the
purpose of drafting a convention providing for(a) complete abolition of all armaments except police sidearms, hunting rifles
and ammunition for same, and of all armed forces other than police forces and
a coast guard for maritime nations, both of which shall be of strictly limited
size, equipment and field of operations, according to area, coast line, and population they are to police;
(b) absolute prohibition of all preparation by each nation, subdivision thereof,
or organization or individual therein or in the territories thereof, for any armed
conflict other than the enforcement of law;
(c) all necessary safeguards to insure rigid application of all its provisions at
the behest of nationals, aliens, representatives of foreign states and international organizations;
(W) establishment of any necessary new international agencies and delineation of their powers and duties in fields where there is no existing organization
capable of carrying out inspection and enforcement, as well as granting of any
necessary new powers and imposition of new duties on existing organizations
capable of effectively assuming and executing them;
(e) pensioning of all persons who are thrown ort of employment as a direct
result of the coming into effect of such convention, at their then level of remuneration, subject to deductions up to the full amount of such remuneration, of their earnings per year from peaceful pursuits;
(f) outright purchase at full value and scrapping of all privately owned
articles including instrumentalities of production, incapable of economical conversion to peaceful uses; and
(g) full payment for all economical costs of conversion of peaceful uses of
other privately owned instrumentalities hitherto used as, or for production of
war equipment, with payment during a 3-year conversion period beginning with
the effective date of the convention, to any private enterprise in process of conversion to peaceful uses, of any deficit in profits earned bY it in such period,
under those it earned during the 3 years preceding such effective date.
3. That the Military Staff Committee of United Nations should be asked to
participate in said conference under the provisions of paragraph 1 of article 47
of the United Nations Charter, together with such legal, scientific, economic,
military, naval and aviation experts as may be assigned thereto by the participating national governments, none of whom shall be permitted to advocate
any failure of the convention to carry out fully the objectives stated in clauses
(a), (b), and (f) of paragraph 2 above.
4. That the convention should be submitted to all national legislatures for
enactment as soon as possible, with its effective date postponed until it is likewise enacted by all other national legislatures and coming into effect simultaneously as to all territories, territorial waters, ships, airplanes, organizations and Individuals under the jurisdiction of any nation or other political
entity.
5. That, pending the attainment of universal adoption, nations which have
adopted the convention shall consult with each o t her and with the Security
Council as to the possibility of partial application of its provisions through pooling their forces, reducing them, making some of them available to the Security
Council, or otherwise.
6. That chapter VII of the Charter should be amended in conformity with the
situation which will be created by the universal adoption of the convention, such
amendment to come into effect on such adoption.
7. That, at all stages thereof, the various governments participating and UN
shall give fullest possible publicity to all aspects of the program, including the
translation and circularization of literature, radio talks, news releases, and all
other available techniques for spreading information.
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8. That copies of this resolution be sent to the heads of all states, including
the Vatican, the Secretary-General of UN, the members of the Security Council,
party leaders in all national legislatures, the leading news services, and any
others, in the discretion of the executive branch of the Government and the UN
Secretariat, who may be in a position to further its ends.
WORLD FEDERATION OF THE CONTINENTS-A ONE STATE UNION

(Submitted for the record by Enu Brown, of Mohegan Lake, N. Y.)
We all know, the world knows, that the United Nations Organization is helpless
in maintaining lasting peace, as It lacks the necessary power to properly function
in order to obtain the results for which it was mainly organized-preventing war
by checking acts of aggression by one country against another which jeopardizes
permanent peace.
The United Nations is not a perfect organization. This, however, is not a
sufficient reason for it to be broken up and discarded; but, rather, it should therefore be strengthened and improved, with the hope that the UN will yield the
results it was intended to render to humanity.
The United Nations Charter must be strengthened if the Organization is to
survive. It must possess the necessary authority to increase its controls so
lasting peace over the world would be preserved.
The United Nations lacks sufficient authority, backed by power to enforce its
decisions. Today the UN is being defied in its first real decision, in bringing peace
to Palestine, and the internationalization of the holy places sacred to many of the
world's religious bodies. Under somewhat similar circumstances the League of
Nations stood in the cases of Italy and Japan when that organization disintegrated and went to pieces.
The United Nations "is all that we have." This has been stated by many, but
it is not enough. We must have more, reinforced by the proper power to carry on
a progressive and successful organization in accomplishing the end for which the
UN was set up, then it will be able to function for the perpetual benefit of
mankind.
Until the Charter of the United Nations is revised or refrained on sounder
principles for achieving durable peace, it can never lead the world along a
permanent path of peace and security. No doubt, the UN is now an object of
ridicule to all who violate its decisions.
That the earth is one world, no one will question. Today to govern this one
world we need a one state government, if this organization is to be permanent it
must give equality and justice to all nations.
A proper readjustment for a workable world organization in establishing
durable peace for all nations must be a one state federation under international
law, through orderly procedure of unity in acquiring beneficial world results. If
the United Nations is to endure and bring lasting peace it must include all
countries of the world, omitting none.
The United Nations today does not include all stable countries, because some of
them when applying for membership find themselves in a position where they
are placed at the mercy of other member countries, which for their own selfish
reasons deny the applicant membership to the UN. This is true in the case of Italy
and some other countries being denied membership in the UN as a result of the
action of Russia and her satellites. No world organization can survive unless all
stable countries are members of it, whether they choose to be or not.
We have the United States of America, the Western Hemisphere Defense
Treaty, the Atlantic Charter, etc., and Europe is now trying to form the United
States of Europe. We must have the united countries of the world, in a one state
government if peace is to be maintained; nothing short of equality for all, can
prevent further cold wars followed by hot ones, with consequent destruction and
horrors unimaginable.
The great nations are not united, this we must admit. They will not be united
until they are properly represented by sectional state representatives elected as
delegates to speak for one and all, instead as it is now in the United Nations
with individual member countries fighting for their selfish aims instead of collective world benefits.
Some may ask how can all countries be compelled to join a one state organization. This can be realized at least by one method. This procedure would be to
establish a plan revising the United Nations Charter, forming six individual
states by using the group of countries in each continent, under the world federation of the continents of the United Nations; based upon the fundamental
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principles of democratic constitutional law and order, enforced by this form
of federal government body, rendering benefits of freedom through courts of
justice to all the people in maintaining endurable peace.
I think this is the best procedure so far suggested by which the United Nations
Charter can be amended, whereby all nations of the world must cooperate to
attain the same privileges and equal rights. It is through a plan including all
countries of the world in states of the continents under the world federation of
the continents. It is so arranged if the basic principles are adopted by the
United Nations, the UN will have the controlling vote, but no veto, yet every
country will be permitted a voice in world affairs and the sovereignty of all
nations will be preserved, except for the single case "the right of aggression
against another country."
Under this plan of the federation of the continents if adopted, automatically
every country of the world will become a member of the United Nations organization, yet the UN will continue to operate as a complete unit if a country should
withdraw or refuse to join. It also limits the demand on all countries under
the quota system, yet forms a combined force sufficiently large enough to prevent an act of aggression on the part of any member.
Even if Russia and her satellites should refrain from joining their individual
Continental Alliances or states, the organizations would be strong enough to
carry on without them, yet they would be represented through the remaining
countries in each continental state, which would be superior in manpower in
both continents of the Eastern Hemisphere. Today in Europe there are some
14 countries who are firmly backing the UN with only 8 countries generally deciding against it. With the 14 countries having 222 million population against
191 million of the 8 countries. In Asia some 15 countries in agreement with the
UN and only 2 countries against it, with a population of 881 million in agreement and only 563 million against the UN.
THE PLAN

A world federation to be lasting must be composed of individual states where
men have the right to govern themselves, represented by members of their own
choosing, and with the right to worship according to the dictates of their consciences, based on the principles of the freedom of our Constitution.
There is only one set of natural geographical divisions composing the entire
earth and those groups are the continents.
Therefore, my Federation of the Continents is built upon the one natural
formation of the world, affording basis for setting up a permanent agreement
for a lasting peace.
Thus a federation under the guidance of collective security formed for the
welfare of the entire world must be a group of united continents, formed as
free and independent states, bound together as an international assembly, with
the title of a World Congress of the United Nations. Then, and only then, can
the people of the United Nations hope for continuous union and lasting peace,
in gaining protective security.
My proposal is a federation of the continents to include delegates from all six
continents. Six delegates from each of the principal continents and one from
Australia. These delegate members chosen from an assembly of each continental alliance or state, will form the main congress of the United Nations.
These continental alliances constitutes separate states, comprised of representatives from all the countries of each continent.
A global congress composed of a small body of representatives equal in number chosen and elected from each region or continent, by their respective conventions representing all countries regardless of the number of nations constituting
each unit, is the most reliable method for forming a lasting organization.
All countries are eligible for membership and are automatically elected members to the units or states of their continental alliance except in cases where
instability in the national government exists. But in these cases, however, as
soon as their national government shall become stabilized these countries too
will be eligible to membership.
Each continent is to consist of a continental alliance composed of all countries or dominions included in that group. The duties of these continental
alliances will be limited to the supervision of the authority vested in them,
which will relate only to the affairs of their own continent. The principal duty
of each of these continental alliances will be the election of the bix members in'
forming the federation in representing their continent -in the global congress
of the United Nations.
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' My suggestion of six members to the global -congress -a fair representation of
each unit, but there can be more. These members constitute a general assembly
or congress having a total of 31 members, in which all countries, large or small,
will have the same voting representation as the states have in our Federal Government. While all the several states will send other representatives to be members of the council and fill the places on the various committee boards as in the
present United Nations.
Therefore, the federation of the continents as set up in my plan offers the
one means so far suggested for preserving the sovereignty of all nations.- This
end is accomplished by forming a world organization which does not make it
necessary for each individual country, large or small, to vote in a general assembT"_i a whole for or against any proposition. The proper way to arrive
at an unbiased decision and at the same time maintain the sovereignty of all
countries concerned is achieved by using the majority vote cast of a Congress
elected from a number of different state alliances representing the continents.
And not by an assembly wherein each country, controlled by its own selfish aims
or thoughts of a balance of power agreement, in influencing its voting for or
against a decision.
The formation of the global congress will be based upon a nucleus system of a
perpetual council of the United Nations. This council will be the executive committee of the global congress, consisting of 10 memberships, 2 from each of the
principal continents, with its members permanently carried from year to year.
The global congress will assemble in session 4 or 5 out of every 6 months of each
year, thus allowing the members time to attend the alliance meetings at home,
unless the session is carried over in case of an emergency. The executive officers
will be chosen by the full congress at the United Nations first meeting after the
election, and they will serve until their successors are appointed.
One of the principal duties of the congress will be the supervising and commanding of the global armed forces for police protection of the entire world
through the United Nations.
These forces will constitute a military force including all branches; one of the
army, the navy, and the air corps. It is to be composed of men and equipment
held at suitable depots advantageously distributed throughout the world, at all
times set up and prepared to carry out the purpose for which the United Nations
was organized. This force will be enlisted, trained, and maintained by all the
individual countries from their own citizenry having membership in the federation, and will be based upon a ratio of 500 men to a million inhabitants of each
country's population. But no country shall supply more than 50,000 troops at
any given period, and all countries must keep their quotas full strength at all
times.
Also each country of the federation will be permitted to carry a force one-half
this size at home for internal disturbances, which force, part or whole, will be
on call for duty by the global congress in case of an emergency, but such duty
shall be only compulsory in their own hemisphere. Computed on the world's
population before the war, these figures should supply a sufficient armed force,
with another in reserve of somewhat half the size, without cost of maintenance
to the United Nations, as each country will be paying its own share based upon
its quota.
This.system of limiting the demand for military assistance from all countries
based upon the ratio of a proportional number of troops required from each
country depending upon its size is the guaranty for preserving the sovereignty
of every country. At the same time, warranting the end of spreading disturbances
at any point in the world by the regional and international control, through the
protection of the existing powers, backed by both the continental and global
standing armed forces, yet allowing national right of self-defense to all.
Thus, I claim, a world federation to succeed must grant each individual geographical sphere or division of the earth the right to self-govern and control its
local affairs, regardless of race, color, or religion of the people occupying that
portion of the world. And, furthermore, it must be backed by a central union of
the entire globe with a sufficient standing armed force if permanent peace is to
be maintained: Only then, by a union of the whole, in making countries equal
members of the federation, can the United Nations survive.
Any country withdrawing would be subject to both a continental and international boycott. The consequences of such a boycott penalty which a country
would suffer by breaking relations with the rest of the world would be disastrous
to any country commercially, economically, and socially; let alone the combined
threat of' the standing might of the armed forces of the federation to prevent them
64429-50-
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from disturbing the world peace, both by the continental alliances and the global
congress forces of the United Nations.
This federation of the continents sets forth definite workable mechanics for a
sound solution for this problem of amending the United Nations. All the individual continents will act as states, with subdivision units of the different countries constituting same as continental alliance members, these member representatives being elected by the majority of the citizen voters of each country.
Under this set-up no country is giving up more than a single sovereign right-only
the privilege to attack other countries and subjugate their territories and people.
Yet every country, however, still maintains its national independence as a mem,ber of the continental alliance. Only disputes arising between nations interfering
with one another's independence are brought before the global congress, while
on the other hand the continental alliances settle all minor differences as boards
of arbitration in their own continents.
Then the continental alliances so formed with a member or members from each
country of the continents will act as an assembly to appoint their delegates to the
global congress of the United Nations.
Thus each and every voter from all countries will have the same voice in world
affairs by each country automatically becoming a member of the continental alliance on the formation of the federation as he or she has in the national state
with proper representatives in each step of the federation up to the final-the
global congress of the United Nations.
Yet, should one or more of these countries of any continent refuse to cooperate,
it will make very little difference, as the remaining countries will still constitute
a complete unit or state continuing as a continental alliance to function with full
power to send its delegates to the global congress. And the withdrawing country
will be under the influence of both the continental alliance and the global congress, subject to their sanctions, and backed by the armed forces of the United
Nations.
.The federation of the continents unquestionably offers this security of sovereignty to all countries. For, when a country becomes a member of thiq organization, a free hand to pursue a policy of aggression against another country is
the only sovereign right which it surrenders.
.The one and only basis by which a federal union can function and be lasting is
an organization wherein no country, or group of countries can secede, even if
they desire to do so when opposing the union. Under the federation of the continents no country or group of countries can stand alone from the rest of the
world in their own self-sustaining independent position, because under the continental alliance set-up, all will be represented by regional state control of which
they are a physical part, and if they attempt to break away they will find themselves helpless, powerless, isolated by sanctions already established by the entire
organization.
Today, now, is the day, the time to prevent world war III and to stop the
spread of communism, for tomorrow may be too late.
The UN member countries have the vote, thus the backing of enough individual
countries sufficient to form in each continent an alliance the nucleus for properly
amending the UN Charter; without interfering with orderly functions of the
United Nations or its membership personnel. When the six continental alliances
are operating for the welfare and protection of their regional state, regardless as
to whether all countries in each continent joins at the beginning or not, world
freedom through combined security will be born and the principles of democracy
will then be established throughout the earth for the protection of mankind.
The UN Charter will automatically be revised through orderly procedure at the
regular meetings, setting up one world constitutional law and order, wiping out
the veto by parliamentary procedure, attaining democratic rule by gradually
changing the charter, article by article, item by item, in an orderly manner. This
will make the UN conform to the basic principles of the federation of the continents, in strengthening itself so it will be lasting, affording justice and freedom to
all, without disrupting the United Nations daily business or calling a new constitutional convention with fear of getting something worse than we have now
In the United Nations.
Without doubt, here is one method by which the cold war can be checked, controlled and stopped. By forming the continents into states, all countries (including Russia) of the several continental alliances will be under the influence of
the individual regional state groups. All countries in each continent must cooperate with their alliances or the rebellious countries will be represented and
spoken for through the regional state rulings.
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THE AMERICAN LEGION,

Hon. ToM CONNALLY,

Washington 5, D. 0., June 1,1950.

Chairman,ForeignRelations Committee,
Washington, D. C.
DEAR SENATOR CONNALLY: On behalf of the national organization of the
American Legion, I enclose certain papers setting forth the position of the American Legion regarding strengthening of the United Nations, etc., and would deeply
appreciate it if you could arrange to have same made a part of the record of the
hearings recently conducted by the subcommittee of the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee having to do with revision of certain resolutions affecting the United
Nations.
The attachments are as follows:
1. Copy of resolution No. 83, adopted by the national executive committee of
the American Legion at its May 3-5, 1950, meeting. This resolution contains
the American Legion statement of policy on foreign relations.
2. Copy of statement by William Verity, chairman of the national foreign relations commission of the American Legion.
3. Copy of statement of Anson T. McCook, who was then chairman of the
foreign relations commission of the American Legion when he appeared before
the House Foreign Affairs Committee on May 13, 1948.
4. Copy of resolution adopted at the national executive committee meeting of
the American Legion, held on Novenber- 21:23, 1946. This resolution is sent to
you as reference is made thereto in paragraph No. 1 of resolution No. 83, and so
that same may be readily available for reference.
When our national foreign relations commission refers to "world-wide enforcement of law" or "world authority," they consider same as a world governing
agency with limited powers and these powers derived from some sort of world
congressional action which would probably stem from the General Assembly of
the United Nations.
Thanking you for your courtesy and cooperation in this matter, I am,
Sincerely yours,
MILEs D. KENNEDY, Director.

NATIONAL ExEcuTIvi COMMITTEE,
May 8-5, 1950.
Resolution No. 83.
Committee: Foreign relations commission.
Subject: The American Legion Statement of policy on foreign relations.
The American Legion statement of policy on foreign relations is1. The American Legion plan for strengthening the United Nations, originally
passed by the national executive committee in November 1946 provides the
essential basic requirements of, and first steps toward, true world-wide enforcement of law and order, which is the immediate necessity.
2. That the countries of the North Atlantic Pact join forces within the United
Nations to insist on the amending of the United Nations Charter to accomplish
the objectives of the American Legion plan. In this way the democratic nations
of the West would thereby declare to the world their intention of making the
United Nations an effective authority for peace.
3. We urge the same democracies which sponsored the North Atlantic Pact to
send delegates to a convention to be held soon in the United States to explore
the possibilities of the establishment, within the framework of the United
Nations, of an association for closer political cooperation among freedom-loving
democracies.
4. The American Legion is opposed to any form of world federation or government at this time.
5. We urge continuation of the European recovery program as provided for in
the present Economic Cooperation Act. We believe that this program has been
administered to the benefit of the American people and that it has accomplished
its purpose of helping rehabilitate the economies of western Europe and has
contained Communist expansion in this area. We urge all possible economy in
the administration of ECA so that our economy will not be jeopardized. We
heartily endorse a proposal that a study by a commission be made sufficiently
prior to June 1952 so that appropriate recommendations can be made to the
Congress and the American people as to what steps, if any, might be necessary
after that time to continue economic help to the countries of Europe who have
joined forces with us in our fight for freedom.
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6. The American Legion urges opposition to the expansion of communism in
Asia. We propose that our Government extend every reasonable assistance to
foster all influence favorable to democracy. We oppose recognition of Communist
China.
7. We reject defeatism and abandonment. of Formosa and the Philippines to
Communist aggressors. We abhor tile idea of abandoning the free and independent Government of Formosa.
We believe it is imperative that the United States Department of Defense
appraise the defendability of Formosa at once with the thought that Formosa be
preserved with our help as a bastion of freedom and a base for military operations
against Communist aggressors on the mainland of Asia.
8. We should aid the Philippine Government in every possible way to resist
the infiltration of Communist aggressors and to maintain a free democratic
government.
9. We again urge our Government to lend its aid in forming a regional alliance,
under article 51 of the United Nations Charter, composed of those countries of
the Pacific and Far Eastern area, who, through self-help and mutual aid, desire
to guarantee their mutual defense and to preserve individual liberties.
10. The American Legion approves in principle, the President's point 4 program.
We urge the full cooperation of our Government with private enterprise in the
development of such a program.
Approved.
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM VERITY, CHAIRMAN OF THE NATIONAL FOREIGN RELATIONS
COMMISSION OF THE AMERICAN LEGION, IN REFERENCE TO STRENGTHENING OF THE,

UNITED NATIONS, DATED JUNE 1, 1950

Unless America assumes leadership in the insistence on the immediate amending of the United Nations Charter, as provided by the American Legion plan, it is
possible that the people of this country and of the world will lose confidence in the
United Nations;
Peace cannot be wished for. It is possible only through fair but firm thinking
and action. Now is the time to eliminate the veto in matters of aggression, control
the atomic threat, -and establish an international police force. The American
Legion urges the Senate Foreign Affairs Committee to approve these necessary
strengthening provisions to the United Nations Charter at once so that freedomloving peoples everywhere will take heart in this great conflict for freedom.

STATEMENT BY ANSON T. McCOOK, CHAIRMAN, FOREIGN RELATIONS COMMISSION,
THE AMERICAN LEGION, BEFORE THE HOUSE FOREIGN AFFAIRS COMMITTEE, HOUSF_
OF REPRESENTATIVES, MAY 13, 1948

In 1945 the United Nations, in adopting their Charter, solemnly declared their
deterinination "to save succeeding generations from the scourge of war," and "to
unite our strength to maintain international peace and security." This declaration is the very cornerstone of the structure and purpose of the United Nations.
It is binding upon every signatory nation, the United States and the U. S. S. R.
included. Any nation that violates or ignores this declaration must stand selfconvicted before the tribunal of world opinion. Twenty-six years earlier, in 1919,
the American Legion adopted its constitution, pledging it "to promote peace andgood will on earth; to safeguard and transmit to posterity the principles of
justice, freedom, and democracy." It is in the interests of peace that the American
Legion appears before you today.
Peace, by our definition, is much more than the absence of war. Otherwise it
is no better than an armistice, a truce between wars. Peace, as defined by Ameri-can Legion policy, is something positive and constructive. It means law and order
among nations. Peace as so defined can in time become permanent, as nothing
else can.
Over and over again the American Legion has repudiated the philosophy that
wars are inevitable. We have substituted for that philosophy a constructive
planning for peace-not a peace built on the sand of wishful thinking but on therock of self-reliance, good will, and international law internationally enforced.
Three million Legionnaires are convinced that without an orderly world there.
can be no tranquillity, no liberty worthy of the name, no lasting prosperity or
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happiness. Without order there is chaos; and, out of chaos springs Godlessness,
,oppression, and war.
, Peace in the constructive sense has been the main objective of our foreign
policy. This has been coupled with insistence upon national security and national
independence, since international madmen or criminals will be a menace until
international law enforcement is strong enough to cope with them.
For such international law enforcement, the United Nations was created; but it
is not functioning as it should. With this in mind, 10 days ago the Legion's
national executive committee unanimously adopted as part of its foreign policy
f resolution advocating amendment of the United Nations Charter.
- The development of the Legion's polic1 relative to the United Nations is pertinent as the basis for what we recommend here. That policy was no mushroom
growth, but the result of careful, consecutive thinking. Indeed, it was only 9
months after Pearl Harbor that our Kansas City convention of 1942, looking
through the smoke of war into the future, issued this pronouncement: "The
American Legion demands that when total victory has been won, this Nation
assert its leadership in the establishment and maintenance of world-wide, enduring peace through association of free and sovereign nations." The very next
year, there was added an 11-word clause which we believe is the key to the
problem under discussion tcday-namely, that that association of nations should
be "implemented with whatever force may be necessary to maintain world peace."
To which we later added: "When peace has been restored to the world, we must
be ever vigilant to protect it." Bitter experience of the past proves that peace
cannot be preserved unless aggressor nations are promptly and sternly suppressed at the very beginning.
The American Legion took an active interest in organizing the United Nations.
Then, only a short 5 months after the United Nations Charter had been signed,
we sensed the existence of serious internal weaknesses which might threaten its
very existence and, while reiterating our hearty support, voiced a warning which
unhappily has proved to be prophetic:
"We believe that the United Nations Organization, in its efforts to make an
end of war, can succeed only through the utter good faith of all member nations."
Our hope of this good faith was shaken as vetoes multiplied. Almost parallel
with those vetoes, the freedom of small nation after small nation was threatened.
Naturally this brought the United Nations under serious attack. However, as
we diagnosed the situation, the blame rested much less upon the United Nations
than upon the attitude and acts of certain member nations, one in particular.
Stating the matter bluntly, we concluded that it was a case of deliberate sabotage.
Therefore, when many of its erstwhile friends began to desert it, we not only
stood firm in our fidelity to the United Nations but sought to apply a constructive
remedy. We urged then, as we urge now, "that its Charter be strengthened in
the immediate future."
Appreciating the complexity as well as the vital importance of the problem,
our San Francisco convention of 1946 referred three proposed Charter amendments to our standing commission on foreign relations. After hearing a group
of Legionnaires from Middletown, Ohio, the majority of them veterans of World
War II, the subject was studied intensively and debated vigorously. The result
was a pruning down which strengthened the whole. This draft in turn was
discussed with a special committee and further amended. In that form it met
the acid test applied by the national executive committee, and in November of
1946 became part of the Legion's official policy. Subsequently this group of
proposed amendments was printed, with explanatory matter, in a pamphlet issued
y the Legion entitled "Twice Is Too Often." Certain of the House resolutions
now before your honorable committee present an interesting comparison.
The purpose of these proposed amendments was to preserve the United Nations
from deteriorating into a weak edition of the League of Nations, without power
or substantial usefulness for peace. We realize that this young organization is
undergong th extraordinary stress of extraordinary world conditions; and,
rather than cast aside the thought, effort, and sacrifice which have gone into
it, consider it good sense to do something to make it effective. We believe that
the car has a good engine, but that its breaks are locked; and we have chosen,
as a remedy, releasing the brakes rather than scrapping the car. Furthermore,
being convinced that this great instrument for good is being veto-sabotaged, we
are the more determined that that attempt shall not succeed and proposed that
the Charter be strengthened to that end.
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As we have faced these problems, we harV felt deeply our responsibility and the
need of dependence upon a wisdom higilet than our own. We freely concede
that no method can by itself accomplish the results desired. We agree with
those who lay emphasis upon the vital need of good faith and cooperation by
the participants. But we cannot agree that nothing should be done to aid those
who are ready to act in good faith or deter those who act in bad faith. Certainly the situation should not be allowed to drift from bad to worse. Patietee,
is a virtue, but not inaction. The plain fact is that there exists a sit-down strike
which the framers of the Charter never contemplated. Now if a log jam can be
broken by normal means, very good. But if extraordinary means are essential
-to the survival of all, then extraordinary means must be adopted. Fortunately,
in the history of human log jams, a firm approach often brings results before
tore drastic methods need be applied.
Let me at this point make it emphatically clear that we are opposed to bluster,
just as we are opposed to appeasement. Appeasement and bluster are equally
ineffective and dangerous. Jingoism and pacifism have caused many wars.
Firmness in the right is the surest road to peace. Let me further add that the
American Legion does not seek to have the United States avoid any of its
national or individual responsibilities by overreliance upon the United Nations.
Whether In war or in peace, reliance must be placed chiefly upon our own efforts,
our own sacrifices; and it is vital that there be continuity of effort and policy.
Without question, the best hope of world peace ought to lie in the Unitel
Nations. It was created to avert world chaos. Unhappily, however, there is
-chaos in the United Nations. To bring order out of that chaos is the need and
duty of the moment. To accomplish this, the American Legion proposes amendments which would eliminate the veto in' matters pertaining to aggression and
provide means of law-enforcement, while of course maintaining our own national
strength until this can be accomplished. Specifically, our program strengthens
the Security Council and the World Court. It provides for an international
police force backed by national quotas, along with appropriate armaments. And,
in the interest of world preservation, it expressly provides for inspection of
atomic and other major weapons and their rigid limitations and control.
Our program, as first adopted in 1946, consisted of four short resolutions accompanied by a number of "suggestions." These resolutions are basic. The
suggestions embody important details, some very important; but being details
we avoided being categorical about them. The essentials are briefly restated
in our Commission's report of 10 days ago to which reference has been made.
That report centered upon three activities in the field of foreign affairs where
the Legion has taken the initiative, namely: Implementing the European recovery program and its ramifications; enlightening the world as to the democratic
methods and ideals of the United States; and strengthening the United Nations
Charter in the interests of world peace.
Our recommendations on strengthening the Charter, adopted by the national
executive committee on May 3, expressly refer to resolutions in both Houses
of Congress embodying the American Legion plan, and urge early action by the
Congress in furtherance of such amendment; and in particular:
"(a) Removal of the veto in matters of aggression or preparation for aggres'sion; also the strengthening of the International Court of Justice by giving it
the power to interpret aggression and preparation for aggression with appropriate jurisdiction over individuals, corporations, and nations in these matters.
"(b) In connection with this, the limitation of world arms production through
the establishment of arms quotas guaranteed through a system of positive in,
ternational inspection, and the adoption of United States proposals for international control of atomic energy.
"(c) Establishment of an effective world police force to consist of an independent active force, presumably to be recruited from the small nations, under
the direct control of the Security Council; and a reserve force made up of na tional contingents of the five major powers."
In respectfully requesting that steps be taken to give these amendments immediate effect, let me again point out that their main objective is to achieve
that peace under law which alone can be a just and lasting peace. We have
not advocated a federation of nations. We have not insisted upon democracy
as a prerequisite, although hopeful that in the course of time the United Nations may become a training school for world-wide democracy. Our purpose is
not, national defense, since we must always rely upon ourselves for'that. And
we would make it clear that we are not seeking by these amendments to dis-
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criminate against.any particular nation, since every nation should welcome them.
We seek only the peace of the worl d . We are prepared to make sacrifices for
that peace ourselves, and therefore do not hesitate to ask the same of others.
Various methods have been suggested of effectuating these amendments. In
herent within the charter itself is the power to amend. If any prescribed method
should -be Vetoed, that would be tantamount to nullification, and in that case
some 6ther method must then be adopted by those nations which are willing to
cooperate with one another for peace and world order, not only in word but in
deed. That would not be a drive against Russia. For if Russia should cooperate,
as we would hope, all would be well. If Russia should refuse to cooperate, then
it would be Russia itself that had read itself out of the family of friendly
0
Ifations. - - , ,
We point out that the World Court has scarcely been made use of. It could
often have been used to good effect, and should have been. We further point out
that if there had been even a minimum of power in the Security Council,
and if an international police force had been available, the dangerous situation
in Palestine might well have been averted or halted.
Our conclusion is that the charter must be amended. We are of opinion that
it can be. At all events, this must be attempted; then either the attempt will
succeed or, if failure should come in consequence of opposition, that in itself
would clear the air. This much is certain: If ever there is to be even a semblance of peace, nations and peoples cannot be permitted to take the law into
their own hands. Obviously, if lawless means are not to be permitted, a substituteftust be provided. And that substitute, in our judgment, must be a welltrained international police, enforcing international order under international
law as interpreted by a competent international court and backed by all the
power of the constituent nations if need be. In matters of aggression or preparation for aggression, no veto can be allowed. Full powers of inspections must
be vested in the Security Council. Those are the essentials. Recent events
abundantly prove that these essentials must be attained, and attained soon, if a
third world war is to be averted. We are not alarmists. We insist that war'
can be avoided. But time is running out. Meanwhile, as always, the American
Legion urges continued cooperation with those peoples of the world wbo, ;ike ourselves, truly wish law and order, until the United Nations hgs become what its
founders intended it to be-a strong instrument for law and order, and so for
peace.
RESOLUTION ADOPTED AT THE NATIONAL EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE AMERICAN

LEGION; MEETING IN INDIANAPoLIs NOVEMBER 21, 22, AND 23, 1946, URGENTLY
RECOMMENDING
IZATION

IMMEDIATE

STRENGTHENING

OF THE

UNITED

NATIONS

ORGAN-

Resolved, That the national executive committee of the American Legion,
meeting in Indianapolis, Ind., November 21, 22, and 23, 1946, urgently recommends
the immediate strengthening of the United Nations organization by the adoption
of three amendments to the United Nations Charter to provide for1. Reorganization of the United Nations Security Council and the World
Court with a more effective representation of the nations, and a final decision
by a majority vote in all matters involving aggression or preparation for aggression. Also the abolishment of the veto power in all matters involving aggression
or preparation for aggression only, while retaining it elsewhere. Suggested
details would include(a) To reorganize the Security Council to consist of 10 members, 2 each from
the United States, Britain, and Russia; one each from France and China; and
two selected collectively by the remaining member states.
(b)" To abolish the present veto right in cases of aggression or preparation for
aggression. In all such cases, decisions of the Security Council shall be made
by a majority of 6 out of 10. In other matters, the present veto right of the
five major powers to be retained.
(c) To defiae in the United Nations Charter aggression'and preparation for
aggression. Aggression, or aggressive war, shall include an attack with weapons
of violence by the government of a sovereign state, or by itA citizens with its
acquiescence, against the territory or citizens of, another sovereign state. Preparation for aggredsion shall include production of weapons beyond previously
agreed quotas, or refusal to submit to authorized inspection, or the massing of
excessive bodies of troops at another nation's border.
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(d) To reorganize the International Court of Justice or World Court, wit
power to interpret the revised UN 'Charter and to determine when preparation
for aggression exists. Its composition shall be similar to that of tie reorganized
Security Council, except that its members will serve for life or for a substantial
term. Its decisions shall be by majority vote and shall, within the scope of its
authority, be binding upon governments, corporations, and individuals.
2. Delegation to the Security Council of adequate powers to suppress aggresion and prevent preparation for aggression. Suggested details would include(a) To establish an atomic development authority responsible to the reorganized Security Council for the rigid control of atomic weapons with proper safeguards. The same or a similar authority to have like responsibility a to
biological, chemical, and other means of mass destruction existing or h.reafte
developed, with like safeguards.
(b) In the case of other heavy armament, such as warplanes, warships,
rockets, and heavy artillery, the Security Council to be empowered and directed
to limit the total quantity to be produced in the world annually, and to allot
to each of the five major powers an individual production quota, which it may
not exceed, and to allot to the remaining member states a collective production
quota which shall be produced within their territories solely by a nonprofit
armament authority to be operated under the Security Council; these production quotas preferably to be specified in the United Nations Charter after they
have been arrived at by previous agreement. Such production quotas might be:
United States, Britain, and Russia, 20 percent each; France and China, 10
percent each; the smaller member states through the armament authority, a collective quota of 20 percent. In event of actual invasion, the invaded state may
exceed its quota and take all other steps to resist.
(c) To delegate to the Security Council the power and responsibility of
enforcing all the provisions of these amendments. The Security Council to
maintain staffs of inspectors and establish branches of the atomic development
authority throughout the world. The inspectors shall have full access to all
sources of raw material, plants and research centers within the scope of their
authority, and to full information as to any substantial concentration or training of armed forces. Refusal by the government of a member state to submit
to inspection or to recognize the authority of the Security Council and World
Court shall constitute an act of preparation for aggression.
(d) Effective provisions which this committee does not attempt to elaborate,
shall be considered and made effective as to nonmember states to the end that
they may acquire no advantage by nonmembership.
3. Establishment of a strong world police force organized and equipped to
support impartially and effectively the powers of the Security Council. Suggested details would include(a) The world police force to consist of one active international contingent,
and five national contingents ready to operate as reserves whenever needed.
(b) The Security Council shall establish and maintain under its direct control the active international contingent, composed of volunteers from the smaller
member states only, recruited in national units; this to constitute a professional army, highly paid and highly trained and disciplined. They shall owe
their allegiance to the Security Council only, and shall be equipped with the
collective heavy weapons produced by the armament authority in the smaller
member states namely, 20 percent of the world's production, or equal to that
assigned to the United States, Britain, or Russia, respectively.
(c) The Security Council shall cause the international contingent to move
against any state found guilty by the World Court of preparation for aggression. In event of actual aggression the international contingent shall move
immediately to resist the aggressor. The international contingent may be stationed temporarily in Germany or any other occupied enemy territory as troops
of occupation.
(d) The national contingents shall consist of the national armed forces of
the five major powers and shall be equipped with the heavy weapons allotted
to them in their respective quotas. These shall help and reenforce the international contingent whenever needed, and such need shall be determined by
majority vote of the Security Council. In case the national contingents shall
not suffice to repel the aggression, further national contingents may be called
out but only with the consent of their respective governments.
Further resolved, That we recommend to the President and the Congress that
the United States shall initiate theadoption of the foregoing plan: Provded
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however, That until such time as the above measures, or similar ones go iitq
effect, the armed forces of the United States and its weapons of' every nature,
Shall be maintained at wholly adequate levels.

NEw YORs 1, N. Y., May 28, 1950.
Senator . 'THoMAs,
Chairmanof Subcommittee of ForeignRelations,
Senate 0fflce Building, Washington, D. 0.
DEAR Sin: Today I advised the clerk of your committee, that due to a previous
appointment I would be unable to appear'at the hearings held on world federation.
If I had been able to attend these hearings I would have registered my objections to the United States joining any world federation, or becoming a part of
any world government. I would like to have my objections made a part of public
record. These objections are based on the following beliefs.
That the idea of world government now being sponsored by several pressure
groups is a thinly disguised attempt to destroy the Constitution of the United
States, which by its Bill of Rights guarantees freedom to its citizens, a freedom
of expression and thought that the pressure groups behind world government
would like to abolish.
I further believe that the sponsors of world government are determined to
bypass or nullify Congress, for Congress is the watchdog of our liberties. I
believe that a check on the membership of some of the pressure groups advocating
world government would -disclose many names that have been cited as belonging
to subversive organizations.
It is my further belief that an investigation should be made as to the source
of funds collected by some of these groups. Disclosures in the Congressional
Record show vast sums expended for propaganda purposes. This propaganda, all
sugar-coated, is written in a way to deceive American people as to the true purpose behind the movement for world government. Various phrases, such as
"the pooling of sovereignties" and odious comparisons between world government and our own Revolution are all designed to lull our citizens into supporting what I believe to be a nefarious plan.
I further believe that the propagandists are trying to capitalize on the fear
of an atomic war, and stress whenever possible the destruction that would
take place in such a war. This, their hypocritical cry of peace is only part of
their plan.
I believe that instead of surrendering our liberties as called for by proponents
of world government we should strive to protect and maintain our individual
freedom. Our constitution was founded on principles that recognize the dignity
of man. Let us not abolish these principles and submit to a world dictatorship.
Very truly yours,
JAMES A. McFARAN.
YOUNG WOMEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION
OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,

New York, N. Y., June 8, 1950.

Senator TOM CONNALLY,

Chairman, Senate Committee on Foreign Relations,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.
DEAR SIR: On June 7, 1950, the national board of the Young Women's Christian
Association of the United States of America reaffirmed an earlier statement on
the United Nations, with such modifications and additions as were necessary
to bring it up to date. It is with pleasure that I quote the board's action on
that date.
"We hold the United Nations to be a great forward step toward effective cooperation among nations. We urge our Government to give strong and consistent
support to the United Nations to the end that it will be increasingly effective
in the maintenance of peace.
"We believe that attempts to amend the United Nations Charter at the present
time with the aim of achieving a world government would divert energies from
immediate tasks and might endanger the continuance of the United Nations as
a meeting ground for discussion and negotiation among nations of conflicting
ideologies or interests. We hold that national sovereignty should be increasingly limited in order to secure peace, and we favor the progressive strengthening of the United Nations as the nations gain experience in working together.
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"We believe that the egorts of the United Nations and the specialized agencies
in fields such, as technical assistance for underdeveloped areas, health, food,
trade, labor, education, etc., will help create the sense of world community which
is essential for world government. We believe that it is possible to strengthen
the United Nations by interpretation of the Charter and by action taken or
usages developed under the Charter. Areas for such agreements include limiting the use of the veto in regard to questions of pacific settlement of disputes
and in regard to admission of new members; adoption of covenants on human
rights with provisions for their enforcement; submission of international legal
disputes to the International Court of Justice; expansion of the United Nations
to guard force and field service, contribution of forces and assistance under,
article 4$ of the Charter; international control of atomic energy and limitation
of all armaments. The slow progress in such areas has not been due to defects
in the machinery of the United Nations but to the lack of will to make the
machinery work.
"We also believe that it is preferable for all nations or groups of nations t!
work for closer economic coordination and mutual self-defense within the provisions of the United Nations Charter, as the western democracies are now
doing, rather than to set up an exclusive federation which might intensify
the present cleavage between East and West and prevent the strengthening of
the United Nations."
May I ask that a copy of the statement go into the record of the hearings of
the subcommittee.
Sincerely yours,
CONSTANCE W.

ANDERSON,

(Mrs. Arthur Forrest Anderson),
President.

_____________
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Federalists
---------------------------------------------696
Putnam, John B., vice chairman, Workers for World Security -------Roberts, Hon. Owen J., president, Atlantic Union Committee on the
232
Atlantic Union Resolution ---------------------------------377
Rusk, Hon. Dean, Deputy Under Secretary of State ----------------Schwebel, Stephen M., national chairman, Collegiate Council for the
60
United Nations ------------------------------------------531
Short, Ray E., National Junior Chamber of Commerce --------------705
Smith, Gerald L. K., national director, Christian Nationalist Crusade-Smith, Hon. Lawrence H., United States Representative from the State
469
of Wisconsin
-------------------------------------------Smith, McNeill, chairman, international relations committee, North
687
Carolina Chamber of Commerce -----------------------------684
Smith, Russell, legislative secretary, National Farmers Union ------Sparkman, Hon. John J., United States Senator from the State of
172
Alabama
-----------------------------------------------Streit, Clarence K., member, national board, Atlantic Union Com280,298
mittee
----------------------------------------------318
Taylor, Hon. Glen, United States Senator from the State of Idaho ....
Tobey, Hon. Charles W., United States Senator from the State of
73
New Hampshire ------------------------------------------634
Trevor, John B., president, the American Coalition ---------------Urey, Dr. Harold C., atomic scientist, member of the board, Atlantic
255
Union Committee on the Atlantic Union Resolution -------------294
Van Zandt, J. Parker, president, Aviation Research Institute ------------------------------494
Warburg, James P., Greenwich, Conn
612
Waters, Agnes, Washington, D. C -----------------------------536
Wechter, Vivienne, Liberal Party of New York -------------------Worrell, Margaret Hopkins, president, Ladies of the Grand Army of
716
--------------------------------------------the Republic
Whitney, Byrl, A., director of the educational and research bureau,
508
Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen ----------------------------Wright, Dr. Quincy, professor of international law, University of
27
Chicago ------------------------------------------------------
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I. Statemefits in support of Senate Concurrent Resolution 52:
Bernard Baruch.
Robert A. Millikan, California Institute of Technology.
William Green, American Federation of Labor.
W. W. Waymack.
Allen W. Dulles.
A. J. Hayes, International Association of Machinists.
Monroe E. Deutsch, vice president and provost emeritus, University of
California.
Charles E. Martin, University of Washington.
Laird Bell, Winnetka, Ill.
Clarence A. Berdahl, professor of political science, University of Illinois.
Kenneth Colegrove, professor of political science, Northwestern University.
R. C. Leffingwell.
James P. Pope.
I1. Statements in support of Senate Concurrent Resolution 56:
Raymond Swing.
Walter P. Reuther, international president, United Automobile Workers.
Jerry Voorhis.
Friends' General Conference.
III. Statements in support of Senate Concurrent Resolution 57:
Edward J. Thye, United States Senator from the State of Minnesota.
Hon. Hale Boggs, United States Representative from the State of Louisiana.
Hon. Thomas H. Burke, United States Representative from the State of Ohio.
Hon. Robert Hale, United States Representative from the State of Maine.
Hon. Andrew Jacobs, United States Representative from the State of Indiana.
Edward J. Meeman, editor, Memphis Press Scimitar, Memphis, Tenn.
Andrew C. Benning, rear admiral, United States Navy, Carmel, Calif.
H. E. Yarnell, United States Navy (retired), Newport, R. I.
Prof. Paul G. Steinbicker, department of government, St. Louis University,
St. Louis, Mo.
Hamilton Holt, president, Rollins College, Winter Park, Fla.
Daniel W. Larue, professor, Pennsylvania State Teachers College, East
Stroudsburg, Pa.
Prof. H. G. Merriam, State University, Missoula, Mont.
C. B. Hudson, Central Missouri State Teachers College, Warrensburg, Mo.
Herbert Pell, former Congressman, Hopewell Junction, N. Y.
W. D. Cole, general counsel, New York.
Prof. James A. MacLachlan, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.
John W. Nason, president, Swarthmore College, Swarthmore, Pa.
Rt. Rev. John Thnomas Heistand, bishop of Protestant Episcopal Church,
Harrisburg, Pa.
J. Lionberger Davis, attorney at law, St. Louis, Mo.
Eliot Blackwelder, geologist, Palo Alto, Calif.
William L. White, author, Emporia, Kans.
H. F. Willkie, Joseph E. Seagram & Sons, Inc., Louisville, Ky.
Ernest Estwing, president, Estwing Manufacturing Co., Rockford, Ill.
Rt. Rev. Edmund P. Dandridge, Nashville, Tenn.
Clarence A. Spaulding, vice president, Presbyterian College of Christian
Education, Chicago, Ill.
Rabbi David Jacobson, San Antonio, Tex.
Hubert Philips, professor of social science, Fresno State College, Fresno,
Calif.
Joseph Clark Baldwin, president, United Dyewood Corp., New York.
Lithglow Osborne, president, American Scandinavian Foundation, New York.
Augustus W. Bennet, attorney, Newburgh, N. Y.
John R. Deane, major general, United States Army, San Francisco, Calif.
Howard Dietz, vice president, MGM, New York.
Mrs. Walter Ferguson, Tulsa, Okla.
Struthers Burt, Southern Pines, N. C.
Prof. Joseph H. Keenan, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge,
Mass.
H. W. Prentis, Jr., president, Armstrong Cork Co., Lancaster, Pa.
S. M. Levitas, executive editor, the New Leader, New York.
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III. Statements in support of Senate Concurrent Resolution 57-Continued
W. W. Schroeder, vice president, the National Bank of Commerce, New
Orleans, La.
Henry R. Atwood, president, First National Bank of Minneapolis, Minneapolis, Minn.
Harry A. Bullis, chairman of the board, General Mills, Inc., Minneapolis,
Minn.
Robert N. Wilkin, district judge, La Jolla, Calif.
James T. Brand, judge, Salem, Oreg.
Sara M. Soffel, judge, Pittsburgh, Pa.
John Bell Towill, attorney at law, Augusta, Ga.
Stephen F. Chadwick, attorney at law, Seattle, Wash.
Lewis Webster Jones, president, University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, Ark.
Deane W. Malott, chancellor, University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kans.
George V. Kidder, University of Vermont, Burlington, Vt.
Prof. Hans Kohn, City College of New York.
R. R. Renne, president, Montana State College, Bozeman, Mont.
Walter E. Sandelius, professor of political science, University of Kansas.
Henry T. Moore, Skidmore College, Saratoga Springs, N. Y.
John A. Vieg, chairman, department of government, Pomona College, Claremont, Calif.
James McCain, president, Montana State University, Missoula, Mont.
A. V. Grosse, president, research institute of Temple University, Philadelphia, Pa.
Gwilym A. Price, Westinghouse Electric Corp., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Sidney Hook, chairman, philosophy department, New York University.
Robert J. Bishop, executive director, Atlantic Union Committee.
IV. Other statements received:
Dr. Anne Gary Pannell, member, international relations committee, American Association of University Women.
Society of Mayflower Descendants in the District of Columbia.
Daughters of the American Revolution.
Mrs. Henry DeLand Strack, Rumson, N. J.
Howard 0. Eaton, University of Oklahoma.
Frederic C. Smedley, Forest Hills, N. Y.
Enu Brown, Mohegan Lake, N. Y.
Mrs. Arthur Forrest Anderson, president, Young Women's Christian Association.

